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TUB history of attempts to adjust the rela-

tion between workmen and their employers
in England, extends over a period of more
than five hundred years. The first Statute

regulating wages was passed in 1350, after

a great plague had thinned the labouring
class, and when the survivors, taking advan-

tage of the small supply of workmen, were

claiming an advance of wages. The animus
of the Legislature of the day is shown in the

preamble, where this very natural desire is

ascribed to idleness and malice, and declared
to be the cause of '

great damage of the

great men, and impoverishing of all the

commonalty.' Farm-labourers were bound
down to a certain rate of wages, under penalty
of three days in the stocks for disobedience
to the law

;
while workmen in the building

trades were exposed to fine and imprison-
ment at the discretion of the Justices.

At an early period combinations began to
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be formed among workmen to free themselves

from the effects of this and similar enact-

ments
;
but the iron fingers of the Legisla-

ture were ready-to nip such attempts in the

bud. So far back as the reign of Henry vi.,

persons causing general chapters of masons

to be held were declared felons, and persons

attending such chapters were to be punished

by imprisonment and fine. In 1549 an Act
was passed to suppress the confederacies of

workmen who had conspired together to de-

termine, among other things, how much work
was to be done daily, and at what hours and

times; and it was declared that any one

convicted of such a crime should for the first

offence pay 10
;

for the second, 20
;

for

the third 40; with the alternative of

twenty days' imprisonment, in the first case
;

the pillory, in the second
;
and the pillory

and loss of one ear in the third. But it was
soon found that this law was too stringent,
and when, next year, the city of London

petitioned against it, on the ground that it

would drive away their craftsmen and arti-

ficers, and impoverish their city, it was
' made void for ever.' A kindlier spirit

towards the labouring classes, however, ap-

peared in some of the legislation of this

period; and efforts were not wanting to

check the oppression to which they were

often exposed. In the fifth year of Elizabeth,
an important and well-known enactment was

passed, requiring that every workman should

have served as an apprentice seven years,

and restricting the number of apprentices
which masters might employ. Another im-

portant provision of this Statute was, that

the wages of labour were to be fixed every

year by the Justices of the Peace at the

Easter Quarter Sessions. This practice,

though the Act was not formally repealed
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till 1813, had gone into disuse long be-

fore.

Meanwhile the industry of Great Britain

was beginning to assume another form. The
bodies of workmen working together were
often becoming much larger, and the oppor-
tunities of combination to defeat the law and
advance their interests increased in a cor-

responding ratio. The Legislature, ever

ready to apply its specific, passed Act upon
Act, 'prohibiting all agreements or asso-

ciations of workmen for the purpose of ad-

vancing wages, or controlling their masters
in the management and regulation of their

business
;
and empowered the magistrate to

convict summarily, and punish with imprison-
ment for two or three months, any workman
who should take part in them. '

It cannot be denied that in the whole
course of this legislation against

' combina-
tions

' the sympathies of the Legislature
were for the most part with employers ;

and
the fact must be borne in mind, when atten-

tion is turned to the excesses and follies

that have accompanied the assertion of their

rights by workmen in these recent years of

new-found freedom. As Adam Smith

shrewdly remarks :
' Whenever the Legis-

lature attempted to regulate the differences

between masters and workmen, its counsel-

lors were always the masters. ' Combina-
tions on th^part of masters, the same writer

remarks, were authorized, or at least not

prohibited by law
;

it was the combinations
of workmen only that fell under its lash.

Against workmen convictions of breaking
the law were taking place constantly ;

but
there is no record of any conviction against
an employer. We know how difficult it is

to get rid of traditional feelings, even when
the occasion for them has disappeared. For

nearly five hundred years, with but little

interruption, a traditional sense of hard

usage, in respect of their relation to their

employers, had been working into the soul

of the labouring class. To eradicate that

feeling it would be reasonable, we apprehend,
to allot a period not less than the three

generations said to be required for purifying
the blood.

No law can have much effect which is not
backed by the general conscience of the

community ;
and for want of such backing

the ' Combination Laws ' were often dis-

regarded. And it must be confessed the

temptation to do so was sometimes very
great. In the year 1786, for example, the

bookbinders of London, whose day of work
was from six in the morning to eight at

night, applied to four of the masters for a
diminution of one hour

;
the application was

followed by the discharge of the men and

the apprehension of their leaders, and by a
criminal prosecution. Most of the masters
combined against the men, and the book-
sellers backed the masters

;
but other masters

were more favourable, including King
G-eorge in., who had a bookbinder's shop in

the then Buckingham Palace, for keeping in

repair the royal library at St. James's, and
who was the first to grant the hour. About
the same time, the Sheffield cutlers had a
strike against the ' extortionate practice

' of

making thirteen knives to the dozen. An
employer who had made himself obnoxious

by enforcing this vexatious violation of

Cocker, was lampooned in doggrel, charac-

terized by the usual combination of bad

rhyme, rough humour, and bitter feeling,

especially as regarded the use to be made of

the thirteenth knife :

' Then may the odd knife his great carcass

dissect,

Lay open his vitals for men to inspect ;

A heart full as black as the infernal gulf,
In that greedy, blood-sucking, bone-

scraping wolf.
'

At the commencement of the century
strikes were common in almost every trade,
and the Legislature made a vehement effort

in 1800 to extinguish them completely by
one other stringent enactment. The attempt
was not only a complete failure, but its

results showed that such enactments only
stimulated the evil they were meant to

cure. At last, a Committee of the House
of Commons, of which Mr. Hume was chair-

man, having reported, in 1824, against the

Combination Laws, measures were passed

repealing them in that and the subsequent

year. The immediate effect of the repeal
was to give a great impulse to strikes, and
the policy of re-enacting the exploded law
was seriously considered in 1825. But
milder counsels prevailed. In 1838, when
an inquiry into the effects of the repeal was
made by a committee of the House of

Commons, it was reported that its bearing
on the conduct of strikes had been on the

whole beneficial. There was not so much
violence as formerly, and the union men
were pronounced by the majority of masters

to be the most highly skilled of the oper-

atives, and the most respectable in the trade.

Since that time there is a very general con-

currence of testimony, to the effect that

strikes have been conducted with less of

barbarous violence, with an increasing mea-

sure of outward self-restraint. No doubt

cases of violence do still occur, and the

brutal endeavour to blow up the house of

the knife-grinder Fearnyhough, at Sheffield,

a few months ago, looks as if matters were
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becoming worse than ever. But unfortu-

nately not a few instances are on record of

attempts to blow up houses, and of many
other outrages at Sheffield. In the policy
of annoyance and vexatious interference

with masters, it is unhappily true, as will

appear subsequently, that trades-unions have

lately become far more offensive than ever

they were formerly. But the days when
vitriol used to be dashed in the faces of

obnoxious workmen, when men at the point
of death were brought into court on stretchers

to identify the villains that had shot them,
when clothes burnt almost to a cinder were

produced to show what vitriol had done,
when even young women were blinded for

life for going against the rules of the union,
and when actual occurrences such as these

gave a dread significance to threatening
letters from the '

captain of the vitriol forces,'

dated from ' nine miles below hell,
' and to

the rough representations of pierced hearts,

coffins, pistols, death's-heads and cross-bones

that embellished them such days, we trust,

have passed away for ever.* Even if no

higher principle were in force, the members
of trades-unions have common sense enough
to see that such atrocities inflict incalculable

damage on their cause, and on the very
smallest allowance of charity, they must be
credited with a sincere desire to prevent
their recurrence, although their policy and
methods may not be so readily exonerated.

In point of numbers, resources, organiza-

tion, and activity, trade-societies have made
marvellous progress. Since the repeal of

the Combination Laws, a variety of cir-

cumstances has contributed to this result.

In forty years the industry of Great Brit-

ain has made an amazing stride, and the

number of workmen has vastly increased.

The application of steam-power has caused
the concentration of much larger numbers
than in former times, and has thus at once

given them facilities for conferring together,
and impressed them with a higher idea of

their strength. The penny-post, the cheap

newspaper, and the railway have bound to-

gether the scattered companies and regi-
ments of the army, and greatly promoted
unity of sentiment and action. And, right-

ly or wrongly, the idea has gained a strong
hold on their minds, that in the distribution

of the profits of production labour has not
had its due portion, and that capital has

been fattening on the fruits that should
have fallen more largely at least, to the

workman's share. From the very nature

* See Parliamentary Keport on Combination

Laws, 1824
;
and Speech of Sir Archibald Alison at

Glasgow at Social Science Conference, Sept. 1860.

too of the action which trades-unions have

taken, they have necessarily tended to en-

larged organization and increasing power.
We do not allude here, nor shall we in this

article, where space is so limited, to those

confessedly benevolent and beneficent ob-

jects which most trade-societies embrace,
the sick-funds and the aid-funds, by means
of which they so laudably strive to benefit

their members in distress. It is of their

economic bearings on the labour-market
that we speak, when we say that continual

enlargement has been their necessary ten-

dency. For whatever screw-power they can

exercise in raising wages and easing labour,
is due to the difficulty they cause in the

way of employers obtaining labour on easier

terms than those which they propose. It

was enough in former times that this diffi-

culty was made to exist in the immediate

neighbourhood of the employer's work. But
in these days, when communication is so

easy, when labour can be transported in

four-and-twenty hours from one end of the

island to the other, it is necessary for the

policy of trades-societies that the same dif-

ficulty should exist over the whole country ;

that employers, when they quarrel with

their men in London, should find the work-
men of Aberdeen and Inverness, of Dublin
and Belfast, as stiff and immovable as those

who have been working in their yards or

mills. Nay more, wider limits must be con-

templated than the boundaries of the Uni-

ted Kingdom. The possibility of obtaining

foreign workmen on more favourable terms

is becoming an important element in the

strife, and to carry out in full the policy of

trades-unions, it is necessary to take steps
for a common understanding and united ac-

tion among the labourers of all civilized

lands. It is no wonder, therefore, that

trades-unions should have been strengthen-

ing their position in every possible way.
The International Congress of workmen
held at Geneva last autumn was an impor-
tant step towards a union much more wide

than the limits of a single kingdom or na-

tionality. And when there are heads clear

enough to see, and imaginations active

enough to fancy, the terminus ad quern of

their enterprise, there floats before the

mind's eye the vision of a world-wide con-

federation of labour, an organization that

utterly dwarfs the zollvereins, and leagues,
and confederations of all past and present

time, and before whose overwhelming might,

capital, if such a thing should be able to

survive at nil, would have no alternative but

to ' stand and deliver.'

The increasing power and resources of

trades-unions since the repeal of the Com-
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bination Laws has been clearly shown by
the gigantic strikes which have occurred

from time to time in some of the most im-

portant and extensive branches of our in-

dustry. According to Dr. Watts of Man-
chester (whose calculations, however, have

been challenged by unionists), the great
strike of the Preston spinners, which lasted

thirty-eight weeks, involved a loss of no less

than 627,000. That of the amalgamated
engineers cost about half-a-million. The
cost of colliery strikes can hardly be put
down at less. In regard to the actual

number of trades-societies, and the mem-
bers of each, exact information cannot easi-

ly be got. The Daily Telegraph of 28th

January 1867 represents the number of as-

sociations as having been, a short time ago,
1800 or 2000. The number of towns in

which these societies existed exceeded 400.

London had then 290 such bodies
;
now it

has probably more. In Dublin, Glasgow,

Liverpool, Sheffield, and Manchester, the

number ranged from 45 to 97
;
and it had

been estimated by competent authority that

the members of each amounted to about

100. The fifteenth report of the '

Amalga-
mated Society of Engineers, Machinists,

Millwrights, Smiths, and Pattern-makers,'
shows that during 1865 nearly 28,500 was
added to the accumulated fund, the total

amount of which, at the close of that year,
was 115,357, 13s. lO^d. During the year
there had been an increase of 3583 mem-

bers, making a total of 30,978. The ex-

penditure during the year was 49,172, 6s.

2d. The society of carpenters and joiners
numbered 5670 members, and had a fund of

8320, 13s. 7d., the expenditure for the

year having been 6733, 11s. 5d. At the

conference of trades' delegates of the Uni-
ted Kingdom, held at Sheffield in July
1866, there were present 138 delegates,

representing nearly 200,000 members. Two
things are apparent from these figures : on
the one hand, the immense power and re-

sources of the trades-societies of Great

Britain; on the other, the fact that their

membership is but a small fraction of the

total labourers, skilled and unskilled of the

country.
Much though the bearing of trades-un-

ions on social interests has been agitated, it

is surprising how little can be said to have
been conclusively settled or placed beyond
the reach of controversy. Commonly, when
a subject has been long under discussion,
there comes to be a general consent on a

number of points ;
either avowedly or tacit-

ly, they are held on both sides to be estab-

lished, or at least they cease to be objects
of contention. In the discussions that have

taken place on combinations and strikes, it

is remarkable how little there is that on
both sides can be said, as yet, to be admit-

ted or established. Whether there is a real

call and ground for combinations of work-

men, or whether the self-acting rule of sup-

ply and demand would not sufficiently regu-
late the remuneration of labour

;
whether

combinations and strikes have had any ef-

fect in increasing wages, or whether wages
would not have risen at least as much with-

out them; whether the mass of working
men go voluntary into them, or whether

they are not coerced by clever agitators,
who love pre-eminence and pay ;

whether or

not the labourer has a right to know any-

thing about the profit of the business to

which he contributes his share of work and

skill, and to adjust his demands according-

ly; whether or not courts of conciliation

would contribute to the peaceful solution of

the differences of masters and men, and if

so, how they should be constituted, on all

such questions as these, there cannot be said

to be anything like agreement between both

parties. Such is the mistiness that envel-

ops the subject, that it is almost amusing to

observe the differences as to plain matters

of fact that sometimes characterize the state-

ments of masters and men when a dispute
occurs. One would think it would not be

very difficult to agree in a statement as to

the wages actually earned by workmen, the

rates of pay actually current in a work.

Yet in colliery disputes, for example, there

sometimes occur, or used to occur, so many
deviations, or alleged deviations, from ob-

vious weights or measurements, that very

great diversities arose in the statements of

masters and men. Thus, in the West York-
shire coal-strike and lock-out of 1858, Mr.

Ludlow alleges that the two statements

were irreconcilable, and he accounts for the

fact on the supposition that the employer
reckoned the ton of coal at twenty-one cwt.,

both for sale and for wages, while the men
asserted that for wages he reckoned it at

twenty-five. This, again, would seem to de-

pend on the size of the 4 corves '
filled by

the colliers, which they asserted had grown
'
like an oak-tree out of a sapling,' while

the master affirmed that they had undergone
no alteration in size during twenty "years.*

Similar differences in fundamental data have

* In the chain-makers' strike in 1S59-GO, no

agreement could be come to between the parties

either as to what was the average amount of exist-

ing wages, the men putting it at less than 15s. per

week, the masters at 80s ; or as to the extent of

the advance demanded, the masters estimating it

from 10s. to 12s. for all the higher labourers, the

men from 5s. to 8s.
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occurred in many other trade disputes. Nor
can it be said that there is much to encour-

age the hope that the mist which envelops
the whole subject will speedily clear away.
The interests, and therefore the feelings, of

both parties have been so much involved in

the warfare, that it has been almost impossi-
ble for them to take that calm and impartial
view of the question which is favourable to

a common understanding ;
and at the pres-

ent moment, the battle rages with such heat

that we can hardly hope to secure even a

patient hearing. We may, however, cherish

the belief that there are not a few earnest

truth-seekers on both sides, to whom views

which have been formed after much investi-

gation and reflection, and which are offered

not in the spirit of the partisan, but in that

of the mediator, will prove neither unwel-

come nor useless.

One thing about trade combinations may
be held as sufficiently established they are

a great fact. Whether they ought to exist

or not may with some be a question ;
that

they do exist, and have every likelihood to

continue to exist, is about as certain as that

standing armies and navies will continue

ever so long among the institutions of civ-

ilized nations. No one seriously proposes
the re-enactment of the Combination Laws,
or fancies that it would be possible to ad-

minister them if they were again placed on
the Statute-book. Mr. Edmund Potter of

Manchester, though a decided enemy of

unions, admits that '

strikes, as the action

and the almost inevitable result of commer-
cial bargaining for labour, will always exist.'

Mr. T. J. Dunning, whose pamphlet on

trades-unions and strikes is a very creditable

specimen of calm and sober reasoning on the

workman's side, and who deprecates strikes

as a state of moral warfare, and productive
of that mutual bitterness which ensues from
all war while it lasts, is notwithstanding

clearly of opinion,
' from long experience of

their results to journeymen, both of success

and defeat, that there is no proper alterna-

tive, in certain cases, but the position of a

strike.' It were Quixotic, therefore, to

raise the question at present, whether there

ought to be combinations of any kind The

tug of war must be on their practical ad-

ministration, the ends they contemplate, and
the means they employ for the attainment
of these ends. It is to these that we pro-

pose to devote the remainder of our arti-

cle.

No good can arise from those sweeping
and unqualified denunciations of either side

which have been common even in our higher
classed periodical literature. It is easy to

set up a man of straw, and tear him to

pieces. It is easy to say that trade-societies

have not the confidence of the working
classes, that they are managed by selfish and
interested demagogues, that their conductors
are utterly blind and unreasoning, ignorant
of the most elementary rules of political eco-

nomy, reckless of every ulterior consequence,
bent only on obtaining the immediate advan-

tage for which they are contending, and that

therefore such institutions are unmitigated
evils. We do not deny that some facts do

give a certain colouring of truth to these

charges. But in dealing with the subject,
we are willing to admit that it is alike un-
fair and inexpedient thus to characterise the

supporters of combination. We will admit

that, with exceptions, working men are in

favour of combinations as being, in their

view, beneficial to their interests
;
that the

delegates whom they choose generally enjoy
their confidence; and that the measures
which they devise are those which they con-

sider best fitted in the circumstances to pro-
mote the welfare of the class. We will ad-

mit that there is some ground, more or less

plausible, for each of the positions which
trades-unions maintain in their conflict with

employers ;
and we will endeavour to state,

as far as possible in their own terms, and in

the most favourable way for them, the rea-

sons they have for all that they claim.

The avowed object of trades-unions and

combinations, then, is to secure for the work-
man that share of the profit of production
which is due to labour. That labour in

past times has not obtained its fair sbare is

inferred by the advocates of these unions

from the fact that many employers have
made large fortunes, and that most of them
live in a style of comfort that indicates an

abundant profit. It is not actually denied

that the law of supply and demand is that

by which the remuneration of labour ought
to be regulated. It is rather maintained

that the different circumstances of capitalists
and labourers prevent that law from operat-

ing freely, and from determining equitably
what the one ought to give, and the other to

take, for his labour. If the law of supply
and demand is to work fairly, the pressure,
so to speak, on buyer and seller ought to be

equal. If one of the parties be subject to a

pressure which the other does not feel, the

fair action of the law will be interfered with.

If the one requires to sell his commodity
immediately, but the other does not require
to buy immediately, the advantage is on

the side of the purchaser. The owner of

an estate, or of a house, or of a horse, may
sometimes be so situated that he must sell

at once, for whatever the article will fetch.

But in such a case he does not get the proper
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market value for it. To enable him to do

so, he must be in no greater haste to sell

than the other to buy. To apply this to

workmen and capitalists, labour is the com-

modity which the one wishes to dispose of

to- the other. But it is affirmed that singly
labourers are not on an equality in entering
the market. The labourer lives on his earn-

ings from week to week, and usually sup-

ports a family on them, and therefore can-

not wait. The capitalist has other means of

living, and does not require to buy at once.

The labourer is thus exposed to the risk of

selling his commodity through necessity for

anything it will fetch at the moment. To

remedy this evil he combines with other

labourers. By this means a fund is accumu-

lated which gives him support if the em-

ployer and he differ as to terms, and he is

saved the necessity of parting with his labour

at a sacrifice. By this means, too, he is en-

abled to frame other conditions for the dis-

posal of his labour. He believes that he

then, and only then, enters the market on

equal terms with the employer, when he can

say, without fear of being undersold, 'Here

is my labour, here is the price at which I will

sell it, and here are the conditions on which

I will yield it.' To place him in this posi-
tion is the avowed object of trades-unions.

Without either admitting or questioning
the soundness of this reasoning, let us mark
one inevitable result of the policy which it

suggests. The individual labourer forms a

union with other labourers, and with such

success, we shall suppose, that the great mass

of his fellow-craftsmen agree to support

him, and to support one another in bargain-

ing for the disposal of their labour, and
subscribe large funds for the purpose. How
does this affect the position of the employer ?

Very clearly, when he goes now into the

labour-market as an individual, the tables

are completely turned. The pressure of

necessity which formerly was presumed to

bear upon the labourer now bears upon the

employer. The labourer can now bide his

time. But the individual employer cannot

wait indefinitely. His capital is limited,
and it will soon be wasted, if it be not em-

ployed. Or let us suppose that he has cer-

tain contracts in hand Heavy penalties are

incurred if the contracts are not fulfilled

within a limited time. It is evident that it

is he that must now go into the labour-mar-

ket at a disadvantage, and buy the labour

he needs at whatever price, and on whatever

conditions may be demanded. Such at least

is his position if he act singly, and without

combination with other employers. It is

therefore in self-defence that he tries to

form such combination. A union of mas-

ters is regarded as necessary to restore the

equilibrium which the union of workmen
has disturbed. If a union of workmen be

necessary to prevent the individual workman
from having to sell his labour at a disadvan-

tage, a union of masters is necessary to

prevent the individual master from having to

purchase his labour at a disadvantage. The
master's union is the result of the work-
men's

;
and the lock-out is the consequence

of the strike. "We are reasoning at present
on abstract principles, and without reference

to actual cases, where particalar circum-

stances may render our logic inapplicable.
But undoubtedly there is a point at which
the necessity which urges the workmen to

unite is transferred from them to the em-

ployers. Some employers, however, compli-
cate matters by combining for the avowed

purpose of breaking up the union of the

men. It may be that they are driven to

this. But it looks as if the masters claimed

to themselves a right which they denied to

the men. With the intense sensitiveness of

the men as to equal rights, the avowal of

such a purpose, sought in such a manner,
must be exasperating. Each party has a

right to combine to obviate the necessity of

going into the market at a disadvantage ;

but neither has a right to combine to break

up the combination of tbe other.

But it is time to advance from the ab-

stract to the concrete. What, in point of

fact, is the policy of trades-unions, when

they try to make their own bargain, what
are the conditions they impose, or seek to

impose, when they offer their labour to capi-

talists for sale ?

The answer to this question may be com-

prised in some half-dozen particulars : 1.

They seek to establish certain standard rates

of wages, beneath which no employer shall

be at liberty to pay his men. 2. To limit

the hours of labour, and especially to dis-

courage or do away with the practice of

working over-time. 3. To discourage or

do away with the practice of piece-work. 4.

To limit the number of apprentices. 5. To

prevent the employment of non-union men

along with or in room of unionists. 6. In

certain cases, to oppose the introduction of

machinery, or the employment of unskilled

labourers in the working of machinery.
Other points may occasionally be insisted on,

but, speaking generally, we may say that

these six embrace the chief demands which

trades-unions have been wont to make.

In order to sift thoroughly the character

and the tendency of these, or any other con-

ditions of a similar kind, it will be proper to

inquire I. Whether or not it be a right
thine to trammel the labour-market witho
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any artificial restrictions, instead of allowing
a perfectly free trade in labour

;
II. What

the precise merit or demerit is of each of the

restrictions contended for, especially as re-

gards the workman, and whether or not, ac-

cording to the recognised laws of political

economy, they tend to secure the end for

which they are designed ;
and III. What

their bearing is on the position of employers
whether or not they are compatible with

that freedom and self-respect, and with that

sense of responsibility for the right conduct

of his undertaking, without which the posi-

tion of a master is but a mockery, and the

management of business a worry not to be

borne.

I. Nothing, it has often been said, suc-

ceeds like success
;
and the marvellous suc-

cess of free-trade, as recently carried out in

this country, has made it necessary for per-
sons who contend for restrictions in any
branch of business to stand on the defensive.

But it does not follow, as a matter of course,
that because free-trade has succeeded in one

sphere, it ought to be applied out and out in

every sphere. In the main, free-trade is a

question of expediency. The only principle
of a moral or religious nature applicable to

it is, that it is the will of Grod that the super-
abundant products or commodities of one

region should be readily available for the

supply of other regions, and that it is a sin

to frustrate this benevolent purpose by arti-

ficial restrictions, designed to promote the

interests of a class. Now, it will hardly be

contended that this principle has to do with

this question whether labourers are entitled

to place any restrictions on the sale of their

own labour. What remains to be pleaded in

favour of free-trade is, its great expediency
the remarkable comfort, certainty, quickness,
and expansiveness of commercial transac-

tions untrammelled by restrictions. It is

this expediency that has received such mar-

vellous illustration in the commercial policy
of recent years. But although it is certain-

ly very desirable that all business be trans-

acted with as few fetters as possible, it is not

imperative that there be no fetters. In

fact, a higher expediency may render the

imposition of some fetters indispensable.
The interests of public health, or of public

safety, or even the demands of national

revenue, maybe regarded sufficient to justify
restrictions in trade. For such reasons the

sale of poisons, of gunpowder, and of intoxi-

cating drinks, is subjected to somewhat rigid
restrictions. The free-trade expediency is

checked by higher expediencies ;
and fetters

condemned by the oue are restored at the

demand of the other.

But perhaps the case of the labour-mar-

ket itself furnishes the best illustration of

the propriety of occasional restrictions in the

exchange of commodities. For, side by
side with the advance of our free-trade

policy, there has been carried out a policy
of limitation in the employment of labour.

The Ten Hours Act is one result of this

policy; so is the prohibition of female
labour in certain employments, and of infant

labour
;
so also is the half-time system ;

and
indeed the whole arrangements connected
with the public inspection of factories and

mines, and the provisions which such in-

spection is designed to enforce. This is no
doubt true

; and, under shelter of such pre-

cedents, trades-unionists sometimes argue
that they are entitled to lay upon the sale

of labour the restrictions which they con-

tend for. But before this conclusion could

be justified, they would require to make out
that a higher expediency than that which
calls for free-trade demands such restric-

tions, and especially that such restrictions

are called for in the interest of the public.
For restrictions in the interest of public

health, or public safety, or public morality,
are one thing, and restrictions in the interest

of a section of the community, are another.

Restrictions of the nature of protection,

going to constitute a monopoly, contracting
the energies of industry, clipping the wings
of enterprise, are those of which our free-

trade experience has made us most jealous.
Trades-unions would require to show that

the restrictions which they propose are not

of this character, and they would need to be
the more particular in their proof, from the

circumstance that our past experience of

guilds and other protected industries has not

been favourable. Our history shows that it

is not in the old seats of protected industry,
not round the dull and venerable halls

where hammersmiths and cordwainers have
held their lifeless meetings, that our modern

industry has gathered its resources and
achieved its matchless triumphs, but in new,
unheard-of places in Manchester, Leeds,

Rochdale,
'

Birmingham by Warwick '

(as
letters have been addressed within the pre-
sent generation) ;

not in Dublin, but Bel-

fast
;
not in Edinburgh, but Glasgow ;

not in

the fair city of Hal' o' the Wynd, but its

parvenu neighbour, Dundee. The onus pro-
bandi is thrown upon the advocates of re-

striction, and proof must be brought for-

ward that the measures which they plead for

are not calculated to paralyse industry, or to

promote the welfare only of one class. The
restrictions themselves must then be ex-

amined individually, and their true charac-

ter and bearing ascertained.
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II. We proceed, accordingly, to examine

in detail the several restrictions sought to

be imposed by trades-unions on the free sale

of labour, and to inquire whether these re-

strictions are in themselves justifiable, and

whether, according to the laws of political

economy, they tend to secure the end for

which they are designed. In doing so, we
shall first endeavour to state, as fairly as we

can, on the one hand, the arguments by
which the several demands are in wont to be

enforced by their more temperate advocates
;

and on the other, the objections to which

they are liable.

(1.)
In regard to the claim for standard

rates of wages, where the men are paid by
time, we find, at the outset, an important
difference in defining the real meaning of

this claim. If we take Mr. Dunning's ac-

count of it, it does not mean that all work-

men good, bad, and indifferent should be

paid alike ; and it is not liable to the objec-
tion that it drags down the superior work-

man to the level of the inferior. It means
that a certain rate should be fixed as the

minimum, below which wages should not

fall, leaving the employer to pay for superior

skill, or working ability, as much more as he

pleases, or as the man can obtain. It ex-

cludes a master from employing men at a

lower rate, even though he should judge
them, or they should be admitted to be, de-

cidedly inferior workmen. The reason

alleged for it is, that it is necessary as a bar-

rier against the introduction of the ' sweat-

ing system,' a system that takes advantage
of the urgent necessities of working men,
and constrains them to work at rates that,
in their effects, are alike demoralizing and
ruinous. It is admitted that, in point of

fact, the standard rate usually becomes the

average rate of payment, and this is justified
on the ground that most men are entitled to

it, as being of average ability, and that the

deficiencies of some are made up by the sur-

plus work of others. Although it is denied

that the regulation is designed to make the

able and more skilled workmen do less work
than they would do under a system of grad-

-

uated payment, it is haidly questioned that

its tendency is in this direction. It is hardly
to be supposed that when the wages received

are uniform, the quicker and abler workman
will do more work than his slower neigh-
bour. Why should he work more than the

average amount, he asks, when he receives

no more than the average pay ? Would a

clever writer in a review or magazine, capa-
ble of doing double the work of another in

the same time, write two sheets for the pay
of one, if he were engaged by time ? And
if it be said that the master, by this system,

has no redress against inferior workmen,
whose work is decidedly worth less than
their pay, the reply is he can dismiss them.
Whenever a slack time comes, he can weed
out the inferior hands

;
and the dislike of

being dismissed, or of being superseded, acts

as a check against the abuse of the regu-
lation.

However this may be, the general effect

of the arrangement, it is affirmed by mas-

ters, is to lessen the daily amount of work.
In certain trades, masters complain bitterly
that the work done in a given time is greatly
less than it was twenty years ago.* This
is ascribed, not so much to the predomi-
nance of a lazy habit among the men, as to

the influence of a notion that has taken hold
of them, that by lessening the amount of

work they increase its value. By creating
an artificial scarcity of labour, they believe

that they increase the market value of that

labour. This notion we shall have to ex-

amine fully afterwards, for we shall find that

it lies at the foundation of most of the re-

strictions which the trades-unions contend
for. Meanwhile, we may remark that the

establishment of a standard or uniform rate

of wages, though not relished by masters,
does not seem to be one of the demands

against which they are disposed to wage
mortal war, provided the rates proposed
are such as they think they can accept of.

(2.) We come then to the second demand
the limitation of the hours of labour. In

favour of such limitation two kinds of argu-
ment are usually employed. In the first

place, there is the consideration of health

and morality, a most valid and reasonable

one within certain limits. Thus, in a petition
to Parliament, the colliers of West Yorkshire
have alleged as " a well-known fact, that the

longer the men are employed, the more
liable are they to become allured by
intoxicating drinks, or other debasing
habits.' In any case, the exhaustion caused

by toil requires the use of restoratives, but
the restoratives provided by nature simple

diet, sleep, social intercourse, fresh air,

games, scenery, music, religious services

*
Employers of masons, for example, complain

that the number of strokes given with the mallet

per minute is smaller than it used to be. In a

procession of masons at Edinburgh last autumn, a

tigure, representing a stone-hewer, who gave a

stroke with his mallet when the bearer pulled a

string, was declared by the masters to be a most
faithful symbol of the unionist stone-cutter. The
number of strokes per minute was extremely small,

corresponding to what used to be called, in the

kingdom of Fife,
'

Cupar time,' as distinguished
from '

Auchtermuchty time
;

' and the strokes were

given just as the string-puller directed, the real

string-pullers being the heads of the union.
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are for the most part slow in their operation.

Hence, when toil has been protracted to

extra hours, restoratives of more rapid
action are sought after, and intemperance is

greatly promoted. At the discussion on
trades-unions in Glasgow in 1860, Mr.

Fergus, who began by saying that he utterly
abhorred and detested strikes, referred to

the case of the engineers of Lanarkshire, a

class with whom he had become acquainted
some thirteen years before, and who then

spent their evenings most rationally ;
but by

competition a system of overtime had been

introduced, which had wrought great damage
to their physical and moral nature. The
evil was far greater than was generally

supposed, and it wrought amongst the men

physical decay, premature death, and in

some cases insanity.
In so far as workmen seek to reduce the

hours of labour to such limits as the average
human frame is adapted to bear, and desire

more leisure for self-improvement, their

object must commend itself to every honest

Christian heart. Besides, the community
has selfish reasons, if it would think of them,
for desiring that workmen be not made to

labour beyond their strength. Wherever
there is excessive labour, the death-rate and
the poor-rate are increased, and widows and

orphans in large numbers are thrown on the

public for support. But probably there is

no class to whom overtime is so hurtful, in

a general point of view, as to employers
themselves. When their men are working
overtime, and drawing for that time the

extra wages which are paid for it, they are

actually doing less work for more pay.

They are contributing exhausted, or at least

impaired energies, and for that they are

receiving more than in ordinary circum-
stances they get for the application of ener-

gies fresh and unimpaired. They are tiring
themselves for their ordinary daily work

;

for a man working hard till eight or ten

o'clock at night is not the same man at six

next morning as he used to be, and not able

to work as hard. It is but natural then that

employers should be as much against over-

time' as workmen. What they plead, in cer-

tain trades, such as that of engineers is, that

the heavy expense of their machinery and

tools, and the peculiar character of the work

they produce, render overtime, piece-work,
and irregularity of employment an unavoid-
able and certain incident of their calling.

' We cannot, like the spinner, the weaver, or
the cloth-worker, manufacture on speculation,
and produce without order, certain that ulti-

mately the article will be required, and must
always be in demand. We can only produce to

order, and wo must produce our commodity

when it is ordered. Our customers require all

their purchases for a special purpose, and at a

special time. Perhaps they are useless to them
unless supplied when stipulated ; certainly they
will cease to employ us if we fail to finish to
our time.'

There is obviously force and reason in

these considerations, but there are other

employments where the men are engaged
under regulations that seem to set every
consideration of health and comfort at

defiance. We refer to engine drivers,

stokers, and other railway employes, whose
hours of labour, at least on some lines, are
one of the most unfathomable of the many
mysteries of railway management. Ever
and anon we hear of men who are not off

work for days and nights in succession,

beginning their duty perhaps on a Monday
evening, and not leaving it till the following
Wednesday. It is humiliating that it

should be in our new industries that such
barbarous instances of disregard of the laws
of nature are commonly found to occur.

The case of railway employes is a crying
scandal, and it is all the more so that the

justification of one company seems usually
to be, that the same practice is prevalent
in the rest.

But there is another reason sometimes

given for limiting the hours of labour that
is not entitled to equal consideration. In
the request of the Operative Builders to the

Masters, London, in 1859, it was alleged that

' The application of machinery to all pursuits
of human industry had to a great extent ren-
dered the demand for manual labour unnec-
essary. In our own trade it already rips the

material, ploughs, mortises, and tenons, and
does everything except the bare putting to-

gether, and we are warranted in anticipating
further depressive aggressions, and justified in

attempting to provide a barrier against future
distresses by shortening the hour of labour.'

Without entering here on the question

(which will be touched on afterwards),
whether the application of machinery does

really lessen the demand for manual labour,
we remark that the pith of the argument
lies in this, that the workman is justified in

restricting his day's labour, in order to make
room for the employment of as many of his

brother craftsmen as possible. A certain

amount of labour, he reasons, is needed for

the work of the country ;
we must con-

trive that as many of us as possible be em-

ployed to do it
;

in order to this we must

get the hours of labour shortened, and at the

same time we must try to secure that our

wages are not diminished. We do not

deny that the argument is well-meant, thac

it is designed to promote the good of the
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brotherhood generally ;
but unless we are

mistaken greatly, it is just one of those argu-
ments that, if carried to its consequences, as

we shall try to show by and by, would par-

alyse industry, and drive it, not to some

hitherto unknown centre of activity within

the British isles some Birmingham, or

Leeds, or New Lanark, but beyond the

outskirts of the United Kingdom, to colo-

nies alive with youthful enterprise, or to

foreign countries, where, if they would but

adopt the Celtic motto,
' Olim marte, nunc

arte? hundreds of thousands of young fel-

lows, by beating their swords into plough-

shares, and their spears into pruning-hooks,

might so stimulate their national industries,

that most formidable competition would be

created to our own.

(3.) The argument against piece-work
rests largely on a similar basis. In some

occupations no attempt is made to disturb

piece-work ;
but where it is open to an em-

ployer either to engage by time or by the

piece, the feeling of unionists is in favour of

the former. It is felt that when men are

paid by piece-work the stimulus to work
more than they ought to work is too great
to be resisted

;
that work is thus confin-

ed to a limited number of workers
;

that

those who may be going idle have neither a

fair share nor a fare chance
;
that too high a

notion is conveyed of what a day's work

ought to be
;
that the wages earned are apt

to be considered too large, and that encour-

agement is thus given to masters to attempt
to lower the rate of remuneration. In the

iron -
trades, piece

-
work, like overtime, is

peculiarly obnoxious to the men. On the

llth July 1851, the council of the Amalga-
mated Society of Engineers issued a circular

to all their branches, annexed to which was a

schedule of questions, which members were
asked to fill up. Two of the questions in-

quired how many members were in favour of,

or against piece-work; and how many in

favour of, or against, systematic overtime ?

Out of 11,800 members upwards of 9000

voted, and of these only 16 were in favour
of piece-work and systematic overtime. In

arguing with their employers on the subject,

they said, that the same reasons that were

applicable to overtime were capable of being
urged against it.

' Whatever evils spring from men working
longer hours than is consistent with their
health or moral wellbeing spring from piece-
work to the full as much as from overtime.
By it men are incited to work as long as ex-
hausted nature will sustain itself, and in addi-
tion, it leads them to hurry over their work,
and leaves it imperfectly finished when defects
may be concealed.'

On the other hand, it is argued in favour

of piece-work, that it is by far the most like-

ly way of enabling the able workman to rise

to the position of an employer.
'

Many of ourselves,' said the Master En-

gineers,
' have traced their rise from the posi-

tion of employed to that of employers, to the

opportunities afforded by piece-work, which
enabled them to become small contractors, and

thereby to avail themselves of the rewards of
their directing skill. As it is the fairest and
Jeast fallible test of the value of labour, and
best enables the master to make his estimates

with security, so it is the line which measures
off the expert and industrious workman from
the lazy and unskilful

;
and above all, it is the

lever by which the patient merit and superior

intelligence raises itself above the surrounding
level, and enables society to reward, and to

profit by, mechanical genius and energy, as

well as by respectability of character.'

There is no doubt that there is much
force in these considerations, and their bear-

ing on the interests of the w orknien is

obvious. Very likely, however, workmen
would deny that in general they are allowed

to reap the full fruit of the system, and
would be ready to bring forward instances

in which mechanics who had invented some

improvement in the mode of working were

deprived of the benefit of their invention.

The main objection to piece-work, however,
arises from the tendency believed to be inhe-

rent in it, to lower the general remuneration
of work.. This question we reserve for after

discussion.

(4.) Regarding the employment of ap-

prentices, there are obvious reasons to ac-

count for the eager desire prevalent among
workmen to limit their number. As a man
advances in life, the feeling must gain upon
him that he is less eligible than he once was
to employers, and that younger men have
the advantage. The grey whisker, as some
one has said, is the worst letter of recom-

mendation a workman can carry, and it is a

letter he cannot suppress or conceal. A
flood of youthful labourers pressing round

employers is one of the most painful visions

that can rise before him. Under the pres-
sure of circumstances he sees that em-

ployers as a rule are not in favour of old

workmen. In the regulation of many
establishments the law of selfishness is pre-
dominant without a check

;
and even those

masters who have heart enough to be unwil-

ling to dismiss an old servant, sometimes find

convenient excuse for telling him to go.

Employers of a certain rank sometimes
fall upon contrivances for getting no

small amount of work performed by boy-
labour

;
some have even been known to ac-

cumulate fortunes rapidly upon savings de*
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rived from the employment of children.

What workmen chiefly dread, if no limit be

placed on the number of apprentices is, that

the market shall be flooded by a surplus

supply of labourers; consequently that

there will be a general fall in wages, and

that the older and feebler workmen will go
to the wall.

Besides this, it is alleged that it is the

function of the journeyman to instruct the

apprentice, and that therefore the former is

entitled to stipulate as to the amount of time

and trouble he will become liable for in

doing so. The Amalgamated Engineers, in

one of their documents, when asked whether

they did not acknowledge the right of an

employer to engage any industrious man he

pleased, said that they did, but that they
did not acknowledge his right to compel
them to instruct an ignorant workman. In

like manner, if the employer would under-

take to teach the apprentices, he might have

as many as he liked
;
but if they had to in-

struct him, they begged to be allowed to say
how many they would undertake. The con-

sequence of a horde of apprentices is af-

firmed by the Sheflield workmen to be that

they are not properly taught, and therefore

not qualified as efficient or first-class work-
men. Such half-taught lads will be wel-

come to the manufacturers of cheap goods,
who do not bring into the market a trust-

worthy manufacture, but are bent on under-

selling the respectable dealer. The effect of

their admission is to derange the trade, to

perplex, if not deceive the public, and to

discourage the first-class producer.
The limitation of the&umber of appren-

tices in a trade would be of little use, if it

were not coupled with a provision that none
but those who have served a regular ap-

prenticeship shall be elegible for employ-
ment as workers in the trade. This de-

mand is enforced by the consideration that

it would be unjust to put persons who have
not served an apprenticeship on the same
level with those who have. Some persons

go so far as to argue that a period of servi-

tude, as it is called, confers something like

a legal right to all the benefits of the craft

in which the apprenticeship has been served.

The Railway Spring
- makers' Society ad-

dress their members thus :

'

Considering that the trade whereby we
live is our property, bought by certain years of

servitude, which give us a vested right, and that
we have a sole and exclusive claim upon it, as

all will have hereafter who purchase it by the
same means, it is evident that it is every man's

duty to protect by all fair and legal means the

property whereby lie lives, being nhvays
equally careful not to trespass on the rights of

others.'

It is surely clear to common sense that

when people come to speak of a ' vested

right
'

in any craft, or of a ' sole and exclu-

sive claim '

upon it, or of having
'

purchas-
ed' it

,
or of its being their '

property,' they
have got into the region of wild fanaticism.

As a mode of securing due instruction to

apprentices themselves, and as affording tol-

erable security to employers and to the pub-
lic for their efliciency, the apprenticeship

system may be very fairly defended. And
in professions where the public can hardly
judge of a man's ability to do what he un-

dertakes, such as that of the law or that of

medicine, the security afforded by his hav-

ing passed through an apprenticeship, and
been licensed by a competent body, is of

considerable, though not complete or ex-

haustive value. But on what principle can
a man claim a vested right to an employ-
ment, simply because he spent four, five, or

seven years in trying to learn it ? To do
this is to confound the means with the end.

An apprenticeship of ten thousand years
would give no man a vested right, or a right
of any sort, to any work, if he were not

able to do it. Acknowledged ability to do
the work is the only valid kind of claim any
man can have to a craft, and that claim is

not a vested right. Fancy the absurdity of

trying to exclude any one from writing a

newspaper article or reporting the proceed-

ings of a meeting, because he had not pass-
ed through a five years' apprenticeship ! In

ordinary circumstances, an apprenticeship
affords a presumption that a man is an effi-

cient workmen
;
but if his efficiency can be

demonstrated otherwise, the absence of the

apprenticeship cannot fairly exclude him.

Was George Stephenson trespassing on
' vested rights

'

when, without having served

an apprenticeship as an engineer, he set

himself to make locomotives ? Was Rich-

ard Arkwright, the barber, committing a rob-

bery when he turned spinner, or Dr. Cart-

wright, when he turned weaver,without an ap-

prenticeship ? Let apprenticeship be defend-

ed ever so warmly as a benefit to the young
workman, and as a primd facie evidence

of qualification ;
but never let it be seriously

upheld as conferring a vested interest, or an

exclusive right to the benefits of the craft.

On the other hand, one can understand

the apprehensions of workmen, that by

opening the door to an unlimited number of

apprentices, or by throwing all crafts open
to all and sundry, whether they have served

an apprenticeship or not, the skilled work-

would be overwhelmed with the un-mcn
skilled, and the market would be overstocked

with labourers. On this we remark, that, as

a general rule, those trained to an employ-
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ment in youth will always be preferred, and

that the evil of an excessive rush of appren-
tices to any trade will be sufficiently checked

in the end by the difficulty of finding employ-
ment. Besides, the rigid limitation of the

number of apprentices is against the policy
of free trade. And if a rigid limitation

is enforced in all trades, what is to become
of the surplus boys ? If they must not learn

a trade, they must go to swell the ranks of

the unskilful, or of the dasse dangereuse;
they must either become hewers of wood
and drawers of water, or worse. But is not

the class of unskilful labourers in reality that

which is most overstocked ? Is it not the

class for whose improvement something has

most need to be done ? Is it not really the

most helpless and defenceless of any ? And
is that class to be excluded altogether from
the sympathies of the privileged craftsman ?

It is easy to draw a circle round a particular

craft, and say to all but a limited number,
' You shan't come here.' It is easy to draw

fifty such circles, and to say the same thing
in the case of every existing craft. But
what becomes of the excluded ? And is

society on the whole the better for having
all its surplus labour thrown into this great

proletaire class, this mixed multitude that

dwell in the camp of the chosen people, but
are only of the uncircumcised ? When a

battle is raging, it is not wonderful that each

side should maintain an exclusive regard to

its own interests, and refuse to look beyond ;

but on those who are not so engaged, it is

incumbent to embrace a wider field, and
endeavour to secure arrangements which will

be for the welfare of the whole population.

(5.) The next limitation with which we
have to deal is that which goes to exclude
non-unionists from working along with, or

in room of union-men. As this is one of
the most prominent of the usual conditions
of trades -unions, and has very much to do
in shaping their policy, it is necessary that
we examine it with the greater care. The
issue here between the opponents and the up-
holders of the policy of trades-unions is very
distinct. We admit every man's right, say
the former, to make a bargain with an

employer for the disposal of his labour. We
admit the right of any number of men
to combine for the same purpose. But we
utterly and indignantly deny their right to

coerce other workmen, or to interfere between
them and an employer as to the terms of
their engagement. Now, this is the very
position which the champions of trades-

unions dispute. They affirm that they have
a right to interfere between employers and
workmen who differ from them, as to the
terms on which they will labour. Their

plea is, that they have a general right
to prevent these men from making an

arrangement which will be hurtful to their

interests
;

that is, which will tend to bring
down or keep down the current rate of

wages. More particularly, they urge, that

as wages are kept up, and the interests of

workmen generally are promoted by the

exertions of the unions, supported by the

contributions of their members, those who do
not belong to the union reap where they
have not sown, and ought to be compelled to

contribute to an institution whose benefits

they share :

'The men,' says Mr. Dunning, 'naturally

expect that every man should pay his quota for

an advantage which he enjoys in common with
the rest. ... In fact, whatever is deemed
to be the right and proper course for the wel-
fare of all, by the majority of a community or

body of men, and adopted by it in the aggre-

gate, will be sure to be considered by that com-

munity as the duty of all to adopt and carry
out. In fact, it is its public opinion ;

and how
potent public opinion is need not be repeated.
And if that course involves a money-payment,
he who refuses or attempts to shirk that pay-
ment will always be, let him be of what class

of society he may,
" coerced "

by its public

opinion.'

This is sufficiently strong ;
but that it is

no over-statement of the views which have

been adopted by the leaders of trades-

unions, and carried out with tremendous

energy, will be apparent if we quote from
a leading article in The Beehive news-

paper of November 3, 1866, the recognised

organ of the unionists :

' A trades-union is a combination of workmen
to keep up the price of their labour, and to

keep down the hours of their labour
;
and

to make the combination effective the members
have to expend much time, trouble, and money.
There are thirteen men working in one shop,
twelve of whom are members of the union, and
the thirteenth holds aloof from it, but yet he

reaps the benefit of the time and money ex-

pended by the other twelve, in
'

receiving the
same high wages, and working the reduced
hours

; for, were it not for the combination to

which his twelve fellow-workers belong, he
would in all probability be working at a lower
rate of wages and for a longer number of
hours. He is thus reaping the benefit of a
harvest he has not assisted in sowing; and we
deny that there is any tyranny in the twelve
men using every means, short of violence, to

compel the thirteenth to bear his share of the

labour and expense from the increasing of

which he obtains the benefit. The sympathy
of these right honourable and right reverend

lecturers, is, however, invariably given to the

refractory, or thirteenth man, and they say he
has a right to work any number of hours he

pleases, or sell his labour at any rate he thinks
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proper ;
but we say no ;

we say lie has no

such right if by so doing he is likely to reduce

the price paid to the other twelve men for their

labour, or to cnuse those men to work longer
hours than they desire to do. The individual

in a trade, as the individual in the nation,

must forego his personal liberty for the general

good, and has no right to act in such a manner
as to be inimical to the general body of his

fellow-workmen.'

With the strongest possible wish to deal

fairly and candidly with the trades-union-

ists, we must own that it is absolutely

staggering to find so loose a statement put
forward by them as their defence of a posi-

tion of so great importance, and against
which so many minds instinctively recoil.

It is a collection of assumptions throughout.
First of all, there is the absolutely unquali-
fied and unguarded assumption, that ' in a

trade, as in the nation, the individual must

forego his personal liberty for the general

good.' Within certain limits this would not

be denied; but the whole question turns on

what these limits ought to be. Secondly, it is

assumed that the opponent of the trades-union

is
' the individual,' being as 1 to 12 to the

unionists, which no doubt may be the case in

particular shops, but cannot be assumed over

the country at large, and cannot, therefore,

even on unionist principles, justify the coer-

cion of large bodies of workmen. Thirdly,
it is assumed that the operations of the union

are beneficial to the non-unionist; but this

is probably what the non-unionist would

deny and repudiate. It is, at the very least,

not a fact so generally allowed even among
workmen as to be legitimately made the basis

of coercive measures. Fourthly, it is as-

sumed that the case of a trade and the case

of a nation are parallel. But how utterly
do they differ ! The nation, in imposing
limits on individual freedom, proceeds in a

public and constitutional way; discusses the

matter openly in a representative assembly,
allows the use of petition and remonstrance,
and is open to whatever influence of public

opinion may be brought to bear upon it.

The non-unionist finds himself called to sur-

render his liberty by a body to which he

does not belong, where he is not repre-

sented, whose deliberations are close and

secret, whose decisions admit neither of re

monstrance nor appeal, and on which public

opinion beyond its own circle, exerts no in-

fluence whatever !

But even granting, for the sake of argu-

ment, the legitimacy of the plea, let u
advert to the analogous course which it

suggests for employers, when in defence o

their position they are led to form a union or

combination. In their view, the combination

so formed is as much fitted to protect the

nterests of their whole body, as is the

;rades-union in the view of the men.
Hence a measure of ' coercion ' would
Become quite legitimate in dealing with an

mployer who did not approve of their

course, and join their ranks. Any employer
friendly to the claims of the men might
thus be constrained, contrary to his judg-
ment and his feelings, to join his brother-

employers against them. Or let us suppose
that the employers came to the conclusion

that, for their own interests, and the inter-

ests of society at large, it was desirable that

their workmen should forego their personal

liberty, in so far as to cease to be members
of a trades-union. Suppose they should

coerce their workmen into signing a declara-

tion to that effect. How would the work-

men relish this call to forego their personal

liberty ? It is needless to say that such
' declarations

' have been the cause of the

keenest feelings in the contests between

masters and .men, and that to the defeated

party, when defeat has come, the necessity
of signing them has been the bitterest of all

humiliations. The builders of London af-

firmed, that the declaration they were first

asked to sign would rob them of every priv-

ilege of freemen, and reduce them to the

level of serfs. We are not to be held

as approving of the policy of masters in

this or in similar cases. We merely in-

dicate that if the plea in question be

applicable to the men, it must be held, by
parity of reasoning, to cover the masters

too.

(6.) It seems hardly necessary to enter

on a separate discussion of opposition to the

introduction of new machinery as one of

the grounds which union men have held in

disputes with masters. That may surely be

regarded now as an abandoned position.

Though it be but a very few years since the

shoemakers of Northampton struck, in oppo-
sition to the use of the sewing-machine in

boot-closing, their movement need not excite

much criticism
;

it was but a feeble one, and

only partially supported. The intelligence
of the working classes, and their capacity of

patient thought, enable them now to see how
vain the endeavour to oppose useful machinery
would be, even if the theoretical considera-

tions against it were stronger than they are.

No one dreams of imitating the fury of the

Luddites. No one now drinks to the toast of
' The destroying angel, the labourer's best

friend.' The utter abandonment of such

positions is at least one mark of progress.

Yet, in a theoretical point of view, no one

of the six grievances we have discussed

presented a strongerprimd facie case against
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the working man. Not only did the intro-

duction of the spinning-jenny, the power-

loom, and similar machinery, deprive a host

of working people of the only mode of earn-

ing a livelihood which they ever had, but it

seemed likely so to flood the labour-market

for the future, that the few who would get

employment would be glad to take it on any
terms. Experience has taught us the con-

trary. Machinery has given such an expan-
sion to British industry, that probably there

is no branch of employment where more men
are not employed now than were employed
before. The number of persons employed
in letterpress printing is greater than it was

before the steam-press was known. So also

more horses are needed for the work of the

country than were required before a single
locomotive began to snort on our railways.
More wheeled vehicles are made than were
made in the palmy days of the road

;
more

hotels are required, taking all the country
over, than in the times when the traveller

had to content himself with eight miles an

hour : so wonderful is the impulse which

improvements in machinery give to industry,
and so rapid is the recovery in a normal and

healthy state of things, from violent changes
and temporary derangements.

Having thus passed under review, one by
one, the various restrictions on the free dis-

posal of labour for which trades-unions more
or less contend, it will be proper that we
now proceed to inquire whether, in accord-

ance with the laws of political economy, the

provisions sought to be enforced tend to

secure the end which their supporters are

trying to attain ?

Looked at generally, in their relation to

political economy, these regulations resolve

themselves into an endeavour to secure a

better remuneration for labour, by limiting
the number of workers, and the amount of

work done by each
;
in other words, by caus-

ing an artificial scarcity of labour. It is

believed that, by limiting the number of ap-

prentices, by discouraging overtime and

piece work, by maintaining the exclusive

privilege of tradesmen who have served an

apprenticeship, and by securing a minimum

wage for every workman who practises a

trade, an artificial scarcity of labour may be
maintained. A glut in the labour-market

will be prevented ;
tradesmen well advanced

in life will still have a fair chance of em-

ployment ;
the capitalist will be obliged to

pay higher wages, and, to enable him to do

so, he will have to content himself with
smaller profits, or to charge his customers
a higher price for the article. We do not
wish it to be thought that this is the only

view which the managers of trades-unions
take of the character and bearing of the

measures they recommend. We have ex-

pressly stated that our present object is to

view these measures in the light of the laws
of political economy; and the statement
we have now made simply sets forth the state

of the question when the discussion is con-

fined to the arena of economics.

In commenting on this scheme, the first

thing that claims our notice is its artificial
character. It is not natural or self-adjust-

ing, but at almost every point it involves an
interference with the natural order of things.

This, of course, does not necessarily involve

its condemnation, although it must cause it

to be looked on with some suspicion. But,
for the sake of argument, let us in the mean
time admit the beneficial tendency of the

scheme in raising the remuneration of labour.

Let us admit that a good move has been
made on the chess-board towards the accom-

plishment of this object. But will no de-

duction fall to be made from the sum of

benefit in consequence of the move which
the player on the other side may be con-

strained to make ? Will the benefit sought
to be obtained by the artificial process we
have described not be neutralized by the in-

jury likely to be inflicted on a natural pro-
cess that would otherwise have operated in

the workman's favour ? To perceive our

meaning, let it be remembered that, when

things are going on in a natural way, that

which tends to increase the wages of the

labourer is competition among employers for

his services. The labourer's chance of get-

ting an advance of wages from employer A.

is, that employer B. wishes to get him, and
is willing to give him more than he is receiv-

ing at present from A. If by any means
this competition for labourers on the part of

employers should be brought to an end, the

labourer would be exposed to most serious

loss. The natural force would collapse
which tends to raise his wages. Suppose,

then, that the policy of trades-unions should

lead to a great combination of masters, and
that the masters should act as one man in

questions of wages and other matters, what
would become of the influence of competi-
tion for the services of men? It would be

gone. B. could not now give to a labourer

more than A. He is bound by an agree-
ment which prevents him from doing so

under heavy penalties. Even when B. is

extending his business, and cannot obtain

the number of men he requires without

great exertions, he cannot ofier to give to them
more than is offered by A. Members of

trades-unions must take this into considera-

tion. They must consider whether the ben-
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efit expected to be derived from the artifi-

cial system which they urge is greater than

the loss accruing from the cellapse of the

natural
;
whether the rise of remuneration

that may spring from enforcing their regu-

lations, even if they could enforce them, is

greater than that which might have sprung
from a free competition among employers
now driven (according to the supposition)
into a combination that binds them rigidly
to uniform terms in dealing with their men?

In the next place, it deserves to be con-

sidered whether an artificial scarcity in the

supply of labour might not and would not

lead to a similar scarcity in the demand for

labour. It is surely not to be supposed that

employers would have the same amount of

work to be done under all conditions of the

labour-market. If labour be scarce, high-

priced, precarious, troublesome, many a

piece of business is sure to be declined

which employers, in other circumstances,
would have gladly undertaken. If great

difficulty is to be experienced by them in

finding men for the work, if the risk has

to be run of such increased demands by the

men, while the work is in progress, as would

absorb the profit, or even entail a loss, the

work will probably be declined
; or, perhaps,

efforts will be made to carry it on by other

means. The risk and trouble of employing
unskilful workmen may be deliberately pre-
ferred to the risk and trouble of employing
men whose terms excite dissatisfaction, and

whose spirit creates the fear of an explo-
sion. Efforts may be made, notwithstand-

ing the great inconvenience attending the

arrangement, to import workmen from for-

eign countries. Under the pressure of dif-

ficulty, some one's inventive faculty may be

set in motion, and machinery may be in-

vented as, indeed, has been done once and

again to do some part of the work. Sup-

plies of needed articles may be got from

abroad, as cargoes of doors and window-

frames for housework have lately been im-

ported from Sweden. Besides all this, it is

an invariable law that when the cost of pro-

ducing any article is increased, the demand
for that article is diminished. When the

price is high, customers take less of it than

when the price is low. The policy which

we are considering, by increasing the cost of

production, must inevitably cause a reduc-

tion of the demand.

But, it is said, the profits of capitalists
are enormous, and when they find that skilled

labour is not readily to be had, they will re-

quire to abridge these profits and offer more
liberal terms to the workmen. There is a

laxity in this mode of reasoning which re-

quires all the more to be noticed, because

the argument is apt to be urged under the

influence of excited feeling. The profits of

employers, it is said, are enormous. Work-
men are very apt to have their eyes dazzled

by particular cases of great success or rapii

fortune-making on the part of employers,
and to think of these as constituting the
normal state of things. But this is obviously
fallacious. Of course there are cases where,

through various causes, through a sudden
rise in the market, through the opening up
of some new channel of trade, or through a

happy application of skill and capital, profits
are singularly large, and fortunes are rap-

idly made. But such cases are exceptional
and rare, and are often balanced by other

cases, where, through causes of an opposite

kind, losses are sustained of equal magni-
tude. If it could be made out that the

workman was entitled to share in the extra-

ordinary profit in the one case, it would fol-

low that he was bound to share in the extra-

ordinary loss in the other. In regard to

more ordinary cases, we deny that it can be

assumed that the profits of employers are in

general excessive. If regard be had to the

amount of capital employed, the risks incur-

red, the skill and trouble involved in carry-

ing on the business, it will be found that as

a general rule the profits are not larger than

might reasonably be expected. In such a

country as this, the steady operation of

causes tending to equalize the returns of

business must prevent the excessive profits
that are apt to dazzle the imaginations of

workmen. Profits, like water, must tend to

a level. In any case, if the workman has

made a simple contract for service, he is not

entitled to claim the privileges of partnership,
much less is he entitled to rank as partner
when there is profit to be reaped, and to de-

cline its responsibilities when loss has to be

borne.

We say that there are natural influences

tending to equalize the profits of employers.
The competition among employers them-

selves for business is evidently the chief of

these. Young men especially, pushing into

business, and offering their wares to cus-

tomers at tempting prices, are usually willing

to content themselves with a smaller profit

than those whose business is established.

And in every case where an unusually high

profit is known to have been realized, a rush

of capital takes place in that direction, caus-

ing, in a short time, that very competition

by which the rate of profit is speedily equal-

ized. Let it bo considered, further, that

there is no impassable gulf between the em-

ployer and the labourer. An immense pro-

portion of employers, say in the building

trades, and in other trades, have risen from
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the ranks. It would be curious to know the

statistics of this proportion, but there are

no means of finding them out. But in such

a place as Birmingham, it is notorious that

many employers were formerly workmen.
Now we are far from affirming that such

employers carry into their new sphere the

sympathies of the old. It is the common

complaint that they are the least sympathiz-

ing masters of any.
' The case being altered,

that alters the case,' and, as in the instance

of a woman who has been a domestic servant,
and becomes a mistress, the exacting spirit
seems to become worse when, from being
the victim, it becomes the exactor. We do

not, therefore, say that the interests of work-
men derive any great benefit from the fact

that so many pass from the ranks of labourers

to those of employers. But this fact does
take away the right of labourers to inveigh

against employers as if they were a natural

aristocracy, a hereditary nobility hedged by
a divinity which no outsider dare penetrate.
Those who have made the change from work-
men to employers will not all speak of it with

rapture. They have found, many of them,
that they would have done better to bear
the ills they had, than fly to others that they
knew not of. Many a time they have looked
back with lurking regret on the days when

they drew their weekly wages, and supplied
the wants of their families, as regularly, and
with as little anxiety, as the sheep in the

meadow or the cattle in the field supply
the wants of themselves and their offspring.
It was a new and very bitter experience of

life they entered on, when, they grappled
with the anxieties of business. Never to

know exactly how they stood, to be for ever

muddling with bills and credits, perplexed
about markets, worried with bad debts,
crushed by a losing contract, haunted by the

apparition of bankruptcy ;
to lose their sleep

by night and their appetite by day ;
to have

their very home-life embittered by cares and

forebodings, and to find in the very sanctu-

ary of God, where they used to enjoy such
calm heavenly communion, ten thousand

worldly thoughts ever ready to rush in and
chill all divine and blest experiences all this

gave them a new light on the pleasures of

employers. All men are not fit for the posi-
tion. They have not education enough, brain

enough, nerve enough, quickness and saga-
city enough, patience and application enough
to sustain its burdens. It should be remem-
bered that a position that demands so much
in order that its responsibilites may be sat-

isfactorily met, must have, on the whole, a

higher scale of remuneration. Workmen
should make up their minds to see employers
living on a scale of comfort and elegance

considerably above their own. If it were
not so, there would soon be no employers
whatever, no large contracts, no large works.

Society would return to a primitive condi-

tion, and there could be no more contests

about sharing wealth, for the simple reason
that there would no more be any wealth to

be shared.

It remains to be seen whether a part of

the increased wages of labour, proposed to

be secured through the method of an artifi-

cial scarcity, might not be provided for by
a larger price being charged for the articles

produced. The best way to test this argu-
ment is to examine its operation carefully in

a particular case. Let us take the case of

coal-miners for example. The president of

the Miners' National Association, when late-

ly receiving a testimonial from the Scottish

miners, urged" the shortening of the hours of

labour and the keeping down the stock of

coals as the best means of securing good
wages. Let us say, once for all, that we have
the greatest sympathy with any movement
that aims at the shortening of the hours of

labour as far as is necessary for human
health and well-being. But this is quite a

different thing, and to be aimed at by differ-

ent means, from shortening the hours of

labour in order to force up wages. Let us

suppose, then, the object of the miners' as-

sociation gained. The price of coals is forced

up in the market. On whom does this rise

of price press the hardest ? On the rich

man or on the poor ? Coals are one of the

articles for which the poor widow pays a

much larger proportion of her income than

the noble lord. It is a far greater hardship
to her to pay an additional penny on her bag
than the nobleman or his steward to write

out a cheque to his coal-merchant for a hun-

dred pounds in place of ninety. A rise of

price on such an article as coal sensibly
touches the comfort of every humble family
in the kingdom. The collier is no doubt

better paid, but the non-collier has the more
to pay. Or let us vary the illustration, and
take the case of the building trades. When
masons, bricklayers, carpenters, and plaster-
ers get their wages raised, the inevitable con-

sequence is a rise in the rents of houses.

Here, again, the pressure falls heaviest on

the poor. House rent is one of those

items which, to the poor man, are most diffi-

cult to meet; and a rise of rent is ever a

double grievance, since it brings with it a

corresponding rise of parochial and other

rates. It is a more serious evil for the work-

man to have his rent raised from six to eight

pounds, than for the merchant prince to have

to pay for his mansion eight thousand instead

of six thousand. If we take the case of the
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iron trades, the effect of an increase of prices

may not be so direct
;
but undoubtedly it

has a bearing on the poor man as well as the

rich. Higher prices in the iron market im-

ply deader rails, dearer locomotives, dearer

wheels and axles, and consequently higher

railway fares
;
dearer grates, iron beds, pots,

and locks, and therefore more expenditure in

household economy. Considering the vast

proportion to which the working classes are

customers for all the more common products
of industry, it i evident that where better

wages result from higher prices, it is they
that will have the largest share of the in-

crease to defray. The rise of wages will be

accompanied by the rise of prices. No
doubt the working class will be benefited on

the whole if wages rise generally, because it

is not likely that all the articles they require
will become proportionally dearer; but it

would be an obvious fallacy to assume that

the benefit of the rise would be in propor-
tion to its apparent magnitude, or that the

increased rate of wages would represent an

equal increase of the commodities of life.

We have yet to examine a very important

consequence of the policy of stinting labour

artificially in order to enhance its market
value. We have to inquire, What effect it

will have upon the spirit of industry ? and
how will it influence that character for en-

terprise and energy which has hitherto been

the glory of the Anglo-Saxon race ? Our
answer to this question is very simple. Its

whole tendency is to paralyse industry and

enterprise. It reverses the moral conditions

on which prosperity and progress depend.
We have been accustomed to think that the

hand of the diligent maketh rich. It has

been our fancy that a conscientious servant

watches the interests of his master as if they
were his own, and that, according to the

New Testament doctrine, he will be rewarded
for doing so by the Great Taskmaster. We
have even heard sluggards reproved by one

who used to be called ' The Wise Man,' and
sent to the ant for a lesson in industry. If

the view be correct, that the labour of each in-

dividual ought to be minimized, in order that

the more labourers may have work, and that

work may command the more pay, the slug-

gard, when employed by a master, must be a

very patriotic and philanthropic member of

society. By reducing the amount of labour,
he is increasing its market value. The pity
is that all his comrades do not do the same.
That greenhorn from the country, who works
as diligently as if it were a sin to waste

time, and who really accomplishes the work
of two men, is a nuisance

;
for is he not just

preventing an additional workman from

being employed to do half his work ? He is
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causing a man to go idle who might be work-

ing, and a family to starve who might have
bread. Where is this reasoning to end?
Where or what is the minimum below which
a day's work ia not to fall ? Can it be

thought that we are in real danger from a

policy that outrages the moral instincts of

every healthy mind ? Must we go back to

prove that whether one be master or servant,

employer or employed,
' not slothful in busi-

ness
'

is the right motto for his active hours ?

Shall we get another Hogarth to reverse the

pictures of the idle and the industrious ap-

prentice ? Is the time coming when parents,

sending out their children to work, will in-

struct them to do as little work as may be ?

We would not insult the working people of

Great Britain by supposing such a thing

possible. We have far too high an opinion
of their moral instincts to fancy that they
could ever be led to adopt deliberately such
a position. The principle on which some of

their advisers are now counselling them to

proceed has, as yet, hardly been seen
;

it has

not been subjected to deliberate scrutiny ;
it

has been made to flit past in twilight hours,

casting a vague look of friendliness upon
toil-worn masses. But examined more care-

fully, we cannot doubt it will be found

cousin-german to the prophet's roll sweet in

the mouth, but bitter in the belly.
It may be difficult, and even impossible,

to define what constitutes a fair day's work.
It may be impossible we believe it is im-

possible to say how much a man ought to

yield to a salutary fear of impairing his

health or exhausting his strength, how
much of what he feels at the moment that

he might do, he ought not to do, out of re-

gard to these considerations. In point of

fact, we find that even when men are their

own masters, they differ infinitely in the

view they take of such matters. But surely
it must be admitted, that in every healthy,

vigorous, manly nature, there is a spring
an impelling force an evepyeia that urges
him, whatsoever his hand findeth to do, to

do it with his might, and that the habitual

repression of this
'

spirit within the wheels '

of his being would be alike unnatural aud
disastrous. It is through the operation of

this spirit that all enterprise that has brought

glory to its promoters has been carried to a

successful issue
;
aud the more equally the

spirit has been diffused among the workers,
the more signal has been its triumph. Arctic

expeditions would have been sorry enough
undertakings had not the whole crew, from

the ship -boy upwards, been animated by a

common interest in the undertaking, and a

common desire to contribute all they could

to its success. Exploring expeditions have
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been comparatively easy when the party were

all of Anglo-Saxon blood
;
but woe to the

Dr, Livingstone or the Sir Samuel Baker
who has had to depend for co-operation on

idle savages bent only on plundering him,
or doing the least possible amount of work
for the largest possible amount of pay. It

is to the prevalence of a similar spirit among
the whole body of collaborateurs that British

industry has largely owed its pre-eminence.
The whole body of workers have brought to

bear on the work a degree of intelligence and
interest beyond the common, and have given
effect to that inward impulse which has

urged them to work with a will at the un-

dertaking on hand. The heads of the con-

cern have felt confidence in their workers as

men of principle and men of spirit, who
would not let the enterprise fail through list-

less indifference or any other meanness.
Let these conditions be withdrawn from our

industry, and who shall say it will not be
like Samson with his locks shorn ? who shall

say that the Anglo-Saxon, minus his Anglo-
Saxonism, will continue to win the race ?

Or that colonial and continental populations,
under the influence of growing freedom and

enlightenment, will not be able to keep pace
with the people of these islands, and that

our industry, which, though slow to move,
is not immoveable, may not find more con-

genial settlements beyond the seas ?

III. We have yet to view trades-unions

in their bearing on the position of employers.
Do they, as practically conducted, lead to

such interference with the liberty and prero-

gatives of employers as to make the man-

agement of a large undertaking so difficult

and disagreeable a task, that any man of

spirit or self-respect will shrink from at-

tempting it ? Are they, or are they not,
an intolerable interference with the rights
of masters ?

That the men have a right to combine,
and by combination arrange the terms on
which they will work

;
and that the masters

have a right to direct and regulate their

undertakings as they see fit, are both inde-

feasible propositions. The difficulty lies

in adjusting them to each other. In Acts
of Parliament, in controversial statements,
in articles of peace after was has been raging,
this difficulty is continually apparent. It
i s easy to say a great deal that is true and
relevant in support of either of these rights.
But this is nothing unless you get them
fitted harmoniously to each other. Usually
the collision has occurred by one of the

parties pushing his claims so far as to jostle
the cherished rights of the other. The con-

sequence has been the awakening of an in-

dignant sense of wrong, and a vehement

spirit of resistance in the party believed to

be invaded. A war as pro aris et focis has
arisen

;
not a mere difference as to the terms

of a bargain, but a bitter civil war, ii*which
each party contends as if for life and liberty,
heedless of the cost, determined to win.

The coalmasters in Yorkshire resisted their

men in 1857, on the ground that { the

struggle is not based on the question of

wages alone, but is in fact a struggle for the

entire mastery between the employers and

employed.' The master-engineers in 1851-
52 declared, that a great question of civil

liberty was involved in the uncontrolled

right of every master to contract for the

services of any British subject he pleased.

They were indignant because the shipwrights
on the Wear were at that moment on the

strike, chiefly on the simple ground of their

masters venturing to assert their right freely
to make their own contracts, and for refusing
to dismiss their labourers, and to engage
artisans to perform work that did not re-

quire skill. Mr. Rennie, an employer very

friendly to the men, while proud to acknowl-

edge the virtues and value of the artisans of

the country, felt that '

self-respect, as well

as prudence, required the masters to defend

themselves and peaceable hands from a dic-

tation that was ruinous to both.' The
Preston masters, in 1853, complained bit-

terly that irresponsible parties interfered

with the relation between master and servant,

dictating to the operatives the conditions on

which they were permitted to labour, and

protested that to this spirit of dictation they
could no longer submit. One of them, Mr.

Hollins, who was willing to comply with the

terms asked by the men, shut up his mill on

the question of authority, whether he was to

make an independent bargain with his op-

eratives, or to be subject to the dictation of

a committee of unionists.

To understand the bearing of this part of

the dispute, this question of authority, it is

necessary to bear in mind the footing on

which the men desire to stand with their

employers in exchanging their labour for

wages. They wish to be recognised as

INDEPENDENT PARTIES, having a certain com-

modity, viz., labour, to dispose of, but de-

termined to conserve their liberty while

bargaining for their labour. As slaves, serfs,

villains, or knaves, they will not be hired.

They will have nothing to do with the feudal

system. Perhaps they deem their employ-
ers and themselves pretty much on a level,

and hold that the one is as much entitled as

the other to say what he will do or what he

will allow. Now, we are quite as ready as

they can be to throw feudalism to the winds.
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We gladly and cordially acknowledge the

independence of the workmen. But the

very nature of the contract they make, to

do work for one who has a business to man-

age, and who is responsible for the articles

he produces, implies a certain amount of de-

ference to him as the ruling or managing
power of the concern. A domestic servant,

accepting of a situation in a family, virtually
binds herself to recognise the authority and
to conform to the arrangements of the heads
of the house. A farm-labourer, in like

manner, recognises the authority of the

farmer. And wherever a business has to be
carried on under the guidance of a responsi-
ble head, there must be a similar concession.

It is he who has to plan and arrange how he

is to accomplish the work he undertakes.

It is he who has to make each department
of his business fit in to the rest. It is he
who has to pay wages and all the other ex-

penses ;
it is he who undertakes contracts,

becomes liable to penalties, has to make good
any part of his work which may be found

defective, and runs the risks of failure in-

cidental to all, and especially to large and
difficult undertakings. When workmen ac-

cept employment from such a person, they
must be understood as surrendering their

individual freedom to the extent which is nec-

essary for enabling him to fulfil the responsi-
bilities of his position. What that amounts to,

is a question which can never be quite settled

on abstract principles. Good sense and good
feeling on both sides are indispensable to the

comfortable adjustment of such questions.
But when any flagrant violation of right
takes place on either side, when the freedom
either of masters or men is violently invaded,
or is believed to be violently invaded, there

is a fair ground for the injured party mak-

ing a stand, and falling back on the rights
of free-born men.

It is a very delicate matter to discuss the

conduct of masters and men in relation to

their mutual freedom, feelings, and interests.

No doubt there have been, and there are,
some masters who fail to recognise in their

men those feelings of independence which

they are resolved to assert. The old notion

of villainage or serfage that lingered so long
in the Statute-book, has its hold still on the

minds of some masters, and could they en-

force as rigid and unquestioning submission
to their orders as the commander of a ship
of war, they would not scruple to do so.

Unreasonable expectations, and an intolerant

and intolerable tone on the part of certain

masters, have no doubt been the cause of

similar conditions and a similar tone on the

part of the men. The following instance is

given by Mr. Ilupert Kettle, an opponent of

strikes and combinations, of the way in which

disregard of the feelings of the men, unin-

tentional probably, has borne the bitterest

fruits :

'When the mining district of South Staf-

fordshire was convulsed by the last great strike,
and when enough of loss had been sustained
to prove that both parties were thoroughly in

earnest, a meeting was arranged between a

deputation from the masters and a deputation
from the men. The meeting was fixed for a
certain hour, at one of the principal hotels in

the neighbourhood. At the appointed time
the workmen's delegates went to the place of

meeting. They were ushered into a grand
room, in which the masters had been assembled
some hours before. The men found the nego-
tiants with whom they were to meet already
seated at a long table, with writing materials

before each, and their chairman presiding.
The men's delegates were directed to a bench
at the end of the room as the place provided
for them. Here they sat in a row, dangling
their hats. When all were seated, and the

scrutinizing eye of ten-master-power upon
them, the masters' president opened the nego-
tiation with "

Well, what have you chaps got
to say for yourselves ?

' The question cost the

district an incalculable sum of money, positively
tens of thousands of pounds. The asking of it

was indeed nothing less than a public calamity.
Yet the masters' chairman could have had no
intention to wound the susceptible pride of the

men, for ho was naturally most genial and kind-
hearted. Take another instance. Lately the

carpet-weavers of Kidderminster were deeply
incensed, and though more prudent counsels

prevailed, and a strike was avoided, still the

town was thrown into great excitement,
'

be-

cause the representatives of the masters put of
their hats and withdrew from a conciliation

meeting when the men desired them to stay.'

Many instances could be given of tyran-
nical conduct on the part of masters when
the men have wished respectfully to bring

grievances under their notice. There have

been works where, by a law unchangeable
as the laws of the Medes and Persians, any

request for an increase of wages has been

followed by immediate dismissal. There

have been employers who have scornfully

refused to negotiate in any shape with their

men on the subject of work or wages, except
in the way of summarily dismissing those

who have been active in getting up the me-

morial or petition which conveyed the re-

quest. There have been instances in which

the men have had to sign their names iu the

form of a ' round robin,' to prevent detec-

tion of the first signatures, and consequent
dismissal of the parties. All this tends to

engender a like tooling in the hearts of the

men, a feeling which seeks its revenge, and

does not spare the class that have produced

it, when the opportunity conies rouud. The
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iron that has eaten into their soul makes
them hard and regardless when their turn

has come when circumstances, for a time

at least, have given them the whip-hand of

their masters, and almost enabled them to

dictate their terms.

Then it has become the turn of the mas-

ters to wince. In the middle of a large con-

tract, or as it was drawing to a close, im-

perative demands have been made, under the

instigation of the union, for conditions favour-

able to the men. A shipbuilder, under

stringent obligation to have a vessel ready

by a certain day, when she is to proceed on

a voyage, possible only at certain seasons of

the year, or to carry a cargo which cannot

be delayed, sees the stately and beautiful

fabric approaching a finished state. Sud-

denly, like another Tantalus, about to move
the cup to his lips, he finds it dashed from

his hands. A strike occurs among the work-

men. The demands are peculiarly vexa-

tious and annoying to him. The benefit

which some of them may bring to the men
is out of all proportion to the annoyance

they will cause to him. His dilemma is

very disagreeable. Should he refuse to

comply, he is unable to deliver the ship, and
is compelled to pay heavy penalties. Should
he yield, his self-respect is wounded, and,

moreover, he feels that should a similar de-

mand be repeated, he is helpless in the hands of

the men. Of course, he will be most chary
of new contracts; and the shipowner who

employs him will be chary of giving him
fresh orders, which, not being implemented
at the stipulated time, may derange the

whole current of his business. No doubt,
the workman has had his triumph. The
union has turned the tables on the employer,
and shown that labour is the true master.

But such victories are too Pyrrhus-like to

excite much satisfaction in rational men.
Of the many thousands of shipbuilders who
have been going idle during this fearful

winter on the banks of the Thames, the

Tyne, the Wear, the Mersey, or the Clyde,
not a few are, doubtless, lamenting the

tactics in which they may have lately been

glorying. They have found that the ordi-

nary fluctuations of trade are quite sufficient

to derange or arrest the operations of the

shipbuilding yard, and that there is little

need to add to the embarrassment by a

course which alike discourages the shipown-
er from giving fresh orders, and the ship-
builder from engaging to fulfil them.

The actual state of feeling prevalent

among employers in reference to the pro-

ceedings of trades-unions, may be gathered
from the following extract from a leading
article in The Builder^ Trade Circular of

December 27, 1866, the organ of the master
builders. After referring to the manner in

which efforts to obtain an increase of wages
are made, the writer goes on

' But it is altogether apart from questions of
rates of wages that we would join issue with
the advocates of trade-unions as they are at

present conducted. These unions are now, nnd
have for some time been, persistently inter-

fering with freedom of trade, both as regards
the master, and, still more oppressively, as

regards the man. If they have their way, the
old idea of a " Master Builder " will soon be an
anachronism. That idea involved somewhat
that of a commander of a company of volun-
teers. No man need enlist. But every man
who does enlist accepts the conditions pre-
viously laid down both as to pay and as to

duty. And if after experience of them he
does not like them^he can quit the service.

The greatest enterprises, both civil and military,
that the world has ever seen, have been accom-

plished by such companies. But we are told

that this is an unjust and tyrannical arrange-
ment. "We are to give up this idea, and in

lieu thereof to take up one similar to that which
used to actuate the Dutch and other republics.
We are to be nominal commanders, but we are
to be accompanied by civil commissioners, who
are to direct all our goings, and who can veto
all our plans. But we are even worse off than
a poor Dutch general under such circumstances

;

for while their High Mightinesses thus thwarted

him, they at least paid the troopers ;
but we

are to be providers of the pay and other capital

required, while their
"
High Mightinesses," the

leaders of trade-unions, dictate to us what we
shall do, and how. And this dictation extends
to every part of our business. As the Presi-

dent of the Association said at Edinburgh," We have had rules introduced into our trade
as to the number of apprentices we must em-

ploy, the men we must employ, and the men we
must not employ. We have been directed that

certain men, and they only, must erect a scaf-

fold, and certain other men, and they only, must

go on it when erected." And not only so, we
are dictated to as to the material we must use,
the place at which it shall be worked, and the
means by which we shall work it.'

Nor is this the ne plus ultra of the dicta-

tion complained of. In the Builders' Cir-

cular for Jan. 17, 1867, it is stated that Mr.

Holroyd, a master plasterer of Bradford, had

just received the following official letter from
the Bradford Plasterers' Union :

'BRADFORD, Jan. 7, 1867.
' ME. C. HOLEOTD, We, the Operative Plas-

terers of Bradford, do hereby give you notice,
that all your sons that are working as plaster-

ers, which are above twenty-one years of age,
are requested to join the society on or before

Saturday next
;
and failing to do so, all our

men will cease work on Monday morning next,
and not return again, unless you pay all the

expenses of the strike. We remain, yours,
' THE OPERATIVE PLASTEBEBS OF BEADFOED.'
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Mr. Holroyd may surely be congratulated
on one thing the faith reposed in the filial

duty of his sons. But if the three young
Holroyds,

' which are above twenty-one years
of age,' should choose to act for themselves,
and decline the society, what must become
of the father? The payment of the fine

will be found to be no empty threat
;
for

nothing is more common than for masters to

be called to pay the expenses of strikes

caused by their alleged violation of the rules

of the trade. The journal quoted from men-
tions the case of a plasterer in Glasgow, who
in this way had lately to pay a fine of forty

pounds. As another sample of the kind of

letters which masters are in the habit of

receiving, we give the following :

' SOCIETY-HOUSE OF OPERATIVE PAINTERS,
' Held at the Cross-Keys, Byard Lane.

'

SIE, It having been represented to us that

you have an Individual in your employ of the
name of G-. Willson who is a person that re-

fuses to become a member of Our Respectable
Body Consequently it becomes necessary for

our Interference for tlie protection of the Mem-
bers under your Employ. We therefore Re-

spectfully Inform you that unless you Imme-
diately discharge the said G. Willson. We shall

withhold from you the services of those Indi-

viduals who belong to us and in your Employ.
By Order. SAML W REEVE, Sectry."

1

As warm friends of the working classes,

we say that such letters are simply lamenta-

ble. We cannot conceive the possibility of

the policy that dictates them issuing in any-

thing but disaster. We would appeal to any
candid workman, Is this the way you would
be done by, if you were a master ? Or can

you fancy a master, with due self-respect,
not feeling bitterly aggrieved by such at-

tempts at dictation by his meu ?

There are other aspects of the recent

policy of trades-unions, besides those we have
dwelt on, at which we must briefly glance.
There is its bearing, for example, on the

stability of our industry. We have examined
most of what has been written on this sub-

ject, especially the letters of Messrs. Creed
and Williams, but we have not been con-

vinced that as yet, at all events, much trade
has been driven out of the country in con-

sequence of the disputes between labour and

capital. It has always been a ready argu-
ment, when a strike occurred, that the trade
would be ruined by it. In the excited state

of men's minds at present, the argument has
been brandished with more than usual ve-

hemence. But the returns of the Board of

Trade exhibit no falling off in our industry,
even in those departments that have been
most affected by trades-unions. If locomo-

tives have been built in Belgium, and if

door and window-frames have been imported
from Sweden, it is quite possible that the

same things might have been done had the

labour-market at home remained perfectly
free from disturbance The rising spirit of

enterprise abroad, the increased facilities of

transport, and the great pressure on the

home-market might quite possibly have

given rise to these or to similar transactions,

But though there is not evidence that

much harm has been done as yet, there is

ample reason to apprehend it, if the present
state of things should go on. Every man of

common sense must see that a disturbed

state of the labour-market is essentially
most injurious to the prosperity of trade.

The master engineers put the case strongly
for the British capitalist in a statement

drawn out by them in 1851-52:

' Afraid to subject himself to the repetition
of practices which present to him only the
alternative betwixt heavy fines for failure of

contracts-, or loss of business-character, and ex-

orbitant remuneration for inferior skill, the
master declines otherwise profitable orders,
draws his operations narrower, and diminishes

the demand for labour; and this dread, spread-

ing generally through the trade, and too amply
justified by offensive interference, forced upon
every master, induces a universal disposition
to decline the most valuable custom, and thereby
seriously to depress the business and circum-
scribe the employment of the country.'

It is evident, too, that the British manu-
facturer may soon look for much keener

competition with foreign nations than he

has hitherto had. International exhibitions

are stimulating the nations in the race of

industry. Emperors are propounding that

the policy of their empires is not war but

peace.
' The development of the country's

resources
'

is becoming the watchword of

statesmen. The success of England's free-

trade policy is breaking almost everywhere
the bonds of protection. Facilities of com-

munication and of correspondence are making
distant countries like the provinces of one

kingdom. Young nationalities, like those

of Prussia and Italy, are becoming conscious

of an energy that must have an outlet some*

how. And it is well known that in con-

tinental countries work can be done cheaper
than at home. From every quarter the

warning comes to Great Britain to be on

the alert. An able writer in the Economist

of January 19, remarks :
' We have watched

the approaches of foreign competition for a

long series of years, and have from time to

time warned our readers of the coming cer-

tainty. . . . The danger is no bugbear ;

but neither is it a matter for panio or

despair.' That the present is a very critical
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time for the interests of British industry
can hardly be doubted. But though appear-
ances are at present ugly, we have great
confidence in the return of that good sense

and good feeling which have so often seemed

on the eve of forsaking us, but through God's

mercy have always returned when peril was
near.

We are glad to find some indications, on

the part even of the advanced guard of the

unionist army, of the necessity of caution :

'Labour, in certain departments,' said The
Beehive newspaper a few weeks ago, 'lias

lately achieved decided victories
;
but it may,

by going too far, come to be terribly defeated.
And if any one says there is now no danger, we
differ from them. . . . Our sympathies and
interests are with advances, but we must go on
safe grounds. "We thus see, and therefore say,
that it is the prudent policy and the true wis-
dom of the existing well-paid trades, to main-
tain their present position ;

and certainly, just

now, cease to agitate either for time or wa-

ges. . . . Already the advantages gained by
their union action are attracting the floating
workers of other districts, and their pits will

soon be overflooded with labourers, to their

own detriment. They will be overstocked by
labour

; while, if they restrict work, or advance

prices further, they will drive trade to other
districts more favourable to the masters, be-

sides, they will compel the coal-masters to united
action and effortsfor self-preservation.^

The bearing of trades-unions on the

higher interests of the working classes is an

important subject, but it does not afford

many satisfactory results. It is probable
that in promoting acuteness, knowledge of

the world, self-denial, perseverance, and

endurance, the policy of trades-unions, with
their strikes and sufferings, has done a
measure of good. But, on the other hand,
it is a terrible ordeal to any man, or body
of men, to be engaged in a perpetual strug-

gle for money. It may be a duty ;
that we

cannot deny; but God help the man on
whom the duty is laid ! How shall he be

protected from the secularizing, pulverizing
influence of such a conflict ? How shall he
be made to feel that < a man's life consisteth

not in the abundance of the things that he

possesseth ?
' It is not without significance

that at this very time a conference has been
held to discuss the reasons for the general
alienation of skilled workmen in England
from the public services of religion. We
are glad to observe that Mr. Potter was a
member of that conference, and that he
showed a lively interest in the endeavour to

promote a more religious spirit in workmen.
But we doubt whether, as a rule, the leading
spirits of the union are very zealous in this

cause. We miss, in the colums of The See-

hive, anything indicative of a living interest

in the progress of education and temperance,
or in any of those movements which aim at

promoting the higher and more spiritual
interests of the masses. We are concerned

to find little or nothing indicative of a

comprehensive view of what bears on the

welfare of the working millions, the cultiva-

tion of their taste, the improvement of their

domestic condition, the purification of their

character, the elevation of their recreations,
or even the economization of their earnings.
We cannot find evidence that the mere

agitation for wages tends to urge them
forward in any of the higher walks of

attainment, and character. And when
strikes occur, though there is usually a

marvellous display of steadfast endurance
and self-denial, we doubt whether the per-
manent effect on the character is beneficial.

To have the habits of daily industry inter-

rupted, to be thrown into loose and irregular

ways of spending time, to have the mind

kept in a state of constant excitement,

cherishing a sense of wrong, and a vague
expectation of a remedy so slow of coming
that the heart becomes sick in waiting for it,

cannot be a good state for most. The

greater part may probably return to regular
habits and plodding industry ;

but in the

case of some, a disorderly life will show the

effects of the derangement to which their

habits have been exposed. Nor must we
overlook the effect of the present agitation
on the temper of employers, or the discour-

agement which it entails on all who desire

to promote friendly bonds between them and
their workmen. ' Commercial philan-

thropy
'

is at a discount, and efforts to get
the ' Heads ' to care for the ' Hands '

in the

world of labour, are little better than

sneered at. The friends of the working
man are told that their labours are producing
the very opposite effects to those which they
aim at

;
and they almost need to be ready

with an apology for what but lately seemed,
as indeed it is, one of the noblest of causes

the effort to raise the masses higher in all

that makes human beings great and good
and happy.

What then is to be done? No one can

look on the present relations of capital and

.abour, and say contentedly that the best or

ihe only policy is just to leave things as they
are. On the other hand, it may be that the

whole subject has not been sufficiently inves-

tigated or considered, to enable us as yet to

say with certainty what ought to be done.

This, we own, is our own impression. In
Jhis view, we welcome the Royal Commis-
sion just appointed to inquire into the
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subject, although it can do little more than

furnish materials for public discussion and

opinion. Meanwhile, the suggestions we
have to offer must be presented somewhat

cautiously, more light being needed on

several points to justify more dogmatic
conclusions.

In the first place, then, as to trades-

unions, we do not agree with those who, in

present circumstances, would leave to them
no functions except those of benevolence,
to care for the sick, the aged, the disabled,
or the unemployed. This, beyond doubt, i

of great importance, and it is the sphere in

which most direct good may be done, with

the smallest deduction or drawback. But
at the same time, we think that until some-

thing better be established to supersede
them, there is a legitimate function for

trades-unions, in connexion with the re-

muneration of labour. The labourer, in

his individual capacity, negotiates at a dis-

advantage with the capitalist. The cause of

this is that, as Adam Smith remarks,

* Masters are everywhere in a sort of tacit, but
constant and uniform combination, not to raise

the wages of labour above their actual rate.

To violate this combination is everywhere a

most unpopular action, and a sort of reproach
to a master among his neighbours or equals.
We seldom, indeed, hear of this combination,
because it is the usual, and, as one may say, the
natural state of things, which nobody ever
hears of.'

This being the case with masters, it is

almost a necessity for the men to combine.

And if it be right to combine, it may in

certain circumstances be a duty to strike.

But it would be of vast importance if this

right to strike were only exercised on very
rare occasions, and if the union operated

chiefly in the way of giving weight to the

representations of the men, in any dispute
between them and their masters. A union-

executive, characterized by wisdom, mod-

eration, and good feeling, and never inter-

fering without good cause, might become a

great moral power, whose influence would be
almost irresistible. But if it be asked,
What is the likelihood in practice of such a

state of things ? we are bound to answer,

Hardly any.
One thing seems to us very plain ;

it is a

perilous thing for the working man when

employers are driven into closer and more
formal combinations than those to which
Adam Smith adverts. For these informal

combinations still leave to the workman the

benefit of a certain amount of competition

among employers for his services, especially
in busy times. But when employers are

driven into formal combinations, this advan-

tage is lost to the workman. Employers
then act as one man, and when refused by
one the workman has no chance of getting
his terms from another. In ordinary cir-

cumstances, employers do not relish the

trouble and difficulty incident to a combina-
tion. It is when they are unusually goaded
and annoyed that they resort to this step,
and its painful accompaniment, the lock-out.

Of course we do not say that the circuni-

cumstance of the masters combining, or

declaring a lock-out, is in itself a proof that

the men have done wrong ;
but it is a proof

that matters have reached a serious crisis

for the workman. It is a proof that he is

about to lose a natural ally the competi-
tion of employers for his services, and to

encounter a formidable foe. It is as if the

social barometer were pointing to Stormy,
and warning him to retrace his steps. In
most cases, certainly, where employers
resort to combinations and lock-outs, there

is room for inquiry whether they may not

have received some unwarrantable provoca-
tion, that has roused them to a step which
nature abhors, and which must be a very
miserable one to all concerned.

Yet it is the universal remark that of late

years lock-outs have become very frequent.

They are said to be '

alarmingly on the

increase.' A great conference of trade-

delegates of the United Kingdom was held

last July in Sheffield, expressly to consider

what steps ought to be taken to counteract

them. One of the speakers remarked that

there was hardly a movement by workmen
but the opposing weapon of lock-out was
resorted to, and pointed in illustration to

the great lock-out in London, the lock-out

in 1865 in the iron trade in Staffordshire,
the disturbances in Sheffield, the lock-out on
the Clyde, and the lock-out in the Stafford-

shire potteries. We cannot refer with much
satisfaction to the proceedings of this con-

ference. Alarmed at the progress of com-

bination among masters, it could only think

of meeting the evil by an enlarged combina-

tion among workmen. A few of the speakers
ventured to hint that the men were respon-
sible for most of the lock-outs, but Mr.

Troup ridiculed their '

penitential psalms,'
and told them to think of all the good

things that had lately come out of the misery
of strikes to the working man. The vista

opened by the Sheffield conference is not a

cheering one. If the men combine the more
to resist the masters, will not the masters

combine the more to resist the men ? Shall

we not by and by have two colossal confcd-

rations in mutual conflict, that of labour

gainst capital, and that of capital against
labour ? And which of the two will be first
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exhausted ? And while they are extermi-

nating each other, what will become of our

industry ?

Another remedy that has been proposed
for the prevailing evils is Arbitration.

Courts of Conciliation are proposed to be

formed, on a basis similar to the Conseils

des PrucPhommes of France and Belgium,
for the settlement of trade disputes. A Bill

for this purpose was introduced in the

House of Lords by Lord St. Leonards,

during last session of Parliament. That

measure, however, was withdrawn, because

the masters did not like it. Lord St.

Leonards had said that he would not go on

with it unless both masters and operatives
were in favour of it. The masters were not

satisfied, but as his Lordship thinks that

their objection may be arranged, he has

again introduced his bill during the present
session.

In one well-known and interesting case,
that of the Wolverhampton Building Trades,
the method of arbitration has been adopted
for the settlement of disputes, and has been
found to answer remarkably well. In the

spring of 1865, there was a strike impending
in the building trades of that town. The

Mayor called a public meeting of the trades,
to devise, if possible, a remedy. One
branch of the trade, the carpenters and

joiners, appointed six delegates to confer

with six delegates of the masters, and en-

deavour to arrange their differences. The
twelve delegates met in March, elected a

chairman-umpire, discussed a code of trade

rules, and came to an agreement upon them.
In November a difference arose which

required adjustment ;
the delegates were

called together, and the umpire gave a
decision on the case. One of the rules was,
that the code should continue in operation
from May to May, but that if any alteration

were proposed, notice should be given, and
the Court called in the previous January.
In January 1866, alterations were proposed
and considered, and harmoniously settled.

The same method has been at work in other

towns, and with similar success.

It has, indeed, been doubted whether
arbiters are competent to decide all the

questions that are liable to arise between
masters and men. The matter in dispute,
the masters have sometimes said, is of a

private nature
;

it involves a detail in the

management of our business; and we can
trust no one with the settlement of it, because
no one can know so well about it as we do.

But whether or not such courts of concilia-

tion would be competent to decide in every
case of disagreement between employers and

labourers, there can be no doubt that they

might bring to an end, or wholly prevent, a

great amount of miserable wrangling. That
which begins as a difference about a bargain,
often degenerates into a keen, bitter,

unreasoning party contest. The parties
become incapable of coming to an agree-
ment

;
the more they meet the more they

wrangle, and the more bitter becomes the

strife. In such a case, a court of concilia-

tion would have little difficulty in settling
the dispute. The spread of the conflagration
would be arrested, and a bitter and lasting
alienation between masters and men pre-
vented.

The gradual growth of courts of concili-

ation, or of committees of arbitration, would

greatly lessen the necessity for the action of

trades-unions. These might continue to

exist for a time, but as disputes would be
otherwise disposed of, their economic func-

tion might gradually cease and determine.

A third proposed method of obviating
the evils now so prevalent is that of co-

operation. Under this general term, work-
men might either carry on business to-

gether, . being masters and operatives in

one
;
or the workmen might have an interest

in the profits of the business, either as

shareholders of its capital, or as recipients
of a stated bonus, where the business was

profitable, in addition to their wages. The
success of the plan of a bonus out of

profits has been so far evinced in the case

of the Methley Collieries, and in other in-

stances where it has been tried. But a

much wider induction of facts is needed to

show whether this plan could be worked

extensively in practice. The inquiries of

the Commission might very profitably be
directed to this important question.

It is remarkable that the methods of

conciliation and co-operation find more
favour among foreign workmen than among
those of Britain. At the International

Congress of Geneva this was apparent ;
the

Continental delegates inclining to the more

peaceful methods of solving the problem of

capital and labour
;
while the British were

more disposed to rely on combination.

Lastly, we are not to forget, among the

means of putting an end to the present dis-

astrous strife, the promotion of a spirit of

sympathy and mutual regard. Nothing is

more apparent in the history of this subject,

than that this spirit, where it has existed,

has been the means of either preventing
strifes altogether, or of causing them to be

speedily adjusted. Employers who have

shown a friendly interest in the welfare of

their men, and who have treated them with

kindly consideration, have not had much

difficulty in settling wages or other points
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in dispute, except when their people have

been overruled by a distant union-executive.

Such interference of unions has given rise

to the most distressing results. Nothing
can be more painful than the sight of a

workshop driven into war with a kind-

hearted and considerate employer by the

indiscriminate commands of a union, whose

motto seems to be,

' Tros Tyriusque mihi nullo discrimine agetur.'

The statement of Sir Charles Fox at a

recent meeting we thoroughly indorse :

'
It had fallen to his lot to have the manage-

ment of large numbers of working people, and
his experience went to prove that if they were
dealt with as Christian and rational beings,
and not as cold chisels, to be laid aside when
done with, the best feeling could prevail be-

tween employers and employed. At one time
he had 12,000 men to superintend, and though
they had several strikes, they always came to

terras, because he said to them,
" send a few

men to have a talk with me," and thus an am-
icable arrangement had always been arrived at.'

It has been remarked, that strikes are

seldom got up by the old hands that have

been long in the employment of a master,
but by comparative strangers, who seem to

have a vocation for wandering hither and

thither, and exciting disaffection and revolt.

Nothing would be more to be regretted, in

connexion with the present agitation, than

that it should have the effect of discourag-

ing kindly employers in their philanthropic
and Christian efforts to promote the good of

their workmen, or that it should fill the

hearts of workmen with bitter jealousy and
dislike towards masters really anxious, if

they knew how, to do their duty.
In writing, on the 16th July last, to the

Secretary of the London Trades' Council,
Lord St. Leonard remarked :

' The opera-
tives as well as the masters cannot lose sight
of the alarm which exists in the public mind
at the vast spread, throughout the land, of

strikes and lock-outs.' Would it not be

well for both parties now to proclaim a

truce, and endeavour to devise a method of

settling their differences worthy of the most
civilized and the most Christian country of

Europe ?

ART. II. 1. Georgii Buchanani, Scoti,

Poetarum sui seculi facile Principis,

Opera Omnia, ad optimorum codicum

fidem summo sludio recognita et castiga-
ta. Curante TUOMA RUDDIMANNO, A.M.

Edinburgh, 1715.

2. Memoirs of the Life and Writings of
George Buchanan. By DAVID IRVING,
LL.D. Second Edition. Edinburgh,
1817.

THK fate of those men of genius who in

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

employed the Latin language as their in-

strument for acting upon the intellect of

Europe, has been something altogether

peculiar, and to which no parallel can be
found in the history of literature. The old

classic writers still live. The old modern
writers still live. There are students of

Horace and Cicero
;
there are students of

Chaucer and Montaigne. But to be at

once a classic neglected by scholars, and a

modern neglected by readers for amusement,
is a destiny of curious hardness

;
and it is

the destiny of the great men, one of whom
we have chosen for our subject on this oc-

casion. Nobody is entitled to say that they
have become obsolete for want of those lit-

erary qualities, the want of which, in a

general way, not unnaturally consigns the

mediaeval chroniclers to lasting obscurity.
On the contrary, they were in constant

familiarity with literatures of which the

chroniclers had heard only a faint echo;
and they had learned to develop their powers
in every direction which has since been

taken by the European intellect. The mere
talents of Erasmus were certainly not infe-

rior to those of Voltaire. There is as good,

rich, sly, sarcastic portraiture of monkery
in the Epistolce Obscurorum Virorum as in

Rabelais. The Scaligerana has not less sense

and wit than the recorded Table-Talk of

Walpole or Rogers. Yet the names of

Erasmus, Von Hutten, Joseph Scaliger, or

our own Buchanan, resemble nothing so

much as the V.R.'s or other royal initials,

the day after an illumination. They may
still be made out on the walls; but the

light has gone from them
;
and the casual

passer-by perhaps wonders why they have

not been taken down before. The better

these memorable writers did their work, the

worse it has proved for them. They were

classics in the interest of the modern world,

and moderns in the interest of the classical

world. They spent their lives in uniting
the two

;
and now they cannot be said to

have a place in either. Modern Europe
has as little grateful recollection of them as

a pair of young lovers made one has of

the parson without whom their union could

not have taken place.

"We are unwilling to believe that Scot-

land has been more ungrateful to George
Buchanan than other countries to their

heroes of the same class. The edition of
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his works by Ruddiman is a literary monu-

ment as honourable as the edition of Eras-

mus by Le Clerc. Something was done for

his biography by George Chalmers
;
and it

was written by Dr. Irving with much good
sense, and much solid research. His Latin

version of the Psalms was long used in our

schools
;
and his portrait adorns the cover

of the most famous of our periodicals.

Nevertheless, what Father Prout said is

very true : we are more apt to glory in his

reputation than to read his works. And,

perhaps, we hardly appreciate the immense

importance of that reputation to our literary

dignity in Europe. When all is said -and

done, we Scots have at best produced three

writers of European influence and celebrity ;

George Buchanan in the sixteenth, David
Hume in the eighteenth, and Walter Scott

in the nineteenth century. This calculation

involves no disrespect to the memory of

Burns or Adam Smith, because Burns was

hampered by the limitations of his culture,
his subjects, and his language ;

and Smith
devoted himself mainly to one study, con-

nected only with one side of human affairs,

and has not even yet penetrated with com-

plete success the Continental mind and

Continental legislation. Now, of the three,
the three who keep the citadel of our fame

for us, Buchanan was the earliest. The
Scottish genius had brairded before his day,-

but had never ripened into grain to be eat-

en as bread. From many passages in Eras-

mus, it is clear that we were only beginners
in letters before Buchanan's time. He it

was who made us famous from the Vistula

to the Tagus, and gave us a national name
in literature by his pen, as Bruce had given
us a national name in politics by his sword.

Of such a man, every Scot ought to have

something like a familiar image in his mind
;

and every Scot ought to know by what la-

bours, and kind of labours, his fame was
achieved.

It is not known to which of the races

making up our nationality the ancestors of

Buchanan belonged. The name in itself

proves nothing, because it was taken from
the lands which they gained, and lands were

gained not by Celts only, but by Norwe-

gians, Angles, Saxons, and Normans. It is

certain, however, that he was a cadet of the

Buchanans of that Ilk, and came of a

family which he has himself described as

magis vetusta guam opulenta. Like every
Scotsman of that age, Knox included, he
had a vein of feudalism in him; and the

late Mr. Joseph Robertson well pointed out
that as

' a Lennox man '

hostile to the

Hamiltons, he showed his breed and his as-

sociations in his politics. He was born

about the beginning of February 1506,
in a humble house called the Moss, in the

parish of Killearn, Stirlingshire ; being the

third son of Thomas Buchanan (second son

of Thomas Buchanan of Drumrnakill) by
Agnes Heriot, daughter of Heriot of Tra-

broun in the Eastern Lowlands. The fami-

ly fortunes were at a low ebb
;
and no

peasant's son could well have had a harder

fight of it than this poor scion of an old

Dumbartonshire house from the neighbour-
hood of Loch Lomond. His father was cut

off early by the stone. His grandfather,
who survived, was a bankrupt. And the

family, of five sons and three daughters,
were painfully brought up by their mother,
who engaged in farming, and provided for

them as best she could, in the old rugged
frugal Scotch way. George was a clever

lad, and showed some promise at the local

schools, though he ought to have told us to

which of them he was sent. He was seven

years old when FLODDEN was fought, quite
old enough to feel a shudder of sympathy
with the thrill of anguish that the bloody
news sent through Scotland. Probably
there were tears in the modest household

when that news came. For we all know
how

' Far on the left, unseen the while,

Stanley broke Lennox and Argyle,

Though there the Western mountaineer
Rushed with bare bosom on the spear.'

And districts and names were so linked to-

gether in those days, that a disaster pierced
to the hearts of a hundred families, and

plunged them in a common grief.

The promise which George Buchanan
showed in the scholis patriis, whichever

they were, already referred to, induced his

uncle, James Heriot, to send him to school

in Paris in 1520. Here we have one fruit

of the old French alliance, and a very pleas-
ant one. Buchanan worked hard at Latin.

But within two years his kind uncle died
;

want and sickness pressed together upon
him, and he was forced to return home. He

gave a year to the care of his health
;
and

in the winter of 1523 served a campaign on

the Borders with the Duke of Albany, the

Regent, who had come over with a body of

French auxiliaries to make war on the

English. The great question whether Scot-

land, now passing from the mediaeval into

the modern life, was to develop under Con-

tinental or English influences, was fitfully

settling itself, sometimes in sharp paroxysms,
sometimes in slow struggles. It was to be

Buchanan's destiny to arrive through a Con-

tinental experience, and yet liking the Con-

tinent, at English politics. His immediate
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motive now was to see a little of war as a

part of education. Long afterwards, he ex-

pressed his opinion that there was much
more affinity between the literary and the

military intellect than was vulgarly sup-

posed. This, too, was characteristically
Scotch in him, and akin to the spirit in

which Scott worked at his Dalgettys and

Bradwardines. The one campaign of

Buchanan, however, was not a satisfactory

experience. The Regent's army besieged

Werk, but was beaten off. The Scots were

not agreed on the policy of continuing the

war at that time. And as they made their

way homewards by Eccles and Lauder, a

storm of snow in the night fell heavily upon
man and cattle. The young adventurer's

health again gave way, and for the rest of

the winter he was confined to his bed.

Early in the spring of 1524, Buchanan

was sent to St. Andrews, which he entered

as a pauper, that is, as a bursar or exhibi-

tioner, a fact which we owe to the industry
of George Chalmers, who had the registers
searched.* Here he attended the lectures

of John Mair or Major (solo cognomine Ma-

jor), who was then teaching what he him-

self called Dialectics, but what Buchanan

preferred to call Sophistics. Major moved
to Paris, and Buchanan followed him, on

which simple basis of fact was built up a

grave charge of '

ingratitude
'

against

George, because he afterwards pelted the

old theologian with a classic epigram, neat

as a pebble from the Ilissus. But in their

anxiety to prove the ingratitude, these ca-

lumniators forget to prove the obligation.
We shall find the same injustice being done

to our scholar at a later period. It was

during this second residence in Paris that

Buchanan first fell under the suspicion of

Lutheranism, and for two years he had a

sore struggle with evil fortune. However,
he fought his way through all hardships.
He had become a Bachelor of Arts in St.

Andrews. He became Bachelor, and Mas-

ter, and Procurator of the German nation in

the Scottish College of Paris in 1528 and

1529, and for three years presided over a

grammar-class in the College of St. Barbe.

What kind of life that was he has told us in

the first poem in his Book of Elegies, the

subject of which is Quam misera sit conditlo

doceniium literas humaniores Lutetice. The

* Chalmers's Life of Ruddiman, p. 812. This

sort of investigation was Chalmers's great merit.

His politics were violent, and his style absurdly

turgid ; while of his ignorance of Latin some curi-

ous proofs can be produced. Among these we
rank his denying that Buchanan was the author of

his very characteristic autobiography.

wretched master, he says, is old before his

time. He has a crew to teach whom noth-

ing can keep in order but flagellation ;
and

whom even flagellation fails to make learn.

Poverty is his habitual companion at bed

and board. ' Go then,' he exclaims,
'
sterile

Muses, and seek another servant. Our lot

and our inclination call us elsewhere :

' Ite igitur, Musaa steriles, aliumque ministrum

Quserite : nos alio sors animusque vocat.'

The new occupation which he had found

was that of domestic preceptor to the young
Gilbert Kennedy, Earl of Cassilis, whose

father had been murdered in the prime of

life by James Hamilton the Bastard, a very
few years before. To him Buchanan dedi-

cated his first work, a translation into Latin

of Thomas Linacre's Rudiments of Latin

Grammar, and he lived with him for five

.years. When the Earl returned to Scot-

land, Buchanan accompanied him, and stayed
with him at his seat in Ayrshire, in which

county, and Wigtonshir*e, an Earl of Cas-

silis of those days was late tyrannus :
*

1 'Twixt Wigton and the toun of Ayr,

Portpatrick and the Cruives of Cree,
No man need hope for to bide there,

Unless he court with Kennedy.'

This residence at the young Earl's ChA-

teau led to an event of importance in Bu-

chanan's life. He amused his leisure there

by writing the Somnium, a satire on the

Franciscans, who soon heard of it, and

watched for an opportunity to do the author

a mischief. The friars and monks of those

days were very different from the early men

who exercise so much fascination over the

genius of the Count of Montalembert ;
and

the men of letters, especially the humorists

and satirists, seem to have had a loathing

for them, such as, long before, Juvenal had

for sham Stoics, and, long afterwards, Moliere

had for the models of Tartuffe. They were

greasy, lazy, ignorant, cruel, not unworthy

champions of a Church which was rotten to

the roots, gorged with wealth ill gotten and

ill spent ;
and whose prelates, at once op-

pressors of the poor and corrupters of the

rich, came from the embraces of harlots,

and palaces the neighbourhood of which

swarmed with their bastards, to preside at

the burnings of the holiest and wisest men of

the nation. The known enmity of the Fran-

ciscans stimulated the growing Lutheranism

It was the son of Buchanan's pupil who roasted

the Abbot or Commcndator of Crossragucl in his

vault at Dunure, a playfulness of the old school

which seems to have deeply impressed the imagina-

tion of Mr. Froude.
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of Buchanan. And he soon had an oppor-

tunity of turning the Somnium, a compara-

tively light and playful satire, into a satire

of which neither Juvenal nor Swift would
be ashamed. He had been presented to

James the Fifth, and when his connexion

with Lord Cassilis ceased, James made him
tutor to James Stewart, his natural son by
Elizabeth Shaw of the Sauchie family.* A
similar duty had been discharged by Eras-

mus for a natural son of James the Fourth,
who fell with his father at Flodden. While
Buchanan was engaged upon it, in 1537,
James brought over from France his young
bride Magdalen, whose death in less than
two months after her arrival, caused such

general sorrow in Scotland, that Buchanan

says it gave the first occasion to the use of

mourning in that country. Soon after her

death, there was a talk of a conspiracy
against the King, and James, who thought
the Franciscans had acted insincerely about

it, called Buchanan to him one day at Court,
and asked him to write a poem against them.

Buchanan, feeling that this was a task which it

was dangerous either to refuse or to perform,
brought a half-harmless production, which he

hoped would pass as a compromise ;
but the

King wanted something sharp and pointed,
acre et aculeatum. The result was the Fran-

ciscanus, which now opens the second part of
the second volume of Ruddiman's edition.

It is a long satirical poem in sonorous

hexameters, occupying seventeen folio pages.
He sets out by warning a young fellow

who had some thoughts of becoming a
Franciscan what kind of men they were. In
the first place, the order is recruited, he says,
from the ranks of those born to nothing,
and who take up sanctity as livelihood

;

who have a harsh stepmother, perhaps, or a
hard father; who don't like school and

study, from their stupidity, and whom lazi-

ness and feebleness make unfit for the oar
and the plough. Then, there are the fanati-

cal candidates and the greedy ones, who hope
to prey on the superstition of the vulgar ;

and a darker school of hypocrites, who look
to the grey garb, the cord, and the cowl as

disguises favourable to a life of secret crime.
What those crimes were Buchanan tells us
with the most pungent frankness, in a part
of the poem where he ironically introduces
a veteran of the society teaching his young

* One of the rare slips of the accurate Ruddi-
man was his confounding this James Stewart with
the celebrated Regent, a mistake all the stranger,
because, in dedicating the Franciscanus to the Re-

gent thirty years afterwards, Buchanan tells him
that he was appointed by the King to educate his

son, which would have been a ridiculous piece of
information to the son himself.

neophytes how to impose upon and enjoy
world. It may suffice to say that debauch-

ery and fraud are far from being the worst

of them, and that the Scotch religious of

that day had some curious points of resem-

blance to the pagans of Juvenal's time.

There is one story introduced, and told with

great spirit and pictorial power, which may
have belonged to a later period of Buchanan's

experience, and have been added by him to

the finally-revised edition which he dedicated

to the Earl of Murray in 1564. A brother

of the order, he relates, embarked on the

Garonne for Bordeaux with a woman whom
he had seduced, and who was far gone in

her pregnancy. The wretched creature fell

into labour on the way, and her scoundrelly

companion deserted her at the first landing-

place, and left her with her child to the pity
or contempt of the gazing crowd. An
admirable touch of humour follows the nar-

rative :

' I myself,' exclaims the old friar

who tells the story,
'

young and strong as I

then was, could hardly keep down the mur-
murs and voices of the people ;

. . . sturdily

though I swore that the criminal was a fol-

lower of Luther, concealing himself under
the name of our holy sect !

' There is here

some of that unctuous irony, at once rich

with fun and bitter with scorn, the great
masters of which are Juvenal in the ancient,
and Swift in the modern world. It is the

natural satire of strong and serious, as dis-

tinct from the pleasantry of light and bril-

liant natures
;
and Buchanan, a good deal

of whose work in the world was done by
satire, belongs, as a satirist, to the school of

Juvenal and Swift, Dryden and Churchill,
rather than of Aristophanes, Horace, Eras-

mus, or Voltaire. He had a distinct poeti-
cal vein, and could relish love, and beauty,
and external nature. But this was a vein

in the flint of a good hard solid intelligence,

primarily strong in its sagacity and its reas-

oning powers, and in harmony, accordingly,
with a disposition from which neither wit

nor poetry banished a certain austerity that

was natural to it. And, indeed, the aus-

terity would not have been wonderful if

there had been nothing else to account for

it but the complexion of George Buchanan's
fortunes. A pauper gentleman from a coun-

try steeped in aristocratic sentiment, a fam-

ished student, a suffering schoolmaster, a

hunted Reformer, these are not the parts
in the drama of life which are favourable to

the continuous good humour of the perfor-
mer. But the severity of Buchanan's satire

was wholesome. And in estimating its

power, let us not forget, what the very ex-

cellence of his Latinity constantly tends to

make us forget, that he was always unlike
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the past Juvenal and the Swift to come

writing in a language which was not his

own. The swing and freedom of the hexa-

meters of the Franciscanus was not the

special acquirement of a man who had

studied one metre. All metres came alike

to him, and all varieties of prose, narrative,

dialogue, and oratory. He was rather a

Scotticized Roman than a Romanized Scot
;

or we may say tha**, like the founders of

Home in the old Legend, he had the Roman
wolf for his foster-mother, and absorbed her

milk into his whole being.
James the Fifth probably enjoyed the

Franciscanus. He had the Stewarts' parts,

though his education had been neglected,
as Buchanan in his History remarks

;
and he

was not without a relish for attacks on the

abuses of the Church and the clergy. In
those very years, he had been present at the

open-air performance of the satirical play of

good Sir David Lindsay, to our taste,

still the most freshly readable of our old

poets, a man of keen sense and gay sprightly

humour, the half-developed Aristophanes of

an uncultivated age. Nay, there were some

hopes that his marriage with Magdalen, who
was niece of the Queen of Navarre, would
be favorable to the cause of the Reforma-
tion in Scotland. But Magdalen was laid,

in her girlhood, in the Abbey of Holyrood ;

and the marriage-torches of his nuptials next

year with Mary of Guise lighted the piles
of many martyrs. The year after that,

early in 1539, Buchanan was made prisoner.
The King failed to protect the man who had

provoked the bigots at his own request ;

and Buchanan was even told by friends at

the Court that his life was to be sold to

Cardinal Beaton for money. He made his

escape, when his guards were asleep, through
his bedroom-window, and fled to London

;

*

not without hazard, on the road, from the

thieves on the Borders, and the plague in

the North of England. A Sir John Rains-

ford, whose memory he honoured afterwards

with grateful lines, it is significant that we
should find him grateful to persons whom
ive know to have befriended him, did him

great services at this time
;
and some verses

addressed to Thomas Cromwell, and to King
Henry, show that he was anxious to find

friends, and perhaps a settlement, in Lon-
don. We should like to be sure that he

visited the tomb of his predecessor in Scot-

tish scholarship, Bishop Douglas, who is

honourably mentioned in his History, and

* Chalmers said that he was imprisoned in the

Castle of St. Andrews, quoting, in proof of it, a
a passage in which Brantome said the same thing
of Queen Mary ! (Sec Irving, note, p. 28.)

had been buried in the Church of the Savoy
seventeen years before. But his stay on the

banks of the Thames was short. The King
was burning, with rigid impartiality, those

who insisted on believing in the Pope's

authority, and those who insisted on disbe-

lieving the Pope's religion. So, the uncer-

tainty of public affairs, the hopelessness of

his private affairs, and, as he tells us, the

summa humanitas of the French whom he

always liked, took him once more over to

Paris. There he had the misfortune to find

his enemy, Cardinal Beaton, acting as am-

bassador; so he accepted an engagement
from Andrew Govea, a learned Portuguese,
who had been for some time head of the

College of Guienne, and set off for Bordeaux.

Scotland has always been famous for good
Latin and good claret

;
and that her great-

est scholar should have taught Latin in the

capital of the claret-country, has a histor-

ical fitness about it which we rather like.

It was still the eventful year 1539 when he

settled there
;

for Charles the Fifth visited

the city, in which he held a festival of the

Order of the Golden Fleece, and Buchanan
addressed a poem to him, in December.
Buchanan wrote little poems on several

occasions of public interest, which spread

abroad, and diffused his reputation, though
they were not collected and published, in

the modern sense, till after years. Writers

publish books now in order to become
known

; they published books then because

they were known. The world of letters of

Europe formed a Eurapean commonwealth
or confederation, with the Latin as its com-

mon language. Englishmen, Scots, French,

Poles, Portuguese, moved to and fro, serv-

ing in each others' universities from the

mountains of Scotland to the vineyards of

Aquitaine ;
and this migratory life and free

international communication gave superior
men a celebrity which was in a certain

degree independent of the issue of books.

Buchanan remained at Bordeaux, teach-

ing Latin in the College of Guienne, for

three years. It was an interesting period
of his life, though not free from anxiety,
inasmuch as Cardinal Beaton sent letters

urging the Achbishop of Bordeaux to arrest

him
;
and the Franciscans, as usual, were

criminally busy scheming how to do him an

injury. But it was the fortune of this illus-

trious man, and an admirable sign of the

affectionate respect which he inspired, to

make friends wherever he went. At Bor-

deaux, he had friends who staved off the

danger from the Archbishop till the death

of James the Fifth, in 1542
;
and a plague

raging in Aquitaiuo diverted the attention

of nis persecutors. Meanwhile, he pursued
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his regular duties, and his nobler literary

labours, with his usual energy and success.

One young gentleman, sent at a very early
a^e to the College, had him for a domestic

preceptor there, and has carried his name to

many a circle where it might not otherwise

have penetrated. This was the great humor-

ist, and moralist, whom Europe appreci-

ates, now, perhaps, better than it ever

did^ Michel de Montaigne. In his famous

essay addressed to Madame Diane de Foix,
' De 1'Institution des Enfants '

(Essais, liv. i.

chap. 25), Montaigne speaks of him as
'

Georges Buchanan, ce grand poe'te escos-

sois,' and says that he was one of his '

pre-

cepteurs domestiques.' They met in after

years, Montaigne goes on to tell, when
Buchanan had charge of the young Comte
de Brissac, and Buchanan declared that he

meant to write on education, and take that

of his old pupil as a model. Montaigne had

learned Latin in his infancy by hearing

nothng else spoken, and used to chatter it

so freely as a youngster, that Buchanan and

Muretus, he adds, were afraid to accost him.

What a pleasant picture that of such a

meeting between the grave and storm-tossed,
but -brilliant and high-spirited Scot, and

the bright-witted^ lively French boy, before

whom a life of such quiet happy sunshine

was slowly opening ! When he grew a little

older Montaigne used, as he likewise him-

self informs us, to play parts in the Latin

dramas which Buchanan wrote to be acted

in the College. These dramas are Jepthes
and Baptistes ; the fitst based on the story
of Jeptha's vow in Judges, the second on

the fate of John the Baptist. They are

written, not indeed with much tragic tender-

ness, but with an elevated vigour, and in

diction of great purity and elegance. The

Baptistes is particularly interesting ;
be-

cause it is easy to see that in drawing a

cruel Pharisee, Buchanan is thinking of not

less cruel Papists; while the stern abhor-

rence which he shows of tyranny in his

whole presentation of Herod, is the natural

forerunner of the De Jure Regni apud
Scotos and the Serum Scoticarum Historia

of future years. His Protestantism was

steadily strengthening itself; and he had

drawn from the purest founts of classical

antiquity a love of freedom never more

necessary to Europe than just at that time,
when the feudal checks on despotism were

growing weak, and nothing had yet risen to

take their place. In his double capacity of

Scottish gentleman and classical scholar,

George detested despotism; and we shall

see presently that he is one of the un-

doubted founders of the modern constitu-

tionalism of Europe.

At Bordeaux, also, Buchanan translated
the Medea and Alcestis of Euripides, ver-

sions used so lately as the other day by
Monk. And to Bordeaux belongs the

charming Maice. Calendce, for he speaks
there of the grape which grows on the sandy
soil of Gascony :

' Nee tenebris claudat generosum cella Lyaaum,
Quern dat arenoso Vasconis uva solo.'

The poem is full of all images of love, and

joy, and southern merry-making ; and, like

many a quaint passage in Knox's History,
and many a brilliant hit in Beza's epigrams,
is instructive as giving us the genial side

of those great sixteenth-century reformers,
whom wretched modern sentimentalists

scarcely ever name without a shudder.

Buchanan had heard the chimes at mid-

night, and the laugh of Nesera in the corner
;

and knew well the flavour of Gascon wine,
and talked well over it. He was earnest

and laborious and proud ;
but also hilarious

and humane. We sometimes think that he

was very fairly typified by his coat-of-arms,
a lion rampant holding a human heart in its

dexter paw. He was leonine, but he had
the kindly affections of nature too. One

great man whom he came to know during
his stay in Gascony evidently found him

so, Julius Caesar Scaliger. Scaliger, now

getting well on in middle life, was settled as

a physician at Agen, and to Agen, Buchanan
and others used to go and visit him in the

vintage-time. He forgot even his gout,
records his son, the famous Joseph, when
he had such men to talk with him about let-

ters: the '

literary man
' without literature,

being still (happily) in the womb of time.

And Buchanan enjoyed Scaliger as much
as Scaliger enjoyed Buchanan. It once

happened that our George was detained

when his friend expected him, and he ex-

pressed his feelings in some pleasant lines,

which conclude as follows :

'

Qnamvis laboris oinnia ingratissimi
Sint plena, res mihi unica

Magis molesta est cteteris molestiis

Non intueri Julium.' *

Joseph Scaliger, the '

greater son ' of Ju-

lius, as many have thought him, must have

been born while Buchanan was in the prov-

ince^ and may possibly have been exhibited

to him on one of his visits, as the /3pe<os or

infans. He inherited his father's admira-

tion for Buchanan, and perhaps his friend-

ship for him. He certainly tells us, in that

* Bucb. Epig. i. 49 (Op. ed. Rudd. ii. 78).

f In 1540.
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eminently curious book of table-talk, the

/Scaligerana, that he was in Edinburgh soon

after the murder of Rizzio (A. D. 1566) ;

and it is hard to conjecture why he should

have visited Scotland, without counting a

wish to see Buchanan amongst his chief

probable motives. Strange to say, this

journey of the younger Scaliger to the

North has failed to attract the attention of

any of Buchanan's biographers. Buchanan
mentions him with honour in his History ;

and he celebrated Buchanan in an epitaph,
the last couplet of which ranks with the

most masterly things that we know :

'Imperil fuerat Eomani Scotia limes,
Roman! eloquii Scotia finis erit.'

This memorable residence at Bordeaux

lasted, as we have said, for three years.
With an indifference to chronological de-

tail, of which Bayle complains, Buchanan

passed over in his autobiography the five

years which followed, during which he visit-

ed Toulouse, and was a regent of the Col-

lege of Cardinal Le Moine, in Paris. The
scholars of that age loved to remember
how Buchanan, Turnebus, and Muretus all

taught in this College at the same time
;

and a Scot may assert, without fear of be-

ing convicted of patriotic exaggeration, that

Buchanan was the greatest of the illustrious

triad. As a scholar merely, he was a match
for any man ;

but the greatness of many
scholars ended where his had still a new
world before it. He was not only a critic,

philologer, or Latin stylist, but a man of

genius, using the accomplishments which
these titles imply as the tools of a fine in-

tellect. The orations of Muretus, for in-

stance, are still worth reading by anybody
who cares to see with what easy grace a

dead language may be used by a man of

parts and scholarship. But that exhausts

their praise ;
for there is no mind at bottom

worth the skill employed in the superficial

expression. The classicism of Muretus is a

Roman mask, but a mask only. The classi-

cism of Buchanan is a Roman face, with a

strong living brain behind it.

He was now turned forty, and the gout
had begun to give him sharp hints of what
was in preparation for his old age. A wan-
derer from his boyhood, he was to be a wan-
derer still, and in 1547, he set off with his

friend Andrew Govea to Portugal, the king
of which country, John the Third, had
founded a university at Coimbra, which he

was anxious to stock with sound and emi-

nent professors. Of the men selected, sev-

eral were Buchanan's friends. Portugal
seemed a quiet corner to retreat to, at a

time when the whole of the rest of the Con-

tinent was threatened with war. And the

whole prospect seemed so tempting, that he

persuaded his brother Patrick to join the

group.* But soon after they all settled

down in their new land Andrew Govea
died. His powerful influence withdrawn,
the Portuguse bigots and heresy-hunters

began to vex the little colony of scholars.

Three of them were confined, after much

outrageous insult, in the dungeons of the

Inquisition. Buchanan himself was han-

dled with peculiar severity. He was a for-

eigner, and without patrons. He had written

a satire against the Franciscans, which his

persecutors did not detest the less, because

none of them had seen a copy of it
;

and

because Buchanan had taken the precaution
to explain all about it to King John before

he entered the country. He had eaten flesh

in Lent, and the whole Peninsula did the

same. He had made occasional jokes at

monks
;
and was reported to have said in

conversation, that St. Augustine seemed to

him to lean towards a view of the Eucha-

rist condemned by the Church of Rome.
All this was quite enough to ruin him in

the eyes of a Portuguese religious rabble.

But he was a man of European distinction ;

so the authorities, after teasing him for half

a year, shut him up in a monastery that the

monks might
' instruct

' him ! The monks
were civil enough, but very ignorant, Bu-
chanan informs us. Yet will his stay within

their walls be remembered long after the

last monk in Portugal has become an honest

ploughman or cobbler
;

for in that Portu-

guese monastery Buchanan began his im-

mortal version of the Psalms, and executed

many of them. Surely it would be diffi-

cult to find a more dramatic position even

in that, the heroic period, as it may be truly

called, of modern literary history ! Here
was a Scot from the Lennox, born on the

river Blane, amidst the lochs and mountains

of the north, imprisoned among lemon-

complexioned monks under the sun of Lusi-

tania, and while nominally undergoing their

illiterate teaching, beguiling the hours by
founding a great classical religious work.

But there is something more than dramatic

in the picture of Buchanan translating the

Psalms in a Portuguese cell. His great
nature had known sorrow, and was feeling
it now, like the royal Psalmist himself; and
if he cried to his Lord in a language which

was not that he had learned from his mother,
the intellectual labour did not, we may feel

* Pate was cut off prematurely : and his brother

celebrated him with Catulltan tenderness. Epig.
2.28 (Op. ed. Rudd. ii. 84).
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sure, altogether deaden the spiritual pain.

The translation, thus viewed, has a special

moral interest
;

and the fact that such were

Buchanan's occupations, prepares us for find-

ing him by and by one of the founders of

modern Protestant Scotland, along with the

Regent Murray and Knox.

Buchanan's version of the Psalms is in-

deed, in many respects, a translation stand-

ing alone in the history of literature. It is

not a translation of a mere work of art,

however illustrious, but of a work which

the nations have agreed to receive as in-

spired by more than human wisdom, and ex-

pressed with more than human beauty. It

is not a translation into the language of the

readers to whom it is addressed, but into a

language in no way coloured by the faith

embodied in the original, and all the associ-

ations of which are different from and often

incongruous with, that faith. Buchanan

was to render the deep Semitic spiritual-

ism of the prophet monarch into a Pagan
tongue ;

into the speech of Epicurean pro-
curators of Judea, and Roman men of the

world, whose poetry was half a result of

cultivation
;

into metres made famous by
the love-songs of jEolian girls, and the war-

songs of jEolian demagogues ;
the idylls of

Sicilians at the court of the Ptolemies, and

of their graceful imitators in the Rome of

the Emperors ;
the epics of artificial poets ;

and the satirical and familiar pieces of de-

bauched heathen wits. This was no com-

mon task, but luckily it fell into the hands

of no common man. Buchanan knew that

his version must be classical
;

there is no

standard of Latin but that which the classi-

cal writers supply. So he set himself to

build a classical temple in honour of the true

God
;
and instead of the hewn stone, and

the cedars of Lebanon, and the gold, and

the lily-work, and the pomegranates of the

temple at Jerusalem, he provided the mar-

ble, and the oak, and the olive-wood, and
the silver from Laurion, and the subtle,

graceful carvings of Greece and Italy.
For every rose of Sharon, he did his best

to provide a rose of Paestum. And the re-

sult is a work unequal in parts, too closely

recalling, sometimes, its classical models
;

but grave, chaste, noble, skilful, and occa-

sionally of a beauty which defies all rivalry ;

which has the Syrian depth of feeling with

the European charm of form, and in which

you seem to hear the old sad Hebrew soul

breathing itself through the strings of an
Italian lute. Lest the reader should fancy
that our reverence for Buchanan has carried

us too far, we transcribe what is perhaps the

gem of the whole work, the '

By the Rivers

of Babylon} the 137th Psalm :

' Dum procul a patria nicest! Babylonia in oris,
Fluminis ad liquidas forte sedemus aquas ;

Ilia animum subiit species miseranda Sionis,
Et nunquam patrii tecta videnda soli.

Flevinms, et getnitus luctantia verba repressit ;

Inqute sinus liquid decidit imber aquas.
Muta super virides pendebant nablia ramos,
Et salices tacitas sustinuere lyras.

Ecce ferox dominus Solymse populator opimaa
Exigit in mediis carmina lasta malis :

Qui patriam exilio nobis mutavit acerbo,
Tos jubet ad patrios verba referre modos,

Quale canebamus, steterat dnm celsa Sionis

Kegia, finitimis invidiosa locis.

Siccine divinos Babylon irrideat hymnos ?

Audiat et sanctos terra profana modos?
O Solymaa, O adyta, et sacri penetralia templi,

Ullane vos animo deleat hora meo ?

Oomprecor, ante mese capiant me oblivia dex-

trse,

Nee memor argutse sit inea dextra lyrse :

Os mihi destituat vox, arescente palato,
Hsereat ad fauces aspera lingua meas :

Prima mihi vestraa nisi sint praaconia laudis
;

Hinc nisi isotitias surgat origo meas.

At tu (quaa nostrso insultavit laata rapine)
Gentis Idumaaae tu memor esto, pater.

Diripite, ex imis evertite fnndamentis,

^Equaque (clatnabant) reddite tecta solo.

Tu quoque crudeles Babylon dabis impia pae-

nas:

Et rernm instabiles experiere vices.

Felix qui nostris accedet cladibus ultor,

Reddet ad exemplum qui tibi damna tuum.

Felix qui tenero consperget saxa cerebro,

Eripiens gremo pignora cara too.'

, This may be studied as a model of such

compositions. There is thorough power,

yet perfect ease
;
a quiet finished classical

tone throughout, but no patchwork, no mo-

saic, no centoism. His Muse does not carry
the classic rose in her bosom as something
she has plucked ;

but it is on her cheek, it

comes from the classic health in her blood.

Anybody who wishes to see the difference

between a modern man of genius writing in

Latin, and an accomplished modern gentle-

man who can write Latin verses, should

turn to the Anthologia Oz&niensis, and com-

*pare this delightful performance with the

translation of the same psalm by Lord

Grenville.

Another poem in Buchanan's version

which stands very high, is the 104th
' Bless the Lord, my soul.' There is a

fine roll of genial vigour in the passage we

are about to quote. The reader may like

to compare it with the version used in our

churches, to which we give precedence, ac-

cordingly :

' He watereth the hills from his chambers :

The earth is satisfied with the fruit of thy
works.

He causeth the grass to grow for the cattle,

And herb for the service of man :
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That lie may bring forth food out of the earth
;

And Wine that maketh glad the heart of man,
And oil to make his face to shine,
And bread wMcli strengtheneth man's heart.

The trees of the LOUD are full of sap ;

The cedars of Lebanon, which he hath planted ;

Where the birds make their nests :

As for the stork, the fir-trees are her house.

The high hills are a refuge for the wild goats ;

And the rocks for the conies.'

' Tu pater aerios monies, camposque jaeentes
'

Nectare ccelesti saturas, foecundaque rerum
Semina vitales in luminis elicis oras.*

Unde pecus carpat viridis nova pabula fteni:

Unde olus huiaanos geniale assurgat in nsus :

Quaaqne novent fessas cerealia munera vires,

Quaaque hilarent mentes jucundi pocula vini,

Quique hilaret vultus succus viridantis olivi.

Nee minus arboribus succi genitabilis humor
Sufficitur : ccdro Libanum frondente coronas,
Alitibus nidos : abies tibi consita surgit,
Nutrit ubi implumes peregrina ciconia fetus.

Tu timidis montes damis
;
cava saxa dedisti,

Tutus ut abstrusis habitaret echinus in antris.'

The great variety of metres used is an-

other distinction of Buchanan's paraphrase
of the Psalms, and shows the range of his

command over the language. Here is the

latter part of the 27th Psalm ' The Lord
is my light .and my salvation? from the 9th

verse onwards :

* Ne conde vultus lumen a me amabilis,
Neu me in terrebris desere.

Servum periram ne sine opprirni tuum:

Vitamque, quam debet tibi,

Tuere ab hoste, et e periclis eripe,
O spes salutis unica.

Me cari amici, me propinqui, me pater,
Me blanda mater liquerat :

At non reliquit, qui pios in asperis
Non deserit rebus, Deus.

Parens benigne, me vias doce tuas,

Eectaque -deduc semita:
Ne vis metusque ab hoste mo deterritum
De calle recti detrahat.

Ne me impiorum obnoxium Hbidini

Eelinque. Testes impii

Fingunt maligne falsa de me crimina,
Armantque se mendaeiis.

Mens victa tantis jam fatisceret malis,
Ni spes foveret me tiiro

Benignitatis, post labores anxios
Mox affuturum gaudium.

Vivusque vivos inter ipse commoda
Vita) beatro pra3stolor.

In rebus ergo turbidis ne concide,
Sed fortis usque sustine

;

Te roborabit Dominns, et cor fulciet
;

Tu fortis usque sustine.

This measure, used by Horace in the

Epodes, was a favourite with Buchanan, who
has employed it in his paraphrase tweuty-

* Some editions read auras (see note ap. Op. ed.

Rudd. ii. 69).
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eight times, while Sapphics appear on ten,
and Alcaics on sixteen occasions.* It is true

that he takes a greater license sometimes than
is now permitted to those who produce once or

twice in a lifetime, a choice copy of verses

as an academic exercise. But Tate has

shown in the Horatius Restitutus, that he
did not exceed in this way more than still

later modern Latinists of the first rank.

And besides, it belonged to his very charac-

ter as a creative writer, who had taken all

Latin, as Bacon took all knowledge, for his

province, and who really spent his life not
so much in imitating Latin literature as in

adding to it.

Now and then Buchanan simply borrows
a line or two from an ancient, and dovetails

them into his Psalter. Thus we find

' Gentis humane pater atque custos'

(Hor. Carm. i. 12) opening Psalm 8th;
and

'

Kegum timendorum in proprios greges,

Eeges in ipsos imperium est Jov^;.'

(Hor. Carm. iii. 1) opening Psalm 82d.

But such cases are rare, and with regard to

the latter, which has excited some censure,
Dr. Irving observes that ' Jova is the tetra-

granimaton of the Hebrews,' and that ' to

insert the word Jehovah in the translation

of a psalm certainly cannot be called repre-
hensible.' f The extent of Buchanan's He-
brew scholarship is not, we believe, accurately
known. He seems to have consulted the

Hebrew text with the interpretation of his

friend Vatablus and the commentators, and
he probably used these as subsidiary to the

Vulgate, the Septuagint, and the modern
translations. But this is a question for

Hebraists, and we recommend the inquiry
as an interesting study to our probationers.
Our present object being, however, to give

something like a sketch of the whole life

and works of our great countryman, we can-

not linger even over this renowned para-

phrase, much less enter into any comparison
of its merits with those of the version of

Arthur Johnston. After some months of

monastic imprisonment, he was set free.

The king gave him a little money for his

daily expenses, and held out some vague

hopes of employment. But Buchanan was
sick of Portugal, and longing for brilliant

cultivated Paris, a longing which he has ex-

pressed in a delightful allegorical pastoral,
the Desiderium Lutcti<s.\ While he was in

* See Ruddiman's Essay, De Metris Buckananceia,

appended to his invaluable edition.

| Irving's Memoirs of Bitchanan^ p. 118.

I Silvai, No. HI., Op. ed. Rudd. ii. 60. For a good
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this mood (and those who know the smells of

Lisbon in our own time, will have dark

visions of the Lisbon of three centuries ago),
a Cretan vessel bound for England put into

the Tagus. Buchanan embarked in her,

Crete belonged to Venice in those days, and

she was probably a decent vessel with a

valuable cargo, passed down the noble

river, with its sloping hills clothed with

woods, and reached the country then ruled by
young Edward the Sixth, in safety. Buchan-
an seems always to have had a kind of dim

prophetic notion that London was a place
which ought to afford .a field to a Scotch

man of letters. The time, however, was
not yet come. The factions of Northumber-
land and Somerset were agitating the coun-

try, the public mind was disturbed, and
after a brief delay, Buchanan made for the

French capital, where we find him in Jan-

uary 1553. France had always something
for him : and after holding for some time

the office of Regent in the College of Bon-

court, he was engaged as domestic tutor to

the young Count Timoleon de Cosse, son of

a great noble, distinguished soldier, and

accomplished gentleman, the Marshal de

Brissac. If a gentleman must take employ-
ment of this kind, he is likelier to be happy
with a family of real quality and distinction

than elsewhere. Buchanan spent five years
with the Marshal, by whom he was treated

with the highest consideration, and lived

with him in France and Italy. During this

time, 1555-1560, Buchanan had leisure to

study theological questions more than he

had yet done, and also began, or planned,
the De Sphcera, which the occupations of

his subsequent life did cot permit him to

finish. The first specimens of his Psalms

appeared during those years, and his Alcestis.

He flung off occasional poems also, more suo ;

one on the surrender of Calais, a topic which

engaged the highest French wits; and an

epithalamium on the marriage of his beauti-

ful young countrywoman Mary with Fran-

cis the Second. She was then as brilliant

and charming in the eyes of Buchanan as

the Dauphiness Marie Antoinette two cen-

turies afterwards in the eyes of Burke.
But how different the duty that was to

devolve on Buchanan towards the lustrous

young sovereign of his day, from that which
the other man of genius was to discharge to

the other beautiful offspring of the blood of

Lorraine !

Mary landed in Scotland on the 19th

August 1561. The exact date of Buchan-

squib on Portugal and a strange colony then being
sent out from it to Brazil, see the Fratres Fratemmi
(Op. ed. Rudd. ii. 25).

an's arrival is uncertain, but he too was

beyond doubt in his native land in 1561,
after an absence, as he himself describes it,

though a little inaccurately, of twenty-four

years. He found his country victorious over

the Papal tyranny, but with much still to do
for the establishment of its Protestantism.

He joined the new Church, towards which
all the lines of his intellectual life had long
been converging, at once

;
and his value was

immediately seen and recognised. He was

appointed to assist in inspecting the reve-

nues of the Universities, and drawing up a

model of instruction; and, being a member
of the General Assembly in 1563, he was
one of those charged with the revision of

the Buke of Discipline, Next year he ded-

icated the JFranciscanus, in its revised and

perfected form, to the Earl of Murray.
But as yet it was quite possible to be a firm

friend to the Scotch Reformed Church, and
to all good causes, without ceasing -to be a

loyal friend to Mary Queen of Soots.

Buchanan had probably been presented to

her in Paris. Almost the first trace we
have of him after his return is in the letter

from Randolph to Cecil* of April 1562,
which describes him as daily reading Livy
with the Queen in Holyrood. The list of

the Queen's books shows that she was a

highly accomplished woman, and no mere
tiro in Latin will ever get -any pleasure -out

of Livy. Buchanan became, for some time,
the laureate in fact, if not in title, of Mary;
and it was no mean part of her splendour
in a lettered age to have in one and the same

person, and that person a subject, the best

scholar in Europe for her preceptor, and the

best poet in Europe for her poet. Mary
was far from being insensible to such claims,
and want of liberality was never one of her

faults. She presented Buchanan, in Octo-

ber 1564, with a pension of 500 Scots, to

be drawn from the temporalities of Cross-

raguel. Buchanan did his best to repay her

with a wit brighter than gold. He cele-

brated her nuptials with Darnley in 1565
;

and the Pompse or Masques which he sup-

plied for the festivities are equal in point
and grace to anything of the sort by Ben
Jonson or Voltaire. Nay, far more, he

brought out, that winter, or next spring,

1565-66, at the house of the Stephens of

Paris, the first complete edition of his Para-

phrase of the Psalms, and dedicated it to the

Queen in the renowned epigram which every
Scotsman ought to have by heart

;
which is

one of the brightest jewels in the Scottish

crown
;
and which rivals or excels any com-

* First quoted by Chalmers, Life of JRitddiman,

pp. 319, 320.
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pliment paid to a European sovereign since

the revival of letters. Listen, reader, once

more, to this famous specimen of the wit

and politeness of a great old world that has

passed away:

'

Nympha, Caledoniaequaa nunc feliciter or,
Missa per innumeros sceptra tueris avos;

Qua3 sortem antevenis meritis, virtutibus annos,
Sexum animis, morum nobilitate genus,

Accipe 'sed facilis) cultn clonata Latino

Carmina, fatidici nobile regis opus.
Ilia quidem, Cirrha pr,ocul et Permesside lym-

Pene sub Arctoi sidere nata poll :

Non tamen ausus eram male natum exponere
fcetum,

Ne mihi displiceant quaa placuere tibi.

Nam quod ab ingenio domiui sperare nequi-
bant,

Debebunt genio forsitan ilia tuo.'

We subjoin a translation, but feel pain-

fully how in striving to preserve the conden-

sation of the original we have let its elegance

escape :

'

Lady, who happily in Calydon,
The sceptre of a thousand sires bygone,
Bearest

;
whose lot thy merits far outshine,

Whose worth thy years ; mind, sex
;
arid man-

ners, line
;

Gently accept, in Latin garb arrayed,
The noble songs the prophet monarch made.
Born far from Oirrha and Permessian stream,
Almost beneath the pole-star's icy beam

;

Yet would I not the bantling cast abroad,
Lest I should seem to scorn what you applaud.
For what their master's genius cannot give,
Thy genius may bestow, and make them live.'

About this time, too, Buchanan collected
the fugitive pieces that he had scattered
abroad during his wanderings in life, and
which had got blown like thistle-down all

over the world. Some of these were sting-

ing little satires against monks and similar

riff-raff of the old bigotry ;
and it may

amuse our readers to see the freedom with
which he handles such canaille. The lines

that follow are addressed to St. Antony,
whom an old tradition represents as having
kept a herd of swine :

'

Diceris, Antoni, porcos pavisse subulcus

Vivus, adhuc monachos lumine cassus ah'?.

Par stupor ingenii est veutrisque abdomen
utrisque,

Sordepari gaudent, ingluvieque pari. [suillo,
Nee minus hoc mutum pecus est brutumque
Nee minus iiisipidum, nee minus illcpidum.

Ciutera conveniunt, sed non levis error in inio

est,

Debuit et monachis glans cibus esse tuis.' *

*
Fratres'Fraterrimi, 22 (Op. ed. Rucld. ii. 24).

' When living, thou, St. Antony,
As swineherd kept thy swine,
Now dead thou keep'st, St. Antony,
This herd of monks of thine.

' The monks as stupid are as they,
As fond of dirt and prog;
In dumbness, torpor, ugliness,
Each monk is like each hog.

' So much agrees
' tween herd and herd,

One point would make all good,
If but thy monks, St. Antony,
Had acorns for their food !'

There is a grim humour characteristic of
the man and the age in our next quotation :

'IN PlTTM PONTIFICEM.

' Vendidit sere polum, terras in rnorte relinquit ;

Styx superest Papae quam colat una Pio.' *

' Heaven he had sold for money ;
earth he

leaves in death as well :

What remains to Pontiff Pius ? nothing
that I see, but hell.'

The distich on Zoilus is better known :

' Frustra ego te laudo, frustra me, Zoile, laadis
;

Nemo mihi credit, Zoile, nemo tibi.'

'I praise thee,. Zoilus, in vain,
In vain you rail at me always ;

Because the world don't care a grain,
What either of the couple says.'

But, as we have seen before, Buchanan
shone in the complimentary as much as in

the satirical epigram ;
and indeed it is a

very great, though a very common mistake
to limit the signification of the word to sar-

castic effusions. Of the famous lines on

Neaera, Menage used to say that he would
have given his best benefice to have written

them, and Menage, as has been observed,
held some fat ones :

'
Ilia mihi semper prtesenti dura Neaera,
Me quoties absum semper abesse dolet

;

Non desiderio nostri, non maeret amore,
Sed se non nostro posse dolore frui.'

' Ncara is harsh at our every greeting,W henever I am absent, she wants me again ;

'Tis not that she loves me, or cares for our

meeting,
She misses the pleasure of seeing my pain.'

In 1566 Buchanan was made principal of

St. Leonard's College, St. Andrews, and in

1567 he was chosen Moderator of the Gene-
ral Assembly. That was the dark and
dreadful year of the Darnley murder

;
of

the Bothwell marriage ;
and of the Queen's

imprisonment ;
and it behoved honest men

to look to their country's honour and safety,

* Fratret Fraterrimi, 10.
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and to take an active part in public affairs,

according to their conscientious convictions.

No Scottish man of letters has ever held

such important public offices as Buchanan.

In 1568, after Langside, and the Queen's

flight to England, Buchanan appeared in

England with Murray, and Morton, and the

other Commissioners, and assisted them in

the exposure of Mary, by drawing up the

Detectio. We shall probably never hear

the last of his '

ingratitude
; on this occasion,

because there is no sign of any future lack

of intellects of the calibre suited to the be-

lief of nonsense of that stamp. It is vain to

tell an operatic sentimentalist that when a

queen rewards a great writer for his services

in an innocent part of her life, she does not

thereby bind him over to support her through
thick and thin, after she has become an adul-

teress and murderess, and the wife of her ac-

complice in murder and adultery. We put
the matter very plainly, because it was

just in this plain light that it appeared
to Buchanan, and determined his course

of action. And that is all with which we
have to do for our present biographic pur-

pose. It so happens, indeed, that we be-

lieve as Buchanan believed on the subject,
and as Hume, Principal Robertson, Mr.

Laing, Sir Walter Scott, M. Mignet, M.

Teulet, Mr. Kingsley, Mr. Froude, Mr.

Joseph Robertson, and Mr. John Hill Bur-

ton, have concurred in believing since. But
we do not need to go into the miserable and

hackneyed controversy once more, because

the only point of consequence to us now, and

here, is, whether Buchanan was sincere in

the faith which he professed in Mary's

guilt, and on which he acted ? And why
should he not have been so ? He was
a public man, with every opportunity
for observing the circumstances. He had
led an honourable life up to sixty years
of age ;

and was the esteemed friend of half

the great men in Europe, from Tycho Brahe
in Denmark to Roger Ascham in London,
and from Roger Ascham in London to Theo-
dore Beza in Switzerland. Hitherto he had

always passed for a wise and an honest man
;

why should he have suddenly become a fool,

or a scoundrel? No rational answer can
be given to this question. The factious and
foolish answer is, that he conspired against
his Sovereign in the cause of his ambition

;

he who never cared for money, as Joseph
Scaliger specially remarks ;* who was never

* '

Coiiteratis opibus, spretis popukribus auris,

Ventosseque fugax ambjtionis, obis,'

are two of the fine lines in which this great man
celebrates Buchanan after his death.

noted as eager for advancement
;
and who

had already secured independence and dis-

tinction. But it is no common guilt that

the partisans of Mary attribute to Buchanan.

They accuse him not of ingratitude to her

merely, which is more a silly charge than

anything else under the circumstances
;
but

of forging her handwriting to sustain the

impeachment of her by her chief nobles.

And. all this rests on mere conjecture, and
is not supported by a tittle of the evidence

which is required to bring home a forgery to

the ordinary practitioners of the art at the

Old Bailey. We know no such stupendous
impudence of calumny against a man of the

same rank, in the whole history of letters.

Fortunately, however, venomous drivel of

this kind is now found on the lips of the

lower grade of controversialists only, some
of whom would be sufficiently punished if

they were called on publicly to construe five

lines of the great genius whom they defame.

Scholars, like Mr. Froude, substantially ac-

cept the Detectio, and the higher currents of

historical criticism are all flowing in the

same direction. We may therefore go on to

say that, having done his duty according to

his lights, at York, Westminster, and Hamp-
ton Court, Buchanan returned to Scotland,
and was in 1570, the year of Murray's
assassination, made principal teacher of the

child king, James. * This rendered it neces-

sary that he should give up St. Leonard's,
and his head-quarters for some time were
now at Stirling. On the whole, he was

very successful in his tuition of James. A
man or a gentleman he could not make him
in the nature of things. But it was possible
to make him a scholar, though of a peculiar

type, and this Buchanan achieved. There
is a tradition that when somebody blamed
him for turning the lad into a pedant, George
answered that it was the best result of which
the case admitted. Other stories, too

}

floated down, illustrative of the wholesome

severity of his discipline ;
and we need not

repeat his well-known saying to the Countess
of Mar, when she scolded him for a pungent
application to an important part of the per-
son of the f Lord's anointed. ' The caustic

humour of the much-travelled veteran seems
to have increased with his years, and was

probably not improved by the gout, or by
the continual labour which he imposed on
himself to the end of his useful life.

* Chalmers made an exquisite blunder about this

appointment (Life of Ruddiman, p. 329, note).
He found, in Buchanan's History of Scotland, that

Mary had appointed certain tutores that is, of

course, guardians -to her son, and thinking it

meant tutors in the sense of teacher?, antedated

Buchanan's nomination to the office by some years !
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The same year, 1570, which saw him
made the King's teacher, saw him made,

during the regency of Lennox, Keeper of

the Privy Seal. This gave him a seat in

Parliament, and he took an active and lead-

ing part in public affairs. He opposed
Morton; he helped the Church to revise

the Book of Policy ;
he drew up a scheme

for the reform of the University of St.

Andrews, one effect of which, if the Act

establishing it had not been repealed, would
have been to widen and deepen the study of

Greek in Scotland. He wrote two political

essays in his native tongue,
' Ane Admoni-

tioun to the Trew Lordis,
' and the ' Cha-

moeleon. ' These are both well worth reading
still, if only as samples of the good old

literary Scots, so full of vigour and character,
of the sixteenth century.
To the last years of Buchanan's life be-

long two very important works, the exact

progress of which it is not now possible to

know in detail. The first of these, in order

of time, was the De Jure Regni apud Scotos,
a well-known dialogue on government, first

published in 1579. The object of this work
is to lay down the abstract principles of

political rule, and to illustrate them by the

traditions of Scotland and other countries.

A friend of the author, Thomas Maitland, is

introduced as having just returned from

France, and as falling into conversation

with him on the recent events, Darnley's
death, and the incarceration of Queen Mary.
These events, Maitland says, had caused

great indignation in France, the first as a

gross crime
;
but the second, also, as a viola-

tion of the rights of monarchs. Buchanan
holds the last feeling cheap, and invites his

friend to discuss with him the origin and
nature of monarchy. He proceeds, accord-

ingly, to lay down the doctrine, that when

society formed itself among mankind, a king
was chosen, like a physician, as a healer of

social perturbations. But a king, after all,

being only a man, the law was given him as

a colleague or moderator. Buchanan denies

that he has any dislike of monarchy in the

abstract, though he is aware that his com-

panion thinks so, from having often heard
him praise the ancient republics and the

government of Venice. He does not care

whether the ruler be called king, duke,

emperor, or consul, so long as he is placed
in his magistracy for the purpose of equitable
administration. The general decisions ar-

rived at for the welfare of the country ought
to be the result of counsel taken between
the rex and the populus. Buchanan does

not want the people to impose its wishes on
the king by force, but only to prescribe a

measure to his absolute government; so

that the two powers may consult together in

common, and coine to a common resolution

as to their common interest. Nor is the old

philosopher for allowing the whole people to

take part in the matter: ''.Ego nunquam
existimavi,

'

says he,
* universi populi judi-

cio earn rem permitti deberi? He would
have been content with a selection from all

orders, very much like that of the Scottish
Parliament -prope ad consuetudinem nos-

tram. A sharp distinction is drawn through-
out between the king and the tyrant, and a

suggestion is made that prizes ought to be

given to those who slay a tyrant, as to those
who kill a wolf. Coming to the Scots mon-

archy, Buchanan maintains that our princes
were originally selected for their virtues

;

that many of them who acted cruelly and

flagitiously were called to account, of whom
some were punished with exile and some
with death, no measures being ever taken

against their punishers. But of all nations,
he declares none was ever more severe on
the violators of good kings. The murderers
of Janies the First were fearfully tortured

to death
;
while as for James the Third, a

wicked man, nobody avenged his fate or

even regretted it. He illustrates this general
law of our history by a characteristic refer-

ence to the fate of King Evenus, one of

those fabulous monarchs before the Christian

era, who are now regarded as never having
existed, except on the walls of Holyrood.
He cites the case of the rejection of John
Baliol also

;
and presently he passes on to

the argument from the Scriptures, and argues
that when St. Paul advised his disciples to

be subject to the higher powers, he was not

advising an acquiescence in tyranny, but

only checking some fanatics who were op-

posed to all civil obedience whatever. The

Scriptures, according to Buchanan, clearly

permit tyrannicide; and he lays down plainly
the doctrine that, as kings derive their

powers from the people, the people has a

right, in a just cause, to reclaim the powers
which it gave.

Such are the prominent points of this

celebrated dialogue, the natural offspring
of three influences : the traditions of a

country where monarchy was weak; the

freedom -
loving spirit of the Greek and

Roman literature
;

and the still sterner

teachings of the Hebrew history, as it ap-

peared to the mind of the most vehement of

the Reformers. What seems to us its com-

mon-places now, were heresies which, in the

sixteenth century, sent a thrill through

Europe. Buchanan was ' answered '

at once,

of course, and generations of royalists tilted

at him. We fiud a squib of the Civil War
beginning
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' A Scot and Jesuit,* hand in hand,
First taught the world to say,

That subjects ought to have command,
And monarch s to obey.

'

Dryden looked upon Buchanan as .

inspirer of the politics of Milton, anc
Fletcher of Saltoun and that old classica

generation all loved his name. He must bi

regarded, therefore, as one of the founder^
of our modern freedom in fact, of our
modern constitutionalism; for his whole

dialogue shows that he was quite content to

leave the kings their share of power, if they
in their turn would be content with that
In short, he wanted a well-regulated his
torical freedom, such as Burke and De
Tocqueville have loved in later times;
something equally removed from a tyranny
and a democracy. To Buchanan, who had
seen so much of the Continent, especially,
the danger from tyranny must have appeared
the master-danger of the age ;

and there is

no doubt that in another generation he

might equally have laboured to save society
from the mob, especially if he had seen
that mob-government was only a roundabout
way of arriving at the despotism which he
abhorred.

The dedication of the De Jure Eegni apud
Scotos is sufficiently remarkable to demand
special mention. It is dated at Stirling, and
addressed to the young King, who was then

(January 10th, 1579) in his thirteenth year.
After stating that he had written the dia-

logue several years before, in turbulent

times, Buchanan, with the gravity of an old
man who felt that he had not much more to

say in this world, earnestly commends its

lessons to James. He is inclined to hope
good things of him from his promise; but
he fears, sometimes, that the flattery of
courtiers may corrupt him, and begs him to
take the little book as a guide through such
rocks. Well would it have been for the
Stewarts if they had listened to the voice
with a mournful tone of love in it visible

through all its hard clearness of the vener-
able sage !

When the De Jure appeared, Buchanan
was occupied, as he had been for some years,
with his Eerum Scoticarum Historia, his

History of Scotland. For the practical
purposes of ordinary readers this work has
been long superseded. The early part of
the narrative is thick with fables

;
there are

inaccuracies of statement in later parts,
which Ruddiman has punctually exposed;

* The Jesuit was Mariana, the historian of Spain,wtoalso wrote a political treatise of a similar com-
plexion.

much that a modern student Wishes to know
of the growth of our nation is wholly passed
over

;
and the solid trustworthy portions of

the book have been long absorbed and ex-

panded by much valuable detail in later

histories. Modern criticism has, like a
winter wind, blown thirty-nine leaves, with
the names of kings on them, from Buchanan's

genealogical tree of the Scots monarchy.*We know now what to think of the league of
Achaius with Charlemagne; and of the
descent of the Stewarts (a Norman family
coming out of Shropshire) from Banquo ;

and we know that Bruce the Competitor did
swear fealty to Edward the First in 1291,
and did not make the patriotic answer which
Buchanan attributes to him. And yet, for
all that, the History of Buchanan is a great
literary monument, beautiful even in obsolete-
ness and decay. Nobody but a man of

genius could have cast his eye over Scotland
as he did, and produced the masterly little

picture of it, a literary map, which occupies
fourteen pages of Book First. Every region
is described there, in a few happy strokes,

by the characteristics which still fix it on
the observer's mind. He brings before us
the Lothians, already distinguished by their

high civilisation and their comparative
plenty;

l hcec regio Tiumanvtatis cultu, et

rerum necessariarum ad usum viice copia,
cceteras longeprcecellit.

' He glances at Fife
;

marks its fringe of little towns,
' totum littus

frequentibus oppidulis prcecingiiurj and its

variety of occupations; and says a good
word for St. Andrews, where he had learned
as a youth and taught as a man. In three
words he disposes of the rich Carse of Gowrie

^Gforea),
'

frumentariis campis nobilisS He
notes the amenity of the climate of Moray-
shire

;
sketches the line of the mountains of

he Highlands ;
shows the run of all the

shief rivers
;
and photographs Galloway as

swelling with frequent hills. The islands

ake their turn
; and, indeed, everywhere,

Jie essential facts, moral and physical, of

Scottish geography, are hit upon with the

rue master's eye. If Adam Smith had
elected the points, and Walter Scott de-

cribed them, they could hardly have been
made more of in the same narrow compass.
The reader who may not have leisure to go
hrough the whole twenty books cannot do
etter than peruse this description; and his

attention may also be specially called to the
ine character of Robert Bruce, the conelud-

ng paragraph of Book Eighth; and the

loble speech of Bishop Kennedy, in Book
twelfth, which, Ruddiman thought, disputed

* See Mr. Hill Burton's History of ^Scotland,
ol. i. p. 318.
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the palm with the ancients themselves. The

tragedies, too, of Mary's reign lose nothing
in the hands of so vigorous a describer

;
for

vigour is the distinguishing element of

Buchanan's style. It is consummately

elegant, no doubt, but the rnanly power is

what arrests the mind first. Of his special
felicitous phrases in the History, one has

had extraordinary success. There is hardly
an expression in commoner use everywhere
to this day than that in which we talk of the
1

perfervidum ingenium Scotorum.
'

It is

simply a variety, without being an improve-

ment, of the words of Buchanan in the Six-

teenth Book, in which, describing the Treaty
of Berwick of 1560 between Queen Eliza-

beth's Government and the Scots, he says
that the English leaders warned the Scots

not to fight the French till their allies came

up, being afraid l ne SCOTORUM PR^FERVIDA
INQENIA in errorem inemenddbilcm remprce-

cipitarent.
' * There can be no greater

error than to regard Buchanan as only, or

mainly, a Latinist. He was a man of in-

vention, and brilliant as well as solid and

reasoning intellect
;
a poet and a wit

;
whose

originality comes out in his History as

everywhere else. That History, for instance,

is as superior even to good books like Cam-
den's Annales, in natural power, as in style.

The politics of the Eerum Scoticarum

Historia are the same as those of the De
Jure Eegni apud Scotos. He is everywhere
an advocate of constitutional rights ;

and if

he sometimes builds on uncertain precedents,
still the effect was good. He accustomed

men to love freedom, and to seek a histori-

cal basis for it. He gave an impulse to

thought, and roused the hearts of men

against those courtly sophisms and servile

theories which were rising everywhere into

fashion after the fall of the feudal aristocra-

cies. The Stewarts would not listen, and

they were swept away about a century after

his death. The Bourbons would not listen,

and another century found them, too, in ex-

ile and on the scaffold. But we must not

confound the spirit of Buchanan with that

of our modern revolutionists. His was the

inspiration of Alcaeus, Plato, Cicero, Lucan,
not of the penny newspaper and the platform
of the demagogue. There are few more
characteristic passages than that in which

he talks of a rumour that some gentleman
was to be turned out of his estate for the

benefit of Rizzio, and records the indignation
excited by the prospect that men of ancient

nobility- and good reputation were to be

thrust from the seats of their ancestors at

* Buch. Op. cd. Rudd. (i. 321, D).

the will of a needy knave. * The Professor

of Latin was classical, but the Cadet of Bu-
chanan was feudal into the bargain.
Whatever the imperfections of this His-

tory, it had a splendid effect on our national

reputation. It was received everywhere as a

classic
;
was reprinted at Geneva, Frankfort,

Leyden, Utrecht, Leipsic; and taught Eu-

rope that we had a past, and a past of which
we might well be proud. Men of letters,

long after the author was in his grave, loved

to discuss the question whom among the an-

cients its author most resembled. Fletcher

of Saltoun pronounced for Caesar
; Bapin

for Livy; Le Clerc for Sallust and Livy
combined.f With more justice, Ruddiman
held that be had formed a style of his own
from the study of all these admirable models.

' The person love does to us fit,

Like manna, has the taste of all in it'

says Cowley, or some other of Johnson's me-

taphysical poets ;
and this is the character

of the Latin style of the History of Buchan-

an. Person observed of some indifferent

Latin verses, that there was ' a great deal of

Horace in them, and a great deal <5f Virgil
in them, but nothing Horatian and nothing

Virgilian.' The merit of Buchanan's prose
is just the antithesis of this. Livy and Sal-

lust and Tacitus are not there in pieces, but

the general atmosphere is redolent of the

odour of their charm.

Buchanan was a very old man when his

History appeared ;
for it first saw the light

at Edinburgh in 1582, the year that he

died. He writes to Randolph in 1577 :

'
I am occupiit in wryting of our historie,

being assurit to content few, and to displease

many tharthrow. The rest of my occupation
is wyth the gout, quhilk haldis me besy both

day and ngt. . . . And thus I tak my leif

shortly at you now, and my lang leif quhen God

pleasis, committing you to the protection of

the almigty.' .

It is to be regretted that we have not

more familiar and domestic details of his

life. The scholars of that and the following

century were voluminous letter-writers, but

the relics of Buchanan's correspondence are

painfully scanty. We have some details,

however, of him in his last years, which

throw light on his character as it appeared
to those who survived him. He was of aus-

tere look, says David Buchanan, \ and of

* Her. Scot. Hht. lib. 17 (Op. ed. Rudd.i. 844).

f Ruddiman's Preface to the Works.

\ Of the two portraits of him which hung last

year in the National Portrait Exhibition at Ken-

sington, that belonging to the Royal Society struck
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homely garb, but brightened readily into

wit and pleasantry even in the most serious

discussions. He was ' a Stoick philosopher,'

says Sir James Melville,
'

. . . pleasant in

conversation, . . . and also religious.' He
was wont to despise pompous monuments,
observes Archbishop Spottiswood ;

and Scot
of Scotstarvet tells that, being summoned
to '

compear
'

before the Council for some

passages in his History while it was going

through the press, he told the macer that
' he was to compear before ane higher Judge.'
Andrew Melvin and his nephew James, with

Thomas Buchanan, found him not long be-

fore his death in Edinburgh, teaching a

young lad in his service the hornbook. ' I

perceive, sir,' Andrew said,
'

you are not
idle.' ' Better this,' the old man answered,
' than stealing sheep or sitting idle, which is

as bad.' The Melvins came to him again
after visiting Arbuthnot's printing-office,
where they had seen the passage of his His-

tory relating to Rizzio's burial, and express-
ed a fear that the King would prohibit the

work entirely.
( Tell me, man,' Buchanan

asked from his bed,
'
if I have told the truth.'

' I think so,' the younger Buchanan replied.
' Then I will abide his feid and all his kin's,'

said the dying scholar.
' And so,' concludes

James Melvin, to whom we owe this narra-

tion,
'

by the printing of his chronicle was

ended, that maist learned, wise, and godly
man ended this mortal life.' "One of the

last stories told of him is, that he asked his

servant what money he had, and finding
that it would not cover his funeral expenses,
ordered it to be given to the poor, leaving
the city of Edinburgh to bury him or not as

it pleased. All he had in the world was an
arrear of a hundred pounds due on the pen-
sion he derived from Crossraguel. He died
while King James was in the hands of the

Gowry conspirators, ten years after Knox,
and during the boyhood of Shakespeare,*
on Friday the 28th September 1582, about
four months before his seventy-seventh birth-

day. He had suffered much pain from gout
and other disorders at the close of his long,

laborious, and wandering life
;
and had looked

forward for some time to this harbour (as he
calls it in his Autobiography) with weariness,

us as the most characteristic, and we have seen
an engraving from it in one of the Continental edi-
tions of his History. What has become of the
portrait which King James recognised on the walls
of the house of Tycho Brahe in Denmark? (See
Irving, p. 201.)

* A passage in the History of Scotland shows
that Buchanan had seen the fitness of the story
of Macbeth for dramatic purposes ;

and this sug-
gestion of his may have reached Shakespeare.
who was a very well read man (Op. i. 115)

but not without hope. No tougher,more genu-
ine Scotch mountain-ash ever fell before the

inevitable blow, or had put forth greener
leaves in its time, or left behind it nobler
timber.

George Buchanan was buried in the

churchyard of the Greyfriars, and his funeral

was attended by
' a great company of the

faithful.'
' His ungrateful country,' we quote

Dr. Irving, 'never afforded his grave the

common tribute of a monumental stone.' *

But his name will outlast the proudest monu-
ment in that old burying-ground. His fame
rides on the sea of time by two anchors, and
can perish only with the memory of the Latin

language and the Scottish nation.

ART. 111. The Political Writings of Rich-
ard Cobden. 2 Vols. W. Ridgway :

London.

THE time has not yet arrived for writing
Cobden's life.

The great political struggles in which he

engaged are still too fresh in the memory of

the present generation to admit of a faithful

record of his political career, without in-

cluding much which affects too closely the

characters of public men still on the scene,
or but recently removed from it

;
and of the

last great achievement of his life, and his

solitary official act, the Commercial Treaty
with France, it is impossible yet to speak

freely.
But it is on this account only the more

important, and especially at a time when,

upon the conduct and intelligence of the

Liberal party in this country, it depends
whether the years before us are to bring with
them a repetition of the inconsistencies and
hesitations which have too often deformed
and paralysed our recent course, or are to be
a fruitful and brilliant period of rational and
consistent progress, that the policy of

which Cobden was the foremost representa-
tive should at least be thoroughly under-
stood and widely known.

*
Memoirs, p. 309. Chalmers (we like to sec

a reviler of Buchanan blundering so often) quoted
an old epigram in contradiction of this fact, which

very epigram unluckily proved that it was perfectly
true. Irving shows that the want of a monument
was a frequent reproach, though the spot of Bu-
chanan's interment was known, and may have had a
mark of some kind or other on it. Surely it is not
too late to repair this omission of our ancestors,
whose disturbed political life affords some excuse
for them ?
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It is therefore with a peculiar satisfaction

that we hail the work before us, and we
trust that it may be shortly followed by a re-

publication of his principal speeches, both in

and out of Parliament, so far as these can

be collected, and if possible, by a selection of

his letters on the great practical questions of

the day.
In bringing together in a connected form

these political essays, written on various

subjects, on different occasions, and at wide

intervals of time, but unsurpassed in cogen-

cy of reasoning, and in their truthful and

temperate spirit, Mrs. Cobden has rendered

a great service both to her husband's memo-

ry and to the rising generation of English-
men.

Presented originally to the public in the

ephemeral form of pamphlets, thrown out in

sharp opposition to the prevailing passions
and prejudices of the hour, and systemati-

cally depreciated as they were by the organs
of public opinion which guide the majority
of our upper classes, we suspect that they are

well-nigh forgotten by the elder, and little

known to the younger men among us. Yet
do these scattered records of Mr. Cobden's

thoughts contain a body of political doctrine,
more original, more profound, and more con-

sistent than is to be found in the spoken or

written utterances of any other English
statesman of our time, and we commend
them to the earnest study and consideration

of all who aspire to exert any influence on

the future government of our country.
Whenever the day shall come for an im-

partial review of the history of England
since the reform of Parliament in 1832, it

will, we think, be found that of all those

who have played a prominent part in our

public affairs during the last thirty years,
the two men who, widely unlike in many
qualities, both of character and intellect, but

with an extraordinary unity of purpose and

principles, have left the deepest mark on

their generation, and made the most pro-
found impression on the policy of the coun-

try, have been Richard Cobden and John

Bright.
We know that this belief is very far from

being shared generally by the upper classes

of their countrymen, the majority of whom
still regard these men with open aversion, or

concealed suspicion, as the foremost and most

powerful advocates of changes in our system
of government, designed, as they believe and

fear, to affect the security of vested interests

which they have been in the habit of identi-

fying with the greatness and welfare of the

State.

But it cannot, we think, be denied even

now, that in spite of the resistance of class

interests, and of tne avowed or tacit opposi-
tion of the great political parties, our nation-

al policy has been steadily gravitating in the

direction of these men's views, and that thus

far at least every successive step towards the

fulfilment of their principles has led us far-

ther onward in the path of national progress
and prosperity.

The truth appears to be, that in estimating
the character and labours of these two states-

men, it has been too often the practice to

forget that they have been the only two great

political leaders of our time, perhaps of any
time in our Parliamentary history, who have

steadily and uniformly throughout their

whole career worked for great principles,
without any regard to the interests of classes

or of parties, or to the popular clamour of

the hour, and that thus they have in turn

been brought into collision with all classes,

and with all parties, and on some memorable
occasions even with the great body of the

people themselves.

We believe that to this cause is to be
traced the false and shallow judgment so

commonly passed upon them. It is thus

that they have been constantly charged with

narrowness, and with hostility to the institu-

tions of their country, too often confounded

with its conservative forces, and cherished as

such by many who are entitled to our respect,
as well as by the ignorant and selfish

;
but

it will be found that the charge is usually

brought on the part of some class whose

special interests they had denounced and

thwarted, or on the part of the nation at

large, when the assumed national interest is

opposed to the larger interests of humanity.

They have been accused of indifference to

the greatness and honour of their country,

when, on the contrary, a deeper examination

of their views will prove, we think, that they
are almost the only leading statesmen of our

time who have exhibited a real practical faith

in the future of England.

They have suffered the fate of all those

who are in advance of the age in which they

live, and who aspire to be the pioneers of

progress and the apostles of a new political

faith
;
but we believe that when the period

of transition and confusion through which

we are now struggling shall have passed

away, they will occupy a place among the

wisest statesmen and truest patriots in our

history.
The last is still among us, and is destined,

we trust, to add still more to the many splen-
did services which he has rendered to his

country, and to the world. But Mr. Cob-

den's work is done, and it only remains for

those who feel the priceless value of his

character and teaching, to point the moral
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of his life, and to gather up with reverence

the maxims of political truth and wisdom
which he has left behind him.

Mr. Cobden's political character was the

result of a rare and fortunate combination

of personal qualities, and of external cir-

cumstances.

Sprung from the agricultural class, and
bred up (to use his own expression),

' amidst
the pastoral charms of southern England,'
imbued with so strong an attachment to the

pursuits of his forefathers, that, as he says
himself in the volumes before us,

' had we
the casting of the role of all the actors on
this world's stage, we do not think that we
should suffer a cotton-mill or manufactory to

have a place in it
;

'

trained in a large com-
mercial house in London, and subsequently

conducting on his own account a printing

manufactory in Lancashire, Mr. Cobden pos-
sessed the peculiar advantage of a thorough
acquaintance and sympathy with the three

great forms of industrial life in England.
Nor were the experiences of his public

j

career less rich and varied than those of
j

his private life.

The first great political question in which
he bore a conspicuous part, the Anti-Corn-
Law agitation, and his consequent connexion
with 'the powerful producing class, which,

by a fortunate coincidence of interest with
that of the people at large, originated and
led this great and successful struggle, gave
him a thorough insight into this important
element of our body politic, in all its strength
and in all its weakness

;
his knowledge of

other countries the result of keen personal
observation, and much travel both in Europe
and America, his intimate relations with
some of their best and most enlightened men,
as well as with their leading politicians, to-

gether with the moderating and restraining
influences of twenty years of Parliamentary
life, during which he conciliated the respect
and esteem even of his strongest opponents,
combined with the entire absence in his case

of all sectarian influences and prejudices,

gave to his opinions a comprehensive and
catholic character, which is perhaps the

rarest of all the attributes of English states-

manship.
Mr. Cobden entered Parliament, not as is

the fate of most of our public men, to sup-

port a party, to play for office, or to educate
himself for professional statesmanship, still

less to gratify personal vanity, or to acquire
social importance, but as the representative
of distinct principles, and the champion of a

great cause.

He thus found himself at once in the front

rank of Parliamentary debaters, and in a

few sessions, aided by his powerful coadju-

tors, Bright, Gibson, Villiers, and Ricardo,
achieved a success which, for its moral great-

ness, and for its influence on the destiny
of England, is without a parallel in our

annals.

It is, however, no part of our present pur-

pose to dwell on Mr. Cobden's character, or

to narrate his life. Our object is rather to

present our view of his principles, which,
from their soundness, their depth, and their

close logical connexion with each other, ap-

pear to us to afford the only consistent and

intelligible grounds for the policy of the

Liberal party in this country.
The great problem presented for the solu-

tion of the present century, is to prepare
without violent convulsions for the advent of

popular government.
The task of our age is to carry on and to

complete the great work, already so far ad-

vanced, of liberating capital and industry
from all the restrictions and trammels which
have hitherto impeded human progress ;

in

other words, to vindicate the rights of prop-
erty and of labour.

The mission of man in this world is to

possess the earth and subdue it, and for this

purpose, to summon to his aid and bring un-

der his control the external forces of nature.

This task, hard and ungrateful at first, be-

comes lighter as it proceeds. Every natural

force successively subdued to man's uses,
adds to the stock of gratuitous services

which are the common possession of the

race, and when the rights of property and
labour are thoroughly established by univer-

sal freedom, and the services of man have
thus secured their just remuneration, the in-

equalities which prevail in the conditions of

human life, so far as they are the result of

artificial and not of natural causes, will

diminish and disappear more and more, till

even the lowest classes in the social scale

will be raised to a level of well-being hitherto

unknown and unimagined.
But this, by whatever name it may be

called, is democracy, by which we mean, not

the rule of a class, but the rule of a nation,
in which each class possesses its just share

of power. The form of government under
such a rule may be monarchical or republican,
thrones and aristocracies may find their

place under it, and exert their due influence
;

but whenever the body of the people emerge
from their present degradation, and acquire
the intelligence and independence which
material prosperity will secure them, they
must become the preponderant power in the

State.

The tendency to this consummation can

only be checked and arrested, by opposing
the economic law which lies at the founda-
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tion of all human progress. It may be
a subject of regret to those who prefer

the

contemplation of types of humanity, -which

they too hastily assume to be the product of

aristocratic institutions alone, to the wide-

spread and general diffusion of well-being

among all the classes of a nation, but it

is not a question of-taste, it is one of

necessity.
The progress of this law has already pro-

foundly modified the conditions of modern

society. The downfall of the feudal system,
and the gradual adoption of the representative

principle in most of the countries of Europe,
have rendered necessary a searching exami-
nation of the institutions and policy, which
had their origin in an order of things which
is passing away.

So far as England is concerned in the

solution of this problem, no man was more
alive than Cobden to the aristocratic in-

stincts of the nation, or less disposed to

advocate republican institutions among us
;

but he saw (and it is idle to shut our eyes
to the fact) that if our mixed system of

government was to be maintained, we could

only raise the masses of our countrymen
from their present degradation, and hold
our places among the nations of the earth,

by the adoption of principles of policy by
which the forces of the State should be
economized to the utmost, and the interests

of the people amply and liberally secured.

In his paper on England, Ireland and-

America, Cobden says :

' But they who argue in favour of a republic,
in lieu of a mixed monarchy for Great Britain,
are, we suspect, ignorant of the genius of their

countrymen. Democracy forms no element in
the materials of English character. An English-
man is from his mother's womb, an aristocrat.

Whatever rank or birth, whatever fortune,
trade, or profession may be his fate, he is, or
wishes or hopes to be, an aristocrat. The in-

satiable love of caste that in England, as in

Hindostan devours all hearts, is confined to no
walks of society, but pervades every degree,
from the highest to the lowest. Of what con-
ceivable use, then, would it be to strike down
the lofty patricians that have descended to us
from the days of the Normans and the Plan-

tagenets, if we of the middle class who are
more enslaved than any other to this passion

are prepared to lift up, from amongst our-

selves, an aristocracy of mere wealth, not less

austere, nor less selfish, only less noble than
that wo had deposed? No: whatever changes,
in the course of time, education may, niul will

effect, we do not believe that England-, at this

moment, contains even the. germs of genuine
republicanism.

' We do not, then, advocate the adoption of
democratic institutions for such a

\ eoplo. But
the examples held forth to us by the Ameri-
cans, of strict economy, of peaceful non-inter-

ference, of universal education, and of other

public improvements, may, and indeed must,
be emulated by the Government of this coun-

try, if the peoplo are to be allowed even the
chance of surviving a competition with that

republican community. If it be objected that
an economical government is inconsistent with
the maintenance of the monarchical and aristo-

cratic institutions of this land, then we answer,
Let an unflinching economy and retrenchment
be enforced mat coelum !

'

Mr. Cobden belonged to the school of

political thinkers, who believe in the perfect

harmony of moral and economical laws, and
that in proportion as these are recognised,

understood, and obeyed, by nations, will

be their advance in all that constitutes civi-

lisation.

He believed that the interest of the indi-

vidual, the interest of the nation, and the

interests of all nations, are identical; and
that these several interests are all in entire

and necessary concordance with the highest
interests of morality. With this belief, an
economic truth acquired with him the dignity
and vitality of a moral law, and instead of

remaining a barren abstract doctrine of the

intellect, became a living force which moved
the hearts and consciences of men.

It is to a want of a clear conception of

this great harmony between the moral and
economic law, or to a disbelief in its exist-

tence, that are to be traced some of the

most pernicious errors of modern times.

In France, from an imperfect and super-
ficial knowledge of the order of facts on
which economic science rests, and from the

prevalence of false ideas of society derived

from classical antiquity, the principles of

government, whether under a republic, a

constitutional monarchy, or an empire, have,
until recently, been in many essential re-

spects opposed to the law of material pro-

gress. Rousseau, who exercised a greater
influence than any other man upon the great
French Revolution, and after him Robes-

pierre and Mirabeau, two great figures who

represent and personify that mighty upheav-

ing of society were all fatally and funda-

mentally wrong in their conception of the

right of property. This, instead of regard-

ing as a right preceding all law, and lying
at the root of all social existence, they con-

sidered simply as a creation of the law,

which, again, derived its rights from a social

compact, opposed, in many respects, to the

natural rights of man. Society itself was

thus made to rest upon the quicksand of

human invention, instead of the rock of

God's providence; and law was made the

source, instead of the guardian, of personal

liberty and of private property.
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Hence the disastrous shipwreck of a great

cause, the follies and the crimes, the wild

theories, the barren experiments, and the

inevitable reaction. The principle involved,

the State, was stronger than the men who

appealed to it, and swallowed them up in a

military despotism.
This false direction of ideas survived the

Restoration, and when, after 1830, the in-

tellect of France again addressed itself to

social questions, it was with the same result.

Saint Simon, Fourier, Louis Blanc, and

Proudhon are there to attest the deep-rooted

perversion of thought which has hitherto

made all free government impossible in

France, and brought upon her again, for the

second time, the stern hand of the military
ruler.

The great founder of the English school

of political economy, who had witnessed

himself in France the same disorders,
and speculated on their causes, viewed
them from another side. He instinctively

perceived that, as all human society must
rest upon a material foundation, it was to

the laws of material progress that inquiry
must be first directed, and that before and
beneath all systems of government and all

schemes of public morality, there must lie

the science of the ' wealth of nations.' To
the investigation of this science Adam Smith
devoted those years of patient and conscien-

tious thought, to which we owe the treatise

which has made his name immortal, and

which, in spite of much that has been added,
and much that has been taken from it since,
remains as a great storehouse of knowledge

. to the students of economic laws.

In the hands of Smith, however, it is

easy to trace the habitual connexion in his

mind between the dry facts of science and
the great social laws which alone give them
life and meaning, and the steady natural

gravitation of all the interests of our race

towards order and moral progress.
The school of English economists who

succeeded him, appear to us to have too much
lost sight of this necessary connexion, and to

have dwelt too exclusively on the phenomena
of economic facts, as distinct and separate
from their correlative moral consequences.
To this cause we attribute the absence of

adequate political results which has attended
their teaching, the repugnance which their

doctrines have too often excited in generous
and ardent natures, and the consequent dis-

credit of a science indispensable to the pro-

gress and
prosperity of nations, and destined,

perhaps more than any other branch of
human knowledge, to reconcile the ways of
God to man.
The first great law of humanity is labour.

'

By the sweat of thy brow shalt thou eat

thy bread.' From this there is no escape.
The burden will be lightened as the forces

of nature are brought by science and indus-

try more under the control of man
;
and it

may be shifted, as it is, from the whole to a

part of society, but the law remains.

It is this law, then, the la*v of labour,
which lies at the root of all human life.

Upon this foundation rests the whole fabric

of society, religion, morals, science, art, lit-

erature all that adorns or exalts existence.

But if the law of labour is thus paramount
and sovereign, it follows that its rights are

sacred, and that there can be no permanent
security for any society in which these are

not protected. The rights of labour involve

and comprehend the right of personal liberty
and the right of property ;

the first implies
the free use of each man's powers and fac-

ulties, the second, an inalienable title to

the products of his labour, in use, or in

exchange.
It is to the violation of the rights of labour

and of property, thus identified, in all the

various forms of human oppression and in-

justice, by force, or by fraud, in defiance of

law, or in the name of law, that is to be

traced the greatest part of the disorders and

sufferings which have desolated humanity,
and the unnecessary and unnatural inequali-
ties in the conditions of men.

It is to the assertion of these rights,

and to the gradual ascendency of the oppo-

sing and equalizing principles of justice
and freedom, that the coming generations
alone can look for a future which shall be

better than the past.
' II n'y a que deux moyens,' says Bastiat,

' de se procurer les choses necessaires a la

conservation, a 1'embellissement, et au per-
fectionnement de la vie, la production et la

spoliation.' And again,
'

Propriete et spo-

liation, soeurs noes du mcme pere, Genie du

Bien, et Genie du Mai, Salut et Flcau de

la Societe, Puissances qui se disputent

depuis le commencement 1'empire et les

destinees du monde.'

These truths, though familiar to us now,
are of comparatively recent acceptance even

in theory among us, and in practice still are

far indeed from being applied. Such, more-

over, is the confusion of thought, engendered

by historical associations, political prejudice,
and class interest, that many of the forms

of spoliation are hardly recognised when

disguised in the garb of a British institu-

tion, a party principle, or a vested right ;

in which artificial costume they still impose
on the credulity of our countrymen.

It is true that war is generally admitted

to be an evil, and slavery to be a wrong ;
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that the Reformation has dealt a heavy blow

at theocracy, and Free-trade at monopoly.
But the spirit of war is still fostered and

stimulated by false ideas of national honour,

patriotism, and policy, and to the art of war

we still devote our mightiest efforts, and

consecrate our costliest sacrifices. The

grosser forms of slavery have indeed disap-

peared, but the taint of that accursed thing
is still to be traced in some of our laws, and

in our treatment of subject races, while the

spirit of ite offspring
' feudalism

'
still lingers

in the most important class of our body-

politic. Our Reformed Church with its

temporalities, and its exclusive pretensions
and privileges, is still too often the enemy
of the foundation of all freedom, the liberty
of thought, and, by perverting the judgment
of too many of its members, strikes at the

root of human progress.
The last, and perhaps the most insidious,

of the leading forms of '

spoliation,' commer-
cial monopoly, though driven from its strong-
holds, and expelled from our national creed,
is still regarded by many among us with
secret favour, and by most of us rather as a

political error than as a moral wrong.
It was to a struggle with this last great

evil that Cobden devoted his life, and it is

with the most decisive victory ever achieved
in this field of conflict that his name and
fame will be for ever identified

;
but it is

significant and interesting to know that in

selecting his work in life, it was to ' Educa-

tion,' and not to
'

Free-trade,' that his

thoughts were first directed.

Two reasons decided him to prefer the

latter as the object of his efforts : Firstly ,

His conviction (referred to above) that the

material prosperity of nations is the only
foundation of all progress, and that if this

were once secured the rest would surely fol-

low. Secondly, His consciousness that no
direct attempt to obtain a system of nation-

al education which deserved the name, could

lead to any clear result in the life of his own

generation, and that measured with those at

his command, imposing as were the forces

of resistance arrayed against him on the

question of Free-trade, they were less form-

idable than those which would be brought
to bear against a measure which united in a

common hostility the Established and the

Dissenting Churches.

It was Cobden's fate or fortune to find

himself, in taking up the cause of Free-trade,
in the presence of one of the worst laws
which the selfishness and folly of Govern-
ments have ever imposed on the weakness
and ignorance of a people.
When the soil of a country is appropria-

ted, the only means whereby an increasing

population can limit the encroachments of

the proprietors, is by working for foreign
markets. Such a population has only its

labour to give in exchange for its require-

ments, and, if this labour is constantly in-

creasing, while the produce of the soil is

stationary, more of the first will steadily and

progressively be demanded for less of the

last.

This will be manifested by a fall of wages,
which is, as has been well observed, the

greatest of misfortunes when it is due to nat-

ural causes the greatest of crimes when it

is caused by the law.

The Corn Law was the fitting sequel to

the French war. The ruling classes in

England had seized with avidity on the re-

action of feeling created by the excesses of

the French Revolution, to conceal the real

meaning of that event, and to discredit the

principles of popular sovereignty which it

asserted. They had at their mercy a people

impoverished and degraded by the waste of

blood and treasure in which years of war
had involved their country ;

and seeing with

dismay the prospect before them, which the

peace had opened, of a fall in the prices of

agricultural produce, under the beneficent

operation of the great laws of free exchange,

they resorted to the unjust and inhuman de-

vice of prolonging by Act of Parliament the

artificial scarcity created by the war, and of

thus preserving to the landed interest the

profits which had been gained at the expense
of the nation.

It is thus that as the forces of progress
are invariably found to act and react on each

other, the forces of resistance and of evil

will ever be side by side, and that as pro-

tection, which means the isolation of nations,

tends both by its direct and indirect effects

to war, so war again engenders and perpet-
uates the spirit of protection. Free-trade,

or as Cobden called it, the International

Law of the Almighty, which means the in-

terdependence of nations, must bring with it

the surest guarantee of peace, and peace in-

evitably leads to freer and freer commercial

intercourse, and, therefore, while there is no

sadder page in the modern history of Eng-
land, than that which records the adoption
of this law by the British Parliament, there

is, to our minds, none more bright with the

promise of future good than that on which

was written, after thirty years of unjust and

unnecessary suffering, its virtual and uncon-

ditional repeal.
But as the intellect and conscience of the

country had failed so long to recognise the

wide-spread evils of this pernicious law, and

the fatal principles which lay at its root, so

did they now most dimly and imperfect-
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ly apprehend the scope and consequences of

its abolition.

It was called the repeal of a law
;
admit-

ted to be the removal of an intolerable

wrong ;
but.we doubt whether in this coun-

try, except by the few gifted and far-seeing

leaders of this great campaign, it was fore-

seen that it was an act which involved, in

its certain results, a reversal of the whole

policy of England.
This was, however, clear enough to en-

lightened observers in other countries. By
one of those rare and mysterious coinciden-

ces which sometimes exercise so powerful an

influence on human affairs, it happened that

while Cobden in England was bringing to

bear on the great practical questions of his

time and country, the principles of high

morality and sound econom}^ which had

been hitherto too little considered in con-

nexion with each other, Frederic Bastiat

was conceiving and maturing in France the

system of political philosophy which has

since been given to the world, and which

still remains the best and most complete ex-

position of the views of which Cobden was
the great representative.

It appears to us that these two men were

necessary to each other. Without Cobden,
Bastiat would have lost the powerful stimu-

lant of practical example, and the wide range
of facts which the movement in England
supplied, and from which he drew much of

his inspiration. Without Bastiat, Cobden's

policy would not have been elaborated into

a system, and, beyond his own immediate

coadjutors and disciples, would probably
have been most imperfectly understood on the

Continent of "Europe.
More than this, who can say what may

not have been the effect on the minds of

both these men, of the interchange of

thoughts and opinions which freely passed
between them ?

In his brilliant history of the Anti-Corn-

Law League,
' Cobden et la Ligue? Bastiat

thus describes the movement of which Eng-
land was the theatre during that memorable

struggle :

'
I have endeavoured to state with all exact-

ness the question which is being agitated in

England. I have described the field of battle,
the greatness of the interests which are there

being discussed, the opposing forces, and the

consequences of victory. I have shown, I be-

lieve, that though the heat of the contest may
seem to be concentrated on questions of taxa-

tion, of custom-houses, of cereals, of sugar, it

is, in point of fact, a question between monopo-
ly and liberty, aristocracy and democracy,
a question of equality or inequality in the dis-

tribution of the general well-being. The ques-

tion at issue is to know whether legislative

power and political influence shall remain in

the hands of the men of rapine, or in those of
the men of toil

; that is, whether they shall

continue to embroil the world in troubles and
deeds of violence, or sow the seeds of concord,
of union, of justice, and of peace.

' "What would be thought of the historian who
could believe that armed Europe, at the begin-
ning of this century, performed, under the

leadership of the most able generals, so many
feats of strategy, for the sole purpose of deter-

mining who should possess the narrow fields

that were the scenes of the battles of Auster-
litz or of Wagram ? The fate of dynasties and

empires depended on those struggles. But the

triumphs of force may be ephemeral ;
it is not

so with the triumphs of opinion. And when
we see the whole of a great people, whose in-

fluence on the world is undoubted, impregnate
itself with the doctrines of justice and truth

;

when we see it repel the false ideas of suprem-
acy which have so long rendered it danger-
ous to nations

;
when we see it ready to seize

the political ascendant from the hands of a

greedy and turbulent oligarchy, let us beware
of believing, even when its first efibrts seem to

bear upon economic questions, that greater
and nobler interests are not engaged in the

struggle. For if, in the midst of many lessons

of iniquity, runny instances of international

perversity, England, this imperceptible point
of our globe, has seen so many great and use-

ful ideas take root upon her soil, if she was
the cradle of the press, of trial by jury, of a

representative system, of the abolition of slav-

ery, in spite of the opposition of a powerful
and pitiless oligarchy, what may not the
world expect from this same England when all

her moral, social, and political power shall

have passed, by a slow and difficult revolution,
into the hands of democracy, a revolution

peacefully accomplished in the minds of men
under the leadership of an association which
embraces in its bosom so many men, whose
high intellectual power and unblemished char-

acter shed so much glory on their country, and
on the century in which they live ? Such a
revolution is no simple event, no accident, no

catastrophe due to an irresistible but evanescent
enthusiasm. It is, if I may use the expression,
a slow social cataclysm, changing all the con-
ditions of life and of society, the sphere in

which it lives and breathes. It is justice pos-

sessing herself of power ; good sense of author-

ity. It is the general weal, the weal of the

people, of the masses, of the small and of the

great, of the strong and of the weak, becom-

ing the law of political action. It is the dis-

appearance behind the scene of privilege, abuse,
and caste-feeling, not by a palace-revolution or
a street-rising, but by the progressive and gen-
eral appreciation of the rights and duties of

man. In a word, it is the triumph of human
liberty; it is the death of monopoly, that

Proteus of a thousand forms, now conqueror,
now slave-owner

;
at one time lover of theocra-

cy and feudalism, at another time assuming an

industrial, a commercial, a financial, and even
a philanthropic shape. Whatever di-guise it
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might borrow, it could no longer bear the eye

of public opinion, which has learned to recog-

nise it under the scarlet uniform or under the

black gown, under the planter's jacket and the

noble peer's embroidered robe. Liberty for

all ! for every man a just and natural remune-

ration for his labour! for every man a just

and natural avenue to equality in proportion to

his energy, his intelligence, his prudence, and

his morality. Free-trade with all the world!

Peace with all the world! No more subjuga-

tion of colonies, no more army, no more navy,

than is necessary for the maintenance of nation-

al independence! A radical distinction be-

tween that which is and that which is not the

mission of government and law
; political as-

sociation reduced to guarantee each man his

liberty and safety against all unjust aggression,

whether from without or from within ; equal

taxation, for the purpose of properly paying the

men charged with this mission, and not to serve

as a mask under the name of outlets for trade

(debouches), for outward usurpation, and, under

the name of protection, for the mutual robbery
of classes. Such is the real issue in England,

though the field of battle may be confined to a

custom-house question. But this question in-

volves slavery in its modern form
;
for as Mr.

Gibson, a member of the League, has said in

Parliament,
" To get possession of men, that

we may make them work for our own profit,

or to take possession of the fruits of their

labour, is equally and always slavery ;
there is

no difference but in the degree."
'

This passage, all due allowance made for

the tendency to brilliant generalization

which Bastiat shared with so many of his

gifted countrymen, remains on the whole a

most powerful, condensed, and accurate

analysis of the great principles involved in

the political conflict then passing in Eng-

land, and is a testimony to the rare insight

and sagacity of the writer. It also affords a

marvellous illustration of the power which a

clear and firm grasp of principles gives to

the political student, in guiding his specula-

tions on the most complicated problems
which society presents.

The system of which the Corn-Laws were

the corner-stone, traced to its source, rested

on the principle of spoliation, and on th.e

foundation of force.

That which was inaugurated by the over-

throw of that law, rested on the principle of

freedom, and on the foundation of justice.

Monopoly of trade, involving, as it must,
the violation of the rights of property and

of labour, both in the internal and external

relations of a State, and implying, when
carried to its logical consequences, national

isolation, contains within itself the germs of

inevitable decay and stagnation. To avoid

these results, it is necessary that a Govern-

ment which maintains it, should resort to all

the expedients of force and fraud, to con-

quests, colonial aggrandizement, maritime

supremacy, foreign alliances, reciprocity

treaties, and communism in the shape of

poor-laws, and should perpetually appeal
to the worst and most contemptible passions
of its people, to national pride, to false

patriotism, to jealousy, to fear, and to

selfishness, in order to keep alive its prestige,
and to conceal its rottenness.

It is impossible not to admire the skill

and resources of the ruling classes of Eng-
land in their use of these expedients, but

there was a point beyond which even these

would not suffice to avert the national ruin
;

and with a debt of 800,000,000, a starving

people, the universal distrust, and the

avowed or concealed hostility of foreign

nations, who had imitated our policy too

faithfully, while growing communities of our

own race, with boundless material resources

and free institutions, were out-stripping us

in the race of progress, and making the

future competition of force impossible, a

state of things had been engendered which

called for prompt and vigorous remedy.
To Cobden, and his colleagues of the

League, belongs the merit of having traced

the disease to its source, of having stayed
the progress of the poison which was slowly,

but surely, undermining the national great-

ness, and of changing the current of English

policy.
Mr. Bright has recently told us the

occasion, and the manner, of Cobden's

invitation to him to join him in this benefi-

cent work.

At a moment of severe domestic calamity,

Cobden called on him and said,
' Do not

allow this grief, great as it is, to weigh you
down too much. There are at this moment,
in thousands of homes of this country, wives

and children who are dying of hunger, of

hunger made by the laws
;

if you will come

along with me, we will never rest until we
have got 'rid of these Laws.' The appeal
was not made in vain, and we know with

what results.

By the repeal of the Corn-Laws, the idle

dream of national independence, a dream

which never could be realized without

violating the fundamental laws of God's

providence, and condemning our country to

inevitable decay, was for ever dispelled, our

foreign trade became a condition of our

existence, and the great law of international

dependence assumed its rightful place as the

animating principle of our future course.

But though the edifice of protection was

shaken at the base, and the fabric irrevo-

cably doomed to destruction, the work was

only begun ;
the ideas which the system had

created had taken too deep root in the
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minds of the governing classes, and the forces

of reaction were still too powerful, to allow of

speedy or logical progress. To insure the

immediate application of the policy of Free-

trade, it should have been intrusted to the

hands who had forced it on the House and

the country, and this was not to be.

To make Cobden minister would have

been an act of political justice and wisdom,
for which the times were not ripe, and to

accept subordinate office from men who had

so recently and so reluctantly espoused his

views on Free-trade, and who so imperfectly

apprehended or accepted its ulterior conse-

quences, would have fatally compromised his

future usefulness.

He knew that there were several neces-

sary measures which the general intelligence
of the Liberal party would immediately
force upon the Parliament, and his work at

this moment lay in another direction. He
had been the chief instrument in giving the

deathblow to a mighty monopoly, in redress-

ing a grievous wrong, and in giving food to

suffering millions at home. His services as

an Englishman being thus far accomplished,
he entered upon his mission as an ' interna-

tional man.'

He knew, and had measured accurately
the obstacles presented by the laws of other

countries, often the too faithful reflection of

our own, to the fulfilment of the grand aim
of his life, the binding together of the

nations of the earth by tho material bonds
which are the necessary and only preparation
for their moral union. These laws had
raised around us innumerable barriers to

intercourse, and as many stumbling-blocks
in the way of peace.

In a tour through Europe, which often

resembled a triumphal progress, he was

everywhere received with interest and atten-

tion
;
but the sudden recantation of a policy,

bound up with all the traditions of England,
and written in letters of blood in the history
of every country in Europe, was open to too

much suspicion to inspire confidence, and he

was obliged to be content with sowing the

seeds of much which has since borne fruit,

and with inspiring new zeal and hope in the

minds of the good and enlightened men
who, in each centre which he visited, were

labouring in the cause.

No stronger proof can be afforded of the

fundamental misconception of Mr. Cobden's

political character which has prevailed in

England, than the judgments and criticisms

which it was the custom to pass upon him
with reference to the class of questions to

which he addressed himself on his return to

public life at home.
The gradual breaking up of the protective

system after the repeal of the Corn-Laws,
was a work which must in any case have

proceeded, under the pressure of the irresist-

ible force of circumstances, but we think

that justice has never been done to the

Government of Lord John Russell in the

years succeeding the repeal in this respect.
The equalization of the Sugar-Duties, the

repeal of the Navigation-Laws, the reform

of our ' Colonial System,' and the introduc-

tion of self-government into our principal
colonial dependencies, were all accomplished

by this administration, and few indeed have

been the Governments of England which
can point to such substantial services as

these in the cause of progress. In looking
back it is impossible not to feel how different

might have been our history for the last

fifteen years, and how superior our present

condition, if the spirit which then predomi-
nated in the councils of the State, and which

would doubtless have rendered possible the

cordial co-operation of Cobden, either in or

out of office, had been permitted to inspire
our national policy.
But to return to our subject. It seems

to have been expected that Cobden would

have exclusively devoted himself to commer-
cial questions, and when it was found that

he proceeded to attack systematically our

foreign policy, our system of government in

India, our national expenditure, our military
and naval administration, and our maritime

laws, he was accused of going beyond his

province, and discredited as an enthusiast

incapable of dealing with the great mysteries
of statecraft.

Those who used this language either knew
too well, or not at all, that Cobden aimed at

something very different and very much

deeper than mere commercial reforms.

In each and all of these he took, as was

natural, a sincere and consistent interest,

but he felt that he could safely leave them
to be carried through in the hands which

had undertaken the work, and he knew that,

incalculable as would be the results to the

wealth and prosperity of the country, they
would not - alone suffice to raise the lower

classes of this country from their condition

of moral and material degradation, and thus

to rescue England from the reproach of

failure in the highest ends of civilisation,

and assure for her a permanent place in the

front rank of nations.

It was therefore, that instead of entan-

gling himself in the snares of office, and de-

voting his time to the details of practical

legislation, he undertook the harder and

more ungrateful, but far nobler office, of

endeavouring to open the eyes of his coun-

trymen to the necessity under which they
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lay, of preparing for fundamental changes
in many of the essential principles upon
which our national policy had previously
been conducted, in its three great divisions,

Domestic, Foreign, and Colonial.

The programme which, in the fulfilment

of this task, Cobden appears to have set be-

fore him embraced the following objects :

Complete freedom of trade throughout the

British empire, exclusive (as a practical

necessity) for the present, of restrictions for

fiscal purposes.
Freedom of the press from all taxes, hap-

pily designated by Mr. Milner Gibson as
' taxes on knowledge.'
The largest measure of self-government

in our colonial possessions, including the

obligation of self-defence.

The final and unqualified abandonment of

our policy of conquest and territorial aggran-
dizement in India and elsewhere.

The adoption of the general principle of
' non-intervention

'

in our foreign policy,

publicity in all the transactions of diplo-

macy, and the renunciation of all ideas of

national preponderance and supremacy.
The reduction of our military and naval

forces within the limits strictly required for

the national security.
A large reduction of our taxation.

A reform in the laws affecting landed

property.
The reform of our maritime laws.

We have not included in this enumeration
the two great measures of National Educa-
tion and Parliamentary Reform, because,

although these are essential articles in the

creed of every liberal politician, and it is

needless to say that they both enlisted Cob-
den's warmest sympathy, he felt that in his

time he could more usefully devote himself
to questions upon which his views were less

generally shared.

Cobden saw clearly that unless our sys-
tem of government, in all its branches, were

adapted to the altered conditions of our
national existence, not only would our com-
mercial reforms be shorn of their most valu-

able and complete results, in the elevation

of the masses of the people, but that we
should also incur the risk of very serious

dangers. Nothing is so fatal to success in

the life of individuals or of nations, as a
confusion of principles in action.

Under the system of monopoly, it was

logical enough in our foreign policy to keep
alive the chimaora of the balance of power,
to seek in foreign alliances and artificial

combinations of force, the security which
we could not hope to derive from legitimate
and natural causes. In the government of
our foreign possessions, it was logical to an-
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nex provinces and extend our empire, and

by the display of force and the arts of diplo-

macy to coerce and despoil ;
and for both

these purposes, it was necessary to maintain

costly and imposing forces by sea and land,
and to cast on the people the burden of a

proportionate taxation.

By means such as these we might have

prolonged, for two or three generations, a

false and hollow supremacy, and warded off

for a while the inevitable doom which awaits

all false principles.
But with a policy of free exchange, these

things are not only inconsistent, they are

dangerous.

They are inconsistent because a policy of

Free-trade rests on the principle, that the

interest of all nations lie in union and not

in opposition that co-operation and not

competition, international dependence and
not national independence, are the highest
end and object of civilisation, and that,

therefore, peace, and not war, is the natural

and normal condition of civilized communi-
ties in their relation to each other.

They are dangerous, because a country
which is unable even to feed its own popula-
tion without its foreign trade, and of whose

prosperity, and even existence, peace is thus

a necessary condition, cannot afford to en-

counter the risks of wars with powerful ene-

mies. If such a country appeals to the law
of force, by that law will it be judged, and
the result must be crushing failure, disaster,

and ultimate defeat. The sacred simplicity
of the Protectionist mind dimly apprehended
this, and deprecated the repeal of the Corn-

Law accordingly. It did not perceive that

the alternative was an inadequate supply of

food for a third of our population.
From this point of view, the ' balance of

power
' can only be sought in the free de-

velopment of the natural forces, whether of

morality, intelligence, or material wealth,

residing in the different countries of the

earth, and the balance will always be held

(to use the expression of William the III.,

in his address to Parliament, quoted by Mr.
Cobden in his paper on '

Russia') by the

country which, in proportion to its powers,
has economized its material resources to the

highest point, and acquired the highest de-

gree of moral ascendency by an honest and

consistent allegiance to the laws of morality
in its domestic policy and in its foreign re-

lations.

The acquisition of colonies and territories

formerly required to afford new fields for

monopoly, and defended on the plea that

outlets were necessary for our trade, while

our ports were closed to our nearest and
richest neighbours, appeared in its true light
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as a wicked waste of national influence, and
a costly and useless perversion of national

wealth, when all the countries of the earth

became our customers, and England the me-

tropolitan entrepot of the world.

Large standing armies and navies, with
their necessary accompaniment of heavy, and
because heavy, unequal, and indirect taxa-

tion, are only rational in countries which are

constantly liable to war, and cannot therefore

be equally required under a system which
relies on moral influence and on international

justice, as under one which depends on force

and monopoly. For what are the causes

which make a country liable to war ?

These are of several kinds, but for our

present purpose we may class them under
the following heads :

First, The disposition to engage in wars
of conquest or aggression.

Second, The necessity of maintaining (for
the purpose of repressing liberty at home) a

large military force, which a government
may at any moment be obliged to employ in

foreign war, either to gratify the military

spirit engendered by the presence of a pow-
erful service, or to divert public attention

from domestic questions.

Third, The habitual violation of the rights
of labour and property in her international

relations, by prohibitive and protective
laws.

Fourth, The pretension of holding the
' balance of power,' and for this purpose of

interfering in the affairs of other nations,
with its result, the theory of ' armed diplo-

macy,' which aims, by a display of force, at

securing for a country what is supposed to

be its due influence in foreign affairs.

Fifth, The requirements of a nation for

purposes of defence against foreign aggres-
sion.

Of these, the three first may be dismissed
at once, as absolutely inoperative in the case

of England under the ' Free-trade '

system.
For although, to our shame, it must be ad-

mitted that our government both in India
and in Ireland still maintains itself greatly
by force, the conditions of our empire render
this necessity in some respects a guarantee
of peace rather than a cause of war.

Of the two remaining causes, the first

must be so cut down and modified in order
to be a pretext for military armaments as to

lose its broad and general character, and to

require re-statement.

The doctrine of the ' balance of power
'

is,

we hope, consigned to the limbo of exploded
fallacies with the ' balance of trade,' and we
refer any remaining believers in the ' balan-

cing system
'
to the history and analysis of

this remarkable phenomenon contained in

the essay on Russia in the work before us,*
as we think it cannot fail to dispel any lin-
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gering faith in this delusion.

With the doctrine of the balance of power,
a fruitful source of dangerous and useless

meddling in the affairs of foreign countries

has been cut away. There remains, how-

ever, a limited form of interference in for-

eign affairs, which it is still thought by
many among us, and even by a large section

of the Liberal party, that we should be pre-

pared to exert in certain events, and for

which, if the principle be admitted, some al-

lowance must be made in estimating the ex-

tent of our requirements. We refer to the

supposed duty of England to resort to war,
in possible cases, for the purpose of defend-

ing the principles of free government and
international law, or of protecting a foreign

country from wanton and unjust aggression.
This question is so important that we shall

discuss it at greater length in considering
the doctrine of ' non-intervention

'

as the

key-stone of our Free-trade foreign policy.
This fourth cause, thus materially modi-

fied, and the last, are then the only remain-

ing grounds, so far as our foreign relations

are concerned, on which it is necessary still

to devote a portion of the national wealth to

military and naval armaments
;
and it is obvi-

ous that even these operate with far less force

.under a system of policy which proceeds on

principles of international morality, and ap-

peals to the common interests of all the na-

tions of the earth, than under one which

rests on ideas of national supremacy and

rivalry.
It cannot, therefore, we think, be denied,

even by those who are the most disposed to
'

connect the greatness and security of England
with the constant display of physical force,

that as our liability to war has diminished, our

preparations for it should also diminish
;
and

that it is as irrational to devote to our '
ser-

vices,' in a period of '

Free-trade,' colonial

self-government, and non-intervention, the

sums which were wrung from our industry,
in an epoch of monopoly, of colonial servi-

tude, and of a '

spirited foreign policy,' as it

would be to pay the same insurance on a

healthy as on a diseased life.

To summon into existence a principle which

in all human relations shall assert the right
of property, in mind and in matter, in

thought and in labour, and to secure this

right on its only true foundation, the uni-

versal rule of justice and freedom, is to

evoke a force which is destined to root up
and destroy the seeds of discord and division

among men
;

to bind up the nations of the

* Vide Article on Russia, in vol. i.
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earth in a vast federation of interests
;
and

to bring the disorders and conflicting pas-

sions of society under the domain of law.

To promote all the agencies through which

this force can act, and to repress all those

which oppose its progress and neutralize its

operation, and for this purpose to analyse
and expose to view these several agencies,

both in their causes and their effects, eter-

nally acting and reacting on each other, was

the task which Cobden set himself to ac-

complish.
It was inevitable, with these objects in

view, that Cobden was often obliged to raise

discussion upon questions which, to ordinary

minds, appeared somewhat chimerical, and

to propose measures which were in the na-

ture of things premature ;
that he should

give to many the impression of wasting his

strength on matters which could not be

brought to an immediate practical issue, and

in the agitation of which he could not hope
for direct success.

It will be found, however, that although
there often existed no possibility of real-

izing or applying his projects at the time

of their enunciation, these were always
themselves of an essentially practical char-

acter, and inseparably connected with each

other
;
and that although presented as occa-

sion served, from time to time, and as the

nature of his mission required, in a frag-

mentary and separate form, they each and all

formed the component parts of a policy co-

herent and complete, and destined, we
cannot doubt, to a gradual but certain tri-

umph.
We have already enumerated some of the

principal questions to which, in this vast

field of activity, Cobden successively devoted

himself, and referred to those among them
in which, at the same time, his views were

shared by the majority of his countrymen,
and which, in whole or in part, were soon

adopted by Parliament and the country.
We shall therefore confine our further re-

marks to those features of Cobden's pro-

gramme which during his life he laboured,
for the most part in vain, to make acceptable
to the governing classes of his countrymen,
and upon which there still exist, even among
those who entertain what are called ' ad-

vanced views,' great difference of opinion,
and sometimes, we think, no little confusion

of thought.
We refer our readers to the essays con-

tained in the volumes before us for a more

powerful and elaborate exposition of the

writer's leading views on the subjects to

which they relate, in a popular and practical

form, than any which we can offer
;
but al-

though it is impossible, in the limits of the

present article, to do more than indicate

briefly what appear to us to be the broad

general outlines of Cobden's creed on the

questions to which we shall refer, and these

are so intimately connected with each other

that they are hardly susceptible of separate

treatment, we will endeavour to offer a few

suggestions with respect to the opinions
which he appears to have held in connexion
"with each other of the following topics :

Foreign Policy.
Colonial and Indian Policy.
Limitation of Armaments.
Reduction of Expenditure.
Taxation.

Cobden's general views on the principles
of our Foreign policy have been sufficiently
indicated in previous parts of this article,

but we desire to make a few observations on
what is called the doctrine of ' non-interven-

tion,' by which that policy is ordinarily
characterized.

Cobden never, so far as we are aware, ad-

vanced or held the opinion that wars, other

than those undertaken for self-defence, were
in all cases wrong and inexpedient.
The question, as we apprehend it, was

with him one of relative duties. It is clear

that the duty and wisdom of entering upon
a war, even in defence of the most righteous

cause, must be measured by our knowledge,
and by our power ;

but even where our

knowledge is complete and our power suffi-

cient, it is necessary that, in undertaking
such a war, we should be satisfied that in

doing so we are not neglecting and putting
it out of our reach to fulfil more sacred and
more imperative duties.

The cases are rare in the quarrels of other

nations, still rarer in their internal dissen-

sions, in which our knowledge of their causes

and conditions, and our power of enforcing
the right, and assuring its success, in any

degree justifies us in armed interference

the last resort in the failure of human jus-
tice.

But even if these difficult conditions of

our justification in such a war were satisfied,

the cases must be rare indeed in which, with

a population of which so large a part are

barely receiving the means of decent exist-

ence, and another part are supported by

public charity at the expense of the rest, and

at a charge of more than 7,000,000 per

annum, this country would be justified in

imposing on our labouring classes (on whom,
be it remembered, the burden must chiefly

fall) the cost of obtaining for another peo-

ple, a degree of freedom, or a measure of

justice, which they have so imperfectly se-

cured for themselves.

Such a course is certainly not defensible
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until the people have a far larger share in

the government of their country than they
now possess in England.
When we add to these considerations the

singular inaptitude of the governing classes

of this country to comprehend foreign af-

fairs, the extraordinary errors which are

usually to be observed in their judgments
and opinions on foreign questions, and the

dangerous liability to abuse in the hands of

any government, of the doctrine of ' Blood

and Iron,' even if it be sometimes invoked

in a just cause, we shall, I think, acknowl-

edge the sober wisdom of Cobden's opinion,
that for all practical purposes, at least for

the present generation, the rule of non
intervention should be sternly and systemat-

ically enforced.

It was a great defect in our new Colonial

system that, in conferring upon our posses-
sions the right of self-government, we did

not at the same time impose upon them the

duty of self-defence.

Cobden never lost an opportunity of pro-

testing against this last misappropriation of

the money of the British tax-payer, and of

exposing the secret connexion of this feature

in our policy with the perpetuation of pre-
texts for increased armaments.
The British rule in India was to Cobden

a subject of the deepest anxiety and appre-
hension. His paper in the present volumes,
entitled * How Wars are got up in India,'
is an honest and indignant criticism upon an

episode in our Indian history, which has only
too many parallels, and gives expression to

one of his strongest convictions, viz., the

retribution which one day awaits the lust of

power and of territorial aggrandizement, and
the utter disregard of morality so often ex-

hibited in our dealings with the races of this

great dependency.
The changes advocated by Cobden in our

foreign and colonial policy necessarily invol-

ved a large reduction in our military and
naval establishments, and to this object
his most strenuous efforts were constantly
directed

;
but here the difficulties which he

had to encounter were enormous, and the

Crimean War, and its results throughout
Europe, have rendered all attemps at reform
in this branch of our national economy hither-

to unavailing.
In attacking our ' Services ' he not only

had to contend against powerful interests,
connected with almost all the families of the

upper and middle classes of the country, but
also against many honest, though mistaken,
opinions, as to the causes of national great-
ness and the sources of our power. It was
the wide-spread prevalence of such opinions
that, combined with the selfish influence of

the worst element in British commerce,
which led, on the occasion of the Chinese
War in 1857, to the rejection of Cobden by
the West Riding, and of Bright and Gribson

by Manchester. The class of ideas symbo-
lized by the ' British Lion ' the '

Sceptre of

Britannia,' and ' Givis Romanus? irrational

and vulgar as they are, have nevertheless a

side which is not altogether ignoble, and are

of a nature which it requires more than one

generation to eradicate.

Cobden approached this question of re-

duction by two different roads. He en-

deavoured to bring to bear upon it interna-

tional action, by arrangements for a general
limitation of armaments, in which, as regards
France, there appeared more than once some

possibility of success, and in which he was

cordially supported by Bastiat in the years

succeeding the repeal of the Corn-Laws
;
he

also sought, by every means in his power, to

urge it on his countrymen, by appeals to their

good sense and self-respect. He exposed

firstly our policy ;
and secondly our admin-

istration
;
and showed, with irresistible argu-

ments, that, while the one was unsound, the

other was extravagant ;
and that thus the

British people were condemned not only to

provide for what was useless, and even dan-

gerous, but at the same time to pay an ex-

cessive price for it.

He tells us in his article on Russia, vol.

i. p. 309:

' If that which constitutes cowardice in indi-

viduals, viz., the'taking excessive precautions
against danger, merits the same designation
when practised by communities, then England
certainly must rank as the greatest poltroon

among nations.'

Cobden was often blamed for not devot-

ing more time and labour to the task of

minute resistance to the ( Estimates '

in the

House of Commons. This was the result of

his perfect conviction, after years of expe-
rience and observation, that such a course

was absolutely useless, and that no private

member, however able or courageous, could

cope in detail with the resources at the dis-

posal of Government, in evading exposure
and resisting reductions. He therefore

always insisted that the only course was to

strike at the root of the evil, by diminishing
the revenue and the expenditure in the gross.
And this brings us to our next topic,
which is inextricably bound up with the

last, viz., the reduction of the national ex-

penditure, and the consequent diminution of

taxation, objects the importance of which is

becoming yearly more vital. Cobden knew
bhat no material reform in our financial sys-
tem could be effected (for all that has been
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hitherto done has been to shift the burden,
and not to diminish it) until our external

policy was changed, and hence his incessant

efforts in this direction
;
but he also knew

that the surest method of accomplishing the

latter object was, to diminish the resources

at the disposal of Government for military
and naval purposes.
The first object in financial reform was,

in Cobden's opinion, the gradual remission

of indirect taxation.

In a letter to the '

Liverpool Association
'

he made use of the remarkable expression
that he considered them to be the only body
of men in the country who appeared to have

any faith in the future of humanity.
His objections were threefold, and they

are conclusive :

'
1. The dangerous facilities which they

afford for extravagant and excessive expendi-

ture, by reason of their imperceptibility in col-

lection, and of the consequent readiness of the

people to submit to them, and also of the im-

possibility of insuring a close and honest adap-
tation of the revenue to the expenditure.'

What would be thought of an attempt to

provide for the administration of our Poor-
Laws by taxes on the consumption of the

district, instead of by a rate ?

'
2. Their interference with the great law of

free exchange, one of the rights of property,
and (so far as customs duties are concerned)
the violation of international equity, which
they involve

;
for it is obvious that the con-

ditions of international trade are essentially
affected by taxes on imports and exports, and
it is impossible to apportion them so as to in-

sure that each country shall pay neither more
nor less than its own due share.

'
3. The enhancement of the cost of the tax-

ed article to the consumer, over and above the
amount of the tax.'

If it be objected that indirect taxation is

the only method by which the masses of the

people can be made to contribute their

share to the revenues of the State, we re-

ply that, if the condition of the masses of
the people in any country is such as to place
them beyond the reach of direct taxation, it

is the surest proof that the whole national

economy is out of joint, and that, in some
form or other, resort will be had to ' com-
munism.' In England we have too clear

and disastrous evidence of this in our Poor-
Law system, and in our reckless and prodi-

gal alms-giviug. In withholding from our
children the bread of justice, we have given
them the stone of enforced and sapless

charity.
We hail, therefore, with pleasure, the

movement which is beginning in Germany

and Belgium, in favour of a gradual abo-

lition of all customs duties
;
and are con-

vinced that there is none, perhaps, among
all the articles of the Liberal creed which,
both in its direct and indirect effects, con-

tains the promise of so much future good.
There are two other great questions

which occupied a prominent place in Cob-
den's programme, but at which our space
forbids us from doing more than glance.
We allude to the laws affecting property in

land, and to our jnaritime laws.

Cobden held that the growing accumula-
tion in the hands of fewer and fewer pro-

prietors of the soil of the country was a

great political, social, and economical evil,

and as this tendency is unquestionably
stimulated by the system of our govern-
ment, and some of our laws, which give it

an artificial value, he foresaw that one of

the principal tasks of the generation which
succeeded him, must to be to liberate the

land from all the unnecessary obstacles

which impede its acquisition and natural

distribution, and to place it under the un-

disturbed control of the economic law.

We cannot here attempt to enter upon a

due examination of the causes which in this

country neutralize and subvert this law in

the case of landed property, but the general

principle involved may be very shortly sug-

gested.
The more abundant the supply of land

in a country, the cheaper will it be, the

larger will be the return to the capital and
labour expended on it, and the greater the

profits to be divided between them.

It is obvious that laws which keep land

out of the market, laws of entail, laws of

settlement, difficulties of transfer, as well as

a system of government which gives to the

possession of land an artificial value, for

social or political purposes, over and above
its natural commercial value,

:must have
the inevitable effect of restricting the quan-

tity, of enhancing the price, and of dimin-

ishing the product to be obtained. Land
thus acquires a monopoly price, small capi-
tals are deterred from this form of invest-

ment, competition is restricted, production
is diminished, and the condition of those

who live by the land, as well as of those

who exchange the product of their labour

for the produce of the land, necessarily im-

paired.
To illustrate our meaning by an extreme

case : let us suppose that the State were to

connect with property in land the highest
titles and privileges, on the condition that it

was entirely diverted from all productive

uses, and kept solely for purposes of orna-

ment and sport, and that the honours and
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advantages so conferred were sufficiently

tempting to induce many persons to accept
these conditions. It must follow that the

stock of available land in such a country
would be diminished to whatever extent it

was so appropriated, and its material re-

sources proportionably reduced.

In a less degree, who can deny that these

causes are operating among us, and are a

source of incalculable loss and waste of the

national wealth ? The suggestion last year
that our coal-beds would be exhausted in

one hundred years almost startled Parlia-

ment from its propriety. Yet we acquiesce

year after year without a murmur in a cur-

tailment of our supply of land, and those

who warn us of our danger are denounced
as the agents of revolution.

In his speech at Rochdale, in November
1864, which was his last public utterance,
Cobden especially left this task as a legacy
to the younger men among us, and told them
that they could do more for their country in

liberating the land than had been achieved
for it in the liberation of its trade.

On the question of 'Maritime Law,' it is

needless to say that he advocated the largest
extension of the rights of neutrals, and the

greatest possible limitation of the rights of

belligerents as a necessary and logical ac-

companiment of a free-trade policy.
His views on this subject will be seen

from a letter addressed to Mr. H. Ashworth
in 1862, in which he recommends the fol-

lowing three reforms :

1. Exemption of private property from

capture at sea during war by armed vessels

of every kind.

2. Blockades to be restricted to naval

arsenals, and to towns besieged at the same
time by land, with the exception of articles

contraband of war.

3. The merchant ships of neutrals on the

high sea to be inviolable to the visitation of
alien Government vessels in time of war as

in time of peace.
In this letter he observes :

' Free trade, in the widest definition of the

term, means only the division of labour by
which the productive powers of the whole
earth are brought into mutual co-operation. If
this scheme of universal dependence is to be
liable to sudden dislocation whenever two
Governments choose to go to war, it converts
a manufacturing industry such as ours into a

lottery, in which the lives and fortunes of mul-
titudes of men are at stake. I do not compre-
hend how any British statesman who consults
the interests of his country, and understands
the revolution which Free-trade is effecting in
the relations of the world, can advocate the
maintenance of commercial blockades. If I
shared their views I should shrink from pro-

moting the indefinite growth of a population
whose means of subsistence would be liable to

be cut off" at any moment by a belligerent

power, against whom we should have no right
of resistance, or even of complaint.

'
It must be in mere irony that the advocates

of such a policy as this ask Of what use
would our navy be in case of war if commer-
cial blockades were abolished ? Surely, for a na-

tion that has no access to the rest of the world
but by sea, and a large part of whose popula-
tion is dependent for food on foreign countries,
the chief use of a navy should be to keep open
its communications, not to close them I

'
I will only add tbat I regard these changes

as the necessary corollary of the repeal of the

Navigation-Laws, the abolition of the Corn-

Laws, and the abandonment of our colonial

monopoly. "We have thrown away the sceptre
offeree, to confide in the principles of freedom

uncovenanted, unconditional freedom. Un-
der the new regime our national fortunes have

prospered beyond all precedent. During the
last fourteen years the increase in our com-
merce has exceeded its entire growth during
the previous thousand years of reliance on

force, cunning, and monopoly. This should

encourage us to go forward in the full faith that

every fresh impediment removed from the path
of commerce, whether by sea or land, and
whether in peace or war, will augment our

prosperity, at the same time that it will pro-
mote the general interests of humanity.'

In most of the foregoing questions Cob-

den, as we have said, was contented to

preach sound doctrine, and. to prepare the

way for the ultimate adoption of principles
of policy and government, which in his

time he could not hope to see prevail.
But he was destined before the close of

his career once more to engage in a great

practical work, and to identify his name
with an accomplished success, scarcely infe-

rior in its scope and results to the repeal of

the English Corn-Law.
This was the Commercial Treaty with

France.

As the Corn-Law was the great strong-
hold of monopoly in England, so was the

prohibitive system in France the keystone
of protection in Europe, and Cobden selected

these accordingly, with the unerring instinct

of real statesmanship, as the first points for

attack, and fastened upon them with a tena-

city and resolution which insured success.

Fifteen years had elapsed since England
had renounced, in principle at least, the false

system of commercial monopoly, and in Cob-
den's words quoted above,

' thrown away the

sceptre of force, to confide in freedom, un-

covenanted, unconditional freedom.
1

She had trusted to the teaching of her

example, and to the experience of her extra-

ordinary success, in leading the countries of

Europe to respond to her appeal for co-ope-
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ration in liberating trade, and vindicating
the rights of labour, but she had met with

slight response.
Our conversion was perhaps too recent,

our course still too inconsistent, and our mo-
tives too much open to suspicion, to make
this surprising, and, so far as France was

concerned, we had unfortunately contrived
in all our reforms to retain in our tariff, re-

strictions upon the staple articles of French

production, wine and silk.

The time had come when, unless some new

impulse could be given to international in-

tercourse, the forces of reaction might have

again acquired the ascendency, and Euro-

pean progress have been thrown back for

years.
Our relations with France were those of

chronic distrust and rivalry. The cry of
'

Perfide Albion '
in France too often re-

sounded in our ears; and the bugbear of

French invasion was successively invoked
on this side of the Channel DO less than
three times in the period we are considering.

This was a state of things fraught with

danger. Monopoly had borne as usual its

deadly fruits, in alienating two great nations
destined by nature for the closest relations

of friendship and mutual dependence, and
in fostering in both the spirit of war.

It was under circumstances such as these

that Cobden set his hand to the great work
of co-operation which led to the Commercial

Treaty.

Bastiat, who would have hailed with de-

light this tardy reparation of the defects in

our reformed commercial system which he

always deplored, was no longer alive to aid

the cause, but to the most distinguished of

modern French economists, Michel Cheva-

lier, is due, in concert with Cobden, the merit

of the scheme which the Governments of

England and France were induced to adopt,
which has opened to us a new era of progress,
in gradually welding together the nations of

Europe in a great commercial confederation,
and in laying the foundations of a civilisa-

tion which may yet keep pace with that now

dawning on our race, in the Anglo-Saxon
republics of the Western World.

It was pleasant to see how his old friends

rallied around him on this occasion, and how

many, who had been often unable to com-

prehend or follow him in his political career,

rejoiced to see him once again iu the field

against his old enemy Protection. But, on
the other hand, he was assailed by an influ-

ential class among us with a bitter animos-

ity, which all but made his task impossible,
and which revealed too clearly the strength
and vitality, of the reactionary forces still

at work in our midst.

As Cobden saw in his beneficent work the

hope of a new era of peace, and of liberal

progress in Europe as its certain fruit, so

did his opponents instinctively perceive that

his success would carry with it the doom of

the traditions of hatred and of fear, which
the Governments of Europe had too often

successfully invoked, to plunge the people
into wars of which they are the invariable

victims, and to keep alive the rumours of

wars, which have deprived the'm of the solid

fruits of peace.
We believe that it is scarcely too much

to say, that the Commercial Treaty with

France was a turning-point in the destiny
of England. We look upon the contest of

public opinion in this country and in France,
which was roused and decided by this event,
as the death-struggle between the conflicting

principles which had for so many years been

striving for the mastery in the direction of

their affairs.

So long as the political condition of Eu-

rope is such as to render necessary or possi-
ble the huge armaments, which are a re-

proach to our age and boasted civilisation,

while 4,000,000 men in the flower of their

age, are taken from productive industry, and

supported by the labour of the rest of the

population, no real and permanent progress
can be made in the emancipation of the peo-

ple, and in the establishment of free institu-

tions.

At the time of which we are speaking,
even still more than at present, all direct

attempts to mitigate this monster evil ap-

peared hopeless ;
and although he never

ceased to urge, both in England and France,
the wisdom of a mutual understanding, with
a view to reduced armaments, he knew that

the only certain and available method of un-

dermining this fatal system and preparing
for its ultimate overthrow, was to assist in

every way the counter-agencies of peace.
It was in the consciousness that by break-

ing down the barriers to commercial inter-

course between England and France, a

greater impulse would be given than by any
other event to the forces of progress in Eu-

rope, that the men who in both countries

undertook and completed this international

work entered upon their arduous work. We
have said that the time has not arrived

when it is possible to speak freely of this

episode in Cobden's life, but it is necessary
to vindicate his policy from charges whicb

3

although forgotten and overwhelmed in its

extraordinary SUCQCSS, were brought against
it too commonly, and from quarters whence
it ought least to have been expected, at the

time.

In France he waa reproached, by many of
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his earlier friends, whose sympathies were

bound up with the Orleanist or Republican

regimes, and who viewed, with a natural

aversion, the Second Empire, for contribu-

ting to a work which, if successful, might
do more than anything else to consolidate

the Imperial reign. He replied that what
the immediate effect might be he neither

knew nor cared, but that all the forces of

freedom were '

Solidaires,' and that the ru-

ler who gave
' Free-trade ' to the nation,

whether King, President, or Emperor, was

doing that which, more than anything else,

would assure the future liberties of France.

The same causes operated in many quar-
ters to make the Treaty unpopular in Eng-
land

;
but he was also assailed in a more in-

sidious form. He was accused of having
forgotten or forsaken the sound doctrines of

political economy, of which he had in his

earlier life been the uncompromising advo-

cate, and of having revived the discarded

policy of '

reciprocity treaties.'

It would perhaps be unnecessary to re-

vert to this charge, were it not that a sus-

picion of unsoundness still lurks in many
minds as to the principles of the French and

subsequent Treaties of Commerce. It may
be well, therefore, to say that, so far as this

charge was honest, and something more than
a convenient method of discrediting a meas-

ure which it was desired to obstruct, it pro-
ceeded on a very imperfect knowledge of the

policy of the Treaty, and on an erroneous
and confused idea of the principles of Free-

trade itself.

The system of reciprocity treaties and
tariff-bargains, was one of the natural but
most*pernicious developments of the doctrine

of protection. The most notorious of such
treaties in our history is perhaps the famous
' Methuen '

Treaty, from the effects of which
we are still suffering in England in the

shape of adulterated wine. These arrange-
ments aimed at the extension of the limits

of monopoly by securing for our products

protection in a foreign country against the

competition of all other countries, and al-

ways proceeded on the supposed interest of

the producer to the injury of the consumer.

They were logical, when it was believed or

professed that the reduction of a duty was a

sacrifice on the part of the country making
it, to the country in whose favour it was
made. From this point of view, it was uat-

ural,.in making such reductions, to demand
what were thought to be equivalent conces-

sions from the country with which we were

treating, and the supreme art of negotiation
was held to consist in framing what had the

appearance of a '

nicely-adjusted balance of

equivalents,' but in which each country se-

cretly desired, and sought to obtain, the
1 maximum '

of reductions from the other

against the minimum of its own.

But from the Free-trade point of view, in

which all reductions of duties, at least so

far as protective duties are concerned, are

an admitted and positive gain to the country

making them, it becomes absurd and impos-

|

sible to use them as the ground of a claim

on a foreign country for compensating or

equivalent remissions. -

The French Treaty had no affinity, except
in form, to treaties such as these.

Instead of a bargain in which each party

sought to give as little and to get as much,
as possible, it was a great work of co-opera-

tion, in which the Governments of England
and of France were resolved, on both sides, to

remove within the limits of their power, the

artificial obstacles to their commercial inter-

course presented by fiscal and protective
laws.

England had already spontaneously ad-

vanced much further than France in this

direction, and hence alone, if for no other

reason, all idea of '

equivalent
' concessions

was out of the question. She contributed

her share to the work, by sweeping from her

tariff, with some trifling exceptions, all trace

and remnant of protection, and by reducing
within moderate limits her fiscal duties upon
wine and brandy.

France, unable at one stroke to destroy
the whole fabric of monopoly, nevertheless

made a deadly breach in the edifice, by sub-

stituting moderate duties, for prohibition, in

the case of the chief British exports.
If these reforms had been made exclu-

sively in each other's favour, they might
have been justly open to the charge of un-

soundness, but they were made equally for

the commerce of all the world, on the side

of England immediately, on the side of

France prospectively, and thus, instead of

reverting to a system of monopoly, the pro-
hibitive and differential policy of France

was annihilated, and the equal system of

England maintained and consolidated.

There were, however, two objections made
to the treaty, of a more plausible kind, and

which we will, therefore, briefly notice :

First, That a work of this description
need not assume the form of a treaty, which

tends to disguise its real character, but

should be left to the independent legislation
of each country.

Secondly, That, although it might be well

to abolish protective duties by this method,
it was impolitic to fetter ourselves by treaty,
with respect to fiscal taxes.

As regards the first objection, it is suf-

ficient to reply, that at the time we are con-
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sidering, for political reasons, a treaty was
the only form in which such a measure could

be carried in France
;
but a more permanent

justification is to be found in the fact, that a

treaty is nothing more than an international

statute-law, and that, in a matter of inter-

national concern, it is necessary that there

should exist an international guarantee of

permanence. Without such a security, what
would be the condition of trade ?

The second objection is more subtle, but

has no better foundation. A tax which,
from whatever cause, dries up an important
source of national wealth, and thus takes

from the fund available for taxation more
than the amount gained by the revenue, is a

bad tax, and ought never, if possible, to be

imposed or maintained.

The tax on French wine and spirits had
the effect of restricting most injuriously one
of the most important branches of our foreign

trade, and would, if maintained, have de-

prived us, by preventing the conclusion of

the Treaty, of an addition of at least

20,000,000 sterling per annum, to the value

of our general exchanges with France. No
wise legislation could retain such a tax in the

face of such consequences. There is proba-

bly no other form of tax to which it would
not have been preferable to resort, rather

than to maintain these obstacles to our trade

with France.

But the consequences of the Treaty with
France were not confined to that aountry
and to England. It was an act which, both

by its moral effect and its direct and neces-

sary influence on the legislation of the other
Continental countries, has set on foot a
movement which grows from year to year,
and will not cease till all protective duties

have been erased from the commercial codes
of Europe.

It was thus the rare privilege of the man,
who had been foremost in giving the death-

blow to monopoly in England, to be also

among the first to storm the citadel of pro-
tection on the Continent, and to give to the

work which he commenced at home a de-

cisive international impulse, destined to

afford new securities for the most sacred of
human rights the right of labour, and to

add ' new realms to the empire of free-

dom.'

Cobden had yet another success awaiting
him, to our mind the most signal triumph of
his life. He lived to see the great moral
and economic laws, which he had enforced

through years of opposition and obloquy,
asserting their control over the forces of

reaction, and moulding our foreign policy.
It must have been with a superb and

heartfelt satisfaction (and it -was so) that

Cobden watched the conflict of public

opinion at the time of the Danish War.
The diplomatic intervention of the Gov-

ernment had brought us to the verge of war,
and made it more than usually difficult to

retreat.

The old instincts of the ruling classes of

the nation were thoroughly aroused, and,
unless they had been neutralized and over-

powered by stronger and deeper forces, we
should, under a fancied idea of chivalry and
honour (if anything can deserve these names
which is opposed to reason and duty), have

squandered once more the hard-earned heri-

tage of English labour in a war of which
the causes and the merits were for the most

part unknown among us, and could never
have been made intelligible to the nation,
and in which our success, if possible, might
have thrown back all liberal progress for

years, both in England, and on the Conti-

nent.

But it soon became manifest that a nobler
and larger morality had been gaining ground
in the heart of the nation, had at last found
its expression in the Councils of the State,
and had enforced its control over those who
still believed in the vain and idle dream,
that the mission of England is to hold by
force the balance of power in Europe.

The memorable debate which decided the

course of our policy in this critical moment,
decided far greater issues

;
and the princi-

ple of '

non-intervention,' the only hope for

the moral union of nations and the progress
of freedom, became the predominating rule

of our foreign policy, and with different

limitations and qualifications, a cardinal

point in the liberal creed.

We must here close a hasty and imperfect
sketch of Cobden's political life and princi-

ples, in the hope that the outline which we
have traced may be filled up by abler hands.

Our object will have been attained, if we
have succeeded in leading some of our read-

ers to suspect the erroneous and superficial
nature of the prevalent opinion of Cobden
in the upper ranks of English society, to

believe that the verdict of history will

rather confirm the judgment of his humbler

countrymen, with whom his name has be-

come a household word, and that his life

and words and deeds deserve their deepest

study and most impartial examination.

In reviewing the political programme
given in the preceding pages, we shall see

that while much has been done, far more
remains to do; and that although there is

great cause for hope, there is also much

ground for fear.

Of all the dreams in which easy-going
and half-hearted politicians indulge, the
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idlest appears to be that in which it is fond-

ly imagined that the days of party strife

are over, and that no questions lie before us

on which the majority of moderate and hon-

est men are not agreed. It is useless to

shut our eyes to the fact, that before the

future greatness and prosperity of our

country can be assured, great issues must
be raised, and fierce political struggles
traversed. We have a firm and confident

belief that the forces on the side of pro-

gress are sufficient to achieve what is re-

quired for this consummation, by peaceful
and constitutional reforms

;
but the cause

will not be won without strenuous efforts.

It will not be won without the aid of men

who, in the measure of their gifts, will bring
to bear upon the task the qualities of which
in Cobden's life we have such enduring
proofs ; pure morality, keen intelligence,

perfect disinterestedness, undaunted cour-

age, indomitable tenacity of purpose, high
patriotism, and an immovable faith in the

predestined triumph of good over evil.

That the principles of public morality
which Cobden devoted his life to enforce,
will ultimately prevail in the government of

the world, we think that no one who believes

in God or man can doubt. Whether it be
in store for our country first to achieve, by
their adoption, the last triumphs of civilisa-

tion, and to hold her place in the van of

human progress, or whether to other races,
and to other communities, will be confided

this great mission, it is not for us to deter-

mine.

But those who trust that this may yet be

England's destiny, who, in spite of much
which they deplore, delight to look upon her

past with pride and her future with hope,
will ever revere the memory of Cobden, as

of one whose life-long aim it was to lay the

foundations of her empire in her moral great-

ness, in the supremacy of reason, and in the

majesty of law, and will feel with us that

the '

international man ' was also, and still

more, an Englishman.

ART. ON THE CHARACTER OF THE OLD
NORTHERN POETRY.

' Omnibus Barbaris Gothi sapientiores semper exstiterunt,
Grsecisque paene consimiles.' JOENANDES, De rebus

Geticis.

I.

IT is remarkable that Hegel, who said

that the idea of a philosopher required that

he should know everything, and who pre-
tended himself ' to know almost everything,'
neither makes any mention of the Northern

mythology in his Philosophy of Religion,
nor of Northern poetry in his ^Esthetics.

Northern mythology and Northern poetry
have hitherto been considered chiefly from
the antiquarian's point of view, and the at-

tention which is justly bestowed on classical

literature has never hitherto fallen to the

lot of the Eddas or the Skalds. But though
the German philosopher has not given to the

poetry of the North a place in his scientific

classification of poetry, he, perhaps without

knowing it, has described all its properties
in his essay upon the so-called

' romantic '

poe-

try. In describing the elements of the ro-

mantic poetry, he exactly points out the dis-

tinguishing features of the Northern poetry,
the energetic overbearing will, the deep re-

served mind, that cannot utter itself, but in

its struggle against itself either goes to de-

struction unobserved, like Ophelia, or brings
ruin on itself and others, like Hamlet, Now
those elements the German philosopher de-

duces from Christianity ;
but they certainly

are less due to the softening influence of our

mild and blessed creed, than to the harden-

ing and bracing air of the North
;
and Shak-

speare, when conceiving such characters as

Macbeth and Richard III., undoubtedly was

rather a Northern than a Christian poet.

Even Hamlet is much more a type of North-

ern reserve, with all its passion, and of North-

ern taciturnity, with all its eloquence, than of

a Christian's struggling self-reflection. Ham-
let speaks only in monologues.

The historical and national elements have

never been perfectly abolished, but only
modified by religious and political crises.

The Wandering Jew might inform us that

the modern Greek still preserves some of

the qualities of the heroes of Salamis and

Thermopylae; that in the modern Roman
there still are to be found traces of the ene-

mies of Hannibal
;
and that there still lin-

gers a sound from King Harold Fairhair's

time in the voice of the modern inhabitant

of the Gudbrandsdale. The outward fea-

tures are preserved, though the spirit may
evaporate. The language keeps the old

sound, though the mind may vanish. Coun-

try and climate are the same, though the

temper of the people may be altered to a

certain extent.

The Northern spirit which existed pre-
vious to Christianity, the Northern poetry
which was the product of this spirit, has a

greater interest than that of mere antiquity ;

it may still be traced down to Christian

times
;

it is echoed forth in the best pro-
ductions of the romantic poetry, and couse-
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quently deserves a place in the history of

literature.

A proof of this may be found in the
'

Song of the Sun '

(Solarljofy in the elder

or Saemund's Edda. The whole poem un-

doubtedly belongs to Christian times
;
the

old gods have fled, and ' White Christ
' has

taken their place, but the mixture of energy
and resignation which belongs to the North-
ern mind breathes forth from every line. Like
all compositions belonging to two different

historical epochs, and grown on the border

between the two, the '

Song of the Sun ' has

the double character which always arises

from the conflict, and at the same time, from
the blending of dissimilar elements. We
thus find in this poem the gloomy mysticism
of the heathen coupled with the humility of

the Christian, the crafty cunning of Odin
as we know it from Hdvamdl, the Northern

worldly wisdom side by side with the purity
of Christian morals. But what is especially

striking in this song is the fusion of Chris-

tianity and Paganism where the Northern
and the Catholic mysticism are identified

with each other, and when Christian sorrow
softens down heathen gloom. We might
believe we were reading a translation of

Dante's Inferno in strophe 53-75 of So-

larljoS, were we not suddenly awakened by
reminiscence from Voluspd and the mythic

Edda-songs, in strophe 55-56 :

' From the north I saw ride

The sons of the men
;

They were seven together,
From full horns they drank
The pure mead
From the well of the god of the ring.'*

Strophes 58-75 again recall Dante. The
heathen strain is resumed from strophe 76
to 81, and the concluding strophes 82, 83,
are Christian, and even so modern that fu-

neral speeches in the North at the present

day frequently are concluded with the three

last lines

' God grant rest to the dead
And grace to the living.'

The little episode in strophes 10-14, touch-

ing the controversy of two friends about a

woman, is neither specifically Christian nor
Northern. Upon the whole, the song is a

poetical expression of two historical phases,
which, though conflicting, have many points
of contact.

Its relationship to Christianity is the great
charm of Northern poetry, and distinguishes
it eminently from the classic literature.

* Mimir i. e., from the well of poetry.

This relationship makes the..Northern hea-

then literature a singular phenomenon in

Paganism, without anything analogous to it,

save some few instances of Oriental and In-

dian mysticism. But the religion of nature

is all that Northern poetry has in common
with Indian and Persian poetry. Oriental

lust and luxury, Indian softness and fra-

grance of roses, must freeze to death in the

winter of the North
;
the prurient polygamy

of the Eastern nations cannot find its way
to the deep starry heaven and the pure snow
of the North, which, on the contrary, espe-

cially in the relations between the sexes, de-

velops naturally a chastity and purity, which
the Catholicism and chivalry of the middle

ages brought forth through the influence of

religion.
The relation between the sexes, and the

manner in which woman is treated by man,
are on the whole a good test of real culture

in different ages and nations. In the East,
the wife was in very truth a slave, had to

share the burden of despotic treatment with

a number of rivals
;
the division of the bur-

den in this case being a multiplication. In

Greece, we find a similar humiliation of wo-
man : an intimate and dignified connexion

between the sexes is an exception, save, per-

haps, in the intellectual intercourse between
lover and hetsera. Even the son is hardly

grown before he makes his mother feel some-

thing like a husband's authority. Telema-
chus threatens to send Penelope away from
Ithaca to her parents, that her suitors may
there compete for her hand

;
he orders her to

go to her attendants, etc. In the Greek

world, woman is not subjected to all the evils

of polygamy, but the connexion between one
man and one woman is loose. In the Tro-

jan war, we find female slaves who are also

paramours, and in the fullest development
of Athenian civilisation we find the institu-

tion of the hetaene. But however accom-

plished Diotima may be, her lover injures
his legitimate wife, and consequently violates

the sanctity of matrimony by his relations to

Diotima. In Rome, the wife is both bought
and sold, her education neglected, her social

position subordinate
;
the husband may di-

vorce her at his pleasure and take another

wife
;
he loves other women, she other men

;

the difference is, that what he does openly
she does secretly. The Roman marriage is

a formal, a political institution
; nothing

more. Such is married life in the heathen

world.

In the North, we find an exception to this

rule The Northern heathen treats woman
with esteem. He is chaste, and he therefore,
as Tacitus writes of the Germans, begets

strong and healthy, free and daring sons, a
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terror to the Eomans and other luxurious

Southerners. The Northern wife has a

social position, firm and sure
;
she brings up

the children, manages the house, stands by
her husband with good advice and cheerful-

ness, dresses the wounds of the warriors, re-

freshes the returning champion with mead
and mirth, and prepares him an invigorating
rest in a marriage-bed undefiled. Her cour-

age and cleverness equal his own, and fre-

quently the Northern warrior owes life and

victory to his mate.* In the North, a wo-

man must be legally and regularly wooed,
and her parents consulted

;
if she afterwards

has reason to complain of her husband's

treatment, or if she is otherwise dissatisfied

with her lot, she may return to her parents
and wed another man (LaxdcBla-sagd). This

is the reason why there are to be found in

Northern Paganism so many instances of

highmindedness and nobility in woman
;
she

is possessed of a touching faithfulness and
firmness which is fitly matched with the un-

flinching valour and undaunted energy of

the Northern man.
The poetry of the North, consequently, has

very little in common with classical litera-

ture. Greek and lloman poetry is regular
and harmonious

;
Northern poetry is elevat-

ed and dissonant. In the former, spirit and
form keep pace with one another

;
in the lat-

ter the spirit constantly outruns and over-rides

the form. In the former, the tragic as well as

the comic element keeps within the limits of

beauty; in the latter, sorrow is deepened
into humour, and the comic becomes gro-

tesque. The Greek utters his passion in its

fulness, he does not even fear to express himself

by inarticulate interjections; the Northern
character grows more silent as his passion
increases

; being too well aware of the in-

sufliciency of speech to exhaust his passion,
of the inadequateness of the form to express
the spirit, he disdains to give vent to it.

There the tragic borders on humour, because
at its highest pitch the passion of the North-
erner voluntarily disguises itself in a counter-

feit appearance. Foolishness, ignorance,

stupidity, simplicity, joy, and mirth, are the

masks of the embittered and sorrowful North-
ern warrior thirsting after revenge ;

he lies

dowft. in the kitchen and plays the fool, while
he broods over revenge and ambition. It

was the custom of Viga-Glum f and his kin

to smile when they were insulted, and in the

Northern Sagas self-possession is always re-

garded as a manly quality (at vera stilltr vel).

* Gisli the Outlaw, Burnt Njal, Grettis Saga,
Earl Hakon, etc.

f See Viga-Glum's Saga, translated by Sir Ed-
mund Head, Bart., K.C.B., London. 1866.

The true Northern hero never gives to un-

derstand whether he is well pleased or not

at another man's sayings or doings colour-

ing, perhaps, is the only mark of the inward

struggle ;
the play of feature, the ambiguous

answer, is the only warning to an enemy to

beware. Words are seldom the medium be-

tween the thoughts and the acts. Passion is

parsimoniously kept in store for action.

Not a drop of its precious energy is spilt in

words
;

the Northern hero allows it to fer-

ment until it is ripe for deeds. As plastic
and dramatic as the Northern pathos there-

fore is in action, so great is also its mimical

and lyrical power in its first awaking ;
when

instantly quenched it only appears in the

glance of the eye, in the quivering of the lip,

the trembling of the voice, in the sudden pale-
ness.

'

Slight are the outward signs of evil thought ;

"Within, within, 'twas there the spirit

wrought.'

Even at this stage of passion it is sometimes

also dramatic, when it utters itself through
an ambiguous and obscure answer. This is

the pathos of calmness, when the individual

masters his passion, and pours it out in

drops. The Greeks knew nothing of this

sort of passion. With them the passion and

its expression were identical
;
their pathos

was eloquent, and as such imposing by the

vehement current of words. It is what one

might call the expansivity of passion, in op-

position to the intensity of the Northern

pathos.
In Christian poetry, again, we find this

intensity. Many instances of it might be

quoted from Shakespeare, as, for example,
the second scene in Richard III. Act iv.,

between Richard and Buckingham, from

Byron, and many others. But one of the

most striking proofs of dramatic intensity is

given by Alfieri in his Don Filippo. The
Duke of Alba conducts the king to a

garden-door of glass, in order to prove to

him the intimate relations existing between

Don Carlos and the queen. They are seen

by the audience sitting on the same bench.

Alba. Vedisti?

Philip. Vecli.

Alba. Urlisti?

Philip. Udi.

Nothing more is said, nor are more words

required to prepare the audience for the con-

sequences to the ill-fated Infante.

No doubt there are some points of resem-

blance between the Northern and the Ori-

ental poetry. The former does not quite

abnegate her origin. The spirit of the East

is elevated, too, and not harmonious; the

tragic is gloomy, the comic is grotesque
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both border on humour. But as a logical

consequence of the religion of nature, to

which it belongs, the Oriental poetry brings
forth images which, although pompous, are

often hideous, and at the same time uninten-

tionally ridiculous.

In Indian mythology the images are mon-

strous, and even exceed the limits of the

grotesque. The sensual element, the mys-
teries of generation, are so absurdly inter-

mingled with the abstract, that not poetical

effect, but a hideous caricature is the result.

Take as an instance the famous episode of

the Ramayana the Descent of Gangd. In-

dian fancy outruns the limits both of decency
and common sense, and thereby, in the

midst of her pomp and profusion of gorgeous

images, suddenly becomes poor and unpoet-
ical. Sometimes she is comically strange,

as, for instance, when she paints the god of

Love, Rama, riding in moonshine on a par-
rot. It is not easy to make out what is

meant by this symbol. One is inclined to

suppose a hidden sense, but then the juxtapo-
sition of parrots and moonshine provokes a

smile. Still more absurd is the Indian myth
about the manner in which even a Paria may
become Brahm

;
he is only required to

stand some thousand years on one leg and
look at his nose. By doing this he may be-

come Brahm or the Absolute, which is nei-

ther more.nor less than the Abstract Nothing.
How difficult, is it not, even for a Paria to

be reduced to Nothing ? The grand and

pompous nature of India has thus imbued
its poetry with a luxuriant fancy at the cost

of taste and good sense. In the North, the

fancy is still grand, but at the same time
chaste

;
a warm climate and a fertile soil

have not coloured it with their splendour,
nor tempted it to' spend on matter what is

due to spirit. There the human mind has

soon learnt to harden itself by constant

toil, to wrestle with a penurious, though
sublime nature, and thereby gain the con-

sciousness of her own superiority over mat-
ter. There is nothing analogous to Indian
lore to be found in Northern mythology, save

perhaps the myth of Yniir, which also be-

longs to the primary products of the people's

mind, at the stage where the impression of

the influence of nature on man is still over-

powering. The myth of Ymir is analogous
to the Orphic and Eleusinian theogonies in

Grreece,which manifestly sprang up in the very
first days of classicism, and most likely are

rather to be considered as remnants of Egyp-
tian symbolism than as originating in Hellas.

The want of the drama is a feature that

ancient Northern and Persian poetry have
in common. But while the epic types of

character in Northern poetry are various,

and individually different from each other,
the lyrics of Persian poetry are monotonous,
and though not quite as glebes adscripts as

the Indian epopees, still sigh under the

tyrant's yoke. The Persian poet is nothing
but the bard of a despot ;

and though Mah-
mud of Gazneh has four hundred poets at

his court, with a poet-laureate at their head,
these four hundred poets only exist to praise

him, the absolute, the master, and the god ;

not to sound the depths of a rich national

life, and work out the wealthy mines of con-

flicting passions and stirring actions. Thus
Firdusi's national epic,

' Shah Nameh,' is

rather a series of mythic traditions than a

historical poem. Thus Anwari is nothing
but the encomiast of the king, the viziers,

the poets, and the ladies at court
;
Nisami

sings of nothing but love
;

Dchelaleddin
Rumi of religion ;

Sadi is a didactic
;
and

Dschami a mystic poet.
Greater is the likeness between the North-

ern and the Arabian poetry. The fatalistic

energy of Islam has many points of resem-

blance to the personal daring of the North.
The thirst for revenge, the patient endur-

ance, the spirit which never forgets, but al-

ways bides its time, of the Arabian, are fre-

quently akin to the descriptions of character

found in the Eddas and the Sagas. The
same pride, the same daring, and the same
carelessness of means to compass an end, are

the distinguishing features of both. In the

form also there is the same simplicity, height-

ening the pathos, and pointing out the

strength of feelings which in their intensity
disdain pomp.
But at the bottom there lies a radical dif-

ference, due to the religious creed professed

by each. The Arabian poetry, orignating in

Mahometanism, is fatalistic
;
the Northern

poetry springs from the belief in the might
and power of man (tru d matt sinn ok

megin], and consequently is the poetry of

freedom
; because, though it may sometimes

appear as if the belief in our own power
borders on fatalism, and although' blind ne-

cessity and boundless liberty are akin, still

this difference always remains, that the for-

mer keeps necessity within the individual,
while fatalism transports it beyond the reach

of the individual
;
that is to say, the believ-

er in his own might acts in virtue of his

own, the fatalist in virtue of an alien, liberty.
The actions of the fatalist are necessary,
because he only acts as the instrument of

fate
;
the actions of the believer in his own

power arc eminently free, inasmuch as he ac-

knowledges no necessity except the princi-

ples upon which he acts. The only limits to

his freedom are the horns of the dilemma.
Of two opposite things, he can only do one

;
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even more, at the time he only can be ivitting

to do one
;
and he thus undergoes the neces-

sity arising from his limited power of acting
as well as of intending. In other words, he

does as he likes, but he cannot but like to do

what he does; the fatalist does what fate

likes, but fate must like him to do it, other-

wise he could not do it. This difference does

not prevent the passion of the Arabian and

the Northern warrior from being equally im-

petuous, equally careless of all consequences ;

only they are not equally free. When the

conviction has been once arrived at that the

intended deed is not contrary to the rules

of honour, it is done without looking to the

right or to the left. If crowned by success,

well and eood ;
if not, it is good too, only

the fatalist is consoled by the satisfaction of

a higher verdict, the verdict of fate, and then

gives up ;
the believer in his own might, by

the hope of succeeding at another time, and

he-goes on. Hence it follows that the North-

ern Nornas have a double character : they
are not blind Necessity, as the Greek

TTCTrpw/xevov, the Moi'pcu, or as the Roman

fatum ; they are not asked beforehand
;
no

balance is taken, no oracle consulted
; they

consequently are no masters of the future.

The future meets with its verdict at the

hand of the individual prepared for action.

The will of the individual is the Norna pre-

viously to the accomplished fact : let my ac-

tion reveal what ihe Nornas have decided.

Afterwards the Nornas appear when the in-

dividual will has made itself good, and con-

firm the deed by their approbation. They
thus are only masters of the past, of the
'
fait accompli :

'
it happened, ergo, it was so

determined by the Nornas.

Though the Arabian poetry may thus have

some points of resemblance to the Northern,
as far as Oriental fatalism in action is con-

cerned, every analogy is at an end as soon
as the Islamitic fatalism is at rest. The
North knows nothing of Mahometan quiet-

ism, nothing of sensual eudaimonism
;
the

North holds houris, opium, amber, and lust

in aversion. Even when at rest, the child

of the North thinks of new toil
;
he either

acts or prepares for action. And even when

fully aware of his ruin, he struggles on.

Gunnar of Lithend knows that his enemies
will never be able to overcome him as long
as he can use his bow, and is aware of im-

pending death when his wife has refused to

him the lock of her hair for a bowstring.A Mahometan would at that moment either

have wrested the lock from her against her

will, or given up fighting. Not so Gunnar
;

he disdains equally to use force against wo-

man, or passively to offer his head to the

enemy. He seizes his bill and fights on

against the odds until he is slain. The
Northern warrior has not learnt to resign

himself, as the Orientalist
;
his calm is not

apathy, but a new form of pathos ;
he gath-

ers himself together for a new struggle.

Therefore, it is only the Saracen in action

who resembles the Northern warrior, as he

also resembles mediaeval chivalry, with its

trinity of honour, valour, and love.

Now, though we contend that the distin-

guishing feature of Northern as well as of

Christian poetry is the sublime, that in them
more than anywhere else, mind overcomes

matter, substance form, it must still be well

understood that sparks of the sublime ap-

pear at intervals in all creeds and all litera-

tures, some having, after interrupted efforts

at sublimity, fallen back to the religion of

Nature, others having passed into the iden-

tity of spirit and matter, of substance and

form. At the same time, even classicism, to

which we principally allude, possesses sparks
of the sublime. The first theogonies, the

myth of Erebus and Nox, of Demeter and

Kore, of the Orphic Dionysia, as well as

the cycle of legends, connected with the

Eleusinian mysteries, where, according to

Clemens Alexandrinus, reminiscences of the

Egyptian, Phoenician, and Chaldean creeds

were made objects of mystic dramas, the

myth of Herakles as a personification of the

mastery of mind over matter, and some
other instances of classical heroism, all

belong to the province of the sublime. Is

not Apollo sublime when, in his anxiety
about his son Phaeton, who, with an inex-

perienced and mortal hand, holds the reins

of the Sun's immortal horses, he follows

after him ' on the back of Sirius
, (2eipiou

vwra /?/3ws )
? But still the sublime of

Hellenism never rises aBove the sublime of

nature. In the description of human pas-
sion Greece produces much which is strong
and striking in the immediate form of vio-

lent and sudden passion, but she never reach-

es the sublime of the free and liberated

mind, which in the Northern as well as in

Christian poetry, shows its true elevation

by mastering and conquering the strongest
of all natural forces passion itself. The
Greek gives vent to his feelings, but however
he may astonish us by his fresh and fiery

passionateness, and by its eloquent expres-

sion, we still sympathize much more with

the broad-shouldered Northern, who trem-

bles in anger, but is self-possessed. The
emotions of the latter are perhaps more vio-

lent than those of the former, who knows ?

But his pride, his consciousness of the su-

premacy of the spirit over matter, get the

better of them and thus form the pathos of

calmness. The man of the North, more-
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over, has one stimulus still, he has to main-

tain the power of mind against a barren

soil and a treacherous climate, from which

he must daily wring its spare gifts.
The

Greek on the contrary may, like a child,

cling to Nature's motherly bosom, and child-

like enjoy the gifts which she freely and

fondly lavishes on him. He is therefore in

harmony with Nature, and through her with

himself, while the man of the North is only

through pain and struggle enabled to main-

tain himself against her.

Longinus has observed the elevated char-

acter of the Jewish religion, and quotes
from the Old Testament several striking in-

stances of the four principal properties of the

sublime, pwpt), Seii/o-nys, cKcrracn?, eKTrAi^i?.

He justly lays stress on the ' Let there be

light, and there was light
' of Jehovah, as

something truly sublime ;
and the relations

of divinity to the Jewish nation contain

many touches of this character. Now the

literature of the Hebrews certainly pos-
sesses the sublime of the spirit, of the mind,
while the pantheistical creeds know only the

sublime of Nature, which being in them the

Most High, is consequently above man and

the human spirit. Again, when divinity, as

in the polytheism of the Greeks and Ro-

mans, enters the rank of humanity, the har-

monious beauty is brought forth
;
the powers

of Nature are personified, incarnate, and clad

in human form. The sublime of the spirit, on

the contrary, only exists either in monothe-

ism, where God stands both above nature and

mankind, whether He, as among the He-

brews, governs according to his own pleas-

ure, or, as in the creed of Islam, is known
as dire necessity ;

or in a polytheism which,

containing within itself the promise of its

own destruction,* opens the prospect to a

new heaven,! and a new divinity | and

thus through a religious suicide terminates

in monotheism.

Nothing can be more striking than this

self-destruction of the Northern mythology,
which in a higher sense creates a new relig-
ious life, this redeeming mysticism, which

consecrates all the old gods to an inevitable

fate, which in its turn must make way for

the new free All-father. Is there a more

painful anxiety, a deeper grief, than that of

Odin and the other jEsir, conscious as they
are of their own decay, their impending fall,

the evening twijight of the gods ? And
still they shun no sacrifice in order to delay
the fatal hour as long as possible. Tyr
devotes his hand, Odin his eye ;

but alas !

without avail
;

the Fenris - wolf gathers

*
Ragnar'okkr (the twilight of the gods).

f Gimli. J Alfa<tir (the Father of all).

strength, and the Midgard-serpent grows
fearfully. Loki and his kin live on; but

Baldr dies and cannot come to life again in

the old era
;

his resurrection is contempo-

rary with All-father's appearance. But nev-

ertheless Odin rejoices at every successful

scheme, Thor at his victories over the

slants, and the Einherjar at their daily
battles. The JSsir still exult at their hav-

ing bound the Fenris-wolf with the slender

cord, and Thor's chest expands when he has

expelled Loki, driven back the sea by a

mighty draught, and dragged the Midgard-
serpent up to the edge of his boat. But
what is humour, if not Ragnarok's swal-

lowing up of the gods, themselves knowing
that they are no true gods, and in the midst

of their daily strife and toil aware of their

decay V And what is sublime, if not the

assurance that this evening twilight of the

gods, which threatens them with the gloom
of a northern winter night, while the storm

howls in the branches of the world's tree,*
and the serpent f gnaws at its root, is to

make way for a better world and one al-

mighty All-father ? The myth of the Rag-
narokkr has, therefore, by some authors,
been considered as belonging to the Chris-

tian era, and influenced by Christian

lore : but it is so intimately interwoven

with the whole mythology of the North,
that the same might in that case be asserted

of all the myths contained in the Eddas.

At all events it must be admitted that the

finest, the most poetical feature of the creed

of Odin, is this very circumstance, that it

is weighed down by a mystery involving
the victory of Christianity. What did

Odin whisper in the ear of Baldur on the

funeral pile ? This was the great question

nobody could answer in the heathen times,

except Odin himself, and he never told it to

any one, a question in its way co-ordinate

with the myth of the Ragnarokkr.
The natural consequence of this state of

the Northern gods, Valhalla being a beleag-
uered Olympus, and the gods devoted to

destruction, is loss of confidence in this Val-

halla and in these divinities. The Northern

hero, therefore, though never doubting their

existence, abandons them, and transfers his

faith from them to himself; henceforward

he believes in, his mvn might and valour

(hann truir d mdtt sinn ok megiri). But
still he will not offend the gods, and by cour-

tesy, especially to Thor, with whom he has

peculiar sympathy, he makes the sign of

Thor's hammer when drinking. Earl Sigurd,

therefore, unconsciously uttered a profound

truth, when, under the reign of Hakou the

Yggdrnsill. f NidhSggur.
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Good, or Athelstane's Fosterling, lie soothed

the wrath of the Norwegians, on their com-

plaining that their king made the sign of the

cross over his drinking-horn, by the explana-
tion that it was the sign of Thor's hammer.

It must be borne in mind that King Hakon
was secretly a Christian, but Earl Sigurd
made him out to be a believer in his own

might. This belief in his own might is the

source of that self-reliance, that undaunted

valour, which never fails or forsakes him
;

this is the byrnie, which cannot be iron-bit-

ten (scm engin jdrn bita), this the sword
which cuts through everything. The believer

in his own might is dipped into Styx, and
not even his heel is left vulnerable. But at

the same time it is clear that, however indis-

tinctly or unconsciously, he leans already to

the belief in one true God, and is on the

road to Christianity. The belief in his own

power is not so much the trust in the strength
of his muscles or in the bigness of his bones,
as in the energy of his will, in the firmness

of his heart, in the resources of his intellect,

and consequently in the divine and immortal

part of his own nature.

II.

The truth of the foregoing remarks will,

we trust, be proved by a rapid glance at the

Eddas, the dirges and ditties of the North-

ern skalds, and last, not least, at the Sagas.

A. The Eddas. In the Eddas, especially
the elder or Sasmund's Edda, to which the

younger or Snorri's Edda only forms a sup-

plement, a distinction must be drawn be-

' Boh man alls fiatna, i.<

Baldur man Tcoma."
1

The gods are restless and uneasy, conscious

themselves of the impending evil, and still

more depressed by the certainty that their

adversaries also know of the fate which
awaits them. Thus they are not only aware
of the ruin which threatens them, but also

how it will be brought about, and the whole
world shares this knowledge with them

;
but

still, and this ia the sublimity of their exist-

ence, they do not give themselves up to quiet-

ism, but struggle on against fate, with Odin's

craft and Thor's strength. The conscious-

ness of their imminent fate is graphically
manifested by the circumstance that through
all ages (um allan aldur) gods and men con-

tribute to the shoe which the god Vidar is to

put on, when in Ragnarokkr he steps on the

jaw of the Fenris-wolf. This tragic end of
the gods is in Voluspd rendered still more

pathetic by the whispering mystery which

pervades everything, and the highly-wrought

tween the mythic-religious songs, the North-

ern theogonies, as they might be called, and
the mythic-historical or mythic-heroic poems,
founded evidently on later traditions, from

the great migration of the nations of North-

ern and Central Europe (Goths and Huns).

1. The Mythic-Religious Songs.

These are, Voluspd, Hdvamdl, and

Runatalslpdttr-Oftins, Vaf]>ruftnismdl, Gr'tm-

nismdl, Alvismdl, HymiskviSa, Lokaglepsa,

Hamarsheimt, Harbarfisljod, Skirnisfor,

Hrafnagaldr-Oftins, Vegtamskvi$a, Grou-

galdr, Bigsmdl and Fjolsvinnsmdl. Hynd-
luljoft forms the transition between the relig-
ious and the historical poems, inasmuch as

the gods here descend into human life,

religious myths and historical genealogies of

Northern kings being ingeniously interwoven

in this song. Solarljoft again, as we have

said, stands apart, and forms the transition

from Northern Paganism to Christianity.

Voluspd and Grimnismdl together contain,

in nitce, the northern cosmogony and theog-

ony, the latter even the mythical geography
of the world of the JBsir. We are made

acquainted with a host of celestial, earthly,
and subterranean beings, -ZEsir and Vanes,
Giants and Dwarfs, Valkyries and Nornas

;

beneath this world a Fate destined to blow
it up, which from the beginning of things
has been hidden in Urda's well; and, finally,

above and behind this world, a new and supe-
rior state of things, from which Fate is ex-

iled, and where Baldur appears new-born

(endrborinri) :

'
all evil will be healed,
Baldur is coming.'

suspense in which gods and men expect and

prepare for the twilight of the gods. The
dark-red cock crows in the hall of Hela (the

Persephone of the North) ;
the dog Garmr

barks before the cave of Gnypa; the branches

of Yggdrasill, the world's .tree, tremble
;

Heimdal blows the Gjallarhorn ;
and Odin

mutters to Mimir's-head. A general awe

precedes the battle, but vanishes when it is

over, because a new heaven, Gimli, appears,

high and pure, above the ruins of the old

world. This is the expiation which, taking

place outside, not within the existence of the

old gods, belongs to the province of humour.

Hdvamdl and Hamarsheimt are a supple-
ment to Voluspd and Grimnismal. The
former teaches the wisdom with which Odin

grapples with fate
;

the latter gives us a

proof of Thor's valour, in his struggles

against the giants. The Northern gods are

not as the gods of Greece, //.a/capes #eoi; on
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the contrary, they represent a declining

race, which it must be borne in mind, is

not to be replaced by their adversaries, but

by new Powers, arising from the ruins of

both contending parties. Still the .ZEsir

are not altogether swallowed up by Rag-
narokkr; two gods survive, and, a third

comes again to life
;

all three are transfer-

red to the new state of things. Odin re-

appears in the more perfect shape of All-

father; the resurrection of Baldur takes

place ;
and the second son and avenger of the

old Odin,the slayer of the Fenris-wolf, Vidar,
the '

silent god,' lives henceforth in the new
heaven ; while Surtur the race of Muspel

the Giants, and the rest of the enemies
of the gods, are all destroyed, without a

single exception. In one place (Fafnismal,
14) the Edda speaks of Surtur and the

JEsir '

mixing their blood together,' a phrase
generally used as pointing to a reconcilia-

tion
;
but the use of the word 'hjorlogr'

(i.e.,
'

liquor of swords,') instead of blood,

very likely hints at the mingling of blood
in battle, not at any reconciliation. Thus

Ismene, in the 'EIITA EIII HBA2 of

^Eschylus, vers. 920-923, speaks in a like

manner of the combat of the brethren
Eteocles and Polynices

'Ev Se yaiq foa

(f)OVOpVT(j) fJLffllKTai

Kapra 8" eiV Sfiaifioi.

In any case this is no geogonical,
but much rather a historical allusion. In
the great revolutions of Nature, the old,
the decaying matter, with all its contending
elements, is fused into a new state of things,
in which the conflicting elements altogether
disappear. In the historical crisis, on the

contrary, eternal truth survives its decaying
framework, which makes way for new and
more adequate forms, and only the contra-

dictions to truth vanish entirely. Thus the

'feigum, munni mceHtaJc
mfma forna stqft
ok um ragna rok?

i. e.

In VegtamskviZa Odin likewise, in the

disguise of Vegtam, questions a prophetess
about the death of Baldur, the manner of
his being avenged, etc., all questions he
knows full well himself; but, as in

Vafpruftnismal, he concludes by one of
those obscure problems which, bearing his

stamp, lead to his discovery, and which the

prophetess, as well as the giant Vafthrudnir,
cannot solve. This question, as the former,
has the effect of crushing the evil genius
with whom Odin copes; it is about the
bitter weeping of the Nornas. The god-

VOL. XLVI. N 5

Northern mythology allows some of its

gods to survive Ragnarokkr, even per-

sonally, and live in the new era. This

promise of a better life, of a higher exis-

tence, and even of personal immortality,
this reconciliation in the Voluspd, is still

more expressly asserted in the younger
Edda (Gylfaginning, c. 3), where it is said

that ' All-father (Odin) gave to man the

soul, which shall live and never be lost, even

though the body becomes dust or ashes; and
all honest men shall live in his company on
Grimli or Vingolf.'

In Vaftyruftnismdl, which otherwise is

closely connected with Voluspd, the recon-

ciliation is weaker
;
the giant Vafthrudnir

and his lore are thwarted by the great
riddle concerning the words which Odin

whispered in the ear of Baldur on his

funeral pile. The giant not being able to

solve this problem, no explanation is given,
no prospect opened of a new existence after

the destruction of the old gods, only it is

related that Vidar shall survive and avenge
Odin. With composure Odin asks the

giant questions about things which he
himself knows better, about his own de-

cease, and with the same coolness he replies
to the giant, when the first question had
been truly answered, by proposing to him
the great problem, which Odin alone is

able to solve. He makes the giant feel

that there is one question, a vital question,
known only to himself, which to him, Odin,
is still more momentous than the question of

life and death. This problem therefore

cannot well contain anything else but the

promise of a higher existence, of Odin's
and Baldur's new life on Grimli, and of

a new world without giants and other evil

beings. This supposition is confirmed by
the conclusion of the poem. The giant not

being able to answer the question, forfeits

his life :

' with a fey tongue I spoke out

my old lore,
and of Ragnarok.'

desses, in whom fate is incarnate, weeping,
and weeping bitterly (at muni grata) \

as soon as they begin to feel, they must
cease to be the rulers of Destiny; their

reign must be at an end, and their existence

too. This, like the preceding question,

points beyond Ragnarok to the new life,

from which Fate is banished. Odin thus

conjures the conjuror with a glance into the

new state of things, where fate and its

retinue of conjurors and soothsayers must
make way before a higher necessity, the

golden age of the North, as Vuluspd names
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it, from which sorcery and witchcraft are

shut out. The ultimata of Odin always
have the same effect upon his adversaries

as the crow of the cock upon a ghost.
In the middle of the night they are a

match for him, but the dawn of Gimli over-

powers them. Odin questions them till

they have spoken out their hidden wisdom
;

because the only thing of which he is

ignorant is how far their knowledge goes ;

but once aware of the limits of their lore,

and at the same time delivered from the

anxiety which his uncertainty as to the

amount of their knowledge produced upon
his mind, he turns the tables upon them, by
making them feel that his knowledge of the

future is greater than theirs. Still he is

careful not to impart his secrets to them
;

he lets them become aware of his knowing
more than they, not of what it is he knows.

Delivered himself from his first anxiety, he

overpowers his interlocutors, and while to

a certain extent he does acknowledge the

same destiny as theirs, he rejoices in the

consciousness of his resurrection, when they
shall have perished irrevocably.
Hence it follows that Odin is the special

representative of the Northern mind. His
moral nature outruns the existing state of

things, to which he belongs, as the foremost

of the JEsir.* But his double nature, both
to partake of the destiny of the gods, and to

see beyond the common ruin, makes him

mysterious and given to musing, or, as the

Edda graphically describes him, listening \
and staring. \ Therefore, during the anguish
and sadness of the gods at Baldur's death,
he always is called Yggr, i,e., the Thought-
ful, it being his duty and care to heal the

' Veit ek at ek Mkk i. e.

Vindga meidi d
Nmtr allar niu
Oeiri undadr
OTc gefinn Odin

Sjalfr sjdlfium mbr?

Devoted to himself, he sifts and sounds
the problems of existence, and looks into

the depths situated beyond the weather-

beaten oak,
' the ash of Yggdrasil

'

(literally
the horse of Odin), the world of the JEsir.

In the following lines he relates that he fell

from the tree as a fruit ripe for a higher
existence. Through thinking he acquires
the knowledge of the Runes, and sees over
all worlds (alia heima). In Runatalsfyattr-

* Odinn ceZstr' Asa, i.e., Odin the highest of the
JEsir. Orimnismdl, 44.

f Hlustar Odinn Hlidskjdlfu i, i.e., Odin is listen-

ing in Lidskjalf. Hrafnagaldr Odins, 10.

\ Nistaeknidr,i.e., I stared down. Jfdvamdl,UQ.

wounds which Destiny inflicts on the exist-

ence and power of the JEsir. He it is, also,
who unrestingly provides for the well-being
of gods and men. He pledges one of his

eyes for the draught of wisdom; the eye
which is left to him gains so much more in

brightness. For this reason he is named

Bdleygr, i.e., the Fire-eyed. He goes about
in the interest of gods and men, questioning
the giants and the dwellers in the lower

world; he visits the kings of the earth to

teach them his hidden lore, as Geirrod
and Heidrek; he recruits heroes for Val-

halla, as when he fetches Gnodar-Asmund,
kindles war between the Volsungs and the

Gjukungs, and brings about the bloody bat-

tles on Dynheath and Bravalla. Alas!
Odin is too well aware that the number
of the Einherjar (the warriors of Valhalla,
levied from men slain in battle) will never
be sufficient, inasmuch as Ragnarok is im-

pending, and 'the gray wolf constantly

staring at the bands of the gods ;'
and the

giants they know him. However great the

havoc is which Thor makes amongst them,
still it is not he, but Odin, whom they call

Bolverkr, i.e., the Doer of Mischief. But
the character of Odin excludes joy. In his

quality of the wise god (fimbufyidr) and the

counsellor, the adviser of the gods (hroptr

rognd), he spurns mirth.

'The heart of the wise
Is seldom glad.'

Hdvamdl, 53.

The musing, pensive character of Odin is

tersely delineated in many places of the

Edda, but nowhere so strikingly as in

Hdvamdl, 164:

' I know that I did hang
On the weather-beaten oak

During nine nights
Marked with the spear's point,
And given to Odin

Myself to myself.'

Cf&ins he gives a survey of his Runes, his

lore, but still there is a reserve :

' That I know the eighteenth,
Which I never tell

To wife or virgin
Best is what but one knows.'

He does not taste the nourishing food of

the other gods :

' On wine alone,
The weapon glorious,
Odin always feeds.'

Grimnismdl, 19.

He thus stands prominent amidst the

^3Ssir, greater by his wisdom than by his
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majesty or a commanding will, in which

respect he is inferior to the representative
of strength, Thor. Again, the calmness of
Odin is not the high serene calmness of

Zeus; it is a deeper calmness the listening
stillness of thought, the ominous silence of

night. The Eddaic songs, therefore, of
which Odin is the subject, are without ex-

ception grave and solemn.

Those, on the contrary, of which Thor is

the principal person, as Hamarsheimt, Hym-
iskvida, Lokaglepsa, Harbardslj6d ; and
the myths concerning Thor in the younger
Edda resound with boisterous laughter and
merriment, tinged at the bottom with

humour; whether Athasor sits among the

' Vaxattu nu Vimur, i.

Alls mik Ipik vada tidir

Jotna garda i,

Veitstu ef]>u vex,

Atlpd vex mer dsmegin
Jafnhdtt upp sent, Mmin."1

He very seldom makes use of his whole

strength, only once at the giant Geirrod,
whose two daughters had placed themselves

' Mnusinni i

Neyttdk dsmegins
Jotnagordum i,

]>d er Gjdlp og Greip
Geirradar dcetr

Vildu hefja mig til himinsS

He then strained the belt of strength so

tightly, that the chair resumed its place,
and the spines of the giant-maidens cracked.

Always good-natured unless provoked, Thor
even makes himself respected by Loki, who
respects nothing else, whether aboye or
beneath the earth,

< because '

says Loki,
< I

know thou doest slay (]>vi ek veit ]>u vegry
Lokaglepsa. Loki is aware that the threats
of Thor are never empty. So also the fer-

ryman Harbard (Odin in
disguise), after

having insulted Thor and tried his patience
by refusing to ferry him over, holds his

peace when he sees that Thor is goiug to ford
the river.

At the same time there is a kinship
between Thor and Odin. Strength some-

is joined with cunning, as in Hamar-
it, where Thor, in female guise, mocks

the giants and gets back his Jost hammer;
and especially in Alv'tsm&l, where, with a
craftiness worthy of Odin, he deceives the
dwarf by delaying him with a host of ques-
tions, until the dwarf is surprised by dawn,and cannot slip back inside his rock. Nor
does Thor lack public spirit. He has not,
as Odin, sacrificed his eye, or, as TyV, his

hand, for the good of gods and mankind, but

giants as a broad-shouldered bride, or

angles for the Midgard-snake, or imposes
silence upon Loki, or has his strength tried

by Utgardi-loki, or good-naturedly suffers
himself to be insulted by the boatman, Har-
bard (Odin in

disguise). The bulk of Thor
everywhere exceeds the line of beauty.
Good-natured but

fiery, brave but rash, he is
a type of the northern hero in action. His
belt of strength, his '

might-girdle
'

(meg-
ingjardir), indicates the unconscious power
which grows against every hindrance, and
always keeps a fund of valour in reserve for
the last and hardest need. Thor, therefore,
addresses the river Vimur, which is swelling
while he fords it :

'Do not swell, Vimur,
I want to ford thee
On my way to the giants
KNOW, THAT AS THOU GROWEST
MY DIVINE STRENGTH INCREASES
QUITE AS HIGH AS HEAVEN.'

Snorra Edda, SMldskaparmdl, 18.

under the high seat of Thor, with the in.ten-
tion of

lifting him up.

e.
' Once J did avail me
Of the Asa strength
In the giants' country,
When Gjalp and Greip,
Oeirrod's daughters,
Strove to lift me up to heaven.'

he, too, carries the marks of his fight with
the giants. A piece of Hrungnir's flint

remains in his skull to the end of the world
;

and, finally, in Ragnarok, his end is more
tragic than that of all the ^Esir :

'

Jn divine

strength he crushes the venomous serpent
(the Midgard snake), goes nine steps and
dies

1

(Voluspa, 56, 57). But, compared
with Odin, he is of a cheerful mind. Wher-
ever Thor is there is mirth, sometimes at his
own expense. There is in him an ardour
and a vitality which communicates itself to
others

;
in the presence of Odin silence and

obscure utterings alternate
;
even the glad-

ness of the gods is excluded. There every-
thing is listening and musing ;

in the presence
of Thor all is life and action. Even his sad-
ness is not as Odin's, silent, but he

gives it

vent in words, or, as at the death of Baldur,
in acts :

' Thor went to the funeral pile
and consecrated it with Mjolnir

'

(his ham-
mer). The dwarf, Lit, played

' at the feet
of Thor, but Thor gave him a kick and
hurled him into the fire, where the dw^rf
was burnt to death '

(Qylfaginning, 49).
Thor's sorrow is here expressed, not by
words, but by action. The two Gods, Thor
and Odin, thus truly represent two sides of
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the Northern character, which perhaps are

more closely connected in the Northern

and the Anglo-Saxon mind than else-

where, cheerfulness and stern gavity.

The rest of the mythic Eddaic songs are

poetically inferior to the preceding. Some
of them, as Hrafnagaldr Odins and

Fjolsvinnsmdl are so obscure, that they have

hitherto baffled the skill of all interpreters.

Very likely they are only fragments of

greater poems which have been lost. The
former by its second title, Forspjallsljod,
even indicates that it is an introduction to

a mythic song, which we no longer possess.

In RigsmaL we are made acquainted with

an ingenious explanation of the origin of the

three classes of men in the old heathen

times
;

earls (nobles), peasants, and thralls.

All three are derived from the one god,

Heimdal, but from different mothers;
Heimdal himself being the son of nine

mothers. Goethe, in the second part of

Faust, may have appropriated the celebrated
' mutter '

that have given rise to so much

conjecture, and called forth so many com-

mentaries, from the myth of Heimdal.

Grougaldr is a chant on heathen sorcery.

G-roa, a Northern witch of Endor, is

awakened from the grave by a son, who
stands in need of her advice.

Skirnisfor is unique in its way, being the

only erotic poem contained in the Edda.

The god Frey has fallen in love with the

giant-maiden Gerda. From Hlidskjalf he

has observed the beautiful woman, and from

that moment he sits musing in the high

halls,

' The sun shines

Day after day,
But not to my mind.'

Only Frey's page and friend, Skirnir,

succeeds in wresting his secret from him :

'

Young we lived together
From old times

;

Well may we believe each other.'

Frey sends Skirnir to woo the maiden
;

he lends him his horse, which may carry him.

through
' dark fires,' and his sword, which

<cuts of itself,
'
if he is brave who wields

it.' Skirner arrives at Gymislodge, where
iGerda's hall is situated. He acquaints her

with his errand, and offers her precious

gifts, eleven golden apples and a ring
which every night produces eight heavy
gold rings. Gerda declines his suit. Skirnir

then passes to threats, and concludes
thus :

' Three strong runes
I shall carve for thee

;

Vexation, trouble,
And restlessness.'

Now Gerda gives in, and promises to wed

Frey nine nights hence. When Skirnir,
who is not allowed to dismount, before he

has told Frey the result of his wooing, has

reported Gerda's answer to him, Frey
exclaims :

'

Long is one night,

Long are two,
"When will three be past !

A month often

Is felt to be shorter,
Than half a night at present.'

Hyndluljod forms the transition from the

mythic to the historical poems. In this

song the gods descend into human life, and

the old generations of Northern kings, the

Skjoldungs, Skilfings, (Edlings, Ylfings,

Ynglings, and Volsungs, all follow upon the

pedigree of the JEsiv. To these poems of

transition also belong the song of Grotta in

the younger Edda, about the grinding of

gold to King Frodi, the songs in Hervarar-

saga, Odin's visit to King Heidrek, the song
of Half and his heroes, of which two,
Utstein and Innstein, have already been

mentioned in Hyndlulj6d, the myths of

Nornagest and (Ervarodd, Angantyr's

dialogue with Hervara, and some others of

less importance.
This entrance of the gods into human life,

this moving in human society, has something

analogous in the Greek mythology ;
but in

the North, as in Greece and in Rome,
familiarity breeds contempt ;

the gods hence-

forth lose their authority, and themselves

pave the way to man's belief in his own

power.

2. The Mythic-Heroic Songs.

These poems, the epics of Northern pre-
historical heroism, treat exclusively of the

tales about the great migration of nations,

Goths and Huns,* Volsungs, Gjukungs and

* 4

\d frd Grimhildr
Gotnesk kcna?

Godrunarharmr, 1Y.

4

Frdgu frceknan,

effjor vildi

Gotna ]>jodan

(Hb'gni son of Greek)

ffulli Kaupa.'
Godrunarhefna, 22.

'

geirnjord higinn
a Godtyodu.

1

Godrunarhvata, 8.

4 ddr ek gcefak

God]>j6dar til.' Ibid. 16.
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Niflungs ('Niebelungen').* They consist

of Volundar-Qvida, Helga-Qvida Hatinga-

Skada, Helga-Qvida Hundingsbqna I.-IL,

Volsunga-Qvida hin forna (the ancient),

Sinfjotlalok, Sigurdar-Qvida Fdfnisbana

I.-II.,Fdfnismdl, Brynhildar-Qvida I.-IIL,

Helreid Brynhildar, Godrunar-Qvida, Go-

drunarharmr, Godrunargratr, Godrunar-

hefna, Godrunfyrhvata, Oddrunargrdtr, At-

lamdl hin Grcenlenzku, and Hamalsmdl.

According to the free manner in which the

tale always disposes of -space as well as of

time, and the broad margin which it allows

both in history and geography, the scene of

action alternates freely between the North,

France, and Germany; and the same per-

sons for example, Helgi and Svava re-

appear new-born for a second time in differ-

ent countries.

Some Northern authors deny that those

poems relate to the migration of nations, and

endeavour to localize them in a single
Northern country, Norway ;

but the contents

of the poems themselves, as well as their

analogy with a celebrated German song, the

Niebelungen Lied, too clearly point out their

relationship to the great historical event

mentioned above, to allow of any serious

doubt in the matter. Why should there be

the frequent question of Southern (suftrcenn)
men and women, of southern lands and

climes, of the Sun-mountains, the Sefa-

mountains, etc.,, if the scene were exclusively
in Norway ? The poems in question may
have been composed in Norway or elsewhere

long after the events described, but that the

tales and traditions on which they are

founded belong to the migration is beyond
doubt. At all events, it is universally

admitted, that these traditions sprang up in

a time anterior to the formation of three

separate kingdoms in the North, and conse-

quently they cannot be very distant in time

from the event to which we believe they
refer.

The first of these songs, the Volundar-

Qvida, is merely an introduction to the fol-

lowing epic trilogies of the North, in which

'

Gfod}>j6d (the country of the

Goths here is the land

ruled by Jormuurek)
~bd malti Herborg
Hunalands draining?

Godriinarkvida, I. 6.

And in many other places. Once for

all, it may be here mentioned, that

the Atli of the Eddi is Attila, king of

the Huns.

* ' Hvt er hermlpar litr

d HNIFI.UNGUM.'

Helga KvH5a Hundfngbana, i. 47.

the connexions and dissensions of Goths and
Huns are described with a pathos worthy
of the prophet Hosea or of jEschylus, and in

a corresponding diction. Humour there is

not in these poems, because the events on
which they turn never reached a final recon-

ciliation. The wild current of passion
rushes on without interruption through all

the songs, until it vanishes in the ruin and
extinction of all who bore a part in it. Love
and jealousy, avarice and envy, hatred
between relatives, and bloody revenge, urge
those Gothic and Hunnic heroes on to their

ruin, and like a mortal disease, the passions

only abate with the destruction of the

victims. These epics therefore, have

nothing in common with the Homeric or

Hesiodic poems, but rather with the Greek

tragedy, especially the cycles of traditions

connected with Pelops from Thyestes to

Agamemnon. A fatal destiny controls the

actions of the contending parties, and a

vigilant Nemesis keeps her account, and
demands her due, with bloody interest,

through the life, not only of individuals, but
also of families. A curse is stamped upon
the whole state of things ;

and the purest
chords of the human heart grow dissonant

from the fatal influence of disorderly

passions.
But the background being imposing, and

the characters grand, a wide field is open for

the sublime. The men the invincible

Helgi, the noble Sigurd Fafnisbane, or as

the latter popular song calls him,
' Snarfari '

(Dan.
' Snarensvena

'),
the cruel and crafty

Atli (Attila), the brave Hogni, the bold sons
of Gudrun Gjuki's daughter, Hamdir and

Sorli, all spend a short life of strife and of

action, as Achilles, and the women exhibit

all the gradations of female passion, from
the loving submission of Svava to the burn-

ing jealousy of Brynhilda, and Gudrun's
insatiable thirst for revenge. They are, like

Medea, the genii, the Valkyries of the men
;

or as Svava, they give name in virtue of

love, to ' the silent youth, on whom no name
could fasten

'

before he learnt to love

(Helga-Qvida Hatingaska^a) or as Gudrun,
they kindle war between whole nations. The
sublime of passion consists in this, that the

hero or the heroine prefers passion to exist-

ence. Their love and hate are stronger than
life. They are not satisfied with a revenge
which only reaches the limit of personal

safety and convenience
; they bring to pas-

sion, whether love or hatred, such heavy
sacrifices, that the revenge often strikes as

hard at the avenger as at its object. Bryn-
hilda brings about the death of the man she

loves most, that another woman may not

enjoy lag love : ,
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' Then Brynhilda
Budli's daughter *

Once laughed
From all her heart,
When on her couch
She listened to

Gjuki's daughter's
Moans and weeping.'

BrynMldar- Qvida, n. 30.

And nevertheless she soon died afterwards

herself from the same cause. Gudrun goes
further. Like Medea, she slays Atli's and

her own infant sons, Erp and Eitil, dresses

them for her husband's table, and finally

confesses her guilt, hoping thereby to pro-
voke her own death. She does not know
the artful Hun :

GUDBUN.

' The cup of evil

Thou hast not yet drained,
Lest I too am slain.

ATLI.

It is not needful
;

Milder means
I keep in store.'

Atlamdlliin Grcenlenzku, 68, 69.

By comparing the different heroic songs
with each other, we find that all the principal

persons are closely connected by the ties of

blood and hatred. The conflict between

Volsungs and Niflungs commences in Helga-
Qvida Hundingsbana i., where the names of

Hogni and Atli are mentioned for the first

time. FromSigurdar-QvidaFdfnisbana I.,

also called Gripisspd, it clearly appears,*
that the son of King Sigmund, and grand-
son of King Volsung, Helgi Hundingsbane,
is the same person as the son of Sigmund,
and grandson of Volsung, Sigurd Fafnis-

bane, or, to adopt the phraseology of the

tradition, Sigurd was Helgi brought to life a
second time, or born again (endrborinn).
The blood debts contracted by the race of
the Volsungs in the persons of the two

Helgis Hatinga SkaJ>i and Hundingsbani
are increased by Sigurd, in virtue of pro-

phecies and sinister forebodings (Oripisspd)
by the slaughter of Fafnir and of Regin ;

and thereby, as well by the curse attached

to the treasures acquired from the former,
he is irrevocably involved in the destiny of

his race. He falls in love with the daughter
of Budli, king of the Huns, and the sister of

Atli, the amazon Brynhilda. Huns and

Hundings seem to be the same people,
and the breach of Sigurd's bridal vow to

*
'Ipiimunt har&a

Hundingssonu
Snjalla fella."

1

Str. 9.

Brynhilda, brought about by the sorcery of
the queen of the Niflungs, Grimhilda, who
substitutes her own daughter Gudrun for

his first intended bride, as well as the
treacherous part he plays in his brother-in-

law Gunnar's successful wooing of Brynhil-
da, all this augments the old guilt of the

Volsungs in their dealings with the Huns.
The blows of destiny now fall faster and
faster on the three races, Huns, Volsungs,
and Niflungs, until they are all swallowed

up by the whirlpool of passion, whose centre

is Gudrun, who alone is left among the ruins

of her race, after having twice courted death
in vain, or, as the Eddaic song ingeniously
expresses it,

'
after having two times died,'

*

After the slaying of Atli, she tries to drown

herself,
' but cannot sink '

(Goftrunarhvata).
This is her punishment, her curse, that,
like Ahasuerus, she is condemned to a bad

immortality, haunted by the remembrance
of sorrows and inexpiable crimes which, by
the profound justice of the tradition, are

brought home to her by Hamdir, her own son

by a third marriage with King Jonakur :

HAMDIB.
'

By slaying

Erp and Eitil (Atli's and Gudrun's infant sons),
Thou didst aim
A blow on Atli,
But didst strike thyself;
So should a man
Weapons aim
At another's life,

That he hits not himself.'

Hamdismdl, 8.

In form and diction these heroic songs
are superior to everything which we possess
of Northern poetry in verse. They are dis-

tinguished by a thorough simplicity and

elevation, following the middle course be-

tween the sometimes misty and vaporous
diction of the mythic Edda songs, and the

stiif artificial formalism which frequently
renders so difficult the understanding of the

Northern poetry of the historical period.
The heroic poems are the classical poetry of

the North, inasmuch as the diction here

exhausts the matter without overloading it.

With a true tact, the passion appears in the

most fit, though not the most transparent

dress, because the reader's mind must be
held in suspense by the fermenting depth of

passion, which only speaks fully out by starts,

and then breaks forth as a mountain-stream
when the barriers are withdrawn. The fol-

lowing verbal translations of two fragments
of Volsunga-Qvida hin forna (Sigruna

cursing her brother Dag, who has slain her

* Atlamdl hin Grcenlenzku, 109.
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lover Helgi, and her meeting with the ghost
of Helgi in his tomb), and of the revived

Sigruna, Gudrun Gjuki's daughter's song,

Godrunar-Qvida i. will more clearly illus-

trate the poetical merit of the Northern

heroic epics.

FKAGMENTS OF THE ANCIENT VOL-

SUNGA-QVIDA.

i. Sigruna cursing Dag.

18. Thee shall all

The oaths bite

"Which thou hadst
Sworn to Helgi
At the bright
Beams of lightning,
And the ever cold

Rock of the ocean.

19. Still stand the ship
Which thou steerest,

Though a fair breeze

Follows its stern
;

Still stand the horse
"Which thou ridest;

Though from thy foes

Thou wish to flee !

20. Never cut the sword,
"Which thou wieldest,
Lest it clash upon
Thine own neck !

Only then the death
Of Helgi is revenged,
When as hungry wolf
In desert forests

Bereft of goods
And ofjoy whatever,
Thou canst find no food

But foul carrion.'

ii. Sigruna
'

meeting with the ghost of Helgi

in his tomb.

SlGBUNA.

As glad I am
At our meeting,
As the hungry
Hawks of Odin

Waiting on the field

For warm dishes,
Or when dew-moistened

They greet the dawn.
31. I want to embrace

The departed king
Before the bloody
Byrnie ho throws off;

In thy hair, Helgi !

Hoar-frost hangs;
Thy breast is wet
With field-dew (blood),
And thy hands are cold.

HELGI.
32. If Helgi is

Wet with sorrow's dew,
It is of thy making,
Sigruna,
From Seva-mountalns !

The sunbright

Southern maiden
When she goes to sleep,

Weeps bitter tears,
Which fall bloody,

Chill, and piercing
On her lover's breast.

GODRUNAR-QVIDA I. (TnE FIBST SONG OF

GUDKUN).

1. In times past, Gudrun.
Sat sorrowful

And sad to death

By Sigurd's corpse ;

She did not weep
Nor wring her hands,
Nor did she wail
As women do.

2. Fair earls stepped forth

To console her,
But Gudrun was so

Sorrow-swollen,
She might burst with grief,
But shed no tears.

3. Gold-clad, goodly brides

Of the greatest earls

Sat by Gudrun
;

Each told her
The sorest grief
Which they had suffered.

4. Then said Gjaflang

Gjuki's daughter:
'

Myself, I trow,
To be the most unhappy.
Five husbands
Have I lost,

Two daughters
And three sisters,

Eight brothers ;

I am left alone.'

5. Gudrun was so

Sorrow-swollen
At her husband's death,
She could shed no tears.

6. Then said Herborg
Hunland's Queen :

'
I a greater
Grief may boast,

My seven sons

In southern parts
And husband the eighth
la battle perished.

7.
' My parents both
And brethren four

Wind and wave
Wafted along ;

And a billow beat them
At the boat's edge.'

8.
'
I sought for them myself,

Myself I found them,
And in the tomb myself
I lodged their remains

;

This I endured
In one single year ;

No one did comfort me.'

9.
' Next through warfare
Was I kept in bondage.
Every morning
I was bid to dress

And to tie the shoe-strings
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Of my master's wife.

10.
' With jealous words
She wrung my heart,
And dealt me blows

In bitter wrath.

Never did I know
A better master,
Nor a worse mistress.'

11. Gudron was so

Sorrow-swollen,
At her husband's death,
She could shed no tears.

Then said Goldrand
12. Gjuki's daughter :

' Foster-mother !

However skilful

Still thou knowest not

How to soften

Sorrow's pangs
In a youthful heart.'

13. She swept off the pall

From Sigurd's corpse,
And threw it at

The knees of Gudrun :

' Look at thy darling,

Lips to lips press,
As when thou embracedst

The chief alive.'

14. Gudrun looked at him,
Saw the noble head
Soiled with gore,
The bright eyes
Burst and dim,
And the kingly skull

Out asunder.

15. Gudrun then sank

Leaning on the couch
;

Her locks were loosened,
Her cheeks coloured,
And a rain of tears

Eushed down on her knees.

16. Gudrun then wept
Gjuki's daughter
A hail of tears,
To her heart's content

;

And the birds all

In her bower
Took to joyous singing.

17. Then quoth Goldrand

Gjuki's daughter:
' Never did I know
A loving couple
Like you and him

;

Thou couldst not abide

Out of doors or in,

But in Sigurd's presence.'
18. Then quoth Gudrun

Gjuki's daughter :

','My Sigurd differed

From the sons of Gjuki,
As a towering tree

From tender herbs,
Or a bright gem
In a necklace,
A precious stone
On a princely breast.

19.
*
I too was valued
Above other women,
Now, he is departed,
I am nothing more

Than a leaf in autumn.
20.

' I miss my loving friend

In seat and on the couch ;

Gjuki's sons have wrought
My brethren own have wrought
All my misery
And my bitter tears.

21. 'May you lose your lands

As you broke the oaths

To Sigurd sworn.

Gunnar ! thou shalt not

The gold enjoy.
The rings shall be thy bane
On which thou swarest him faith.

22.
' There was more mirth

"When he mounted Grani,
And you went a-wooing
The luckless dame Brynhilda.'

23. Quoth Brynhilda
Budli's daughter :

'May that woman lack

Mate and issue,

Who taught thee, Gudrun,
Tears to shed
And this morning
Thy tongue has untied.'

24. Then said Goldrand

Gjuki's daughter :

' Loathsome fury !

Utter not such words
;

The fate of chieftains

Thou hast ever been
;

Harm thou hast brewed,
Bitter sorrow
To seven kings,
And rage to women.'

25. Quoth Brynhilda
Budli's daughter :

' My brother Atli,
Budli's son,
Is the only cause
Of all this harm.

26.
' Since in the hall

Of the Hunnic king
I Sigurd saw

Shining with gold
I never have forgotten
That unhappy sight.

27. She leant on the pillar,
And the pillar bent

;

Fire burned
From Brynhilda's eyes,
And she blew venom,
As she looked on

Sigurd's wounded body.

The above translations do little justice to

the original, but the lyric beauty of these

epic poems will strike most readers. For
it must be borne in mind, that the poetry of

the North is never, like that of Greece,

merely epic, but always strongly imbued
with lyric elements, so much so, that it may
indeed be called lyric-epic.

In the heroic Edda songs it must secondly
be observed, that they give more room to

fatalism than both the earlier and later

poetry of the North. Founded as they are
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on tales and traditions from the early middle

ages of European history the migrations
of nations they seem to have assimilated a

southern and foreign element, which is not

grown in the spiritual soil of the North,

where personal strength, freedom, and self-

reliance, are always the moving power. This

appears more clearly on comparing them

with other Northern poems, belonging to the

same period of transition from tradition to

history, as Starkad the Old's dirges, the

Krdkumal of Ragnar Lodbrok,* the Bjar-
kamdl of Bb'dvar Bjarki, the songs in the

sagas of Orvar-Odd, Hervor, etc. Here

destiny is one element of the event or action

described, but personal will and valour the

other, while in the cycles of traditions con-

nected with the Volsungs, the actors are

entirely subordinate to destiny. Still this

destiny is not the destiny of the Greek

drama. (Edipus, for instance, commits

crimes, slays his own father, and weds his

own mother, unconsciously ; he is not aware

of the man he slays being his father, nor of

the woman he weds being his mother. From
a Christian point of view he is innocent

;
not

so in Greece. His actions, although uncon-

scious, are in virtue of Hind fate crimes,

and the consequences the same as if he had

committed them knowingly. Sigurd Fafnis-

bane's guilt, on the contrary, is, in the first

instance, conscious, and to a certain extent

his own work, the result of his own free

will; he empties the cup of oblivion pre-

sented to him by Grimhilda, and thereby

forgets his bride Brynhilda. He might have

refused the cup offered
;
he was warned of

the consequences ;
it was in his power, and

he thus far had the full responsibility of his

action. But once having tasted of Grim-

hilda's hospitality, he is in her bondage, and

now sinks deeper and deeper into guilt. Of

(Edipus we know, that if in the man he met
outside Thebes he had recognised his father,

or in the Queen of Thebes his mother, he

would neither have slain the one nor wedded
the other. But the deed once committed, it

makes no difference, according to the re-

ligious creed of the Greek, whether it has

been committed knowingly or not
;
the same

responsibility rests with the doer, and he is

stamped by blind fate as a luckless man, and

an object of the wrath of the gods, whether

the divine hatred is directed against him

personally, or against his race. Again,

destiny, in the antique drama, always appears

directly as the immediate interference of the

gods in human affairs
;

in the heroic songs

* See an admirable translation of the Krakumal
in Travels by Umbra, pages 56-68. Edinburgh,
1865.

of the Edda, under the form of sorcery, as a

power ruled by the evil skill of men, and

consequently acting indirectly through
human will. This makes a considerable dif-

ference between the Fate of the Greek

tragedy and the Fate of the Eddas. But
the traces even of sorcery disappear as we

approach to the historical era of the North,
and make room for the free will, the '

belief

in one's own power.'

B. The Sagas. There are epochs of

transition in the literature as well as the

history of all nations. Thus, the heroic

songs of the Edda may be considered to be

the popular epics, what the Danes call
'

Kjaempeviser' of Northern Paganism ;
some

of them (for instance,
'

Sigurd Svend= Si-

gurd Fafnisbani
')

even have been transmit-

ted, of course in an altered shape, to the

popular songs or '

Kjsempeviser
'

of the

Christian middle age of the North, partic-

ularly of Denmark. They thus stand in

the same relation to the later heathen poetry
of the North, of which we know the authors,

as the properly so-called popular songs

('
Folkeviser

' and '

Kjsempeviser ')
to the

modern Christian literature in the Northern

kingdoms. An analogous phenomenon may
be found among the Greeks, where epic

rhapsodies connected with the most ancient

Greek traditions, such as the feats of the

Heraclids, the expedition of the Argonauts,
and even the Trojan War, by unknown

authors, but transmitted orally from genera-
tion to generation, preceded the elaborate

songs of Homer and Hesiod. The same fact

we finally meet with in the relation of the

Provencal and English minstrelsy to French,

German, and English poetry.
In the Sagas we find two different kinds

of poetry, namely, the drapas, or dirges and

ditties inserted in the Sagas, praising in

rhyme the historical events, and the glorious

exploits of gods, kings, and heroes, and the

Saga itself in prose, which sometimes is

rather historical romance than real and

sober history of men and events.

1. The Drapas or Skaldic Songs inserted in

the Sagas.

With the important exception that the

spell of fate is broken, the drapas, in form

and tenor, have much in common with the

Eddaic songs. In the first place the North-

ern skalds or bards never abandoned the

lyric epic kind of poetry. They neither

made themselves the merely lyric organs of

individual feelings, nor did they aim at a

dramatic elaboration of human passions and

conflicts, but, influenced by the events of
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some moment, they praised historical facts

and historical men with an always moderate

intermixture of their own reflections. The
burden or staff (stef) frequently occurring
in the Northern drapas, and of which we
have seen an instance in the above transla-

tion of Godrunar-Qvida i. (' Gudrun was so

sorrow-swollen '), points to their decidedly

lyric character, because the burden in the

poetry of words, is analogous to the melo-

dious theme in the poetry of sounds, music.

It is the fundamental idea of the poem
which, through all digressions, remains the

same, and thereby preserves the unity of the

poem.
The North was in ancient times copiously

provided with these skalds or rhapsodists

(ipulur from '

]>ylja^ i. e., to recite
; plur.

\ylir], and it may even truly be contended

that poetry was a branch of liberal educa-

tion in the North. Earls and kings, as

Ragnar Lodbrok, Harold Hardrada, and

Rognvald or Ronald, Earl of the Orkneys,
held it honourable to compete with their own
skalds for the prize in poetry and artificial

versification. It would carry us too far to

enumerate all the poets of the ancient North,
and we shall therefore confine ourselves to

the mention of the principal skalds, who

may naturally be divided into two classes,

those who lived in heathen times, or till the

death of Earl Hakon of Hladir or the Bad,
and those who belong to Christianity, from

King Olaf Tryggvason to King Hakon the

Old, Hakon's son.

a. The Heathen Skalds.

Of these the principal are Starkad the

}>eir d sjdlfum me*r

Yotunlcuml dtta Tianda,'
1

And the Bareserks of Upsala reproached
Starkad with being a giant and niddering.

'fyrir hamar nordan i.t

Hergrimsbana
Hondum ra'nti.'

1

Thor cannot suffer this Briareus of the

North to walk about with eight arms instead

of two, he therefore amputates six of them
to render him more like a human creature

;

but the remaining stumps bespeak Starkad's

giant origin. In Starkad and QErvar-Odd

(Odd of the Arrows) fatalism and ' the belief in

one's own might
'

alternate. In the tradi-

tion about King Rolf Kraki and his cham-

pions, the fatalism of sorcery is prominent.
Notwithstanding his valour, Bodvar Bjarki
must oppose witchcraft to witchcraft, and

Old, Bodvar Bjarki, Ragnar Lodbrok, and

Bragi the Old,* in and immediately after

the reign of King Ragnar in Denmark;
Thorolf from Hvin, and Thorbjoern Horn-
klofi, in the reign of the kings of Norway
Halfdan the Black, and Harold Fairhair

;

EyVind skdldaspillir (i. e,, the Spoiler, the

eclipser of skalds) in the reign of the Nor-

wegian kings Hakon Athelstane-Fosterling,
and Erik Bloodaxe

; Egil Skallagrimsson,
Glum Geirason, and Kormak, in the reign
of the Kings Erik Bloodaxe and Harold

G-rayfell ;
Thorvald Hjaltason in the reign

of Erik the Conqueror of Sweden and Sweyn
Forkbeard in Denmark; Einar Skalaglam,
the author of the famous dirge VeUekla,
Tind Halkelsson, and Eilif Gudrunarson in

the reign of Hakon, Earl of Hladir. Of
these poets, the seven first named were

Danes and Norwegians ; Bragi the Old,

though the bard of the Swedish king Bjb'rn
on the Hill, was a Norwegian ;

the remain-

ing seven were Icelanders.

The four first, Starkad, Bodvar Bjarki,

Ragnar, and Bragi form the transition from

the heroic Edda songs to the later and more
artificial skalds. Simplicity of form is com-

bined with a fatalistic tenor of ideas. Star-

kad, especially, is subject to the absolute

sway of an alien will
;

his whole life is noth-

ing but a chain of conflicts, brought about

by the influence alternately exercised upon
his doings and sayings by the two .ZEsir,

Thor and Odin, the latter having given him
a blessing for every curse bestowed upon
him by the former. Thor has a natural an-

tipathy to everything connected with the

giants, and in the veins of Starkad there

flows giant blood :

'

They pretend to see on my bulk
The scars of giantlike eight arms.

Vikarsbdlkr StarTcaftar.

Further, Starkad himself tells how Thor or

Hlorridi

' North of the mountains
Cut off the arms
Of Hergrim's slayer (Starkad).'

Vikarsbalkr.

when first prevented from using the unfair

means of sorcery, the fortune of battle de-

cides against Rolf Kraki. But Bodvar re-

turns to his human nature, recovers the free-

dom which he had lost through witchcraft,
but forfeits his life. The fatal power of sor-

cery consists in this, that even where it pro-
duces success it destroys liberty ;

this the

* His father-in-law, Erpr Liitandi, also was a

famous skald in bis times, but no fragment of his

poetry has come down to us.
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Northern tradition happily expresses by the

remark that the person exercising witchcraft

is in a state of exhaustion during the pro-
cess of sorcery. Thus Bb'dvar Bjarki lies

motionless in the hall of Rol Kraki, while

his bewitched self, in the shape of a bear,

fights in the ranks of his master. In other

words, during the state of witchcraft, Bodvar
has delivered himself to an evil power which

enslaves him. The song of Bjarkamdl,
therefore, must have been composed after

the spell of sorcery had been broken, and

after Bodvar had come to himself. It

breathes throughout unbounded thankful-

ness to his benefactor, and an equally un-

limited resolution to fight for the king to

the last drop of his blood. In a diction

luxuriating in imagery, where gold occurs

with all its poetical denominations, each

containing a myth, the hero, swanlike, sings
his last song, of which a part, the so-called

huskarlahvot (i. e.,
'

rousing of the house-

carles
'),

was chanted centuries later by the

army of King Olaf the saint of Norway, as

a war-song in the battle of Sticklestead.

Higher praise of the Bjarkamdl cannot well

be given. Similarly, Krdkumdl is the swan-

song of King Ragiiar, in which the royal

Viking surveys his past life, and with a

cheerfulness worthy of his prowess looks to

its close as a mere transition to a new he-

roic existence in Vahalla. Of the drapa of

Bragi the Old on the shield which he re-

ceived as a gift from King Bagnar, we pos-

sess only fragments. They prove, however,
that he was not unworthy of bearing the

name of the god of poetry. It is a remark-
able coincidence between the North and

Greece, that in both places art tried her

early hand on the shields of distinguished
warriors. The Greek and the Northern

sculptor were equally fond of illustrating
with the exploits of gods and heroes the

weapon destined to ward off the vigorous
blows of other heroes. Hesiod and Homer
described the shields of Hercules and of

Achilles, Bragi the Old and Thjodolf of Hvin
their own bucklers, the first a gift of Ragnar
Lodbrok, the second that of Thorleif the

Wise, the famous adviser of the Norwegian
Kings, Halfdan the Black, and Harold
Fairhair. The fragments left of Bragi's

drapa are three in number, and treat three

different myths of the Eddaic cycle. The
first is the tradition of Thor's fight with the

Midgard-snake ;
the second the myth of the

Hjadnings, who, fighting every day until

Ragnarok, are slain every evening, but rise

fresh for a new battle the next morning ;

the third has the same object as that of

Ham]>ismdl (vide supra) in the elder Edda

namely the tradition of Jormunrekr (Ermen-
rik), the last link in the trilogy of the

Gjukungs. As a specimen of Bragi's dic-

tion, we cite the following description of the

fighting in Jormunrekr's hall, where he is

surprised while feasting by the Gjukungs and
the hall is set on fire :

' Kmitti aSr vi$ illan

J6rmunrekr at vakna
MeSr dreyrfar dr6ttir

Draum i sverSa flaumi
;

Kosta vartS i ranni
Randves hofuSm'Sja,
}>a er hrafnblair hefndu

Harma Erps of barmar.

Flaut of sett, vi$ sveita

S6knar alfs a g61fi
Hrsefa doagg of hoeggnar
Hendr sera faatr of kenndu.
Fell 1 b!6$i brunninn
Brunn olskakki runna.'

Bragi already is deviating from the vigor-
ous simplicity of the Edda, of Starkad and
of Bodvar Bjarki, and paving the road to

the artificial poetry of the latter skalds.

Thjodolf of Hvin was the friend and
bard of Harold Fairhair. He brought up
the son of Harold and of the Finn maiden

Snaefrida, Gudrod the Bright, and concili-

ated his brethren to Harold, when the king
once in his wrath was going to banish them
from his presence. He is the author of the

dirge on the race of the Ynglings (Yngling-

i. e.
' Evil dreams awakened
Ermenrik in his revel ;

Swords were wildly clashing,
"Warriors slain and bloody ;

Instead of meat and meadcups
Maiming blows were passed ;

Thus Erp's raven-blue brethren (the

Gjukungs)
Brimful vengeance quaffed.

' Banks with blood were streaming
Burning dew of corses (i.e. blood) jj-

Stained the floor, where floated

Feet nnd hands well severed
;

And the bearer of beakers
Burnt in gore was slipping.'

atql), of the song on the battle of Hafurs-

firth, which Snorri Sturluson in his Heims-

kringla erroneously, and in contradiction

both to Fagrskinna and the younger Edda,
ascribes to Thorbjorn Hornklofi, of Haust-

laung (i.e., long as autumn), and of the

poem on the shield, a gift to the poet from
Thorleif the Wise. Ynglingatal (i.e.,

the

genealogy of the Ynglings), is in a certain

sense the continuation of the Eddaic Hynd-
luljodi a poetic derivation of Norse and
Swedish kings from the gods. In this song
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occurs a strophe, which throws a light upon
the custom of our ancestors to bury their

chieftains near the sea. The poet on men-

' Ok Austmar j

Jcefri saenskum

G^mis IjoS
At gamni kveSr.'

Something analogous we find in the An-

thology about the tomb of Achilles

TvfJ.@os 'A^cXXfjoy pij^iji/opor, 6v iror 'Amatol

A<B/*j;crai', Tpuxav Set/xa (cat ecrtro/ieW)!'

A i y t a X a> e vtvcvKfv, Iva <TT ova^y cr i

Q dXa <r at) s

ira'is rrjs dXtay QtrtBos.

tioning the tumulus of a Swedish king, thus

expresses himself:

Of Haustlaung only two fragments are

left, one about the capture of the goddess of
j

youth, Idunna, by the giants, the other

about the combat between Thor and the

giant Hrungnir. The description of the

manner in which the gods, by the capture of
j

Idunna, suddenly grow old, is very graphic,
but the stiff formalism of versification at the

expense of poetical thought already begins
here to make itself felt. No doubt it must
be admitted, that partly the defective form
in which these poems exist, partly our want
of sufficient familiarity with the old poetical

language of the North, frequently as unlike

the common language as well can be, may
contribute towards making many of those

Northern ditties unpalatable. At all events

it is certain that the copiousness of expres-
sions and periphrases, proper to the North-

' Ok at isarnleiki i.

JarSarsunr, en dun]>i
MoSr svall meila bloSa

Manavegr und hanum. '

The variety of names for the same thing,
not merely in the province of mythology,
but also in common life, as men, women,
battles, weapons, the sea, gold and silver,

etc., which is a marked feature of the old

Northern language, further interferes with

the easy comprehension of the Northern

poetry, a precise and complete knowledge,
not only of the language, but also of the

myths and legends connected with the

poetical denomination of an object, being a

necessary condition of understanding the

poet easily and perfectly. Thus, in the

Bjarkamdl, the poet relates how the Danish

king, Rolf Kraki, was open-handed to his

followers, and this he expresses by saying
' that he gave them.'

'

Fenjufon&rki

Glasis globarri

5.
'

Aitf the Baltic

To amuse
The Swedish king,

Sings him the song of waves.

ern Skalds, is commonly misunderstood by
modern interpreters ;

but on the other hand,
one is at a loss to comprehend why the intri-

cate and often overloaded style of the drottkve-

difi, the triple trochaic metre, is never met
with in the so-calle&fornyrftalag (i>e., the old

metre), the double trochaic metre, in which
the Eddaic songs are composed. The poems
written in the latter metre are uniformly

simple and unartificial, those, on the contrary,
in which the former is adopted, are so inter-

sected by parentheses and digressions from
the original theme, and by sentences includ-

ed in the principal sentence, that a laborious

analysis of the verse is required before there

can be any chance of making out its sense.

This, of course, weakens the poetical impres-
sion

;
the bouquet of lyric poetry has van-

ished before the reader can enjoy the mean-

ing of the verse, and his trouble in making
out the sense of a Northern strophe is not

always sufficiently rewarded by its poetical
merits. Now, though we are no friends of

parentheses, it must be admitted that they

sometimes, when well applied, strengthen the

poetical expression, as, for instance, in the

following hemistrophe* of Thjodolf's Haust-

laung :

' The son of Earth ( Thor)
Drove to iron-sport (combat), and dinned

Meilis brother (Thor) was moody
The way of the moon beneath him.

(In other words, it thundered.)

Granafagrbyrdi
Draupnis dtfrsveita,
Duni Grafvitnis

Si/jar svar&festum
Svelli dalnaadar,
Tregum Otrsgjoldum,
Tdrum Mardallar,
Eldi oronar,

!%>ja glysmdlum,
]>jaza IpingsMlum,
Itinar rai&mdlmi

fiogi Niflunga.
'

Bjarkamal en fornu.

Every line is a denomination of gold,
derived from a myth, some of them eminently

poetical, as 'the tears of Mardoll,' who

wept gold, the '

envy of Niflungs
'

the

* In Northern poetry a strophe generally consists

of eight lines, and is divided into two hemistrophes
of four lines each.
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treasures of Sigurd Fafnisbane having
caused the deadly strife between Niflungs
and Volsungs, etc.

The next skald in the order is Thorbjorn

Hornklofi, author, no doubt, of the song on

Harold Fairhair's court, quoted in Fagrs-
kinna (Fornmannasogur, i. 7, where one of

the strophes of that song is expressly
ascribed to him) ;

but him we may pass

over, as inferior in every respect to his suc-

cessor, Eyvind skaldaspillir (i.e.,
the spoiler,

the eclipser of poets), who is incontestably
at the head of Northern poets, as far as

vigour and fertility of lyric imagination are

concerned. "We unhappily possess only some

few remains of his songs ; many of the most

celebrated, as the song of praise on the Ice-

landers, being* lost. But the Haleygjatcd

(the genealogy of the Earls of Halogaland
in Norway), the drapa on Earl Sigurd,
father of Earl Hakon, and principally the

Hdkonarmdl, the fnneral hymn on King
Hakon Athelstane's-Fosterling, still afford

us sufficient means of becoming acquainted
with the most striking peculiarities of

Northern song. His variations on the

tumult of battle are unrivalled even in that

warlike age :

Gondul ok Skogul
Sendi Gauta ty*r

At kjosa of Konunga
Hverr Yngva oettar

Skylldi me5 O'Sni fara

I' Valholl at vera.

Br63ur fundu )>oer Bjarnar
TJr brynju fara

Koming hinn kostsama
Kominn und gunnfdna
DrupSu dolgar
En darrar hristis,

Upp var ]?a hildr of bafin.

Het & Holmrygi,
S&er herkallar

Jarla einbani,
For til orrostu

;

Gott hafSi hinn gjofli

Gengi NorSmanna

^Egir Eydana
St65 und ar hjalmi.

HrauBstfir hervaSum
Hratt a voll brynju
Visi verSungar
a3r til vigs ta)ki.

' Lek vi3 Ij6d"inogu

Skyldi land verja,'
Gramr hinn glaSvceri.
Sto und gullhjalmi.

Sva beit pa'sverd
U' r siklings hendi
VaSir vafa&ar
Sem i vatn brygd~i ;

Brokn&u broddar,
BrotnuSu skildir

GlumruSu glym-ringar
I gotna hausum.

Hdkonar-mdl.

i. e. The God of Goths* sent

Gondul and Skogult
To choose amongst kings
Of Yngvi's kin,
Who should go with Odin
And stay in Valhalla.

They found Bjorn's brother^
Of his byrnie stripped,
The costly king
Close to his banner

;

Drooping enemies
Draw their swords :

So the battle began.

The lord of the army 1

As the lead he took,
The killer of earls

Called the Holmrygs ;1T

A choice host of Northmen
Had the open-handed
Terror of Isle-Danes (Hakon),
His helm was bright as morning.

Before the fighting
The prince of guards

* !

Undid his armour,
Off threw bis mail-coat,
The gladsome king
Golden-crested,
It playfully called
'

Protecting the country.' t
1

So bit the sword

Swung by Hakon's arm,
The clothes of Odin ^
As if cutting water.

Shields were broken

Byrnies flashing,
And the lance-points cracking
In the cranes of warriors.

* Odin. f Two of the Valkyries. t King Hakon.

The poet alludes to the fact of the king's throwing off his coat of mail when the battle of Stord be-

gan, in which he was slain.

fl King Hakon.

^[ The inhabitants of the Norwegian province Rogaland.

f
'

By throwing his coat of mail on the ground, the king said jokingly, This was a symbol of protecting

the soil.
* Armour.
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Troddust torgur

Fyrir ty"s ok bauga
Harototnm hjallta
Hausar NorSmanna. *

Eoma vard" i eyju
Kudu konuugar
Skirar skjaldborgir
I' skatna bl63i.

Brunnu beneldar
I blo&gum undum
Lutu langbarSar
At lySa fjorvi.
SvarraSi sargymir
A sverSa nesi

Fell fl65 fleina

I fjoru StorSar.

Blendust vio" ro&nar
Und randar himni

Skoglar veSr 16ku
ViS skys um bauga ;

Umdu oddlar
I' O'Sins veSri ;

Hneig raargt manna
Fyrir mcekis straumi.

Satu >a doglingar
MeS sverS um togin
Med" skar&a skjoldu
Ok skotnar brynjar,
Vara s& herr i hugum
Er atti til Valhallar vega.

Gondul pat mselti,
Studdist geirskapti :

' Vex nu gengi goSa,
Er Hakon hafa

Me& her mikin
Heim bond of boSit.'

Both shields and skulls

Were briskly trodden

By the iron foot

Of the royal hilt.*

There was fought on the islet

The kings J reddened,
Shining forts of shields

With soldiers' blood.

Blow-flames
|i
blazed

In bloody wounds
The bills bent
On brave men's lives ;

IT

The sea of wounds roared
On swords ness
A flood of arrows
Flowed on Stord's* 1 beach.

Under the heaven of red shields

Hand to hand they fought,

Skogul's storm t
1 did blow

To the sky with fury;
In Odin's weather J

1

Waves of spear-points rose,
And the swell of swords
Sunk many warriors.

The kings
' then sat down (took rest)

With their swords drawn,
Their shields battered,
And shot-through byrnies,
That army was out of spirits
Which had to fight for Valhalla.!

1

Then said Gondul,
Leaning on the spear-staff:
' The train of the gods
Gets a good supply ;

Hakon is invited

To their high abode
With a mighty host.'

{At this moment Hakon is understood to have received the mortal wound.)

Visir pat heyrSi
Hvat valkyrjur msoltu

Mserar af mars baki :

Hyggiliga letu

Ok hjalmaSar satu

Ok hofSust hlifar fyrir.

The king overheard
The words of the Valkyries
Sitting on horseback
With their helmets on,

Warily covered.

With their bucklers bright.

HAKON.

' Hvi pu sva gunni
Skiptir Geirskogul ?

Vaarim po verSir gagns fra gofium.'

HAKON.

' Why thus, GeirskogulJ'
Deal the lots of war ?

I deserved good from the gods.'

* ' Iron foot of the hilt
'

blade of the sword,

f The Isle Stord (now Storoen) where the battle was fought,
i King Hakon and the sons of Erik Bloodaxe.
Bands of soldiers covering themselves with their shields.

I Swords and lances.

^[ The axes4 in the .act of hewing, were brought down upon the men at whom the blows were aimed.
** The island where the battle was fought.

f
1

Skogul was one of the goddesses of war
; her storm the battle.

{'
The fight.

S 1 The sons of Erik Bloodaxe.

f
1 Which was defeated

; the men slain in battle go to Valhalla. It must be borne in mind that King
Hakon won the battle, though he was slain himself.

*|f

l The same as Skogul.
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SKOGTTL.

' Ver pvi voldnm

Atptivellihelzt
En pinir fjandr flugu.'

' Riga viS nu skulum,'
KvaS bin rika Skogul,
' Graana heima g65a
O 3ni at segja
At nli mun allvaldr koma
Ok hann sjalfan at sja.'

' HermoSr ok Bragi !

'

KvaS hi-6pta t/r,
'

Gangit gogn grami ;

pviat kxmungr ferr

Sa er kappi pykir,
Til hallar binnig.'

Kaasir pat meelti,
Var fra r6mu kominn,
StoS allr i dreyra drifinn :

'
I' llugigr mjok

pykir oss Oeinn vera,

Sjarn ver bans of bugi.'

SKOGUL.

{ "We are the cause

That the field thoa keptest,
But thy foes they fled.'

'.Now shall we ride,'
Said the mighty Skogul,
'

Through green worlds and good,
To apprise Odin
That the king is coming
To call on ^Esirs' chief.'

' Hermod and Bragi 1
'

Said the king of gods (Odin),
' Go to meet the king (Hakon).
A hero of high repute
To our hall approaches.'

From battle arrived

In bloody attire

The king spoke thus :

'

Grimly looks Odin
;

I can guess his mind.' *

BKAGI.

4

Einherja grift

Skallt J>u allra hafa,

J>igg ]?u at Asum 61
;

Jarla bfflgi,

J>u att inni her
A'v'tta brseSurquaS Bragi.'

' GerSar varar,'
KvaS hinn gogi koniingr,
'

Viljum ver sjalfir :

Hjalm ok brynju skal hirSa vel,
Gott er til geirs at taka.'

fa )>at syndist
live sa konungr hafti

Vel of ]>yrmt veum,
Er Hakon ba5u
Heilan koma
Rii5 oil ok regin.

G65u dsegri verSr
Sa gramr of borinn
Er ser getr slikan sefa

;

Hans aldar

J& mun vera
At g68u getit.

Man 6bundinn
Of ita sj6t
Fenris tlfr of fara
A'3r jafng63r
A' auSa trod

KoniingmaSr komi.

Deyr fe,

Deyja fraindr,

EySist land ok lad
;

BEAGI.

i. e.
' Peace thou shall have
From all the Einherjar ; t

Drink ale with the .ZEsir

Earls' enemy ! f

Eight of thy brothers
Have arrived before thee.

' Our attire,'

The good king answered,
' "We will keep ouselves ;

Helm and byrnie should be kept with
And the spear at hand.' [care

It then appeared
How King Hakon had
Ne'er hurt the gods, i!

As they one and all

To Hakon gave
A hearty welcome.

In a happy hour
"Will that king be born
"Who resembles him

;

His age
Will ever be
In good repute.

Unfettered
Fenris-wolf
On earth will roam
Before in Hakon's

Empty place
A king like him comes forth.

"Wealth dies,

Die kinsmen,
Lauds and realms decline.

*
It must be remembered that Hakon was a Christian.

j-
The warriors of Odin will all receive thee in a friendly way. \ i. e., King.

8 Hakon Athelstane's-Fosterling also was called ' Hakon the Good.'

H Though himself professing Christianity, Hakon never had shown the Northern gods disrespect.
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Siti Hakon
MeS heiSin go3
Morg er ]>jo3 of J>ja5.

It can hardly be denied that this is as

graphic a description of the tumult of battle

as well can be. The reader is almost carried

into the middle of the melee, where the
' waves of swords, axes, and lances are roar-

ing and rising against the bright castle of

bucklers/ and ' the flames of glittering wea-

pons blazing
' on the bloody soil. Then the

description of King Hakon's fall does not

convey an impression of gloom ;
he has won

the day, and is invited to the banquet of

gods in Valhalla, where, although a Chris-

tian, he receives '

hearty welcome from all

the .ZEsir, because he never showed them

contempt.' Odin, it must be admitted,
' looks somewhat grimly,' but still Hakon
'
is at peace with the heathen gods.' And

then how touching the conclusion of the

poem, especially if we remember that it was

composed under Hakon's successor and

4 H16S ek lofkost i. e.

J>ann er lengi stendr

O'brotgiarn
I' bragar tuni.'

This sort of diction may not be relished by
modern taste, but it must be borne in mind
that this was the style of those bygone
times, as the Homeric epithets are of Greek

heroism, or quaintness of the age of Eliza-

Let Hakon dwell
With heathen gods ;

Many are his mourners.

fiercest adversary. Again, how happy and
harmonious is each image in itself,

>

l The
sea of wounds roared on swords ness.' Last,
not least, the poet paints with one happy
stroke the character of his hero, the cheer-

ful king, who, at the beginning of the battle,
throws his coat of mail on the ground, add-

ing playfully,
' The soil must be defended

;

'

animique magni prodigus, he rushes him-

self unprotected into the thickest of the fight.

Egil Skallagrimsson is next to Eyvind
both in time and merit. His Hofuftlausn
(ransom for his head), the song composed to

save his life, the drapa on his friend Arinb-

jorn, and especially Sonartorrek, the la-

ment on his lost son Bodvar, are stamped

by the same vigorous imagery as Eyvind's

poems. He concludes Hofuftlausn, which
in fact was an encomium upon King Erik

Bloodaxe, with the following lines :

' On the lawn of song
I built a knoll of praise,
"Which will last long
Without crambling.'

beth; and such allowance made, all depends

upon the felicity and correctness of the

imagery. When Egil in the same drapa
uses the following expression :

'

]>d er oddbreki

Gnudi hrafniA JidfuSstafni."
1

i. e.
' When the sword-breaker (blood)

Dashed against the raven's

Head-poop (beak) ;

'

the image may seem in bad taste from a

modern point of view, but it is correctly
and harmoniously carried out, and at all

events throws a poetical veil over the bloody
harvest for wolves and ravens, which too

frequently figures in Northern poetry. But
the most original of Egil's drapas is the Son-
artorrek. The old Viking bard there admits
that the real reason of his regret for his lost

son, Bodvar, is the son's resemblance to the

father, whose faults as well as virtues the son

had inherited. He acknowledges that the

character of Bodvar was a mixture of good
and evil, and that he might have turned to

either side
;
but nevertheless he wishes he

could take revenge on the sea which had swal-

lowed his darling, and then turns himself to-

ward Odin in the following original strain :

' A'ttak gott

ViS-geira drottiun

GjorSumst tryggr
At trua hanum.
At5r vinat

Vagna runi

Sigr-hofundr
Of sleit viS mik.
B16tkat >vi
BroSr Vila
GoSs Jafcar

At gjarn sek

J>6 hefir misvinr
Mer of fengnar
Bolva bsetr

Ef it betra taldi.'

(Odin)

i.e. 'I was on good terms
With the god of spears (Odin),
And with true faith

I trusted him.
Till the chariot god, |

Chief of victory,
Tore asunder
The ties of friendship.
Thus not willingly

To Vilis' brother )
/od'n

The supreme god)
*

I sacrifice.

Still doubtful friend (Odin)
Has made amends
For his evil doings,
If I cared to mind it.'
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He argues with Odin on terms of equality,
and it is evident that he relies as much upon
himself as upon Odin. At the bottom of his

heart he believes in his own might ;
if he

sacrifices to Odin it is from habit. Still his

' Skalat maSr runar rista i

Nema niSa vel kunni ;

]>at verSr morgum manni
At um mjrkvan staf villist.'

Of Kormak little more can be said than

that he is the only erotic poet of the North.

Certainly many other Northern bards have

addressed ditties and verses to their lady-

loves, but Kormak is the only one of whom

nothing is left but his numerous odes to his

sweetheart Steingerda, except some very im-

perfect fragments of a drapa on Sigurd Earl

of Ladir, the father of Earl Hakon. Kor-

mak thus, at all events, has the merit of

proving to posterity that the old Northmen

were not insensible to the softer feelings.

Nor need we be detained by Thorvald

Hjaltason, Tind Hallkelsson, and Glum

Geirason, the last a contemporary of Eyvind

Skaldspoiler, and inferior to him, even

should he prove to be the author -of the

Eiriks-drdpa, the celebrated ode on Erik

Bloodaxe.

Eilif Gudrunarson and Einar Skdlaglam

(Bowl-dasher) are more remarkable, the

former as the author of Thors-drapa, the

swan-song of Northern Paganism, the latter,

as the glorifier of the bast representative of

the heathen North, Earl Hakou. The sub-

ject of Thors-drapa is Thor's visit to the

giant Ge-irrod, and his combat with the giant
as before mentioned. Thor is introduced

fording ice-cold poisoned rivers.* When
arrived at the giant's dwelling, his reception

corresponds with his journey. He is obliged
to crack the spines of his host's daughters,
the girls having placed themselves under

Thor's chair, and trying to lift the god high-
er than he cares

;

' the ruler of the chariot

of thunder,' as the poet expresses himself,
* broke the old keel of the laughter-ship of

both the girls of the mountain-cave.' f The

.giant then hurls a red-hot iron bar at Thor,
who having his iron gloves on, seizes the bar

in the air and throws it back at Geirrod.

The giant seeks shelter behind an iron pillar,

but the bar went through the column, pierced
the giant through and through, and emerged
outside the stone wall of the cave. It is

* '

ffagli oltnar hlaupdr, and

]>ar er eiiri tydftarfncestu.'
1

Str. 6.

f
'

Hufstjdri braut kvoru

Hreggs vafrevfta tveggia
J/tatr-elliva hellis

Hundfornan kjol tprundi.'
VOL. XLVI. N 6

self-reliance is not the belief in his physical

strength, but principally in the superiority
of his intellect. Egil is deeply versed in the

runes, in the heathen lore :

e.
' With runes no man should meddle
Their meaning lest he riddles

;

An evil fate awaits thee
If in dark signs entangled.'

easy to imagine the delight with which Earl

Hakon, the last true adherent of Paganism
in the North, listened to the glorification of

his favourite god.
The song of Einar Bowl-clasher to the

honour of Earl Hakon himself, can hardly
have pleased him better than Thors-drapa.
For melancholy always sheds her sunlight on

a vanishing era, however inferior it may be

in intrinsic value to the succeeding age, and

a feeling of sadness takes possession of the

mind, as we picture the last poets of Pagan-
ism sitting in the oaken hall of the last hea-

then Earl, they reciting and he listening to

heathen tales, in which he and they are the

last believers. Earl Hakon, therefore, de-

served the praise bestowed upon him in

Einar's drapa, Vellekla, for the zeal with

which he had protected the old creed, and

the comparison drawn in this respect between

him and King Frodi of Denmark. Still

there lingers in the poet's mind a doubt

about the prospects of his gods. He espe-

cially dwells upon the circumstance of Ha-
kon's having reinstated them in their lost

rights, and thug admits that they are sub-

ject to the vicissitudes of human fortune.

The fact was, that like the gods themselves,
so their believers had a more or less distinct

impression of their impending fate
; they

too were conscious of Ragnarok being close

at hand, and had a presentiment of the ap-

proach of a new era, with a new heaven and
a new God, as the Edda taught them.*

Some of them died in heathen defiance, while

others adopted the new creed. Among the

latter was this very poet, who now sang of

Christ as living
' on the south of Urdas-

well,'t south of the well of the goddess of

Fate, not badly for a new convert, who thus

hinted at Fate's being out of power. This

is quite as pregnant an expression of the

transition from Paganism to Christianity, as

the whole Song of the Sun in the elder Edda.

* Some, as otic of the first settlers in Iceland,

Helgi the Lean, professed two creeds. Helgi \vas

a Christian, but
' he always prayed to Thor, when

he was going on a sea-roving expedition, or taking
hard resolutions' (ket d p6r til sunfara ok karftrafca).

j-

'

Setbergs kvefta sitja swSr at

Snornv Edda Sakldskaparm&l, 52.
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The conflict between, and at the same time

the fusion of, the two creeds, is henceforth

perceptible in Northern poetry during nearly

three centuries, or till the conclusion of

the old literary era in the the thirteenth

century. The Kagnarok of literature takes

place slowly and gradually, till finally,

saints, legends, and monks succeed in ban-

ishing every trace of gods and heroes.

/?. The Skalds of Christian Times.

The foremost are King Harold Hardrada,

Rognvald Earl of the Orkneys; Hallfred

vandrcetaskdld (i. e., the skald in difficul-

ties), under King Olaf Tryggvason of Nor-

way ; Sighvat, Thormod Kolbrunsskald, and

Arnor Earlskald under the Kings Olaf the

Saint, Magnus the Good, and Harold Har-

drada; Gunlaug Snake-tongue under Olaf

the Swede; Thorarin Praise-tongue under

Canute the Old or Powerful
;
Snorri Sturl-

uson under King Hakon the Old Hakonsson.

and Earl Skuli
;
Olaf the White Skald un-

der Valdemar n., or the Victorious of Den-
mark

;
Sturla Thordsson under King Mag-

nus the Law-reviser of Norway, and Earl

Birger of Sweden. Besides there are many
others of less note, such as Thjodolf, Stuf

Skald, Steinn of the Hall (Hollarsteinri).
Thord Kolbeinsson, Haldor the Not-Christ-

ian (iikristni), Ulf Uggason, Ottar the

Black, Bersi Skaldtorfuson, Gissur Gold-

browskald, Ref of Hofgard (Hofgarda Refr),

Bjarni Goldbrowskald, Stein Herdisarson,

Valgard on the Lawn (Valgardr a Velli),
Odd Kikinaskald, Gisi lelugason, Bjorn of

the Crookedhand (Tiinn krepphendi), Thor-

kel Hamarskald, Thorarin of the Short-cloak,
Haldor the Noisy, Markus Skeggjason the

poet-laureate of King Ingi Steinkelson of

Sweden, the Icelandic priest Einar Skula-

son under the Norwegian Kings Eyestein,

Sigurd, and Ingi, Arnald Thorvaldssou, or,

as Saxo calls him, Arnadus Thylensis, the

friend of Archbishop Absalon, under Val-

demar Knutsson, King of Denmark, etc. etc.

With the exception of King Harold and

Earl Rognvald or Ronald, all are Icelanders.

In the poems of the above-named skalds

we constantly find two currents, a superfi-

cial profession of Christianity and an under-

current of Pagan lore. While the poet
confesses the new creed, he still preserves
the diction, the form, and the metre of the

heathen poetry; the imagery, the periphrases,
so intimately connected with the Pagan
myths, are still drawn from the source of the

Eddas. The poets of Northern Christen-

dom still cling to the past with faithful re-

membrance and regret, and although Chris-

tians, because Christianity is the court reli-

gion, they nevertheless turn a longing eye
to Odin. Thus Hallfred :

' Oil hefir dtt til Lylli
O Sins skipat IjoSurn

Algillda mank alldar

ISju vorra niSja ;

Emk trauSr J>vi vel vrSris

Vald hugnaSist skuldi,

Legg ek a frumber Friggjar

Fjon, er Kristi }>j6nuin.'

But this inward contradiction both pre-
vents the later drapas from being as ade-

quate expressions of Paganism as the former

were, and from reaching the standard of a

new, a Christian poetry. Although a strong

proof of the vitality of Odin' s lore, this

fact at the same time points to the defects

of the poetry of the period, since even poe-

try cannot serve two masters. Some of

these later poets, as Sighvat, Arnor Earl-

skald, Snorri Sturluson, and Sturla Thord-
son may have acquired a still greater skill

in versification than the old skalds; they

may be able to turn and twist the supple
idiom in all sorts of periphrases ;

but the

soul of these periphrases is gone. The po-
etical diction may be smoother, the rhythms
richer and softer, as for instance, Snorri

Sturluson's lay to the honour of King Ha-
kon Hakonsson, HdttalyJcill (the key of

metres), or the Hdttalykill of Earl Ro'gn-

i.e.
' The race of Odin always
Owned the palm of verses,
The lays of our ancestors

Ever shall be remembered
;

Unwilling Odin's rule did

Agree with the poet

My allegiance from Odin
I have transferred to Christus.' *

vald of Orkney, where the following varia-

tions on the melee of battle occur :

* Johannes Olavius in his Syntagma de Baptismo,
xiii. sec. 14, quotes some more instances of the

same regret of the gods 5
as the following, by the

same poet ;

'

Fyrr var hitt er harra

IlliSskjalfs gat ek sjalfan

Skipt er a gumna giptu

GeSskjotan vel biota.'

And further :

' Sas meS Sygna rsesi

SiSr at blot eru qvrSjut ;

VerSum flest at foiSast

Fornhaldiu skop norua,
Lata allir itar

O'Sins sett fyri r63a,
Yero" ek neyddr fra NjarSar

Niojum Krist at bioja.'

The poet here complains that he cannot sacrifice to

Odin any more
;

if he does, he is denounced. Now,
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'

Hringr brast, hjuggust drengir

Hjalmr gnast, bitu jnalmar
Bond skarst, rekkar tyndust
RuSust sverd, hnigu ferSir ;

Brandr rei, blaaddu undir,
Ben sullu, spjdr gullu
Brast hjorr, brynjur lestust

Beit skj6rmi, dreif sveita.'

Svei-5 ruSust, soefSust ferSir,

Svall ben, valr la fallinn,

Und raut, almar bendust

Or Hang, beitt var hjorvi ;

Her fell, geirar gullu,

Gnast Iif5, rafn bra fastu,

'Svalghverthus
Heitum munni
ViSar bundr
Verraa bygSar ;

Ok svipgarr

Selju rakki

Urn garSsnliS

Grenjandi for.'

But the spirit of the Eddas, of Eyvind and

Egil, is gone. The new creed does not

penetrate the poet's mind before the middle

of the twelfth century, when Einar Skulason

wrote his Geisli (Ray), an ode upon Olaf

the Saint, and even this song is an excep-

tion to contemporaneous poetry. The skalds

go on in the old artificial strain, until the

middle of the fourteenth century, when

Catholicism at last succeeds in inspiring the

Icelandic monk, Eystein Asgrimsson, with

the beautiful religious poem Lilja (the Lily),

which, in a pure and easy style, and with a

pious elevation of mind, praises the Holy

Virgin, and which became a household word

in the North, it being an old saying, that

everybody wished to have composed the Lily

(cdlir vildu Lilju kve it hafa). This poet

at last believes that simplicity is superior to

artificial writing. He contends that

'

Sja, er 6$inn vill vatidan velja

Velr sva morg i kvseSi at selja

Hulin fornyrfcin, at trantt md telja

Tel ek, at fat mti skiluing dvelja

Vel svi at her ma skir <>r$ skilja

Skill }>j65ir minn Ijosan vilja

Tal 6breytt ok veitt af vilja,

Vil ek drapan heiti Lilja.

Lilja, Str. 98

he says, everybody exchanges the race of Odin

(the gods) for the cross, and I urn compelled to turn

away from Frey, and to pray to Christ.

The same conflict is ingeniously indicated in the

Sagas themselves by the temptations to which Thor
and Odin, always in disguise, subject Christian

Kings and warriors, such as Olaf Tryggvason, Olaf

the Saint, etc. (Snorri Sturluson Heimskringla.)

Oddr beit, ernir soddust

Ulfr fylltist, ve skulfu
;

which certainly defy translation into any
modern language, every line being a fresh

description of swords clashing, helmets

cracking, wounds bleeding, ravens breakfast-

ing, arrows flying, etc., and fully bring out

the matchless vigour and richness of the

language ;
but the background of heathen

heroism has ever vanished. Sturla Thords-

son's drapas on King Hakon Hakonsson
likewise abound in the old metaphors, as

the following description of a fire :

i.e.
' With his hot mouth
The hound of fire

Gulped the villages
Of Vermaland.
And the grim dog
Of ghastly flame

Howling climbed
The houses' gates.'

Thus translated by Paul Haller in

Latin verse:

Non decet obscuris involucre talia metris,

Culta sed e media verba petita decent :

Omnibus apparent in aperto lilia campo ;

Liliaque hinc did carmina nostra wlunt.

But then he was not the encomiast of

kings and princes, who themselves most

likely preferred artificial to simple poetry.

At least King Harold Hardrada having, pre-

viously to the beginning of the battle of

Stamfordbridge, composed a war-song in the

simple Eddaic style, corrected himself by
the remark :

' that this was bad poetry,' and

composed another song in a more elaborate

style, to which a modern reader most likely

would prefer the former. It would, however,

be a mistake to draw from this fact the con-

elusion, that the old skalds were mere fawn-

ing panegyrists of kings and great men.

They adopted the fashion of the day as to

their style of writing, but they did not de-

grade themselves by base flattery. They
were too sound for such work, and therefore

the great historian Snorri Sturluson, him-

self a skald, truly remarks, that he has based

his history upon the old drapas, because

no contemporary poet would have praised a

king for virtues he was not possessed of, and

daring deeds which he had not performed,
' this being rather mockery than praise.'

Besides, we have the proofs in existing dra-

pas. Sighvat, in his Bersdglisv'isur (verses

of sincerity, outspoken verses), openly taunts

King Magnus the Good with his blunders

of administration and the faithlessness of his

promises. In the following verse :

' Hverr eggjju- ]nk harri

Ileiptarstrangr at gauga,

i.e.
' Who causes thee, hasty
Handler of keen edges,
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Opt reynir J>u binum

]>unn stal a bak malum ?

FastorSr skyli fyrSa

Fengsasll vera pengill,
Hsefir heit at rjufa

HjalldrmagnuSr J>er alldri.'

the poet certainly is more outspoken to his

king and master than royalty is accustomed

to. Sighvat, on the whole, is a fine instance

of the faithful skald, who, at the same time,

is jealous of the poet's dignity. Nothing
can be more touching or more dignified than

his elegy on the death of King Olaf the

Saint. The poet had gone to Rome as a

4 Fuss laezt maSr er missir l.t

MeyjarfaSm at deyja
Keypt er ast ef eptir
Oflatinn skal grata;
En fullhuginn fellir

Flottstyggr sa er ann dr6ttni,
Vart torrek litzt verra

Vigtar koniings arum.'

Of this manly uprightness of Sighvat we
have one more proof in his drapa oil Erling

Skjalgsson, a mighty chief slain by the poet's

own king and lord, Olaf the Saint. This

dirge was composed at the very court of Olaf,

and undoubtedly recited in his hearing;
nevertheless the poet is neither sparing in

praise of the slain man, nor in regret at his

death
;

' he did not taste his cup of beer that

Christmas-eve, when they told him of

Erling's fall,' a hard thing for a poet.

Though from an sesthetical point of view

we must consider this later period of North-

ern poetry as inferior to the former, inasmuch

as there lay at the very bottom of the in-

spiration of the Christian skalds a radical

contradiction, which interfered with the free

flight of imagination, it must be admitted, on

the other hand, that their drapas are invalu-

able as a source of Northern history. They
described truthfully and graphically the

events which passed in their time, and of

which they, as belonging to the court or reti-

nue of kings and chieftains, commonly were

eye-witnesses. W e have seen that they were

not afraid of speaking their mind, even at

the risk of displeasing their masters for the

time being. They knew, that if one king
should take offence at their boldness, they
would find a ready home at the court of anoth-

er. Sighvat tells Magnus the Good, in Bersog-
lisvisur, that if the king takes his advice

amiss, he will be welcome at the court of the

Danish king, but he admits that he prefers

staying in Norway. Further, the poets of

those ages, being the only existing organs of

public opinion, had a power analogous to that

of the press at the present day. It was

dangerous to offend them
;
and though they

Zing ! to be so careless

Of keeping thy promise ?

A king, to win him warriors,
Of word should be steady ;

It beseems not blood royal
To break his faith plighted'

pilgrim, before the battle of Sticklestead, and
could not stand by his master, when he was
slain by the riotous Norse freemen. When,
under the reign of Olaf's enemies, he receiv-

ed the tidings of the king's defeat and death,

he composed this elegy, of which the follow-

ing strophe is the climax :

' Rather than miss his maiden
A man fain would perish ;

Still love is oft exhausted
In the wail for the dying .

But the brave king-lover

Bloody tears unflinching
Sheds in the swell of battle

So he bewails his master.'

might, of course, sometimes be influenced by
gold or flattery, they on the whole conscien-

tiously fulfilled their task of truthfully

chronicling the events and describing the re-

markable men of the time, in the manner
most fitted to impress them upon the memo-

ry of posterity. Thus it came to pass that

their drapas formed the essential source of

history ;
the skalds were the forerunners of

the Saga-writers ;
and while the former

were historiographers in verse, the latter

were often poets in prose.

2. The Sagas in Prose.

It must be borne in mind that the North-
ern Sagas, though always based upon a his-

torical foundation, are not history, in the

strictest sense of the word, if we except Snor-

ri Sturluson's Heimskringla. The rest gen-

erally waver between history and romance
;

they are what Goethe calls Dichtung und
Wahrheit. The heroes and the other char-

acters of the Sagas existed, but their valour

and their deeds were frequently no doubt

magnified by poetical and popular fiction.

Perhaps even the distinguishing features of

the events, and of the men connected with

them, were historically true
;
the detail of

the story very often was fiction.

In the Sagas, the belief in man's own

might is most conspicuous. The immediate
rule of destiny, and the direct interference

of the gods in human concerns, here disap-

pear. The characters stand or fall by their

own worth and valour, and according to their

conformity to the general state of affairs, re-

ligious and political, to which they belong.
Personal worth here holds its own, and
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makes itself thoroughly respected.
_

The

Northern gods are not, as the Greek divini-

ties, mortified at this defection from their

sway. They take no revenge for this blas-

phemous foolhardiness of human kind. There

is no instance of Odin or Thor inflicting tor-

ture on a Northern hero for his relying rath-

er upon his own energies than upon their

assistance, as Zeus did on Prometheus, or

Appollo on Marsyas. Odin confines himself to

sending King Hakon Athelstane's-Fosterling

a savage look for his having professed the

Christian religion ;
and Thor is satisfied if

the believer in his own power uses the sign of

the hammer as the symbol of strength. The

belief "in man's own valour, which from the

Christian point of view is blasphemy, is a nat-

ural supplement to the Asa creed, and the

gods consider the professors of that belief as

nothing worse than sectarians or dissenters.

Again, the characters are drawn with

Homeric minuteness. They stand palpa-

bly before us with their inward
^

as well

as outward physiognomy. Historical and

poetical truth are both preserved, because

the characters are throughout in conformity

with themselves, and with the historical back-

ground against which they are seen. It has al-

ready been observed, that the essential feature

of the Northman was a highly- developed feel-

ing offreedom and independence.
Even power,

as such, was comparatively indifferent to him,

save as far as it might help him to indepen-

dence. Despotic, tyrannical power, he abhor-

red, because it involved slavery both to ruler

and subject ;
to the one in the form of an-

guish, to the other as bondage. In the best pe-

riod of the Saga age, the hero, the viking, the

peasant, did not aspire to anything more

than to be master in his own particular sphere

of action in his circuit or district, on board

his vessel, in his house
;
nor was he satisfied

with less. Such was Thorgnyr Lawman,
and still he could, when he chose, compel
the Swedish king to do his pleasure. Hb'gni

Langbjornsson contemptuously declined the

offer of nobility tendered to him by King
Harold Hardrada. Thus the royal power
in the North never became absolute, and

partly without knowing it, the Northern na-

tions all possessed a rational self-government.

King Magnus the Good even complied with

a poet's advice; Olaf Skotking was com-

pelled to give way when the peasants differed

from him. ' so the Swedish kings had everfrom him,
' so the Swedish kings had ever

done ;'
and on the bloody field of Sticklestead,

Olaf the Saint expiated his contempt of this

spirit of freedom.

When we turn to the individual charac-

ters, we find, as remarked above, that their

passion is calm, their pathos silent, no

noise but that of action, no tumult but that

of battle. The feelings do not expand, but

concentrate themselves
; they retreat, they

do not advance. Thus they either harden

or destroy the individual. The boy, whose

father has been slain,
' does not weep, but

remember' (Sigmund Brestisson in the

Saga of the Feroeings) ;
the old man who

lies lame in his bed, when he loses his son,

feeds on his grief till he throws down his

crutches (Hdvarftas Saga Ixfirftings) ;

Hrefna ' bursts from sorrow '

(Laxdcela-

saga). The speech of our forefathers

seldom flowed easily ;
their feelings rather

froze into action.

This sort of reserve may be judged dif-

ferently ;
of the fact that it was thus em-

bodied in the North there can be no dis-

pute. A sound and strong man needs fuller

utterance than words can give. The North-

ern character, therefore, was faithful in love

as well as in hatred, and both frequently

ended with life. Eor the same reason we

seldom meet in the Sagas with a protracted

mourning ;
when the subject of love or of

hatred had departed there was an end of it
;

and the revenge of the Northman was not

transferred to the children or family of the

offender, as in the Jewish or Italian ven-

detta. Hvam-Sturla took to his bed sick,

when his mortal eney Thorun died. When
asked what ailed him, he replied,

' While

she was alive I had some hope of revenge ;

now she is dead, that hope is gone ;
it is not

beseeming to take revenge on orphans
'

(Sturlunga-saga).
Then the passion of the

Northman was both subdued and calcula-

ting ;
words and features could not truly

interpret it, but only action. We certainly

in the Sagas sometimes meet with a bitter

and cutting interchange of words, but in that

case we may be sure that there is no ques-

tion of serious wrath. Disputes at a public

assembly were, as well as cutting epigrams

(nidvisur), a mixture of joke and earnest,

but belong always to the province of the

comic, except when they, as sometimes hap-

pened, lead to fatal consequences. This

constraint on passion, this discipline of the

feelings, was in the Northern blood, and

formed a part of Northern education. Com-

plaints and bursts of passion were consid-

ered as unworthy of a man, and as proofs

of an unfree mind.

It is this earnestness of will, this dignity

of passion, which imparts a dramatic inter-

est to the Sagas, such as NjaPs or Laxdaela-

saga. In his struggle to throw off the chains

of
&
passion, the individual seldom during life

succeeds in reaching conciliation, without

falling the other way into guilt. Revenge

generally levies too high a tax, and through
the course of generations the debtor be-
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comes creditor. Thus the same family,

which began by being the avenger, ends by

becoming the object of revenge. On this

imperfect liquidation of the accounts of

passion the old trilogies are based, whose

unity is a just Nemesis, which rapidly or

slowly walks forth through the history of

nations, families, and individuals. This

circumstance also lends to the Icelandic

Sagas their interest
; persons and events

which, taken singly, may not be entitled to

any historical celebrity, whose sphere of

action is limited, and politically speaking,

very narrow, acquire through the strength
and endurance of passion a poetical, a uni-

versal value, which cannot be enhanced

either by the mystic hues of tradition or

the wide horizon of history. It cannot be

denied that the Icelandic Sagas are read

with as great pleasure as the history of

Snorri Sturluson, not because the Icelandic

Vikings had been in contact with North-

ern kings, but because they, when returned

from their travels to their own distant and
isolated home, developed there an individual

activity, which, in a limited sphere of com-
mon life, conveys a faithful and frequently

striking picture of the general character of

the age, and the race to which they belonged.
Now a low state of civilisation always

lacks the movement and variety of a higher
culture. But, singularly enough, the indi-

vidual characters are richer and more origi-
nal in the former than in the latter. It is a

complaint of the present age, that one man
is almost like another of similar education,
and in the same class of life and society
there is a common complaint of increasing
want of originality. In the old times, the

reverse was the case. The simplicity and

uniformity of the age brought forth a great

variety of individual temper and character.

We meet in the Sagas with every possible
shade of human character, from the over-

bearing force (Egil Skallagrimsson, Skar-

phedin) to the meekest reserve (Brand the

Open-handed), from the frankest generosity

(Hrafnlkel Freyspriest, Gissur the White,

Hjnti Skeggiason, Hall of Sida, Jon Lopts-
son of Odda) to the greatest prudence (Njal)
or cunning (Snorri the priest, Hvam-Sturla,
Earl Gissur) or wily crafts (Mo'rd Valgards-

son) ;
and this variety of character is so

much the more striking, as the persons that

bear upon each other are more dissimilar.

Further, the actors appear in their natural

dispositions ;
when they come from Nature's

hand frank and open, they do not speculate
in tricks, and if stamped by Nature with the

lower mark of craft and cunning, they do

not wear the lion's hide. '" t- Al

Saga characters, whose
But even those

principal features

are alike, differ from each other in minor

points. The cunning of Snorri is unlike

that of Earl Gissur. The former is both

fiery and prudent ;
Gissur always cheerful

and good-tempered ;
Hvamsturla plots re-

venge in his shut bed, as Earl Hakou, and
the wisdom of Njal rises to the penetration
of the hidden future. The honesty of Jon

Loptsson is widely different from that of

Hall of Sida. The former is commanding,
the latter mild and gentle. The great his-

torical characters also have a place in the

Sagas. Who ever was more lavish of his

life than King Hakon the Good, or Olaf

Tryggvason ;
who were sterner rulers than

Earl Hakon and King Harold Hardrada ?

Who a better servant than Ulf Ospaksson,
of whom King Harold said in his funeral

speech :
' Here lies the man, the trustiest

and trustworthiest of all.' What country
has possessed greater politicians than King
Sverrir and King Hakon Hakonsson ? And
where is a more stubborn adversary to be

found than King Sweyn Ulfsson of Den-

mark, who, like William in. of England,
never gained a battle, but still was never

vanquished or subdued ? Where a better

specimen of a democrat than Thorgnyr
Lawman

;
or of a sturdy squire, than

Sveinki Stcnarsson ? Finally, the mastery
of the Sagas consists in this, that the reader,
when perusing them, must say of the char-

acters described, as the spectator says of a

good likeness,
' How like !

'

They are not

arbitrarily drawn heroes of romance, but

real persons, true and sound productions of

the inventive power of nature and creation.

The Northman did not, in the same degree
as the Greek, pay his homage to the beauti-

ful
;

this his stern clime, his barren soil

forbade. Still, he was not indifferent to

outward beauty and elegance. He also

knew how to value a fine exterior, a rich
'

scarlet
'

dress. But he always, principally,
looked to the inward qualities ;

he liked the

gold-hilted sword to be furnished with a

keen edge, and the bright coat of mail to be

able to defy any blow. Both the Sagas and
the speculum regium of King Sverrir con-

tain sufficient proofs of the value attached to

a courteous bearing and neat dress, but they
were never cultivated at the expense of more
essential qualities. Therefore, the freeman

in his homespun smock-frock looked upon
himself as the equal of the scarlet-clad cour-

tier. His sword was not the gift of a king,
nor was it gold-studded as that of the young
man, but the blade was as well tempered,
and however frequently reddened with blood,
it had no stains of rust on it. The old

Viking himself forged his spear, and while

forging in his smithy, he thought of past
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times, and drily said to the blower of the

bellows :

Einn af ellifu i.e.

Bar ek banaord,
Blastu meir !

'

' One of eleven

Was I the bane
Blow more !

'

The test of the real, the positive worth

and merit of a literature, and the characters

it paints, is to know the reverse of them,
their negative side the comic element.

Now, what are the comic points in Northern

character ? First of all, cowardice and want

of self-command ;
then boasting and bluster-

ing. A man who, when in passion, grows

wordy var oftamdla is comical. The wild

brute of a man berserkr who non sui

compos, howls like a dog, and takes his shield

between his teeth, is comical. But, es-

pecially, the coward, as possessed of 'the

mare's heart,' is an object of laughter and

scorn. Outwardly, these comical characters

of the North are uniformly represented as

small and light, quick aud ready of speech,

flippant and full of levity ;
their very name

points to their origin as descending from

thralls; they generally are called Hrappr,
a sham, a person not to be depended upon.
The female characters of the Sagas cor-

respond with the male. Chaste and pure,
faithful and dignified, each subordinate to

her husband, and taking part in his toil, they
stand firmly and lovingly by his side. Gen-

erally, they act as mediators, softening his

pains, and cheering him
;

sometimes they

step forward with the passion of a fury.

Eagnhild, the wife of Thorberg Arnason

(O'lafs-saga Hdga), Bergthora, the wife of

Njal (Njdls-saga}, Helga (Gunnlaugs-saga

Ormstungu), are true patterns of the North-

ern woman. The furies we meet in Hallgerda

(Njdls-saga),* in Gudrun Osvifur's daugh-
ter (Laxdcela-saga), etc. The task of the

wife was, according to Northern customs, to

watch the honour of the house, to represent
the house and the family in the absence of

the husband. The house was not, as in the

Homeric songs, left to the care of half-grown
sons. The Northern wife, therefore, fre-

quently comes forward cheering and en-

couraging her family, sometimes exciting
them. Upon the whole, the old North was
endowed with a fine race of women

;
as the

men are, so are women. A sound age brings
forth strong men, chaste and tender women.
A corrupted age engenders weak and flabby

men, unruly and voluptuous women.
As to the form, the Sagas belong to the

same species of poetry as the historical

romances of modern times, with similar epic,

lyjric, and dramatic elements
;
the difference

* G. W. Dascnt, Burnt Njal. Ediuburgh, 1861.

is, that while modern romance generally
observes the unity of action, the principal
interest centring on one or two persons,
towards which all the rest gravitate, the Saga
treats a series of actions, of men and even

families. The reason is, that the historical

element is in the romance subservient to

fiction, in the Saga it is prevalent; the

historical romance does not pretend to be

history, it only leans on history; the Saga
claims the rank of history, which it only
adorns with fiction. Besides, the Sagas are

mostly tales, not of single individuals, but of

whole families and districts (Laxdcela-saga,

Svarfdcela-saga, Ljosvetninga-saga, Stur-

lunga-saga), and even where a single person
claims the principal place, there are many
other individuals equally entitled to the read-

er's interest (Njdls-saga, EgUs-saga, Gretiis-

saga, Vigaglums-saga, Kormaks-saga).
It is at the first glance a remarkable fact,

that the old Northmen, though endowed, as

the Sagas prove, with a true instinct of the

dramatic element of plot and event as well

as of character, never attained the dramatic

form of poetry. But this was a natural

consequence of their outward circumstances

and their social life, which did not admit the

stage. Their degree of culture was not

favourable to public artificial pleasure. Of

public sports or what is called in England
out-of-door sport, they were extremely fond,

such as wrestling, football, and horse-races,

or rather horse-fights. They also knew

dancing (stiga dans, dansleikr), music (leik-

ari), and jugglers (triiftr), but as to the

drama, properly speaking, they were satisfied

with having those scenes of stirring interest

represented through the medium of the epic
to the inner eye of fancy, which the Greek
made dramatically apparent to the outward

senses. But in what we may call the dramat-

ic arrangement of the narrative they had

the tact of true artists. Read the episode
about Thorgnyr Lawman on Upsalathing, of

Sveinki the Elvgrime in Snorri Sturluson,

or the description given by the shepherd in

Laxdcela-saga of the party that came to

attack Helgi Hardbeinson. Nothing can bo

more graphic.
We did not undertake the task of ex-

hausting this rich subject ;
and much more

might be said, and better said, in the same

direction. Our only object was to point to

our readers, who are now beginning to take

some interest in Northern literature, the

distinguishing features of the old Northern

poetry. We shall be much mistaken if, by

paying some attention to the Eddaa, the

Skalds, and the Sagas, they do not find much
that is nearly akin to Shakespeare and Wal-
ter Scott.
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ART. V. VICTOR COUSIN.

A GREAT star has fallen from the intellec-

tual firmament of France. Amongst all the

men whose elevation of thought and nobility
of character have during the last half century
laboured to rescue France from the moral

penalties of her political weakness, none

stood higher, none did more to fill the minds

of his fellow-countrymen with high aims and

fenerous
aspirations, than Victor Cousin,

t was the magnitude and diversity of his

gifts that sometimes led men astray in their

appreciation of him, for people rarely dis-

agree in judging power which has but one

form, and which, however great it may be, is

essentially narrow. Take for instance Royer
Collard, a nature as strong in its narrowness

as can well be conceived. People do not

dispute over Iloyer Collard; they accept
and follow him, or they reject him from

sheer antipathy ;
but they do not '

fall out '

about him passionately, which is what the

friends even more than the enemies of Cousin

were perpetually doing. Radiant natures

dazzle
;
and if ever a radiant nature existed

upon this earth of ours, it was that of Victor

Cousin. His unity lay in his sympathy with

greatness. To greatness he was wedded;
and its various forms in man were thoroughly
one in him. He took no heed of how the

greatness revealed itself, so that it was
there

; religion, philosophy, history, art,

politics, no matter what the field, so that the

human soul fought well, and rose high above

self. He knew of no party and of no
'

opinion,' but wherever there was a great
achievement or a great passion he was at-

tracted. Herein alone can be found the

unity of his genius; seek for it elsewhere,
and he will appear a compound of curiously

divergent aims and faculties. He has some-

where said of himself with perfect truth

'the keynote is admiration.' His desire to

worship was so intense, that naturally enough
it led him more, than once to pay too

eloquent homage where the grandeur was

only apparent. This explains the angry dis-

appointment with which those who had most

hung upon his word sometimes judged him.

But the hour of Cousin's death has

silenced nearly every dissentient voice, and
from quarters where no one would have sus-

pected that so lofty a soul as his could have
been known there has arisen in France a

note of mourning recognition. Now the

radiance of his nature tells; and, as with

sunlight in dark alleys and tortuous streets,
flashes must have fallen where no one would

suppose they could ever have penetrated.
From the deservedly condemned Petite
Presse of Paris, from the columns of jour-

nals where names are signed whose sole

notoriety springs from what is frivolous or

immoral, but whose chiefly youthful con-

ductors, by reason of their youth, have not

yet ceased to respond to the beautiful
;
from

all these there has come one identical ex-

pression of admiration and respect. Who-
ever knows modern France sufficiently to

know what the rupture is between the
{

rising generation
'
of a certain class and all

the men and things of the past, sees in this

an isolated and significant fact. It proves
for the thousandth time that whatever is sin-

cere invariably conquers. What the weary
enervated garrulous youth of Paris (who
had never approached Cousin) felt and knew

was, that a man had died whose life's passion
had been the sublime, and that that passion
had won for him no material gains. Seek-

ing, as he did, objects of admiration every-

where, no wonder either that he made mis-

takes, or that his sympathies passed too

promptly for slower minds from one form of

glory to another excluding neither Repub-
licans nor Royalists, Bonapartists nor Par-

liamentarians, from his paradise, but wel-

coming superiority under all denominations,
from Duguesclin to Marshal Bugeaud, from
St. Bernard to Danton, from Conde to

Napoleon Bonaparte. He was powerless to

exclude any. Show him but a proof of

greatness, and call it by any name you would,
and he did homage to it. But the one im-

portant point was that never were these

changes of Cousin's self-interested
;
and this,

while it only the more perplexed and vexed
his friends, secured for him in the end

justice from the public, and recognition from
that worn-out and would-be cynical

'

rising

generation,' the prime secret of whose

cynicism may perhaps lie in its disgust and

contempt for the corruption around it. It

was, as Othello says,
' the cause that made

the difference;' and while the basest appeti-
tes lay bare before the French public, and
while ' modifications

'

of opinion, as they
are euphoniously termed, had but the shame-

less cause of barter a man's whole soul

exchanged for wealth the ' cause
' with

Cousin lay so high that none could touch to

sully it. And this
' cause ' saved him. In

a world where consciences were bought and
sold in open market, where honour was an

obsolete word, where the love of the lovely
and the grand was ridiculous, and where
that alone was esteemed which was conver-

tible into cash, it was something to see a

man who lived with the dead of two cen-

turies ago, and would not be a senator.

This, if not this alone, was the source of

Cousin's power, a power he himself scarcely

knew, for he judged the contemporary youth
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of France severely, and believed that between

them and him there could be no link. The
indestructible basis on which Cousin rests

his fame will be found in the fact, that from

his first to his last written page there is not

one on which the passion of disinterestedness

is not inscribed. All his lessons are ennob-

ling ;
in that consists their unity.

' Bend not your knee before fortune, but be

accustomed to bow to the law. Cultivate the

noble sentiment of respect. Know how to

admire
; worship all great men and things.

Cast from you that enervating literature, al-

ternately coarse or over-refined, which delights
in the poverty of human nature, fosters our

weaknesses, and panders to our senses and

fancy, instead of speaking to our souls and ele-

vating our thoughts. Hold out against the

disease of our age, that fatal love of ease, in-

compatible with a generous ambition. Into

whatever career you step, propose to yourself
some high and noble aim, and to its pursuance
devote a constancy that nothing can shake.

Sursum corda! lift your hearts on high ! there-

in lies all philosophy ! this it is which we have
borne away from all our studies

;
this we taught

to your predecessors in the schools
;
this we

leave to you as our final instruction and su-

preme last lesson.' *

To this teaching Cousin remained faithful

through a period of fifty years. And for

never having, in the course of half a centu-

ry, spoken or written one word that was
not in strict harmony with the injunction
Sursum corda, he has merited that, at his

death, those who were remote from bis inti-

macy should, out of sheer regard to justice,

say of him, with Sainte Beuve :

' The void

left by Cousin is no ordinary one. It is not

an eminent individual who has gone from

amongst us it is a power, a force, a grand
intellectual influence that has ceased to be.'

Victor Cousin was born in Paris in the

year 1792. He is one of the small number
of illustrious Frenchmen who are by birth

and parentage Parisian. Like the father of

Jean Jacques, the father of Cousin was a,

watchmaker. The strong belief in the

omnipotence of knowledge had already set

in in France, and the boy was sent early

(and not without some sacrifice on his father's

part) to school. His first studies were at the

Lycee Charlemagne, and the triumphs of

young Victor Cousin remain still among the

traditional scholastic glories of the place. All
the great prizes were awarded at once to

this single student at the Grand Concours of

all the Lycccs of France
; and, as far as

mere collcgial fame could go. the future

philosopher was famous before the first years
of manhood had opened upon him. From

* Du Vrai, du Beau, du Bien, Avant-propos, p. 10.

the Lycee Charlemagne he went to the Ecole

Normale, and from that moment the outlines

of his destiny were fixed. M. de Fontanes,
who guided the University under the Empire
(one of the few compensations France en-

joyed during that period of noisy intoxicat-

ing violence and wrong), had made Royer
Collard Professor of the History of Mod-
ern Philosophy at the Faculte des Lettres.

Laromiguiere was at the same time Professor

of Philosophy.
In 1812, when the intemperance of suc-

cessful tyranny (as all authentic documents
now prove) was ripening into actual insani-

ty, and the Russian campaign was to spell
the first letters of the ' awful writing on the

wall,' no man could have been better chosen

than Royer Collard for impressing the minds
of young men, who naturally revolted from

wrong, and were beginning to feel that mo-

rality might have its glories as well as war.

The object of the Ecole Normale as an in-

stitution, was to educate Professors, to form
those who were to lead the national mind.

It was in itself a powerful and useful body,
and like many other creations of despotism,
became a terrible instrument of resistance

to its creator. Those who have at all studied

the character of M. de Fontanes will arrive

at the conclusion that he was thoroughly
aware of what he was doing when he appoint-
ed Royer Collard to the professorship, not

of Philosophy, but of the History of Mod-
ern Philosophy at the Faculte des Lettres.

It is certain that had Napoleon been as well

aware, he would never have sanctioned the

appointment. But his genuine inability to

appreciate impalpable force, his determined
disdainful blindness to what was neither a

battalion nor an edict, allowed to be sown
the seeds of an opposition the power of which
was not calculable by him. Cousin, then

completing his twentieth year, heard Royer
Collard, and chose his career in life. We
purposely abstain from saying that he fol-

lowed Royer Collard, or became his
'
disci-

ple,' for that view of his conduct would be

incorrect. The matter and the manner of

Royer Collard's teaching alike struck Cou-

sin's ardent nature, as flint on steel,and the

fire flashed, but the matter and the manner
of Cousin were not those of his predecessor.
When the youthful student stood amongst
his fellows, and first listened in 1812, to the

noble doctrines of the teacher upon whose

austere repute there lay no shade, he was
somewhat in the mental position which Dante
has described in the words :

' Mi ritrorai per
una selva oscura.' Darkness was all around,

and, to a certain degree, silence; and though
men's souls, by reason of their divine origin,
could not deny the higher attributes and
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higher longing, though freedom and human

dignity were on the eve of being loudly

evoked, the voice was as yet but a whispered
one, and the public was still only groping
after what were one day to be its great gains.
Now the intellectual action of Royer Collard

upon Cousin opened for him a gate out of

Dante's ' darksome wood.' Light came

through the branches, and the listener saw
a path, down which he dashed dashed with
the impetuosity which never left him till his

last hour, but he went his way alone : the

teacher was left at the gate which he had

opened. Cousin never was a Doctrinaire.

It might be almost safe to say that Royer
Collard was that alone.

Cousin's lot in life was now irrevocably
chosen. As in all cases where a vocation is

so evident, success greeted him at the out-

set, and never abandoned him to the end.

He had barely reached his majority when he

was named Maitre des Conferences at the

Ecole Normale, and became virtually Pro-

fessor of the future Professors of France.

In 1815 an important interruption oc-

curred in Cousin's academic life. The van-

quished Emperor returned from the island of

Elba
;
and from the 20th of March till the

18th of June, it may be said that nothing in

France remained upright, all was jostled

together in one wild mass of helpless con-

fusion. There was, in good earnest, nothing
to choose between parties : all were equally

corrupt, cowardly, and imbecile.* If the

Bourbons, on their first return, had not at-

tempted to restore the absolutely worm-eaten

paraphernalia of a monarchy as thoroughly
defunct as that of the Pharaohs, the comedy
of the Hundred Days could never have been
enacted at all; and if the Hundred Days
had not served to show up the miserable

clap-trap devices to which the utterly ex-

hausted Imperial regime was reduced, there

never could have been a second appeal to the

family of the elder branch. The time was
ill chosen for esteem or admiration of any-'

thing French. Flood after flood had swept
over the land, and left it morally bare. To
the crimes of the old regime had succeeded
the crimes of the Revolution, which in their

turn had ushered in, if not caused, the de-

vasting oppression of the Empire. The
fallen were on all sides, and in 1815 it was
hard to see where the work of reconstruc-

tion could begin. In the midst of so many
beliefs overthrown and duties betrayed, one

only duty seemed plain the defence of the

soil. To this the youth of France eagerly

* For the proof of this, read Villemain's Cent
Jours.

rushed, and Cousin's intimates in later years
could trace many tendencies and predilec-

tions, not wholly accounted for by mere love

of history, to the few months spent by him
as a Royalist volunteer.

At the end of 1815, however, when mon-

archy had become, for a time at all events,
the form into which France had settled,
Cousin's intellectual activity flashed into its

first splendour. He took, at the age of

twenty-three, the place of substitute to Roy-
er Collard, as Professor of the History of

Modern Philosophy. Few now living re-

member Cousin's lessons at this time, but
the few who do so describe the impression
made by him as something unparalleled.
In the six years between 1815 and 1821, he
in fact founded his school. After having
commenced his teaching, inspired almost ex-

clusively by the doctrines of our own great
Scotch Professors, and taken up his philo-

sophical rank in France as an '

Ecossais,"
1

as

it was then termed, he paid his first visit to

Germany, and returned to his lectures on the

history of modern philosophy, as full of Kant,
Fichte, and Schelling,as he was before of Du-

gald Stewart and Reid. In 1821 the Res-

toration began to show its readiness for re-

action against Liberal opinions, and contrary
to the wish of Louis xviii. and the wiser

convictions of M. Decazes, a system of se-

cret prevention rather than actual compress-
ion was resorted to

; suspicion was the order

of the day, and perhaps for almost the first

time in France, intellect was regarded as

dangerous. The murder of the Due de

Berry (the act of a fanatic) was made to

serve a system, and princes were persuaded
into a fatal belief of their own incompati-

bility with freedom. Outbreaks of what is

termed by the timid ' the revolutionary spir-
it

' were of frequent occurrence, and the

Carbonari in Italy sufficed to petrify with
terror whoever in Europe went by the name
of a Conservative. The princes of the House
'of Bourbon in France were by no means the

most timid of their brethren
; quite the re-

verse; but they followed the lead of other

Thrones, and useless acts of severity laid the

basis for what, nine years later, was a na-

tional movement carrying everything before

it. In 1821, it was decided that Cousin's

lessons were '

dangerous,' and '

authority,'
as is its wont in such cases, hastened to put
the crown to his popularity by suspending
his lectures. Morally, the young Professor's

fortune was made by this, but, in a worldly

point of view, his means of subsistence were

greatly reduced
;

for simultaneously with

the suspension of the Cours tfhistoire philo-

sophique at the Sorbonne, the doors of the

Ecole Normale VUXQ closed, and that nursery
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of future doctors laid waste. From 1821

to 1825 he was appointed private tutor to

one of Marshal Lannes' (Due de Montebel-

lo's) sons
;
and at the same time he was en-

gaged with his famous edition of Descartes,

and his translation of Plato into French.

In 1825 Cousin paid his second visit to

Germany, a visit destined to be more fruit-

ful of celebrity to him even than the first.

Matters were advancing to a crisis, and

everywhere the obstinate cowardice and

wilful blindness of governments were forc-

ing contemplative intelligence into political

action, and ripening the future success of

their own worst enemies. The clear-sight-

ed, sceptical, dispassionate French king,

Louis XVIIL, was dead; the period of the

' unforeseen
' was already opened in

France^
under the weak, honest, bigoted rule of

Charles x., and an entourage of ministers

and favourites, who held ' reaction against

revolution,' as they styled it, to be a duty.

In Germany, every State, large or small,

rested on a volcano
;

and the unfulfilled

pledges of 1813-1815 were secretly prompt-

ing revolt from the Elbe to the Rhine. In

Italy and in Spain the impulse had been

given by princes, and ' houses were divided

against themselves,' the result being, what

it generally is, the betrayal of cause and

comrades by the Prince, and increased con-

tempt for the Holy Families who asserted

that their right of governing was ' divine.'

Great Britain, whose rnonarchs had for a

century and a half unlearned that mischie-

vous doctrine, and grown to know that the

tenure of sovereignty rests on the happiness
and prosperity of the nation Great Britain

stood almost alone in dignified tranquillity,

whilst the remainder of Europe was con-

vulsed.

Caution was not one of Cousin's qualities.

His appearance and attitude were enough
to frighten any Teutonic police functionary.
' There is something defiant in the very way
his head is put on his shoulders,' one of

those who knew him best used to say ;
and

this may have been true, for before he had

done more than been seen and heard

amongst private friends, he was arrested in

Dresden, sent to Berlin, and kept a prisoner
there for six months !

Cousin's greatest public triumphs date

from this time. In little more than a year
after his return from his German '

captivity,'

the Villele cabinet fell, and was replaced by
the Martignac ministry, the first and last

serious effort at conciliation with the spirit

of the age made by a regime whose fate was

sealed. This was a brilliant passage in the

intellectual history of modern France, and

nothing that was really grand in the ' Grand

Siede
' outshone the lustre that was thrown

over the French name by the host of noble

thinkers that then arose. Villemain and

Cousin at the Sorbonne, Guizot at the Col-

lege de France, were the three foremost

chiefs round whom flocked the rising gen-
eration. But the nature of his teachings
and the nature of the man made Cousin the

most prominent of the three. When his

lectures were once more opened to the public
in 1827, the hall where they were held

might be looked upon as a more important

place than the Chamber of Deputies. The

crowds that assembled there had not bent

their minds to the practical discussion of

some public measure, of some legal enact-

ment
; they had heard the capacity of the

human soul descanted upon in the loftiest

language, and had gone forth inflamed with

enthusiasm and ripe for attack upon what-

ever was unworthy or mean. In all this

Cousin was not to blame
;

he was then,

what he always remained at heart, a royalist,

a genuine conservative, a chivalrous French

royalist, awarding a larger portion of active

preponderance to the monarch himself than

any British constitutionalist could ever be

brought to sanction
;
but at the same time,

he had lived far too constantly with the

great Greeks, and communed too closely

with Plato, not to believe that ideas have a

sphere of their own, high above all govern-

ments. As far as political
rule was con-

cerned, Cousin was a stanch, and according

to our notions not even a very liberal royal-

ist
;
but he put philosophy above kings, and

denied their right to trammel thought;

which is precisely what no champion of

le Droit Divin can ever be induced to

admit. Struggle as he might against the

absurdity of the misapprehension, Cousin

was set down throughout Europe as a revo-

lutionist in 1827 just as, in 1848 and the

following years, he was declared to be a
' Eeactionnaire ;' but it was circumstances

that had changed and altered the point

of view from which he was seen; with

a few insignificant external variations, his

doctrines suffered far less modification than

the general public supposed.

However, the high-handed 'logic of

facts
' had its own way, as it mostly has,

and dealt with Cousin according to popular

appreciation rather than according to down-

right reality. As he was foremost among
those who had elevated the national mind,

and thereby helped to wind it up to repel

tyranny ;
as he was one of the victims to

the reactionary government of Charles x.,

so he became one of the favoured of the

government of July. Before the year 1830

had come to an end, he was a Professor
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at the Sorbonne, a Councillor of State, a

member of the great Council of Public

Instruction, and of the Academie, and

director of the Ecole Normale. In 1832

he was made a peer of France. In 1840 he

joined the short ministry of M. Thiers,

known in France under the name of ' Mi-
nistere du l r

MarsJ and during the eight
months the cabinet endured

(till
the 29th

October, when the last, fatally-long Guizot

ministry succeeded), he remained Minister

of Public Instruction, into which depart-
ment he introduced reforms the expediency
of which was not contested by even his

bitterest enemies.

From the end of the year 1840 until the

Revolution of 1848 a period of nearly

eight years opens, during which Cousin's

activity was chiefly political. He resigned
his place as member of the Council of

Public Instruction upon entering the min-

istry in March
;
but this, on ceasing to be a

minister, he resumed, and then took upon
himself the task of defending the Univer-

sity in the Chamber of Peers. Most

valiantly he acquitted himself of the task

not always sympathizing with the kind of

support he met with from his friends, and

never enjoying a respite from the violent

acrimony with which he was pursued by
his foes, whose arguments, moreover, he did

not indiscriminately reject. From the 24th

February 1848 till the day of his sudden

and recent death, a period of nineteen

years, the fame of Cousin as a thinker and

writer, as a powerful intellectual agent,
however removed from the bustle of public

life, grew in splendour, a splendour steadier

and calmer, but perhaps even more intense,

than that which flashed over the stormy
contests of his earlier days.
We repeat the words with which we

began this essay ;

( It was the magnitude
and diversity of Cousin's gifts

'
that provok-

ed hostility. He could as little confine

himself to one narrow opinion as to one

single pursuit. He saw men and things
from all the points of view which in fact

existed
;
never from his own point of view

only. His largeness of perception unsettled

his friends in their adherence, for the simple
reason that in practical politics above all,

men are for the most part, and in spite

of themselves even, attentive to details,

whilst Cousin's speciality was in all thing
to overlook details, to treat them with the

loftiest indifference. In this respect, his

mind might be said to be divergent from

the purely political mind, according to the

ordinary acceptation of the word. But no

one who reads his studies on Richelieu

or Mazarin (particularly the last work

on the Italian cardinal)* will refuse to

~ousin the grandest capacity and clearest

perception where the vast problems of gov-
rnment and the first principles of policy

are in question.
It happened to the great French philoso-

pher, as so often happens to men who over-

top the mass of their fellow-men, that he

was judged by lesser minds than his own,
and arbitrarily condemned to occupy a

place and pursue an aim to which he could

not confine himself. Those who have at-

tacked Cousin, and they are many, above

all in Germany and France, forget, or

were never able to comprehend, what his

objects in life were, and they abuse him for

not having been faithful to theirs. Cousin

had very few objects in life, but to those

few he gave himself entirely, heart, soul,

time, faculties
;

from* what he worshipped
he withheld no part of himself. Now the

one object which he pursued for fifty years,
which he followed through every variety of

form, to which he sacrificed whatever stood

in its way, and to which he never, in

thought, word, or deed, was unfaithful,

from the hour when he learned to think till

the hour when thought vanished from his

brain that one object was Spiritualism.
In this respect, there perhaps never existed

a teacher in any country whose teachings
show such an absolute oneness. From the

lessons of 1818 to the studies on the history
of France in the seventeenth century,

through all the professorship of the close

of the Restoration, all the discussions in

the Chamber of Peers under the July

monarchy, and all the confusing events of

the nineteen years that followed the Re-

public, of '48, through all that, one aim re-

mains unaltered, one worship unmoved, one

belief unimpaired Spiritualism.
We must remember that Cousin was a

Frenchman, that he taught in French,
educated and tried to elevate the youth of

France (not of any other nation), and that,

whilst in other countries Spiritualism may
give its name to a philosophical doctrine,

which may be more or less calmly discussed

and disputed over, in France it implied more

than this. In 1812, when Royer Collard

expounded the text of our countrymen at the

Sorbonne, he spoke to men who, twenty years

before, had been the chief actors in the

Revolution, and for whom the patent proof
of Materialism lay in their own success.

What could the spirit,
the soul, the flame

from on high, immaterial and divine, mean
to men who with the brutal sledgehammer
of fact had beaten down thrones and crushed

* La Jeunesse de Mazarin,
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creeds? To these men Spiritualism was a

weakness. Yet from the hour he first open-
ed his mouth to teach that France in which
Materialism was rampant and gorged with

power and success, Cousin taught her the

opposite doctrine and that only, and he

forced her to recognise and do homage to it

under every variety of shape.
This was the great achievement of which

so many people lose sight. We will take

Cousin upon this point as a witness in his

own cause, for it is perfectly safe to do so.

In 1853 he republished, under the title of

Du Vrai, du Beau, du Bien, the lectures he
had delivered between 1815 and 1821

;
and

in his Preface occurs this passage :

'Our true doctrine, our true standard, is

spiritualism the philosophy, generous and
solid at the same time, that commences with
Socrates and Plato, that the Gospel spreads
over the world, that Descartes forced into the
severer forms of the genius of modern times,
that in the seventeenth century was the power
and the glory of our land, and that in the

eighteenth succumbed with our national great-
ness The name of spiritualism is

properly given to this philosophy; for its

character is, that it subordinates the senses to
the spirit, and that, by all means which reason
can avow, it perpetually tends to elevate man
and make him greater. Spiritualism teaches
the immortality of the soul, the freedom and

responsibility of human action, the obligation
of morality, the virtue of disinterestedness, the

dignity of justice, the beauty of charity ;
and

beyond the limits of this earth, spiritualism
points to God the Creator and the Type of

humanity, who, having created man evidently
for an excellent end, will not abandon him dur-

ing the mysterious development of his destiny.
This philosophy is the natural ally of every
noble cause

; sustains religious feelings, inspires
true art and poetry worthy of the name, and
all

_
lofty literature. This philosophy is the

mainstay of right, and rejects alike despotism
and demagogy ; teaching all men to respect
and love each other, and gradually leading the
communities of this world to true repub-
licanism, that dream of all generous natures

which, in the Europe of our day, seemed to be
realized by constitutional monarchy.

'According to the strength we possess, to co-

operate in the work of reviving, defending, and
propagating this noble philosophy, has been
the object which made us what we are, which
has upheld us, during an already long career,
in which great difficulties have not failed to
meet us on our path. Thanks be to God, time
has rather increased than weakened our con-

victions, and wo end as we began. A new
edition of the writings of our early youth is

but n fresh effort in favour of the snored cause
for which we have fought for more than forty
years.'

*

* Du Vrai, du Beau, du Bien. The lessons of

1815-21, republished in 1853-55-56, Preface, p. 7.

To this passage we earnestly call the

attention of the British reader; for this

passage contains Cousin the teacher and
the man. Beyond it there is little left to

seek for, and from it he never swerved an
inch. There, as he himself recalls in a work

republished at a distance of forty years from
the date of its original appearance, there
are his objects, or rather, the object in which
all others were comprised. Spiritualism
the cause of the soul against the senses, of
the generous against the sordid, of the lofty

against the base
;
the cause of self-sacrifice

against enjoyment, the cause, to use his own
words, of whatever was '

true, beautiful, and

right.'
The words we have quoted above express

Cousin's teaching. Man, created free, and

yet under the law of duty, distinct from, and

yet dependent on God the Creator : there

stands the creed in all simplicity. There is

the foundation on which, from Plato to

Descartes, so many glorious spirits have
rested their faith, and which the modern
German school, culminating in Hegel, pro-
fesses to have found too narrow. Whether
the human soul finds a wider field, and a
nearer approach to truth, in either of the

two antagonistic systems which seek to super-
sede Spiritualism as Cousin understood it

;

whether Hegelianism or Positivism advances
most towards the solution of the eternal prob-
lem that is not the present question. The

question is what Cousin taught and believed,

believing it and teaching it at the end as

he did at the beginning. This question we
have answered

;
and however the envious or

the prejudiced may deny the fact, the con-

sistency of Cousin is proved with a clearness

that does not often fall to the lot of public
men. What frequently misled those who

judged him was the spirit with which he
met all illiberal interpretations of great
doctrines by little men. Shocked by the

readiness with which a contemporary school

denies the necessity of what is divine, Cousin

sought more and more the support of the

great Christian masters, and drew daily
nearer to Pascal, Descartes, and Leibnitz

;

but those who, in their anger, described him
as church or priest-ridden, or as what they
term '

gone over to Rome,' laboured under
a complete misapprehension. In the year
1860, observing upon a friend's table the

volume of Bossuet's Elevations and the

Meditations on the Trinity, Cousin suddenly
exclaimed,

' What a book ! what a guide for

those who are trying to find their way !

'

His friend smiled, and rejoined :
' I know

many an ecclesiastic who would be rejoiced
to hear you say so.' Cousin sprang from his

chair, and throwing baok his head with an
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air of defiance peculiar to himself :

' Priests !

' he cried sharply ;

' don't talk to

me of priests ! Those meditations of Bossuet

on the Trinity, those glorious meditations,
I would sign them with both hands any day :

but what do priests know or care for la

Trinite incree ? ' His friend, whose belief

was somewhat more formal than that of the

great philosopher, prolonged the conversa-

tion by adding, that the man who would

sign Bousset's treatise on the dogma of the

Trinity, accepted implicitly the doctrines of

the Church. '

Perhaps so,' was the reply ;

* but I will not answer for repeating the

Credo on my deathbed.' ' Why not ?
' asked

his interlocutor. '

Because,' answered

Cousin, fixing upon him the steady gaze of

the eyes, whose lustre none will ever forget

upon whom they ever shone ' because that

will depend upon the priest who is near me
when I am dying.'

Fire lay so ready in Cousin's ardent

nature that the flame of enthusiasm was

easily lighted by what had a semblance of

greatness, but he surrendered himself to

none, and those who could rule him have yet
to be discovered amongst living men. They
will be found neither in Berlin nor in Rome,
not more among Hegelians than among
Romanists, and this was probably the reason

of frequent misunderstanding. Whilst
Cousin never devoted himself to anything
save the doctrine taught, his disciples attach-

ed themselves to those who taught it, and thus
became intolerant, which he could not be. It

was thus in his political as in his philosophi-
cal career. For having, like most lofty

spirits, acknowledged the grandeur and

beauty of republican theories, he was held

pledged by a certain set, not of dreamers,
but of very practical placehunters, to the

utter repudiation of all forms of government
that should not put the governing power into

the hands of Messieurs les Eepublicains !

Consequently, when Cousin did what any
practical Englishman would have done, when
he accepted the monarchy of July as the

best chance offered to France, and helped
with all his might to give that monarchy
stability by a wise liberalism, when he did

this he drew upon his name all the obloquy
that a noisy and disappointed party, incapa-
ble of responsibility, could cast upon it.

With all his passionate love of the sublime,
Cousin never disregarded common sense,
and in all crises his disinterestedness supplied
him with moderation. His impartiality ex-

asperated those who, in politics, for instance,
care less for the act than the agent. To
Cousin the agent was always a matter of

supreme indifference.

Then again, the charge of eclecticism

was brought against him. Now how does

this matter stand ?
' You may have eclectic

philosophers,' said Goethe
;

'

you cannot

have an eclectic philosophy ;
there is no such

thing.' Did Cousin ever say there was ? *

is the question we would fain put ;
and here,

in our opinion, comes the one circumstance

which those who have attacked and those

who have defended him seem to have for-

gotten, namely, that Cousin was not the

founder of a doctrine, but the historian of

doctrines. What he was appointed to teach

to France, both before and after he succeeded

Eoyer Collard, was the History of Philos-

ophy. It was not his function to dogma-
tize, or to invent a formula out of which
there should be no salvation. He was not

called upon to startle a whole world by pro-

claiming in five words a symbol like that of

Descartes
;
but he sought out and found that

1 Je pense done je suis
'

had been the underlying thought of all great

metaphysicians. This was the sentiment of

Pascal too, when he said that at the dis-

tance of twelve hundred years St. Augustine
and Descartes had thought the same thought,
which was simply

' otherwise lodged in St.

Augustine than in Descartes.' Cousin taught
what he discovered, what his mind had pal-

pably realized to itself that all the lead-

ing minds of this world of ours had been

Spiritualists, and had from the finite effect

mounted surely to the Infinite Cause, prov-

ing God to their own souls, even when, as

with Plato, he was unrevealed. This bring-

ing together from all the ages of witnesses

to man's spiritual superiority, and to the

existence of God, was pre-eminently Cousin's

work, and with it his eclectic method was
consistent. But it is a misapplication of

terms to call this
' Eclectic Philosophy,' and

false to say that Cousin did so.

* The misapprehension was foreseen by Cousin,
and he knew his adversaries well enough to be

aware that bad faith would be added to misappre-
hension. His own words are explicit upon this point.
At the outset of his first Cours, he says :

' Eclecti-

cism is, in our eyes, the true historic method, and
has for us all the importance of the history of phi-

losophy. But there is something that we put far

above the history of philosophy, and, consequently,
eclecticism ; and that is, philosophy itself.

' The history of philosophy does not carry its own
evidence with

it, and is not its own aim and object.
How then should eclecticism, which has no other

field save history, be our sole, or even our first ob-

iect?' Opening Lecture of the Cours of 1817,4th

Dec.)
It is scarcely possible to state more clearly how

Cousin applied eclecticism, and the words taken

from the lips of the master himself authorize our

statement that he never founded, or dreamed of the

absurdity termed '
eclectic philosophy.'
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As the limits of this article do not afford

room for minute details of Cousin's teaching
or of his career, we will confine ourselves to

the elucidation of two or three of the points
on which his action bore strongly on the

minds of his countrymen or of mankind.
' What a gain for France was Spiritualism,

rising as it soon did proudly above the sen-

sual theories of the eighteenth century. Thus
far we have heard no voice raised to deny
the importance of Cousin's initiative. Even

ihejeunes Normaliens admit that the com-

mencement of Cousin's teaching was of the

highest worth
;
and one of the Positivist sect

says of him :
' For the fifteen years inter-

vening between 1815 and 1830, philosophy
in France is almost exclusively personified
in Cousin. He is its beginning and its end.

He was the founder of a school, and that

school dies with him.'

Now, of these assertions, we admit some
and reject others. We hold that, for more
than fifteen for at least thirty years, the

philosophic thought of France, if not actu-

tually incarnate in Cousin, was at all events

subject to him. He was its leader. For the

space of thirty years he was the mightiest

prompter of the French mind that France
had

;
but to say that he was the ' founder

of a school
'

is to speak inaccurately, just
as it is inaccurate to declare that what he
founded died with him. What Cousin origi-
nated was not a mere '

school,' but a method
and spirit. He brought all the facts of past

thought to bear on the public mind of France.

After generations of wrong and misery and

shame, the mind of France was conscious of

a void : he filled it filled it with the facts,

or as it were, with the deeds of thought. He
exhibited the history of philosophy, as Her-
der did the philosophy of history. He
weaned France from her bigoted incredulity,

by showing to her the example of all the

great thinkers in the world's annals. But
this was a spirit, a method, not a '

school.'

The great reproach brought against Cou-
sin by some men of this generation is, that

he stopped short, and would not tread the

paths of Hegelianism to what they are pleas-
ed to term a '

logical
'

conclusion. But we
ask, Who has reached this logical conclusion ?

Where is it ? He stopped at Kant ! cry
they indignantly,

' he never allowed a dis-

ciple to go further than Kant.'

We beg pardon of these gentlemen, but
we maintain that Cousin stopped before

Kant. He stopped at Leibnitz, and it yet
remains to bo shown that any one has gone
beyond. Cousin chronicled Kant, if we may
be allowed the expression, but Kant never

indoctrinated him
;

for the simple reason
that what is in Kant is in Leibnitz, and that

what in Kant is not Leibnitzian escapes the

hold of Kant himself, and bears the mark
of what Leibnitz calls

; a false and corrupt
reason, misled by appearances.'
Two classes of fanatics never forgive the

refusal to go all their lengths, the ultra-

speculator and the formal priest ;
the first

will tolerate any amount of mysticism so

long as its final result is to land you in total

disbelief; and the second will favour specu-
lative scepticism so long as, instead of trans-

forming itself into strong rational faith, it

throws you in despair into blind, helpless

subjection to the ministers of the Church
of Rome. Now Cousin resisted both, and
with the ultras of both sects his name is

an abomination.

Besides establishing by history the great
fact, that all deep thinkers were men of

faith, Cousin was foremost among those who
asserted that all science is compatible with
faith.

' Plus vous saurez de verite, plus
vous saurez de Dieu?

* he had boldly said

in 1818, thus confessing the creed of his

noble German master, who, a century be-

fore, proclaimed that ' a truth can never be

opposed to reason,' and laid down as a first

principle that '

necessary truths and the de-

monstrative consequences of Philosophy
could never be contrary to Revelation.'!
The grand and steady movement of thought,
which is going on in one direction and un-

ceasingly in France, and which is far too lit-

tle observed out of it, has its source chiefly
in Leibnitz, whose immediate influence on

the present generation can never be suffi-

ciently noted.
' Noble youth of the nineteenth century,'

exclaims Cousin, in one of his fervent ap-

peals to his hearers,
'

your task is to find in

a deeper analysis of thought, the principles
of the future, and out of so many ruins of

vast systems to construct an edifice that

Reason can avow Le xix"" si&de doit tire

celui des rehabilitations intettigentes.' And
this is the underlying thought of France in

every direction
;
in religion, philosophy, pol-

itics, and art. But when Cousin spoke those

words they were an inspiration ;
one of those

sudden flashes of genius which, throughout
his life, served him better than the mere

knowledge which they preceded, and illumi-

nated the unknown with a sure and steady

light. Shelley's words are profoundly true :

' Wo know too much
;
what fails us is to

imagine what we know.' This was Cousin's

grand characteristic
;
he imagined what ho

* Du 1
r
rai, du Beau, du Bien, Lessons of 1818-

19.
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knew, and the imagination soared upon so

strong a wing above a knowledge that lay

deep, that never was the knowledge uninter-

esting or the imagination unsafe.

In three different directions he was, as we
have already said, a prompter of the French
mind he established Spiritualism as the

most rational of doctrines on the authority
of historic fact; he reproduced the grand

theory of historic fact
;
he reproduced the

grand theory of reconciliation between Faith

and Reason (which since the famous contro-

versy between Bossuet and Leibnitz had

dropped out of France's memory) ;
and he

revealed the moral grandeur of the Seven-

teenth Century to a race who, in their just

indignation at what followed it, had flung

away the title-deeds of their national superi-

ority. The French nation was, intellectu-

ally and morally speaking, in a situation

dissimilar to that in which any modern na-

tion has been placed. It had seen the holi-

est creeds so foully perverted to the vilest

uses that it madly turned its wrath upon the

creeds themselves as much as upon those

who had dared to misuse them. How could

an iinusually ignorant race (for the French

were so) be brought to esteem monarchy as

an institution, when three generations had

groaned under Louis xiv., the Regency,
and the long wretched reign of Louis xv. ?

How could they believe in the wisdom of a

Church or the soundness of a religion whose

representatives were men like Fleury or the

infamous Dubois ? Disbelief, utter absolute

disbelief, was a refuge, and France eagerly

sought it. Destruction was the spirit of

the time long before it assumed a concrete

political form. Religion was swept away
before royalty was attacked at which

royalty tacitly connived, caring, as usual,

marvellously little about the souls of the

lieges so long as their bodies were under
under control. The consequence was that

when, in 1793, a weak, well-intentioned, in-

capable, honest, ill-educated Prince paid for

the crimes of his predecessors, nothing was
left standing. There was no religion more

only some simple-minded, meekly heroic

Christian priests, who suffered martyrdom
obscurely, paying for the sins of a corrupt,

impious, and ignorant clergy. France was

godless. The revolutionary set who pro-
claimed atheism were not more godless than

the blind, obstinate, frivolous society which

they attacked. It is a law of life that no
one portion of a nation has ever the monop-
oly of either good or bad

;
the faults and

virtues are of the same kind, and are the

faults and virtues of all. The fault of

France, in all classes, had been for eighty

years godlessness ;
her virtue was energy.

But the energy of the assailants was more
fresh and passionate, than the energy of the

assailed, therefore the latter succumbed.
The efforts of the first Napoleon in favour

of an official reconciliation with the Papacy
were among the first steps which led the

G-overnments of the Continent into a thor-

oughly false position with the Church. The
faults of secular and spiritual authorities

were common to both, and they sought to-

gether for a common recovery from the

consequences. During* the actual crisis

of the Revolution itself, the governing
power was nearly everywhere overthrown

;

government was no more
;
from the moment

that government revived it became defen-

sive. Sovereigns, no matter of what origin
or what denomination, when they either

clambered up to a new throne, or got back
to their own, had been so shaken, that they
never felt secure in their places, and their

own predominent idea -became that of resis-

tance to their people. The power of the

Church having been struck down with the

power of the Crown, the mere priesthood

(very generally ignorant, and not high-

minded) forsook their true position, and re-

gretted the power, growing unmindful of

their duties. The ministers of the Church
made themselves the accomplices of the

Sovereigns, and the period of the Concordat

inaugurates that unholy alliance in which,

throughout Europe, Crowns were to provide
the bayonet, and the Church the bushel. All

light was proscribed !

But France was too intelligent to submit

permanently to such a state of things, and
France has (whatever may have been her

weaknesses and excesses) a strong sense and
a genuine yearning for the Divine ideal.

Without Grod she could not continue to live.

Had the ministers of the Church been true

to the precepts of their Divine Master, had

they gone forth as apostles, contented to be

poor and unprotected by aught save the

Word of Christ, had they rested on their

faith, France would, much sooner than she

did, have returned to the recognition of

Christian doctrine. But with the ruin of

everything else the faith of the clergy fell.

They descended (and showed that they did

so) to faith in brute force, and the nation

ceased to have any faith in them, The wars

of the Empire, and their disastrous, humiliat-

ing end, chastened France
;
and there can be

no doubt that with the return of the Bourbons
in 1815, and with the ten years' reign of

Louis xvui., much was regained for the

French nation that might a few years before

have been reasonably supposed to be forever

lost. During these ten years men were

springing up who, five or ten years later,
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were to be the guides and the glory of

France. The wisdom of Louis xvm., and
the comparatively liberal tendencies of his

government, gave genuine freedom of thought
and action to men who were really wor-

thy to help* in the task of regenerating a

country. In 1825 fresh impetus was given,
and the short reign of Charles the Tenth

placed no obstacles to the current of mod-
ern French thought, but on the contrary,

strengthened intellect by condemning it to

hostility, and by obliging speculative and

aspiring minds to become doers of deeds.

But during all this time the clergy had

neglected its great part. Content to exer-

cise any sort of power, the priesthood had

allowed themselves to be made the instru-

ments (no longer even the accomplices) of

political authority, and filched away power
from timid consciences. There was in all

this no pure, bold, simple Christian faith
;

and the words of Cousin were true,
' What

cared such a priesthood for La Trinite in-

creee ?
'

At the same time truth was dimly there,
and must be saved. Without God,without be-

lief, the nation could not live, and the nation

felt it. But is God a reality ? This awful

question rose
;
it awoke in the national mind,

lay at the bottom of every heart, and genera-
tions sought passionately for a proof of what

they were equally without proof to deny.
Half a century and more had taught them to

seek for truth
;

the vanity of their own
achievements for twenty years, had taught
them that they could not live and die with-

out a belief. Before the Revolution, France
clamoured for a proof that God was not

;

after the Empire she longed for a proof that

all was not chance. She meant more than

the Materialists expressed ;
but what re-

mained of her doubts was the inquisitive
desire for proof nothing less would satisfy
her. This opened the way to science, natu-

ral science, which at the present day in

France has at least begun to prove that what
arc termed miracles are everywhere around

us, and that mysteries need not necessarily
be rejected by reason. Spiritualism was the

forerunner of the present movement, and
when Cousin, in the way of proof, showed

historically how all great thinkers had be-

lieved, he spoke the first word of consola-

lation to the uneasy, empty heart of France.
When Cousin said,

' The more you know
of truth, the more you know of God,' he

opened the way to the reconciliation between
Faith and Reason, which is the grand work

upon which the thinkers and believers of
France are now occupied, and which was
initiated by Leibnitz.

' How many things,'

says M. Paul Janet, in his admirable article
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on Cousin,* 'how many things that have
since occupied men's minds are to be found

in these republications (the Lectures], so

full of fire and -youth ! How many theories

that since then have become predominant
find their origin in this enthusiastic theol-

ogy ! . . . How many amongst those who

opposed him from him alone received the

first spark of fire !

' Not only is this true,

but what is more strangely true is that in

the two camps of philosophical theologians
and of Christian philosophers, where Cousin's

bitterest detractors are to be discovered, we

recognise disciples whose wisdom was derived

solely from his teaching. Take the commence-
ment of the famous chapter,

' Dieu Principe
des Principes? It requires but little pene-
tration to discern in it the source of the

whole present school, whose ardent striving
is to achieve Belief through Science, and in-

duce faith to bend to scientific proof.f

'From Plato to Leibnitz,' says Cousin in

1819, 'all great metaphysicians have held that

absolute truth is an attribute of the Absolute

Being, of the Almighty. Truth is incompre-
hensible without God, as God is without truth.

Truth is placed between human intelligence
and intelligence supreme, as a sort of medi-
ator. At the topmost height of being as at

its lowest level, everywhere God is, for every-
where there is truth. Study nature, aspire to

know the laws that govern her, and make
her as it were a living truth. The more you
penetrate the secret laws of nature, the nearer

you will come to God. Study humanity still

more ! Humanity is greater than nature
;

for

while proceeding, as does nature, from God,
humanity knows it, while nature does not ! . .

Far from its being true that science leads

a\v:iy from religion, all the sciences lead to it
;

and physical and mathematical science, and,
above all, philosophy, are but so many steps

by which Ave approach God, or, indeed, so

many temples wherein we worship Him.'

It would have been difficult to have de-

scribed more clearly, or to have foreshad-

owed more distinctly, what became, forty

years later, the movement of the national

mind. God the Truth Faith vindicated

by science these were the chief aims of

Cousin, as they had been the dogmas of

Leibnitz. The first obstacle, as we have

said, lay in the hatred of the so-called scien-

tific for all that believed, their hatred of

the clergy, whom they confounded with re-

ligion. The next obstacle grew out of the

hatred of those who believed for the scien-

tific. Science would not condescend to

Faith, nor Faith to Science
;
each dreaded

and maligned the other. Truth is now sav-

* Rwue Des Deux, Mondes, 1st February 1867.

f Du Vrai, du JSteau, rfw icn, p. 99.
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ing both. It is a question, according to

Goethe's dying words, of * more light !' On
both sides, there was weakness, insufficiency ;

too little science and too little faith. Both

champions are now running the race with

equal ardour in France, the scientific

towards more science, the faithful towards

more faith. The consequence is mutual

respect. Not only is there a rising school

of mathematicians, geologists, astronomers,

anatomists, who say, 'We do not know

enough to deny,' but there is a large school

of rising theologians, who, led by such men,
for instance, as the Pere Gratoy,* consent

to the enlightenment of reason on matters

of faith, saying,
{ If we had perfect faith, we

should have no fear.'

It is an important movement ;
and France,

as in intellectual movements generally, has

had the initiative. But in modern times its

originator is Leibnitz. On his theory of

the compatibility of Revelation with Sci-

ence, and of the impossibility of overcoming
the omnipotence of truth, rests the present
effort to reconcile faith and science, which in

France undoubtedly begins with Cousin,
half a century ago.
The last twenty-five years of the great

French philosopher's life were devoted to

tracking out one of the noblest consequences
of his abstract truth. When he had preached
to France,

' Truth in God's name !' (for that

was the war-cry of his youth), he turned

with passionate earnestness to the task of

basing upon truth man's dignity.

' The human soul loves truth,' exclaims he,
with a triumphant joyfulness.

' Have we found
a truth ? Then there is something in us which
exults. A human being charged to struggle

against nature, and having work sufficient, as

it would seem, to defend his own life, to sus-

tain and embellish it, can yet love what con-
cerns his worldly nature . in no way, what
exists but in the Invisible alone ! This disin-

terested passion of truth bears witness to man's

grandeur who can feel it.'

And from this passion of disinterested-

ness, from this desire to substantiate the

capacity of our species for greatness, and the

dignity of man,
' resident in his thought,'

came the historian, and also the word-
student and literary artist in Cousin.

As in his method of philosophy, and in

his doctrines, Cousin was the direct heir of

Plato, St. Augustine, and Descartes, so in

the form in which thought is expressed,
Cousin has for his direct ancestor Pascal.
To no modern writer in any country is it

perhaps so fully given to

* Author of La Connaissance de Dieu Logique,&n&
several other works having a like tendency.

' twine
His hopes of being remembered in his line

With his land's language.'

Deprived of his works published in the last

twenty-five years, the French tongue would

be wanting in some of its most conclusive

proofs of superiority for prose. Cousin's

style was always splendid, but it was only

fixed from the day when he possessed him-

self of Pascal. Luckily for France, and for

human thought in general, after the fall of

the Thiers ministry in the autumn of 1841,
Cousin gave his newly-acquired leisure to

research in the archives of the Bibliotheque

Royale, touching the leading characters of

the seventeenth century. He was suddenly

brought face to face with Pascal. The

genuine manuscript of the Pensees fell into

his hands, and to him the world now owes

the really correct edition of that immortal

work
;
the original expression of the thought

of one whose entire soul lay wrapped in the
' shadows of God,' according to Plato's

definition of geometry. There was great

joy in Cousin's mind when he saw before

him the true text of the Penskes. There

was, too, the strange feeling a man might
have in suddenly discovering the portrait of

an ancestor. It was recognition ; vaguely
he felt that he gazed upon a past and still

grander self, and from that hour Cousin

never swerved from Pascal. Yet, was there

no imitation. Cousin was too independent
for that, and his own individuality was too

powerful. The lesson Pascal taught him
was that impression and expression are one,

and that to attempt to magnify mere expres-
sion beyond the force of what has been im-

pressed on the mind, leads only to inflation

and emptiness. The close fitting of the

word to the idea, the subjection of terms to

thought, the rejection of whatever is not

necessary, the horror of ornament, this was

what Pascal taught Cousin, or rather re-

vealed to him in the depths of his own mind.
He learnt that, as in everything else so in

language, what was termed style was truth.

Ideas had always come to him grandly, but

from the day when he possessed Pascal,
he had no rest till he was certain that they
were safe from loose inartistic expression.
From Pascal to Port-Royal the road lay

open, and Cousin found a shrine at which he

could worship without fear.
' Let us pay our full tribute to Port-

Royal,' he exclaims,*
' as in our hours of

dejection and lassitude we should always
bow down our whole hearts before whatso-

* Preface to Jacqueline Pascal. First edition

was in 1844.
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ever serves to raise the dignity of men's

characters and minds !' Here was the '

key-
note admiration.' The grandeur of the

women of the seventeenth century in France,
their courage, their capacity of sacrifice,

their utter disinterestedness, in a word, their

heroic qualities, inflamed Cousin's enthu-

siasm, and he taught modern France how
the vain-glorious epoch of Louis xiv., and

the frivolous sensual one of Louis xv. were

preceded by one half century where, in the

midst of perpetual struggles, moral grandeur
was to be discovered on all sides.

' Dans
un grand sieele tout est grand? declares

Cousin the historian,* in the concise style
which had now become his, and with these

words he opens the series of essays on the

period between the death of Henri iv. and
the majority of Louis xiv., which to France

are studies of history, and to the general
reader studies of historical psychology.
What Cousin seeks for in history, much

more than particular incidents in particular

lives, is the capacity of greatness of the

human soul. He finds evidence of this in

different individuals, and sets them forth as

examples, but what he exults over is the

principle itself.
' La vraie grandeur ne

peut sortir que d'une ame naturellement

grande, qui s'emeut pour une grande cause'

is his profession of faith, and for twenty-five

years he pursues the signs of this ' vraie

grandeur] and, wherever he finds them,

worships, and proclaims them to the world.

In the ascetism of La Mere Angelique, in

the conviction of Jacqueline Pascal, dying
of having signed the 'formulairej in the

genuine repentance of Mine, de Longueville,

honestly paying for the errors of genuine
passion, in the generosity of Marie de

Hautefort, devoting herself to a queen she

could not deem her equal, in the truth of all

these to their ideal, Cousin found what he

sought a means whereby to elevate the

mind of France, and show how women had,

by the exercise of the noblest virtues, devo-

tion, self-sacrifice, and generosity, been led

to deeds of real heroism.

But we touch now on one of Cousin's de-

fects, on perhaps his only narrowness. All

freatuess

was indeed recognised by him, but
e loved French greatness alone. He was

the proudest of patriots, and an exclusive

one. His motto was :
' Gesta dei per

Francos? lie would not have had the doings
of others spring one whit less from the

Divine source, but he scarcely cared for

them when they were not manifested by
French agents. His philosophy accepted all

great acts as '

gesta DeiJ but his patriotism

* Let F&nmes illuttret du xvii. tuele.

held to their being
'

per Francos."
1 This

pervaded his train of thought. In every-

thing he put France first, and in art went
the length of putting Poussin and Lesueur

above Titian and Leonardo ! But perhaps
herein lay a compensation. Perhaps it was
as with the figure of the circle whose circum-

ference (and no matter how wide it may be)
can only be defined when the intensely nar-

row centre, the one point, is given. It may
be that so imaginative a nature needed at

least one check. Had he not had the nar-

rowness of his patriotism, he might have

wanted intensity. As it was, his love for

France was an intense passion, which he for

ever fed by his exclusive study of the

French language, and of French history,
French literature, and French art.

We must remember also the surrounding
circumstances of Cousin's life. He reached

his intellectual majority at a time when

France, after giving unparalleled proofs of

power, had been vanquished, and was chafing
at defeat, while vindicating more than ever

the right to fame and glory. France was
never more French than under the Restora-

tion
;
and this was natural. It is only in

the last sixteen or eighteen years that

France has acquired any degree of cosmo-

politanism. Something may be due to the

present Emperor, whose education and early
habits were German and Italian, and whose

political experience was gained in England ;

but free-trade and railway communication

have done the rest, and France no longer

repels the notion of learning from foreigners.
But from the Revolution of 1789 to the In-

surrection of 1848, this notion was repug-
nant to her, and she looked upon the stran-

ger as did the ancient Roman, with a

conviction of his inferiority.

That the armies of France had been
worsted was a fact. They had been worsted

before Waterloo, the real '

coup de cloche de

VEmpire
'

having been sounded by the

people of Germany in 1813. But then came
the question, Had the French nation, had
France herself been defeated ? or was it

merely an empty form that had been de-

stroyed, a tyranny usurping France's uame,
a stage-hero, aspiring to perform the part of

a great country ? After invasion had re-

venged conquest, freedom became once more
the prime conception of the French mind,
and in the vices of military despotism tic

nation discovered the reason of her failures.

Except a small clique of politicians, it might
be asserted that, after 1815, all men were
Liberals in France. Constitutional liberty

the liberty of thought, pen, and tongue
the power of discussing measures and com-

pelling cabinets, these were the objects of
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French aspiration. France had awakened
to public life. In this single fact you find

the unity of French politics for thirty-three

years. There may be divergences in the

political ideas of the men of the Restoration,
and of the July monarchy ;

these may wish

for a larger extension of the electoral fran-

chise, those for trial by jury; some for an

hereditary peerage, others for the mobiliza-

tion of landed property ;
but we find none

who dream of shutting up the whole coun-

try and prescribing for it as for a patient.
This makes the virtual homogeneity of

France between 1815 and 1848. Publicity,
the right to oppose, and the right indirectly
to help in the work of Government, these

are the principles on which rests the oneness

of French monarchy, as distinct from the

two periods of Empire or military despotism,
between which it is placed. The chief

superiority of the July regime is, that it

could not escape the superiority of the indi-

viduals who adorned its public life. But
the Restoration had prepared these men, and
this is too often forgotten. In the public
life of France between 1815 and 1830, the

unhappy episode of the reign of Charles x.

does not, when looked at from an historical

point of view, present much more than the

characteristics of a weak, bigoted, old-

fashioned Tory minister in England. But
freedom was new

;
France was impatient and

easily distrustful
;
so the revolution of 1830

was hurried on, but the forms only of public
life were altered. All the men who gov-
erned .were men whom the contests of the

Restoration had formed for public life.

Royer Oollard, Benjamin Constant, Laffitte,

M. de BrOglie, M. Pasquier, Guizot, Cousin,

Villemain, and a list too long to enumerate,
were men who had fleshed their swords in

the mttee that had already lasted fifteen

years, and with the addition of younger re-

cruits (such as Thiers for instance) and the

loss of veterans as years rolled on, these

same men led the politics of France for

eighteen years more. As France must in

some shape or other be proud of herself, as

she must have glory, she sought it now in

intellect, and intellectual glories replaced
the glory of arms.

But during all this period the patriotic

feeling, in its narrow sense, was strong. The

monarchy in France was profoundly French,
was national to a remarkable extent; and
the men who helped to sustain it were what

we, with out present notions, should call

prejudiced.
When the monarchy fell in 1848, and it

was seen how the genuine love of freedom,
which alone can produce a republic, failed

France, the hearts of her nobler sons receiv-

ed a terrible blow. When the natipn in

1851-52 signed a deed of abdication, sacri-

ficing all her higher gains for '

order,' the

real patriots showed their grief in various

ways. Some died, like De Tocqueville, sick-

ening, as he himself says, under the con-

sciousness that ' what he adored France

despised, and what he despised she adored.'

Some more combative, haughtier spirits, as

Cousin for example, took it defiantly, and
refused in their caprice to recognise a sign of

deterioration. If Cousin could have ever

admitted that France was degraded or had

hopelessly sunk in the moral scale, he too

might have died of it
;
but he neither would

nor could admit it. And this belief, which
was so dear, so indispensable to him, drove

him deeper every day into the study of the

seventeenth century. In the name of all that

could not die, he resisted the proofs of disso-

lution brought before him. This was the

origin of the admiration for war with which
his adversaries have reproached him. In the

noble deeds of the French army in Algeria,
in the Crimea, in the Italian campaign, he

found a pretext for satisfaction, and consoled

himself with the belief that the race that

fought so bravely, could yield to civic and

political weakness only for a time. Every
day found him more intensely French more
absorbed by the lofty minds of the seven-

teenth century more wedded to incessant

study of the French language.

Amongst his colleagues of the Acadtmt'e

his loss is more severely felt than* perhaps

anywhere ;
for Cousin was one of the great-

est students of the philosophy of language
that ever existed. Nothing escaped him,
and nothing satisfied him but the perfect.

One of the molt learned of his brother

academicians says :

' We only can know what Cousin was. At
the Thursday sittings* he invariably ended by
leading the debates, and fixing irrevocably the

value of the words under consideration. No
one ever grappled with a term as he did, track-

ing it to its source, following it to its latest use,

forcing it back to its true signification, laying
bare all the most delicate nuances of its various

applications. A greater master of the philoso-

phy of language never existed.'

And what he was in the midst of his col-

leagues at the Academie when the art of

expression was being discussed, that be was

also amongst his private friends when the

subject of talk happened to be his favourite

period of French history. It is difficult to

give any idea of the fire and earnestness with

* The Academie Fmn?aisc every Thursday holds a

meeting where the Dictionary is in question, where

words are admitted or rejected after due discussion.
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which he threw himself into the activity of

the past, in which he habitually lived. His

eloquence, at such times, was incomparable ;

and so passionately did he realize the men
and things he described that he ended by
giving a dramatic form to recital, and you
fancied you had witnessed the scenes of two
centuries back. Once launched upon this

current it carried him utterly out of himself,
and made him forgetful of all precaution.
A note of his lies before us now, wherein are

these lines :

' I will not dine with you on

Thursday, unless you promise me an invalid's

conversation as well as diet. Andral* is

very angry, and absolutely forbids such ex-

cesses as our talk of last evening ! I got
home at God knows what hour, and have
been taken to task by everybody ever since.'

The ' talk
' which tempted him into the

' excesses
' he alludes to, had run upon the

employment, by Louis xui. and Cardinal de

Richelieu, of the eight days previous to the

execution of Cinque Mars
;
and in the work

of living the whole over again in its minutest

detail, he had lost the sense of all outside

that tragic week. He had scarcely risen

from a long and dangerous illness, requiring
the strictest care, and freedom from all emo-
tion and fatigue ;

but the 'unselfish passion
of things

' had seized him, and, all rules and

prescriptions forgotten, he had flung himself

recklessly into the flood of his own eloquence,
and it was two hours past midnight when he
remembered that instead of the year 1641
we were living in 1861. No custom ever
familiarized those who lived the past again
with Cousin to the manner in which he evoked
his phantoms. It was always new. The
compelling charm of his eloquence on such
occasions lay in its sincerity ;

in the passion-
ate conviction he had that he was nearer to

the heroic dead than ever were their own
contemporaries.

This it is which makes the appeal at

the close of the Life of Madame de Haute-

fort, so
affecting. Cousin's friends knew

that it was real.

' Be for ever blessed, ye Muses, now graceful,
now austere ! always noble, always lofty ! you
who have taught me what true beauty is, and
unfitted me for all vulgar attachments. You it

is from whom I have learnt to avoid the crowd,
and instead of raising my fortune, to elevate

my heart. Thanks to you, I have found plea-
sure in a proud poverty. I have lost the vul-

gar prizes of life, but have been faithful to the

grand cause of freedom, deserted in our day,
but to which the future is insured. Be my
mainstay in the trials which await mo, you who
were the companions of Descartes, of Pascal,
of Corneille, of Richelieu, of Cond6

; you,

* The famous French physician.

Amie de Bourbon, Marie de Rohan, Mariet de

Hautefort, Martha du Vigean, Louise de la

Fayette, all tender of heart as strong, who,
after you had shone with such lustre, courted
silence and obscurity, give me a share of yonr
courage, and teach me to smile as you did npon
age and solitude, upon sickness and death.'

Whoever wishes to know Victor Cousin

thoroughly should study every word of that

page. For it is one of the pages in which he

wrote down his very soul. And truly his

dead loves did practically inspire him. He
lived beyond our world, away from all petty

wranglings or debasing pursuits, and this was
the source whence he drew that inexhaust-

ble, imperishable youth, which was his privi-

lege above all others.

Those who saw him in July last, after the

results of the campaign in Bohemia, can
never forget the rapidity of look and ges-

ture, the eagerness of the whole man to be-

come master of every detail, the passion with

which he threw himself into the struggle,

noting at each step the advance of victory to

the Prussian arms, and almost fiercely seek-

ing out the causes of Benedek's defeat, to

end by mourning over the mysterious over-

throw, not so much of a great general, as of

one of the noblest natures ever born. Never
was Cousin younger or more brilliant than in

the last few months of his life
;
never had he

more evidently upon his broad brow the

sign of power. Indeed, his contemporaries
were wont to say that, wilful as he had al-

ways been from early youth, and incapable
of discipline, he had with each added year

acquired a right the more to lead others.

It has been said of him that he was ' the

greatest Professor that France ever had,'
and his rare combination of faculties justified
the saying. Everything in Cousin bore the

mai-k of sovereignty. His ringing voice, his

large flashing eye, undimmed to the very last,

his superb head, his habitually commanding
gesture, all told of an instinctive conscious-

ness of superiority, rarely withstood when
it is really instinctive.

' I could not have believed that, in a time
of such intellectual degeneracy as ours, the

loss of such a man as Cousin could be felt

as it is
;
I am astonished at the universal

outbreak of regret.' Thus writes from the

provinces (2d February) to a friend in Paris,
one of the most distinguished men in France,
who began life as little more than a boy un-

der the fatal Poliguac ministry, and who, in

1848, under Lamurtine's really liberal and
too short exercise of power, represented
France at a German Court. The reason of
this universal regret will be partly found,
as we have already said, in that independ-
ence of character which refused ever to sub-
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ordinate a generous passion to a selfish in-

terest; but it must also be sought for in the

ceaseless activity with which Cousin associ-

ated himself to the last hour with those in-

tellectual labourers who tilled the same fields

as himself. He never lost sight of them
;
he

watched their movements, even their thoughts
as it were, and never allowed them to rest.

Rest was to him a thing unknown, and far or

near, by word or letter, he kept the minds
of his disciples in perpetual activity. His
last day on earth found him busy with what
had been his first inspiration. Before leav-

ing Paris for Cannes he superintended the

publication of the seventh edition of his

Histoire G&n&rale de la Philosophic. No
sooner had he reached Cannes than he began
to correct what was to be the eighth edition

of the work. He wrote several pages on the

Philosophy of the Fathers of the Christian

Church and recommenced revising the first

chapters of the History. On the day of his

death he was at work, and his lectures on
the Scholastic School and on Locke bear

the latest strokes of his pen.

Accurately to define Cousin is an impos-
sible task, for a definition implies a limit,
and the greatest characteristic of his nature

was that on all sides it was unbounded.

Everywhere his soul lay open to the Infinite.
' What a singular organization !

' exclaims

Saint Beuve the other day,*
' what a person-

ality was that which bore the name of Cou-
sin ! he has remained for me, and I believe

for many of those who knew him best, a

problem and an enigma.' Probably the solu-

tion of the '

problem
'

lies in the words Sur-
sum corda. His ceaseless task was to ele-

vate both himself and all around him,
and he spared no pains to attain his end. ' It

is at all events unanimously admitted,' says
M. Janet,f

' that as a philosopher Cousin
achieved two things he founded in France
the History of Philoshphy ;

he revived and

upheld the Spiritualist Doctrine for fifty

years with indomitable energy. Those who
dislike that doctrine feel of course little

gratitude to him, but there can be no two

opinions upon the immense utility of having
founded the Historic School of France. '

When the disputes and passions of the

hour shall have subsided, and judgment shall

have passed calmly upon a man who, while

living, made it impossible for friends and
foes to remain calm when judging him,
Victor Cousin will fill one of the highest
places among the great men of Europe in

any age. For France herself he will remain

* 20th January 1867.

f Revue des Deux Mondes, 1st February 186*7.

as much a part of her mind as Descartes or

Pascal or Malebrancte, justifying by his

life his own notion of greatness, namely, a
'

spirit naturally great, busied only with

great things.'

ART. VI. Report of the Commissioners ap-

pointed to inquire into the Sea-Fisheries

of the United Kingdom : Regulations re-

lating to Oysters, and Oyster-Fishing in

general. 2 vols. 1866.

A FEW months ago,* we called attention

to the results of the inquiries made by the

Royal Commissioners into the laws affecting
our sea-fisheries, but space prevented us

from noticing a very important branch of

commercial enterprise, which was carefully

investigated by the same Commissioners, and

with similar results : we mean the Oyster-
Fisheries. We propose now to consider

this very important subject, and shall care-

fully weigh the evidence elicited by the

Commissioners in their inquiries into the

operations of the laws regulating oyster-

fishing; but before we do so, let us pause
a few minutes to notice some interesting
facts about this not very interesting-looking
bivalve. Who was the first wise mortal to

eat an oyster we shall never know. Instead

of that man having his

'

palate covered o'er

With brass or steel, that on the rocky shore
First broke the oozy oyster's pearly coat,
And risked the living morsel down his throat,'

as Gray has imagined, we are inclined to

assign to him a. highly sensitive and exquisite

taste, a prophetic appreciation of a dainty,
as the tempting morsel lay all succulently

upon its deepest valve which does him
much credit. However, it is certain, that

oysters have long been considered, not only
a valuable article of diet, but a delicious

adjunct to the dinner and supper table.

But oysters were in existence years before

oyster-eaters in the human form were

thought of.

' The discoveries of geologists open scenes

of regret to the enthusiastic oyster-eater, who
can hardly gaze upon the abundantly-entombed
remains of the apparently well fed and ele-

gantly shaped oysters of our Eocene formation

without "
chasing a pearly tear away," wlrilst

he calls to mind how all these delicate beings

* North British Review, June 1866.
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came into the world, and vanished to so little

purpose."
*

If this is applied to a time when ' natives
'

were comparatively reasonable in price, how
much more forcibly does it apply now that

they are ld. apiece ! What animals en-

joyed oyster repasts in these geological

days, when, so far as human enemies are

concerned,

'
Piscis adhuc [illi] populo sine fraude natabat

;

Ostreaque in conchis tuta fuere suis, t

whether ancient star-fish or boring whelk-

tingles fed with impunity on the juices of

the Eocene oysters, we cannot tell
;
but to

judge from the abundant remains of these

conchiferous molluscs in certain forma-

tions, it would appear that then was the

golden age of oysters !

Oyster-shells have been found abundantly

amongst the refuse-heaps or shell-mounds

(Kjokkenmbdding) of Denmark
;
and the

fact has been adduced by Sir Charles Lyell,
and other eminent geologists, as evidence of

important physical changes.

' At certain points along the shores of nearly
all the Danish islands, mounds may be seen,

consisting chiefly of thousands of castaway
shells of the oyster, cockle, and other molluscs
of the same species as those which are now
eaten by man. These shells are plentifully
mixed up with the bones of various quadra-
peds, birds, and fish, which served as the food
of the rude hunters and fishers by whom the

mounds were accumulated. I have seen simi-

lar large heaps -of oysters and other marine

shells, with interspersed stone implements,
near the sea-shore, both in Massachusetts and
in Georgia, U. S., left by the native North-
American Indians at points near to which they
were in the habit of pitching their wigwams
for centuries before the white man arrived.' J

Scattered all through these refuse-heaps
are flint-knives, hatchets, and other instru-

ments of stone, etc. The men of the stone

period must have opened their oysters with
these flint-knives, for bronze and iron were
as yet unknown. Rather a difficult matter,
we may be inclined to think, for by your
unitiated amateur oyster-opener, the feat is

seldom accomplished cither gracefully or

successfully; but practice always makes

perfect, and even, as Epicharmus tersely

observes,

f<rr ^n 8' *vpapfa.

* Forbes and Hnnley's Molluscs.

t Ovid's Fasti, lib. vi. 174.

t Lycll's Antiquity of Man, pp. 11, 12.

Athenseus, Deipnosojjh. iii. 30.

<

Oysters with closed shells, very difficult to

open, but very good to eat,' may have their

valves forced asunder by rude implements.
The shape of the oyster, as indeed that

of the conchifera generally, must, from the

earliest times, have suggested the need of

some instrument to insert between the shells,

for necessity is the mother of invention.

According to Dr. Milligau, in places on the

shores of Van Dieman's Land, when the

shells of the mound are univalves,

round stones of different sizes are met with,

one, the larger, on which they broke the shells,

the other, and smaller, having served as the

hammer to break them with. But where the

refuse-mounds consist of oysters, mussels,

cockles, and other bivalves, there flint-knives,

used to open them with, are generally found.' *

Who would have thought that the presence of

oysters amongst the Danish ' kitchen-mid-

dings
' can have any bearing upon such a

question as the antiquity of these shell-

mounds, or upon the present configuration
of a portion of the land ? But so it is, for

the common oyster (ostrea edtdis) attaining

its full size is found amongst these refuse-

heaps. But at present the common oyster

'cannot live in the brackish waters of the

Baltic, except near its entrance, where, when-

ever a north-westerly gale prevails, a current

setting in from the ocean pours in a great body
of salt water. Yet it seems that during the

whole time of the accumulation of the "
shell-

mounds," the oyster flourished in places from

which it is uo\v excluded. In like manner, the

eatable cockle, mussel, and periwinkle (cardium

edule, Mytilus edulis, Littorina littorea), which

are met with in great numbers in the
"
refuse-heaps," are of the ordinary dimensions

which they acquire in the ocean, whereas the

same species now living in the adjoining parts

of the Baltic only attain a third of their natural

size, being stunted and dwarfed in their growth
by the quantity of fresh water poured by rivers

into that inland sea. Hence, we may confi-

dently infer that in the days of the aboriginal

hunters and fishers, the ocean had freer access

than now to the Baltic, communicating, proba-

bly, through the peninsula of Jutland, Jutland,

having been, at no remote period, an archi-

pelago." t

But we must pass on from the contempla-
tion of oysters as they are found in

geologi-
cal strata, or in the shell-mounds of prehis-

toric times, to oysters of genuine history.

The ancients, it is well known, were fully

alive to the excellency of oysters, and ate

them raw, or cooked in various ways, accord-

*
Tylor's Early History ofMankind,

f Antiquity of Man, p. 13.
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iug to the tastes of the consumers. The Greek

palate was not so sensitive to the good things
of the table, nor so choice in its predilec-
tions as the Roman; yet we find various

references to oysters in the works of Greek

authors, although little interesting matter.

Whether Hojmer was familiar with these

delicacies or not is uncertain
;
he appears

to have only one passage which may possibly
contain an allusion to oysters. Patroclus,
after having knocked a certain Trojan chario-

teer off his chariot with a stone, addresses him
in not very polite language, as follows :

'Good heavens! what active feats yon artist

shows !

"What skilful divers* are our Phrygian foes!

Mark with what ease they sink into the sand,

Pity that all their practice is by land !

But that oysters were early used as food

by the Greeks is evident from the fragments
of Archestratus that have come down to us.

Archestratus was a native of Gela or Syra-

cuse, and lived about B.C. 870. He was a

thorough epicure, and extremely fond of

fish, and took so much pleasure in all that

relates to ' the good things of life,' that he

travelled through various countries in order

that he might see what different animals

different people ate, and report thereupon.
That he thoroughly appreciated a snug
dinner-party is evident from these lines :

'
I write these precepts for immortal Greece,

That round a table delicately spread,
Or three, or four, may sit in choice repast,
Or five at most. Who otherwise shall dine "

Are like a troop marauding for their prey.

He mentions different places as being fa-

mous for their production of various kinds

of fish, especially shell-fish, as in the follow-

ing lines :

' Aenus has mussels fine, Abydos, too,
Is famous for its oysters ;

Parium produces
Crabs, the bears of the sea, and Mitylene peri-

winkles :

Ambracia in all kinds of fish abounds,
And the boar-fish sends forth : and in its nar-

row strait

Messene cherishes the largest cockles.

In Ephesus you shall catch chem which are not

bad,
And Chalcedon will give you oysters (rrfifa).

But, my Jupiter,

Destroy the race of criers, both the fish born
in the sea,

.And those wretches which infest the city Forum ;

All except one man, for he is a friend of mine,

Dwelling in Lesbos abounding in grapes, and
his name is Agatho.'

* The -words reflect Sif&jv are supposed to refer

to oyster-catching, but TTjflea is a word of uncertain

. meaning.

Matron, a certain individual who wrote

parodies, calls oysters
' the truffles of the

sea,' by which comparison he meant to be-

stow high praise upon the dainty mollusc.

Beyond the notices of oysters to be found
in AthenEeus, scarcely anything occurs in

Greek authors. Aristotle speaks of them,
but not in any way that deserves repetition.

Oysters were considered an article of

great luxury amongst the Romans, and va-

rious tales are on record of the vast num-
bers consumed by the gourmets of imperial
Rome. Pliny speaks of them as '

palina
mensarum divitum '

(Nat. Hist. xxxn. 6) ;

he considered that the best kind came from
Circeii ('

his neque dulciora neque teneriora

esse ulla compertum est
').

The first person
who established oyster-parks (ostrearum vi-

varia) was Sergius Grata, or, as his name is

sometimes written, from his fondness for

gold-fish it is said, S. Aurata.* He ap-

pears to have been a man of considerable

ability and refinement, and a most success-

ful breeder of oysters. Cicero, in a frag-
ment preserved by Augustin, speaks of him
as '

ditissimus, amoenissimus, deliciosissi-

rnus.' His oyster -parks were formed at

Baise, in the Lucrine Lake, and the mode

adopted by him for securing the oyster
brood was probably similar to that now in

vogue in the same locality. It was cus-

tomary for the Romans to collect oysters
from Brundusium, Tarentum, Cyzicum, and
even from Britain, and to fatten them on the

beds of the Lucrine Lake. Thorough epi-
cures pretended to tell at first bite what lo-

calities the oysters came from :

' Oirceis nata forent an
Lucrinum ad saxum Eutupinove edita fundo

Ostrea, callebat primo deprendere morsu.'

In Macrobius
(ii. 9), an express distinction

is made between ostrece crudw, which were
handed to the guests before dinner, quantum
vellent, and patina ostrearum, which was a

warm dish prepared from oysters, shall we
call it a dish of oyster-scallops ? A par-
ticular kind of bread w'as eaten with oysters,

which was called panis ostrearius. Before

the introduction of the British oysters from
the shores of Kent, the Lucrine and the

Circeiian were in the highest request ;
but

when the Roman palate became acquainted
with the flavour of a real English

'

native,'

their own oysters had to yield the palm.

' From the fourth century to the reign of
Louis IV. of France, the history of the oyster

* Others suppose he obtained this name from the

large gold rings he used to wear. We would sug-

gest another reason he had plenty of money.
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is a blank
;
but that king revived the taste for

our favourite, and during his captivity in Nor-

mandy brought it again into request with his

conqueror, Duke William. So, when the Nor-
mans invaded England under William the Con-

queror, the descendant of that DukeWilliam,
little more than a century later, they were
not long in finding out how much Kentish
and Essex oysters were preferred to those of

France.' *

But let us turn to more practical matters.

Mr. Gwyn Jeffreys, a high authority in all

that relates to molluscous animals, enumer-

ates five varieties of our common oyster,

Ostrea edulis, namely, 0. parasitica, 0.

hippopus, 0. deformiS) 0. rutupina, 0.

tincta. Var. 1 is found on shells, crabs and

other substances
;
the shell is small, flat,

colour purplish or greenish-brown, with

streaks of a darker hue radiating from the

beaks. It has a more southern distribution

than the other varieties. Var. 2 has a large
and very thick shell

;
it occurs in deep water,

and is solitary. Var. 3 has a small, distort-

ed, and often nearly cylindrical shell
;

it oc-

cupies the crevices of rocks in the littoral

or laminarian zones, and is called the ' rock

oyster.' Some specimens, we are told, re-

semble a gryphrea in shape. Var. 4, with

a small shell, transversely oval, and of a regu-
lar shape, is our true '

native,' from the

coasts of Essex and North Kent, in a semi-

cultivated statue. Var. 5, with a flattened

shell, and attached in every stage of growth,

having its inside of a rich purplish-brown,
or olive-green, and the hinge-margins strongly

crenulated, occurs in the west of Scotland,
and in Burra, one of the Shetland Islands.

It is necessary to bear in mind the fact of

the existence of different varieties of oysters,
as all do not present precisely the same
features in their habits and economy ; some,
for instance, spawning considerably earlier

than others, some considerably later
;
hence

the necessity of careful legislation, if legis-
lation is necessary at all

;
but to this point

we must return by and by. To the

eye of the mere oyster-eater, this animal
looks like a flabby mass of semi-animate

matter, and perhaps he would be disinclined

to credit an assertion that the oyster is pos-
sessed of mouth, stomach, and intestinal

canal
;
that it has an appetite, and doubtless

an appreciation for its food, which consists

of minute organisms both of animal and

vegetable nature
;

that it has a heart, and
branchial vessels for the aeration of its blood,
a nervous system, and organs for the increase

of its race.

* The Oyster : Wlien, How, and Where to Find,
Breed, Cook and Eat it, pp. 24.

^
London.

Oysters are hermaphrodite, and combine

both sexes in one individual. Formerly

very erroneous opinions prevailed upon this

point, and there are even now writers who
continue to assert that these mollusca are of

two separate sexes. At the proper time of

the year, oysters will be found to contain a

quantity of milk-like fluid
;
this fluid consists

of minute eggs and milt
;
from the ovaries

the eggs pass into the folds of the gills, where

they remain for some time, and become de-

veloped into small free embryos, with rudi-

mentary shells or membranes, and having
their upper parts covered with cilia, by the

action of which the little animals are able to

swim about in the water. It has been com-

puted that two millions of these ciliated

embryos may be produced by a single oyster,

but few, comparatively speaking, grow up to

oysterhood. Unless the embryos find suita-

ble places of attachment, they either die or

become a prey to numerous enemies. Hence
in oyster-culture, the first essential condition

is to secure good spatting-ground, with suita-

ble places of attachment for the young fry.

The French have adopted oyster-cultivation
in different parts of their coasts, notably at

He de He and St. Brieuc. The mode of

oyster-breeding is

' to erect artificial pyramids of stones in the

water, surrounded by stakes of wood in order

to intercept the spawn, the oyster being laid

down on the stones. Fagots of branches were

also used to collect the spawn, which requires,

within forty-eight hours of its emission,* to se-

cure a holding or place, or be lost for ever.

The plan of the Fusaro (the ancient Avernus)

oyster-breeders, struck M. Ooste as being emi-

nently practical, and suitable for imitation on

the coasts of France. He had one of the stakes

pulled up, and was gratified to find it covered

with oysters of all ages and sizes. The Lake
Fusaro system of cultivation was therefore, at

the instigation of Professor Coste, strongly
recommended for imitation by the French Gov-
ernment to the French people, as being the

most suitable to follow, and experiments were
at once entered upon with a view to prove
whether it would be as practicable to cultivate

oysters as easily among the agitated waves of

the open sea as in the quiet waters of Fusaro.

In order to settle this point, it wns determined

to renew the old oyster-beds in the Bay of St.

Brieuc, and notwithstanding the fact that the

wator there is exceedingly deep, and the winds

very violent, immediate and almost miraeDlow

success was the result. The fascines laid down
soon became covered with seed, and branches

wore speedily exhibited nt Paris and other

place?, containing thousands of young oysters.

The experiments in oyster-culture tried at St.

Brieuc wero commenced onrly in the spring of

* Mr. Bnckland says twenty-two or twenty-seven

days, but we consider he is in error here.
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1859, on part of a space of 3000 acres, that was
deemed suitable for the reception of spat. A
quantity of breeding-oysters, approaching to

three millions, were laid down either in the old

beds, or on newly-constructed longitudinal
banks. These were sown thick on a bottom

composed chiefly of immense quantities of old

shells (the
" middens " of Oancale in fact, where

the shell accumulation had become a nuisance),
so that there was a more than ordinary good
chance for the spat finding at once a proper

holding or place. Then, again, over some of

the new banks, fascines, made of boughs tightly
tied together, were sunk and chained over the

beds, so as to intercept such portions of the

spawn as were likely, upon rising, to be carried

away by the force of the tide. In less than six

months the success of the operation in the Bay
of St. Brieuc was assured, for at the proper
season a great fall of spawn was secured, and
the bottom shells were covered with the spat,

while the fascines were so thickly coated with

young oysters, that an estimate of 20,000 for

each fascine was not thought an exaggeration.'
*

Alas ! that the success detailed above is

found to be so exceptional, as subsequent

experiments both in England and on the

Continent have shown. It is found that a

good spatting season must not be looked for

every year ;
on the contrary, it seems that

such seasons are quite the exception to the

general rule, and it is to this reason that we
must assign the scarcity of oysters the last

few years, and the consequent exorbitant

prices charged for natives. A great deal

has been said about over-fishing. The asser-

tion is easily made, but we have met with

no proof that the beds are becoming ex-

hausted from over-dredging. The Commis-
sioners have, with their usual care, examined

this part of the question, and have come, as

we shall see, to a very different conclusion.

The most important French cultivation of

oysters is carried on on the He de Re, near

La Rochelle, in the Bay of Biscay, where
there are more pares and claires than at

Marennes, Arcachon, Concarneau, Cancale,
and all the rest of the coast put together.
' It is curious,

'

says Mr. Bertram,
' to note

the rapid growth of the industry of oyster-
culture on the Isle de Re. It was begun
so recently as 1858, and there are now (1865)

upwards of 4000 parks and claires upon its

shores, and the people may be seen as busy
in their fish-parks as the market-gardeners
of Kent in their strawberry-beds.' The
same writer informs us that oyster-farming
on the He was inaugurated

'

by a stone-mason

having the curious name of Beef,
' a cir-

cumstance, we may remark, which is sug-

gestive of the connexion between rump-steaks
and oyster-sauce !

'

* Bertram's Harvest of the Sea, p. 350.

' This shrewd fellow, who was a keen ob-

server of nature, and had seen the oyster-spat

grow to maturity, began -thinking of oyster-
culture simultaneouly with Professor Coste,
and wondering if it could be carried out on
those portions of the public foreshore that were
left dry by the ebb of the waters, he determined
to try the experiment on a small scale, so as to

obtain a practical solution of his idea, and with
this view he enclosed a small portion of the

foreshore of the island, by building a rough
dyke about eighteen inches in height. In this

park he laid down a few bushels of growing
oysters, placing amongst them a quantity of

large stones, which he gathered out of the sur-

rounding mud. This initiatory experiment
was so successful, that in the course of a year
he was able to sell 6 worth of oysters from
his stock. The result was, of course, very

encouraging to the enterprising mason, and the

money was just in a sense found money, for the

oysters went on growing while he was at his

work at his own proper business as a mason.
Elated by the profit of his experiment, he pro-
ceeded to double the proportions of his park,
and by that means more than doubled his

oyster commerce, for in 1861 he was able to

dispose of 20 worth, and this without im-

poverishing in the least degree his breeding-
stock. He continued to increase the dimensions

of his farm, so that by 1862 his sales had in-

creased to 40. As might have been expected,
Beef's neighbours had been carefully watching
his experiments, uttering occasional sneers, no

doubt, at his enthusiasm, but, for all that, quite

ready to go and do likewise whenever the suc-

cess of the industrious mason's experiments
became sufficiently developed to show that they
were profitable as well as practical. After

Beef had demonstrated the practicability of

oyster-farming, the extension of the system
over the foreshores of the island, between Point

de Eivedoux and Point de Lome, was rapid and

effective, so much so, that 200 beds were con-

ceded by the Government previous to 1859,
while an additional 500 beds were speedily laid

down, and in 1860 large quantities of brood

were sold to the oyster-farmers at Marennes,
for the purpose of being manufactured into

green oysters in their dairies on the banks of

the river Seudre. ... So rapid has been

the progress of oyster-culture at the He de R6,
that what were formerly a series of enormous
and unproductive mud-banks, occupying a

stretch of shore about four leagues in length,
are nowso transformed, and the whole place
so changed, that it seems the work of a

miracle.
' *

The success that has attended oyster-cul-

tivation on the French coasts has induced

similar attempts on portions of our own

coasts, and companies have been formed for

the purpose of breeding oysters at Herne

Bay, Poole Bay, Hayling Island, and else-

where
;
but success has not yet crowned the

efforts of the cultivators, though the accounts

* Harvest of the Sea, pp. 352-4
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of the last spatting season at Hayling Island

were satisfactory :

'Hitherto it has been generally supposed,'

says the Pall Mall Gazette, 'that the system of

oyster-culture followed in France, and which
has been so successful in many places in that

country, was inapplicable to our waters. It was

thought that the general temperature of the

water was too low for the effective development
of the process. Several partial attempts have
been made to carry it out at various places on
our coasts, but not only have they generally
failed to give any successful results, but they
have failed so completely, as to leave no en-

couragement whatever to the projectors to

continue their attempts. These attempts, how-

ever, were probably made by persons who had
but an imperfect knowledge of the French

process, and who thus made some fatal over-

sight in the arrangement of their apparatus. It

is satisfactory then to find that the system has

been successfully carried out at Hayling Island.

In the harbour there a company has become

possessed of 900 acres of ground ;
this harbour

being a great inlet of the sea., similar to that of

Portland harbour, and situated at a few miles to

the east of it. A large portion of the harbour
has been cut off by the embankment of the

railway, which runs from the mainland to the

south of Hayling Island, and within this is

situated the 900 acres referred to
;
the embank-

ment, by the aid of sluices, giving the company
a perfect command over the water supply.
Parts of the ground have been divided off and
set apart for various purposes, some for pares
and spawning grounds, some for growing and

fattening grounds, others for the cultivation of

other molluscs than oysters, or the more valu-

able crustaceae, and others as mviers for fish.

Hitherto, however, the company have only
had two branches of these undertakings, those

which would bo most likely to pay well if they
succeeded. The one is oyster and the other

lobster breeding. For the latter purpose, the

company had a suitable reservoir constructed,
and stocked it towards the end of the season

with a score or two of breeding lobsters, and
the result is that they have now in their ponds
thousands of small lobsters, passing through
the unprofitable stages of babyhood. The

oyster-pare has been made on the side of the old

Salterns, oysters being laid down, and collecting-
tiles placed to receive the spat in the most
favourable positions. It is scarcely a month
since the oysters commenced to throw out the

spat, but already the collecting-tiles have been
covered with the young oysters. The embryo
taking to the tiles, and fixing itself firmly to

them without difficulty, the tiles are covered
with oysters; the number of which may be

imagined, when we say that there are about

twenty-six oysters to every square inch of tile.

The experiment has been carried out at a small

expenditure (four acres only out of the 900

having been occupied by the present pare), and
the produce promises to be considerable

;
which

is something to the general public, if it leads to

other enterprises of the same kind, and a down-
fall in the price of oysters.*

The success of the Hayling Island experi-
ments is most encouraging, and if care is

taken to secure other pares as favourably

situated, there is good reason to hope for

more satisfactory results than have hitherto

attended oyster cultivation. We must be-

come better acquainted with the natural

history of oysters before we can determine

the causes of failures, which have been so

universal the last few years. As Mr. Frank
Buckland says, we must first of all consider

the amount of failure, to know what we have

to combat; (2d) the nature of the young
oyster or spat, and the conditions favourable

or unfavourable for its development ; (3d)
the necessary requirements for the adult

oyster; (4th) the various operations neces-

sary for the cultivation of oysters both by
the natural and by the so-called artificial

methods; (bfh) the enemies of the oyster.

On the subject of the general failure, the

same writer remarks that it is most mysteri-
ous on account of its universality, 'for it

has extended not only to the celebrated

breeding-beds in comparatively shallow water

on the south coast of England, but also to

the beds at the mouth of the Thames, both

north and south of the estuary. Then,

again, we find that the beds in the deep sea

are equally affected, and that the oyster-beds
in France have also failed.' The beds off

Jersey can be hardly said to exist, a colony
of shells (crow-oysters) having taken their

place. The oyster-beds on the west coast of

Ireland have terribly fallen off in their sup-

ply of young oysters ;
nor are the beds on '

the east coast in a very different condition :

' These are the facts we have to deal with,

and the first thing we must observe is, the im-

mensity of space over which the cause (what-
ever it may be) has extended

;
we must, there-

fore, while collecting facts and observations at

individual localities, not forget to take a large
view of things, and look in the first instance

for some one great cause which must be taken

into consideration with the many minor causes,

though I am of opinion that the minor causes

in many instances are but of secondary impor-
tance.'

It is interesting to note that Mr. Frank

Buckland, who has paid so much attention

to the oyster question, is not an advocate

for the over-dredging theory. He says,

'I am aware that it has gone forth to the

world that over-dredging is the cause of failmv.

I at once place myself in the position of a man

* Since the above was written we have read a

short pamphlet on Successful Oyster Culture, by

Harry Lobb, Esq., Director of the South of England

Oyster Company, in which much valuable informa-

tion is given.
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fixed for his sins in the pillory, and in spite of

the numerous arguments and theories which I

expect wiil come spinning through the air at

my devoted head, at once give out that I am
opposed to the over-dredging theory, and that,

if it has any influence at all, it- must he placed
in the number of the minor causes.'

On the failure of oysters on the French

coasts the last few years, Mr. Buckland

assured himself by a personal visit to La
Rochelle and the He de Re; and he has

tabulated the fall of spat as it occurred in

France and the mouth of the Thames during
several consecutive years as follows :

FEANCE. MOUTH OF THAMES.

1858,
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tuaries thereof.' They said that it
' was

not the intention of either of the parties to

the Convention to make regulations binding
on the coast fisheries of the other, except so

far as might be necessary to secure the ob-

servation of the regulations applicable to

the sea common to both; and that, as re-

gards the seas not common to both, it would

be desirable to enforce the regulations to

such an extent, and to such an extent only,

as might be most consistent with the perma-
nent interest of the fishermen on different

parts of the coast.' With respect to other

parts of the coasts of the United Kingdom,
the regulations were to be enforced unless

the interests of the fisheries should require

their relaxation. In 1852, in consequence
of the French Government having called on

the English Government for a strict execu-

cution of the Convention regulations as re-

gards the oyster-fisheries, a close-time was

generally enforced upon the fishermen of

Jersey, and instructions given to the Custom

authorities, the Coast-guard, and Channel

cruisers, to carry out the Close-time Act

most strictly,
' not only outside the three-

mile limit, but also within that limit, with

the exception of the beds on the east coast,'

where the people appear to have enjoyed

perfect freedom, dredging, moving, or sell-

ing their oysters exactly as they pleased.

Let us see what was the effect of this close-

time. The Commissioners say :

' The enforcement of the close-season worked
a revolution in the oyster-trade. It had been

the practice on the beds off Jersey, and off the

south coast generally, and in most of the bays,
to dredge throughout the summer for the oys-
ter brood

;
the small oysters thus taken were

laid down in beds along the south coast, at

Langston Harbour, Ohichester Harbour, New-
haven and Shoreham, and to the eastward, on

beds in the mouth of the Thames, and compar-
atively few oysters came to market which had
not lain a year at least on some one of these

beds. It is alleged by many of the witnesses

examined by us on this subject, that the effect

of discontinuing dredging during the summer
months has been to do far more injury than

good ;
that it has allowed weeds and slub to

accumulate on the ground, which, under the

old system, were prevented from settling on
the ground to the same extent; that the spat

fulling upon this foul ground has been choked

by weeds and mud, and that consequently the

oyster-beds ha^o almost disappeared.'

In 1855 another Act (18 and 19 Viet. c.

101) was passed, in consequence of the diffi-

culty in enforcing the regulation, as no power
had been granted to the Customs officers to

destroy the oysters found on board fishiug-

boatsfduriug the fcucc-mouths.

' The first section of this Act provides that

any officer, when he boards any British fishing-

vessel to examine whether the fishing regu-
lations are complied with, may seize and throw
overboard or destroy any oysters found on
board such vessel at any^ time between the 1st

of May and the 31st of August, and may seize

and dispose of dredges and other implements for

catching oysters found on board such vessel, or

found sunk in, or floating upon the seas dur-

ing the time aforesaid
;
and the second section

provides that no oysters taken in the seas be-

tween the United Kingdom and France shall be

imported into or landed in the United Kingdom
between the 1st of May and the 31st of August,
and that any oysters imported or landed be-

tween such days from any vessel employed in

fishing in the said seas, shall be deemed to be

oysters taken and imported contrary to the

provisions of the Act,' unless the contrary be

proved, and that oysters which it is attempted
so to land may be destroyed.'

The question as to the operation of this

Act within the three-mile limit is as much a

matter of doubt as the Convention Act,

although some have supposed that this Act
had the effect of extending the operation of

the Convention Act, and enforcing the

close-time within the three-mile limit.

' Like the Convention Act, the Act of 1855

was passed for the purpose of executing more

effectually the convention between the two

countries, and it does not in express words ex-

tend any of its regulations to the seas within

the three-mile limit. The words '' seas between

the United Kingdom and France " occur in

both Acts, and if,
in the Convention Act, they

exclude the seas within the three-mile limit,

they do so equally in the latter Act. Such

being the case, only those dredges may be

seized which have been used during the close-

season beyond the three-mile limit
;

and

though oysters imported, or landed, from any
vessel employed beyond the limit during the

close-season, are to be deemed to have been
taken beyond the limit, unless the contrary be

proved, yet where it is proved that the oysters
were taken within the three-mile limit, the

Act does not apply. If this view be correct,

then neither under this Act, nor under the

Convention Act, can the close-time for oysters
be enforced by law within the limit of three

miles from low-water marks or in those bays
which are not more than ten miles across.'

Notwithstanding the evident uncertainty
of these Acts, as regards their operation

within the three-mile limit, and notwith-

standing the absence of any subsequent well-

defined Act on this point, instructions, we
are told, have been given to Naval and

Customs officers on the coast to carry out

the close-time strictly, both within and

without the three-mile limit, to seize the

dredges and oysters of all persons found

dredging in the four close-months May,
June, July, and August in all places, with
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exception of the estuary of the Thames, and

some parts within ' three miles of the east

coast north of the Foreland.'

In 1857, in consequence of complaints
from the owners of private beds, an Order
in Council was passed, directing the officers

of Customs and Coast-guard not to interfere

with the action of the owners of private beds

within the British limits, as far as relates to

the preservation, propagation, and removal

of oysters. The owners themselves were

not to work the beds, except for the purpose
of cleaning them and removing the oysters

during the close-months, and then not with-

out a special license
; oysters were not to be

removed from bed to bed without a license
' addressed by the collector of the port where

they are dredged, to the collector of the port
where they are deposited ;' which rules were

to apply to the removal of oysters lawfully

dredged in Ireland to the coasts of England.

' As might be expected from the account of

the legislation which has taken place respecting

oyster-fisheries, we found,' say the Commis-

sioners,
'

everywhere great uncertainty existing
as to the state of the law on this subject. On
the Essex coast the fishermen are under the

impression that they have a right to dredge for

oysters anywhere north of a line drawn from
the North Foreland to Dunkirk. They state

that such aline was drawn for them some few

years ago by the Board of Trade, and that

they were told that beyond that line they were
free from the restrictions of the Convention.
It seems that latterly the Government have
insisted on stopping dredging north of the line,

except within the three-mile limit, but the

Colchester men told us they had challenged
the Government to send a vessel out after

them
;
and an action in the matter is, we be-

lieve, now pending.'

As evidence of the injurious effect of the

uncertain nature of the law upon the

interests of the oyster-trade, the Commis-
sioners cite the statements of the Colchester

dredgers :

' The commander of our cutter will come on
board a vessel and say,

" You ought only to

have oysters of such a size;" and another will

say, "You ought not to have a dredge on
board:" a third, that we ought not to be here,
and the next, that we ought not to be there.

Another one says we have no business to go to

Burnham for oysters, and what with all these

different opinions, we never know what we
ought to do. In point of fact, the interference

to which we are subjected here has regularly

paralysed our trade.'

Again
' The Government have taken so much ad-

vantage of us that our business has been almost

paralysed. We are obliged to act contrary to

the law
;

if we did not we should starve, and

should have to seek some other mode of gain-

ing a living.'

The legislation in Ireland with regard to

oysters, although it differs for different parts
of the coast, has, we are told,

' the merit of

being certain.' May 1st to September 1st

are close-months, and oysters are prohibited
from being taken, but the Act (5 and 6
Viet. c. 106) makes no restriction as to size.

The Convention Act is suspended by Order
in Council from operation on the Coast of

Ireland
;
and there are Fishery Commission-

ers who have passed bye-laws with respect to

certain oyster fisheries off their coast.
' The clearly determinable results of legis-

lation respecting oysters
' have been thus

summed up by the Royal Commissioners :

'
1. That round the English and Scotch coasts,

and outside the three-mile limit, a close-time

is to be observed
; oysters less than 2-J- inches

in diameter may not be taken, and all sand,

gravel, and fragments of shell must be thrown
back into the sea

;
ballast or other detrimental

matter must not be thrown on oyster fishing-

grounds ;
and dredging must not take place be-

tween sunset and sunrise.

'2. That, on the supposition that the Conven-
tion Act applies only to the seas between the fish-

ery limits of the two countries, oyster-fishing
is free from regulations within the three-mile

limit, and in the bays of England and Scotland.
'
3. That Dutch fishermen, and fishermen of

other nations, not parties to the Convention,

may dredge oysters when, where, and how
they please.

'4. That, on the above supposition as to the

Convention Act, if oysters are landed during
the close-time, they are liable to seizure, unless

the holder can prove that they have been taken

within the three-mile limit.

'5. That in Ireland the taking of oysters

during the close-season within the three-mile

limit is illegal, but that the Convention Act

being suspended outside the three-mile limit, a

question would arise whether the taking of

oysters outside the limit is subject to any re-

strictions.
'
6. That where the Irish Fishery Commis-

sioners have given leave to remove oysters
within the three-mile limit, such removal is

lawful
;
but that elsewhere the dredging up of

oysters, even on private grounds, is illegal.
'

7. That within the same limits in Ireland

there is no restriction as to the size of the

oysters permitted to be taken, except where
the Commissioners have made a bye-law.

'
8. That in Ireland the Fishery Commission-

ers have power to grant licenses for the forma-

tion of oyster-beds; but that in England there

is no such power in any public department, and
that no grant of exclusive fishing can be made
without an Act of Parliament.'

Extensive oyster-beds outside the three-

mile limit are found in deep water, from fif-

teen to twenty-four fathoms, in all parts of
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the Channel between Dunkirk and Cher-

bourg, on the east coast of England near

Great Grimsby, at Arklow on the east coast

of Ireland, and at Wexford.
These deep-sea oysters are large and coarse

when first taken, but improve on being laid

down on beds inshore for a short time. They
are familiar to every one, being extensively
hawked about at fairs and races throughout
the country, and piles of them meet the eye
of every passer near the Liverpool Docks
and at the street-corners. The Jersey dredg-

ers, we are told, since the deep Channel beds
have been discovered, have devoted them-

selves entirely to these banks
;
the oysters

are very abundant,
' and at present' (1866)

' show no signs of giving way.' In conse-

quence of these oysters being inhabitants of

the deep sea, they will not stand a winter on
the Kentish beds, where the temperature is

variable. About three hundred vessels,
each of about twenty-five tons, and carrying
six men, are employed in this work.

'They hail generally from Colchester, Roch-

ester, and Jersey, but they take their produce
to Shoreham, Newhaven, and to the beds at

the mouth of the Thames!. During the open
months the beds at these places are stocked
with a supply sufficient to last, as far as possi-

ble, through the close-season; and the supply
only ceases when the oysters become sick from

spawning, when they will not bear carriage;
the oysters are then kept back for about a

month, and are not sent to market again till

the spawning is over.'

With respect to the advantage to the beds
of dredging during May and June, the Com-
missioners say that they found it everywhere
the opinion of fishermen engaged in the deep-
sea dredging, that these two months might
be added to the open season, on the ground
that the oysters are never in better condi-

tion than they are in May and June
;
that

if permitted to dredge them, the fishermen

would be able to bring in much greater sup-

plies, as they are often prevented during the

open months by bad weather from dredging
in such exposed grounds. And again, the
the fishermen maintain that dredging the

ground during May and June would prevent
the growth of weed, and prepare it for the

reception of spat. The dredges, of which
there are four to each boat, have rings 2
inches in diameter, so that few very small

oysters are taken. The regulation of the

Convention Act forbidding to dredge be-

tween sunset and sunrise is not observed by
the Jersey fishermen, who dredge day and

night during the fine winter nights. French

oyster-dredgers are also engaged in these

beds, but no conflicts between them and the

English boats occur.

The deep-sea bed near Great Grimsby is

situated ten or twelve miles from the shore

off Spurn Point, and is worked by the Col-

chester boats during the umrner months,
the men declaring they have the permission
of *the Government to do so, which the

Commissioners do not credit. They affirm

they must dredge during the summer months
on account of the exposed nature of the

ground in winter, and its being very heavy
to work at that time. The large oysters
from the Arklow beds are not fit for imme-
diate consumption ; large numbers of them
are sent to Beaumaris, where we have our-

selves frequently seen them, and form the

chief supply of Liverpool and the manu-

facturing districts during the summer
months. The Arklow fishermen are allowed
to dredge in the month of May, with the

restriction, however, that the oysters are to

be sent to replenish private beds. The
Arklow beds extend south a distance of

thirty-six miles, and join with those op-

posite to Wexford.
The oyster-beds which lie within the

three-mile limit may be conveniently con-

sidered under two heads : 1. Those which
have never observed a close-season, and
where no restriction as to size has ever been

attempted. 2. Those in which a close-

time is everywhere strictly enforced, both
within and without the three-mile limit.

Under 1 are classed the oyster-beds of Kent
and Essex, chiefly in the estuary of the

Thames. Under 2 are to be enumerated
the beds on the south and west coasts of

England, in the Solent, Portland Bay, Fal-

niouth Harbour, Milford Haven, Swansea

Bay, and Carnarvon Bay ;
in Ireland, those

of Clew Bay, Sligo, Tralee, Loch Foyle,
Belfast Lough, and Carlingford ; in Scot-

land, of Loch Ryan, and the Forth. Of
the two different and opposite methods pur-
sued, which is the best calculated to produce
the greatest number of oysters for the con-

sumers ? The first-named system is a very
ancient one, while the other, which prevails
in most of the bays and inshore beds on the

coasts of England and Ireland, does not

date before the Convention Act (1839), and
in some cases not before the enforcement of

that Act, which, as we have seen, took place
in 1852.

Now, in the fisheries of the estuary of

the Thames, the fishermen from time im-

memorial have been in the habit of dredg-

ing the open or public grounds for '

brood,'
that is to say, the young oysters of from
half an inch to one inch in diameter, at any
season of the year. This brood is then de-

posited in the private beds along the coast

of Kent and Essex.
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' Of these private oyster-fisheries, the mos
important are the "Whitstahle and Faversharr
fisheries on the Kentish coast at the moutl
of the Swale, and the Colchester and Burn-
ham fisheries in ttie rivers Oolne and Crouch
and there are numerous other grounds on the

Essex coast, in the estuaries of the rivers

Crouch, Koach, Colne, Stour, and Orwell, anc
on the Kentish coast in the Medway and Swale
The public grounds from which these beds are

supplied with brood lie off the Kentish coas
on what are called the Flats, from near the
Isle of Sheppy to Margate, and off the Essex
coast from the entrance of the river Crouch to

Harwich. The blackwater river, which is a
considerable expanse of water, is also open
ground.'

What would be the effect upon these

private oyster-fisheries if the Convention
Act were strictly enforced upon the public

grounds which supply the brood ? The
Commissioners say, that they found it to be
the universal opinion of the fishermen in

those parts of the coast, that the enforce-

ment of the Act ( would be fatal to the

general prosperity of the dredgermen, and
to the interests of the private companies.'

They give the following reasons :

'1. If the brood were left on the open
grounds, a very small portion of it would
come to maturity, or reach the market as large
oysters. The question is asked

'58,200. What would be the effect of car-

rying out the Convention Act, and preventing
you from dredging for young oysters in the
close-months? If we were prevented from

working on the ground in the close-months, it

would materially injure us no doubt. It. is

very possible that it might be the occasion of
our losing a great portion of our oysters.
There is no telling when the vermin would set

in. Whenever a bed of five-fingers [the star-

fish] moves and settles itself upon the oysters,
there they lie, and destroy everything before
them unless they are removed.

'

59,747. I know a case in which a bed of

oysters was found in the Channel. It was at
the end of the season, and they were very
small, so the persons who found them thought
they would not go for the purpose of catching
them until the commencement of the follow-

ing season
;
but when they went, they found

that they were all dead, having been killed by
the five-fingers.

'

2. Oysters which have reached 2 inches in

diameter on the open grounds never are so

delicate as those which have been raised from
brood on the private grounds ;

and therefore,
if the taking of such brood were prevented,
the markets would be supplied with an inferior

article.
'

3. On the private beds great care is taken
of the brood thus secured, so that one good
spatting season will supply the private ground
with sufficient brood to keep up a constant

supply of large oysters for four or five years,
and thus the supply of "natives" is husband-

ed, and bad breeding seasons are compen-
sated.

'

4. Dredging during the summer months
prepares the ground for the reception of spat.
If there were no dredging during the months
of May and June, there would be a growth of
weed and a collection of mud which would un-
fit the ground for the reception of spat ;

and it

is not to be expected that men will dredge their

open grounds during the summer, unless they
are permitted to sell what they take up.

'

5. The summer months are those in which
the brood is most easily dredged. "Although
one might think," says Mr. Nichols, the fore-

man of the Whitstable Company, "that under
water the weather would make no difference

to the ground, that is not really the case. It
'

is only when the weather is warm that the

ground is loose, and we may then catch brood
in a spot where we could not catch it at all in the
winter. In the winter-time the ground is quite
close and hard, and we cannot catch it at all."

.

'

6. Where the prosperity of the oyster-beds
requires that for a short period after the spat
has been deposited there should be no dredg-
ing, lest the young oysters should be injured by
the dredge, the fishermen themselves, without

any legislative restrictions, abstain from work-

ing, in part from a sense of their own interest,
and in part because the owners of private beds
would refuse to buy brood of them at such a
time.'

The following account of the fishery of

the celebrated Whitstable Company, the

most important of the private oyster-fisher-
ies in the estuary of the Thames, and per-

haps the most productive oyster-bed in the

world, will be read with interest :

' This fishery lies immediately off Whitsta-

ble, and is protected from the easterly winds

by a spit of sand which runs out from the
shore for a distance of H miles. Inside of this,
the ground which belongs to the Company is

about two miles in extent each way, but at

present not more than two square miles are

ultivated. Except during very extraordinary
tides, the beds are never uncovered at low

water, the depth not falling below from four

.0 six feet. From this comparatively small

riece of ground the produce of oysters is

very considerable. The Company is an ancient

orporation of fishermen, in the nature of a

^uild, and is probably an example of the

indent guilds which were formerly so common
n this country. They had from time im-
memorial been working on their present
ground, but in the year 1793 they were em-
jowered by Parliament to purchase the ex-

lusive right of fishing from the lord of the
manor on the ground where previously they
appear to have been only customary tenants.

A.t that time they were only thirty-six in

number, and they had to borrow a sum of

220,000, which was subsequently increased to

230,000 for the purchase of the ground, and
"or stocking it with brood. Their numbers
ire now increased to 408, including widows,
,nd of these about 300 are working members.
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They have succeeded in paying off their debt.

Their annual receipts are now sufficient to

enable them to lay out a great amount of

money in the purchase of brood, and they
have a stock of oysters in hand which is

valued at a very large sum. At the com-
mencement of the season of 1862-63 their stock

was valued at 400,000, and during the season

they sold oysters of the value of 90,000. The

Company is governed by a foreman, deputy-

foreman, treasurer, and a jury of twelve
;
the

officers are elected by the whole body, arid the

jury is nominated by the officers. The only

persons who have a right to become members
of the Company are the sons of dredgermen.
The officers and jury decide what shall be
the quantity of oysters dredged up and sold in

the market, and what amount of brood shall

be bought, and how much shall be paid to the

members for work done for the Company.
The rate of wages varies according to the quan-
tity sold and the price of oysters; on the

average of the last eighteen years the rate of pay
to the members has been 28s. per week ; the last

few years it has been considerably more
;
and

a bonus was divided in 1863 of 20, and
in 1864 of 16

;
so that the amount each mem-

ber has received during the last twelve months
has been altogether 100. The widows of

members are also entitled to one-third of the

pay which working members get. Between
33,000 and 34,000 has been paid over by

the Company to its members in the course of

one year. For this pay the average work per-
formed by the dredgerman, during the open
season, when they are engaged in dredging up
oysters for sale in the market, is about two
hours a day ;

and during the close-season,
when they are occupied in dredging and clear-

ing the ground, and moving and separating the

oysters, four hours a day. The rest of their

time is generally occupied in dredging the
"Flats" for brood, which they sell to the

Company for laying down ;
and in good years

they often make more by work outside than

they receive from the Company itself in

wages.
' There is no legal close-time for these beds,

but it has been the practice of the Company
from time immemorial, to observe a close-time

of their own
; they cease dredging for oysters

for market every year, on a day fixed by the

jury usually about the 9th of May and com-
mence again about the 3d of August. During
this period, though no oysters are supplied
to the London market, the men are constantly
employed in dredging, for the purpose of clean-

ing the ground, preventing the accumulation
of mud and weeds, killing the enemies of the

oyster such as five-fingers and mussels and
separating the larger from the smaller oysters ;

the larger are set apart on a portion of the

ground, from which the market is supplied
during the open season. The divdging goes on
throughout the close-season, with the exception
of an interval of a month, usually in Juno or

July, when the spat is observed settling on the
beds

;
whenever this is ascertained, the fisher-

men leave off dredging, on the ground that the

dragging of the dredge over the young oysters
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before they are sufficiently formed may be in-

jurious. Mr. Nichols, the foreman, informed us

that they generally find that they have a good
spat on their grounds in years when a good
spat is found on the open ground outside

;
but

that, when there is no spat outside, neither is

there any to be found on their own ground.
They have had no good spat on their grounds,
nor has any been observed on the flats, since

the year 1858.'

In that year, we are told, the spat was

very abundant, and the great quantities of

brood which were secured in that and the

three following years formed the stock from
which the market has ever since been sup-

plied. A return of the quantities of spat

yearly bought by this Company, the price

paid for it, and the quantity and price of full-

grown oysters sent to market, which the

Commissioners give, shows the extent of

trade in oysters carried on by the Whitstable

Company alone. From it is also seen the

considerable variations in the quantities and

prices of brood obtained from the flats and

the Essex beds, the different prices per bushel

of ' natives '

sold, which in 1865, in conse-

quence of the great scarcity, rose as high as

6 per bushel.*

The oyster-beds on the south coast of Eng-
land have, the last few years, yielded very

poor returns
; everywhere there has been a

great scarcity of oysters. The fishermen,
who dredge the beds in shallow water, and
in bays on other parts of .the coast, are, with

few exceptions, in favour of a close-season.

They attribute the falling off of the oysters
to over-dredging, or to the taking of oysters
of too small a size.

'

They are opposed to

the taking of small oysters for the purpose
of laying them down on beds distant from
their own neighbourhood, though they are not

generally opposed to move them for the pur-

pose of laying them down on beds of their

own.'

In favour of a close-season must be men-
tioned the name of Mr. Ffennell, a gentle-
man who has paid considerable attention to

these and kindred subjects, and who was for

several years one of the sea-fishery inspectors
for Ireland. Mr. Ffeuuell thinks the estab-

lishment of a close-season on the oyster-fish-

eries in the bays and loughs of Ireland has

been beneficial
;
but it appears that the Irish,

beds Lave not suffered as the English beds

have done from the failure of spat, a

most important consideration, and one which,
we are persuaded, lies at the bottom of the

whole question. A considerable business is

* The average price of native oysters is about 2

per bushel.
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carried on in Irish oysters, and great quan-
tities are sent to Liverpool, London, and

other towns. As far as quality goes, it would
no doubt be considered an unpardonable gas-
tronomic heresy to say that the Carlingford

oyster is equal in flavour to a real '

native,'
but the Carlingford oyster, in our opinion,

though not so delicious as a '

native,' is the

very best attainable substitute. The present

price of these oysters is considerably less

than that of the '

natives.' * The open-sea-
son at Carlingford is reduced to four months,
and the regulations as to size are duly en-

forced. There are 220 boats and 460 men
now employed in this fishery, as compared
with 357 boats and 887 men employed some

thirty years ago ;
but for a lengthened period

it is alleged that the oysters completely dis-

appeared from the Lough, owing, as the

Commissioners were told by the fishermen, to

a great gale which smothered the oysters
with sand, and they have only reappeared
within the last three or four years.

Scotland is not celebrated for its oyster-

fisheries, the only important beds there being
in the Forth and Loch Ryan.f These beds

are owned by private individuals, and the

fishermen pay for a license to dredge. In
the Forth the close-season is from April 30th
to September 1st, and small oysters are not

allowed to be taken, but there is difficulty in

enforcing the restriction. In Loch Ryan
only twelve boats are allowed to dredge in

September, and twenty-four during the

remainder of the open-season ;
the dredger-

men pay to the owner 5 a month for each

boat.

That the enforcement of a close-time in

the open grounds is not only unnecessary,
but may be positively injurious, is insisted

on by many competent witnesses examined

by the Commissioners. The evils that would
result .are mainly these two : (1.) The mud
and weed would so accumulate as to destroy
the oysters, unless removed from time to

time during the summer months. (2.) Con-

stant working the beds is necessary in order

to destroy the five-fingers, mussels, whelk-

tingles, and other enemies of the oyster. On
these two points one of the witnesses remarks

(1.) That the ground, upon which freshets

are constantly coming, and bringing sullage
with them, requires constant clearing ;

that

a heavy gale of wind will come on, and roll

up the oysters in a ridge three feet deep. If

* We paid for Carlingford oysters, in Liverpool,
in October last, at the rate of Is. 8d. and Is. lOd. per
score. Natives were, and are, 2s. 6d. per score.

j-
We speak of the quantity, not the quality of

Scotch oysters ; the ' Pandores ' of Prestonpans are

in high repute.

the beds are worked after this gale, the

oysters would be all spread over the ground
again in the course of a few days, and the

mud would be dispersed, whereas if the beds
are not worked, fresh accumulations of mud
would settle about the ridge and choke the

oysters ;
and (2.) That mussels, if allowed

to getiamongst the oysters, would soon smoth-

er them
;

that the five-fingers sometimes

come in upon the beds like a swarm of bees,

completely filling the ground, and that they
would soon eat up the spat unless the ground
was repeatedly dredged :

' There is one kind which will eat an oyster

itself; yet it is a singular thing with regard to

them, that after they have been dredged for a

time they roll themselves up and float away ;

so much is that the case, that in places where
the fishermen have caught ten bushels of five"

fingers one day, they will go out the next day
and not catch one. If, during the close-months,
the fishermen were unable to dredge, of course

it would follow that the five-fingers would soon

clear the oysters off the beds.'

If, then, as the Commissioners truly re-

mark, we look at the action and interaction

of mussels and star-fish alone, without con-

sidering any other of the numerous active

and passive enemies of the oyster, we can-

not help being struck by the great com-

plexity of the conditions upon which the

prosperity of an oyster-bed depends.
But let us look at the arguments which

are adduced in favour of a close-time. It

is maintained by its advocates

(1.) That during close-time the oysters
are unfit for food.

(2.) That dredging over the beds will

crush and destroy the young spat.

(3.) That if the oysters are taken while

breeding, the supply must soon come to an

end.

But it does not appear that a single one

of these statements can be accepted as valid.

As to the first, it is
'

generally agreed that

not more than 20 per cent., or thereabouts,
of the oysters are ever spawning at once

;

at least 80 per cent., even at the worst of

times, being eatable and in good condition.'

Indeed, there is considerable difference as to

the time of spawning ;
the deep-sea oysters

are certainly later than the c

natives,' and

those which inhabit more shallow water.

Mr. F. Buckland has found an oyster in

spawn as late as the 9th of November
;
and

the Danish naturalist Kroyer, who under-

took an official examination of the Danish

oyster-beds, found not more than one oyster
in ten spatting even in July and August.
As to the second objection, the testimony
of several practical oyster-cultivators is
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averse to it.
c We find,' says Mr. Wise-

man,
'
that the more we work the ground

when the spat is falling, the more spat we

have, and there is a friend of mine who
works all the year round, and he has more

spat than I have.' Moreover, those who
have been in the habit of dredging for ma-
rine animals are well aware that they bring

up delicately-organized creatures from the

bottom of the sea without inflicting any in-

jury upon them. Again, the Commission-
ers say,

'

It is rare for the spatting to take place

early in May, and if it does, as the young oys-
ters swim about for twenty-two to twenty-
seven days, dredging over the beds cannot

possibly do them harm for the greater part, if

not the whole, month of May ;
while if, as is

more usual, the spatting does not occur until

June, July, or even August or September, not

only may dredging during these months be

totally innocuous to the spat, on account of its

not having settled, but on the theory that

dredging over the spat is injurious, great dam-

age may be done in the two first of the open
months.'

As to the third argument for close-time,
that if oysters are taken while breeding the

supply will soon become exhausted,

'those who employ it leave out of sight
the fact, that oysters are taken before they
breed as well as after they breed

;
if a sheep

master own a hundred ewes, all of which
will lamb next February, it will make not the
smallest difference to the increase of his

Hock whether he destroys ten of these ewes
this July, or leaves them till they are just
about to bring forth at the end of next January.
The increase altogether depends on the absolute
number of ewes which are allowed to bring
forth and rear their young. So with an oys-
ter-bed. Other circumstances being alike, the

supply of oysters in the bed will depend upon
the total number allowed to shed their spawn
during the breeding-season.'

As with salt-water fish generally, their

amazing fertility renders man's agency,
whether for good or evil, altogether in-

appreciable, so it is with oysters.

' If the conditions for the development of the

spat are favourable, it is produced on so enor-
mous a scale that any check exerted by human
influence is altogether insignificant ; while, on
the other hand, if these conditions are unfav-

ourable, man is, in nine cases out of ten, pow-
erless to effect them. Something he may do
by clearing away weed and mud, and checking
the growth of mussels and the depredations of

five-fingers; but how is he to deal with

changes of temperature, with gales of wind,
with the multitudes of marine animals which
prey upon the oyster-spat in all its stages, or
with the currents which, by being a little

swifter or a little slower than usual, or by de-

viating a few points from their ordinary course,

may carry millions upon millions of nascent

oysters upon sands or mud unfitted for their

development ?
'

'

Oysters,' says Pliny,
' are all the better

for travelling and being conveyed to new
waters

;
the oysters of Brundisium, when

fed in the waters of Avernus, are considered

to retain their own native juices, and to ac-

quire the flavour of those of the Lucrine

Lake.' This is quite true, and modern oys-
ter-cultivators improve the quality and en-

hance the value of the fish by removing
them to new water and other localities.

' The general state of the case is this : if the

oysters are thrown back again on to their na-
tive beds, they will, at the end of two year?,

supposing them to survive the ravages of their

enemies, be worth a certain price per bushel ;

if they are removed to beds in their own neigh-

bourhood, they will be secure from danger,
and they will increase in value about a third,

while, if they are removed to the Thames
beds, which are still better adapted for im-

proving their quality, they will increase in

value as much as 50 per cent.'

With respect, therefore, to the prohibi-
tion of taking small oysters from public

grounds, and transferring them to distant

private beds, although it is natural that the

fishermen should complain at beholding the

small oysters removed from beds whereon

they have been in the habit of dredging to

other localities where they have no such

right, yet if it be an established fact, and
there can be no doubt of it, that oysters
thus transferred do improve in quality, and

consequent value, then it is the interest of

the public that such removals should take

place.
'

Suppose, for example, that 1000
bushels of small oysters of about an inch to

an inch and a half in diameter, be dredged
up in Falmouth Harbour or in the Solent,

is it better for the public that they should

be thrown back again on to their native

beds, or removed to the beds at the mouth
of the Thames, or laid down on local beds

near the places where they were dredged

up ?
' The Commissioners therefore are in

favour of removing every restriction upon
such transfer; the only regulation that

ought to be observed being that the mini-

mum size should not be above that at which
the oysters are capable of bearing car-

riage.
The Commissioners very strongly recom-

mend that every encouragement should be

given to the formation of private beds in all

parts of the country, to which the small

oysters, wherever and whenever they are
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dredged by the fishermen on open grounds,

may be transferred, and there cultivated and

protected till they are sufficiently grown for

the market. They think that the mainten-

ance of a continuous supply of oysters to

the market to a great extent depends on

this system being extended. It will not do

to apply to public grounds the same regula-
tions or the same system which are observ-

ed on private beds, and for this simple rea-

son :

' The great distinction between public and

private grounds is, that on the latter dredging
is carried out for the mere purpose of clearing
the beds

;
in other words, capital is expended

on the beds in the form of labour applied in

dredging, for which no immediate return is

expected. Fishermen cannot be expected to

dredge the public grounds without immediate
returns, unless the exclusive benefit derived

therefrom be secured to them
;
we might as

well expect one of the public to spend money
in cultivating a public common, the benefit of

which would be shared by all, and not confin-

ed to himself, as that one or more fishermen

should dredge a public ground without imme-
diate return.'

There are already in most of the estua-

ries and bays where large public oyster-beds

exist, beds which have become, by law or

custom, private ones, appropriated to the

feeding of oysters ;
but the Commissioners

consider it desirable to extend these private
beds. In Ireland, the Fishery Commission-

ers have power to set apart grounds on the

sea-shore for the purpose of forming oyster-

beds, and to give licenses to the owners of

the adjoining lands for this purpose, subject
to a proviso that this power should not be

exercised in cases where the public have
been in the habit of dredging for oysters.
A good deal of dissatisfaction has been ex-

pressed against these private beds, and the

results are not encouraging, owing princi-

pally, as Mr. Barry maintains, '. to the apa-

thy of the individuals who get the licenses,

and to their ignorance.' In England no

such power of granting licenses for the for-

mation of oyster-beds exists. The power of

granting exclusive rights of fishing in the

sea and tidal rivers, which in very early
times had been assumed by the Crown, was

abridged by Magna Charta
;
so that the ex-

istence of any such exclusive fisheries now
dates before Magna Charta, or they are held

by immemorial user, from which such grants

may by law be presumed ; hence, with the

exception of the estuary of the Thames,
where early grants were made, there are

very few places along the coast where ex-

clusive .rights of oyster-dredging exist
;
and

these have become private property by ap-

propriation, or under leave of the owner of

the foreshore. Some powers, therefore must
be given, if it is thought desirable to en-

courage the formation of oyster-beds. In

1864 a considerable extent of ground at

Herne Bay was, by an Act of Parliament,

granted to a private company, for the pur-

pose of cultivating oysters, and this ques-
tion will probably not be forgotten this

session.

The propriety of the grant to the Herne

Bay Company was questioned by many wit-

nesses examined by the Commissoners,
and various objections made, which, how-

ever, we need not consider. ' The advisa-

bility of appropriation will in each case

turn upon a balance of considerations.' The
Commissioners think ' that there should be

no such appropriation without clear and un-

mistakable evidence that the ground will, by
a course of cultivation, produce a much

greater supply than it now does
;
that where

the ground has been extensively dredged by
the public, every consideration should be

given to them
;
and that such appropriations

should be limited so as to interfere as little

as possible with the public uses.'

The result of the Commissioners' inquiry
into the condition of the oyster-fisheries
an inquiry which does credit both to their

patience and ability is summed up in these

words :

4 That the supply of oysters has very greatly
fallen off during the last three or four years.

' That this decrease has not arisen from over-

fishing, nor from any causes over which man
has direct control, but from the very general
failure of the spat or young* of the oyster ;

which appears, during the years in question, to

have been destroyed soon after it was produc-
ed. A similar failure of the spat has fre-

quently happened before, and probably will

often happen again.
' That the best mode for providing against

the effects of these periodic failures of the

spat is, to facilitate the proceedings of those

individuals or companies who may desire to ac-

quire so much property in favourably situated

portions of the sea-bottom as may suffice to en-

able them safely to invest capital, in preparing
and preserving these portions of the sea-bottom

for oyster-culture. By which term "
oyster-

culture," is implied, not the artificial breeding
of oysters in the manner in which salmon are

bred artificially ;
but the collection of the

brood in years when that brood is plentiful,

and its preservation by the application of due
skill and care, as a source of supply during the

years when the spat fails a, practice in vogue
among British fishermen from time immemorial.

' That no regulations or restrictions upon
oyster-fishing, beyond such as may be needed
for the object just defined, have had, or are

likely to have, any beneficial effect upon the

supply of .oysteiv.'
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The great problem that oyster-cultivators
have to solve is, how to make the little

swimming fry stick to the cultch. What-
ever may be the conditons requisite for the

preservation of the young fry and their at-

tachment, certain it is, as we have seen, that

the conditions seldom occur in nature. But
cannot art supply these conditions on a small

scale? We do not yet know what these

conditions are. Mr. Buckland, in his -evi-

dence before the commissioners, says that

the experiment of taking up oysters just be-

fore spatting, and placing them in daires,
has been tried, but has failed. Professor

Huxley asks :

'

60,256. Is there no trade in the taking up
of breeding-oysters, and supplying oyster-parks
with them ? It would be of no use.

'

60,257. The experiment has not been tried ?

They have tried, as an experiment, the plac-

ing of one oyster on one tile, and two oysters
on two tiles, but they do not catch anything
under.

'

60,258. They have tried the experiment of

placing breeding oysters under the tiles ? Yes
;

M. Ooste had the same idea that you have.
He thought the young oysters would come
from the old oyster and stick upon the tiles, but
it has been found that they do not do so.

'

60,259. What has happened ? They swim
about, and I say it advisedly, for from twenty-
two to twenty-seven days. They do not fix

themselves as soon as they come out from the

parent oyster. The idea of many persons is

that they attach themselves as soon as they
come out

;
but it is no such thing.

'

60,260. Have you seen them swimming
by means ofthe cilia? Yes, thousands of them.

'

60,261. Do they come to the surface of
the water? They have the power to do so if

they choose
;
but as a rule they keep close to

the bottom.
'

60,262. Have you seen them forming a
kind of scum on the top of the water? I have
had pointed out to me what was said to be

oyster-spat forming a scum on the top, but it

was nothing of the kind ; it was young me-
dusa.

'

60,263. Are you fully satisfied as to their

power of their being able to move about from

place to place in calm water ? Yea
;
but blow

the water with your breath, and they go along
with it, and at night they are all down at the
bottom. In the morning they are going up
and down, exactly the same as a shower of
snow.

'

60,264. They never congregate at the top,
but always at the bottom ? Yes.

'60,265. lias anybody tried the experiment
of breeding oysters in a close pool of water ?

The experiment has not been tried, but the

oysters have spatted in the daires.

'60,266. What has been the result?

Nothing.
'60,267. In the daires the water will be

shallow ? Not so shallow : from one to two
feet.

'

60,269. Does the spat never fasten itself

within the claires ? They have put in tiles,

but they have never caught anything. I can

lay down as a rule that oysters will not breed
on artificial ponds, and that may save millions

of money to people who are anxious to try the

experiment.
60,270. They will not breed? They will

breed
;
but the spat will not fix itself in the

ponds, Mr. Wiseman tried the experiment at

my instance last year.
'

60,271. Did all the spat drift out to sea ?

It vanished before one of its enemies.

'60.272. (Mr. Lefevre.) Although you can
collect the young of the oysters in a bottle like

this I have in my hand, and they will live,

there are no means of making them fix them-
selves on beds or anything else? No. If you
find out a means- of accomplishing that object,

you might make 10,000 a year with the

greatest ease.'

Mr. Buckland, however, does not despair
that the problem will one day be solved, al-

though, no doubt, it is a difficult one, and

many considerations are involved in it.

It has been already stated that oysters
have enemies, and amongst the most destruc-

tive of all are the '

five-fingers,' an echino-

derm, often called '

star-fish,' common on

every shore. It seems hard to understand

how a star-fish can gain admittance into the

inside of an oyster, whose power of closing
his valves so tightly is familiar to every-

body. The ancients imagined that the star-

fish watched till the oyster gaped, and then

stealthily inserted one of his five-fingers!

Thus Oppian :

rep 8' 'icra Tf^va^ovcri Kill darepes fpTrvaTtjpfs
~Elva\toi Kal rols yap (n* ocrrpta /xf)rir oTTJjSfi,

a\\' ov Xaaf (iyovcri (rvvf/j-Tropov oi>8' (iriKovpov

Kf'tvot, rpij^ii 8e KwAov eV^pet'crai/ro ^ifVoto-i

ij'. TO. p.ev a>5f rntfeTai, of

' In like manner, also, do the creeping star-fish

of the sea plot, for craft is employed by them

against oysters ;
but (unlike the crab) they do

not convey and make use of a stone in order

to open the -shells; but when the valves are

open, they insert one of their rough lingers

into the midst; thus the oysters are killed

and the star- fish feeds upon them.'

According to some observers, the star-fish

protrudes a portion of his stomach, which he

inserts between the valves of the oyster, and

thus sucks his juices out.

' Should it come upon n mollusc,' says Mr.

Wood,
'

which, like the oyster, is firmly nt-

tached to some object, it is by no means dis-

concerted, but immediately proceeds to action.

Its first process is to lie upon its prey, folding
its arms over it so as to hold itself in the right

position. It then applies the mouth closely to

* Halieut. ii. 181-185.
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the victim, and deliberately begins to push on
its stomach, through the mouth, and wraps th
mollusc in the folds of that organ. Some nat
uralists think that the star-fish has the powe
of secreting some fluid, which is applied to the

shell, and causes the bivalve to unclose itself

But whether this be the case or not, patienc<
will always do her work, and in time the hap
less mollusc surrenders itself to the devourer
In the case of smaller prey, the creature if

taken wholly into the mouth, and there di

gested.'
*

Whelk-tingles (purpura lapillus) are also

oyster destroyers, and sometimes do consid-

erable damage to the beds. By means of a

sharp tongue or proboscis, the whelk-tingle
perforates the shell of the oyster, and so gets
at the dainty food inside. Mr. Wiseman
collects the shells, and paves his garden
with them. Mussels have already been
stated to be oyster enemies. ' If the spat
of the mussel comes and falls upon the

oyster-beds, it will spin ropes and collect

mud, and the oysters are done for
;

it will

knit the oyster all together, like a spider
winding his net around a fly.'f The grey
mullet, amongst fish, is also considered a

great devourer of oysters, and ' whole beds

may be seen marked out where the mullet
has been grubbing for food.' Marine worms,
such as the Serpulae and the Hermellge,
' take up good places, where the oysters
ought to fix,' and there is a bivalve of the
anomiidae family, the spat of which is so
similar to that of the true oyster that only
close observers can discover the distinction.

This is the Anomia, with its white, pearly,
flat, circular shell, the orifice being inter-

rupted behind by a narrow slit. This is

known as the '

crow,' or the '

saddle-back

oyster,' and frauds are sometimes practised
on spat purchasers, who are induced to buy
the 'crow' spat instead of oyster spat.
Storms, which roll up mud and sand, are

injurious, and frost kills large numbers of

oysters. The enemies of our much-prized
'

native,' therefore, are clearly numerous
;

and when we consider the extreme un-

certainty of the spatting seasons, together
with the effects which are caused by these
natural destructive agencies, it seems absurd
to attribute periodic scarcities to human
agency alone.

Oysters, as everybody knows, vary con-

siderably in point of flavour. According to

Mr. Buckland, the oysters of the Isle of Re
'have a vulgar, bad smell,' and would be
valueless if introduced amongst us. But
' de gustibus non est disputandum,' perhaps.

* Wood's Nat. History, iii. 730.

f Report, Minutes of Evidence, 60, 314.

The green oysters, so much esteemed by our
friends on the Continent, would probably
not find much favour here.

Mr. Buckland has made some interest-

ing experiments in order to ascertain the

money value of different descriptions of

oysters.

' I made a rule,' he says,
'
to weigh the shells

and to weigh the meat of every oyster I could

get told of. I have now weighed upwards of

fifty kinds of oysters from every part of the

world, weighing a dozen oysters, and taking
the weight of the shells and of the meat. At
the head of the list is the Whitstable oyster,
which bears a proportion of one-fourth meat
as compared with the weight of the shell.

Next came the Colchester oyster, with a beau-
tiful clean shell, and meat one-fourth again.
Then Mr. Wiseman's oyster, from Paglesham,
one-fifth. Next the Herne Bay oysters, one-

fifth, and these were not cultivated. Falmouth,
one-sixth ; Isle of R<, one-fifteenth. Like the
French pig, they are very lean.'

Mr. Buckland does not tell us anything
about American oysters; but according to

Charles Mackay, the oysters of New York
are the finest in the world. ' Fine in flavour,
and of a size unparalleled in the oyster-beds
of Whitstaple, Ostend, or the Rocher de

Cancale.' Some people prefer having their

oysters opened on the shallow shell, being
under the impression probably, that the

contained liquor is merely salt water. But
this is a mistake. According to M. Payen's
investigations, the liquid found in the sub-

itance of the oyster and between its shells

is not salt water only, or principally, but
contains a good deal of organic matter.
( When shaken with ether, it deposits some
albuminous material, containing 8-75 per
cent, of nitrogen.' Real oyster-lovers eat

the creature out of the deep shell, and thus
et all the delicious liquid. Some people

swallow an oyster whole, others masticate

it. According to a little handbook on this

mollusc,*
' the ancients, our teachers in all

arts, but especially in aesthetics, did not
)olt the oyster, but masticated it. With
more epicurean tact, they always extracted
,he full enjoyment out of the good things
:et before them. Not so we. Most of us
now bolt them; but this is a mistake, for

.he oyster has a much finer flavour, and is

ar more nourishing, when well masticated.'

Che ancient Romans, we may remark, after

hey had eaten as much as they were able,
used to practise a not very refined custom,

whereby they were enabled to go on eating

* The Oyster: Where, How, and When to Find,
Breed, Cook, and Eat it, p. 42.
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more. We hope we may never copy them

in that particular branch of aesthetics !

Oysters are generally considered nutritious

and easy of digestion when eaten raw, and,

as is well known, raw oysters are not unfre-

quently recommended to the invalid ; their di-

gestibility probably depends upon the person

by whom and the time when they are eaten.

The London costermongers deal largely in

oysters ; they are sold to them out of the

smacks at Billingsgate, and a few at Hunger-
ford. The more expensive kind are never

bought by the costermongers, but they buy

oysters of a '

good middling quality.'

'At the commencement of the season,' says

Mr. Mayhew,
' these oysters are 14s. a "

bushel,"
but the measure contains from a bushel and a

half to two bushels as it is more or less heaped

up. The general price, however, is 9s. or 10s.;

but they hone been known 16s. and 18s. The

"big trade " was unknown till 1848, when the

very large shelly oysters, the fish inside being

very small, were introduced from the Sussex

coast. They were sold in Thames street and

at the Borough Market. Their sale was at

first enormous. The costermongers distin-

guished them by the name of " scuttle-mouths."

. . . With the scuttle-mouths the coster-

monger takes no trouble
;
he throws them into

the yard, and dashes a few pails of water over

them, and then places them on his barrow, or

conveys them to his stall. Some of the better

class of costermongers, however, lay down
their oysters carefully, giving them oatmeal to

fatten on.'

The number of oysters sold by the coster-

mongers amounts to 124,000,000 a year.

Those, at four a penny, would realize the

large sum of 129,000.
' We may there-

fore assume,
1

adds Mr. Mayhew,
' that

125,000 is spent yearly on oysters in the

streets of London.'

Every one has heard of the saying that

oysters are in season only when there is the

letter r in the months
;

' an error which was

refuted so long ago as the year 1804, when
M. Balaine contrived the means of sending
to Paris oysters fresh, and in the best pos-
sible order, at all seasons alike.' As oysters
differ considerably in their times of spawn-

ing, as we have seen above, the r axiom

must be taken cum grano satis. 'At any-
rate the rule is violated, for August 4th in-

augurates the oyster season; and in this

month more oysters will be found spawning
than in the month of May, and perhaps of

June. The ' whiskered Pandores,' of which

all Scotchmen boast, arc obtained at Pres-

tonpans and Cockcnzie, where oyster-dredg-

ng s the principal
fishermen.

occupation of the

The Pandore oyster,' writes Mr. Bertram,
so called because of being found in the

neighbourhood of the salt-pans. It is a large

fine-flavoured oyster, as good as any "native"

that was ever brought to table, the pooldoo-
dies of Burra not excepted. . . . During
thewhole time that the dredging is being carried

on, the crew keep up a wild monotonous song,

or rather chant, in which they believe much
virtue to lie. They assert that it charms the

oysters into the dredge.

" The herring loves the merry moonlight,
The mackerel loves the wind

;

But the oyster loves the dredger's song,
For he comes of a gentle kind."

'

We conclude by expressing a hope that

the '

gentle
'

bivalve will become more and

more sensitive to the charms of oyster-

cultivators, and that their efforts to induce

the dancing fry to settle down to a quiet

spat may ere long be attended with success.

ART. VII. OXFORD UNIVERSITY EXTENSION.

THE great inquiry into the English Uni-

versities which was instituted in 1852, and

the changes which were the result of that

inquiry, stand out conspicuous among the

many services which Lord Russell has ren-

dered to the country. For these measures

the Government of that day never, we think,

received sufficient credit. Only a Minister

of strong convictions and great courage would

have boldly approached, with reforming

hands, those powerful academic bodies. The

danger encountered was not slight. The

Universities cried aloud against the rash

innovators
;
the inquiry was opposed by the

whole force of the Tory party. Happily
that outcry and that opposition were in vain.

It is not unfrequently urged that, laying out

of view certain leading measures of reform,

the country derives no benefit from the con-

tinuance in office of a Liberal Administra-

tion; that the ordinary business of the

Administration can be as well carried on by
the Tories as by their rivals. The remark,

though plausible, is very shallow. To this

one great change we would point in answer.

It was carried by a Liberal Government,

acting on principle alone, not urged on, not

even supported, by popular clamour, and

carried against the whole force of the Tory

party. How important the reform has been,

how instant have been its results on the

Universities, especially on Oxford, all who
know the Universities are well convinced

;

and the constitution of English society is

such, that everything affecting those great

bodies must extend and spread itself, until
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it penetrates throughout the whole commu-

nity. No one has a better right to set forth

what has been the work accomplished by the

Keformers of that time than Mr. Groldwin
Smith himself not the least active and

powerful among them.

'In the swift lapse of academical generations
the Eeformers of 1850 are rapidly passing off
the scene. They encountered and overcame
opposition in their day. They cleared away a
mass of obstruction which during centuries of

torpor had accumulated to such a height that
the effort to remove it assumed something of
the character, was attended with some of the

evils, and has left behind it something of the

lassitude, of a revolution. They overthrew

oligarchy in the University and despotism in

the College. They restored the Professoriate,
for want of which the University had lost her

position to a great extent as a seat of learning,
and almost entirely as a seat of science. They
opened and augmented the Scholarships, there-

by giving you the means of drawing hither the
flower of English youth. They introduced

physical science, which besides its intrinsic

importance as a study, and as the indispensable
title to the intellectual allegiance of a scientific

age, has naturalized here the scientific habit of

mind, and erected a bulwark of assured truth,

though it may not be truth of the very highest
kind, against which the alternate waves of
Jesuitism and scepticism will henceforth beat
in vain. Above all they opened the fellowships,
a reform which in the case of many Colleges,
and those among the wealthiest, amounted to

nothing less than the reconversion of a mere
body of proprietors, with a certain literary and
educational tinge, into literary and educating
institutions

;
and which moreover has assured

the future by placing the destinies of Oxford in

the hands of men, who, whatever qualms or
reactions may prevail among them for the mo-
ment, cannot fail, as they have hearts and

brains, in the long-run to see and feel the

grandeur of their trust.'
*

But though much has been done, there

yet remains much to do. The Reformers of
1852 often failed to see their way clearly,
sometimes fell into serious error. Besides,
the work they had set before themselves was
so great that they could not hope to achieve

more than a portion of it
;
had they attempt-

ed more, they might have failed altogether.

They were acting, as Mr. Goldwin Smith
has said, mainly as pioneers. Partly owing to

their own shortcomings, still more owing to

the inveterate obstructiveness of well-drilled

opponents, their pioneering labours have
not fully thrown open the rich country which
lies before us

;

' the problem of converting
the literary monasteries of the middle ages

* A Letter to the Rev. C. W. Sandford, M.A.,
Senior Censor of Christ Church. By Goldwin
Smith.

into modern places of learning and education
has not yet been solved.' The abolition of
the old Laudian government, under which
the University had slept through centuries,
undisturbed by the movement of the world

without, was doubtless a long step in ad-

vance. But the constitution which inex-

perience or timidity substituted has been
found indifferent or hostile to true academic
interests

; powerful only to obstruct, some-
times to disgrace. Owing mainly to the

inefficiency, or worse, of the governing body,
the examinations of the University are not
in a satisfactory state. The position neither

of college tutors nor of private tutors is right
or just ;

the restoration of the professoriate
has been, on the whole, a failure; and, above

all, the pressing question of University Ex-
tension remains very much where it was in

1850.

To this matter the attention of the Uni-

versity has been recently directed
;
and we

propose in this paper to discuss very shortly
the various schemes of University extension

which have been suggested. It seems to us

that education is rapidly rising to a place

among great political questions. We are

beginning to recognise its vital importance,
to comprehend the power it must exercise in

strengthening and in restraining the yet un-

tried forces of the future. And if this be

so, it is a thing of no light moment to inquire
how far it may be possible that the vast

wealth, the noble associations, the human-

izing influences of Oxford, may eventually
find fitting scope in the education of the

country.
The subject is no new one. So far back

as 1845, many gentlemen of mark, both lay
and clerical, among whom were the names of

Lord Sandon, Lord Ashley, and Mr. Glad-

stone, presented an address to the Hebdom-
adal Board, praying them to adopt meas-

ures which might render the University
accessible to a larger class of the population.

Pamphlets urging the same duty, have from
that time to this, been periodically written

and in due course forgotten. Few matters

received more attention from the Commis-
sioners of 1852. It occupied a considerable

space in their Report ;
and nearly all the

eminent academies whose evidence was pub-

lished, discussed the various schemes which
had been suggested for the attainment of

this end. Mr. Mansel was perhaps the only
man worthy of mention who maintained that

it was fitting the Universities should be, as

they then were, and unhappily still are,
'

chiefly a training school for clergymen, or

for men of fortune who need no profession,'
a position which he endeavoured to sup-

port by some heavy jocularity directed
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against what be was pleased to style
' academical ptochogony.' But all this is

based on misrepresentation. No real Re-

former wishes that men should be encour-

aged to come to Oxford merely because they
are poor. To have entertained this idea and

acted upon it, is a lasting reproach to the

Scotch University Commissioners of 1858.

They actually preserved small bursaries in

the hands of private patrons, with the avow-

ed object that by means of them poor
students might be sent up to the University.
The English Reformers were misled by no

such weak prejudice. On the contrary, they
have been accused of disregarding the claims

of indigence, because they opened the fellow-

ships and scholarships to real merit, without

any preference on the score of poverty.
Professor Rogers, for example, has of late

been pressing this view with some urgency.
Mr. Rogers would hardly, we think, propose
that the University should retrace her steps ;

and we have no fear of such a disastrous

result; but as we firmly believe that the

Oxford ordinances throwing open the fellow-

ships, etc., were not only in accordance with

right, but also in the real interests of learn-

ing, and as different views touching the

nature of academical endowments and the

right mode of dealing with them appear to

prevail even among intelligent men witness

the opinions expressed by the Scotch Uni-

versity Commissioners, we cannot think it

superfluous to quote a few weighty sentences

from the report of the Oxford Commission
of 1852 :

'

Doubtless, Colleges were eleemosynary
foundations, but their sole object was not, like

that of an almshouse, to relieve indigence.

They were intended no doubt to maintain

scholars who were poor ;
and in an ago when

learning was regarded as ignoble by the great,
and when nearly all but the great were poor,

persons willing to enter the University as stu-

dents could hardly be found except among the

poor. If, in modern days, those who impart
or seek education in the Universities are not

indigent, it must not be thought, therefore,
that the poor have been robbed of their birth-

right. Rather the Universities, among other

agencies, have so raised the condition of soci-

ety, and mental cultivation is now so differently

regarded, that persons intended for the learned

professions are at present found only amongst
the comparatively wealthy. Such persons, if

elected for their merits to Fellowships and

Scholarships, would most faithfully fulfil the

main object of Founders, namely the promotion
of religion and learning.'

Sound, however, as these views undoubt

edly are, there can be no doubt that, as a

matter of fact, many poor men who could

have got to Oxford ' on the foundation,' as

it is called, before the recent changes, are

deprived of that privilege now. This is, as

we have said quite right; but, at the same

time, it seems to entitle the claims of the

poor to increased consideration in dealing
with University Extension. Now, undoubt-

edly, under the present system, no poor man
can hope, without a scholarship, to enjoy
the advantages of Oxford. The question,
1 What is the cost of an Oxford education ?

'

is so frequently heard in society, that we
think the following calculations by the Ox-
ford Commissioners will be read with inter-

est by many of our readers. We may add,
that we believe these calculations to be quite
as applicable to the Oxford of the present

day as to the Oxford of 1852 :

' On the whole, we believe that a parent,

who, after supplying his son with clothes and

supporting him at home during the vacations,

has paid for him during his University course

not more than 600, and is not called upon to

discharge debts at its close, has reason to con-

gratulate himself. Those who allow their sons

a private tutor should add proportionably to

their estimate. Private tutors usually charge
10 a term, or 30 a year, for three hours a

week
; 17, 10s. a term, or 50 a year, for six

hours a week. Private tutors of high standing

expect 20 a term
;

30 is usually paid by
young men who join a reading party during
the long vacation.'

Now, on behalf of poor scholars, the

object to be aimed at is, that all young men
who can gain a scholarship, and that others

who are not so successful, but yet have had

a good academical training, should be able

to enjoy an Oxford education, and obtain an

Oxford degree at a cost within the reach of

very moderate means. It is quite plain that

the system which yields the above results

must be considerably altered before this

object can be attained.

But there are stronger reasons than the

claims of indigence why a change in the

present system is to be desired. Many men
who would profit by Oxford, and do honour

to it, are kept away, not because of the ex-

pense, but because of the tone of the society

in which they would mix. Now, the surest

way to improve this tone, to make it more

rational and less prejudiced, is to extend and

diversify the society. We are glad on this

point to cite the convincing testimony of

Sir Charles Lyell :

1
1 speak,' he says,

' from personal experience
of what has happened withiu the circle of my
own friends and acquaintances, when I ntlinn,

that parents possessing ample pecuniary means
are often deterred from sending their sons to

Oxford by a well-grounded apprehension, that

after a residence of a few years, they will con-
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tract from the social atmosphere of the place,
notions incompatible with the line of life to

which they are destined, although that profes-
sional line may be one peculiarly demanding
a liberal education. They wish, for example,
to bring them up as attorneys, publishers, engi-

neers, surgeons, or as merchants in some estab-

lished house, and naturally turn their thoughts
to Oxford as a safe and good training place, till

they are warned by those who know the work-

ing of the system, that the youth, however
well satisfied with the honourable calling pro-

posed for him (which, perhaps, he has chosen

himself), will discover at the end of a few

terms, that such occupations are vulgar and
beneath his dignity. How much vulgarity of

feeling and want of true independence of mind

may lie at the bottom of such fine notions, it is

superfluous to inquire here. The remedy is, I

think, as obvious as the cause; a large acces-

sion to Oxford of the representatives of the

professions alluded to, would make such class-

prejudices disappear at once, without the ac-

companiment of an evil so much dreaded by
many advocates of the state of things as they
are, namely, a diminished attendance of men
of rank and fortune.'

Moved by such considerations, the Oxford
Commissioners of 1852, rejecting all half

measures, such as founding halls affiliated to

colleges, or independent halls, recommended
that the requirement of residence within

college walls should be abolished, and
(1.)

that students should be allowed to live in

lodgings connected with colleges ;
and

(2)
that students should be allowed to live in

lodgings unconnected with any college as

students of the University alone. Neither
of these plans was carried out. What was

attempted was the institution of private

halls, by a Statute passed in 1855, which
has proved, as might have been foreseen
from the first, a miserable failure. Awaking
at last to a sense of their obligations, sundry
graduates of Oxford met at Oriel College in

November 1865, in order ' to consider the

question of the extension of the University,
with a view especially to the education of per-
sons needing assistance, and desirous of ad-

mission into the Christian ministry.' A com-
mittee was formed, and six sub-committees
were appointed to consider various schemes
for this end, and to report. Their reports have
been made, and four of them at least raise

academical questions of very great interest.

Readers may be curious to learn what has
led to this sudden movement. Zealous Re-
formers have long been urging this question,
as we have already shown; for at least

twenty years they have been crying in the

wilderness, and crying in vain. Whence
this sudden

stirring of the sluggish academic
waters this quick awakening of the torpid
academic conscience? The cause is not

hard to find. One thing is near to the

hearts of those who at present form the gov-

erning power at Oxford the fortunes of

the English Church, and the connexion

between that Church and Oxford Univer-

sity. That connexion is at present in seri-

ous peril. A disinclination to take orders

is growing among Oxford men. The first

sub-committee give figures showing that the

number of graduates who take orders has

been for the last eight years steadily de-

creasing; while the number of literates, that

is, of men who have never been at the Uni-

versity at all, is steadily increasing. We
think we could suggest other causes for this

than the cost of an University education
;

but that cause has been recognised as suffi-

cient by two at least of the sub-committees,
and they have devised their remedies by this

light. It is unfortunate in many ways that

the inquiry has taken this direction
;
but we

must be thankful for what we can get, and

had not the growing scarcity of well-

educated clergymen given it this direc-

tion, it would never have taken place at all.

The first sub-committee claims especially

to represent the sentiments of those who
first began this present movement, that is,

the view we have above expressed. It rests

the right of the Church of England to gov-
ern the Universities of England on the fact

that '

they are, or ought to be, the great
seminaries of her clergy ;'

and therefore very

naturally sets forth the duty of providing
for the education of the clergy as ' the most

obvious and pressing
'

ground of University
extension. The second sub-committee,

though less explicit in its language, treats

the subject not less manifestly from the

same point of view.

One is not surprised to find that in com-

mittees animated by these opinions, and

working with such objects, the clerical ele-

ment prevails largely. All the members of

the first sub-committee are clergymen, with

the exception of the two Chichele Profess-

ors, who are as good, and as bad
;
and all

the members of .the second sub-committee

are clerygmen, without any exception. As

might be expected, they have not addressed

themselves to the consideration of Univer-

sity extension in any comprehensive sense

they have considered solely what Mr. Man-
sel would call clerical ptochogony ;

and the

scheme of the first sub-committee is the

institution of a poor
-
hall, of the second

the foundation of poor-exhibitions.
Both

schemes are open to serious objections.

In the first place, we distrust the calcula-

tions on which they are based. We should

suspect greatly the permanent quality of

tuition at 4 a term
;
nor do we see how
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board, lights, firing, and above all attend-

ance (keeping in view that the servants in a

college must be men of character, and there-

fore well paid), could be supplied at 10 a

term. Oxford calculations on money seem

often inspired by considerable ignorance.
Thus the present Master of Balliol gave
evidence in 1852 to the effect that

'
it is a mistake to speak of the expenses inci-

dent to connexion with a College or Hall.

There are expenses (sufficiently extravagant
in many cases), incident to the residence of a

young man in Oxford
;

but cceteris paribus
the expenses are less within College walls than

beyond them. This is too plain to need proof.'
1

The extreme silliness of this might have

escaped notice had it been the opinion of

one individual
;
but here we have the sec-

ond sub-committee, as we understand them,

adopting this view, and stating as a certain

fact that ' nowhere is board much cheaper
than in the University.' And yet some of

the members of that committee as Profess-

or Wall are reputed to be men of sense.

Men who can write thus show themselves

utterly ignorant of what living in lodgings

may be, of what, among large classes of

the community, it actually is. They must
be little competent to originate a scheme of

University extension who know so little of

the habits of those whom any good and suf-

ficient scheme would endeavour to embrace.

And their ignorance must be wilful. The
Commissioners of 1852 gave quotations
from the Reports of previous Scotch Com-

missions, whereby it appeared that the ave-

rage cost of living among the students at

Aberdeen, including everything, was from

20 to 25, for more than five months !

And, indeed, is not the thing plain, without

any such instances ?

Setting aside the direct expenses of a

college, tuition, caution-money, and the like
;

it is clear that the indirect expenses must
increase the cost of living. The articles

supplied are, at most colleges, charged at a

profit for the support of the staff of ser-

vants. Moreover, the style of living, with-

out being at all extravagant, is necessarily
such that many persons of frugal habits

might wish to adopt a somewhat lower scale.

This, by the lodging-out system, they would
be enabled to do without giving occasion

for remark without even tho suspicion that

remarks were made arising in their own
minds. Men living in a poor-hall, or sup-

ported by poor-exhibitions especially the

latter cannot free themselves of the con-

sciousness of a certain stigma ;
men living

privately escape observation, and do not

suffer from the fear of it.

Further, erroneous as we believe the cal-

culations to be, even with their aid these Sub-

Committees have not sufficiently brought
down the scale of expenditure. As appli-
ed to all, or even to many, the scale is low

enough, indeed too low
;
but if the Univer-

sity is to strike its roots deep and wide,
there must be a possibility of getting a

degree for less than 51 a year, not includ-

ing fees. In short, their plan is not suffi-

ciently elastic, and in this particular, that

is, in a student being enabled to practise mod-
erate economy, or the most rigid economy,
without control or remark, the whole merit

of a system of University extension consists.

We have already referred to Scotch students.

Their average expenditure, as already given,
is not great, yet many of them live for much
less. Nothing is more common in Scotland

than that young men earn in summer by their

own labour the means of attending college

during the winter. It is within our per-
sonal knowledge that a Scotch Professor,

engaged in the slaughter of grouse, has

found in his c

gillie
' a youth who was thus

hardly making up a purse in order to attend

his lectures at college during the next ses-

sion. Such ' brave struggles
' would not be

often witnessed in the English Universities
;

but to make them possible must be the aim

of any real extension.

In the second place, both of these schemes

involve setting apart the poor students as a

caste by themselves, than which nothing
could be more pernicious. The former will

certainly end in the establishment of a poor-
hall for clergymen. It has been unfortu-

nately, and not quite honestly, identified

with a ' Keble Testimonial
;

' but even had

this not been done, its destiny was from the

first assured. The principal must be a cler-

gyman of the Church of England ;
the

tutors the same
;

the rooms are to be ar-

ranged along corridors
;

all meals are to be

taken in common; everything is to be kept
under the closest and most minute super-
vision. Of course this can only end in

being a hall for the education of poor men
who propose to take orders. They will be

looked down upon by the University, by no

means because they are poor, but because

they are a separate class
;
and they will pass

through the University without knowing

anything of its social life (one of the advan-

tages strongly insisted on by tho first sub-

committee), save what can be met uith

within the precincts of their own seminio-

nastic hall. The special advantage which

belongs to the English clergy beyond nny
other clergy that of having freely associa-

ted, in youth and early manhood, with men
destined for other professions will be de-
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nied to the unfortunate inmates of these fa-

voured halls.

The plan of the second sub-committee is,

in this respect, even more unhappy. A poor
exhibitioner, that is, an exhibitioner who is

so because he is poor, is in any college a
wretched man. This ingenious committee,
whose sentiments are really a joke, suggest,
in the first instance, that the fortunate re-

cipient of their bounty should enjoy it in

secret
;

'

possibly even the fact of his holding
the exhibition might be known only to him-
self and to the authorities.' Surely recollec-

tions of the undergraduate world, far though
it may have been left behind, might have

suggested to the committee the utter im-

practicability, surely knowledge of the world
of gentlemen might have suggested the
extreme undesirableness, of such secrecy.
Some such ideas seem to have been dimly
present to their minds

;
for they hold that

secrecy is not ' to be insisted on, inasmuch
as poverty is no disgrace in Oxford.' Most
true. To the great credit of Oxford, pov-
erty is there no disgrace ; but, not we think
to the discredit of Oxford, endowed poverty
is. A man who lives in unaided poverty is

not despised ;
a man who helps his poverty

by gaining a scholarship is respected ;
but a

man who gets an endowment simply because
he is poor, and is therefore held deserving of

it, is certainly looked down upon. No one

who, as an undergraduate, can recall the

times prior to 1852 when there were such

things as ' close
'

scholarships or exhibitions,
can fail to acknowledge this fact.

And this leads in the third place, to an-

other objection to both these schemes, i.e.,

that they encourage men to come to the

University simply because they are poor.

Nothing, perhaps, can be more pernicious
than a system which has this effect. This
Journal has already discussed this vexed

question, in commenting on the views ex-

pressed by the Scotch Commissioners of

1858, and the observations then made will,
mutatis mutandis, apply equally to Ox-
ford :

'
It is hardly possible to conceive of a posi-

tion more erroneous or more injurious. In the
first place, how can the Commissioners be cer-

tain that even the qualities they disiderate will

be secured ? Long experience has convinced
all who have paid attention to such matters of
the fact that preferences to poverty, to general
desert, or to anything which cannot be directly
and equally tested, simply lead to the success
of some candidate whose circumstances chance
or interest has brought prominently under the
notice of the electors. And, even if there were
no difficulty here, is the aim of the Commis-
sioners desirable in itself? We need not dwell
on the evil done to the teaching of the Univer-

sities to the education of the whole country

by thus bribing men to enter upon a course
of life for which nature or circumstance has
not fitted them. But we would ask, is it not
even a greater evil to the student himself?
If he be really able, he will easily force his way
when all endowments are open to the best
men

;
if he be not, he is a far happier man,

and a far more useful man, resting contentedjn
the position to which he was born,, than strug-
gling pitifully through a University career,

leading to the sickness of hope deferred and
the bitterness of eventual disappointment. And
as to the public, what good do they derive from
a system which ravishes stupid sturdy boys
from their congenial plough, seeks vainly to
educate them through a few years of struggle,
and then licenses them to be instruments of
torture to the lieges for two hours every Sun-

day ?
'

(No. LXXVIII. pp. 475-6).

It cannot be too often repeated that pov-

erty by itself constitutes no claim upon a

University ; poverty, combined with intel-

lectual power, does constitute such a claim
;

and poverty, combined with great force of

character, does so likewise, though in a less

degree. Neither of these is secured by
founding exhibitions to be given to poor
men only, or by establishing a hall where
men shall be drilled into compulsory econo-

my; both can be easily secured if the proper
means be adopted. Open scholarships will

secure the former
;

if it be made possible
for a man to gain a University education at

a small cost, by his own voluntary self-de-

nial and frugality, a way will be opened to

the latter. But, to be of any avail, the

frugality must be as self-imposed as the work
which leads to the scholarship. Any hot-

house system for fostering economical habits

will be of no use.

When we come to the report of the third

sub-committee we seem to breathe a differ-

ent air. Our attention is no longer concen-

trated on securing a perennial supply of

third-rate curates
;
the committee come to

their work having before them as their object
{ to furnish academical status and instruc-

tion to poor men seeking to be ordained as

clergymen, to become practitioners in law or

medicine, or to enter into business.
1 Their

plan is a very simple one, i.e., to relax the

Laudian statute which requires residence to

be within the college gates, and to allow stu-

dents to live in lodgings either with or with-

out connexion with colleges. This scheme has

many advantages. There can, as we have

already shown, be no doubt of its cheapness.
The committee calculate that in lodgings

' a

student may live at little more than one-half

of what are now his expenses in college,'

and this, though they put lodgings, includ-

ing firing, at 15s. a week, which is quite un-
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necessarily high. Further, it is the only one

of all the schemes which is adequate to the

want. If this liberty be conceded, a man
will have his expenses in his own hands, and

may live for what he likes. Even taking the

figures of the first sub-committee, why
should a man be forced to spend 51 in

twenty-six weeks ? He certainly can live

for less; and why should he not do so if he

chooses to exercise the requisite self-denial ?

The value of economy thus practised is, that

it is voluntary, that men are not driven into

it, and coaxed to keep it up. And hence it

is that this system has the merit of securing
to the University men who have the great

gift of strength of character.

Now what are the objections to this

scheme ? Only two will bear stating : one,
the loss of social advantages ;

the other, the

impairing of discipline. As to the former
of these, it is quite sufficient to say that a

very poor man, whether in college or out of

it, cannot mix much in society ;
and second-

ly, that the mere fact of being out of college
will in no way exclude men from college

society. No stigma will attach to out-resi-

dents, just because they will not form a

caste
;
and those of them who may gain

scholarships will be able to introduce their

friends to such society as they may desire.

Certainly they will have access to a much
more varied society than will ever be com-

manded by the members of a poor-hall. In

fact, this objection is hardly urged seriously ;

the opponents of this scheme rest their case

on the danger to what they call
' the moral

and religious discipline of Oxford.'

Now, in the first place, the safeguards in

the way of discipline afforded by m-college
life are much more apparent than real. Pro-

fessor Wall, in his evidence before the Com-

missioners, of 1852, scouts the whole thing
as ' a romance

;' doubting whether the dis-

cipline of Oxford could be much worse than
it now is.

' As to the personal superintend-
ence of college tutors,' he says,

'
if any

parent thinks that when he enters his son at

a college he necessarily puts him where his

moral and intellectual training will be care-

fully watched over by a tutor, I can only
assure him that he is under a pleasing delu-

sion.' The intellectual influence of a tutor

is in no way dependent on residence in col-

lege. On the contrary, under the present

system, men, as a rule, see most of the tutors

when they are in lodgings, just before going
into the schools. What of religious disci-

pline is connected with compulsory attendance
at chapel may be imposed on men without
the college walls as well as within. Aud as

for moral discipline, no one who knows Ox-
ford well but will assent to the observations

of Mr. Wall. Some tutors there are who

attempt to maintain control over the under-

graduates by
'

privileged communications,'
that is, by underhand information from in-

formers whose names are kept secret
; by

espionage through the servants
; by listening

at doors and windows, and sudden entries

into men's rooms
;
but happily men of a

disposition who can stoop to these things are

not very numerous, and we leave our readers

to guess how efficacious their noble endeav-
ours are likely to prove.
Nor must it be forgotten that the very fact

of so many young men living in college

together leads to much mischief. Certainly
facilities for gambling, drinking, and above
all idling, are thus greatly increased. And
as for the information of the tutors, we have
known a college, one of the tutors of which
was celebrated for his accomplishments as a

spy, in which gambling at one time rose to a

height that startled the young men them-

selves, and was by themselves put a stop to,

without the authorities knowing anything
about the matter.

Perhaps the most curious thing connected

with this question is, that it has been always
argued upon two remarkable assumptions,
one, that all students in lodgings are likely
to be immoral

;
the other, that no discipline

whatever is proposed to be exercised over
them. Against the former of these assump-
tions, we can refer to the case of the Scottish

Universities, and to the yet more apposite
case of Cambridge. In Cambridge about
seven hundred undergraduates, we believe,

lodge out; in Scotland they all lodge out

and we have yet to learn that the morality
of Oxford men shines '

like a good deed in

a naughty world,' beside the morality of

Scotland or of Cambridge. Against the

latter of these assumptions we would refer

to the report of this third sub-committee,
which sets out very clearly a mode of regu-

lating lodging-houses and the conduct of

those who lodge in them. In fact, if the

truth must be told, the system there suggest-
ed would be a great improvement on the

present practice. As things are now, senior

undergraduates and bachelors of arts lodge
out in large numbers, while no superinten-

dence, or next to none, is exercised over

lodging-houses. The result is that these

men lodge where they like, and do what they

like, and that their younger iu-college friends

find in their rooms ample facilities for doing
what they like too. It is not pleasant to

state this
;
but it is true ; and the more dis-

tinctly it is stated the better. When we
are dealing with really important interests

delicacy must not be allowed to obscure a

picture of things as they really are.
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Finally, along with the report of the third

sub-committee must be taken that of the

fourth, which recommends that students

should be allowed to lodge out after eight
terms' residence in college. In this recom-

mendation, sensible so far as it goes, the

whole question of morality is conceded.

Two years, about the age of twenty, hardly

bridge over the gulf between easy immorali-

ty and ascetic virtue
;
and surely the disci-

pline which will suffice for men in their last

year would be found equally effectual for

men in their first and second.

The report of the sixth sub-committee is

the most novel of all, and in some respects
the most interesting. Of the whole, it is

the only one which deals with the difficulty
of the length of time which, under the pres-
ent system, is required to be spent at the

University. The scheme recommended by
it is that men should be allowed to remain
at '

affiliated
'

schools until they pass the

examination for moderations, and thencefor-

ward only, that is, for about one year, be

required to reside at the University. This
scheme in principle assimilates to the third

and fourth schemes, and we can see no

objection to its being tried.

And this leads us to the practical con-

clusion of the whole matter, namely, let

all the schemes, so far as may be possible,
be put to the test of experience. On this

point Mr. Pattison, now Rector of Lincoln,

expressed himself with much force to the

Commissioners of 1852 :

' Instead of guessing in the dark at the prob-
able effect of these plans, let us make the ex-

periment. . . . What is urged is not the
creation of any new machinery . . . but that
an oppressive restriction should be removed,
and the field thrown open to private enterprise
and energy. When free, this will speedily run
into the best channels. Let us leave Halls and

Colleges, old and new, all with unlimited lib-

erty of admission to work together, and trust

to the power of self-adjustment in things,
which will bring to the surface the capabili-
ties of the several methods. . . . It is in-

cumbent indeed on a University to be cautious
and deliberate in all its proceedings. But ex-

periments are not necessarily rash there are
wise ones there are even wise experiments in*

legislation which do not answer, and then to

desist from them involves no disgrace. . . .

We in Oxford, are weary of scheming, sug-

gesting, and pamphleteering. Give us leave to

be doing something. Untie our hands and open
our gates, and let us at least try if we can at-

tract here, and can usefully deal with that

larger circle of youth whom we are told we
ought to have here. The ideal of a national

University is that it should be co-extensive
with the nation it should be the common
source of the whole of the higher (or second-

ary) instruction for the country ;
but the pro-

posed measure would, after all, only go part of
the way towards making it co-extensive with
that part of the nation which supports the Es-
tablished Church. If we can only draft in 500,

say 300 students (additional), from a class whose
education has hitherto terminated with the na-

tional school or the commercial academy, the

good that would be effected by acting even on
this moderate scale cannot be represented by
figures. It would be the beginning of a sys-
tem by which the University would strike its

roots freely into the subsoil of society, and
draw from it new elements of life, and suste-

nance of mental and moral power.

Truer words than these were never writ-

ten. Only by experience can the safest path
of duty be discovered. If some rest with

confidence in the prospect of a poor-hall, and
can raise the requisite funds, by all means
let that be tried. If others believe in poor
exhibitioners, let that be tried also. The
old injunction continues true :

'

Try all

things ;
hold fast that which is good.'

Easiest of all is to try the plan of the

third sub-committee. There is no doubt

that experience can be most easily gained

by adopting, as an experiment, the plan of

allowing students to lodge out, or some
modification of it. Therefore we should

expect that any proposal involving such an

experiment would have been gratefully wel-

comed by the governing body in Oxford.

How stands the fact ?

Balliol College, always first in any for-

ward movement, as far back as last Novem-
ber proposed to the Hebdomadal Council to

educate a certain number of students abso-

lutely free, if the Council would bring for-

ward a Statute enabling them to lodge out.

These students were to be members of the

college, and subject to all its rules as to

chapel and lectures. Their attendance at

lecture would not entail on the tutors any

great amount of additional labour; and it

was believed that such men, there from the

love of learning and a desire of advance-

ment, would be diligent and orderly, and

not require the individual attention which

the ordinary undergraduates are supposed
to require, and by which they are presumed
to benefit so much. No experiment could

be simpler or cheaper, none less calculated

to disturb the present academical system.
The Council has treated this scheme most

unworthily. They first appointed a commit-

tee to examine it, which, with some insig-
nificant restrictions, reported in its favour.

When the adoption of this report was

moved, Dr. Pusey, we believe, moved, as

an amendment, that another committee

should be appointed to consider all the re-

ports on which we have been commenting.
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How entirely this was a mere measure of

obstruction, was shown by Dr. Pusey de-

clining to nominate his committee, after the

amendment had been carried. Eventually,
we believe, a committee was nominated by
some one else; but the practical result of

these manoeuvres has been to shelve the

Balliol scheme, and throw back the whole

movement for extension.

From this reception of so moderate a pro-

posal, we may infer that the Council will do

little in the way of real reform
; and, even

if they were inclined to more, the well-dis-

ciplined country clergy who rule in Convo-

cation would certainly restrain them. This

determination not to stir, except in paths

pleasant to the passions and prejudices of a

narrow and intolerant party, must, sooner

or later, and the sooner the better, bring

upon the University a second exercise of

the power of the legislature ;
and if Par-

liament does interfere, it will not limit its

interference to sanctioning certain schemes

of University extension. Much that was
left undone in 1854 will be effectually done

now. Especially, the constitution of the

University must be reformed. The govern-
ment of the University must no longer be

given over to non-academicians. At this

present time, when the power of Oxford to

influence the education of the whole coun-

try, or its inability to do more than furnish

inferior curates to the Church, is the ques-
tion at issue, what is the spectacle which
she presents ? It is the spectacle of ' a

great political and theological party, acting
for non-academical objects, recruited to a

great extent from non-academical sources^

and labouring, under perfect discipline, and
with fell unity of purpose, to hold the Uni-

versity in subjection, and fill her govern-
ment with its nominees. It is as extermi-

nating as Islam. No academical merit, no

learning, no capacity, no experience in acad-

emical affairs, no devotion to the service of

the University, can escape proscription at

its hands.' The most important step towards

ending this sorry sight would be to change
the character of Congregation. That body
was unquestionably intended to be a strictly
academical assembly. By the admission of
' residents

'

(which was intended to include

private tutors), chaplains, and the parish

clergy, men who have nothing to do with
education have been intrusted with power.

They discharge this trust by seldom appear-

ing at any discussion, by assiduously at-

tending every vote, and by steadily voting
as the theological party to which they be-

long ordains. All this must end. Only
men really engaged in the work of the place
have any claim to share in its government ;

and if, at the same time, Convocation were

abolished altogether, no true friend of the

University would feel a moment's regret.
Other constitutional changes might also be

made, but the above is incomparably the

most important.
In the second place, Parliament should

be asked to repeal the Statutes which pre-
vent the colleges from allowing undergrad-
uates to live in lodgings.
And in the third place, the colleges should

be freed from the control of the Visitors

always despotic, often capricious and ob-

structive
;
and should be empowered to alter

their Statutes, as occasion may require, with

the consent of the Privy Council. This is

the position in which our Scotch Universi-

ties are now placed, and that with the gen-
eral approval of the community. There are,

of course, other matters well deserving Par-

liamentary attention
;
but if these were sat-

isfactory disposed of, a great good would
have been accomplished.
Of course, if the aid of Parliament is

invoked, the cry of University indepen-
dence will be raised with all the old vehe-

mence. But it will be raised in vain. Par-

liament having interfered once, will not be

debarred by mere outcry from interfering

again, and in the present position of parties,

any measure of University reform is sure of

a favourable reception.

'
Ifi you apply now to Parliament for this or

any other University Keform, you will find the

House of Commons in a propitious mood.
There is a majority of at least sixty on the

side of University Keform. Some Conserva-

tives are University Keformers. The Liberals

who hang back on the question of the Suffrage
are anxious to testify their fidelity to an en-

lightened policy on all other questions; and
even the Conservative Government, as it looks

for the support of moderate Liberals on the

one great subject, is very unwilling to present
itself in such an aspect that these men may
not be able decently to give it their support.
Moreover the constituencies are really interest-

ed in the question of University extension, and

they may easily bo made to see that the prog-
ress of that movement depends oil the char-

acter of the government which may bo in-

stalled here.' *

Moreover, when an appeal is made to

facts, Oxford has no ground to stand on.

It ill becomes her to vaunt her indepen-

dence. Prior to 1852, Oxford had been

less subject to control than any University
in Europe ;

and wo all remember what evils

were then revealed by inquiry, and what

* Mr. Goldwin Smith's Letter to the Rev. C. W.

Sandford, p. 15.
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reforms were forced on. Since that day the

ruling party has devoted itself, with strange

persistency and with a great measure of suc-

cess, to prevent those reforms from having
their natural effect

;
to maintain in their

own hands the government of the Universi-

ty ;
in short, to restore the old time so far

as may be. The case, if fairly, stated,

would, we fear, stand thus : Oxford wishes
to be independent, in order that she may
continue to be corrupt.

For ourselves, we heartily hope that the

Council will persevere in its obstructiveness,
so that the necessity for the interference of

Parliament may be made clear. Short of

this, we cannot anticipate any real good.
For with the utmost exercise of all our chari-

ty, we confess we cannot recognise any other

than unworthy motives as dictating this bit-

ter opposition to restoring to the University
the class of students of which she could

boast in her earlier and her greatest days.
After the Keport of 1852, it is really idle

to say that the Statute requiring residence

within college is maintained in the interest

of discipline. It is maintained partly in the

interest of bad colleges, in order to keep
them full. But it is maintained still more
in the interest of those relations between Ox-
ford and the Church, which so large, and in

the University so powerful, a party is bent
on preserving at all hazards. That party
never has been able to grasp the conception
that the University owes a duty to the nation

more imperative than its duty to the Church.
On the contrary, it regards the Church as

the final cause of the University. And, thus

thinking, it fears lest the University, gather-

ing strength from all classes of the communi-

ty, may break the withes of ecclesiasticism

by which it is now bound
; lest, in a word,

in becoming equal to the nation, she may
become more comprehensive than the Church.
This is the real secret of the opposition ;

and
it is because of the vast importance of the

principle involved that we look forward with
so much interest to the issue of the contest.

And because, too, of the practical results

of the contest. How great these results

might prove to be it is hard to say without

using language which may be thought exag-

gerated. People are prone to lament, some-
what idly, the commercial spirit of the age.
Yet there is truth in the reproach ;

there is

among us an inordinate love of money-get-
ting. Nothing can be more silly than to de-

preciate the value and the dignity of money ;

but perhaps it is possible to over-estimate it.

We pursue wealth with a fevered anxiety ;

we form our estimates by a rude and some-
what vulgar money-standard. If this evil

does exist, it can be best counteracted by

the opportunity of a thorough education be-

ing afforded to all professions giving them

higher tastes, purer pleasures, and greater

independence of mind.

We are far, too, from regarding lightly
the wants of the Church. We think, how-

ever, that those will be best supplied if they
are not exclusively considered. Nothing
would lead more surely to feebleness and in-

efficiency, nothing would more certainly loos-

en the already relaxing hold which the

Church has upon the educated laity, than
that young men intending to take orders

should be set apart by themselves to be nur-

tured in a cloistered virtue. On the other

hand, nothing would more strengthen the

Church than the power of recruiting her

numbers from all ranks of society ; nothing
would give the clergy greater influence than
the experience of having known varieties of

men in the early days of life.

The University should be the place where
men of every shade of opinion, and of all

grades in the social scale, meet on the com-
mon ground of education. It should be in

reality, what it is often loosely said to be,
an avenue into life a path whereby talent

may get forward in the world to do it ser-

vice. At present there is no way upwards
save by money-getting. In these respects
the University might be to the nineteenth

century what the Priesthood was to the mid-

dle ages.
To strengthen the capacities of the Church

for good, to raise the tone of other profes-

sions, and thus to leaven the whole of socie-

ty, these are no ignoble aims for even Ox-
ford to set before herself. And this is not

all. The University might render a vast

political service by bringing out the talent

of the nation more than is now possible. In

no country, perhaps, is the area from which
men rise into public life so small as in our

own. Compare France, for example, with

England in this particular. Among us, with-

out wealth, no man has any hope of public
life. The dislike of '

adventurers,' as they
are called, so general in Parliament, if prob-
ed to its real foundation, will be found to

rest on a mere vulgar admiration of money,
with perhaps a prejudice against Irishmen

superadded. In no other country does such

a dislike prevail ;
and the consequence is,

that in no country are politics so seldom

studied as a profession as in ours. We are

apt to think this an advantage ;
it is on the

contrary a great evil. It simply restricts

the supply. Out of a hundred men of the

upper classes you will certainly have a larger

percentage of competent statesmen than out

of a hundred of any other class, just as you
will have a larger percentage of competent
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lawyers or competent doctors in short, of

able men. But if we could extend the field

of our choice over 100,000 of the middle

and lower classes, should we find no availa-

ble ability there wasted ? And from the

fact that we cannot so extend our choice, is

nothing lost to the country ? Worst of all

is, that the area is narrowing every day.
The times of patronage and small boroughs
Lave passed away, and with them has gone

many a chance to poor ability of an entrance

into public life. Politics are now as litera-

ture was in the days of Dr. Johnson, pa-
trons are gone by, and publishers are not

yet. The Universities might be the pub-
lishers of political life.

These may seem fond fancies. And yet
it is hard that we should be denied what
chance thera may be of realizing them. That

chance, we feel assured, will only be given
us by Parliament. That Parliament will

give it we fully believe
;

for on academical

reform the House of Commons is prepared
to act with liberality and vigour. The one

decided Liberal victory of last session was
won on this field. And we cannot but

think with pleasure that in such a contest

there will be no disunion among ourselves

that the single light of the Cave will forsake

its darkness, and resume his fitting place

among the foremost friends of liberty and

progress. On academical questions at least,

Mr. Lowe has never shown any signs of

wavering. Two things, at all events, seem
clear : one, that Parliament should be ap-

plied to
;
the other, that the application, by

whomsoever urged, is almost certain to be

successful.

ART. VIII. 1. Tlirce Unpublished Tours

through the Famine-Stricken Districts

in 18(36.

2. An Epitome of the Famine in Cuttack.

By GOPAL CIIUNDER HALDAR. 8vo.

Cuttack, 1866.

3. Market Rates and Official Papers pub-
lished by the Board of Revenue, Lower
Provinces. 1865, 1806.

4. The Englishman. A Calcutta Daily Pa-

per. 1865, 1866.

5. The Friend of India. A Weekly Paper.

1865, 1866.

6. The Som-Prakash. A Bengali Paper.
1865, 1866.

7. Selection of Papers from the Records in
the East India House. Folio. 1820.

LOWER BENGAL has three harvests a rice

crop which is cut in September, another rice
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crop which ripens in December, and a pulse

crop which is ready in spring. The first of

these grows only in damp localities
;

the

third is a mere by-product of the year, yield-

ing small returns
;
on the second the pop-

ulation chiefly depends for food. The rains

of 1865, instead of continuing till October,
ceased abruptly in August ;

and three-fourths

of the December harvest withered in the

blade. Small farmers sent out their cattle

to graze down, in a morning, the crops which

were to have maintained their families du-

ring the ensuing twelve months
;
the village

money-lenders put in motion the machinery
of the law in fruitless efforts to recover their

advances
;
landowners found it necessary to

remit half their rents, and all felt that 1866

would be an anxious year for Lower Bengal.
But while every one foresaw high prices,
none anticipated general starvation

;
and the

press hoped that, by timely measures, the

evil might be kept below the point at which

scarcity passes into famine. The swampy
river-districts had reaped a plentiful crop in

September, and the improved means of com-

munication with which British rule has in-

tersected Bengal, promised to relieve the

necessities of the west by the superfluities of

the east. There was food enough in the

country, many thought, if it could only be

fairly distributed. The laws of supply and
demand would hold true in India, as in Eng-
land. Grain would find its way from places
where it was plentiful and cheap to places
where it was scarce and dear, and the action

of Government, so urged the public organs,

ought to be confined to publishing weekly
returns of the market rates in the various

districts. Government accepted this advice.

Every grain-merchant, by running his eye
down the price-lists, learned where to buy
rice at a low rate, and where to sell it at a

high one. Instead of the corn-dealers tak-

ing fright and shutting up their shops, as at

the commencement of previous famines, they
carried on their operations more briskly than

usual. The speculation proved a safe one.

The returns were paid. Capitalists of all

degrees land-holders, money-lenders, pro-

duce-merchants, and village traders em-

barked in the traffic, and a tide of impor-
tation set in from the oast to the west, such

as had never before been known in Bengal.
The chief seat of the trade was at Koosh-

tea, the terminus of the Eastern Bengal
Railway, and the spot where it taps the net-

work of rivers formed by the mouths of the

Ganges and Brahmaputra. Four or five

large steamers ladeu with grain cauie in every
week. Each morning a fleet of rice-ships
hove round the point, cumbrous high-storm-. I

galleys lined the river bank five deep, till
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at length the railway company had to have

recourse to the Courts to stop native craft

discharging on its lines and sidings.

While food thus poured in from the east,

a counter current of population had steadily
set from the opposite direction. No sooner

did a steamer deposit its rice-bags on the

wharf than it took on board a cargo of la-

bourers who had come from the parched and

overcrowded west to seek their fortunes in

the sparsely peopled tea-districts on the

north-eastern frontier. During the summer
months these migrations had gone on at an

unprecedented rate. Tea-planters oifered

high wages to all comers, and 3820 adults

had passed through Kooshtea eastwards in a

single month. At the same time, emigration
to the Mauritius and the West Indian Islands

proceeded briskly from Calcutta, and there

seemed good reason to hope that, what with

food coming into, and people going away
from, the districts which had suffered most,

j

the new year would be one of local scarci-
)

ties rather than of famine. Measures, com-
|

plete and effectual beyond precedent, had
j

been adopted to meet the coming trial.

Public notice of it had been given \
Govern-

ment had stimulated without interfering
with the laws of supply and demand

; rivers,
roads and canals, not one of which had been

projected in previous seasons of distress,

were now at work day and night distributing
the national stock of food, and nothing re-

mained but to wait, with mingled hopes and

misgivings, till the slow mouths should show
whether the September harvest of the eastern

districts would suffice for the whole of Lower

Bengal.
The solution which this problem has re-

ceived is such as no one who witnessed it can
ever forget. Humane men will shrink from

remembering the scenes of 1866, as they
would from dwelling upon the opening pages
of Boccaccio. It is right, that the measures

by means of which the famine has been dealt

with should be recorded, not only as prece-
dents in cases of a similar calamity, but also

as a part of that solemn account which Eng-
land has to render of her stewardship in In-

dia to the civilized world.

The retail price of rice in Lower Bengal
seldem exceeds, in ordinary years, a halfpen-

ny a pound. In a few thickly-peopled loca-

lities it is sometimes higher, but in secluded

agricultural districts it is generally lower,
and this sum may be fixed upon as a fair

average for the whole. An unskilled adult

labourer earns threepence a day if he finds

work on the railways or under an English
employer, and about twopence-halfpenny if

under a native master. Hired labourers,

however, form only a small proportion ofthe

population. The classes who in this coun-

try would work for daily wages are in Ben-

gal cottier farmers, holding from three to five

acres, and enjoying an income very little

better, but still a little better, than the hired

1 abourers. Those who have minutely studied

the rural economy of India, estimate their

crops as equivalent to a sum of ten shillings
a month, or fourpence a day. Taking the

hired workman and the cottier farmers to-

gether, the average wage of the labouring po-

pulation of Bengal amounts to about three-

pence-farthing a day. This sum, although

contemptible in the eyes of a Northumber-
land or even of a Wiltshire peasant, repre-
sents in ordinary times a fair amount of ani-

mal comfort in Lower Bengal. Twopence-

halfpenny procures five pounds of solid rice,

a quantity which amply suffices for the

wants of the temperate Bengali and his fami-

ly. Besides rice, hardly anything requires
to be bought. Beef he never touches, and

mutton or kid only once or twice a year, at

family sacrifices. As a member of a village,

he has generally some ancient, although dis-

puted, right of fishing in the communal pond
from which he irrigates his fields. His chil-

dren pick the vegetables of common use in

every damp hollow. His thatched roof fur-

nishes an unfailing supply of pumpkins, and

beyond these what does he want ? A little

oil to polish his skin, a little salt and pepper
to season his rice, and a single coarse cotton

cloth to wrap round his waist. His dwelling,
if he be a cottier farmer, goes along with his

land
;

if he be a hired labourer the rent sel-

dom exceeds a shilling a year, and that sum
he is seldom able to pay. Household

furniture costs him nothing. As the na-

tional mode of sitting is to squat on the

heels, he is ignorant of the use of a chair,

and to many wealthy and well-born Bengalis,
a table is still a dangerous innovation, which

means more than appears on the surface.

He sleeps on the ground, or on a reed mat.

The cloth that serves him by day serves him

also by night, the only change being that it

is unrolled from the waist and spread out so

as to cover the whole body. A single vase

and platter, made of a cheap alloy, with a

few unglazed earthen cooking-pots, two of

which go to a farthing, are sufficient furnish-

ings for a numerous household. A large-

leafed tree supplies him with plates.
If his

wife keeps a cow, which pastures free with

the village herd in the jungle, he is a well-

to-do man; but such luxuries are for the

few. At hamlet festivals, the only form of

religion he is acquainted with, his richer

neighbours expect nothing from him but his

bodily strength, and this he gives with plea-

sure. He may be seen helping to put up the
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swinging-pole, and violently deprecating the

recent enactment which forbids the hook to

be thrust into the flesh of the devotee, or

tugging at the ropes of the sacred car, shout-

ing with the loudest, and enjoying the pro-
cession as much as the corn-dealer who has

supplied the new paint, the tinsel and the

drums.

Such is the poor Bengali in seasons of

plenty; ever at home with nature, able

to rear children on wages upon which the

inhabitants of a less generous climate would

starve, ignorant, contented, indifferent to the

future, and with a keen relish for the little

festivities which the year brings round.

Seldom comparing himself with his betters,
he seldom envies them. To be a craftsman,
or to train his son to a craft, does not enter

his mind, for his sole ambition is to live
;

and both he and his children will be beyond
reach of starvation by the unskilled work of

their hands so long as rice does not much
exceed a halfpenny a pound.
But before the first four months of 1866

had passed, rice had risen much higher than

a halfpenny a pound. In some districts it

was threepence, in many twopence, and

throughout the famine it stood at more
rather than less than three-half-pence. A
penny- three-farthings a pound, or seven

pounds for a shilling, represents, as nearly
as the English denominations of money
permit, the average price. A family of five

persons can live, and the parents have

strength to work, on four pounds of rice a

day. On three pounds the family survives,
but the parents soon become weak, and un-

able for manual labour. With less than

three pounds among them, one or other of

the members must die. Before the end of

April three-pence-farthing could barely pro-
cure two pounds. The average earnings of

the unskilled labourers and the cottier

farmers, therefore, had become unable to

keep an ordinary family of five persons alive.

The cottier found himself worse off in one

respect than the day-labourer. He depend-
ed on his crops to repay the seed advanced

by the money-lender, and to support himself

and his family during the coming year. His
harvest had been in great part or altogether
lost. Even if a fourth part had escaped, he

did not receive four times the ordinary price
for the remnant, importation from the east

having lowered the local rates. The hired

labourer could not make the day's wages
provide a day's food

;
but the cottier, in ad-

dition to the present difficulty, was weighed
down by previous debts. No one under-

stands better than the modern Bengali land-

lord the evils of an excessive subdivision of

hia laud. The arrears of rent in the spring

of 1866 furnished him with a good pretext
for doing what he had long been wishing to

accomplish, and the first conspicuous effect of

the famine was the ejection of a multitude

of cottiers, who wandered hither and thither

in search of work, and finally became fixtures

in the relief depots.
The classes ofwhich we have been speaking

correspond to the unskilled day-labourers in

England. The next rank above them con-

sists of artisans, small shopkeepers and sub-

stantial peasants holding six acres or upwards.
The inferior craftsman in Bengal seldom

earns less than sixpence, and an artisan of

the better class never more than a shilling a

day. The incomes of small shopkeepers/and
of the substantial peasants fluctuate between

these sums, and the daily average earnings of

the class, collectively, may be estimated at

eightpence or ninepence. During the

famine the price of rice stood pretty steadily
at a penny-three-farthings a pound, and four

pounds maintain an average family in good
health. Even the lower order of artisans,

therefore, were able, by working a little

harder than usual, to procure at least their

daily necessaries, and the class, as a whole,
was able to do something more.

These calculations have been made with a

view to ascertaining the number of persons
whose earnings were insufficient to keep them
alive during the famine. To such estimates

serious objections may be taken. It may
be urged that it is useless to speak of the

ordinary income of the substantial peasants,
for that income depends on their crops, and

this year their crops had been destroyed.

Many will remember that the class which

practically suffered most and which elicited

the deepest sympathy, were not the hired

labourers, but a very respectable order of

artisans, the silk-weavers. It is clear, too,

that the profits of small shopkeepers must
have been seriously affected by the circum-

stance that a large portion of their custom-

ers had ceased to be able to buy their daily
food. Districts may be cited, and conspicu-

ously the province of Orissa, where rice re-

mained during several months at threepence
a pound. To the generality of such objec-

tions, the only answer is that a calculation of

tliis nature refers not to individuals, but to

classes, not to exceptional localities, but to

the whole of the famine-stricken districts,

and that our averages have been carefully
struck from returns drawn up during the

progress of the famine. One objection, in-

deed, deserves especial notice. The ordin-

ary subsistence of the substantial peasants
had wholly or in great part disappeared, but

a source of income speedily developed, which

enabled them to live through the scarcity,
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a source of income unknown in previous

famines, and one which will form a subject
of examination in the following pages.

Our averages apply to about three-quarters
of Lower Bengal, and throughout that vast

tract the whole of the unskilled labourers

were unable to live by their earnings. The

population of the famine-stricken districts

has been variously stated
;
but the estimate

which probably approximates most closely
to the truth gives a total of twenty-seven
millions. Of these the hired labourers and
cottiers form not less than a third. At the

end of April, therefore, there were nine mil-

lion human beings, who, if things took their

ordinary course, were liable to die off before

the September harvest. During the famine
of 1769-1770, the only calamity in Lower

Bengal which bears comparison with the

scarcity of 1866, six millions actually

perished.

Fortunately, however, things were not
allowed to take their ordinary course. At
a very early period it was perceived that the

intensity of the famine would depend not

solely upon the price of grain, but also on
the demand for labour. The first circum-

stance'lay beyond man's control; and when
the national stock of food had been fairly

distributed, and prices equalized, all had
been done that could be done. But the

second circumstance was more plastic. If

employment could only be found for the peo-

ple, it might be hoped that, by working
harder, they would increase their earnings
so as to mitigate the effect of, if not altogether
to meet, the enhanced prices. The husband
had supported his household during seasons
of plenty ;

if the wife now added her labour,
the family might hold together till the Sep-
tember harvest. This project, although
sound enough in theory, was beset with
serious difficulties in the execution. For, in

the first place, a national wage-fund just
suffices to perform its natural office, that is,

to employ the ordinary number of labourers
in the country. Nor is the demand for labour
in general susceptible of any sudden increase.

In 1866, in order that the day-labourers and
the cottier class, which had now sunk into

day-labourers, should be enabled to procure
their ordinary food, the national wage-fund
would require to be multiplied three-fold,
for food had risen to three times its ordinary
price ;

in order that the labouring population
should survive at all, the effective demand
for labour would require to be doubled.
Even if capital could be diverted so suddenly,
and to such an enormous extent, from its

natural channels into a wage-fund, the ques-
tion remained how to find reproductive
employment for the multitude of new labour-

ers. Besides, the same causes which had

produced the famine had also destroyed a

large portion of the national capital, and
rendered moneyed men of all classes less

able to employ labour. In previous scarci-

ties, it had been found, as a matter of fact,
that the demand for labour had received a
sudden check instead of a sudden increase

;

indeed, during the great famine of the last

century, all who had money, hoarded it, and

industry of every kind ceased.

The years between that time and this,

however, have brought great changes. Three
different classes of capitalists, who had no ex-

istence in 1769, came forward in unexpected
force to mitigate the famine of 1866. First

among them were the landed proprietors.
In 1769 an opulent, gentry could nowhere
be discovered in Lower Bengal. The

English found two distinct sets of men in

possession of the soil, needy courtiers, who

having started as tax-collectors of the land

revenue, had acquired loosely defined pro-

prietary rights ;
and the ancient, but im-

poverished lords of the soil. In the eye of

the law the first class continued to be only

tax-gatherers. Any appearance of wealth

among them gave rise to suspicions that they
were collecting more than they accounted

for, and led to an increased demand. One
and all of them pleaded poverty ; indeed, a

large portion of early Indian records consists

of complaints that the percentage allowed

for collection did not yield a living. The

thrifty few who really saved money secreted

it. Many of them were supposed to have
immense hoards, but capital, in the proper
sense of the term, none of them had. The
state of the ancient princes of the country
was much worse. Native historians relate

how, a few centuries earlier, gold and silver

utensils glittered at every great man's feast
;

but long before the British conquest this

barbaric wealth had disappeared. During
the troubled fifty years preceding the battle

of Plassy, while the central power was slowly

breaking up, many of the old families in

Lower Bengal had fortified their mansions,
levied black-mail on the surrounding towns,
and even attacked the Royal revenue on its

way to Moorshedabad. One of the most
serious difficulties bequeathed to us by Mus-
sulman misrule was a marauding gentry, and
as late as 1800, an experienced judge record-

ed that the landowners were at the bottom
of half the gang-robberies in the province.
A few of the noble houses, however, retained

the shadow of their ancient state. Of these,

the three most illustrious in the western dis-

tricts, were the princes of Burdwan, of Bi-

shenpore, and of Beerbhoom. The present

Maharajah of Burdwan enjoys an income
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reputed to exceed the private revenues of

the Queen of England, and administers his

estates by means of a council that closely
mimics the imperial assemblage which sits in

the capital, with the Viceroy at its head.

The earliest records in the Burdwan treasury
date not many years after the famine of

1769-70. They disclose the Maharajah of

that period in pecuniary difficulties, unable

to pay his taxes, and about to be made a

prisoner in his own palace. The house of

Bishenpore stood first among the Hindu no-

bility of Lower Bengal. Signs and portents,
not less divine than the interposition which
saved the infant Romulus, protected the boy-
hood of its founder. Its family-book nar-

rates the adventures of fifty-seven lineal

princes ;
the popular era of a large part of

the country dates from its rise
;
and during

eleven hundred years it had formed an im-

penetrable barrier between the hill-savages-
of the west and the rich valley of the Ganges.
Even the Mussulman conquerors stood in

awe of the great border house and contented

themselves with a nominal tribute. The
local official records open with the year
1788. They display the ancient palace in

ruins, the furniture put up at public auction,
and the prince, a venerable white-haired man,
in the debtors' prison.

In 1600, two Afghan brothers seized on

the Hindu principality of Beerbhoom; be-

fore the end of the century they had become,

partly by force, partly by fraud, the most
formidable Mussulman house between the

newly proposed metropolis at Moorshedabad
and the western highlands. Sometimes their

troops swelled the army of the Viceroy,
sometimes they declared themselves inde-

pendent of him. The most vigorous prince
who ever sat on the State-cushion of Lower

Bengal, when ordaining that all the feuda-

tories should present themselves in person
once a year at his court, found it expedient
to make two exceptions. Of these the one

was the Hindu house of Bishcnpore, the

other the Mussulman house of Beerbhoom.
In later times, the Beerbhoom Rajah fur-

nished a contingent to the prince who shut

up Holwell and his companions in the Black

Hole; and the most 'luxurious suburb in

Calcutta, amid which the palace of the

Lieutenant-Govcrnor now stands, took its

name from a cadet of the house. But during
the thirty years preceding the famine of 1769,
the fortunes of the Beerbhoom family had
waned. An uosuccessful rebellion grievously
increased their tribute

;
an hereditary disease

unfitted two successive princes for war
;
the

highlanders overran their territory, and the

earliest English records detail how the late

prince had been let out of the debtors'

prison only to die, and how his successor

became a prisoner within a few months of

bis coming of age.
Of these three houses the first has revived,

and now enjoys a magnificence which it

never obtained under native rule
;
the other

two have perished, but on their ruins a new
and better growth has sprung up. The
modern gentry consist, to a large extent, of

men who owe their fortunes to trade or

banking. The thrifty habits which enabled

them to accumulate wealth incline them to

a temperate use of it
; many of them have

large savings invested in the public funds

and most of them are known as improving
landlords. In former times, when the land-

tax fluctuated from year to year, agricultural

improvements were out of the question. The
State claimed any increase in productiveness,
without inquiring whether the increase had
or had not resulted from the outlay of

the proprietor's capital. Government, by
solemnly binding itself never to enhance the

land-revenue, made agricultural improve-
ments possible, and they now form a favourite

method of investing money. At the com-

mencement of the famine, the Press called

upon rural capitalists, particularly land-

holders, to find as much employment as

possible for the labouring poor. Govern-

ment, as a leading proprietor, and as the

guardian of all wealthy minors whose estate

consists of land, set the example, an example
which each landholder, when he came to

pay his respects to the English head of the

district, was counselled to follow. Many a

work that had been long talked of. but which

would never have been undertaken, was

begun, and a still greater number of works

which had been languidly progressing, or

altogether left off", were vigorously taken up
again and finished. Marshes were drained,
reservoirs and artificial lakes for irrigation
were dug, watercourses were deepened ,or

cleaned out, jungle was cut down, embank-
ments were thrown up, thousands of acres

were reclaimed, and during the spring months
the words contractor and estimate, pro-
nounced contrakddr and ishtimet, were never

out of the villagers' mouths.

Another class of capitalists, whose existence

would not have entered into the calculations

of the most sanguine statesman of 1769,

played a conspicuous part in the famine of

1866. During the first forty-eight years of

British rule, Englishmen and private English

capital were rigorously debarred an entrance

into Bengal. During the twelve years pre-

ceding 186<), private Englishmen contributed,
it is stated, sixty millions sterling towards a

single Indian enterprise ;
and if to the cost

of constructing the railways, the current ex-
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pense of working and repairing them, be

added, the total outlay cannot have been
less than seven millions per annum. To the

European world the Indian railways stand
as a monument of successful British enter-

prise, under untried and unparalleled dif-

ficulties
;

but to many who have had a
nearer view of the matter, the mission of the

Indian railway seems not to be the aggran-
dizement of the imperial race that planned
them, but the amelioration of the humble
millions who found employment in their

construction. . Wherever the iron road goes,

wages permanently rise, and it is no exag-

geration to say that the railway, by readjust-

ing the balance between unskilled labour
and capital, has done as much for the hewers
of wood and drawers of water in Bengal as

the Cornwallis Code of 1793 did for the

agriculturists.
But the railways are not the only great

enterprise in Bengal conducted with English
capital. A century ago the Hooghly flowed

through jungle so pestilent that at night the

traveller moored his boat as far as possible
from the bank to avoid fever. The founder
of Calcutta was compelled by malaria to

abandon a more commodious site which he
had originally intended to be the chief seat

of British enterprise in Lower Bengal. The

stranger who now sails up the Hooghly
views with surprise, at intervals on either

bank, specimens of almost every sort of

manufacturing industry : cotton mills, sugar-
mills, paper-works, dock-yards, foundries,
and workshops of various kinds. The inhab-
itants of a single modern street in Calcutta

represent a larger amount of imported
capital than could be found in the whole

city in 1769. In the business part of the
town the eye everywhere lights upon sign-
boards indicating the agencies of coal-com-

panies, tea-companies, lime-companies, com-

panies whose object is to collect vast armies
of labourers in districts where population is

redundant and to carry them to districts

where population is sparse, steam-navigation
companies, inland transit companies of sorts,
and miscellaneous associations without num-
ber. The other great cities reproduce the

same spectacle on a somewhat smaller scale.

In spite of a succession of disastrous years,

indigo-factories, worked with English capital,
stud every district in Lower Bengal ;

silk-

factories, similarly worked, and a single one
of which gives employment to eight thousand

people send forth their incessant hum
;

tea-cultivation has, within fifteen years,
turned a province of jungle into a province
of gardens ;

in the swampy districts reclama-

tion-companies wall out the sea; in the arid

districts irrigation-companies, with an aggre-

gate capital of several millions sterling, bring
water from a hundred miles off to every
peasant's field.

Another great capitalist that had no exist-

ence in 1769 remains to be mentioned.

During the Mussulman period the Govern-
ment was the only employer of labour on a

large scale
;

it now forms the chief of many.
The famine of 1769 happened at a most
unfortunate time. Four years previously
the old dynasty had been stripped of its

civil administration, and its public works

suspended, nor had any successor as yet

stepped into its place. At first, indeed, the

conquerors ruled as if the government of a

great province were a mercantile speculation,
from which as much as possible was to be

got, and on which as little as possible was
to be spent. By slow and unwilling steps
the Company rose to its responsibilities. It

found that one of the chief duties of an
Oriental Government was to conduct indus-

trial enterprises, which its subjects were too

poor and too devoid of the spirit of associa-

tion to undertake
;
and by degrees a system

of public works developed, which forms the

most conspicuous feature of the Indian

budget. One way or another, from imperial
and from local resources, the Indian Govern-
ment distributes six millions sterling a year

among the working-classes ;
and during the

earlier months of the recent famine it so

stimulated its operations as to offer wages
to all who were willing to labour. Districts

that had escaped the calamity received a

more sparing allowance than usual for public

works, and the saving thus effected was

poured into the suffering localities. Old
roads were repaired, new roads were con-

structed, rivers were embanked, and exten-

sive Government buildings begun ;
in short,

reproductive labour was found for a starving

population.
Until the beginning of May the scheme

for increasing the wage-fund worked well.

The demand for labour continued to rise so

as to meet the increased demand for work.

Wages consequently remained firm at the

old rates. But towards the end of April it

became apparent that something had gone
wrong. There was no lack of employment ;

the price of grain had not risen, or risen

only in a trifling degree, above the previous
rates

; yet the people grew daily less able to

buy food. Famishing crowds began to

stream into the great towns, women dropped
from exhaustion on the roads, and the

English community heard with horror of a

village, in the sea-board of Orissa, where the

inhabitants had patiently starved to death

and uttered no complaint. One traveller

afterwards related that in some of the
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secluded hamlets each house contained a

dead family. The truth is, that in the

scheme of tiding over the famine by means
of an increased wage-fund, two important
considerations had escaped notice. No al-

lowance had been made for the little rural

communities who, cut off from the towns by
rivers, swamps, and jungles, live their own
isolated lives, and take no heed of the out-

ward world. Such hamlets abound in all

the more backward districts on the west.

Not many of them are familiar with any

system of money-wages ;
if a man works for

his neighbour he receives his pay in kind
;

nor did it enter into their imagination that

in the open country and large towns a

system of regular employment existed, by
wh.ch they could have been enabled to live

through the famine. They only knew that

their fields had yielded no food, and the

natural corollary was that they must die of

hunger, as their fathers had died in time

past.
But another and a more serious difficulty

remained. It had been hoped that the la-

bouring population, by doing nearly double

its ordinary work, would earn three-quarters
of its ordinary food. The arithmetic, in-

deed, was correct enough ;
and the employ-

ers had done their share of the transaction.

It now became apparent that the labourers

could not permanently perform theirs. The

quantity of worJi exacted from the unskilled

workman varies in different countries, but

everywhere the standard naturally tends to-

wards the maximum which the climate and
the bodily strength of the race permit. On
the other hand, the ordinary food of the un-

skilled labourer tends towards the minimum
which will support an average family in

health. To expect, therefore, that a labour-

ing population will do twice its usual work,
is to look for what can only for a short time,
if even for a short time, be realized. To

expect that, while thus doubling their exer-

tions, they will be able to support themselves

on three-quarters of their ordinary food, is

to expect an impossibility. In justice to

the poor Bengali, it must be recorded that

he struggled hard to perform his part of

the plan. While he had strength, he man-

fully put it forth for his children and his

hearth, but too much work and too little

food soon rendered his exertions vain. The
women gave way first. In Bengal a labourer

is paid according to the quantity of work he

can do. Women generally earn about two-

pence a day. Before the end of May many
of their emaciated frames could hardly per-
form the labour necessary to earn a penny.
Numbers of men could with difficulty do a

woman's ordinary work, and were thankful

for a woman's ordinary pay. One extensive

employer stated that in general his men
could earn higher wages by piece-work than

by the day ;
but this year they begged him

to give them wages according to a fixed rate,

and not by the measurement of the work

actually done.

By the end of the first week in May, the

necessity for a system of public charity had
become generally recognised. Indeed, for

several weeks past a party had existed in

the capital who believed that the time for

such operations had already arrived. There
can now be little doubt that many of their

proposals were premature, but there can be
no doubt whatever that this sensitiveness of

the English community did good by render-

ing the government more keenly alive to

the coming necessity. Both the party
and its advocates in the public journals over-

looked an important agency which is always
at work in Bengal for the relief of the

poor, and which at that time was being
strained to the utmost. Poor-laws are un-

known in India, but there is no country in

the world in which the people live so much
on one another. Their ancient lawgiver or-

dained, not only that brethren should

dwell together in unity, but also that they
should abstain from any division of the in-

heritance. In this respect, the modern Hin-

dus have diverged less widely from the pre-

cepts of Manu than in most others. The
British Legislature early found it necessary
to recognise what is termed the Undivided

State
;
and a suit for partition forms one of

the most complicated processes known to

our courts. Relatives, therefore, cling to-

gether more firmly than in other countries
;

and for the most distant kinsman to be seen

begging, is the disgrace which the respecta-
ble Hindu most dreads. In every popula-

tion, however, there must be a certain pro-

portion of solitary and indigent beings de-

pendent on public charity. For such persons
the ceremonial code of the Hindus makes

ample provision. In their religious system

almsgiving has all the importance of a sacra-

ment. As a man obtains an earthly birth

from his parents, and a mystical birth by in-

vestiture with the sacred cord
;
so by charity

ho is made nioet for that heavenly birth

and reunion with the divine elements which

his body obtains on the funeral pyre. Prac-

tically, the Hindu attends to no
jj>rtion of

his religious duties more than to almsgiv-

ing. Nor is this altogether unselfish. Pub-

lic opinion is not strict to mark many things
which in this country would sink a man in

infamy. Men who have committed certain

kinds of dishonesty, which here would make
them outcasts, may still hope to enjoy the
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respect of their neighbours ;
the usurer may

be ever so hard without fear of general cen-

sure
;
a native jury can seldom be got to re-

turn a verdict of guilty in cases of forgery ;

and acts that would be condemned as the

sharpest practice in other countries escape
notice in Bengal, or are noticed with praise.
But one offence public opinion never con-

dones. A shopkeeper who habitually sends

the beggar empty away may be strict in all

his dealings, but he never prospers. A pro-

prietor may be a good landlord, but if he

shuts his gate against the poor he is always
an unpopular one. At every family cere-

mony, at a birth, at a marriage, when the

child is inducted into his father's caste,

when the air is still tainted with the smoke
from the funeral pile, when the kinsmen

gather together each year to commemorate
their ancestor's obsequies, a distribution of

food forms part of the solemnity. In gene-

ral, each village looks after its own poor, and
almost every landholder dispenses daily ra-

tions to the necessitous persons on his estate.

About sunrise, crowds of diseased objects,

lepers and cripples, begin to gather in the

rich man's court, and. loudly grumble if the

steward diminishes by a single grain the cus-

tomary dole. The last remnant of greatness
to which a fallen family clings is this daily

practice of almsgiving. Of the ancient mag-
nificence of the Beerbhoom Rajahs only two
half-starved elephants remain

;
their palaces,

mosques, and baths are now unsightly heaps
of brick

;
their canals and trim water-cour-

ses have filled up ;
the great flower-garden

in which the bones of seven generations of

princes repose, has relapsed into jungle ;
but

every forenoon a train of aged and impotent
folk may be seen issuing, each with his little

portion of rice, from the ruins.

During the earlier -months of the famine,
the ordinary system of private charity ex-

panded in proportion as the exigencies of

the people increased. There was a point
however beyond which it could not be

stretched, but at what precise period this

point would be reached could not be calcu-

lated. The writer had an opportunity of

making inquiries in seven of the most cru-

elly stricken districts during May and June.

Uncertainty and contrary opinions prevailed

everywhere, but the general voice both of

officials and landholders was, that up to the

end of April the existing machinery for re-

lief had proved efficient. One extensive

planter could not be convinced until the

middle of June that a general system of

State charity had become necessary. The
terrible heats of April, however, aggravated

by increased work and insufficient food, had
rendered many thousands of previously able-

bodied men incapable of labour; throughout
the spring the landholders had found it im-

possible to collect the usual instalments of

rent; their resources, therefore, barely suf-

ficed for their ordinary charities, and were

quite unable to deal with the rapidly in-

creasing distress.

It is questionable whether the system of

private charity works as effectively in the

cities of Bengal as in the rural parts. A
certain number of known and privileged
mendicants collect a living from shop to

shop, but to strangers, charity, although sel-

dom absolutely denied, is given with so

sparing a hand as to be but little effec-

tual. In such cases even the smallest cop-

per coin rarely changes hands. A few grains
of rice, or a dozen cowries, of which 2400

go to a shilling, suffice to avert what the

superstitious Hindu so much dreads, the

beggar's curse. The destitute crowds, there-

fore, that flocked from the country, re-

ceived but slender relief in the bazaars of

Calcutta, and the affluent inhabitants of the

European quarters were daily shocked by
the appearance of thousands of squalid ob-

jects in the last extremity of hunger. Our

countrymen, individually, gave largely, but

to the native merchants belongs the honour

of initiating an organized system of relief.

Every Hindu trader, when he opens his day-
book in the morning, writes at the top of

the page the name of the deity on whose fa-

vour he chiefly relies. Many pious men
note down after the divine name a sum of

money, according to their means, and at the

end of the year these sums are added up and

devoted to a festival in honour of the god.
The tutelary divinity of a number of the

Calcutta merchants is Kali, and her grateful
devotees annually spend several hundred

thousand pounds upon the great autumn fes-

tival, at the close of which a long train of sa-

cred effigies, arrayed in jewelled robes, are sol-

emnly committed to the Hooghly. After the

famishing crowds had for some time been en-

cumbering the streets of Calcutta, it struck

a rich merchant that the goddess would be

better pleased if he added up her money
and devoted it to the starving multitudes,
than if he hoarded it for her festival. The
idea spread. A fund instantly sprung into

existence for charitable purposes, and many
who cared nothing for Kali joined in the

good work which her devotees had be-

gun. In some cases opulent merchants acted

singly, in others a number of the less wealthy
citizens joined together to open a relief-de-

pot ;
and it was subsequently ascertained

that the native gentlemen of Calcutta, with-

out noise or ostentation of any sort, had sys-

tematically fed 18,700 .people.
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Many considerations rendered it expedient
that the ordinary system of private charity
should be left alone as long as it continued

equal to the necessities of the times. In the

first place, it was what the people had al-

ways been accustomed to. It was suscepti-
ble of a gradual increase in proportion as

the distress became more intense, and its in-

crease caused no disturbance or displace-
ment of the rural population. It penetrat-
ed more deeply than any system of State

charity could
;

for the utmost that Govern-

ment could hope to effect would be the es-

tablishment of relief-depots at certain cen-

tral spots, while under the existing system,

every rich man's house throughout the coun-

try formed such a depot. Besides, no one

knew how long the famine would continue.

If the September and December harvests

should fail, the present scarcity would be as

nothing to the distress in 1867. At the

same time, the benevolence of the landhold-

ers would be exhausted, and the public reve-

nues would be greatly diminished. It was

expedient, therefore, that the State should

husband its direct charities as long as the

people could do without them.

A still weightier argument was also urged.
Had it been possible gradually to supple-
ment the private efforts of native gentle-

men, by grants from the public purse, much

suffering might have been averted. But

nothing is more sensitive of official interfer-

ence than Hindu charity. The orthodox

Bengali distrusts English benevolence in

general, but he particularly distrusts the

benevolence of the English Government.
The two nations look at the subject from

widely different points of view. Hindu

charity seldom discriminates, and when it

discriminates it does so in favour of those

who need it least. Their popular creed di-

rects its professors to give to all who ask,
but especially to Brahmans, Yogis, and Her-

mits, whether they ask or not. With the

Hindu almsgiving is not a social, but a reli-

gious duty. Charity of this sort nowhere
asks questions. The English monasteries

developed so many able-bodied mendicants
that during the reign of Elizabeth special

provision had to be made for dealing with
the evil. To this day sturdy beggars beset

the approaches to the richer religious houses
in Spain and Italy, and a pious Bengali
would as little think of inquiring whether
an applicant for alms really needs relief, as

a communicant of the Anglican Church
would of refusing his offering at the solemni-

zation of the Lord's Supper, until satisfied

as to how the money will be applied. The

offertory, however, is almost the only occa-

sion on which English charity is not inquis-

itive. From early youth up an Englishman
hears indiscriminate charity constantly con-

demned, and a large majority of the nation

looks upen a system of State relief which
fails to make distinctions as worse than the

absence of State relief altogether. The ex-

planation is, that in England and many
other civilized countries the Poor-laws have
removed almsgiving from the list of private

virtues, and placed it in the array of public
duties. The payment of the parish-rates
seldom calls forth any violent emotion of

benevolence. The evasion of them lays a

man open, not to the charge of uncharita-

bleness, but to the penalties of being a bad
citizen. We discharge the claims of poor

guardians for the same reason as we pay the

income tax, and we expect the same econo-

my to be exercised in the expenditure of

both. In neither case have those who dis-

burse the proceeds any right to indulge pri-
vate feelings. Indeed, the evils which spring
from indiscriminate State relief have reacted

on our private charities, and many thinking
men have come to look upon benevolence as

a private taste they must not indulge, with-

out first having ascertained that it will not

prove hurtful to their neighbours.
The Hindu knows no such responsibility.

He makes no distinction between the able-

bodied professional beggar and those whom
age or infirmities have compelled to ask

alms. Nor can he understand why others

should do so. A public officer who, in distrib-

uting a Government grant, did not discrim-

inate between the really necessitous and

impostors, would in the eyes of his English

superiors be guilty of gross neglect of dutj ;

in the estimation of the Hindu community
a public officer who did thus discriminate

would be guilty of inhumanity. No scheme
of State relief could be devised which would
be at once just and popular. If funds were
intrusted to the native landholders, the peo-

ple would indeed be more effectively re-

lieved, but a permanent pauper population
would be created. If the public charities

were administered by officials they would be

productive of widespread discontent : few

expected that the two systems of charity
could run side by side without interfering
with each other, and the event proved the

general opinion io be correct. No sooner

had a system of public relief been organized
than private benevolence in a large measure

ceased. Landholders deemed it no longer

necessary to straiten themselves by discharg-

ing out of their diminished incomes a duty
which Government consented to take off

their hands. The more intelligent of them
also perceived that eventually they would
have to contribute the sums that Govern-
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ment might expend out of the public purse,
and that any class which continued its pri-
vate distributions would take on itself a

double burden. A few wealthy and ancient

families still dispensed the immemorial dole

for the honour of their houses, but the

above considerations prevailed with the gen-

erality. In every respect, therefore, it was

inexpedient for Government to interfere

until interference became absolutely neces-

sary.
This time arrived in May. In some dis-

tricts relief operations had been begun at a

much earlier date, in others they were not

found necessary till several months later,

but the evidence goes to show that through-
out the greater part of the suffering prov-
inces the existing machinery for the relief

of the poor broke down during the first half

of May. The party who, in ignorance of

this machinery, had for some time been anx-

ious for organized measures, now became

clamorous, and accused the authorities of

inhumanity and neglect. These charges at

the time seemed well founded. It was pat-
ent that a system of State charity had be-

come necessary; it by no means appeared
that the Government had taken steps to in-

troduce such a system. Subsequently, in-

deed, it was-proven that the authorities had
not merely deliberated on the subject, but
that at the very period when public dissat-

isfaction reached its climax, a scheme had
been brought to maturity for meeting the

exigency without drawing on the revenues.

The traditional reticence of the Indian

Government proved in this instance unwise.

The authorities, however, were in a position
to appreciate more thoroughly than the pub-
lic could the evils that the most judicious

system of State charity would not fail to

produce, and which premature State charity
would aggravate in a pernicious degree.
These evils they determined to postpone till

the last moment, and whether that moment
had arrived or not could only be ascertained

from the one-sided and conflicting reports of

an army of local officials, who found them-

selves for the first time in their lives in the

midst of a great famine. No precedents
existed in Lower Bengal to guide them. Of
the famine of 1769-70 only sufficient record

remains to prove that people died by mil-

lions without any effort on the part of the

Government, to save them. The analogies
that the recent scarcity in the North-west
Provinces afforded, were found in some ma-
terial circumstances not to hold good. The
result was difference of opinion, partial

measures, and delay. Looking back with
the wisdom of after events, there can be lit-

tle doubt that three precious weeks were

permitted to pass without organized meas-

ures, after the necessity for such measures
had arisen. Looking back to the uncer-

tainty which then prevailed, and making-
allowance for the difficulty of introducing,
for the first time in a country, a system of

State charity, the period of three weeks
will be deemed marvellously short.

In the - meanwhile many little English
communities had set up relief-depots at their

own expense. The civil capital of a Lower

Bengal- district seldom contains more than
seven or eight English families, but the

strength of a society of rulers is by no
means to be estimated by its numbers.

During the summer of 1857, many of these

isolated aristocracies had, without the aid of

a single regular soldier, overawed populous
districts ripe for insurrection, and the story
of how one of them defended itself in the

station billiard-room against the rebel troops,
has been read with pent breath by half the

schoolboys in the kingdom. During the

summer of 1866 they developed a system of

relief which rescued hundreds of thousands

from starvation. The sums subscribed

sound large, even to ears accustomed to the

munificent charities of the English metropo-
lis. County court judges, whose nett in-

come does not much exceed 2500 a year,
and who out of that sum have generally two

establishments, one in India, and one in Eng-
land, to support, gave at the rate of 360

per annum
; magistrates on 2000 gave at

the rate of 250, and as a rule few gave
less than a tithe of their income. The
native officials imitated their superiors, and

many landholders, while disapproving of the

English system of charity, thought it incon-

sistent with their dignity that their names
should be absent from lists so respectably
headed. The little civilian oligarchy con-

tributed at the rate of 900 per annum
;

half as much more might be expected from
native subscribers, and the sums thus ob-

tained sufficed to keep 800 persons above

starvation. Each relief committee, while

making provision for those who could not

labour, aimed rather at supplementing wages
than at doing away with the necessity of

earning them. The planters and English
landholders did for their own neighbour-
hoods what the officials did for the provincial

capitals. Every indigo-factory became a

relief-depot, and the only fault that the most

prejudiced enemy of British enterprise in

Bengal could find with private Englishmen

during the famine, was that they gave with

too free a hand.

On the bases which these operations

afforded, Government determined to erect a

system of State relief. When a committee
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found itself unable, out of its own funds, t

meet the increasing distress, it was instruct

ed to apply for a grant from the Kevenu

Board, and in this way considerable sum
were obtained before the public were awan
that anything had been done. During Ma}
the authorities resolved that, instead o

making the Government grants supplement
ary to private efforts, the time had come to

deal with private efforts as auxiliary to Gov-

ernment grants. A large balance remainec

over from the fund which England sub

scribed five years ago for the famine in the

North-west Provinces. This was first ap-

plied. The previous relief committees con-

tinued for the most part unchanged, bui

several of the members sat in their official

capacities. At the end of the month the

Lieutenant-Governor and his chief secretary
came down to Calcutta from the summer
seat of the Government among the hills, to

watch the new system through its first diffi-

culties. Instead of rice being dispensed

only in the provincial capitals, arrangements
were made for organizing relief-depots at

convenient spots throughout the whole coun-

try. Instead of each local committee pro-

ceeding according to its own lights, general
rules were, laid down. Previously some of

the committees gave more liberally than

others, and a tide of paupers set in to the

favoured spots. Able-bodied men who, by
constant work, could earn at home a quan-

tity of food that barely sufficed for their

families, had heard that in some relief- depot
not far off plenty of food might be had with-

out any labour whatever. Thousands had

given up the struggle for independence. In
their own villages they had been industrious

workmen, in the relief-depot they soon be-

came professional mendicants. But before

the middle of June uniformity was intro-

duced so far as uniformity was safe. The
Central Government left a wide discretion

to the commissioners of divisions, for no
two divisions felt the pressure equally, and
the commissioners, whilst making allowances
for the different circumstances of their sev-

eral districts, took care that no committee

departed from the average scale of rations

without sufficient cause.

The population which required relief was
found to consist of three classes : those who
could earn wages, but whose wages did not
enable them to live

;
those who could not

earn regular wages, but who were able to do

light work; those who were incapable of

labour of any sort. For the last class vast

enclosures were erected, where they received

daily rations. The second also obtained
food at the public expense, but tkcy had to

give a small quantity of labour in return
;

the first class proved more difficult to deal

with. Some committees found work for

them, and paid them not in money but in

food
;
but in most localities their numbers,

swollen with ejected cottiers and emigrants
from the out-lying hill-districts, became too

great to be disposed of in this manner.

Besides, a considerable wage-fund existed in

the hands of private employers, and it had
been the object of Government throughout
to graft its charity on the natural operation
of supply and demand, rather than to sup-

plant it. Previous scarcities had proved,
that any interference with the market-rates

produced panic and flight among those on
whom the majority of the people depended
for their food. At the beginning of the

present famine, the Lieutenant-Governor
made a progress through the seaboard dis-

tricts, and re-assured the corn-dealers, some
of whom had already shut up their shops, by
promising that Government would not inter-

meddle with the laws of supply and demand.
At the end of May, however, many thinking
men had come to consider that these laws
could no longer be applied to a section of
the community who would die the most
cruel of deaths under their operation. The

problem was how to interfere with market
rates in favour of a third of the population,
and at the same time to leave these rates

free as regards the other two -thirds.

This question did not receive a uniform
answer till several months after State relief

began. The dilemma reproduced itself un-

der a somewhat different form in different

districts, and the local officers required the

bitter experience of partial measures before

they apprehended the precise nature of the

operation which was required. A few easy-

going committees, indeed, contented them-
selves with feeding all comers in the mean-

while, without considering the habits of per-
manent pauperism which would result. But
the majority reflected more deeply. Their

object was not so much to save the people, as

to help the people to save themselves, and
several of them without previous communi-
cation struck out the same plan. They
>pened markets at which food might bo pro-
ured at a price low enough to enable the la-

)ourer to live by his wages, but took caro

hat the process of buying should be just suf-

icicntly disagreeable as to deter those who
jould afford to buy at the regular dealers

Vom frequenting the Government sales,

fhe scheme worked better than even its pro-
ectors had anticipated. The gates of their

ice-marts stood open to all
;
no harshness

was needed
;

the managers had only to ar-

ange that there should be a crowd of un-
lean and low-caste labourers, in order effeo
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tually to exclude the well-to-do section of

the community. This they easily effected.

Each buyer was permitted to purchase a

quantity of rice that would feed him for one

day and no more
;

in order therefore that a

family sho'uld benefit by the reduced rates,

the whole of its members had to attend.

Immense numbers of the lowest orders,
stained from their daily toil, thronged the

approaches, and by opening the market only
for a short time in the twenty-four hours, the

crowd was never allowed to subside. The

scrupulously clean Hindu in easy circum-

stances, shrank from the contamination of

the unwashed rabble, and if he were really
to profit by the cheapened prices, the female

members of his household would have to ap-

pear personally with their copper pieces in

their hands. A fashion of secluding the

Hindu women, which owed its origin to the

licentiousness of the Mussulman conquerors,
has come down to our own times, and al-

though generally exaggerated by English

travellers, has still sufficient force to deter

any respectable man from exposing his wife

and daughters to be pushed and hustled by a

filthy mob. Besides, public opinion declared

strongly against any citizen who, without

sufficient reason, bought rice at the relief-

depot, and public opinion is an all-powerful
influence in a little Bengali town.

During the first week of June the people

began anxiously to look out for the rains.

Before the second week expired the suspense
had become insupportable, for the next ten

days would decide whether the stricken dis-

tricts were to reap a harvest in September,
or whether they would have to suffer on till

the end of the year. Morning after morning
the sun blazed forth from the unclouded

east
;
the earth became as one great brick-

field; the blood of goats streamed in vain

from the altars, and rumours of more terri-

ble sacrifices spread in undertones from ear

to ear. The western highlanders still main-

tain, that if the gods take any delight in sacri-

fice, the oblation of a man's Kfe is the one

most likely to procure their favour. A tribe,

consisting of industrious and inoffensive sub-

jects of the Crown, when questioned as to its

practice, would only answer,
' How can we

poor creatures afford such offerings ? Where
is a man to be bought cheap in these days ?

'

It was now whispered that dark deeds had

been done in the forest, and that the Great

Mountain, the national god of the highland-

ers, wculd in due time send rain. Nor had

the altars of the highly civilized Hindus es-

caped the taint of human blood. During
the progress of the famine suspicions attach-

ed to more than one shrine, and the Press

narrated how, in an important provincial

capital within a short journey of the metrop-

olis, the police had burst into a temple, only
in time to find a ghastly head and a pool of

blood in front of the idol.* Many devout

Hindus, indeed, believed that all such sacri-

fices would prove ineffectual. The signs of

the times answered to those which their pro-

phetical books foretold would precede the

destruction of the world, and the appointed
order of things was not to be so stayed. A
venerable gentleman, who, after a life of faith-

ful service to our Government, had attained

the position of senior native magistrate in

the district of Beerbhoom, laboured to con-

vince the writer of the soundness of these

views. He was a Brahman of the highest

class, and came to the task armed with the

learning of his order. Texts from the can-

onical books were brought forward to prove
that the epidemic which had raged during
several ,years in Lower Bengal, that the

cyclone and tidal wave, which, in the autumn
of 1864, had swept over the sea-board vil-

lages, and that the present famine formed a

series of divine warnings that the end of the

Kalpa was at hand. Nor did the events of

the natural world speak alone. Society had

reached the stage which had been fore-

told as the final one in the existing order of

things. He cited the Book of the Future

(Purana Ehavishyata), to show that at the

end of the world hereditary distinctions

would cease, and that there would be but one

caste and one nation. He pointed to the

rapidity with which the institutions of caste

had during the past few years been breaking

up; to the Brahmosamaj, a new Hindu sect,

which from a small beginning in Calcutta

has radiated into the most distant parts of In-

dia, and now possesses a congregation in every

country town, a sect whose fundamental

tenets are, that there is no god but the One

God, and that all men are equal. The sacred

writings had clearly foretold the signs ;
the

signs were now accomplished; and it only
remained submissively to await the yet more

terrible convulsions amid which the day and

night of Brahma, which form our era, would

expire.
The anxiety of the English officials took

a more practical form. In some years the

rains approach so regularly, that their line

of march can be pretty accurately guessed.

Irrigation companies have to prepare for their

coming, and generally arrange to telegraph
their appearance at various points on their

route. In one district last summer a weir

was in process of construction ;
the engineer

received constant intelligence as to where

* No instance of cannibalism, however, or of any

approach to cannibalism, was brought to light.
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the rains had last been heard of, and the

spirits of the little English community rose

or fell according to the character of the

morning's telegram. At last the decisive

message came. First one district, then

another, had had a thunderstorm
;
not the

brief passionate hurricanes of the hot weath-

er, but a storm of the deliberate sort, which

slowly gathers during several hours, and,
after the first flood, gradually subsides into

a day's steady rain. Before the end of the

third week every village knew that the rains

had set in
;
tears of joy, instead of offerings

of blood, poured before the gods, and even

students of the Hindu apocalypse admitted

that Bengal would in all probability reap a

harvest within three months, and that the

end of the Kalpa might be postponed for

another year.
The demand for agricultural labour in-

stantly trebled. Thousands of small culti-

vators, who had migrated to the towns in

search of employment, now hastened back to

their villages. In a fortnight the green
blade came up ;

in a few days more it gath-
ered strength, and the work of transplanting

began. Of the toil of this process no one

who has not witnessed it, can form a just
idea. Saving a few patches of sugar-cane,
which is a still more laborious crop, Lower

Bengal is one vast rice-field from July to

September, and every blade of rice, except
the long-stemmed sort that grows in deep

swamps, has to be transplanted. The labour-

ers stand up to their knees in tepid puddle,
and the intense rays of the sun render long
hours of work impossible. In the Scottish

Lothians, five permanent hinds and a stew-

ard, can manage a farm of three hundred
acres

;
in the lower valley of the Gauges,

one man cannot cultivate more than six

acres, and the average is five. Tlip rice-crop
and petite culture of Bengal therefore re-

quire ten times more ploughmen than culti-

vation on a large scale in this country. Even
a small extension of agriculture gives work
to a multitude of new labourers, and in 1866
the area of cultivation in Lower Bengal
made unprecedented strides.

The division between labour and capital
has taken place not less thoroughly in India

than in England, although in a more cryptic
form. An entire village often docs not con-

tain a single hired workman, but the whole
of the villagers are nevertheless the servants

of a single capitalist in as strict a sense as

the inhabitants of the little colony which

grows up around a .cotton-factory in Lanca-
shire are the servants of the mill-owner.

The village money-lender forms the basis of

the rural industry of Bengal. The day-
labourer agrees to do a piece of work for a

certain sum. His wages do not come in till

he completes his contract, and meanwhile
the money-lender, who usually combines

corn-dealing with banking, furnishes him
with supplies. The artisan works' on his

own account, but as he has no capital either

to buy his raw materials with, or to maintain

himself during the process of manufacture,
the money-lender's assistance must be ob-

tained. The substantial peasant farms his

ancestral acres, but the money-lender advan-

ces the seed for the ground, and a daily sub-

sistence for the husbandman, to be repaid at

harvest. In a word, the money-lender sup-

plies the capital, and the villagers supply the

labour requisite for industrial enterprise.
The petty rural bankers are a shrewd class

of men. They foresaw that the scanty har-

vest of 1865 would render cultivation very
profitable in 1866, and made their advances
on an unusually liberal scale. Ljfnd that

had lain so long fallow, that the little ridges
between the fields were obliterated, was

ploughed up, and four millions of eager hus-

bandmen pushed cultivation up dry eleva-

tions, and deep into jungles, which had in

more prosperous years lain waste. For this

year even a meagre crop would be a profit-
able one. A low class of land, therefore,
that in ordinary seasons did not pay the cost

and risks of tillage, might be highly remunera-

tive. Never had the September crop been
so widely sown, and the least observant trav-

eller could not help being struck with the

boundless expanse of green that everywhere
spread before him.

Wherever the Anglo-Saxon goes, he car-

ries with him his respect for precedent.

Throughout the scarcity it was deemed of

the highest importance to know what mea-
sures had been adopted in previous dearths,
and the Indian journals from time to time

displayed considerable research in their

comparisons between the present dearth andr

the famine of 1769. It did not appear that

prices materially differed during the two
calamities. Throughout the sea-board dis-

tricts grain sold, during several months in

1866, at threepence a pound, and this seems
to have been the maximum price reached in

1769-70. In several isolated places during
both famines food was not to be procured at

any prices. In both cases the rural popula-
tion had flocked towards the great towns,
and in 1866, as in 1769, many aged and
diseased persons had sunk from exhaustion

on the roada

Here, however, the analogy ceased. Sonic

of tho measures for meeting the famine of

1866 had proved inefficient, but in 1769 no
measures whatever had boon taken. In
1769 the torrent of migration towards the
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cities had gone on unchecked. Hundreds

of thousands had died upon the streets, and

thousands had torn one another to pieces in

the scramble for food at rich men's doors.

In 1866 a series of relief-depots had been

organized to act as breakwaters along the

routes leading to the capital. Within a

hundred miles of Calcutta, on the great

north road, three immense hospices had been

set up ;
one at Kaneegunge, one at Burd-

wan, and one at Hooghly. In order the

more effectually to counteract the displace-

ment of the population, a system was also

organized for sending back paupers from

Calcutta to their homes, charging their sub-

sistence in the meanwhile partly to the relief

committee of their district, partly to the

central committee in the capital. But the

most conspicuous difference was to be found

in the state of agriculture. The famine of

1769 left one-third of the province waste.

The uncultivated land speedily relapsed into

jungle, the jungle soon teemed with tigers,

and the human population, gradually driven

in from the outlying parts, gathered together

towards the centres of the districts. Every
volume of the ancient manuscript records

bears witness to the battle that raged be-

tween men and the wild beasts. In districts

where not even a tiger can now be found, a

still more formidable enemy, the wild ele-

phant, roamed in herds from village to

village, throwing down the houses, lifting off

the roofs of granaries, trampling the crops,

and crushing everything that opposed him.

Even the charcoal-burners, who for genera-

tions had faced the tiger, fled before the

rush of the wild elephant, and their forest

hamlets appear in the revenue returns sub-

sequent to 1770 as deserted. One magistrate

on an official tour casually noticed that forty

parishes (purgunnahs) had been depopulated

by these animals
;
and a collector plainly

told Sir John Shore that, unless their dep-

redations were promptly checked, it would

be impossible to collect the land-tax. The

lieutenants in charge of the north road drew

a certain allowance per mile for keeping it

free from tigers, and throughout the districts

in the vicinity of the metropolis, the sums

disbursed to -huntsmen for bringing in the

heads of wild beasts formed an important

item in the accounts of the local treasuries.

In 1866, on the other hand, the first effect

of the famine was greatly to extend cultiva-

tion. Square miles of arid country, which.

up to the spring of that year had borne

nothing but sal-scrub, were waving with

rice-crops in August, and the prosperity of

the husbandmen in the midst of the general
distress afforded a plausible argument to the

advocate of petite culture ; for in order that

the land might be cultivated, the cultivators

had to be fed. The blessed difference be-

tween the present and former famines is,

that a class of rural capitalists existed to

feed them. In 1769 the husbandmen had

died of starvation, and his land had gone t

out of tillage for want of seed
;

in 1866

money-lenders were anxious to advance food,

landlords were willing to remit rents, on

consideration of obtaining a share of the

crop at harvest time.

Both calamities altered for a time the

relation of agricultural labour to capital.

The cultivator became a subject of competi-
tion. The famine of 1769 left more land

than the remnant of the population could

till. Landholders began to entice away
tenants from their neighbours' estates. The

husbandman could get land at a lower rent

from the adjoining proprietors than from the

proprietor on whose estate he lived. A
numerous class of non-resident tenants de-

veloped, each collector espoused the cause

of the landholders within his own jurisdic-

tion, and the mutual jealousies which result-

ed interrupted the execution of writs even

during the firm administration of Lord

Cornwallis. In the famine of 1866, the

village capitalists thought it their interest to

extend the area of tillage ;
the number of

husbandmen did not increase with the in-

creased demand for them, and agricultural

labour found itself in a position to make its

bargain with capital on improved terms.

In truth, the money-lenders had no choice

but to support the husbandmen. The failure

of the crops of 1865 had rendered it impos-

sible for the cultivator to repay the advances

of that year ;
the few sheaves that he reaped

were hypothecated to the landholder for the

rent
;
and the capitalist had the alternative

of deserting the husbandman and writing off

the advances of 1865 as bad debts, or of

continuing to support him for another year,

and taking the chance of having the whole

repaid, with interest, out of the harvest of

1866.

After July prices gradually declined, but

the distress rapidly increased. The Sep-

tember harvest had become a matter of cer-

tainty ; speculators knew it was useless to

hold back on the contingency of higher prices

in 1867, and poured their stores into the

market. Yet the pauper population grew at

a rate that baffled the calculations of the

relief committees. Each of these bodies

had submitted an estimate of the sum it

would require from the .public purse. The

amount had been placed at its disposal, but

many committees now found it necessary to

apply for additional grants ;
and in one case

the discrepancy between the estimated and
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the actual requirements proved so great, that

a commissioner was specially deputed to

inquire into the causes of the miscalculation.

These causes are now clear. The rains had

put a stop to most kinds of rural industry.

Tank-digging became impossible, when the

tanks were filled with ten feet of water. It

was useless to work on embankments when
the rains washed the earth down faster than

it could be heaped up ;
and out of the ques-

tion to attempt to clear lands on which a

new crop of jungle would grow rank in a

week. The impetus that the rains at first

gave to husbandry had for a time more than

compensated for the cessation of the other

undertakings. But before the end of July
the ploughing and transplanting had been

finished, and the multitude of additional

labourers to whom these processes had given

employment were again adrift.

Pestilence also began to tell heavily upon
the underfed population. The fevers which

make their appearance annually at the end

of the rains this year assumed a particularly
virulent type. The labourer frequently
ekes out his wages by boiling up a wild herb

with his rice
;
but during the famine, while

wandering about in search of work, he had

eaten the herb raw, alpng with the parched

grain which forms the viaticum of the poor

Bengali. In July dysentery broke out and

prepared the way for a yet more terrible

disease. Cholera always lurks in the densely
crowded lanes of a native town. At an

early period in the course of the famine, the

attention of the authorities was called to the

necessity of strict sanitary precautions, pre-
cautions which, a few years ago, would have

required the sanction of a special law, but

for which the municipal institutions that Sir

Cecil Beadon has sown broad-cast over Ben-

gal now afford ample machinery. The
measures adopted proved successful. The

large cities where the disease had been most

dreaded, suffered least
; many of them,

indeed, escaped altogether, while some of the

rural towns in the neighbourhood were

decimated. Hundreds of families who might
have supported themselves at home, fled

from their villages and encamped under
trees outside the relief-depots. Throughout
the country, schools shut up, and the panic-
stricken masters fled

;
but not a single in-

stance appears of a school within a munici-

pality closing on account of the disease. In
one large town that luxd not the advantage
of municipal institutions, all business, public
and private, ceased, the doors of the courts

remained shut, and the surrounding villages
were filled with refugees from the plague-
stricken city.

Before the beginning of August the whole

talent and energy of the governing body had

gravitated towards the work of dealing with

the famine. A magistrate of distinguished

reputation was deputed, with several assist-

ants, to the perilous operation of importing

grain, during the south-west monsoon, into

the seaboard districts, and many a robust

young English constitution gave way amid

the swamps of Lower Bengal and the soli-

tary jungles of Orissa. The Revenue Board
directed the whole relief operations from

Calcutta, and found its authority taxed to

the utmost in controlling the private inclina-

tions of its local officers. Where no poor-
laws exist charity is always a matter of

sentiment. No one can help feeling strongly

during a famine
;
but those who feel most

strongly will consider the utmost efforts of

the Government niggardly, for no human
efforts can altogether avert the inevitable

suffering, while men of more moderate

humanity will dwell upon the dangers of

overdoing State relief. No local committee

precisely coincided with the views of another,

and indeed each committee consisted of two

parties, one tending to err on the side of

benevolence, the other on the side of econo-

my. Whether Government should or should

not import rice, continued a matter of dis-

pute till the end of the famine. Many
argued that the State could not bring in

grain without striking at the root of private

trade, and incurring the risk of a panic

among the corn-dealers. To reduce the

market rates, by cheap sales, in favour of

those who would die if left to those rates,

was a duty ;
but to do so at the cost of the

regular trader would be an injustice. In

the end it would be better for Government
to buy its rice at whatever rate happened to

prevail in the local market, and to leave the

internal transit of grain to the laws of sup-

ply and demand. The other side replied,
that the very fact of a relief-depot having
been opened had destroyed the natural

operation of these laws, and that the only

way by which Government could restore the

equilibrium was by importing its own grain.
State charity brought crowds of paupers
from the surrounding country, and if the

new-comers were fed out of the local stock

of grain, prices would rise to an alarming

height. Besides, the circumstance that a

much wider difference existed between the

local rates and the prices in the cities than

tho cost of transit explained, showed that

the capital or tho enterprise of the small

country towns were unequal to the task of

importing food. Government, by entering
the local market as a large purchaser for its

relief-depots, would increase this inequality,
and produce an artificial scarcity. On the
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whole, the arguments for importation pre-

vailed, and the committees bought their sup-

plies in the cheapest markets.

At first the relieving-omcers strictly dis-

criminated between necessitous persons and

impostors; but before the end of July it

became unsafe to refuse food to any appli-
cant. Cholera made small distinction be-

tween the able-bodied and the infirm pauper,
so long as his stomach was empty. Most of

the committees distributed boiled rice, but

in a few localities it appeared better to give
the uncooked grain. Each plan lay open to

serious objections. The first failed to reach

the most respectable classes who required

charity ;
the second proved ineffectual to

relieve the multitude. The Sanscrit canon

ordains observances with regard to meats
and drinks, more numerous and more minute

than all the precepts to be found in the last

Four Books of Moses. If a Hindu eats rice

which has been cooked by a man belonging
to a caste inferior to his own, or which, after

cooking, has passed through such a man's

hands, he becomes unclean and can regain
his position only by costly offerings. Some

Brahmans, indeed, claim descent from ances-

tors of such quality that no breach of the

ceremonial code can touch their inherent

purity, and Anglo-Indians were recently
amused by the vagaries of a young Bengali
nobleman, who ate forbidden meats every

evening and purified himself by the mere fiat

of his will next morning. But to a respect-
able Hindu of the middle class, loss of caste

has all the terrors that the Interdict had to

the Parisian of the reign of Philip Augustus.
Even in the jails of Bengal the authorities

find it necessary to respect this prejudice,
and each caste of felons has a cook for itself.

Fortunately, the famine penetrated only a

small way upwards among the respectable
classes

;
but those that it did reach suffered

much more intensely than the low-born

labourer. The well-to-do artisan patiently
bore the extremity of hunger rather than

permit the boiled rice from the depot to pass
his lips. His younger children, who had not

been inducted into the caste, might frequent
the enclosures, but his wife and grown-up
sons were forced rigidly to abstain. Many
of the adults got over the difficulty by flying
to the cities and merging their individuality

among the multitude of paupers ;
indeed it

was no secret that even the Brahmans under

such circumstances threw off all restraint
;

but to the very last, village opinion and
ancient prejudice proved too strong for those

who remained at home. The writer urged
a family in the last stage of voluntary
starvation to take advantage of the State

charity.
' What !

'

replied one of them who

could not stand erect, from weakness,
' shall

I eat the impure food in the presence of my
wife and of my father ?

'

On the other hand, if unboiled rice had
been distributed, a large proportion of the

recipients would have devoured it raw.

Most of them were too poor to buy fuel, and
some had passed the boundary which divides

extreme hunger from mania. Uncooked

rice, particularly in stomachs irritated by
long-continued fasting, brings on a fatal

disease, and it seemed better that the

respectable few should endure their volun-

tary sufferings than that the multitude

should die. A middle course existed, indeed,
but it does not appear to have been any-
where adopted. The paupers had been

classified with respect to their ability to

work, they might also have been classified

on a basis of caste. The majority consisted

of day-labourers, who thankfully accepted
food without asking through whose hands it

had passed ;
for the minority, belonging to

a more scrupulous rank of life, Brahman
cooks might have been provided from the

jails.

We have described the measures by which
the classes whose earnings proved insufficient

to procure their daily food were enabled to

live through the famine
;

it remains to men-
tion a few of the most conspicuous effects of

the scarcity on the people at large. The

population became visibly weaker. An
extensive indigo-planter complained that

although he gave his vat-men rations in

addition to their daily wages, they were

unable to beat the stalks with the necessary

force, and left much of the dye unextracted.

The trade in all manner of luxuries ceased,
and the artisans whose business it is to pro-
duce them found themselves worse off than

the unskilled labourer. Silk-weaving com-

munities are numerous throughout the fam-

ine-stricken districts, and their beautiful

fabrics were altogether unsaleable. A few

of them obtained employment through the

relief committees, from benevolent firms in

Calcutta, but many fled to the towns, and

the money-lenders refused advances upon the

implements of manufacture to those who
remained

;
for if a weaver should eventually

migrate, there was no one to take his place,
and his loom became valueless. The most

painful feature of the famine was the patient

despair of these poor artisans.

Crime greatly increased. Throughout the

famine every jail was filled to overflowing ;

huts had been erected first inside, then out-

side the walls, but these soon became unable

to hold the multitude of prisoners, and a

sort of convict camp had to be resorted to.

Notwithstanding the increased number of
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guards, serious outbreaks took place, and the

apprehension of a rush against the gates

grew so general that in several jails posts
were driven into the ground in front of the

outer doors. These precautions would have

proved less successful than they did but for

the Whipping Act. Certain offences may
be punished either with imprisonment or

flogging, and magistrates took advantage of

the alternative to lessen as far as possible
the pressure on the jails. Indeed, some
courts appear to have strained the meaning
of the law. Rice-stealing formed the most

numerous class of offences, and theft is one

of the crimes for which whipping may be

awarded. But the Indian Penal Code makes
a distinction if several persons join together
in order to steal, and robbery by a gang of

five or more individuals is the most serious

offence against property known to the law.

Persons found guilty of this crime ordinarily
receive a sentence of transportation ;

last

year many of them escaped with a flogging.
In several districts the criminal business

became so heavy that additional judges had
to be appointed, and the Sessions Courts

held jail-deliveries for the first time dur-

ing the great autumn festival of the Hin-

dus.

Before the end of July the famine had

developed a slave-trade. Parents had ceased

to be able to support their children, and they

preferred soiling them to seeing them starve.

Such transactions have always been common
in India during seasons of distress; indeed,
John Shore, afterwards Lord Teignmouth,
wrote to his wife, in a year when prices did

iiot reach one-half the rates of Ib6t>, that he
was purchasing black babies every morning
for a few .shillings apiece. The buyers

generally adopt the children, and with these

transactions the law does not interfere; but

there is always a proportion of them reserved

for a worse fate. One of the many blessings
which the transfer to the crown has wrought
for India is the abolition of slavery. The
last enactment of the Company on the subject

distinctly recognises the existence of shves,
and only forbids the courts to give effect to

contracts for their barter; the code that

formed the tim great legislative work of the

Queen's Government in Bengal pronounced
slavery of whatever form illegal. Notwith-

standing the severe [malties attached to

slave-dealing, however, the nefarious trade
n vived during the scarcity of I860. Infa-

mous women went about buying up beautiful

girls ;
in the capital and its suburbs, under

the very eye of Government, eleven pers-'iis
were said to bo in prison at one tin.c, await-

ing trinl for the offence, and suspicions of

i'oni:ivi,!; nt, if not of actually patronizing
VOL. XIAT. N 10

the traffic, were mixed up with the name of

a noble Mussulman family.
The number of unfortunates who died

from hunger will never be accurately known.
India wholly lacks the statistical machinery
which has been so fruitful of salutary re-

forms in our own country. Even the official

census is the result of an elaborate system
of guessing, and many of its returns are

ludicrously incorrect. No register is kept
of births or deaths

;
and of the estimates

promulgated with regard to the loss of life

during the recent famine, one half are the

mere conjectures of officials, the other half

are the mere conjectures of journalists. The

highest computation we have seen returns

the deaths at. one million, but it makes no

attempt to discriminate between those who
died from the effects of the famine and
those whose death was the natural result of

disease. If it include both, we are inclined,

from personal observation, to consider it too

low. The ordinary mortality of the twenty-
seven million inhabitants of the famine-

stricken districts, amounts, at the death-

rate prevalent in Lower Bengal, to seven

hundred and fifty thousand, and the addi-

tional deaths brought about, directly and in-

directly, by a year of famine, certainly ex-

ceed the remaining two hundred and fifty

thousand. If tho estimate means that one
million persons perished from the effects of

the famine alone, it is too high. The town
in We>tern Bengal where the mortality
reached its climax was Raneegunge. It is

situated close to the north road, and re-

ceived the whole drift of the northern and
western parts of Bengal proper and the ad-

jacent hill-country. A depot had been es-

tablished forty miles to the west, to stem
the rush of the highland population, but
cholera visited it so severely that the

starving crowds endeavoured rather to push
on for Raneegunge. Raneegunge, too, was
unfortunate in being the receptacle for all

who broke down upon their pilgrimage from
the upper provinces to Jagganath, or on the

road from the west-country to Calcutta.

Many of the travellers perished by the way-
side, and a still larger number reached

Raiieegurige in a stage of exhaustion at

which relief comes too late. Some of ti em
could not ; wallow, and died with the nee in

their mouthy
;
others could not retain fond :

and of many the digestive fui.ctions li:ul

ceased to net, and a hearty meal only hnst-

ei.ed death. Tho nia^i^trato in charge, a

gentleman to whose untiring humanity tho

poftr wayfarers from the north-western dis-

tricts owe much, stated that during a short

time eighteen paupers peri.-hed every night
in and arouna Raneegunge, and during
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several months the average was probably
not less than ten. The writer twice visited

the town, and had an opportunity of classi-

fying the victims. Sixty per cent, were

lepers, and persons who had been suffering

under scrofulous or chronic diseases not

superinduced by hunger ;
of the remainder,

the immediate cause of death was in general
fever or an acute bowel-complaint. Very
few seemed to have suffered the last pangs
of starvation

;
and it is not too much to say,

that of the unhappy sufferers, even in

Raneegunge, one half would have died had

there been no famine. Indeed, the general
effect of the scarcity was rather to ac-

celerate the death of diseased, and, i:i a

political point of view, useless members of

the community, than to increase the rate of

mortality among the able-bodied labouring
classes. Judging from personal observa-

tions made during three tours, at the be-

ginning, about the middle, and towards the

end of the famine, and from the uncertain

official returns now before us, we would
estimate that to the ordinary death-rate

must be added five hundred thousand deaths

caused or accelerated by the famine. Of

these, three hundred thousand may be con-

sidered to have been accelerated, and two

hundred thousand wholly caused, by want of

food. Assuming the population of Lower

Bengal to be thirty-five millions, and the

death-rate to be two and a half per cent.,

the loss of life caused directly or indirectly

by the famine amounts to one-seventieth of

the whole inhabitants, and the effect upon
the death-rate for the year has been to raise

it from eight hundred and seventy-five thou-

sand to thirteen hundred and seventy-five

thousand, or rather more than one half. The
lowest computation of the deaths in 1769
70 shows a lo,ss, not of one-seventieth, as

in 1866, but of one fifth or one sixth part of

the population.
That the famine did not reach above

a low stratum of society, the progress of

education in 1866 abundantly proves. One
of the districts which suffered severely was
Burdwan The Maharajah, a lineal descend-

ant of the prince of whom we have spoken in

a former page, fed in the chief town alone

from eight to nine thousand people every

day, and a large proportion of the paupers
were so emaciated, that he found it necessary
to provide hospitals, doctors, and medical

comforts in order to keep them alive. The
number of pupils in the four principal schools

had increased from 878 in September 1865 to

994 inSepteniber 1866, showing an increase of

13 per cent, during the famine months. The

quality of the education sought had increased

in a Btill higher ratio. Boys had left the

Maharajah's vernacular or lower class school

to the number of 27, and gone to his High-
ness

1

* upper class or English school, which
exhibits 81 1 on the rolls in September 1866,

against 683 in September 1865. Tlie in-

crease in higher-class education, therefore,,

had amounted to nearly 19 per cent, during
the scarcity. In the smaller towns, public in-

struction pi'ospered in an equal degree.

Mymaree, a village sixteen miles to the

south-east of Burdwan, had suffered so

severely that many of its inhabitants deserted

their homes, and the district relief commit-

tee found it necessary to organize a rice-

depot on the spot. Yet the pupils in the

Mymaree English school had increased from

81 in September 1865 to 102 in September

1866, or more than 25 per cent., and the

lower class vernacular school had increased

by more than 12 per cent.

If the famine anywhere affected education,

it would certainly have done so in Ranee-

gunge and Bishenpore. The condition of

the first town has already been described.

In the midst of the general misery, the

attendance on 'the Government school rose

from 114 to 129, or nearly 14 per cent.,

and the manager thought the time had come

to raise the class of the education afforded.

The case of Bisheupore was still more

striking. This town, once the capital of

Western Bengal and the seat of a flourish-

ing manufacture, had been convertad into a

pauper city. Its many-coloured silks lay

mildewed in the weavers' houses, the arti-

sans had fled to Calcutta, and instead of

the ceaseless rattle of the shuttle, stillness

reigned in the streets. Those who remained

were prevented by their caste from accept-

ing relief at the depot, and shoals of diseased

and dying creatures daily poured in from

the adjacent hills and jungles.
' Cholera

has broken out here,' wrote the reliev ing-

officer in August,
' and bids fair to extermi-

nate the whole of Bishenpore.' As the

traveller entered the town, he passed through
a belt of ground whitened with skulls.

Macaulay relates that after the carnage of

Aghrim, the dogs acquired such a taste for

human flesh that they fell upon living men.

The same thing took place in Bishenpore

during the famine, and the houseless paupers

slept close to one another in groups for the

purpo.se of mutual protection. Until 1866,

Bishenpore possessed only one school. So

backward was education, that even to this

single institution Government had not ven-

tured to apply the grant-in-aid system, but

defrayed the whole charge itself. In 1866

two new schools were set up in and near

Bishenpore by private individuals, the one

an English, the other a vernacular insti-
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tution, and were conducted successfully

through the dearth. The English school-

house had formerly beeu a temple, but now

the idols were tumbled out into the yard,

aud the chambers filled with students of

Euclid aud Smith's H istory of Rome. Not-

withstanding the numbers who flocked to

the new institutions, the old Government

isc'iool held its own. Forty-six boys were

present in September 1866, against twenty-

eight on the last open day of the previous

September.
The truth is, that the few cases in which

a respectable man was compelled to with-

draw his children from school, were more

than compensated by additions from fami-

lies who had not hitherto sought education.

For a famine, like a war, is prolific of new

men, and the first thing that a successful

speculator in Bengal does is to send his

children to school. The writer paid repeated
visits to the relief depots in seven districts,

and endeavoured to make himself acquainted
with the previous circumstances of the pau-

pers. It was impossible to speak to every
one in the throng, but as nearly as he could

estimate, he came personally into contact

with 5000 persons. Each of them had his

tale of reverses, a tale which never suffered

for want of a little colouring, but we did

not meet with a single man who professed
to have been in the position of a well-to-do

shopkeeper, or a substantial peasant, holding
five acres, nor with a single woman who rep-

resented herself as the widow of such a

man. Many of them said they had had

land, but in very few instances had the quan-

tity exceeded two acres, and nine-tenths of

them were professional beggars, leprous and

maimed persons, cripples, day-labourers who

eked out their wages by means of public

charity, the wives aud children of artizaus

who had deserted their homes, aliens from

the starved hill-districts, pilgrims who had

fallen sick on the high-road, and strays and

waifs of various races who, through iudo-
j

leuce or misfortune, had drifted into the

rice-depots. It was essentially a prole-

tarian famine.

An abundant harvest in September put
an end to all apprehensions of another year
of distress, and the work of sending back

|

the labouring classes to their former homes

aud wonted avocatious began. This, in
[

order to be done safely, had to be done

slowly, and xeven at the present day the
|

pauper population presents grave difficulties.

The lesson of the scarcity of 1866
is,

that a famine, like a pestilence, in order to
'

be dealt with successfully, must be dealt

with before its actual presence becomes

felt. No specific has been discovered for

cholera, but cholera has ceased to make the

terrible ravages which it did on its first two

raids through the country. We owe our

comparative exemption from the epidemic
less to medical skill during its visits than to

the sanitary precautions which have been

taken before it makes its appearance. Nor

has any specific yet been discovered for a

famine. State charity cannot, even in this

country, reach a certain, class of the poor,

and not a year passes without some sad tale

of death from starvation. But State charity

in Bengal has to endure two enemies un-

known in England. Time and space are

continually frustrating the efforts of the

Government, and during the past year, while

rice was offered to every one who would

take it, half a million of people perished be-

cause they could not reach the depots in

time. Food could be distributed from the

Scilly Islands to the Orkneys in less time

than it could be distributed through a single

one of the five-and-thirty districts of Lower

Bengal. The only remedy for a famine is

the progress of civilisation. As capital in-

creases, as roads and railways penetrate the

country, as irrigation works extend, famines

will become more and more a thing of the

past in India. The classes who suffered in

1866 were those whose earnings just sufficed

in ordinary seasons to feed them on the

cheapest kind of food. As wages rise, the

style of living will rise with them, and the

day-labourers of India, like the correspond-

ing rank in England, will have some margin
to fall back upon in times of scarcity.

Orissa, the part of the province on which

the famine bore heaviest, is the part which

is most isolated, and the only one in which

the absence of a permanent arrangement for

the laud-revenue has kept the proprietors

poor, aud rendered agricultural improve-
ments impossible. Orissa, however, will

shortly be placed on the same footing in this

respect as the other districts
;
and the un-

dertakings which render man imlepemlent
of nature are making daily strides through-

out Bengal. Before the next general fail-

ure of the crops, importation from Burmah

and improved means of internal distribution

will have made famine, in the terrible sense

of the word, an impossibility, and a future

generation will cite the five hundred thou-

sand victims of I860 as a proof of the low

.state of civilisation which must then have

prevailed.
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ART. I. THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.

THE theory proposed by Mr. Darwin as suf-

ficient to account for the origin of species
has been received as probable, and even as

certainly true, by many who from their

knowledge of physiology, natural history, and

geology, are competent to form an intelligent

opinion. The facts, they think, are consis-

tent with the theory. Small differences are

observed between animals and their offspring.
Greater differences are observed between
varieties known to be sprung from a common
stock. The differences between what have
been termed species are sometimes hardly
greater in appearance than those between
varieties owning a common origin. Even
when species differ more widely, the differ-

ence, they say, is one of degree only, not of

kind. They can see no clear, definite dis-

tinction by which to decide in all cases,

whether two "animals have sprung from a

common ancestor or not. They feel war-
ranted in concluding, that for aught the

structure of animals shows to the contrary,

they may be descended from a few ancestors

only, nay, even from a single pair.
The most marked differences between

varieties known to have sprung from one
source have been obtained by artificial

breeding. Men have selected, during many
generations, those individuals possessing the

desired attributes, in the highest degree.

They have thus been able to add, as it were,
small successive differences, till they have at

last produced marked varieties. Darwin
shows that by a process, which he calls

natural selection, animals more favourably
constituted than their fellows will survive in

the struggle for life, will produce descendants

resembling themselves, of which the strong
VOL. XLVI. N 11

will live, the weak die; and so, generation
after generation, nature, by a metaphor, may
be said to choose certain animals, even as

man does when he desires to raise a special
breed. The device of nature is based on
the attributes most useful to the animal;
the device of man on the attributes useful to

man, or admired by him. All must agree
that the process termed natural selection is

in universal operation. The followers of

Darwin believe that by that process differ-

ences might be added, even as they
are added by man's selection, though
more slowly, and that this addition

might in time be carried to so great an ex-

tent as to produce every known species of

animal from one or two pairs, perhaps from

organisms of the lowest known type.
A very long time would be required to

produce in this way the great differences

observed between existing beings. Geologists

say their science shows no ground for doubt-

ing that the habitable world has existed for

countless ages. Drift and inundation, pro-

ceeding at the rate we now observe, would

require cycles of ages to distribute the

materials of the surface of the globe in their

present form and order; and they add, for

aught we know, countless ages of rest may at

many places have intervened between the

ages of action.

But if all beings are thus descended from

a common ancestry, a complete historical

record would show an unbroken chain of

creatures, reaching from each one now
known back to the first type, "with each link

differing from its neighbour by no more than

the several offspring of a single pair of

animals now differ. We have no such record
;

but geology can produce vestiges which may
be looked upon as a few out of the innumer-
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able links of the whole conceivable chain, and

what, say the followers of Darwin, is more
certain than that the record of geology must

necessarily be imperfect ? The records we
have show a certain family likeness between
the beings living at each epoch, and this is

at least consistent with our views.

There are minor arguments in favour of

the Darwinian hypothesis, but the main
course of the argument has, we hope, been

fairly stated. It bases large conclusions as

to what has happened upon the observation

of comparatively small facts now to be seen.

The cardinal facts are the production of

varieties by man, and the similarity of all

existing animals. About the truth and
extent of ^fchose facts none but men possessing
a special knowledge of physiology and
natural history have any right to an opinion ;

but the superstructure based on those facts

enters the region of pure reason, and may be

discussed apart from all doubt as to the

fundamental facts.

Can natural selection choose special qual-

ities, and so breed special varieties as man
does ? Does it appear that man has the

power indefinitely to magnify the peculiar-
ities which distinguish his breeds from the

original stock ? Is there no other evidence

than that of geology as to the age of the

habitable earth ? and what is the value of

the geological evidence ? How far, in the

absence of other knowledge, does the mere

difficulty in classifying organized beings

justify us in expecting that they have had
a common ancestor? And finally, what
value is to be attached to certain minor facts

supposed to corroborate the new theory?
These are the main questions to be debated
in the present essay, written with a belief

that some of them have been unduly over-

looked. The opponents of Darwin have been

chiefly men having special knowledge similar

to his own, and they have therefore naturally
directed their attention to the cardinal facts

of his theory. They have asserted that

animals are not so similar but that specific
differences can be detected, and that man
can produce no varieties differing from the

parent stock, as one species differs from an-

other. They naturally neglect the deduc-

tions drawn from facts which they deny.
If your facts were true, they say, perhaps
nature would select varieties, and in endless

time, all you claim might happen ;
but we

deny the facts. You produce no direct

evidence that your selection took place,

claiming only that your hypothesis is not

inconsistent with the teaching of geology.
Perhaps not, but you only claim a '

may be,'
and we attack the direct evidence you think

you possess.

To an impartial looker-on the Darwinians
seem rather to have had the best of the

argument on this ground, and it is at any rate

worth while to consider the question from
the other point of view

;
admit the facts, and

examine the reasoning. This we now propose
to do, and for clearness will divide the sub-

ject into heads corresponding to the ques-
tions asked above, as to the extent of

variability, the efficiency of natural selection,
the lapse of time, the difficulty of classifica-

tion, and the value of minor facts adduced in

support of Darwin.
Some persons seem to have thought his

theory dangerous to religion, morality, and
what not. Others have tried to laugh it out

of court. We can share neither the fears of

the former nor the merriment of the latter;

and, on the contrary, own to feeling the

greatest admiration both for the ingenuity
of the doctrine and for the temper in which
it was broached, although, from a consider-

ation of the following arguments, our opinion
is adverse to its truth.

Variability. Darwin's theory requires
that there shall be no^limit to the possible
difference between descendants and their

progenitors, or, at least, that if there be

limits, they shall be at so great a distance

as to comprehend the utmost differences

between any known forms of life. The

variability required, if not infinite, is in-

definite. Experience with domestic animals

and cultivated plants shows that great varia-

bility exists. Darwin calls special attention

to the differences between the various fancy

pigeons, which, he says, are descended from

one stock
;
between various breeds of cattle

and horses, and some other domestic animals.

He states that these differences are greater
than those which induce some.naturalists to

class many specimens as distinct species.

These differences are infinitely small as com-

pared with the range required by his theory,
but he assumes that by accumulation of suc-

cessive differences any degree of variation

may be produced ;
he says little in proof of

the possibility of such an accumulation,

seeming rather to take for granted that if

Sir John Sebright could with pigeons

produce in six years a certain head and beak

of say half the bulk possessed by the original

stock, then in twelve years this bulk could be

reduced to a quarter, in twenty-four to an

eighth, and so farther. Darwin probably
never believed or intended to teach so ex-

travagant a proposition, yet by substituting
a few myriads of years for that poor period
of six years, we obtain a proposition funda-

mental in his theory. That theory rests on

the assumption that natural selection can do
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slowly what man's selection does quickly ;

it is by showing how much man can do, that

Darwin hopes to prove how much can be

done without him. But if man's selection

cannot double, treble, quadruple, centuple,

any special divergence from a parent stock,

why should we imagine that natural selection

should have that power ? When we have

granted that the '

struggle for life
'

might

produce the pouter or the fantail, or any

divergence man can produce, we need not

feel one whit the more disposed to grant
that it can produce divergences beyond
man's power. The difference between six

years and six myriads, blinding by a confused

sense of immensity, leads men to say hastily
that if six or sixty years can make a pouter
out of a common pigeon, six myriads may
change a pigeon to something like a thrush

;

but this seems no more accurate than to

conclude that because we observe that a

cannon-ball has traversed a mile in a minute,
therefore in an hour it will be sixty miles off,

and in the course of ages that it will reach

the fixed stars. This really might be the

conclusion drawn by a savage seeing a

cannon-ball shot off by a power the nature

of which was wholly unknown to him, and

traversing a vast distance with a velocity

confusing his brain, and removing the case

from the category of stones and arrows,
which he well knows will not go far, though
they start fast. Even so do the myriads of

years confuse our speculations, and seem to

remove natural selection from man's selec-

tion
; yet, Darwin would be the first to allow,

that the same laws probably or possibly

govern the variation, whether the selection

be slow or rapid. If the intelligent savage
were told, that though the cannon-ball started

very fast, it went slower and slower every

instant, he would probably conclude that it

would not reach the stars, but presently
come to rest like his stone and arrow. Let
us examine whether there be not a true

analogy between this case and the variation

of domestic animals.

We all believe that a breeder, starting
business with a considerable stock of average
horses, could, by selection, in a very few

generations, obtain horses able to run much
faster than any of their sires or dams; in

time perhaps ho would obtain descendants

running twice as fast as their ancestors, and

possibly equal to our race-horses. But
would not tho difference in speed between
each successive generation be less and less ?

Hundreds of skilful men are yearly breeding
thousands of racers. Wealth and honour
await the man who can breed one horse to

run one part in five thousand faster than his

fellows. As a matter of experience, have

our racers improved in speed by one part in

a thousand during the last twenty genera-
tions? Could we not double the speed of a

cart-horse in twenty generations ? Here is

the analogy with our cannon-ball
;
the rate

of variation in a given direction is not con-

stant, is not erratic
;

it is a constantly

diminishing rate, tending therefore to a

limit.

It may be urged that the limit in the

above case is not fixed by the laws of

variation but by the laws of matter
;
that

bone and sinew cannot make a beast of the

racer size and build go faster. This would
be an objection rather to the form than to

the essence of the argument. The existence

of a limit, as proved by the gradual cessation

of improvement, is the point which we aim
at establishing. Possibly in every case the

limit depends on some physical difficulty,

sometimes apparent, more often concealed
;

moreover, no one can a priori calculate what
bone and sinew may be capable of doing, or

how far they can be improved; but it is

unnecessary further to combat this objection,

for whatever be the peculiarity aimed at by
fancy-breeders, the same fact recurs. Small

terriers are valuable, and the limit below

which a terrier of good shape would be

worth its weight in silver, perhaps in gold,
is nearly as well fixed as the possible speed
of a race-horse. The points of all prize

cattle, of all prize flowers, indicate limits.

A rose called ' Senateur Vaisse '

weighs 300

grains, a wild rose weighs 30 grains. A
gardener, with a good stock of wild roses,

would soon raise seedlings with flowers of

double, treble, the weight of his first briar

flowers. He or his grandson would very

slowly approach the ' Cloth of Gold ' or

'Senateur Vaisse,' and if the gradual rate

of increase in weight were systematically

noted, it would point with mathematical

accuracy to the weight which could not be

surpassed.
We are thus led to believe that whatever

new point in the variable beast, bird or

flower, be chosen as desirable by a fancier,

this point can be rapidly approached at first,

but that the rate of approach quickly dimin-

ishes, tending to a limit never to be attained.

Darwin says that our oldest cultivated plants

still yield new varieties. Granted
;
but the

new variations are not successive variations

in one direction. Horses could bo produced
with very long or with very short ears, very

long or short hair, with large or small

hooves, with peculiar colour, eyes, teeth,

perhaps. In short, whatever variation we

perceive of ordinary occurrence might by
selection be carried to an extravagant excess.

If a large annual prize were offered for any
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of these novel peculiarities, probably the

variation in the 'first few years would be

remarkable, but in twenty years' time the

judges would be much puzzled to which

breeder the prize should fall, and the maxi-

mum excellence would be known and

expressed in figures, so that an eighth of an

inch more or less would determine success

or failure.

A given animal or plant appears to be

contained, as it were, within a sphere of

variation; one individual lies near one

portion of the surface, another individual,
of the same specie's, near another part of the

surface
;
the average animal at the centre.

Any individual may produce descendants

varying in any direction, but is more likely
to produce descendants varying towards the

centre of the sphere, and the variations in

that direction will be greater in amount
than the variations

.
towards the surface.

Thus, a set of racers of equal merit indiscrim-

inately breeding will produce more colts and
foals of inferior than of superior speed, and
the falling off of the degenerate will be

greater than the improvement of the select.

A set of Clydesdale prize horses would

produce more colts and foals of inferior than

superior strength. More seedlings of ' Sen-

ateur Vaisse '

will be inferior to him in size

and colour than superior. The tendency to

revert, admitted by Darwin, is generalized
in the simile of the sphere here suggested.
On the other hand, Darwin insists very
sufficiently on the rapidity with which new

peculiarities are produced ;
and this rapidity

is quite as essential to the argument now

urged as subsequent slowness.

We hope this argument is now plain.
However slow the rate of variation might be,
even though it were only one part in a

thousand per twenty or two thousand gener-
ations, yet if it were constant or erratic we

might believe that, in untold time, it would
lead to untold distance

;
but if in every case

we find that deviation from an average
individual can be rapidly effected at first,

and that the rate of deviation steadily
diminishes till it reaches an almost imper-

ceptible amount, then we are as much entitled

to assume a limit to the possible deviation

as we are to the progress of a cannon-ball

from a knowledge of the law of diminution

in its speed. This limit to the variation of

species seems to be established for all cases

of man's selection. What argument does

Darwin offer showing that the law of varia-

tion will be different when the variation

occurs slowly, not rapidly ? The law may be

different, but is there any experimental
ground for believing that it is different?

Darwin says (p. 153),
' The struggle between

natural selection, on the one hand, and the

tendency to reversion and variability on the

other hand, will in the course of time cease,
and that the most abnormally developed
organs may be made constant, I can see no
reason to doubt.' But what reason have we
to believe this ? Darwin says the variability
will disappear by the continued rejection of

the individuals tending to revert to a former

condition; but is there any experimental
round for believing that the variability will

isappear ; and, secondly, if the variety can

become fixed, that it will in time become

ready to vary still more in the original

direction, passing that limit which we think

has just been shown to exist in the case of

man's selection ? It is peculiarly difficult

to see how natural selection could reject
individuals having a tendency to produce

offspring reverting to an original stock.

The tendency to offspring more like their

superior parents than their inferior grand-
fathers can surely be of no advantage to any
individual in the struggle for life. On the

contrary, most individuals would be ben-

efited by producing imperfect offspring,

competing with them at a disadvantage ;

thus it would appear that natural selection,
of it select anything, must select the most

perfect individuals, having a tendency to

produce the fewest and least perfect eonrpet-
itors

;
but it may be urged that though the

tendency to produce good offspring is inju-

rious to the parents, the improved offspring
would live and receive by inheritance the

fatal tendency of producing in their turn

parricidal descendants. Yet this is contend-

ing that in the struggle for life natural

selection can gradually endow a race with a

quality injurious to every individual which

possesses it. It really seems certain that

natural selection cannot tend to obliterate

the tendency to revert; but the theory ad-

vanced appears rather to be that, if owing to

some other qualities a race is maintained for

a very long time different from the average
or original race (near the surface of our

sphere), then it will in time spontaneously
lose the tendency to relapse, and acquire a

tendency to vary outside the sphere. What
is to produce this change? Time simply,

apparently. The race is to be kept constant,

to all appearance, for a very long while, but

some subtle change due to time is to take

place ;
so that, of two individuals just alike

in every feature, but one born a few thousand

years after the other, the first shall tend to

produce relapsing offspring, the second shall

not. This seems rather like the idea that

keeping a bar of iron hot or cold for a very

long time would leave it permanently hot or

cold at the end of the period when the heat-
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ing or cooling agent was withdrawn. This

strikes us as absurd now, but Bacon believed

it possibly true. So many things may hap-

pen in a very long time, that time comes to

be looked on as an agent capable of doing

great and unknown things. Natural selec-

tion, as we contend, could hardly select an

individual because it bred true. Man does.

He chooses for sires those horses which he

sees not only run fast themselves, but pro-

duce fine foals. He never gets rid of the

tendency to revert. Darwin says species

of pigeons have bred true for centuries.

Does he believe that it would not be easier by
selection to diminish the peculiarities of the

pouter pigeon than to increase them ? and

what does this mean, but that the tendency
to revert exists ? It is possible that by man's

selection this tendency may be diminished as

any other quality may be somewhat increased

or diminished, but3 like all other qualities,
this seems rapidly to approach a limit which

there is no obvious reason to suppose
' time '

will alter.

But not only do we require for Darwin's

theory that time shall first permanently fix

the variety near the outside of the assumed

sphere of variation, we require that it shall

five

the power of varying beyond that sphere,
t may be urged that man's rapid selection

does away with this power ;
that if each little

improvement were allowed to take root dur-

ing a few hundred generations, there would

be no symptom of a decrease of the rate of

variation, no symptom that a limit was ap-

proached. If this be so, breeders of race-

horses and prize flowers had better change
their tactics

;
instead of selecting the fastest

colts and finest flowers to start with, they

ought to begin with very ordinary beasts and

species. They should select the descendants

which might be rather better in the first

generation, and then should carefully abstain

from all attempts at improvement for twenty,

thirty, or one hundred generations. Then

they might take a little step forward, and in

this way, in time, they or their children's

children would obtain breeds far surpassing
those produced by their overhasty competi-

tors, who would be brought to a stand by
limits which would never be felt or perceived

by the followers of the maxim, Festina lente.

If we are told that the time during which a

breeder or his descendants could afford to

wait bears no proportion to the time used by
natural selection, we may answer that we do
not expect the enormous variability supposed
to be given by natural selection, but that

wo do expect to observe some step in

that direction, to find that by carefully

approaching our limit by slow degrees, that

limit would be removed a little further off.

Does any one think this would be the

case ?

There is indeed one view upon which it

would seem natural to believe that the ten-

dency to revert may diminish. If the pe-
culiarities of an animal's structure are simply
determined by inheritance, and not by any
law of growth, and if the child is more likely
to resemble its father than its grandfather,
its grandfather than its great-grandfather,

etc., then the chances that an animal will re-

vert to the likeness of an ancestor a thousand

generations back will be slender. This is

perhaps Darwin's view. It depends on the

assumption that there is no typical or average
animal, no sphere of variation, with centre

and limits, and cannot be made use of to

prove that assumption. The opposing view
is that of a race maintained by a continual

force in an abnormal condition, and returning
to that condition so soon as the force is re-

moved
; returning not suddenly, but by sim-

ilar steps with those by which it first left the

average state, restrained by the tendency to

resemble its immediate progenitors. A pri-

ori^ perhaps, one view is as probable as the

other
;
or in other words, as we are ignorant of

the reasonswhy atoms fashion themselves into

bears and squirrels, one fancy is as likely to

meet with approval as another. Experiments
conducted in a limited time, point as already
said to a limit, with a tendency to revert. And
while admitting that the tendency to revert

may be diminished though not extinguished,
we are unaware of any reason for supposing
that pouters, after a thousand generations of

true breeding, have acquired a fresh power of

doubling their crops, or that the oldest breed

of Arabs are likely to produce
'

sports
'
vast-

ly surpassing their ancestors in speed. Ex-

periments conducted during the longest time

at our disposal show no probability of sur-

passing the limits of the sphere of variation,
and why should we concede that a simple
extension of time will reverse the rule?

The argument may be thus resumed.

Although many domestic animals and

plants are highly variable, there appears to

be a limit to their variation in any one direc-

tion. This limit is shown by the fact that

new points are at first rapidly gained, but

afterwards more slowly, while finally no
further perceptible change can be effected.

Great, therefore, as the variability is, we are

not free to assume that successive variations

of the same kind can be accumulated. There

is no experimental reason for believing that

the limit would be removed to a greater dis-

tance, or passed, simply because it was ap-

proached by very slow degrees, instead of by
more rapid steps. There is no reason to be-

lieve that a fresh variability is acquired by
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long selection of one form
;
on the contrary,

we know that with the oldest breeds it is

easier to bring about a diminution than an

increase in the points of excellence. The

sphere of variation is a simile embodying this

view
;

each point of the sphere correspond-

ing to a different individual of the same race,
the centre to the average animal, the surface

to the limit in various directions. The in-

dividual near the centre may have offspring

varying in all directions with nearly equal

rapidity. A variety near the surface may
be made to approach it still nearer, but has a

greater tendency to vary in every other di-

rection. The sphere may be conceived as

large for some species and small for others.

Efficiency of Natural Selection. Those in-

dividuals of any species which are most

adapted to the life they lead, live on an av-

erage longer than those which are less adapted
to the circumstances in which the species is

placed. The individuals which live the

longest will have the most numerous off-

spring, and as the offspring on the whole re-

semble their parents, the descendants from

any given generation will on the whole re-

semble the more favoured rather than the

less favoured individuals of the species. So
much of the theory of natural selection will

hardly be denied
;
but it will be worth while

to consider how far this process can tend to

cause a variation in some one direction. It

is clear that it will frequently, and indeed

generally, tend to prevent any deviation from
the common type. The mere existence of a

species is a proof that it is tolerably well

adapted to the life it must lead
; many of

the variations which may occur will be vari-

ations for the worse, and natural selection

will assuredly stamp these out. A white

grouse in the heather, or a white hare on a

fallow, would be sooner detected by its ene-

mies than one of the usual plumage or colour.

Even so, any favourable deviation must, ac-

cording to the very terms of the statement,

give its fortunate possessor a better chance
of life; but this conclusion differs widely
from the supposed consequence that a whole

species may or will gradually acquire some
one new quality, or wholly change in one

direction, and in the same manner. In ar-

guing this point, two distinct kinds of possi-
ble variation must be separately considered :

first, that kind of common variation which
must be conceived as not only possible, but

inevitable, in each individual of the species,
such as longer and shorter legs, better or
worse hearing, etc.

; and, secondly, that kind
of variation which only occurs rarely, and

may be called a sport of nature, or more
briefly a

'

sport,' as when child is born with

six fingers on each hand. The common va-

riation is not limited to one part of any ani-

mal, but occurs in all
;
and when we say that

on the whole the stronger live longer than
the weaker, we mean that in some cases long
life will have been due to good lungs, in

others to good ears, in others to good legs.
There are few cases in which one faculty
is pre-eminently useful to an animal be-

yond all other faculties, and where that is

not so, the effect of natural selection will

simply be to kill the weakly, and insure a

sound, healthy, well-developed breed. If

we could admit the principle of a gradual
accumulation of improvements, natural se-

lection would gradually improve the breed
of everything, making the hare of the present

generation run faster, hear better, digest

better, than his ancestors; his enemies, the

weasels, greyhounds, etc., would have im-

proved likewise, so that perhaps the hare

would not be really better off; but at any
rate the direction of the change would be

from a war of pigmies to a war of Titans.

Opinions may differ as to the evidence of

this gradual perfectibility of all things, but
it is beside the question to argue this point,
as the origin of species requires not the

gradual improvement of animals retaining
the same habits and structure, but such mod-
ification of those habits and structure as will

actually lead to the appearance of new or-

gans. We freely admit, that if an accumu-
lation of slight improvements be possible,
natural selection might improve hares as

hares, and weasels as weasels, that is to say,
it might produce animals having every use-

ful faculty and every useful organ of their

ancestors developed to a higher degree ;
more

than this, it may obliterate some once useful

organs when circumstances have so changed
that they are no longer useful, for since that

organ will weigh for nothing in the struggle
of life, the average animal must be calculated

as though it did not exist.

We will even go further : if, owing to a

change of circumstances some organ becomes

pre-eminently useful, natural selection will

undoubtedly produce a gradual improvement
in that organ, precisely as man's selection

can improve a special organ. In all cases

the animals above the average live longer,
those below the average- die sooner, but in

estimating the chance of life of a particular

animal, one special organ may count much

higher or lower according to circumstances,
and will accordingly be improved or degrad-
ed. Thus, it must apparently be conceded

that natural selection is a true cause or

agency whereby in some cases variations of

special organs may be perpetuated and ac-

cumulated, but the importance of this ad-
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mission is much limited by a consideration

of the cases to which it applies : first of all

we have required that it should apply to va-

riations which must occur in every individ-

ual, so that enormous numbers of individu-

als will exist, all having a little improvement
in the same direction

; as, for instance, each

generation of hares will include an enormous

number which have longer legs than the av-

erage of their parents, although there may
be an equally enormous number who have

shorter legs ; secondly, we require that the

variation shall occur in an organ already
useful owing to the habits of the animal.

Such a process of improvement as is de-

scribed could certainly never give organs of

sight, smell, or hearing to organisms which
had never possessed them. It could not add
a few legs to a hare, or produce a new organ,
or even cultivate any rudimentary organ
which was not immediately useful to an enor-

mous majority of hares. No doubt half the

hares which are born have longer tails than

the average of their ancestors; but as no

large number of hares hang by their tails,

it is inconceivable that any change of cir-

cumstances should breed hares with prehen-
sile tails

; or, to take an instance less shock-

ing in its absurdity, half the hares which are

born may be presumed to be more like their

cousins the rabbits in their burrowing organs
than the average hare ancestor was

;
but this

peculiarity cannot be improved by natural

selection as described above, until a consid-

erable number of hares begin to burrow,
which we have as yet seen no likelihood of

their doing. Admitting, therefore, that nat-

ural selection may improve organs already
useful to great numbers of a species, does

not imply an admission that it can create or

develop new organs, and so originate species.
But it may be urged, although many hares

do not burrow, one may, or at least may hide

in a hole, and a little scratching may just
turn the balance in his favour in the struggle
for life. So it may, and this brings us straight
to the consideration of '

sports,' the second
kind of variation above alluded to. A hare
which saved its life by burrowing would
come under this bead

;
let us here consider

whether a few hares 1fi a century saving
themselves by this process could, in some
indefinite time, make a burrowing species of

hare. It is very difficult to see how this can
bo accomplished, even when the sport is very
eminently favourable indeed; and still more
difficult when the advantage gained is very
slight, as must generally be the case. The

advantage, whatever it may be, is utterly out-

balanced by numerical inferiority. A million

creatures are born
;
ten thousand survive to

produce offspring. One of the million has

twice as good a chance as any other of surviv-

ing ;
but the chances are fifty to one against

the gifted individuals being one of the

hundred survivors. No doubt, the chances

are twice as great against any one other

individual, but this does not prevent their

being enormously in favour of some average
individual. However slight the advantage
may be, if it is shared by half the individuals

produced, it will probably be present in at

least fifty-one of the survivors, and in a larger

proportion of their offspring ;
but the chances

are against the preservation of any one
'

sport
'
in a numerous tribe. The vague use

of an imperfectly understood doctrine of

chance has led Darwinian supporters, first,

to confuse the two cases above distinguished ;

and, secondly, to imagine that a very slight
balance in favour of some individual sport
must lead to its perpetuation. All that can

be said, is that in the above example the

favoured sport would be preserved once in

fifty times. Let us consider what will be
its influence on the main stock when preserv-
ed. It will breed and have a progeny of say
100

;
now this progeny will, on the whole,

be intermediate between the average indi-

vidual and the sport. The odds in favour of

one of this generation of 4he new breed will

be, say 1^ to 1, as compared with the average
individual

;
the odds in their favour will

therefore be less than that of their parent ;

but owing to their greater number, the

chances are that about 1 of them would
survive. Unless these breed together, a most

improbable event, their progeny would again

approach the average individual
;
there would

be 150 of them, and their superiority would
be say in the ratio of 1^ to 1

;
the probabi-

lity would now be that nearly two of them
would survive, and have 200 children, with

an eighth superiority. Rather more than

two of these would survive
;
but the supe-

riority would again dwindle, until after a few

generations it would no longer be observed,
and would count for no more in the struggle
for life, than any of the hundred trifling ad-

vantages which occur in the ordinary organs.
An illustration will bring this conception
homo. Suppose a white man to have been

wrecked on an island inhabited by negroes,
and to have established himself in friendly
relations with a powerful tribe, whose customs

he has learnt. Suppose him to possess the

physical strength, energy, and ability of a

dominant white race, and let the food and

climate of the island suit his constitution
;

grant him every advantage which we can

conceive a white to possess over the native
;

concede that in the struggle for existence

his chance of a long life will DO much superior
to that of the native chiefs

; yet from all
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these admissions, there does not follow the

conclusion that, after a limited or unlimited

number of generations, the inhabitants of

the island will be white. Our shipwrecked
hero would probably become king ;

he would

kill a great many blacks in the struggle for

existence
;
he would have a great many wives

and children, while many of his subjects
would live and die as bachelors

;
an insurance

company would accept his life at perhaps
one-tenth of the premium which they would
exact from the most favoured of the negroes.
Our white's qualities would certainly tend

very much to preserve him to a good old age,
and yet he would not suffice in any number
of generations to turn his subjects

1

descen-

dants white. It may be said that the white

colour is not the cause of the superiority.

True, but it may be used simply to bring
before the senses the way in which qualities

belonging to one individual in a large number
must be gradually ^obliterated.

In the first

generation there will be some dozens of

intelligent young mulattoes, much superior
in average intelligence to the negroes. We
might expect the throne for some generations
to be occupied by a more or less yellow king ;

but can any one believe that the whole island

will gradually acquire a white, or even a

yellow population, or that the islanders would

acquire the energy, courage, ingenuity,

patience, self-control, endurance, in virtue of

which qualities our hero killed so many of

their ancestors, and begot so many children
;

those qualities, in fact, which the struggle
for existence would select, if it could select

anything ?

Here is a case in which a variety was in-

troduced, with far greater advantages than

any sport ever heard of, advantages tending
to its preservation, and yet powerless to

perpetuate the new variety.
Darwin says that in the struggle for life a

grain may turn the balance in favour of a

given structure, which will then be preserved.
But one of the weights in the scale of nature

is due to the number of a given tribe. Let
there be 7000 A's and 7000 B's, representing
two varieties of a given animal, and let all

the B's, in virtue of a slight difference of

structure, have the better chance of life by
T0

*
00 th part. We must allow that there is

a slight probability that the descendants of

B will supplant the descendants of A
;
but

let there be only 7001 A's against 7000 B's

at first, and the chances are once more equal,
while if their be 7002 A's to start, the odds
would be laid on the A's. True, they stand a

greater chance of being killed; but then

they can better afford to be killed. The

grain will only turn the scales when these

are very nicely balanced, and an advantage

in numbers counts for weight, even as an

advantage in structure. As the numbers of

the favoured variety diminish, so must its

relative advantage increase, if the chance of

its existence is to surpass the chance of its

extinction, until hardly any conceivable

advantage would enable the descendants of

a single pair to exterminate the descendants

of many thousands if they and their de-

scendants are supposed to breed freely with
the inferior variety, and so gradually lose

their ascendency. If it is impossible that

any sport or accidental variation in a single

individual, however favourable to life, should

be preserved and transmitted by natural

selection, still less can slight and imper-

ceptible variations, occurring in single in-

dividuals, be garnered up and transmitted

to continually increasing numbers
;

for if a

very highly-favoured white cannot blanch a

nation of negroes, it will hardly be contended

that a comparatively very dull mulatto has

a good chance of producing a tawny tribe
;

the idea, which seems almost absurd when

presented in connexion with a practical case,

rests on a fallacy of exceedingly common
occurrence in mechanics and physics gene-

rally. When a man shows that a tendency
to produce a given effect exists he often thinks

he has proved that the effect must follow. He
does not take into account the opposing
tendencies, much less does he measure the

various forces, with a view to calculate the

result. For instance, there is a tendency on

the part of a submarine cable to assume > a

catenary curve, and very high authorities

once said it would; but, in fact, forces

neglected by them utterly alter the curve

from the catenary. There is a tendency on

the part of the same cables, as usually made,
to untwist entirely ; luckily there are oppos-

ing forces, and they untwist very little.

These cases will hardly seem obvious
;
but

what should we say to a man who asserted

that the centrifugal tendency of the earth

must send it off in a tangent ? One tendency
is balanced or outbalanced by others

;
the

advantage of structure possessed by an

isolated specimen is enormously outbalanced

by the advantage ^of numbers possessed

by the others.

A Darwinian may grant all that has been

said, but contend that the offspring of
'

sports
'

is not intermediate between the

new sport and the old species ;
he may say

that a great number of the offspring will

retain in full vigour the peculiarity con-

stituting the favourable sport. Darwin
seems with hesitation to make some such

claim as this, and though it seems contrary
to ordinary experience, it will be only fair

to consider this hypothesis. Let an animal
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be born with some useful peculiarity, and let

all his descendants retain his peculiarity
in an eminent degree, however little of the

first ancestor's blood be in them, then it

follows, from mere mathematics, that the

descendants of our gifted beast will probably
exterminate the descendants of his inferior

brethren. If the animals breed rapidly the

work of substitution would proceed with

wonderful rapidity, although it is a stiff

mathematical problem to calculate the

number of generations required in any given
case. To put this case clearly beside the

former, we may say that if in a tribe of a given
number of individuals there appears one

super-eminently gifted, and if the advantage

accruing to the descendants bears some kind

of proportion to the amount of the ancestor's

blood in their veins, the chances are consider-

able that for the first few generations he will

have many descendants
;
but by degrees this

advantage wanes, and after many generations
the chances are so far from being favourable

to his breed covering the ground exclusively,
that they are actually much against his

having any descendants at all alive, for

though he has a rather better chance of this

than any of his neighbours, yet the chances

are greatly against any one of them. It is

infinitely improbable that the descendants of

any one should wholly supplant the others.

If, on the contrary, the .advantage given

by the sport is retained by all descendants,

independently of what in common speech

might be called the proportion of blood in

their veins directly derived from the first

sport, then these descendants will shortly

supplant the old species entirely, after the

manner required by Darwin.

But this theory of the origin of species
is surely not the Darwinian theory ;

it simply
amounts to the hypothesis that, from time

to time, an animal is born differing appre-

ciably from its progenitors, and possessing
the power of transmitting the difference to

its descendants. What is this but stating

that, from time to time, a new species is

created ? It does not, indeed, imply that the

new specimen suddenly appears in full vigour,
made out of nothing ;

but it offers no expla-
nation of the cause of the divergence from
the progenitors, and still less of the myste-
rious faculty by which the divergence is

transmitted unimpaired to countless de-

scendants. It is clear that every divergence
is not thus transmitted, for otherwise one

and the same animal might liavo to be

big to suit its father and little to suit

its mother, might require a long nose in

virtue of its grandfather and a short one

in virtue of its grandtnother,<tfn a word,

would have to resume in itself the countless

contradictory peculiarities of its ancestors,
all in full bloom, and unmodified one by the

other, which seems as impossible as at one
time to be and not to be. The appearance
of a new specimen > capable of perpetuating
its peculiarity is precisely what might be
termed a creation, the word being used to

express our ignorance of how the thing

happened. The substitution of the new

specimens, descendants from the old species,
would then be simply an example of a strong
race supplanting a weak one, by a process
known long before the term ' natural selec-

tion
' was invented. Pfirhaps this is the way

in which new species are introduced, but it

does not express the Darwinian theory of

the gradual accumulation of infinitely mi-

nute differences of every-day occurrence, and

apparently fortuitous in their character.

Another argument against the efficiency
of natural selection is, that animals possess

many peculiarities the special advantage of

which it is almost impossible to conceive
;

such, as for instance, as the colour of plu-

mage never displayed; and the argument
may be extended by pointing how impossible
it is to conceive that the wonderful minutiaa

of, say a peacock's tail, with every little

frond of every feather differently barred,
could have been elaborated by the minute

and careful inspection of rival gallants or

admiring wives
;
but although arguments of

this kind are probably correct, they admit

of less absolute demonstration than the

points already put. A true believer can al-

ways reply, 'You do not know how closely

Mrs. Peahen inspects her husband's toilet,

or you cannot be absolutely certain that

under some unknown circumstances that in-

significant feather was really unimportant;'
or finally, he may take refuge in the word

correlation, and say, other parts were useful,

which by the law of correlation could not

exist without these parts ;
and although he

may have not one single reason to allege in

favour of any of these statements, he may
safely defy us to prove the negative, that

they are not true. The very same difficul-

ty arises when a disbeliever tries to point out

the difficulty of believing that some odd

habit or complicated organ can have been

useful before fully developed. The believer

who is at liberty to invent any imaginary

circumstances, will very generally be able

to conceive some series of transmutations

answering his wants.

He can invent trains of ancestors of whose

existence there is no evidence
;
ho can mar-

shal hosts of equally imaginary foes
;
he can

call up continents, floods, and peculiar atmos-

pheres ;
ho can dry up oceans, split islands,

and parcel out eternity at will; surely with
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these advantages he must be a dull fellow if

he cannot scheme some series of animals

and circumstances explaining our assumed

difficulty quite naturally. Feeling the diffi-

culty of dealing with adversaries who com-

mand so huge a domain of fancy, we will

abandon these arguments, and trust to those

which at least cannot be assailed by mere ef-

forts of imagination. Our arguments as to

the efficiency of natural selection may be

summed up as follows :

We must distinguish several kinds of con-

ceivable variation in individuals.

First, We have the ordinary variations

peculiar to each individual. The effect of

the struggle for life will be to keep the

stock in full vigor by selecting the animals

which in the main are strongest. When cir-

cumstances alter, one special organ may be-

come eminently advantageous, and then nat-

ural selection will improve that organ.
But this efficiency is limited to the cases in

which the same variation occurs in enor-

mous numbers of individuals, and in which
the organ improved is already used by the

mass of the species. This case does not ap-

ply to the appearance of new organs or

habits.

Secondly, We have abnormal variations

called sports, which may be supposed to in-

troduce new organs or habits in rare individ-

uals. This case must be again subdivided :

we may suppose the offspring of the sports
to be'intermediate between their ancestor and
the original tribe. In this case the sport
will be swamped by numbers, and after a

few generations its peculiarity will be oblit-

erated. Or, we may suppose the offspring
of the sport faithfully to reproduce the ad-

vantageous peculiarity undiminished. In
this case the new variety will supplant the

old species ;
but this theory implies a suc-

cession of phenomena so different from the

ordinary variations which we see daily, that

it might be termed a theory of successive

creations
;

it does not express the Darwin-
ian theory, and is no more dependent on the

theory of natural selection than the univer-

sally admitted fact that a new strong race,
not intermarrying with an old weak race,
will surely supplant it. So much may be

conceded.

Lapse of Time. Darwin says with candour
that he ' who does not admit how incompre-

hensibly vast have been the past periods of

time,' may at once close his volume, admit-

ting thereby, that an indefinite, if not in-

finite time is required by his theory. Few
will^on

this point be inclined to differ from
the ingenious author. We are fairly certain
that a thousand years has made no very

great change in plants or animals living in a

state of nature. The mind cannot conceive

a multiplier vast enough to convert this

trifling change by accumulation into differ-

ences commensurate with those between a

butterfly and an elephant, or even between
a horse and a hippopotamus. A believer

in Darwin can only say to himself, Some
little change does take place every thousand

years ;
these changes accumulate, and if

there be no limit to the continuance of the

process, I must admit that in course of time

any conceivable differences may be pro-
duced. He cannot think that a thousand-
fold the difference produced in a thousand

years would suffice, according to our present

observation, to breed even a dog from a

cat. He may perhaps think that by care-

ful selection, continued for this million

years, man might do quite as much as this
;

but he will readily admit that natural selec-

tion does take a much longer time, and that

a million years must by the true believer

be looked upon as a minute. Geology lends

her aid to convince him that countless ages
have elapsed, each bearing countless gen-
erations of beings, and each differing in its

physical conditions very little from the age
we are personally acquainted with. This

view of past time is, we believe, wholly erro-

neous. So far as this world is concerned,

past ages are far from countless
;
the ages

to come are numbered
;
no one age has re-

sembled its predecessor, nor will any future

time repeat the past. The estimates of ge-

ologists must yield before the more accu-

rate methods of computation, and these

show that our world cannot have been habit-

able for more than an infinitely insuffi-

cient period for the execution of the Dar-

winian transmutation.

Before the grounds of these assertions are

explained, let us shortly consider the geo-

logical evidence. It is clear that denuda-

tion and deposition of vast masses of matter

have occurred while the globe was habitable.

The present rate of deposit and denudation

is very imperfectly known, but it is never-

theless sufficiently considerable to account

for all the effects we know of provided suf-

ficient time be granted. Any estimate of

the time occupied in depositing or denud-

ing a thousand feet of any given forma-

tion, even on this hypothesis of constancy
of action, must be very vague. Darwin

h makes the denudation of the Weald occupy
300,000,000 years, by supposing that a cliff

500 feet high was taken away one inch per

century. Many people will admit that a

strong current washing the base of such a

cliff as this^might get on at least a hun-

dredfold faster, perhaps a thousandfold;
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and on the other hand, we may admit, that

for all geology can show, the denudation of

the Weald may have occupied a few million

times more years than the number Darwin
arrives at. The whole calculation savours

a good deal of that known among engin-
eers as '

guess at the half and multiply by
two.'

But again, what are the reasons for as-

suming uniformity of action, for believing
that currents were no stronger, storms no
more violent, alternations of temperature no
more severe in past ages than at present ?

These reasons, stated shortly, are that the

simple continuance of actions we are ac-

quainted with would produce all the known

results, that we are not justified in assuming
any alteration in the rate or violence of

those actions without direct evidence, that

the presence of fossils and the fineness of

the ancient deposits show directly that

things of old went on much as now. This
last reason, apparently the strongest, is

really the weakest; the deposits would as-

suredly take place in still waters, and we

may fairly believe that still waters then re-

sembled still waters now. The sufficiency
of present actions is an excellent argument
in the absence of all proof of change, but
falls to utter worthlessness in presence of

the direct evidence of change. We will try
to explain the nature of the evidence, which
does prove not only that the violence of all

natural changes has decreased, but also

that it is decreasing, and must continue to

decrease.

Perpetual motion is popularly recognised
as a delusion; yet perpetual motion is no
mechanical absurdity, but in given condi-

tions it is a mechanical necessity. Set a

mass in motion and it must continue to

move for ever, unless stopped by something
else. This something else takes up the mo-
tion in some other form, and continues it

till the whole or part is again transmitted

to other matter
;
in this sense perpetual mo-

tion is inevitable. But this is not the pop-
ular meaning of '

perpetual motion,' which

represents a vague idea that a watch will

not go unices it is wound up. Put into

more accurate form, it means that no finite

construction of physical materials can con-

tinue to do work for an infinite time
;
or in

other words, one part of the construction

cannot continue to part with its energy and
another part to receive it for ever, nor can
the action be perpetually reversed. All mo-
tion we can produce in this world is accom-

panied by the performance of a certain

amount of work in the form of overcoming
friction, and this involves a redistribution

of energy. No continual motion can there-

fore be produced by any finite chemical,

mechanical, or other physical construction.

In this case, what is true on a small scale,
is equally true on a large scale. Looking
on the sun and planets as a certain complex
physical combination, differing in degree
but not in kind from those we can produce
in the workshop by using similar materials

subject to the isanie laws, we at once admit
that if there be no resistance, the planets
may continue to revolve around the sun for

ever, and may have done so from infinite

time. Under these circumstances, neither

the sun nor planets gain or lose a particle of

energy in the process. Perpetual motion

is, therefore, in this case quite conceivable.

But when we find the sun raising huge
masses of water daily from the sea to the

skies, lifting yearly endless vegetation from
the earth, setting breeze and hurricane in

motion, dragging the huge tidal wave round
and round our earth

; performing, in fine,
the great bulk of the endless labour of this

world and of other worlds, so that the ener-

gy of the sun ;is continually being given
away ;

then we may say this continual work
cannot go on for ever. This would be pre-

cisely the perpetual motion we are for ever

ridiculing as an exploded delusion, and yet
how many persons will read these lines, to

whom it has occurred that the physical
work done in the world requires a motive

power, that no physical motive power is in-

finite or indefinite, that the heat of the sun,
and the sum of all chemical and other

physical affinities in the world, is just as

surely limited in its power of doing work as

a given number of tons of coal in the boil-

er of a steam-engine. Most readers will al-

low that the power man can extract from
a ton of coals is limited, but perhaps not

one reader in a thousand will at first admit

that the power of the sun and that of the

chemical affinities of bodies on the earth is

equally limited.

There is a loose idea that our perpetual
motions are impossible because we cannot

avoid friction, and that friction entails some-

how a loss of power, but that nature cither

works without friction, or that in the gen-
eral system, friction entails no. loss, and so

her perpetual motions are possible ;
but

nature no more works without friction than

we can, and friction entails a loss of availa-

ble power in all cases. When tho rain falls,

it feels the friction as much as drops from

Hero's fountain
;
when the tide rolls round

the world it rubs upon the sea-floor, even as

a ball of mercury rubs on tho artificial

inclined planes used by ingenious inventors

of impossibilities ;
when the breeze plays

among the leaves, friction occurs according
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to the same laws as when artificial fans are

driven through the air. Every chemical

action in nature is as finite as the combus-
tion of oxygen and carbon. The stone

which, loosened by the rain, falls down a

mountain-side, will no more raise itself to

its first height, than the most ingeniously
devised counterpoise of mechanism will raise

an equal weight an equal distance. How
comes it then that the finite nature of natu-

ral actions has not been as generally recog-
nised as the finite nature of the so-called

artificial combinations ? Simply because,
till very lately, it was impossible to follow

the complete cycle of natural operations in

the same manner as the complete cycle of

any mechanical operations could be followed.

All the pressures and resistances of the

machine were calculable
;
we knew not so

much as if there were analogous pressures
and resistances in nature's mechanism. The
establishment of the doctrine of conservation

of energy, showing a numerical equivalence
between the various forms of physical energy
exhibited by vis viva, heat, chemical affinity,

electricity, light, elasticity, and gravitation,
has enabled us to examine the complete se-

ries of any given actions in nature, even as

the successive actions of a train of wheels in

a mill can be studied. There is no missing
link

;
there is no unseen gearing, by which,

in our ignorance, we might assume that the

last wheel of the set somehow managed to

drive the first. We have experimentally
proved one law, that the total quantity of

energy in the universe is constant, meaning
by energy something perfectly intelligible
and mensurable, equivalent in all cases to

the product of a mass into the square of a

velocity, sometimes latent, that is to say,

producing or undergoing no change ;
at other

times in action, that is to say in the act of

producing or undergoing change, not a

change in amount, but a change of distribu-

tion. First, the hand about to throw a ball,

next, the ball in motion, lastly, the heated
wall struck by the ball, contain the greater
part of the energy of the construction

;
but

from first to last, the sum of the energies
contained by the hand, the ball, and the

wall, is constant. At first sight, this con-

stancy, in virtue of which no energy is ever

lost, but simply transferred from mass to

mass, might seem to favour the notion of a

possible eternity of change, in which the
earlier and later states of the universe would
differ in no essential feature. It is to Pro-
fessor Sir W. Thomson of Glasgow that we
owe the demonstration of the fallacy of this

conception, and the establishment of the

contrary doctrine of a continual dissipation
of energy, by which the available power to

produce change in any finite quantity of

matter diminishes at every change of the

distribution of energy. A simple illustra-

tion of the meaning of this doctrine is af-

forded by an unequally heated bar of iron.

Let one end be hot and the other cold. The
total quantity of heat (representing one form
of energy) contained by the bar is mensura-
ble and finite, and the bar contains within

itself the elements of change, the heated

end may become cooler, and the cold end
warmer. So long as any two parts differ in

temperature, change may occur
;
but so soon

as all parts of the bar are at one tempera-
ture, the bar quoad heat can produce no

change in itself, and yet if we conceive radi-

ation or conduction from the surface to have
been prevented^ the bar will contain the

same total energy as before. In the first

condition, it had the power of doing work,
and if it had not been a simple bar, but a

more complex arrangement of materials of

which the two parts had been at different

temperatures, this difference might have
been used to set wheels going, or to produce
a thermo-electric current; but gradually the

wheels would have been stopped by friction

producing heat once more, the thermo-elec-

tric current would have died out, producing
heat in its turn, and the final quantity of

heat in the system would have been the

same as before. Its distribution only, as in

the simple case, would have been different.

At first, great differences in the distribution

existed
;

at last the distribution was abso-

lutely uniform
;
and in that condition, the

system could suffer no alteration until af-

fected by some other body in a different con-

dition, outside itself. Every change in the

distribution of energy depends on a differ-

ence between bodies, and every change
tends, on the whole, to diminish this differ-

ence, and so render the total future possible

change less in amount. Heat is the great

agent in this gradual decay. No sooner does

energy take this form than it is rapidly dis-

sipated, i. e, distributed among a large num-
ber of bodies, which assume a nearly equal
temperature; once energy has undergone
this transformation, it is practically lost.

The equivalent of the energy is there
;
but

it can produce no change until some fresh

body, at a very different temperature, is pre-
sented to it. Thus it is that friction is

looked upon as the grand enemy of so-called

perpetual motion
;
it is the commonest mode

by which vis viva is converted into heat
;
and

we all practically know, that once the energy
of our coal, boiling water, steam, piston, fly-

wheel, rolling mills, gets into this form, it is

simply conducted away, and is lost to us for

ever
; just so, when the chemical or other
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energies of nature, contained, say, in our

planetary system, once assume the form of

heat, they are in a fair way to be lost for all

available purposes. They will produce a

greater or less amount of change -according
to circumstances. The greater the differ-

ence of the temperature produced between
the surrounding objects, the greater the phys-
ical changes they will effect, but the degre-
dation is in all cases inevitable. Finally,
the sun's rays take the form of heat, whether

they raise water or vegetation, or do any
other work, and in this form the energy quits
the earth radiated into distant space. Nor
would this gradual degradation be altered if

space were bounded and the planets enclosed
in a perfect non-conducting sphere. Every-
thing inside that sphere would gradually be-

come equally hot, and when this consumma-
tion was reached no further change would
be possible. We might say (only we should
not be alive) that the total energy of the

system was the same as before, but practi-

cally the universe would contain mere

changeless death, and to this condition the

material universe tends, for the conclusion is

not altered even by an unlimited extension
of space. Moreover, the rate at which the

planetary system is thus dying is perfectly

mensurable, if not yet perfectly measured.
An estimate of the total loss of heat from
the sun is an estimate of the rate at which
he is approaching the condition of surround-

ing space, after reaching which he will radi-

ate no more. We intercept a few of his

rays, and can measure the rate of his radia-

tion very accurately ;
we know that his mass

contains many of the materials our earth is

formed of, and we know the capacity for

heat and other forms of energy which those

materials are capable of, and so can estimate

the total possible energy contained iu the

sun's mass. Knowing thus approximately,
how much he has, and how fast he is losing

it, we can, or Professor Thomson can, cal-

culate how long it will be before he will cool

down to any given temperature. Nor is it

possible to assume that, per contra, he is re-

ceiving energy to an unlimited extent iu

other ways. He may be supplied with heat

and fuel by absorbing certain planetary bod-

ies, but the supply is limited, aud the limit

is known and taken into account in the cal-

culation, and we are assured that the sun will

be too cold for our or Darwin's purposes be-

fore many millions of years a long time,
but far enough from countless ages; quite

similarly past countless ages are inconceiva-

ble, inasmuch as the heat required by the

sun to have allowed him to cool from timo

immemorial, would be such as to turn him
into mere vapour, which would extend over

the whole planetary system, and evaporate
us entirely. It has been thought necessary
to give the foregoing sketch of the necessary
gradual running down of the heavenly mech-

anism, to show that this reasoning concern-

ing the sun's heat does not depend on any
one special fact, or sets of facts, about heat,
but is the mere accidental form of decay,
which in some shape is inevitable, and the

very essential condition of action. There is

a kind of vague idea, when the sun is said to

be limited in its heating powers, that some-

how chemistry or electricity, etc., may re-

verse all that
;
but it has been explained that

every one of these agencies is subject to the

same law
; they can never twice produce the

same change in its entirety. Every change
is a decay, meaning by change a change in

the distribution of energy.
Another method by which the rate of de-

cay of our planetary system can be measured,
is afforded by the distribution of heat in the

earth. If a man were to find a hot ball of

iron suspended in the air, and were carefully
to ascertain the distribution in the ball, he

would be able to determine whether the ball

was being heated or cooled at the time. If

he found the outside hotter than the inside,

he would conclude that in some way the ball

was receiving heat from outside
;
if he found

the inside hotter than the outside, he would

Conclude that the ball was cooling, and had

therefore been hotter before he found it than

when he found it. So far mere common
sense* would guide him, but with the aid of

mathematics and some physical knowledge
of the properties of iron and air, he would

go much further, and be able to calculate

how hot the ball must have been at any

given moment, if it had not been interfered

with. Thus he would bo able to say, the

ball must have been hung up less than say
five hours ago, for at that time the heat of

the ball would have been such, if left in its

present position, that the metal would be

fused, and so could not hang where he saw

it. Precisely analogous reasoning holds

with respect to the earth
;
it is such a ball;

it is hotter inside than outside. The distri-

bution of the heat near its surface is approx-

imately known. The properties of the mat-

ter of which it is composed are approximately

known, and hence an approximate calcula-

tion can be made of the period of timo within

which it must have been hot enough to fuse

the materials of which it is composed, pro-

vided it has occupied its present position, or

a similar position, in space. The data for

this calculation are still very imperfect, but

the result of analogous calculation applied to

the sun, as worked out by Professor Sir W.
Thomson, is five hundred million years, and
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the results derived from the observed tem-

peratures of the earth are of the same order

of magnitude. This calculation is a mere

approximation. A better knowledge of the

distribution of heat in the interior of the

globe may modify materially our estimates.

A better knowledge of the conducting powers
of rocks, etc., for heat, and their distribution

in the earth, may modify it to a less degree,
but unless our information be wholly erro-

neous as to the gradual increase of tempera-
ture as we descend towards the centre of the

earth, the main result of the calculation, that

the centre is gradually cooling, and if unin-

terfered with must, within a limited time,
have been in a state of complete fusion, can-

not be overthrown. Not only is the time

limited, but it is limited to periods utterly

inadequate for the production of species ac-

cording to Darwin's views. We have seen

a lecture-room full of people titter when told

that the world would not, without supernat-
ural interference, remain habitable for more
than one hundred million years. This period
was to those people ridiculously beyond any-

thing in which they could take an interest.

Yet a thousand years is an historical period
well within our grasp, as a Darwinian or

geological unit it is almost uselessly small.

Darwin would probably admit that more
than a thousand times this period, or a mil-

lion years, would be no long time to ask for

the production of a species differing only

slightly from the parent stock. We doubt
whether a thousand times more change than

we have any reason to believe has taken

place in wild animals in historic times,
would produce a cat from a dog, or either

from a common ancestor. If this be so, how

preposterously inadequate are a few hundred
times this unit for the action of the Darwin-
ian theory !

But it may be said they are equally inade-

quate for the geological formations which we
know of, and therefore your calculations are

wrong. Let us see what conclusions the ap-

plication of the general theory of the grad-
ual dissipation of energy would lead to, as

regards these geological formations. We
may perhaps find the solution of the diffi-

culty in reconciling the results of the calcu-

lation of the rate of secular cooling, with
the results deduced from the denudation or

deposition of strata in the following con-

sideration. If there have been a gradual
and continual dissipation of energy, there

will on the whole have been a gradual de-

crease in the violence or rapidity of all

physical changes. "When the gunpowder in

a gun is just lighted, the energy applied in a

small mass produces rapid and violent

changes; as the ball rushes through the air

it gradually loses speed; when it strikes

rapid changes again occur, but not so rapid
as at starting. Part of the energy is slowly

being diffused through the air
; part is being

slowly conducted as heat from the interior

to the exterior of the gun, only a residue

shatters the rampart, and that residue, soon

changing into heat, is finally diffused at a

gradually decreasing rate into surrounding
matter. Follow any self-contained change,
and a similar gradual diminution on the

whole will be observed. There are periods
of greater and less activity, but the activity
on the whole diminishes. Even so must it

have been, and so will it be, with our earth.

Extremes tend to diminish
; high places be-

come lower, low places higher, by denuda-

tion. Conduction is continually endeavour-

ing to reduce extremes of heat and cold
;
as

the sun's heat diminishes so will the violence

of storms
;
as inequalities of surface diminish,

so will the variations of climate. As the

external crust consolidates, so will the effect

of internal fire diminish. As internal stores

of fuel are consumed, or other stores of

chemical energy used up, the convulsions or

gradual changes they can produce must
diminish

;
on every side, and from whatever

cause changes are due, we see the tendency
to their gradual diminution of intensity or

rapidity. To say that things must or can

always have gone on at the present rate is a

sheer absurdity, exactly equivalent to saying
that a boiler fire once lighted will keep a

steam-engine going forever at a constant

rate
;
to say all changes that have occurred,

or will occur, since creation, have been due
to the same causes as those now in action

;

and further, that those causes have not

varied in intensity according to any other

laws than they are now varying, is, we be-

lieve, a correct scientific statement, but then

we contend that those causes must and do

hourly diminish in intensity, and have since

the beginning diminished in intensity, and
will diminish, till further sensible change
ceases, and a dead monotony is the final

physical result of the mechanical laws which
matter obeys.

Once this is granted, the calculations as

to the length of geological periods, from the

present rates of denudation and deposit, are

blown to the winds. They are rough, very

rough, at best. The present assumed rates

are little better than guesses ;
but even were

these really known, they could by no means
be simply made use of in a rule-of-three

sum as has generally been done. The rates

of denudation and deposition have been grad-

ually, on the whole, slower and slower, as

the time of fusion has become more and

more remote. There has been no age of cat-
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aclysm, in one sense, no time, when the

physical laws were other than they now are,

but the results were as different as the rates

of a steam-engine driven with a boiler first

heated to 1500 degrees Fahrenheit, and gra-

dually cooling to 200.

A counter argument is used, to the effect

that our argument cannot be correct, since

plants grew quietly, and fine deposits were

formed in the earliest geological times. But,
in truth, this fact in no way invalidates our

argument. Plants grow just as quietly on

the slope of Vesuvius, with a few feet be-

tween them and molten lava, as they do in a

Kentish lane
;
but they occasionally experi-

ence the difference of the situation. The
law according to which a melted mass cools

would allow vegetation to exist, and animals

to walk unharmed over an incredibly thin

crust. There would be occasional disturb-

ances ; but we see that a few feet of soil are

a sufficient barrier between molten lava and
the roots of the vine

,
each tendril grows not

the less slowly and delicately because it is

liable in a year or two to be swallowed up
by the stream of lava. Yet no one will ad-

vance the proposition that changes on the

surface of a volcano are going on at the same
rate as elsewhere. Even so in the primeval

world, barely crusted over, with great ex-

tremes of climate, violent storms, earth-

quakes, and a general rapid tendency to

change, tender plants may have grown, and

deep oceans may have covered depths of per-
fect stillness, interrupted occasionally by
huge disturbances. Violent currents or

storms in some regions do not preclude tem-

perate climates in others, and after all the

evidence of tranquillity is very slight. There
are coarse deposits as well as fine ones

;
now

a varying current sifts a deposit better

than a thousand sieves, the large stones fall

first in a rapid torrent, then the gravel in a

rapid stream, then the coarse sand, and

finally, the fine silt cannot get deposited till

it meets with still water. And still water

might assuredly exist at the bottom of

oceans, the surface of which was traversed

by storms and waves of an intensity unknown
to us. The soundings in deep seas invari-

ably produce samples of almost intangible
ooze. All coarser materials are deposited
before they reach regions of such deathlike

stillness, and this would always bo so. As
to the plants, they may have grown within a

yard of red-hot gneiss.
Another class of objections to the line of

argument pursued consists in the
suggestion

that it is impossible to prove that since the

creation things always have been as they are.

Thus, one man says,
'

Ah, but the world

and planetary system may have passed

through a warm region of space, and then

your deductions from the radiation of heat
into space go for nothing ; or, a fresh supply
of heat and fuel may have been supplied by
regular arrivals of comets or other four-

gons ;
or the sun and the centre of the earth

may be composed of materials utterly dis-

similar to any we are acquainted with, ca-

pable of evolving heat from a limited space
at a rate which we have no example of, leav-

ing coal or gunpowder at an infinite distance

behind them. Or it may please the Creator
to continue creating energy in the form of
heat at the centre of the sun and earth

;
or the

mathematical laws of cooling and radiation,
and conservation of energy and dissipation
of energy may be actually erroneous, since

man is, after all, fallible.' "Well, we sup-

pose all these things may be true, but we de-

cline to allow them the slightest weight in

the argument, until some reason can be
shown for believing that any one of them is

true.

To resume the arguments in this chap-
ter: Darwin's theory requires countless

ages, during which the earth shall have been

habitable, and he claims geological evidence
as showing an inconceivably great lapse of

time, and as not being in contradiction with

inconceivably greater periods than are even

geologically indicated periods of rest be-

tween formations, and periods anterior to

our so-called first formations, during which
the rudimentary organs of the early fossils

became degraded from their primeval uses.

In answer, it is shown that a general physi-
cal law obtains, irreconcilable with the per-
sistence of active change at a constant rate

;

in any portion of the universe, however large,

only a certain capacity for change exists, so

that every change which occurs renders the

possibility of future change less, and, on the

whole, the rapidity or violence of changes
tends to diminish. Not only would this law

gradually entail in the future the death of

all beings and cessation of all change in the

planetary system, and in the past point to a

state of previous violence equally inconsist-

ent with life, if no energy were lost by the

system, but this gradual decay from a piwi-
ous state of violence is rendered far more

rapid by the continual loss of energy going
on by means of radiation. From this gene-
ral conception pointing either to a beginning,
or to the equally inconceivable idea of infi-

nite energy in finite materials, we pass to the

practical application of the law to the sun

and earth, showing that their present state

proves that they cannot remain for ever

adapted to living beings, and that living be-

ings can have existed on the earth only for a

definite time, since in distant periods the
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earth must have been in fusion, and the sun

must have been mere hot gas, or a group of

distant meteors, so as to have been incapable
of fulfilling its present functions as the com-

paratively small centre of the system. From
the earth we have no very safe calculation of

past time, but the sun gives five hundred

million years as the time separating us from

a condition inconsistent with life. We next

argue that the time occupied in the arrange-
ment of the geological formations need not

have been longer than is fully consistent

with this view, since the gradual dissipation
of energy must have resulted in a gradual
diminution of violence of all kinds, so that

calculations of the time occupied by denu-

dations or deposits based on the simple divi-

sion of the total mass of a deposit, or denu-

dation by the annual action now observed,
are fallacious, and that even as the early

geologists erred in attempting to compress
all action into six thousand years, so later

geologists have outstepped all bounds in their

figures, by assuming that the world has al-

ways gone on much as it now does, and that

the planetary system contains an inexhaust-

ible motive power, by which the vast labour of

the system has been, and can be maintained

for ever. We have endeavoured to meet the

main objections to these views, and conclude,
that countless ages cannot be granted to the

expounder of any theory of living beings,
but that the age of the inhabited world is

proved to have been limited to a period

wholly inconsistent with Darwin's views.

Difficulty of Classification. It appears that

it is difficult to classify animals or plants,

arranging them in groups as genera, species,
and varieties

;
that the line of demarcation

is by no means clear between species and

sub-species, between sub-species and well-

marked varieties, or between lesser varieties

and individual differences
;
that these lines

of demarcation, as drawn by different natur-

alists, vary much, being sometimes made to

depend on this, sometimes on that organ,
rather arbitrarily. This difficulty chiefly
seeins to have led men to devise theories of

transmutation of species, and is the very

starting-point of Darwin's theory, which de-

picts the differences between various indi-

viduals of any one species as identical in na-

ture with the differences between individuals

of various species, and supposes all these

differences, varying in degree only, to have
been produced by the same causes

;
so that

the subdivision into groups is, in this view,
to a great extent arbitrary, but may be con-

sidered rational if the words variations, varie-

ties, sub-species, species, and genera, be used
to signify or be considered to express that

the individuals included in these smaller or

greater groups, have had a common ancestor

very lately, some time since, within the later

geological ages, or before the primary rocks.

The common terms, explained by Darwin's

principles, signify, in fact, the more or less

close blood-relationship of the individuals.

This, if it could be established, would un-

doubtedly afford a less arbitrary principle
of classification than pitching on some one

organ and dragging into a given class all

creatures that had this organ in any degree
similar. The application of the new doc-

trine might offer some difficulty, as it does

not clearly appear what would be. regarded
as the sign of more or less immed iate descent

from a common ancestor, and perhaps each

classifier would have pet marks by which to

decide the question, in which case the new

principle would not be of much practical
use

; yet if the theory were really true, in

time the marks of common ancestry would

probably come to be known with some accu-

racy, and meanwhile the theory would give
an aim and meaning to classification, which
otherwise might be looked upon as simply a

convenient form of catalogue.
If the arguments already urged are true,

these descents from common ancestors are

wholly imaginary.
'

How, then,' say the

supporters of transmutation,
' do you account

for our difficulty in distinguishing, a priori^
varieties from species ? The first, we know

by experience, have descended from a com-

mon ancestor
;
the second you declare have

not, and yet neither outward inspection nor

dissection will enable us to distinguish a

variety from what you call a species. Is

not this strange, if there be an essential dif-

ference ?
'

No, it is not strange. There is nothing
either wonderful or peculiar to organized

beings, in the difficulty experienced in classi-

fication, and we have no reason to expect
that the differences between beings which
have had no common ancestor should be ob-

viously greater than those occurring in the

descendants of a given stock. Whatever

origin species may have had, whether due to

separate creation or some yet undiscovered

process, we ought to expect a close approxi-
mation between these species, and difficulty
in arranging them as groups. We find this

difficulty in all classification, and the diffi-

culty increases as the number of objects to

be classified increase. Thus the chemist be-

gan by separating metals from metalloids,
and found no difficulty in placing copper and

iron in one category, and sulphur and phos-

phorus in the other. Now-a-days, there is

or has been a doubt, whether hydrogen gas
be a metal or no. It probably ought to be
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so classed. Some physical properties of

tellurium would lead to its classification as

a metal
;

its chemical properties are those of

a metalloid. Acids and bases were once very
intelligible headings to large groups of sub-

stances. Now-a-days there are just as finely
drawn distinctions as to what is an acid, and
what a base, as eager discussions which sub-

stance in a compound plays the part of acid

or base, as there can possibly be about the

line of demarcation between animal or vege-
table life, and any of the characteristics used

to determine the group that shall claim a

given shell or plant. Nay, some chemists

are just as eager to abandon the old terms

altogether, as Darwin to abolish species.
His most advanced disciple will hardly con-

tend that metals and metalloids are the de-

scendants of organic beings, which, in the

struggle for life, have gradually lost all their

organs ; yet is it less strange that inorganic
substances should be hard to class, than that

organic beings, with their infinitely greater

complexity, should be difficult to arrange in

neat, well-defined groups ? In the early

days of chemistry, a theory might well have
been started, perhaps was started, that all

metals were alloys of a couple of unknown
substances. Each newly discovered metal
would have appeared to occupy an interme-

diate place between old metals. Alloys

similarly occupied an intermediate place be-

tween the metals composing them
; why

might not all metals be simply sets of alloys,
of which the elements were not yet dis-

covered ? An alloy can no more be distin-

guished by its outward appearance than a

hybrid can. Alloys differ as much from one

another, and from metals, as metals do one
from another, and a whole set of Darwinian

arguments might be used to prove all metals

alloys. It is only of late, by a knowledge
of complicated electrical and other proper-

ties, that we could feel a certainty that metals

were not alloys.
Other examples may be given, and will

hereafter be given, of analogous difficulties

of classification
;
but let us at once examine

what expectations we might naturally form,
a priori, as to the probable ease or difficulty
in classifying plants and animals, however
these may have originated. Are not animals
and plants combinations, more or less com-

plex, of a limited number of elementary
parts ? The number of possible combina-
tions of a given number of elements is limit-

ed, however numerous these elements may
be. The limits to the possible number of

combinations become more and more restrict-

ed, as we burden these combinations with

laws more and more complicated, insisting,
for instance, that the elements shall only be
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combined in groups of threes or fives, or in

triple groups of five each, or in n groups,

consisting respectively of a, b, c, rf,
. . . n

elements arranged each in a given order.

But what conceivable complexity of algebraic

arrangement can approach the complexity of

the laws which regulate the construction of

an organic being out of inorganic elements ?

Let the chemist tell us the laws of combina-
tion of each substance found in an organized

being. Let us next, attempt to conceive the

complexity of the conditions required to ar-

range these combinations in a given order,
so as to constitute an eating, breathing, mov-

ing, feeling, self-reproducing thing. When
our mind has recoiled baffled, let us consider

whether it is not, probable, nay certain, that

there should be a limit to the possible num-
ber of combinations, called animals or vege-
tables, produced out of a few simple elements,
and grouped under the above inconceivably

complex laws. Next, we may ask whether,
as in the mathematical permutations, com-

binations, and arrangements, the complete
set of possible organized beings will not

necessarily form a continuous series of com-

binations, each resembling its neighbour, even
as the letters of the alphabet grouped say in

all possible sets of five each, might be ar-

ranged so as to form a continuous series of

groups, or sets of series, according as one
kind of resemblance or another be chosen to

guide us in the arrangement. It is clear

that the number of combinations or animals
will be immeasurably greater when these

combinations are allowed to resemble each
other very closely, than when a condition is

introduced, that given marked differences

shall exist between them. Thus, there are

upwards of 7,890,000 words or combinations
of five letters in the English alphabet. These
are reduced to 26 when we insert a condi-

tion that no two combinations shall begin
with the same letter, and to 5 when we stip-
ulate that no two shall contain a single
letter alike. Thus we may expect, if the

analogy be admitted, to find varieties of a

given species, apparently, though not really,
infinite in number, since the difference be-

tween these varieties is very small, whereas

we may expect that the number of well-

marked possible species will be limited, and

only subject to increase by the insertion of

fresh terms or combinations, intermediate

between those already existing. Viewed in

this light, a species is the expression of one

class of combinations; the individuals ex-

press the varieties of which that class is

capable.
It may be objected that the number of

elements in an organized Wing is so grc:tt,

as practically to render the number of possi-
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ble combinations infinite
;
but unless infinite

divisibility of matter be assumed, this ob-

jection will not hold, inasmuch as the num-
ber of elements or parts in the germ or seed

of a given animal or plant appears far from
infinite. Yet it is certain that differences

between one species and another, one variety
and another, one individual and another,
exist in these minute bodies, containing very

simple and uniform substances if analysed

chemically. Probably, even fettered by
these conditions, the number of possible ani-

mals or plants is inconceivably greater than

the number which exist or have existed
;
but

the greater the number, the more they must

necessarily resemble one another.

It may perhaps be thought irreverent to

hold an opinion that the Creator could not

create animals of any shape and fashion

whatever
; undoubtedly we may conceive all

rules and all laws as entirely self-imposed

by him, as possibly quite different or non-

existent elsewhere; but what we mean is

this, that just as with the existing chemical

laws of the world, the number of possible
chemical combinations of a particular kind
is limited, and not even the Creator could

make more without altering the laws he has
himself imposed, even so, if we imagine ani-

mals created or existing under some definite

law, the number of species, and of possible
varieties of one species, will be limited

;
and

these varieties and species being definite ar-

rangements of organic compounds, will as

certainly be capable of arrangement in series

as inorganic chemical compound's are. These
views no more imply a limit to the power of

God than the statement that the three angles
of a triangle are necessarily equal to two

right angles.
It is assumed that all existing substances

or beings of which we have any scientific

knowledge exist under definite laws. Under

any laws there will be a limit to the possible
number of combinations of a limited number
of elements. The limit will apply to size,

strength, length of life, and every other qual-

ity. Between any extremes the number of

combinations called animals or species can

only be increased by filling in gaps which
exist between previously existing animals, or

between these and the possible limits, and
therefore whatever the general laws of organ-
ization may be, they must produce results

similar to those we observe, and which lead

to difficulty in classification, and to the simi-

larity betwen one species or variety and
another. Turning the argument, we might
say that the observed facts simply prove that

organisms exist and were created under def-

inite laws, and surely no one will be dis-

posed to deny this. Darwin assumes one

law, namely, that every being is descended
from a common ancestor (which, by the way,

implies that every being shall be capable of

producing a descendant like any other being),
and he seems to think this the only law which
would account for the close similarity of

species, whereas any law may be expected to

produce the same results. We observe that

animals eat, breathe, move, have senses, are

born, and die, and yet we are expected to

feel surprise that combinations, which are

all contrived to perform the same functions,
resemble one another. It is the apparent

variety that is astounding, not the similarity.
Some will perhaps think it absurd to say
that the number of combinations are limited.

They will state that no two men ever were
or will be exactly alike, no two leaves in any
past or future forest

;
it is not clear how they

could find this out, or how they could prove
it. But as already explained, we quite ad-

mit that by allowing closer and closer simi-

larity, the number of combinations of a fixed

number of elements may be enormously in-

creased. We may fairly doubt the identity
of any two of the higher animals, remember-

ing the large number of elements of which

they consist, but perhaps two identical fora-

miniferae have existed. As an idle specula-
tion suggested by the above views, we might
consider whether it would be possible that

two parts of any two animals should be iden-

tical, without their being wholly identical,

looking on each animal as one possible corn'

bination, in which no part could vary with-

out altering all the others. It would be dif-

ficult to ascertain this by experiment.
It is very curious to see how man's con-

trivances, intended to fulfil some common

purpose, fall into series, presenting the diffi-

culty complained of by naturalists in classi-

fying birds and beasts, or chemists in arran-

ging compounds. It is this difficulty which

produces litigation under the Patent Laws.

Is or is not this machine comprised among
those forming the subject of the patent ?

At first sight nothing can be more different

than the drawing in the patent and the ma-
chine produced in court, and yet counsel and
witnesses shall prove to the satisfaction of

judge, jury, and one party to the suit, that

the essential part, the important organ, is the

same in both cases. The case will often

hinge on the question, What is the impor-
tant organ ? Just the question which Dar-

win asks; and quite as difficult to answer

about a patented machine as about an organ-
ic being.

This difficulty results from the action of

man's mind contriving machines to produce
a common result according to definite laws,
the laws of mechanics. An instance of this
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is afforded by the various forms of bridge.

Nothing would appear more distinct than
the three forms of suspension-bridge, girder
and arch

;
the types of which are furnished,

by a suspended rope, a balk of wood, and a

stone arch
; yet if we substitute an iron-plate

girder of approved form for the wooden balk,
and then a framed or lattice girder for the

plate-iron girder, we shall see that the gir-
der occupies an intermediate place between
the two extremes, combining both the charac-

teristics of the suspension and arched rib,

the upper plates and a set of diagonal strutts

being compressed like the stones of an arch,
the lower plates and a set of diagonal ties be-

ing extended like a suspended rope. Curve
the top plates, as is often done, and the resem-

blance to an arch increases, yet every mem-
ber ofthe girder remains. Weaken the brac-

ing, leaving top and bottom plates as before,
the bridge is now an arched bridge with the

abutments tied together. Weaken the ties

gradually, and you gradually approach nearer
and nearer to the common arch with the

usual abutments. Quite similarly the girder
can be transformed into a suspension-bridge
by gradual steps, so that none can say when
the girder ends and the suspension-bridge

begins. Nay, take the common framed or

lattice girder, do not alter its shape in any
way, but support it, first, on flat stones like a

girder, then wedge it betwen sloping abut-

ments like an arch, and lastly, hang it up
between short sloping links like those of a

suspension-bridge, attached to the upper cor-

ners at the end, you will so alter the strains

in the three cases that in order to bear the

same load, the relative parts of the frame-

work must be altered in their proportions in

three distinct ways, resembling in the arrange-
ment of the strongest parts, first a girder,
next an arch, and finally a suspension-bridge.
Yet the outline might remain the same, and
not a single member be removed.

Thus we see, that though in three distinct

and extreme cases it is easy to give distinc-

tive names with clear characteristics, it is

very difficult as the varieties multiply to

draw distinct lines between them. Shall the

distribution of strains be the important point?
Then one and the same piece of framework
will have to bo included under each of the

three heads, according to the manner in which
it is suspended or supported. Shall form be
the important point? We may construct a

ribbed arch of string, of a form exactly sim-

ilar to many compressed arches, we may sup-

port this from below, and yet the whole arch

shall be in tension, and boar a considerable

load. Shall the mode of support bo the im-

portant point ? It would be nn odd conclu-

sion to arrive at, that any stiff beam hung

up in a particular way was a suspension

bridge. Nor is this difficulty simply a so-

phistical one invented for the occasion
;
the

illustration was suggested by a practical dif-

ficulty met with in drawing up a patent ;

and in ordinary engineering practice, one
man will call a certain bridge a stiffened

arch, while another calls it a girder of a pe-
culiar form

;
a third man calla a bridge a

strengthened girder, which a fourth says dif-

fers in no practical way from a suspension

bridge. Here, as in the case of animals or

vegetables, when the varieties are few, clas-

sification is comparatively easy ;
as they are

multiplied it becomes difficult
;
and when

all the conceivable combinations are inserted

it becomes impossible. Nor must it be sup-

posed that this is due to the suggestion of

one form by another in a way somewhat an-

alogous to descent by animal reproduction.
The facts would be the same however the

bridges were designed. There are only cer-

tain ways in which a stream can be bridged ;

the extreme cases are easily perceived, and in-

genuity can then only fill in an indefinite num-
ber of intermediate varieties. The possible
varieties are not created by man, they are

found out, laid bare. Which are laid bare

will frequently depend on suggestion or asso-

ciation of ideas, so that groups of closely an-

alogous forms are discovered about the same
time

;
but we may a priori assert that what-

ever is discovered will lie between the known

extremes, and will render the task of classi-

fication, if attempted, more and more diffi-

cult.

Legal difficulties furnish another illustra-

tion. Does a particular case fall within a

particular statute ? is it ruled by this or that

precedent? The number of statutes or

groups is limited
;

the number of possible
combinations of events almost unlimited.

Hence, as before, the uncertainty which

group a special combination shall be classed

within. Yet new combinations, being doubt-

ful cases, are so, precisely because they are

intermediate between others already known.

It might almost be urged that nil the dif-

ficulties of reasoning, and all differences of

opinion, might be reduced to difficulties of

classification, that is to say, of determining
whether a given minor is really included in

a certain major proposition ;
and of discov-

ering the major proposition or genus we are

in want of. As trivial instances, take the

docketing of letters or making catalogues of

books. How difficult it is to devise
headings,

ami how difficult afterwards to know under

what head to place your book. The most

arbitrary rule is tho only one which has a

chin 1 1' of being carried out with absolute

certainty. Yet while these difficulties meet
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us wherever we turn, in chemistry, in me-

chanics, law, or mere catalogues of heteroge-
neous objects, we are asked to feel surprise

that we cannot docket off creation into neat

rectangular pigeon-holes, and we are offered

a special theory of transmutation, limited to

organic beings, to account for a fact of al-

most universal occurrence.

To resume this argument : Attention has

been drawn to the fact, that when a complete
set of combinations of certain elements is

formed according to a given law, they, will

necessarily be limited in number, and form
a certain sequence, passing from one extreme
to the other by successive steps.

Organized beings may be regarded as com-

binations, either of the elementary substances

used to compose them, or of the parts recur-

ring in many beings ;
for instance, of breath-

ing organs, apparatus for causing blood to

circulate, organs of sense, reproduction, etc.,

in animals. The conclusion is drawn that

we can feel no reasonable surprise at finding
that species should form a graduated series

which it is difficult to group as genera, or

that varieties should be hard to group into

various distinct species.
Nor is it surprising that newly discovered

species and varieties should almost invaria-

bly occupy an intermediate position between
some already known, since the number of
varieties of one species, or the number of

possible species, can only be indefinitely in-

creased by admitting varieties or species

possessing indefinitely small differences one
from another.

We observe that these peculiarities re-

quire no theory of transmutation, but only
that the combination of the parts, however

effected, should have been made in accord-

ance with some law, as we have every reason
to expect they would be.

In illustration of this conclusion, cases of
difficult classification are pointed out con-

taining nothing analogous to reproduction,
and where no struggle for life occurs.

Observed Facts supposed to support Dar-
win's Views. The chief arguments used to

establish the theory - rest on conjecture.
Beasts may have varied; variations may
have accumulated

; they may have become

permanent : continents may have arisen or

sunk, and seas and winds been so arranged
as to dispose of animals just as we find them,
now spreading a race widely, now confining
it to one Galapagos island. There may be
records of infinitely more animals than we
know of in geological formations yet unex-

plored. Myriads of species differing little

from those we know to have been preserved,
may actually not have been preserved at all.

There may have b'een an inhabited world for

ages before the earliest known geological
strata. The world may indeed have been
inhabited for an indefinite time

;
even the

geological observations may perhaps give a

most insufficient idea of the enormous times

which separated one formation from another
;

the peculiarities of hybrids may result

from accidental differences between the par-

ents, not from what have been called specific
differences.

We are asked to believe all these maybe's

happening on an enormous scale, in order

that we may believe the final Darwinian
'

maybe' as to the origin of species. The

general form of his argument is as follows :

All these things may have been, therefore

my theory is possible, and since my theory
is a possible one, all those hypotheses which
it requires are rendered probable. There is

little direct evidence that any of these may-
be's actually have leen.

In this essay an attempt has been made to

show that many of these assumed possibili-
ties are actually impossibilities, or at the best

have not occurred in this world, although it

is proverbially somewhat difficult to prove a

negative.
Let us now consider what direct evidence

Darwin brings forward to prove that animals

really are descended from a common ances-

tor. As direct evidence we may admit the

possession of webbed feet by unplumed
birds

;
the stripes observed on some kinds of

horses and hybrids of horses, resembling not

their parents, but other species of the genus ;

the generative variability of abnormal organs ;

the greater tendency to vary of widely dif-

fused and widely ranging species ;
certain

peculiarities of distribution. All these facts

are consistent with Darwin's theory, and if

it could be shown that they could not pos-

sibly have occurred except in consequence of

natural selection, they would prove the truth

of this theory. It would, however, clearly
be impossible to prove that in no other way
could these phenomena have been produced,
and Darwin makes no attempt to prove this.

He only says he cannot imagine why un-

plumed birds should have webbed feet, un-

less in consequence of their direct descent

from web-footed ancestors who lived in the

water
;
that he thinks it would in some way

be derogatory to the Creator to let hybrids
have stripes on their legs, unless some ances-

tor of theirs had stripes on his leg. He can-

not imagine why abnormal organs and widely
diffused genera should vary more than oth-

ers, unless his views be true
;
and he says he

cannot account for the peculiarities of distri-

bution in any way but one. It is perhaps

hardly necessary to combat these arguments,
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and to show that our inability to account for

certain phenomena, in any way but one, is no

proof of the truth of the explanation given,
but simply is a confession of our ignorance.
When a man says a glowworm must be on

fire, and in answer to our doubts challenges
us to say how it can give out light unless it

be on fire, we do not admit his challenge as

any proof of his assertion, and indeed we al-

low it no weight whatever as against positive

proof we have that the glowworm is not on
fire. We conceive Darwin's theory to be in

exactly the same case
;

its untruth can, as

we think, be proved, and his or our own

inability to explain a few isolated facts con-

sistent with his views would simply prove his

and our ignorance of the true explanation-
But although unable to give any certainly
true explanation of the above phenomena, it

is possible to suggest explanations perhaps
as plausible as the Darwinian theory, and

though the fresh suggestions may very prob-

ably not be correct, they may serve to show
that at least more than one conceivable ex-

planation may be given.
It is a familiar fact that certain complex-

ions go with certain temperaments, that

roughly something of a man's character may
be told from the shape of his head, his nose,
or perhaps from most parts of his body.
We find certain colors almost always accom-

panying certains forms and tempers of horses.

There is a connexion between the shape of

the hand and the foot, and so forth. No
horse has the head of a cart-horse and the

hind-quarters of a racer
;
so that, in general, if

we know the shape of most parts of a man or

horse, we can make a good guess at the prob-
able shape of the remainder. All this

shows that there is a certain correlation of

parts, leading us to expect that when the

heads of two birds are very much alike, their

feet will not be very different. From the

assumption of a limited number of possible
combinations or animals, it would naturally
follow that the combination of elements pro-

ducing a bird having a head very similar to

that of a goose, could not fail to produce a

foot also somewhat similar. According to

this view, we might expect most animals to

have a good many superfluities of a minor

kind, resulting necessarily from the combina-
tions required to produce the essential or

important organs. Surely, then, it is not

very strange that an animal intermediate by
birth between a horse and ass should resem-

ble a quagga, which results from a combina-

tion intermediate between the horse and ass

combination. The quagga is in general ap-

pearance intermediate between the horse

and ass, therefore, a priori, we may expect
that in general appearance a hybrid between

the horse and the ass will resemble the quag-

ga, and if in general appearance it does re-

semble a quagga, we may expect that owing
to the correlation of parts it will resemble

the quagga in some special particulars. It

is difficult to suppose that every stripe on a

zebra or quagga, or cross down a donkey's
back, is useful to it. It seems possible,
even probable, that these things are the un-

avoidable consequences of the elementary
combination which will produce the quagga,
or a beast like it. Darwin himself appears
to admit that correlation will or may produce
results which are not themselves useful to

the animal
;
thus how can we suppose that

the beauty of feathers which are either never

uncovered, or very rarely so, can be of any
advantage to a bird ? Nevertheless those

concealed parts are often very beautiful, and
the beauty of the markings on these parts
must be supposed due to correlation. The

exposed end of a peacock's feather could not

be so gloriously coloured without beautiful

colours even in the unexposed parts. Ac-

cording to the view already explained, the

combination producing the one was impossi-
ble unless it included the other. The
same 'idea may perhaps furnish the clue to

the variability of abnormal organs and wide-

ly diffused species, the abnormal organ may
with some plausibility be looked upon as the

rare combination difficult to effect, and only

possible under very special circumstances.

There is little difficulty in believing that it

would more probably vary with varying cir-

cumstances than a simple and ordinary com-

bination. It is easy to produce two com-

mon wine-glasses which differ in no apparent
manner

;
two Venice goblets could hardly

be blown alike. It is not meant here to pred-
icate ease or difficulty of the action of om-

nipotence ;
but just as mechanical laws al-

low one form to be reproduced with certainty,
so the occult laws of reproduction may allow

certain simpler combinations to be produced
with much greater certainty than the more

complex combinations. The variability of

widely diffused species might be explained
in a similar way. These may be looked on

as the simple combinations of which many
may exist similar one to the other,whereas the

complex combinations may only be possible

within comparatively narrow limits, inside

which one organ may indeed be variable,

though the main combination is the only

possible one of its kind.

We by no means wish to assert that we
know the above suggestions to be the true

explanations of the foots. We merely wish to

show that other explanations than those giv-
en by Darwin are conceivable, although this

is indeed not required by our argument,
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since, if his main assumptions can be proved
false, his theory will derive no benefit from
the few facts which may be allowed to be
consistent with its truth.

The peculiarities of geographical distribu-

tion seem to be very difficult of explanation
on any theory. Darwin calls in alternately

winds, tides, birds, beasts, all animated na-

ture, as the diffusers of the species, and then

a good many of the same agencies as impen-
etrable barriers. There are some impene-
trable barriers between the Galapagos Isl-

ands, but not between New Zealand and
South America. Continents are created to

join Australia and the Cape of Good Hope,
while a sea as broad as the British Channel
is elsewhere a valid line of demarcation.

With these facilities of hypothesis there

seems to be no particular reason why many
theories may not be true. However an an-

imal may have been produced, it must have
been produced somewhere, and it must either

have spread very widely, or not have spread,
and Darwin can give good reasons for both re-

sults. Ifproduced according to any law at all,

it would seem probable that groups of similar

animals would be produced in given places.
Or we might suppose that all animals hav-

ing been created anywhere or everywhere,
those have been extinguished which were not

suited to such climate
;
nor would it be an

answer to say that the climate, for instance,
of Australia, is less suitable now to marsu-

pials than to other animals introduced from

Europe,because we may suppose that this was
not so when the race began ;

but in truth it

is hard to believe any of the suppositions,
nor can we just now invent any better

;
and

this peculiarity of distribution, namely, that

all the products of a given continent have
a kind of family resemblance, is the sole ar-

gument brought forward by Darwin which
seems to us to lend any countenance to the

theory of a common origin and the transmu-
tation of species.
Our main arguments are now completed.

Something might be said as to the alleged

imperfection of the geological records. It

is certain that, when compared with the total

number of animals which have lived, they
must be very imperfect ;

but still we observe

that of many species of beings thousands

and even millions of specimens have been

preserved. If Darwin's theory be true, the

number of varieties differing one from
another a very little must have been indefi-

nitely great, so great indeed as probably far

to exceed the number of individuals which
have existed of any one variety. If this

be true, it would be more probable that no
two specimens preserved as fossils should be
of one variety than that we should find a

great many specimens collected from a very
few varieties, provided, of course, the

chances of preservation are equal for all

individuals. But this assumption may be

denied, and some may think it probable that

the conditions favourable to preservation

only recur rarely, at remote periods, and
never last long enough to show a gradual
unbroken change. It would rather seem

probable that fragments, at least, of perfect
series would be preserved of those beings
which lead similar lives favourable to their

preservation as fossils. Have any fragments
of these Darwinian series been found where
the individuals merge from one variety in-

sensibly to another?

It is really strange that vast numbers of

perfectly similar specimens should be found,
the chances against their perpetuation as

fossils are so great ;
but it is also very

strange that the specimens should be so ex-

actly alike as they are, if, in fact, they came
and vanished by a gradual change. It is,

however, not worth while to insist much on
this argument, which by suitable hypotheses

might be answered, as by saying, that the

changes were often quick, taking only a few

myriad ages, and that tlaen a species was

permanent for a vastly longer time, and that

if we have not anywhere a gradual change
clearly recorded, the steps from variety to

variety are gradually being diminished as

more specimens are discovered. These an-

swers do not seem to us sufficient, but the

point is hardly worth contesting, when other

arguments directly disproving the possibility
of the assumed change have been advanced.

These arguments are cumulative. If it

be true that no species can vary beyond de-

fined limits, it matters little whether natural

selection would be efficient in producing
definite variations. If natural selection,

though it does select the stronger average
animals, and under peculiar circumstancea

may develop special organs already useful,
can never select new imperfect organs such

as are produced in sports, then, even though
eternity were granted, and no limit assigned
to the possible changes of animals, Darwin's
cannot be the true explanation of the man-
ner in which change has been brought about.

Lastly, even if no limit be drawn to the

possible difference between offspring and
their progenitors, and if natural selection

were admitted to be an efficient cause capa-
ble of building up even new senses, even

then, unless time, vast time, be granted, the

changes which might have been produced by
the gradual selection of peculiar offspring
have not really been so produced. Any one

of the main pleas of our argument, if estab-

lished, is fatal to Darwin's theory. What
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then shall we say if we believe that experi-
ment has shown a sharp limit to the varia-

tion of every species, that natural selection

is powerless to perpetuate new organs even
should they appear, that countless ages of a
habitable globe are rigidly proven impossi-
ble by the physical laws which forbid the

assumption of infinite power in a finite mass ?

What can we believe but that Darwin's

theory is an ingenious and plausible specu-
lation, to which future physiologists will

look back with the kind of admiration we
bestow on the atoms of Lucretius, or the

crystal spheres of Eudoxus, containing like

these some faint half-truths, marking at once
the ignorance of the age and the ability of
the philosopher. Surely the time is past
when a theory unsupported by evidence is

received as probable, because in our ignor-
ance we know not why it should be false,

though we cannot show it to be true. Yet
we have heard grave men gravely urge, that

because Darwin's theory was the most plaus-
ible known, it should be believed. Others

seriously allege that it is more consonant
with a lofty idea of the Creator's action to

suppose that he produced beings by natural

selection, rather than by the finikin process
of making each separate little race by the

exercise of Almighty power. The argument,
such as it is, means simply that the user of
it thinks that this is how he personally would
act if possessed of almighty power and

knowledge, but his speculations as to his

probable feelings and actions, after such a

great change of circumstances, are not worth
much. If we are told that our experience
shows that God works by laws, then we
answer,

'

Why the special Darwinian law ?
'

A plausible theory should not be accepted
while unproveu; and if the arguments of
this essay be admitted, Darwin's theory of
the origin of species is not only without
sufficient support from evidence, but is prov-
ed false by a cumulative proof.

ART. II. A DUTCH POLITICAL NOVEL.

Officer. My Lord, this is the man who killed

little Barbara.

Judge. To the gallows with him! How
did he do it ?

Officer. He cut her to pieces and picklod
the body.

Judge. Infamous ! To the gallows with him !

Lothario. My Lord, I did not murder little

Barbara. I fed, and clothed, and provided for

her. I can bring witnesses to prove me a good
man, and no murderer.

Judge. You are to be hanged. You aggra-
vate your crime by your arrogance. It is not

becoming in a man, accused of any crime, to
consider himself a virtuous being.

Lothario. But, my Lord, there are witnesses
to confirm it, and as I am now accused of mur-
der

Judge. You will be hanged. You cut little

Barbara to pieces, and pickled the body, and
hold no small opinion of yourself; three capital
crimes. "Who are you, woman ?

Woman. I am little Barbara.
Lothario. Heaven be praised! You see,

my Lord, I am not her murderer.

Judge, Hem ! yes, hem ! But, as to the

pickling?
Barbara. No, my Lord, he did not pickle

me
;
on the contrary, he has done me a great

deal of good ; he is the kindest of human
beings.

Lothario. My Lord, you hear how she de-
clares me to be a good man.

Judge. Hem
;
but the third crime allows of

no exculpation. Officer, away with that fellow

and hang him! He is guilty of self-conceit.

And, clerk, be sure to quote in his sentence the

jurisprudence of Lessing's Patriarch. From
an Unpublished Tragedy.

THE above was the rather startling motto

prefixed to a novel published exactly seven

years ago at Amsterdam by an author styl-

ing himself '

Multatuli,' and who gave his

book the singular title of Max Havelaar ;

or, The Coffee Sales of the Dutch East India

Company.
There wag certainly nothing very attract-

ive in this title, but it had the charm of

novelty, and suggested, too, the possibility
of its containing some allusion to the great

question of the day in the Netherlands,
the government of the Dutch colonies,
which has for so many years agitated the

country, and been the lever used by all

parties in political warfare, either as a

means of raising themselves, or of upsetting
their adversaries.

In order fairly to judge the question as it

now stands, it is decidedly necessary to have

some insight into the general state of the

Dutch colonies, and it will soon become evi-

dent that a more intricate problem is scarcely
to be conceived than the one still puzzling
the brains of our Dutch neighbours. A
bird's-eye view of their chief colonies ID

India will enable us to appreciate in some

measure the difficulties to be overcome in

legislating for these islands from the other

side of the globe, and, with all due respect
for the Dutch Chambers, by a set of legis-

lators, but few of whom are well versed,

either by study or personal experience, in

colonial affairs.

Java, the principal island of the
great

Soenda group, is itself four times as large
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as the kingdom of the Netherlands ;* and

whilst the mother country counts about 3

million inhabitants, above thirteen millions

are spread over the surface of Java.

Of these, in round numbers, some twelve

millions are Javanese, cultivators of the

soil, an agrarian population, quiet, inof-

fensive, much attached to their home, and
to native customs and traditions

;
Moham-

medans, intellectual to a certain degree, the

higher classes refined even, to some extent,
but addicted to all the vices^ of the Asiatic

temperament; fond of gaming, uxorious,
vain and dissipated, greatly inclined to imi-

tate the European in superficial acquire-

ments, but without the tenacity of purpose
or the energy only found in northern climes.

The inferior classes are simple-minded peas-

ants, easily contented, if only well fed, and
in the darkest ignorance of everything be-

yond their immediate neighbourhood, living
as serfs to their lords and masters, whose
word is a law, and possessing so little indi-

viduality that distinctive family names are

almost unknown among them.
Next to the natives in importance are the

Chinese settlers, some 150,000 in number,
all busily occupied in commercial affairs,

victimizing the natives, cheating the Euro-

peans, and thriving by their intelligence
and want of principle. Their influence on
the Javanese is so much dreaded by the

Dutch Government, that they are not allow-

ed to settle in the interior of the island, but
are strictly confined to the townships along
the coasts. There 'the Chinese Camp,' as it

is styled, stands in its own quarter of the

place, under its own jurisdiction, the Chi-

nese '

Captain
'

or '

Major
'

being the respon-
sible personage to the Dutch authorities for

the acts of all his fellow-countrymen in those

parts.
A mixed race of Arabs and Malays crowd

the numerous ports ; Madurese, Alfoers, or

Harafoers, from the Moluccas, serve as sail-

ors, or, when occasion offers, turn pirates,
enlist as soldiers in the Dutch regiments,
perform the work of coolies, and mingling
with numerous other tribes from the sur-

rounding islands, are looked down on as rude

barbarians by the Javanese themselves, but

highly esteemed by the Europeans for the

execution of the rougher work, for which
the more effeminate native is less fitted, and
never inclined.

Politically viewed, the island offers a va-

ried aspect. Western Java, the Soenda dis-

tricts, is scarcely more like the eastern

extremity of the island in aspect or in insti-

*We follow the Dutch orthography in all the
names.

tutions than France is to Switzerland. By
far the greater part of the Europeans resid-

ing on the island are crowded together in

Batavia, Buitenzorg, Soerabaya, and the

other larger towns along the northern coast.

Few and far between are scattered the dwell-

ings of some settlers in the interior, or along
the southern bays. Two small states retain

here, nominally,a semi-independence ;
the Sul-

tans of Djocjokarta and Soerakarta govern
in their own names, and adjudicate by their

own laws, though under supervision of the

Dutch Resident, who in all other districts

reigns supreme, and dictates despotically to

the native prince. The latter bears the title

of Regent, is a man of high caste and ancient

descent, and the instrument by whose means
the native is directly ruled and held under
the strictest subservience to his foreign con-

querors, of whom, in many parts, he has

very little or no personal knowledge.
The Regent himself, but indifferently

salaried by the Dutch Government, sets the

inhabitants of whole districts to work, ac-

cording to the orders given him by the Resi-

dent
;
and the peasant, besides what he has

to pay, either in cash, in work, or in sub-

stance, to the Regent for the foreign Gov-

ernment, has likewise to provide for all that

is requisite to keep up the magnificence of

his own prince's court, whose beggarly pit-
tance would otherwise barely suffice to keep
him from starvation. ' Forced labour '

is

one of the most efficient means of supplying
the sums required by both parties. For in-

stance, the Dutch desire the cultivation of

coffee in the one or other district, either for

the Government or for European landhold-

ers, with or without Government contracts
;

the Resident mentions his wish to the Re-

gent, who gives his orders in consequence,
and coffee-gardens, as they are termed, soon

cover the whole surface of the country.
Of course but little prosperity can fall to

the share of the peasant where such a sys-
tem prevails, and but a minimum of wages
is paid to the labourer. "Whatever riches

the soil or his own work produces pass into

others' hands, and a bare subsistence is all

he reaps from the rich harvest, sown and

garnered by himself for the benefit of others.

A general feeling of discontent, of passive

resignation, reigns in all these districts. It

may well be supposed that the Regent throws
the blame on the strangers ;

that the native

serf, whilst obeying, and even often loving,
his own lord, hates the foreign conqueror ;

that sooner or later an end must come to

this preposterous and monstrous state of af-

fairs
;
and that meanwhile the liberals in

colonial politics call out loudly for radical

reform.
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Their cry is : Give the peasant his own

plot of ground, recognise his individuality
and his rights ;

let there be free labour and
no tyrannical oppressions ;

and though our

returns may be less for some years, even-

tually all the profit will be ours.

It is but fair to state the arguments of

their opponents. If we give the Javanese,

they say, his own farm and plot of ground,
what will be the case ? He has no family
name by which he can be designated in the

registers ;
he has no idea of property, or its

sacred rights, beyond the privilege of dwell-

ing on the homestead of his fathers the

open grounds belonging to the race in gen-
eral. He will neither understand nor attach

any value to the legal possession of what he

already regards as sufficiently his own.
Within a few months he will thus be ruined,

the victim of the first speculator, Chinese
or European, who settles in the neighbour-
hood, and chooses to become proprietor of a

whole district for a very trifling sum.
As for free labour, it is only by forcing

him to work that the Javanese can be brought
to renounce his sloth. Leave him free, and
he will just cultivate rice enough for him-
self and family, and pass the rest of his

time in gambling or in idleness.

The only
' free labourers,' too, to be had

in most parts of Java, are, for the greater
part, vagabonds ;

men without a home, and

criminals,* who, having been obliged to leave
their own villages, lead a nomade life,

earn a bare subsistence by their manual la-

bour, sleep at nights where they best can
find a resting-place, and gamble away every
farthing they lay hand on as soon as possi-

ble, if they do not spend it on opium. The
great dearth of labourers has led many
owners of sugar-mills and coffee-plantations
to pander to the lusts of these wretches,
rather than miss their co-operation.

The reformers, or liberal party, would

remedy these evils, by raising the salaries

of the Regents, and enabling them to live

according to their high rank on the income

granted them by Government
; by augment-

ing the rate of wages .paid to the labourer,
and thus encouraging his efforts; and by
severely punishing every attempt of the Re-

gent to extort anything to which he has no

positive claim from the peasant. This latter

measure is subject to tho greatest difficulty
in its execution : a buffalo, even a wife, is

often required by tho prince, and the sub-
missive peasant bows his head and gives up
his dearest possessions with a sigh, but with-
out resistance, to his lord and master. Tho
great argument against the proposed reforms

*Fcfe Hassclraan, Mijne waring, ftu, p. 27, teq.

is, that whatsoever price be offered, free la-

bour is not attainable
; that, by raising the

pay of the Regents and the wages of the

labourer, the Indian Archipelago, instead of

remunerating the home Government as it

now does, say to an extent of some twenty
millions of florins per annum, will cost the

mother country annually large sums
;
and

that, in the end, no advantage will be ob-

tained, as all the profits will still flow into

the hands of the native princes and foreign
traders, Chinese, Malays, and Arabs, who
live on the spoils of the natives.

For many years thus all complaints on the
above subjects were carefully suppressed by
the Indian and the home Governments. The
Residents reported favourably (in their offi-

cial and published documents) on the state of
their provinces ;

the Governor-General sent

home flaming accounts, and, better still,

bags full of gold ;
and any man who had the

courage, or the imprudence, to complain of
the existing system, was carefully 'put
down

;

'

or, if a Government officer, quietly
shelved.

But, as always will be the case, magna est

veritas, and by degrees the truth oozed out.

A sort of uneasiness began to spread about
the state of the colonies, or rather about the

state of affairs in Java
;
the other islands

are too remote, too thinly colonized to be of

such preponderating importance ; whispers
and reports circulated to an alarming extent

;

( understood relations revealed the secretest
'

extortions
;
some men, such as the Baron

von Hoevell, were not to be put down
;
and

loud and long murmurs were heard in all

quarters, though but few efficacious steps
were taken to examine into or reform the

grievances complained of.

This was the general aspect of the ques-
tion when Multatuli's book appeared. The
sensation it made was unequalled by any-

thing of the sort ever printed in the Neth-
erlands

;
and though some years have^passed

since the publication of the work, the state

of the question remains, in its principal fea-

tures, unaltered and undecided, owing to the

frequent changes of Ministry, and the other

difficulties to which we have slightly alluded,

and which will be further elucidated iu the

course of this paper.
Before analysing the book itself, we have

a few words to say about its author. It was

soon discovered that tho pseudonym
' Mul-

tatuli
' had been selected by M. Douwes

Dekker, ex-Assistant-Resident of Lebak, in

Java, a highly-gifted but eccentric person-

age, tho friend of tho native par mw&vw*,
but rather a sentimental, fantastic, and

irritable character than a practical states*

man. M. Douwes Dekker had quarrelled
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with the Indian authorities; he had, in short,

advocated the interests of the natives much
too powerfully to please his superiors. He
had objected very strongly to the system of

cooked reports, always representing every-

thing to be in the most flourishing state,

dans ce meilleur des mondes ; he had become
violent and disrespectful in tone and lan-

guage; and the result was, that he was

obliged to throw up his situation in disgust,
and return home in disgrace. On the part
of the Indian Government, there had been
the desire to get rid of a troublesome offi-

cial, who would neither hold his tongue, nor

yield an inch of the gr9und on which he had
chosen to establish himself

;
there was no

doubt, too, of his capacity for exciting awk-
ward discussions and much trouble to the

Government; and unless he could be re-

duced to silence before his influence made
itself felt in the colonies, there would be no

possibility of prolonging the old and vicious

system, which time and custom had hal-

lowed. Instead, then, of looking into the

complaints, serious as they . were, so loudly
uttered by Multatuli, he was, as we have

hinted, sent home in disgrace.
In so far the Indian Government was de-

cidedly to be blamed. It is not improbable,
that some partial reforms, some very neces-

sary improvements, in the spirit required by
M. Dekker, would have satisfied both him
and his friends, and been of infinite service

to all parties. On the other hand, M. Dek-
ker lost his temper, and instead of main-

taining a dignified silence until he had tried

what the home-authorities thought of his

ideas, he clamoured loud and long, with so

much personal virulence that the really good
cause advocated by him was greatly dam-

aged by his petulant pleading.
So M. Dekker seized his pen and pub-

lished his book, a beautifully written novel.

From what we have said, it will be inferred

that its^ subject is, of course, the ill-treatment

to which the natives of Java are subjected

by the European authorities. He himself is

the idealized hero of his own tale, in which
the Indians are depicted in the same glow-

ing, but certainly exaggerated colours as

their tyrants. At the same time, his per-
sonal adversaries are cut up in such a mer-
ciless manner, so ridiculed and held up to

public contempt and aversion, that whilst

some chapters of the book rise to the height
of really sublime poetry, others can scarcely
be otherwise qualified than as clever but
virulent satirical attacks on his personal ad-

versaries.

The form in which the book was presented
to the reader was equally original and strik-

ing, and its contents can scarcely be better

illustrated than by inviting our readers to

follow us in a rapid survey of the subjects
treated in the several chapters, together with

such extracts as are peculiarly suited to our

purpose.
For instance, the very first page of the

book :

'I am a broker, in coffee, and I dwell on
the Laurier's Gracht (one of the canals in Am-
sterdam), No. 37. It is not in my way to write
novels or the like stuff, and it cost me some
time to make up my mind to order an extra
ream of paper, and to begin the book, which

yon ought to read, whether you be a broker
or anything else. Not only did I never write
a novel, but, as a man of business, I do not like

reading such sorts of books. For years I have
been busy with the query as to the utility of
such things, and am surprised at the impudence
of poets and novelists, who are always both-

ering people with long stories about things
that have never really happened, and mostly
never could have happened. ... I have to ob-

serve, too, that the greater part of those occu-

pied with such work generally go to the dogs.
I am now in my forty-fourth year, have been

twenty years on 'Change, and have acquired
the experience which gives a man a right to

hold an opinion. Many a firm has been ruined
in my time, and, for the greater part, the cause
of their fall, in my opinion, must be attributed

to the perverse tendency given to people in

their youth. I, myself, stand to truth and
sound good sense, that is what I swear by. . . .

'

Mr. Droogstoppel (whose name we shall

translate
( Stubbles

') goes on for some pa-

ges in the same style. Poetry is humbug,
history little better, and as for the tender

passion :

'A girl is an angel. The man who discov-

ered that was never blessed with sisters! Love
is supreme bliss one flies to the ends of the

earth with the adored object. Now the

earth is round, and has no ends, and such

love is all nonsense. Nobody can accuse me of

not living in a proper manner with my wife

(she is a daughter to Last & Co., in coffee).
I am a member of our Zoological Gardens, and
she wears a shawl that cost ninety-two florins,

and there has never passed one word between
us about such nonsensical love as the poets
rant of. "When we were married, we made a

trip to the Hague, where she bought some
flannel I wear the waistcoats still, and love

never drove us further. . . .

' As for poetry, I do not object to verses if

people choose to stick up their syllables in a

certain order
;
but confine themselves strictly

to truth.
" The clock strikes eight, the mine-

man's late," is not objectionable, if really and

truly it be not a quarter after seven. . . .

' And then the moral of all such plays and

novels : virtue rewarded ! For instance, there

is Lucas, our man-of-all-work in the storehouse
;

he was at any rate a virtuous man. Not a sin-

gle bean was ever lost
;
he was a steady church-
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goer, and never drank a drop too much. "When
my father-in-law was in the country, he had
the keys of the house and the office and every-
thing. Once the bank paid him seventeen flor-

ins more than they ought to have done, and
he brought them the money back. Now he is

old and gouty, and must give up work. He
has not saved a farthing, for our expenses are

heavy, and we have much to do, and want
younger and stronger men. Now, say I, this

Lucas is a virtuous man : and pray, what is

his reward ? I have never seen a prince appear
to give him a handful of diamonds, nor a fairy
to cut his Bread and butter. He is poor and
remains poor, and that is just as it should be.

. . . Where would .be his real virtue if he had
been sure of reward, and could have led an

easy life in his old age ? In that case all the
men we employ would be virtuous, and every-
body else besides, which was clearly never in-

tended, or what would be the use of rewards
in another and a better world ?

'

This Mr. Stubbles forma the contrast to

the hero of the work, Multatuli himself.

The two have been school-fellows, and the

broker meets his old friend in the streets, in'

a shabby dress and in dejected spirits, and
the worldly wise man gets rid of the worldly
silly one very soon. He feels his

'

respec-

tability
'

endangered by the seedy looks of

his former school friend, and shakes him off,

rather roughly. A few days after, however,
he receives a note, together with a bulky
parcel of papers, from the poor man, who,

having no other connexions left, invokes his

influential friend's assistance in finding a

publisher for what he has written at diverse

periods.
The puzzled broker finds a great deal

about '

coffee
'

in the papers, mixed up with
a quantity of what he calls

'

trash,' and '

sen-

timental rubbish,' and at length makes up
his mind, with the help of one of his clerks,
to publish a book, in which compensation
will be found for his poor friend's rubbish in

his own profound speculations.
Multatuli's tale is thus a romantic-histori-

cal version of his own doings in Java, inter-

spersed with the most curious episodical re-

flections of Mr. Stubbles, and of course the

question of Colonial Government forms the

pith of the work.
Let us now see what Multatuli says of the

position of the Javanese in respect to the

mother-country, whilst we beg to remind the
reader that his opinions are those of the ul-

tra-liberal party, highly coloured by his very
lively fancy :

' The Javanese is a Dutch subject. Tho King
of the Netherlands is his king. The descen-
dants of his former princes and lords are Dutch

officials; they are appointed, removed, promo-
ted, or disgraced by the Governor-General,

who reigns in the King's name. The criminal
is tried and sentenced by laws promulgated at

the Hague. The taxes paid by the Javanese
flow into the Dutch treasury.'

Now, these assertions must be taken cwn

grano salt's, of course, as the reader will un-
derstand on referring to what is stated in

the beginning of this paper about the per-
sonal knowledge possessed by the native of
his European conquerors :

' The Governor-General is assisted by a Coun-
cil, which, however, has no decisive influence
on his resolutions. At Batavia the different

branches of the administration are confided to
the directors of departments, forming the link
between the Governor-General and the Resi-
dents in the provinces. But in all political
matters the Residents correspond directly with
the Governor-General himself.

' The title of Resident dates from the time
when the Netherlands were only the liege lords
and indirect masters of the country, and their

government was represented by these agents at

the Courts of the several reigning princes.
These princes are now no longer in existence ;

the Residents are provincial governors, pre-
fects. Their sphere of action has altered

; only
their title has remained unchanged. The Resi-
dent is the real representative of the Dutch
Government in the eyes of the native. The
people know nothing of the Governor-General,
nor of his councillors, nor of the directors at

Batavia
; they only know the Resident and his

inferior officers. The residencies, some o
them contain nearly a million inhabitants, are

divided into three or four parts, or regencies,

governed by an Assistant-Resident. Under his

tutelage we find Comptrollers, Inspectors, and
a number of other officials, for the collection of
the taxes, etc.

' A native of high rank, the Regent is the
next in authority to the Assistant-Resident. It

was good policy to employ their feudal author-

ity in the support of the foreign government,
and by turning them into paid officers of the

crown, a sort of hierarchy was established, at

the head of which stands the Dutch Govern-
ment itself.'

Multatuli goes on to compare this state of

things, not inaptly, to the feudal system of

the middle ages in Europe, as even the he-

reditary right to the office of Regent is tacit-

ly acknowledged by the Dutch Government.

Tho position of the Assistant-Resident

with regard to tho Regent is ono of great

delicacy. The European is tho responsible

party ;
he has his '

instructions,' and must
act. up to thorn. Nevertheless the Regent
is, in the eyes of the Colonial Government,
a much more important personage. Tho
Assistant-Resident can be 'shelved,' or oth-

erwise disposed of, on the slightest emergen-

cy. The Regent cannot be got rid of so

readily. Any slight put on him, any punish-
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ment or degradation inflicted on this emi-

nent personage, is very likely to rouse the

indignation of the whole population, and to

incite them to open rebellion.

The Assistant-Resident must therefore

unite great firmness of purpose with no less

suavity of form, and is officially ordered

we give the letter of his instructions ' to

treat the native officer placed at his side like

a younger brother?

For the above-stated reasons, it is evident

that the elder brother is very often exposed
to be kicked out, if the younger one should

complain of him. And besides this virtual

superiority in influence, the native has the

advantage over the European officer in re-

spect to wealth.

The European is barely paid enough to

maintain his rank; his object is to save as

much as possibly can be scraped together in

order to get home again, or, at any rate, to

obtain some higher and more profitable ap-

pointment ;
whilst the native prince general-

ly spends his income, and all he can lay
hands on, in the most extravagant manner.
It is by no means a rare case to find one of

these potentates, in the enjoyment of some

twenty or thirty thousand pounds a year, in

very great pecuniary difficulties, caused by
inordinate love of display, excessive negli-

gence in all matters of business, and by the

reckless way in which he allows himself to

be plundered by European adventurers of

every description.
The incomes of the native princes are

chiefly derived from four sources : Their
Government monthly pay ;

a fixed sum grant-
ed by the Dutch as an indemnity for some
of the rights and claims ceded to the Euro-

pean Government
;
a certain extra remuner-

ation dependent on the quantity of sugar,
coffee, etc., cultivated in their province ;

and

lastly, their arbitrary disposal over the la-

lour and property of their subjects.
We have mentioned the way in which the

Regent forces the population to work for the

European's profit ;
we have still to elucidate

the manner in which he considers himself the

proprietor of everything possessed by the

peasant. According to the almost univer-

sal idea in Eastern Asia, the subject, and all

he holds, is the lawful property of his sover-

eign ; and the Javanese of the inferior

classes never ventures to doubt or dispute
these rights of his feudal lord. It would,
too, in his own eyes, be wanting in respect
on his part, if he ever entered the prince's
palace without some present or tribute to the

great man. It is likewise customary for the

prince's neighbours to keep in order the

grounds near his
dwelling, and this is vol-

untarily done, and only considered a fitting

mark of their good-will. But, at the same

time, the population of whole villages is

often ordered out by the Regent to cultivate

lands of his own, lying at some distance

from the peasant's home; and whilst the

poor wretches are working for their prince,
their own rice-fields are left uncared for.

It is the duty of the Assistant-Resident

to remedy such abuses; he is even enjoined
to do so by his instructions

; but, besides

the difficulties already alluded to, there are

others almost insurmountable. If, for in-

stance, the Government be from time to

time inclined, in some very flagrant cases, to

support the Resident and to punish the Re-

gent, the European will generally find him-

self without the means of bringing witnesses

to support his accusations. The native

neither will nor dares side openly with the

foreigner against his native prince. He will

whisper his complaints boldly enough in the

Resident's ear, but in public deny with equal
boldness ever having been ill-treated by the

Regent.
Max Havelaar, the hero of the book, in

whom Multatuli has depicted his own char-

acter, has, at the beginning of the work, just
been appointed Assistant-Resident of Lebak,
and has to deal, besides all the difficulties

we have mentioned, with others of no less

importance which will be gradually devel-

oped.

' Havelaar was thirty-five years of age. He
was slender and active, . . . sharp as a file and
tender as a girl, always himself the first to feel

the wound inflicted by his bitter words, and a

greater sufferer than the person attacked. He
was quick of apprehension, seized the high-
est or most complicated questions at first sight ;

amused himself with the solution of the most
intricate problems, and was very often incapa-
ble of comprehending the simplest matters,
which a child could have explained to him.

Love of truth and justice caused him often to

neglect his more immediate duties, in order to

remedy some more remote evil, to which he
was probably attracted by the greater effort

requisite for accomplishing his purpose. . . .

A second Don Quixote, he often wasted his

courage on a windmill. His ambition was
not to be satisfied, and he considered all social

distinctions little better than trifles, whilst he
loved a quite and peaceful home. He was a

poet, whose lively fancy created and peopled
worlds. He could dream away hours, and re-

turn to the most prosy details of business with

equal facility. ... He was modest and kind to

those who acknowledged his intellectual su-

periority, but intolerant of opposition to it.

. . . Though timid and awkward towards those

who did not seem to understand him, he grew
eloquent as soon as he met with encourage-
ment. He was honest even to magnanimity, but

would leave hundreds unpaid in order to give

away thousands.'
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These, in a more concise form than that

adopted by the writer, are some of the more
salient traits of his hero's character, to

whom (in contradistinction) is opposed his

superior officer, the Resident, the formalist,

the man who places a full-stop after every
word he uses

;
so slow in his utterance and

his thoughts, that both seem always followed

by a herd of stragglers, long after the sub-

ject in discussion has been exhausted. ' Peo-

ple who knew him called him "
slimy,"

'

says Multatuli,
< and that was his chief char-

acteristic;' and such is the name given in

the book to Havelaar's well-known superior
officer.

Max Havelaar himself, accompanied by
his wife and child, beautifully drawn pic-

tures, astonishes the Comptroller and all

his inferiors by his perfect acquaintance with

the state of the country he is called on to

govern and by his eccentric ideas of improv-

ing the position of the native
;
and is soon

looked upon half as a madman, half as a

fool, by the officials who have for a long
series of years been accustomed to ' red-

tape
'
in all its varieties, and are terrified by

the revolutionary system their new chief

seems inclined to introduce. At the same
time he is accused of irreligion, because he

opposes the missionaries, and asserts that

civilisation must precede conversion, as the

mere Christian in name among the natives

is not a whit better than the infidel. His
manner of reasoning on all sorts of subjects,

too, discomfits friend and foe, whilst his of-

ficial reports, in which no veil is thrown
over existing grievances and evils, only an-

noy his superiors. And no wonder, if the

following account of the manner in which
these documents are prepared and '

got up
'

be not greatly exaggerated :

'
It is in general disagreeable to be the bear-

er of evil tidings, and their communicator
seems always responsible for some part of the

unfavourable impression produced. . . . The
Indian Government likes writing home to the

efiect that everything is prospering. The Resi-

dents like to write in the same strain to the

Government. The Assistant-Residents, who
scarcely ever receive any but favourable reports
from the Comptrollers, dislike sending, on their
own account, bad news to the Residents. Hence,
in all official correspondence, we find an artifi-

cial optimism, not only violating truth, but di-

rectly in contradiction with the convictions of
these optimists themselves when expressed by
word of mouth, and even with the statistics

and figures accompanying their reports. Ex-

amples of this sort might be adduced, which,
were the case not so very serious, would raise

a laugh at the expense of the writers. ... I

shall confine myself to one instance. . . . The
annual report of a certain residency is now in

my hands. The Resident is greatly pleased

with' the commercial prosperity of the country,
and asserts everything to be progressing favour-

ably. A little further on, speaking of the in-

sufficient means at his disposal to restrain the

smuggling propensities of the natives, but at

the same time wishing to prevent the Govern-
ment being unfavourably impressed by the idea

of the losses inflicted on the treasury by tlie

smugglers, he says :

" These are but very

trifling indeed
; scarcely any smuggling goes on

in this residency, where there is very little

trade, as none of the people risk their capital
in commercial undertakings. . . ."

' Another of these reports began literally :

"Last year the tranquillity in this residency
remained tranquil. . . .'

' When the population has not increased, this,

is ascribed to faults in the last census
;
when

the taxes are not more productive, this cir-

cumstance must be attributed to the necessity
of low taxation in order to encourage field-la-

bour, which will eventually that is to say, af-

ter the Resident's retiring from office, be sure

to produce millions. . . Disaffection and re-

volt, when they cannot be passed over in

silence, are only the work of a few malcon-

tents, rendered harmless in future, as uni-

versal satisfaction with the Government is

everywhere observable
;
and when the popula-

tion has been thinned by famine, this sad mis-

fortune is, of course, the result of crops failing,

of drought, or too heavy rains, of every-

thing but ill-management.
'In one word, the 'official reports of the

Government officers, and those based upon
them sent home, are for the greater and more

important part falsehoods?

This very serious accusation was one of

the subjects which naturally gave rise to

violent discussions both in Holland and In-

dia. The picture, though highly coloured,
was found, in its outline, to contain no vio-

lation of the truth.

Max Havelaar goes on :

'

Every Resident sends in a monthly report
of the rice imported or exported in his districts.

The tables state how much of this rice is

grown in Java itself, or comes from other

parts. On comparing the quantity of rice, ac-

cording to these accounts, transported from
residencies in Java to residencies on the same

island, it will be found that it greatly exceeds

(by some thousand pikoti) the quantity of rice,

according to these same tables, ever received

in the residencies on Java from residencies on

that island."
' Without speaking of the blindness of a Gov-

ernment receiving and publishing such reports,

we will proceed to show what is their tendency.
'

European and native officials are paid a cer-

tain percentage on products raised for the Eu-

ropean marts ;
and the cultivation of rice was

consequently so much neglected, that in many
parts a famine ensued, which could not be offi-

cially concealed. . . . Orders were given to

prevent the like disasters in future, and the

above-mentioned reports were intended to keep
the Government aufait by a comparison be-
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tween the exports and imports of the different

residencies. Exportation naturally represented
plenty ; importation, want. We repeat the
tables we allude to only refer to rice grown on
the island, and their figures state, that all the

residencies together export more rice than all

the residencies together import ; . . . in other

words, there is more home-raised rice in Java
than is grown on the island.

1

This is one of the many examples ad-

duced of the gift possessed by the Indian

Government, of looking on the bright side

of things and ignoring the dark one.

Now M. Douwes Dekker, or Max Have-

laar, or Multatuli, set vigorously to work to

oppose this system. No one can doubt for

one moment, either his really good inten-

tions, or his very imprudent way of acting,
from the very beginning. Multatuli, after

sowing his wild oats at the University of

Leyden, set out for India. He married a

lady of rank, but, like himself, without for-

tune
;
ran into debt, was continually

' in hot

water,' first with an old general, represented
as a tyrant and a bully of the worst descrip-
tion, on the west coast of Sumatra, got into

fresh difficulties about irregularities in his

accounts at Natal (Sumatra), wrote squibs
on his superiors, fought duels without end,
and soon made a reputation as a dangerous,
clever, dare-devil sort of personage, who,
under proper guidance, might have turned
out a first-rate man

;
but exposed as he was

to temptations of all sorts, and consorting
chiefly with his inferiors in mind and talent,
was rather feared as a dangerous character
than respected for the genius he certainly
had shown. He found his Assistant-Resi-

dency in a sad state. His predecessor had

spoken but not written, officially to the Resi-

dent (for the reasons above stated) about

many grievances against the Regent; they
had been ignored, as usual or ' smoothed
over.'

An oral complaint of some act of oppres-
sion was at best followed by a lengthy con-

versation with the native prince, who always
denied everything, and asked for 'proofs.'
The plaintiffs were summoned, and, kneeling
at the prince's feet, implored his mercy.
'

No, their buffalo had not been stolefi
; they

felt quite sure the prince intended to pay at

least double the price.'
'

No, they had not

been forced away from their own fields, in

order to work for nothing at all on the Re-

gent's lands
;
he intended to pay them high

wages ;
of that they were firmly convinced.'

They had been certainly out of their wits,
when they had stated to the contrary ;

and

begged now to be forgiven their heinous
offence.

3 And the Resident, who knew but
too well the real state of the case, was saved

the trouble of complaining of the Regent
to the higher authorities. Next day. per-

haps, the same complaints were renewed,
and with the same result. Grievous punish-
ment, however, awaited in many instances

the 'rebels.' Many fled to other districts;
others were found strangely murdered. But
redress for the victims of this abominable

system there was none.

Max Havelaar went seriously to work to

reform these grievances. In his novel he in-

serts an official letter of his own to the

Comptroller, serving under his orders, in

which he desires him to conceal nothing in

his correspondence, to give utterance to the

truth and nothing but the trnth, and to give

up boldly and at once the system ofprevari-
cation and subterfuge which had been the

cause of so many calamities.

In so far, Max Havelaar acted as a brave
and honourable man

;
but at the same time

he committed grievous errors. He could

neither give up his custom of laughing at

his superior, nor of, in our opinion, con-

founding persons with systems. Aged and

respectable men, who had grown grey in the

service, and distinguished themselves in

many ways, were represented, not as what

they in fact were, the instruments of a Gov-
ernment working by a vicious system, but
as vicious in themselves, fools and idiots, to

be scoffed at and ridiculed by all who were
blessed with a little common sense. His
book is full of portraits, or caricatures of

well-known personages in the Dutch East
Indian islands

;
and the piquancy of his de-

tails, naturally deprived of some part of

their interest for those unacquainted with
the characters introduced, enhanced their

value for the Dutch reader

Another grave fault of the author's is, that

whilst drawing the European in the blackest

colours, he idealizes the native to an extent

that would literally be incredible, were it

not that Max Havelaar, amongst his other

talents, possesses the poet's gift of a lively

fancy in no common degree.
The fact, however, is that the Javanese,

like most Asiatics, is in no respect the equal
of the European, and it may be fairly
doubted if he ever will become so. But
this does not seem to be acknowledged by
Max Havelaar. His pictures of the native

peasant are drawn with inimitable talent,

regarded as works of fiction, as poetical

sketches, in the style of Chateaubriand's

Atala, and Mrs. Beech/sr Stowe's Uncle Tom;
but in point of fact, they will not stand the

test of serious inquiry, and carry their own
condemnation with them very plainly for

the serious reasoner. Himself democratic-

ally inclined, Max Havilaar represents the
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native of the humbler ranks as the most in-

nocent and virtuous of human beings, a fit

subject for an idyll, the victim of his op-

pressors Europeans and Indian princes,
and only waiting to be emancipated from his

thralls in order to rise to the rank of the

sublimest of human beings.
The seventeenth chapter of his book offers

one of the most striking proofs of his way
of writing ;

it is perhaps the most popular

part of the whole work, and, as a work of

art, a prose poem unequalled by anything of

the description ever written in Holland. It

contains the story of Sai'djah, and we give it

without hesitation, as an excellent specimen
of the author's style and manner, with some
few abridgments, in order not to occupy
more space than we can here lay claim to :

'

Saidjah's father had a buffalo, with which
he ploughed his fields. When the buffalo was
taken from him by the chief of the district of
P k ng, he grew sick at heart, and not a

word passed his lips for many days. For

ploughing-time was drawing near, and it was
to be feared if the Sawah were not soon

ploughed, sowing-time would pass away, and
there would be no rice to be garnered up in

his house. ......
'

Saidjah's father grew sadder and sadder.

His wife would have p.o rice, nor Saidjah him-

self, who was still a child, nor his little brothers

and sisters. And complaints would be made
of him to the Assistant-Resident for not paying
his taxes, and he would be liable to punishment.
But Saidjah's father took a Icris (a sword) that

he had inherited from his fathers, and there

were silver bands round the sheath and at its

extremity, and he sold it to a Chinese for two-

and-twenty florins, and bought himself another
buffalo.

'

Saidjah, then about seven years of age, had
soon made friends with the new buffalo. I say

expressly
" made friends," for it is indeed touch-

ing to see how greatly attached the buffalo

grows to the child that takes care of him. The

big and heavy brute bends his strong neck, to

the right or the left, up and down, at the slight-
est finger-touch of the child ho knows and un-

derstands, and that grows up with him. . .

4

Adjoining to Saidjah's field were the lands

of Adinda's father (the little girl who was des-

tined to become Saidjah's wife), and when Ad-
inda's little brothers met Saidjah on the limits

of their grounds, the children chatted with
each other, and boasted of the good qualities of
their buffaloes. But, I believe, Sauljah's was
the best, because he was most kindly treated

;

the buffalo is very sensible to kind treatment.
4

Saidjah was nine, and Adinda six, when the
second buffalo was carried off by the chief of

the district of P k ng. Sni'djah's father, who
was very poor, sold to ft Chinese two silver

Klamboe-hoofo, inherited from hia wife's par-

ents, and bought another buffalo for eighteen
florins.

'Little Saidjah was very sad, for he had
heard from Adinda's brothers that his buffalo

had been driven to the chief town of the dis-

trict, and he was afraid it had been slaughtered,
like all the other cattle taken away from the

peasants.
' And Saidjah wept long and in silence, and

refused his meal?, and grieved for his buffalo,
for Saidjah was but a child.

' But soon the new buffalo, though not so

beautiful as the one that had beeri killed, gained
the boy's love, . . . and one day saved his life,

by boldly attacking and ripping up a tigers
belly that lay in wait for Saidjah.

' And when this buffalo was driven off and
butchered my tale is monotonous, gentle read-

er, Saidjah was twelve, and Adinda wove her
own sarongs in dark colors, for she had seen

Saidjah grieve, . . . but his mother had grieved
more sorely than he, for the buffalo had saved
her child's life, and had surely understood by
her tears, when he was led away to be slaugh-

tered, that she was guiltless of his death.

'Then Saidjah's father fled the country, for

he could neither pay his taxes, nor find any-

thing to sell.for which to purchase a new buffalo.

. . . Saidjah's mother died of distress, and

Saidjah's father was laid hold of by the police
for leaving his home without a passport, and
he was severely beaten and shut up in prison,
and treated as a madman, probably not without

reason. But he soon got free again by dying.
' What became of Saidjah's brothers and sis-

ters I never learnt. The house they had inhab-

ited remained for some time empty, and then

tumbled to pieces, for it was only built of cane,
and thatched with long grass. A little heap of

dust and rubbish served to mark the spot of so

much suffering. There are a great many of the

like landmarks in Lebak.'

Saidjah, the author goes on to relate, was

fifteen at the time of his father's death, and

set forth to seek his fortune. He takes

leave of his promised bride, and promises to

return at the expiration of three times

twelve months exactly. The lovers are to

meet under a large tree on the borders of

the forest. He bears a flower in his hand

as a pledge of her love and constancy, and

leaves her a strip of the blue kerchief bound

round his own head. On his way to Bata-

via, Saidjah's thoughts are duly registered

by the author, who, breaking into verse, gives
a beautiful poem, but of a romantic, senti-

mental character we hardly can imagine to

be really descriptive of the feelings of a

Javanese peasant.
The last lines refer to the wanderer's re-

turn, unknown and dying :

' If I die at Badoor, they will bury me out-

side the village,' says he, 'to the ea.-t, \\lu-ro

the bill rises and the long grass grows, and Ad-

inda will sometimes pass there, and tho skirt uf

her Htronij will rustle gently among the leaves,

and I shall hear her.'

Such is the tone of the whole poem, which

we should characterize rather as German
than Javanese.
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Sa'idjah reaches the capital ofDutch India,
serves three years, faithfully, a kind master,
saves his wages, and, true to his word, starts

on his return home in due time. On reach-

ing the place of meeting at the appointed
hour, Sai'djah breaks out again into song,
this time anticipating the bliss awaiting him
in his mistress's love and constancy, an-

other very beautiful poem, but liable to the
same objection as the former one.

He is doomed to a cruel disappointment.
After waiting in vain for the girl's appear-

ance, he hastens to the village to seek her.

Her father's house is in ruins. It is the old

story, the monotonous tale of the buffalo re-

told, and the whole family have fled. The

despairing lover succeeds in learning Adinda
has remained faithful to him, and traces the

family to the south coast of Sumatra, where

they have joined the rebels against the Dutch
Government. We give the conclusion of
the sad tale in the author's own words :

' One day the rebels had suffered a new de-

feat, and Sai'djah remained wandering about

amongst the ruins of a village just mastered

by the Dutch troops, and set fire to by them.
He knew that the band, then and there de-

stroyed, had consisted chiefly of people from
his own home. He stalked like a ghost from
one burning house to another, and found the

body of Adinda's father, with a bayonet wound
in the breast. Near him lay Adinda's three
murdered brothers, youths, children, and a lit-

tle to one side he discovered Adinda's body
uncovered and horrihly mutilated. There was
a strip of blue cotton pressed into the gaping
wound on her bosom, which had ended her

sufferings.
' And Sai'djah rushed on some soldiers who

were driving the last remaining rebels at the

point of the bayonet into the flames
;
he seiz-

ed the threatening blades in his arms, cast him-
self on their points, and held back the soldiers

with a last effort, till the hilts of their weap-
ons struck against his breast.

' A short time after there were great rejoic-

ings in Batavia at the new victory, which had
added so many laurels to those already reaped
by the Dutch-Indian army. The Governor-
General wrote home that tranquillity was re-

stored in the Lampongs, and the King of the

Netherlands, advised by his Ministers, reward-
ed as usual the heroism of .his soldiers by the

distribution of a number of crosses. And
most likely thanks were rendered to Heaven

by the pious, in churches and meeting-houses,
that the " Lord of Hosts " had sided again with
the banners of the Netherlands.'

Now this style of writing, though perhaps
admissible in fiction, is gravely reprehensible
in all serious controversy. The poetical
fiction, by which the victim of oppression is

always virtuous and innocent, is equally false

as the theory that the instruments by which

a vicious system is worked must necessarily
be wicked and cruel.

The contrary is often the case, and it is a

well-known fact that the Dutch soldier, ex-

posed to innumerable hardships in the tropic

clime, is patient, well-behaved, and by no

means unworthy the well-earned rewards not

too liberally conferred by the home Govern-
ment.

That facts of the description on which
Max Havelaar's fiction is founded may have

occurred, no one would venture to deny.

By generalizing isolated cases, and by exag-

geration in a really sound and worthy cause,
Max Havelaar in some measure defeated his

own purpose. Instead of a calmly written,
business-like book on the subject he has

taken to heart, M. Douwes Dekker, doubt-

less
' shelved '

in a very off-hand and even

unmerited manner by the Indian authorities,

produced a sensational romance, in which he

treated the subject of Indian reform in the

manner sketched by us in this paper, and

whilst acquiring numerous admirers of his

novel, and rousing public attention to the

matter, of course excited a storm of indig-
nation in the bosom of the Conservative

party, and of those whose friends and rela-

tions were so cruelly derided by the gifted
author. The end of the work is the greatest
mistake he made :

' This book,' cries he,
'
is but an introductory

chapter. ... I shall augment my strength,
and sharpen my weapons with the growing
need. Please God that this may be spared me !

. . . No, it will not be needful ! For to you do
I dedicate my book, to you, 'William in., King,
Grand-Duke, Prince, . . . more than Prince,

Grand-Duke, and King, . . . EMPEROR of the
fair empire of Insulinda, that is wound about
the equator like an emerald girdle ! ... Of
you I demand, trustfully, if it be your imperial

will,

that Havelaar's words be tram pled under foot by
Slijmerings and Droogstopples ?*

and that yonder more than thirty millions of
your subjects fie maltreated and beggared in

your name .
? '

It is but natural that such an appeal to

the Crown in a constitutional State, and in

the form selected by M. Douwes Dekker,
should meet with no response.
But a sensation was made the like of which

had never been witnessed before, and high
and low talked for some time of scarcely

anything but Max Havelaar. The Colonial

* The reader will remember that Slijmering is

the nickname, the '

Slimy one,' of Havelaar's chief,
the Kesident, and that Droogstoppel is the Mr.
Stubbles referred to in our paper.
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question came en evidence again ;
the Conser-

vative party got frightened, and odd stories

were circulated as to attempts made to bribe

the writer to keep silence in future. His

public and private life were freely discussed,
and he himself grew more and more indig-

nant, and obstinately refused to accept the

reputation as a gifted novelist, which he only
claimed as an Indian reformer.

Within a few weeks the first edition of

his work was exhausted, and a second one,

though loudly called for, never appeared.
The story of its suppression is a sad one,
told in very few words. Mr. Dekker had,
it seems, disposed of the copyright of his

book to a gentleman of high reputation in

the country, himself a gifted author, who
found a publisher for the then unknown
writer. But the offence given by the per-
sonal attacks contained in

it,
and the sensa-

tion it had made, caused the owner of the

manuscript to refuse allowing a second edition,
and a court of law ruled in his favour.

Meanwhile M. Douwes Dekker continued

his eccentric but talented writings. Mtdta-

iulCs Ideas and a crowd of short but pithy

pamphlets fallowed, until, by degrees, the

fertile vein seemed to be exhausted, and
some time passed wifhout any sign being
made by the man whose genius had seemed
to promise so much. But a few weeks ago,
he again issued a pamphlet in his old clever

but eccentric style, though on a subject en-

tirely irrelevant to our present purpose.
Has the Indian question progressed in all

these years ? We fear but very, very little.

A short-lived Conservative Ministry was
succeeded by a Liberal Cabinet. M. Thor-

becke, the Minister of whom Lord Palmer-

ston is said to have affirmed ' he is too great
a man for so small a country,' was virtually
Premier the title itself is unknown in Hol-

land and at his side M. Fransen van der

Putte was the Liberal Minister for Colonial

affairs, of whom great things were expected,
and perhaps not without cause, as long as he

was supported by the Premier. But the

Conservative party, weak in numbers and
weaker in their cause, were strengthened by
dissensions spreading among the Liberals.

Thorbecke was called a tyrant, and unable

to bear with an equal; the fact was, his

equals in rank, but his inferiors in capacity
and statesmanship, could not endure a mas-

ter-spirit at their side, and forcing M. Thor-

becke to resign, M. van der Putte became
Premier of the new Cabinet. As all had

foreseen, it was but a short-lived one. The
Colonial Budget met with so much opposition
that the new Minister, with his colleagues,
retired from office, and the Liberals, weak-

ened and divided among themselves, were
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turned out by the Conservative party now

holding the reins of government. The Co-
lonial portfolio passed into the hands of M.
P. Myer, an ultra-Conservative

;
the partial

reforms already proposed or introduced were
threatened with annihilation, and for the

moment the state of affairs in India seemed
so hopeless to the Liberals, that, though
they were at variance on all other points,

they were ready to unite against their com-
mon adversaries in colonial policy. A report,

too, was widely spread that M. Myer had

only accepted the portfolio temporarily in

order to get a provisional budget passed by
the Chamber, and that as soon as he had
succeeded in doing so he was.to be rewarded

by the Governor-Generalship of the Colonies.

This was most positively denied by himself

and his friends, not only in private circles,

but even in the Chambers, and as the Liberal

party was, at the moment, utterly disorgan-

ized, and the new Minister's tone was con-

ciliatory, hinting at concessions, and even

giving promises to that effect, his first meas-

ures met with little or no opposition. Not
a week after carrying them he was gazetted
as Governor-General, and sailed as soon as

he possibly could for India, leaving his port-
folio in the hands of the present Minister, M.

Trahraney. The indignation of the Cham-

ber, and of the public in general, needs no de-

scription. One of the Conservative members,
M. Keuchenius, an eloquent speaker, boldly
attacked the whole Cabinet, and a vote of

non-confidence in the Ministry was passed.
The Conservatives, but a few weeks in

power, seemed on the point of being thrown
out again. But they were not inclined to

give up the fight so easily. Acting on the

principle of aux grands maux ks grand*

remedes, they actually dissolved the Second

Chamber, declaring the vote of blame thrown
on M. Myer's appointment to be a breach of

the Royal prerogative, which gives the Crown
the right of appointing all officials. The

King himself was thus rendered responsible
for the act and deed of the Cabinet, and for

the countersign of his own Colonial Minister.

We refrain from all comment on these cir-

cumstances, only sketched by us in so far as

they serve to elucidate the subject of thin

paper. The next measure taken by the

Minister waa still more extraordinary in a

Constitutional State. Elections in Holland

are not in the least like what they are in

Britain. Generally at least one-third of the

total number of electors of the lower class

of people remain quietly at home. They
know very little about politics, and take no

share in them.

Among the higher classes so much disgust
was felt at what had been done by the Min-
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isters, that it was necessary for them to take

extraordinary measures in order to assure

the return of a Conservative majority at the

approaching elections for the new Chamber.
No better plan could be devised than the

issuing of a Royal proclamation, summoning
the electors to appear at the poll, and to re-

turn members who would insure the exis-

tence of a Cabinet, and not endanger the

public welfare by constant changes of Min-

istry. This was interpreted to the ignorant
voters as an expression of the King's personal
wish to retain his present advisers

;
the theme

was duly wrought out by the Conservative

papers, the leading men of the Liberal party
were branded as rebels and traitors, as the

most dangerous enemies to their King and

country, and the result was that a great

many of them were not re-elected, whilst a

small majority was obtained for the present
Ministers still holding their ground rather

owing to the continued dissensions among
the Liberals than to the strength of their

own party. Proofs of this fact are not want-

ing. A revision of the educational law on

primary instruction is impatiently desired by
the ultra-Conservative and orthodox party.
It was only by positively refusing to grant
it that the whole Cabinet, supported on this

question by the Liberals, was enabled to

hold its ground in the Chamber. In like

manner the Colonial Minister has been

obliged to make so many concessions to the

Liberals, that, but a few weeks ago, his bud-

get passed through the Chamber by their

support, whilst the leading men of the party
who brought him into power voted against
it. At the present moment there is thus a

split in the Cabinet, of which the result

must be either the retirement of M. Trah-

raney in favour of a rigorously Conservative

Minister, or the fall of the whole Ministry,
brought about by the Liberals. Either

way it seems likely that the Colonial ques-
tions will come to an issue, and that at least

the temporary triumph of one or other of
the two Colonial systems, of which we have
now to recapitulate and elucidate the chief

points as briefly as possible, will be insured.

The Conservatives advocate 'forced la-

bour ' and the maintenance of the rights of

the native princes to claim certain services

for their own advantage from the peasant.

They insist, too, on upholding the old sys-
tem of ' Government cultures,' the yearly
cultivation of certain products of the soil,

in certain quantities, at such places as the

Government shall please to determine.
The Liberals demand ' free labour,' a fixed

rate of taxation, the undisputed possession
of the soil for the free native, who is to be

exempted from the personal services claimed

by his prince, aud grants of the large tracts

of laud still lying uncultivated to private

individuals, with a guarantee that no Gov-
ernment [interference shall impede the set-

tlers
'

efforts for the encouragement of free

labour. This was the system favoured so

many years ago by Sir Stamford Raffles, and

imperfectly understood and partially followed

by some of the more liberally inclined Dutch
Ministers in later times. The property of

the soil was granted to the Dessas, or town-

ships, as they may be termed, instead of be-

ing given to the individual, and the conse-

quence was that the peasant remained as de-

pendent as ever on the great man of the

place, instead of being raised to the dignity
of a freeholder, as had been intended.

On the other hand, the system of Govern-
ment cultures, as we have said, is still in

vigour, so that, in point of fact, two theories,

entirely adverse in their tendencies, have for

a long course of years been militating against
each other in Java, till a state of affairs has

been brought about for which it will not be

easy to find a remedy. Other difficulties,

too, of a more serious character, occur in the

government of the Dutch colonies. Not
more than, in round numbers, 25,000 Euro-

peans, a great many 9f whom are not Dutch

subjects, reside on the island of Java, and

have, with perhaps scarcely 20,000 troops,
overawe or coerce a native population of

of more than thirteen millions of souls. This

comparative scarcity of European settlers is

attributable to several reasons. Formerly,
the Dutch Government was excessively and

unreasonably jealous and suspicious even

its own subjects, perhaps more so than of

foreigners, and great difficulties were laid

in the way of those who wished to establish

themselves at Java. The most arbitrary

powers were granted to the Residents, and

very few capitalists ventured to settle in a

district whence they themselves might be

banished, or their business completely ruined,

by even any inferior Government official

who chose to take offence at anything said or

done against his pleasure. In those days
the island was considered a real gold mine
for the friends of the Government. Needy
adventurers blessed with '

good connexions/
officials fit for little or nothing at home, but
men of good birth, the prodigal son, the

widow's offspring, were all sent out to India

by their kind friends, who provided them
with well-salaried situations, and ample op-

portunities of making a fortune, and at

that time, the lapse of a few years sufficed

for that purpose, and the wealthy man came

home, and saw his place in India refilled by
one as needy as he himself had been, and

equally desirous of filling his purse and
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getting back to Europe as soon as possi-

ble.

But little encouragement was thus given
to commercial or other undertakings, only in

the hands of the Government. The favour-

ed few got the good things to be had, and

kept them very carefully in their own hands
;

and though this evil policy has been entirely

given up, its results are still felt in the pres-
ent generation. Mayhap the reader will

say :

' Tout comme cJicz nous.
1

Now-a-days, any Dutchman (or, in fact,

any European) who goes out to Java with a

good constitution, clear brain, and due
amount of energy, is sure to prosper in course

of time. He is not likely to make a fortune

in two, but pretty safe to secure a competen-
cy in ten, years ;

and to grow a millionnaire

if he will only remain where he is, and take

what is offered him. But, somehow or other,
few people remain in Java longer than they

absolutely must, in order to secure the means
of living at home in comfort. The climate

is in most parts of the country enervating ;

there is a dearth of intellectual food, and an
excess of dainty dishes

;
children must be

sent to Europe for education
;
liver-com-

plaints and longing for home increase day
by day ;

and thus, though every facility be

now granted to the Dutch emigrant, the

number of residents on the island is but in-

creasing at a slow ratio. Latterly, measures

have been framed to improve the schools, to

offer many inducements, formerly wanting,
to every one who will remain a resident, but

with little result, as was to be expected from

half-measures in which the settler finds but

few guarantees for his permanent advantage
and security.
The Indian army, which has nothing at

all in common with the home service, is

composed of elements but little adapted to

promote the moral supremacy of the Euro-

pean, though its ranks contain a brave and

hardy set of soldiers, who rendered invalua-

able services to the Government. The offi-

cers may be divided into two classes : those

brought up with the cadets for the home ser-

vice at the military college of Breda, en-

tirely at the Government expense, in every

respect well-educated young men
;
and those

promoted from the ranks,selected from among
the men who are sent out to India as pri-

vates, or exchange, as commissioned, or even

non-commissioned officers, from the home into

the colonial army. The greater part of

the rank and file of the European soldiers

who enlist in Holland for India belong to

the very worst set imaginable of the natives,
to whom are added in great numbers the

outcasts of all nations, wno can find no oth-

er means of escaping disgrace or starvation.

The Dutch student, ruined by profligacy, the

German fradulent bankrupt, the French

gambler, the discharged soldiers of the for-

eign legions of other nations, who fought in

the Crimea, who were Zouaves in Africa, in

Italy, or in Mexico, stand beside each other
in the ranks, and share together the hard-

ships of the campaign. Most of these men
are of a dare-devil character, excellently

adapted for the field, but entirely unfit for a

peaceful home, or for exercising any whole-
some influence on the native Indian popula-
tion. The Liberals desire a union of the

home and colonial branches of the service,
in order to improve both armies. At the

same time, they demand that greater care

shall be taken than hitherto of the northern

coast defences, and that some safe ports be
armed for the protection of the Dutch mer-
chant vessels in case of war. The southern

coasts offer but few convenient spots for a

hostile landing. Another reform, of entire-

ly different description, loudly cried for, not

only by the Liberals, but even by the more
moderate Conservatives themselves, regards
the criminal laws. Whilst the mother coun-

try adopted, many years ago, the French

code, the ancient criminal code, a compila-
tion of all that is practically deficient and

theoretically false in our days, is still in

vigour in the colonies, and though a new one

was promised long ago, so little progress has

been made, that people are growing impatient
on that score.

We have now terminated our sketch of

the state of Colonial affairs in the Nether-

lands at the present date. It will be seen

they centre in the policy to be followed with

regard to Java
;
and as to the lengthy de-

bates which must ensue ere the question is

finally decided, ending as we began with a

quotation from the work that gave us occa-

sion to write this paper, we venture to pre-

dict that matters are now so far advanced,
that his assertion will no longer hold ground,

that, 'generally, an important question is

tested not so much by its own intrinsic

merits, as by the importance attached to the

opiuion of the member speaking on the sub-

jects; and as this person mostly passes for a

"specialitb" "a man who has held a high

position in the colonies," the result of a

division in the Chamber is usually influenced

by the errors seemingly inherent to the "
high

position
" of the orator.'

The systems and partisans of both the

adverse parties are too clearly defined, too

widely separated, for such a result
;
and at

the present moment it poems probable that

a decisive struggle for the mastery will take

place within a comparatively very short

period.
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ART. III. 1. The Nature of the Atonement,
and 'its Relation to Remission of Sins and

Eternal Life. By Jonx M'LEOD CAMP-

BELL. Macinillan, 1856.

2. The Vicarious Sacrifice grounded on

Principles of Universal Obligation. . By
HORACE BUSIHSTELL, D. D. A. Strahan,
1866.

3. Tlie Life and Light of Men : An Essay.

By JOHN YOUNG, LL.D. A. Strahan,
1866.

4. Cur Deus Homo ; or, Why God was made

Man. By ST. ANSELM. Translated by a

CLERGYMAN. J. II. & J. Parker, 1865.

IT is a sign of a healthy activity of mind
in relation to theology, when writers of

more than common ability and thoughtful-
ness devote themselves to the expansion or

elucidation of single subjects in separate and

elaborate treatises. Great and varied as

are the requirements for a good commenta-
tor on Holy Scripture, the development of a

particular doctrine demands a stronger con-

centration of thought, and more profound
and continued meditation. So many and

various are the relations of all great Chris-

tian truths, that it needs time and patient

dwelling on them, one by one, to gain even

that conception of their significance which
the human mind may be reasonably expected
to attain. Such persevering attention can-

not perhaps be afforded by those whose du-

ties require of them the constant composi-
tion of sermons. For although a good ser-

mon always contains true and solid thought,
still the thought has to be presented with

an immediate view to ils practical effect, and

this is not favourable to profound inquiry,
continued meditation, or close reasoning.
Rather it is the province of the theologian
to apply these instruments, uninterrupted by
practical digressions, to his sacred subject.
In proportion as his meditation is profound
and true, it will be fruitful indeed in practi-
cal edification

;
for nothing is so immediate-

ly edifying as Divine truth. But he will

leave it to work there by its own suggestive

power, knowing that as his readers follow

him into its depths, trace its manifold rela-

tions, and become bathed (as it were) in its

living waters, so it will unfold its great pro-

portions, and issue, of necessity, in practical
effects.

Of all qualities which the theologian must

possess, it need hardly be said that a devo-

tional spirit is the chief. For the soul is

larger than the mind, and the religious emo-
tions lay hold on the truths to which they
are related on many sides at once. They
embrace the facts of revelation, as the ivy
clings to the elm, by many tendrils and del-

icate instruments of apprehension. A pow-
erful understanding, on the other hand,
seizes strongly on single points, and however

enlarged in its own intellectual sphere, is of

itself never safe from narrowness of view.

For its very office is to analyse and to eluci-

date, which implies that the thought is fixed

down to particular relations of the subject.
It is obvious that no mental conception, still

more no expression in words, can give the

full significance of any fact, least of all of a

Divine fact. Hence it is that mere reason-

ing is found such an ineffectual weapon
against simple piety, and devotion is such a

safeguard against intellectual error. The
less powerful but more devout mind feels

that an pbjection may be difficult to answer,

yet that its faith is not shaken, since it is

conscious of touching the truth assailed at

many other points besides the one attacked.

Hence also the disinclination felt by the

same class of persons to narrow, especially
to negative dogmatic statements. They
know by experience that the intellect is apt
to deceive itself in expecting to exhaust the

truth which it contemplates, or to condense

its import into short statements. They
know that the more powerful the mind, and
the more eager, the greater is the danger of

its binding itself in its own chain, perhaps
of worshipping its own thought as the truth

itself.

But if the devotional spirit is the first

qualification of the theologian, there are in-

tellectual talents which are scarcely second-

ary. He must possess the clearness of ap-

prehension which can separate the essence

of a truth from what is accidental to it, and
must be able to contemplate with fixed at-

tention particular parts of an idea, without

forgetting that they are only parts of it. In
relation to Holy Scripture, he must have the

habit of dwelling on its statements by con-

templation, letting them possess his mind,
and become, as it were, a part of it \ and at

the same time, he must have the critical fac-

ulty to see how far its modes and figures of

representation are intended as vehicles of

inner truth, or are of the very essence of the

truth itself. He must be familiar with theo-

logical language, and able to trace the his-

tory of its terms, otherwise he will be apt
to confound human thought with Divine
faith. He must be acquainted with the con-

troversies which have moved the mind of

Christendom, else he will not know the

grounds on which the doctrines of the

Church are based. He must guard, above

all things, against precipitate conclusions,

being ever conscious of the vastness of his

subject and its infinite relations. And he

must have that intellectual courage, which
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is but another form of moral courage, in a

thinker, the courage not to take for granted*
received opinions, but to sift them

;
and that

faith in truth and in the human mind, duly

prepared and sanctified, as its organ, which
will make him welcome every contribution

of thought and science as part of the Divine

gift, the full import of which will only be

known hereafter.

If these qualities are needed for the theo-

logian generally, they are especially called

into action when he deals with a central

doctrine of the Christian faith, such as is the

doctrine of the Atonement. The witness of

Holy Scripture to this great subject may be

treated under two divisions, as it bears on

the Divine relations of the Atonement, and
on its human side. Under the former head
it reveals to us, in a real but limited measure,
the working of the mind and will of God in

the redemption of man, informing us on such

points as the following, how God contem-

plates the sacrifice of His Son, and with

what mind He regards those who believe in

Him. The testimony of Holy Scripture on
such points, all-important as it is, is com-

.prised in a few great truths, which as they are

derived directly from inspiration, and touch

upon the Divine aspect of the mystery, so

they must be received as revealed facts, to

be understood only so far as the Word of

Ood, properly interpreted, admits us to their

true significance. Yet even in its witness to

this Divine and most mysterious side of the

doctrine,tbc interpretation of Holy Scripture

varies, to some extent, with the conception
of the nature of God formed in the mind of

the interpreter. Differences in this concep-
tion are probably at the bottom of whatever

variety of opinion exists on this aspect of the

subject; differences which themselves prob-

ably are grounded in the various degrees of

religious culture (if the word may be used
in its true sense), and of depth of feeling,

characterizing individual men or individual

ages.
But if the varieties of human thought and

feeling affect the interpretation of Holy
Scripture in those passages which reveal

truths concerning the Divine Being, there is

still more room for this influence on that

side of the doctrine of the Atonement where
it is related to mankind, and touches upon
human life. The Atonement, indeed, is but
another name for the Gospel : it is the work-

ing of God in Christ to bring back to Him
those who believe. Now, this working is

almost infinitely varicd,according to the mind
and character of those upon whom the truth

lays hold. The history of the Atonement,
could it be known in full, would be the his-

tory of the salvation of every human soul

which has been brought to God in Christ.

The words of the inspired apostles tell us,

with a depth and power that no other words

contain, how the Atonement worked on

them, and supply, perhaps, types of its effica-

cy on mankind to the end of time. But the

spiritual experience of the Church, and of

individual souls, from time to time, enlarges
and deepens our knowledge of the doctrine

on this its human side. Particular points
are brought out with a vividness or force

unknown before, in the records left of their

religious life by the saints of God, Augus-
tine, a Kempis, Luther, Brainerd. The
witness- of Scripture stands out in new light,
when interpreted by the spiritual experience
of successive ages ;

and the collective Church

gathers the result of all, and grows from age
to age in knowledge of Him with whom are

hid all the treasures of wisdom.

We are not therefore of those who look

with suspicion on all attempts to elucidate

afresh, in some degree, the great doctrines

of the Christian faith, especially that of the

Atonement. Nor do we regard such at-

temps as hopeless, on the ground that the

faith once revealed to the saints admits of

no change, by increase or diminution. In
one sense this is true, in another it is a mis-

take. The objective facts on which it re-

poses are the same for ever and ever; but
even they, as we have intimated, are regard-
ed from different points of view, while their

subjective relations to the mind of man
admit of indefinite variety. We do not

complain of Augustine or Anselm for having

enlarged the horizon of theological specula-

tion, nor do we believe that its limits have

been fixed by past inquirers. The move-
ment of devotional thought surely is not

chained and fettered to these conclusions
;

the Holy Spirit still guides the minds of

Christians in the inquiries : He still takes

the things of Christ and shows them to His

disciples, showing them in fresh aspects and

relations
;
and it is the part of the theologian

to welcome every ray of light which is

thrown upon the Divine objects which ho

contemplates, the full significance of whu-h

no speculation however
profound,

and no

piety however intcijse, will ever bo able to

exhaust.

The writers whom we have named at the

head of this article have devoted much cnro

and profound thought to their great subject.

In i-iideavouring to estimate with what suc-

( cs.< they have attempted its elucidation, it

will be convenient firut to give a brief ac-

count of each work, so far, at least, as to

point out its characteristic feature*. We
shall then bo juvpan-d to examine their

statements by the touchstone of the Word
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of God, inquiring whether they give the

latter its full significance, or add anything to

our previous conception of its meaning.
We begin with Mr. Campbell's work,

which, in some respects, possesses the highest
claims to the reader's attention, on account

of the profound piety by which it is prevaded,
and the depth of meditative thought which is

its characteristic. It is evidently the fruit

of a long contemplation of its sacred subject,
and of an interest in it deeper than any
merely intellectual activity could produce.
Mr. Campbell has long been known in Scot-

land, our readers may be aware, as a friend

and contemporary of Irving, though not par-

taking in his later peculiarities of belief.

We have, in his treatise, no crude specula-

tions, but the results of a matured, perhaps
almost a lifelong, study of the doctrine which
he treats with unusual intellectual grasp, as

well with the light derived from a deep
spiritual experience. There is, indeed, a
certain cumbrousness and complexity in the

style of his book, which makes it often diffi-

cult to read, but does not diminish the im-

pression made upon the attentive reader, for

it seems to proceed, not from carelessness or

want of power of expression, but from the

habit of following out trains of close thought,
and wrapping the process in single sentences
in order to preserve its connexion, rather

than breaking these up into short clauses.

The mind of the writer seems to labour with
its thought ;

but it is with real thought, not
the pretence of it. Every original thinker

has indeed his peculiar style, nor would we

readily consent to exchange Mr. Campbell's
involved periods for one less expressive of

his mind. There is also an appearance of

repetition in his book
;
we say an appearance

of it, for this often arises in thoughtful
writers from their habit of presenting ideas

in various aspects, and viewing them, so to

speak, from different sides
; as, for instance,

is the case with Bishop Butler. But neither

this peculiarity, nor the complexity of its

style, prevents Mr. Campbell's work from

being, in our opinion, one of the most inter-

esting and important treatises on theology
which have been published in this generation
in England.

The author naturally begins by referring
to conceptions of the Atonement put forth

by former writers since the Reformation,

particularly by Luther and the Calvinistic

school. Although he agrees with neither of
these forms of doctrine as completely true or

adequate expressions of what Scripture and
conscience jointly reveal (for in that case his

own work would be unnecessary), he ac-

knowledges the elements of truth which they
contain, and the depth of personal religion

which, in the discussion of the subject, has

been evinced by some in every class of

writers.

' Two rays of Divine light,.'- especially, 'have
been shed on the spirits of all who have be-
lieved in the Atonement, in whichever of the
forms of thought which we have been consid-

ering, or in whatever kindred form of thought
it has been present to their minds, viz., 1st,
the exceeding evil and terrible nature of sin

;

2d, the pure and free nature, as well as the in-

finite greatness of the love of God. I mean
that the human spirit that saw the Atonement
in relation to itself, has, of necessity, been filled

with an awful sense of the evil of sin, and
with an overwhelming sense of the love of
God.'

He also fully admits than an admixture of

error in men's intellectual conceptions of

Divine truth is often counteracted, both by
the light of Grod in the conscience and by
a reverent reception of 'Holy Scripture,
which is so varied in its mode of teaching,
that a misconception or perversion of this

teaching on some points is frequently neu-

tralized by a due acceptance of it upon
others

;
as we see antinomian systems com-

bined with tenderness of conscience, and the

belief that Christ died only for the elect

practically contradicted by the love to all

men. Yet he does not on this account set a

light value on a complete intellectual appre-
'hension of the Atonement, but rather be-

lieves that if it has such power over men's:1

spirits when partially understood, still great-
er blessings may be expected when the great
work of Grod in Christ is apprehended, not in

any artificial relation to justification, adop-
tion and ganctification, but in the fulness

and the simplicity of revelation.

Mr. Campbell's sympathies are evidently
drawn out more towards Luther's conception
of the Atonement than towards that of the

Calvinistic school, whether represented by
Owen and President Edwards in the earlier

form, or modified by Dr. Pye Smith, Chal-

mers, and other contemporary writers. But
even in the teaching of Luther, it is the

depth and strength of his spiritual convic-

tions by which Mr. Campbell is attracted

more than by his exact verbal statements,
which are sometimes exaggerated. The
'

root-conception,' in the great reformer's

mind, from which his teaching on the Atone-
ment grows both in its retrospective and
its prospective aspects (that is, as regards
the deliverance from past evil and the posi-
tive blessings which it confers), is the com-

plete indentification of Christ with man.
To express this he selects the strongest
words :

'

refusing to understand "
teas made

sin for us,' in 2 Cor. v. 21, as meaning a sac-
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rifice for sin (while he admits that the word
used will bear that meaning), choosing rather

to insist that He was made sin for us in some
more absolute way of identifying Himself
with us and our sin.' Mr. Campbell quotes,

among others, the following words of Lather :

' Because in the self-same person, which is the

highest, the greatest, and the only sinner, there

is also an everlasting and invincible right-
eousness

;
therefore these two do encounter

together, the highest, the greatest, and the

only sin, and the highest, the greatest, and
the only righteousness. ... So in Christ all

sin is vanquished, killed, and buried, and

righteousness rqmaineth a conqueror, and

reigneth for ever.' Again :

' When a sinner

cometh to the 'knowledge of himself, indeed,
he feeleth not only that he is miserable, but

misery itself; not only that he is a sinner

and accursed, but even sin and malediction

itself. For it is a terrible thing to bear

sin, the wrath of God, malediction, and
death. Wherefore, that man which hath a true

feeling of these things as Christ did truly
and effectually feel them for all mankind, is

made even sin, death, malediction."
1

In virtue also of this identification of

Christ with man, we are to look upon as our

own that freedom, righteousness, and life

which were in Him, to conceive of ourselves

as endowed with them, and to live in and by
them. We do this by faith, by which we
are lifted into Christ, and made one with

Him, both in our own conscience and in

God's Judgment of us; that is, sanctified

and justified. But the faith being in us but

a germ, a feeble dawn of perfect righteous-

ness, God
'

imputes to us ' that of which it

is the germ :
' God covereth and pardoneth

the remnant of sin' in us; 'that is to say,

because of that failh trherewith I legan to lay

hold upon Christ, He accepteth my imperfect

righteousness even forperfect righteousness, and

countcth my sin for no sin, which, notwith-

standing ,
is sin indeed."

1

Another feature in Luther's doctrine (and
one with which Mr. Campbell has complete

sympathy) is the personal appropriation Ijy

which each Christian is taught to lay hold of

this righteousness as his own. In this con-

sists the power .and difficulty of faith, that

when we read the words ' who gave Himself
for our sins,' we especially mark this pronoun
our. ' Learn this definition diligently, and

especially to exercise this pronoun our, that

this one syllabic being believed may swallow

up all thy sins.'

When we add to this, that in the work of

Christ, Luther sees God appearing as IIo is

in Himself, and that here only do wo really

know God in His true nature and character,
\v<! have mentioned the main points in the

reformer's doctrine which Mr. Campbell's

purpose leads him to remark. ' In the mat-

ter of justification,' Luther teaches in the

strongest language,
' know thou that there is

no other God besides this man Christ Jesus.'
' When any of us wrestle with sin and death,
and all other evils, we must look on no other

God but this God incarnate, and clothed

with men's nature. . . . Thus doing, thou

shalt perceive the love, goodness, and sweet-

ness of God
;
thou shalt see His wisdom,

power, and majesty, tempered to thy ca-

pacity.'
' Men ought to abstain from the

curious searching of God's majesty, ... for

true Christian divinity setteth not God forth

unto us in His majesty, as these and other

doctors do. It commandeth us not to search

out the nature of God
;

but to know His
will set out to us in Christ. . . . The world

is ignorant of this, and therefore it searcheth

j

out the will of God, setting aside the prom-
ise of Christ, to its great destruction :

" For no man knoweth the Father but the Son,
and he to whom the Son will reveal Him." '

That many of these elements of Luther's

doctrine enter into that of our author will

be manifest immediately, when we state the

substance of the latter. Meantime, it need

only be observed, that even Luther does not

seem to him to offer much help towards a

clear intellectual apprehension of his parti-

cular subject, the nature of the Atonement.

Nay, whatever spiritual truth they had in

his own mind,
l

interpreted according to their

plain .grammatical meaning, the words by
which he expresses Christ's relation to our

sins cannot be true? and ' the use of them is

not to be defended.' Christ bore our sius

on His spirit in some other way, not ns being

really the object of God's malediction and

wrath.

The language of the Calvinistic writers is

at first sight still more opposed to what Mr.

Campbell holds to be true on this point
The older Calvinists held that Christ under-

went the same punishment which the elect

were bound to undergo, the same (that is)
'

essentially in weight and pressure, though
not in all accidents of duration and the like.'

Therefore it would be unjust that the eloet

should suffer punishment again, and unjust

that they should not inherit the eternal

blessedness which Christ merited for thrm.

But it is riot a little remarkable that when

these fame writers endeavour to describe

more particularly
in what the sufferings of

Christ consisted, they explain away the es-

sence of their peculiar doctrine. President

Edwards is careful to state that Christ

throughout His sufferings
' knew that God

was not angry with Him, knew that God did

not hate Him, but infinitely loved Him,'
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while yet he speaks of 'revenging justice

spending all its force upon Him.' His suf-

ferings arose ' from a clear view of the hate-

fulness of sin, and the evil of punishment,

brought close to His soul by His love, which

fixed the idea of the elect in His mind, as if

He had really leen they ; and fixed their

calamity in His mind, as though it really were

His? Now this refers the suffering of Christ,

and His identification with man (or, accord-

ing to the Calvinistic school, with the elect),

to the power of His intense and infinite sym-

pathy, and, as Mr. Campbell remarks, it is

indeed a great relief to find this great and

good man so explaining his words. A simi-

lar view is expressed by Dr. Pye Smith, who
teaches that Christ's sufferings arose ' from

holiness and love realizing the evil of sin,

and intensely interested in those who were
its victims.' In short, on weighing fully all

that either school of Calvinists has taught
on this subject, it appears when they explain
themselves particularly they do not assume

anything either in the consciousness of Christ

in suffering, or as to the mind of the Father

towards Him, which at all accords with the

idea of guilt imputed to Him, or wrath

going forth upon Him, or even with the

newer idea of His being treated as if He
were guilty. The sacrificial atoning suffer-

ing which He underwent, Mr. Campbell does

not admit, when thus closely explained, to

have had in it a penal character.

But we hasten to give an account of the

author's own explanation of what it was in

which the Atonement of Christ consisted.

He prepares his way for this explanation by
referring to two passages of Scripture, both

of which lead our thoughts to dwell on the

moral and spiritual element in the Atonement
as of chief importance. The first contains

the expressions used of Phinehas (in Num-
bers xxv. 10-13), who turned away the wrath
of God ' from the children of Israel '

by his

zeal.
l Wherefore say, Behold, I give unto

him my covenant of peace : and he shall have

it, and his seed after him, even the covenant

of an everlasting priesthood ;
because he was

zealous for his God, and made an atonement

for the children of Israel.' Hence the es-

sence of the atonement which Phinehas made
was his condemnation of sin, and zeal for the

glory of God. The other passage, on which
Mr. Campbell lays greater stress, and which
is more closely related to his subject, is the

words of the author of the Epistle to the

Hebrews (ch. x. 4-10) where, after saying
' For it is not possible that the blood of bulls

and of goats should take away sins,' he adds,
'

Wherefore, when he cometh into the world,
he saith, Sacrifice and offering thou wouldest

not, but a body hast thou prepared me : in

burnt-offerings and sacrifices for sin thou
hast had no pleasure : then said I, Zo, I come

(in the volume of the book it is written of

me) to do thy will, God.'
1 These last words

Mr. Campbell takes as the great keynote to

the subject of the Atonement. This was the

essence of the work of Christ. The fulfil-

ment of this purpose, the relation in which
Christ was thus placed to God and men, to

men's sins and their punishment, how, in

fufilling it, He was an atoning and accepted

sacrifice, and obtained for us everlasting re-

demption, he then proceeds to consider.

In this inquiry he treats the Atonement
under the two heads above mentioned, in its

retrospective aspect, as delivering men from

sin and its evil, and its prospective aspect, as

conferring on them eternal life. Its nature

cannot be understood until both these aspects
of it have been dwelt on, but in discussing
the first, the retrospective one, he deals with

that part of the subject which presents, to

many minds, the chief difficulty, namely, in

what sense Christ bore our sins upon Him.
We shall endeavour to condense the author's

profound reasoning, and to present his sys-

stem in our own words, at the risk of losing
some points of view on which he places it, so

long as we can state its main and salient fea-

tures.

Coming into the world to do the Father's

will, Christ presented the Father to mankind

by His own life of filial love. For this

perfect life of Sonship gave glory to the

Father, called men to trust Him as Christ

trusted Him, to be dear sons as He was a dear

Son. Doubtless a joy and peace deeper than

sorrow were part of His human experience
in thus witnessing for His Father, and these

were occasionally manifested, and were pro-
mised as His legacy to His disciples. But
it also caused Him to be above all others a

man of sorrows, not only from the constant

pressure of our sin and misery on His spirit,

but also from the treatment which, in conse-

quence of His thus witnessing for the Father,
He met with from men, who threw back His
love upon Him, repaid Him with hatred and
dishonour. These sufferings were truly a

sacrifice, and the painful path by which
Christ was led, developing as it did the ful-

ness of His self-sacrificing love to men and

love to the Father, was permitted and order-

ed by the Father; but there was nothing

penal in these sufferings, since they were en-

dured in sympathy with God.

Coming still more closely to the point on

which the difficulty is felt, consider next how
Christ dealt with God on man's behalf.

Here, if anywhere, is the place for the out-

coming of wrath upon the Mediator, and for

penal infliction. But the latter notion is
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neither necessary nor consistent with Christ's

nature and work. Being one in mind with

the Father, and feeling towards Him as a per-
fect son, He could not but feel a holy sorrow

for the sins of men towards His Father, a

sorrow proportioned in its intensity to His
own Divine purity and His knowledge of the

Father's love for men, and proportioned also

to the exceeding greatness of men's sins.

Approaching the Father in the perfection of

humanity, and in oneness of mind with Him,
Christ could not but make a perfect confes-

sion of our sins, as the first step in His inter-

cession for us.
' This confession was a perfect

Amen in humanity to the judgment of God on

the sin of man."
1

Responding thus, and as-

senting to the Divine wrath against sin, Christ

received the full apprehension and realization

of that wrath, as well as of the sin against
which it comes forth, into His soul and

spirit, and in that perfect response He alsorled

it. He presented to God a contrition and re-

pentance in humanity, not, indeed, for any
personal sin of His own, but for that of man-

kind, a repentance adequate to the greatness
of human sin. This adequate repentance
was a moral and spiritual expiation for hu-

man sin.

At this point Mr. Campell refers again to

President Edwards as bearing out the truth

of his explanation ;
for this writer had said

that there were only two ways in which
atonement could be made for sins, either by
the Mediator enduring an equivalent punish-
ment, or offering an equivalent repentance
for^them. Not seeing how the latter could be
the case (while yet he would have admitted
that it would have been sufficient if it could

have been rendered), he adopted the former

alternative, that Christ suffered a punishment
equivalent to that due to men's sin. Mr.

Campbell's view teaches us to look on

Christ's sufferings not] as penal, nor as the

effect of sin imputed to Him, but as showing
the grief of God on account of man's sin.

And thus they awaken in the mind a higher

spiritual feeling, since to believe that God
grieves infinitely for sin is not so soon
received into the heart, yet has more power
to work holiness in us, than to believe that

He punishes sin. Nor is any violence put
upon the language of Scripture when it

speaks of Christ '

making His soul an offer-

ing for sin,'
'

putting away sin by the sacri-

fice of Himself,' 'by Himself purging our

sins,' by this explanation, while it represents
His sufferings as in a true sense vicarious,

expiatory, an atonement ' an atonement for

sin, as distinguished from the punishment of

sin.' The great advantage of it is that it

implies no '

fiction,' no imputation to the suf-

ferer of the guilt of the sin for which he suf-

fers, but only the oneness of the Saviour with

His brethren, and the oneness of His mind
with the Father.

We remarked that for the full under-

standing of Christ's atonement, as thus ex-

plained, we must bear in mind not only its

retrospective purpose as delivering us from
the evil of our sins, but also its prospective

object,
{ that we might receive the adoption

of sons,' and be made partakers of eternal

life. Christ offered, indeed, to God an ade-

quate confession, and, in this, an expiation
for the sins of men, and God accepted it on

our behalf. But in order that this may
avail for us individually, we must in our

measure enter into the mind of Christ, in

making the confession,
' enter into the Amen

of faith to the voice that is in the blood of

Christ.' More than this, we must enter, in

our measure, into the faith and hope (for

ourselves) which Christ had for mankind,
and which sustained Him in His sufferings,
the faith (namely) and hope that we have iu

Him eternal life, not in the future but now,
that we are restored to sonship with the

Father of spirits, and are called to partake
in the filial righteousness which was in Him,
yielding our will to be guided by the law of

the spirit of life that was in Christ, the life

of sonship. The test whether we have part
in the Atonement, as saving to ourselves, is

not whether we think of it as setting us free

from punishment, but whether it brings us

into communion with the Father through the

Son, although the first dawning of holiness,

truth, and righteousness in us must be as

confessions of sin. As God accepted in our

behalf the expiatory confession of sin which

Christ made for us, so He accepts in our

behalf the righteousness of Christ, as that

mind in humanity with which alone he is

pleased, and in which we must partake.
Thus Christ's righteousness becomes ours,

and His intercession is effectual in its two-

fold aspect.
Nor must it be supposed that in thus

dwelling upon the Fatherhood of God more

than upon His character as Lawgiver, there

is danger of losing sight of His holiness, or

introducing into our ideas of Him any notion

of 'easiness' in respect of what He must

require. Rightly thought of, the love of

the Father of spirits is seen to be more ex-

acting than the will of an Infinite Ruler.

For the latter may be conceived to bend and

make allowances, but the Former cannot

be satisfied, from its very nature, and in pro-

portion to its greatness, without lifting II is

children into communion with Him; nor is it

possible that He can receive us unl>< v,o

come to Him in tlio fellowship of that expi-
ation which Christ made, that is, of His
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confession. We extract here a passage from

Mr. Campbell's work expressing this last

thought :

' " No man cometh unto the Father, but by
me " these words raise us up to a region in

which there is, there can be, nothing arbitrary.
A sovereign lord and moral governor, appoint-

ing laws and enforcing them by the adminis-

tration of a system of rewards and punish-
ments, may be contemplated as severe and

uncompromising in the exercise of his right-
eous rule, but he also may be thought of as

merciful and considerate of individual cases
;

and the outward and arbitrary nature of the
rewards and punishments which lie is believed

to dispense makes his awarding the former on
easier terms, and withholding or mitigating
the latter according to circumstances, and, it

may be, under the influence of mercy, what
can be supposed, and what, in thinking of God
as such a Governor and Lord, and of ourselves
as the subjects of His rule, we can turn to the

thought of with a vague hope. And such a
Governor and Lord God is in the ordinary
thoughts of men, and such a vague hope
towards God is the ordinary hope of men.
And on such a conception of their relation to

God have men ignorantly engrafted the gospel

conceiving of it as giving a special and def-

inite form to the indefinite combination of

judgment and mercy, which has sustained that

vague hope of salvation which they had cher-

ished. But the gospel, truly apprehended,
raises us into another and a higher region a

region, indeed, in which Divine mercy, or

clemency, as previously conceived of is felt to

have been but as the dimmest twilight of kind-
ness and goodwill towards men, in comparison
of the noonday light of the love of the Father
of spirits to His offspring, a region also in

which no arbitrary dealing with us can find a

place. In the light that shines in that region
it is clear to us that the relation between the

blessedness that is seen there, and the right-
ness that is recognised there, is fixed and im-
mutable. So that the liberty, which, in the
lower region, we ascribed to mercy, is here
found not to belong to love

;
nor the discretion

which we ventured to attribute to the right-
eous Governor, found to pertain to the loving
Father; but, on the contrary, the law of the
Father the principle on which happiness is

dispensed by Him to His offspring, as His

offspring is found to be fixed and altogether
unbending, incapable of accommodation in a

way of pity, or indulgence, or consideration
of circumstances. " No man cometh unto the
Father but by the Son." All modification of
the law is impossible ;

for Sonship and Fa-

thership are mutually related in an eternal

relation. The Father, as the Father, can only
receive his oifspring to himself as coining to
Him in the spirit of sonship ;

neither other-
wise than as coming in the spirit of Sonship
can they in spirit and in truth draw near to
Him.'

In what has been hitherto said we believe
that the main elements of Mr. Campbell's

doctrine are contained; in the latter half of

his work these are drawn out in important
particulars and illustrated by new and

weighty thoughts, but it will not be necessary
for our immediate purpose to enlarge upon
these so fully as we have done upon the root-

ideas of his teaching. It must be remarked,
however, that any condensation of his trea-

tise, even though presented as nearly as pos-
sible in the author's own words, can only
give a very imperfect conception of its pecu-
liar character. Not but that the style is

susceptible of improvement, at least, cer-

tainly, of increased clearness; but it gives,
even in its occasional obscurity, an impres-
sion of piety, devout meditation, and pro-
found spiritual experience more strongly
than any modern theological treatise which
we remember. In order to appreciate this,
the reader must be referred to the work

itself, as well as for an adequate apprehen-
sion of the high standard of Christian life

(perhaps we should rather say the high idea

of the Divine gift bestowed in Christ) which
it everywhere expresses, and the spiritual af-

fections which it both appeals to and awakens.
If any words of ours could persuade the

reader to give his attention to this writer

himself, we should feel satisfied to have done
more than we can hope to do by any remarks
or criticism of our own.

The high idea of redemption to which we
have alluded, and the elevated point at which
the author would fix the religious emotions

and aspirations, are manifested nowhere
more than in a chapter in which he treats,
at large, of the nature and character of sal-

vation, and of justification. That redemp-
tion consists not in being put at ease as re-

gards the punishment of past sins, but in

being brought, in the mind of sons, into

communion with the Father
;
that this is

the meaning of those passages of Scripture
which speak of reconciliation with G-od, of

Christ being our propitiation, our peace, in

whose blood we are cleansed
;
that the moral

and spiritual effect of the Atonement, as a

means of imparting the life of sonship, in-

cludes all that we really need for peace of

conscience, and in our apprehension of it

ought to take precedence (both in time and
in value) of its legal effect, as obtaining par-
don

; that, indeed, whatever the import of

Christ's work, it mutt necessarily have left

undissolved the connexion between sin and

suffering, since the righteousness of that

connexion remains unchanged ;
these are

some of the positions which are maintained

in this chapter. We shall refer hereafter

to the witness of Scripture upon this subject,

but we must be satisfied now with remark-

ing that Mr. Campbell does not seem to
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give that prominence to the blessing of for-

giveness, as part of redemption, which it has

both in God's Word and in the needs of

conscience. This is not, however, from not

knowing, or from forgetting, what these

needs are, since the author is fully aware of

the states of feeling, and the mental concep-
tions of redemption answering to them,
which yet he considers inadequate to the

truth. It seems to him that there is some-

thing artificial in the theory that the

awakened sinner cannot come straight to

God, drawn by the revelation of the Father's

heart which the Son has made, without

thinking of himself as clothed by imputa-
tion in a perfect righteousness. And there

is certainly force in his argument, as regards
justification, that righteousness is demanded
in us by God in no other sense than holiness,
and therefore no '

question need be intro-

duced to give a character of perfection to

our individual righteousness before God,
which has no place in relation to our part
in the other elements of the perfection that

is in Christ.' With respect indeed to all

these,
' the demand for legal perfection is al-

together foreign to that with which we are

occupied.' What God looks for, and cannot
but accept, is the faith in Him as revealed

by His Son, which includes at once contri-

tion for sin, and confidence in His Fatherli-

ness. Nor, even though we may not agree
with the author in the prominence due to

the various elements which meet in our ap-

prehension of redemption, do we see that

any objection can be rightly made to such
statements of atonement and justification as

the following :

4

Justifying faith, in trusting God, docs so in

response to that mind of God in relation to

man, which is revealed to us in our being (by
the grace of God) embraced in Christ's expia-
tory confession of our sins, when by the grace
of God He tasted death for every man, and
embraced in that perfect righteousness of son-

ship in humanity which Christ presented to
the Father in behalf of all humanity as the
true righteousness of man, and which, in rais-

ing Him from the dead, the Father has .sealed

to us the truo righteousness. This gracious
mind of God, in relation to us, it is that our
faith accepts and responds to

;
for our fail h i-,

in truth, the Amen of our individual spirits
to that deep, multiform, all-embracing h.irmo-
niou3 Amen of humanity, in the person of
the Son of God, to the mind and heart of tho
Father in relation to man the Divine wrath
and tho Divine mercy which H in tho Atone-
ment. . . . And this justijir,tti<>n is not

o-.iltj pronounced in the mind of God, irho ac-
i; />/* I IK- i-<'i(;;-!,'nce toward* H // th,-

fulthof IUs grace in Christ hat tj.

?/, imputing it to vs as righteousness, but is

Uo testified to by tho Spirit of truth in tho

conscience of him in whom this Amen, is a

living voice.'

We draw attention to the words which we
have italicized, that the reader may remark
that Mr. Campbell's view of justification

through Christ admits, after all, of being pre-
sented in what we suppose to be a not uncom-
mon form, if we leave out of consideration, for

the present, his teaching as to the penal
elements in the Atonement. For, prepared
as we are to find in so devout and gifted a

writer some modification of the views which
Christians have generally held on this great

subject ; prepared to learn from him, especi-

ally, deeper and more quickening apprehen-
sions of the Fatherliness of God, and the

Divine life to which we are called
; prepared

also to vary, as intimated before, the promi-
nence given in our minds to the different

elements in the Atonement, if Scripture and
the truth of the case so require ;

it would
still be startling to find that we were called

upon to suppose that the Churches had been

essentially in error on so cardinal a point as

the ground of our acceptance with God in

Christ. Therefore we have pleasure in

quoting the following passage also, with

which the author concludes a chapter on the

Atonement considered as prayer, which how-
ever (though it contains much that is pro-
found both on prayer generally, and in this

relation) does not add anything, that we
need notice, to the general argument :

' We may indeed go further back; we may
contemplate the more capacity of redemption
that was in humanity as a cry, a muto cry, but
which still entered into the ear and heart of
God

;
we may contemplate tho gift of Christ as

the Divine answer to this cry ;
but it is not tho

less truo that when Christ, under our burden
and working out our own redemption, confess-

es before the Father the sin of men, and pre-
sents to the Father His owu righteousness as

tho Divine righteousness for men, and the
Father in response grants to men remission of

sins and etcrn.nl life, that confession which hu-

manity could not have originated, but which

the Son of God has made in it and for it, and
that righteousness which humanity could not

itself present, but which the Son of (lod hat

presented in. it andfor it, are the grounds on

ir/ilc/t God really puts JIU own acting in the

Jdstory of redemption.''

Nor is this gratifying conviction, that in

cntial features Mr. Campbell's doctrine

is not opposed to the common Del ief of Chris-

tians, weakened, but rather it is much streng-

thened, when he proceeds to examine, more

clearly and particularly, the import of the

sufferings and death of Christ in relation to

tho Atonement. Although he consistently
declines to say that Christ endured them as
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the penalty of sin, or as Himself our substi-

tute, not as a substitute, otherwise He
alone would have died

;
nor as a punishment,

since the favour of God rested on Him
throughout, his account does not, to our

view, deprive them of any portion of their

significance, or put them into the background
in our thoughts, but rather enhances and

brings out their meaning, But, as regards
the sufferings which He bore during His

life, he remarks that there are three periods
in the latter, mentioned in the Gospels ;

the

first, ofwhich we have nothing recorded, the

term before His ministry, when He grew in

wisdom and stature, and in favour with God
and man

;
the second, the larger part of His

'

ministry, during which, although exposed to
j

the machinations of His enemies, He was still

so high in favour with the people generally,
that the hatred felt against Him could find

no opportunity to wreak itself; the third,
and much the briefest portion of His life on

earth,
'

its darkest portion, to be measured

by days, or rather by hours,' when this en-

mity, being fully developed, found vent in

His last sufferings and death. Through all

these periods, the Divine life that was in

Christ continued to be developed, and with

this the elements of the Atonement. For

although the Sonship in Him was always per-
fect Sonship, yet it was manifested in His
own consciousness, as well as in the Father's

sight and in real fact, through the successive

steps of the path by which He was led by the

Father, making the Captain of our salvation

perfect through suffering. This revelation

of the Father which He made during His

life, and this brotherly love which was but
another aspect of the same life, He complet-
ed in His last suffering and death. These
are not to be separated from His life as a

different kind, but as a more perfect devel-

opment and manifestation of that faith

which was the expression of His Sonship.

Enough perhaps has been said to give the

reader some idea of Mr. Campbell's teaching.

Indeed, when we find him admitting that

the death of Christ, though not a punish-
ment on Himself personally, was yet accept-
ed consciously by Him as the righteous sen-

tence of God against human sin, as thus

perfecting the expiatory confession of our sin

which He made, the shade of thought which

separates this doctrine from that of penal
atonement seems to resolve itself into differ-

ence as to the mind of the Father in contem-

plating Christ's sufferings. And yet no school
of theology, as we have seen, not even the
most typical Calvinistic writers, as Edwards,
will assert that God was angry with Christ

personally, but rather that 'He knew that
God did not hate Him, but infinitely loved

Him.' We are grateful to Mr. Campbell for

clearing up this point, and for showing that

the elements of the Atonement are seen to

be present, in a spiritual way indeed, but
not less truly, and with a deeper moral sig-

nificance, without that conception of '

substi-

tution' and ' transferred punishment' to which
he objects.
No one can doubt that the removal of

anything artificial or unreal from our con-

ceptions of Divine truth, especially of those

parts of it which relate to God's dealings
with our souls, and our own. consequent at-

titude towards Him in the most vital inte-

rests of our spiritual life, must be of great
benefit. It is not only that objections felt

against artificial statements of doctrine, and
so against Christianity generally, are thus

obviated, but it is of immense importance
that no unnecessary veil shall be drawn be-

tween the soul and its heavenly Father, but
that its access to Him shall be as direct and
untrammelled by intellectual embarrassment
as revelation has made it. And surely,
when we remember how little capable of in-

tellectual activity the vast majority of men
are, and always have been, for whom yet the

salvation of the gospel has been provided,
we cannot but feel a strong conviction that

any subtlety or complexity of idea which is

a hindrance even to the educated, must and
can have no place at all in those great

truths, the reception of which into the heart

and mind may almost be said to constitute

salvation. Nor, whatever is the danger of

self-deceit in mistaking intellectual convic-

tion for a quickening of spiritual life, will

any thoughtful Christian undervalue that

increase of light, and with light of strength,
which is from time to time poured into the

soul through the understanding, when a truth

of God, often perhaps heard before, and par-

tially apprehended, is presented in a clearer,

fuller, deeper way, and lays hold upon the

mind with a grasp which seems to lift it

toward heaven, so much of supporting power
and of help there is in this augmented light.
That is the high office of great teachers of

theology, who by study, or by spiritual ex-

perience, or by high gifts of intellect, or by
all combined, have been led more deeply
than others into the mysteries of Faith. As
the poets quicken our apprehension of the

beauty and the truth of Nature through the

communion which they hold with her in

virtue of their inward gift so it is given to

theologians to shed the light which they
have received on the expression of Kevealed

Truth, which henceforth shines to the eyes
of common men with increased clearness,

and more than its former glory ;
for the high-

est work of the theologian must be, after
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all, to help us in attaining a more adequate

apprehension of truth revealed in Scripture
and in conscience, and to clear away the il-

lusions with which human prejudice or false

science have surrounded it.

The superiority which Mr. Campbell feels

that his doctrine on the Atonement has over

that of '

penal suffering
' and 'substitution,'

lies in several points, some of which may
have been suggested to the reader even in

the foregoing abstract. It exhibits the cen-

tral truth of Christianity not as darkness,
but as light ;

it enables us to conceive of

the elements present in our Lord's sufferings
as not in their nature transcending all pos-
sible experience in humanity, but within the

reach of that experience ;
it gives a unity

and simplicity to the whole range of sacred

facts which it contemplates, such as natu-

rally belong to a life led in conformity to the

purpose,
'

Lo, I come to do thy will, God,'
a purpose in the development of which

suffering and sorrdw take their place as ne-

cessary elements in the Son's glorifying the

Father while bearing the burden of our sins
;

whereas the doctrine, that at a certain point
He passed out of the Father's favour into

His wrath, or was always the object of His

vrrath, even while His favour rested on Him,
seems to destroy this natural harmony. But

especially (and this brings us close to the

central idea of his treatise
)
it throws a strong

light, in the author's view, on the union of

Christians with the Redeemer, by which the

elements of"the Atonement are reproduced
in them

;
for they being the branches of Him

the Vine, and the life which was in Him
being derived to them, they become, in their

measure, in actual consciousness '

crucified

with Him,' while they enter into the confes-

sion of sin which Ho>made for them, and lay
hold on that Fathcrliness in God on which
He laid hold. As we understand Mr. Camp-
bell, it is not that the righteousness of

Christ, as something external to us, is im-

puted to us, our sins imputed to Him, but
that we have the real elements of that right-
eousness which in Him so pleased the

Father (namely of Sonship) actually implan-
ted in us by faith, and thus through Him
have access to the Father. ' As it is no de-

preciation of the life seen in the plant, while

yet a single stem, to say that that same" life

is the contemplated life of its future bran-

ches, so neither is it a depreciation of the

Atonement to say, that that eternal life

which glorified God, and wrought redemption
for many in the personal work of Christ on

earth, is the same that is to be seen bearing
fruit to the glory of God in us in our parti-

cipation in redemption. Such conceptions mi
ther depreciate the Atonement nor affect the

absoluteness of our dependence on Christ
;
on

the contrary, the relation of the branch to

the vine alone represents that dependence
adequately.' Yet,

'

failing this dependence
in its true sense, we easily receive the state-

ment, that pardon of past sin, and prospec-
tive blessings, are all given to tts for Christ's

sake, and because of the perfect atonement
which Christ has made, and God's delight in

Him
;
and this, if we are in the light of God

in the matter, ice cannot do too readily or too

confidently?

Lastly, ifc is a commendation of the
author's view that it brings us straight into

the Father's presence, not representing the
Atonement as something that moved Him
to have mercy on us, but teaching us to

have faith in that Fatherliness which moved
Him to give us the Atonement. Mr. Camp-
bell is not afraid to say that as men have

perverted creation, and instead of using it

as a glass through which to see God, have
turned it into a veil to hide God, so the

greater work of the Atonement has been the

subject of a similar perversion, which has
hid God's Fatherhood from the eyes of men
and taught that we must first have a legal

standing as justified persons, through the

imputation to us of Christ's merits, before

we can appeal to that Fatherliness in God
which speaks to us in the words,

*

My son
was dead, and is alive again.'

'

For, indeed,
our right confidence in the Father is direct,
and is confidence in His Fatherly heart to-

wards us, as also our confidence in the Son
is direct viz., a confidence in Him as our

proper life?

It is, according to the author, in the

truth revealed in the last three words that

the mystery of the Atonement (that is, its

hidden nature as transcending human reason
and experience) consists

;
not in the elements

present to the mind of Christ, as man, in

His atoning work. These elements he
teaches not to be beyond human experience
or inconceivable to it, but as actually re-

produced, in a lower measure, in the mind
of Christ's true followers. But l the

nature of the relation of the Son of

Man to humanity, whether we contemplate
His own personal work in making His soul

an offering for sin, making an end of sin, and

bringing in everlasting righteousness, or His
work in men as putting forth the power in

them which is implied in His being their

life
;

this belongs to the acting of God as

God, and to the divinity of the Son of God,
in an aspect of the subject which all exju'ri-
ence of our thinking of our relation to God
prepares us not to bo able to understand.'

Now, in transferring the point in which the

mystery of the subject lies, supposing that
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he is right in so doing, the author is confer-

ring no trifling service on those who accept
his teaching. For as it is presumptuous, he

truly remarks, to attempt by reason to over-

leap the bounds of reason, so to introduce

perplexity where there need be none, or as-

sume that to be incomprehensible which God
has put before us to understand, is also

wrong. We may add, that one of the most
difficult duties for the theologian, and that

which requires perhaps most patience of

thought, is to determine the point at which
reason must consent to submit : so inveter-

ate is the tendency under which we all una-

voidably lie, to mistake our own ignorance
or perplexity for darkness inherent in the

subject of our thought. The theologian who
corrects this tendency in the instance of any
single doctrine, is a benefactor both to sim-

ple believers and to the learned. We do
not at present express any opinion whether
Mr. Campbell is right in thus transferring
-the

'

mystery
'

of the Atonement from itself
to the divinity of Christ and His relation

to mankind, or whether the former may not

(in spite of his explanation) still retain some

incomprehensible features derived from the

latter
;
but we feel sure that he has adduced

a number of profound thoughts, stirring and

elevating to a degree only to be appreciated

by a study of his work, and throwing, if not
a complete light on its subject, or one that

embraces the whole witness of Scripture,

yet enough to make his book most suggest-

ive, both to the theologian and to every
Christian.

Before endeavouring, however, to esti-

mate more exactly the value of his conclu-

sions, we proceed to remark upon some
other treatises upon the Atonement which
have come under our notice. Foremost

among these in importance, from its sys-
tematic treatment of the subject, and the
amount and depth of thought which it con-

tains, is the work of Dr. Bushnell, entitled

The Vicarious Sacrifice grounded on Princi-

ples of Universal Obligation. The author

published a shorter essay upon the same

topic sixteen years ago, so that the present
work contains his matured thoughts upon it.

In the extent of its scope and in clearness

of style it surpasses Mr. Campbell's treatise,
and though it would be difficult to equal the

latter in its peculiar solemnity and depth of

feeling, Dr. Bushnell's volume abounds in

passages of great beauty and of fervid and
condensed eloquence. In his introduction
he follows Neander in refusing to class An-
selm with those who have taught the doc-
trine of expiation by transfer of punish-
ment.* The main position in Anselm's
theory is, in the words' of -Dr. Bushnell,

'that the immense value of Christ's death,
or the satisfaction made to God's honour,
consists in the lustre of If is righteousness,

showing all created minds what homage even
the uncreated Son bears to the sovereign
law-principle violated by transgression.'
Anselin does not, however, consistently keep
to this idea, although

' his theory shocks no
moral sentiment, and violates no principle
of natural reason,' whatever we may think
of it as a true and sufficient account of the

matter. The Cur Deus Homo, which was
' the first deliberately attempted exposition
of the work of Christ, was incomparably bet-

ter than almost any of the revisions or en-

larged expositions of it since given.'
A few words on this interesting treatise

of Anselm, well known as it is, may not be
out of place here, although we are in the

main satisfied with Dr. Bushnell's interpre-
tation of his meaning. Anselm is emphatic
in making the death of Christ, in which His
atonement consisted, not a direct result or

instance of obedience (since the latter is due
to God from all creatures, and was due from
the Son as man), but as indirectly following

upon it.
' God did not compel Christ, in

whom was no sin, to die; but He himself of

his own will underwent death, not from obedi-

ence requiring Him to forsake life,but because

obedience required Him to keep righteous-

ness, in which He so constantly persevered
that by it He incurred death.' The signifi-
cance of His death lay in that death is the most

complete way in which man can give himself
to God for his honour, and the divinity of
the person of Christ made this gift of infi-

nite value
;
and in recompense for this volun-

tary gift, the Father grants to the Son for

mankind the forgiveness of their sins and the

grace of eternal life. The death of Christ

is represented, not as a punishment, nor as

the transfer of a punishment, but as in itself

a gift
' for the honour of God

;'
but Anselm

has not with sufficient fulness explained how
it was for God's honour, although in the fol-

lowing passage he gives a clue to the
answer :

'Do you not see that when He bore with
calm patience the injuries and insults, &nd the
death of the cross with the thieves, brought on

Him, on account of ffie righteousness, which He
obediently kept, He gave an example to men
that they should swerve from the righteousness
which they owe to God for no inconvenien-
ces that they may experience; and this He
would by no means have given, if (as He
could have done) He had refused death

brought on Him for such a cause ?
'

* This is no doubt true, yet Anselm's theory of
satisfaction may have led, as Mr. Garden thinks

(Tracts for Priests and People), to the notion of
transfer.
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It seems to us that the distinction above

mentioned, between death as an instance of

direct obedience, and as following indirectly

upon
'

keeping righteousness,' is unnecessary,
A soldier is not commanded to die, but he

dies in obeying his general's command;
in that case surely his death is a di-

rect sign, and instance, of obedience. In
order to avoid assuming that God directly

enjoined the death of Christ, or in order to

enhance the value of the latter as not being

required as part of obedience, Anselm intro-

duces a distinction which mars the simplic-

ity of his doctrine, and Dr. Bushnell ascribes

to the latter more than its due clearness,
when he speaks of it as

'

teaching that it was
the obedience proved by Christ's death

which gave the required honour to God's
name. Acute, and often profound, as are

the remarks of the pious Archbishop, there

is also something mechanical in his mode of

treating his subject; a defect which became

exaggerated in later writers adopting his

theory and phraseology. It was a merit,

indeed, in him to explode the strange ideas

current, though not universal, in the Church-
teachers since the time of Irenaeus and Ori-

gen, that the ' debt '. due from man was to

be paid to the devil, whose right would have

been infringed if man had been saved from
his grasp without compensation. And it

was another merit that Anselm, as said

above, kept clear of the doctrine of ' trans-

ferred punishment,' a doctrine the germa of

which appear in Athanasius.*

Returning, however, to Dr. Bushnell, we
find him in agreement with Mr. Campbell
in denying the last-mentioned theory, and
also in representing the main issue and ob-

ject of the Atonement as the restoration of

men to the life of righteousness. Although
he calls his work a treatise on the vicarious

sacrifice, he expressly states that he does not

employ these terms in the sense which has

become usual, namely, as implying
'

penal

suffering transferred;' but in a somewhat
more general signification, namely, that

Christ '

engages, at the expense of great

suffering, and even of death itself, to bring
us out of our sins themselves, and so out of

their penalties; being Himself profoundly
identified with u$ in our fallen state, and
burdened in feeling with our evils. Vica-

*St. Athanasius teaches that Christ died lor

(avrt) all, in order to make all men free from lia-

bility (ivvvfvOvvovs) for transgression.
* For

there was need of death, and it was ri^ht (?8i)
that death should take place for all, in order that

the debt of all might be paid.' De Incarn. It is,

however, remarkable, that Athuiiadins gives much

greater prominence to the ideas of '

restoration,'
'

re-creatiou,' and the like, in Christ's work, than

to
'

satisfaction.'

rious sacrifice, thus interpreted, is no inex-

plicable or isolated act, but the natural and
usual effect of love, which identifies itselfwith
the miserable,

' so as to suffer their adversities

and pains, and take on itself the burden of

their evils.' In the case of God himself, vica-

rious sacrifice was no exceptional act when
Christ became incarnate

;
but His divine Son

had from the beginning entered into the mis-

eries of man, as the language of the Old Testa-

ment shows, which speaks ofHim as ' afflicted

with their affliction,'
'

grieved for them,' pro-

testing that ' He is filled with repentings,'

apostrophizing them, as it were, in a feeling

quite broken :
' Oh that there were such a

heart in them, that they would keep my com-
mandments !

' ' How shall I give thee up,

Ephraim ? how shall I deliver thee, Israel ?'

' It is as if there were a cross unseen, stand-

ing on its undiscovered hill, far back in the

ages, out of which were sounding always

just the same deep voice of suffering love

and patience, that was heard by mortal ears,

from the sacred hill of Calvary.' Much
stress is laid also by Dr. Bushnell on this

idea, that love, as a vicarious principle,

belongs as much to the Father and the Holy
Spirit as to the Son. He regards the in-

carnate life and sufferings of Christ as the

expression in time of the eternal love of

God, His eternal patience, long-suffering, and

sacrifice, not shrinking from the thought that

the very perfection of God involves pain
felt by sympathy for His creatures. Thus
also we lose much, according to his doctrine,

by not conceiving of the Holy Spirit as car-

rying on the vicarious sacrifice of Christ.

'The Holy Spirit works in a ministry of love

precisely as Jesus did, and the love is just the

same kind of love, burdened for men, burdened

for enemies, heaving in silent agonies of passion
to recover and save

; fulfilling in every partic-
ular the Christly terms of sacrifice. It re-

quires, every one may easily perceive, quite as

much suffering, patience and affliction of feel-

ing, or even of what is called passion, to carry
on the work of tho Spirit, as it did to fulfil the

ministry and bear tho cross of Jesus. In the

first place, the work of the Spirit covers the

whole ground of human life, broad as the world

is, and continues through nil the untold gener-

ations of time. And in this wide-world opera-

tion Ho is enduring, not Pilate and tho soldiers

and a fow Jewish priests, but the contradiction

of all sinners that live. Ho is betrayed by inoro

than Judas, denied by more than 1'eter ; t-trug-

gling on, from age to age, with nil the fa'

ntul treasons, and corruptions, nil tlio unspeak-
able disgusts of nil bosom perversity; acting
and suffering, not before them indeed as Christ

did, but as it wore in perpetual contact with

them.'

This idea gives, as he remarks, a more vivid
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sense to those passages of Scripture which

speak of the Spirit as
'

grieved,'
'

vexed,'
'
re-

sisted;' especially to the remarkable words

of Bom. viii. 26, 27 : 'Likewise the Spirit

also helpeth our infirmities
'

(taketh them, for

us, on Himself the word being an emphatic

compound of that used in Matt. viii. 17, for

Christ's taking on Him sicknesses) : for we
know not what we should pray for as we

ought ;
but the Spirit itself maketh interces-

sion for us with groanings which cannot be

uttered. And he that searcheth the hearts

knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit, be-

cause He maketh intercession for the saints

according to the will of God.' 'All which

He is said to do with groanings which can-

not be uttered better with groanings unut-

tered
;
that is, with stirrings of concern or

burdened feelings, that are the silent Greth-

semane of His ministry. The groanings of

Christ are audible, and so might the groan-

ings of the Spirit be, if He had the vocal or-

gans of a body connected with His feeling.'

But not only the Persons of the blessed

Trinity, but the holy angels and redeemed

Christians, are represented by Dr. Bushnell

as partaking in vicarious sacrifice. He does

not allow that there is anything different in

kind between the sacrifice of Christ and that

of His followers, but only in measure. To
make such a distinction

'

corrupts the idea of

sacrifice itself.'

' We quote the Master's words requiring us to

follow Him, and bear the cross with Him and af-

ter Him. There must be sacrifice, we say ;
ev-

ery Christian comes into a life of sacrifice only
not into vicarious sacrifice; that belongs to

Christ alone, suffering no participations of mor-

tals, a qualification, or salvo, that very nearly
unchristianizes Christianity itself. What is the

sacrifice that must not be vicarious sacrifice, but

a virtue that has ever lost connexion with Chris-

tian ideas ? It is mere self-abnegation, a loss

made for the simple sake of losing, and no such

practical loss as love encounters in gaining or

serving an enemy. It has the same relation to

vicarious sacrifice that penance has to repen-
tance. It is itself a kind of penance, or tor-

ment, submitted to by the will. It does not ap-

pear to be even suspected that such kind of sac-

rifice is a mode of asceticism, substituted for the

sacrifice ofthe gospel, and yet it can be nothing

else, for the simple reason that it is required
not to be vicarious. Sacrifice out of love, or

because a full heart naturally and freely takes

on itself the burdens and woes of others, has a

positive character, and is itself the most intense-

ly positive exercise that can be conceived. The
other kind of sacrifice, that which must not
work vicariously, is naked self-suppression, a

merely dry and negative operation, in which
the soul wilfully chokes itself and gets no re-

turn, but a sense of being punished for its pains.
And how much of what is so persistently taught
concerning self-denial, sacrifice, taking up the

cross, is, in just this manner, a departure from

all Christian ideas; a wearisome, unblessed,
and forced virtue, that belongs to the false gos-

pel of asceticism. Happily the evil is mitigated

by the fact that when we go into sacrifice and

suffering for others, we break away from such
asceticism without knowing it, and come into

the genuine, positive kind of sacrifice with
Christ himself.'

Accordingly, the author regards the nu-

merous texts of Scripture which speak of fol-

lowing Christ, having the mind of Christ, as

exhorting us ^to aim at nothing short of a

complete likeness to Him in the elements of

His sacrifice, however far short all men must
fall of it in the degree of inward spiritual

suffering which He endured through the per-
fection of His nature and of His love. Es-

pecially, he considers that any other expla-
nation does violence to the language in which
St. Paul speaks in so many well-known pas-

sages, of his own '

bearing about in the body
the dying of the Lord Jesus,'

'

filling up that

which is behind of the sufferings of Christ,'

and the like.

'Without this vicarious property, love is not

love. Pity there may be, philanthropic benev-

olence, esteein, approbation, admiration
;
but

the vital distinction of love is wanting. It is

very true that we are not to set ourselves upas
redeemers of the world. Our petty measures
of quantity and character forbid such a thought ;

just as any feeble and low man would only be

absurd in attempting what is given to some
most qualified and strongest man of his own

species. Still, any such feeble and low man is

to be, and may truly be, in the same kind of

love with one who is most qualified and strong-
est. . . . And just so it is in Christ. . . . Vica-

rious love in Him, answered by vicarious love

in us, tiny and weak though it be, as an insect

life fluttering responsively to the sun, this is

the only footing of grace in which Christ is re-

ceived, and according to his glorious power.'

And the little power which the gospel has

over men's characters, even after they seem

to have believed, he thus accounts for, be-

cause they exclude themselves, by some mis-

taken distinction, from sharing in the same

kind of vicarious sacrifice which Christ of-

fered.

Having laid this foundation, Dr. Bushnell

proceeds to inquire what was the purpose
for which Christ entered into human nature

and human suffering. This was, in brief, to

regenerate human nature, restoring it from

its sin to a life of holiness. Our blessed

Lord's ministry of healing, both of men's

bodies and souls, had this in view
;
but the

immediate power by which He acted upon
mankind was the moral power of His perfect

character. This moral power He gained as

only other men gain (in degree) the same,

simply by his life of goodness. Dr. Bush-
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nell traces the main features of this life as

it is described in the Gospels, and as it ended
in His suffering and death. In the last

scenes of His passion, he lays stress not on
the physical suffering, but on the ' moral

suffering
' ofwhich these were a sign.

'

They
are the symbols of God's moral suffering.'
Christ expresses to us God's sympathy for

man, His infinite tenderness and infinite pu-

rity, which attracts sinners while it condemns
and suffers for sin. God is henceforth known,
not as an '

attribute-God,' but in actual hu-

man life and character is brought down to

men, suffering with and for them. To be-

lieve in Him thus is to become the subject
of His regenerating moral power, and to be
born again.

It is but the most meagre outline of this

author's teaching which can be presented in

such an imperfect abstract. He himself re-

marks of the gospel, that to attempt to present
it in a 'scheme '

or short formula, is to lose the

savour and virtue of it, which consist in the

impression made by the details. Certainly
the observation is true even of abbreviated

accounts of the writings of thoughtful men
;

however honestly we may endeavour to select

and express their mainfeatures, the life and
fulness of the original must be lost. For
this reason, we have, at the risk of wearying
the reader, not scrupled to be copious in our

quotation of the original words of the trea-

tises which we are commenting on, believing
that a better representation is thus given of
their spirit than by a mere condensed ac-

count of their contents. There is also an-

other reason for pursuing this method

namely, that thus the reader is most likely
to be interested in the works themselves
from which our extracts are made. For as

no subject can be more deeply interesting,
and more fruitful in practical results, than
that of the Atonement, so we shall be well

content to have called attention to writ-

ings which treat of it with so much beauty,
thoughtfulness, and earnestness, being con-

vinced that no student of these works can
fail to derive from their perusal some useful

result, for meditation or for practice, even if

he is not inclined to give complete adhesion
to the views which they maintain.

But we must hurry, sicco pede^ over that

very remarkable portion of his treatise, in

which Dr. Bushnell deals with the meta-

physical assumptions as to God's righteous-
ness, justice, mercy, punishment and the like,
which lie at the base of much teaching on
the subject of the Atonement, as well as on
that of Justification of Faith

;
and this, al-

though this part of his work is elaborated

with great care as well as with acuteuoss of

thought. The general object of it is to show
VOL. XLVI. N 14

that the common doctrine that penal suffer-

ing was necessary as a compensation to God's

justice for the release of transgression, is

founded upon false ideas of God's nature.

Dr. Bushnell begins by distinguishing be-

tween righteousness and justice as attributes

of God : the former being His perfect good-
ness considered in itself, the latter the ex-

pression of His mind or will in law, using
this term in its widest sense. It is involved
in the very idea of righteousness, that when
His creatures fell into the misery of sin, it

would be God's wish to restore them, or, as

Mr. Campbell puts it, a perfectly righteous

being must love righteousness and endeav-
our that it should be restored, if lost, in His
creatures. It is not involved in the idea of

such a being that He must exact a fixed pen-

alty for sin, without possessing a discretion-

ary power of punishing according to what is

best. Punishment will fall upon those who
have sinned by the action of the retributive

causes established in nature, and even when
God interferes supernaturally by grace to

restore the sinner, He does not suspend
these retributive causes, but introduces a

higher principle of action, which works in

and with them, modifying their effects, but

leaving them their proper action. So, by
way of example, the human will can modify
the action of gravitation without suspending
it. The pains and troubles consequent on
sin now become, by the action of grace, chas-

tisements and means of purification. God's

justice, expressed in law, and His mercy, are

simultaneous co-factors in redemption, and
both effects of God's primal Righteousness.
His acts are ultimately to be referred to the

latter; but as this does not demand suffering
or penalty for sin, as an end in itself, still

less can it be pleased with suffering trans-

ferred to others as a penalty. If our readers

could follow Dr. Bushnell's own lucid and
forcible statement of his reasoning on this

point, they would find it, we believe, weighty
and cogent, and not only conclusive against
the abstract assumptions on which the theory
of transferred penalty is built, but abound-

ing in striking and suggestive thoughts of a

positive character. Such is the idea that

since perfect righteousness and love are but

two names of the same thing, the very right-
eousness of God will engage Him to redeem

fallen men by every possible means, even by
sacrifice, so that we are brought to the con-

clusion ' that Christ came into the world, as

the incarnate Lord and Saviour of sinners,

just because the eternal necessary law mudr
it obligatory on Him to be such a Saviour.'

Other points, which the author presses with
much force, are, that there is no danger of

weakening the law or doing it dishonour by
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an account of the Atonement which denies

that it was a transfer of penalty, since the

majesty of the law is vindicated, far more

truly, by the obedience which Christ paid it,

and by the very object for which He lived

and died, namely, to restore sinners to right-

eousness, as well as by the two great revela-

tions of the New Testament, the final judg-
ment, and the eternal punishment of the im-

penitent. Disliking the notion that ' com-

pensation
'
for punishment remitted was part

of what He effected, and believing that this

conception robs the gospel 'of its simplicity,
the author yet maintains that his view rep-
resents the work and sufferings of Christ as

doing such honour to God's law that if any
persons were unable to part with the theory
of required compensation, they would find

in his doctrine sufficient to satisfy God's
honour ' without any feature of abhorrence

expressed, justice satisfied, official transfer

made of guilt, official substitution suffered in

the matter of punishment.' More than this,
he affirms that his view gives to the expres-
sions of Scripture, on which the substitutional

theory has been founded, their most natural

meaning, and that this theory, while pretend-

ing to keep close to the Word of God, does
violence to it by a dark literalism.

'
If it were necessary to reason on the at-

tempts which are themselves shocking viola-
tions of reason, it should be enough to say,
that Christ is really in the lot of all desert, or
else He is not. If He is there, then He ought
to suffer

;
and if He is not, then it is the great-

est wrong and irreverence to pretend that He
suffers justly. I have dared to say that He is

not there, and suffers nothing as justly due to
Himself. He only comes into the corporate
evil of sin, as being incarnated into humanity,
and working there to recover men away, both
from sin and punishment, Hefor so long a time
encounters and suffers the curse they are justly
under. This He does, not to satisfy God's jus-
tice, but in a way of coming at their con-
sciences and hearts

; whereupon it results that

they, being released or recovered by so great
expense of suffering and sacrifice, give Him
their testimony of thanks in the most natural

way possible, by telling how He " was made a
curse for them,"

" bore their sins in His own
body,"

"
gave Himself for them,"

" was made
sin for them,"

"
gave Himself to be their Sav-

iour,"
" died for them,"

"
suffered, the just for

the unjust."
'

_

Dr. Bushnell supposes, by way of illustra-

tion, that a prison had been contrived by
some government, the Roman for example,
for the punishment of public malefactors, on
the plan of an ordeal by Providence, being
placed in a pestilential region, in which each

prisoner was to remain an appointed time.
A monk, hearing that a former bitter enemy

was a prisoner and fallen ill of the pesti-

lence, enters the prison, for Christ's sake

becomes the nurse of his old enemy, who
recovers and goes free, while the benefactor

dies of the plague.

' And now the rescued man throws out his

soul in words, trying vainly to express the

inexpressible tenderness of his obligation. He
writes, and talks, and sings nothing but grati-
tude all his life long ; telling how the Christly
man saved him, by what poor figures he can
raise.'

"
Oh, he bore my punishment

"

" became the criminal for me" "gave his life

for mine " " died that I might live
" " stood

in my lot of guilt
" " suffered all my suffer-

ing." It will not be strange if he shall even go
beyond Scripture, and testify in the fervours of

his homage to so great kindness,
" he took my

debt of justice"
"
satisfied the claims of jus-

tice for me "
for he will mean by that nothing

more than he has been saying before. Then
after a time, when he and his benefactor are

gone, some one, we will imagine, undertakes
to write their story ;

and the dull, kind-hearted
literalizer takes up all these fervours of ex-

pression, in the letters and reported words of
the rescued felon, showing most conclusively
from them that the good monk actually got
the other's crime imputed to him, took the

guilt of it, suffered punishment, died in his

place, and satisfied the justice of the law that

he might be released ! Why, the malefactor
himself would even have shuddered at the

thought of a construction so revolting, here-

after to be put upon his words. The honours
won for Christian theology by this kind of

interpretation put upon the free words of

Scripture, make a very sad figure, and are bet-

ter to be lost than preserved. I do not, to

speak frankly, know a passage of Scripture
that can with any fairness be turned to signify
a legal or judicial substitution of Christ in the

place of transgressors none that, taken with

only a proper Christian intelligence, can be
understood as affirming either the fact or the

necessity of a compensation made to God's jus-
tice for the release of sin.'

In the great point of the divinity of Christ

Dr. Bushuell and Mr. Campbell, and all

indeed who hold any doctrine of atonement,

agree. It is the characteristic of Dr. Bush-
nell's work, indeed, that it brings out the

idea that the incarnation was but the issue,
in time, of the love, and even self-sacrifice,

which was from eternity in the nature and
character of God

;
and that Christ expresses

to us what God is and always has been.

Mr. Campbell also lays stress on the fact

that Christ revealed the Father to man, but

especially in this way, by showing in His
human life of perfect Sonship, how that

Fatherly love may be trusted, and what re-

turn it claims : this human Sonship being
the expression, in humanity, of His Divine

Sonship. But there is another point of
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view in which the divinity of Christ forms

the basis of his doctrine of atonement,
and in which, as before remarked, the mys-

tery of the subject as transcending human

experience and knowledge chiefly lies,

namely, the actual relation of our spirits to

Christ as present in us, in virtue of which

we become partakers of His atonement
; for,

as he truly says,
' I cannot believe in one as

my life, of whom I am not warranted to

think as God
;

' and ' the universal relation

of men to the one Son of God, as He in

whom they all have the life of sonship, ac-

cords as perfectly with the divinity of the

Son of God, as it contradicts every lower

conception of His being.' Dr. Bushnell's

argument leads him to enlarge more on the

mode in which Christ became a regenerating

power in humanity, by His bringing down
God to human eyes, becoming a new factor

in human history, and the like
;
but he also

teaches that the continual work of renewing
the souls of men, while it' is referred to the

Holy Spirit, is also the work of Christ, and

that St. Paul's expression for his conversion,
' When it pleased God to reveal His Son in

me,' is only one out of many texts which

describe Him as a regenerator. The office

of the spirit is to glorify Christ in the soul,

to make it receptive of all that is contained

in His life and sufferings, and then to make
Him a Saviour to it.

Both writers agree, as before said, in de-

nying the doctrine that the punishment due

to men's sin was transferred from them to

Christ, and in rejecting Luther's teaching
that He was so identified with sinners as

ever, in His own consciousness, or in the

mind of the Father, to be looked upon as

a sinner. Short of this, Mr. Campbell's
doctrine contains the ideas expressed in the

words '

propitiation,'
'

satisfaction,' and even
'

expiation,' which word he frequently uses

in his explanation of it. The sacrifice of

Christ is offered by Him and accepted by
the Father in behalf of men, and we come to

God '

through Him,' and '
in His name,' and

are ourselves accepted
' for His sake

;'
but this

implies that He is present in us, and that

we are by faith partakers (in beginning) of

His inind of Sonship. Dr. Bushnell rejects
the word '

expiation
'

altogether, as not

scriptural either in itself or in the idea it

suggests ;
and he explains

'

propitiation
'

and ' satisfaction
'
as figurative expressions

really meaning an effect wrought in us,

though the figure is of an effect on God.

Imputation of our sins to Christ he in no

sense allows, nor does Mr. Campbell, except
inasmuch as the confession of Christ of the

sin of mankind was accepted by the Father.

Imputation of Christ's righteousness to us

>oth writers allow, in the sense that faith is

jut a germ of that perfect righteousness
which is formed gradually in believers, and

which flows into them from Christ, and

which, by anticipation, and on account of its

origin, may be said to be ours while it is

"'hrist's.

Forgiveness of sins, though not so promi-
nent in Mr. Campbell's scheme as in that of

ordinary writers, is yet always made by him

part of the blessings of the Atonement, and

joined with eternal life. In Dr. Bushnell's

system it falls into the background, and

liolds a quite secondary place by the side of

that moral renewal which he makes the

central blessing.
Of the other writers whom we have

named, Dr. Young substantially agrees with

Dr. Bushnell, but he is even more emphatic
in rejecting the doctrine of ' substitution.'

The divinity of Christ, His revealing the

Father to men, and thus calling them back

to Him, is the essence of the Atonement,

according to his view. Forgiveness of sins

is, in the common sense of theTVord, not only
not a part of what we receive in Christ, but

is an impossible gift, since what is done

cannot be undone, and sin is at once its own

penalty, exacting its punishment infallibly.

Remission of sins means a loosing its hold

upon the heart and will
;

in this sense it

accompanies the revelation of God's love

made by Christ. For the rest Dr. Young's
work contains much that is expressive of

devout feeling, as well as of an original and

profound mind, and is valuable for an his-

torical inquiry into the doctrine of the

Atonement as held by the eArly Fathers and

by later writers. He also, like Dr. Bush-

nell, examines the meaning of the scriptural

terms relating to the doctrine of justifica-

tion, a very interesting subject, but which,

though it is connected closely with that of

the Atonement, we cannot now discuss with

the care which it deserves.

Had the space assigned to us permitted,
we should have now proceeded to remark

upon some of the terms used in Scripture

relating to the Atonement. We must, how-

ever, confine our attention to one, the
'
for-

giveness of sins,' which is so prominent a

part of the promise of the gospel, that it

would hardly be necessary to bring it under

discussion, were it not that it is thrown too

much in the background in the teaching of

some modern writers. Dr. Young, for in-

stance, brings out in forcible reasoning the

true ideas that sin must always be the ob-

ject of God's abhorrence, and that while it

remains in the will there can be no forgive-

ness. When he goes on to say that ' sin al-

ways exacts its own punishment,' and that
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'justice which ordains always secures its

own satisfaction,' he is perhaps pronouncing
too confidently on a mysterious subject.
The following extract, however, will fitly

introduce what we have to say on this

point :

* It is imagined that the forgiveness of sin is

a thing of transcendent difficulty, a difficulty
BO great that it almost baffled even God to

surmount it. I venture to assert that there is

not a solitary text which conveys, or even fa-

vours this idea. If there be a meaning in the

New Testament, it is, of all things, clear and
sure that God is infinitely willing to forgive the

wickedest human being that lives. "Wherever

difficulty may be, at least it does not lie here.

Thinking so much, as many do, of mere pardon
and its difficulties, they forget that pardon is

not salvation, not at all. There is a far stern-

er obstruction in the way of the real deliver-

ance of the human spirit, an obstruction which
only God can remove in His holy law, but
which must be removed if the soul is to be
saved. Were mere pardon of sin secured, the

whole of what constitutes inner salvation

would still remain to be achieved. If all the

past were blotted out from God's remembrance,
the man would be as unredeemed as ever. It

is his nature, and not the facts of his history,
that require to be, or that can be changed.
There is a deadly evil working within, and it is

from this he must be saved, if he is to be saved
at all. Mere selfish protection is not the chief

wantjof a genuine soul. The very lowest, the

weakest, and the least noble thing we can do,
is to fly for escape from the proper desert of evil.

... To an enlightened, awakened, and thorough-
ly earnest man, the great and stern reality is,

that he has deeply wronged his God, and as

deeply wronged his own being. ... He is away
from God in thought and iu affection, and this

wilful severance,*he has come to know, is death
to his higher self. He is all wrong, utterly

wrong, wrong in relation to God and wrong
in relation to himself. "What he most needs
is not to be pardoned; that may be his first,
but it ought to be his least concern, respecting
which there is no reasonable fear or doubt

;

what he most needs is not to be pardoned
merely, but to be changed in himself, to be set

really right, his face and his heart turned to-

wards God, converted to God.'

Every one will assent to this : but it does

not cover all the facts of conscience and of

revelation. Nor can we agree with Dr.

Bushnell's remarks on the Greek word for

'remission ' of sins (a^ecris), namely, that it

conveys a '

superficial idea,' and that a mere
'

letting go, or consenting no longer to blame,

really accomplishes nothing as regards the

practical release of sin. It is only a deed
of formality, or verbal discharge, that car-

ries practically no discharge at all. It says
"
Go," but leaves the prison doors shut.' If

it were so superficial a blessing, it is hardly
likely that it would be so continually spo-

ken of in the New Testament as the charac-

teristic blessing of the Christian covenant.

Our blessed Lord named it as the especial
effect of His incarnation and death, when
He said,

' This is the cup of the new cove-

nant in my blood, which is shed for many
for the remission of sins.' His commission
to the apostles after His resurrection (John
xx. 23) is

' Whose soever sins ye remit,

they are remitted unto them
;
whose soever

sins ye retain, they are retained.' It may
be worth while briefly to consider what is

the nature of this blessing, so far as we

gather it from Scripture. That the direct

meaning of the terms ds not the loosing of

the hold of sin from the heart and will, but

(as commonly understood) the loosing the

sinner .from the charge, guilt, penalty of his

sin, is clear. It may be true that the latter

is accompanied, as a matter offact, by the for-

mer, and hence the word a^to-is, though
properly meaning

'

forgiveness,' may cover

the idea of spiritual cleansing or freedom
also

;
to adapt a phrase from logical writers,

it may connote the latter, but it certainly
denotes the former. The words of the Lord's

Prayer,
'

Forgive us our trespasses, as we

forgive them that trespass against us,' must

signify an objective forgiveness, and can

have no other meaning in the second clause,
from the nature of the case. When our Lord

speaks (Matt. xii. 31) of all sin and blas-

phemy being forgiven to men, but of the

blasphemy against the Holy Ghost not being

forgiven, it is clear that He does not speak
of the relaxation of the power of sin in the

heart, but of its guilt. It is in this sense

that we must interpret the words in the

many passages which mention ' remission of

sins
'

either prospectively as a blessing
about to be imparted, or as one actually

conveyed ;
as when John is said (Mark i. 4)

to preach the baptism of repentance for

the remission of sins
;
as our Lord said

to the paralytic,
'

Thy sins be (are, have

been) forgiven thee,' where it may be

worth while to remind the English reader

that it is not a prayer but a declaration

of a fact that is contained in the words,
as be is the old word for are. We may refer

to two other passages which put it beyond
a doubt that the above is the meaning of

remission of sins. Preaching at Antioch in

Pisidia, St. Paul tells his audience that
'

through Christ was preached unto them re-

mission of sins, and in Him every one who
believed was justified from all things from

which they could not be justified by the law

of Moses,' where remission of sins is equiv-
alent to justification. The other passage is

in the Epistle to the Hebrews, x. 17, where

the comment of the writer on the words of
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Jeremiah, 'And their sins and their iniqui-
ties I will remember no more,' is,

' Now where
remission of these is, there is no more offering
for sin,' remission of sins being made

equivalent to their not being remembered

by God.*
This being clearly the meaning of the

words '

remission ' or '

forgiveness of sins,'

and this blessing being spoken" of every-
where as one of the chief blessings of the

Christian covenant, it seems to us that no
doctrinal system which treats it as '

only a

secondary and subordinate matter,' gives an

adequate or well-balanced account of the

Gospel revelation. It is quite true that (as
Dr. Young says),

' mere selfish protection is

not the chief want of a genuine soul. The

very lowest, the weakest, and the least no-

ble thing that we can do, is to fly to escape
from the proper desert of evil.' But there

are two remarks to be made on this. In the

first place, the pain of punishment, and the

hope of deliverance from it, become some-

times, as a matter of fact, the means of

turning men to God (or rather towards God)
when nothing else will. The motive is not
a high one, but it is an effective one. It is not
a spiritual motive, but it may lead the soul

in the direction where spiritual motives

may afterwards act upon it. Nor is
' for-

giveness of eins '

unmeaning or impossible
on the ground that the ' retributive conse-

quence!,' once set in motion by God's ordi-

nance, cannot be put aside or checked, but
must work their proper effects by unchang-
ing laws of causation. Dr. Bushnell himself
shows that the introduction of a higher

agency may modify the operation of these

laws without checking them, as the human
will modifies the working of laws of matter.

Although, therefore, the desire to be de-

livered from the penal consequences of our
sins is not a high motive, it is not always an
unlawful one. But our second remark is,

that this desire is not what is expressed in

the prayer for forgiveness, nor is the correl-

ative blessing that which is chiefly prom-
ised in it. One who is really penitent, as

having sinned against God, desires, first and

chiefly, to be put right with Him. The
consciousness of sin is not merely the con-
sciousness of impending punishment, but
the consciousness of being estranged from

God, and out of His favour. The soul is

restored to happiness when assured that God
still loves it, regards it with favour, does
not count its sins to it as hindering this fa-

* It is almost superfluous to say that the Greek
word

oHpi-ri/jii has the same meaning in the Septua
1,'int. A reference to Pa. xxxii. 5, (ii-n. "xviii. 20,.
1's. Ixxxv. 2, puts this beyond a doubt.

vour. Once again in His love, it can trust

itself to Him for the future, trust His mer-

cy to remit the painful consequences of its

sin, or not, as He sees best, for if not remitr

ted, these painful consequences are no lon-

ger punishments (in the sense of infliction of

vengeance), but instruments of purification.
Mr. Campbell rightly says, that the sacrifi-

ces of the Jewish law admitted the offerer

to the standing and privileges of a worship-
per, which, by his sin, he had forfeited,
admitted him, that is, again to communion
or ' favour ' with God. Viewed from the
side of God, He was said to forgive, or, in

the Hebrew, to cover the sin, that is, to put
it out of sight, to forget, or consent not to
see it, sometimes to remove or take it away.
' He was so merciful that He forgave (cover-

ed) their misdeeds, and destroyed them not '

(Ps. Ixxviii. 38) ;
here the escape from evil

desert or consequence is the effect of for-

giveness.
We venture to think, then, that a doc-

trinal system which puts forgiveness of sins

in the background, or undervalues it, is as

inconsistent with the facts of conscience
and human nature as it plainly is with the
witness of Holy Scripture. Ifour Saviour's
words when instituting the Lord's Supper
stood alone, they would be sufficient to

teach us that remission of sins is a chief

blessing of the gospel, and that it is con-
nected with His death. What is the nature
of this connexion, and how far this is ex-

plained in the doctrinal teaching of the
writers which we have been describing, is a

further question.
For our Lord's words, though they teach

us that His death was ' for remission of sins,'
do not explain how this was to be the case.

The words in themselves may imply a di-

rect connexion between the two, remission
of sins being the immediate effect of His
death, or they may point to a more distant
and indirect connexion with forgiveness,

being used, as in Mark i. 4, wherein it is

said that St. John preached the baptism of

repentance
' for remission of. sins.

1

It would
be consistent with our Saviour's words if

the immediate effect of His death was to

draw men back to God in repentance, which

repentance would be followed by forgive-
ness. Remission of sins would then be an
ulterior effect of His death. Whether this

is their meaning or not cannot bo decided
from the words themselves

;
but in any case

remission of sins, being mentioned by Him
at that solemn moment as the object of II i

-

death, must be regarded as a chief blessing
of the covenant which he was about to seal

by His blood. And it may be as well to

say here, that this being the case, it is,
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after all, a secondary question how this re-

mission is brought about. What the con-

science needs, and what God's word gra-

ciously assures us of, is that forgiveness of

sins is bestowed through the death of Christ.

The questions which we are now discussing,
how this is effected, are weighty, inasmuch
as a true conception of what is revealed on
this point can hardly fail to have an im-

portant bearing on our knowledge of God's

dealing with us, and thus on our spiritual
life. Whatever use there is in light and
truth on spiritual subjects, must belong es-

pecially to light and truth upon the Atone-

ment, false views of which may in various

ways thwart and hinder the growth of the

soul in the life of righteousness : while

right apprehensions of it must be, by God :

s

blessing, of direct and most powerful in-

fluence to promote this life. Still, the great
facts of redemption, prominent among which
is that remission of sins is granted through
the death of Christ, may be blessed to all

saving purposes, without any solution being
attempted of the questions referred to, and
with different conclusions as to their solution,

though, in proportion as one account is more
true than another, it may be expected to con-

tain more elements of spiritual edification.*

* To comprise in this article an examination of
all the passages of Scripture bearing on this subject
would expand it to an incovenient length. If we
condense the result of this examination, it is the

following : Our Lord's own words (in Matt. xx. 28)
do not imply more than that He gave His life for

us, and that the effect is our deliverance. This is

our conclusion, whether the word \vrpov represents
the Hebrew 'copher/ 'pidyon,' or 'g'ulab,' one of
which (or its Aramaic equivalent) we may suppose
to have been used by Christ. In other passages
He speaks of His atonement more generally, not
with particular reference to remission of sins. The

aermpns of the apostles in the Acts are distinct as
to this blessing being'granted in the name and by
the agency of Christ, but do not develop this truth
further. In the Epistles we may divide the pas-
sages we are concerned with into two classes,
those in which the language is figurative, being de-
rived from the Jewish ritual, and those in which
there is no such imagery. The latter class (as
Rom. iv. 25, v. 8, Hi. 24, viii. 32 ;

1 Cor. xv. 3 ;
2

Cor. v. 15, 21
;
Gal. iii. 13) does not, in our opin-

ion, explain how remission of sins is connected with
the Saviour's death, the meaning of the last pas-
sage being that God allowed or appointed that
Christ should be treated as guilty, in order to save

men, not that He looked on Him as personally
guilty, or accepted suffering from Him instead of

laying it on us. The other Epistles do not go fur-

ther. As to the figurative passages (such as Rom.
iii. 24

;
1 John i. 2, iv. 10

;
John i. 29), the effect is

that Christ is the medium through whom God ex-
tends forgiveness to mankind ; nor does the Epistle
to the Hebrews give any essentially new view of
the atonement or its effects, although it presents it

under various aspects suggested by the Jewish
ordinances.

And now, to gather up the threads of this

discussion, and inquire whether the views of

the Atonement which we began by describing
are adequate representations of the teaching
of Scripture, or whether they add anything
to our previous knowledge of this highest
of subjects, we must first briefly repeat the

remark made in commenting on Dr. Bush-
nell's and DY. Young's systems, that they
are obviously defective in not giving suffi-

cient prominence to the doctrine of forgive-
ness. Written as this is in light upon the

pages of the New Testament, no teaching
which puts it in the background, on what-
ever pretence, can claim to be the gospel.
And as this is a prominent truth of Scrip-

ture, so it is of the first necessity for man.
The declaration that God forgives, brought
home to the soul, has power to work in it

those feelings of hope and grateful love,
which give new life and energy to all its

moral powers, and enable it really to cast its

sin out, as well as to cast it off. To some
extent even the imperfect revelation of this

forgiving love of God under the Old Testa-

ment dispensation, had no doubt this effect,

but the effect under the clearer revelation of

it in Christ is incalculable. The conscious*

ness of the continual, forgiving love of God,
has probably been the source of the largest

part of Christian goodness. It not only

operates to produce great instances of emi-

nent holiness, but to keep up tho flame of

hope and piety in hearts very imperfectly
dominated by holy motives. It saves from

despair, not only in extreme instances, but
in the countless instances of daily, hourly
life, where discouragement on account of

past sin would bind down the powers of the

soul, if it were not for this knowledge of

God's forgiving love. Such a revelation was
itself almost an adequate object of the Sa-

viour's advent. We know now that God's

forgiveness is incompatible with deliberate

harbouring of sin in the will, and that it can-

not take effect on individuals where there is

no germ of faith and repentance. But its

tendency is, on being revealed, to draw out
this faith and repentance; it is prior to them
in itself, but takes effect in answer to them.
The forgiving love of God lays long siege to

the obdurate will, and though, it must be

feared, often resisted to the end, does not

leave off its efforts while this life lasts.

The above objection cannot, indeed, be

brought against Mr. Campbell's doctrine,
since he never omits to mention forgiveness
of sin, together with eternal life, as part of

the blessings given to mankind in Christ.

But even he seems to us scarcely to bring
out with adequate emphasis either the place
which this promise has, or its effect in (what
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we have lately been describing) awakening
in the soul, hope, love, and repentance. We
speak with hesitation of a book, every line

of which is expressive of a deep spiritual

experience and a maturity of meditative

thought in its author beyond any work of

this generation ;
and it is very possible that,

as it is a question not of omission but of rel-

ative prominence given to a particular part
of his subject, he may have considered that

a full expression of the gospel of forgive-
ness is involved in that revelation of God
in Christ which he (as well as Dr. Bushnell)
so powerfully sets forth. >

Both Dr. Bushnell and Mr. Campbell de-

serve our gratitude, indeed, for the stress

which they lay on the love of God the Father
as originating the salvation of man. Plain

as this is in Scripture, there can be no doubt
that the way of contemplating the Atone-
ment common in modern times had a ten-

dency to obscure it, and the mind of the

simple Christian might have been perplexed
by a doctrine that seemed almost to increase

the distance between the human spirit and
its heavenly Father, instead of bringing it

closer to Him, and Him to it. We gladly
believe that this erroneous tendency, which
robbed the gospel of its chief power as a

motive, has been, or is in a fair way of being
eradicated.

In connection with this subject we accord

our admiration to that part of Dr. Bushnell's

work (before alluded to) which examines,
from what may be called a metaphysical
point of view, the ideas concerning God, His

righteousness and justice, on which the true

doctrine of the Atonement is sometimes sup-

posed to rest, and we confidently refer the

reader to his suggestive remarks on the true

idea of God's perfections contained in the

word '

righteous,' as contrasted with the less

comprehensive term 'just.' Dr. Bushnell

keeps, indeed, within limits of speculation
narrower than those which the scholastic

writers allowed themselves; he abstains (we
cannot but think wisely) from entering on
the question whether the incarnation was

merely a remedy for sin, or in any case was

part of God's eternal counsels for the per-
fection of mankind. The latter idea, that
of the Scotists (Mr. Oxenham informs us)
in the middle ages, as against the disciples
of Thomas Aquinas, is said to gain ground
in the lloman Catholic Church, as well as in

the writings of Lutheran theologians.* Short

* See Bishop Martensen's Chriitian Dogmatics
(sect. 75, Clark's scries), where the author sp-aks
of the Scotist doctrine as an 'essentially Christian

belief,' and refers to the Epistles to tho Kplu-sians
and Colossians as sanctioning it.

of this, however, it is a service even to the

unlearned Christian to trace the Atonement
to the perfection of God, and enable us to

regard it as a manifestation of His right-

eousness, making righteous those who believe

in Jesus Christ.

Nor can it be doubted that the strong

light thrown by our authors upon the truth

that the ultimate object of the Atonement
must be the restoration of righteousness in

the spirit and nature of man (not by any
means mere forgiveness), deserves our best

acknowledgment. In the ways indeed, in

which they present this truth, there is much

difference, Dr. Bushnell dwelling more on
the ' moral power

' exerted by Christ by
His life and death, Mr. Campbell entering
more deeply into the spiritual elements in

the Atonement itself, the reproduction of

which (in their degree) in the Christian is

part of a right application of the sacrifice of

Christ. But no one who has read either

volume can be in any danger of ever losing

sight of or of failing to appreciate, the fact

that the object of that sacrifice was to re-

store mankind to the hope of sonship, wtiich

is eternal life.

There still remains the question, whether,
in the teaching of either writer, that kind

of importance is given to the death of Christ

which it has in Holy Scriptures. Both,

indeed, teach that forgiveness of sins is as-

sured to us in the new covenent, though Dr.

Bushnell, as we have said, treats it some-

what too lightly, as if, indeed, there were

no such difficulty in the matter as is gener-

ally supposed. Greatly as we admire his

treatise, we cannot but believe that he en-

tirely fails to account for the close connex-

ion between our Saviour's death and remis-

sion of sin which the language of the apostle
and of Christ himself conveys. And let us

be allowed again to say, that the assurance of

this remission, as in some way connected with

Christ's death, must be sufficient for right

belief, even though it is left quite unexplained
how the death was effectual for our forgive-
ness. No one should find fault with indi-

vidual Christians for believing that the re-

mission of sins here spoken of is not the

direct, but the indirect consequence of the

Saviour's death, which works immediately

by bringing men to repentance and the mind
of sonship, and thus into that true relation

with God in which remission of sins is an

essential privilege. Yet we cannot think

that this indirect relation satisfies the words

of Christ and His apostles in their simplest
and most natural sense. Mr. Campbell's

teaching does seem to us to satisfy them, if

we may give somewhat greater prominence
to ideas which form part of it. For he speaks
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frequently of the confession of Bin as made

by Him in humanityfor it, of His presenting
to the Father in it and for it, a righteousness
which humanity could not itself present, of

the death of Christ as perfecting His expi-

atory confession of our sin, and being thus

a propitiation, as accepted as a Divine judg-
ment upon the sins of men, whose brother

He was. In such thoughts we seem to find

a full appreciation of the passages of Scrip-
ture which we refer to, although the author so

strongly disapproves of the doctrine of pe-
nal suffering transferred to Christ. On this

negative side of his subject, also, we are

disposed to think his arguments convincing.
And if any of our readers should fear lest

the omission of this element in their view
of the Atonement should diminish its moral

power as a motive, or its comfort, as an as-

surance, we venture to believe that, in the

reflections upon the whole subject adduced

by Mr. Campbell, they will find suflicient

guarantee for both, as well as a rich store of

thoughts, most fruitful in practical effects.

ART. IV. 1. Constable's Miscellany. Vol.
X. Table-TalL Edin. 1827.

2. The Jest-Booh Selected and arranged
by MARK LEMON. London, 1864.

THE connexion between Reason and Ridi-

cule seems to be very close
; though its na-

ture certainly is not very clear. The only
animal that reasons is also the only animal
that laughs, and apparently, too, the only
one that is laughed at, or that deserves to

be so. Beasts, acting by instinct, are never

absurd, humanity having reserved that privi-

lege exclusively to itself. Listen to Swift :

' Brutes find out where their talents lie :

A bear will not attempt to fly ;

A foundered horse will oft debate,
Before lie tries a five-barred gate ;

A dog by instinct turns aside,
"Who sees the ditch too deep and wide.
But man we find the only creature

"Who, led by Folly, combats Nature
;

Who, when she loudly cries, Forbear,
With obstinacy fixes there

;

And when his genius least inclines,

Absurdly bends his whole designs.'

In connexion, perhaps, with the gift of rea-

son and the privilege of absurdity thus be-

stowed, the faculty of laughter was super-
added in our constitution to keep absurdity
within bounds, to make reason humble, and
t o lead us to look at the unavoidable follies

of each other with good-humoured sympathy
rather than with scornful disgust.

Hazlitt, in his Comic Writers, very justly
connects laughter with its opposite, on prin-

ciples not essentially at variance with those

we have been suggesting :

'Man,' he says, 'is the only animal that

laughs and weeps, for he is the only animal
that is struck with the difference between what
things are and what they ought to be. "We

weep at what thwarts or exceeds our desires in

serious matters
;
we laugh at what only disap-

points our expectations in trifles.'

The aspects in which we have now consid-

ered Ridicule seem to harmonize well with
Aristotle's view of it. He describes in his

Poetics the '

laughable
'

or comic (TO yeAotov)
as being dfj.dpT-rj^d TL /cat alamos dvwSwov KCH

ov (frOapTiKov. This is frequently translated

as if a/xapr^a meant any fault or deformity
generally. But we cannot help thinking
that by d/x.apr^/xa here, Aristotle means that

species of fault or deviation which consists

in & failure of aim or missing of the mark;
and in this sense the ' distorted face,' which
he gives as an instance of the comic, may
well enough be called an d/xap-n/jua, as being
something that attempts to be a face, but
does not succeed.

We do not affirm that all ridiculous things
consist in this failure of aim

;
but we venture

to say that that category embraces a large

proportion of them.
There are two elements, however, in Aris-

totle's definition of the ludicrous, which are

quite essential, but which are apt to be for-

gotten : 1st, the fault or failure, in order to

be laughable, must be, if not ignominious,
at least inglorious ;

and 2d, it must be un-

attended with pain or injury. The failure

must be a discomfiture, involving a gross
want of calculation or self-knowledge, and
unredeemed by any circumstances that enno-

ble it.
' In great attempts 'tis glorious even

to fail;' and the defeat at Thermopylae was
more illustrious than many a victory else-

where. Again, an occurrence which involves

pain or injury cannot be truly laughable,
and it ought not to be necessary to add, that

the pain or injury here contemplated is not
what we ourselves feel, but what may affect

the object of our supposed ridicule. -Unfor-

tunately, however, the case of the Boys and
the Frogs in the fable finds a frequent par-
allel in every-day life, and it is well that

would-be wits and heedless jesters should be

reminded, on the highest authority, that

there can be no legitimate subject of laugh-
ter where the feelings or rightful interests of

any one are wounded or assailed.

Examples of these laughable failures to
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which we refer are to be readily found.

Even literal failures of aim are laughable,
such as a very bad cast at bowls, or a very
wide shot in archery. Mr. Pickwick's at-

tempt to drive a gig, and Mr. Winkle's ex-

ploits as a sportman, are first-rate pictures
in their way. The Feast of the Ancients in

Peregrine Pickle is about the most laughable

thing that was ever written, and depends en-

tirely for its effect on the elements we have
been explaining. But the principle goes
further and deeper. Every instance of un-

successful affectation, every assumption of a

false character that is at once detected, every

preposterous attempt' to shine where excel-

lence is hopeless, all these are fertile

sources of entertainment, and legitimate ob-

jects of ridicule. The faded beauty and
the battered beau, the learned lady who
misuses her words, the ambitious singer who
has neither ear nor voice, are standing butts

at which laughter has been directed from
the beginning of time

;
and similar exhibi-

tions of character will continue to amuse
future generations as they have done the

past. Don Quixote, the great comic Epic of

all literature, delights us by a series of fail-

ures, recommended by the kindly and benev-
olent spirit in which the adventures are un-

dertaken, but rendered ludicrous by the

meanness of the preparations made and the

impracticability of the objects pursued ;
and

of all the hero's failures, none is more con-

spicuously ludicrous than the attempt to

convert his worldly and sensual attendant
into a fitting squire for a chivalrous master.
The Vert-vert of Gresset, one of the best of
comic poems, and so well translated by
Father Prout, amuses us by the elaborate

attempts and confident hopes of the good
nuns to make a saint of their parrot, and in

the sad revolution in his character and vo-

cabulary produced by an inland voyage
through France to visit a distant nunnery,
whose inmates he astonishes with the latest

epithets and phrases in use among the barge-
men, his associates in his transit. In John

Gitpin, which is a matchless miniature epic,
the jest consists in like manner in the worthy
citizen's abortive attempt to dine with his

wife and family in a suburban inn, and in

the incidents by which he twice overshoots
the mark, and ends dinnerless at night where
he began in the morning. We may observe
at the same time, as there exemplified, how
universally people are amused with bad

horsemanship. The Tailor's journey to

Brentford, as exhibited in the ring, made us

laugh as children
;
the cavalcade of Commo-

dore Trunnion and his comrades on his mar-

riage day convulsed us as we grew up ;
and

we find in Italian jest-books the same source

of mirth in their frequent stories as to the

disasters encountered by Venetians on horse-

back. Edward n. was particularly fond of

a jester, whose recommendation was his ap-

parent inability to keep the saddle, and who
on journeys rode before the king, and kept

continually tumbling off, to his Majesty's
infinite amusement.

If we laugh at such discomfitures when

arising from inadequacy of means or want
of skill in those who are engaged in them,
the height of the ludicrous, and certainly
the height of absurdity, seems to be exhibi-

ted when the means taken for success are di-

rectly productive of the unsuccessful result.

This frequent source of the ludicrous is ex-

emplified in various shapes. The Irish fadl,

though Ireland has no monopoly of the ar-

ticle, is an instance of what we mean, par-

ticularly when it assumes a practical form.

The mob that collected and made a bonfire

of an unpopular banker's notes in order to

ruin him
;
the man who loudly gave the lie

to the charge against him in a letter, that he

was looking at it over the writer's shoulder
;

the little boy that, for a trick in school, an-

swered 'Absum' when his name was called,
all contrived to raise the laugh against
themselves by the suicidal nature of their

proceedings. We have indicated that Ire-

land, though it may be a favourable soil for

such a growth, is not the only country where
bulls are produced. The story of the Irish-

man reading over the letter-writer's shoulder

is of Oriental origin, as Miss Edgeworth, or

her father, has shown in the Essay that bears

her name. It is taken from Les Paroles Re-

marquables des Orientaux, by Galland, who
thus tells it, with somewhat needless partic-

ularity :

' Un savant 6crivait a un ami, et un importun
etait & c6te de lui, qui regardait par dessns

1'epaule ce qu'il 6crivait. Le savant, qui s'en

aper^ut, 6crivit ceci & la place : Si un imperti-
nent qui est a mon c6te no regardait pas ce que
j'ecris, jo vous foririas encore plusieurs choses

qui no doivent 6tre sues que do vons et de moi.

L'importun, qui lisait toujowrs, prit la parole et

dit: "Je vous jure quo je n'ai regard^ ni Id

ce que vous dcrivez." Lo savant repartit :

"
Ignorant, que vous etes, pourquoi mo dites-

vous done co que vous dites ?"
'

A story very like it is to be found in the so-

called Hieroclcs, being the twenty-eighth of

the collection. A Scholasticus, who had

neglected a commission for books conveyed
to him in a letter, exculpated himself, when
he met his friend, by crying out,

' I never

received the letter you sent inc about those

books.' Another example of a lull is to bo
found in No. 10 of that collection, where a
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Scholasticus sits down before a looking-glass
with his eyes shut, to see if he looked well

in his sleep.
The Greek book that we have just no-

ticed, and which bears the title of 'Acrreia

(Facetice, Urbanitates), is rightly considered

as not the work of the philosopher Hiero-

cles, and is not a very mighty production.
It contains twenty-nine stories, in all of

which a Scholasticus, or school pedant, is the

hero
;
and its object is to ridicule the ig-

norance and stupidity of mere students. It

is well known as the source of a good many
of our current Joe Millers. In No. 1. the

Scholasticus, having been nearly drowned,
resolves not to go into the water again till

he has learned to swim. In Nos. 6 and 14
he is ashamed to meet his doctor, as it is so

long a time since he was ill. In No. 8 he

anticipates the attempt of the Highlander
to accustom his horse to go without food,
and laments that the animal had died just
as he had taught him his lesson. In No. 9,

when wanting to sell his house, he carries

about with him one of the stones or bricks

as a specimen. In No. 16 he finds that

some of the liquor is wanting in a sealed

hogshead, and on a suggestion that it had
been drawn out from below, he rejects the

idea, as the deficiency was not at the bottom
but at the top of the cask. In No. 19, two
of the tribe meeting on the street, one of

them says he had heard the other was dead,
on which his friend observes that it was not

so, as he was here alive. ' Ah !

' was the re-

ply,
' but my informant is a more trust-

worthy person than you;' a story which

foreshadows what is told of a certain Scotch

family, who, on hearing from their son that

he had not gone down in the '

Royal George,'

expressed a wish that they had it on better

authority, as 'he was aye a leein' laddie.'

In No. 20, the Scholasticus buys a raven,
to see if it would live two hundred years,
as it was reported to do. In No. 21, when
other passengers on ship-board in a storm

are laying hold of some of the spars, he at-

taches himself to the anchor. In No. 22,

hearing of the death of one of two brothers,

twins, and meeting the survivor, he asks if

it is he or his brother that is dead. In No.

24, having to cross a ferry, he mounts his

horse that he may get over the quicker. In

No. 29, travelling with a bald man and a

barber, under an arrangement that they are

to sleep and watch time about, the barber

shaves his head while he is asleep, and then

wakes him, upon which, feeling his bare

scalp, he abuses the barber for calling the

wrong man. It is easy to recognise in this

list a great many of those jokes which are

in daily circulation among many who have

no idea of the venerable antiquity of their

origin.
The essence of a genuine bull seems to

consist in an unconscious self-contradiction.

We have given some examples of this ele-

ment in practical bulls
;
and we would refer,

as an instance of what we think a perfect
verbal bull, to the dictum of the Irish doc-

tor,
' that sterility is often hereditary :

' a

self-contradiction which has a certain plausi-

bility at first sight, and which we have seen

impose upon a very grave physician who was
not Irish. But the number of bulls of this

perfect type is comparatively small. The

greater part of those sayings or doings which

pass for lulls are merely what the French

call JBetises, Blunders or Stupidities, in which,
from confusion of thought or expression, an

absurd result is gravely reached, and in

which the absurdity generally consists in

overlooking the essential thing in the process.

Appended to Miss Edgeworth's Essay on

Irish Bulls is a French Eecueil de Metises,

containing foreign specimens of the article.

This Ilecueil we take to have been the work

of the Abbe Morellet, with whom the Edge-
worths had become intimate in their visit to

Paris during the Peace of Amiens, shortly
before the Essay on Bulls was published.
A somewhat similar collection had been pre-

viously given in the Elements de Litterature

by Morellet's friend and relative, Marmontel,
under the head Plaisant. Morellet, or who-

ever else was the author of the Recueil, says
that he had previously written a dissertation

on the subject of these JBetises, but had lent

it to a femme cFesprit, who lost it. He
says :

'Je me souviens seulement que j'y prouvais
savarament que le rire excit6 par les betises est

reflet du contraste que nous saisissons entro

1'effort que fait 1'homme qui dit la betise, et le

mauvais succes de son effort. J'assimilais la

marche de 1'esprit danscelui qui dit une betise,

a ce qui arrive a un homme qui cherchant a

marcher I6gerement sur un pav6 glissant, tombe

lourdement, ou aux tours mal- adroit du paillasse

de la foire. Si 1'on veut examiner les betises

rassemblees ici, on y trouvera toujourstttt. effort

manque de ce genre.'

We subjoin a few specimens from this col-

lection, which we suspect, if ever very well

known, has fallen out of general remem-

brance. We select some of them not be-

cause they are new, but rather because they
are old, and here found in an unexpected

quarter :

' On demandait a un Abb6 de Laval Mont-

morency, quel age avait son frere le tnarechal

dont il etait 1'aine.
" Dans deux ans," dit-il,

" nous serons du meme age."
'
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' Un homme voyait venir de loin un medecin
do sa connaissance qui 1'avait traite plusieurs
anne"es auparavant dans une maladie; il se

detourna et cacha son visage pour n'etre pas
reconnu. On lui demanda,

"
Pourquoi ? "-

"
C'est," dit-il,

"
que je sens honteax devant lui

de ce qn'il y a fort long temps que je n'ai et6

raalade."
'

1 Le maire d'une petite ville, entcndant une

querelle dans la rue aa milieu de la nuit, se leve

du lit, et ouvrant a fenetre crie aux passants,

"Messieurs, me loverai-je?
"

' On parlait avec admiration de la belle vieil-

lesse d'un homme de quatre-vingt-dix ans,

quelqu'un dit
" Cela vous etonne, messieurs !

si mon pere n'etait pas mort, il aurait a present
cent ans accomplis."

'

' Un homme etant sur le point de marier sa

fille unique, se brouille avec le pretendant, et

dans sa colere il dit, "ISTon, monsieur, vous ne
serez jamais mon gendre, et quaud j'aurais cent

filles uniques, je ne vous en donnerais pas une." '

' On avait recu a la grande poste une lettre

avec cette addresse, a, Monsieur mon fils, Rue,
etc. On allait la mettre au rebut

;
un commis

s'y oppose, et dit qu'on trouvera a qui la lettre

e'addresse. Dix oudouze jours sepassent. On
voit arriver un grand benet, qui dit,

"
Messieurs,

je veux savoir si on n'aurait pas garde ici une
lettre de mon cher pere?

" "
Oui, Monsieur,"

lui dit le commis, "la voila." On prete ce

trait 2\ Bouret fermier general.'
' Un marchand, en finissant d'ecrire une lettre

a un de ses correspondans, mourut subitement.

Son commis ajouta en PS.: "Depuis ma lettre

e*crite je suis mort ce matin. Mardi, au soir

Yeme," etc."
4 Un petit marchand pr&endait avoir achete"

trois sols ce qu'il vendait pour deux. On lui

represente que ce commerce le ruinera
"
Ah,"

dit-il,
"
je me sauve sur la quantite*."

'

' Le Chevalier de Lorenzi tant & Florence,
e"tait alle* se promener avec trois de ses amis 4

quelques lieues de la ville, a pied. Us reve-

naient fort las
;
la nuit s'approchait ;

il veut se

reposer: on lui dit qu'il restait quatres milles

a faire :
"
Oh," dit-il,

" nous sommes quatres,
ce n'est qu'un mille chacun." '

Here is the conclusion of an Italian letter,

containing several Spropositi or absurdities

' O ricovete o non riceveto quests, datemene
aviso.'

It will bo observed, that of the Metises

which we have just quoted, one at least is

from Hierocles, others are now in common
use as Irish bulls, and others belong to that

species of blunder, which, in the mouth of

Lord Dundreary, has lately excited so much
hearty merriment. His Lordship is the
'

knight of the shire
' of a large class of con-

stituents, who in scattered examples, and
under partial development, have been long
familiar to us, but of whoso peculiarities the

full type and expression were never before

so well represented, or so well recommended

to us by general goodness and thorough

nobility of nature and manners. A good
specimen of Dundrearyism is attributed to

a Scotch Judge of the last century, who on

visiting a dentist, and being placed in the

patients' chair, was requested by the opera-
tor to allow him to put his finger into his

mouth, upon which the Judge, with a dis-

trustful look, said,
' Na ! you'll bite me.'

The confusion here in the speaker's mind is

obvious. He knew that if one man's finger
is put into another man's mouth a bite may
ensue

;
but he did not correctly see which of

them might bite, and which of them be bitten.

It was told afterwards of a descendant of

this worthy person, as a proof of hereditary

similarity of talent, that when canvassing
for the representation of a Scotch county,
he refused to take a glass of wine from a

voter, on the ground that it would be treat-

ing.
Some lulls, or some of the letises which

come nearest to bulls, contain, as Southey
has suggested, a confusion of what the

schoolmen call Objectivity with Subjectivity.
The fears of the Scotch Judge that he would
be bitten by the dentist seem an illustration

of that remark, and so also is the Irishman's

perplexity, whose sister had got a child, but

who, from not knowing its sex, could not say
whether he was an uncle or an aunt. An
instance of this confusion of subjectivities,

which we have naturalized, and made a

standing jest, is found in the explanation,
said by Marniontel to have been given by a

simpleton of his simplicity :
' Ce n'est pas

ma faute si je n'ai point d'esprit; on m'a

chang^ en nourrice.'

Marmontel's definitions of this kind of

stupidity are not without felicity of expres-
sion :

'La betise,' lie says,
' est un dfaut innocent

et naif, dont on s'amuse sans lo hair.'
' La

b6tise cst tout simploment uno intelligence

e'mouss^e, une longue enfance do I'esprit, un

ddnuement presque absolu d'idees, ou une ex-

treme inhabiletu a les combiner et a los mettre

en O3iivre
;

et soit habituelle ou soit acciden-

telle, comme elle nous donne sur ello un avan-

tage qui flatto notre vanite, elle noua amuse,
sans nous causer ce plaisir mfllin quo nous

goutons a voir chatier la sottise.'

He thinks that the pleasantry of a fatise con-

sists in the manifest effort to think or reason

accurately, and in its palpable want of success.

Some of the blunders or absurdities which

excite our laughter arise rather from a con-

fusion of words than of ideas. Au example
of this is afforded by the paragraph in the

Irish newspapers announcing
' with much

pleasure
' that on such a day

'

Lady
had publicly renounced the errors of the
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Church of Rome for those of the Church of

England.' The penny-a-liner had merely

forgotten that his antecedent to those was
'

errors,' and not '

doctrines.'

A very ludicrous class of failures are those

of which Mrs. Slipslop in Joseph Andrews,
and Mrs. Malaprop in The Rivals, supply us

with the richest or most finished examples.
The attempts of ignorant persons to use fine

or peculiar words, and their unconscious

substitution of others having quite a differ-

ent meaning or character, never fail to amuse.

Take as specimens the old lady who in windy
weather observed that the antenuptial gales
seemed to be coming earlier than usual

;
the

would-be connoisseur who spoke of a picture
of the Venus Anno Domini; the military
veteran who was always for taking time by
the firelock ; and the Nabob who told a rag-

ged school the fable of the Hare and the

Tortoise, and exhorted them thence to per-

severance, as the likeliest means of bringing
them first to the gaol.
Akin to these are the cases of Anti-climax,

where the speaker or writer commences with

something rhetorical or poetical, and ends

with something low or prosaic, e.g., the

designating the great Robert Boyle as ' the

Father of Chemistry and brother of the

Earl of Cork ;'
the lines given by Scriblerus,

' And thou Dalhousy,' etc.
;
the entry in the

index of a law-book,
'

Chief-Justice Best

great mind;' and the discovery in the text

that this refers to his lordship's having had
' a great mind ' to transport a man for seven

years. Those poets or orators who are said

to spell Pathos with a B, afford us abundant

specimens of this variety. A feeling allied

to this is produced by the solemnity with
which a converted German Jew addressed

to an Exeter Hall audience the not inap-

propriate invitation :
' My brethren, let us

The affectation of science or of talent,

resulting in the exhibition of ignorance or

of dulness, are among the most legitimate

objects of ridicule. The orator who did not

know whether a certain idea was in Cicero

or Tully ;
the traveller who, when asked if,

in crossing the country, he had taken the

hypotenuse, answered that he had taken the

diligence ;
the Scotch laird who advised his

neighbour, when going to see the Painters

of Italy, to see also the Glaziers of Switzer-

land, all fall under a part of this category.
The various readings of Virgil by Scriblerus

are examples of another branch of it
;
but of

this kind, perhaps one of the best is the

emendation attributed to one of the dullest

of Shakespeare's commentators, of a passage
in As You Like Jt, where, instead of the

figurative and forced reading of '

tongues in

trees,' etc., it is proposed to correct it in an

obvious and easy way :

' And this our life, exempt from public haunt,
Finds tongues in trees, books in the running

brooks,
Sermons ia stones, and good in everything :

'

For which read :

'And this our life, exempt from public haunt,
Finds leaves in trees, stones in the running

brooks,
Sermons in books, and good in everything.'

Among the instances of ridiculous absurd-

ity in what may be called suicidal statements,
are those extravagances which are known as

Gasconades. In these, the speaker, wishing
to magnify his character or achievements,
so vastly overstates his case as to defeat his

purpose by becoming incredible

'

Vaulting ambition, which o'erleaps itself,

And falls on the other side.'

The Gascon priest who came so quickly to

do a charitable action that his guardian an-

gel could not keep pace with him
;
the Gas-

con officer who said his mattresses were all

stuffed with the whiskers of the men he had
killed in duels

;
and the other native of the

same region who alleged that the only fire-

wood used at his father's chateau consisted of

the batons belonging to those of his family
who had been Mareschals of France, excite

our laughter from the very fact that they so

far overdraw their account with our credulity.
It seems a favourite style of jest with Amer-
icans to push a wonderful fact or story to

such a degree of exaggeration as to be liter-

ally a reductio ad absurdum. The examples
of this figure among them are too numerous
to require quotation, But we may observe

that they are not in general Gasconades, but

palpable caricatures of the national tendency
to boasting, and meant to ridicule it by over-

doing it. The comic effect on the stage of

the sayings and doings of gasconading cow-

ards is familiar to us by the frequent repre-
sentation of such characters, as in Miles

Gloriosus, Bobadil and Falstaff.

InSouthey's Omntanavfe are told of a drun-

ken squabble at Malta between some soldiers

and sailors, in which a good specimen is giv-
en of the ludicrous, in what may be termed

suicidal evidence. Each party alleged the

other to be the aggressors, the soldiers swear-

ing that the sailors assaulted them with an

oath, and with this exclamation, 'Who stops
the line of march there ?

' while the sailors

swore that the soldiers in first attacking them

burst in upon them, calling out,
'

Heave-to,

you lubbers ! or we'll run you down !

' From
the reciprocal imputation to each other of
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their own professional slang, it was plain
that both were lying, and both to blame.

In the examples of the ludicrous which
we have hitherto noticed, the absurdity at-

taches to the hero of the piece or the speak-
er of the paying. We shall now notice an-

other and quite different class, where there

are two parties to the drama, and where the

failure or discomfiture consists in the defeat

of one of them by the ready retort, the dex-

terous evasion, or the disappointing answer of

the other. A rather vulgar, but really good
specimen of this kind, is found in the well-

known epigram of 'Jack eating rotten cheese,'

etc., the jest of which consists in the second

party acquiescing in the boast of the first as

to killing his thousands like Samson, and
then improving the parallel by suggesting
the identity of the weapon used.

Mr. Burton, in his very pleasant book The

Scot Abroad, gives us some examples of the

wit and good breeding of Lord Stair, the

ambassador. One of these, Mr. Burton tells

us,
' rests on his remarkable resemblance to

the Regent Orleans, who, desiring to turn a

scandalous insinuation or jest on it, asked
the Ambassador if his mother had ever been
in Paris ? The answer was,

' No
;
but my

father was !

' ' There is perhaps,' it is added,
' no other retort on record so effective and
so beautifully simple. If the question meant

anything, that meaning was avenged ;
if it

meant nothing, there was nothing in the

answer.'

Whether this anecdote happened with
Lord Stair, we shall not attempt to deter-

mine
;
but it would be strange if he had all

the merit of it, as the jest was already on
record. Macrobius gives it as having been
directed against the Emperor Augustus :

' In-

traverat llomam simillimus Caesari, et in se

omnium ora converterat. Augustus adduci

hominem ad se jussit, visumque hoc modo

interrogavit : Die mihi, adolescens, fuit ali-

quando mater tua Romse ? Negavit ille
;

nee contentus adjecit :

" Sed pater meus

saape."
' Nor is the witticism left buried in

the obscurity of Macrobius, for it appears as

No. 52 of Lord Bacon's Apophthegms. But
even Macrobius's story about Augustus is

not the first edition of the joke ;
for Valerius

Maximus tells it of a Roman proconsul, who
found in his province a Sicilian very like him,
and, on suggesting a similar question, receiv-

ed the same answer.

It really seems very difficult to say an

original thing upon any subject whatever.

Few sayings have been more admired than
that which is ascribed to Louis xn., when

urged to resent an offence which he iiad re-

ceived before his accession,
' Ce n'est point

au roi de Prance d vcnyer ks injures faites an

Due cT Orleans.' Now, what says Mr. De

Quincey on this subject ? In a ' Letter ad-

dressed by him to a Young man whose Ed-
ucation has been Neglected,' and which, we
believe, appeared firs tin the London Magazine
in 1823, he introduces a Frenchman taking
credit to his nation for the sublimity of the

French king's saying, and asking De Quincey
what he thought of it.

' Think ! said I, why
I think it is a magnificent and regal speech,
and such is my English generosity, that I

heartily wish the Emperor Hadrian had not
said the same thing fifteen hundred years
before.' He then gives in a foot-note his

authority for this answer, and which runs

thus :

' Submonente quodam ut in pristinos
inimicos animadverteret, negavit se ita fac-

turum, adjecta civili voce Minim6 licere

Principi Romano, ut quse privatus agitasset
odia ista Imperator exequi. Spartian in

Had. Vid. Histor. August.
11

This seems at first sight pretty much to

the point, and we confess that, though with

some misgivings as to the Latinity, we had
such confidence in De Quincey's acquaintance
with the Augustan History, that we long
considered the French king's claim to be

held the first and true inventor of the say-

ing in question, as at an end. But lately,
on turning over several editions of the Au-

gustan collection, and looking particularly
at Spartian's life of Hadrian, we were sur-

prised to discover that no such anecdote is

there to be found, nor is there a trace of any
such words as De Quincey quotes. It is

true that Spartian mentions the fact that

Hadrian took no notice of his old enemies :

'

Quos in privata vita inimicos habuit, imper-
ator tantum neglexit ;

ita ut uni quern capi-
talem habuerat, factus Imperator, diceret

EvasistiS The question at issue, however,
between the Frenchman and De Quincey,
was not as to the originality of Louis's con-

duct, but as to the novelty of the peculiarly

dignified form of words in which the senti-

ment was announced. Many princes have

acted in the same magnanimous manner, and
it is not likely that any man in modern times

will find out a new virtue. Hadrian himself

was not original in this kind of clemency,
for Suetonius describes Vespasian as ' Offen-

sarum inimiciarumquc minime memor exe-

cutorve
;

' and speaks of his portioning out

in a munificent manner the daughter of Vi-

tellius his old enemy. But neither Vespa-
sian nor Hadrian is reported to have express-
ed the feeling which influenced them in any

speech that can approach to the moral sub-

limity which is admitted to mark the Kn>iu-li

king's saying. It is remarkable, too, that

Casaubon, in a note on the passage from

Spartian which wo havo quoted, notices the
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resemblance of Hadrian's conduct to that of

Louis xii., and then gives in Latin the French

king's saying as a ' vox aurea :

' ' Nam cum
ilium sui stimularent ut Ludovicum Trimo-

j

lium, qui sibi olim multum nocuisset, pro
meritis acciperet, Ego vero, inquit, non faci-

am : neque enim Galliarum regem decet of-

fensas inimicitiasque Aurelianensis Ducis me-
minisse aut exequi.'

It is possible that a Roman prototype of

this saying may be found somewhere, but
we have not yet succeeded in tracing it

;
and

in that state of matters, looking to the fail-

ure of the only authority on which De Quin-

cey proceeds, we think Louis entitled (at least

ad interim} to the merit, not of having first

practised this princely generosity, but of

having first embodied in a beautiful form,
' what oft was thought, but ne'er so well ex-

pressed.' Our theory of De Quincey's state-

ment is, that he wrote the Letter in question
at a distance from his books, or under an
invincible repugnance to consulting them;
that writing to an unlearned correspondent,
and probably to a not very learned circle of

readers, he thought he might trust his mem-
ory and take some liberties

;
that he remem-

bered the parallel in conduct and character

between Hadrian and Louis, with Casaubon's
note on the subject, and that he either dream-
ed or imagined the rest, and wrote down in

Latin as original what is in truth a mere re-

flex and paraphrase of the French saying.
We are the more inclined to this view, from

finding another inaccuracy in the same Let-

ter, where he ascribes to Trajan, with mis-

placed magniloquence, the deathbed saying
which Suetonius reports of Vespasian,

' Im-

peratorem stantem mori oportere,' and which

Yespasian seems to have uttered, as he did

other things, with a strange mixture of jest
and earnest.

De Quincey has a more amusing and more
accurate passage on the subject of this kind
of plagiarism in a little paper on War, which
first appeared, we think, in an Edinburgh
periodical. He there points out how bare

the modern sayers of good things would be

left, if stripped of all the borrowed plumes
with which they are invested.

'

Universally
it may be received as a rule,' he says,

' that

when an anecdote involves a stinging repar-

tee, or collision of ideas, fancifully and bril-

liantly related to each other by resemblance
or contrast, then you may challenge it as

false.' He denounces the Greeks as the

principal parties who have forestalled us by
saying our good things before ourselves, and
he instances Talleyrand

' as having been ex-

tensively robbed by the Greeks of the second
and third centuries,' as may be easily ascer-

tained by having the said Greeks searched,

when the stolen jewels will be found upon
them. ' But one,' he adcls,

' and the most
famous in the whole jewel-case, sorry am I
to confess, was nearly stolen from the bishop,
not by any Greek, but by an English writer,

viz., Goldsmith, who must have been dying
about the time that the Right Reverend
French knave had the goodness to be born.

That famous mot about language as a gift
made to man for the purpose of concealing
his thoughts is lurking in Goldsmith's Es-

says} This is nearly correct. Not strictly
in what are called his Essays, but in a paper
of Goldsmith's in The Bee, there is a passage
where he says that whatever may be thought
by grammarians and rhetoricians, men of the

world hold ' that the true use of speech is

not so much to express our wants, as to con-

ceal them.'

To return to the case of repartees involv-

ing a quid pro quo : it is told of Lord Brax-

fiefd, with probably the same truth as per-
vades other stories imputed to him, that on
a thief pleading in extenuation that he could

not help stealing when he had an opportu-

nity, the Judge answered,
' That is just the

way with us : for we can't help hanging a

thief when we get hold of him.' But this

rejoinder, too, is old, and is substantially
the same as one told of Zeno the philosopher,
with whom a pilfering slave had tried to ex-

cuse himself by the Stoic doctrine of fate.
' Zeno philosophus, quum servum in furto

deprehensum caederet, atque ille diceret,
fatale sibi esse furari : Et caedi, inquit
Zeno.' We add the Greek of Diogenes
Laertius : AcwAov orl KXoTrfj e/u.aori'yoi/ rov Se

etTTOvros, Et/Aapro /not KXti^ai. Kat Sap^vai,

*<fa-

A recent writer upon Lawyers has ex-

pressed a doubt whether Sir Nicholas Bacon

really uttered, to a criminal who claimed

kindred with him, the answer which he is

said to have made, that Hog was not Bacon
until it was hung ;

but as the story is among
Lord Bacon's Apophthegms, we see no rea-

son to question its authenticity.
A great many other well-known jests con-

sist in this apparent acquiescence in the

view suggested by the first speaker, and in

then turning the argument against him on
his own premises. Thus we have the story
in the Chevraana, where Masson, having ap-

plied to a brother collegian for the loan of a

book, is told that it cannot be lent out, but

may be read in the owner's rooms, and has

then an opportunity of making a similar

reply to his friend when he asks him for the

loan of his pair of bellows; Or, take the

other instance, where the officer, on the eve

of a battle, asked leave of absence of the

Marshal de Toiras, that he might see his
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father, who was ill, and immediately had
his request granted, with the observation,
' Pere et mere houoreras afin que tu vives

longuement.' One of the best and most

effective retorts of the kind is that of the

Spanish ambassador to Henry iv. of France,
which is more original, and not less pungent,
than Lord Stair's reply. It is found in the

Menagiana :
' Henri iv. pour rabatre 1'orgueil

d'un Ambassadeur Espagnol, lui dit que s'il

lui prenoit envie de monter a cheval, il iroit

ouir messe a Milan, dejeuner a Rome, et

diner a Naples. Sire, lui repondit 1'Arn-

bassadeur, votre Majeste allant de ce pas

pourrait le meme jour aller ouir vepres en

Sicile,' alluding to the massacre of the

French in Sicily in 1282. An old repartee
of a similar kind is one of Cicero's, who,
when asked by Pompey where his son-in-law

was, answered,
' With your father-in-law

;'

and a good modern one is the French dia-

logue between the Comte who had no terri-

tory and the AW& who had no convent,
where the Count, inquiring for the locality
of the other's Abbey, is answered, 'Don't

you know ? it is in your own County.' Some-
what of the same character, but in a more

genial spirt, is the reply of Marshal Turefcne

to the servant who excused his having slap-

ped him, from mistaking him for a fellow-

servant,
' Et quand c'eut ete Georges, eut-il

fallu frapper si fort ?'
' Trait channant,'

says Marmontel,
'

qu'on ne peut entendre

sans rire et sans etre attendri.' A common
modern jest of this class, as to a lady's age,
is one of Cicero's :

'

Fabiae Dolabcllse dicenti,

triginta se annos habere :

" Verum est,'
1

inquit Cicero,
" nam hoc viginti annis

audio." '

A happy example of evasion is given by
the Edgeworths in the story of the old beg-

gar woman who besieged General V and
his wife for charity :

'

for, sure, didn't I

dream last night that her ladyship gave me
a pound of tea, and that your honour gave
ino a pound of tobacco !"

"
But, my good

woman," said the General,
" do not you

know that dreams always go by the rule of

contrary ?" " Do they so, plase your hon-
our ?" rejoined the woman

;

" then it must
be your honour that will give me the tea,
and her ladyship that will give me the

tobacco I"
'

Some of our readers may still remember
the amusement afforded by the late Sir Wil-
liam Allan's story of the Minister and the

Cuddie, which most of us, in the days when
he told it, believed to be of Scotch extrac-

tion. It happens, however, to be a very old

joke, not traceable perhaps to classical

times, but a great favourite, and a standing
jest against the clergy from the middle ages

downwards. The general idea, or as we

may call it, the algebraic expression of the

incident, seems to be this :

'

Vanity, when

fishing for praise, catches nothing but mor-

tification.' A monk, chanter, or preacher,
while exercising his function with a stento-

rian power of voice, is flattered to see in the

church an elderly female in tears, and ap-

parently much affected by his performance.
On afterwards asking the cause of her emo-

tion, he finds it arises from the likeness be-

tween his voice and that of an ass or ' cuddie'

which she or her husband had lately lost.

We meet with this story in Bonerius, a

German writer of metrical fables in the

fourteenth century, in whose collection it

occurs as No. 82, under the title,
' Vou einem

Pfaffen und von einem Esel.' We meet
with it again in Poggio's Facetiae in the

fifteenth century, under the title,
' Concio-

natoris asinina vox.' But we may notice, as

proving the superior art with which Poggio
tells a story, that in Bonerius we are inform-

ed from the first of the reason of the

woman's demeanour, while in Poggio the ex-

planation is reserved to be equally a surprise
to the reader as it is a disappointment to the

inquirer. It is to be found repeated in half-

a-dozen other writers, in all forms in Latin

and in French verse, as well as in French
and Italian prose.
The enjoyment that proceeds from the

absurdities of weaklings and fools has always
had a recognised place, though not one of a

very high order, in the range of merriment.

The sight of those who have the beard and

body of a man, with the intellect of a baby,

produces great mirth and satisfaction to the

vulgar mind. Clowns and Court fools and

slow-coaches of all kinds, and still more, per-

haps, absent men, please us by the absurd

discrepancy between what they do, and what

they ought to do, and perhaps think they
are doing. It is in this department of the

Comic that there seems most foundation for

the theory of Hobbes,
' that the passion of

laughter is nothing else but sudden glory

arising from some sudden conception of some

emiuency in ourselves by comparison with

the infirmity of others
;

or with our own

formerly; for men laugh at the follies of

themselves past where they come suddenly
to remembrance, except they bring with

them any present dishonour.' Wo always

thought that of the innumerable Londoners

who laughed at Lord Dundreary, a large

proportion did so with increased heartiness

from the comfortable conviction, that here

was at least one ' fellow
'

to whom they were

intellectually superior.
But there is another and better way in

which fools and simpletons become a source
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of amusement, and that is by the unexpect-
ed displays which they sometimes make of

wit, spirits, or ingenuity, for which one gave
them no credit, and, in particular, by their

successful retorts upon assailants who had
looked upon them as an easy prey. This

latent and fitful power of turning round

upon a too confident adversary was a well-

known characteristic and essential ingre-
dient in the character of the Court Jester,

who, amid the eccentricities of an unsettled

and ill-regulated intellect, was often more
knave than fool. The flashes of sense and
cleverness that thus came out were all the

more striking from the general darkness and
dulness which they enlivened, and they

always command that sympathy which we so

readily bestow upon the weak, when they
get the better of the strong or insolent.

Some of the sayings or answers ascribed

to Fools are very good. We think it was
Will Somers, Henry the Eighth's jester,
who said of Wolsey, against whom he had a

grudge, that if he was made Pope, it would
be a great b9on ;

l for that Peter, the first

Pope, being a Fisherman, had ordered peo-

ple to eat fish in Lent for the good of the

trade, but that Wolsey, being a butcher's

son, would be all for butcher-meat.' We
know well the revenge that poor Archie

Armstrong took upon Archbishop Laud,
who had forbidden nim to speak of such

magnates, but could not prevent him from

saying, as his grace before meat, 'Great

praise to God, and little Laud to the Devil.'

It is reported of more than one Court fool,

and among others of Triboulet, the fooLof
Francis i., that when told by his sovereign
that if a certain courtier beat him to death,
as he threatened, he would hang him the

hour after, his request was that his Majesty
would rather do so the hour before. The
earliest French fool on record seems to have
been one, named Jean, at the Court of

Charles the Simple, of whom Dr. Doran
tells us some anecdotes. ' This good fellow's

influence was so great, that Charles once
remarked to him he thought they had better

change places. As Jean did not look well

pleased at the proposal, Charles asked him
if he were not content at the idea of being a

king.
'

Oh, content enough,' was the reply,
' but I should be exceedingly ashamed at

having such a fool.' Ifc was this fool who
once tried his master's nerves by rushing
into his room one morning, with the excla-

mation,
'

Oh, sire, such news ! four thousand
men have risen in the city.'

' What !' cried

the startled king, 'with what intention have

they risen? ' '

Well,' said Jean, placing his

finger on his nose,
'

probably with the inten-

tion of lying down again at bed-time.'

One of the best examples of this kind of

unlooked-for sagacity occurs in the story in

Rabelais, where a cook seeking to charge a

porter for eating a crust of bread to the ac-

companiment of the savour that came from

his kitchen, the dispute is referred to a poor
fool who is passing, and who, after gravely

hearing the parties, decided that the cook

shall be paid for the smell of his shop with

the chink of the porter's money.
We should add that this element seems to

be the essence of the wit in that portion of

Don Quixote which relates to Sancho's ad-

ministration as Governor of Barataria. He
is obviously put there to make an ass of him-

self, but disappoints his patrons, and delights
his readers, by the unlooked-for sagacity of

his decisions.

Our old Scottish Chap-books, as well as

our miscellaneous Collections of vernacular

Jests, show how much the popular mind
entered into the lucky sayings and doings of

fools and naturals; among whom, by a

strange perversity, the venerable name of

George Buchanan came to be enrolled, and
had connected with it all the current jokes
and evasions attributed to the King's jester.
Johnson speaks of the melancholy that is

felt in contemplating the contradictions of

life,

'Fears of the brave, and follies of the wise,'

but there is sometimes a compensating satis-

faction in viewing on the other side these

exceptional gleams of courage in the cow-

ardly, and wisdom in the foolish. Yet, on
the whole, to minds of a more advanced cul-

ture, the subject is painful and perplexing.
Dr. Doran's industrious History of Court
Fools is not a pleasing book. It is impos-
sible to read it without regret that men of

rank and station should ever have found a

standing amusement in such exhibitions of

human infirmity, and we feel something
deeper than regret in seeing the strange med-

ley of folly and cleverness, of sense and sen-

suality, by which these unhappy instruments

of courtly mirth were generally distin-

guished, and the cruel treatment which they
too often met with. Nor are there wanting
instances that rouse our warmest indigna-

tion, where men of birth and true talent have
been tyrannically compelled, like Laberius, to

play the mime, but who, with a worse fate

than his, have been destined to that doom
for life. Here it is that we ought specially
to remember the rule of Aristotle, that the

true Comic ceases where pain or suffering be-

gins ;
and in our mirth more than in anything

else we should resolve, with Wordsworth,
' Never to blend our pleasure or our pride
With sorrow of the meanest thing that feels.'
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In the review which we have now taken of

the laughable, our chief object has been to il-

lustrate the idea with which we set out, that

a failure, defeat or disappointment, in mat-
ters neither involving dignity nor inferring

pain, was the main, if not the essential ele-

ment in ridicule. In doing so, it will be
seen how little we have come in contact with
what properly may be called ivit, or with
those current witticisms which fill our ordi-

nary jest-books, and of which a very fair col-

lection is to be found in the later work, of

which the title is prefixed to this article.

But we suspect it must be conceded that

Wit is not necessarily or essentially Comic.
There are many witty sayings and many
witty books which do not make us laugh :

and some comedies counteract their own ob-

ject by an excess of that ingredient. On
the other hand when Wit is exerted in a

situation otherwise laughable, it has the

strongest influence in heightening the effect.

It would not be difficult to illustrate this

view, as well as some other aspects of the

ludicrous
;
but we shall stop for the present,

as we believe that no subject is more easily
overdone than one which is not serious.

ART. V. ARCHBISHOP SHARP.

ARCHBISHOP SHARP is one of many char-

acters in Scottish history who assume a

quite different complexion according to the

point of view from which we look at them.

The inscription on his monument in the

parish church of St. Andrews bears, that he

was a ' most pious prelate, a most prudent
senator, and a most holy martyr.' To his

own attached friend and secretary, Mr.

George Martine of Claremont, he was * a

man of profound wisdom, great courage,
wonderful zeal for God and his Church, pru-
dent in conduct, and indefatigably labori-

ous.' And there are those in our own time

who take substantially the same view of his

character. They may not say much of his

aaintliness, but they believe him to have been
honest in life, faithful in service, zealous for

religion, and a martyr in its cause.

On the other hand, to the Presbyterians
of the llestoration, Sharp was an incarna-

tion of all odious qualities. His private life

was deemed scandalous, and his public life

an insult and outrage to his country. An
anagram on his name, which we give below,*

conveys the popular idea of his character.

The^ Covenanters saw no good, but only evil

in him, while he lived, ana they thought that

they could do nothing better than put him
VOL. XLVI. N 15

to a miserable death
;
and there are Presby-

terians, even now, who think upon the whole
that these men took a right view of his char-

acter, and did a worthy deed in destroying
him. To them, the monument in the parish
church of St. Andrews lies shamelessly in

its marble characters
;
and while the reverent

curiosity of Episcopal pilgrims searches

amidst the trees and brushwood on Magus
Muir, not far from the old city where the

white-haired man was dragged from his

coach and stabbed in. the presence of his

daughter, they pass it by with heedless un-

concern or contempt. A green spot in a
field at hand, unturned for many generations,
tells of the reverence of the neighborhood,
not for the prelatical

'

martyr,' but for cer-

tain men, executed four years afterwards for

abetting in his murder martyrs," in popu-
lar estimation, for ' the Word of God and
Scotland's Covenanted work of Reformation.'

We do not pretend to any enthusiastic in-

terest in Archbishop Sharp. From no point
of view is he a hero. There is nothing in

the best view of his character calculated to

excite enthusiasm
; but, considering the part

he acted in Scotland, he is a study well

worth attention. It is plain on a glance
that the popular Presbyterian view of him is

not correct, but how far any higher view is

correct is not BO evident. His portrait by

* I Infamous Juggler, Insolent ;

A Ambitious and Arrogant ;

M Monstrous, Malapert Madman
;

E Erroneous Erastian
;

S Saucie, Selfish, Simonaik.

S Serville, Saul-Seller, Stigroatik ;

H Heirs-hound, hideous Ilierarchist ;

A Abominable Arch-Atheist ;

R Bailing Ruffian, Runagat ;

P Perfidious perjured Prelate.

Kirkton, in his History of the Church of Scotland,

p. 84, says of Sharp :
' He was by all that knew him

taken to be no better than a flat atheist
; he used

no private prayers, and once in a month served his

family ; yea, he was known to be a man of flagitious

life, and not only a debauched pailliard but a cruel

murtherer.' Then follows the well-known scandal

about Isobel Lindsay, which the reader will find

examined farther on in the text.

Shields, in A Hind let Loose, p. 123, say,
' Thai

truculent traitor, James Sharp, the arch-prelate, re-

ceived the just demerit of his pcrfidio, perjury,

apostasy, villanics, and murders sharp arrows oftht

mighty, and coals of juniper ; for, upon the 8d of

May 1679, several worthy gentlemen, with some
other men of courage and zeal for the cause of God
and the country, executed righteous judgment upon
him on Magus Moor, near St. Andrews-"

But if our readers wish to see the full length por-
trait of Sharp drawn by a Presbyterian pen of the

Covenanting school, let them read Lift of Jama
Sharp, Archbishop of St. Andrews, first printed in

1678, and printed in Miscellanea Scotica, a collec-

tion of tracts relating to the history, antiquities,

topography, and literature of Sootlaud. Glasgow,
1818.
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Sir Peter Lely, of which two copies, the one

a photograph, and the other the well-known

etching by Kirkpatrick Sharpe, are 'before

us, do not serve to clear up the enigma.
The face is fine and delicate rather than

strong, with possibilities of craft in it, but

also suggestions of mildness, refinement, and
the qualities of a gentleman. His hands,
which are both conspicuously displayed, are

particularly graceful. There is something
of high-bred languor in the expression and

pose of both countenance and figure, a want
of frankness and heartiness, withal a touch of

possible meanness, but not the slightest
taint of grossness. He looks the prelate
well and naturally. A certain scholarly dig-

nity, thoughtful deliberativeness, and a soft,

pliable, womanly aspect the aspect of a re-

tired student rather than of a politician and
man of affairs, are the chief characteristics

of the portrait. A single look is enough
to dispose of the more brutal calumnies

against him, but a protracted study does not

yield up a definitely favourable meaning.
Craft may be behind the softness, and a mean

self-seeking beneath the apparent amenities

of the scholar and well-bred ecclesiastic.

Our general view of Sharp's character

must depend very much upon the view which
we take of his conduct at the Restoration.

It will be found that the diverging views of

him begin here. What was the real part
which he played at this period ? Was he

the moving spring in the change which took

place in the royal policy towards Scotland ?

Was he the betrayer of the Church whose
interests he professed to serve, and of the

Presbyterian friends who sent him to Lon-
don on the eve of the Restoration with defi-

nite instructions to use his ' utmost endeav-

ors that the Kirk of Scotland may, without

interruption or encroachment, enjoy the free-

dom and privilege of her established judica-
tories, ratified by the laws of the land '

?

Did he act a false part throughout, 'en-

acting,' in the language of Wodrow,
' the

overthrow of the Church of Scotland with
the high-fliers in England,'

* while maintain-

ing a friendly correspondence with those

who trusted him, and representing himself as

active in the pursuance of the objects they
had at heart ? Sharp must be tested by his

conduct on this occasion. Stern as was the

Presbyterian hatred of him, it is perfectly

intelligible, it may be said to be perfectly

justifiable, on the* supposition that he acted
the part attributed to him by Wcdrow and
others. The character of a man capable of
such conduct could scarcely be held to admit

* Wodrow, vol. i. p. 55. We quote throughout
Dr. Burn's edition in four volumes.

of any defence, or to be worth any interest,

graceful as may have been the mask which
he wore, and cunningly as he played his vil-

lany.
_

It is singular how many authorities com-
bine to take the worst view of Sharp's con-

duct on this occasion, and these n:>t merely
of the extreme Presbyterian party. Wod-
row's personal opinion is not of much conse-

quence. It is the merited fate of extreme

opinions to carry little weight with future

inquirers, and the old Minister of Eastwood,
however painstaking, is blindly zealous in

his partisanship. The same remark applies
to Kirkton, who is at least as credulous and
extreme as Wodrow. These writers are only
rivalled by certain specimens of the modern

prelatical school in Scotland. Here, as

elsewhere, extremes meet, and wise men,
with any sense of truth, must keep aloof

from both. But Wodrow not only gives
his own opinion ;

he professes to give a direct

statement from Robert Douglas, Sharp's

correspondent, and the well-known minister

of Edinburgh to the effect that Sharp had
1 dealt treacherously

'

with him and the other

Presbyterian ministers. And supposing
this statement genuine, it claims special con-

sideration
;
for Douglas, although sufficiently

dogmatic and prejudiced in his Presbyteri-

anism, as his letters to Sharp show, was yet
a man of sense, calmness, and sobriety of

judgment. He was 'too calm and too

grave,' Burnet says, for the ' furious men '

who surrounded him
;

' he was much de-

pended on for his prudence.' He was the

recognised leader of the Resolutioners.

His relations with Sharp were of a pecu-

liarly confidential nature. But the docu-

ment given by Wodrow is not only un-

authenticated,* it furnishes no evidence of

Sharp's duplicity. It is explicit as to Doug-
las's belief that Sharp acted treacherously,
but nothing more

;
and the mere ipse dixit

of even such an authority as Douglas, must
of course be examined in the light of Sharp's
own statements.

Principal Baillie is equally confident as

to Sharp's treachery.! He believes very
much as Douglas does, that Sharp was first

tampered with when he visited the King at

Breda in May 1660. ' At that time,' he

says, 'Dr. Sheldon, now Bishop of London
?

* Wodrow received it, he says, from Douglas's
son,

'
minister of the gospel at Logic

'

(Introduction,

p. 28) ;
but he gives no further authentication of it,

and we know nothing of the document otherwise

than as reported by him. Wodrow is not to be im-

plicitly followed on such evidence as this.

j-
Baillie's Letters, vol. iii. p. 484. We quote

throughout Dr. David Laing's edition : Edinburgh,
1842.
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and Dr. Morley, did poison Mr. Sharp, our

agent, whom we trusted
;
who piece by

piece in so cunning a way has trepanned us.'

Then Burnet, who must also be con-

sidered a primary authority, although not in

the same degree as Douglas or Baillie,
*

is,

if possible, more emphatic in his condemna-
tion than either. He seldom names Sharp,

indeed, without some opprobrious insinua-

tions, and his obvious ill-feeling is to be
taken into account in estimating his state-

ments. He says f that Sharp
' stuck nei-

ther at solemn protestations, both by word
of mouth and by letters (of which I have
seen many proofs), nor at appeals to God, of

his sincerity in acting for the Presbytery,
both in prayers and on other occasions, join-

ing with these many dreadful imprecations
on himself if he did prevaricate. He was
all the while maintained by the Presbyte-
rians as their agent, and continued to give
them a constant account of the progress of

the negotiations in their service, while he was
indeed undermining it. This piece of craft

was so visible that when he threw off the

mask about a year after this, it laid a foun-

dation of such a character of him that noth-

ing could ever bring people to any tolerable

thoughts of a man whose dissimulations and

treachery were so well known, and of which
so many proofs were to be seen under his

own hand.'

In the view of such authorities, it is un-

necessary to collect the opinion of later his-

torians, who merely rely upon the testimony
of Wodrow and Burnet. Writers of the ex-

treme Preebyterian school, as might be ex-

pected, re-echo their strongest statements,
and speak, like Dr. M'Crie, of ' the unparal-
leled treachery of Sharp, who being intrust-

ed by the Presbyterians with the manage-
ment of their cause in Holland and London,
basely betrayed it, and continued to amuse
them in his letters with the most false infor-
mation and the tn*st hypocritical pretences.'

1

Kirkton and Wodrow are not more confi-

dent, if somewhat less tempered, in their

epithets. But the historians of the more
moderate school are quite as unanimous in

their condemnation of Sharp. His treachery
is the key-note of all alike, of Dr. Cook,|
of Principal Lee, even of the latest and
most liberal, Dr. Cunningham of Crieff.

\\

And to sum up the list, Dr. David Laing,

* Burnet was minister of Saltouu in East Lothian
from 1665 to 1C69.

\ History of his Own Ttme, Book n.

| History of the Church of Scotland, vol. iii. pp.

219, 228.

% History, etc., vol. ii. p, 315. | Church History
of Scotland, vol. ii. p 185.

whose careful labours as an historical anti-

quary give a special value to his opinion, af-

firms it as his belief, founded on Sharp's
letters, that he had '

all along been acting
most treacherously towards those by whom
he had been confidentially employed.'

*

Such an array of authority seems to ren-

der Sharp's case somewhat hopeless. Nor
has it been much mended by those who have

sought to vindicate him. The author of the
' True and Impartial Account of the Life of
the most Reverend Father in God, Dr.
James Sharp,' etc., published in 1723 with-
out the publisher's name, is too obviously a

partisan on the prelatical side. His blind

admiration is scarcely less misleading than
the blind depreciation of Wodrow and Kirk-
ton. And his more recent defenders, Thom-
as Stephens,! and the Rev. Mr, Lyon, in

his History of St. Andrews, are scarcely
writers likely to repair a damaged reputation.
If narrowness and intemperate zeal on one
side were the best weapons for meeting nar-

rowness and detraction on the other, they
might be considered to have succeeded in

their task
;
but to the critical reader, High

Church fanaticism is as little satisfactory as

Covenanting bigotry. He wishes, if he can,
to rub off the glosses from an historical char-

acter, and see it in its true light ;
and his first

business, therefore, is to turn aside from all

extreme views, and concentrate his attention

upon such orginal elements of fact as he can
find.

So far as we can see, the only really ori-

ginal materials for judging of Sharp's con-

duct at this important crisis of his life, are

his own letters. No one has pretended
to say that there is any evidence of a direct

kind fixing upon him the charge of treacher-

ously employing his influence for the intro-

duction of Episcopacy while yet professing
to serve his Presbyterian friends. It is in-

ferred both by Douglas and Baillie, that he
was corrupted on his visit to the King at

Breda. '

This,' the former says,
' was re-

vealed to me after he was made bishop.'
But no person is named as responsible for

the revelation. Douglas heard such a story
and believed

it, but he gives no direct evi-

dence for it to which we can appeal. Simi-

larly, Baillie believed that ho was '

poisoned,'

by Dr. Sheldon and Dr. Morley on the same
occasion. But neither is able to say,

'
I

have evidence of such a fact' ! Neither cer-

tainly gives any evidence of it. The only

thing like evidence of which we are aware,

* Memoir of
tht Life of Jlobrrt Baillie, appended

to Laing's edition of millie's Letters, vol. iii.

f Author of Life and Timet of Archbiihop Shorn.
1889.
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alleged against Sharp, is a statement attri-

buted to the Earl of Middleton, the Royal
Commissioner for the Parliament of 1661.

It is said that when this nobleman read the

royal letter which Sharp was about to carry
to his Presbyterian friends in Scotland on
his return after the Restoration,

' he appear-
ed in some concern at its contents and the

promises in it, as thwarting with what he

and Mr. Sharp had concerted. And when
he was told that notwithstanding of anything in

the letter, when his Lordship ivent down to Scot-

land he might rescind the laws now in force, and
then Episcopacy remained the Church-gov-
ernment settled by law

;
the Earl replied,

" That might be done, but for his share he

did not love that way which made his Ma-

jesty's first appearance in Scotland to be in

a cheat/'

Such is Wodrow's story,* and Burnet's

narrative, which we give below, isf to the

same effect. The story has received im-

plicit belief from Dr. CookJ and others;
and supposing it to be true, it is of course

fatal to any attempt to clear Sharp's charac-

ter. If he and Middleton really understood

one another before Sharp left London in

August 1660
;

if they had at this time

formed betwixt them the design of sub-

verting Presbyterianisin, then, apart from
the blacker features of the design, the put-

ting of a falsehood into the King's mouth,

Sharp must be considered both a liar and a

traitor; for, besides the declarations in his

letters to Douglas, we have under his own

hand, as will be seen in the sequel, the most
earnest asseverations that he knew nothing
of any such design, and that the proposal of

the Rescissory Acts carried by the ensuing

* Vol. i. p. 82.

f Vol. i. Oxford edit. p. 200. ' As soon a3 Middle-
ton heard of it (the royal letter), he thought Sharp
had betrayed the design, and sent for him and

charged him with it. Sharp said, in his own excuse,
that somewhat must be done for quieting the Pres-

byterians, who were beginning to take the alarm
;

that might have produced such applications as would

perhaps make some impression on the King ;
where-

as now all was secured, and yet the King was en-

gaged to nothing ;
for his confirming the government

as established by law could bind him no longer than

while that legal establishment was in force
;
so the

reversing of that would release the King. This al-

layed the Earl of Middleton's displeasure a little.

Yet Primrose (Sir Archibald Primrose, who was ap-

pointed Clerk-Register after the Restoration, and
was Middleton's right-hand man in all his doings,
"the subtlest of all hie friends"), told me he spoke
often of it with great indignation, since it seemed
below the dignity of a king thus to equivocate with
his people and to deceive them. It seemed that

Sharp thought it not enough to cheat the party him-

self, but would have the King share with him in the
fraud.'

\ Vol. iii. pp. 230-1.

Parliament took him by surprise. But
we are bound to examine closely the

authority for such a statement. On what
does it rest beyond the allegations of

Wodrow and Burnet, both of whom, we
have seen, are strongly prejudiced against

Sharp ? On the authority of Primrose, the

Clerk-Register, according to Burnet.*

But Primrose is represented by Burnet

himself to have been ' a man with whom
words went for nothing.'

' He said every-

thing that was necessary to persuade those

he' spoke to that he was of their mind.' f

He lied, in short, whenever it suited his

purpose, and he may have lied to Burnet

when he told him of Middleton's indignation
at Sharp. It is to be observed too that, a

few pages later,^: the historian represents
Middleton himself as the chief mover in

passing the Rescissory Act, at the sugges-
tion of which he is said to have been so in-

dignant. In defiance both of the Earl of

Crawford and the Duke of Hamilton,
l who

argued much against it,' he hurried it for-

ward,
'

managing the debate himself, contra-

ry to custom;' and when ' the bill was put
to the vote and carried by a great majority,'
he '

immediately passed it without staying
for an instruction for the King.'

It is impossible to unravel fully the truth

or falsehood of the story, but plainly Prim-

rose,
'

Clerk-Register,' is not an authority to

be depended on. Besides that lying seems

to have been his forte, we only have his

statement at second-hand. The evidence, so

far against Sharp, therefore, comes to this,

that two writers, who paint him in the dark-

est colours, and who evidently believed the

worst scandals as to his public, if not also

his private conduct, affirm that he was privy
to a design formed for the overthrow of

Presbyterianism in Scotland before he left

London in August 1660. No doubt they
believed this. It seems to have been the

current belief after Sharp's promotion to the

Primacy, but whether the belief was well-

founded or not must be weighed, no less than

all other statements, along with Sharp's own
affirmations on the subject and judged of in

* See footnote on previous page.

f Burnet, i. 192.

j P. 214.

There were various Rescissory Acts passed by
this Parliament, but that which is chiefly known by
the name, and to which allusion is here made, is the

Act passed on the 28th March, 1661, 'Act rescind-

ing and Anulling the Pretendit Parliaments in the

Teers 1640, 1641,' etc. It will be seen later
_
n,

that neither Sharp nor Middleton were the origioa-

tors and chief promoters of the Rescissory Act. It

appears to have been directly due to the reaction-

ary enthusiasm of the Restoration Parliament

itself.
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connexion with all the probabilities of the

case when we have these affirmations before

us.

It so happens that there are preserved

among the Lauderdale Papers in the British

Museum, a series of letters written by Sharp
to a friend in London, who became, about
the time of the Resoration, Lauderdale's

private chaplain.* These letters, which we
have had an opportunity of perusing, and of

which full copiesf are before us, throw more

light upon the course of Sharp's conduct t.t

this period, as it appears to us, than any that

have been hitherto made public. That

they serve quite to clear up his conduct
it would be absurd to say, because, unfortu-

nately, the very question involved is how far

Sharp himself is to be believed. Those
who thought as Burnet did in his own day,
and as many apparently still do in our

day, have no faith in him whatever, neither

in his '

protestations by word of mouth or by
letter, nor in any appeals of his sincerity in

acting for Presbytery.' Their theory of

him is that he was an ingrained liar and

traitor, with whom, as with his friend Clerk-

Register Primrose,
' words went for nothing.

'

And if he lied in his letters to Douglas,
keeping up the ingenious play of falsehood to

the last, of course he may have lied to his

friend Lauderdale's chaplain in London
;
and

reasons even might be given for his so doing.
But to others who have no definite theory of

his character, and to whom the puzzle is to

understand him in the light of common sense

rather than of theory, either Prelatical or

Convenantiug, these letters may be helpful.
To ourselves, we confess that they incline the

balance in Sharp's favour. They have left

upon us the impression that, whatever his

faults were, ho was not a traitor to his friends

and to his Church, in the sense in which he
is represented to have been so by contem-

porary authorities, and by the train of Pres-

byterian writers who have followed them.
One conclusion seems certain from them :

he was cither not such a traitor, or he was
both liar and traitor, of a still deeper dye
than even they have painted him, for he must
have been false, not only where it was neces-

sary to conceal his designs, but in circum-
stances in which he might have remained

* Mr. Patrick Drummond. Ho is supposed to
have been a brother of the minister of Muthil, and
to have settled after tho Restoration near New-
castle. We are indebted to Dr. Laing for this, the

only information we have been able to obtain of

Sharp's friend and correspondent.

f We are indebted for these copies to the kindness
of Mr. Vere Irving, author of the History of Lan-
arkshire, who has liberally placed his transcripts of
the Lauderdale Papers t.t our disposal.

silent, and which involve a singularly shame-
less disregard of all honourable principles.
We propose in the sequel of this paper to

present to our readers such extracts from

Sharp's letters before us as throw light upon
his conduct, and make it more intelligible
than it has hitherto appeared. We shall

confine ourselves to the critical period of his

life with which we have been hitherto dealing,
and to which our letters exclusively relate.

To travel beyond it to the time of his admin-
istration as Primate, and the troubles in

which he was then involved, would open up
a wide field, quite beyond the scope of a

single paper. Our present purpose is mere-

ly to trace the motives influencing him at

the Restoration, with a view to the estimate

which must be formed of his personal char-

acter. But for this purpose, it will be ne-

cessary to trace briefly the thread of his life,

and the state of ecclesiastical parties in

Scotland, up to the time when he went to

London on behalf of his Presbyterian breth-

ren the beginning, namely of the year
1660. It is scarcely possible otherwise to

understand the exact nature of his position,
and the various motives bearing upon him.

James Sharp was of gentle birth. His
father was Sheriff-Clerk of Banffshire, and
was descended on the maternal side from the

old family of Halyburtons of Pitcur, in tho

shire of Angus. His mother was a daugh
ter of the Laird of Kinninvy, in the county
of Banff. He was born on the 4th of May
1618, in the Castle of Banff; where his

father is said to have 'lived and died in

great esteem and reputation with all who
knew him.' He was very clever as a boy,
and took a special interest in religious suln

jects and the society of clergymen, so that

his father's neighbours called him in jest tfo

young minister. It is reported that his

mother had a vision of him as a bishop,-
one of these family myths, no doubt, which

grow up after the event.

Tho boy's natural turn pointed to the

Church as his profession, and he never seems

to have contemplated any other. So he

went to King's College, in Aberdeen, in the

year 1633. His name is found in the ma-

triculation-list of that year, in the Fatti

Alerdonenses printed for the Spalding Club.

According to the same authority, he grad-
uated in 1637. He then proceeded to the

study of divinity, under the famous ' Aber-

deen Doctors,' Dr. Forbes of Corse and Dr.

Barren. Tho school of divinity at Aberdeen
was at this time tho most learned in the

kingdom. Episcopacy had found in the
north a congenial soil, and flourished not

only in polemical strength, but inm a^u
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fruits of spiritual and theological culture.*

Young Sharp seems to have entered heartily
into the spirit of the place, and to have been a

favourite with his professors. Dr. Barron
is said to have called him, after a familiar

way,
' mi Jacobe Sharp? signifying the opin-

ion he had of his conception and readi-

ness.' f This fact of Sharp's education by
the ' Aberdeen Doctors '

in the principles
of Episcopacy, deserves particular notice.

There is no reason to think, although he be-

came % Presbyterian minister, that he ever

entirely abandoned these principles. No
doubt, he became a Covenanter

;
as Leigthon

also did. This he could not help doing, if

he was to live in Scotland at all
;
but there

is good reason to believe that the Episcopal
leaven was never purged out of him.

So strongly was he inclined to Episcopacy
at first, that he retired to England on the

outbreak of the covenanting excitement, and
the dispersion of the ' Aberdeen Doctors

'
in

the Spring of 1639. He went to Oxford,
and is supposed also to have visited Cam-

bridge, making use of his opportunities for

future study, and laying the foundation of

that personal acquaintance with English di-

vines, both of the Prelatical, and of the

Puritan school, which he continued after-

wards to cultivate so diligently, and which
makes so prominent a feature of his career

in his successive visits to England. Partic-

ularly at this time, he is said to have ' con-

tracted an acquaintance with those great

lights, Dr. Sanderson, Dr. Hammond, and
Dr. Taylor.' He appears, in fact, to have

contemplated taking English orders, and his

admiring biographer says, that 'he stood

fair for considerable ecclesiastical benefices,
and had the honour to be taken notice of, and
iji favour with several persons of note

; *\
but the disturbances which had driven him
from Scotland had by this time become

equally powerful in England, and he was

fain, therefore, to turn his face northwards

again. A violent ague, with which he was

seized, is said also to have compelled him to

seek his native air.

On his return to Scotland, he was travel-

ling towards Edinburgh, and, according to

his biographer,
'

happened to lodge at Had-

dington, in the same inn with Sir James
M'GHll of Cranston, afterwards Viscount of

Oxford, a person of noble and generous

* There can be no doubt of the root which Epis-
copacy had taken in Aberdeenghire ,

and the merit-
ed distinction of the ' Aberdeen Doctors '

suggests
a special regret that Dr. Joseph Robertson was not

spared to write, what he sometimes thought of

doin, memoirs of this famous school.
ue and Impartial Account, p. 28.

Ibid. p. 29. Ibid. p. 30.

temper,' who, falling into conversation with

him, was so interested by his manners and

address, that he took him with him to his

house in the country, where he speedily re-

covered his health. Here also he met the

Earl of Rothes, with whose family he was
connected through his mother, and ' several

of the nobility and gentry,' and the same art

of pleasing, in which from his youth he was

evidently a master, seems to have operated

upon them. The earl of Rothes particularly
interested himself in his fortunes, and partly

through his patronage, 'but more for his

own merits,' Sharp was chosen one of the

Regents of Philosophy in St. Leonard's Col-

lege, in St. Andrews.
This is the representation of his prelatical

biographer/" and there seems no reason to

question it. For even the version given by
his enemies of his first appointment in St.

Andrews is highly creditable to him. Ac-

cording to them, he had ingratiated himself

with Mr. Henderson, the well-known Puri-

tan leader, while in England, and bringing

recommendatory letters from him to the

Rector of the University, he was admitted

to a comparative trial for the vacant office of

Regent, which he successfully obtained

against another candidate, of whom we shall

hear more immediately. This was in the

beginning of 1643. f

His previous character as a student, no

less than his evident activity of mind, affords

every guarantee that he would devote him-

self with vigour and success to the duties of

his position.
' He measured his time with

great frugality,' says his biographer, allotting
such portions of it for the instruction of his

scholars as were necessary, and employing
the rest for his own improvement, without

neglecting to converse tvith the world. The
last touch is significant and characteristic.

Sharp was evidently from the first a man of

manners and policy, as well as a student in-

terested in books. He had an open and clear

eye as to what was going on around him
;

and Scotland was plainly then a country in

which a man needed to have his eyes well

open. But notwithstanding his 'converse

with the world ' and his acknowledged pru-
dence, he very nearly fell into disgrace by
a singular act of indiscretion. As the

story is told by both his Prelatical and

Covenanting biographers, there is every
likelihood of its resting on truth, whether or

not it is to be held credible in all its features.

* True and impartial account.

f Sharp's signature is attached to a lease given

by the Masters in St. Leonard's College, 5th July
1643. The exact date of his induction is not as-

certained.
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His competitor for the office of Regent
was one of the name of Sinclair.* He was

second, but did so well in the examination

that he was promised the next vacancy, f

He appears, accordingly, as a Regent in

1640
;
and whether it was that their former

contention for precedence had bred some ill-

will betwixt them, or from some other cause,

he and Sharp seem to have quarrelled. The

special ground of their quarrel was the great

topic of the day Presbytery versus Episco-

pacy. Sharp, apparently in a temporary
moment of forgetfulness, after dinner at the

College table,
' when the students were re-

moved,' was '

venting and maintaining Hook-

er's, Halo's,' and Hammond's principles,
with a philosophical liberty

' which so irri-

tated Sinclair, that he flatly gave him the

lie
; Sharp replied

' with a box on the car
'

of his unmannerly colleague. He ' shame-

fully beat him,' says the Covenanting biog-

rapher, in the presence of the Principal
and the rest of the Regents. The event

was unlucky, and served even, according to

his admirer, to create ' a very bad impression'
of him for some time. To add to the scan-

dal, the offence took place on the Sabbath-

day. Altogether, the incident is a curious

one, especially in reference to the common
view of Sharp's character. If he was wary
and full of dissimulation, it is clear that he

was not always on his guard. There is a

hearty vehemencee in his resenting an insult

at the College table with a blow, which, we

confess, rather raises our conception of him.

It was very undignified, no doubt, but it was
not the act of a deceitful and treacherous

man.
To this same period of his life belongs

the most serious scandal raised by his ene-

mies, and apparently credited by them. He
is represented as having debauched a young
woman of the name of Isobel Lindsay, and
as having been instrumental in the murder
of her child. The story is told by Kirkton,}:
and with fulness and circumstantiality in

the Life printed in 1678. Isobel Lindsay
was the ' beautiful serving-woman

'
at ' a

public change,' kept by one John Allan, at

whose house Sharp lodged when he first came
to St. Andrews. He was so seduced by her

charms, that he was to be found more in the

* Mr. John Sinclair, afterwards minister of Ormis-
ton True and Impartial Account, confirmed by the

Rev. Hew Scott, Anstruther, whose minute knowl-

edge in such subjects is well known, and whose
Fasti Ecclesice Scotican(t, the first volume of which
has just appeared, will bo found a most valuable

repertory of Scottish ecclesiastical information.

\Life of Sharp, printed in 1678.

\ P. 84.

wine-cellar where she waited than in his

study,
(

studying more the art of love than

ever he had done that of logic.'
He is said

to have deceived her by a promise of mar-

riage, and then to have strangled her child
;

burying it
' under the hearth-stone, where

probably its bones may yet be found !

' * and

having made her a partner in his crime, to

have finally cast her off, believing that she

would not expose her own life by betraying
him. The story was well conceived to toucn

the popular mind, and fill it with horror. It

has that dash of dark romance in it

which goes right to the popular imagination. ,

Happily, it does not rest on a particle of

real evidence. All the admitted circum-

stances of Sharp's residence in St. Andrews
are broadly against it. It is allowed by all,

and by none more strongly than the author of

tho Life, that Sharp's career as a Regent,

saving for the fracas with Sinclair, was a

highly successful one. He grew in favour,
not only in his own College,*but in the opin-
ion of the clergy generally. The fame of

the ' man's learning and supposed piety
'

brought him {

many scholars, whereof not

a few were of the best quality, of those

who are called Primores. This general

opinion of his worth and ability is said

to have even temporarily influenced Ruther-

furd on his return from England. This, of

course, is all attributed to his hypocrisy by
the author of the Life ; but the facts and

admissions of such a writer are of far more
value than his opinions. Sharp's alleged

profligacy is quite inconsistent with his ad-

vance in general reputation. Besides, the

story must evidently stand or fall as a whole,
and it seems to destroy itself by the very

atrocity of wickedness which it attributes to

Sharp. It represents him as a man of sen-

sual and violent impulses, who, to indulge
his appetites, ran a risk quite disproportioned
to the indulgence ;

and yet, the constant al-

legation of the same writer is, that he was a

man of such, deep dissimulation, that he was

constantly using unworthy arts, and laying
restraints upon his natural inclinations, witn

the view of insinuating himself into favour,

and promoting his interests. Even were

Sharp entirely destitute of principle, it is

plain on the surface of his life, at every

point, that he was a man of great sense and

ability. In prudence he never seems to have

been lacking. The excess of his prudence, .

of his far-seeing caution, is one of the most

constant accusations against him. Was this

the sort of a man to have a mistress at ' a

public change/ in the high days of the

Covenant? The Covenanting caricaturist

Lift, p. 22.
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has here, as in some other cases, drawn a

picture too monstrous for belief.

The whole foundation of the story seems

to have been certain ravings of a woman of

the same name, .long after Sharp became

Archbishop. In the year 1672, under an

entry in the Presbytery Records of St. An-

drews,* dated December 4, nearly thirty

years, therefore, after the alleged event, we
find that a certain '

Isbell Lyndsay, spouse
to John Wilson in St. Andrews,' had been
banished the town ' for her railing against

my Lord Archbishop in time of God's publik

worship.' The subject appears to have oc-

cupied the Presbytery at several meetings.
The woman had been allowed to return to

her friends under promise of good behaviour,

but, unable to restrain her tongue, had again
' uttered reviling speeches against the said

Archbishop and his lady at his entry to his

Bermon.' The brethren were '
left by the

Archbishop to their own prudence, to act in

the matter as they thought convenient, so

that God might be glorified and the scandal

removed
;

' and accordingly the ministers of

St. Andrews, St. Leonards, and Grail, were

appointed to confer with her, and bring her

to a sense of her sin
;
but as she continued

obstinate, she was again banished, and pro-
nounced '

unworthy of Christian society.'

These are the facts upon which the story
seems to have been built. Beyond these

facts there is no evidence whatever for con-

necting the name of Isobel Lindsay with

Sharp. The improbabilities of the story

gpeak for themselves. The woman was ev-

idently a fanatical enthusiast,
' crackbrained

and fanciful.' Whatever her '

railings
'

may
have been can matter little

;
but there is no

evidence that they were of such a nature as

the story attributes to her. This is in fact

expressly contradicted.! Sharp seems to

have acted in the matter like any sensible

person accused of a public scandal, who had

nothing to fear from investigation. Doubt-
less if he had had any ground of fear, he

could have found other means of silencing
the woman besides sending the brethren of

the Presbytery to confer with her.

We may seem to have dwelt upon this af-

fair unduly ;
but the scandal finds a place

in Wodrow and Kirkton, as well as in the

defamatory Life of 1678, and it was scarce-

ly possible to pass it by. Sharp's career as

v a Regent is not distinguished by any fur-

ther events. He continued in his office till

* Ecclesiastical Records Selections from minutes
of St. Andrews, p. 89. Printed for the Abbotsford
Club.

\ True and Impartial Account, p. xvi.

Letter in the Appendix, p. xlii.

the end of 1647. In November of that

year the Presbytery of St. Andrews ' receiv-

ed a presentation from the Earl of Craw-

ford, patron of the parish of Crail, nomina-

ting and presenting Mr. James Sharp, Re-

gent, to be minister of the said kirk, and

requiring the Presbytery to enter him for

bis trials for that effect.' On the 17th of

the same month Commissioners appear from

Crail, requesting the Presbytery to proceed
with Sharp's trials, and to accelerate the

same. ' The said Mr. James being asked,
did submit himself to the Presbytery, pro-

testing .that if he be called to that charge,
there be a tymeous provision of a helper
with him therein.' Satisfaction being given
on this point, the various trials usual in li-

censing a preacher are then prescribed to

Sharp, which he passes through at success-

ive meetings of the Presbytery in Decem-
ber 25 and 29. Finally, in January 13,

1648,
' he is fully approven in all these

trials; and also he is fully approven by all

in all the parts of his trials in relation to

that charge whereunto now he is called;'

and a fortnight afterwards, viz., on the 27th

January, he is admitted minister at Crail.

Unhappily the veracious records of the

Presbytery fail us further. We do not find

any mention of Sharp again till the spring
of 1652, when he is a prisoner at London

along with Douglas and others. By this

time he had entered upon his ecclesiastical

career, taken his side amongst the contend-

ing parties of the Church, and begun to

exercise something of that public influence

which was destined to prove so powerful
over the interests of his country for the

next quarter of a century. The clear pre-

sumption therefore is, that the intervening

years of his ministry at Crail were years of

activity and usefulness.
' His labours,'

says his biogapher,
' were most acceptable,

and gained on the hearts of the people by
calmness, condescension and affability.'

*

He exemplified in a singular manner, it is

somewhat naively added,
' the evangelical

precept as to the wisdom of the serpent and
the innocence of the dove.' At the same
time it is admitted that there were those

among his brethren in the Presbytery who

regarded him with suspicion. Some of the

moroser sort, like Mr. Blair of St. An-

drews, used to say, that they did not lelieve

him sound (a word then and since of weigh-

ty import), and that he spoke through a lisli-

<*.'t

Substantially the same impression is con-

veyed by his Covenanting biographer of

this period of his ministry, although the sus-

* True and Impartial Account. f / bid.
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picious features are laid in with darker col-

ours. With all his dislike of Sharp, this

writer cannot conceal the growing influence

of his character and ability. He insinuates

that he appropriated the whole stipend at

Crail, instead of leaving provision for a

helper, notwithstanding his professed eager-
ness on his appointment for assistance in so

large a charge. He dwells with curious

malice upon the bad opinion which Ruther-
furd and others had of Sharp ;

but is forced

to admit, in the face of all his insinuations,
that Sharp's

'

respect was grown so great
'

among his brethren generally, that he easily

swayed them to his views. A special inti-

macy was formed between him and Mr.

Wood, one of Rutherfurd's colleagues in St.

Mary's College, which lasted through vari-

ous vicissitudes, and of which we see fruits

in the correspondence before us.

The Church, of Scotland at this time was
divided into two factions, violently contend-

ing for the mastery. These factions had

sprung naturally out of the course of events

during the Civil War. Scotland had en-

tered into that war with a thoroughly hon-

est, if sternly fanatical purpose. It knew
its own mind plainly ;

what it was fighting

for; and it kept steadfastly to the same
mind and purpose through all the changing
incidents of the contest. Whilst the re-

ligious feeling and intelligence of England
were carried forward into more extreme

phases of development with the advance of

events, the Scotch remained true to the

principles of ' the Solemn League and Cov-

enant, approved by the General Assembly of

the Church of Scotland, and by both Houses
of Parliament and Assembly of Divines in

England, and taken and subscribed by them,
anno 1643.' The establishment of Presby-
terianism in the three kingdoms as alone

answering to a ' true reformation of religion,
in doctrine, worship, discipline, and govern-

ment, according to the Word of God,' was
the great idea of the Covenant. It was
the animating thought of the Scotch mind

through the whole criais. Whence this idea
had its origin, and grew into such a pervad-
ing fanaticism as it did, under what influ-

ences it had strengthened during the reigns
of James and Charles i., till it seized the

religious imagination of Scotland like a

passion and swept all before it, it is not pos-
sible nor necessary for us now to trace. Of
the prevalence and potency of the idea
there can be no question. It had laid hold
of the popular mind of tho country to the

exclusion of every other. Presbytery was

religion, and there was no other religion.
It was the ' common cause of religion, lib-

erty, and peace' in the three kingdoms.

Whatever was opposed to it Popery, Pre-

lacy, or Independency was of the nature

of '

heresy, schism, profaneness,' alike
'
con-

trary to sound doctrine and the power of

godliness.'
A fanaticism such as this was obviously of

the straitest kind. It had, as it showed,
enormous power of impulse, but no capacity
of expansion, no element of accommodation.
All its natural tendency was to contract far-

ther rather than to expand. The Covenant,
in fact, contained from the beginning neg-
ative elements of an intensely narrowing
character. It pledged its subscribers not

merely to the preservation of what they con-

ceived to be the '
liberties of the kingdoms,'

but, moreover, to the discovery and punish-
ment of all who seemed to them to oppose
these liberties and the true reformation of

religion, as '

malignant and evil instruments.'

There was a deep-seated jealousy in its prin-

ciples, like the jealousy of the old Mosaic
law. The Covenanters were the chosen

people, and all beyond their pale were to be

driven, like the Canaanites, if not from the

land, from every oflice of trust, from every

position of national service and government.
A system like this speedily bred its natural

fruits in intolerance and schism. The exi-

gencies of a great patriotic crisis could not

be kept within the trammels of a narrow fa-

naticism
;
while the fanaticism, from its very

intensity, served to nourish an exclusive set

of devotees, who not merely would not yield

anything of their principles, but who were

constantly stretching them to a more fanat-

ical extremity.
The imprisonment of Charles i., and the

rise of Cromwell, brought these results into

prominent display. The Parliament of

Scotland, true to that positive side of the

Covenant which pledged its subscribers to

the defence of the '

King's person and au-

thority,' was comparatively indifferent to its

main principle of reducing the three king-
doms to a religious uniformity ; and, accor-

dingly, it entered, in the spring of 1648,
into what was called 'The Engagement'
with Charles. In other words, they agreed
to take up arms in his behalf, on terms

which by no means went the whole length of

the covenant. The King yielded so for as

to promise a Parliamentary sanction to its

requirements, provided that none should be

compelled to subscribe it against their wills,
'

and to givo Presbytery a three years trial in

England, provided that ho and his house-

hold were to be allowed to retain their own
mode of worship. Here was a clear derelic-

tion from the grand Covenanting idea.

The men who had been its real authors,
whose stern faith it had embodied,ml, wli se
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holy ambition it had fired, were immediately
roused to opposition ;

and from this event

began a division in the Church and country
which soon passed all bounds of healing,

and covered the land with the most bitter

animosities and coarse exasperations.
Not that the cause of the Engagers came

to any substantive result
;

for the army of

Cromwell at Preston, in August 1648, soon

dispersed the army raised by the Scottish

Parliament, with the incapable Hamilton at

its head, and weakened by the denunciations

of the Church against all who had joined it.

But the spirit engendered by this difference

was not to be allayed. The Church, not

content with the triumph secured to its

principles by the defeat at Preston, carried

its pretensions to an incredible height. It

resolved that all who had joined in the En-

gagement, or even expressed approbation of

it, should be treated as malignants, and ex-

cluded from all offices of honour and trust.

No one should flourish, or even live peaceably,
in Scotland, who had not been true to the

whole Covenant. The Marquis of Argyle
placed himself at the head of this party, and

for a time they were triumphant alike in

Church and State. A new Parliament

passed the ' Act of Classes,' designed to dis-

criminate between the godly party and ma-

lignants, and to thrust the latter from all

service or power. Then, as Kirktcn says,
with that touch of stateliness in his style
which tells here and there that he is satis-

fied with the march of events,
' the ministry

was notably purified, the magistracy altered,
and the people strangely definned.*

This was the heyday of the Covenant,
from the close of 1648 to the spring of 1651,

Scotland's '

high noon,' in Kirkton's lan-

guage, when the country was as 'a 'heap of

wheat set about lilies, uniform, a palace of

silver beautifully"proportioned.' f Then the

Covenanters had not only themselves free

scope, but the delight so dear to them, of re-

straining others. The young King, despair-

ing of retrieving his fortunes otherwise, had
at length been tempted from Breda, to try
the chances of war in his hereditary do-

minions. The possession of the royal per-
son was an unexampled opportunity for the

improvement of their principles. He was
not only made to swear to the Solemn

League and Covenant, and subscribe it,

but to declare that he did so without any
sinister intention. He was made to attest

by bis signature his father's guilt in oppo-

sing it, by which so much of the blood of

the Lord's people had been shed, and also

-*
Jl'tslt'istory, p. 48. \Ibid. p. 48.

the idolatry of his mother as a Papist.*
He was made to hear many

'

prayers and

sermons,'
'

so many as six sermons on one

fast-day without intermission,' says Burnet.f
The worthy divine confesses that he him-

self was not a '
little weary of so tedious a

service.' We may imagine what the feel-

ings of Charles must have been. A more

melancholy page of history is nowhere to be
found than this brief reign of the Covenant
in Scotland. Men fitted to be heroes and

martyrs were abundant here in the seven-

teenth century, men animated by high and

self-sacrificing thoughts ;
but on neither

side, Covenanting nor Prelatical, were there

any men capable of fair and righteous gov-
ernment. Cromwell had more of the spirit

of a true ruler, of a '

king of men,' than

all the Scottish nobles and clergy combined.

Such a reign as that of Argyle's and the

Covenant could not last long. It was im-

possible that any people, however stern the

the prevailing enthusiasm, could long main-

tain the high-pitched and unnatural fervour

signalized by the Act of Classes. Moreover,
the progress of Cromwell came to break up
the unity of the prevailing fanaticism. It

soon appeared that there was a party more

exclusive even than those who had possession
of the King. True to the spirit of their

principles, this party looked with jealousy on

Charles and those who immediately sur-

rounded him, as but half-hearted in the

cause. The compulsion put upon him to

swear and subscribe as he had done was

notorious. He had evidently acted hypo-

critically throughout, to secure his own

ends, and not for the sake of principle.

What but evil could come from such a

connexion? It was plain that the Lord

had a controversy with the land. The de-

feat of Dunbar was the natural fruit of a

treaty with a King who had given no evi-

dence of a godly change, and of union with

men who were not heart-whole in the great
cause. As yet the Court, the Government,
and the Church had been but imperfectly

purged. Such was the tone of a remonstrance

addressed to the Committee of Estates in the

autumn of 1650
;
nor was this party content

with remonstrance ; they raised an army in

the west, led by a Colonel Strachan, and act-

ually offered war. The soldiers of Cromwell

speedily dispersed them
;
but the spirit of

the party remained unbroken, and soon show-

ed itself in new combinations. On the other

hand, the main Covenanting party, which had

possession of the King, and which proceeded

* The famous Dunformlinc Declaration, 16th Au-

gust 1650, which Charles never forgave.

\History of His own Time, vol. i. p. 99.
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to his coronation at Scone on the 1st of Jan-

uary 1651, were more and more convinced

by the course of events, that the process of

purgation legalized by the Act of Classes

had become a source of weakness to the

royal cause. How could this cause prosper,
or the English soldiers be driven from the

country, while nearly one-half of the popula-
tion were rendered incapable of bearing

arms, or in any way engaging in the service

of the Government, by somejcharge of malig-

nancy, by having either been concerned in,

or having approved of, the Engagement of

1648 ? Such a policy was plainly ruinous.

The King was naturally impatient of it, and

complained that many of his best friends

were kept from his presence, or precluded
from rendering him assistance. Many in

Parliament had never approved, but only ac-

cepted it at the dictation of the Church.

The spirit of the Engagers had merely yield-
ed for the time before the storm provoked

by their want of success. In short, a strong

feeling began to prevail in favour of the re-

peal of the Act of Classes.

It was necessary, however, to proceed with

caution toward such a step. The Church
had been the moving spring of the exclusive

legislation. Some of the most eminent of the

clergy, like Rutherfurd and Guthrie, were

deeply committed to it. It had been their

own inspiration. It was impossible, there-

fore, to proceed without negotiating with the

Church. -A meeting of the Commission of

the General Assembly
*
wasjield at Perth,

on the 14th December 1650. The question
as to the composition of the royal army ne-

cessary to defend the country against the in-

vasion of the English secretaries was put
before the Commission in an ingeniously
abstract form. The reply was cautious,!

but opened up the way for further advances

on the Part of the Parliament. It was held

that persons who repented of their malignan-

cy, and satisfied the Church by conforming
to its discipline, might be readmitted to the

army. Immediately the churches were filled

with penitents clothed in sackcloth
; among

others the Earls of LauderdaleJ and of Crau-

ford, destined ere long to a very different ce-

lebrity. The Parliament stretched the lati-

* Sharp was at present at the Commission, also

at many subsequent meetings; ho was nominated
one of the members of Commission on 18th July
1650.

j-
Wodrow, vol. i. p. 2.

\ The Earl of Lauderdale did penance and crav-

ed pardon before the Presbytery of St. Andrews,
Deci'iuhor 23, 1650, for the Mate uulawful engage-
ment against England,' etc., and was afterwards, in

the parish church of Largo, admitted to the Cove-
nant and Communion. St. Andrews Presbytery Rt-

cords, p. 60-1.

tude given by the Church to the utmost, and
even much beyond it. There had been a

special reservation in the deliverance of the

Commission as to the character of the officers

of the army ;
but no sooner was the door

opened, than, Wodrow states, the Parliament

made haste to c nominate some of the most
considerable of those formerly reckoned ma-

lignants.' So that the bulk not merely of

the army, but of the officers, were men who
had been '

involved in the Engagement, or in

some respect or other opposed to the work of

reformation since 1638.' The result was

that, after further negotiations which we
need not trace, the Act of Classes was re-

scinded in May 1651
;
and in the following

July, when the General Assembly met at

St. Andrews, it immediately became evident

that there was a strongly divided feeling in

the Church as to what had taken place, and
as to the encouragement which the Commis-
sion of Assembly had given, bit by bit, to

the new course of policy. Was the

Church by its General Assembly to ap-

prove of this policy, and ratify the act-

ings of the Commission ? A powerful party,
led by men who from the first, from the

time of the 'Engagement,' had opposed

treaty with the King, save on the highest

principles of the Covenant, were found op-

posed to all
' the resolutions and actings

' of

the Commission. But no longer dominant,

they were unable to bend the Church to

their will. They adopted, accordingly, the

policy of protest and withdrawal, a policy
to which the constitution of the Scottish

Church gives a fatal facility. A protestation

against the lawfulness and freedom of the

General Assembly, on the ground that its

composition had been interfered with both

by the King and the Commission, was given
in by Rutherfurd, and subscribed by Guth-

rie, Gillespie, Cant, and Menzies.* The As-

sembly met protest by deposition. Three of

the leading protesters were deposed. The

long smouldering division in the Church now
burst into an open schism. Those who had

adhered to the ' resolutions and actings
' of

the Commission, and who generally approved
of the new policy, received the name of Res-

olutioners. Those who adhered to the pro-

test were called Protesters, sometimes Re-

monstrants, from their affinity with the ex-

treme Western Covenanters, who had re-

* See this
'

Protestation,' and also a very inter-

esting account of this famous Assembly, in Peter-

kin's Records of the Kirk of Scotland, pp. 626-681.

The account of tho Assembly is extracted from the

Wodrow MSS., and was written at tho time by Mr.

Alexander Gordon, a member of the Assembly.
Wodrow says that in 1703 he transcribed and col-

lated Gordon's original MS. There is no hint of

Sharp being a member of this Assembly.
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inonstrated, nearly a year before, with the

Committee of Estates, and had not hesitated

to encounter the veterans of Cromwell under

Colonel Strachan.

Such was the state of the Church when

Sharp entered upon his ministry at Crail.

The early years of his ministry were the

years whose history we have now briefly

traced, when the principles of the Covenant
were upon their trial. We have no means of

ascertaining by what steps Sharp gradually
took his side in the controversies of the

time. There is no evidence that he mingled
much in them. He certainly occupied at

first no prominence. But there could be no

doubt from the beginning on which side he

would be found ranked, and nearly as little

doubt that his remarkable abilities and ca-

pacity for business would soon bring him
Into a prominent position. It is evident,

indeed, from the account of his hostile biog-

rapher, we have not seen any other evi-

dence for the fact, that he was scarcely
settled at Crail before his abilities began to

attract notice, not only among his brethren

in the Presbytery of St. Andrews, but

throughout the Church, so much so, that he

received a call to be one of the ministers of

Edinburgh.
' The splendour of his gifts and

the heat of his zeal
' *

(he is represented at

this time as being very zealous for the cove-

nant), are ironically said to have been the

cause of this offer of preferment, which was

apparently made in 1650. There is no evi-

dence, however, that he contemplated re-

moving at this time from Crail.

Shortly after the split between the Reso-

lutioners and Protesters, Sharp is found,

along with Douglas, and other leading cler-

gy among the Resolutioners, attending a

meeting of the Committee of Estates, at

Alyth, in Forfarshire. The seat of the

Scottish Government had been gradually
driven northwards, and Alyth was probably
the most southern point at which the Scot-

tish clergy and nobles supposed themselves

safe in meeting. Even here, however, as it

proved, they were not beyond the vigilance
of the English soldiers; a party of horse

setting out from Dundee during the night,
came upon them unexpectedly on the 28th

of August (1651), and carried off about

eighty
'

gentlemen, soldiers, and noblemen's

servants,'! along with 'several ministers;'

among others, Mr. Robert Douglas of Edin-

burgh, and Mr. James Sharp of Crail. They
were deported toLondon, where Sharp is still

found a prisoner in the end of March 1652.

*Life, 1678. Miscellanea Scotica, vol. ii. p. 32.

f Lamonfs Diury, p. 41 . See also Nichol's Diary
of Transactions in Scotland.

For, on the last day of that month, a letter

of condolence is agreed to be sent to him by
the Presbytery of St. Andrews, and his

friend Mr. James Wood of St. Mary's Col-

lege, and Mr. A. Honeyman, are appointed
to draw it up.* Shortly after this date he

appears to have been liberated, although we

possess no information of the exact date or

mode of his liberation. His enemies, of

course, have a theory on the subject. They
assert that he was guilty of some base com-

pliances to Cromwell
;
while others remain-

ed firm to their allegiance, he is accused of

having 'taken the tender,' whereby he re-

nounced the monarchy in the person of

Charles and his successors. But of this

charge, freely urged by Wodrow and others,

there appears to be no evidence whatever,
and everything in the subsequent career of

Sharp tends to contradict it.

The next glimpse we get of him is in the

spring of the subsequent year, when he

entered into marriage with a young lady in

his own neighbourhood. The fact is recorded

under the data of April 3, 1653, by the

Chronicle of Fife, otherwise known as

Lamonfs Diary.\ The name of the lady
was Helen Moncrieff, a daughter of William

Moncrieff, the Laird of Randerston, a small

property lying between the village of Kings-
barns and Crail. The marriage-feast, it is

particularly mentioned, was at ' her father's

house in Randerston.' We know little or

nothing of this lady, save that she bore to

Sharp a son (afterwards Sir William Sharp),
and two daughters, one of whom was with

him at the time of his assassination. But
the scandal which has been so busy with his

own name, has not, of course, spared his

wife.| It is one of the most painful features

of the dark scandal of the seventeenth

century in Scotland, that it seldom turns

aside even from the privacies of domestic

life. It is at once malignant and vulgar, to

a degree that shocks every feeling of delicacy.
No pearl of affection, however sacred, is safe

from its foul touch.

Onwards from about this tune Sharp was

evidently an active and influential partisan
on the side of the Resolutioners. We fail,

however, to trace his activity for upwards of

*
Presbytery Records, p. 64.

f First published by Archibald Constable.

% Life, 1678, p. 42. The portrait of Sharp's wife

here is of a piece with his own, daubed with the

most vulgar colours. It is deserving of notice also,

that the writer represents Sharp aa married before

his imprisonment in England, and explains his

eagerness to return by his having a '

young wife at

home.' The mistake is a small one in itself, but not

insignificant in its bearing on the general untrust-

worthiness of this Life.
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two years. It is only in 1656 that we see

him in Baillie's Letters emerging into full

prominence as a leader of his party. The
first mention of him, so far as we have

observed, is an a letter dated December 1655,
to his cousin,

' Mr. William Spang,' to whom
he sends long accounts of the course of

ecclesiastical affairs in Scotland. These

accounts are sufficient to show how important
a person Sharp had become bj this time.

He moves among the chief counsellors of

the Resolutioners, along with Douglas, and

Dickson, and Hutchison, and Wood. His

influence with Douglas and Wood is partic-

ularly marked.* With Baillie himself it

is evident also that he is becoming an im-

portant person, and is looked upon as one of

the most likely instruments of usefulness in

the necessary contentions with the Protesters.

The latter party had got great influence with

Cromwell. In reactionary dislike from

Charles and his ungodly ways while in

Scotland, they turned themselves towards

the Commonwealth government, which in

return extended its patronage to them, and

bestowed office upon some of their number,

notwithstanding their deposition by the

Assembly.! This favour of the English
Government for the Protesters was a great

discouragement to the Kesolutioners, and

Baillie's Letters are full of suggestions for

having their case more fully set before the

Protector, and the spirit of their opponents

exposed. In a letter to Mr. James Wood,
dated December 8, 1656, he dwells with

emphasis upon Sharp's fitness for this special
task :

' Mr. James Sharp must procure a

message for two or three of our mind to

decipher these men (the Protesters) to the

whole world without more circumlocution.'^
And again, in the first letter from Baillie to

Sharp himself, in the collection dated

January 18, 1657, he says,
' I hope you

shall by God's help get the desires of those

heady men crushed
;
but all my fear is that

the end of your strife will be the Protector's

determination to subject our poor Church to

some new Erastian model, which shall be very

grievous, albeit far more tolerable than the

tyrrauik Turkish yoke of the Protesters.'^

Sharp, in fact, had already in the previous

* Baillie's Letter*, vol. iii. p. 281.

f Mr. Patrick Gillespie, for example, who was

deposed by the Assembly at St. Andrews in 1657,
4 was admitted by the English to be Principal of the

College of Glasgow in 1653.' This appointment waa
a sore vexation to Baillie, who was Professor of

Divinity at the time. The same year Leighton was
admitted Principal of the College of Edinburgh,
which shows, at least, that ' the English

' were im-

partial in their favours.

i Baillie's Letters, vol. iii. p. 827.

| Ibid. p. 887.

summer * been appointed the confidential

agent and representative ofthe Resolutioners,
to maintain their cause before the Protector,
in opposition to a deputation sent by the

Protesters to promote their interests. Baillie

writes to him there in March, and he responds
in July, writing somewhat briefly in reply
to three letters from Baillie. In October
and November he writes again ;

and it

appears to us that these letters are particu-

larly deserving of study, with a view to the

interpretation of Sharp's subsequent corre-

spondence. They show the same characteris-

tics precisely as his later letters, the same

cautious, reserved, and ingenious rather than

explicit handling of the affairs intrusted to

him. He seeks to compose Baillie's fidgeti-

ness, counsels him to '
silence and patience,'

quietly insinuates that his position
' at the

source of affairs
'

gives him special knowledge
of what is going on, and a special right to

advise his brethren in Scotland, exactly in

the strain in which he afterwards wrote to

Douglas. All this ia very significant as to

Sharp's character. The man was clearly a

born diplomatist. It was not in his nature
to be frank and outspoken, but rather to

compass his ends by adroit policy and wary
means.f Such is the impression he makes
when he had plainly no ends of his own to

serve, and no one has ventured to say that

he had.

It is universally admitted that Sharp
discharged his mission to London at this time
with consummate success. The mission was
of a delicate and difficult nature, as any one

may satisfy himself by looking at the ' In-

structions '

given to him. The Protesters

were represented by two of the most active

and able of their number, Patrick Gillespie
and James Guthrie. They had the ear of

the Protector and some of his immediate

friends, such as Dr. Owen, and the Generals

Lambert and Fleetwood. The story is told

* The '
Instructions to Mr. James Sharp for

London,' arc dated 25th August 1656, and will

be found printed in the Appendix to Laing's edition

of Baillie's Letters, pp. 570-2. They are signed by
Dickson, Douglas, and Wood. The proposals of
the Protesters are added on the following page, p.

573.

f How like him, for example, the following
caution to Baillie :

'
If you mar not your own

business by unseasonable stirring and not keeping
close what may be suggested to you as a remedy
for the present, that may bo done shortly which
will give satisfaction

'

(p. 342). It deserves notice

also that these letters show the same mixture of

worldly penetration and religious allusion which has

appeared so suspicious to some students of his

letters to Douglas, as, for example,
' Mr. Gillespie

and all of them are better known hero than they
suppose ;

tin- Lord our God is holy and true, and
will not always further crooked designs' (p. 848).
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that in one of the interviews granted by the

Protector, Guthrie spoke first, setting forth

the interests of the Protesters, which he did

so long, that Cromwell 'looked upon his

vratch, and told Mr. Sharp that he would
hear him at another time, for his hour for

other despatches was approaching. But Mr.

Sharp begged to be heard, promising to be

very short. His request being seconded by
his intimate friend the Lord Brqghill, after-

wards the famous Earl of Orrery, Oliver was

prevailed upon to give him an audience
;
and

then in a few words he turned Mr. Guthrie's

arguments against himself and the cause he

defended, and gave such a rational represent-
ation of his constituents and their party, that

Oliver was not only satisfied they had justice
on their side, but also so much taken with

Mr. Sharp's genteel management and

address, that he told the bystanders
'
that

that gentleman after the Scotch way ought to

le styled SIIAEP OF THAT ILK.' *

This is the account no doubt of a friendly

hand, but there is abundant evidence besides

of the prudent cleverness and success of

Sharp's policy on this occasion. Baillie is

scarcely less complimentary than the state-

ment we have quoted.
' In diverse confer-

ences,' he says,
' before the Protector, Mr.

Sharp made them (the Protesters) appear
so unreasonable, that after more than a year's
solicitation they could obtain nothing at all.'

And more conclusive, perhaps, than either,
is a letter from the well-known London
ministers Mr. Calamy and Mr. Ashe on the

subject, addressed to Douglas and Dickson.

The letter is dated December 1657, and
bears that ' our reverend brother, Mr. Sharp,
hath with much prudence, courage, and
laboriousness unweariedly attended and

managed the trust committed to him
; (yea,

as we believe) he hath secured your cause

from sundry aspersions which otherwise

might probably have reproached it, and he
hath gained respect in the opinions of some
in highest place, by his wisdom and meekness
in vindicating it from misrepresentations.' t

* True and Impartial Account, p. 84.

j-
This letter is printed in the True and Impartial

Account, p. 35. Since the above was written we
have, by the kindness of Dr. D. Laing, perused
Sharp's own account of his mission to London at

this time, preserved in lettene to Douglas, trans-

cripts of which, copied from the Wodrow MSS., are

in Dr. Laing's possession. Sharp wrote to Douglas
at great length on February 12, 1657, and again on

February 14th and 23d, describing with minute and
even tedious dejail two debates which he held with
the Protesters before Cromwell. The letters give a
curious glimpse into the character and motives of
the two parties in Scotland, and also into the habits
of the Protector, but they cannot e said to add
much to our information ; nor do they alter in any

This, the first of Sharp's official journeys
to London, is in every re -pect significant. It

brought him into familiar and influential

relation with the ' London ministers,' a

relation which we see constantly reappearing
in his subsequent more important visit. It

seems to have been the commencement of

his friendship with his correspondent the

Rev. Patrick Drummoucl, the first of his

letters to whom is dated from Crail shortly
after his return. It placed him definitely,

if not at the head, yet in the very front

among the leaders of the Resolution party,
and particularly, it brought him into direct

collision with the Protesters, in a manner
which neither they nor he evidently ever

forgot. He was their sworn foe from this

period, plainly detesting them and their

ways, and doing all he could to thwart and

oppose them, They in return repaid his

enmity and opposition with a cordiality of

hatred and an opprobrium of scandal which

did not cease even with his assassination.

But we hasten on to that special and crit-

ical period of his life and conduct upon
which our letters throw light. Sharp ap-

pears to have returned from London in the

beginning of 1658. He writes to Baillie

from Edinburgh in February, apparently on

his way homeward. In August we find him

settled again at Crail, writing from thence

to his friend Mr. Patrick Drummond. He

apologizes for being so long in communica-

ting with him after his return, and then

proceeds to speak of the '

bleeding condition

of this poor Church,' and the readiness of

himself and his friends to do their utmost '

for

healing and closure.' But all without effect.

' No peace,' he adds,
' can be had with these

men but upon their own terms, how
destructive soever to truth and order.'

CRAILL, 8th August 1658.

DEAR SIR, I have failed much and long in

not writing to you, and my apology for this

neglect would take more time than I could

now spare. I must be in this at y
r

mercy.
You have long ago seen and perused our late

declaration, and thereby perceived our tender

resentments of the bleeding condition of this

poor Church, and readiness to stretch oar-

selves to the utmost for healing and closure

with those brethren in the Lord. But what
we did bear and presage has come to pass.
No peace can be had with those men but upon
their own terms, how destructive soever to

truth and order. Their leading men do so act

degree, but rather strongly confirm, the view taken

in the text. They are marked, in a singular manner,

by the same characteristics as the letters to Baillie,

described on page 421, the same mixture of

caution, worldly sagacity, nnd unctuous religious

phraseology.
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and influence that party, being encouraged
thro' the favour of the times, and heightened
by the sway, they consider that those of their

way who have got themselves into places of

power and trust may carry in this nation, that

nothing will satisfy them unless they have all

their will, ^whatever may be the consequent
thereof. They have lately emitted a most bit-

ter invective piece,* which will appear to be
such to you if you have seen it. I hear it is

not owned by all their party, but they have
stretched their wits and consciences (I mean
the penners of it), ad ultimum conatum, to

render us odious, and make a clear discovery
of their spirit and way. Tho' their most false

alledjeances and gross misrepresentations of
matters of fact be set off with all their spe-
ciousness and plausibility they could make,
yet we hope.it shall|not take impression upon the

sober and unbiassed
;
and I am desired by Mr.

Douglas and Mr. Hutchinson, who had a letter

from you lately, to entreat you to speak to

those of y
r

acquaintance, that if that piece have
or shall come to y

r

hands, they would allow
us more charity than what that Libell doth

give to us, till they see our vindication, which
we are necessitate to emit for clearing the
truth and our innocency. And we purpose to

do it with this resolved intimation, once for

all, that henceforth we will not deal any more
with them by print, nor publish anything re-

lating to our differences, whatever reply they
may make. If they will have the last word
let them take it. For our parts, after our full

clearing of ourselves, we will leave our cause
to the Lord and the consideration of all the

unprejudiced. I would give you some hints

of the injurious usage we have from that pam-
phlet, but conceiving it needless till you see our
full answer, I shall forbear

;
and now put this

trouble upon yon to deliver the inclost to Mr.
Manton. Our brethren conceive it unnecessary
to trouble Mr. Calamy and Mr. Ash, with our
friends with you, by frequent letters. They
desire their affectionate respects to be tendered
to them, and do expect y

r

prayers towards the
welfare of this distempered Church. I long to

know how it is with you, and if the motions
which I know were made to you by y

r
friends

for entering into the Lord's vineyard have yet
prevailed with you. I trust to have the satis-

faction of hearing of the Lord's driving you to

employ y
r
talents even in this poor despised

Church. I must leave off. Tho good God
hold you in his keeping. Account of me as
one who does unfeignedly respect and love you.'

In the interval between the date of this

letter and the beginning of 1660, Sharp is

not conspicuous, but still far from idle. He

* The '
invective piece

'

here referred to is Ruth-
crfurd's

' Preface to the Reorder,' in his '

Survey of
that Summe of Church-Discipline, penned by Mr.
Thomas Hooker of Hartford, Connecticut, New
England,' as may bo gathered by a letter from
Baillie to Douglas on the subject, about the same
time (p. 375).

' With all reverence to my much-
honoured aud beloved brother,' Baillie says,

'
I

profess my grief and scandal with some pages in it.'

had made an intermediate journey to Lon-
don in the spring of 1659, on the change of

affairs following Cromwell's death.* It is

not, however, till the beginning of 1660, that

he again appears prominently upon the scene.

General Monk left Edinburgh on his march
to London in November 1659. He did not

reach London till January ;
and on the 15th

of this month Dickson and Douglas wrote to

him, signifying their confidence in him as to

the affairs of Scotland, and the necessity of

some one being with him to advise him as to

these affairs.! Sharp is the person they sug-

gest for this purpose. Monk enters into their

proposal heartily, and replies that the sooner

Mr. Sharp comes to him ' the more welcome he
shall be.' Accordingly, on the 6th of Feb-

ruary, several ministers met at Edinburgh,
and having approved of Sharp's nomination
to represent them, they drew out, as in the

former case, instructions for him. These
instructions will be found printed in Wod-
row,J and it is not necessary that we repeat
them here. Suffice it to say that they show
that even the comparative liberality of the

Resolution party was of a limited kind, the
' lax toleration ' which had been allowed un-

der the wise and firm hand of Cromwell

being one of the matters which Sharp is to

represent as demanding remedy. He ap-

pears to have set out to London immediately
on the back of this commission, for on the

14th of February he signifies to Douglas his

arrival there on the previous day, and his

kind reception by Mr. Manton, the well-

known Presbyterian divine. He continued

there, busy with his negotiations, till the

beginning of May, when, at the instigation
of Monk, and with the approval of Douglas,
he made a journey to Breda to see Charles,
and give him information as to the state of

parties. He returned to London on May
25, and remained there till the beginning of

August. During all this period of six

months, Sharp's letters to Douglas are unin-

termitting. They are printed sometimes

fully, and sometimes in an abbreviated form,
in the introduction to Wodrow's History.

It is unnecessary to raise any question as

to Wodrow's fairness in his manner of pre-

senting these letters. It is evident on the

surface that the writer considered Sharp to

have acted treacherously in the discharge of

his mission
; that, in short, he had prejudged

him, and consequently that he presents the

letters in such a shape as he supposes most

likely to bear out this prejudgincut.^ But

*
Letters, in Wadrow MS., to Douglas as usual.

See also Baillic's Letleri, vol. ill p. 896.

f Wodrow, lutrod. p. 4. $ P. 5.

P. 4.
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there is no reason to conclude that he has

misrepresented facts, or '

garbled
' the letters,

so as to make them tell a substantially
different story from what they do in

the original.* We are content to accept
them as they are printed, and after a care-

ful examination we are satisfied that they do
not necessarily bear the interpretation which
Wodrow puts upon them. They do not

absolutely exclude that interpretation. On
a certain view of Sharp's character, it is

quite possible to hold not only that he was

deceiving Douglas throughout, but to find

modes of expression in the letters which
countenance this idea of hypocritical villainy.
This arises from Sharp's peculiar character

as a correspondent. He writes continually,
as we have already said, with that diplomatic
reserve and apparent cunning which justifies

suspicion of his motives. He does not do

so, however, more in these letters to Douglas
than in all his letters which we have seen

on public matters. And it is needless to

say that he repeatedly asseverates in these

letters, in a quite natural way, his continued

hope that the Presbyterian cause would

triumph in Scotland, whatever might happen
in England, and that he was doing all in

his power to secure this result. He urged
Douglas also to come to London to assist

him in his negotiations, although he did not

favour any general deputation of the breth-

ren,
'

knowing their temper,'! an(l ne

heartily wishes 'his own neck out of the col-

lar,' and that he were well rid of the task

imposed on him. All these expressions of

interest in the Presbyterian cause, of weari-

ness with his work, of assurance that the

King would not ' meddle with the Church-

government
'

\ of Scotland, are of course, to

the Presbyterian historian and those who
have followed him, just so many remarks

designed to deceive Douglas, to throw dust

into his eyes. This is because he has

already made up his mind about Sharp, and
believes that he was at this very time, when

writing such letters,
'

concerting
'

for the

overthrow of the Church of Scotland. But

by themselves the letters contain no evidence

whatever of such double-dealing. They are

cautious and diplomatic, but with no further

artfulness than has been already shown to

to be characteristic of the man in all his pre-
vious correspondence. In some respects,

indeed, the letters are singularly honest and

* The original letters were in Wodrow's own
possession. They were purchased with other MSS.

from his collection, by authority of the General

Assembly. The MSS. referred to by Dr. Burns as
in the College Library at Glosgow, are transcripts.

t P. 33. J P. 46.

firm, in so far as they represent to Douglas
the hopelessness of establishing Presbytery
in England, and the accumulating force

with which the public mind there was in-

clining, not only towards Episcopacy, but

the High Church form of it. He was

obliged, he acknowledges,
' to get and keep

acquaintance with the Episcopal party,' as

as well as Presbyterians, and others about

the Court, though no friends to Presbytery,
and although he knew that thereby he would
'be exposed to the constructions of men.'

His position, in short, was a very difficult

one. It is plain that he encountered all its

difficulties with the spirit more of a diplo-
matist than of a Covenanter. Probably he

did many things, and listened to various

proposals from which Douglas would have

shrunk, and Baillie would have turned away
with undissembled aversion

;
but there is no

evidence that he was a party at this time

to any scheme for overturning Presbyteri-
anism in Scotland.

Such is the impression left upon us by
these well-known letters, and the letters

before us strengthen this impression. There

are none of them, indeed, at least none of

the series to Mr. Patrick Drummond, writ-

ten during the same period, because

Drummond was in London, and as we

gather, must have been one of Sharp's
closest friends and advisers there. The

series, however, takes up his history shortly
after his return, and carries it on during the

period of the Parliamentary session, which

was full of such grave results to Scotland.

He returned to Scotland on the 31st of

August, bringing the well-known royal let-

ter with him, of which he is supposed to

have been the inspirer, if not the writer.

This letter was addressed ' to our truly and
well-beloved Mr. Kobert Douglas, Minister

of the Gospel in our city of Edinburgh,
to be communicated to the Presbytery of

Edinburgh.'
* It expressed satisfaction with

the conduct of ' the generality of the minis-

ters of Scotland in this time of trial,' with

a glance, however, at some who,
' under spe-

cious pretences, had swerved from their duty
and allegiance.' It gave assurance of the

royal determination ' to discountenance pro-

fanity, and all contemners and opposers of

the ordinances of the gospel.'
' We do

also,' it adds, in a sentence of great signifi-

cance, which became the turning-point of

future legislation,
'
resolve to protect and pro-

serve the government of the Church of Scotland

as it is settled by law without violation, and to

countenance in the due exercise of their

functions all such ministers who shall behave

* It is printed in Wodrow, p. 81.
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themselves dutifully and peaceably, as be-

comes men of their calling.' It further ap-

proved of the Acts of the General Assem-

bly of 1651, held at St. Andrews, which

confirmed the policy of the Resolutioners,
and notified an intention of consulting Doug-
las and some other ministers,

' in what may
further concern the affairs of the Church.'

There can be no question of the plain

meaning of this letter. If ever royal word
was pledged, the word of Charles was

pledged by it to the maintenance of Pres-

byterianism in Scotland. If there could be

any cavilling as to the meaning of the ex-

pression,
' the government of the Church of

Scotland as settled by law,' there could be

no doubt of what everybody in Scotland

would understand by it, in connection with

an approval of the Assembly of 1651 and

the intention of consulting Douglas as to

the further ordering of the Church. It is

not our present business to consider the let-

ter in relation to the subsequent conduct of

the King. It matters little really, with a

character like Charles's, whether he gave it

honestly or not, whether or not it repre-
sented his fair intentions in August 1660.

The question which concerns us is the con-

duct of Sharp at this particular crisis. He
was the person really responsible for the

letter. It was given by his advice, if not

according to his dictation. Supposing him
to have been the man that Wodrow and
Burnet describe, and that Douglas and
Baillie apparently both came to believe him
to be, then, of course, the letter was merely a

cunning device further to keep up appear-
ances till the time was ready for a change
of policy. Accepting for a moment this

supposition, it does not appear to us to have

been a very happy device. Such cunning
as is thus attributed to Sharp, might have

brought forth better fruit. If it was neces-

sary to bring a royal letter at all with him
to Scotland, wit like his might have divined

something less explicit, something which
would have left a way of escape for the

royal honour, instead of so broadly forcing
a lie into the King's mouth, and making,
according to the already quoted saying of

Middleton,
( his Majesty's first appearance

in Scotland to be in a cheat.' But let us
see what he himself says about it. Let us,
before drawing our final conclusion, see what

explanation he has to give of his whole con-

duct, both while in England and in the

eventful eight or nine months following his

return to Scotland, months of such signifi-

cance, during which we have hitherto known
little or nothing of him.*

* Of this period all that is said by his latest biog-
VOL. XLVT. N 16

The first letter we quote does not bear

any date, but is obviously written before any
of the others, all of which are dated, be-

ginning with the 13th December (1660). It

appears to have been written some time after

his return, but while the memory of Drum-
mond's kindness to him in London was still

fresh probably in October.* It opens :

.

' MY DEAR AND MUCH-VALUED FEIEXD, My
long silence must needs render me obnoxious
to yr censure and jealousy of me, whom you
have obliged by so many ties as cannot but
endear you to me. Unless I would shake off

all bonds of gratitude and sense of deservings,
I would make some apology for my neglect,
which yet would take up more paper and time

than now I can spare, and, therefore, shall cast

myself upon yr pardon and wonted indulgence,
and shall not offer to excuse from my laziness

and pressure of business since my return. I

designed to have accosted you by my brother,
but at his first coming to London, he wrote to

me, that he was to be immediately dispatched,
which put a stop to my intended trouble, to be

given you by him now. I shall tell you with-

out compliment that I am infinitely yr debtor,
and think myself bound to be as much yr weli-

wisher and servant, if it can be of significancy,
as you can desire, and hope you will not meas-

ure my respects to you by the expressions
thereof by letters. Had I my wish I would

rejoice to have the opportunity to evidence

what a value I have for my dear Mr. Drum-
rnond

;
but I forget myself whe ) the pen runs

in this strain. Before my coming to Scot-

land some of the Remonstrators were put un-

der restraint, of which you heard. There are

some here who can bear me witness how
much I endeavoured to prevent exercising of

severity towards them, and what pains I took

is known to Mr. Blair, to obtain an indulgence
to Mr. Sam. Rutherford. But, frater, their

principles, spirit, and actings, have been, so

fatal to the quiet and honor of this poor coun-

try, to the peace and reputation of this church,
as I am afraid God has some controversy against
them. Their folly of late hath and yet doth

betray them to those inconveniences as are

grievous to honest sober men here. I am
afraid the consequences thereof shall not only
be prejudicial to themselves, but to others who
are not involved in their guilt. There may be

a report of persecution with you, but beleive

it, all moderation consistent with the public

raphcr, Thomas Stephens, the author of the Life and

TuiK'x ,>f Arrliliixhop Sharp, is :

' He does not again

(after his return) appear in public life, except to

preach before tho parliament, till he was summoned
to London by the King's command in October 1661.'

This book, besides being blindly prejudiced in spirit,

has no value whatever not having helped us to

clear up a single fact or feature of Slurp's lit'o.

* The allusion to Rutherfurd confirms this. Ac-

tive proceeding woro taken against Ruthcrfurd nt

this time' by the Committee of Estates, and his book
Lez Rez burned before the gate of St. Mary's Col-

lege in the end of October.
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safety is used towards them, and would they
j

disown those tenets, which are condemned by j

all Protestant Churches, and destructive of the

authority of the King and the public interest,

nothing would be denied to them which could

be rationally proposed. Some' of the leading
|

men amongst them did needlessly slay them-

selves, and were so far involved that indiffer-

ent men find difficulty as to their coming off.
'
I have.no particular account of the affairs

of the Church of England, but what I perceive,

by the King's declaration. I am sure by one
clause therein, relating to the declaration

pressed upon him at Durnferline, he hath done
us a great deal of right, and said more for our
vindication than we could have expected. I

shall entreat you to present my respects to Mr.

Calamy, Mr. Ash, Mr. Manton, Mr. Bates, and
let me know how it is with them, and how
they are satisfied with the present condition of

affairs. I hope you pay yr wonted visits to my
Lord Lauderdail, whose deservings towards his

mother Church renders him very precious to

all honest men here. They are renewing their

invitations to me to enter the vacant place in

the New College, which I did communicate to

you. I confess. I incline rather to go thither

than to Edinburgh. If you can can be induced
to embrace a call to a considerable congrega-
tion in Fife, I can undertake for clearing your
way, and do think you might do service to

Christ and this Church, and have matter of

more satisfaction to employ yr talent in yr own
country than abroad. Pray you take this hint

as serious, and let me know if you can be pre-
vailed with. I am sure my Ld Craufurd will

assist me in this desire, and my Lord Lauder-
dail would not be so injurious to Scotland (tho'
I had no claim to make upon the interest of

Craill), as to advise you to spend the best of

yr time where you are, when a door may be

opened for you here. I shall be at this place

during the session of the approaching Parlia-

ment, and be sure to give you oftener trouble

by letters than I have done. And till I hear
from you and know your mind I will not en-
tertain thoughts of any other.'

The interval between this letter and the

next, which is among the most important of

our series, was evidently a time of much
surmise and speculation in Scotland follow-

ing the publication of the King's letter. On
the one hand, some of the Synods, particu-

larly the Synods of Lothian and Fife, sent

up addresses of thankfulness to the King
for his letter, and for the assurance which it

conveyed to them of the settlement of the

Presbyterian government. On the other

hand not a few seem to have had their sus-

picions excited of coming changes, notwith-

standing the letter. Sharp himself had evi-

dently begun to be suspected. He had ap-

parently attended the Synod of Fife in the

autumn,* and been the chief party in mov-

* The Records are not extant.

ing the address which they had sent, to Lon-
don to be printed and presented to his Ma-

jesty; but the minds of many were ill at

ease about him, and strange rumours had
reached even the ears of hia friend Drum-
mond in London. Drummond seems to

have communicated to him with frankness

and honesty what he heard. And the fol-

lowing is Sharp's reply, going at length into

the subject of those rumours, and full of in-

terest as bearing on his motives aud char-

acter :

'

Having come to Ediur. upon the 12 current

'Dec. 1660), I received three of yr letters.

The last, of Deer. 5th, came first to hand. The
other two I had after from Thomas Moncrief.

[ confess I was not a little startled with them
all three, for which you will, say I had cause

upon my reading of the matter of them, as if

those calumnious reports of me had taken im-

pressions upon you. Since ever I knew how
to make and use friendship, my endeavour hath
been so to observe the law of it as not to give

way to my thoughts to injure my friend till I

had acquainted him with my jealousy, and
known what he could say for his justification.
I shall not now give you a return to yr des-

cants, and shall do you the right of giving be-

leif to yr assertion that they were not intended

for me, tho' I may suspect that when you wrote
them I was not altogether out of yr prospect.'

' As to the matter of yr letter, I shall in the

first place thank you for yr freedom therein,
as a special testimony of yr friendship and

kindness, which I do so much value, as it would
be exceeding grievous to me if by my carriage
I shd diminish, much more lose, my interest in

it. I shall not now enquire of the rise and

grounds for those reports, hoping that that

smoke will vanish as other endeavours formerly
to sully my name have thro' the Lord's mercy
to injured innocency been blasted. But if those

considerable persons you say do suspect my
integrity be such as know me and have good
will to me, I shall be the more afflicted, yet not,
without expectation that their charity will lead

them to forbear sentencing of till they have

proof of my guilt. Two days ago I had a let-

ter from a friend at London, noticing that a

great person there had expressed his great dis-

satisfaction with the letter of the Synod of

Fife lately printed at London, and laid the

blame of it, and particularly of the compli-
ment in the close, upon me, adding that my
practises since my coming to Scotland had pre-

judiced the King's services, and my carrying
of the King's letter, and engaging all the

Synods of Scotland to pay the return of thank-

fulness for it, had so fixed Presbyterian, gov-
ernment here, that for many years it were in

vain to attempt the breaking of it. Some of

'my friends here tell me they have heard of dis-

satisfaction with me at London on that account,
and by yr letters I find that I am buffeted by
another hand. Patience and mens ^ibi conscia

recti are the surest founds I can look to. But
for your satisfaction and of those who have

any regard to me, I shall give my answer as at
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the bar of those who will take upon them to

judge me in those matters to your three inter-

rogatories. To the first two, simpliciter negun-
do ; if any person in England do say that I did

engage, directly or indirectly, to endeavour the

alteration of the government of the Church of

Scotland, they speak without ground from me,
and do me wrong. And since my coming
home I have not spoke with any one minister

disaffected to the Government, and have been
so far from contriving or laying methods with

ministers or other persons for introducing in-

novations, that I beleive whoever do intend

them they are out of hope of finding me upon
their side. As to yr 3d question, I think more
for no other tye upon me, but the concernment
of that noble person in the King's letter, who
hath so much countenanced and highly obliged
me. I were an ungrate unworthy man if I shd

be accessory to anything which may lessen the

esteem and account which all honest ministers

here bear to that letter, and the procurer of it.

But I tender the King's interest and reputation
more (which will have the surest and most last-

ing foundation in the hearts of good people)
than to endeavour the voiding of that letter

which hath been so satisfactory and refreshing
to the most of the Church of Scotland. I have
the vanity to say I have acted in my poor way,
and suffered for the King's interest in times of

the greatest danger, to the hazarding of my
life, the impairing of my health, the prejudic-

ing of my means of subsistence, when others

who now pretend much for it durst not or were
not in capacity to do for it. I have done more
for the interest of Presbyterian government in

Scotland than any minister who can accuse me.
I am of the opinion that whoever will en-

deavour at this time the change of Church-

government here, they shall neither do the

King nor the country service. Tins is my sup-
port, that the Lord knoweth that regard to the
interest of the King and this poor country did

influence mo in my actings, and not respect to

my own advantage, which if I had mindet I

might have prevailed by a more promising
, way than this I have tiken. I am no declaim-
er against the government of the Church of

England since I came home, much less did I

conceive it to be proper for me while I was
there ; my occasions led mo to converse with
men of differing opinions and interests, calm-
ness as to all I thought did best become me.

'
I. had the opportunity to be known to some

prime Episcopal! men who I suppose are now
Bishops. All that ever I spoke to them as to

Church matters here did amount to no more
than this, that the actings of some of our
church men had rendered the government
owned in this Church obnoxious to exceptions
by reason of the encroachments made upon tin-

King's authority in cieilibua, and the evacuat-

ing of it wholly in ecclesiasticis, hut I con-
ceived now there would be no great difficulty
in restoring the King's interest to its lustre in

Scotland. And if I were convinced that mod-
erate Presbyterian government would not' be
as consistent with the King's interest as Epis-
copal, I would disclaim it. I remember I said

to the King, while my Lord Lnuderdnill was

by, that now his M. had an opportunity to se-

cure his interest in the Church of Scotland,
and if it were not done I am not to be blamed.

The King did then smile, saying to me,
" You

will be counted a malignant when you come
home." I have since my return professed to

the brethren with whom I had occasion to

speak of those matters, that I see no way for

the Church of Scotland to redeem themselves

and their doctrine and practises from the im-

putations which lye upon them, and to secure

the order of this Church, but to disown what-

ever hath been prejudiciallto the King's inter-

est, and to make it appear that his authority

may be as much owned in this Church as in any
of his dominions. For I saw evidently tha^ for

us ministers in Scotland there is no resource

but in the King's favour and countenancing of

us. I confess if this be guiltiness I have my
share of it since my coming home, who have

not without success endeavoured to make
brethren sensible of the equity and advantages
thereof. I beleive the best of our ministers

who are known to be fixed for Presbyterian

government are disposed to yield more in

Church matters to the King than before to any
of his royal progenitors since our reformation

from Popery. And for this end my desire and

wish is for a General Assembly immediately
after the Parlt., by which I am confident the

King, with the consent and good liking of our

Church, shall have what can be reasonably

preponed for his authority in ecclesiasticis.

This is all the design I have been plotting, and

this I dare own, conceiving that the King's

service, this poor kingdom's peace, weal, and

reputation, will be better consulted and pro-

vided for in this way, than by attempting that

change of government, which, by any observa-

tion I can make, I beleive will be found a hard

grievance to undertake. And whatever may
be the pretensions of some, either with you or

here, of introducing Episcopacy into this

Church, I have cause to question their reality,

and do think that when the matter is put to

the push, it will be found that the setting up
of Bishops is not at the bottom. I am not con-

vinced that conscience or zeal as to the matters

of Church government doth sway much with

some men, and I fear that the most will unite

in this design to tread upon the ministers, and

render us vile and contemptible ;
and am pre-

saging that this will be prosecuted to that ex-

tremity, that in a short current of time it will

open a door to bring in that with all disadvan-

tages that most would avoid. I shall be con-

tent to fail in this prognostic had I been a wit-

ness of any other design. I think the little ex-

perience I have had of the affairs of the

times and condition of persons might have

taught mo to have conveyed the management
of it with more dexterity and sickerness than

can be supposed to be done by me, who since

my return had no letter from England save

wiiat, my Ld. Lauderdaill was pleased to hon-

our mo with. Mud ono t'min sir Robert Murray,
and from the E. of Twoodalo, the Countess of

Balcarres, and yourself, :md one this week
from a north country gent It-man at London.

Nor did I write to any but to those persons
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named, save one to the E. of Middleton in re-

commendation of a friend, and another about

20 days ago, which I thought was fit for me to

do on his coming down, having received civili-

ties from him beyond sea, and at London. And
I sent also to Newburghupon the same induce-

ment, but to neither of them did I write of any
particular relating to Church or State.

' My dear friend, these reports are industri-

ously raised and spread of me, and some from
another fountain than is supposed. I am
looked upon as one having some interest here.

While I was at London I had favour in the

eyes of the King. My dearest Lord Lauder-
daill was pleased to own me. I am suspected
as wholly his, and that not without cause.

This hath exposed me to envy and obloquy. I

find I have bitter enemies upon that score, who
do make it their work to blast me. I am a

Scotchman, a Presbyter. Their plot is to keep
this poor inconsiderable nation in a slavish de-

pendency. I hope I shall never be accessory
to the serving of the lusts of men.

' How best my heart may charge me as to

the root and inclination, yet the course of my
life, I bless the Lord, will not give evidence of

my ambition, and [words wanting}. I have
served the interest of others more than my
own. I never did seek anything of any. I

owe nothing to any to engage my dependence,
save to the King and my noble Lord Lander-
daill. In that matter you had a hand in, and
rather than that shd bring any taint upon me,
I can with greater willingness part with it

than I did accept it.* Whatever lot I may
meet with, I scorn to prostitute my conscience
and honesty to base unbecoming allure-

ments, that considering men will judge to be

my snare, or sentence me to a folly or madness
I know not for what. No person obliged me
but my Lord Lauderdaill. My integrity and

fidelity to his Lop. I can testify, in spite of mal-
ice and calumny. I hope to retain it while I

live. Pardon this tedious scribbling ; rny per-

plexity drives the pen I know not whither. If

you change the thoughts you once had of me
while you were privy to my most secret plot-

tings, and know my honesty and singleness, you
will do me wrong. This must be a greater
blast than I can imagine which hath shaken
you, but I know you will do right to him who
shall never cease to be your affectionate friend
and servant, JA. SHARP.

On the same day he writes further to

Mr. Drummond, with special reference to a

charge of '

prevarication on my Lord Lau-
derdale's concernment :'

' While I am closing the other, Mr. D. Furgu-
son cometh to me, and by discourses with him
I have those persons and speeches which I sup-
pose gave occasion to yr pathetic letter. I

adore Providence fur their discovery, and
thanks for yr friendly monitions, but I am
amused at the horridness of their calumnies.

* His appointment as chaplain to the King, with
a salary of 200 a year.

Shall I be judged a monster of ingratitude, and
one given up to the height of infatuation for I
know not for what? I am charged as well with

conspiring against his sacred Majesty as prevar-
ication in my Lord Lauderdaill's concernment.
For my innocency as to that I appeal to God,
to the King, and to my Lord Craufurd, who
can give testimony to my integrity therein.

And I would beg it, upon my bended knees, as

the greatest favour, that my Ld. Lauderdaill
would be pleased to ask his M. if I ever spoke
to his prejudice ;

but in that concernment did
tell the King that he could not by any act do

greater right to his service in Scotland, nor

satisfy the ministers and good people therein
more than to employ my Ld. Lauderdaill in

that trust. And at my taking leave his M.
knows what gratulation I expressed on that ac-

count. Of all treacheries the devil could have

suggested, this was farthest from my thoughts.
Who have said this of me they may say any-
thing. Nothing can be imagined to be more
cross to my obligations and interest. Well, I

am a Scot and a Presbyter, at a distance, so I

cannot answer for myself, and so am I ob-
noxious to this inhumanity. If you have any
regard to me, let me have an account of this

by the next. I wish you may never experience
the bitterness of such an affliction.'

The same day still he writes the follow-

ing important letter to Lauderdale him-
self:

'I was honoured with your Lop's letter by
my Ld. Craufurd

; and though it be grievous
to me and others to be disappointed of yr
Lop.'s presence at the ensuing Parlt., yet upon
after consideration that yr being with the King
may be more useful to this poor Church and
country, and satisfactory to yourself, submis-
sion in this, and prayer for your Lop.'s well-

being, shall be my endeavour.

'By what I have heard from my Lord Crau-
furd and others I have large matter of thoughts
of heart which I shall not suffer to break
forth into those passionate expressions to which
I am tempted. I must have recourse to yr
Lop.'s discerning and experienced nobleness,
and therefore shall not say much by way of

complaint of my infelicity, trusting yr Lop.
will not judge me to have been such a fool as

to have resigned myself to the lusts of men in

prosecution of their private ends, when I knew
not for what. Were there no respect to be
had to the public ties and the honor of this

poor kingdom (which will not be a little con-
cerned in the change of Church matters) yet
tenderness of the King's interest shd sway with
those who are faithful to his service. My Lord,
I am not for mediing with the government of
the Church of England, and all ministers who
are not Remonstrators are of the same opinion.

'I am for the King's prerogative against
these diminutions which our contests have put
upon it. I think the Church of England should
be more wary and tender of their own peace
than to endeavour the disturbance of this

Church. I think the King's interest to be much
concerned in having Scotland united in an en-
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tire obedience to his royal authority. Nothing
can be more prejudicial to this than the offer-

ing at this time to change the government of

this Church. The fatalities which attended the
violent attempts of former times shd give a
shrewd document * for this time. I shd pre-
varicate with yr Lop. and be unfaithful to the
K.'s service, of which I hope you will not sus-

pect me, if from the knowledge I have of the

inclinations of ministers and people here, I

should say that all attempts of introducing
changes upon us will be welcome, or prove suc-

cessful. They speak without ground, in my
opinion, who say that any considerable party
among the ministers will appear for Episcopacy.
Those of most understanding and interest I

meet amongst the nobility, gentry, and bur-

rows, are convinced of the inexpediency and

danger of such motions to be made in Parlt.

I am confident tho parson of Flisk is fully un-

der this conviction. Yr Lop. and the King's
friend here will not want the prayers and fidel-

ity of honest ministers. I shall add no more
at this time, but in spite of malice and calumny
I shall crave leave to say this, that in terbo

sacerdotis, I never did yr Lop. diservice, and
do value my interest in and obligation to yr
Lop.'s favour more than that of any subject

alive, and while I brefithe trust to approve my-
self yr Lop.'s most obliged faithful servant.'

Another letter follows, on the 18th of the

same month, to Drummond, the first part of

which is occupied with a defence of his

friendly relations to Lord Lauderdale. He
protests in a somewhat extravagant manner
that he had made it his work to secure for

Lauderdale ' his deserved esteem amongst
all honest ministers,' and that he was more

prepared
' to sink or swim with his Lordship

upon whatever adventure than with any else
'

he knew of. He is sensible of the vanity of

such tattle
;

' but a man rubbed upon his

honesty (which, thank God ! he hath hither-

to in all changes preserved without stain),

may be indulged in this folly.' He then

writes again, in vindication of his general
conduct, as follows :

'Who those considerable persons are, who
you do assure suspect me, I cannot divine, but if

right be done tome they will find their suspi-
cions causeless. I remember you have some-
times privily culled me a politian. I have had
occasions to give some proof to you that I was
an honest Scotsman, and hope to live and die

one, and never to engage in that which doth

appear to mo to be prejudicial to the interest

of my country, which hnd it not weighed with
me above my private, I wanted not proffers of
i u< i ic promissing accommodation in England
than in these times can be expected in Scot-
land. I have a tang [?] of vanity upon my
conscience that I did in my poor way endeav-
our to serve my country faithfully. I ac-

Used in its original Latin sense of '

teaching.'

knowledge I have found yon a faithfull friend,
and take yr late letters as a recent demonstra-
tion of it, and that you concern yourself in my
integrity and honesty. I hope you shall not
meet with disappointment on that account.
Whenever I design anything to the prejudice
of State or Church, I promise you shall be privy
to it

;
and therefore, it reports fly abroad (from

which the most innocent in these times cannot
assume to himself exception), let them not take

impression till you know what account I can

give, which, in point of honesty as a Scotsman
and minister, I hope I shall make good to all

men. If the late sigillations have had any rise

from this, I shrewdly suspect the hand of Mis-
tress Christian,* who loves you as she does me
upon the one and the same score. What im-

pression she hath endeavoured to put into some
of her sex here, who may have transmitted
that poison of asps to my blasting there, I know
not. I shall reserve my quarrell to you, for yr
charging me that I had consulted more my in-

terest and repute if I had done more and spoke
less. I can say this, that tho' neither my em-

ployment, duty, nor disposition lead me to be a
solicitor for business of such nature, yet none
of my countrymen have cause to complain ot

my neglect of friendly offices as occasion served,
much less those who expect nothing from me
upon the account of engagement, oblidgement
or relation

;
and I believe I did more towards

gratifications of that nature than could have
been expected from one of my condition.

When I learn the persons ~?vho have oc-

casioned this monition \ shall be more satisfied.

Let me close with this. How I can be charged
with the love of money I know not, for I pro-
test to you my last journey cost me 40 pieces
over and above my allowance, and I had not

sixpence all the while I was in London besides

of any person, and for what the King by his

papers was pleased to grant me. When the

Exchequer shall be in a condition to satisfy the

cravings of those who will not be denied, and
will be preferred to me, I may 20 years
years hence make some reckoning upon it, for

at present there are more sums referred to the

Exchequer than are like to b satisfied these

score of years. For ambition, if I have what

many of my countrymen of all ranks (I bless

G6d) dogiverae upon apprehension ofmy being
of some use to the public interest, I know not

why I should aspire to that respect that any man
who is not blinded can dream in this age will

be paid to a Scots Bishop for other conveniences

through the Lord's allotment of a comfortable

portion. I need not envy any fat income,

which, from the poverty of Scotland, can be

expected in these times, and sure you will not

think me such a fool as to renew those risks

you mention for a thing of nought. I must
leave off; the pen runs into this extravagancy ;

but I hope you will by the first let me know if

those my letters have come to hand, and be-

leive that I am unchangeable yrs in all service.'

This Mrs. Christian appear* to have been the

wife of Mr. Patrick (Jillcspie. She figures as a per-
son of activity throughout a good deal of Sharp's
correspondence.
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This closes the first series of our letters,

with the eventful year 1660. On the first day
of 1661, just a year, as Wodrow pathetically

remarks, after Monk marched for London, and

ten years after Charles's coronation at Scone,
the Scottish Parliament convened. The
Earl of Middleton arrived at Holyrood as

Royal Commissioner only the day before.

In the morning the members assembled at

the Abbey and rode thence to the Parlia-

ment House in great state.
' The Earl of

Crawford bore the crown, the Earl of Suth-

erland the sceptre, and the Earl of Mar the

sword. Duke Hamilton and the Marquis of

Montrose rode behind the Commissioner cov-

ered.* ' There you might have seen,' adds

Kirton, with his usual touch of poetic ele-

vation,
' them who some weeks before were

companions to owls, hiding themselves from

messengers pursuing them for debt, vapour-

ing in scarlet and ermines, upon good hopes
to be all men of gold.'

Scotland was certainly unlucky now, as

she has frequently been in great crises of her

history. Without adopting all the aspersions
of Wodrow and Burnett, the Restoration Par-

liament was obviously ill fitted for its critical

and difficult task. It seems scarcely to have

considered its work seriously. The great Rev.

olution of the past year had filled with wild

and vague hopes men who for some time had

scarely been able to 'lift their heads. The

temper of the country was greatly changed.
This is confessed on all hands. in Doug-
las's lettersf and in Wodrow's description.
The municipal elections which had taken

place as usual in the previous November,
showed this unequivocally.

'

Generally

speaking, all who had been active in the

work of reformation during the former pe-
riod were now turned out of all trust.' J It

is plain that the spirit of the nation, in the

north, east, and south at least, was wearied

with the Covenanting exactions and the ex-

cesses of religious strife which had so long

prevailed. The elections to the Parliament
in shire and burgh showed the same result.

Special means, moreover, were taken to se-

cure the interests of the Court in these elec-

tions. The Parliament of 1661 was in con-

* Wodrow, p. 90.

f One passage from Douglas's letters is very sig-

nificant. Writing to Sharp in London, on the 31st

March 1C60, he says: 'There is now a generation
risen up which has never been acquainted with the

work of reformation. You will not believe what a

heart-hatred they bear to the Covenant. What can
be expected of such but the marring and defacing
of the work of reformation settled here ?

'

(Wodrow,
p. 16, and MS. Letters.) This was the party which
came into power at the Restoration, and need we
wonder, therefore, at the result !

\ Wodrow, p. 88.

sequence such a Parliament as had not met
in Scotland for a long period. It not only
contained new elements, but it was animated

by an entirely new spirit. It was not only
not Puritan : it was no longer religious.
That admixture of religion with sobriety, of

earnestness with moderation, which has been
found practicable elsewhere, has been sel-

dom exemplified in the religious history of

Scotland. The nation has been in its turn

wildly fanatical, or wildly sceptical and in-

different. It has passed from one extreme
to the other from the Covenant to David
Hume but it has seldom chosen, it has sel-

dom found, the via media. Certainly, in the

present case, it found no middle path. A
Parliament of dissolutes succeeded to a Par-

liament of fanatics
;
a face of '

gravity and

piety
' was supplanted by a '

libertmage'
*

which made the ' times odious '

to all good
men.

The Earl of Middleton himself was a

rough soldier, more fitted for the camp than
the senate. He had been one of the pris-
oners taken at Worcester, and after his lib-

eration he joined the King in Holland, and
was sent by him to Scotland to head the

Highlanders, and carry on the guerrilla war-
fare against the English troops in possession
of the country. VVhen this resistance came
to an end, he returned to Breda, and seems
to have acquired great personal influence

with Charles. Along witli Lauderdale,

Glencairn, Crawford, and llothes all of

them Presbyterian-Monarchists during the

previous ten years, he naturally came to the

front at the Restoration
;
and his rough im-

perious humour and personal devotion to the

Sovereign probably pointed him out as the

person most fitted to act as his representa-
tive and commissioner in the Scottish Par-

liament.

The proceedings of Parliament were open-
ed by a sermon from Douglas. Glencairn,

already appointed Chancellor, was chosen

President, and the Lord Commissioner made
a speech

'

recommending peace and unity.'

Sharp's movements have not hitherto been
traced during this period. The letters be-

fore us do not enable us to do this, but throw
considerable light on what may be called the

private history of the Parliament. He had
come to Edinburgh, evidently for the occa-

sion of its meeting, and is very soon found
in close relations with Middleton. On Jan-

uary 9th and 10th he writes to his friend

James Wood, now Provost of the Old Col-

lege of St. Andrews, chiefly as to some pri-

vate affairs of Wood's own. but with some
instructive hints also of what was going on

*
Burnet, vol. i. p. 207.
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in Edinburgh, and especially as to the tem-

per and disposition of Middleton. On the

17th January he renews his correspondence
with Mr. Patrick Drurnrnond, which contin-

ues frequent to the middle of April, and then

finally closes, so far as we know. We shall

as briefly as possible sum up what he thus

reveals of his own motives and character,

and of the doings of the Parliament, and

thereafter leave the subject of our al-

ready somewhat protracted memoir to the

judgment of our readers.

In his first letter after the opening of the

Parliament, to Drummond, dated 12th Jan-

uary, Sharp reverts to the evil rumours which

were still in circulation about him,
' the

blasting from the tongues which folly and

perverseness have and do still design against
me.' The ' surest fence,' he says,

'
is a God

who knoweth that my regard to the interest

of my country and this kirk doth prejudice

any selfish consideration.' He then relates

how Middleton had sent for him when he
' had been in town two days

'

(he is careful

to note that he ' did not go till he was sent

for
'),

and '

desired,' he continues,
' I might,

as the King's chaplain,* perform the offices

incumbent to me while he is at table, which

I could not decline, and being pressed to

preach to the Parliament upon Sunday last

(the second Sunday after its meeting), I gave
them two sermons upon the last verse of the

18th Psalm, in which, abstracting from mat-

ters relating to the Church, I spoke my
conscience, and I hope truths, as to our de-

viations in our State actings from our true

interest, our fidelity to the Crown, and regard
to the honour and well-being of our country.
I hear some expressions are carped at

and misrepresented by some women and im-

passioned people, but the judicious and so-

ber were satisfied.' It is evident that

Sharp's sermons had been of a more pleas-

ing tenor than Douglas's on the preceding

Sunday. The latter was supposed to have

spoken too much in justification of ' the pro-

ceedings since 48,' and to have given
' too

large a testimony to the two late Dukes of

Hamilton.' The Parliament was urgent
that Sharp should publish his sermons. He
expressed reluctance to do this, because no

acknowledgment of a similar kind had been
made of Douglas's sermons, but fears that he
' must yield' to their importunity, and '

pre-
fix a dedication to the Commissioner.'

He then adverts to tho ' much discretion

and moderation
'

displayed by tho Lord

Commissioner, in the same tone in which he

* It has been already scon that Sharp had been

appointed one of the royal chaplains before leaving
London.

writes to Baillie * about the same date. But
bis remarks on this subject to Mr. Wood, in

bis letter of January 10th, deserve particu-
lar notice. '

To-morrow,' he says,
' the Par-

liament doth sit, when it is thought all Acts

entrenching upon the King's prerogative will

be rescinded.' (This Act was passed on the

llth January.)
' The Commissionner, by

his carriage, hath exceeded the expectations
of many, for his judgment, dexterity, and

moderation, by which he hath gained a very

great esteem. Yesterday, at the meeting of
the Article Lords, he gave a very seasonable

check unto the motion, and dashed the desire of
the high party who would have all overturned

since 38 '

the first germ of the Rescissory
Act passed on the 28th of March. It is

interesting to read 'this in contrast with Bur-

net's statement. Instead of being the inspirer,
Middleton is here seen as the check of the

violent spirit of legislation. Does not this,

as well as many other hints, show us that

the violent changes now made, both in

Church and State, were after all not so

much the cunning design of one or two men,

Sharp among them, as the natural fruit of

the enthusiastic national subservience, in

reaction from former resistance, outrunning
even the temper of the King, and the de-

* Vol. iii. p. 421. There is a clause in this letter

as to Baillie's appointment to be Principal of Glas-

gow College, which deserves notice. Dr. Lning, in

his Memoir of the Life of Robert Baillie (vol. iii. p.

Ixxvii.), has quoted certain passages from '

Sharp's

unpublished correspondence,' which show plainly

enough that Sharp had some doubts of Baillie being
the best man for this office in the circumstances of

the time. These passages appear to Dr. Laing to

be scarcely in harmony with those addressed by
Sharp to Baillie himself. The following extract

seems to show that whatever doubt Sharp might
have about Baillie's fitness for the place, he was

honestly anxious that the old man should not be

disappointed: 'I shall put you to the trouble to

offer from me this presentation for Mr. Bailey,
whom his Lordship knows to be an honest man,
and that upon his Lordship's motion the King was

pleased to pass his word that Mr. Bailey should

have the place. I am informed that it is designed
here that that place should be conferred on another,

which would be injurious to Mr. Bailey and break

his heart.' In a subsequent letter, January 81, he

returns to ' Mr. Bailey's business,' and thanks Drum-

mond for his care of it, and the good account he

gives of it. We confess that the passages quoted

by Dr. Laing do not seem to us necessarily to bear

the same disingenuous meaning that they do to

him. While anxious that his old friend should not

be disappointed, he could not help feeling at the

same time that the place required a man of more

active and resolute temper, which the event sufli-

ciently showed that it did. And there is nothing
in any of his letters to Baillie himself that did not

leave him free to express this as an opinion held by

many of Baillic's friends. Some allowance must

always be made for the different points of view

from which a man writes in matters of this kind.
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Eiands which, at first at least, he was inclin-

ed to make upon the country ?

But we must pursue the thread of Sharp's
movements. Our next letter, to Mr. Drum-

mond, bears the date of January 26. It

narrates how he had been ten days out of

town, during which time the Presbytery of

St. Andrews had 'loosed' him from his

charge at Crail, in order to his
'

embracing
of a call to the vacant profession in the New

College
'

(St. Mary's). This took place on

January 16.* He then proceeds :

'

I had the vanity by my last to tell you of

my preaching two sermons before the Parlia-

ment, and the pressings of some to publish
them and dedicate them to the Commissioner.

It was a part of my inducement to go out of

the town, that I might avoid the heat of that

opportunity ;
and now I hope I shall be master

of my own resolution, which is never to suffer

them to be printed, and thereby put myself

upon the necessity of such a dedication. I

spoke nothing but Avhat my conscience told me
in reference to our late public actings since 47,

which have been unliappy and dishonerable to

us, and flowed from those principles and spirits

of some who did bear sway in all our judica-
tories which are inconsistent with any settled

government, and most destructive of the true

interest of Church and State. What I preach-
ed was approven by all the judicious who
heard me, and Mr. Douglass, Mr. Smith, and

Mr. Wood, with other ministers who had an

account thereof, were satisfied, and have ex-

pressed their satisfaction to me I write

this to you that you may have some account of

the truth, and I think some time of sending a

copy of rny sermons to you, which I am confident

you would approve, because differing reports

may be made with you, and since my preaching

they have set up some who by their extrava-

gancies have given offence. You know our Scot-

tish humours and ministers as ready as others to

fall into indiscretions. The continuance of

great sins tickles some, popular airs feeds

others, some are alarmed with the fears they
conceive from the late brisk proceedings of the

Parlfc., especially the Recissory Acts, of which

you hear I suppose from other hands. Minis-

ters now are as great strangers to State trans-

actions as before they weremedlers with them.

For me, I know what jealousies and eyes are

upon me at the Court here, therefore think it

is fit for me to carry unconcerndly. I do not

enquire of business, when I am asked I tell my
judgement. Once a day I go to the Abbey,
officiate at my Ld. Commissioner his table,

which I have done upon his invitation, as I

wro f e to you formerly. He uses me civilly.

By anything I can yet perceive amongst them,
I find no design to alter our church -govern-

ment, and tho' they had it I do not see how it

can be effectuat. Some discontented, others

who have nothing else to do but to frame con-

* Synod of Fife. Printed for Abbotsford Club,

p. 204.

jectures and spread them, talk and write what

they faucy. No man nor action escapes the

teasing by tongues. I want not my own share

of that happiness, whether my preferment to

be the only minister who attends the Court

doth make me the subject ofpeople's talk, the

object of envy from others, I know not, but I

am sure my employment nor fate are not very

pleasing to me. If you see our Diuruals you
will relish the strain, because penned by Thos.

Sidserff.' *

On January 31, Sharp writes again to his

friend, still dwelling upon the calumnious

reports spread concerning him. After gen-
eral statements, in his usual way, he comes

to particulars :

'
I have been formely represented as if I had

engaged while I was in London to introduce

Episcopacy into this Church, and now I am
reputed to be an apostate Covenanter. Sure

the next will be that I am turned fanatic and

enemy to the King. For the first I made a

full confession of my guilt of accession to such

a design to you by my letters 6 weeks ago ;

what truth occasioned the report of the other I

cannot divine. In my sermons all I spoke which

could give any hint of jealousy as to the matter

of the Covenant, was that having mentioned
that principle of the Apostles, in what station

and place soever Providence hath put a man,
be he king or subject, therein he ought most

strictly to abide with God. Hence I inferred

that as the King is not to encroach upon the

property and liberty of the subject, so neither

the subject upon the perogative and rights ot

the Crown. The magistrate is not to meddle

with what is competent to the minister,

and the minister is to keep within the com-

pass of his sphere. One kingdom is not

to concern itself in the civil or ecclesias-

tick administration of another kingdom gov-
erned by different laws and customs, with-

out a call from the King, and consent of that

kingdom. This is all I said, either directly or

by consequence, in reference to the Covenant.

And I confess to you it is my judgement, which

upon that occasion I could not dissemble. If

it will bear that severe construction you write

of, I leave to your consideration. I find there

are people here who in this silence of contests

betwixt the Remonstrators and us, having

nothing else to do but to excercise themselves

in observing and speaking of all persons and

actions now upon the stage, take a liberty to

pronounce of both as their fancy, discontent,

fear, favour, dislike, or humonr prompt them.

My dearest Lord at Whitehall is not exempted
from the fidlings of those talemougers, which in

my apprehension shd as little trouble his Lop.
at this distance as I know they did while I was

with him. All the prejudice they can do to

his honour and integrity, to his master and

country, will be to render him the more deser-

vedly endeared to both, and bring upon them-

selves the just contempt of their insignificant

folly. He is too wise and generous to be trou-

* Son of the well-known bishop of that name.
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bled with the buzings of such wasps. The ge-
nius of our nation hath delighted to keep in

the way of faction, some are hankering after

that way still. Experience hath given me the

opportunity to know somewhat ofmen and their

ways. My employment leads me to a fair car-

riage towards men whom I know to be of dif-

fering designs and interest. My inclination is

against faction. I never loved it, nor shall

promote it either in State or Church. My Ld.

Lauderdaill is the person alive who has obliged
me most, to whome I owe and bear most ho-

nor, esteem, and service, next to my master the

King. I see no security nor fixature for the

interest of Scotland, but by being entirely the

King's what his Parlt. hath owned to be the

rights of his Crown. I think they could do not

less to make amends for former encroachments
of them, and vindication of this poor country
from the stain which the folly and impiety of

the late times hath brought upon it. For the

government of our Church, if any design for

altering it I am not privy to it, nor do I think

that knowing men will see it is to any purpose
to endeavour it. Numerous foolish discontented

people may raise a noise of their fears and jea-
lousies when they dare not vent their dissatis-

faction with other matters. The drift of the

most of the Parlt. is to bring the ministrie un-

der beggary and the extremity of contempt.
This is apparent unto me, and will be so to the

most ere long. The Recissory Acts in refer-

ence to the Covenant I have not seen, nor had

any knowledge of, till they were passed. They
say all done by them is to dissolve any obliga-
tion from the Covenant upon the subjects of

Scotland to reform England by arms or any
other seditious way. They have discharged also

the receiving of it hereafter, upon certain infor-

mation of an Act lately passed by the Synod of

the West, for the League and Covenant, which

they ordered to be printed and copies thereof

sent to Ireland, of which some of the State min-
isters in Ireland had notice, and sent informa-

tion thereof to some Parliament men here. That

Act, when Mr. Douglas and the rest of the min-
isters here did see it, was much disapproven
by them as unseasonable, imprudent, and un-

handsom in respects I cannot now mention.
/ say it to you. I presage much evil coming
upon this risk, through the folly of some,
the naughtiness and unfixedness of others, for

our part, who are now here in this place. Mr.

Douglas and I, who keep the same intimacy as

formerly (tho' the clashes of some people here
would have it beleived not to he so), have

given in a paper* in Mr. Douglass' words to the
Commissioner and Chancellor, the copy where-
of I have herewith sent to you that you may
see his prudence and moderation. What effect

it will have I cannot tell, but I believe it will

occasion somewhat to be done. This day I

have ottered it to tho Commissioner and the

Chancellor.

'I opened my heart to you formerly. If

what you have spoken for me meet with the ill

fate of not being beleived, I must bear it. I

thank you for yr concerning yrself so kindly in

* For this sec Wodrow, i. 110.

me, and I shall possess my mind in quiet till

the cloud which some endeavour to bring over

me vanish. I thank God I fear no persons

maligning of me upon any public account. In

spite of malice I shall be found fidthfull to the

King and my country and to my Ld. Lauder-

daill. / will not give two-pence what others say
of me

;
and without vanity I may say that

were I not here at this time, and did take

some pains with ministers and others, it would
be worse with the Church than it is. It is re-

solved that the Parlt. will to-morrow pass an

excellent Act against Popery,* of which there

is great need, for by information there are

above 5000 emissaries of late trafficing in this

country. Yea, one known to be a priest had
the boldness to, put in for a place about the

Tolbooth. I am endeavouring that there be

an Act passed also against profanity, and for

owning the doctrine and discipline of this

church, for which some promises are given to

us. Next week I am going to St. Andrews to

be admitted Divinity Professor there, you may
know, but I myself do much more, how un-

worthy and unfit, but I cannot avoid it. Pos-

sibly I may from this University have occasion

to wait upon my Lord this summer. Let fools

play the game, they will bring forth the wind.

Thos. Sydserf is our diurnal writer. The Com-
missioner has disclaimed the authorizing ot

him, and have promised to me, after complaint,
to silence him. You know how much we are

to build upon Englishmen, their talking now of

billie Scots, and how it concerns us to be inde-

pendent.
' Rember. me to my assured and much valued

honest Mr. Taylor, to'Mr. Calamy, Manton, and

Baxter.
'
I am held in jealousy by the Court here.

You know my meaning.'

The month of February gives us four very .

important letters from Sharp to Drummond.
In order to understand the course of events

and his relations to them, and particularly
the course of his somewhat changing feel-

ings from week to week, it is necessary to

present them to our readers as fully as pos-

sible. They explain themselves better than

any comment or summary of ours could do
;

and besides, it is only fair that Sharp should

be allowed to speak for himself where the

question is one to his own motives and act-

ings. It is only necessary to state that tho

Rescissory Act, of which he makes so much

in the first of tho following letters, February

7th, was not the Act specially known by
that name, which was not passed till the end

of March, but an Act passed in the eighth

session of the Parliament, January 'J.">th,

'

concerning the League and Covenant :'

1 Feb. 7, '61.

'Bymv former, I wrote upon information

* Act against saying of mass, seminary and mass

priests, and trafficking Papists, passed 1st February.
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more smoothingly of the late Recissory Act.
in reference to the Covenant, than now I can

do, having yesterday seen the Act, which, to

my apprehension, doth not only nullify the civil

sanction of the former and late Covenants, but
doth make void any security we had by law
for our religious concernments, which, how
grievous it is to honest men here, and of what
dangerous consequences, you may judge. "We
were promised and expected moderation,
but what shall ~be expected when such Acts

pass ? Our Scotch humour is ever upon ex-

tremes, and if the Church-government did de-

pend upon the vote of this Parlt., it would un-

doubtedly be overturned. But I trust the

leading men of the ministry will stand fixed,
and some men will not attain their ends. They
are to pass an Act to-morrow for anulling the

authority of all the Acts of the Parlt. since 40.

The augmentations granted by that Parlt. were
the other day, in the meeting of the Articles,
voted down, but the Commissioner by his nega-
tive interposed ;

and so for the time the minis-
ters may scape that blow, but generally all join
in bringing contempt upon the ministry. The
M. of Argyle is to be arraigned upon Monday
next. The most able advocates cannot be in-

duced to plead for him, concluding him a gone
mm. For a General Assembly we are at a

stand. "We know not what to wish about it,

or the trying of it. Till the Acts be passed,
Mr. Douglas, I, or any other minister, are as

great strangers as you. I now begin to forsee

a trial coming upon this Church. The Lord fit

us for it.'

'14 Feb. 1061.
' Some Acts passed of late which we looked

not for. Your Diurnals take notice of one
with an elogium. Now you 8ee our statesmen
will have the world know we are not a priest-
ridden nation. "We ministers must bear what
we cannot mend. We know nothing of their

making of Acts, and when they are made we
ought to put the best construction upon them,
and let nothing drop from us which may cast

an odium upon public proceedings. This prin-
ciple all our sober men resolve to wdrk by.
The account of the Acts rescinding the Parlt.

49, and of the declaration against the delivery
of the King, you may havo from others. Our
Parlt. having now settled the matters of the

King, I know not what they will do for the in-

terest of the country. For religion we expect
little, since all former sanctions are loosed.

"We have nought but what the King's letter

does give us. If they will press an confirma-
tion according to the terms of that letter, we
shall take that till we have more. I have an
Act to this purpose to oft'er to them to-mor-
row. Statesmen have been thought to regard
the interest of the Church in subserviency to

their own. "We find it so now. Some talk of
constant moderators, some of a meeting of
such ministers as the King shall nominate pre-
vious to a General Assembly. Modells are in

hammering as the designs of men do project,
but beleive it our leading honest men are fixed
in their way. Fear God, honour the King, and
meddle not with those who are given to

change, is the rule of their purpose. Whoever

mind our disturbance by a change, may find

themselves disappointed. You may have stories

from this, but do not trust all is said. Many
wish our Parlt. was closed

;
their long sitting

here will not be for the good of the country.'

' 19th Feb. 1661.
' You put the fairest construction upon the

Eecissory Act. I wish we have not more of

them, for here we go on in a carreer. I only
think of taking away any hold we have for re-

ligion since 37. Yesternyht they have ordered
all the Acts of Assemblies and Commissions
of the Church since that time to be delivered
to the Register and Advocate for their perusal.
I have sent you a copy of an Act some of us

have drawn here, and offered to our grandees
to be past in Parlt., but I see no cause to hope
it shall be past. I tell you my apprehension
that endeavours will be made (and I know upon
what account) to bring innovations upon us,
but I am confident they will not take effect.

Honest men are resolved to stick together, and
what then can they do ? .... I am hastening
to the tide going for St. Andrews, where they
will have me to be admitted to the profession
in the new college upon Tuesday next. I shall

return again this day 7 night.'

' Zd March 1 6G1.

'I have been these 8 days past in Fife.

"While I was in St. Andrews my admission to

that charge in the new college was performed
after the usual manner. Upon my return to

this place, I found two from yon, one of the

15th, the other of the 8th, sent by Sir James
Hamilton, who is now here. I thank you for

your good wishes towards my translation,

which I slid never have admitted if I had

given way to my own inclination and conscious-

ness of my great disproportionateness to such
an employment, which requires a larger mea-
sure of the qualifications you mention than I

can attain
;
hut importunity of some, and the

necessity of avoiding a greater inconvenience,
put me upon yielding myself to be disposed ot

by the Lord's pleasure, manifested in convinc-

ing providences for my invitation to and em-

bracing of that place. You may conjecture
the poverty of our universities, when such an
one as I am called to the charge. It had been

very refreshing to me, and of greatest advan-

tage to the people amongst whom I have la-

boured these 13 years, if you could have been
induced to employ yr talent amongst them, of
which I may say this poor church had never
more need. But tho' you put a better con-

struction upon my proffer than it deserves, yet
I hope you will impute my pressing you to an
inconvenience to my respect to my country,
and to myself. You are not capable of being
obliged by rne, but give me leave to have my
own sense of what I owe.
'As to the proceedings here, what shall I

write? There is an Act printed homologating
the proclamation of Ireland,* which, when
you see in our news book, I believe you will

* Act concerning Persons coming from Ireland

without a Testimony, passed Feb. 22d.
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say we have reason to be more startled at than

anything yet past. I see no ground of hope
now of any additional explanatory Act. The
last week, when I was in Fife, among the
Lords of the Articles there started a motion
for rescinding all the Acts of Parlt. against

Episcopacy and for Presbytery. At my re-

turn, upon my learning of it, I was amazed,
and enquiring how it came to be mentioned,
the account I had was this, that at first it

was moved by way of railling with Oraufurd,
but after they came to earnest, and tho' they
waved the determining of it for the time, yet
by vote of all the committee save 4, it was
marked to be taken into consideration before

the rising of this Parlt. What matter of fear

and grief this surprisal hath caused to minis-

ters and people you may judge. Mr. Douglas
and Dickson went to the K.'s Commissioner
and Chancellor, desired a conference with

them, after my coming over from Fife, and
now since they have appointed Monday next,
Messrs. Douglas, Dickson, Bailey, Smith,
Hutchisson, and I, are called to be present.
"We know not yet who besides the Commission-
er and Chancellor will meet. If those acts be

rescindit, what confusion will be upon us !

Bishop Sydserf may come and demand his

place .in Parliament. We are dealing that

they may forbear to press Mr. A. Ker for ex-

hibiting our Church Registers, the design of it

being to see the sederuntsin which passed some
offensive declarations and acts, that so they
may have matter of challenge upon occasion

against some of our men. Prater, since the
return of the gentleman by whom yrs came to

me, I see we are importuned strongly from
above: the resolution seems taken for gratify-

ing of some there to endeavour a change in

our church. I have my fears that the founda-
tion upon which we now stand is not strong
enough to hold out against this assault, which
will tend to the persecution and suffering of

many honest ministers. We think a speedy
calling of the General Assembly were the only
salvo, but I doubt much of their granting of

that liberty. The Lord having now taken me
off the charge of the ministry, I am thinking I

shd not concern myself more in tho affairs of
the church, and to medle only with my charge
in the university, and attendance at present
upon that which my employment from the King
puts upon me, and even from this sometimes I

am thinking to withdraw, if Mr. Douglas would
give me leave so to do. 1 see I can do little

good. The attendance I have exposes mo to
the censures and tnlk of people, according to

their different humours and interests, which
are afflictive 'often to me. I bless the Lord I

have peace in my conscience, that serving the

public good of the church while I had oppor-
tunities. Now were you sure, and did know
what I see and fear, you would not think it fit

for me to interest myself more in these mat-
ters wherein I can expect no better issue than
to bo tossed by people's tongues and boar the

blame of tho miscarriages of others, how inno-
cent so ever I may be. I confess to you I am
under this dubious perplexity. If the Lord in-

terpose not, in a way we know not of, I see

not how we can escape trouble. However, I

still believe it will be found a very difficult

task when it is put to the trial to bring inno-

vations amongst us. Some talk of constant

moderators, others of constant commissioners
of the General Assembly ;

but every day we
are alarmed. I wish it may turn to nothing.'

Three letters further complete the series

to Mr. Drummond, and bring the course of

events to a conclusion, beyond which we
need not go. Long as one of the letters is,

we present it in full to the reader, as it is

evidently very characteristic of Sharp, and,
taken in conjunction with the brief commu-
nication which closes the series, appears to

us very significant :

'

EDIN., March 5t/i.

'
I read all yrs to Mr. Douglas, and dared not

trust the secrescy of them to any others.

What I write to you he also is only privy to.

I hope you will be careful that nothing thereof

drop from your pen to any here. I forbear to

trouble yr master with anything on those mat-
ters from my hand, and the other person you
mention, fearing to give occasion to any incon-

venience upon the account of these matters,
which I fear can be little mended. You know
the ticklishnes* of this, and with what caution

that act you have caused to be written fair or

the overtures are to be medled with. I suspect
the eyes of some are intent upon observation of

any tendency that way. There is need of

wariness. Yr master is reserved for our help
at the great stres j

,
which I am speedily appre-

hensive is coming upon us. I see no lipening
to our Parlt. I am confident were it put (to)
the vote, within ten days Presbytery would
down and Episcopacy set up. All I see can be
done is, to keep matters from the evil in ex-

treme. The contrivance is laid by those above,
with their confidents here, to overturn nil our
settlement here. This puts me to the com-

plaints and wishes you express in yra of Febr.

25th. .1 have no hope of the passing of that

Act, and we stand at the mercy of not rescind-

ing all the remaining Acts for our Church Gov-
ernment.'

., 1<dth March.
1 Your Mercurius Hibernicw of March 9th I

have receaved. That to Mr. Baily shall bo sent

to Glasgow by the next post. I am henrtily
sorrow for honest Mr. Taylor his hard usaure.

That Mr. Baxter, who declareth to the King he
was no Presbyterian, and I am sure is no sec-

tary, shd meet with no more favours, is strange.
I know not why Mr. Seaman is dislisted, but I

know certainly he was no great friend to tin 1

King. I concur with you in that, stanza >f tho

Litany, and have more need of being delivered

from nil uncharitablincss than yon. I appre-
hend yr converse with yr city friends may not

be very pleasing when tho entertainment of it

is railing upon our countrymen. That occurs

to me. etsi nos sumttt digni Jiac contumelia in-

tli'jni tiniicn illi qui feccrint, for Scotland hath
better reason to cry out upon tho English per-

lidiou.sness, precipitancy, and inconstancy. It
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was never well with us since we had niedling
with them, who know but too well how to

abuse and despise us. I agree to Mr. Hutchi-
son's opinion, expressed in his late sermon be-

fore the Parlt., that now no sober man does

conceive himself bound in conscience by any
obligation from the Covenant to medle or im-

pose upon England. I wish we had such

quarter from them. Crestin* you know to be
of a bickering temper, but I wish he had con-
sulted the interest of his cause, and the repu-
tation of Scotland better, for to have laid so

much weight upon that infamous declaration

pressed upon the King at Dumferline. If

others who have not taken the Covenant con-
ceive themselves bound to write in defence of

it, I shall not enquire into the inducements,
but I think the Act of Parlt., in Scotland,
gives the rule to the subjects here, how in

their station they are to demean themselves as

to civil confederancies. What have I done

why such a buzing slid be raised about you
concerning my carriage ? Before my coming
from London I professed my judgment and en-

deavours for setling the King's interest and

authority in our church. This I have every-
where owned since my coming home. At my
first appearing ii our provincial of Fife, I had
occasion to speak of that duty incumbent to us,
in point of conscience, security, and reputation.
The effect of it did appear by that letter you
caused print. Since that time, as I had oppor-
tunity, I have been pleading with those in nu-

thority here, for tenderness towards our church,
and particularly towards the Remonstrator
ministers. I have got 6 of them scraped out
of the roll after they were ordered to be
cited before the Parliament. I have done all

the good offices I could to other ministers of an

opposite way to them. I have watched for

opportunities of free discourse for all the honest
ministers who are of this town, and who have
come to it, with the Chancellor, Commissioner,
Thesaurer, the President, and have argued and

pleaded with them for satisfaction of our de-
sires. I have from time to time given you notice
of what I could observe of the current of affairs

here, of my hopes and fears, knowing you
would give an account thereof to whom it was
fitt. I wrote to you by Mr. Douglas's advice,
and acquainted him with every letter and paper
I sent to you, and whatever -return I receive
from you. And shall this be my measure, that
the imputation of all miscarriages shall lye at

my door, as if I did design or contribute to them,
or it were in my power to remead them ? Were
you where I am, you would have another sense
of matters, and be convinced of my hard usage.
I did appear for the Church of Scotland against
schismatical seditions and fanatic ways. I re-

tain, and hope ever shall, the same spirit still.

I never did nor never can justify the exorbitan-
cies to which our contests with our princes
and magistrates have betrayed us, to our great
guilt and reproach, I will not enslave my
judgement in Church matters, to the dictates of

persons or parties, nor serve the interest of any

* The name is doubtful, and there is no clue to

the person alluded to.

to the prejudice of the authority of the King,
the peace of the Church, and the just reputa-
tion of its ministers. My attendance in the

Abbey (which is once a day when the Commis-
sioner comes to table publickly) may render me
unhappily obnoxious to the cruel persecutions
of the tongue, and what wonder, amongst a

people given to jealousies surmisings, when
they have been and are under so many amus-

ings and alarms from public actings? But if

my conscience condemn me not by being know-

ingly accessory to an evil way, I hope to have
confidence towards God, whatever measure I

may meet with from men. Who they are who
have suspicion of me with you, and upon what

ground, I know not. If nothing will satisfy
but a testimony from Mr. Douglas and another,
you may by a letter give them occasion to it.

I mind not to furl upon those unbecoming
aurupia* I am sure thrice a week at least

Mr. Douglas is with me or I with him. The
rest of the ministers of Edinr. converse as be-

fore. My greatest intimacy hath been always
with him, and as much now as ever since

;
if

he did distrust me, he would not use me as he
does. There is nothing of piiblic matters I can
learn which I do not impart to him. The con-

ference I wrote to you of is not yet holden.

They promise us every other day it shall be,
but still it is put off. Mr. Douglas and I the

last week had a large time in private with the

Commissioner in reference to our Church mat-
ters. We besought the Parlt. might not enter

upon the rescinding of, those Acts, and that we
might have a General Assembly, and that the

Commission-books of the Church might not be
called for. To the last he said he would give
no satisfaction. As to the other two, he said

he would give his answer when he received his

return from England. Our desires came at last

to this, that our Church-government might be

kept without violation till a trial and experi-
ment of our way for 2 or 3 years might be
taken. If Mr. Douglas do not write (as I find

him shy in it) I cannot help it, for within this

month I have moved it to him 3 or 4 times. I

can call God to witness I knew no more of re-

scinding those Acts than you did. Since that

time, they having felt the pulse of the Parlt.,

and, since Mr. Murray's return, I find them
resolute to prosecute their purpose, which till

of late I never knew nor did beleive it, being
before professed to me and Mr. Douglas that

they had no instruction to medle with the

Church. For all my court at the Abbey, I am
not made privy to the motions till they come
above board, and keep that way. I do not

put questions to them, nor speak but when I

am asked, when I open my dislike and fear

of the consequences. If I succeed not they
take their own way. Shall the blame be laid

upon me ? It is observed, the more ministers

testify their dislike and express their fears,

they are the more stirred to prosecute their

way; and shall it be my sole lot to be buf-

feted? My condition is somewhat differing
from yours. I was a Churchman, engaged

* This rare and barbarous Latin word may be

translated,
'

slight gales of wind.'
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some way in public affairs. I had my share

of toil, suffering, and danger. I have not been

altogether useless to my King, countrymen,
and country. I had no designs but the service

of others more than myself. I thank God
disturbing hopes or fears do not discompose

me, nor is my judgement perverted by affec-

tion or interest. I do chain my affection and
desire to that stream of providence which may
make it to be well with the King and yr
master my Lord. I am no fanatic, nor a lover

of their way under whatsoever refined form,

yet of late I have received a differing light of

the King's judgement as to our Church than

I found when I parted from Whitehall. This

may be a riddle to you, but to open more in

this way I cannot. I tell you it is, and hath
struck me with amazement our evil is from
those with you. I cannot exempt some among
ourselves, of whom I am not one. The only
wise God knoweth what the issue shall be,

but, for anything yet appearing to me, I can-

not see how this current will be stemmed, and
this Church kept upon the bottom it stands.

Altho' you like not my desire to retire now,
yet pardon me to differ from you in my reso-

lution not to medle any more in those stormy
and bespattering entanglements. If men will

not regard my credit and peace, I must look
to myself. The severity of the censure of a

crasht credit and prostituted conscience I do
not fear from men of credit or conscience. I

have not stept awry; my uprightness will

answer for me when this dust of jealousies,

disappointments, fidlings, and clamourings are

over. I have read in Tertullian's Life, that

when the priests of Rome had causelessly cryed
him up for a Montanist, they accordingly dealt

with him quiprotinus offensm per hos in hartes

Montani trunsierit.* 1 hope it shall not be my
case, but sure my provocation is great. My
melancholy thoughts often reflect on the Ger-
man story, Abi in collis et die miserere domine.
Since the Lord by his good providence has
taken me off from the exercise of the ministry,
and called me to a station which doth not give
me a direct interest in Church contests, if I

keep to my post equal observers ought not to

say it is upon design, and when you better
think of it you will not conclude upon my
holding to that duty that all men are liars,

since 1 never engaged to you or any else to

medlo without my sphere ;
and it is unreason-

able to suppose me so foolish or overweening

* In the life of Tertullian by Pamelius, sect, xv.,

prelixcd to Mignc's edition of Tertullian, there are

two statements close beside one another which

Sharp evidently bad in his mind in this letter, al-

though ho quotes neither correctly. In the one
Tertullian is represented as withdrawing to the

party of Montanus, owing to the envious reproaches
of certain Roman Ecclesiastics :

* A quibus proinde
etiam contumeliis affectus ad partcs Montani des-

civerit
;

'
in the other immediately pivivding, al-

lusion is made to a conjecture tint lie joined tin-

Monianists because deprived of Catholic communion
as qpon as he began to favour their heresy:
'

QuaYe commotus illc prorsus in Montani partes
transient.' The two passages have plainly been
mixed up in Sharp's recollections.

of my wit and interest with the grandees here

as to think of giving them the rule, as pre-

vailing with them in that which they look upon
as cross to their de>ign and undertaking, ami,
for anything I can perceive, they take their in-

terest to be most concerned in. God help us

when we see that the concernments of the

gospel of the Church and ministry must be
harled at the heels of the interests of men de-

signing nothing but greatness, and taking ad-

vantage from the divisions, unstableness, insig-
nificance of ministers. For my part, if after

long contest with men of which it is time to be

wearied, I cannot have leave to retire amongst
my books, and bewail the evils which the folly
and self-seeking of men are bringing upon my
country, I must think, de mutando solo, and

breathing in an air where I may be without
the reach of the noise and pressures of the

confusions coming, which I had rather hear of

than be witness to
;
and for the preventing of

which I have not been wanting in the using of

those means which, to the best of ray under-

standing, seemed probable. I have by you
given my dearest Lord the true representation
of passages here as I find them. I have used

my freedom with our grandees here, but they
are not those men who are influenced by minis-

ters, or will be hindered or furthered in their

purposes by what ministers offer to them.

What can be expected from me? If I suffer

from what they have done or will do, I must
bear it, with the less concernedness that it is

innocently ;
and if for all this I have from a

sadened spirit wrote to you of this length,

suspicions and jealousies shall be entertained

of me, I have no fence but patience.
J. S.

*' Morgan t came the last week down, and
caused the service to be used in the cittadel. It

is said he commands in chief, and the English
forces must .remain upon us till wo conform to

their southern mode. If this be an invention

to facilitate designs, I know not. O poor Scot-

land!

'After I had sent this to the post-house, it

came so late it was returned to me, and there-

fore I shall give you this addition of my judge-
ment as to the government of the Church. Tho'

I do think that the substansalls of Presby-
terian government have a foundation in scrip-

ture, yet I am not of their opinion who will

have the integrant parts of the constitution

and way of it as it hath been excercised in Scot-

land these years past, to be jure dicino, or con-

sistent with that subjection which by the rules

of the word is due to the King, much less which

the law of the land hath mado the rights of i la-

Crown. It is all one for mo to live under a

regulated Presbytery or under a PrwbyterUffl

presidency. I thought the commissions of our

G. Assemblies in tho 47-48, and since have act-

ed as exorbitantly as the highest prelates ;
inil-

lum habeo argumcntum tfxologicum against a

constant well-qualified presidency ;
but the of-

* This is a Postscript to the preceding letter,

f General Morgan, commander of the English
forces in Scotland.
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fence it will give here, with other bad conse-

quences, bar me from having accession to the

bringing of it in so. For what I can observe from
the differences betwixt us and the Kemonstra-

tors, which the leaders do adhere to upon the

account of conscience, in conformity, as they
say, to the principles of Presbyterian govern-
ment; from the differences of judgement
amongst those who oppose them, which I per-
ceive will every day encrease

;
from the temper

of the most of the nobility, gentry, and burrows
of the kingdom ;

from the irresolution and

damp which is upon the spirits of the most of

the ministrie in Scotland; from the just preju-
dices which former actings cast upon the way of

the Church
;
from the visible contempt upon

all ministers, and the folly and fickleness of too

many from all these considerations, and more,
which I cannot mention to you by writing, I

make this inference (I wish I may be mistaken !)

that we cannot hold upon this foundation, but
must ere long be subjected either to Erastianisrn

of the worst form, or we must fall upon con-

stant commissioners, moderators, or bishops.
But if a change come, I make no question it

will be greivous, and bring on suffering on many
honest men, in which I would be very loath to

have any hand. Thus you have a plain confes-

sion of my opinion in those matters, which I

can say I have not uttered to any person alive,
and I shall add that my apprehensions of those

tilings had a swaying influence to embrace that

place of the new college, where I may with less

offence to myself or others, wait upon the
Lord's pleasure toward us. And yet I declare

to you I have never acted directly or indirectly
for a change amongst us, nor have I touched upon
Church government in sermons or conferences
at our court or elsewhere. I cannot justify our

over-reachings, nor do I use to declaim agst the

government of our neighbour churches
;
I would

give to them the same measure we ought to ex-

pect from them. Whether this grros occasion
to people to raise suspicions and surmisings of

me, and to others who would have a change
to take liberty to say or write I am what
they would have me to be I know not, but
no person here or with you can say, with-
out injuring of me, that ever I spoke or co-op-
erated for introducing a change; yea, had my
way, which I proposed 3 months ago to minis-
ters here, been followed, we had not been

brought to this push.
' The ministers in Edinburgh and, I beleive,

the most in Fife, are fixed. It is my fear, from
what I hear, that ministers elsewhere will wa-
ver. Those in the west were so deeply engaged
in theEemonstrator way, and thereby rendered
obnoxious to the last, that their opposition can

signify little. This being our condition, what
can my pith do ?

' My judgement as to past and present civil

transactions I publickly declared in my sermons,
which I cannot have opportunity to transmit to

you. For our Church matters, all I have spoke
to any can amount to no more in the construc-
tion of the severest animadverters than that the

King's authority be owned, in ecclesiastic^ to
which I find a general propension amongst the
best of our ministers, for without this the State

cannot be secured from tumultiiatings, or the
Church from schisms or parties, ncr the minis-

try from extreme contempt, nor religion kept
in any awe or regard. By what I could discern
of the tendency of affairs when I was in Eng-
land, and since my return, besides the convic-
tion of my judgement as to the interest of the

magistrate in the Church, I look upon it as the

only reserve which in prudence we could have
our recourse to for our securing from intending
violences and redeeming our reputation, and
had we a G. Assembly, I am confident the King,
by our own consent, would obtain more from
us than ever King James sought. If this can-
not be granted, if the King shd be pleased to

call for some ministers here to speak with his

M., there might be some good issue expected,
provided they keep off for a time the recissions.

Mr. Douglas, Mr. Wood, etc., are to speak with
the commissioner to-morrow or the next day.

My Lord your master may think it strange I do
not write to his Lop., but I hope he will not
mistake it. My forbearing is from the consid-

eration of his place and station, and the eyes
which are upon him. I hope you will do me
the right to let this be known.'

'EniN., 15th April, 1661.
'

SIR, Some weeks ago I sent you a large re-

turn to yr la^t to me, which it seems hath giv-
en, you so little satisfaction that it hath occa-

sioned the breaking of yr way of trouble to

yrself and kindness to me. The occasion of this

bearer putteth me upon the renewing of yr
trouble once more, if it be not distastefull. The
bearer, if you will, on my account, vouchsafe
him some of yr time and opportunity, can give
you such an account of the past and present
state of matters here as will save you reading
a large narrative from me. For my part, I can-

not look that I shall be justified altogether upon
my own words, and neither ought 1 to be con-

demned or prejudiced upon the bare words of

open speakers or clandestine whisperers against
me

;
but my innocency, I hope, will answer for

me in a time of more composure than this is.

I do appeal to the continued tenor of my ac-

tions, which witness for me in the judgement
of all impartial and unbiased observers, and I

can with patience and hope commit myself, my
credit, conscience, and what else is expressed
that doth concern, into the hands of my faith-

ful! Creator, who knows my way and will bring
my integrity to light. For all yr retirement

now, you may know what it is to bear the lash

of the tongue, and if you were in my stead,
what measure could you expect, which you
may be pleased to give, sir, to yr. affectionate

and respective friend.'

Still some days later, we have a letter

from Sharp to Wood at St. Andrews, in

which he asks his friend in a mysteriously
confidential way to come to Edinburgh, if

only for a short space, that he 'may have the

satisfaction of speaking with him
;

' and if

he cannot come all the way to Edinburgh,
to meet him at Burntisland or Kinghorn.
He intimates at the same time that he has

been urged to undertake another journey to
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London, but that he reserves his decision till

he see his friend. This is on the 22d of

April, and we learn nothing further from the

correspondence before us. Whether Wood
came to Edinburgh, or met him at Burntis-

land or Kinghorn, we cannot tell, but seven

days afterwards, that is, on the 29th April,
the Lord Commissioner represents to Parlia-

ment * that the Lord Chancellor ;uul the

Earl of Rothes being employed to wait upon
his Majesty, it was fit that some minister

should be appointed to go along with them,
and that ' Doctor James Sharp, his Majes-

ty's Chaplain,' was the best person for this

purpose. And so, Sharp made not his final,

but his third important journey south-

wards.

We do not attempt to trace him further

in the meantime. We can scarcely doubt
that by this time he knew what was likely
to happen. There is a short letter, indeed,
to Baillie,f without any date, but written ap-

parently on the eve of his departure for

London, in which he says,
' I am commanded

to take a new toyle, but I tell you it is not in

order to a change of the Chtirch."
1 This may

not have been the express object of his mis-

sion, but our letters show that he already

plainly foresaw this end in view. It requir-
ed no penetration to do this. During the

months the Scottish Parliament had been

sitting, the course of affairs had been une-

quivocal. The Covenanting interest was

plainly down
;

the Royal interest supreme.
The ' Scotch humour for extremes ' was at its

height. The movement was evidently not
the mere plot of a few intriguing minds, but
a vehement reaction of the national temper

the excitement of a parliament drunk with

loyal enthusiasm and selfish impulses. A
genuine public spirit representing opposite

interests, and balancing by its breadth and
healthiness opposite sentiments, was as yet,
and long after this, quite unknown in Scot-

land. The current of national feeling had

swayed from the one side to the other. The

burgh representatives, who might be suppos-
ed to have been most under the influence of
the old enthusiasm, seem to have been the
most unreasonable and forward in the new fa-

naticism. Sharp saw how the current was

drifting. The passing of the Rescissory
Act, and the ' Act concerning Religion and

Church-Government,' on the 28th of March,
must have convinced him that Presbyterian-
ism was doomed, and that the Episcopal hi-

erarchy would be once more set up. Was

* Acts of "the Parliament of Scotland, vol. vii. p.
193.

f In the MS. collection in Dr. Laing's possession ;

the original is in the Advocates' Library, Edinburgh.

he to pass into the shade of opposition when
the sun of royal favour was ready to shine

upon him ? It might be well for men like

Baillie and Douglas, both of whom were
near the end of life, to be true to their prin-

ciples at the expense of their prospects. But
he was still young, with all the impulses of

ambitious activity strong in him. And so

he went over to the winning side. This was
no doubt what he wished to consult with his

friend Wood about, in the end of April.
Whatever advice his friend may have given
him, the issue was ere long apparent.

Such is the conclusion to which we come.
The value of its bearing upon Sharp's char-

acter will be judged differently by different

minds. As we said in the outset, Sharp is

no hero. There is no stern metal of princi-

ple in him from the first. He must be pro-
nounced, upon the whole, rather destitute of

any high guiding principle. He is a man of

keen sense, of accommodating manners, of

great ability, without a tinge of fanaticism.

And this is something to say of a man, in

that time ofsour tempers and disgusting quar-
relsomeness. He was gentle in comparison
with men like Patrick Gillespie and others

with whom he contended. In comparison
even with Baillie and Douglas there is some-

thing to say for his practical sense and wis-

dom, his reserve of feeling, and his charita-

ble appreciation of other men's opinions and
conduct. But he was of inferior moral cali-

bre, certainly of inferior moral strength, to

either of these men. He had none of their

spirit of self-sacrifice, and but little of their

earnest, if narrow, faith. His suppleness ver-

ed on deceit, and his cleverness on double-

caling. He was a man of the world, with
that tendency to '

rise
'

in it which some men,
and particularly some ecclesiastics, show
from the first. This buoyancy is seldom
associated with strong convictions or lofty

principle ;
and Sharp certainly estimated

opinions and convictions too slightly. It is

to be borne in mind, at the same time, that

Presbyterianism never was to Sharp what it

was to Baillie and Douglas, still less what
it was to Rutherfurd and Guthrie. He had

accepted it. This he could not help doing,
if he was to live in Scotland at all between
1648 and 1660

;
and upon the whole he had.

as much right to be there as any of his con-

temporaries. He laboured, as it appears to

us honestly, for its establishment at the Res-

toration, so long as there was any hope of

its being established. He only abandoned
the cause when it was hopeless. This wjis
not the part of a magnanimous man. It

was not even the part of a sensitively hon-
ourable or scrupulous man, considering the

part that he had acted.
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THE two nations of the civilized world

which have most in common are the two
whose acquaintance with each other is, in

many respects, the most inperfect. Their

separate political history is included within a

century, and when they write of each other

it is already to draw contrasts, like those

drawn by Herodotus between the manners
of the Greeks and the Egyptians.

' Fathers

and mothers in America,
1 writes Mr. Trol-

lope,
' seem to obey their sons and daughters

naturally, and as they grow old become the

slaves of their grandchildren.'
' An English-

man,' writes Mr. Emerson,
' walks in a pour-

ing rain, swinging his closed umbrella like

a walking-stick, wears a wig, or a shawl, or

a saddle, or stands upon his head, and no re-

mark is made.' Religion in America, asserts

Mr. Trollope, is characterized by a certain

rowdiness. Religion in England, declares

Mr. Emerson, is torpid and slavish. Both
authors confirm, by their example, the state-

ment, that '
it is hard to write about any

country so as not to represent it in a more
or less ridiculous point of view;

' and yet
both are candid and able beyond the major-

ity of critics. The relationship existing
between Englishmen and Americans makes
them ignorant of their mutual ignorance.

They are near enough to set great store by
each other's judgments, and not near enough
to form just judgments extemporaneously.
Their jealousies are those of competitors :

their disputes the xaAtTroi TrdXe/Aot dSeX^wv.
This community of speech is itself too often

a medium of offence, for it dispenses with a

study of the language ;
and in studying the

languages we learn something also of the hab-
its and social histories of France, Germany,
Italy, and Spain. The facility of travel

which makes it easy to acquire first impres-

sions, is a temptation to the superficial trav-

eller. The Americans have no good book
about England. Mr. Willis's Pencillings by
the Way, and Mrs. Stowe's Sunny Memories,
are mere portfolio sketches. Washington
Irving was half an Englishman ;

he liked our

country, and made himself familiar with our

manners, but in writing about them he con-

fined himself mainly to pleasant literary and
local reminiscences. The least satisfactory
works of the two foremost American authors
of recent years are those concerned with

their English experiences. Every chapter
of Nathaniel Hawthorne's Old Home exhib-

its his delicate picturesque power and quite
subtle thought, but it is the work of a reti-

ring artist, wanting in unity and the histor-

ic grasp requisite to the comprehension of

our national life as a whole. The mass of

Englishmen will never forgive the writer for

calling^ their wives portly and themselves

'bulbous,' while impartial critics are con-

strained to accept his own sentence on him-

self,
'

Jotting down the little acrimonies of

the moment in my journal, and transferring
them thence to these pages, it is very pos-
sible I may have said things which a pro-
found observer of national character would
hesitate to sanction.' Seven years earlier,

Emerson's English Traits, in spite of much
that is true and telling in their keen and

polished epigrams, had shown how deceptive
the impressions derived from a brief sojourn

amongst us may be. But it would be well

if the majority of our lively sketches of

American society were inspired by even as

fair a spirit as that which animated either of

those two accomplished authors. The am-

bition of the ordinary British tourist in the

States is satisfied when he has seen Niagara,
called at the White House, and been intro-

duced to the literati of Boston, to whom he

afterwards refers with an exceptional com-

placency. To this day the only attempt to

give a philosophical account of American
civilisation by a writer on our side of the

Atlantic, is the work of the illustrious and

lamented De Tocqueville; and the changes
of the last thirty years, in a country where
events follow each other like the shifting
scenes of a stage, call for a revisal even of

his carefully considered estimates. Profes-

sor Cairnes's excellent book is avowedly
limited in its range ;

and the still more recent

New America of Mr. Hepworth Dixon, though

undoubtedly the most suggestive of that

writer's works, deals professedly with the

outskirts and anomalies of Transatlantic life.

Untravelled Englishmen know much less of

America, less of her geography, her history,
her constitution, and of the lives of her great

men, than Americans know of England.
Of the mistakes on both sides, ludicrous and

grave, we have the larger share. Distance

no doubt magnifies in their eyes our Chartist

demonstrations and Fenian riots : but they
have never so misconceived a British states-

man, as, four years ago, we misconceived Mr.

Lincoln, or gone so far astray in regard to

any crisis of our history as we did in refer-

ence to the moving springs and results of

their civil war. The source of this greater

ignorance lies not so much in greater in-

difference as in greater difficulty. Eng-
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land is one, compact and stable. The
United States are many, vast, various, and

in perpetual motion. An old country is a

study, but a new country is a problem. It

is hard to realize the past, but it is hard-

er to understand the present; to predict the

future is impossible. Antiquity is brought
to our firesides in the classics, till Athens

and Rome '

to us are nothing novel, nothing

strange.' We are more familiar with the

Acropolis than the western Capitol, with

Mount Soracte than the Catskills, with Pei-

sistratus than with Jefferson Davis, with

Tiberius Gracchus than with William Lloyd
Garrison. Our scholars know more about

Babylon than about Chicago. Dante im-

mortalizes for us the Middle Age, Plantag-
enet England is revived in Chaucer, the in-

ner life of modern England has a voice in

Tennyson and the Brownings. Where is

the poet who will reveal to us ' the secrets

of a land,' in some respects indeed like our

own, but separated in others by differences

which the distance of 3000 miles of ocean

only half represents, which, starting on

another basis, has developed itself with

energies hitherto unknown, in directions

hitherto unimagined ? Who will become
the interpreter of a race which has in two
centuries diffused itself over a continent, the

resources of which are not more than half

discovered, and has to absorb within itself

and harmonize the discordant elements of

other races, for whom the resources of the

old world are more than half exhausted ?

Caret vale sacro ; but it does not want poet-
ical aspirations as well as practical daring :

' This land o' ourn, I tell ye's, gut to be
A better country than man ever see.

I feel my sperit swellin' with a cry,
That seems to say,

" Break forth an' prophesy."
Oh, strange New World, that yet wast never

young,
Whose youth from tliee by gripin' want was

wrung;
Brown foundlin' o1

the woods, whose baby
bed

Was prowled round by the Injun's cracklin'

tread
;

An' who grew'st strong thru' shifts, an' wants,
nn' pains,

Nursed by stern men with empires in their
brains.'

An English traveller has recently said, that
' in no part of its (sic) national career have
the United States been so successful as in

that of literature;
' but most critics will

venture to reverse his judgment. The; num-
ber of writers in the States is immense. Mr.
Griswold informs us that he has in his own

library more than 700 volumes of native

novels and tales, and his list of ' remarkable

men' is like Homer's catalogue of ships.

VOL. XLVI. N 17

Every Yankee village has its miniature copy
of Milton, or Byron^ or Shelley

'A whole flock of Lambs, any number of

Tennysons ;

In short, if a man has a luck to have any sons,
He may feel pretty certain that one out of

twain
Will be some very great person over again.

'

America has given birth to more than a fair

proportion of eminent theologians, jurists,

economists, and naturalists, but, with the

exception of Russia, no great modern coun-

try has, in the same number of years, pro-
duced fewer works of general interest likely

to become classical
;
and Bishop Berkeley's

sanguine prophecy of ' another golden age
of arts

'

in the happier Empire of the West
still awaits fulfilment.

The conditions under which the communi-
ties of the New World were established, and
the terms on which they have hitherto ex-

isted, have been unfavourable to art. The

religious and commercial enthusiasms of the

first adventurers on her shores, supplying
themes to the romancers of distant countries

and later ages, were themselves antagonistic
to romance. The first recorded verse writ-

ten in America, bearing the date 1630
(/.

e.

a generation after Spenser had celebrated
' The Indian Peru,' in his Faery Queen), is a

doggerel list of ' New England's Annoy-
ances :'

' The place where we live is a wilderness wood,
Where grass is much wanting that's fruitful

and good.

If fresh meat be wanting to fill up our dish,

We have carrots and pumpkins and turnips
and fish

;

We have pumpkins at morning and pumpkins
at noon,

If it was not for pumpkins we should be un-

done.'

The early colonists had to conquer nature

before admiring it, to feed and clothe before

analysing themselves. The spirit which tore

down St. Regulus, and was afterwards re-

vived in England in a reaction against music,

painting, and poetry, the Pilgrim Fathers

bore with them in the '

Mayflower,' and

planted across the seas. The ordinary cares

of existence still beset, their successors, to

the exclusion of its embellishments. While

Dryden, Pope, and Addison were polishing
stanzas and adding grace to English prose
with them,

'The need that pressed sorest,

Was to vanquish the seasons, the ocean, the

forest.'

Their Puritanism has left only one consider-

able literary monument, in the massive work
of Jonathan Edwards, published about the
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middle of the eighteenth century. The War
of Independence, absorbing the whole ener-

gies of the nation, developed military genius,

statesmanship, and oratory, but was hostile

to what is called polite literature. The
United States have had to act their Iliad,

and it is yet unsung. They have had to

piece together the disjecta membra of diverse

races, sects, and parties in a TravroTrtoAtov

TroAirawv. Their genius is an unwedded

Vulcan, melting down all the elements of

civilisation in a gigantic furnace, and weld-

ing them afresh. An enlightened people in

a new land, where ' almost every one has fa-

cilities elsewhere unknown for making his

fortune,' it is no wonder that the pursuit of

wealth has been the leading impulse of

Americans, nor is it perhaps to be regretted
that much of their originality has passed
into machines instead of poems, or that

their religion itself has taken a practical
turn. The possible arena of their literature

has hitherto been confined to the north-east-

ern corner of the Union. ' Lean and im-

poverished
'

as the common life of that com-

paratively barren sea-board may appear, it is

there alone that the speculative and artistic

tendencies of recent years have found room
and occasion for development. Our travel-

lers recognise a peculiar charm in the manly
force and rough adventurous spirit of the

far West, but the poetry of the pioneer is

unconscious ' the moving incident '

is not

his trade. The boasted culture of the South
has always been limited in extent and in de-

gree. The rare hothouse fruit of wealth

and luxurious leisure, it has been best dis-

played in an appreciation of the advantages
of education in the Northern schools,
schools which it is impossible to overpraise.
In the world of letters at least, the Southern
States have shone by reflected light ;

nor is

it too much to say, that mainly by their con-

nexion with the North the Carolinas have
been saved from sinking to the level of

Mexico and the Antilles. Since the revolu-

tion days, it is amazing how few of the

thinkers of America have been born south

of Mason and Dixon's line. The almost

solitary name of Calhoun is a poor equiva-
lent for those of Prescott, Motley, Bancroft,

Webster, Lowell, Bryant, Emerson, Sumner,

Dana, Holmes, and Hawthorne, which be-

long to the single State of Massachusetts.

Whether we look to India or Louisiana it

would seem that there is something in the

fire of a tropical sun which takes all the

poetic fire out of Anglo-Saxon veins, and the

indolence which is the natural concomitant
of despotism has the same benumbing effect.

Like the Spartan marshalling his Helots.

the planter lounging among his slaves was

made dead to art by a paralysing sense of

his own superiority. Some years ago a

scheme to establish a Southern University
was abandoned, because the ' cuticular aris-

tocracy' refused to associate with the teach-

ers. All genuine Transatlantic literature

is inspired by the spirit of confidence in la-

bour. It can only flourish in a free soil,

and for all its vitality, all its aspirations, its

scant performance and large promise, we
must turn to New England. Its defects

and merits are those of the national char-

acter as developed in the Northern States,

and we must explain its peculiarities by ref-

erence to the physical and moral conditions

by which they are environed.

The Romans lived under the same sky as

the Italians
;
the leading traits of the modern

Swiss are like those of the modern Dutch
;

another race than the Anglo-Saxon would
have made another America

;
but we cannot

avoid the belief that the climate and soil of

America have had something to do in mould-

ing the Anglo-Saxon race, in making its

features approximate to those of the Red
Indian, and stamping it with a new charac-

ter. An electric atmosphere, a temperature

ranging sometimes from 50 to 100 in

twenty-four hours, have contributed largely
to engender that restlessness which is so

conspicuous
' a note' of the people. A ter-

ritory which seems boundless as the ocean

has been a material agent in fostering an

ambition unbridled by traditionary re-

straints. When European poets and essay-
ists write of Nature, it is to contrast her

permanence with the mutability of human
life. We talk of the everlasting hills, the

perennial fountains, the ever-recurring sea-

sons.
' Damna tamen celeres reparant ce-

lestia lunae, nos ubi decidimus
' In the

same spirit Byron contemplates the sea and

Tennyson a running stream, and Sir Walter

Raleigh writes ' Our leaf once fallen spring-
eth no more.' In America, on the other

hand, it is the extent of nature that is ever

present to the mind
;
the infinity of space

rather than the infinity of time is opposed to

the limited rather than to the transient ex-

istence of man. Nothing strikes a traveller

in that country so much as this feature of

magnitude. The rivers, lakes, forests,

plains and valleys, Niagara itself, with its

world of waters, owe their magnificence to

their size; and by a transference not un-

natural, although fallacious, the Americans

generally have modelled their ideas of Art
after the same standard. Their wars, their

hotels, their language, are pitched on the

huge scale of their distances. Compared
with Europeans they have gained in surface

what they have lost in age.
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' That untravelled world, whoso margin fades
For ever and for ever when they move,'

is all their own, and they have the hopes of
a continent to set against the memories of a
thousand years. Where Englishmen recall,
Americans anticipate. In thought and ac-

tion they are constantly rushing into empty
spaces. New York ' central park,' and the

largest streets in the plan of Washington,
are on the outer verges of these cities. Emi-

gration is a normal condition of a great

part of the inhabitants. When the back-

woodsman's fields in Iowa begin to look less

wild he crosses the Missouri. We have
heard of a North Virginian farmer complain-
ing that he had neighbours within fifty

miles, and preparing to move away from the

encroachment.

' I'm crowded just to think that folks are nigh,
And can't bear nothing closer than the sky.'

The domestic attachments of the people
have been underrated

;
but it is rare to find

a family mansion rooted to the same town
or district. 'Jonathan,' says Mr. Lowell,
'

is one drop of a fluid mass who knows
where his home is to-day, but can make no

guess of where it may be to-morrow.' The
tie which unites one generation with another
is easily broken, and this want of continuity
in life breeds a want of continuity in ideas.

The American mind, in which fitfulness and

pertinacity are strangely mixed, delights in

speculative and practical, social and political

experiments, as Shakerism, Mormonism,
Pantagamy; and the very tenacity with
which the majority of Americans cling to

their written Constitution is due in part \p
the acknowledged want of other anchorages.
Within this fence everything is allowed

;

European idealism and materialism are each
in turn outstripped by a host of authors,
from Emerson to Walt Whitman, who have
tried to glorify every form of human life,

from the transcendental to the brutish. The
habit of instability is fostered by the rapid
vicissitudes of commerce and the melting of

one class into another, by which all land-

marks, but that of a temporary public
opinion, are drifted away. The great fault

of the people is impatience; they will not

stop to verify and study details, and satisfy
themselves with gem-nili/.atious, which are

superficially conclusive rather than eugge.st-
ive or rich. The mass of them have never
learnt that ' raw haste is half-sister to do-

lay ;

'

or that ' works done least rapidly art

most cherishes.
' Our agriculturists tell us

that they have run over their land like

locusts, leaving heaps of stones behind them.
Solid Scotch engineers inform us that a

shaft which takes six weeks to turn on the

banks of the Clyde, is thrown out from the

yards of New York in a fortnight ;
that the

steam-boats on the Mississippi are built of

veneer, and the summer-houses of papier-
mache. This is not quite so, but there is a

grain of truth in the exaggeration. The
makeshifts, which were at first a necessity
with the Northern settlers, have grown into

a custom; and beginning with a bravery,
like that of the grandiloquent preambles to

their codes, they end sometimes in the sub-

lime, sometimes in the ridiculous.

Some of the artistic as well as many of

the social peculiarities of the United States

may doubtless be traced to their form of

government. After the obvious wants of
life are provided for, Democracy stimulates

the production of literature. An intellectual

world where the utility if not the beauty of

knowledge is universally recognised, rises on
the ruins of rank. There is a race iu which
the prize is to the swift, and every one tries

to draw the eyes of others by innumerable ef-

forts, multa non muttum. Art is abundant
and inferior

;
white-washed wood and brick,

'

cheap and excellent substitutes,' pass for

marble, and rhymical spasms for poetry.

Antiquity presents only apparent exceptions
to this rule. Athens ultimately attained

the utmost democracy consistent with the

institution of slavery, but her citizens had

previously inherited, from a past so vague
that they claimed to have originally sprung
from their narrow soil, a set of prescriptions
in pre-established harmony with the Hellen-

ic mind. The ideas of Limit and Order
were paramount on their stage, their most

agitated assemblies were still critical, and no
orator ventured to address them in the stylo
of a Western member of Congress. Form-

ality is the prevailing defect of Aristocratic

literatures
; they arc apt to be precise and

restricted. A Democratic literature runs

the risk of lawlessness, inaccuracy, and irrev-

erence. From either extreme the 'Athenian

and Florentine and Elizabethan classics

were preserved by tho artistic inspirations
of a flexible tradition. The one is displayed
in the so-called Augustan ages of letters,

when men of genius, caring more to cultivate

style than to, establish truth, more to capti-

vate the taste than to stir tho passions,

moved, with clipt wings, in a charmed circle

of thought. The other is most conspicuously

developed in America, a country which is

not only democratic but youthful, without

tho modesty of youth, unmellowcd by the

past, and untrammelled by authority ;
where

the spirit of adventure is unrestrained by
feelings of personal loyalty ;

where order

and regularity of all kinds are apt to bo mi*-
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named subservience
;
where vehemence, vig-

our, and wit are common good taste, pro-

fundity and imagination rare; a country
whose untamed material imparts its tame-

lessness to the people, and diverts them from

the task of civilization to the desire of con-

quest.
' We have,' writes one of their own

censors, himself not wholly unaffected by the

national vices which he has yet the wisdom
to condemn,

' We have need of a more rig-

orous scholastic rule, such an asceticism as

only the hardihood and devotion of the schol-

ar himself can enforce. We live in the sun,

and on the surface, a thin, plausible super-
ficial existence, and talk of muse and proph-

et, of art and creation. But out of our shal-

low and frivolous way of life how can great-
ness ever grow ?'

American literature is cramped on another

side by the spirit of Imitation. Up to the

present time it has been, in great measure, an

offshoot or prolongation of the literature of

Europe. Native artists have been prone to

take their intellectual culture from abroad,
and to seek the sources, the rules, and the

sanctions of their art in the Old World.
Their themes are

'

frequently European; their

treatment of them still more so
;
and their

highest ambition, like that of all colonists,
has hitherto been to receive a favourable

verdict, not from the country of their birth,
but from that of their ancestors. Franklin

was a practical desciple of Locke
;
Jefferson

of the French Revolution. Latterly the

Americans have followed the French in dress,

talk, eating, and architecture, the English
and Germans in thought ;

their bonnets are

G-allican, but their books are Teutonic.
' The literary genius of Great Britain,' says
De Tocqueville,

'

still darts its rays into the

recesses of the forests of the New World. I

read the feudal play of Henry V. for the first

time in a log-house. They draw on the treas-

ures of English literature, and I find the lit-

erature of England growing on their own
soil. The small number of men who write

are English in substance, and still more in

form.' Of the great number of men who
have written since the date of this criticism,

only a few have written anything to refute

it. Another French critic has remarked that

Washington Irving paints all countries but

his own, in the style of Addison
;
a remark

applicable to all his works, except his Knick-

erbocker, which is, because of its greater na-

tionality, the most salient of the group. Fen-
iiuore Cooper, though possessed of less artist-

ic power, less fluency, and' less variety of

illustration than Irving, is more vigorous
and peculiar. His sea pieces, and, making al-

lowance for their monotony, his delineations of
western character and scenery, are unsurpass-

ed in their kind
; but, on land at least, he

everywhere remembers Scott, and his heroes,
his conversations, and his mottoes disclose

the latent imitation. As in the works of

the Scotch novelist the semi-barbarous feudal

spirit is represented in conflict with modern

law, in those of Cooper the enterprise of

New England is struggling against the rug-

gedness of nature and a savage life. The
writers of the last thirty years have been

making strenuous efforts towards nationality,
but they are still hampered by Transatlan-

tic associations. In the style of Mr. Motley,
one of the most original among them, we
cannot help tracing the influence of Carlyle,
and the reaction begun by Emerson against
the reign of Lockist and Scotch psychology

(a movement which merits a separate and
extended consideration) is admitted to have

derived its first impulse from Sartor Resartiis.

The tyranny which five centuries' load of

classics in the same tongue exercises over

the mind of a nation not yet a century old.

is very much strengthened by the non-exist-

ence of an international copyright, which
leads to the intellectual market being glutted
with stolen goods. As long as a publisher in

Boston or New York can republish a good
book written in Edinburgh or London with-

out paying for it, he is likely to prefer an

undertaking which involves no risk and com-

paratively no outlay, to another which in-

volves both, i. e., the republication of the

English to the first publication of an Ameri-
can book; for the English book has already
attained its reputation, and its popularity in

America is secured; while the American

book, for the copyright of which he has to

pay, has, except in the case of a few au-

thors, still to win its spurs. If the people
of the United States had spoken a language
of their own, it is probable they would have

gained in originality ;
as it is, they are only

now beginning to sign their intellectual dec-

laration of independence,-^-a fact confessed

among the latest words of their own greatest
artist : 'Bred in English habits of thought
as most of us are, we have not yet modified

our instincts to the necessities of our new
modes of life. Our philosophers have not

yet taught us what is best, nor have our poets

sung to us what is most beautiful, in the kind

of life that we must lead, and therefore we
read the old English wisdom, and harp upon
the ancient strings.'
Two thirds of the writing of the author

who is, on the whole, the greatest of Ameri-

can poets, are a long commentary on this

confession, Mr. LONGFELLOW'S works are

entirely free from the special defects that

stamp the national literature of his country.
He has none of the somewhat uncouth power
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and spasmodic exaggeration of his Western

contemporaries ;
he is all grace and polish

and inexhaustible sweetness. One of his

earliest books,
'

Hyperion,' strikes the key-
note of the majority of his minor poems.
The source of their inspiration is Outre Mer,

among Rhenish feudal towers, Flemish towns,

and Alpine passes. Like Irving in the va-

riety and extent of his culture, and superior

to him in genius, his imagination is rather

Teutonic than English. Cut Germany out

of his volume, and you cut out nearly half.

He lingers in Nureinburg, Bruges, and

Prague, and chooses for his emblem of life's

river, not the Ohio, nor the Hudson, nor the

Assabeth, but 'the Moldau's rushing stream.'

He has given us the best translations in the

world from Swedish, German, Spanish, and

Italian authors, and many of his best verses

are avowedly suggested by old proverbs, or

sentences, or bits of old romance. A few

words from an old French author give him the

burden of the 'Old Clock on the Stair;' a

leaf out of Mather's Magnolia Christi is

rhymed into ' The Phantom Ship ;'
the ballad

of the Count Arnaldos sets him dreaming over

the ' Secret of the Sea ;'
a verse of Euripides

is the overture to his ' Voices of the Night ;'

a few lines from Goethe gather up the essence

of the ' Psalm of Life.' In the New World,
but not wholly of it, he dwells with almost

wearisome fondness on the word '
old.' Vol-

umes of old days, old associations that we
cannot buy with gold, quaint old cities, old

poets and painters, sweet old songs, old

haunted houses, dear old friends, the grey
old manse, Nature the dear old nurse, dear

old England, on phrases and thoughts like

these his fancy broods. American verse is

frequently rough-hewn and audacious, some-

times obscure and pedantic, and its novelty
is often more striking than its truth. Every
sentence that Longfellow has penned is as

clear as crystal and as pure as snow. He
wears his weight of learning

'

lightly as a

flower,' and though he rarely creates, he can-

not touch without adorning. He puts our

best thoughts into the best language, with

that high art which conceals itself. An
American poet in his songs of labour, he has

yet no sympathy with ' the loud vociferations

of the street
;
and in those days of strife he

retires into the sanctuary of the Divina Corn-

media, till

'The tumult of the time disconsolate,
To inarticulate murmurs dies away.'

Severe critics complain of his want of con-

centration and intensity, and of the conven-

tionality of his epithets (a frequent fault ol

his earlier poems), but his position as the

laureate of women and children and gentle

men is unimpregnable ;
and there are seasons

when we prefer bis company to that of the
'

grand old masters.' His perpetual refrain

of 'Peace on earth, goodwill to men,' is

soothing to '

weary hearts
;

' and when we seek

an anodyne rather than a stimulant,

' His songs have power to quiet,
The restless pulse of care.'

Generally speaking, his later works are

his strongest. More is said in less space,

his ideas follow one another with greater ra-

pidity, and his imagery is more striking.

There is nothing in the 'Voices of the

Night' so powerful as 'Victor Galbraith,' or

the 'Hebrew Cemetery,' or the verses on the

death of Wellington or Enceladus; scarcely

anything so effective as the 'Bells of Lynn,'
or so tender as the exquisite address to chil-

dren entitled 'Weariness.'

Longfellow's command of verse alone

proves him to be a genuine poet. There are

passages in the 'Arsenal,' the 'Occultation of

Orion,' the 'Building of the Ship,' and the

Household Poems, unsurpassed in melody by

any in contemporary English verse. The
introduction to 'Hiawatha,' the closing lines

of '

Evangeline,' and some of the character-

sketches which preface the tales of the '

Way-
side Inn,' have a music equally attractive

and more decidedly original. The highest

flights of Mr. Longfellow's imagination are

in the strange old-world story of the 'Golden

Legend ;
but his fame most securely rests

on 'Hiawatha.' This poem, in which a se-

ries of idylls are strung together on the

thread of an idea common to Indian and

Scandinavian legend, has that refreshing fla-

vour of nationality wanting in many of the

author's works, and it yields to none of them

in artistic finish. The monotony of the verse

is like that of the bird's song, which has only
two or three notes, and yet, from its everlast-

ing freshness, never palls upon the ear.

Most modern attempts to produce old ballads

put new wine into old bottles; but the Amer-

ican poet has here thrown himself as com-'

pletely into the spirit of aboriginal Western

life as he has into that of Gothic Paganism
in the 'Challenge of Thor.' Like Chibabos

the musician, he is at home among the pine-

groves and the prairies,
and the 'great lakes

of the northland,' and

' All the many sounds of nature

Borrow sweetness from his singing.'

Longfellow's descriptions charm us more

than they astonish. Inferior in luxuriance

to those of ' Enoch Arden,' in subtilty to

Browning's Italian pictures, they are superior
in simplicity. They do not adorn nature as

a mistress with the subjective fancies of a
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lover
; they bring her before us as a faithful

nurse careful for her children. In ' Evan-

geline
' the poet follows the wheels of the

emigrant's waggon through
'

billowy bays of

grass, ever rolling in sunshine and shadow,'
and ' over them wander the buffalo herds,
and the elk and the roebuck.' ' Hiawatha

speaks of nature with the familiarity of an
inhabitant

;
there is no trace of the grandiose

style of the tourist. In. the best episodes of

the volume, as the account of the hero's

childhood and his friends, of the wooing of

Minnehaha, of the Son of the Evening Star,
of the Ghosts and the Famine the parable
of human life, with its incidents of birth,

love, and death, of civilisation and decay, is

told in a narrative of childlike tenderness

and masculine grasp.
A recent New York critic ridicules the

European view that ' Hiawatha '

is an Amer-
ican poem ;

it belongs, he holds, to the wig-
wam and not to the exchange. It is true

that the feverish ardour of Wall Street has

no place in its pages, but it is none the less

manifestly Transatlantic and sui generis. In

celebrating Red Indian life it inevitably dis-

closes some of the features of the race which
has come into close contact with that life.

Mr. Dixon has dwelt very justly on the ex-

tent to which the New Zealand myth about

the strength of the dead man passing into

his conqueror applies to the pioneers of the

West. ' Hiawatha '

sings of the decadence

of a primitive people in strains that recall

by their pathos the old Briton legends of the

death of Arthur : but it has also a prophetic
side

;
from the meeting-point of two races it

looks before as well as after.

'
I beheld too in that vision

All the secrets of the future.

All the land was full of people,

Restless, struggling, toiling, striving :

Speaking many tongues, yet feeling
But one heart beat in their bosoms.
In the woodlands rang their axes

;

> Smoked their towns in all the valleys.
Over all the lakes and rivers

Rushed their great canoes of thunder.'

When De Tocqueville'asserted that Amer-
ica had not yet produced a poet, only a

single poem could be appealed to in contra-

diction of his statement, and the collective

works of the author of this poem help to

vindicate anothergeneralization of the French
critic. He remarks, that ' in democratic

communities, where men are all socially in-

significant, and each one sees his fellows
when he sees himself, poetry will be less apt
to celebrate individuals,' that it will seldom
be dramatic, but will incline to dwell either
on external nature, or on the ideas which

concern mankind in general, it will be either

descriptive or abstract. Mr. BRYANT is a

poet of nature and contemplation. His

masterpiece,
'

Thanatopsis,' was written fifty

years ago. The following extract must serve

to illustrate the style of its verse and

thought :

' Yet not to thine eternal resting-place
Shalt thou retire alone nor couldst thou wish
Couch more magnificent. Thou shaltlie down
With patriarchs of the infant world with

kings,
The powerful of the earth the wise, the good ;

Fair forms, and hoary seers of ages past,
All in one mighty sepulchre. The hills

Eock-ribbed, and ancient as the Bim. the

vales

Stretching in pensive quietness between :

The venerable woods rivers that move
In majesty, and the complaining brooks
That make the meadows green ;

and poured
round all,

Old ocean's grey and melancholy waste,
Are but the solemn decorations all

Of the great tomb of man. The golden sun,
The planets, all the infinite hosts of heaven,
Are shining on the sad abodes of death

Through the still lapse of ages. All that tread

The globe are but a handful to the tribes

That slumber in its bosom. Take the wings
Of morning, and the Barcan desert pierce,
Or lose thyself in the continuous woods,
Where rolls the Oregon and hears no sound
Save his own dashings yet the dead are

there.'

The reason why Mr. Bryant has never

surpassed, and seldom equalled this effort of

his youth, is to be found partly in the cast

of his mind, which is characterized by a nar-

row greatness, and partly in the fact, that

during the great portion of his life he has

been forced ' to scrawl strange words with

the barbarous pen
'

as the editor of a daily

newspaper, a fact to which he makes a touch-

ing reference at the close of his ' Green
River.' But not even Longfellow has pene-
trated so deeply into the Western woods as

Bryant has done. He has lived in throng-

ing streets, an honest and energetic politi-

cian, but in his leisure hours his fancy has

roamed away to breezy hills and valleys,
and the undulating sea of the prairies

' The gardens of the desert,
The unshorn fields boundless and beautiful;
For which the speech of England has no name.'

The perpetual autumn of his writings is

peculiar. They lead us to the margin of

plains .broader than English shires, by the

banks of rivers flowing oceanward with a

mournful sound, through sombre wilder-

nesses, and over fallen leaves. Bryant has

written smoothly in various measures, but

be is never lively. An American '

Alastor,'

be loves ' the air that cools the twilight of
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the sultry day,' better than morning
' clad

in russet vest.' In the beautiful verses on
the ' Death of the Flowers,' his ear catches a

dirge-like tune in the wind :

' The south wind searches for the flowers whose
fragrance late he bore,

And sighs to find them in the wood and by
the stream no more.'

The high rank grass of the wild meadow is

to his eye the garniture of the graves of a

race represented by his ' Disinterred War-
rior.' Devoid of the exuberance of his con-

temporaries, he lingers
' where old empires

sit in sullenness and gloom,' and he contem-

plates
' the living present

' with resignation
rather than hope. All his best pieces, as
' The Evening Wind,'

< The Forest Hymn,'
Monument Mountain,'

' The Burial Place,'
and ' The Past,' are set to the same slow

music, and pervaded by the thought of life

as the avenue of death. If we compare his
' Address to a Waterpool

' with Words-
worth's or Shelley's

'

Skylark,' we appreciate
the monotony of his mind, which is like that

of Cowper without Cowper's occasional vi-

vacity. Mr. Bryant stands on a high level,
but the space he covers is limited

;
he has

no touch of humour, and only the distant

pathos of prevailing melancholy. Master of

his position where he is at home in the

woods, he loses his inspiration when he
draws near his own cities. His exclusive

nature-worship has a parallel in the feeling
which animates some of the most graphic
passages in New England prose, such as

the following from one of Emerson's earlier

essays :

'
It is the halcyon season of our pure October

weather. The day, immeasurably long, sleeps
over tlie broad hills and warm wide fields. To
have lived through all its sunny hours seems

longevity enough. The solitary places do not
seem quite lonely. At the gates of the forest,
the surprised man of the world is forced^to
leave his city estimates of great and small,
wise jnul foolish. The knapsack of custom
falls oil' his back with the first steps he makes
into these precincts. Here is sanctity which
shames our religions, and reality which dis-

credits our heroes. Hero wo find nature to be
the circumstance which dwarfs every other

circumstance, and judges like a god all men
that come to her. We have crept out of our
crowded houses into the night and morning. . .

The incommunicable trees begin to persuade us
to live with them, and quit our life of solemn
trilles. Hero no history, or church, or state,
is interpolated on the divine sky and the im-
mortal year.'

This is a one-sided spirit ;
but it is a

spirit with which we have all an occasional

sympathy. To a disposition like that of

Mr. Bryant it is permanently congenial.

Thus, in the following verse, he gives voice

to the impulse which, even in settled coun-

tries, often induces eccentric men of culture

to banish themselves for a season from so-

ciety ;
the impulse which made captive the

' Scholar Gipsy,' which the hero of Locksley
Hall welcomes for a moment, and then re-

jects:

' Ay ! this is freedom, these pure skies

Were never stained with village smoke;
The fragrant wind that through them flies

Is breathed from wastes by plough unbroke.
Here with my rifle and my steed
And her who left the world for me,

I plant me where the red-deer feed,
In the green forest, and am free !

'

Imaginitive and ardent minds oppressed by
the '

weariness, the fever, and the fret,'

what Mr. Arnold calls
'

this strange disease

of modern life,' try to escape from the re-

gion of the real drama into that of the ideal

lyric,
' arva beata petamus arva divites et

insulas,' and have now and then endeavour-
ed to convert it into an actual idyll, as when
Thoreau buried himself in a log-hut by
Walden Lake, or Winthrop, leaving his

ledgers in New York, scoured over the

crags of Oregon, or Home (of
' Orion

')

was found mining in a quarry of New South
Wales. But this Emigre spirit when put
into practice ultimately cures itself; a poet
soon tires of working with his hands for a

livelihood. The aspirations of Clough's
' Bothie '

are stifled by the vitiostc curee of a

hard life, or terminate in the catastrophes
of a fanaticism, such as Hawthorne has

branded with his genius in the ' Blithedale

Komance.' The philosophical refugees find

that the solitude they desired charms only

by its contrast with the civilisation they
have left; as the beauty of the sea is its

contrast with the shore. But this wander-

ing impulse, strong in the ancient Greek and

the modern English race, has colonized and

civilized the world
;

it is especially strong .

in the Anglo-American ;
the very restless-

ness, which makes his cities so noisy bids

him long for a remoter rest, and this long-

ing acts in conjunction with more material

demands to drive him across the Missis-

sippi, and pioneer the way to the Pacific.

The growth of a history on their own sojl is,

in the minds of most Americans, a requisite
to the development of national art. English

history does not supply the back ground
which they desiderate, for they cannot asso-

ciate that history with what they see arouud
them. Memories of the Revolution War
have suggested some stirring versos, as

Paul Rovere's Hide '

in the '

Wayside Inn,'
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but the most effective American national

works of recent date owe their generative

impulse to the political movements of the

last quarter of a century. The assertion of

Henri Beyle that politics are like a stone

tied round the neck of* literature, and

Goethe's warning to the young Germans,
who were charging him with a lack of patri-
otic fervour ' Remember politics are not

poetry,' must be accepted with a reservation.

As a rule, the wider the grasp of the poet,
the farther is he removed from the partisan.
In Shakespeare, as in Chaucer, this compre-
hensiveness is so extreme, that he includes

in his view of life (like that of a remote star

with an infinitesimal parallax) only the com-
mon points, and excludes from it the differ-

ences of the Catholic and Protestant systems
of faith. Dante and Milton, with a nar-

rower range, take more definite sides
;
but

their highest poetry is universal, it trans-

cends the strife of Guelf and Ghibelline, of

Puritan and Cavalier. On the other hand,

poetry of a secondary, though still of a high
order, may in many cases be referred to the

suggestions of living history, i. e., to politics.

Ballads, not legendary or purely domestic,
have often a political face; and this is true

of the songs which, like the '

Marseillaise,'

help to fight the battles, or, according to

Fletcher of Saltoun, make the laws of a na-

tion. The stalks of asphodel which move to

and fro the Gygonian rock grow under its

shadow. Even if we admit that the heroic

thought which inspires heroic deeds comes
from a loftier source, the shrewd thought
that condemns or ridicules degenerate deeds
is an offshoot of local or temporary circum-

stances. Satire, not merely personal, is al-

most always more or less political. The

poetry of Sophocles seems to confirm

Goethe's dictum, that of Aristophanes dis-

proves it.
' Paradise Lost '

is comparatively
impartial, but polemical animus points all

the wit of '

Iludibras.' The Biglow Papers,
a series of metrical pamphlets, born of the

great social and political struggle of the New
World, are among the most original contri-

butions to its literature. Previous to the

publication of this work, Mr. JAMES RUS-
SELL LOWELL was already known on both
sides of the Atlantic as the author of an ex-

tensive volume of miscellaneous verses.

Generally speaking, his earlier efforts are

more impetuous than powerful. Buoyant
and vigorous, but bearing everywhere the

marks of haste, they display more fancy
than imagination. Lowell's genius every-
where appears in contrast to Bryant's. Far
from shrinking into solitary places, he loves

great cities and their cries, and sets them to

rhyme with hearty good will. "When he

goes into the country it is to have his blood
sent faster through his veins by the spring

morning, and not to dream among autumn
woods. We may read the following, one of

the best of his descriptions, by the side of
'

Thanatopsis :'

' And what is so rare as a day in June,
Then if ever come perfect days ;

Then Heaven tries the earth if it be in tune,
And over it softly her warm ear lays.

Whether we look, or whether we listen,
We hear life murmur or see it glisten :

Every clod feels a stir of might,
An instinct within it that reaches and

towers,
And grasping Mindly above it for light.

Climbs to a soul in grass andflowers."
1

Or turn the page to the picture of the grim
old castle, which

' summer besieges on every
side,' or hear '

Allegra,' or ' The Fountain,'
or the ' Indian Summer Reverie;' the same

jubilant energy or ' flush of life
'

pervades
them all, and the same apparent careless-

ness. The passage from which we have

quoted runs on '

leaping and flashing
'

through a long page before it comes to a pe-

riod, and repeats itself more than once.

Mr. Lowell's earlier style is apt to be both
verbose and tautological ;

faults only half

redeemed by its fluency and richness. He
writes, currente calamo, in utter disregard of

Pope's
'

greatest art,' and, unchecked by any
reverences, contemns ' the dead blasphem-

ing Past ' '

Bibliolatry,' and the ' dotard

Orient,' after the fashion in which an Eng-
lish poetaster (since converted to Conser-

vatism) was used to deal with ' old opinions,

rags and tatters.' The imagery in those

poems, drawn direct from nature, is gener-

ally true and suggestive, showing a keen

eye and a fine sense of analogies. That
drawn from history is less successful. Few
Americans know how to use the classics

with due reticence
;
and Mr. Lowell's pages

are infected with such schoolboy common-

places as Phidian Joves, Syracuse tyrants,
Dodona groves, Olympus, Ganymede, Tyr-
tsean harps, and rattling shields at Marathon,
and now and then confused by abstractions

more bombastic than metaphysical. His

semi-political and social verses are noble
and manly exhortations, never wanting in

fine lines and finer thoughts, but many of

them are spoilt by mixed metaphors and
' horticultural rhetoric.' We read them at

first with a glow of enthusiasm, but their

fire seems to burn lower on revisal. The
' Ode to Freedom,' the verses on ' The Cap-
ture of Fugitive Slaves,' and those bn the
' Present Crisis

'

(bearing the date 1845),
are thickset with stirring watchwords ;

few
are more capable of being recited with ef-
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feet on platforms, but they will not bear

analysis. Mr. Lowell's early volume is by
no means the product of a poetaster : his

'Irene,'
' The Requiem,'

< The Token,'
' The

Beggar Bard,' and ' The Growth of the Le-

gend,' are really fine poems, but its weaker

and more spasmodic verses are calculated to

encourage poetasters. His prevailing faults

as a grave writer are, that he frequently
confounds aspiration with inspiration, and
never knows when to stop. In the ' Fable

for Critics,' which may be compared with

Leigh Hunt's '

Feast,' and with Suckling's
' Session of the Poets,' he breaks ground on
the field where he has since found his rich-

est harvest. The intrinsic merit of this

piece lies in its candour and the general ex-

cellence of its criticisms, in the course of

which the ' whole tuneful herd ' of American
authors are reviewed with keen appreciation
and good-natured banter. The catholicity
of the author's taste and his discernment
are conspicuous in his lines on Emerson,
Longfellow, Hawthorne, Cooper, Irving, Ed-

gar Foe, and Judd, the author of the strik-

ing Transatlantic romance of '

Margaret.'
He perhaps overpraises Mr. Willis, and un-

der-estimates Bryant, but in his review of
the latter he does full justice to Words-
worth. In several instances he shows him-
self alive to the prevailing defects of his

countrymen, which are also his own. The

following on a now obscure writer of Maine,
has a wide applicability :

' Neal wants balance
;
he throws his mind al-

ways too i'ar,

And whisks out flocks of comets and never a

star;
He has so much muscle, and longs so to show it,

That he strips himself naked to prove he's a

poet.'

The style of the ' Fable for Critics
'

is

rapid and sparkling, its
'

rhymical trinkets '

glitter like icicles in moonlight; it is 'all

armed with points, antitheses, and puns,'
which follow each other like sparks from a

Leyden jar. Apollo's lament for Daphne,
near the commencement, illustrates his man-
ner of coruscating in verbal allusions

;
the

reference to Alcott, the brilliant talker and
nebulous writer, is even more salient :

' While he talks he is great but goes out like a

taper,
If yon shut him up closely with pen, ink, and

paper,
let his lingers itch for them from morning till

night,
Anil ho thinks lie does wrong if ho don't nl-

\v;iys write:

In this, as in nil tilings, a lamb among men,
He goes to sure death when lie goes to hia pen.'

Page after page of this sort of thing be-

comes tiresome, and sometimes, as in the

jests on a graveyard, is even tasteless. Lowell

has on all occasions enough of wit, but sel-

dom ' as much again to govern it.' In his

recent pleasant volume of ' Fireside Trav-

els,' he still runs riot in puns, which are at

the best ' the a-b als of humour,' as these :

'Bull enters St. Peter's with the dome of

St. Paul's drawn over his eyes like a crimi-

nal's cap, ready for instant execution, rather

than confess that the English wren had not

a stronger wing than the Italian Angel."
' Milton is the only man who ever got much

poetry out of a cataract and that was a

cataract in his eye ! ! !
' But there is much

about even his earlier works which induces

us to forgive those 'violences,' his love of

freedom and truth, his hate of all meanness,
and the honest expression of both, the per-

fervidum ingenium Scotorum without our par-

alysing caution,
' staves from the burly old

Mayflower lay,' and ' a smack of the pine

woods,' in whicb we ' drones of the Old

World '

find an invigorating refreshment.

Mr. Lowell informs us that his view of

the Mexican war as a national crime, per-

petrated in the interest of slavery, led to the

publication in 1846 of the first of his series

of 'Biglow Papers.' This series closed in

1848 : after an interval of thirteen years
the second began to appear in 1861

;
it con-

cludes with an imaginary speech addressed

to the Republican March Meeting of last

year. In reviewing these remarkable pro-

ductions, in which, through the masks of

three distinct types of New England charac-

ter, the poet endeavours to enforce his own

political and patriotic sentiments, we have

little to add to his own defence of the dialect

in which they are written. Bishop Percy,
in dedicating his '

Reliques
'

to the Countess

of Northumberland, apologizes for bringing
' the rude songs of ancient minstrels before

the notice of her who adorns courts by her

presence, and diffuses elegance by her ex-

ample,' an apology conceived in the spirit

and couched in the fine language of the eight-

eenth century. But the success of Percy's

experiment marked the beginning of a re-

action in favour of simpler modes of thought
and expression, which, in spite of the bad

example of Johnson and the great example
of Gibbon, has ever since been gaining

ground in England. The revived study of

our old literature, the rise of a national phi-

lology, the influence of Burns and Words-

worth, have combined to direct attention to

the primitive forms of our speech, preserved
in outlying districts. Our living scholars

dwell on the part played by dialectical re-

in arresting the corruptions of a
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language, and the advantages of reinforcing
it from its living roots. What were once

called vulgarisms have in many cases carried

the day against
'

diction,' and our authors

are willing to admit as true, and with some
reservations to act upon the mottoes prefixed
to the second series of the '

Biglow Papers
'

' Unser sprach ist auch ein sprach.'
' Vim

rebus aliquando ipsa verborum humilitas af-

fert.' The indispensable condition to the

use .of a country dialect is, that it be natural

to the writer
;

it must be ' unser sprach.'

There is as much affectation in the assump-
tion of a patois as in a starched and swollen

style of speech ;
and the Scotticisms of an

Oxonian, besides being generally incorrect,
are as incongruous as the classical drapery
of the Ayrshire bard's letters to Clarinda.

Mr. Lowell has taken pains to show that the

peculiarities of the Yankee dialect are not

indigenous, that the pronunciations and

meanings given to old words, now strange to

Englishmen, and the use of words now un-

known in England were familiar to Spenser,

Drayton, Shakespeare, Ben Jonson, Webster,
and Middleton, even to Herrick, Herbert,

Dryden, and Swift. This vindication of

their parentage (supported by Dr. Marsh,
and other authorities in philology) is success-

ful as an answer to what Mr. Lowell calls

'the European Mrs. Grundy;' but we are

more concerned to know that he has been

happy in his use of the words and phrases
in question. A man of culture and refine-

ment, the chances were greatly in favour of

his failure
;
but the permanent popularity of

his work is a voucher for his success. He is

not only at home in the rural dialect, it

seems to fit his genius better than the Eng-
lish of his university. In some instances

'The ploughman's whistle, or the trivial flute

Finds more respect than great Apollo's lute
;

because the tune is of more consequence
than the instrument

;
and our author is an

admirable player on his satiric idyllic flute.

The quasi-dramatic form which he has adopt-
ed is also fortunate, as it confines a too dis-

cursive fancy within limits. His penchant
for classical allusion finds vent in a sort of

self-satire through the mouth of the worthy
though pedantic Puritan minister. Hosea

Biglow himself, the rough New England
patriot, is ready, like Admiral Rodney, to
' damn the Trojans and damn the Greeks,'
while the letters of Mr. Sawin are excellent

examples of one of the most effective forms
of satire, that in which contemptible qual-
ities are stripped of their varnish by the

sheer effrontery of the wearer.
' The Biglow Papers,' though written as

pamphlets, are better matured and more

condensed than Mr. Lowell's other works

(for passion, and even political fervour, as

well as meditation intensifies), their style is

more trenchant and original, and they are

really humorous. The English doubt as to

the existence of an American humour is

analogous to the French problem,
' Can a

German have esprit ?
' Humour is a word

of many meanings. When we say it is re-

lated to wit as imagination to fancy, we only
shift the controversy as to its proper mean-

ing. In the Greek classics it shows itself

mainly in the guise of a lambent irony ;
in

the English as a subtle appreciation of the

curiosities of character. In Sterne and

Fielding, as in Ben Jonson, we have every
man in his humour. In some forms it im-

plies the sense of a contradiction or conflict

between the higher and lower phases of hu-

man nature, in others a full perception of the

whole character, in others the power of iso-

lating and concentrating the attention on

single features. The vivid personification
of such features constitutes the humour of

Dickens, and this, the least mellow and re-

fined of its forms, is that which almost alone

we find in the New World. American humour
seldom penetrates to the under-currents of

human life; its insight is clear, but not

very deep ;
it relies largely on exaggeration,

and a blending of jest and earnest, which has

the effect of singing comic words to a

sad tune. The examples given in Mr.

Lowell's preface go to establish this; he

makes us laugh by instancing the description
of a negro

'

so black that charcoal made a

chalk mark upon him,' and of a wooden

shingle
'

painted so like marble that it sank

in the water.' Mr. Brown (Artemus Ward)
excited the same kind of laughter by his re-

mark, in pointing to a mountain on his can-

vas,
' The highest part of this mountain is the

top.' In both cases the amusement is owing
to a shock of surprise, produced in the one

case by a falsehood plausibly pretending to

be truth, in the other by a truism pretending
to be a novelty. Similarly, when the last-

named writer, among his anecdotes of the

conscription, tells us that ' one young man
who was drawd claimed to be exemp because

he was the only son of a widow'd mother

who supported him,' the amusement is all in

the unexpected turn of the last three words.

Whereas the humour of Falstaff, of Corporal

Trim, of Major Pendeunis, and Bishop

Blougram, consists in its truth
;
what they

do or say never surprises us
;

it is absurd as

a great part of human life is absurd, and

laughing at them we laugh at something in

ourselves. The humour of the '

Biglow

Papers,' like the Scotch '

wut,' is removed

on the one side by its breadth from the epi-
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grammatic wit of the Dunciad, on the other

from the humour of our great dramatists by
the obviousness of its idea?. Of the charac-

ters witli which it plays, Birdofredum Swain

is a thorough grotesque (Hosea Biglow is

almost wholly serious), and Parson Wilbur
a mere sketch of a patriotic pedant. The
book derives its popularity from the incisive

force of the expression given to the senti-

ments shared by the author with a large sec-

tion of his countrymen, and many of the

lines most frequently quoted owe every-

thing to their startling directness, as

'Ef you take a sword and dror it,

And go stick a feller thru',

^ov'ment aint to answer for it
;

God '11 send the bill to you ;'

or in the lines of the pious editor's creed

characteristically clenched with a pun

'I don't believe in principle;

But, O, I du in interest ;'

or in the honest candidate's declaratory
letter, where the logrolling of elections is

ridiculed in the verse,

' Ef you git me inside the White House,' etc.

In these instances, as in the satires on
martial glory so favourite a theme with
modern reformers, the humour consists in

tearing the paint off dishonesty, and leaving
it naked to its own condemnation. It is the

same power that has given such wide celebri-

ty to the famous thoughts of Mr. John P.

Robinson, as in the verse about the Apostles,
where the contrast between Christian pro-
fession and military practice is drawn with a

recklessness of conventionality that delights
Borne readers and horrifies others. The re-

ligion of Americans is more homespun than

that of Englishmen ;
but it is neither less

sincere nor less fervid, and the quaintness of

their language in speaking of sacred things

may be paralleled by passages from our
elder divines, who lived at a time when men
faced the facts of spiritual experience more

boldly than we do, because they were more

closely inwoven with their every-day life.

Mr. Lowell speaks of the common sense

of his hero being
'

vivified and heated by
conscience.' His own poetic powers are set

on fire by moral indignation. He is a good
hater, and his hatreds sharpen the edge of

his most effective verses. There is a fine

satiric scorn in the following, put into the

mouth of Calhoun :

' Freedom's keystone is Slavery, thet ther's no
doubt on,

It's sutthin' thet's wlui'd ye call it? divim-,
And the slaves that we oilers make the moat

out on

Air them north o' Mason and Dixon's line.

The massough' to labour an' we lay on soffies,

Thet 's the reason Iwant to spread Freedom's
aree

;

It puts all the cunninest on us in office,

And reelises our Maker's orig'nal idee

Sez John C. Oalhoim, sez he.'

Such lampoons as these were the agentia
verla Lycamben which, with Uncle Tom's

Cabin, and the speeches of Garrison, Phillips,
and Sumner, helped to hasten the '

irrepres-
sible conflict

'

of the two contending forces

in the Western Continent. Of those two
forces Mr. Lowell had written in 1846 :

1 Ef I'd my way I hed rather
We should go to work an' part ;

They take one way we take t' other
;

Guess it wouldn't break rny heart.'

Fifteen years afterwards he had changed his

mind, or rather events had changed it. The
nation had grown greater, the adverse inter-

ests more imposing, and the passions on both
sides more frantic. Her success in the affair

of Texas made the South drunk as with new
wine

; disdaining equality, she aspired to a

permanent domination, and after triumphing
in the passage of the Fugitive Slave Bill,
suffered her first defeat in Kansas. Then
came the Dred-Scot decision, the Boston

Anti-slavery riots, the raid of John Brown.
The South hung John Brown. '

That,' re-

plied Emerson, on behalf of Massachusetts,
'that consecrates the gallows.' Men in

this temper must either part or fight ;
and

the manner in which the South attempted to

part made it necessary for them to fight.
Armed by the stealthy treachery of five

years, she began the attack on the United
States in the same fashion in which she had

begun the attack on Kansas, in the fashion

of Brook's attack on Mr. Sumner. The
second series of the '

Biglow Papers
'

is ani-

mated by the spirit of an uncompromising
Unionist as well as that of an Abolitionist.

Copperheads and Secessionists, as such, aro

lashed as mercilessly as the Slaveholders,
whom the following mock glorification of

Southern society, put into the mouth of a

mean political scamp, was certainly not cal-

culated to conciliate. Mr. Sawiu loquitur,

having settled in
' Old Virginny,' and mar-

ried a lady of the 'fus' fenrly' there, whoso

maiden name was Higgs
4 Fact is we air a different race, an 1

I for one,
don't see,

Sech havin' oilers ben tho case, how w'evor did

agree.
It's Bunthin' thet you lab'rin folks up North

hod ough' to think on
That Iliggses cant demean themselves to rulin'

by a Lincoln
;
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Thet men (an guv'nors tu) that hez sech Nor-
mal names ez Pickens,

Accustomed to no kin' o* work, 'thout tis to

givin lickens,
Cant measure votes with folks that git their

living from their farms,
And prob'ly think that Law's ez good ez hevin'

coats o' arms.'

Nevertheless our hero feels some difficulty
about the financial condition of his adopted
country, and fears that '

swappin silver off

for lead ain't the sure way to win :

'

'An' fact it doos look now ez though bwt
folks must live and larn

We should git lead, an' rnore'n we want, out o'

the Old Consarn.
But when I see a man so wise an' honest ez

Buchanan
A-lettin us hev' all the forts, an' all the arms

an' cannon,*
Admittin' we wuz nat'lly right, and you wuz

nat'lly wrong,
Coz you wuz lab'rin folks an' we wuz what

they call bong-tong,
An' coz there waru't no fight in ye morn'n in

a mashed potater,
While two o' us can't skurcely meet but what

we fight by natur,
An' th'aint a bar-room here would pay for

openin' on't a night,
Without it giv' the priverlege o' bein' shot at

sight,
Which proves we're Natur's noblemen, with

whom it don't surprise
The British aristoxy should feel boun' to sym-

pathize,' etc.

Throughout the volume there is a relic of

the spirit which ' smote Agag, hip and thigh,
from Aroer unto Minnith

;

' but the writer

recognises the difficulty and delicacy, as well

as the magnitude, of the task before his

country.
' Thet exe of ourn,' says the ghost of an

old Ironside, who appears to Biglow in a

dream,
'

opened a gap that ain't bridged
over yet

Slavery's your Charles, the Lord hez gin the

axe,
"Our Charles,'

1
'
1

sez I,
u hez gut eight million

necks?'
1 '

Lowell's satire has lost none of its former

point and pregnancy, his patriotism glows
with a deeper fervour. His songs rise out

of the battle-field
' like rockets druv '

by their

own burnin',' intensified by the feeling of a

personal loss, strengthened by
' the strain of

being in deadly earnest,' and dignified by the

proud conviction, laid up in the heart of

every true New Englander, that

'Earth's biggest Country's gut her soul
An' risen up Earth's greatest nation.'

The serious poetry of this volume reaches

a higher standard than the author has else-

where attained. The short rural romance
entitled ' The Courtin',' is one of the fresh-

est bits of pastoral in tbe language, and

the descriptions incidental to the longer

pieces, as that of the rail-posts
' like ghosts

o' sogers should'rin ghosts o' guns,' of the

blackbirds ' chat'rin in tall trees, and settlin'

things in windy congresses,' of the spring

leaping from April into June, and the lines

on the singing of the Bobolink are all the

more effective because they are only inciden-

tal. As a specimen of Lowell's graver and

maturer music, we select with difficulty, the

following stanzas from a poem, in which ten-

der regrets are mixed with triumph, in verses

both soft and strong, artistic and original :

' Under the yaller pines I house,
"When sunshine makes them all sweet

scented,
An' hear among their furry boughs
The baskin' west wind purr contented,

While way o'erhead, ez sweet an' low
Ez distant bells thet ring for meetin',

The wedged wil' geese their bugles blow
Further an' further south retreatin'.

' Or up the slippery knob I strain

An' see a hundred hills like islan's

Lift their blue woods in broken chain

Out o' the sea o' snowy silence;
The farm -smokes, sweetes' sight on airth,

Slow thru' the winter air a shrinkin',
Seem kin' o' sad, and roun' the hearth

Of empty places set me thinkin'.

' Rat-tat-tat tattle thru' the street

I hear the drummers makin' riot,
An' I set thinkin' o' the feet

Thet follered once an' now are quiet
White feet as snow drops innercent

That never knowed the paths o' Satan,
Whose comin' steps there's ears that won't

No, not lifelong, leave off awaitin'.

' T'ain't right to hev the young go fust

All throbbin' full o' gifts an' graces,
Leavin' life's paupers dry ez dust

To try an' make b'lieve fill their places.
Nothin' but tells us wut we miss,

Ther's gaps our lives can't never fay in,
An' thet world seems so fur from this

Lef for us loafers to grow gray in !

' My eyes cloud up for rain
; my mouth

Will take to twitchin' roun' the corners :

I pity mothers, tu, down South,
For all they sot among the scorners :

I'd sooner take my chance to stan'

At Jedgement where your meanest slave is,

Than at God's bar hoi' up a han'

Ez drippin' red ez yonr'n, Jeff Davis !

' Come Peace ! not like a mourner bowed
For honor lost an' dear ones wasted,

But proud to meet a people proud,
With eyes that tell o' triumph tasted.
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Come, with ban' grippin' on the hilt,

An' step that proves ye Victory's daughter,
Lonjtin' for you, our sperits wilt

Like shipwrecked men's on rafs for water !

' Come while our country feels the lift

Of agret instinct shoutin' forwards,
An' knows that freedom a'n't a gift

Thet tarries long in han's o' cowards.
Come'sech ez mothers prayed for, when
They kissed their cross with lips that quivered,

An' bring fair wages for brave men,
A nation saved, a race delivered !

'

We have come a long way here from ' Hail

Columbia !

' and ' The Star-spangled Banner.'

To reverse the mistake of a great English
statesman, Jefferson Davis has made a nation

of the North, and the welding heat of a

war,
'

worthy a Milton to defend and a Lucan
to sing,' has refined the hearts of the people,
whom it has united by withdrawing them
from the pursuit of selfish ends and studies

of European art, to the realization of a great
national aim. During the last six years, in

America, the bonds of foreign fashion have
been broken, and even commerce has become
a secondary interest. The heroic deeds and

feelings of a time when from Maine to Col-

orado it has been a disgrace to have done

nothing for the common cause,

' Have cast in shadow all the golden lore

Of classic Greece and Home.'

The same impulse which has made patriots
of poets, and has given us Longfellow's
1 Wreck of the Cumberland,' and his beauti-

ful
' Christmas Bells,' and the terse dra-

matic lines entitled ' Killed at the Ford,' has

also made poets of patriots, and has given us

the '

Biglow Papers.'
The only sentences of this volume which

an Englishman need read with regret are

those in which the author discloses his feel-

ings towards England. Like many of his

co-patriots, he persists in confounding to-

gether the perfectly consistent action of our

Government, and the inconsistent and un-

sympathetic criticisms of a portion of our

press. The spretce injuria forma still ran-

kles in his mind, he delights in calling Con-
cord Road ' John Bull's Run,' and asserts

that we have undone the healing work of

fifty years. In his idyll entitled ' Mason
and Slidell

' he exclaims

' Shall it be lovo or hate, John ?

It's you that's to decide.'

The critics of both nations can perform
no worthier task than that of pointing the

way to a wise decision, and helping to smooth
over international jars by a candid recogni-
tion of each other's excellences

;
but noth-

ing more should be needed to secure the

harmonious action of the two great sections

of the Anglo-Saxon race, than the mutual
consecration of the maxim which Mr. Lo-
well has himself so nobly expressed,

' Our
true country is bounded on the north and the

south, on the east and the west, by Justice.'

Mr. JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER is the

lyrist par excellence of America, and the best

of his lyrics have a nerve, swing, and fire

that imparts to the reader a share of the

writer's enthusiasm. His verse, rapid as a

torrent, is perpetually overflowing its banks.

Lowell, in an appreciative criticism, attri-

butes to him

'A fervour of mind that knows no separation
'Twixt simple excitement and pure inspiration.

Then his grammar's not always correct, nor his

rhymes,
And he's prone to repeat his own lyrics some-

times.'

No one stands more in need of the advice,
once given to Southey,

'

Squeeze out the

whey,' and to no works more than to his is

the maxim TrXeov rj/j.wv Travros more applica-
ble. The ' Tent on the Beach '

is unusually
free from the author's prevailing defects;
but some of the pieces are still diffuse, and
the number of those which have any marked

originality is limited. The idea which gives
a semblance of unity to the larger half of

the volume is slightly modified from that of

the '

Wayside Inn.' On an American sea-

shore, which recalls the sands between Na-
hant and Lynn, three friends a ' lettered

magnate,' a sun-tanned traveller, and an edi-

tor have pitched a tent, there to
'

fling
their loads of custom down,' and '

escape a

while from cares that wear the life away.'
To the editor, who

'Had left the Muses' haunts to turn

The crank of an opinion mill,'

the common air is still
' thick with dreams,'

and, during the picnic, be entertains the

company by telling tales. We have seldom

read a pleasanter or more graceful set of

tales in verse. They are remarkable for

their smoothness, a quiet beauty of senti-

ment, and occasional instances of vivid im-

agery in the descriptions. The music of

Rivermouth Rocks, the Palatine, and the

Grave by the Lake, recalls and rivals that

of Longfellow's best ballads. But few of

them leave a permanent impression, none

are so vigorous as the best of those in the

'Wayside Inn,' while they wholly want
the realistic subtilty of dough's

' In Mare

Magno.' The most striking of the series is

' The Brother of Mercy,' Piero Luou, who
,
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on his deathbed, feeling himself too poor for

the '

grand company
'
of heaven, is aban-

doned by the stern monk, his confessor, but

welcomed by the angels as one who, like

Abu Ben Adhem, loves his fellowmen. The
same supreme trust in the Divine love,

which is the sum of Whittier's ardent faith,

appears in the beautiful religious verses en-

titled the ' Eternal Goodness,' and ' Our
Master.' These are catholic hymns in the

widest sense, commended by their humility
as well as their comprehensiveness. The

spirit which pervades them is condensed in

the following verses :

' And so, beside the silent sea,
I wait the muffled oar

;

No harm from Him can come to me,
On ocean or on shore.

'
I know not where His islands lift

Their fronded palms in air,

Only know I cannot drift

Beyond His love and care.

' O brothers ! if my faith is vain,
If hopes like these betray;

Pray for me that my feet may gain
The sure and safer way.'

Some of the strongest lines in the book
are in the address to ' Thomas Starr King,'

which, with the valediction to Bryant, have
the rare merit of condensation. Its finest

music is in the stanzas entitled ' Revisited.'

Of the national lyrics the most powerful is

perhaps
' Laus Deo,' a grand burst of accla-

mation, suggested by the passage of Lin-

coln's constitutional amendment. Nothing
in this volume does full justice to Mr. Whit-
tier's narrative power. His masterpiece in

this direction is
' Maud Muller,' an original

and more innocent version of Browning's
' Statue and the Bust,' springing up in an
American meadow.
When we compare an author like Whit-

tier with EDGAR ALLEN POE, the relative

estimate we form of their works must de-

pend on our view of the province of poetry.
If its aim be to astonish or to fascinate,
Poe takes a high rank among poets; ac-

cording to Wordsworth's view of poetry, he

has hardly a place among them at all. He
teaches us nothing, and, living in one world,
writes in another. All we know of the per-

sonality of the authors we have been re-

viewing adds to the charm of their works.

Regarding Poe's career, it is enough to say
that polite literature has no terms to de-

scribe it. He was both mad and bad, and
ostentatious in his madness and his badness.
The vain and captious jealousy of his criti-

cisms, and his habitual meanness, are, if

possible, more repulsive than his other vices,

with which literary critics are less concern-

ed. But there"are some who maintain that

he is the greatest of American poets. This
is an exaggeration of his powers only sur-

passed by his own exaggeration of them.
It is true, however, that, by pure intensity
of delirium, he now and then takes a flight

beyond that of any other Western poet.
His ' Politian '

is perhaps the stupidest

fragment of a play that has ever been writ-

ten; but, in his lyrics, the fervour of his

sympathy for himself makes artistic recom-

pense for his want of sympathy for others.

The passion of 'Annabel Lee '

is at a white

heat, and is pervaded by a pathos as deep as
' the sounding sea.' The classic finish of

the best of his verses that have any mean-

ing is unsurpassed, and his exquisitely mu-
sical cadences give an irresistible charm
even to those which are most nonsensical.
' The Raven '

is, at the worst, a marvellous

piece of mechanism, and the same delicacy
of touch is everywhere visible in the rush-

ing lines of 'Annie,'
'

Eulalie,'
'

Ulalume,'
'

Leonore,' and ' The City by the Sea.' An
appreciative though over-indulgent biogra-

pher has directed attention to the precocity
of Poe's genius ;

more remarkable is the

purity of his poems. By the side of his life

they are like nuns in the convent of a dis-

orderly city ;
but they are at the same dis-

advantage : their isolation gives them an
air of unreality. The '

banners, yellow,

glorious, golden' of his fancy, 'float and
flow 'on the roof of an imaginary palace.
As a romancer Poe inhabits the morbidly
analytic world of Balzac; as a poet he is

not human, much less American, and has no

proper place in our review.

A much more considerable transatlantic

writer comes under the category of gi'eat

prose authors who have amused themselves,
and not unfrequently delighted their read-

ers, by their verse; but Mr. Emerson's
verse has the same faults and merits as his

prose; the two modes of speech are with
him different modes of expounding the same

philosophy, and they fall to be considered

together. It is enough here to remark that

the title of ' The Sphinx,' given to one of

his poems, is a fit epithet for many of the

others : three-fourths of them are pervaded
and spoilt by the gold dust of mysticism.
Emerson has been called 'A Plotinus-Mon-

taigne,' whose range 'has Olympus for one

pole, for the other the Exchange,' and his

muse has a practical as well as a transcend-

ental phase. His best pieces, as the ' Wood
Notes,' the '

Inscription for Concord Monu-

ment,' and '

Goodbye, proud World,' are in-

spired by his sympathy with the active en-

ergy of American life, and by his love of
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Nature. Fresh as a breeze from his native

hills, they bear the mark of a master hand,
and arrest our attention the more strongly
that the moods of mind they present are

strange to our fashions.

In closing for the present our remarks on

American literature, we desire to express
our regret for the scant justice we have

been able to render to several of the au-

thors we have named. The critics of one

nation must, to a certain extent, regard the

works of another from an outside point of

view. Few are able to divest themselves

wholly of the influence of local standards
;

and this is pre-eminently the case when the

early efforts of a young country are submit-

ted to the judgment of an older country,

strong in its prescriptive rights, and intoler-

ant of changes, the drift of which it is una-

ble or unwilling to appreciate. English
critics are apt to bear down on the writers

and thinkers of the New World with a sort

of aristocratic hauteur; they are perpetually

reminding them of their immaturity, and
their disregard of the juste milieu. Such
sentences as these, where half-truths are clad

in discourtesy, cannot fail to excite an un-

pleasant feeling :

' Over American society
there is diffused an incurable vulgarity of

speech, sentiment, and language, hard to de-

fine, but perceptible in every word and ges-
ture.'

'

People of refinement in the States

are over- refined : they talk like books, and

everywhere obtrude their superior educa-

tion.' Americans, on the other hand, are

hard to please. Ordinary men among them
are as sensitive to foreign, and, above all, to

British censure, as the irritabile genus of

other lands. Mr. Emerson is permitted to

impress home truths on his countrymen, as
' Your American eagle is very well

;
but be-

ware of the American peacock.' Such re-

marks are not permitted to Englishmen ;
if

they point to any flaws in Transatlantic

manners or ways of thinking, with an effort

after politeness, it is
' the good-natured cyn-

icism of well-to-do age;' if they commend
Transatlantic institution^ or achievements,
it is, according to Mr. Lowell,

' with that

pleasant European air of indirect self-com-

pliment in condescending to be pleased by
American merit which we find so concilia-

ting.' Now that the United States have
reached their full majority, it is time that

England should cease to assume the attitude

of their guardian, and time that they' should

cease to bo on the alert to resent the as-

sumption.
Wo have dwelt at some length on 1 In-

serious obstacles to the establishment of a

national literature in the New World, and
trust not to bo accused of condescension in

referring to some of its advantages. Fore-

most among these is its freshness. The Au-

thority, which is the guide of old nations,

constantly threatens to become tyrannical ;

they wear their traditions like a chain
; and,

in the canonization of laws of taste, the

creative powers are depressed. Even in

England we write under fixed conditions,
with the fear of critics before our eyes ;

we
are all bound to cast our ideas into similar

moulds, and the name of ' free-thinker
' has

grown into a term of reproach. Bunyan's
Pilgrim's Progress is perhaps the last Eng-
lish book written without a thought of being
reviewed. There is a gain in the habit of

self-restraint fostered by this state of things;
but there is a loss in the consequent lack of

spontaneity; and we may learn something
from a literature which is ever ready for

adventures. In America the love of uni-

formity gives place to impetuous impulses,
the most extreme sentiments are made audi-

ble, the most noxious ' have their day, and
cease to be;' and truth being left to vindi-

cate itself, the overthrow of error, though
more gradual, may at last prove more conclu-

sive. A New England poet can write with

confidence of his country as the land

' Where no one suffers lose, or bleeds

For thoughts that men call heresies.'

Another feature of American literature

is its comprehensiveness ; what it has lost in

depth it has gained in breadth. Addressing
a vast audience, it appeals to universal sym-

pathies. In the Northern States, where com-

paratively few have leisure to write well, al-

most every man, woman, and child can, and
does read. Books are to be found in every

log-hut, and public questions are discussed

by every scavenger. During the war, when
the Lowell factory-girls were writing verses,
the '

Biglow Papers
' were being recited in

every smithy. The consequence is that (set-

ting aside the newspapers) there is little

that is sectional in the popular religion or

literature
;

it exalts and despises no class,

and almost wholly ignores the lines that in

other countries divide the upper ten thou-

sand and the lower ten million. Where
manners make men, the people are proud of

their peerage, but they blush for their boors.

In the New World there are no (Jrand

Seigneurs, and no human vegetables; and if

there are fewer giants there are also fr\vrr

mannikins. American poets recognise no

essential distinction between the Village
Blacksmith and ' the caa.c of Vere de Vere :'

our Burns wrote for the one, Byron fur the

other: Longfellow, to the extent of his ge-

nius, writes for both at once. The same

spirit which glorifies labour denounces every
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form of despotism. American slavery, part-

ly from its being an anachronism, and partly
from its being based on an antagonism of

race, was in many respects worse than Athe-

nian slavery. But there is no song of an

Athenian slave. When the ancients were

unjust to their inferiors, they were so with-

out moral disquietude ;
the lie had got into

the soul. Christianity, which substituted the

word ' brother '

for '

barbarian,' first gave

meaning to the word humanity ;
but the feu-

dalism of the Middle Ages long contended

successfully against the better teaching of

the Church
;
the spirit of Froissart held its

ground against that of Langland. At this

day our greatest living author has allowed

his hero-worship to degenerate into a vindi-

cation of a worse than feudal tyranny. The
best literature of America is an Areopa-

gitica of Freedom. The verses of her poets
thrill with the assertion of right against

might. Children are her favourite poetic

types. A woman's book, inspired by ordi-

nary talent, and written in a mediocre style,

having for its main excellences only a fervid

honesty and a hatred of oppression, was

among the moving springs of her great po-
litical and social revolution.

ART. VII. 1. Essais de Politique et de Lit-

t'erature. 3 vols. 8vo, 1859-1863.

2. Quelgues Pages d'Histoirc Contemporaine.
4 vols., 1862-1867.

3. Etudes sur les Moralities Franqais. 1865.

4. Elisabeth et Henri IV. (1595-8.) 3d edi-

tion. 1863.

5. Du Role de la Famille dans VEducation.
1857.

M. PREVOST-PAUADOL is not forty years of

age ;
his reputation had become European

before he was thirty. A writer of reviews

and newspaper articles, he was received up-
wards of a year ago into that distinguished

body, which was founded by Richelieu to

watch over the permanent interests of let-

ters, and which maintains, as becomes it, a

jealous independence of all Government in-

fluences.
' What has he written ?

' asked

the Emperor, when informed of the French

Academy's new choice. The short list pre-
fixed to this article contains the reply to the

Imperial question.
It need surprise no one, not even the Em-

peror, that in a country in which the peri-
odical press is not free, a writer of the peri-
odical press should, nevertheless, win a place
in the very foremost rank of its literature.

The explanation is mainly threefold. There
is the attraction which every good cause has
for a genei

mous spirit. There is the attrac-

tion which such a tribunal as public opinion
in Paris, with its far-reaching echoes every-

where, has for a pleader consciously possess-

ing gifts of the highest order. There is

the impossibility of interposing, by the

sharpest and sternest legislation which of-

ficial lawyers can devise, an absolute barrier

between such a pleader and such a tribunal.

He is sure to be heard. Some freedom of

discussion, though upon sufferance merely,
is an inevitable concession, even from a G-ov-

ernment so strong as that of Napoleon the

Third, to a power so sensitive, so exacting,
so enlightened, and at times so dangerous,
as the public opinion of the French capital.
Within those uncertain limits, a writer,
whose thoughts are deep and wide, whose

style is eloquent and clear, whose mastery of

the most refined of modern languages is

such as to please the most fastidious of mod-
ern audiences

;
a writer, who to wit and hu-

mour of the purest taste, unites a special
skill in the art of keeping on the lawful side

of any forbidden line, while propelling the

thoughts of his readers inevitably beyond
it

;
such a writer, we say, must get a hear-

ing. M. Prevost-Paradol has done so.

Whatever he writes, all men read. Those
who read him, either as friends or as gen-
erous opponents, represent, without limita-

tion to any one 'shade of opinion, whatever
is best and highest in the political and lite-

rary traditions of his country. Those who
read him as foes, to warn, suppress, and im-

prison, belong, as is fit, to the most zealous

and meanest supporters of the existing
rule. They know that the Imperial Gov-
ernment has no more distinguished op-

ponent than this one, none more dangerous,
as they judge, because none more distin-

guished,'the one quality being naturally tak-

en as the measure of the other. Add to

this the inevitable tendency under the exist-

ing Press Laws of France to write, even in

newspapers, not simply for the present evil

days, but also for a better future, and you
may understand how it is that M. Prevost-

Paradol, journalist and reviewer, is now a

member of the French Academy, to the sur-

prise of the Emperor, but to the satisfaction

of all who love what is worthiest and no-

blest in modern French literature.

Of such men the biography is commonly
short. Born in 1829, of a marriage be-

tween M. Prevost, an officer in the army,
and Mademoiselle Paradol, an actress in the

great classical theatre of the Rue Richelieu,
he became, in early years, a distinguished
scholar and student. His mother won suf-
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ficient eminence in her profession to be made
a societaire or partner of the Tfiedtre Franqais,
a distinction for a French actor equivalent
in some sort to the dignity of Royal Acad-
emician for on English painter or sculptor.
Her tenderness and care were remembered
in after years, when her son had to write of

home and family influences as an element in

education. At twenty-six he was Professor

of French Literature in the Faculty of

Letters at Aix. His teaching there, though
it endured but a few months, left behind it

some notable traces, to which, on the recep-
tion day at the Academy last year, M.
Guizot bore this witness from the chair :

' Your claims, sir, are of those which receive

a special welcome here. In the field of letters

you have not only been a brilliant worker, but
a skilful teacher also. From you, your hear-

ers learnt not merely to follow literature, but
to love it. You awakened and kept alive in

their souls a passion for the beautiful, and a

taste for the higher studies. Many years after

your teaching in the Faculty of Letters at Aix
had come to an end, you spoke this noble fare-

well to your old pupils once more gathered
around you :

" Be faithful to literature
;
live

as long as yon may in habitual and intimate

converse with those immortal writers who have

given best utterance to the best thoughts of

humanity. The more you know them, the more

you will love justice and honour
;
the further

will you be from all that deadens the moral

sense, and weakens the dignity of the soul." '

On the same illustrious testimony, we
add that M. Prevost-Paradol himself fol-

lowed the counsel which he gave. No one
was ever better fitted than he to find happi-
ness in that quiet world of letters, where
' Plato is never sullen, Cervantes never pet-

ulant; into which Demosthenes never

comes unseasonably, and where Dante never

stays too long.' His criticisms on the great
French moralists, Montaigne, Pascal, La-

bruyere, La Rochefoucauld, and Vauvenar-

gues; his studies of Aristophanes and Lu-

cretius, of Demosthenes and Seneca, of

Thucydides, Xenophon, Tacitus, and Ma-

caulay, of Spinoza, Lainennais, and Kenan,
show what great things he might have done
had he been content to abide in that serene

region where warnings, suspension, and im-

prisonments are unknown, But his vocation

lay elsewhere. The cause of free institu-

tions and free speech had to be pleaded to

a generation grown careless of those things,
under a Government vitally interested, as it

would seem, in their suppression. In 1856
he left his professorial chair at Aix, to write,

alternately with M. Louis Alloury the leading

articles, the '

premier-Paris,' of the Journal

des Debats. All Paris remembers with

what thoughtful eloquence and wit this con
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Denial work was done
;
with what unmerciful,

but dexterous and always polite, exposure
of weak points in official procedure, of weak

logic in official speeches. Here was a Gov-

ernment, men felt, sworn to stifle all hostile

criticism, yet wincing under the sharp
strokes of a powerful pen, which gave no

pretext for any open show of anger. The

unequal conflict could not last. The man-

agers of the eminent liberal journal were

privately enjoined to close their columns

against this troublesome critic.* They
had to obey, or live in daily peril of extinc-

tion. Naturally (and who shall blame
them ?) they preferred obedience. To the

brave but ill-fated Courrier du Dimanche,
M. Prevost-Paradol carried those brilliant

but dangerous gifts, liked by the public and

disliked by the Government in equal meas-

ure. The public read, approved, and

laughed ;
The Government warned, suspen-

ded, and finally suppressed. During the

Courrter's six years of troubled existence,
two important events befell its most eminent,
but fatal contributor. In June 1860 he

underwent a month's imprisonment for a

pamphlet entitled Les Anciem Partis. In

March 1866 came his admission to the

Academy. These are all the details of hia

biography that need concern us.

What concerns us much more is the inter-

est with which he, in common with all emi-

nent thinkers, past and present, of his

country, has studied the institutions of ours.

It is pleasant to read in pages like his, one

more weighty testimony from abroad to our

great privileges, political and civil, among
the nations of the earth.

Of these the chief is the right of publish-

ing one's opinions by speech or print, subject
to no preliminary hindrance, and to no sub-

sequent penalty other than follows the breach

of known laws applied by independent judges

upon the verdict of a jury. If, in this re-

spect, a differeirce exists between one nation

and another, it is a capital and characteristic

difference, passing before every other in.

point of political importance. For without

this right, no institutions, whatever they may
be in form or in name, can in fact bo free

;

with it, no form of despotism can last. 1 1 en-

is the point of contrast between France and

England ou which M. PrSvost-Paradol's

thoughts chiefly and sadly dwell
; thoughts

to which we owe many of the noblest pagea

* See M. Jules Simon's speech at the Coi'p* />>'.

lalifon 'JKt .l.miiary 1864. It U right to add that

for some time back M. Pivvo-t-Panulol has re-

turned to the Journal des Dlbat t not to write the

'premier-Paris' as formerly, but as nn occasional

contributor of literary reviews, or articled on po-
itical questions of permanent^interest.
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he has written. The managers of the Times

were
vapparently of this opinion when, some

years ago,* they published in their columns

a full-length translation of an article contrib-

uted by him to the Revue des Deux Mondes,
entitled De la Presse en Angleterre et en

France, in which he sets forth the public
function of the newspaper in either country
as affected by its laws, its habits of thought
and feeling. Never was this deep and strik-

ing contrast set before the world in more
accurate language, in language worthier to

endure as a contribution to the history of

our age.
Our daily paper is to us a daily reminder

of our public liberties, our national strength
and wealth, our living, restless indomitable

energy in every field of human activity and

human progress. Speaking of the English

newspaper in the abstract, we inevitably
mean the Times in the concrete, the leading

journal, as we all acknowledge it to be
;

if

not the eldest, certainly the biggest brother

of all that wonderful family. Its huge size,

its thick outer coating of densely printed

advertisements, its inner core of political
discussion in clear type ; there, from without,
a cry of innumerable voices, faint echoes of

the great city, if one may call them so, offer-

ing everything that civilisation can supply to

every want that civilisation can feel
; here,

from within, as you open up the vast sheet,
the clear, strong editorial voice, in bold and

able language, expressing opinions which for

twenty-four hours at least will be the politi-

cal creed of the majority of educated Eng-
lishmen

;
then the reports of Parliament, of

the Courts of Law and Police, of every kind
of public meeting ;

the literary criticism, the

foreign correspondence, accurate and full,

from every corner of the globe ; something
like all this may perhaps be found on the

other side of the Atlantic, but what like it

can be found on the other side of the English
Channel ?

4 Those who have travelled with a vetturino

through certain parts of Italy, and who, shortly

afterwards, have been borne along the great iron

highways of Northern Europe, retain an im-

pression of the liveliest and most interesting
contrast. Yonder the small insecure carriage
with its uneven motion, its ceaseless jolts, avoid-

ing by many windings sometimes a precipice,
sometimes a bandit on the watch

;
here an im-

mense train gliding, all steam up, along a solid

shining line, from which law and custom keep
away every obstacle, bearing with it an entire

population of travellers continually renewed,
useful to all, by all inviolate. A like contrast
will arise in the thoughts of every cultivated

See Times of 8th January 1858.

man, who, familiar with our public press in

France, desires to know the public press of our

English neighbours.'

Assuredly, as M. Prevost-Paradol himself

warns us, this difference is not the whole

case between the civilisation of England and

the civilisation of France. There are other

elements of national life and greatness than

this one. Art, philosophy, the higher litera-

ture, a great place in the world's history, a

weighty influence on the world's destinies,

these things must be remembered even when
we place such a newspaper as the Times and

such a newspaper as the Journal des Debats

in opposite scales as organs of publicity and

free opinion. A comparison turning on the

purely intellectual element in both, will go
far to restore the balance. Even the very

dangers typified by the precipice and the

watching bandit of the foregoing quotation,

develop in the French journalist an art un-

known, because happily unneeded among
ourselves, the art of covertly suggesting
truths which it would be perilous to tell

openly ;
an art not to be left out of account

in reckoning up M. Prevost-Paradol's titles

to fame. But we must not set greater store

by this accomplishment than he does himself.

More than once he has bitterly deplored .its

necessity as a weapon forced into his hand

by the Press laws under which it is his mis-

fortune to live. In the preface to one of his

collections of republished newspaper articles,

we find these sad but noble words :

' Are these the conditions of high art in lit-

erature, and is the smallest literary ambition

open to those who, under such rigorous laws,
endeavour to write about public affairs ? They
may hope for the compassion of posterity ; they
can by no means be candidates for its admira-

tion. Let us not deceive ourselves. The art,

sometimes necessary, but always humbling and

painful, of presenting truth under a veil, is

powerless to produce an enduring work. It

gives, if you will, flexibility to the writer's

hand
;
and there are some among us who have

ingeniously enough contended that a journalist
owes some gratitude to these hard times for

this necessity of becoming flexible. You forget
how heavy this necessity lies on his heart, how
it forbids all hope of a wholesome and lasting

reputation. Yes, I know it, that wretched art,

and use it too when need is, with an untroubled

conscience
;
but I feel all its grievous burden ;

and those who sometimes praise me for having

practised it with some measure of success, will

never know with what disdain I look upon it,

how I would fain have lived in times which
allowed me to be ignorant of it !

'

Not the art of ^sop and of Kabelais, but

rather the art of Junius and of Swift is

needed by the modern journalist. The aim

of his logic or his wit must be shrouded by
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no veil, however transparent to keen-sighted

eyes. He must write so that they who run

may read. He must take hold of public
attention by being clear, and must not even

affect to solicit public ingenuity by being

mysterious. The thought which he knows
to be in the hearts of all men must not

merely be stirred by a delicate sarcasm, a

historical allusion, a suggested contrast
;

it

must be expressed boldly and openly, as in

the face of day. If he is not allowed to do

this he loses much more than half his value.

If he is merely to state general principles, of

which the application to current events is

obvious, but withheld; if he is merely to

give one member of a parallel or contrast,
in reliance on the reader's sagacity to supply
the other

;
if he can but suggest certain

logical conclusions as flowing from certain

official premises not designed for that end
;

if, with all due caution, he may only appeal
in general terms to the better principles of

better times
;
he fulfils an office not useless

indeed, especially when surrounded by a pub-
lic in whom the tradition of former freedom

requires to be kept alive, but an office of sub-

ordinate utility as compared with that of our

British journalist criticising public men and

public events without circumlocution and
wilh no fear, subject to no control but the con-

trol of law and public opinion. In this point of

view the contrast between the vetturino and the

railway train is by no means an exaggeration.
Yet it is not so much in this respect as in

the universality and accuracy of its informa-

tion that the English newspaper shines in

contrast with its French 'contemporary.' The
freedom of the one, the servitude of the

other, have much to do with this difference,
but do not account for the whole of it. It

is not merely that the one lives on sufferance

and the other as matter of right ;
the craving

for exact and trustworthy news is much
keener in our country than in France. Hence
it happens that we always know more of

French politics than Frenchmen ever do of

ours. In 1848 French newspapers an-

nounced, and many thousands of Frenchmen

believed, that on the 10th of April in that

memorable year of grace, the constitution

which governs these islands would meet with
its final doom. When the Indian mutiny of

1857 was known in this country to be quelled,
French newspapers (the D&bats exoeptcd)
still foretold, with all but universal belief in

France, the impending downfall ofour Indian

empire. At this moment that miserable form
of Irish discontent which, under the charac-

teristic, because unintelligible, name of Fc-

nianism still occupies a comer of our news-

papers, is in the eyes of most Frenchmen a

great Irish national movement, ;m< 1 a great

English national peril. Costly machinery
to obtain early and accurate news would be
too heavy a burden for a property so preca-
rious and so frail as a French newspaper ;

and would often be useless under an iron

rule which interferes as much with the pub-
lication of fact as with the expression of

opinion. But in reality the public to be
served in either country differs almost as

widely as the press laws of each. We exact
much from our daily newspaper. We don't

insist that its news shall be good ;
we do in-

sist that its news shall be early, full, and
accurate. No editorial eloquence, no skilful

flattery of national prejudice or party feel-

ing, will atone for any shortcoming in this

respect. Whatever position a newspaper
may have won among us by its ability to de-

fend great principles, its ability to supply
rapid and complete information on all topics
of public interest is much more to the pur-
pose. This is a vital element in its continued

prosperity.
This eagerness, this keen competition in

the supply of news is very much modified in

Prance by the nature of the demand. Cor-

rect news there, is not so much the article

wanted as good news. Now good news to

that public means generally, though some-

what vaguely, that ' France is marching at

the head of civilisation.' For if the case

be otherwise, if France be not marching at

the head of civilisation, then it is manifest

that the time is out of joint :

' When our newspapers wish to keep us in a
state of good humour towards our rulers, they
tell us that the foreigner is obedient to our will

;

when they wish to humble and irritate us, they
have nothing better to do than to insinuate that

we are led by the foreigner. If they g| out of

either of these two positions, we mistrust and
cease to understand them."

But this is not the only disturbing cause

in a Frenchman's opinions on foreign poll
tics :

' The love and the hatred of the Revolution
which divide France so deeply, have much to

do with our prejudiced judgment of foreign
affairs. To those of us who would like to see

the Revolution dead and buried, and to those

of us wlio wish itlong lifcand prosperity, foreign
news are little else than a daily bulletin of its

health
;
and wo go straight to those papers

where this bulletin is drawn as we wish and

hope it to be. Those who want pcnco nt :my

price, those who want the final subjection of the

earth, moon, and stars to Franco ;
the friends of

the Revolution and its foes, nil those people

hungering for news and contradictory prophe-
cies seek their food in the newspapers, and each
DUO regularly finds there the only food he can
bear. For this public, not the most authentic

news, but the most agreeable are needed
; not
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the freshest or the best proved, but the proper-
est to indoctrinate and move it, as it insists on

being moved and indoctrinated. You even irri-

tate it by announcing or foreseeing anything
else than what it wishes

;
and men who see

clearly must feign at least to see dimly, under

pain of displeasing men blinded by passion. If,

after all, the event shows the road followed to

have been the wrong one, it matters little, pro-
vided readers and journals have walked in it in

company and keeping step. The event, that

judge feared by the English press, has for ours
no inconvenient consequences. Our public wil-

lingly tolerates errors which it has desired and

shared; nothing indeed equals its gratitude
towards writers who have deceived it agree-

ably, except its desire to be so deceived again.'

Such is the French press in its weakness
;

here is now the English press in its strength,
the Times being justly taken as the best and
most characteristic example :

' The freedom of saying everything on every
topic of general interest, joined to the absolute

necessity of speaking to the public the only
language which that public understands and

likes, gives to the leading articles of the Eng-
lish press a singular character of simplicity,

familiarity, and energy. You will find there

the most trivial comparisons side by side with
the strongest and the clearest reasoning. The
highest matters are purposely reduced to the
most vulgar proportions ;

the nation is almost

always represented as a private person, who in

any given situation, tries to make the best of

it. The greatest wars, the most important ne-

gotiations, are, as much as may be, assimilated

to the ordinary acts of private life, and are so

put as to enable each reader to feel his

way, and choose his side, according to the
rules of common sense, and as easily as in his

own affairs. Of this special kind of eloquence
the best model will be found in the closest and
most familiar argumentations of Demosthenes.
Add to Ais chain of reasoning some touches of

that penetrating, and above all, bitter irony
which rises to genius in the writings of Swift,
and you have the most ordinary substance of a

good article of the Times. No wonder that
such articles are little pleasing to our French
taste, that to us they seem too narrow, too vul-

gar, and too violent. They have little con-

formity with the genius of our nation
;
to

whom we much prefer the softened splendour
of general ideas and abstract terms. Moreover,
when not mutilated, they are generally ill trans-

lated, a thing easily understood
;
for the com-

mon knowledge of English is not sufficient to

import them into our tongue, any more than
the common knowledge of Latin would serve

the turn of a translator of Lucretius or Taci-

tus. To give in French the equivalent of a

good article of the Times, almost implies ability
to write the original.'

There are differences here indicated, not

always nor altogether to our advantage.
With us the particular and the practical are

apt to degenerate into the narrow and the un-

just, in striking contrast with that philosoph-
ical breadth and equity to which the love of

general ideas sometimes elevates our neigh-
bours. Our home politics, disfigured as

they often are by party feeling ;
our foreign

politics, warped as they often are by a pre-

vailing sense of national interest, pass into

a clear daylight of truth and justice when
they pass into the hands of such men as M.
Prevost-Paradol and M. Forcade. Even
our peculiar advantage in the possession of
full and trustworthy sources of information
has at times been neutralized by national

feeling ;
and our loss in this respect has been

the foreigner's gain. He has read rightly
what we have chosen to read wrongly ;

and
the event naturally puts him in the right
and puts us in the wrong. The late Ameri-
can War is an instance. Never at any mo-
ment of that great contest did the greater
part of our public consent to look upon it in

its true light, the light to which we cannot
now close our eyes. One of the most emi-
nent of our statesmen proclaimed that Mr.
Jefferson Davis had made the South a na-
tion

;
another declared that the North fought

for dominion, and the South for indepen-
dence; the very opinion, be it said in pass-

ing, which half Europe would turn against
us to-naorrow, if Fenianism should become
rebellion to-day. Full news, accurate news
of every incident, from the fall of Fort
Sumter in April 1861, to the fall of Kich-
niond in April 1865, was always within our
reach

;
but the text came with a commen-

tary, and the commentary prevented our

right reading of the text. Federal victories

were announced with a warning that the

information came from exclusively Federal,
and therefore untrustworthy sources. No
such warning accompanied exclusively Con-
federate news of Federal defeat, and Fed-
eral brutality. We were not to believe any
good of the North, if the South denied it.

We might believe any evil of the North, if

the South affirmed it.* When the end came
it found us unprepared. It was a surprise,
a sudden downfall, an inexplicable collapse.
To the readers of the Journal des Delate and
the Revue des Deux Mondes the case was

quite otherwise. For many months the de-

cisive advance of the North had been noted

step by step ;
its powerful grasp shown to

be steadily closing upon its foe : its final

victory foretold as an inevitable conclusion

* It is right to note that it suited the Mexican

policy of the present French ruler to encourage the

American Secessionists, and therefore the Govern-
ment newspapers of France, official and '

officious,'
echoed the opinion, which was all but universal

among ourselves, on the probable success of the

Southern arms,,.and its desirableness.
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in the inexorable logic of events. We are

not sure that our public, in its displeasure,
did not feel some slight irritation against its

leading, in this instance misleading, jour-
nals. They misled us quite honestly, no
doubt, being themselves misled by national

feeling. But we are a public quite unlike

the French in this respect : we cannot bear
to be deceived in matters of fact, even

although the deceiver be in good faith, and
the deceit pleasant while it lasts.

The signatures make a notable difference

between French newspapers and ours, not in

form merely, but also in substance. It is

obvious that the proper name at the end of
an article has some influence on its style.
A man who signs what he says to the public,
will naturally be more prudent and courte-

ous than one who speaks unknown from
behind the broad sheet. Compare, as is

right, our neighbour's best with our own
best. In the one there is a tone of high
breeding which the other scarcely conde-
scends to use. Anything sharply said, even
to the verge of coarseness, seems to us well

said, if we be but convinced that it is well

deserved. Justice in substance, as we
reckon it, atones for many sins of form.
The French journalist, signing his name,
writes as he would speak within hearing of his

adversary before a select assemblage of well-

bred critics
;

his politeness in the use of his

weapon serving at times to sharpen its sting.
The English journalist shrouded behind his

editorial ' we ' uses no polite circumlocution.
He speaks the strong, fearless, authoritative

language of a public functionary fulfilling a

public duty. This is the language we un-
derstand and like, and therefore it is spoken.
It is best spoken anonymously. Universal
wisdom and universal justice must not be nar-

rowed to the personality of Smith and Jones.
A law of signatures like the French one

is not matter for discussion in this country.
But our custom of anonymous writing has

sometimes been discussed. It is a question
between the newspaper's name and the

name of the writer. Each has its partisans;
and the arguments on both sides seems pret-

ty evenly balanced. What the anonymous
journalist gains in independence towards the

public, he sometimes loses in another direc-

tion. He is free to attack prevailing opin-
ions in high places; but the traditional opin-
ions of his journal arc sacred. There is an
artificial personality here to which he must
sacrifice his own

;
a certain consistency of

opinion which, by using the anonymous pro-

noun, he is taken bound to respect. Hi;

may perhaps thus gain a hearing unatt:iin:i-

ble by him in his own proper person. But
there is a contra for every pro. The article

might not be read if the obscure name were

given ;
it may not be read because the great

name is withheld. The reputation of the

journal may give undue authority to opin-
ions which deserve none

;
a dwarf having

crept that morning into the giant's armour.
Both ways, perhaps, are best. Let us be
thankful that we are at liberty to follow both
or either

; public taste being the supreme
arbiter in the long-run.
Our custom in this respect strengthens

the dividing line between our journalists and
our statesmen, a dividing line which does
not exist in France. With may points of
contact and interdependence, these two call-

ings are essentially distinct amongst us. Our
eminent newspaper editor belongs to a world
of his own. He does not covet a seat in

Parliament; he does not aspire to some

great oflice in the State. He wields a

power sufficient for the ambition of most
men

;
a power less tangible, but not less

real, than that of statesmen
;

a power to

which his anonymous writing lends a sort of

half mystery. Being a power, he has some
enemies and many flatterers in every rank of

society. He may keenly enjoy his position.
The exquisite luxury of successful thinking
is often his, enhanced by the consciousness

that his thoughts, as soon as uttered, become
the convictions of many thousands of his

countrymen. We are apt to claim his ideas

as ours. We feel grateful to him for ex-

pressing our own opinions so clearly; for

putting our own reasoning in such irresisti-

ble language. All the more rapidly on that

account do these unsigned words pass out of

human memory. A collection of newspaper
articles, however effective in their day, would

scarcely find a purchaser when that day is

past. They have served their turn. In

some respects the glory of our eminent jour-
nalist is like the glory of an eminent actor.

When he leaves the scene, he leaves nothing
behind but a great tradition. Of course,

we only compare the literary fame of the

one with the artistic fame of the other.

The good actually done to society does not

pass away. But on that monument, if it

may so be called, the name of the journal is

engraven in larger characters than the uamc
of the journalist. The wit, the eloquence,
the logic by which that good was done, are

sometimes buried out of sight even during
t!ii> lifetime of their possessor.

The French law of signatures has, at nil

events, helped to preserve M. Pr6vost-Para-

dol's name from oblivion. Even his noble pro-
test already quoted must not blind us to the

fact that ho owes something to the iron rule

umlrr which his ran- talont as a journalist has

ntade him known. Somewhere he compares
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the French press in its tribulations to
' that

fair story-teller who each night began her

tale, under peril of being suppressed before

day-break.' To the present Government of

France he is under on obligation not unlike

Scheherazade's debt of gratitude to Schah-

riar. As a writer of politics, he has not

only been allowed to live, but to become
famous. Never was situation more difficult

for a journalist ;
never was there a journalist

abler to meet and overcome in a brilliant

manner the difficulties of the situation.

What the situation is let him describe with

the help of a picture from Brobdingnag :

' Whether it be matter of regret or rejoic-

ing, all agree to acknowledge that the

French press is now in the hands of the cen-

tral authorities, like Gulliver in the hands of

the giant, who had picked him up in the corn-

field.
" He took me up behind by the middle

between his forefinger and thumb, and brought
me within three yards of his eyes, that he

might behold my shape more perfectly. I

guessed his meaning, and I resolved not to

struggle in the least as he'held me in the air

above sixty feet from the ground, although he

grievously pinched my sides for fear I should

slip through his fingers. All I ventured was
to raise mine eyes towards the sun, and place

my hands together in a supplicating posture,
and to speak some words in an humble melan-

choly tone, suitable to the condition I then was
in. For I apprehended every moment that he
would dash me against the ground, as we
usually do any little hateful animal which we
have a mind to destroy."

' What will he do, that powerful giant who
thus holds the French press hanging midway
between heaven and earth ? Will he tighten
his fingers more and more, to the suffocation

of that ingenious little creature which has fed

so many great thoughts, and scattered such
noble words to the very ends of the earth ?

We do not believe that he will be so blind to

his true interest. If the contrary did happen,
however, nothing would be more conformable
to the course of human affairs. Pascal long

ago put the thinking reed in its place when he
declared it subject to the forces of nature, and
thrown into this world only to be crushed

thereby.'

This was written nearly ten years ago,
and the giant has not yet relaxed his grip.

The promise of a new Press law was given
in the beginning of the present year. We
do not anticipate any substantial improve-
ment. Instead of administrative ' warn-

ings,' there are to be seizures, and severer

judicial condemnations. No freedom, no

jury-trial ;
the '

crowning of the edifice
' as

far off as ever.

Here is another specimen of M. Prevost-

Paradol's style, a peep at an election scene,

showing how these things are managed in

the remoter districts of a country where

public meetings and a free press are forbid-

den. M. Dabeaux is the Government can-

didate, and it is to be remembered that the

mayor is a Government nominee :

' The election day comes, and the voting be-

gins. For the most part the operation is car-

ried on under the eye of the mayor, with M. Da-
beaux' voting-papers taken from the voting-

table, or offered by the mayor to the silent

elector, or put by the mayor himself into the

ballot-box. And in what kind of ballot-box ?

At Gueytes-la-Bastide, the electors vote in a

bushel
;

at Eennes-le-Ohateau, in a tureen ;

at Coudons in a toupine, or open two-handled
vessel

; lastly, at Donazac the mayor remains
with his committee in one room, while the bal-

lot-box is in another; and he kindly under-

takes to put into it the voting-papers, which
he gathers up in his hands or in his pocket.
We understand how, in some districts where

patriarchal manners survive, the French people
vote in a bushel, a tureen, a toupine, and in

any kind of vessel
;
but to vote in the mayor's

pocket is a token of confidence which takes

one back to the golden age !

' These vessels, thus filled, have a night to

spend between the first day's voting and the

second
;
where are they to spend that night

full of peril ? Is it, as the law requires, in the

voting-room, under the free custody of the cit-

izens? Not so. Here is the town-clerk of

Armissan, who carries off the ballot-box, and
makes it spend the night in the bosom of his

family. The ballot-box of Saint-Polycarpe

spends the night in the mayor's house; the

like hospitality is given to the tureen of

Eenues-le-Chateau. The Montazels box is shut

up by the mayor in his linen press. It is not

said in what domicile has rested the toupine of

Coudons.
'

Accordingly next morning, if the parties

signing the protestation of M. Guiraud (inde-

pendent candidate) are to be believed, the scru-

tiny of votes in some places discloses some inex-

plicable contradictions. Who does not know
that a single pike in a pond will depopulate it by
the quantity of fish which it devours ? Either a

multitude of electors are bearing false witness,
and deserve prosecution, or else a like phenom-
enon must have taken place in several of these

electoral vases, and the greater number of vo-

ting-papers bearing M. Giraud's name must
have been swallowed up by the rest.'

Anything like this writing would, in the

days of the elder Napoleon, have insured its

author a lodging at Vincennes. Accord-

ingly the '

officious
'

journals, the '

thurifers,'

if one may borrow a ritualistic term, among
other incense offered on the altars of Gov-

ernment, celebrate the remarkable freedom

which in these days is allowed to the Press.

Doubtless their hymns of praise invite no

warnings, provoke no suspensions, excite no

administrative anger. All things go by

comparison ;
and it must in fairness be ac-

knowledged that something very like free
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discussion is allowed in Paris, as compared
with those regions where men vote in the

pocket* of the mayor. For instance, no

longer ago than December last, the Impar-
tial Dauphinois was ' warned '

for having
said that in France the right of free dis-

cussion did not exist. Here is a still more
curious instance of administrative interfer-

ence with the provincial press. The Jour-
nal de Loiul'eac, in Brittany, got a warning
in April 1854 for having made remarks

likely to prejudice the sale of some manure
which the Prefect, for reasons of his own,
thought fit to patronize. So it is. In Paris

you may quiz with impunity the doctrines of

Duke Persigny, or the platitudes of M.
Duruy, Minister of Public Instruction. But
in the provinces no citizen must make bold
to say that he is not free, nor criticise un-

favourably the favourite manure of Mon-
sieur the Prefect.

Instances have been given of what a long-

suffering Government will endure from a

Parisian paper. Here is an instance in the

opposite direction, where that measure of

patience, such as it is, was exceeded. It is

a dialogue on the Koman question, published
by M. Prevost-Paradol in the Courrier du
Dimanche in October 1862. Would Napo-
leon in. support the temporal power, or

would he let it fall ? A. maintains the one
side and B. maintains the other, each with
the most cogent reasons derived from
the past Italian policy of Government.

Every repartee is a biting epigram on the

incoherencies and contradictions of that

policy. At the end of the talk, the author,
a silent listener hitherto, hints at a matter
which both speakers seem to have quite over-

looked. Have they not thought of the mis-

erably humble position of the French pub-
lic in relation to that great question ? Pow-
erless to influence the decision of its rulers,
it eagerly, but helplessly, guesses what its

own Government will do next.

' At that moment the house-dog came near
to us and sat submissively on the ground.
Only his tail was iu motion, but his eye was
keenly fixed on that of his master, watching
for the slightest token of his thought, the least

hint of his wishes. Would the paper pellet be
tossed to him on the right, or the pebble on
the left? The eager looks of the fine animal
asked this question as clearly as if ho had

spoken. To me nature is always pleasing ;
I

could not help admiring him.
1 "

See," ... I began to say. . . .

'

I>. Let us go to breakfast
;
he is going to

say some impertinence.
' A. You are right ; let us go to breakfast.
' So ended our conversation.'

This was too strong for M. de Persigny's

nerves, and down came a warning.

To the gentlemen in charge of this de-

partment of the French Home Office, the

difficulty must always have been serious

how to ' warn ' M. Prevost-Paradol without

putting him greatly in the right, and the

Government just as greatly in the wrong.
The '

watching bandit ' was apt to hit one of
his own superiors. The last shot fired at

the poor Courrier du Dimanche is an instance.

It was killed because of the following para-
graph, in which the author once more bor-
rows from that strange book, to boys a de-

lightful fiction, to men one of the saddest
and bitterest satires which genius ever in-

vented against our pooj human nature :

' In Gulliver's voyage to the "
Flying Island,"

the story is told of a great Court lady, very
beautiful, loved by the handsomest men, who
flies from her home to go and live with a de-
formed footman. She is stripped, and beaten,
she sinks into deeper degradation from day to

day, but she likes her shame, and declines to
be torn from her worthless lover. That story
returns to my thoughts whenever I see France

attentively listening to the voice of the Can-

stitutionnel, and seeking to read her destiny in

the responses of that oracle.'

In the Home Minister's official report,
this paragraph was shorn of its concluding
sentence

;
the story was stripped of its ap-

plication. Doubtless the Emperer was in

this manner made to recognise as his a like-

ness not intended for him. It may have
excited official indignation; perhaps also

some non-official laughter. But here ended
the Courrier du Dimanche. In the more

prudent Journal des Debats, M. Prevost-

Paradol had already found a place of refuge.
He is best known as a political writer

;

those who are familiar with his writings will

allow him no rank under the first as a liter-

ary and philosophical critic. Quotations
would be needed to do him justice ;

and for

sufficient quotation there is no room. What
depth he has, and yet what clearness

;
what

refinement, and yet what strength; what
instinctive dislike to all that is vile or de-

grading ;
what sympathy with all noble suf-

fering; all this let our readers learn for

themselves. Specially we commend to their

attention the charming little volume of Stud-

ies of the French Moralists. His highest

philosophical thoughts never part company
with human nature

;
there is always an un-

dertone of sadness provoked by the contrast

between the fate for which man sccnis to

have been formed, and the actual common
fate of humanity. He keenly feels the at-

tractiveness both of religious belief and of

philosophical speculation, and seems to Ins-

tate bi-t \vrcn them when they pull, or seem

to pull, in opposite directions. In another
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age he would have been the friend of Pas-

cal, as in our own he is the friend of Renan.

From the conclusion of a paper on Spinoza
we take, as a final sample of his style, the

following words (very insufficiently ren-

dered, as all his words in these pages have

been) showing something of the conflict to

which we have just alluded :

' He (Spinoza) has left us an eternal trace of

his passage, one footpath more, neither the

least ingenious, nor the least trodden in these

our days, through the labyrinth of human
opinions concerning God, man, and the world.
It seems to me at times as though these paths
were traced within a sort of great park, en-

closed on all sides by a wall that cannot be

overpassed. Some of them lead inflexibly to

the foot of the wall, and there break off; oth-

ers turn aside a little from it, but reach it be-

fore long ;
others again have many windings,

plunge into beautiful groves, go up and down
again, avoiding so carefully that fatal Avail,

that we almost fancy that we have got beyond
it; when suddenly it appears again at a turn
of the road, and fills us with irritation against

ourselves, and against the too skilful guide who
has lured us onward with vain hopes. Then
it is that we envy those of us who seeking
none of these paths, and, peacefully abiding in

their own place, do not even see the obstacle

which arrests us, while, far beyond it, they
behold, with tranquil faith, regions full of

peace and light.'

In the general election of 1863, M. Pre-
vost-Paradol was twice a candidate for a seat

in the Corps L'egislatif, and twice was beaten.

Liberals of every shade rallied round him,
but his opinions are not those which univer-

sal suffrage delights to honour. No worshipper
of... democracy, he foresees its inevitable

progress with a painful consciousness of its

dangers. He rather looks regretfully back-

ward than hopefully forward. But for the

Republican and for the Legitimist he has

always some generous word, acknowledging
equitably the measure of truth and expe-

diency contained in their respective prin-

ciples. But like most of those who may be
said to form the intellectual aristocracy of

his country, his political adherence is given
to that constitutional Government which fell

in February 1848. In the elections just
alluded to, a cry was got up against him,
a very deadly one as it would seem in France,

that he was ' a man of the past.' M. St.

Beuve somewhere calls him, not without

justice,
'
le secretaire general des anciens

partis ;
'
in their best and noblest aspects he

represents them all. For all this, or rather
because of it, we venture to prophesy, that
if within the term allotted to the present
generation, France shall resume her place
among free nations, her most eminent

journalist during the evil days will, when
the better days come, take rank among the

most eminent of her statesmen.

ART. VIII. Second Report of Her Majesties
Commissioners appointed to Inquire into the

Schools in Scotland, with an Appendix. On

Elementary Schools. Presented to both
Houses of Parliament by Command of

Her Majesty, 1867.

ALTHOUGH the Scottish Education Com-
missioners have not yet concluded their

labours, still the Report which they have

just issued is so important, and attempts the

solution of a question which has taxed the

ingenuity of many Statesmen and Commis-

sioners, that it deserves immediate consider-

ation. The subjects into which the Scottish

Commissioners were directed to inquire were

sufficiently extensive. They embrace, in fact,

the same subjects which in England have

required the appointment of three Commis-
sions the first of which, under the Duke of

Newcastle, was issued in June 1858, and did

not publish a Report until 1861, and the last

of which was issued in 1864, and is still

pursuing its labours, under the chairmanship
of Lord Taunton. The Report which has

just been issued is confined to the Elemen-

tary Schools in Scotland, and therefore

covers precisely the same ground as that

covered by the Duke of Newcastle's Com-
mission. The Burgh and Middle Class

Schools, which are still under investigation,
are the same class of institutions which are

now being investigated by Lord Taunton and

his colleagues and we may add that there

are no institutions in Scotland precisely cor-

responding to the great Public Schools of

England which were reported upon by Lord
Clarendon and his colleagues. It is now
some years since the University system of

Scotland was thoroughly investigated, and
Parliament dealt with that subject. It may
be observed, therefore, that as soon as these

Commissioners have issued their third

Report, all the facts connected with Scottish

Education, and the measures recommended
for its extension and improvement, will be

before the public. In the meantime, however,
our attention must be confined to the Ele-

mentary Schools, or, in other words, to that

class of institutions which supply elementary
instruction to the mass of the people of

Scotland. And whatever opinion may be

formed of the wisdom of the measures recom-

mended by the Commissioners, it will proba-
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bly be admitted that they have collected

together all the information which can be

obtained upon the subject, or at all events,
much more than sufficient to frame any

general measure.

Originally the Commission consisted of

fifteen members, namely The Duke of

Argyll, Lord Belhaven, Lord Polwarth,
Lord Jerviswoode, Sir James Fergusson, M.

P., Mr. Moncreiff, M. P. (then Lord Ad-

vocate), Lord Ardmillan, Sheriff Davidson,
Lord Mure, Mr. Murray Dunlop (the legal
adviser of the Free Church of Scotland),
Mr. Adam Black, Mr. Alexander Shank
Cook (Procurator of the Church of Scotland),
Mr. James Mitchell of Glasgow, Mr. John

Kamsay of Kildalton, and Mr. David Smith,
a leading member of the Church of Scotland.

To these fifteen were subsequently added
Lord Dunfermline, Sheriff Tait, also a lead-

ing member of the Church of Scotland, and
Dr. Johq Brown. It is needless, perhaps,
to point out that these eighteen Commis-
sioners may be taken as representing every
variety of opinion on all matters connected
with public affairs, ecclesiastical as well as

civil, in this part of the kingdom. If four

Scottish Peers, three ex-Lord Advocates,
three or four influential members of Parlia-

ment, several large landed proprietors con-

nected with various districts, and one leading

layman belonging to each of the three largest

religious denominations in the country
namely, the Established, the Free, and the

United Presbyterian Church cannot be
taken to represent the opinions of the people
of Scotland on the subject of Education, it is

tolerably clear that no such representation
can be found

;
but if, on the other hand, a

body of men so various in their political and

religious opinions, shall have succeeded in

agreeing upon a plan which, in their judgment,
will have the effect of supplying efficient

schools to the whole population, the prob-

ability is that any such plan is not only
practicable, but will be accepted by a large
majority of the community. No doubt Dr.
Candlish expressed the prevailing opinion
when he said, that it was of the very last

consequence that, if possible, this questipn
of education should now be settled.

' On that account,' he added,
'
I may be

allowed to say that I hailed with very lively
satisfaction this Commission, and if you will

allow me to say, the constitution of it
; because

I hnvo the strongest conviction that if the
members of this Commission see their way to

agree unanimously upon any mode of settle-

ment, there will be the utmost disposition in

the country to acquiesce in it.'

At the time when the Commissioners began
their inquiry, the information as to the state

of Education in Scotland was very imperfect.
Partial inquiries by the Church of Scotland,

by Select Committees by either House of

Parliament, and by persons interested in

Education, had been made at distant intervals

of time. But the only inquiry approaching
completeness was that conducted by the

Census Commissioners in 1861
;
and it is

notorious that no satisfactory conclusions
can be deduced on such a subject from the
facts collected by the authorities. Accord-

ingly, the Commissioners determined to

investigate the whole matter for themselves.
With this object, they began by collecting
the '

opinions of persons of weight and ex-

perience
'

as to the general state of Education
in this country,

' the evils which were suppos-
ed to exist, and the remedies which might
seem desirable.' Besides the oral evidence
on this subject, which was published some
time ago as a first Report, they distributed

a number of written questions to various

persons acquainted with the state of the

schools, and the answers returned to these

questions furnished very valuable informa-

tion. The most striking result, however, of

the evidence thus obtained, was to show that

while a very large majority of the witnesses

were of opinion that a National system of

education was both possible and expedient
for Scotland, there was much diversity of

opinion as to the actual condition of the

existing schools, the number of scholars, and
the quality of the instruction which they now
receive. Before proceeding further, therefore,
measures were taken to ascertain the facts.

Schedules containing certain inquiries were

prepared and transmitted to the Registrars
of Births, Deaths, and Marriages in each

district : and duplicates were sent to the

Ministers of the various Religious Denom-
inations. Thus, the information as to the

condition of each school, and the number of

its scholars, rests upon the authority not only
of the Registrar, but also of the Minister of

the denomination with which it is connected.

In this way the number of schools and

scholars throughout the rural districts and

smaller towns nas been accurately ascertain-

ed. And it can scarcely be disputed that

the information thus obtained may be regard-
ed as absolutely correct. With respect to

Glasgow and twenty-two other towns, how-

ever, the Registrars declined to act, and it

became necessary to adopt a different plan.

The plan was to despatch two gentlemen as

Assistant-Commissioners to Glasgow, who
visited all the schools in that City, and drew

up a detailed Report on the subject. The
substance of their Report forms the second

chapter of the volume before us, but the

educational condition of tho City may bo
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conveniently ascertained from a map prepar-
ed under the directions of the Commissioners,
and inserted in their Keport. As the popu-
lation of Glasgow is about one-seventh of the

whole population of Scotland, it seemed un-

necessary to institute the like examination

into the schools of all the other large towns

in Scotland. Glasgow was taken as a speci-

men of the rest, for it was considered that

any plan which would meet the educational

wants of the most populous City in the

North, would certainly meet the wants of

the others. Such was the method adopted
for the purpose of ascertaining the statistical

facts connected with Education in Scotland,*
and the general result may be thus stated :

'According to the census of 1861, the popula-
tion of Scotland was 3,062,294. The returns

obtained from the Registrars embrace a popu-
lation of 2,050,024, which may be taken to

comprehend the whole of the rural population ;

while the remaining 1,012,270 comprehend the

whole of the burghal population. Provision,

however, was afterwards made for a complete

investigation of the schools in Glasgow, with a

population of 395,503 ;
so that the only part of

the population from which no returns were re-

ceived is 616,767. The result is that, either

through the Registrars, or the Glasgow Assist-

ant-Commissioners, information has been ob-

tained as to the educational condition of four-

fifths of the people of Scotland.'

According to the Commissioners, the

following facts have been established:

Throughout Scotland, 1 in 6'5 of the whole

population is on the roll of some school, and

1 in 7-9 is in attendance. Considering that

in Prussia, where education is compulsory,
the proportion of children receiving instruc-

tion to the whole population is only 6-27,

while in England it is 1 in 7*7, it is obvious

that the state of Scotland is by no means

unsatisfactory. But when one district is

considered separately from another, the re*-

suit is somewhat different. Thus, in the

Insular districts, the ratio of scholars on

the roll to population is 1 in 7 '5, and the

scholars in attendance 1 in 9 '7. And when
we examine separate parishes, we find that

the ratio varies from 1 in 4 to 1 in 15,

20, 25, and even 30. In short, it is clear

that no accurate conclusion as to the state

of education in Scotland, or indeed in any

country, can be drawn from the average per

centage of children who are at school. For-

tunately, however, the facts collected by the

Commissioners and the elaborate tables ap-

pended to the Report furnish all the infor-

* The details are contained in a folio volume of
256 pages, entitled 'Statistics relative to the

Schools in Scotland.'

mation which is needed with respect to ev-

ery individual parish in the country, and

every registration district in Glasgow.
Probably the most interesting information

elicited by these returns refers to the reli-

gious Denomination of the scholars who at-

tend the various schools. It has often been

stated, that while the clergy, and especially
the Episcopalian and Roman Catholic cler-

gy, attach the utmost importance to the de-

nominational character of a school, the par-
ents of the scholars are comparatively indif-

ferent to any such distinction. The ac-

curacy of this opinion is conclusively estab-

lished by these returns, so far as the rural

districts are concerned
;
and in the case of

Glasgow the same conclusion may be drawn
from other sources. The Commissioners

state that in their opinion the denominational

system in Scotland is unnecessary. The

Assistant-Commissioners, with respect to

Glasgow, state,
' most emphatically,' that the

school-attendance is not to any great degree
affected by the circumstance that ' the par-
ents differ in religious belief from the con-

ductors of the schools within their reach.'

Again, in the rural districts, it seems that

in the Parish schools, out of 76,493 scholars

47,161 belong to the Established Church,

14,486 belong to the Free Church, 7462 to

the United Presbyterian, 521 to the Episco-

palian, 1243 to the Roman Catholic Church-

es, 1644 to other Denominations, and 3976
are returned as not known. In the General

Assembly Church of Scotland schools, out of

33,000 scholars, in round numbers, there

are 18,000 Established Church, 8000 Free

Church, 2700 United Presbyterian, 1000

Roman Catholic, and 200 Episcopalian
children

;
in the Free Church schools, out

of 48,000 scholars, 10,000 are of the Estab-

lished Church, 28,000 of the Free Church,
3000 are United Presbyterians, 974 Roman

Catholics, and 313 Episcopalians ;
while in

the Undenominational and other schools,

containing 91,000 children, 39,000 belong
to the Established Church, 19,000 to the

Free Church, 12,000 are United Presbyte-

rians, and 2898 are Roman Catholics. Out
of the 6202 in the Episcopalian schools in

the rural districts, only 1929 are Episcopa-
lians

;
and the whole number of Episcopa-

lian scholars in the same districts, is only
4552. Out of 5736 scholars in Roman
Catholic schools in the same districts, 5229

are Roman Catholics; but there are 7343

Roman Catholics in Protestant schools.
' It

seems, therefore,' says the Report, 'that

whatever may be the- case in individual lo-

calities, the situation of the school and the

merits of the teachers weigh much more in

determining the school which children at-
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tend in Scotland than religious differences.'

It appears, moreover, that there is no reason

to make any change in the existing arrange-
ment as to the religious teaching in most of

the schools in Scotland. The people are

quite satisfied.

But further, the vast majority of the pop-
ulation is Presbyterian ;

and so far as reli-

gious doctrine is concerned, there is no sub-

stantial difference between the Establish-

ment, the Free Church, and the United

Presbyterians. Again, it should be ob-

served that in all the Presbyterian schools,

the right of the
*

parent to determine the

character of his children's religious instruc-

tion is still, as it always has been, fully re-

cognised. The discussions as to the con-

science clause, which occupy so many dispu-
tants in England, excite no kind of interest

in Scotland. Its necessity is admitted by
all Presbyterians. It is not so however

with the Episcopalians and Kornan Catho-

lics
;
and upon this subject the Commission-

ers make the following observations :

' It has been seen already that the parochial
school partakes of the character which is com-
mon to all Presbyterian schools, of being en-

tirely undenominational as respects the attend-

ance of scholars. In this respect there never

has been in Scotland any material difficulty

arising from what is called the religious or

conscience element. So long ago as 1829 the

Education Committee of the General Assembly
reported that " the teachers had been directed

not to press on the Roman Catholic children

any instruction to which their parents or their

priests might object, as interfering with the

principles of their own religion." In 1882 the

same Committee again recur to the subject,
and state that "

by this toleration these Prot-

estant schools have been everywhere accept-
able and attractive to the Catholic population."

Moreover, in the case of all Presbyterian
schools established under the Committee of

Council, tho feu-charters contain a conscience

clause. By these means security is given to

parents that their children may absent them-
selves at the time of religious instruction.

Such at present is the tolerant system pursued
in all the Presbyterian schools. In some of

the Episcopalian schools, however, it is other-

wise. According to Mr. Sellar, the rule in

most of these schools is that the children

should not bo compelled to learn tho Church
Catechism ;

but in two of them it was held to

be incumbent, and in one attendance at chapel
was also deemed necessary. In this school,
whidi derives aid from the Parliamentary

grant, and in which there were 92 on tho roll,

there were only 19 Episcopaliana In tho other

school, out of 98 on the roll, only 33 weiv

Episcopalians. Tho contrast between the con-

duct of tho managers of the various denomina-

tional schools becomes more striking when it

is observed that while 2623 Episcopalians, and

7000 Roman Catholic children enjoy tho bene-

fit of the conscience clause in Presbyterian

schools, there are 4000 Presbyterians in Epis-

copalian schools who enjoy no such protection.
Such being the existing state of matters in

some of the denominational schools in this

country which derive aid from the Treasury,
it seems impossible to reconcile the omission

of a conscience clause with the claims of jus-
tice.' *

It will be observed that the facts obtained

through the Registrars were entirely con-

fined to the quantity of education to the

numbers of the schools and scholars. So
far it was assumed that every nominal school

and every nominal teacher were eflicient. It

has been established, however, that such is

by no means the case. In order to ascer-

tain the state of the school-buildings, and

the quality of the education supplied, five As-

sistant-Commissioners were appointed, who
were directed personally to visit and exam-

ine the schools, and to draw up Reports.
' It appeared to us,' say the Commissioners,
' that there were three great divisions of the

population which required to be dealt with

as entirely distinct. First, the Lowland

parishes; second, the Highland parishes;

third, the large towns.' To Lieutenant-

Colonel Maxwell and Mr. A. C. Sellar was
committed the duty of reporting on the

Lowland parishes ;
to Mr. Greig and Mr.

Harvey that of reporting on Glasgow ;
and

Mr. Nicolson was instructed to report on

the schools in the Hebrides and Western

Highlands. The reports of these gentle-
men have been published, and they evince

remarkable care and ability. In addition

to these reports, Mr. Fraser furnished a re-

port on the elementary schools in Canada
and the United States. The Commissioners

say:

' We have already alluded to the differences

in the condition of the school-buildings in Scot-

laud, and in the quality of the education fur-

nished in tho various schools. The informa-

tion which we have collected on this subject

may be thus summarized :

'According to the report of Messrs. Max-
well and Sellar (p. 174), out of the school-

buildings examined 71 per cent, are
"
good

"

and "
fair ;" while 28 per cent, are

" iuditlor-

ent" and" bad." From tho Hebrides, Mr.

Nicolson reports (p. 94) that out of 226 build-

ings, 52 per cent, require to bo repaired or to

be rebuilt; while only 48 per cent, are in good
condition. In Glasgow, outof 288 schools, t In-

accommodation in 72 per cent, is good, while

in 28 per cent, it is indifferent and bad (Re-

port, p. 129).
'It is natural to suppose that as .1 general

rule, good school accommodation should bo

combined with good teaching ;
and such ap-

*
Pp. xxx. xxxi.
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pears to be the fact. Out of the schools ex-

amined by Messrs. Sellar and Maxwell, the

teaching is said to be ''very good," "good"
and "fair," in 71 '5 percent.; while it is said

to be "indifferent" and "bad" in 28'5 per
cent. Mr. ISTicolson has not prepared any sum-
mary on this subject for the Hebrides, but it ap-
pears that the teaching requires to be improved
in at least 52 per cent, of the schools in these isl-

ands. In Glasgow, out of 233 schools, the

teaching is said to be "
good

"
in nearly 72 per

cent, of them, and "
indifferent " or "bad" in

28 per cent, of them : so that the percentage in
this and the last paragraph are almost identi-
cal.'

In another part of the Report the Com-
missioners make the following remarks upon
the same subjects :

'

Probably, the following proposition will

command general assent. If it should appear
that, throughout Scotland, the children who
actually attend school are more in number
than can be accommodated in efficient schools,
the conclusion to be drawn is, not that parents
neglect the education of their children, but
that they are indisposed to send them to school,
because there are no efficient schools to re-
ceive them. What are the facts ? In the 133

parishes examined by Colonel Maxwell and Mr.
Sellar there was efficient accommodation for

somewhat less than 26,094. In the schools of
all kinds they found 26,971 in actual attendance
at the time of their visit, so that there was a
want of accommodation in efficient schools for

277 children. In the Hebrides, Mr. Nicolson
found 226 schools, but of these, even " assum-

ing a very moderate standard of adequacy,"
only 112 are equal to this standard. Deduct-

ing, therefore, half the nominal school accom-
modation as inadequate, it appears that there
is efficient accommodation for no more than
6059 scholars. But the number of children

actually in attendance at the time of Mr. Nic-
olson's visit was 7173

;
so that in the Heb-

rides there was a want of efficient accommo-
dation for 1114 children. Lastly, let us take

Glasgow. In that city, according to the most
moderate estimate, there is accommodation in

good schools for 36,704 children, and 35,565
are in actual attendance. It does not appear
whether the same standard of efficiency was
adopted by Messrs. Harvey and Greig, as by
the other Assistant-Commissioners. The Glas-

gow standard was confessedly extremely 'mod-
erate. There are 233 schools in the city, of
which only 64 are inspected : out of the 88

private adventure schools more than a third
are schools only in name, and the average
cost of education in the 25 Mission Schools is

under 13s. for each scholar in attendance per
annum

; nevertheless, Messrs. Harvey and Greig
reckon 167 as good schools. Moreover, it is

distinctly stated, with respect to the south side
of the Clyde, that they feared lest, by apply-
ing too strict a standard, a mere " handful " of
schools might be left

" to represent the supply
of what is truly a flourishing and rapidly in-

creasing town."

'
It must be observed, however, that Glasgow

exhibits peculiar features. The city extends
over a wide area, and the character of one dis-

trict differs materially from that of another.

Blythswood, Messrs. Harvey and Greig say, is

"the richest and most fashionable quarter;""
only on the outskirts does it come in contact

with comparative poverty." Every single
school there is classed as good ; and, particu-
larly, the private adventure schools, numbering
22, present a striking contrast to the same class

of schools in the other districts of the city.

Now, it appears that in Blythswood there is

efficient school accommodation for 6243 schol-

ars. This exceeds the totaj number of children
between 3 and 15 in the district; and it is

shown that 1 in 6'6 of the population are

on the roll of some school. It follows, of

course, that the state of education in this dis-

trict of the city is perfectly satisfactory, and

requires no improvement. But then the pop-
ulation which it contains is only 28,697 ;

while
that of other districts amounts to 366,806.

Omitting, therefore, the Blythswood district,
as possessing peculiar features, what is the
state of school accommodation in the other nine
districts ? The Assistant Commissioners have
ascertained that in these districts there is effi-

cient school accommodation for 30,551, where-
as the actual attendance of scholars amounts to

31,553, so that there is a want of efficient ac-

commodation for 1002 scholars.
' From these facts it seems to follow, that the

parents of the poorer classes do take advantage
of the means of education provided for them
at present, and, therefore, there is every rea-

son to suppose, that if these means were mul-

tiplied still more extensive use would be made
of them.'

These facts furnish conclusive proof, that

although the number of nominal scholars in

Scotland is more numerous than in most

countries, the buildings in which they re-

ceive their instruction, and the quality of

the instruction received, urgently need im-

provement.
The most important questions, therefore,

which engaged the attention of the Com-

missioners, were, in the first place, to ascer-

tain the causes of these defects, and, in the

second place, to devise the means of remedy-
ing them. In discussing these, it was ne-

cessary to bear in mind, not only that one

district of the country differs from another

in its natural features, and in the means of

education, but that the character and con-

stitution of the schools in the various dis-

tricts differ from each other. It is needless

to enlarge upon the characteristics which

distinguish the city of Glasgow, with its vast

manufactures and 400,000 inhabitants, from

the small country town or rural parish in

Perthshire or Selkirkshire
;
or to point out

how the Western Highlands and Islands

differ from both.
'

Taking the twenty-five

parishes in the Hebrides,' say the Commis-
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sioners,
' which are wholly insular, it will be

found that on an average they are eighty
square miles in extent.' And again :

* The
natural features of the district of which we
speak, the numerous intersecting arms of the

sea, the rugged mountains and rapid streams,
the absence of good roads, and the limited

facilities for communication, isolate the in-

habitants, and have deprived them of the

advantages which they might derive from
intercourse with the districts more advanced
in agriculture aud the arts.' It must surely
be admitted that no scheme of Education
will meet the wants of a population situated

in circumstances so various, unless it takes
into account, and provides for, the peculi-
arities of the several districts of the couu-

try.

But, further, the character and constitu-

tion of the existing schools had to be taken
into consideration in devising any general
plan for amending the defects of the present
school-system. Nor is it possible to appre-
ciate the difficulties which beset the Com-
missioners, without explaining the old Paro-
chial system, and the various means which
have been taken to supplement it.

' Scot-

land,
5

as the Commissioners observe,
'

is the

only part of the United Kingdom which

possesses anything in the nature of a Na-
tional system of Education.' From the

sixteenth century the Legislature has shown
the utmost solicitude that the Scottish youth
should be well instructed. But it was not
until 1696 that an effectual law was passed,

requiring the Heritors to erect and maintain
a school in every parish. Under this Statute

parish schools have been erected in every
parish in Scotland

;
and although some

changes have been made in the qualification
of the electors, the main features of the

original design remain. The school is sup-

ported by the Heritors or proprietors of the

parish, who pay the master's salary, and,

along with the 5linister,* manage the school.

Such is a general description of the well-

known Parish /Schools. But some parishes
are so large that one school will not suffice.

In such cases the Heritors may, by Statute,
divide the salary aud pay two teachers, but
in this case there is no provision for any
houses for the teachers. The schoolmasters

appointed under this Statute are called
< JJranch

'

or '

Side-school
'

teachers. In
other cases, the salary of the teacher is paid
by the Treasury, provided that a house is

supplied by the proprietors, and these are
known as Parliamentary Sc/wok. But the

* Mr. Black states that the minister was not a
member of the Board until 1803. The minister a-
a member from 1096.

whole of these National schools together do
not exceed 1133, and furnish instruction to
no more than 53,000. or 27 per cent, of the
total number of scholars in the rural districts.

It must also be observed that these schools
do not exist in Burghs, to which the obliga-
tion to set up a school does not extend.
As the number of schools required for the

whole population cannot fall short of 6000,
it is apparent that what may be termed the
National system is now, as it has long been,
totally inadequate to meet the necessities of
the case. The result has been that, as in

England and elsewhere so in this country,
the various Religious Denominations, the

proprietors and employers of labour, and nu-
merous charitable persons both in town and

country, have set up schools from time to

time to supply the inevitable defects in the
National system. In the country districts this

supplementary system furnishes more than
two-thirds of existing means of education,
and it is upon the same system that the edu-
cation of the towns mainly depends. As to
the management of these supplementary
schools, it is almost entirely denominational.
Both in the country and in the towns the
schools are connected with particular con-

gregations, and are practically under the
control of the Minister, aided sometimes by
a local committee consisting of members of
the same congregation as that to which the
school belongs. In short, the schools in

question are strictly denominational. In
the country they are called General Assem-

bly schools or Free Church schools, accord-

ing as they are under the management of the

Education Committee of either Church
;

Society schools, because supported by the
funds of various charitable societies; or

Subscription schools, because maintained by
private subscribers. In towns they are

classified as Sessional schools, because under
the control of the Kirk-session

;
Mission

schools, which are generally connected with
United Presbyterian congregations; and

subscription schools, for the reason already

assigned. Besides these there are, of course,

Episcopalian and Roman Catholic schools,

supported by persons of these Denomina-

tions, Charity and endowed schools aud
Private Adventure schools, which are main-
tained by persons for their own profit. In
the rural districts and the smaller towns
these denominational and Private Adventure
schools number about 8300, with 20,000
scholars on the roll. But it is the unani-

mous opinion of the Assistant-Commission-
ers that the Private Adventure schools are

worse than useless. As we have already
stated, the Commissioners have not ascer-

tained the number or character of the schools
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in any large city except Glasgow. But in

Glasgow there are 209 school buildings,

many of them, no doubt, containing several

departments,
with 35,565 scholars in actual

attendance. All of these are denomina-

tional schools; and it may be assumed

that there is the same number of them and

of scholars in the other large towns of Scot-

land These schools in Glasgow vary in

merit, but with respect to the Private Ad-

venture schools, which profess to educate

6838 scholars, the Assistant-Commissioners

express this opinion :

' We can only say,

for the sake of all concerned, teachers and

taught alike, that the sooner Private Adven-

ture schools for the lowest classes cease to

exist the better.'

Besides the fees paid by the scholars and

the aid received from the Privy Council,

which, however, only extends to 1500 schools

throughout the whole country, there are two

sources of school income. In the case of

the Parochial school, the Heritors are bound

by law to contribute a minimum salary of

35 to each teacher
;
but the denomination-

al schools are supported by sums voluntarily

subscribed by the several congregations for

their own school, or by money contributed

according to a certain scale by the Educa-

tion Committees of the Established and

Free Church. A table^of the funds applied

to Education in each county, and the vari-

ous sources from which it is derived, has

been compiled by the Commissioners. Ex-

cluding the 70,000 derived from the Par-

liamentary grant, the sums annually con-

tributed from local sources amount to 101,

385
;
but of this the amount derived from

voluntary subscriptions amounts to some-

what more than 40,000. The remarks of

the Commissioners upon this subject are

important :

'

According to the summary in the Appendix
to our Report (p. 48), the annual voluntary

subscriptions amount to 20,271 ;
to this must

be added a sum of 20,000, which, according
to Mr. Laurie, the Secretary to the Education

Committee of the General Assembly, is raised

by individual congregations, and does not pass

through the hands of that Committee. This

raises the whole amount of annual voluntary

subscriptions in Scotland to a sum of 40,271.

There is no doubt, however, that the total sum

obtained in this fashion is even larger ;
for it

appears from the report of the Committee of

Council, Table No. I. (p. 2), that the sum ob-

tained by voluntary contribution towards 1442

schools amounts to 42.077. As these schools

constitute only a fraction of the total number
of schools supported by voluntary subscribers

in Scotland, the amount of annual voluntary
contributions must be considerably larger than

the sum of 40,271, to which reference has

been made.'

Such being the existing state of education

in Scotland, the problem which the Commis-
sioners had to solve was by no means sim-

ple. Throughout the country, and espe-

cially in the towns, there seems to be an ac-

tual deficiency of schools
;

and many of

those in operation require improvement,
both as to the state of the fabric and as to

the quality of the instruction. But further,

the school system is so complex and hetero-

geneous, and the denominational system has

been so largely developed, that to introduce

a new symmetrical system and greater uni-

formity might seem well-nigh hopeless.

According to the opinion of some, the

easiest plan would have been to allow the

present denominational system to continue,
and to endeavour to extend that system by
renewed energy on the part of the churches,
and by obtaining additional aid from the

Privy Council. The Commissioners, how-

ever, considered this plan, and pronounced

against it. After explaining that the Privy
Council system is a system of aid, and that

before this aid can be invoked some degree
of voluntary effort is presumed, the Com-
missioners proceed thus :

' The necessary effect of the Privy Council

system is that it labours under a defect which
is not only inevitable but incurable. "

Where,
I think," said Mr. Lingen,

" the denominational

system essentially fails, is not in the efficien-

cy of the schools that are established, but in

its uncertainty. It offers you no security for

an equally diffused education
; you have too

much in one place, too little in another, and
none in a third." Such, according to the same

witness, has practically been the result, nor can

it possibly be otherwise. "
I believe myself,"

continued Mr. Lingen, "that you never can

unite really these three qualities ;
that educa-

cation shall be voluntary, that it shall be effi-

cient, and that it shall be universal."
'

Nor, indeed, was it supposed by those who

originated the Privy Council system, that it

ever could supply education to the whole nation.

Thus we find Lord Russell, one of its leading

supporters, asserting in Parliament, that "
it

was not intended by those who in 1839 com-

menced the (Privy Council) system, that its

plan should be such as to pervade the whole

country." And the accuracy of this anticipa-

tion, and of Mr. Lingeu's opinion, is conclu-

sively established by the reports of the Com-
mittee of Council, by the tables compiled from

the Registrars' returns, and by the reports of

our Assistant-Commissioners.
' From the table printed in the Appendix to

the Committee of Council Report for 1865-6, it

may be shown that in about 40 parishes more
schools are aided by the Committee^of Council

than are really required ;
and Mr. Lingen men-

tioned cases to us in which the Committee^ of

Council have been induced to aid in building

schools which have since been abandoned from

want of scholars. On the other hand, the
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Registrars' table discloses more than 200 cases

in which schools are urgently required,, but to

the erection of which no aid can be obtained

from the Committee of Council. From these

facts alone, one of two conclusions seems to

follow : either that the Privy Council system
has been badly administered which lias never
been alleged, or that the system is not fitted

to supply the amount of education required by
the country.

'

But, further, it appears from the Registrars'

returns, and tbe tables compiled from them,
that only 41 per cent, of the scholars on the

roll of schools in the rural districts and the

smaller towns of Scotland are on the roll of

schools aided by the Parliamentary grant. And
referring to particular counties, it appears that,
as a general rule, tbe largest share of the Par-

liamentary grant is obtained by counties in

which the annual valuation per head is high-

est, in which the population is most concentra-

ted, and in which, therefore, there is no need
for an extraordinary number of schools.

' Thus in Ayrshire, where the annual valua-

tion, according to a Table to be found in the

Appendix, is nearly 5'9 per head of the popu-
lation (1861), which, moreover, is collected in

large masses, the number of scholars in schools

aided by Government is 57'6 per cent, of the

whole number of scholars on the roll in the

county.
' In the rural districts of Edinburgh, where

the annual valuation is 8'1 per head, and
where the population is collected in masses,
bhe scholars in aided schools arc 48'6 per cent,

of the total scholars in the county.
'But in Caithness, where the annual valua-

tion is only 3 per head, and where the popu-
lation is so scattered as to require an extraor-

dinary number of schools, there are only 33'7

per cent, of the total scholars in the county on
the roll of schools aided by Parliament.

' In Inverness, where the annual valuation is

only 3'1 per head, and where the population
is much scattered, there are only 20'6 per cent,

of the total number of scholars in the county
on the roll of schools aided by Parliament.

'In Orkney and Shetland, where the annual
valuation per head is 1*2, the percentage of
scholars in aided schools to the total numbers
is respectively 10'3 and 9'2. In Ross and Cro-

marty, where the annual valuation per head is

2.8, and where the population is also scat-

tered, there are but 29'5 per cent, of the schol-
ars in the county on the roll of schools aided

by Parliament.
' The Long Island comprises a population of

37,000, and nn area of 650,000 acres. The
gross annual rental does not exceed 28,000,
or little more than 15s. per hoad of the popu-
lation. Towards education the heritors con-
tribute 305, and the voluntary subscriptions
amount to 2242. But the grants from tin-

Committee of Council amount to only 194, 1 <K ;

and out of 115 paid teachers, only 30 have
been trained in Normal schools or hold certifi-

cates.

'Again, referring to the whole Hebrides, it

appears that the voluntary subscriptions to the

226 schools there amount to 4719 per annum,

and the heritors' legal assessment to 1091 per
annum. But the total amount expended in

building up to the end of 1864 out of the Par-

liamentary grant was only 1514; and the an-
nual grant from the Privy Council amounts to

no more than 748, distributed among 33
schools out of the 226 schools in these Islands.

' In Glasgow, the partial operation of the

Privy Council system is still more striking.

Glasgow is divided into ten registration dis-

tricts, of which eight are on the north side of
the river Clyde, and the remaining two, which
are inhabited by that part of the population
which is the most destitute, and therefore most
in need of assistance from the State, are on the
south side of the river. Out of a population of

395,503, the eight northern districts of the city
contain 312,884, and the two southern districts

82,619 inhabitants. But in the northern dis-

tricts, while 25 per cent, of the children at

school are on the roll of schools aided by the

Privy Council, in the southern districts the

percentage is only 10'3 (Glasgow Report, p.

138).
' From these facts it is abundantly clear not

only that the Privy Council system is partial
in its operation, but that while those districts,

which are most competent to provide them-
selves with schools, receive considerable aid

for this purpose from the Treasury, those dis-

tricts which are least competent receive little or

no aid.'

How then stands the case ? How is it

possible to supply education to the people
of Scotland? The old Parochial system
has failed. Voluntary effort has failed

aided though it has been by religious and
ecclesiastical zeal. And, lastly, the Privy
Council system, though it has done much to

improve and extend education in certain

districts, has nevertheless failed to supply
schools where they are most needed. If

therefore a thoroughly efficient system of

schools is to pervade the country, it must
be founded upon principles other than those

which have hitherto been tried.

The facts which have already been stated,

upon the authority of the Commissioners,
must have sufficiently indicated the defects

in the existing state of things. Many of

the school-buildings need repair, many of

the teachers are inefficient, some schools are

superfluous, but many more new schools are

required. If these defects are to bo repaired,
there must be some central authority, to

point out what schools are superfluous,
where new schools are needed, to organ I/A-

those institutions which now exist, and to

hasten the transformation of a Denomina-
tional into a National system ;

moans must
also be provided for getting rid of inefficient

teachers, and for supplementing di-fn-ient

salaries. Such are the chief objects which

ought to be attained by any system of Edu-
cation which deserves the name of National

;
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in addition to which it is to be understood

that every child should be entitled to claim

admission into the National schools, and
that if the parent object to any part of the

instruction on Religious grounds, his objec-
tions should be respected. And such, in

fact, appear to be the principles of a Na-
tional system as understood by the Com-
missioners. They say :

' Before proceeding further, it may be right
to explain precisely what we mean by a Na-
tional system. "We have already stated that

the Privy Council system, though efficient so

far as it extends, is entirely dependent upon
voluntary effort, and does not extend beyond a

limited area. But further, the managers of

denominational schools the only class of

schools aided by the Committee of Council

claim the right of excluding children from all

instruction unless they are willing to accept
the dogmatic teaching of the Church to which
the managers belong. It is true, as Mr. Lingen
said, that in Scotland the children who attend
the Presbyterian schools are one and all exempt
from any religious instruction to which their

parents object. It is also true that in the
feu-charters of the inspected schools established

in connexion with the Church of Scotland and
the Free Church of Scotland security is given
that the rights of conscience of the parent will

be respected. But this tolerance is not practis-
ed in all the Episcopalian and Roman Catholic

schools. No corresponding security is inserted

in their deeds
; and, in some cases, the children

of Presbyterian parents are compelled to learn

the Episcopalian Catechism, and to attend the

Episcopalian chapel.
' Now the object of a National system is to

remedy these defects.
'
1. A National system implies that there

shall be some recognised body invested with

legal power to establish as many National
schools as may be required, and to prevent the
establishment of more.

'2. A National system implies that the law
shall enable the inhabitants of a district to

raise by taxation such funds as may be ne-

cessary to erect and maintain schools, instead

of leaving them to be erected and maintained

by voluntary efforts.
'
3. A National system implies that the

schools shall be public and national, or, in

other words, that every parent shall be en-

titled to claim admittance for his child into

any such school, but that if he objects upon
religious grounds to any part of the instruction,
his objection shall be respected.

'4. A National system implies that any in-

spection of National schools should be unde-
nominational.'

'

In addition to all this, it should be ob-

served that any scheme of National educa-
tion must be so framed as to have the effect

of
introducing something of that uniformity

and system into the Scottish school-system
which is now so conspicuously absent. Ac-

cording to the principles "laid down by the

Commissioners, and particularly the second,
it is important to observe that school-funds,
whether derived from local or imperial taxa-

tion, will be employed, not as the Commit-
tee of Council does to aid voluntary effort

or to increase the income of a school, pro-
vided it be connected with some religious

denomination, but simply to defray part of

the cost of erecting and maintaining Elemen-

tary schools, which shall be open to the

whole population of the district, and shall

be liable to be inspected by any person com-
missioned by the State to conduct the in-

spection. The denominational element is

thus completely eliminated.

The next question is in what way these

principles are to be carried into practical ef-

fect. If indeed there were no existing
school system, the problem would present
no great difficulty. But in Scotland, as we
have explained, there are several, and in

some respects rival systems ;
and the chief

difficulty is to introduce some sort of sym-
metry into this chaos, and to set up a regu-
lar framework into which the irregular and
loose materials may be gradually fitted.

Accordingly, the first proposal of the Com-
missioners is the establishment of a Board
of Education. The circumstances of the

case render such a Board practically in-

dispensable, and, as the Commissioners

state,
' such we find to be almost the univer-

sal opinion among the witnesses we have ex-

amined.' The duties of this Board are thus

defined: They are -first, to determine the

number and character of the schools in each

Parish or Burgh ; secondly, to recognise as

National schools as many of those in exist-

ence as may be deemed necessary, and choose

to submit themselves to the orders of the

Board
; third, to authorize and enforce the

erection of such new schools as may be re-

quired ;
and lastly, to insist ~that all school

buildings are efficient, and that the teaching
is satisfactory, the information on these

matters being derived from the Inspec-
tors. To endow the Board with less power
would be to perpetuate the inefficiency of the

present system ;
to endow it with more power

would be a needless interference with the

local managers. The constitution of the

Board may perhaps provoke discussion
;
and

observe that Lord Belhaven alone of the

Commissioners records his protest against
it. But the principle on which it rests is

sufficiently obvious. The interests of Edu-
cation are represented by the four members

appointed by the University Courts of the

Universities; the interests of the Burghs by the

Chief Magistrates of the four most populous
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towns in Scotland. The landed interest is

represented by the nominees of the Commis-
sioners of Supply of the three counties of

Perth, Inverness, and Ayr, and the same in-

terest will probably be represented more or

less by those who are to be named in the Act
of Parliament. The only other member is the

paid Chairman, whose constant services will

certainly be needed. .
It is well known that

there is no more hard-worked official than

the Secretary of the Committee of Council
;

but the duties of the man who has to super-
intend some 6000 schools will certainly

not be less laborious. It may be suggested
that the Board is too numerous, but on the

other hand, the several interests which are

represented must have a voice. No doubt a

smaller number of persons might do the

work of the Commission
;
but it must be

observed that the Commissioners are sup-

posed to be invested with considerable pow-
ers of control over Heritors, Teachers, and

others, and are even empowered in certain

cases to compel recalcitrant ratepayers and

town-councils to do their duty by imposing
a school-rate or erecting additional schools.

Power such as this can only be exercised by
a Board representative in character, and ap-

pointed partly by election.

The next question the Commissioners had

to determine was the mode in which they
should deal with various classes of schools.

In dealing with this part of the subject, the

Commissioners lay down the principle that

no school shall be recognised by the Board,
or derive aid from any public fund, unless it

be a National school
;
and the characteris-

tics of a National school are these :

First, Every child must be admissible

into it, and after admission, the right of con-

science of the parent must be respected.

Second, Every National school must be

liable to be inspected by any Inspector duly

appointed, whatever may be his religious de-

nomination
;
but he shall not examine in re-

ligious knowledge unless requested so to do.

This will certainly put an end to the notion

that these schools are in any sense denom-

inational, and will probably secure more uni-

formity in the standard of the Inspectors.

Third, Every teacher in a National school

must hold some certificate of competency.

fourth, National schools, and none but

National schools, shall be entitled to share

in the Parliamentary grant administered by
the Committee of Council.

Fifth, None except National schools, and

of these only such as are managed by per-

sons elected by the Ratepayers, shall be en-

titled to share in the local rates which the

Commissioners propose shall be levied for

the maintenance of new schools.
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It will be observed that these conditions

imply the continued jurisdiction of the Com-

mittee of Council in Scotland. To a cer-

tain extent this will be the case. But the

jurisdiction of the Committee of Council and

the Edinburgh Board is carefully defined,

so that the one cannot clash with the other.

The Committee of Council will continue to

administer the Parliamentary Grant accord-

ing to certain principles defined by Act of

Parliament, and embodied in the Revised

Code for Scotland. These principles are in

marked contrast to those which are at pres-

ent in force. The Parliamentary Grant,

instead of being made to promote the educa-

tion of a particular class of the community,
will be made to defray part of the cost of

educating all the children in National

schools. And the schools to be aided will

be those approved by the Scotch Board,

whether or not they are connected with any

religious denomination. The Committee of

Council will continue to appoint the Inspect-

ors, who will render duplicate reports to

them and to the Education Board. On the

other band, the Board will have absolute

power to determine the number of schools in

Scotland which are to be deemed National,

and to superintend the building and the

teachers. In short, the Board will exercise

complete control over the Elementary
schools in Scotland, except so far as the ad-

ministration of the Parliamentary Grant is

concerned, and will even point out the

schools to be aided by Parliament. Such ,

being the general characteristics of National

schools, we now proceed to the various

classes of which they are composed.
1. Probably the most convenient way of

dealing with this part of the subject will be

to begin by what the Commisioners term the

New National schools, since this is the type
of school to which it is hoped and reason-

ably believed that all the others will in time

conform. In many parts of the rural dis-

tricts, and in all the large towns, there is

no doubt a deficiency of schools. These

must be supplied : and one of the chief du-

ties of the new Board will be to ascertain

where such new schools are required, and

to resolve that they shall be erected. It

has already been shown that at present there

is no power to establish schools. The Privy

Council can only aid others in their estab-

lishment : it initiates nothing. And it is in

order to remedy this defect that the Board

will be instituted. The resolution will then

be communicated to the Sheriff of the coun-

ty, or the chief magistrate of the burgh, in

which the school is needed. A School Com-

mittee will then bo elected in the manner

described, who will consider the resolution
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of the Board, and take measures to carry it

into effect. In certain cases where the School

Committee is perverse, the Board is em-

powered to compel them to act.

The same School Committee which is to

deliberate upon the resolution of the Board

directing the establishment of the new school,

will erect it and manage it when erected
;

and if more than one of such schools exists

in any burgh or parish, one School Com-
mittee will superintend them. The election

of this Committee will be in the hands of

the ratepayers in country districts, and in

those of the Town-Council in burghs. The
means of supporting such schools will be de-

rived partly from fees, partly from the Par-

liamentary grant administered by the Com-
mittee of Council, and partly from a local

rate which the School Committees will be

authorized to impose. We may add, that

these schools will possess the general char-

acteristics which we have described as be-

longing to all National schools.

2. The next class of National schools will

consist of the Parochial, Side, and Parlia-

mentary schools. With respect to these no
immediate and compulsory change in man-

agement is contemplated ;
in short, they will

be incorporated into the National systems as

they stand. It is clear, however, from the

Recommendations, that upon this subject
there must have been considerable difference

of opinion among the Commissioners. Some
thought that the minister should no longer
have an ex officio seat at the Board

;
and

many considered that the managing body
should be extended by including all the pro-

prietors of a certain rental, as well as the
tenants paying a certain rent. '

Many of
our number,' says the Report, 'think that
the parochial schools would possess more of
a national character were such changes
adopted. But after considering the Reports
of the Assistant-Commissioners with respect
to the parochial schools, and thfe difficulties

which would necessarily attend a change on
a long-established practice, we have resolved
not to recommend that any alteration should
be made in the existing management of the

parochial schools.' The truth is, that ac-

cording to the information furnished to the

Commissioners, whether as respects build-

ings or teaching, the Parochial schools are

quite equal, if not superior, to any of the

other schools in Scotland
;
and there seems

to be no good reason for introducing any
fundamental alteration into an institution

which has hitherto proved so successful.

There are, however, some important changes
which are imperatively required. Of course,
like all other National schools, the Parochial
schools will be subject to inspection. But

further, the tenure of the schoolmaster's office

will be altered. At present a parochial
teacher holds office, as it is said, ad vitam aut

culpam. He is practically irremovable.

The Commissioners express a very strong

opinion that this must be altered, if the

Parochial schools are to be made efficient
;

and they appeal to the practice in all other

schools in Scotland they might have added
in England also to show that the tenure of

the parochial schoolmaster's office should be

temporary for the future, and that facilities

should be given for the purpose of getting
rid of those now in office who are inefficient.

3. The third class of National schools

will consist of all Non-Parochial schools,

which, as we have said, are chiefly under de-

nominational management, and connected

with religious bodies. The Report states,

that ' out of 4451 schools in the rural dis-

tricts, there are 1133 Parochial schools, and

910 Private Adventure schools. This leaves

2408 schools supported by voluntary efforts,

denominational or individual, supplying edu-

cation to a large proportion of the rural pop-

ulation, besides a very considerable number
of schools similarly supported, which exist m
the large towns.' We can well believe the

Commissioners when they say :

' This state

of things presented to us perhaps the most

formidable difficulty which we had to encoun-

ter. These schools,' they add,
' are for the

most part all wanted. They represent an

immense amount of denominational, local,

and individual energy in the cause of educa-

tion, and large sums drawn from voluntary
sources. They have school-buildings, mas-

ters, and other appliances more or less effi-

cient, but actively engaged in and adapted
to the work of teaching. To dispense with

them at once, and cast them into a symmet-
rical new system, would have been extrava-

gant. To leave them as they are would be

to perpetuate a state of things necessarily
defective.' It is to be observed that the

number of these denominational schools

amounts to 3000 at the lowest computation.
The question which the Commissioners had
to decide was, what was to be done with

them ? were they to be incorporated with the

National system ;
and if so, in what way was

that object to be accomplished ? It would
have been easy to have recommended that

any or all of these schools should be at once

transferred to or purchased by the ratepayers
of the parish or town in which it was situated.

But ratepayers are by no means ready to

submit to be overridden by any extraneous

power, or to be taxed without very grave ne-

cessity. Why should the ratepayers be tax-

ed for a new school if there is already one in

existence with which they are perfectly satis-
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fied ? In the case of the Episcopalians and
Roman Catholics any such plan would of

course be impracticable. Parliament never

compels any individual to part with property
which he has created, and perhaps endowed
under the public sanction, unless such trans-

fer is absolutely necessary. The avowed pur-

pose for which the Episcopalian and Ro-
man Catholic schools in Scotland have been

built, is to promote the views and interest

of the denomination to which they belong,
and to pass a law at once excluding the ex-

isting managers of such schools from the man-

agement would be harsh and unnecessary.
It has been suggested that a certain time

should have been allowed within which all

denominational schools should be required to

abandon the denominational, and admit a

more general management. But it is obvious

that neither the Episcopalians nor the Roman
Catholics would recognise the justice of being

compelled to abandon their schools two or

three years hence, any more than they would

recognise either the justice or the necessity
of being deprived of them at once. But
there is a more serious difficulty. There are

at least 1000 denominational schools in

Scotland, many of which have been built by
grants from the Committee of Council, and
all of which are now, and have for years

been, maintained partly from the same
source. What chance would there be of in.

ducing Parliament to pass a measure depriv-

ing these denominational schools, against
their will, of the aid to which they are at

present entitled from the Treasury, unless

indeed they chose to divest themselves of

the denominational character, and become

purely National schools ? These 1000
schools have acquired certain rights, of which

it would be very difficult now to deprive
them. At all events, even if some of these

institutions, such as the 300 belonging to

the Free Church, were willing at once to

cease to be denominational, and to accept
School Committees chosen by the ratepayers,
as managers, it is vain to expect that the

Episcopalians or Roman Catholics, or even
the General Assembly schools, would be in-

clined to do so. At the same time it is clear,
that all sects and denominations must be

placed on preciselythc same footing. What-
ever privilege is accorded to one denomina-
tion must be accorded to another. If the

Episcopalians and Roman Catholics are al-

lowed still to claim their share in the Par-

liamentary grant, the schools of other

denominations must be allowed to claim it

also. All should have the option to convert

their schools into purely National schools,
but either all or none should be compelled

by law to do so.

What course, then, was open to the Com-
missioners ? It was obviously impossible to

cast aside those 3000 denominational schools.

Most of them were efficient, and many were

receiving aid from the Parliamentary grant.
As we have said, any attempt to transfer

them to the rates without the sanction of the

ratepayers, must have failed. In other

words, neither the ratepayers nor the mana-

gers would have submitted to a compulsory
conversion of denominational into undenom-
inational schools. The only course that re-

mained was to adopt these
'

denominational

schools as they stand to leave the existing

management untouched, but to make provis-
ion that the school shall be efficient in every

respect, and shall not be used for sectarian

purposes : in other words, that the school,

though managed by the members of a par-
ticular denomination, shall be used for na-

tional purposes. The schools thus incorpo-
rated into the National system aro styled

by the Commissioners Adopted schools. It

is to be observed, however, that in the case

of any denominational school now receiving

Parliamentary aid, the managers will have

practically no choice whether their school

shall or shall not be adopted. For unless

adopted the school cannot become National,
and unless National cannot^ continue to re-

ceive any Parliamentary grant. The man-

agers therefore must either forego this grant
or get their school adopted. So with respect
to any denominational school which does not

receive Parliamentary aid, the managers can

never entitle themselves to any such aid un-

less the school is adopted also
;
it is therefore

obviously their interest to have this done.

But further, it is important to observe the

effect of Adoption. It is true that the man-

agers will continue to elect a master, holding
a certificate of competency, and to superin-
tend the instruction. But the school will be

open to all
;

it will possess all these charac-

teristics of a National school which have al-

ready been described
;
and particularly, it

will be subject to the jurisdiction of the

Board. The powers vested in the Board

will very greatly modify the powers of the

managers ;
and a school once adopted will

never be able to withdraw itself from the ju-

risdiction under which it has once placed
itself. Thenceforward the managers of the

school will be bound to obey the injunctions

of the Board
;

to repair and enlarge the

school building at their own expense, and

generally to use their school for purely Na-

tional purposes. It should seem that schools

in this predicament are much more National

than Denominational in character.

But the Commissioners distinctly inti-

mate that this privilege of being adopted
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must be restricted. Their conviction is,

that the denominational system in Scotland

is unnecessary. This is apparent indeed

from the fact that the children of parents of

every denomination attend the schools in

Scotland promiscuously; and although it

would be extravagant, even if it were pos-

sible, to throw aside existing denominational

schools, still it is essential that no such school

shall, for the future, be erected by the aid of

the Treasury, or, after a fixed time, be adopted
into the National system. No more import-
ant resolution has been adopted by the Com-
missioners. The effect of it is, that for the

future the progress of the denominational

or sectarian system in Scotland is arrested.

Henceforward all schools which are recog-
nised as public schools must be under popu-
lar management, and unconnected with any
particular denomination. Nor have the

Commissioners stopped even here. They
contemplate the probability of all the exist-

ing schools being converted into schools of

a more popular and less sectarian character,

or, in other words, into purely National

schools.

It is probable that this part of the scheme
will excite some opposition. The leaders of

the Church of Scotland have never been
anxious to surrender power; and the trans-

fer of a parish school from the control of
the Minister and Heritors to the Rate-

payers will, of course, be represented as a
diminution of clerical authority, and the de-

struction of religion. No doubt, when a

parochial school has been converted into a

new National school, the Minister of the

parish will cease to superintend the school
as Minister, and the Presbytery of the

bounds will cease to pay their annual visit.

But, on the other hand, it is certain that the

Minister, if he has the confidence of the

parish, will be one of the School-Committee,
and will probably be aided by the other
Ministers of the neighbourhood. It is also

certain that if the. Presbytery cease to pay
their annual visit, Her Majesty's Inspector
will take their place, and will come with an

authority which no Presbytery can venture
to claim. These objections, feeble as they
are, of course proceed upon the supposition
that the superintendence of the Minister
and the annual visit of the Presbytery are

really effectual, and that the religious knowl-

edge possessed by the children is all that

could be wished. The evidence collected

by the Commissioners scarcely supports this

view. As to the examinations of the Pres-

bytery, the secretary of the Education Com-
mittee of the Church of Scotland does not
venture to go further than to say that it is a
'

salutary examination,' while Dr. Outline

says,
' I never attached any importance to

the Presbyterial examination. I remember
it was a very pleasant meeting with the

brethren, but that was the amount of it.'

Mr. Nicolson says, with a certain humour,
' that it comes in early spring with the

March winds, but usually less severe, a most
excellent and time-honoured practice ;

full

of interest and temporary stimulus to the

school, but more useful often as an occasion

for showing what the scholars know than for

testing how far they are ignorant.' Nor in-

deed does it appear that the Presbyteries
are very severe or accuate in their judgment
of schools. The following is a specimen of

a school which the Presbytery pronounced
'

fair,' but which the Assistant-Commissioner
considered to be ' bad :

'

'Bible Knowledge. We asked them some

questions in the historic;il part of the Gospels,
but they knew absolutely nothing. It is hardly
possible to conceive the hopelessness of their

ignorance. We asked them to mention any
miracles that Christ performed, but could get
no answer till the master came to the rescue,
and by prompting them in everything but the

last letters of the last word, he managed to get
them to achieve one or two correct, and one
somewhat inadvertent answer. The examina-
tion was in this way :

'

Question. Mention any miracle Christ per-
formed? No answer.

' Master. Come, now, some miracle ?
" He

turned water into wi ."
' Children. Wine. .

' Master. Quite right, "He turned water
into wine."

'

Question. Where did he perform this mira-

cle? No answer.
'

Master, for children. Where did lie per-
form this miracle? "In Cana of Gal ."

'

Children. Galilee.
' Master. Quite right,

" In Cana of Galilee."
'

Question. On what occasion was this mira-

cle performed ? No answer.
' Master. On what occasion? you know

this, "At a mar mar ."

' Children.
" At a marriage."

'Master. Quite right,
" At a marriage."

' As the examination proceeded in this way,
the children answering not one word, only the

last syllable, we came to the names of some of

the disciples.
'

Question. Can you tell what Peter did to

Christ shortly before his crucifixion? As
usual, no answer.

' Master. Come, now, you know what Peter

did? "Peter betray betray."
' Children." Betrayed him."
' Master. Yes, quite right,

" Peter betrayed
him."

'
It was suggested that it was not Peter who

betrayed Christ, and we asked who did
;
but

this time both master and children were dumb.

Presently the master said that the class was

engaged "on the Old Testament, and that they
knew it better than the Few. They turned
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up a chapter in Kings, and read a few verses

with great difficulty, and then he proceeded to

examine them on these verses, the children

keeping their books open.
Question. What happened in the time of

David ? Look verse 5.
'

Children, all together.
"
It happened/'

'

Question. What is
"

it ?
" Look two lines

further on.
' Children. " A famine."
' What is a famine? (question interpolated.)
'

Answer, prompted by Master,
" A de

dear."
' Children." A dearth."
'

Question. And what is a dearth?
' Children. ' A famine." '

Though considerable importance is attached

to a knowledge of the facts in the Old and

New Testaments, or to what has been termed
sacred history and biography, still there is

no doubt Mr. Nicolson is correct when he

says that the Shorter Catechism is looked

upon as the proper text-book for '

religious

instruction,' in the higher sense of the term,
which goes beyond mere names and histori-

cal events; and it is learned, he adds, by a

larger number of children than read the

Scriptures. According to the traditions of

the country,
'

religious instruction,' as it is

called, is regarded as the very corner-stone

of the Scottish system of education, and is

generally believed to be ' well attended to,'

whatever be the state of the rest.
' I am

afraid, however,' says Mr. Nicolson,
' that

there is considerable delusion in that belief.'

A portion of the Scriptures is daily read,

and a portion of the Catechism daily repeat-
ed. So far, to adopt the usual form to be

found in the Reports of the Presbytery, re-

ligious instruction is
'

duly attended to.'

'

But,' the same witness says,
'

any stricter

application of that phrase to the general
mode of communicating this kind of instruc-

tion in the schools, as distinguished from

other branches, is more than my experience
warrants.' The number of scholars who
can readily answer questions on any part of

the Old Testament history without prompt-

ing or routine order of examination is very
limited, and the number who show any
familiarity with the New Testament is still

more limited. As to the Catechism, the

knowledge of the children with respect to it

is not more satisfactory. It is true that

they are carefully instructed in it so far as

the repetition of the words goes. But the

repetition is only mechanical. As to this,

Mr. Nicolson says :

' How this mechanical acquisition of more
words may be accompanied with total ignor-
ance of their meaning is a fact perhaps too

. well known to need illustration. Let me,
however, give a few examples to make plain

what I mean. The question is asked,
" What

is faith in Jesus Christ ?
" The answer is given,

" Faith ia Jesus Christ is a saving grace," etc.

etc., correctly as in the Catechism. Q.
" Now,

what do you mean by a saving grace?
" Total

blank, and no glimpse of a rational answer
from anybody. Q. "What is meant by "re-

ceiving and resting" on Jesus Christ for Salva-

tion ? Profound silence.
" Christ is

'

freely
offered in the gospel ;' what does that mean ?

"

Long silence
; one intelligent little girl at

length suggesting, after much varying of the

question, that "freely offered" meant "with-
out paying any thing." Q.

" Are you a sinner ?
"

" Yes." Q.
"
Is everybody a sinner? " " Yes."

Q.
" What is a sinner ?

"
Long pause, after

which one answers, "A bad person." Q. "Is
the minister a bad person ?

"
Sensation, and at

last,
" No." Q. "Then is he a sinner? " Im-

penetrable silence.'

Those who have studied the more abstruse

parts of the Shorter Catechism, will possibly
doubt whether any child should be expected
to understand the words which they seem to

be able to repeat by memory. And even

Dr. Guthrie tells us that he does not think

the Catechism fitted for children. On the

contrary, he would prefer a more sensible and

catholic formulary to be framed, by shutting

up in a room such men as the late Archbishop
of Canterbury, the late Dr. Bunting, and
the late John Angell James, and telling
them that they were not to get out till they
had made a Catechism for children of all

denominations. Dr. Guthrie seems to have

great reliance either upon the pangs of

hunger or upon the Christian liberality of

such theologians. For his opinion is, that if

they began their deliberations after break-

fast, they would, as he said,
' have their din-

ner at the usual hour of five o'clock like

other people.'
Dr. Guthrie, indeed, scarcely ventures to

hope that the people of Scotland will forego
the mysterious benefit of teaching their

children a Catechism which he considers
' unsuitable.' But Until some more reason-

able and effective mode of instructing chil-

dren in religion is adopted than that which

at present prevails, it was scarcely to be ex-

pected that the Commissioners would be de-

terred from allowing the Heritors the right

to transfer the school to the ratepayers, by
the fear that scholars would cease to acquire

a knowledge of the Scriptures or to learn

and understand the Catechism.

The plan of the Commissioners for con-

verting an Adopted into a new National

school is this :

The Heritors and Minister, in the case of

the Parochial schools, and the managers in

the case of the Denominational schools, may,

by a vote of two-thirds, determine to divest
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themselves of their privileges as managers,
and transfer the school to a School Commit-
tee elected by the ratepayers. Sufficient

securities, however, are provided, to prevent

any Denominational school being converted

into a purely National school without due

notice and deliberation. In this way the

parochial and the Adopted schools would
assume a thoroughly national character.

The chief advantage to be obtained by the

managers of these schools by such a change
would be, that on the one hand the Heritors

would be relieved from the payment of the

schoolmaster's salary, though they would be

liable as ratepayers ;
while in the case of the

other schools, the managers, instead of rely-

ing upon voluntary subscriptions, would be

entitled to claim a share in the school rate

which it is purposed to levy in every burgh
or parish. Much unnecessary discussion has

arisen as to the probable rate at which De-

nominational schools will be converted into

purely National schools. There can be lit-

tle doubt that at present the Denominational

schools are a considerable burden upon the

resources both of the Free Church and of

the Establishment, and that these bodies

will gladly relieve themselves of this burden

by transferring their schools to the rates.

But whether the process of transformation

be slow -or swift, it is certain that the prog-
ress of the Denominational system in Scot-

land will be effectually stopped. After the

passing of the proposed Bill, no new Denom-

inational school will be erected by money
supplied out of the public fuuds; and no

existing school will continue to receive any
public money until it assume more or less of

a National character, and place itself under

the Board, whose duty it will be to insist

that it is thoroughly efficient. The object
of the Commissioners has been to furnish

the people of Scotland at once with a system
of efficient schools, adequate to the wants of

the whole population, and to prepare the

way for the attainment of a uniform and

thoroughly National system.
It would be vain to expect that a scheme,

framed on such principles, will meet with

the unanimous approbation of the rival

Churches. Nor is there any injustice in

saying that the eighteen noblemen and gen-
tlemen who have signed this Keport have

more disinterested views on the subject of

Education than the leaders of the various

Ecclesiastical parties. The object of the

Commissioners throughout has been to ad-

vance as far in the direction of uniformity
as they could with safety, or with any hope
of practical success in Parliament. After a

patient and laborious inquiry, they have laid

their scheme before the public ;
it remains

to be seen whether the majority of the clergy
will accept it, or will succeed in persuading
Parliament to reject it, and thus deprive the

people of Scotland of those advantages in

the way of Education which they have hith-

erto so earnestly desired, but desired in vain.
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WHY is Ethical Science, as pursued in this

country of late years, even to reflecting men,
so little attractive and so little edifying?
The cognate study of metaphysics has, after

long neglect, recently, in a wonderful way,
renewed its youth, but to moral science no

such revival has as yet come. And yet hu-

man character, the subject it deals with, is

one, it would seem, of no inconsiderable

interest. Physical science has no doubt

drained off the current of men's thoughts,
and left many subjects which once engaged
them high and dry. But man, his spiritual

being, his possibilities here, his destiny here-

after, these still remain, amid all the absorp-

tion of external things, the one highest

marvel, the paramount centre of interest to

men. It cannot be said that modern litera-

ture the great exponent of what men are
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thinking circles less than of old round the

great human problems. Rather with the

circuit of the suns, not only have the thoughts
of men widened, but also their moral con-

sciousness, we will not say their heart, has

deepened. Modern literature, as compar-
ed with that of last century, has nothing
more distinctive in it than this, that it has

broken into deeper ground of sentiment and

reflection, ground which had hitherto lain

fallow, non-existent or unperceived. About
the deeper soul-secrets, literary men of last

century either did not greatly trouble them-

selves, or they practised a very strict reserve.

But our own and the preceding age has seen

an unveiling of the most inward often of

the most sacred feelings which has some-

times gone beyond the limits of manliness and

self-respect. This bringing to light of layers

of consciousness hitherto concealed, though
sometimes carried too far, has certainly en-

riched our literature with new wealth of

moral content. In the best modern poetry
it has shown itself by greater intensity and

spirituality ;
in the highest modern novels,

by delicacy of analysis, discrimination of the

finer tints of feeling, variety and fine shading
of character hitherto unknown

;
in the mod-

ern essay, by a subtleness and penetrative

force which make the most
perfect papers of

Allison seem slight and trivial. It farther

manifests itself in the growing love and

keener appreciation of the few great world-

poets, who arc after all the finest embodiment!

of moral wisdom. It may be that so mueh

ethical thought has been turned off into

these channels that it has left less to be

expended in the more systematic form of

ethical science. It may be too, that, as the

field of moral experience widens, and the

meaning of life deepens, and its problems
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become more complex, it demands propor-

tionably stronger and rarer powers to gather

up all this wealth, and shape it into system-
atic form. Certain it is that the modern
time produces no such masters of moral

wisdom for our day, as Aristotle and Marcus

Aurelius were to the old world, or even

as Bishop Butler was to his generation.

Wide, many-sided, sensitive, deep, complex,
as is the moral life in which we now move,
if we would seek any philosophic guidance

through its intricacies, any thinking which is

at once solid, clear, practical, and instinct with

life, we must turn, not to any modern trea-

tise, but to the pages of these bygone worthies.

What help ardent spirits, looking for guid-
ance in our day, have found, has been not

from the philosophers, but from some living

poet, some giant of literature with no pre-
tension to philosophy, or some inspired

preacher. Wordsworth, Coleridge, Carlyle,

Newman, Frederick Robertson, these, not

the regular philosophers, have been the

moral teachers of our generation, and to

these young men have turned, to get from

them what help they might. And now it

seems that in these last days many, wearied

out with straining after their high but im-

palpable spiritualities, have betaken them-
selves to a style of teaching which, if it

promises less, offers, as they think, something
more systematic and more certain. In de-

spair of spiritual truth, they are fain to fill

their hunger with the husks of a philosophy
which would confine all men's thoughts
within the phenomenal world, and deny all

knowledge that goes beyond the co-exist-

ences and successions of phenomena.
From aberrations like this perhaps no

moral philosophy would have delivered men.
But it would be well if, warned by such

signs, it were to return closer to life and fact,

deal more with things which men really feel
;

if, leaving general sentiments and moral the-

ories, it would attempt some true diagnosis
of the very complex facts of human nature,
of the moral maladies from which men suffer,

the burdens they need removed, the aspira-
tions which they can practically live by.
Instead of this, instead of dealing with the

actual and the ideal, which co-exist in man,
and out of which, if at all, a harmony of life

is to be woven, philosophers have been con-

tent to repeat a meagre and conventional

psychology, taken mostly from books, not
fresh from living hearts

;
or they have lost

themselves in the metaphysical problems
which no doubt everywhere underlie moral

life, but which, pursued too far, distract

attention from the vital realities. These two
causes have exhausted the strength and the
interest cf moral study either a cut-and-

dried conventional psychology, or absorbing

metaphysical discussion. The former, in

which moral truths appeared shrivelled up,
like plants in a botanist's herbarium, is the

style of things you find in the most approved
text-books of the last generation.

'Never before," as one has smartly said,
' had

human nature been so neatly dissected, so

handily sorted, or so ornamentally packed up.
The virtues and vices, the appetites, emotions,

affections, and sentiments, stood each in their

appointed corner, and with their appropriate

label, to wait in neat expectation for the season

of the professorial lectures, and the literary
world only delayed their acquiescence in a uni-

form creed of moral philosophy till they should

have arranged to their satisfaction whether the

appetites should be secreted in the cupboard or

paraded on the chimney-piece ;
or whether cer-

tain of the less creditable packets ought in law
and prudence, or ought not in charity, to be
ticketed

" Poison." Everything was as it

should be, or was soon to be so differences

were not too different, nor unanimity too

unanimous opinion did not degenerate into

certainty, nor interest into earnestness; moral

philosophy stood apart, like a literary gentle-
man of easy circumstances, from religion and

politics, and truth itself was grateful for patron-

age, instead of being clamorous for allegiance.

Types were delicate, margins were large, pub-
lishers were attentive, the intellectual world
said it was intellectual, and the public acqui-
esced in the assertion. What more could scien-

tific heart desire ?
'

This description may contain something of

caricature, and yet there are books enough
on moral science which justify it books

which no doubt have been successful in dis-

gusting many with the subject of which they
treat. Nor has moral philosophy suffered

less from those deeper and more abstract

discussions which have often in modern

times been substituted for itself. Men of a

profouuder turn have so busied themselves

with investigations of the nature of right, the

law of duty, freedom and necessity, and

suchlike hard matters, that these have ab-

sorbed all their interest and energy, and left

none for the treatment of those concrete

realities which make up the moral life of

man. Not that such discussions can be

dispensed with. They are always necessary,
never more so than now, when the spiritual

ground of man's moral being is so often de-

nied by materialistic or by merely phenome-
nal systems. It were well perhaps that they
should be a department by themselves, under

the title of Metaphysic of Ethics, to be

entered on by those who have special gifts

for such inquiries. For when substituted

for the whole or chief part of moral inquiry,

they become '

unpractical discussions of a
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practical subject,' and as such alienate many
from a study which, if rightly treated, would

deepen their thought and elevate their char-

acter.

For what is the real object with which

moral science deals? Every science has

some concrete entity, some congeries of facts,

which is called in a general way its subject-

matter. Botany, we say, deals with plants

or herbs, geology with the strata which form

the earth's crust, astronomy with the stars

and their motions, psychology with all the

states of human consciousness. What, then,

is the concrete entity with which moral

science deals? It is not the active powers of

man, nor the emotions, nor the moral faculty

not these, each or all. It is simply human
character. This is the one great subject it

has ever before it. About this it asks what

is character, its nature, its elements, what

influences make it, what mar it, in what

consists its perfection, what is its destiny ?

This may seem a very elementary statement,

but it is quite needful to recur to it, and

even to reiterate it, so much has it been lost

sight of in the pursuit of side questions

branching out of it. At the outset, before

any analysis is begun, the student cannot too

deeply receive the impression of character

as a great and substantive reality. Some

vague perception of character all men, of

course, have. They are aware, whether they
dwell on it or not, that men differ not only
in face and form and outward circum-

stances, but in something more inward,

they cannot exactly tell what. But farther

than this confused notion most persons do

not go. Others there are who see much
more than this, who have a keen penetrating

glance into every man they meet, apprehend
his bias, know what manner of man he is,

and deal with him accordingly. This gift,

so useful in practice, we call an eye to char-

acter; those who possess it, good judges of

character. It is the same gift of discerning
the quality of men which some persona have

of judging of horses and other cattle. Ilence

^Eschylus spoke of a good judge of character

as *po/3aro^vwjxwv. But this practical insight,
so useful in business, and it may be to a cer-

tain extent in speculation, is something dis-

tinct from a fine and a deep perception of

the higher moralities of character. Shrewd
observers of human nature are often keen to

discern the weaknesses and foibles of IIHMI,

and even to exaggerate them, but slow to per-

ceive those finer traits of heart which lie

deeper. The apprehension of character with

which the student should begin, and which

his moral studios ought to deepen, ia some-

thing very different from this. It ie an ove

open to see, a heart sensitive to feel the

higher excellences of human nature, as they
have existed, and still exist in the best of the

race. It is a spirit the very opposite of that

of the cynic, one which, while it looks stead-

ily at the moral maladies and even basenesses

into which men fall, yet, without being sen-

timental, loves more to contemplate the no-

bler than the baser side, which, behind the

commonplaces and trivialities, can seize life's

deeper import, and look up, and aspire to-

wards, the heights which have been attained,

and are still attainable by man. To call out

and strengthen in young minds such percep-
tions is.one main end of moral teaching.
No doubt there are influences which can

do this more powerfully than any teaching.
To have seen and known lives which have

embodied these fair qualities, to have felt the

touch of their human goodness, to have com-

panioned with those

' Whose soul the holy forms
Of young imagination hath kept pure ;'

to have fed on high thoughts, and been fa-

miliar with the examples of the heroes, the

sages, the saints of all time, so as to believe

that such lives were once on earth, and are

not impossible even now, these are, beyond
all teaching, the '

virtue-making
'

powers.
But moral philosophy, though subordinate

to these, is useless, if it does not supplement
them

;
if it does not at once justify the

heart's aspirations on grounds of reason, and

strengthen while it enlightens the will to

pursue them. Character, then, in the con-

crete, truthful, solid, pure, high, as ' better

than gold, yea than fine gold, its revenue

than choice silver,' as the best thing we
know of in all our experience, the one thing
needful for a man, which to have got is to

have got all, to have missed is to miss all,

this cannot be too fully set before the learner

at the outset, as the goal to which all his

inquiries must tend, which alone gives his

inquiries any value. If this is not seen and

grasped broadly and deeply at first, and it*

presence felt throughout all our reasoning,

the discussion and analysis that follow be-

come mere words hair-splitting and logom-

achy.
To observe moral facts, and retain them

steadily, requires a moral perception innate

or trained, or both. Every one will remem-

ber Aristotle's, saying that
4 he should have

been well trained in his habits who ia to

study aright things beautiful ami just, anil in

short all moral subjects. For facts are th

starting-point.' IJuickness and tenacity of

moral perception is not so much an intellec-

tual as a moral gift. Nay, it is easy to overdo

the intellectual part of the process. Tco
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rigid logic, too exact defining and subdivid-

ing of that which often can be but inade-

quately defined, kills it. It is like trying to

hold a sunbeam in an iron vice. The faculty
that will best catch the many aspects and

finer traits of character must be a nice com-

bination, an even balance between mental

keenness and moral emotion. It is the heart

within the head which makes up that form

of philosophic imagination most needed by
the moralist. If moral character, in its high-
er aspects, were set thus truly and strongly
before young minds, it would require little

else to counteract materialism. Such elevat-

ing views might be left, almost without rea-

sonings, to work their natural effect on all

who were susceptible of them.

Character has been defined as
' a com-

pletely fashioned will.' This, as has been

said, is to be kept continually before us in

all moral inquiry as its practical end, that

which gives it solidity. But, when once we
have looked at it steadily, whether as it has

existed actually in the best men, or in the

ideal, the question at once arises, How is this

right character to be attained ? How is the

good that is within to be made ascendant,

the less good to be subordinated, the evil to

be cast out? Of the numerous questions
which this practically suggests, as to the

standard by which character is to be tested,

the foundation of moral goodness, and many
more, the simplest and most obvious is to

ask, What is in man ? What are the various

elements of man's natufe? Thus we are at

once landed in psychology. And so it has

happened, that almost all great ethical think-

ers, whatever their method, even when it

.depends mainly on certain great a priori

'Conceptions, have attempted some enumera-

tion of the various parts or elements which
make up human life. Begun by Plato and

Aristotle, carried on by the Stoics, revived in

modern times by Hobbes, not neglected even

by demonstrative Spinoza, this way of pro-

ceeding by observation of living men, and of

our own minds, formed the whole staple of

Bishop Butler's method. It is strange as we
read the first fetches into human nature of

those early thinkers, with how much more

living power they come home to us than

modern psychologies. This comes probably
of their having read their facts straight off

their own hearts, or from observation of

other men. There is something in the first

thoughts of the world which can never recur,

something in having been the first utterer of

.those words, the first noters of those distinc-

tions, which thenceforth were to become the

common inheritance of all men. Compared
with theirs, the moral psychology of recent

.times has for the most part .become stale and

unprofitable, because, the first main outlines

having been already explored, the moderns
have but repeated with slight alteration the

old analysis, presenting us with tabulated

lists of appetites, desires, passions, affections,

and so forth, at which men only yawn. In

fairness, however, we must allow that al-

though we dissent most entirely from the

fundamental principles of Professor Bain's

philosophy, we have found in his elaborate

work on the 'Emotions and the Will' many
facts which are either new, or at least which

we have not before seen registered in system-
atic treatises. Certainly if psychology is to

interest and instruct once more, it must leave

the stereotyped forms, and enrich itself with

new and hitherto unnoted facts, gathered

partly from the more subtle and varied

shades of feeling, partly from the wider sur-

vey of human history, and the deepened hu-

man experience, which our present civilisa-

tion has opened up. The surest method
then for ethical science, is to begin with

moral psychology ;
that is, with a close

study of the phenomena which make up
man's moral nature. This is its beginning,
but not its end. From observation of these,

it will be led down to fundamental ideas

which underlie them
;
that is, it will land us

in theology or religion.
There are two ways in which psychology

may go to work. It may begin at the centre,

the core of man's being, at the mysterious
conscious '

I,' the fully formed personal will,

and then show how the several powers and

faculties group themselves round this centre.

But perhaps the better way is, beginning
at the outside, to follow what we may con-

ceive to be the historical growth of the indi-

vidual, as well as of the race, and to show
how each of the phases of our being succes-

sively rises into prominence. Such a survey
would place before us man in his earliest

stage as a mass of natural appetencies or

instinctive tendencies, each seeking blindly
its appropriate end, the reaching of which is

necessary to continued existence. Accom-

panying these primitive desires, we should

find certain faculties which are the instru-

ments by which the former reach their end,
the executive as it were of the blind im-

pulses. During this stage, the spontaneous
action of these appetencies engenders certain

secondary passions, such as love of things
which help the attainment of their ends,

hatred of things which thwart them. Of
these primitive outgoings, some we can see

have reference to the good of self, some to

the good of others, long before self-gratifica-

tion can be set before us as a conscious

object. Such is the earliest stage of our exist-

ence, the appetitive, the spontaneous or
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semi-conscious, as we see it in infants, or in

uncivilized tribes. This is the raw material,
as it were, out of which character is to

be formed. The aggregate amount of all

these primitive elements, and the relative

proportions in which the higher and the

lower are mingled in- each man, will go far

to determine what he will ultimately be-

come.

But out of the midst of this blind conge-
ries experience develops new powers. Very
early in the appetitive life the desires must
meet with obstacles, and the faculties that

purvey for them, being thwarted, are driven

inward, and forced to concentrate themselves

for a more conscious effort to remove the

hindrance. Here, then, is the first dawning,
the earliest consciousness of will, within us.

Again, out of the appetitive life, when expe- ,

rienced long enough, there rises a power of

intelligence or reflection which, observing
that each desire has its own end, and that

the attainment of that end brings pleasure,

generalizes from these separate goods the

idea of a general good for our whole nature,
a satisfaction arising from the permanent
gratification of all our desires, or at least of

as many of them as may be possible. Re-

flection soon perceives that desire left to act

blindly, our nature swayed now by this,

now by that impulse, does not attain to any
stable happiness. Some kinds of action, it

observes, make towards this happiness, others

thwart it; the former it calls useful actions,
the latter hurtful. From these observations

it generalizes the idea of a total personal

good or self-interest a^ an end to be aimed

at, and forms subordinate rules of conduct
with a view to attain that end. Self-interest

thus intelligently conceived may become an

end of life, or what is called a motive an

ever present motive to guide the will. Gov-
erned by this motive, the will can control

anarchic passion, and introduce order into a

man's desires and conduct. In doing this,

the will, besides the power of reflection, is

fortified by the emotions
; because, by a law of

our nature, self-interest, when once conceived

as an end, is eagerly embraced as a new

object for the affections. This is the second
or prudential stage of our nature. Some
men remain all their lives in the former or

appetitive stage, and these we call impulsive
men. Others regulate their actions by well-

calculated self-interest, and these we call pru-

dent, or it may be, if self-interest is too ab-

sorbing, selfish, men. But though the two

types of character are clear, yet so infinitely
diversified are these simple elements in thorn-

selves, and in their degrees of strength, that

perhaps no two men ever lived in whom they
were compounded exactly alike, in no two

men was the same physiognomy of character

ever reproduced.
But not any or all of the elements yet

noticed, however mingled, would make what
is called a moral being ; they do not yet rise

above the life of nature. To do this, there

needs must dawn another and higher con-

sciousness. Reflection cannot stop at the idea

of merely personal good, for it sees that there

are other beings of the same nature and de-

sires as ourselves who have each a self-in-

terest of their own as well as we. But as the

personal good of others often collides with

ours, and as one or other must give way, we

begin to see that the good of others deserves

as much respect, ought to be as sacred in our

eyes, as our own. So we rise to feel that,

above our sensitive and individual life, there

is a higher, more universal order to which

we and all individual souls even now belong,
that this higher order secures and harmonizes

the ultimate good of all rational beings, and

that the particular good of each, though in

harmony with this order, and an element of

it, must be subordinated to it. To realize

this spiritual order, and be a fellow-worker

with it, is felt to be the absolute, the moral

good, an end in itself, higher and more ulti-

mate than all other ends. This idea, this end,

this impersonal good, once conceived, comes

home to us with a new and peculiar con-

sciousness. In its presence we for the first time

become aware of a law which has a right to

command us, which is obligatory on us, which

to obey is a duty. Seen in the light of this

law, the good of others, we feel, has a right
to determine our choice equally with our

own, and our owu good loses its merely tem-

porary and finite, and assumes an impersonal
and eternal, character. This consciousness

it is which makes us moral agents. Only in

the idea of such a transcendent law above us,

independent of us, universal, and of a will

determined by it, does morality begin. All

others elements of our nature are called moral,

only as they bear on this, the overruling
moral principle. The consciousness just de-

scribed constitutes the third or moral stage

of human nature. Not that the second and

the third stages occur in every man in the

order we have followed. A man may bo-

come alive to the moral law, and to its obli-

gation over him, before he has concoivod of

self-interest as an end of action. I'-nt tho

ordor here given marks tho rolativc worth of

the respective principles,
and tho culmination

of our nature in that ono which is its propor
end.

It would be easy to show how all the moral

systems have taken their charaotor, from giv-

ing one or other of these throo prinoiplos of

action, the emotional, the prudential, and the
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moral, a special prominence, investing some
one element, or some particular disposition
of all the elements, with paramount sover-

eignty. But we must pass on to notice a

defect inherent in this and every attempt to

map out human nature into various compart-
ments, a defect which, when unperceived,
as it mostly is, distorts, if not falsifies, the

whole work of the analysts. Even if the most
exact enumeration, the most minute analysis
could be made, would this give all that makes

up character ? It is a common mistake with

psychologists to suppose that it does. They
fancy they can grasp life by victorious analysis.
There can be no greater, though there is no
more common delusion. What is it that

analysis, the most perfect, accomplishes ? It

gives the various elements which go to make

up a moral fact, or it may be said to give the

various points of view which a phenomenon
or group of phenomena presents. But is this

all ? Is there nothing more than what is

found in the analyst's crucible ? The analysis,
that is the unloosing, the taking down into

pieces of the bundle, may be complete ;
but

where is the power of synthesis, the bond
which held the bundle together ? Where is

the life which pervaded the several elements,
and made of them one entire power ? It is

gone, it has escaped your touch. Can the

botanist, after he has divided a flower into its

component parts, pistil, stamen, anther, petals,

calyx, put them together once more, and re-

store the life and beauty that were there ?

This is the main error of psychologists. They
fancy that when they have completed their

analysis they have done all, not considering
that it is just the most unique and mysteri-
ous part of the problem which has eluded

them. What the late Professor Ferrier shows
so well against the psychologists, that the
'

ego,' the one great mystery, ever escapes
them, the same takes place in the analysis of

every other living entity. In a human char-

acter, when you have done your best to ex-

haust it, to give its whole contents, that which
is its finer breath, has it not escaped you ?

must not you be content to own that there

remains behind a something
' which no lan-

guage may declare' ? What end then serves

analysis? By bringing out, separately and
in detail, each side, aspect, or element in any
problem, and fixing the eye on each succes-

sively, it helps to give distinctness and exact-

ness to our whole conception of it. But it

is only the multiplicity that is thus given,
the unity or rather the unifying power still

.remains ungrasped. And if we are to see

-character in its truth, we must, after analysis
:has done its work, by an act of philosophic
imagination remake the synthesis, put the
elements together again ;

and if we do this

rightly something will reappear in the syn-
thesis which had disappeared in the analysis,
and that something will be just the idiosyn-
cratic element which gives individuality to

the whole man. To a moral philosophy
which shall give the truth, this synthesis is

not less essential than the analysis.
Of the many questions which have been,

and may still be, asked respecting virtuous

character, there is one, not the least impor-
tant, and certainly the most practical of any,
which has received less attention from moral-

ists than it deserves. It is this : Supposing
that we have settled rightly what the true

ideal of character is, how are we to attain to

it ? what is the dynamic power in the moral
life ? what is that which shall impel a man
to persevere in aiming at this ideal, shall carry
him through all that hinders him outwardly
ami inwardly, and enable him, in some mea-
sure at least, to realize it ? Other questions,
it would seem, more stimulate speculation,
none has more immediate bearings on man's
moral interests. For confused and imperfect
as men's notions of right may be, it is not

knowledge that they lack, it is the will and
the power to do. Change one word, and all

men will make the apostle's confession their

own :

' To know is present with me, but how
to perform that which is good I find not.'

On this subject, then, the dynamic or mo-
tive power in moral life, -we would turn

attention in the sequel. Under the word
motive three things are included, which are

usually distinguished thus, the outward ob-

ject or reality, which, when apprehended
and desired, determines to action

;
the men-

tal act of apprehending this object ;
and the

desire or affection which is awakened by the

object so apprehended. To this last step,
which immediately precedes the act of will,

and is said to determine it, the term ' mo-
tive' is often exclusively applied. But in

our inquiry into the dynamic or motive pow-
er we shall use the word in a wider sense,

including all the three elements in the pro-

cess, and applying it more especially to that

one which is the starting-point, namely, the

outward object or reality, which, addressing
the understanding, and stirring the affections,

ultimately determines the will. And the

question we ask is, What is that outward ob-

ject, or class of objects, which determines the

will in a way which can rightly be called moral ?

What are those truths which, apprehended
and entering into a man, enable him to rise

into that state of being which is truly virtu-

ous or moral ?

In doing so it will be well to ask first what
answers to this question may be found in the

works of some of the great masters of moral

wisdom. In his survey of moral systems,
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Adam Smith remarks that there are two main

questions with which moralists have to deal.

The first is, What is virtue ? or, more con-

cretely, In what consists the virtuous charac-

ter, that temper and conduct in a man
which deservedly wins the esteem of his

fellow-men? The second is, What is the

faculty in us by which we discern and ap-

prove the virtuous character ? in other

words, by what power do we distinguish be-

tween right actions and praise them, and

wrong actions and blame them ? Of the

question we are now to consider, the dyna-
mic power which enables us to do the right,

it is remarkable that Smith makes no men-

tion. In discussing this, which we may call

the third main question of morals, we shall

have occasion to advert to the former two,
but we shall do so no farther than as they
bear on the third, which is our more imme-
diate concern.

Smith has classified philosophers mainly

by the answer they give to the first of the

three questions, according as they place vir-

tue in the proper balance and harmony of all

the faculties and affections which make up
our human nature, or in the judicious pursuit
of our own happiness, or in benevolence,
that is, in the affections which seek the hap-

piness of others. The first of these three

answers to the great question, What is the

virtuous character ? has been sanctioned by
the greatest names of past time, by Plato,

by Aristotle, by the Stoics, and by Bishop
Butler. Let us glance at their theories, with

a view to find what help there is in them as

to the dynamic power we are in search of.

With Plato originated the idea that virtue

is a proper balance or harmony of the various

powers of soul
;
and though it has often since

been elaborated into detail, it has never been

put in so beautiful and attractive a form. It

is one of those great though simple thoughts
first uttered by that father of philosophy,
which have taken hold of the world, and

which it will never let go. Repeated in our

ordinary language, it sounds a commonplace ;

but in the Gr.eek of The Republic it stands

fresh with unfading beauty. He divides the

soul, as is well known, into three elements,

desire, passion or courage, and intellect;

and this division, variously modified, has

held its ground in philosophy till now. The
(Jixaiotfuvrj, or righteousness of the individual

soul, he places in a proper balance or har-

mony of these three elements, in which each

holds that position which rightfully belongs
to it. The State is the counterpart of the

individual soul, and its <Sixaio<fuvT], or right

condition, is attained when the three orders

of guardians, auxiliaries, and producers, an-

swering to reason, passion, appetite, respec-

tively stand in their proper order of prece-
dence. This is the philosophy which Shake-

speare makes Ulysses speak.
' In the ob-

servance of degree, priority, and place, stands

' The unity and married calm of States.'

. . .
' How could communities,

Degrees in schools, and brotherhoods in cities,

Peaceful commerce from dividable shores,
The primogenitive and due of birth,

Prerogative of age, crowns, sceptres, laurels,
But by degree, stand in authentic place ?

Take but degree away, untune that string,

And, hark, what discord follows! each thing
meets

In mere oppugnancy.'

The man is righteous in whom each of the

three elements holds its proper place, and

does its proper work ; and this inward

harmony expresses itself in an outward life

which is every way righteous. The pow-
er which discerns the right and orders

all the elements of the soul, is intellect or

reason, whose right it is to rule. But how
is this harmony of soul, once discerned,

to be reached, maintained, made energetic I

Plato, of philosophers the least mechanical,
the most dynamic, the most full of powers of

life, cannot have left this question wholly un-

answered, though he has not dealt with it

systematically. His hope was that this may
be done in the State by educating the guar-

dians, who are philosophers ;
in the indivi-

dual, by educating the reason, which is the

sovereign principle, by the continual study of

real truth, the contemplation of the ideal

good. The highest object of all is the Rssen-

tial Form or Idea of the Good which im-

parts to the objects known the truth that is

in them, and to the knowing mind the fac-

ulty of knowing truth. This idea of the

good is the cause of science and of truth.

It gives to all objects of knowledge not only
the power of being known, but their being
and existence. The good is not existence,

but is above and beyond existence in dignity
and power. 'The purpose of education,' he

says, 'is to turn the whole soul round, in

order that the eye of the soul, or reason, may
be directed to the right quarter. But edu-

cation does not generate or infuse any new

principle; it only guides or directs a principle

already in existence.' So far in The Republic.

Aijain, in the famous myth where reason

is imaged by a charioteer driving a chariot

drawn by two horses, one high-spirited and

aspiring, the other earthward grovelling,

Plato makes the charioteer able just to r.-is.>

his head, and look out for A moment on that

super-celestial place, which is above heaven's

vault, and to catch a glimpse of the realities

that are there, the colourless, formless, in-

tangible substance on which the gods gaze
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without let or hindrance. The glimpse
which the better human souls get fills them
with love of the reality. They see and feast

on it, and are nourished by it. It is this

idea or essence of the good, the cause of ex-

istence and knowledge, the vital centre in the

world of thought, as the sun is in the world

of sight, which is the object of contempla-
tion to the reason. ' And reason,' Plato

says,
'

looking upwards, and carried to the

true Above, realizes a delight in wisdom, un-

known to the other parts of our nature.'

This idea of good is the centre at once of

morals and politics, the rightful influencing

power in human action. It should be ever

present to the mind
;
a full philosophic con-

sciousness of it should be the ruling power
in everything. Nor is it an object merely
for the pure reason, but for the imagination
also, and an attractive power for the higher
affections which side with reason. This

glimpse, then, granted only to the purest in

their purest hour, may be supposed to be to

them an inspiration that will not desert them
all their lives after. It will make them hun-

ger and thirst after truth and righteousness,
and despise, in comparison of these, all lower

goods. So far this intuition of the good will

be a dynamic power. But this master-vision,

if it be possible at rare intervals, for the

select souls of earth, and if it were adequate
to sustain them in the pursuit of goodness, is

at best a privilege for the few, not an inheri-

tance for mankind. And Plato did not

dream of it as more. From the mass of men
he turns in despair, and leaves them to their

swine-troughs. He did not conceive that for

all men there was an ideal, or any power suf-

ficient to raise them towards it. In Plato,

then, the moral dynamic force we are seek-

ing is in small measure, if at all, to be found.

Shall we find it in Aristotle ? Although
the Ethics contains more than one division

of human nature, which helped forward psy-

chological analysis, yet the whole system is

not determined by any such division, but by
certain leading objective ideas. Foremost

among these is that of an end of action.

There is an absolute end of all action, an end
in itself, and man's constitution is framed

conformably to this end, and in realizing it

lies the total satisfaction of his nature, his

well-being. Everything in nature has its end,
and fulfils it unconsciously, but a moral being
must fulfil his end not blindly, but with con-

scious purpose. The end in itself consciously
chosen and pursued, this is Aristotle's funda-

mental ethical idea.

The end or the good for man is a vivid

consciousness of life, according to its highest
excellence, or in the exercise of its highest
powers. Sir Alexander Grant, in his very

able dissertation on ivspyeia, shows, with sin-

gular felicity, how Aristotle regarded man's

chief good as '

nothing external to him, but

as existing in man and for man
; existing in.

the evocation, the vividness, and the fruition

of his powers. It is the conscious vitality of

life and the mind in the exercise of its high-
est faculties. This, however, not as a perma-
nent condition, but one that arises in us,

oftenest like a thrill ofjoy, a momentary intu-

ition. Were it abiding, we should be as

God.' In order to find in which part of man
this highest excellence is to be found, Aris-

totle has'recourse to a psychological division,

not of his own making, but apparently well

known at the time. He divides the internal

principle (4'
uX*j) into the physical or vegeta-

tive part, the semi-rational or appetitive, and

the purely rational. The first has no share

in human excellence, in the second lies moral

excellence or virtue, in the third lies intellec-

tual excellence. Aristotle here founds the

distinction between moral and intellectual,

beyond which we have not yet got. Practi-

cal moral excellence has its seat in the second

division of our nature, in the passions, which,

though not purely rational, have communion
with reason. And though Aristotle, in the

end, gives to the purely intellectual excel-

lence, which consists in philosophical con-

templation, a higher place than he assigns to

the exercise of the moral virtues, yet it is of

these he chiefly treats, and with these we
have now to do. Moral virtue, then, he de-

fines as consisting in a developed state of the

moral purpose, in a balance relative to our-

selves, which is determined by reason. This

is Aristotle's famous doctrine, that virtue is a

mean, an even balance, a harmony of man's

powers. It is a mean as exhibited in parti-

cular actions, and also a mean or balance

struck between opposite excesses of feeling.

Feelings, passions, actions, are the raw mate-

rials out of which character is to be wrought

by aiming at a balance. Right reason is the

power which determines what the mean or

balance is. It reviews the whole circum-

stances of the case, strikes the balance, appre-
hends the rule by which the irregular feelings

may be reduced to that regularity in which
virtue consists, virtue as well in particular

acts, as in habits, and in the whole character.

The mean is not a ' hard and fast line,' but a

balance struck anew in each particular case,

from a consideration of all the circumstances.

The virtuous character is slowly elaborated

by a repetition of virtuous acts; acts, that is,

midway between extremes. And then as to

knowing what the real mean is, man must

begin and act from his own perceptions, such

as they are. His own individual reason must

be the guide he starts with, but he is not
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therefore shut up in subjectivity. He has a

surer standard than individual judgment to

appeal to, even the universal moral sentiment

of men. Or rather in the wise man, the

ideally perfect man, he has a kind of object-

ive conscience, an embodiment of moral law
;

and he judges according as he knows that

this ideally wise man would judge. Ilere

then we have a theory of virtue and the

virtuous character, but no answer to the ques-

tion, What is the motive power which shall

propel men towards this ideal ? Indeed, full

though his treatise is of wise and penetrating

practical remarks on character, this subject
is nowhere discussed by Aristotle

;
but if we

may gather an answer for ourselves, it might
have been something like this :

Reason of itself cannot reach the will and

mould the choice. Yet reason and those

emotions which are most obedient to it, act

and react on each other. In time, by the

law of habit, they blend together and make

up a moral habit of soul, which restrains and

directs all the lower impulses. When intel-

lect and the more generous emotions com-

bine in seeking one end, and by repeated acts

form a habit, the result is the perfected mor-

al judgment or practical wisdom, which it-

self is both a guide and a sufficient motive

power to impel the soul steadily to good.

&pdvri<fis is with Aristotle the perfection of

the moral intellect. He does not say that it

is an interpenetration of the moral with the

intellectual side of human nature, but that

there is an inseparable connexion between
this practical wisdom (0pov]<ri) and moral

virtue. In his view, these two sides, if not

blended in one habit, are brought much clos-

er together than in Plato, and that, both in

the discerning and _in the ruling moral fac-

ulty.

The elaboration of the virtuous character

by the formation of good habits is a long and

slow process. Does Aristotle point to any
spring of inspiration which may carry a man

through it? Plato after his own fashion

does. Far off and inaccessible as his idea of

the good may be, there is something in it,

and in his enthusiasm for it, which must

kindle, as by contagion, all but the dullest.

But in Aristotle, though at every turn you
meet insights into human nature which you
feel to be penetratingly true, yet, after all, you
are left to evolve the virtuous habit out of

your own inward resources. There is in him
no pointing to anything which may come to

a man inwardly, and supplement his mortal

weakness by a strength beyond his own. All

that he suggests is of a merely external kind.

Besides moral teaching, such as himself and

other moralists give,
he bids men look for

help to such institutions, cither domestic or

political, as may assist them in the cultiva-

tion of virtue.

Amongst moderns, it is well known, Bishop
Butler has been the chief expounder of the

idea which originated with Plato, that the

virtuous character consists in a harmony of

the different powers of man. This, the lead-

ing idea of his sermons, has so worked itself

through his teaching into modern thought,
that it need not now be dwelt on. A sys-

tem, a constitution, an economy, in which

the various parts appetites, passions, par-

ticular affections are all ranged in due gra-

dation under the supreme conscience; this is

his doctrine of man. In working out this

idea, while the great Bishop has contributed

much of his own, especially the masterly

analysis by which he proves the existence in

man of originally unselfish, as well as of self-

regarding affections, he recalls here the

teaching of Plato, there that of Aristotle.

Though he deals entirely with individual

man, he illustrates his idea of gradation and

moral harmony by Plato's image of a civil

constitution, with its various ranks subordi-

nated under one supreme authority. On the

other hand, his idea of conscience comes

much nearer to that of Aristotle's <f)pwvi<fis

than that of Plato's reason. But in Butler's
'

conscience,' there is a much more distinct

presence of the emotional or moral element,

while the notion of an obligatory power or

right to command, so characteristic of mod-

ern as distinguished from ancient thought,
comes strongly out. But paramount as is

this idea with Butler, it is strange that when-

ever we go beyond it, and ask for a reason

why conscience should be supreme, he fails

us. Entrenched within his psychological

facts, he refuses to go beyond them. Ask

what is the rule of right, the canon by
which conscience decides, he replies, Man is

a law to himself; every plain honest man
who wishes it, will find the rule of right

within himself, and will decide agreeably to

truth and virtue. This is like saying that

conscience decides by the rule of conscience.

If asked, Why should I obey conscience?

Butler can but assume that conscience
' car-

ries its own authority with it, that is our na-

tural guide
'

that it belongs to our condi-

tion of being, and therefore it is our duty to

obey it If a further sanction is sought, he

seems to find it in the fact of experience, that

the path of duty and that of interest coincide,
*

meaning by interest happiness and satisfac-

tion.' If there be exceptions, these will be

set right in the final li*tril>utii>n of things.
'

Duty and interest are perfectly coincident
;

for the most part licrc, i-ntin-ly licivaftcr
;

this being implied in the very notion of a

good ana perfect administration of things.
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In this coincidence of duty and interest, so

far fulfilled in our present experience, and

ultimately made sure "by the existence of a

Moral Governor of the world, seems to lie a

great part of the dynamic power in Butler's

system. To this may be added his remark,
in the spirit of Aristotle, that obedience to

conscience, when it has grown into a habit-

ual temper, becomes a choice and a delight.
But in the sermons on the Love of God

he strikes a higher strain. He there demon-
strates to an unbelieving age that this affec-

tion he speaks of is no dream, but the most
'

sober certainty. For as we have certain low-

er affections which find sufficing objects in

the world around us, so we have higher facul-

ties and moral emotions, which find but in-

adequate objects in the scattered rays of

created wisdom, power, and goodness which
this world shows. To these faculties and
affections God himself is the only adequate

supply. They can find their full satisfaction

only in the contemplation of that righteous-
ness which is an everlasting righteousness,
of that goodness in the sovereign mind which

gave birth to the universe. This is Butler's

highest doctrine, which he set forth with a

calm suppressed enthusiasm almost too deep
for words. This contemplation would give
rise to the highest form of happiness, but

it is not for this that it is sought. It would
cease to be the ultimate end that it is, if

sought for the sake of happiness, or for any end
but itself. There can be no doubt that if once

realized, it would be, as we shall see, in the

highest measure, the dynamic of the soul.

Butler's search for virtue is wholly through

psychology. Plato and Aristotle, though
they do not begin with it, very soon have
recourse to it. Kant, on the other hand,
when seeking for principles of morality, dis-

dains to fumble after them among the debris

of observation and experience, but searches

for them wholly a priori among the pure
ideas of the reason. We find nothing in

him about the virtuous character consisting
in a harmony of the mental elements, al-

though it might be said that his idea of vir-

tue is a will in harmony with the moral uni-

verse. Laying his hand at once on the in-

dividual will, and intensifying to its highest

power the idea of responsibility, he starts

with the assertion that the only real and ab-

solute good in the whole world is a good will.

And a good will is one purely and entirely
determined by the moral law. This law is

not a law generalized out of human expe-
rience, binding therefore only within the

range of that experience, but a law which
transcends it

;
is wide as the universe, and ex-

tends in its essential principle to all beings
who can think it. Man, according to Kant,

shut up on every other side of his being to a

merely relative knowledge, in the moral law
for the first time comes into contact with ab-

solute truth, truth valid not only for all men,
but for all intelligents. Human conscience is

nothing but the entering into the individual

of this objective law the witness, as it has
been called, that the will or self has come
into subjection to, and harmony with, the

universal reason, which is the will of God.
From the reality of this law Kant deduces

three great moral ideas. First, since it com-
mands imperatively, unconditionally, we must
be able to obey it. Freedom, therefore, as a

necessary consequence, follows from the con-

sciousness of an imperative law of duty hin-

dered by many obstacles, crushed by many
miseries, unrewarded with that happiness
which rightfully belongs to well-doing. There

must, therefore, be a life beyond this phenom-
enal one, where the hindrances will be re-

moved, where duty and the will to obey it

wilt have full play, where virtue and hap-

piness, here often sundered, shall at last meet.

That is, there must be an immortality. Last-

ly, reason represents to us the moral will as

worthy of happiness. But we see that there

they do coincide, nature does not effect such

a meeting. Man cannot constrain it. There
must be somewhere a Power above nature,

stronger than man, who will uphold the mor-

al order, will bring about the union between

virtue and happiness, between guilt and mis-

ery. And this being is God. Such is Kant's

practical proof of the great triad of moral

truths in which the morally-minded man be-

lieves, Freedom, Immortality, and God. The

necessity for the belief in these arises out of

the reality of the moral law.

To Kant's ideal of duty it matters nothing,

though it is contradicted by experience,

though not one instance could be shown of

a character which acted on, or even of a

single action which emanated from, the pure

unmingled moral law. The question is not

what experience shows, but what reason or-

dains. And though this ideal of moral ex-

cellence may never yet have been actualized,

yet none the less it remains a true ideal the

one standard which the moral heart of man

approves, however in practice he may fall

beneath it. On this pure idea of the moral

law Kant would build a science of ethics,

valid not for man only, but for all intelligent

beings. Applied to man, it would need to be

supplemented by an anthropology, and would

then stand to pure ethics, as mixed stand to

pure mathematics.

As to the relation in which, according to

Kant, the objective moral law stands to-the hu-

man conscience, there is a vqjy ingenious spec-

ulation of the late Professor Ferrier, which
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will illustrate it. He asks the question whether

it is the existence of our minds which gener-
ates knowledge, or the entering of knowledge
into us which constitutes our minds ? Is the

radical and stable element mind, and is in-

telligence the secondary and derivative one ?

Professor Ferrier's reply is, that '
it is not

man's mind which puts him in possession of

ideas, but it is ideas, that is knowledge, which

first puts him in possession of a mind.' The
mind does not make ideas, but ideas make
mind. In like manner, applying the same

principle to poetic inspiration, he shows that

it is not the poetic mind which creates the

ideas of beauty and sublimity which it utters,

but those ideas which, entering into a man,
create the poetic mind. And so in moral

truth, it is not our moral nature which makes
the distinction between right and wrong, but

the existence of right and wrong, and the

apprehension of them by us, which create our

moral nature. 'I have no moral nature,' he

says, 'before the distinction between right
and wrong is revealed to me. My moral

nature exists subsequently to this revelation.

At any rate, I acquire a moral nature, if not

after, yet in the very act which brings before

me the distinction. The distinction exists as

an immutable institution of God prior to the

existence of our minds. And it is the knowl-

edge of this distinction which forms the

prime constituent, not of our moral acquisi-

tions, but of our moral existence.' This very

ingenious speculation is in the very spirit of

the Platonic philosophy, and may serve to

illustrate Kant's view of the priority and in-

dependence of the moral law to our appre-
hensions of it.

Where, then, is the motive power in the

Kantian ethics? Kant's answer is plain. It

is the, naked representation of duty, the pure
moral law. And this, according to Kant,
exerts so strong a motive power over the

will, that it is only when a man has acknowl-

edged its obligatory force, and obeyed it, that

he learns for the first time his own free causal

power, his independence of all merely sensi-

tive detcrminators. The naked moral law,

defecated, as he speaks, of all emotions of the

sensory, is the one only dynamic which is

truly moral. Tliis, acting on the will, with

no emotion interposed, will alone, he insists,

place morality on a true foundation, will

create a higher speculative ethics, and a

higher practical morality, and will awaken

deeper moral sentiments, than any system of

ethics, compounded now of ideal, now of ac-

tual elements, can do.

In the rigidity with which he holds that

in a pure moral action, the law shall alone

sway the will, that all emotion, lore the

purest, pity the tendcrest, shall be exclu<lo<l,

Kant is ultra-stoical. The representation of

duty, when embraced, will awaken reverence

for the law, and this is a pure moral emotion.

But in determining the act, the stern impera-
tive must stand alone, and refuse all aid from

emotion or affection. For these there is no

place in a pure morality, except as the sub-

missive servants of duty.
In making this high demand, it should be

remembered that Kant is setting forth, not

an actual state which he expects to find in

human nature, but an ideal, which neverthe-

less because it is an ideal, affects human na-

ture more powerfully than any maxim merely

generalized from experience. And perhaps
if the moral idea is to be set forth in its na-

tive strength and dignity, it is well that it

should be exhibited thus nakedly. It does

come shorn of much of its power, when so

largely mingled, as it is in Butler, with con-

siderations of mere prudence.
As has been remarked, however, even

Kant, much as he desired to get rid of ex-

perience in constructing his morality, was not

able to do so. He was obliged to come to

experience before he could give content to

his moral law 'So act, that thou couldst

consistently will the principle of thy action

to become law universal for all intelligent^.'

So Kant shaped his imperative. This is not

very unlike Austin's utilitarian question,
' What would be the probable effect on the

general happiness or good, if similar acts

were general or frequent ?
'

Again, as we

saw, he is obliged to supplement his moral

life here with the belief of a future, where

virtue and happiness shall be one, where the

ideal shall become actual
;
thus proving that

human feelings cannot to the end be ban-

ished from a moral system, that some account

must be taken of happiness, though Kant is

right in giving to such considerations a sub-

ordinate, not a primary, place.
From the brief survey of the motive power

as it appears in the systems of some of the

most famous ' Intuitive Moralists,' it would

have been interesting, had our space allowed,

to have turned to the Utilitarian theorists,

and examined at length the answers they give
to the same question. As it is, however, a

few remarks must suffice. This school of

philosophers, as is well known, maintains that

utility, or the tendency to promote pleasure

or to cause pain, is the only quality in actions

which makes them good or bad. They hold,

moreover, that pleasure and pain
are the only

possible objects of choice, the only in

which can determine the will. The.-.- :m- the

fundamental tenets of that school of philoso-

phers tvpn'snited by Epicurus in the ancient

world, and by IVntham, and his followers

Mr. Mill and Professor Bain, in our own day.
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If by the happiness which is said to be the

end of action is meant merely the happiness
of one's-self, the system is one of the plainest
and most intelligible, the dynamic force is

the most obvious, and the most surely operat-

ing that can well be imagined. But then

the course of action dictated by the desire of

exclusive self-interest is not, according to the

view of most men, a moral one at all, and the

motive is not moral, but selfish. The aim

of all morality, as we conceive it, is to furnish

men with a standard of action, and a motive

to work by, which shall not intensify each

man's selfishness, but which shall raise him
in a great measure above the thought of self.

If, on the other hand, it is said that it is not

my own private interest, but the general in-

terest, which I am to aim at, this may be

said in two distinct senses : Either I am to

seek the greatest happiness of all men, the

sum-total of human interests, because an en-

lightened experience tells me that my happi-
ness is in many ways bound up with theirs,

but then the good of others thus pursued
is but a means to my own private good, and

I am still acting on the motive of self-love

a strong but not a moral one : Or I am to

aim at the general happiness for its own sake,
and not merely as a means to my. own ;

but

then I am carried beyond the range of self-

interest, and acknowledge as binding other

motives which lie outside of the utilitarian

theory. To the question, Why am I to act

with a view to the happiness of others! the

utilitarian can, on his own principles, give no
other answer than this, Because it is your
own interest to do so. If we are to find an-

other, we must leave the region of personal

pleasure and pain, and allow the power of

some other motive which is impersonal.
With Bentham it is a fundamental principle
that the desire of personal good is the only
motive which governs the will. This is the

one exclusive mode of volition which he re-

cognises. He denies the other two, unselfish

regard for others, and the moral law or the

abstract sense of right, and yet these two
exist as really as self-love. It is just as cer-

tain a fact that men do sometimes act from

generous impulses, or from respect to what

they feel to be right in itself, apart from

all consequences, as that they do often act

merely with an eye to their own happiness.
In the naked form, therefore, in which Ben-
tham puts it, utilitarianism i& founded on a

psychological mistake. But the utilitarian

system takes many forms. Yet, as Jouffroy,
who has discriminated between the varieties

with great acuteness, observes

' Whether a man pursues the gratification of

impulse, or the accompanying pleasure, or the
different objects fitted to produce it

;
whether

he prefers, as most fitted to promote his highest

good, the satisfaction of certain tendencies and

pleasures ;
or finally, whether for the attain-

ment of his end he adopts the circuitous means
of general interest, or the direct pursuit of his

own, it is of little consequence to determine :

he is impelled to act, in each and every instance,

by calculations of what is best for himself.

Self-love remains essentially the same under all

its forms, and impresses a similar character

upon the various schemes of conduct to which
it leads.'

In Mr. Mill's treatise on Utilitarianism

there is no departure from the fundamentals

of the utilitarian creed, though much strain-

ing of ingenuity to make it include principles
and sentiments which do not readily come
within that theory. Indeed, in this treatise

one prominent characteristic of all the au-

thor's writings is more than usually conspicu-
ous. On the one hand we see an amiably
obstinate adherence to the sensational and

utilitarian tenets which formed his original

philosophic outfit. On the other hand, a re-

dundance of argument, sometimes verging on

special pleading, to reconcile to his favourite

hypothesis views and feelings gathered in

alien regions, with which his wider experi-

ence has made him familiar. This effort con-

tinued throughout his Utilitarianism has oc-

casioned, if we may venture to hint it, a want

of clear statement and precise thought, with

sometimes a straining of the meaning of terms,

which we should hardly look for in so trained

a logician. This comes no doubt from the

fact, that in order to adapt the utilitarian

theory to the primary moral perceptions of

men, it is necessary to go counter to the nat-

ural current of thought, and to give a twist

to forms of speech, which have interwoven

themselves into the very texture of language.
One of those strange contortions is the fol-

lowing opinion that it is the idea of the

penal sanction which makes men feel certain

acts to be wrong ;
not that they are wrong in

themselves, and therefore visited with punish-
ment. Or, as Mr. Mill otherwise expresses

it,
' the deserving or not deserving punishment

lies at the bottom of .the notions of right and

wrong.' This doctrine, which Mr. Mill

seems to hesitate to state in all its breadth,

else instead of '

deserving' he would probably
have written '

imposition of punishment,' has

been stated more explicitly by Professor Bain,

who maintains that 'the imposition of pun-
ishment is the distinctive property of acts

held to be morally wrong ;

' and again, that

'the primary germ and commencement of

conscience is the dread of punishment.' An-

other equally startling position maintained by
Mr. Mill, is that virtue is pursued primarily

only as a means to an end, namely happiness,

just as money is
;
but that in time it comes
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to be regarded as part of the end, happiness,
and as such is pursued for its own sake, just
as misers come to love money for itself, and
not for its uses. He holds that in man

originally there is no desire of virtue, or mo-
tive to it, save as a means to gain pleasure or

avoid pain. But even when desired for its

own sake, which he grants it comes to be, its

worth arises, not from its own intrinsic ex-

cellence, but from its being the most impor-
tant of all means to the general happiness.
But what it more concerns us to remark at

present is the answer which Mr. Mill gives to

the question, What is the sanction of the

utilitarian ethics, what the motive to conform
to this standard ? It is of two kinds, the ex-

ternal and the internal. The external motive

is the hope of favour or the fear of punishment
from our fellow-men or from the Supreme
Ruler. The internal motive is primarily the

desire of our own happiness, which, however,
when enlarged by intelligence, expands into

a desire for the good of others. It does so

because the more we are enlightened the

more clearly we perceive that our own good
is inextricably bound up with theirs; because

there is in us a natural desire to be in unity
with others

; lastly, because an unselfish re-

gard for our neighbours springs, by the prin-

ciple of association, out of intercourse begun
at first merely from self-regard. It is observ-

able, however, that Mr. Mill, though he
stretches to the utmost the motive of self-re-

gard, combining with it as much as possible
of what is otherwise admirable in human na-

ture, and though it seems to allow the exist-

ence, in a certain subordinate degree, of

purely unselfish sympathies, yet in the last

resort makes self-regard the centre to which
all the other feelings, as accretions, cling, and
round which they are woven into 'a complete
web of corroborative association.' In his

ground-plan of human nature, the unselfish

sympathies and the moral principle are not
made to occupy what we believe they in

reality do occupy as substantial and inde-

pendent a place as the feeling of self-interest.

Hence neither the standard of action, nor
the motive power ho sets forth, however
much transformed by the magic touch of as-

sociation, ever gets clear of the original taint

of self-reference. Mr. Mill's utilitarianism

does not, any more than other forms of the
same doctrine, give either a really moral

standard, or a self-forgetting and moral mo-
tive. As water cannot rise above the level

from which it springs, no more can moral
theories. Self-love may be, and as a fact

often is, the first impulse that drives a man
to seek to become morally and religiously
better. And there is a measure of self-regard
which is right, which, if kept in its duo place,

ought not to be underrated. But before a

man can become either truly moral or relig-

ious, self-regard must have been wholly sub-

ordinated to, if not 'exchanged for, a higher
principle of action and a purer affection.

In the opening chapter of his work on

Jurisprudence, Austin sets forth the utilita--

rian doctrine with a distinctness of outline,

which, we think, far surpasses Mr. Mill's ex-

hibition of it. He does not, like the latter,

assert that conduciveness to general hap-
piness is the essence, but only that it is the

index of right action. The rightness and

wrongness of all acts Austin grounds prima-
rily on the Divine will or command. God

designs the happiness of all His creatures;
and as He has given us faculties to perceive
what actions tend to produce this, and what
actions tend to thwart it, He has given us

therein a criterion by which to know what
His will is, that is, what actions we ought to

do, what to avoid. This representation of

the theory furnishes a lever above and inde-

pendent of utility, namely, the will of God
and therefore, in one point of view, a motive

which, if once realized, is every way adequate
to engender moral action. But still it does

not rise above the utilitarian subjection to

pleasure and pain. For Austin sums up the

Divine will in pure benevolence, and grounds
obedience to it solely on the fact that God
can reward and punish to the uttermost. But
to obey God chiefly or entirely for such a

reason, docs not amount to moral obedience,
nor is such a motive a moral motive.

A recent subtle and original writer on met-

aphysics will perhaps pardon us if we here

allude to certain points in his ethical views,

although he has not yet given these- to the

world. Differing from the utilitarian view,
in that he regards virtue as consisting in %
perfect harmony of all the faculties and func-

tions of man
; maintaining the existence of a

moral sense, distinct altogether from a sense

of interest, he yet agrees with the utilitarians

so far, that he regards pleasure as the uni-

versal motive power. He maintains that in

all cases whore a choice is made, pleasure, or

as it is sometimes phrased, interest, is the

determinator of the choice; that in all con-

scious actions, thoughts, feelings, where a pref-

erence is made, it is because the pleasure of

the one preferred is felt by the agent to be

greater than the pleasure of those not prefer-

red. The maintainer of this theory would

say that the commonly-received distinction

between pleasure and duty is a misleading
one. For whenever any act is preienv.l. this

itself proves that that act, however painful it

seems, is not only pleasurable, but the most

pleasurable. Let there be two acts, ho would

say, one a gratification of sense, and as such
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pleasurable, the other a denial of this gratifi-

cation, and so far painful, yet if the latter is

done from .what is called a sense of duty, the

fact that it has been preferred proves that it

was not only pleasant, but the most pleasant
to him who preferred it. For that which in

the event is chosen to be done is thereby

proved to be the most pleasurable. To this

it may be replied that to make the pleasur-
able synonymous with that which is actually

preferred, is to give the term a quite new

meaning. So to stretch the idea of pleasure
is to change it entirely, and to render it

wholly vague, and empty of content.

It may be true that in most, perhaps in all

moral acts, there is pfesent, more or less, a

conscious pleasure, but it is present as a con-

sequence, not as an antecedent of the choice.

It is also true that virtue and pleasure
are so far from being incompatible, that the

higher a man advances in virtue the greater
is his delight in it

; indeed, that the measure
of his delight is in some sort a gauge of his

moral progress. But, on the other hand, it

is no less true that while man remains in this

state of moral struggle, in some of his acts of

purest duty the ingredient of pleasure must
be so faintly present as to be scarce, if at all,

appreciable. To all theories of virtue which

give pleasure or self-love a foremost place in

it, whether as entering into its nature, or

operating as its moving spring, it is enough
to answer that they withdraw from moral

action that which is a main constituent of it,

namely, its unselfish character, and so reduce

it to the level of at least mere prudence.

They fail to recognise what Dr. Newman has

so well described as 'a remarkable law of

ethics, which is well known to all who have

given their minds to the subject. All virtue

and goodness tend to make men powerful in

this world
;
but they who aim at the power

have not the virtue. Again, virtue is its own
reward, and brings with it the truest and

highest pleasures; but they who cultivate it

for the pleasure's sake are selfish, not relig-

ious, and will never have the pleasure, be-

cause they can have never the virtue.' To
our minds there is no truth of ethics more

firmly established than this. And it is not

merely an abstract principle, but one which
embodies itself in practice every day before

our eyes. How continually do we see that

the pleasure-seeker is riot the pleasure-finder ;

that those are the happiest men who think

least about happiness ! Because, in order to

attain to that serene and harmonious energy,
that inward peace, which is the only true

happiness, a man must make, not pleasure,
but some higher object the end he lives for.

So true is it that, as has been said, the aban-

doning of some lower end in obedience to a

higher aim, is made the very condition of

securing the lower one. Or, as the author of

Ecce Ilomo writes,
'
It is far from univer-

sally true that to get a thing you must aim at

it. There are some things which can only
be gained by renouncing them.' And such
a thing is pleasure. Does not this character-

istic of it, that, when you make it your
conscious aim, it is gone at least the purer
essence, the finer bloom of it, prove that it

is merely a subsidiary attendant on moral ac-

tion, the attendant shadow, not the substance,
and cannot be its end or propelling power?
Our survey of systems, ancient and mod-

ern, has been long, perhaps even to weari-

ness, and yet we have not found the thing
we seek. In what have been called the in-

tuitive theories, the motive presented, if high,
has been remote and impalpable, not such as

would naturally come home to the hearts of

ordinary men. The narrower forms of utili-

tarianism offer a motive near and strong

enough self-love
;
but then it is one which

men of moral aspiration' most long to rise

above. And when the endeavour is made to

combine with it benevolence, and to take in

the whole human race, the motive is no
doubt elevated, but at the expense of its

power; it is emptied of the strength which
self-love peculiarly possesses. On the whole,

then, from this want of practical help in

many ways, and especially from their lack of

a moral dynamic, it is no wonder that most
men turn from ethical theories with weari-

ness approaching to disgust. Young stu-

dents, and older men professionally interested

in these subjects, can hardly imagine how

widely this is the case, not with those so im-

mersed in transitory interests as to have no

time or heart for higher matters, but with

the devoutly religious, with men of ideal

longings, with those who have been most
exercised with earnest questionings. Men

simply religious turn from theories of virtue,

as not only useless, but as cold, hard, unlov-

inghindrances to all their heart holds com-
mune with. Morality seems to draw all its

help from man's own internal resources, and

they feel too keenly that not in these is help
to be found, but in a strength out from and
above themselves. The inmost breathing of

the devout heart is,
' Lead me to the rock

that is higher than I.' Again, the deep-
hearted poet, weary of abstractions, and long-

ing for life, more life, and fuller, turns from

moral theories with a passionate
'

Away, haunt not thou me,
Thou vain Philosophy 1

Little hast thou bestead,
Save to perplex the head
And leave the spirit dead.

Unto thy broken cisterns wherefore go ?
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Why labour at the dull mechanic oar,
When the fresh breeze is blowing,

\
And the strong current flowing

Right onward to the eternal shore ?
'

Again, when we read the lives of those

men who have had the deepest spiritual ex-

perience, to whom, on the one hand, the

infinity of duty, the commandment exceeding

broad, and, on the other, the depth of their

own spiritual poverty, has been most laid

bare we find them confessing that the

seventh chapter of Romans describes their

condition more truly than any philosopher
has done. With their whole hearts they
have felt St. Paul's ' wretched man that I

am ! who shall deliver me V Such are the

men who, having come out of great deeps,
become the spirit-quickeners of their fellow-

men, the revivers of a deeper morality. To
all such there is a grim irony in the philo-

sophic ideals when confronted with their

own actuals. So hopelessly wide seems the

gap between their own condition and the

'Thou shalt' of the commandment. Not
dead diagrams of virtue such men want, but

living powers of righteousness. They do not

quarrel with the moralist's ideal, though it is

neither the saint's nor the poet's. They find

no fault with his account of the faculty which

discerns that ideal, though it is not exactly
theirs. But what they ask'is not the faculty
to know the right, but the power to be

righteous. It is because this they find not,

because, that which reason commands, the

will cannot be or do, that they are filled with

despair. As well, they say, bid us lay our

hand upon the stars because we see them, as

realize your ideal of virtue because we dis-

cern it.

But is there no outlet by which, from the

mere forms of moral thought, a man may
climb upward to the treasure-house of its

power ? Let us turn and look once more at

the moral law, as exhibited in its purest form

by Kant. In his view this law is not a

higher self, but an independent reality,

which, entering into a man, evokes the

higher self within him. To the truth, as

well as the sublimity of Kant's conception,
all hearts bear witness, by the reverence

they must feel in its presence. And yet we
know that, when we lay this bare law to

heart, it engenders not strength, but despair.
A few there may have been who have been

able to dispense with all tender feelings, and
to live high lives by dint of the law of duty
alone. All honour to such hardy spirits ;

no word shall bo said in disparagement of

them. However imperfect their principle

may be, their face is set in the right direc-

tion
; they aro on the way, we believe, to

all good. Yet their lives, upright though

they may be, will be stern and unrejoicing*

wanting in much that hearts set free should

have. But for most men, and among these

for many even of the nobler sort, such a life

would be impossible. Under such an iron

rule, a large, and that the finer part of man's

being, would have no place ;
the soul's gen-

tler, but more animating forces, would be

starved for lack of nutriment. Still, as this

law contains so much of highest truth, let us

keep fast hold of it, and see whence it comes
and whither it leads.

On reflection we find that there are many
facts of human nature and of the world,

many separate lines of thought, all leading

upward and converging on one spiritual
centre. These are like so many mountain

paths, striking upward in diverse, directions,

but leading all at last to one great summit.
Of these the moral law is the loftiest, the

directest, the most inward, the most awe-

inspiring. But to begin with the outward

world, there is we shall not say so much a

mark of design on everything, as an expe-
rience forced in upon the rnind of the

thoughtful naturalist, that, penetrate into

nature wherever he may, thought has been
there before him

; that, to quote the words
of one of the most distinguished,

' there is

really a plan, a thoughtful plan, a plan which

may be read in the relations which you and

I, and all living beings scattered over the

surface of our earth, hold to one another.'

The work of the naturalist, he goes on to

say,
' consists only in an attempt to read

more and more accurately a work in which

he has had no part, a work which displays
the thought of a mind more comprehensive
than his own

;
his task is to read the

thoughts of that mind as expressed in the

living realities that surround us
;

and the

more we give up our own conceit in this work,
the less selfish we become, the more shall we

discern, the deeper we shall read, and the

nearer we shall come to nature
;' and, we

may add, to Ilim whose thought nature is.

Then when we look within, there is 'the

causal instinct of the intellect,' as it has been

called, the mental demand for a cause of

every event, or rather the ineradicable crav-

ing for a power behind all phenomena, of

which they are but the manifestations, a

craving which no form of Comtian philosophy
will ever exorcise. Again, tln>re is the pas-
sionato longing of the imagination, aspiring
after an ideal perfection foe ourselves and

others, apprehending a beauty more than eyo
has seen or car heard. Again, there is 'the

unsufficingness of self for self,' the depen-

dency of the affections, feeling the need of an

object like themselves
; yet higher, stronger,

more enduring, on which tbey can lean, in
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which they may find refuge. Another ave-

nue upward is the feeling of the derivative

nature, not of our affections merely, but

of our whole being. We are here a little

while, each a small rill of life, with

many qualities. We feel, think, fear, love
;

no facts are more certain to me than

these. Yet it is just as certain that I am
not here by my own will. I did not

place myself here
;
cannot keep myself here.

My life is in the grasp of powers which I

cannot, but in the smallest degree, control.

There must be a source whence this life, and

all the other similar lives around me, come.

And that source cannot be anything lower,

or possessed of lower qualities, than mine,
but rather something containing all the qual-

ities, which I and all other beings like to me

have, in infinite abundance. There must be

some exhaustless reservoir of being, from

which ray small 'rill, and these numberless

like rills, of being, come, a fountain that

contains in itself the all of soul that has been

diffused through the whole human race, and

infinitely more. This is no elaborate argu-

ment, but almost an instinctive perception.
Call it anthropomorphic, if you please ;

it is

none the less a natural and true way of

thinking, and as old as the Stoics. Cicero

puts it in the mouth of his Stoic Balbus, and

has supplied him with no better argument.

Lastly, and chief of all, there is the law of

duty, coming home to the morally awakened
man more intimately, affecting him more

profoundly, than anything else he knows.

What is it whence comes it this law,

which lies close to all his thoughts, an ever-

present, though often latent consciousness,

haunting him like his very being? Mr. Mill

speaks slightingly, as it seems, of ' the sort of

mystical character which is apt to be attrib-

uted to the idea of moral obligation," but

he has not as yet been able really to explain
the mystery. If instead of trying to solve it,

unsatisfactorily we think, into lower elements,
as the analyst is apt to do, or to shrink from

it as the sensual nature always will do, or to

act out merely the letter of it, as the legalist
will try to do, we can but get ourselves to

look at it steadily, and with open heart, the

mystery of its nature and origin will not

grow less to us, but more. What is it
;

is

it a mere abstraction ? That which reason

apprehends, and the personal will bows to,

as an authority superior to themselves, can-

not be a mere abstraction, but something
which is consubstantial with themselves.

The moral law must be either a self- existing

entity, like to our highest nature, or must
inhere in One who possesses all that we have
of reason and will, only in an infinitely

greater degree. That which our inner self,

our personality, feels to have rightful author-

ity over it, must be either a personality, or

something more excellent than personality,
if that is possible. To some such conviction

as this we are led up, by asking what is this

moral law which we apprehend, and whence

does it come ? Here, if anywhere, we find

the golden link which connects the human
nature with the Divine.

Putting then all these converging lines of

thought together, we see that they meet in

the conviction that there is behind ourselves

and all the things we see and know, a Mind,
a Reason, a Will, like to our own, only

incomprehensibly greater, of which will and
reason the moral law is the truest and most

adequate exponent we have. Not that these

lines, any or all of them, are to be taken as

proofs demonstrating the existence of God,
which is, we hold, incapable of scientific

demonstration. The notion of God we be-

lieve with Coleridge to be essential to the

human mind, not derived from reasonings,

though as a matter of fact actually called

forth into distinct consciousness mainly by
the conscience. When, however, we come
to reflect on that conviction afterwards, we
find hints and confirmations of it, mainly in

the existence of our moral nature and of the

law of duty, and secondarily in those other

lines of thought which, as we have seen,

converge towards the same centre. But
these are dim tracts of thought, hard to

tread with firm step. Yet though the lines

here traced are, as we know, imperfect and

broken, they may be taken for what they
are meant to be, hints for thought on an

exhaustless subject.
In this discussion we have taken for

granted that the morality of man is in its

essence identical with the morality of God
that when we use the word righteous of man
and of God, we do not use it in two different

senses, but in the same sense. This position,

implicitly held before by all, both philoso-

phers and ordinary men, has been more

explicitly brought out and established by the

polemic which Mr. Mansel's denial of it has

called forth. The result of a real belief not

merely in an abstract moral law, but in a

Personal Being, in whom dwells whatever of

highest is in ourselves, whose moral nature is

imaged in our own, will be to let in on the

soul a new motive power, a new centre of

existence. This is the first condition of a

living morality as well as of vital religion,
that the soul shall find a true centre out from

and above itself, round which it shall re-

volve. The essence of all immorality, of sin,

is the making self the centre round which

we would have all other beings and interests

revolve. To be delivered from this, which
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is the condition of the natural man, is the

turning-point of moral progress, and of spiri-

tual renewal. The new and rightful centre

which shall draw us out of our self-centre,

and by its attraction make us revolve round

itself, must be that which contains the moral

Jaw, and whatever is best in ourselves and in

all other created selves. He only in whose

image we are made can be such a centre to

our creaturely wills. But farther, neither

the God whom mere science leads to, nor

the God whom the bare unrelenting moral

law sets forth, is capable of being a real

resting-place for the heart of man. There

are warm emotions within it, which before

the representation of a God of mere law,

whether natural or moral, die down like

herbs beneath an arctic winter. To call

forth these, it requires the unveiling of a

Living and Personal Will, in sympathy not

only with whatever moral principle is in us,

but also with whatever is most pure and

tender in our affections. When we come to

conceive thus of God, then, there becomes

possible a going forth towards Him of the

tenderer and devoutor emotions, as well as of

the more purely moral sentiments. Such a

being becomes to a man the centre and the

end for the reason, the affections, and the

conscience alike a foundation on which his

whole being can permanently repose.
But a few only, and these the most favour-

ed of men, have, apart from revelation, ever

attained so to conceive of God. A pure-mind-
ed sage here and there, Plato when he drops
his dialectics, and gives vent to his devoutcr

mind, as in the well-known passage of the

Thecetetus, Marcus Aurelius here and there

in his meditations, may have in some meas-

ure, though far off, so caught a glimpse of

Him. To most men who have sought Him
at all, outside of Christianity, it has been at

best but a dim feeling after Him, if haply

they might find Him. It required the ap-

pearance of Christ on earth to bring close to

the heart of large numbers of men the power
of moral inspiration which is laid up in the

very thought of God. Till then Ifre seemed
too high, too remote for this. But when
Christ in human form came near to them.
His presence touched the moral springs in

men, hitherto dormant, and made new forces

of spiritual life to stir within them. Christ

henceforth, both by his own personal teach-

ing and e.N.-impIe, and also by the new light
of <;.d's diameter whidi lie lot in on men's

hearts, Himself the channel through whidi

that light was let in, became a new dynamic
power of virtue, an inspirer of go, x In ess. The

virtue-making power which he used was dif-

ferent from that whidi had been employed
by the philosophers. They addressed the rca-
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son, He touched the heart by His words, by
His deeds, above all by contact with Himself.

The two methods are well contrasted in the

following passage of JScce Homo :

' Who is the philosophic good man ? He is

one who has considered all the objects and con-

sequences of human action
;
he has, in the first

place, perceived that there is in him a principle
of sympathy, the due development of which
demands that he should habitually consider the

advantage of others
;
he has been led by reflec-

tion to perceive that the advantage pf one indi-

vidual may often involve the injury of several

he has therefore concluded that it is necessary
to lay down systematic rules for his actions,
lest he should be led into such^miscalculations,
and he has in this reasonable and gradual man-
ner arrived at a system of morality. This is the

philosophic good man. Do we find the result

satisfactory ? Do we not find in him a languid,

melancholic, dull and hard temperament of vir-

tue? He does right, perhaps, but without
warmth or promptitude. And no wonder! The

principle of sympathy was feeble in him at the

beginning for want of contact with those who
might have called it into play, and it has been
made feebler still by hard brain-work and soli-

tude. On the other hand, who is the good man
that we admire and love ? How do men be-
come fur the most part pure, generous, and
humane ? By personal, not by logical influences.

They have been reared by parents who had
these qualities, they have lived in society which
had a high tone, they have been accustomed to

see just acts done, to hear gentle words spoken,
and the justness and the gentleness have pnssed
into their hearts and slowly moulded their

habits, and made their moral discernment clear
;

they remember commands and prohibitions
which it is a pleasure to obey for the sake of
those who gave them

; they think of those who
may be dead, and say, How would this action

appear to him ? Would he approve that word,
or disapprove it ? . . . They are never alone,
because the absent Examples, the Authorities

they still revere, rule not tlieir actions only,
but their inmost hearts

;
because their conscience

is indeed awake and alive, representing all the

nobleness with which they stand in sympathy,
and reporting their most hidden indecorum be-

fore a public opinion of the absent and the dead.'

It was this last mode of appeal, one not

wholly unknown before His day, that Christ

adopted. But though the channel was fami-

liar, the use he made of it was not
;

for the

mnutnce He poured through it was not only
the purest human, but the Divine. The

philosophers had addressed tho reason, and

tailed. Christ laid hold of a passion which

wa< latent in every* man, and prevailed.

What WHS this passion ? It was the ).<\v.

not of man,
' not of all men. i.or yet of e\ ,-i \

man, but of the HI in the man.' l>nt this

in all men is naturally a weak principle ;
how

did He make it a powerful one. make it
'

ft

law-making power, a root of morality in
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human nature ?
' He gave a command to

love all men without exception, even our

enemies. Now & command cannot create

love
;
but with the commandment he gave

himself to love, and to awake the love that

lies dormant in every man. This, which is

the central teaching of Ecce Homo, must be

given in the author's own words, so full of

beauty and power :

' Did the command to love go forth to those
who had never seen a human being they could
revere ? Could his followers turn upon him
and say, How can we love a creature so de-

graded ? ... Of this race Christ Himself
was a member, and to this day is it not the best

answer to all blasphemers of the species, the

best consolation when our sense of its degrada-
tion is keenest, that a human brain was behind
his forehead, and a human heart beating in his

breast, and that within the whole creation of
G-od nothing more elevated or more attractive

has yet been found than he ? ... It was
because the edict of universal love went forth

to men whose hearts were in no cynical mood,
but possessed with a spirit of devotion to a man,
that words which, at any other time, however

grandly they might sound, would have been but
words, penetrated so deeply, and along with the

law of love the power of love was given.

Therefore, also, the first Christians were enabled
to dispense with philosophical phrases, and in-

stead of saying that they loved the ideal of man,
could simply say and feel that they loved Christ

in every man. . . . Christ believed it pos-
sible to bind men to their kind' (and to all

goodness),
' but on one' condition, that they were

first bound fast to Himself.'

To His followers who walked with Him on

earth, His presence, and to many in every

age since, His image, has been the strongest
.of all levers to lift them out of selfishness,

and to create goodness in them. They have
found in His life and character an objective
conscience better than all other ideals of per-
fection

;
in their sympathy with Him they

have had the most unerring test by which to

discern what was right and what was wrong
to do

;
and in their love and veneration for

Him, a motive power beyond all other pow-
ers, enabling them to do what was right from

the love of it, a power of loving God and
of loving man, because they loved both in

Him. To such the law of love absorbed into

itself the law of duty, and became, in a new
and pre-eminent way, the fulfilling of the

law. Morality to them was no longer sub-

jection and obedience to a dead abstract law,
which they might revere but could never

love, but an inspiration caught by contagion
with Him, who contained the moral law and
.all the springs of morality in Himself. This
is that central truth, long tacitly recognised,
but enforced with such power in Ecce Homo
.^is almost to .appear new.

If we were to go no farther, we have

enough to prove that Christ introduced into

the moral heart of man that which all philos-

ophers have been unable to find, a new
dynamic force, which not only told them
what was good, but inspired them with the
love and the power of being good. In short,
He was the living centre of a new moral and

spiritual creation. But if we go thus far, we
cannot stop here, we must go further than
the author of Ecce Homo does. For Christ

claimed for Himself, and all who have fol-

lowed Him most closely have acknowledged,
that there are other powers and truths in

Him, which in that able survey are either

left in the background or altogether passed
by. Those more transcendent doctrines,
Christ's atonement, His resurrection, the

dwelling of His Spirit, are as much part of

the testimony about Christ, and of the

agencies by which He has changed the world,
as anything that we know of His character.

You cannot cut off the one without shaking
the foundations of the other

;
and these doc-

trines are, if true at all, not merely in con-

formity with the purest moral and spiritual

principles, but must be their very essence,
must lie at their very root. Those who have
most laid to heart, and lived by these doc-

trines, have found in the Atonement the

obliterating of the whole burden of past sin.

This is not the place to enlarge on it. But
no fact in man's moral history is more cer-

tain than this, that the simple statement of

Scripture,
' Christ has appeared to put away

sin by the sacrifice of himself,' has been

found efficacious to reach down to the lowest

depths of men's souls beyond any other truth

ever uttered on this earth. In the Resurrec-

tion they have found the assurance that what
conscience prophesies will in the end come

true, that, though experience often seems

against it,
'

right is stronger than wrong, truth

is better than falsehood, purity shall prevail
over sensual indulgence, meekness shall in-

herit the earth
;
for right, truth, and purity

are summed up in their champion Christ, and
He has conquered death, the one unconquer-
able champion of the enemy.' In the pro-
mise of the indwelling Spirit, and its fulfilment,

they have found a surety that the impulse
which Christ first gave will not grow old, but

will outlast time. One great practical result

of these truths is the animating confidence

they give that ' God is for us.' There is

nothing so crushing to moral effort as the

suspicion that however we may strive to live

rightly, the great forces of the universe may
be after all against us. But here the Atone-

ment, the Resurrection come in. They tell

us that this suspicion is groundless, that

God is not against us, but on our side, that
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the faintest desire to be better He sympathizes
with, and will help ;

that even on the heart

where no such desire is yet stirring, He still

looks tenderly, He wills its salvation. Can

any greater strength for moral improvement
be imagined than this?

The result of all that has been said is this,

that only in vital Christianity, or rather, to

speak plainly, in God revealed in Christ, lies

the adequate and all-sufficient dynamic for

man. For in Him thus revealed all the prin-

ciples of man's composite nature find their

object. The natural desire for happiness, the

yearning of the affections, the moral needs

of conscience, all are satisfied. And all these

principles so centred are turned into motive

powers, or rather into one composite motive

power, in which the lower, more self-regard-

ing elements, are gradually subordinated and
absorbed by the higher.

But you say, perhaps, that these things, if

true, are things of faith, and morality stands

on grounds of reason. Is it so ? Is it, then,
certain that morality is independent of faith?

To prefer an unseen duty because it is right,
to a seen pleasure, because it is pleasant,
what is this but an act of faith ? It requires
faith to do the simplest moral act, if it is to

be done morally. And the highest religious

truths, if once they are apprehended vitally
and spiritually from within, and not merely
taken passively on authority from without,
will be found to require but an expansion of

that same principle of faith, by which, in its

more elementary form, we realize simple
moral truths.

There can be no manner of doubt that the

promise *I will put my laws into their hearts,
and in their minds will I write them,' is

the one great work which philosophy could

not do, which the gospel has to some extent

done. It has brought in that which moralists

in vain sought after, and without which their

schemes were vain a living
'

virtue-making
power.' This was held forth as a hope in the

Old Testament, 'All my fresh springs are in

thee ;'

' In thy light shall we see light ;'

' Then
shall I run in the way of thy commandments,
when thou shalt enlarge my heart' In the
New it was abundantly fulfilled. To St Paul
and the first Christians the law became no

longer a stern commandment, standing out-

side of them, threatening them from above,
but a warm law of love within them not

only a higher discernment of the good, but a
new and marvellous power to do it, cheer-

fully, and with joy. And down all the ages,
whatever obscurations Christianity has UM<KT-

gone, this, the true apostolic succession, com-

ing straight from the Divine Source to each

individual recipient anew, has never failed.

In such as Augustine, A Kempis, Luther,

Pascal, Leighton, Fenelon, Henry Martyn,
the pure and sacred fire has been re-lit from

age to age. They, by what they were, and
what they did, became, each to their gene-

ration, the renewers of a deeper, more sub-

stantive morality. For the Christian light in

them was not a tradition or an orthodoxy,
but a living flame, enlightening arid warming
themselves, and passing from them to others.

And so to this day their works are store-

houses of moral and spiritual quickening,
more than all the books of all the moralists.

When you read Leighton, for instance, you
feel yourself breathing a spiritual air, com-

pared with which the atmosphere of the

moral systems is dull and depressing. For in

Leighton, and such men, morality is, as Mr.

Arnold finely expresses it,
'

lighted up with

the emotion and inspiration needful for carry-

ing the sage along the narrow way perfectly,
for carrying the ordinary man along it at

all.' The saintly Archbishop was but speak-

ing of what few have a right to speak of, but

what he had seen and known when he said
' One glance of God, a touch of His love,

will free and enlarge the heart, so that it can

deny all, and part with all, and make an
entire renouncing of all, to follow Him.'

Again,
'
It is in His power to do it for thee.

He can stretch and expand thy straitened

heart, can hoist and spread the sails within

thee, and then carry thee on swiftly ; filling

them, not with the vain air of men's

applause, but with the sweet breathings and
soft gales of His own Spirit, which carry it

straight to the desired haren.'

This is the language of those who, like

Leighton, have known most immediately, to

use again his own words,
' the sensible pre-

sence of God, and shining of His clear-dis-

covered face on them.' Perhaps ordinary
men had better speak little of these things

they are so far beyond their experience. But
because language like this has been often

repeated as a mere hearsay, by those who
had no experience of it, it has come to be

considered by many a mere decorous tradition

among religious people, which other men
nauseate. Still, however overlaid it has been

with words, and however remote from it most

men must confess themselves to be, the thing
here spoken of remains none the less a reality

towards which end not only the religious,

but even the uprightly moral heart, mu.t

look and aspire.
In the light of these thoughts regarding

the spiritual springs of morality, how vaiu

appears that cry so often heard in this day,
( iive us Chii.stian morality without the dog-
mas!' In as far as any OOgoiM may be the

mere creations of Churches, or may be truths

crusted over with human accretions, by all
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means let them be either swept away or

purified. There is much need that all doc-

trines taught should be adjusted fittingly to

the moral nature of men, so as, by manifes-

tation of the truth, to commend themselves

to every man's conscience in the sight of

God. It is also true that as men advance in

spiritual insight, their view of doctrine be-

comes more simple, more natural, more

transparent with moral light. But still it is

no less true that love to a transcendent

object, to a living Person, is the one root of

Christian virtue, and that to expect Christian

well-doing without a soul based on Christian

faith, is to expect fruit from a tree which has

no root. As we have heard one say whose

long life of Christian wisdom and love gives

weight to his words: 'Renan and others

admire the morality of the Sermon on the

Mount, but reject altogether the doctrines or

transcendent truths of Christianity. They
would divide the one from the other as with

a knife, and preserve this, and throw that

away. Now, only think of it in this way.
Take that one precept,

" Love your enemies,
do good to them that hate you." How am I

really to fulfil this ? If the law of my country

gives me a command, bids me do this or not

do that overt act, I can give it an outward

mechanical obedience, and with this human
law is satisfied. But this divine precept com-
mands not an outward act, but an inward

spiritual condition of being. How am I to

attain to this ? By my force of will ? My will

can rule my outward acts, but cannot change
my inward dispositions. What shall avail to

turn the whole tide of feeling, and change
the natural hatred of enemies into love for

them ? Nothing short of the forgiving love of

God in Christ to me and to all men felt in

the heart as a reality. This once felt has

power to change the natural hatred into a

forgiving love. Nothing else can.' To us this

seems clear as demonstration. And in like

manner it might be shown that there is not

one Christian precept which has not its root,

its motive spring, directly in some transcend-

ent truth of God's nature, and of the soul's

relation to Him. Deny these, and the pre-

cepts fall. Vain, therefore, is the dream of a

Christian morality without a true Christian

theology at its foundation.

But this tendency to seek the fruits of

Christianity while rejecting its root, is as no-

thing compared with the extravagance of

that modern system, which teaches that 'the

service of humanity
'

may be raised to the

level of a practical and all-powerful moral

motive, while all belief in a personal immor-

tality and in the existence of God is denied,
and a vague something, called the 'spirit of

humanity,' is made the only object of wor-

ship. This strange persuasion has at this

time its devotees, some of them men of great

parts, and, we believe, of benevolent lives.

That there should be some such men pos-
sessed by fanaticism for a creed which paro-
dies Christianity while it rejects it is not

more to be wondered at than any other form

of fanaticism. The causes that have pro-
duced this strange phenomenon might not
be difficult to find. But it is a thing to be
wondered at that a cool-headed philosopher
like Mr. Mill, who has never evinced ten-

dencies to fanaticism for this or any form of

religion, should have thrown over it the

shield of his patronage. Yet so it is. While

professing that he entertains the strongest

objections to M. Comte's system of politics
and morals, he still thinks that that system
has 'superabundantly shown the possibility
of giving to the service of humanity, even
without the aid of a belief in Providence,
both the psychological power and the social

efficacy of a religion ; making it take hold of

human life, and colour all thought, feeling,
and action, in a manner of which the greatest

ascendency ever exercised by any religion

may be but a type and foretaste.' The

strength of this statement, perhaps, it may
be right to attribute to Mr. Mill's generosity
in advocating a mode of thought which he

thought to be unpopular. For certainly it is

one of his characteristics, that whether from
the desire to help the weaker party, or from
the love of paradox, he never shrinks from

cutting prejudice against the grain. Can it

be to the same reason we are to attribute

that other strange statement of his, that the

ideal of Christian morality is negative rather

than positive, passive rather than active, ab-

stinence from evil rather than energetic pur-
suit of good. If this is not to be put down
to the love of paradox, it is, an instance of

ignorance in a writer of high repute, to which
it would be hard to find any parallel. To
refute it there is no need to turn to the New
Testament, though, if we did so, we should

have to quote nearly one-half of it; neither

need we point to the lives of the most emi-
nent Christians, and the extent to which phi-

lanthropy purely Christian has changed the

world. For a sufficient refutation we need

only refer to a modern authoress, who plainly

enough shows that she is as free as Mr. Mill

is from any deference to orthodoxy. In her

able essay on Christian Ethics, Miss Cobbe sets

forth with great force how Christ changed
the negative law of the Jews into a positive,
and thereby transformed the whole spirit of

morality, giving to men the being good, and

doing good for their aim. And then she

contrasts with this what she thinks the ethics

of the modern Churches, the mere refrain-
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ing from evil and leading harmless lives. But
to return to Mr. Mill's assertion, that 'the

service of humanity
'

may probably be found

to be a motive force as powerful, or even

more powerful, than any hitherto known.

Now, is it not a fact of history that it was ;

Christ, who by His character, His teaching,
j

His whole revelation, for the first time so en-
[

larged men's narrow hearts as to make some
of them at least conceive an universal love

for their kind ? How He did this we have

partly seen already, and cannot dwell more
on now. Is it not also a fact of history, that

since his sojourn on earth a new virtue, phi-

lanthropy, has come into action, and that of

the great benefactors of mankind by far the

largest number, and those the noblest and

most self-denying, have been men who have

confessed that they drew their inspiration to

well-doing directly from love to Him ? Have
these not declared that the power which

enabled them to overcome natural revulsion,

and to seek out their fallen fellow-creatures,

even under the most unlovely and revolting

circumstances, was the simple faith that God
and Christ have pity on themselves, and on

all men, even the most degraded ? This

worth, which human nature, even when most

sunk in vice, has in the eyes of Christ, has

for His true followers invested it with-a new
sacredness. In saying this we speak of no

mere feeling or fancy, but of one of the so-

berest, best attested facts. If for eighteen
centuries this has been proved to be the

strongest motive power in the breasts of

great philanthropists, will men's devotion to

the good of their kind become wider or more
intense if you remove those beliefs which

have hitherto fed it? Men's permanent de-

votion to any object is exactly in proportion
to their belief in the worth of that object.
Will men's opinion of the worth of the race

be greater when you have removed from

their minds all thought of an eternal destiny,
and convinced them that their yearnings to-

wards God are a delusion ? Would human
life seem more lovely or more sublime, if you
could take Christ out of the heart of the race,

and obliterate all sense of the relation in

which we stand to God? Would the music

of humanity sound more grand and deep if

you could silence these, its tenderest, pro-
foundest tones? Nothing that we know of

the past or of the nature of things makes it

in the least probable that by withdrawing
what history has proved to be the strongest

motive, indeed the creative power of philan-

thropy, you will increase its volume. And
if we are to wait till trial can be made of the

new panacea, the suspense will be long, and

the result, we believe, disastrous to the l>e>t

interests of mankind. It will, we suspect,

require more than the mere assertion of any

philosopher to make sober-minded men will-

ing to hazard the experiment.
Not to Christian morality, without the

faith which underlies it, still less to thft.Com-

tian 'service of humanity,' can we look with

hope for the moving force which shall make
man fulfil his moral end. There is still an-

other agency, which is so ably recommended
that it must not be passed without a word.

Mr. Arnold, in the farewell lecture of that

remarkable series by which he has added

new lustre to an Oxford chair, adorned with-

in living memory by Milman and Keble, has

lately renewed his advocacy of Culture as a

meliorating power in society. This lecture,

like all that Mr. Arnold writes, is instinct

with ideas, not indeed formalized into system,
and with uo parade of philosophy, but more

living, more provocative of thought, than

much of what passes for philosophy amongst
us. From the light banter and playful hu-

mour with which he conducts his assaults,

there is a danger that minds of the heavy-

pounding sort may not recognise his real

earnestness. Anew in this lecture he reite-

rates his assertion that the great enemy to

all that is high, pure, and spiritual, is British

Philistinism. By Philistinism, he elsewhere

explains, is meant, on the side of beauty and

taste, vulgarity ;
on the side of morals, hard-

ness and coarseness; on the side of mind and

spirit, unintelligence. Mr. Arnold, who, from

a more intimate knowledge of Continental

life and manners, is better able than many to

estimate British society, thinks that it is rank

with this Philistinism. And of the British

people he seems to give the great middle

class, and the upper part of the lower class,

credit for the larger share of it That the

thing he speaks of is no chimera, but a really

existing evil, that stands in the way of all

moral elevation, no one with an eye to ob-

sefve what is going on around him, and some

tilings it may be in his own heart, can for a

moment doubt. Only it may be doubted

whether, when we trace the thing to its root,

any class of society can be justly credited

with a monopoly of it, Mr. Arnold of course,

speaks chiefly of English society, with which

he is best acquainted. But we in Scotland

cannot claim any exemption from the plague
of Philistinism. Our Scottish Philistine, how-

ever, has not so much of the third element

non-intelligence. Indeed, he has :\ lai'u'e fund

of intelligence of a sort, but that so raw and

harsh a sort, as only to bring into nn>re

offensive prominence the other two elements.

So little can knowledge alone really educate

a man, that sometime* even the very highest
scientific attainment* may be found combined

with the true Philistiau character. Mere
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knowledge, without those influences that

make a man generous, gentle, humane, is to

the man within the man a very doubtful

gain. But besides raw brusquerie of intel-

lect, triumphant industrialism and rapidly

gained wealth tend this same way. For Phi-
listinism is a plant that springs up rapidly
under the sun of material prosperity. But
the truth is, it belongs to no one soil, or set

of circumstances. Wherever there is a man

pre-occupied with thoughts about himself,

and, as a consequence, without thought for

others, there is the germ of Philistinism,

whether in a coarser form, or a more refined.

Where there is a heart at leisure from itself,

however rustic and unlettered, there Philistin-

ism cannot be.

For the antidote to this evil, the solvent to

break up the horny crust that hardens round
the hearts of men, Mr. Arnold looks to Cul-

ture
;
and by culture he means much more

than has usually been meant by that word.
Not only aesthetic and intellecual elements
he makes it include, but moral also, and even

religious. It has generally been desired as

rendering 'an intelligent being more intelli-

gent ;' but besides this, Mr. Arnold regards it

in another aspect, as the means ' to make
reason and the will of God prevail.' To the

former aspect, which regards rather the im-

provement of .each man's self, this view of

Mr. Arnold's would add a social and a moral

side, which includes, as a main element of

culture, the love of our neighbour, and the
desire in a man to leave the world better

than he found it. What is new in Mr. Ar-
nold's view is the emphasis with which he
insists that culture is not only the endeavour
to see things as they are to know the order
of the world as it exists but to know it as

the Will of God, and to make this will pre-
vail.

With great power and fine irony, Mr.
Arnold shows how in Great Britain, at this

hour, men everywhere, absorbed in the pur-
suit of the means of

life, worshipping the

machinery, lose sight of the ends those
ends which alone give to the machinery any
value. Immersed in love of coal, steam,
wealth, population, bodily health and strength,

they fail to find true well-being. They find

instead the character of Philistines in all its

hideousness, as the result of this worship of

machinery, this neglecting of the spiritual
ends which machinery ought to serve. In

rebuke of all this, he reiterates with Epicte-
tus, and how many more, that the formation
of the spirit and character is our one .real

concern. This is familiar teaching often

taught, ever forgotten,
' What will it profit a

man . . .' The spiritual ends, however, to
which he exhorts, the ideal which he holds

up, contains in it fully as much of the Greek
as of the Hebrew element. A complete and
harmonious inward perfection, a character

combining sweetness and light, the two no-

blest things we know sweetness, or the love

of beauty, harmony, goodness light, or the

large and high intelligence open to all truth,
these are the ends that make men's real

welfare
;
these he urges them to seek, and to

make all their other seekings subserve.

In much of this teaching Mr. Arnold does
real service to moral progress. In preaching
once more the doctrine of moral ends and

means, he is following in the path of all the

sages, only with a language which the pres-
ent hour will understand. But it is because

we so entirely side with him as against his

opponents, the many enemies of culture, be-

cause we see the existence of the evil he
warns of, the Philistinism already at our

throats, and love the excellence he loves, that

we are desirous that no mistake should be
made about the right grounds and true

method of eradicating the one and of attain-

ing the other. Mr. Arnold makes religion
an ingredient in culture, a means, perhaps
the highest means, toward culture, yet a

means. He thinks that culture, in its ideal

of a 'harmonious expansion of all the human

powers,' goes beyond religion, as it is gener-

ally conceived among us. Again, he says
that culture '

adding to itself the religious
idea of a devout energy, is destined to trans-

form and govern' religion. Culture the end,

religion the means. But there are things
which, because they are ultimate ends in

themselves, refuse to be employed as means,
and if attempted to be so employed, lose

their essential character. Religion is one,
and the foremost of these things. Obedience,

conformity of the finite and imperfect will of

man to the infinite and perfect will of God,
this, which is the essence of religion, is an
end in itself, the highest end which we can

think of; and it cannot be sought as a means
to an ulterior end without being at once de-

stroyed. This is an end, or rather the end in

itself, to which culture and all other ends are

only means. And here in culture, as we saw
in pleasure, the great ethic law will be found to

hold, that the abandoning of it as an end, in

obedience to a higher, more supreme end,
will be made the very condition of securing
it. Stretch the idea of culture and of the

perfection it aims at wide as you will and
Mr. Arnold has widened and deepened it to

the utmost you cannot, while you make it

your last end, rise clear of the original self-

reference that lies at its root; this you cannot

get rid of, unless you go out of culture,

and beyond it, abandoning it as the end,
and sinking it into what it really is a means,
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though perhaps the highest means, towards

full and perfect duty. No one ever really
became beautiful by aiming at beauty. Beau-

ty comes, we scarce know how, as an ema-
nation from deeper sources than itself. If

culture, or rather the ends of culture sweet-

ness and light are to be healthy natural

growths, they must come unconsciously, as

results of conformity to the will of God,

sought not for any end but itself. On the

other hand, culture, making its own idea of

perfection the end and religion the means,
would degenerate into an unhealthy artificial

plant, open to the charges urged against it

by its enemies.

But it will be said, Have not religious

agencies of all kinds been busily at work for

the last three centuries, and behold the

result ! In the warmest advocates of religion,
bitterness and division

;
in the great mass of

the thriving classes, rawness, narrowness, vul-

garity ;
in the lowest portion, barbarism and

profanity, lias not the religious idea been

tried to the uttermost, and found wanting ?

Intensify to the uttermost ' the dissidencc of

dissent, and the Protestantism of the Protest-

ant religion,' will this cure the inherent

Philistinism of our people, achieve the ends

which culture longs for? No one can pre-
tend thai the religious organizations, as they
now are, have done this, or are on the way to

do it. So much is their spiritual strength

spent in enforcing sectarian and divisive

ideas. Sectarianism, whatever else it may
have done, has certainly not promoted the

harmonious expansion of human nature which
Mr. Arnold aims at. But there are signs

enough that its day is waning. On all sides

we see the new wine a purer Christian

spirit, new and strong as ever, ready to burst

the old bottles, if only new ones were at hand
to preserve it. Amid all our narrowness, and

limitations, and contradictions, is not the

horizon visibly widening around us ? And
as it widens, and as social philosophies one
after another try to keep pace with it, and

fail, tin1

adaptation of Christ to fill the

hearts of all men individually, and the neces-

sity of Him to become the cementing bond of

renewed humanity, will become more than
ever apparent. In subservience to Him
is the right place for culture. Large ser-

vice lies ready for it to do, if it only
understand its true calling, to be the minis-

ter of a faith higher than itself. As an

instrumentality <>f this kind, culture may
become a most beneficent power, probably
the power most needed in this age. But it

must be as means, not as end
;

as servant,

not as master.

We have attempted to show, as far as our

space allowed, how a new and more vital

force is imported into morality, if we can re-

gard the abstract moral law of ethical science

as absorbed into the All-righteous, All-loving
Personal Will which Christianity reveals. In

doing so we have touched, and that very im-

perfectly, we are all aware, but one side of a

many-sided, indeed of an exhaustless, prob-
lem. When man's natural moral senti-

ments are confronted with the Christian

revelation, many other questions arise, some
of them more fundamental, though none

perhaps more practical, than the one here

discussed. Of these fundamental inquiries
one of the foremost is, how far man naturally

possesses within himself certain moral senti-

ments which serve as criteria by which the

truth of a revelation may be judged. On
this grave question we cannot even enter at

the close of this long discussion. Only we
would remark, that the moral nature in man
must be that to which any objective religion,
which claims to be universal, must mainly
make its appeal. Else man has no internal

standard at all by which to try any religion
which claims to be received

;
and on purely

external grounds it is conceivable that a re-

ligion, teaching immorality, might have much
to say for itself. Christianity, at first,

though it came with other evidence besides

the moral, yet rested its claim mainly on
the moral ground, and must do so more
and more, as man's moral perceptions,

through its agency, along with other agen-
cies at work, become, age by age, deeper and

purer.
The appeal to a power of judging in man

is made in many different forms by our Lord

Himself: 'Why even of yourselves judge

ye not what is right ?' St. Paul, too, says that

he strove in all he taught to commend him-

self to every man's conscience. And the

more either individuals or the race advance
in spiritual intelligence, the more readily
will they respond to this appeal in preference
to all others. Morality and Christianity

have, for eighteen centuries, acted and reacted

on each other, the outward teaching quick-

ening the inward perceptions, and those,

when quickened, purifying men's apprehen-
sions of the outward truth. And those two

have become so interwoven tlmt we believe it

to be now impossible to separate them in the

moral consciousness of mankind, and to say,
this was drawn from the one source, and that

from the other. Christianity, from the first,.

appealing partly to men's natural desire to-

escape from tho dreaded consequences of sin,

partly to the moral longing for righteon-
never wholly dead iii the race, has, through
this mingling of prudential and moral mo-
tives, elevated the hrst of mankind, and
made their moral perceptions what they now
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are. And these moral perceptions, thus

refined, react on the objective religion, and

require ever more stringently that the truths

presented by it shall be not only moral, that

is, comfortable to all that is purest and best

n man, but that they shall complement this,

strengthen, elevate it. They require not

only that nothing which is un-moral shall be

taught as true of God and His dealing with

man, but that all which is taught concerning
Him shall be in the highest conceivable

degree righteous, shall be such as to lay hold

of and to cherish whatever susceptibility of

righteousness there is in man, and carry it

on to perfection. This is so obvious that it

seems a truism. It is so readily assented to

that no one would think of denying it when
stated in this general way. Yet it is painful
to think how much and how persistently it

has often been lost sight of in popular relig-
ious teaching, and with how disastrous conse-

quences. We are quite aware of the difficul-

ties which this principle has to meet when
turned on to certain points in the elder and
more rudimentary forms of revelation. To
solve these fairly would require a combina-

tion of moral and historical insight, with

various kinds of knowledge, such as few pos-
sess. But when this principle is applied to

the latest and completed revelation, Christi-

anity can meet its requirements in their most

exacting form. If precept or truth can ele-

vate, what height of morality can be con-

ceived which shall not find its complement in

such precepts as this, 'Be ye perfect, even
as your Father in heaven is perfect

'

? or in

such announcements as these,
' God is love;'

' God is light, and in Him is no darkness at

all
'

? Indeed it is only when the inner moral

eye has been clarified that the meaning of

these statements comes out at all, and ever-

more as the moral nature rises these great
truths rise above it infinitely. And if it be
said that after all these are but general
announcements, void of content, and we still

need to know what perfection, light, love,

are, then there remains our Lord's own life,

with His teaching, actions, character, to fill

these general words with concrete- meaning
and substance.

It were well that those who have to teach

religion should consider these matters more

closely, make a study more searching than

is commonly made of what there is moral in

man, what this longs for, with what alone

it will be satisfied. The most thoughtful
teachers know this, know that for want of

thus meeting the moral needs of men, thus

grappling with the higher moral side of ques-
tions, there is danger lest the purest moral-

ity of modern time part company with the
/received religion. Men who are to teach

cannot see too clearly, or seize too firmly the

distinction between that which is really moral
and that which is merely prudential in man

;

and though they may not altogether pass
over notions drawn from the latter region, on
the former mainly they must throw them-

selves, to it must be their chief appeal. They
must cease to be content if they can raise

men merely to the prudential level of a de-

sire for safety, they must feel that their work
is hardly begun till those they teach have
come to desire righteousness for the love of

itself. They must cease to meet moral yearn-

ings by un-moral doctrines or expedients,
for bread giving men a stone. They must

keep steadily before them that nothing can

permanently satisfy the moral being in man,
but something not less, but more moral, more

spiritual than itself. They must feel them-

selves, and make others feel, that in the Di-

vine economy, though there is much which
is mysterious, there is nothing which is not

even now supremely moral, and which will

not at last be clearly seen to be so. In

ceasing to use so exclusively the weapons of

merely earthly, and wielding more confidently
those of pure spiritual, temper, they need
not fear that the old armory of Christianity
will fail them. In the old words, the old

truths, the old facts, more vitally and spiri-

tually apprehended, because brought closer

to the moral heart of man, they will find all

they need. This close contact between

Christian truths and the highest moral senti-

ment of the time, while it vitalizes and makes
real the former, will react no less powerfully
on the latter. There is no moral truth which
is not deepened when seen in the light of

eternity and of God. That which, regarded
from the side of man, is felt merely as a yield-

ing to his own sensual nature, when seen from

the side of God as disobedience to a loving
and righteous will, to which he owes every-

thing, is deepened into a sense of sin. Char-

acter which, when regarded from a merely
moral point of view, almost inevitably be-

comes a building up from our own internal

resources, takes altogether another aspect
when it is seen that what a man really is in

the last resort is determined by the relation

in which he stands to God. Then it comes

to be felt that the Tightness men search for

cannot be self-evolved from within, that they
must cease from attempting this, must go be-

yond self, must fall back on a simple recep-

tivity, receiving the Tightness and the right-

making power which they have not in them-

selves, from out of the great reservoir of

righteousness which is in God. Only on

thus falling back on God, and feeling himself

to be as of every other thing, so of right-

eousness, a recipient, is a man truly Tightened.
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Thus the last moral craving and the first up-
ward look of religion agree in one,

' A man
can receive nothing except it be given him
from above.'

ART. II. Lyra Elegantiarum. A Collection

of some of the best Specimens of Vers de

Societ^ in the English Language. By de-

ceased Authors. Edited by FREDERICK
LOCKER. London, ]867.

IN publishing a collection of English vers

de societb, and in asking for compositions of

this kind a distinct place in our literature,

Mr. Locker no doubt expected to be met with

Sterne's well-worn comment,
'

They manage
this matter better in France,' and such is the

popular theory as regards these, the poems
of elegance and of social life. But how
much better they do or did manage the mat-

ter in France, is a question we have asked

ourselves. How far either has there ever

been in England a school of writers of this

kind ? Is their poetry better or worse than

the French equivalents? In what qualities
does it fall short of the standard we have ac-

cepted ? What helps and what hindrances

does it receive from the character of our lan-

guage ? Who writes it, and who reads it ?

These are points which have been little no-

ticed, and yet not only might a curious com-

parison be made between French and Eng-
lish vers de societe, but by looking a little

more closely into the subject, we might see

many marks of national and literary progress
or decadence, and find there a whole history
of manners, with traces of our political dis-

tinctions, and of the little rivalries of the age.
\Ve write and read vers d'occasion because

we are social creatures, but in turning over

the book before us, we have been tempted to

think that such a collection of verses has

more than a mere passing interest. These

Englishmen, from llerrick to Thackeray,
wrote as they were moved, not only by their

personal fancy, their gallantry, their tender-

ness, or their pique, but also by the spirit of

the age to which they belonged. Such as is

the civilisation of any period, such will be

that of its lesser poets. Dilettantis will

sometimes, we know, persist in preserving a

rococo style which their gene ration hasaun-rd
to discard

;
and great poets are generally

teachers, anticipating or originating a school

of which they are to be the masters; but

assuredly the men of society, the men of let-

ters, of office, and of polite education, ivtltrt.

with accuracy the peculiarities of their age.

Thus a world of religious, political, and social

difference lies between the drawing-room
verse of the Elizabethan age and that of the

reign of Queen Anne, as it also does between
the poets who preceded and those who fol

lowed that French revolution which effected

as great a change in the literary as in the

political creed of Europe.
It may be profitable, then, using Mr

Locker's volume as a text-book, to wander
for a little in the byways of English verse, to

leave the royal roads to fame, and to loiter

in paths which are paths of pleasantness,
where our guide will prove a good one, all

the better because Mr. Locker is himself a

poet of the kind Isaac Disraeli described as
'

being polished by an intercourse with the

world and with studies of taste, to whom re-

finement is a science and art a nature.'

The tone of his Preface (which is so

pretty an essay, that a critic may well de-

spair of saying anything new about
it) is, we

observe, slightly apologetic. It is that of a

man who, in introducing a favourite protege,
is aware that the world may not view it with

the same indulgence as he does. In short,

Mr. Locker has pondered over the fact that

though every man would be glad to write

such verses, and would hold his head higher
in society if he could, there is a prejudice

against them
; they are sometimes thought

to be an affectation, and are often supposed
to be unnational. We feel, or we have been

told, that as a nation our forte does not lie

in wit, but that we have a taste for the comic,

if it is broad enough ;
we aver that our ge-

nius is practical, and we have a vague, though
unaverred suspicion that we are clumsy.
Yet this Lyra Elegantiarum would go far to

prove the contrary, and the compiler might
have taken higher praise to himself for having,
as old Montaigne expresses it, thus

'

provided
the string with which to tie all these flowersO

together.'
Men arc only unreasonable if they insist

that this, the lighter or secondary kind of

poetry should have qualities to which it does

not aspire, and which are in truth incompati-
ble with its own standard of finished and

ephemeral grace. Poems like these have

often in a small compass many sources of

pleasure. Brevity, we have been assured, is

needful for wit; and here we have both.

The charms of rhythm and alliteration arc

added, m>r must we omit the element of sur-

prise, as a delicate 'concetto' gem-rally lurks

somewhere, and we come upon it unawares.

Finally, there is, or ought to be, the sense of

completeness; that strHngc gratification so

subtle of analysis, yet so essential to our

pleasure, that we not only demand it in things

good, but find that its IMVM nee gives a bitter
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sweetness to things painful, as we feel when

we watch the outward-bound ship sinking

beneath the verge, or see the last flickering

spark die out of a heap of grey ashes that

once were the letters of a mistress or of a

friend.

All these elements are essential to the per-

fection of vers de soci'ete, but Mr. Locker is

right when he demands for them the neces-

sity of being elegant. Perhaps elegance in

poetry is as difficult to define as elegance in

manner and in dress; both have an inexpli-

cable charm, both have vulgar caricatures

made of them which only result in being

painfully 'genteel,' and both revenge them-

selves by being really and wholly impossible
of imitation or of counterfeit. Poets arc

elegant when their minds are so, and when

they have acquired by practice the art of ex-

pressing their thoughts in a pleasing and

often in an apparently artless manner. Yet

to no sort of composition does the old re-

mark apply so well, that much art is required
to be natural, and thus the pretty and ap-

parently spontaneous verses we see in this

collection have, and ought to have, all the

care and finish of a miniature. They remind

us of the delicate scroll-work of the best

Renaissance designs ;
like the arabesques in

the Loggie of Raphael, they are beautiful

from harmony and lightness of touch : like

the sweet thinness of a Frenchwoman's voice

in singing, the charm lies in the finish, not

in the feeling ;
all are elegant, but not pow-

erful, there is something to touch, much to

please, but nothing to rouse one. The finish

is the essential : to borrow another illustra-

tion from the sister art, Rubens might boast

that he painted like a lion, and trust that his

power would call off attention from his

faults
;
but what are tableaux de genre with-

out elaborate work? Satin dresses, onions,

carrots, and dead game would soon be con-

signed to the limbo of the old-curiosity shops,
did not the manner redeem the matter; and
thus it is with vers de socikte, the question
is not so much what is done, but how it is

done, how much curb the writer has put on

himself that quaint rhymes shall not degen-
erate into doggrel, fancy run into grotesque-

ness, wit into coarseness, or feeling rise into

passion, when the poem ceases at once to be-

long to the class of the poetry of the draw-

ing-room. Mr. Locker says :

'In his judgment, genuine vers de

should be short, elegant, refined, and fanciful

... The tone should not be pitched too

high ;
it should be idiomatic, and rather in the

conversational key. . . . The poem may
be tinctured with a well-bred philosophy, it may
be gay and gallant, it may be playfully mali-

cious, or tenderly ironical, it may display lively

ranter, or it may be satirically facetious.; it may
even, considering it merely as a work of art,

be Pagan in its tone, but it must never be pon-
derous or commonplace.'

Poetry that answers to all these demands

is reproached for being artificial. In a cer-

tain sense it is. It belongs to an artificial

state of society, and is prepared with great

art, so as to show a little and not too much
of what the author feels

;
and thus such

verses seem to represent a great deal of what

is best in our social life, its polish, its civility,

and its self-control. It is easy at any time

to indulge in platitudes against society, to

describe the worldliness and the vulgarity of

what has been well named Vanity Fair
;
but

one seldom hears this from the men or the

women who most adorn society, since none

value or know so well what it has to teach.

They have realized that it is not good for us

to live alone
;
that we sympathize more readily

when we have already learned to know men
of all estates, and that our powers of heart

and mind are in a direct ratio to our powers
of sympathy. Many of the beautiful verses

in this collection disprove the idea that very

elegant writers have no feeling, or have writ-

ten without it. The feeling is often exqui-

site, more exquisite, deep-seated, and posi-

tively romantic, than in our stage of civilized

life men usually care to show to each other,

unless they can qualify its exhibition by some-

thing approaching to a jest, as we apologize
fora compliment by a bow. It is also certain

that the very nature of this art requires lei-

sure as well as sympathy, and no one deeply

bereaved, or tormented by jealousy, has lei-

sure for petty fancies. When the storm has

come, when the trees in the high garden of

the heart are struck by lightning, and the hail

has beaten down all the flowers, we do not

go out with nets to catch butterflies ; they
are supposed to be drenched or dead, and we

don't care if they are
;
but all the days of our

lives are not equally unpropitions. Men's

minds are not always at full stretch ;
we do

not every morning review the cardinal points

of our faith in things human or divine, and

Love, so far from constantly meditating on

the dagger and the bowl, or more seriously

considering the taxes and the apothecary's

bill, often takes its ease in well-sheltered

bowers
;
there in its hours of idleness it sports

with its friends, puts garlands on their heads,

pelts them with the new-mown grass,
dashes

them with drops from the fountain, and

pledges them in a ' beaker full of warm south ;'

while it tastes of a joy that may well express

itself in songs as gay and as happy as the

birds. Sometimes, too, it happens that wise

or wayworn men laying their cares of busi-

ness or of office aside, and while listening to
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the prattle of women and children, have hit

offjeux cTesprit which pleased their listeners,

but which assuredly please themselves still

more, because they embody that sense of rest

and playfulness which crept over them while

they kept holiday. Sometimes such verses

have been dictated by hearts that once beat

most passionately ;
for it is one ofthe strangest

phases of passion, that of its ebb-tide, in which,

standing as it were aside from our own Jives,

we contemplate all our late acting and feeling
with a tender cynicism which differs from

self-pity or from contempt, though it would

seem to be composed of both. Complex na-

tures often so look at themselves, and we may
be certain that the writers whose poems are

before us were men of complex natures, of the

social attainments as well as of literary culti-

vation, emphatically men and women <rf the

world, gentlemen and gentlewomen in the

best and most evident sense of the term, treat-

ing their subject and their readers as they do
their own feelings, with a reticent and play-
ful good-breeding which is more endearing
than many greater gifts. They knew the

value of grace, and likewise of mirth
;
above

all they knew the power of good and whole-

some nonsense, and generally remembered to

assign a place to ' Puck '

among the rest of

the dramatis personae which memory or fancy
invoked upon the stage. Too often, it is

true, the poetry of the drawing-room has

been made the vehicle for bitter satire and
coarse innuendo

;
lovers of the calibre of Pope

and Lady Mary Wortley Montagu sent such

Parthian shafts after each other when Cupid's

quiver was emptied, and doctors and lawyers
have in their squibs and epigrams shown a

brevity and terseness which are not to be
found in their speeches or prescriptions ;

but

these pasquinades are the worst examples of

the art, they are the 'nummi suberrati' of

the cabinet, mere bronze coins of malice,

thinly silvered over with wit. It is essential

to the success of any work of art that it should

give a certain quantity of pleasure to the

readers, and in a poem of elegance we expect
to have our minds kept in a pleasurable
st;iti', and not to have our teeth set on edge
by all the sounds of uncharitableness.

False sentiment is equally painful. What
can be more distressing than Moore's lines to

his wife
(;it |>. 'J-j(i),

'

Fly from the world, O
Bessy ! to IIH>,' whore the deepest feelinrrs for

this world and the next are disposed of with

a levity that would be indecent were it not

absurd to see the cardinal themes of love, life,

death, and resurrection disposed of in four

such coc-kneytied verses .

;

They are not ele-

gant ; besides their unreality they have a
would-be elegance that is very irritating, and
with Mr. Haynes Baylcy's

*
I'd be a I'.uttei tl\ ,'

1 are among the few blemishes in Mr. Locker's

collection. Less offensive to taste are the

bastard pastorals of the last century, of which
Mr. Locker has been right in admitting a few

specimens. It it true that, as Mr. Ruskin

ironically says, these are praises of the coun-

try written by people who lived in coffee-

houses
;
but they once were fashionable, and

still have a sort of conventional prettiness,
while they recall a school which had many
disciples both in France and in England.
The shepherdess era in painting was certainly
more illustrious on the other side of the Chan-
nel than on this, and in the same way it is

to be doubted whether any English pastoral
is as thorough and unaffectedly pretty as the

celebrated '
II pleut, il pleut, Bergere !

' which
on French lips seems never to grow old.

So far we have tried to define what genuine
vers de societe ought to be, and in looking at

what they have been we are tempted to say
that, in matters of taste, the extremes of our

literature are about to meet, as if we had
more in common now with the earlier writers

than with those of the Georgian period, an

affinity, be it understood, which exists in the

sentiment rather than in the idiom. We are

much less artificial than the writers of the

eighteenth century, and we are not to be

blamed if an increased civilization and knowl-

edge of the world has greatly increased our

range of subjects. To justify this idea one

may compare a few of the authors who figure
in this Lyra Elegantiarum.

Herrick ought assuredly to have the pre-
cedence. To say that he is a pretty and old-

fashioned poet is not to explain his charm.

Stiff in form he sometimes is (like a contem-

porary portrait by Holbein), but he is fresh

as an English spring, and very purely Eng-
lish in his diction

;
and beautiful as his

verses are, they are fitting representatives of

our tongue at the period from which we date

Shakespeare's plays and the translation of the

Scriptures. Herrick's language is more
Saxon than that of Spenser, for Spenser's vo-

cabulary will be found to contain, along with

many obsolete English words, a great num-

ber of French and Latin derivation, and his

taste as well as his allegories remind us of

the old romances, of the Ltti* of the Trouba-

dours, of the poems of Thibault of Navarre,
or of the good King Rene of Anjou ;

still

Uerrick bears abundant marks of French in-

fluence
;
and we cannot wonder at it, for it

was not so very long since English kings
were really French counts of Anjou, and

since the poetry and cultivation of England
reflected but the culture of Languedoc and
Provence. Herrick's rhymes often remind
us of Ronsard, but Herrick is never prosaic,
which Ronsard is, and the tender human in
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terest of Herrick's occasional pieces is more
attractive even than Ronsard's exquisite spring

song,
' Dieu vous garde, messagers fidelless

De printemps vistes arondelles !

'

or than the

'Avril' of Remy Belleau (1585), which is

phrased in Herrick's own manner, thus

' Avril le parfum des dieux,
Qoi des lieux,

Sentent 1'odeur de la plaine.
(Test toy courtois et gentil

Qui d'exil,
Retires ces passageres,
Ces arondelles qui vont
Et qui sont

Du printemps les messageres.'

Both authors were contemporaneous with

Herrick, but in spite of Ronsard's renown we
are inclined to give the bays to the author

of the '

Hesperides
' and of the '

Night Piece

to Julia.' Making allowance for the greater

plainness of speech which obtained in those

days, Herrick seems to have been a sincere

and honest lover, and we feel as if it would
have been better for a woman to have been

loved by him than by Ronsard, all gallant
as he was. Thus the courtier remonstrates

with his Angevine lady-love :

Quand vous serez bien vieille

Le soir a la chandelle,
Assise aupres du feu, devisant et filant

Divez, chantant mes vers,
En vous esmerveillant,
Ronsard m'a celebre du temps que j'dtais belle.'

This is pretty, almost as pretty and con-

ceited as Camoens' hint to his Catharine
that he had bestowed immortality on her
beautiful eyes, but there is a manly simple
force in Herrick, a something better than is

to be found in Ronsard, when he thus warns
his mistress :

'

Sweet, be not proud of those two eyes,
Which star-like sparkle in their skies :

Nor be you proud, that you can see

All hearts your captives yours still free
;

Be you not proud of that rich hair,
Which wantons with the love-sick air

;

Whenas the ruby that you wear,
Sunk from the tip of your soft ear,
Will last to be a precious stone,
When all your world of beauty's gone."

Stickling and Cowley come next in point
of date

; they have less genius, but are full

of happy, graceful lines. In Mr. Locker's

book there is one exquisite fragment of

Cowley's (p. 41) :

Love in her sunny eyes doth basking play :

Love walks the pleasant mazes of her hair :

Love does on both her lips for ever striy,
And sows and reaps a thousand kisses there :

In all her outward parts Love's always seen:

But, ah ! he never went within !'

We do not remember to have met with this

before; and yet, although written in Eng-
land, and early in the seventeenth century,
it seems familiar, and almost as if it had sug-

gested one of Heine's most cunning little

songs, 'Der Sommer ist auf deinem Wan-
gelein.'

Love and loyalty are the themes to which,
for the next half century, the writers of occa-

sional verse owed their inspiration. We hear
Lovelace singing of stone walls and iron bars,
Montrose devoting his voice and sword to a

falling cause, and Arthur Lord Capel making
melody in the Tower, till their echoes are

drowned by the lighter mirth of Etheridge
and Sedley, if

c
not by the ribald wit and

coarser ballads of the coffee-houses
;

and
between these two schools of royalists stood

the poet of the Commonwealth, the young
Milton, telling of ' Mirth' in the most perfect

poem of elegance, the veriest pastoral de

luxe, that has ever come from an English

pen. After another period of political

troubles, we find ourselves among the wits

and poets of the days of Queen Anne
;
and

once again, as under Elizabeth, a remarkable

impetus is given to literature in all its

branches.

But this age differs widely in taste from

the Elizabethan. It is less brave, less fresh,

and far less ingenuous, therefore far less

poetical ;
and there is a greater barrier

grown up between classes, and between the

town and the country, as Pope's satires and

the papers in the Spectator very clearly
show. Men are of a more caustic wit

; they
are more critical and sceptical ; Pope's stately

measures, the pure and Spartan pages of Sir

William Temple, and the cold classic grace
of Addison, are very good things, but they
cannot give us back the ' wood-notes wild' of

the Shakespearian age, and as it is with this

age, so it is with its vers de societe.

The ' Modish Cupid' of that clay not only
wore a full-bottomed wig, and snuffed and
swore like a fine gentleman, but his loyalty
was doubtful and his patriotism very indif-

ferent. In fact, he was often (or affected to

be) half a Frenchman, and he was, we think,

none the better for this wearing of strange

suits, and being so wholly out of love with

his nativity. King William's policy had pre-

served the nationality and independence of

England, but her statesmen- and men of let-

ters were deeply imbued with French taste.

For in those days we gave nothing to France,

and an Anglomania was a thing unknown
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under the Grand Monarqne ;
even Louis xv.

disliked any adoption of English manners,
and asked angrily of a courtier just returned

from London what he could have learned in

that place.
'

Sire, j'ai appris a penser,'
answered the Marquis.

1A panser ! pro-
bablement les chevaux,' retorted the King,
who may or may not have been aware that

for half a century English philosophers had
learned a very great deal from France. The
letters, the taste, the opinions, the music, and

the fashionable morality of most of our lit-

erary men were French
; Bolingbroke's per-

haps most notably so : but there was one

splendid exception, the genius of Jonathan
Swift escaped the contagion, and his vers

cToccasion, whether in the exquisite letters

yearly addressed to Stella on her birthday, or

in the irresistibly humorous 'Petition of Mrs.

Francis Harris,' are among the best in our

language, while they are free from any affec-

tations, either home-grown or imported. Was
this sympathy with France justifiable or genu-
ine ? We think it was misplaced in those

who could realize how vast was the interest

at stake in that struggle for our nationality
which lasted through the reigns of William
and of Anne, and which, if we recall the

danger of the rebellions, may be said to

have coloured the reigns of the two first

Georges ;
but we think that it was genuine,

and that Louis xiv. therein achieved a con-

quest he did not dream of when he smarted

under the blows which his arms received

from Marlborongh. The intellectual light of

France was so dazzling, that it might well

illuminate both the Court of Potsdam, and

the English shores: and of that light Paris

was the focus.

The features of social life in courtly Paris

were for the most part evil. Veil it as we

may, let Madame de Sevigne's kindly gossip
but half conceal and half disclose its scandal

and its heart-burnings, the pictures drawn by
Dangeau and St. Simon have sharp outlines,

and the vers de societe are of a very tell-tale

description. There is, to those who are con-

versant with French verse, a curious peculi-

arity proper to this period. The French

people make no more son<*s
;

the ballad-

hook of old France is closed, and no more
additions are made to it now that the wars
arc over, that the old captains of the '

relig-

ion
'
or of the Low Countries are dead, or

represented only by the courtiers of Marly
and Versailles: but, on the other ham],

French wit is sharpened as it were by the

life of courts, which had succeeded to that of

camps, and, if we may borrow the expression
of a recent writer,

' French malignity' mak'-s

great strides.
*
It was to reach its climax in

the foul and bitter pasquinades with which

Marie Antoinette was assailed
;

but all

through the eighteenth century
'

malignity'
seems to have been the evil genius of French
social literature, and poems were too often

but vehicles for personal, family, and party

pite. Thus their vers de societe may be
divided into three sorts, the epigram, in

which they excel
;

malicious and libertine

pieces, not commendable even for their

finesse ; and the affected but finished verses

which have the heavy wit of the Hotel Ram-
bouillet.

Standing apart from the more shameless

chicaneries and excesses of some other cir-

cles, the society of the llotel Rambouillet
held an honoured place, as the centre of that

elegant trifling, that dallying with literature

and love which are so distinctive of the pe-
riod. At no time were vers (^occasion so

abundant, at no time were they so essential

to polite life. Voiture frequented the Hotel,
and thither came many others, all anxious to

give, that they might receive, that meed of

praise which modern poets covet as much
as ever did wandering minstrel of old. The

romances, letters, songs, and sonnets of this

society would fill volumes. At the time,

they circulated from mouth to mouth, were

read, admired, and imitated, yet very few of

them can now give us any pleasure, chiefly
on account of their prosaic stiffness and un-

reality. We are ready to admit in their ex-

cuse that stiffness was expected from them,
and fashion naturally dictated the shape of

poems produced in and for society. The
hand of a good author may occasionally
be recognised, but the form of the let-

ter or song seems to have been prescribed,
and therefore unavoidable. There is no in-

stance of this so striking as that of M. de

Montausier, the husband of Mademoiselle de

Rambouillet. Lover and lord of the most

accomplished and notableprecieute of the day,
his verses are stiff and quaint, and, when

compared with the strength and endurance

of his passion for her, childishly weak and

affected. Yet Montausier, the '.Misanthrope'
of Moliere's play, the austere tutor of the

Dauphin, the coadjutor of JJossuet in their

unenviable task, Montausier the soldier, and

at one time the Calvinist, was truly fond of

letters and of poetry. Had custom so allow-

ed, we can fancy him penning a sonnet as

grave as Milton's; while for Julie he cher-

ished so deep, and at one time so unrequited
an attachment, that had he li\e<l in the nine-

teenth century, ami at Holland Hoiise, in-

stead of at the Hotel
'

Rambouillet, in the

'Siecle Louis xiv.,' he might possibly have

written to her verses of Byronic passion. AH
misanthrope as he was, he was not the h>s

the man of his day ;
he fought in its fields,
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lounged in its saloons, read its long-winded

romances, and finally laid at Julie's feet a
'

garland
'

of vers de societe, a book still re-

membered, it is true, but unredeemed from

the charge of being flat and stale, by the fact

of its being a '

curiosity of literature,' and the

work of all the frequenters of the brilliant

circle which surrounded his mistress. Moliere

must have seen a great deal of all this love

and letter-making, and probably it was not

a rare event for the poet to be himself asked

to supply to some M. Jourdain of the day

impromptus long kept in hand, with which to

pay unreal court to some unreal flame. No-

thing, Moliere felt, was real in the whole per-
formance except its vanity and its self-con-

sciousness, and the summing up of his satire

is really the best of all criticism on vers de

societe, that when they become a habit, or

articles of trade, demanded and supplied by
fashion, and no longer produced by strong

propensity, they lose all their value and their

sweetness.

The two schools of verse we have distin-

guished, the licentious and the pedantic, re-

mained in vogue till the Revolution, and the

latest imitations of the inane style may be

seen in a publication called the Almanack
des Muses. The number for 1820 is on the

table as we write, and it would puzzle even

the most genial of critics to find in it one

page of fresh and genuine poetry. Yet in

speaking as we have done of the most cor-

rect school of French poetry of the second

order, we are not deaf to much that is beau-

tiful in that language. There, as in Eng-
lish, we think some of the oldest writers are

the happiest. What, for example, can be

prettier than these lines of Jean Bertaut's,
still often said and sung in France, though
their authorship and date (1552) is forgot-
ten :

Fe"licite passe*e !

Qui ne peut revenir !

Tourment de ma pensee :

Que n'ai-je en te perdant,
Perdu ton souvenir ?

\ Helas ! il ne me reste,
Demes contentements,
Qu'un souvenir funeste,

Qui me les convertit

A toute heure en tourments.'

Space fails us for illustrating by many ex-

amples the difference that exists between
French and English vers de societe, but the
result of a careful comparison between the
two will establish a diversity rather than a

rivalry of merits. The French writers have
much wit and finish, and their verse is always
best when it most clearly follows the epigram-
matic model. If they have not really more

terseness of expression, they have at least the

advantage of us in possessing a language
more graceful, flexible, and perfectly adapted
to the interchange of thought than any other

European tongue. Purity and elegance of

idiom are always found in French, and it

would not be easy to compile from among
their authors a volume of the inelegant and
dislocated stuff which is in fashion now both
in England and America

;
their rules are

better kept, and if we are often intensely im-

patient of French verse, it is because we so

infinitely prefer the great beauties and at-

tractions of French prose. The passion of

the nation for songs has, moreover, been
hurtful to its drawing-room poetry. Take for

example the productions of the '

Caveau,' and

they may, we think, truly be declared infe-

rior both in taste and composition to what
their authors were capable of doing had not

fashion compelled them to bring out a vast

quantity of ' chansons.' It was for a short

time only that Beranger was a member of

this society ;
had he remained in it his style

would have suffered
;
but he left it, and he

lives the most beautiful example of the new
school of French poetry, escaped from the

trammels of both the old bad patterns.
With Beranger's lyrics, immortal as his

country, we have not to occupy ourselves
;

but he also wrote some pieces which deserve

the very first place in any French 'Lyra
Elegantiarura.' Such are 'Treize & Table'

and ' Maudit printemps,' which we give as

illustrative of modern French taste :

' Je la voyais, de ma fenetre,
A la sienne tout cet hiver

;

Nous nous aimions sans nous connaitre,
Nos baisers se croisaient dans 1'air :

Entre ces tilleul sans feuillage,
Nous regarder comblait nos jours,
Aux arbres tu rends leur ombrage,
Maudit printemps, reviendras-tu toujours!

' Sans toi je la verrais encore,

Lorsqu'elle s'arrache au repos,
Fraiche corame on nous peint 1'aurore,
Du jour entreouvrant les rideaux
Le soir encore je pourrais dire,
MOD etoile acheve son cours !

Elle s'endort, et la lampe expire :

Maudit printemps, reviendras-tu toujours !
.

' C'est 1'hiver que mon cceur implore :

Ah ! je voudrais qu'on entendit,
Tinter sur le vitre sonore,
Le gresil leger qui bondit :

Que me fait tout ton vieil empire,
Tes fleurs, tes zephyrs, tes long jours ?

Je ne la verrai plus sourire
;

Maudit printemps, reviendras-tu toujours !

'

To any one anxious to pursue the analysis,

we would instance many pieces, both humorous

and pathetic.
* Bon soir la Compagnie,' by
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Latteignant, and Desaugier's
' Diner d'Eti-

quette,' are unfortunately too long for tran-

scription here
;
and in a different vein, there

are Etienne's 'Le Point du Jour,' and the

plaintive little
' Chemin du Paradis,' as well

as the poems of Favre d'Eglantine, whose
' Je t'aime tant ' has four verses so tender

and so finished, that they may vie with

Shelley's lines to an Indian air, or with his
*

Goodnight ah ! no, the hour is ill,' which

has a deserved place in Mr. Locker's collec-

tion. But it is an exception when the French

masters approach the English in pathos or in

tenderness. In those qualities we carry

away the prize, perhaps also in a quality
which is more difficult to define, in the art

of being gay without being foolish, slight
without being light, and mirthful without be-

ing ever so little indecorous. On this side

of the Channel, we do not, for one thing,
make such violent efforts to be cheerful

;
a

very modest hilarity for the most part suffices

us
;
and if we ever are gay, we flatter our-

selves that, like Goldsmith's bear, we '

only
dance to the very genteelest of tunes.'

In political poems, we have also been mod-
erate. There was a time in our history
when political feeling ran very high, and

found a vent in the Rolliad, in the poetry of

the '

Anti-Jacobin,' and of the ' New Bath
Guide ;'

but all these are free from venom
;

and one of the best signs of the present day
is the abundance of good-humoured squibs
and rhymes which the events of every week
call forth in the pages of Punch and the

Owl. All these must astonish foreigners :

for French political jokes are made and cir-

culated under protest, and they generally
take the shape of an epigrammatic mot,
which is sometimes said to be the wit of one,
while it so represents the feeling of the many,
that no one can be really made responsible
for it. Thus it happens, that at present

England produces more and better vers de

societeand ofoccasion than her wittier neigh-
bour ;

and it is very natural that she should.

We are very rich, and very free
;
and we

have, or ought to have, scholarship and taste

enough to know a good model from a bad.

Our statesmen are still taken from the highly
educated classes, though it may be that the

next century will not endure ministers as cul-

tivated as Lord Derby and Mr. Gladstone
;

and that of Praed's muse, nothing will then

be in fashion but her early liberalism.

In thinking of the authors who have writ-

ten vers de societe, or of the men of office

and business who have occasionally produced

them, one turns to Praed with a curious ap-

preciation
of his fitness for such a style.

\\'itty, polished, and intensely metrical, his

poems come up to the very ideal of English

drawing-room verse. Full of banter and of

kindly irony, and with a lurking sense in

them of the poet's latent feelings, they
sparkle with wit and grace. Praed has not
the many sudden turns from gay to grave
which startle us in Tliackeray, nor has he

Thackeray's natural pathos and dry humour :

neither has he that incessant play upon
words which in Hood almost ends in being
wearisome

;
he trifles, but it is only in man-

ner; he banters, but he is never savage or

personal. How perfect are some of the lines

written after the close of the war, which he
called

' Mars disarmed by Cupid :'

'

Aye bear it hence, thou blessed child,
Tho' dire the burden be,

And hide it in the pathless wild,
Or drown it in the sea.

The ruthless murderer swears and prays,
So let him swear and pray ;

Be deaf'to all his oaths and prayers,
And take the sword away.

' We've had enough of fleets and camps,
Guns, glories, odes,' gazettes,

Triumphal arches, coloured lamps,
Huzzas and epaulettes.

We could not bear upon our head
Another leaf of bay,

That horrid Buonaparte's dead :

Yes! take the sword away.

1 We 're weary of the noisy boasts

That pleased our patriot throngs,
We've long been dull to Gooch's toasts,
And tame to Dibdin's songs :

We're quite content to rule the waves
Without a great display ;

We're known to be exm-mely brave,
But take the sword away.

' Let Portugal have rulers twain :

Let Greece go on with none :

Let Popery sink or swim in Spain,
While we enjoy the fun.

Let Turkey tremble at the knout,
Let Algiers lose her Dey :

Let Paris turn her Bourbons out:

But take the sword away.

' Our honest friends in Parliament

Are looking vastly sad :

Our farmers say with one consent,
It's all immensely bad.

There was a time for I orrowing,
But now it's time to pay :

A budget is a serious tiling,

So take the sword away.

' And oh, the bitter tears we wept,
In those our days of fame

;

The dread that oVr our heartstrings crept
With every post that came.

The home affections waged and lost

In every far-off tr;iv.

The price t hat British glory cost!

A hi take the sword away.
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'We've plenty left to hoist the sail,

Or mount the dangerous breach;
And freedom breathes in every gale

That wanders round our beach.

When duty bids us dare or die,

We'll fight another day ;

But till we know the reason why,
Take, take the sword away.'

Praed has a bewitching versification
;
more

felicitous than any of his compeers or follow-

ers; and his work is in such perfect taste,

that a quaint arrangement of syllables or an

absurd idiom is never made to do duty as

wit, a distinction which ought surely to keep

up between genuine vers de soci&te and non-

sense verses. It is remarked that his writings
are very popular in the United States, and

we take this as a proof of the wholeness and

soundness of his genius and style, that, all

English gentleman as he was, seldom rising

above the themes which the drawing-rooms,
the club, or the lobby of the House of Com-
mons supplied, he is felt to be a poet by
readers alien to all his habits

;
and this ap-

preciation we believe to be genuine, and not

due in any way to his semi-American de-

scent.

It would be interesting to collect and

compare all the poems which have been

suggested by London, from Dr. Johnson's

sober lines, full of morality and many-syl-
labled words, to Luttrell's inimitable 'Letters

of Julia', James and Horace Smith's clever

verses, Mr. Locker's 'London Lyrics', and the

pieces which constantly appear in our pe-
riodicals. The subject, of course, is simply

inexhaustible, but each poet selects the aspect
of the town which strikes him most; and as

we turn over their pages, we too choose the

subjects which are most sympathetic to us.

Mr. Locker's '

Piccadilly' is one of the hap-

piest things of the kind
;
but Luttrell is the

man who has tried to draw a complete pic-

ture of the London of good society ;
and his

clever well-bred verses are perfect models of

vers de sociele, as opposed to the satire. His

description of a November fog, of the sudden

rise and eclipse of a London fashionable, and

of the thunder-shower in Kensington Gardens,
are among his best

;
and it is high praise to

say, that in that pretty trifle,
'

Boyle Farm,'
Lord Ellesmere followed him very closely and

very well.

We have paused before we approached
the name of Walter Savage Landor, because

we felt that this scholar differed much from

the generality of writers of occasional verse,

for he drank his inspiration at a different

source, and his draughts were from the

springs on Helicon. Yet Landor's occasional

poems are his best ones
;

his longer pieces
are but failures when compared with them,

and though through everything he writes we
hear echoes of classical strains, yet we are daz-

zled by his versatility of styles, and surprised
that this man, so full of pathos, so true to him-

self, is not only a poet, but an epitome of

many poets. Might not this have been found

in the old Anthologies?

' On the smooth brow and clustering hair,

Myrtle and rose ! your wreath combine :

The duller olive I would wear :

Its constancy, its peace be mine.'

And is not this in Heine's best manner ?

' Proud word you never spoke, but you will

Four not exempt from pride some future

day,

Resting on one white hand a warm wet

cheek,
Over my open volume you will say,
" This man loved me

;

" then rise and trip

away.'

Again, by some lines addressed to Michelet,

we are reminded of Wordsworth
;
and indeed

Landor resembles him in much, through the

same deficiency in humour. Some pieces sug-

gest the woodland, some the study, and some

are full of personal feeling that cannot be

mistaken
;
but where the passion is so sub-

dued, and touched with such a light and

fanciful hand, that it does not pass beyond
the limits assigned to it in these the poems
of elegance. Take, for example, the verses

beginning

' No ! my old love of other years,
No 1 it can never be

;

Much rests with you that yet endears :

Alas I what rests with me ?
'

In this gift of brevity, and in the art of hint-

ing at, rather than revealing the thought that

fills his mind, Landor approaches more nearly
to Heine than any English author. Touch-

ing as is Lord Houghton's 'They seemed to

those who saw them meet,' he is more diffuse

than Heine
;

but Landor, like the German

poet, leaves all the details to the imagination,
content that by one touch he has stirred it,

and so stands unrivalled in his art. Some-

times he is not only terse, but epigrammatic;
thus

' Alas ! how soon the hours are over,
Counted us out to play the lover,

And how much narrower is the stage
Allotted us to play the sage ;

But when we play the fool, how wide

The theatre expands ! beside

How long the audience sits before us !

How many prompters ! what a chorus I

'

We had kept this 'good wine' till the last,

and were tempted here to take leave of the
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subject, but we remember (to quote again
from Land or)

' However rich and plenteous the repast,

Nuts, almonds, wafers, biscuits come at last,'

and modern vers de societ'e seem to summon
us to make such a selection for dessert. Shall

we take the occasional jeux d'esprit which

Mr. Hayward has permitted himself; or Lord

Stratford de Redcliffe's rather heavy wit; or

Theodore Martin's beautiful pieces, where we
find a poet's genius and a scholar's care

;
or

Mr. O. Wendell Holmes's pretty poems,
' tin-

der the Violets,' and the '

Katydid ;

'
or Mr.

Calverley's clever 'Ode to Tobacco;' or,

tired of the late Mr. Spencer's effusions for

Albums and Books of Beauty, shall we pre-
fer the almost weekly displays of their talents

made by Messrs. Shirley Brooks, Leigh,

Collins, and others, who contribute to our

amusement in Punch, Fun, and other periodi-

cals ?

Every grade of society now 'keeps its

poet,' and there is but one fault to find with

the arrangement, that our drawing-room

poetry grows more abundant than good.
' J'ai

vu les moeurs de mon temps,' said the

French philosopher, and so says many a

clever telling verse ! but it too often betrays
at the same time haste and a, spirit of com-

petition. Of the poems we have analysed
from Herrick to Landor, the greater number
we are sure owed their birth to leisure, and

it is because women are strangers to the best

of all leisure, that which follows on manly,

useful, and sustained occupation, that they
seldom write, and perhaps hardly appreciate
this kind of poetry. Vers de sociele, in the

narrowest acceptation of the word, were

written by Lady Mary Wortley Montagu, and

by Mademoiselle de Scudery, but these

ladies were exceptions to most rules, and ex-

ceptional even among authoresses, while on

Lady Mary the well-bred philosophical air

which should distinguish drawing-room verse

sat ill, and beginning by being coarse she

ended by being bitter. Of late, our lady

writers, great as has been their success in fic-

tion and in devotional poetry, have hardly

attempted the poetry of elegance. English-
women in general have not that conversation-

al ease and self-control which are requisite ;

they either express their feelings with great

passion in their books, or they arc modestly
reticent : they never appear to trifle about

the tender passion, and, considered as writers,

arc curiously devoid of humour, '(Jeor-v

Eliot,' standing almost alone in the possession

of that gift.
The absence of precise education

and of scholarship makes \\omen insensiUe

to the artistic charm of highly-finished poetry :

thus they are often taken with the weakly
VOL. XLVII. N 3

religious, the sensational, or the unintelligible

style, and the demand creating the supply,
does real harm to poetry considered as an art.

That which is of the highest order has other

aims, and must, we know, be looked at from

other points of view than the merely artistic
;

but as regards this, the lighter or secondary
sort of poetry, which for lack of another or

better name we have called the poetry of ele-

gance, it were to be wished that writers and
readers would go to school in the English un-

defiled of this Lyra Elegantiarum. They
will find there the best of models when they
want to banter or to flirt, or it may be to

whisper into the ear of society a bit of good-
humoured and not too tedious advice.

ART. III. Concilia Scotice Ecclesice Sco-

ticance Statuta tarn Provindalia quam
Synodalia guce supersunt, 1225-1559.

Edinburgi, 18G6. 2 vols. quarto.

BEFORE noticing the remarkable work whose
title is prefixed, we must say something
of its author, who was dead before this

last product of his learned industry was in

the hands of the public. Thinking that

such a man ought not to be allowed to p:i><

away without some more lasting memorial
than is afforded by the obituary column of a

newspaper, we propose to devote a few pages
to tell the general reader something of the

life and qualities of one who stood alone in

the department of letters which he cultivated.

JOSEPH ROBERTSON, born in 1810, was a
native of Aberdcenshire. To speak more

precisely, he was of a family of small tenants

or yeomen, if we may use a word not native

to us, settled in the Brae of Mar, between
Dee and Don. The designation of the class

to which his family belonged is of little con-

sequence. Perhaps the English yeoman is

not to be found in Scotland, or found only
' with a difference.' The well-to-do fanner

of Kngland, if, by some rare accident-, he

wishes to push his family fortunes out of his

own sphere, looks to a shop in the neigh-

bouring town, or gathers a little money and

sends a son out to Canada or Australia.

Some other channels may tempt him, if he

is ambitious
;

but the last of all to be

thought of, is the laborious and secluded life

of a man of letters and leaning, without

even the Church for a remunerating object.
Thanks to our cheaper education, thanks

aUo perhaps to a traditionary feeling for

scholarship among our people, this is dif-

ferent with us; and the education which
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Robertson got at school and college is

enjoyed by multitudes of his own rank who
are never heard of for any learning or literary

accomplishment in after life. His classical

scholarship was in fact very homely, and
amounted to nothing more than a power to

read and write grammatically Latin prose,
and to enjoy and quote with pleasure Virgil's

0* ^Entid. He had no more Greek than Shake-

speare, and of modern tongues he was well

read only in English and Scotch, with a

grammatical knowledge of French. Such
was the apparatus of arms with which he

had to carve his way to reputation or for-

tune. We don't mean to follow him through
the stages of his journey upwards, though
cot a step that he took but was honourable.

At school he was the bold boy, renowned
for feats of strength and daring ;

at college

(Marischal College) a leader of the Burschen.

On leaving the University he began the

serious business of life in an Advocate's or

law-agent's office in Aberdeen. He was not,

perhaps,
' A clerk foredoom'd his father's soul to cross,
Who pens a stanza when he should engross.'

He even derived some benefit afterwards

from a little acquaintance with the language
of law-process ;

but he did not relish his

occupation in the attorney's office, and soon

left it. However, he never for a moment
lost courage, and turned without difficulty to

each new means of living that offered. Like

so many men who have run a literary course,

Robertson first found a vehicle for his

thoughts, and a shadowy hope of remunera-

tion, in a local magazine. Then he was

editor of a provincial paper in Aberdeen.

These first occupations may have had some
influence upon his after life. The editor of

a provincial paper, if he is good for anything,
and if he would please his readers, must

dabble in local antiquities ;
and the antiqui-

ties of Aberdeen, town and county, soon

obtained a foremost interest in the mind of

Robertson. But there was from the begin-

ning a bias to one pursuit, which gradually
encroached upon the other occupations that

he had recourse to, rather of necessity than

choice. His mind from the first had been

turned to history. The first jeu <Tesprit of his

magazine days was a historical squib, which

he "called 'The Last of the Pechts,' and

wherever he found an opportunity he will-

ingly overflowed into historical inquiry and

discussion. That he was saved from the

vagueness into which historical discussion

had run in Scotland, was chiefly owing to

the rare good sense that was innate in him,
but .partly to an occupation that soon filled a

great part of his time.

When the Spalding Club was instituted
in 1839, for the investigation of northern
historical antiquities, Robertson took a large
share in the editorial work. Several volumes
of personal memoirs, and of Scotch history,
were given to the world, with all the accu-

racy befitting historical works, and with the
careful research and elucidation which were
soon found to mark whatever Robertson put
his hand to. But the work which was to

give the best training to his own mind, and
to prepare him for historical undertakings of

greater magnitude, was a collection of paro-
chial antiquities of the Northern Counties,

begun under the direction, and at the

expense of the late Lord Aberdeen, the
statesman Earl of Aberdeen. The plan of
the book was to class nnder each parish the-

extant charters and documents of any anti-

quity regarding it, and for this purpose
private charter-chests, and chartularies of

bishoprics and monasteries, were laid under
contribution. One object was to abolish the
race of fabling antiquaries and pedigree-
mongers. Nothing was to be admitted but
actual evidence, such evidence as the nature
of the facts allowed. Accuracy was every-

thing, and it required care and accomplish-
ment of various kinds.* Such an occupation
gave a definite direction and limits to the

scope of Robertson's studies, a thing of much
importance to every student.

It may seem to some, perhaps to most of

our readers, a dreary enough occupation.
The charters and law transactions showed
little more than who gave and who got the

land, with only a glimpse now and then of

curious tenures and peculiar rural customs.
There was one source of local history, hith-

erto quite unexplored, vestiges of old tradi-

tion
;
and a mind like Robertson's, rating

tradition only at its worth, still valued as

facts the received traditions of each age.
These he found in the breviaries and old

church books, and ancient lives of now for-

gotten saints, compared and joined on to

existing names of places, customs, supersti-

* First of all, the old charter must be read and

printed correctly. It is a mistake to think that a

knowledge of old hand is sufficient for this purpose.
Many letters in old charters, like u and n, and t

and c, are identical
; many words in old charters are

written in a contracted form, and require to be
extended according to the sense of the sentence.

The editor, therefore, must know Latin grammar,
and be familiar with middle-age Latin, the language
of charters. He must be acquainted with the names
of persons and places of the district, the measures,

money, customs of the age, as well as the antique

phraseology of feudal law. Most old charters are

undated, and to fix their periods is a mystery by
itself, requiring a good library, much study, and con-

tinual practice. t
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tions, often unwittingly drawn from such old

sources.

As they stand, these '

Antiquities of the

Shires' contain the territorial history of the

district. They show the transmission of

land, the growth and succession of families,

the settlement and history and antiquities of

parish churches. They require nothing but

to be cast into a narrative form to make
excellent county histories, after the best man-
ner of those delightful books in England.
The qualities required for compiling such a

collection, the education necessary, is only to

be acquired, here in Scotland, by the labori-

ous process of self-instruction. There are no

teachers with us for such a study. Even
books which abound in other countries are

wanting with us. The dictionaries of Du-

cange and Carpentier, the mighty volumes of

Mabillon; and the Nouveau Traite Diploma-
tique ; the work which forms a little library
of itself L?Art de Verifier les Dates, are

not enough. Scotland has a law language
and a charter language in many points pecu-
liar. Our tenures and customs were different

from France and England, and the first of all

qualifications for a historical antiquary among
us to know the manners of the people and
their language. The accomplishment which
costs so much study, so much practice, was

unfortunately not much valued at first. Must
we confess it, the absolute truthfulness, the

requiring of evidence for every step, the

highest qualities in the editor of such a work,
were not in great repute in Scotland. Our
old historians, from Fordun and Boece down
to Leslie and Buchanan, were great inventors,
after a classical model, and were at no loss to

supply facts to support their principles ;
and

later writers of national antiquities were

hardly more to be depended upon. Chal-

mers, the most industrious, is sadly wanting
in accurate scholarship. Pinkerton, the most

learned, is so full of prejudice, and so vio-

lent in expressing it, that truth is lost in the

rage of words. Lord Hailes was a better

guide, but his Presbyterian leaning and a

somewhat foolish fear of being scorned as

superstitious, kept him from working out and

using the imperfect relics of Church history
and law, from which Joseph Robertson has

derived such important aids for history. All

these things were against us when Robertson

b,egan his labours, and even in the present

day we have writers making a gainful trade

of family history, who are capable of colour-

ing and even suppressing documents
; and in-

dustrious and quite honest amateur collectors

founding on '

family tradition' which means
the drawing-room scrap-book and '

.\ln-r-

cromby's martial achievements !'

Leaving Aberdeen, Robertson spent some

years in Glasgow, still as editor of a newspa
per the ' Constitutional;' but finding time

to continue his Spalding Club works, and to

edit for the Maitland Club some books of a

similar nature, or requiring the same qualities
in an editor. At Glasgow he found time too

to contribute to the Quarterly Review a

paper on the ecclesiastical architecture of ^
Scotland, which greatly pleased the critical

taste of Mr. Lockhart, the editor, and which
is a good specimen of the author's style and
of the careful way in which he arrays his

facts and proofs and inferences. Like others

of his works, this paper, now printed separ-

ately, has become the ' handbook' for the

subject. Robertson was gradually becoming
known even while cultivating studies so

severe and little popular; and when he came
to Edinburgh to take charge of the Courant

newspaper, he was received very cordially

among a little band of students and fellow-

labourers in the field of historical antiquities.
The meetings of the Society of Antiquaries
were attractive to him, and gave him oppor-
tunities of bringing forward some of his rare

learning and accomplishment. He bad his

recreations too, and he enjoyed the rare in-

tervals of freedom that broke the hard work
of everyday life as much as he had of old

enjoyed a school holiday at Udny. It was
in the fine autumn of '53 that he spent a

week with some friends in the north, who
were leading the rough half-pastoral life of a

shooting-lodge. Robertson had not visited

that part of the country before, but he soon
showed that he knew its history well, and
could enjoy its remarkable beauty. The

youngest of the party were not too wild for

him in their rambles in the old forest and in

the rocky gorges of the river. He ran and
climbed and swam with the most active. But
when the seniors \vanteJ quieter occupation,
he was ready. They all Knew the picturesque
ruins of the Abbey of the glen, but what a

charm was added to them when Joseph Rob-
ertson recalled the foundation and endow-

ments of the monastery by kings and bishops,
and taught his pupils to find the farms be-

stowed in their charters, and the pools winTO

the monks had special grants of salmon-tish-

ing! How genially he described the peace-
ful life of the old monks, their labours of

the field, the mill, the river
;

their building,

their gardening, their studies, their chinch-

service! He told how they lial LTt ,i Papal
Bull to give them the right, and then worked

iron out of those hills, where none is found

now, though there are traces of the slag
round the siuelting-piU of those old in inn-.

The party returned with quite a changed idea

of monastic life. Another day he led the

saire party away over SOL-JC miles of he;it.hei
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to a remote moorland loch, in the midst of

which stands an ancient strength, once the

head castle of a great earldom. It was

known to be of Edwardian architecture, and

that was one attraction for Robertson. While

they ate their luncheon on the green bank of

the loch, he told how the Countess of Athole

had been besieged there by the Regent, Sir

Andrew of Moray, and of Edward m.'s mar-

vellous march with men-at-arms heavy cav-

alry through the fastnesses of Athole and

Mar to relieve her. But the castle had
another interest, for it was shrewdly suspect-
ed to be built upon piles driven in the lake

;

and Robertson enlightened his friends with

descriptions of cranogues and lacustrine

dwellings, then little known. There was no

time for the investigation that day, and

when he was gone the spirit and interest

flagged.
In the summer of

?

61, he was on a more

exciting adventure. It was then that the

tumulus of Maes-howe, beside the great circle

of Stennes, was opened ;
and there, says Mr.

Farrer,
' the keen eye of Mr. Joseph Robert-

son discovered the first of the Runic inscrip-
tions.' So, a year or two later, he was of the

exploring party that discovered the remark-

able sculptures on the walls of the caves at

Wemyss.
But we have gone too fast. As editor of

the Courant, he disharged his duty with

strict conscientiousness
;

but the labour of

editing a newspaper three times a week bore

heavily even upon his buoyant spirits; and
when his friends saw a possible opening for

him in the Register House, he caught eagerly
at what had been one of his earliest wishes,

although the emolument was much less than
his editorial salary. Towards the end of the

year 1853 he received the appointment of

Searcher of Records for literary purposes, or

as the office was afterwards authoritatively

named, Curator of the Historical Depart-
ment. The office was given him by Lord
Aberdeen's Government, and indeed at his

Lordship's personal suggestion. The duty
was perfectly to his taste, and he took to his

new occupation with all his heart. In a

short time he had the good fortune to serve

under a chief who appreciated his qualities,
and knew how to turn them to account.

When Sir William Gibson-Craig came to

the Register House as Lord Clerk Register,
he was struck with the talents and learning
of Robertson, and almost at once employed
him in preparing his great scheme of Record

publications. Now commenced the busiest

and the happiest time of Robertson's life. In
virtue of his office, he had to make the vast

stores of original records under his custody
accessible to all students, and this he did in

no formal or niggard manner. He sympa-
thized with all intelligent study, and was

delighted to serve as a guide to the right
sources of information. He was free from
the petty jealousy which sometimes makes a

keeper of records unwilling to have his stores

made public. He despised, and could hardly
conceal his contempt for men who hide his-

torical documents for fear they might lose

value by being known. The new duties

thrown upon him by the Lord Register were

equally agreeable to him. He took pleasure
in arranging the materials of a great collec-

tion of national MSS., to be printed by Sir

Henry James's process of Zincography, a

new and more intelligent 'Anderson's Diplo-

mata,'
1 and he planned and looked forward to

superintending the publications which should

illustrate from records all the gmat eras of

our history. He gathered materials which
should throw new light on the War of In-

dependence ;
the constitution fixed by Bruce;

the reigns of our Stuart kings, so full of noble

designs seldom accomplished ;
the Reforma-

tion time, and his own peculiar era of Queen

Mary, where every point is disputed, and
waits the settlement of records. Later still,

he had the whole field marked out, the re-

cords that would be most useful, the editors

to use them. Collections were to be made
for the great civil war under Charles i., which
has been made history in England, but not

here. He dwelt upon the growth and pro-

gress of political study, the definite shaping
of the constitution, and social changes which
mark that period. He had not much sym-

pathy with the Covenanters and Puritans in

church matters, and it was more as a Scotch-

man than as a religionist that he took pride
in the resistance to Laud, which brought
matters to a crisis in both countries. He was

a hearty patriot and politician, though no

partisan, and, with all his feeling for remote

antiquity, he thought the living and earnest

interest of political students should not be

postponed indefinitely, Avhile the scattered

fragments of an earlier state of society are

collecting for curious antiquaries. Robertson

threw all his energies into the discharge of

these double, but not inconsistent duties,

the assisting of the living student of history,
the preparation of materials for the future

historian. His temper was almost impertur-
bable

;
and the most exacting, even the most

ignorant inquirer, never put him out of hu-

mour by his interruptions.
On the other hand, it often happened that

two or three friends, working on kindred

subjects, met in his room and communicated

their difficulties. Then ensued pleasant dis-

putes, and then shone forth Robertson's ac-

curate knowledge and marvellous memory.
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His precision was not offensive, there was so

much gentleness and modesty in his manner.
These qualities, with the ready use of the

historical stores in his custody, soon reached

beyond the circle of his friends, and made
his room the haunt of most students of his-

tory and scholars worthy of the name. But
indeed he had not been long in his office

when his accomplishments were discovered

by all sorts of people. He never went into

questions of abstract law, and with some real

and a little affected modesty, left them to the

professed lawyer. But for disinterring an

old historical honour like the dukedom of

Chatelherault, the agent was fortunate who
secured the assistance of Robertson. When
Edinburgh and Dublin strove for precedency,
Robertson arrayed the proofs of ancient sov-

ereignty of his native capital with a zeal and
affection that many might share, but with a

learning all his own. If deer-loving lords

disputed about their rights of forest, the

learning of ' vert and venison,' not to be

found in our law-books, was to be dug out of

old charters by Joseph Robertson. Parishes,
and even counties, having an ill-defined

march, came to Robertson, who could point
to a record that made matters plainer, and

saved a lawsuit. In the vexed questions of

decimce inclusce, or informal valuations of

tithes, many a poor minister sought his aid,

and obtained it without a fee. The clergy
of his own (the Episcopal) Church took

counsel with him in revising their canons

and constitutions.

According to his view of duty, Robertson's

labours were not limited to mere office at-

tendance. They involved extensive research-

es for English and Foreign scholars, and a

correspondence of great variety. His cor-

respondence, indeed, was gcttinor oaly too

extensive. If a local historian was at a loss

for a bit of charter-learning,Jie applied with-

out hesitation to the Curator of the Histori-

cal Department. Mr. Burton, the historian

of Scotland, compared his views and conclu-

sions with those of Robertson; and he him-

self has told us that '
if you had a casual

discussion with Robertson on some obscure

point, you were sure to receive from him
next morning a letter full of minute and

curious erudition concerning it. lie was
ever ready with his help.' The most learned

antiquaries of the Celtic Church in Ireland

were in constant communication with him

about their common subject of study. If an

English historian required to cross the Bor-

der, Robertson was sure to be his guide

among the clashing factions of his country,
which none but a Scotchman can quite un-

derstand. Foreign scholars, interested in tin-

period when Scotch and French history run

into one, or in the antiquities of the Roman
Church, which is not limited by national

boundaries, applied to Robertson in their dif-

ficulties. While he was corresponding with

the Dean of Westminster about the history
of the Coronation Stone of Scotland and of

Britain, and with the Comte de Montalem-
bert about the early Christianizing of our ^
islands, the most learned Dr. Reeves took his

assistance for his history of St. Colurnba
and the family of lona

;
and such was his

obliging nature, such his zeal for historical

literature, so freely did his stores of know-

ledge overflow, that men of eminence in all

departments who had once consulted him
counted upon his friendship, and not in vain.

His official place of work in those days
was that noble hall added to the Register
House of the Adams in Mr. Thomas Thom-
son's time, who bestowed all his taste in its

arrangement. It contains the proper histo-

rical records of independent Scotland. In

one press arc the original registers of Parlia-

ment, from the reign of Robert Bruce
;
in

another, the records of Privy Council
;

a

third contains the quaint antique rolls, and
the books of accounts of the great public
officers from the earliest period of such regis-
ters

;
a fourth, the register of the Great Seal,

the foundation of our land rights, to which
no other country has anything simile aut

secundum.

It was there that Mr. Robertson used to

receive visitors and all who wished his help
and guidance among the records which he
knew so well. It was there he was seen to

advantage. There was never a crowd
;
but

among the best and most learned of his own

city were occasionally to be found distin-

guished English scholars and historians, and
now and then a French or German sarant.

His own usual chair JMS directly under a

picture of Mr. Thom^^homson. It was

impossible for one who knew both men not

to think how the great record scholar, the

historical antiquary of the last generation,
would have welcomed and valued his follower,

who walked in his steps, who imitated his

accuracy, his respect for antiquity, his high
views of the duty of an historical editor, but

went beyond him in untrodden fields of

Church antiquities.
His industry at this period must have 1

prodigious. After the formal Office busi-

ness, the receiving of strangers and students,

the answering
written and verbal inquiries

none of whieli lie slighted, in the
evenings,

in the quiet of his own home, amon-r his lit-

tle library of choice books, he fauna time to

throw off a quantity of well-considered, often

elaborate papers, on civil and ecclesiastical

antiquities : on the antiquities of the Celtic
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Church, and its forgotten offices
;
on our an-

cient lacustrine dwellings, which the Irish

antiquaries have taught us to call cranogues ;

on ecclesiology, and monastic and domestic

antiquities; on palaeography, and the diplo-
matic mysteries so little studied among us, of

dates, and the art of ascertaining them
;
on

pedigrees of our more historical families.

Some of his valuable disquisitions he con-

tributed to the Transactions of the Society
of Antiquaries. With others, he enriched

the capital collection of Chambers^ Ency-

clopaedia. Some of these insulated papers
were the beginnings of study to be elabo-

rated afterwards, and they are often to be

traced, when his speculations had taken a

more finished shape, in larger works. Others

were mere chips struck off in some investi-

gation in which he was engaged. The ar-

ticles 'Date,' 'David i.,' 'Queen Mary,' the

families of '

Douglas,'
'

Gordon,'
'

Hamilton,'
' St. Columba,'

'

Palaeography,' in Chambers'
1

's

Encyclopedia, and a large number of kin-

dred articles, furnish specimens of both kinds.

Some are examples arid models of condensed

result of study, others are valuable for indi-

cations of authors and materials from which the

student can work out the subject for himself.

During all these years he was lending his

zealous assistance in different departments to

make Oliver and Jjoyd's Almanac what it

now is, the most accurate and useful book of

reference the best general almanac of

Britain.

But the great and lasting products of the

matured powers of Robertson were chiefly

two, the Canons and Statutes of which we
are now to give an account, and an earlier

work, which must not be passed unnoticed.

In the first years of his Register House duty
he edited for the late Marquis of Dalhousie,
then Lord Clerk

Rooster,
the inventories of

jewels, dress and fnroiture of Queen Mary,
with a preface of illustrative matter drawn
from innumerable records and contemporary
letters and authorities of all kinds; so full

that it serves as a personal chronicle of the

queen, and gives a picture of her court, her

servants and society, the books she treasured,
the dresses and jewels she wore, the em-

broidery she worked, the familiar friends

with whom she lived, all set forth so truly,
with a minuteness of detail and accurate

joining together of the parts, that, as a memoir
of Mary and her time, it has never been ex-

celled. In a subject that gives rise to so

much party feeling, Robertson makes war

upon no former writers, hardly expresses an

opinion of his own, and yet sweeps away the
errors that had beset the queen's history, and
makes it impossible for his reader to come to

ay but the true conclusion.

Thus laborious and pleased with his la-

bours, happy in the esteem and love of all

be most valued, happy in a cheerful, joyous
nature, Robertson, at the age of fifty-six,

with a seemingly robust constitution, active

and temperate in his habits, had the prospect
of many years to be devoted to the objects
on which he had fixed his ambition. But
towards the autumn of last year he had an
illness which alarmed his physician. He
was sent to the Highlands, and seemed to

rally, when he was struck down afresh by a

dreadful calamity, the loss of his eldest son,

by an accident on the railroad, almost in his

sight. He returned to Edinburgh, and re-

turned to work courageously ;
but the dis-

ease recurred, and he soon discovered that

the doctors thought it mortal. When he
knew that he was dying, and that his time
was short, there was no vain repining. He
set himself to meet death as a brave soldier

would. He gathered round his deathbed the

chosen companions of his life and labours.

He had his family round him. He had the

consolations of religion from a prelate whom
he reverenced and loved. His faculties were

bright and clear to the end. When his

strength allowed, he spoke of his great record

designs, and went over all their details with

the same precision of memory which had
marked him in his best days. He was inter-

rupted sometimes by his kind physician,
sometimes by the Bishop's visits, but after

such interruptions he would recur to the sub-

ject of his record plans, taking them up at

the point where he had been stopped ;
and

at intervals, for several days, he dictated

notes and memoranda of materials to be

used and of persons to be employed.
He died on the 13th of December 1866.

Of the, work he had laid out for his life's

labour, he left much unfinished. But he had
done more for disinterring and arraying the

true materials of Scotch history had made
more rough places smooth, dark places light

than any previous labourer in that field.

He himself would have said :
'

Except Lord
Hailes and Thomas Thomson.' But they
were to be excepted only because they came

early, and when there was more to do. In

some things he had gone beyond those mas-

ters, with additional light from new studies.

But in everything he preserved the traditions

of that school of true honest history.
We have said that the collection of the

Canons and Councils was one of Robertson's

greatest works
;
and it was the more impor-

tant from being in an almost unworked field.

It must not be supposed, however, that the

Canons of the Church of Scotland had at-

tracted no attention from previous inquirers.
Most of our historians, to be sure, have
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despised such materials, but something had
been done for preserving and illustrating the

Scotch Canons by Thomas Innes, in his

Critical Essay on the Ancient Inhabitants of
Scotland, and in his contributions to Wil-
kins's Concilia ; Thomas Ruddiman, in his

contributions to the same work
;
Lord Hailes

in his Scottish Canons of the Thirteenth

Century, and in his Historical Memorials

concerning the Provincial Councils of the

Scottish Clergy ; and Mr. Cosmo Innes, in

the Registrum, Episcopatus Aberdonensis.

But no one had given a complete collection

of the Canons, or a full and accurate account

of the Councils by which they were enacted.

This has been done for the first time in Mr.

Robertson's volume.

The text of the Canons is printed from a

careful collation of all the existinginanuscripts
and other copies ;

and that every one may
be able to satisfy himself as to its correctness,

the various readings of the MSS. are given.
The labour bestowed in this way must have

been very great ;
but it was bestowed by one

who was never satisfied with his work until

he had done it thoroughly, and it effectually

guards against those blunders which mar the

usefulness of Theiner's otherwise valuable

book. The general object may best be stated

in the Editor's own words. It is

'
to collect the Canons, whether Provincial or

Synodal, of the Scottish Church, from the year

1225, when its clergy, although they had no

metropolitan, were empowered by the Pope to

meet in legislative assembly, until the year

1559, when the Provincial Council, which was
called to arrest the advance of the Reforma-

tion, separated, never to sit again. The work,

therefore, does not ascend beyond the begin-

ning of the thirteenth century ; and, indeed,
there are scarcely any remains of the proceed-

ings of Scottish Councils of earlier date. Of
the six or seven centuries between the intro-

duction of the Christian faith and the reform or

revolution begun by St. Margaret and all but

completed by her sons, the memorials which
survive are few and scanty ; and, such as they

are, they may be claimed as Irish or English
rather than Scottish.' Preface, pp. xiv. xv.

The second volume, which was first

printed, contains the Bull of Pope llonorius

in. in 1225, alluded to in the above extract,

certain ecclesiastical writs connected with

the Councils, and all the existing Canons,
whether of Provincial Councils or Diocesan

Synods, from the beginning of the thirteenth

century to the middle of the sixteenth. The

Canons of the diocese of the Isles, which

had been printed by Wilkins, and in the

Monaslicon Atii/Hcaitum, are omitted, Idealise

they were 'enacted by bishops \\h<> were

suffragans of Drontheim. for a diocese which,

although in part under the dominion of the

Scottish king, was not yet within the pale of

the Scottish Church.' Neither are the con-

stitutions of cathedral churches given, nor

the ordinances for the direction of their

canons and vicars-choral, as not properly fall-

ing within the plan of the^work. The Ap-
pendix to the second volume contains various

documents illustrating its proper subject.
The first volume contains the Editor's Pre-

face, and an appendix of documents. In
'

that appendix are inserted some diocesan

statutes and other papers, which were dis-

covered after the rest of the work haa been

printed. Among these are two curious lists

of churches dedicated by David de Bernham
and William Wishart, both bishops of St.

Andrews in the thirteenth century, tran-

scribed by the editor's friend, Bishop Forbes,
from a contemporary manuscript in the Im-

perial Library at Paris. The period of these

dedications was more distinguished for

church building than any other till our own
time. Witness the churches consecrated in

one small county, the Mearns, within four

years. These were the churches of Strachan,

Nigg, Aberluthnot now Marykirk, Kineff,

Ecclesgrig now St. Cyrus, Arbuthnot, For-

dun, Conveth now Laurencekirk, Fetteresso,

Dunotter, and finally, the chapel of Cowie,

standing so picturesquely in its cemetery on

the cliff, the resting-place of so many gene-
rations of 'fisher-folk,' and ot^pe good gen-
tleman who loved them and their burial-

place, and chose to lie there.

The portion of the work most attractive

to the general reader perharts not the least

valuable in itself, is the Editor's Preface,

which occupies the greater part of the first

volume. It is not so much a Preface, in the

ordinary sense of the word, as a learned,

minute, and most
interring history of Scot-

tish Ecclesiastical Cotmcils, and everything

relating to them, from the earliest period to

the Reformation. The text is illustrated by
an ample array of notes, not merely ref-

erences, but quotations from the original

authorities, and. all collateral sources, fre-

quently taken from books not generally ac-

cessible. All the author's rare erudition, all

his great power of discovering truth amid

obscure and conflicting authorities, is dis-

played here; and this Preface may l>e re-

garded, not indeed as the greatest work

which he could have achieved, but as the

iM-eatest which it was permitted to him to ac-

complish.
And let not the student bedcterrc-l 1>\ the

gravity of the subject. There is nothing of

the 'Old Almanac' in Robertson's pages, no

mere dissertation on stocks and stones, on

dates and names, such as antiquaries in the
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, pages of fiction and in real life have too often

wrangled about
;

the book is nothing less

than the religious life of a nation during
more than three hundred years, as exhibited

in the rules of its Church. These records of

the past are full of interest, even if they had
no direct bearing on the present. But there

is such a bearing. The ancient institutions

survive in forms sometimes very dissimilar,
and the men who moulded them have influ-

enced minds of succeeding generations, no
less than warriors and statesmen and poets.
We have first a sketch of the very early

Scottish Councils; of the Synods held in the

time of Malcolm Canmore and his sons
;
and

of those subsequently convocated by the

Papal legates, down to the date of the Bull

of Honorius, which introduces the proper
subject of his work.
The constitution of the early Celtic Church,

both in Ireland and in Scotland, was a very

peculiar one. It had bishops, priests, and
deacons like the rest of Christendom, but it

had neither dioceses nor parishes. The

clergy were ruled by the heads of the mo-
nastic or collegiate body to which they be-

longed ;
and for two centuries, the Presbyter-

Abbot of lona, as successor of St. Columba,
was primate both of Scots and Picts. The
same system continued after the union of the
two nations under one monarch, except that

the seat of the primacy was for a short period
at Dunkeld, and afterwards at St. Andrews

;

and that subsequently to this last change, the

primate was a Bishop, bearing the style of

Episcopus Scotorurn.

It was in the time of Kellach, one of the

early bishops of St. Andrews, and in the

reign of Constantine, in the year of our Lord
906, that the first Scottish Council met, of

which we have any account in our annals.

All that we know of it is contained in a brief

record, in the Chronicon Pictorum, which
tells us that ' Constantine the king, and Kel-
lach the bishop, swore together with the
Scots on the Mount of Belief, beside the

royal city of Scone, to keep the laws and
customs of the faith, and rights of the
churches and the Gospels.' This Council, no

doubt, like other early synods, both among
the Celtic and Teutonic nations, was com-

posed of laity as well as clergy. The place
at which it met was, in one sense, the metrop-
olis of Scotland. Mr. Robertson dwells on
its ancient glories :

' The veneration which hung around Scone is

remarkable. It was in vain that King Edward
the Fii st ruined its ancient abbey, cast its abbot
into prison, made spoil of the Bachal and the

Clocc, the crosier and the bell, of its unknown
saint, and carried away the Prophetic Stone, to
fulfil its fate ou the banks of the Thames. No

outrage or desolation could make the people
forget the traditions of the place, or cease to

regard it as the seat and symbol of Scottish

sovereignty. The English king, therefore, de-
termined that it should be razed to the ground,
and its very name blotted out. For this pur-
pose he addressed himself to Pope Clement v.,
who commissioned the Archbishop of York, and
the Bishop of Ely, to make inquiry whether
the abbey and the relics of the saints by which
it was hallowed, might not be removed to
another place. The English prelates reported
in accordance with the king's wishes, and he
lost no time in despatching a messenger to

Rome, to urge the transference of the abbey
from the midst of a perverse people, to some
spot where it would be less dangerous to
the king and the realm of England. The king's

death, six months afterwards, saved Scone for

the time, leaving it to be swept away by Scot-
tish hands, almost in our own day, but not until

a king of Scotland had been crowned king of

England upon its fated stone at Westminster
;

not until its own ruins had beheld the inaugu-
ration of his grandson, the last sovereign
crowned in Scotland.' Preface, pp. xx. xxi.

The long reign of Malcolm Canmore was
the commencement of many changes in the

Scottish Church and nation. As ruler ot

Lothian, he held under his sway a large

body of English subjects ;
and his early resi-

dence in England, and his marriage with

Margaret, the sister of Edgar AtheFing, en-

deared to him the language and customs of

the south, and made him strive to introduce

them among his northern people. His ef-

forts were zealously encouraged by his Saxon

queen, who herself reasoned with the Celtic

clergy, and urged them to conform to the

ecclesiastical usages of her native land, and
of the Western Church.

After a brief interruption on the death of

Malcolm, the reforms, both civil and eccle-

siastical, which he had begun, were vigo-

rously prosecuted by his sons, and were

maintained till the extinction of the male
line of his family. Scotland flourished under

a line of able sovereigns, such as the country
never again possessed, and it is now a fami-

liar remark that its prosperity at the death

of Alexander in. was greater than it was
for centuries afterwards. The diocesan sys-

tem, of which fragments still remain, and the

parochial organization, which has never been

lost, and which has proved so great a bless-

ing, were introduced by these princes. They,
not the bishops or councils, were the real

ecclesiastical rulers. Malcolm and his de-

scendants reverenced the great English pri-

mates, Lanfranc, Anselm, and Thomas of

Canterbury, but they never yielded up the

government of any portion of their subjects.
The manner in which Alexander i. baffled

the attempts of Eadmer the monk of Canter-
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bury, whom he had invited to accept the see

of St. Andrews, is one of the most amusing

chapters in mediaeval history, and not the

less so than its narrator is Eadmer himself.

It forms no part of Mr. Robertson's plan
to record the circumstances just referred to,

or the still more important events which

marked the reign of Alexander's brother and

successor, David, a saint, yet neglecting none

of his kingly duties, and worthy of compari-
son with the best of sovereigns, the English

Alfred, or St. Louis of France. He refers to

David's attempt to procure the erection of

St. Andrews into an archbishopric, which

was defeated by the influence of the see of

York, whose prelates claimed metropolitan

jurisdiction over the whole of Britain north

of the Humber, and whose ancient rule

actually extended to the Forth : and he gives
an account of the Councils held during the

twelfth century, and in the beginning of the

thirteenth, by the Papal Legates. The first

of these met at Roxburgh, then one of the

chief towns of Scotland, in the year 1125,
under the presidency of the Cardinal John of

Crema. Others followed, one of the most

memorable of which was that which met at

Northampton in 1176, on the summons of

the Cardinal Legate, Hugguccio Petrileonis.

On this occasion, the Scottish prelates showed
themselves true friends to the independence
of their church and nation. Though urged
to submit to the supremacy of York by the

Legate, by the imperious English sovereign

Henry n., and by their own King William

the Lion, then humiliated by his recent cap-

tivity and the submission he had made at

Falaise, they answered that their predeces-
sors had never yielded any obedience to the

English Church, and that they ought not to

yield any. The Archbishop of Canterbury
maintained that he himself, as successor of

St. Augustine, was the Primate of Britain,

and the rival claims of the two English Arch-

bishops prevented a decision adverse to the

freedom of the Scottish Church. In 1188,
the independence of the Scottish Church was

formally acknowledged by a Bull of Pope
Clement in., which declared that no one,
save the Pope and his Legate a laterc,

should pronounce sentence of interdict or

excommunication against the realm of Scot-

land
;
that no one should hold the office of

Legate in Scotland except a subject of that

kingdom, or one specially deputed by the

Apostolic See
;
and that no Scottish ques-

tions should be brought to trial before judges
out of Scotland, unless on appeal to Rome.
This Bull recites the names of the Scottish

sees. They were St. Andrews, Glasgow, Dun-

kold, Dunblane, Brcchin, Aberdeen, Murray,
Ross, and Caithness. Of tho other four dio-

ceses included in the Scottish Church at the

Reformation, Galloway was at this time sub-

ject to the Archbishop of York
;
the Isles

and the diocese of Orkney were under the

Archbishop of Drontheim, both being also

portions of the Norwegian kingdom ;
and

Argyle was not founded till the very close of

the twelfth century.
lu 1201, the Cardinal Legate John of Sa-

lerno held a Council at Perth, where various

constitutions were enacted. The only one of

these which is specially mentioned is a canon

removing from their office all priests who
had been ordained on Sunday.

' What was

thus forbidden in Scotland,' Mr. Robertson

remarks,
' seems to have obtained in England

until the year 1163, when Pope Alexander

the Third, in a rescript to the Bishop of Bath,
declared that it was unlawful for any one but

the Pope himself to confer holy orders on the

Lord's day.' On this curious point some in-

formation may be derived from a canon of

the Council of Clermont in 1095.

A Council was held at Perth in 1221 by
James Canon of St. Victor at Paris, and Le-

gate to Scotland, Ireland and the Isles, at

which the young king of Scots, Alexander

ii., requested that he might be crowned by
the representative of the Apostolic See. This

affords an opportunity to Mr. Robertson of

discussing the subject of the coronation of the

kings of Scotland, and of explaining, in the

compass of a few pages, all that is known
about it. The subject leads him back to an

early and famous passage in the history of

Northern Britain, the inauguration at lona,

by St. Columba, of Aidan, king of the Scots.

He refers to the so-called coronation of Mal-

colm Canmore, and Malcolm the Fourth, and

of Alexander n. himself, at Scone, seven

years before the date of the Council, in all

which cases there was^ no anointing, no

crowning by a bishop. The application of

the king was transmitted by the Legate to

Pope Honorius in., and by him it was re-

jected. The request was subsequently renew-

ed, but was again disregarded ;
the opposing

influence at the court of Rome being that of

the King of England, and the Archbishop of

York, who maintained that the privilege

asked for was inconsistent with their own
claim to the civil and ecclesiastical supre-

macy in Scotland. Many years afterwards,

when the victorious reign of Robert Bruce

had satisfied the Roman Court as to the jus-

tice of his claim to sovereignty, this long-
desired privilege was at last conceded. A
Bull of Pope John XXH. conferred on the

king and his successors the right to bo

anointed and crowned by tho Bishop of St.

Andrews; and although tin- grant came too

late for Bruco to arail himself of it, his son
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and the succeeding sovereigns received the

unction and coronation in a form similar to

that which was used in England. The Pa-

pal Bull had one condition annexed to it,

the officiating bishop was to exact an oath

from the sovereign that he would extirpate
from his dominions all whom the Church
should denounce as heretics.

' The oath failed to restrain Scqtland from

supporting the Anti-popes ;
but its intolerance,

however fruitless, made it dear to a people
whose perfervid genius cherished the right of

persecution as a duty of religion ;
and it out-

lived both the Reformation and the Revolution.
It might have been cited to justify the doom of
"Wishart to the flames and of Knox to the gal-

leys ; yet Knox would have aggravated its

terms, and they were ratified by the Parliament
which established the Protestant religion. They
might have been used to vindicate the severi-

ties of the reigns of King Charles the Second
and King James the Seventh, yet the Conven-
tion which adopted the Claim of Right stamped
them with its deliberate approval ;

and if the
wisdom or the humanity of King William the
Third revolted from their violence, the necessi-
ties of his position compelled him to profrss
with his lips what he abhorred in his heart.
His successor, the last sovereign of the house
of Stewart, took the oath without scruple or
reserve

;
and the Union, by substituting a de-

claration more in accordance with the pre-
cedents of England, happily relieved all follow-

ing princes from the wickedness and mockery
of a cruel and impossible obligation.' Preface,
pp. xlvii.-xlix.

At the date of the Bull of Pope Honorius
in 1225, the Scottish Church resembled in

all respects the Church of England and the
other Churches of Western Christendom, ex-

cept that it had no metropolitan. The dio-

cesan and parochial organization were the
same

;
the constitution of the cathedrals was

expres&ly formed on the English model
;
the

Benedictine and Augustine monks had pos-
session of the principal monasteries

;
the

Dominican and Franciscan friars were intro-

dued by the reigning sovereign, Alexander
ii.

;
and the breviary and missal of the Church

of Salisbury already were, or soon were about
to be,

' the use' of the whole realm of Scot-

land. The cause why such a Bull was neces-

sary was that by the canon law a Provincial

Synod could not be called except by a Papal
Legate or by the archbishop of the Province,
and Scotland had then no archbishop nor

metropolitan. The bishops of St. Andrews
had a certain pre-eminence of dignity, but

they had no jurisdiction over the other

bishops. It was to obviate these difficulties

that the Bull was granted ;
at least the Scot-

tish bishops used it successfully for that pur-
pose.

Under the system thus introduced, the
Scottish clergy were to meet each year in

Provincial Council. The Council was at

first composed of the bishops, abbots, and

priors ;
it subsequently contained also repre-

sentatives of the capitular, collegiate, and
conventual bodies, and, later still, of the

parochial clergy. Its members, like the great
council of the Scottish nation, and, unlike the

Parliament of England and the Convocation
of the province of Canterbury, met in one

house, undivided. It sat, if necessary, for three

days, and was summoned by a writ issued by
the Conservator, who was chosen for each

Council by and from the bishops, the writ

being sent to each bishop, warning him of the

time and place of the meeting, and requiring
him to attend with the prelates and others of

his diocese.
' In this,' Lord Hailes remarks,

'

every one
will perceive the office and duty of a Moder-
ator of the General Assembly. Our forefathers

at the Reformation were not disposed to con-

demn every salutary form approved by the

experience of ages, merely because it hap-
pened to be Popish.' And Mr. Robertson,

referring to a document printed in his work
for the first time, says :

' It is of importance to know, what is not
disclosed by the ecclesiastical record, that the
State asserted its right to a seat and a voice in

the Councils of the Church. By a writ address-

ed to the bishops and other prelates about to

assemble in synod, the King commissioned two
doctors of the civil law to set forth and show to

the Council what the King had enjoined them
to declare touching himself, the state of his

realm, and the state of the prelates and the

Church of Scotland, and more especially to pro-

test, and, if need were, to appeal, that nothing
should be enacted by the prelates in synod
which might prejudice the King's royal ma-

jesty.'

He adds :

' There are no means of ascertaining the
measure of obedience given to the statute which

enjoined the annual assembly of Provincial

Councils. If they met yearly, it was at least

rarely that their proceedings found their way
into record, or attracted the notice of the
chroniclers of the time. We know only that
within little more than half a century after the
Bull of Pope Honorius, they framed or adopted
fifty or sixty canons, which sufficed for the gov-
rnment of the Church of Scotland almost to

the Reformation. It is not improbable that

some of these canons may have been handed
down from the Legatine Councils of the twelfth

entury ;
it is certain that they were not all

nacted at one time
;
and equally certain that

they borrowed largely from the general body of

the Canon Law, and from statutes passed in

English Councils of the same age.' Preface, p. Iv.
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We have no formal record of the proceed-

ings of any of the Councils previous to the

fifteenth century, and no detailed account

till a century later; but various collections of

canons enacted at different periods have been

preserved. The earlier canons published by
Wilkins and Lord Hailes are valued by
Scottish lawyers for the light they throw on

portions of the law of Scotland, in connexion

chiefly with the celebration of marriage, the

rules regarding the erection of churches, and
the designation of manses and glebes for the

parochial clergy. Many other subjects are

illustrated by the documents now published,
and they frequently present curious points
both of contrast and resemblance to the state

of matters in our own day. Very trifling ex-

pressions will sometimes suggest the great

changes which have taken place. Down to

the latest period of these records, the town

of Edinburgh holds a rank subordinate to the

city of St. Andrews, the metropolis of the

province and the cathedral seat of the

diocese.

Mr. Robertson traces the history of the

Provincial Council from its establishment to

the first great change in its constitution that

which was made by the erection of the church

of St. Andrews into a metropolitan and archi-

episcopal see.

In 1227 Cardinal Otho held a Lcgatine
Council at London, the constitutions enacted

at which are well known to the students of

Canon Law in England. According to Mat-

thew Paris, Alexander n., King of Scotland,
refused to allow the Cardinal to cross the

Tweed, asserting that no Legate had ever

entered his kingdom. This assertion, if made,
was notoriously untrue

;
but the statement

of the English chronicler is unsupported by
any Scottish authorities, and is not to be re-

lied on. The Cardinal came to Scotland in

1239, and held a Council at Holyrood, at

which several of the constitutions promulgat-
ed by the Synod of London were received by
the Scottish Church, and imported into its

code of Canons. Thirty years subsequently,
the Cardinal Legate Othobon of Fieschi was

certainly refused permission to enter Scotland

by Alexander in., after consultation with his

clergy. The Legate did not attempt to pass
the Tweed, but held a Council at London in

1209, to which he summoned all the Scottish

bishops, with two abbots and priors, as re-

presentatives of the clergy. Two bishops, an

abbot, and a prior attended the synod on be-

half of the the Northern Church. According
to Fordun, the Scottish clergy refused to

accept the constitutions promulgated at Lon-
don. These constitutions are as famous in

England as those of Cardinal Otho; and Mr.

Robertson discusses the question whether

notwithstanding the assertion of Fordun, they
were not, in point of fact, received in Scot-

land, the Cardinal holding the appointment
of Legate in the northern as well as in the

southern kingdom.
In connexion with the tax for a Crusade,

imposed on all church-revenues by the Coun-
cil of Lyons in 1274, and the appointment of

Boiamund of Vicci, a canon of Asti, to col-

lect the subsidy in Scotland, Mr. Robertson
examines a question familiar to Scottish anti-

quaries, and yet frequently ill understood

even by them. The blunders on this subject

began at an early period. Our writers, as

Hailes mentions, converted Magister Bagi-
mundus into Cardinal Bagimont; and an

ecclesiastic, so well informed generally as

Bishop Leslie, made the Italian collector of

the thirteenth century a contemporary of

King James iv. The valuation of Scottish

benefices prepared by Boiamund was the rule

for the apportionment of ecclesiastical taxes

till the Reformation. It was at first unwel-

come to the clergy, as containing a valuation

more correct, no doubt, but higher than what
was then known as the old taxation. When
the real value became higher than Boiamund's

reckoning, his valuation was in its turn ap-

pealed to by the clergy as the only authority,
in their struggles with the income-tax com-
missioners of those days. We learn that ' no

perfect contemporary copy of Boiamund's
Roll has yet been discovered. The hope that

one might be found in the Vatican has been

disappointed by Father Theiner's publication
of all that remains there, a fragment of an

account of the sums collected during the first

three years.'

The great struggle for national independence
which followed the death of Alexander HI.

was unfavourable to the prosperity of the Na-
tional Church, and to all peaceful pursuits.
The clergy of that day took their part in the

contest, and with the exception of a few

ecclesiastics of high rank, were faithful to

their country. It is doubtful if any Councils

met till near the end of the reign of Robert

Bruce
;
and for a long time afterwards nothing

of importance was transacted. The first

Council of which a formal record exists is that

which met in 1420 in the monastery of the

Black Friars at Perth, the scene of several

events famous in Scottish history, and one of

the first of the ecclesiastical buildings to be

destroyed at the Reformation. Six bishops,
four abbots, one prior, and many deans, arch-

deacons, and others of the clergy were pres-
ent. Four bishops and

eight abbots appeared
by their proxies, and the Bishop of Dunblane
was chosen Conservator. The business \va<

not historically important. being in reference

to the confirmation of testaments, and the ad-
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ministration of the estates of persons dying
intestate.

Had the life of King James i. been prolonged,

great reforms would probably have been made
in the Church as well as in the State. Almost
alone among the early Stuart kings, he had
the learning and the good life which form the

best qualification for an ecclesiastical reformer.

As it was he urged on the heads of the Bene-
dictine and Augustinian monasteries the dis-

charge of their true duties, and sent two bishops
and other ecclesiastics to the Council of Basle.

The Scottish representatives took an impor-
tant part in the deliberations of the great
Council. Some joined in the deprivation of

Pope Eugenius ;
and Thomas Livingstone,

Abbot of the Cistercian monastery of Dun-

drennan, was one of three doctors intrusted

with the power of nominating the Conclave
for the election of a new Pope. But these

acts were disowned in Scotland both by
Church and State. Under the reign of James

I., we have an interesting and very amusing
account of the mission of JEncas Sylvius

Piccolomini, afterwards Pope Pius n., to

Scotland. It is almost the earliest occasion

when we can see the impression made by our

country and countrymen on a highly educat-

ed Italian. Everything is new and strange.
' On his way to Edinburgh he first saw coal,

beholding with wonder what seemed stones

joyfully received as alms by the half-naked

beggars who stood shivering at the church
doors.'

The record of a Synod held at Perth in

1465, implies that the Councils continued to

meet regularly each year. Lord Hailes,

quoting the words ' in festo Sancti Kynelini
Martyris,' adds,

'
I know nothing of this St.

Kynelin, nor of the day of his festival. Keith
has subjoined to his catalogue of Scottish

bishops another list of names, under the title

of Kalendar of Scottish Saints. In that list I
find Macwolok, Macglastian, Molonacb, Min-

nan, Finnan, Modan, Dodan, Marnan, Tarnan,

Tigernake, Guiruoche, Devenike, and Constan-
tine King of Scotland, monk and martyr ;

but
I find no Kyneline.

' Lord Hailes is facetious

with his jingle of Celtic saints, and holds them
all too cheap to discover that '

St. Kyneline
'

was the well-known Keuelm, whose festival

was the 17th of July.
The Court of Rome at last sanctioned the

erection of a metropolitan see in Scotland.

What the Scottish sovereigns in former times
had vainly endeavoured to accomplish was
obtained from Pope Sixtus iv. in 1472, in

the reign of James in., at the suit of the

King's kinsman, Patrick Graham, Bishop of
St. Andrews. The documents connected
with this important alteration were first

printed in 1849 in the Scottish Magazine,

from copies preserved in the Norwegian
archives, and made accessible through the

late Professor Munch of Christiania. They
have since been given from the original
records in the Vatican by Theiner, and are

now carefully printed, from a collation of

both, in the present work. The Scottish

Church had hitherto formed one ecclesiastical

province, under the immediate jurisdiction
of the Pope. It was now placed under the

Bishop of St. Andrews and his successors, as

archbishops and metropolitans, and its limits

were extended beyond their former extent.

Not only were the proper Scottish dioceses

north of the Forth, and the independent see

of Glasgow, placed under the new metro-

politan ;
the diocese of Galloway, also, which

ecclesiastically belonged to York, and those

of the Isles and Orkney, which had been

subject to Drontheim, were made subordi-

nate to him. This led to remonstrances on
the part of the English archbishop, and to

formal proceedings in the Roman Curia by
tho Norwegian metropolitan, which were

going on with the usual slowness when the

Reformation brought them to an abrupt con-

clusion.

Pope Innocent vm. added to the dignities
of the see of St. Andrews, by making its arch-

bishop Primate of all Scotland and Legatus
Natus of the Roman see, with the same rights
and immunities which were enjoyed by the

archbishops of Canterbury in England. The

privileges of Canterbury, thus referred to,

were a model to other churches in Christen-

dom. A curious correspondence, printed by
Wilkins in the fourth volume of his Concilia,
between Archbishop Sheldon and the Arch-

bishop of Gnesen, primate of Poland, con-

ducted by the two prelates in a style of

stately courtesy and friendship, notwithstand-

ing their differences in religious opinion,
shows that even after the Reformation the

ancient privileges of Canterbury were remem-
bered by the Continental Churches.

But to proceed with the Concilia Scotice :

'

Scarcely,' says Mr. Robertson. ' was this

new supremacy of St. Andrews established

before it was challenged and invaded. The see

of Glasgow, that " mother of many races," as

she was called of old the ancient bishopric of

the principality of Cumbria, the kingdom of

Strathclyde claimed from the beginning to

have been acknowledged as the peculiar daugh-
ter of the Apostolic see. She boasted that her

prelates, the successors of St. Kentigern, the

bishops of the Britons, had received the homage
and were the lords of princes, had never been

subject to any other prelate, were indeed

vicars of the Pope. She numbered a crowned

king among her canons, with a stall in the

choir, and a place, a vote, a voice in the chapter
of her cathedral. She had withstood York in
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its best days, and would not bend the knee to

St. Andrews now.'

At the request of the Scottish King, James

iv., and the three Estates of the realm, Inno-

cent viii., in 1492, erected Glasgow into an

archiepiscopal and metropolitan see, with

Dunkeld, Dunblane, Galloway, and Argyle
for its suffragans. The Preface elucidates

a point which previously was involved in

obscurity. It was well known to all readers

of ecclesiastical history that after the Refor-

mation the three sees of Galloway, Argyle,
and the Isles were under the Archbishop of

Glasgow, all the others being subjected to St.

Andrews. Those who had some acquaint-
ance with the ancient records knew that the

arrangement of the sees in the Bull of Pope
Innocent was different. Former writers on
the subject either took no notice of the dis-

crepancy, or professed themselves unable to

explain when and how the change took

place. Mr. Robertson shows that Dunkeld
and Dunblane were re-annexed to St. Andrews

by Archbishop Forman, and that this was
ratified by a Bull of Pope Leo x. Even his

sagacity and research have failed to ascertain

at what time the see of the Isles became one

of the suffragans of Glasgow.
The conflicting privileges of St. Andrews

and Glasgow gave rise to controversies similar

to those which long prevailed between Can-

terbury and York, and Armagh and Dublin.

Mr. Robertson, in his preface, and in his

article in the Quarterly Review, refers to a

memorable occasion, when, 'beneath the

shadow of the rood-loft of Glasgow Cathedral,
unrestrained by the presence of the patriarch
of Venice, the primates of Scotland brawled

and struggled for precedency amid the cries

of their attendants, the rending of cope and

surplice, and the crash of shivered crosiers.'

The disputes between the two metropolitans

appear to have prevented the meeting of any
Provincial Council for nearly half a century.
At the end of that period, under the pressure
of the advance of the Reformed doctrines,
and at the request or rather command of the

King and Parliament, a Synod met at Edin-

burgh in March 1536. It was summoned by
the primate, Archbishop James Beaton, with

the concurrence of the Archbishop of Glas-

gow. Little is known of its proceedings, ex-

cept that the clergy continued obstinately to

refuse redress of those practical grievances
which were complained of not only by the

maiutainers of the new opinions but by all

the laity. King James v. at this time gave
the whole weight of his authority to those

who were struggling for a correction of

abuses, and exhorted the bishops to reform

their lives, threatening that otherwise he

would take order with them as did his uncle

of England. It would have been well for

James and for the Scottish Church had he
himself given a better example to the pre-
lates in his own life and conversation. Some

years afterwards the bishops showed them-

selves equally determined in another impor-
tant point to resist the reasonable demands
of the people. When the Parliament in 1543

gave permission to all persons to read the

Bible in the vulgar tongue, the Archbishop
of Glasgow, Gavin Dunbar, in most respects
one of the best of his order, protested, on

behalf of the prelates, against the passing of

the Act, till a Provincial Council might ad-

vise and determine as to the same.

Various Councils were held during the

primacy of Cardinal Beaton, but nothing of

moment was transacted. A more important

Synod met at Edinburgh in 1549, at the

summons and under the presidency of Bea-

ton's successor in -the see of St. Andrews

Archbishop Hamilton. Of the proceedings of

this Council we have fortunately a full ac-

count, derived from the Codex Baluzianus in

the Imperial Library at Paris. It was com-

municated by Thomas Innes to Wilkins, by
whom it was published in his Concilia Bri-

tannice, and it is here printed from a careful

transcript, made by a valued friend and col-

laborateur of Robertson, M. A. Tculet, of the

Archives de VEmpire, whose lamented death

so shortly preceded his own. There seems

no doubt that the MS. from which Balnze

made his copy was one of the papers which

Archbishop James Beaton of Glasgow de-

posited partly in the Scots College, partly in

the Carthusian Monastery at Paris.

The Council met in the church of the

Blackfriars on the 27th of November. Like

the other later Synods, it included prelates
and representatives from both the provinces
of St. Andrews and Glasgow, and hence

received the name of a Provincial-General

Council. Many persons of note were present.

Among the prelates were William Gordon,

Bishop of Aberdeen, Patrick Hepburn, Bish-

op of Murray, and Robert Reid, Bishop of

Orkney. The first two had more need to

be reformed themselves than to deliber-

ate as to the reformation of others. The

Bishop of Orkney was of a very differ-

ent character. He was one of the most estim-

able prelates of the time, and is deservedly
reverenced as the patron of learning, the

second founder of the Cathedral Church of

St. Magnus in his island diocese, and the

donor of the earliest endowment to what
afterwards became the University of Edin-

burgh. The see of Glasgow was vacant, but

the doan appeared as vicar-general. First in

rank among the monastic dignitaries was the
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prior of St. Andrews, a youth of eighteen,
one of the bastard sons of James v., and af-

terwards the famous Regent Murray. Among
the other distinguished members were Quen-
tin Kennedy, Abbot of Crossraguel, and

Alexander Anderson, Sub-Principal of King's

College, Aberdeen, men of ability and stain-

less character, who to the last defended a

falling Church, and John Winram, Sub-Prior

of St. Andrews, and John Greyson, Provin-

cial of the Black Friars good men, who
after vainly struggling for reformation from

within, lost heart and joined those who were

forcing it on from without. John Mair, Doc-
tor of Theology, the author of a History of

Britain, thg teacher of Buchanan and Knox,
and in his own day famous as a school divine,

who was unable to attend from infirm health,
was allowed to appear by proxy.

Mass having been said in church, the

members repaired to the refectory of the

monastery and took their appointed places,
after which a sermon was preached. The

regular business then commenced, and sixty-

eight canons were ratified or enacted.

'

They were prefaced by a remarkable con-

fession, that the root and cause of the troubles

and heresies which afflicted the Church, were
the corruption, the profane lewdness, the gross

ignorance ofchurchmen of almost ah
1

ranks. The

clergy, therefore, were enjoined to put away
their concubines, under pain of deprivation of

their benefices; to dismiss from their houses the

children born to them hi concubinage ;
not to

promote such children to benefices, nor to en-
rich them, the daughters with dowries, the sons
with baronies, from the patrimony ofthe Church.
Prelates were admonished not to keep in

their households manifest drunkards, gamblers,

whoremongers, brawlers, night-walkers, buf-

foonSjblasphemers, profane swearers. The clergy,
in general, were exhorted to amend their lives

and manners, to dress modestly and gravely, to

keep their faces shaven and their heads tonsur-

ed, to live soberly and frugally, so as to have
more to spare for the poor ;

to abstain from
secular pursuits, especially trading.' Preface,

p. cxlix.

Making reasonable allowance for the

strong language frequently used by Ecclesias-

tical Councils called for the reformation of

abuses, the admissions made here show that

the Scottish Church was in a deplorable

state; and whatever differing opinions might
have prevailed regarding doctrine, there

could be but one, among all reasonable per-

sons, as to the necessity for a thorough
change in the life and manners of the clergy.
It is right to add, that the Council also made
provision

'
for preaching to the people ;

for teaching gram-
mar, divinity, and canon law in cathedrals and

abbeys; for visiting and reforming monasteries,
nunneries, and hospitals ;

for recalling fugitives
and apostates, whether monks or nuns, to their

cloister's
;
for sending from every monastery one

or more monks to a university ;
for preventing

unqualified persons from receiving orders, and
from holding cure of souls; for enforcing resi-

dence, and for restraining pluralities; for pre-
venting the evasion of spiritual censures by
bribes or fines

;
for silencing pardoners, or itin-

erent hawkers of indulgences and relics
;
fjr

compelling parish clerks to do their duty in

person, or to find sufficient substitutes, for

registering the testaments and inventories of

persons deceased, and for securing faithful ad-
ministration of their estates, by bringing their

executors to yearly account and reckoning; for

suspending unfit notaries, and for preserving the

protocols of notaries deceased
;
for reforming the

abuses of the Cousistorial Courts.' Preface, p.
cxlix.

This Council is also said to have grave-

ly discussed the question whether the Pa-
ternoster could properly be addressed to

the saints. The story is first told by Foxe,
and is repeated by Spottiswood and others.

The arguments said to have been brought
forward, and the solution given by a servant

of the Sub-Prior of St. Andrews, who, in con-

sequence, was reported to have pronounced a

wiser decision than all the other doctors had
done with their distinctions, are as ludicrous

and profane as anything told in the pages of

Knox, and the silence of that reformer re-

garding them is a strong presumptive evi-

dence against the truth of the narrative.

Mr. Robertson is of opinion that the account
should be rejected.
The proceedings of a Provincial Council

which met at Edinburgh in January 1552, are

remarkable for a canon ordering registers to

be kept by the curate of every parish, in

which were to be entered all proclamations
of banns of marriage, and the names of every
child baptized, and those of its parents, its

god-parents, and two witnesses. In this

canon will be found the commencement of

that system of registration of marriage and

baptisms, which continued afterwards in

Scotland through all ecclesiastical changes
from Popery to Protestantism, and from

Prelacy to Presbytery, and which was finally
confirmed by the sanction of the British

Legislature. These registers the Council or-

dered to be preserved among the most pre-
cious jewels of the Church,

'

quae quidem
registra inter pretiosissima ecclesia3 jocalia
conservari vult et prsecipit.' Mr. Robertson

remarks, that ' the registration of deaths and

burials may perhaps have been thought

already sufficiently provided for by the

synodal statute of St. Andrews,' a constitu-

tion of the fourteenth century. He adds,
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'At least one register framed in obedience to

the Statute of 1551-2 is known, the regis-

ter of the proclamation of banns of marriages,

and of baptisms, in the parish of Errol, in the

rural deanery of Gowrie, in the diocese of St.

Andrews, which begins in May 1553. It is

in the Register House.'

The same Council also ordered the publica-

tion of a book containing an exposition of the

Ten Commandments, the Creed, the Seven

Sacraments, the Lord's Prayer, and the

Angelical Salutation, which was afterwards

commonly known as Archbishop Hamilton's

Catechism. Of this work, Dr. Cook observes,

that 'it is written with much moderation;

and although it was of course designed to

support the peculiar doctrines of the Church,

it abounds with very judicious and practical

reflections.'

The last of the Provincial Councils was

that which met at Edinburgh on the 1st of

March 1559, and continued its sittings till the

10th of April. The record of this Synod is

derived from the same source as that of 1549.

The names of the persons present are not pre-

served, except that mention is made gener-

ally of the suffragan bishops of both provinces,

vicars-general, abbots, priors, commendators,

deans, provosts, doctors in theology, parsons,

and other ecclesiastics representing the Scot-

tish Church. The formalities of the calling of

the Council are given, and are doubtless those

which had always been used on similar occa-

sions. Three illustrative documents are pre-

served. The first of these is a letter from the

Primate to the Archbishop of Glasgow, in

which the former, styling himself by Divine

mercy Archbishop of St. Andrews, Primate of

all Scotland, Lcgatus Natus of the Apostolic

see, and Legate a latere of the same see,

summons a General Provincial Council to

meet within the monastery of the Black

Friars at Edinburgh, on tW 1st day of March,
and requires the archbishop to appear in per-

son, and to cite his suffragan bishops, and the

abbots, priors, commendators, deans, provosts,
and other discreet members of the chapter,

religious orders, and clergy of the diocese

and province of Glasgow. The second paper
is a mandate addressed by the Archbishop of

Glasgow to the Rural Dean of Lanark, re-

quiring him to warn the clergy of his dean-

ery, and specially certain persons therein

named, to attend the Council, which had

then actually commenced The third docu-

ment is a mandate by Malcolm, Vicar-Gen-

eral of Galloway during the vacancy of the

sec, to his commissary, narrating the order of

his metropolitan the Archbishop of Glasgow,
and requiring the commissary to warn the

clergy of the diocese to attend the Coun-

cil.

One of the chief points brought before the

Synod was the discussion of certain Articles

of Reformation, which had been presented to

the Queen Regent by several temporal lords

and barons, and which, at her request, were

laid before the clergy. These articles were

thirteen in number. The most important
were that there

' should be sermon in every parish church, on

every Sunday and other holiday, or at least on

Christmas-day, Easter-day, Whitsunday, and

every third or fourth Sunday ;
that no one

should be admitted to preach in public without
due examination of his doctrine, life, and learn-

ing ;
that in future no vicar or curate should be

appointed, unless he were sufficiently qualified to

administer the sacraments, and to read the

Catechism (no doubt that issued by the Provin-
cial Council of 1552) plainly and distinctly to

his flock
;
that expositions of the sacraments of

the body and blood of Christ, of baptism, and of

marriage, should be published for the instruc-

tion of the people; that the common prayers
and litanies should be said in the vulgar tongue
in every parish church upon Sundays and other

holidays after mass; that evening prayers
should be said also in the vulgar tongue in the

afternoon
;
no change, it would appear, being

proposed in the language of the mass itself.'

Preface, pp. clvi. clvii.

Mr. Robertson observes that the '

thirty-
four statutes -passed by the Provincial Coun-

cil were, in great measure, answers, more or

less satisfactory, to these Articles of Reforma-

tion. Only one point of importance was

altogether evaded, the request that the

common prayers should be said in the lan-

guage of the people. It was not for Edin-

burgh to speak where Trent had as yet been

dumb.'

These Articles of Reformation are very

important, as showing what was asked by
the reforming party within the Church.

Among other points agreed to by this

Council was the drawing up of brief declara-

tions respecting the right use of the sacra-

ments, which were enjoined to be read by the

bishops and parish priests before the minis-

tration. Only one of these has been preserv-

ed, the declaration before the Communion.

From the price at which it was sold, it was

called in derision by the reformors, 'The

Twopenny Faith,' and by some has been con-

founded with Archbishop Hamilton's Cate-

chism.

The last canon of the Council, which was

passed on the 10th of April, appointed an-

other Synod to be hold in the s.nne place on

Septuagesima Sunday 1560. When that day
came, Scotland was desolated by civil war.

In the following August, the Estates of the

kingdom abrogated the authority of the Pope,
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proscribed the mass, and established the Re-

formed Confession of Faith. The primate,

two bishops, and an abbot voted against

adopting of the Confession, without venturing
to enter on any argument. Two temporal

peers gave as their reason for opposing it

that they would believe as their fathers had

believed. All others acquiesced.
Such was the inglorious fall of the Roman

hierarchy in Scotland. Well might the Earl

Marischal exclaim, as the Estates were voting
for the Confession :

'

Seeing that my lords the bishops, who for

their learning can, and for the zeal that they
should bear to the verity, would, as I suppose,

gainsay anything that directly impugns the

verity of God
; seeing, I say, my lords the

bishops here present speak nothing to the con-

trary of the doctrine proponed, I cannot but

hold it to be the very truth of God, and the con-

trary to be deceivable doctrine.'

Well might the best and wisest of the Ro-

man communion, then and afterwards, de-

nounce the conduct of the bishops of that

day. Thomas lunes, who loved the truth

better than he loved his Church, declines to

speak in favour of any of the prelates, except

Archbishop Beaton of Glasgow. Ninian

Winzet, a priest who saw and deplored their

folly and their crimes, and whose learning
and goodness would have preserved the

Church, could one man's virtues have been

of any avail, thus indignantly addressed

them :

' Gave the princes of the earth to you yearly
rents to the end that every one of you might
spend the same upon his dame Dalila and base-

born offspring ? And albeit it chance oft to the

infirmity of man that he fall asleep when he
should chiefly watch, and be given to pastime
when he should most diligently labour, yet, O
merciful God, what deadly sleep is this that has

oppressed you, that in so great uproar, tumult,
and terrible clamour, ye waken not forth of your
dream, and in so great danger of death ye have
not regard of your own lives or others ?

Awake ! awake ! and put to your hands stoutly
to save Peter's ship ;

for He neither sleeps nor
slumbers who beholds all your doings, and sees

your thoughts, but shall require the blood at

your hands of the smallest one that shall perish

through your negligence.

Many years of civil and ecclesiastical mis-

rule had prepared the way for the downfall

of the Mediaeval Church
;

but the chief

cause of its utter and irretrievable overthrow

was the wickedness of the priesthood, proofs
of which, under their own hand, so to speak,
are brought before us in these volumes. It

was this which gave sharpness to the satire

of Lindsay and weight to the sermons of

Knox. Errors of doctrine might have been

corrected or excused, but clerical immorality
had become so general and so inveterate as

to admit of no cure. The sins of the clergy
led to utter recklessness and most unclean

living among the laity. Of the offences of

both orders the chief causes were two the

ecclesiastical rules which enforced the celi-

bacy of the clergy, and the laws prohibiting

marriages within the forbidden degrees of

consanguinity and affinity. Both abuses

were common to the whole of Western

Christendom, but the latter rule was practi-

cally carried out in Scotland with a shame-

less corruption exceeding that of any other

nation. Dispensations from the canons could

be easily purchased by those who were able

to afford it
;
and the marriage tie, indissolu-

ble in theory, was unloosed with the utmost

facility at the bidding of the rich, on the

pretext of some original nullity in its consti-

tution. At the Reformation the artificial

restraints of the Canon Law were set aside,

and the degrees of propinquity within which

marriage was forbidden were made conform-

able to those laid down in the Holy Scrip-
tures.

One redeeming virtue may justly be claim-

ed for the ecclesiastics. To the last they
were good landlords, and their vassals and
tenants found they had made a bad exchange
when they were handed over to the new lay
lords who grasped the possessions of bishops
and abbots. A most faithful account of Scot-

land in this respect is to be found in the pages
of the Monastery. In matters also of more

importance the genius of Scott has preserved

picture of the time. The Sub-Prior Eustace

represents a class of ecclesiastics zealous for

the Church, and zealous also for moral

purity and goodness, but whose influence

was of no avail against that of men like

Abbot Boniface, and far worse persons than

the indolent Abbot of St. Mary's, who filled

the high places of the northern hierarchy.
We have endeavoured to show that Mr.

Robertson's Preface affords, in fact, a conse-

cutive history of the legislation and adminis-

tration of the Church before the Reformation
in Scotland. It is as full as the materials,
whether of record or of chronicle, allow. It

is as learned, as sagacious, as honest, as the

most impartial student can desire. We have
marked no omissions, and venture to assert

that no critic will find authorities misinter-

preted, or cunningly drawn to speak against
their true meaning. Many points of the

greatest interest are raised, which we have

no space to discuss. The double marriage
of Mary and Bothwell is given with perfect

precision, and then a marginal note asks,

'Was the marriage of Bothwell, a divorced

adulterer, with Queen Mary, lawful in the
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judgment of the Reformed Church of Scot-

land ?' with all the history and law that go
to the answering of that question.

Just there, too, the lawyer will find (so far

as we know) the only account of the passing

away of the old Consistorial jurisdiction of

the Church the courts, be it noted, which

took cognisance not merely of church offen-

ces, and of heresies, but of marriage, of legit-

imacy, of status, of succession, and testa-

ments and latter wills of all the most

important questions affecting family relations.

He will find an absolute 'surcease of justice'
in the Court of the Bishop and his official,

or, as the author notes it on his margin,
' a cessation of consistorial jurisdiction

' from

24th August 1560 to 8th February 1564,

brought to an end, at length, by the estab-

lishment of the now defunct Commissary
Court, whose powers have merged in the

Court of Session.

A body of 'Notes' appended to the second

volume is quite full of the most rare and

curious learning.
The Council of Edinburgh in 1559 is,

strictly speaking, the conclusion of Mr. Rob-
ertson's volumes. But in his Appendix,
and in the notes to his Preface are found

some papers which throw light on the rela-

tions of Queen Mary with the Pope and the

Council of Trent. One other paper in the

Appendix, of a somewhat earlier date, is a

presentation and institution by James iv. to

the Chapel -Royal of Kirkheugh, or St.

Mary-of-the-Crag at St. Andrews'. This doc-

ument illustrates the right claimed by the

Scottish kings, and by other sovereigns in the

middle ages, to be the ordinaries of their

own chapels. Such a claim was as repugnant
to the principles of the great mediaeval

bishops as it was to those of the Scottish

Covenanters
;

and the ancient ecclesiastics,

to whom a scriptural quotation never came

wrong, would have delighted in the ironical

application made in an after age of the words
of Araaziah to Amos :

' thou seer, go flee

thee away into the land of Judah and pro-

phesy there, but prophesy not again any
more at Bethel, for it is the king's chapel,
and it is the king's court.'

The last pages of the Preface contain a
most interesting account of the Culdees

especially those of St. Andrews a subject
on which so much nonsense was forme rlv

written. Their real history is not exhausted
even by Dr. Reeves's valuable treatise, and
these pages are full of that learning which
no one save the author pi>:ssced.
On various matters discussed in these

volumes, scholars mv differ from some >t

Mr. Robertson's opinions; but they \\ill

hardly be able to point out a fact mi.-siate-l
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or not supported by his authorities. His

acquaintance with everything bearing upon
his subject enabled him to avoid those errors

in minor details which writers of ability, but

of insufficient information, are so apt to fall

into. We have observed only a single slip

of this kind, and he was led into it by copy-

ing Theiner, who had evidently misread his

manuscript. We refer to a writ, said to be

addressed to a Bishop of Oxford early in the

thirteenth century, three hundred years
before the foundation of that see.

Mr. Robertson quotes a remark of Lord

Hailes, speaking of his edition of the Scot-

tish Canons of the Thirteenth Century ;

'

They were lately offered to the public, with

some explanatory notes. For the benefit of

those who may be inclined to publish any
tracts concerning the antiquities of Scotland,
I must observe that twenty-Jive copies of the

Canons were sold.' The taste for accurate

history has somewhat improved since Hailes's

time
;
but perhaps it is hardly to be expected

that a book like Mr. Robertson's will ever

become what is called a popular work.

There is a large class for whom the subject

possesses no attractions
;
and even of some

of those who take an interest-in it, the taste

has been perverted by writers who indulge
in a reckless prodigality of confident assertion

and startling incident, a method entirely

opposed to the accurate research and calm

impartiality of the author of the Concilia

Scotice. But with all who study history as

history ought to be studied, Mr. Robertson's

work will be both a treasure in itself and a

key to open the stores laid up in the records

and language of an earlier age.

ART. IV. Julian den Frafaldne. Af CAR-
STEN HAUCH. Kiobenhavn, 1866.

THERE are few intellectual phenomena in

modern European history more wonderful

than the sudden rise and rapid development
of Danish literature. Before the time of

Holberg, the Moliere of the North, who
flourished during the first half of the eigh-

teenth century, Denmark could scarcely be

said to possess any literature at all. She

owned, indeed, her ancient heritage of the

Kd.ias and the Sagas in common with the

two Scandinavian sister kingdoms, and she

could also point to a singularly rich and

extensive ballad-poetry, forming perhaps her

noblest legacy from the old meil;:e\al times.

But of literature, in the oniinnrv acceptation
of the word, she was almost wholly destitute.
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Holberg, at once historian, satirist, and dra-

matist a man grandly endowed by nature,

and who had sedulously cultivated the gifts

bestowed on him, was the true awakener of

intellectual energy and enterprise among his

countrymen. He it was who with trenchant

sarcasm attacked the folly and stupidity for

in truth their character and conduct deserve

no gentler epithets of the so-called literati of

his age, and by indicating the radical defects

that vitiated the entire taste and tendencies

of the period, paved the way for a thorough
reform in sentiment, in manners, and in

literature. We need not wonder, therefore,

that the Danes still fondly revere Holberg's

memory, and look back to his multifarious

labours as indicating the real commencement
of their modern literary annals. Yet, great
as without doubt were Holberg's merits, it

must not be forgotten that from the date of

his death in 1754 until the close of last cen-

tury, his influence and example seem to have

been productive of comparatively little fruit.

Throughout the course of those forty or fifty

years, intellectual sterility as a rule distin-

tinguished the Danish people. We meet,

doubtless, with names like Ewald, Wcssel,
and Baggesen names that would confer

high honour on the literature of any nation

but the general spirit of the period was

dull, drowsy, and barren, and evinced slight

promise of the better day which was to

come. With the first years of the nineteenth

century there dawned a new era for Danish

literature. It was in these years that the

earliest poems of Oehlenschlager appeared,
and the power and beauty which pervaded
them were soon fully recognised. Intellec-

tual effort among the Danes burst simulta-

neously into the richest bloom. A whole
host of writers arose, fired by Oehlenschla-

ger's example, and all owing something, more
or less, to the inspiration of his genius,
writers who gained for themselves renown
in their own land, and even in certain instan-

ces acquired a European reputation. Grundt-

vig, Ingemann, Hauch, Heiberg, Hertz,

Winther, and Paludan-Muller., may be par-

ticularly mentioned, as holding high rank in

the band of poets, novelists, and critics who
adorned the records of Danish literature

during the first thirty or forty years of the

present century. Thanks to their successful

achievements, the literature of their native

country is now recognised as an intellectual

power in Europe. Formerly that literature

was either ignored by the thinkers of other

nations, or deemed a minor branch of the

literature of Germany, a sorry little twig
depending from the colossal Teutonic tree.

Now, on the contrary, men's minds are

awakening to the consciousness of the fact,

that in Denmark there does really exist

an original, self-subsistent literature, not to

be compared, of course, for a moment, in

point of extent, with the German, yet char-

acterized by wonderful vitality and beauty,
and within its necessarily narrow limits dis-

playing an opulent
'

many-sidedness,' hardly
less various and versatile than that of Ger-

many itself. Even in Britain, proverbially
slow to comprehend the phases of any
foreign literature, the Danish authors are

beginning to find those who can appreciate
and admire them

;
and we may with reason

expect that the number of such persons will

continue to increase. For, to us, it is a

hopeful symptom, that among many educated

Englishmen and Scotchmen, the tide seems

setting, at present, in the direction of the

Scandinavian North. Scandinavian scenery,
Scandinavian manners and customs, Scandina-

vian literature, have become to them objects
of interest and attraction

;
and of the last of

these objects we think we may safely affirm,

that the more they know of it the more they,
will study and love it. A fresh, healthy-
breath of life pervades the whole of Scandi-

navian literature, and not least that branch

of it to which we have been referring in the

previous remarks. The slightest glance at

the pages of any Scandinavian work of merit,

whether Danish, Swedish, or Norwegian, will

furnish ample proof of the assertion we have

made.

In the present paper it is our purpose to

give some account of a recently published

volume, by the veteran Danish poet, Carsten

Hauch. Hauch is one of the last surviving

literary links that connect the new genera-
tion of Danish authors with their predeces-
sors in the former part of the century ;

and
the mere mention of his name leads us back

to the period when Oehlenschlager was at

the summit of his renown, and had gathered
around him a phalanx of younger followers

to imbibe his spirit and to emulate his genius.
But Hauch, although now between seventy
and eighty years old, has preserved in re-

markable measure the freshness and vitality

of youth, as is proved, indeed, by his most
recent production, which deserves to be set

side by side with the best literary achieve-

ments of his earlier life
;
and thus, binding

together past and present, he may be consid-

ered a type'' of Danish literature in its two

successive stages of development, that,

namely, which was contemporaneous with

the period of Oehlenschlager's celebrity, and

that, again, through which the younger intel

lect of Denmark has passed during the course

of the last twenty or thirty years. Hauch
is therefore doubly a representative man

;

and apart altogether from his great poetical
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endowments, he is in consequence a figure

around which quite peculiar interest gathers
in the history of Danish literature. At the

same time, and singularly enough, his merits

as a poet, especially a dramatist, at first re-

ceived somewhat tardy recognition among his

countrymen, although now gladly and uni-

versally acknowledged. Rightly to under-

stand this fact, and also, in a broader sense,

the nature of the position which Hauch as-

sumes in the modern literature of Denmark,
it appears indispensable that before discussing
the latest of his poetical efforts, we should here

enter a little more minutely into details.

In the first place, then, ih&polemical nature

of the whole ofDanish literature, from its com-

mencement until the present time, should be

carefully and constantly remembered. This

polemical aspect, which it has invariably ex-

hibited, and which forms one of the most

remarkable features to be found in the litera-

ture of any European people, originates in

the fundamental elements of the Danish

character. All who know the Danish idio-

jyncrasy cannot fail to acknowledge that it

jver oscillates, so to speak, between opposite
>oles. There are in it two elementary prin-

:iples, which, in their development, as one

who was himself a distinguished Danish poet
has observed, 'are continually waging mutual

warfare. These two principles are depth and

a certain sanguine lightness, emotion and un-

derstanding, with a quick and mobile fancy

at the service of both alike. The emotion

may become mere visionary enthusiasm, and

the understanding assume the guise of wit;

and when each of these warring elements

conflicts with the other, alternately strug-

gling for the mastery, there arise the

oscillations between idealism and realism,

between profound earnestness and airy jest-

ing, between the tragic and the comic, be-

tween what may be styled the positive and

negative polarities of the soul, which have

seldom been fully harmonized in the case of

individuals, but which possess their point of

union in that humour and irony, the result of

deepest seriousness, which is more or less the

peculiar heritage of every true Danish poet.'*

Whenever, consequently, any one ot those

fundamental features of the national charac-

ter threatens to
develop

itself with undue

predominance, a determined opposition sets

in from the other quarter, until the last

again, by its tyrannical onc-sidoltu^s, calls

forth a corresponding reaction. Tin- history

of these perpetual oscillations, of this con-

tinned action and reaction, is just the history

* Iimvmunn's Tilbageblik paa mit Liv(Retrospect
of my Life), p. 60, where the important truth above

referred to is very fully and admirably illustrated.

of all Danish literature. For example, the cul-

mination of the new spiritual life and fervour

of religious inspiration that succeeded the

Reformation period, in the noble hymnology
of Bishop Kingo, found its counterpoise in

the comic genius of Holberg during the fol-

lowing period, the first half of the eighteenth

century. Again, in the very midst of that

period, an earnest reaction was beginning to

take shape, which almost developed into the

rampant pietism of the time of Christian the

Sixth, and found fittest, sweetest expression
in Brorson's spiritual songs. The succeeding
reaction in favourof the lighter element in lit-

erature evoked, in its turn, the reaction which

culminated in the emotional poetry of Ewald,
the triumph of his lyric muse, and the birth

of tragedy in Denmark; yet by virtue still

of the same fundamental law, the lighter,

humorous element regained its lost ascen-

dancy, and, with Wessel for its Coryphaeus,

waged stronger and stronger, until it reached

its climax in the works of Baggescn at the

close of the eighteenth century. The pro-
founder element in the national characte'r of

the Danes was kept throughout the course

of the latter period in the background ;
but

with another century's commencement, there

broke forth, as we have already indicated,

that fresh spiritual life of philosophy and

poetry, which awakened it once more to new

struggles and new conquests. The natural

philosophy of Steffens, and the half-romantic,

half- reflective lyrics of Schack Staffeldt, in-

augurated, in conjunction with the intensely

Northern genius of Oehlensch lager, that

new and nobler era in Danish literature, in

which the two great principles of the nation's

intellectual existence stepped out on an arena

far broader tharf the old to pursue their sev-

eral paths which so often crossed each other,

and by the ancient course of continued col-

lision and reaction to impart a zest to the

literary history of Denmark, which is lack-

ing in that of many European countries.

Since the period of Oehlensehlager, there

have been ranged on the one side such men
as Grundtvig and Ingemann ;

on the other,

such as Hertz and Heiberg. Now, it is to

the first of these two classes that Ilauch em-

phatically belongs. Few seem to have laid

more to heart the injunction in SehillerV

verses,

1 Fliehet aus dem cr.gen, dumpfen Leben.

In dos Idoales Reich.'

The realm of the Ideal has been Ranch's

chosen home ;
and the majority of his writ-

ings bear the broad stamp of their author's

favourite dwelling-place. II is
lyrics, but, in

a peculiar sense, bis noble tragedies, are just
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the embodiments of that higher ideal striv-

ing, which despises, perhaps sometimes un-

justly enough, the inferior elements and

tendencies of our common nature, and labours

to portray the sublime, the passionate, and

the terrible, instead of the smaller joys and

sorrows interwoven with ordinary existence.

The very fact that this idea! striving has been

developed in certain of Hauch's productions
in a rather exaggerated form, constitutes one

of the chief causes why his works should

have somewhat slowly acquired the public
favour. The lighter element in the character

of his Danish countrymen arrayed itself in

opposition to the ideal aspirations which it

could not aright appreciate ;
and during a

course of years Hauch had to contend with

the hostility of men, some of them possessing

genius equal to his own, but pointing in a

different direction, who were the votaries

and cultivators of that other principle, which

as we have already seen, has never lacked its

inspired champions in the field of Danish

literature.

In the second place, however, it must like-

wise be remembered, as serving to elucidate

Hauch's precise position in the literature of

his native land, that the poetical genius of

the Danish people is far rather lyric than

epic or dramatic. What Lenstiom, in his

Svenska Pocsiens Jfistbria, affirms, with a

certain measure of propriety, of the poetical

genius of Sweden, that it is confessedly

neither epic, dramatic, nor historic, but essen-

tially lyrical,
and that only in one depart-

ment, yet in it predominent, namely lyrical

realism, may, although with less truth, 4
be

also asserted regarding the distinctive spirit

of Danish poetry. In fact, the poetry of all

the three Scandinavian nations exhibits in

the clearest relief the feature to which we
now refer

;
and even the student who has

merely mastered the rudiments of Northern

literature, cannot fail to mark how opulent
that literature is in lyrical productions, as

compared with epic or dramatic poems. We
do not of course wish it for a moment to be un-

derstood that Denmark, Sweden, and Norway
can show little in the shape of epic and dra-

matic poetry. On the other hand, the litera-

ture ofthe Scandinavian peoples is truly varied

and extensive, and presents numerous spe-

cimens of poetic composition in almost every
.form. But the prevalent tone is neither epic

nor dramatic, and beyond doubt it is in the

'field of lyric song that the Scandinavian

poets have chiefly won their triumphs. Take,
as illustration, the case of the greatest poet
of Denmark, Oehlenschlager. Ever since

Heiberg, now many years ago, subjected

'Oehlenschlager's tragedies to a searching yet

-impartial criticism, it has been generally

allowed that his dramatic works are very

considerably inferior to many of his other

compositions, just because his genius was un-

dramatic, while intensely lyric or lyric-epic
in its character. The tragedies of Oehlen-

schlager are, if you will, splendid poetic

pictures, grandly conceived and grandly ex-

ecuted
;
but they are destitute of one essen-

tial ingredient in all true tragedies, we mean
the life-like delineation of human character,
and so, notwithstanding their many merits,

they fail to fully satisfy the reader or

spectator. Specimens of dramatic poetry

they may perhaps be styled, but unquestion-

ably they are not dramas. Epos and lyric,

or rather the debatable ground between the

two, which we have called epic-lyric, formed

the royal domain of Oehlenschlager ;
and

much of his epic-lyric poetry is among the

most beautiful which can be found in modern

European literature. Now, the national ten-

dency of the Danes, like that of the other

two Scandinavian nations, being so supremely
lyrical, it is obvious that any writer, whose
best works were not lyrical but dramatic,
would be less likely to achieve success and

favour, than others who appealed to the pre-
dominent element in the poetical genius of

their countrymen. This was precisely the

case with Ilauch. Although the author of

many fine lyrics, it is mainly as a dramatist

that he excels
;
and hence, doubtless, in some

measure, the earlier unpopularity against
which certain of his works had to con-

tend.

The chief facts of Hauch's life may be

briefly summed up as follows : He is by
birth Norwegian, having been born at

Frederikshald in 1791. His father being

appointed diocesan civil magistrate at Ber-

gen, the boy spent there the first years of

his youth, and afterwards resided with a

clergyman on the Hardanger-fiord, where the

magnificent scenery of mountains, forests, and

resounding waters early awakened his poetic

fancy, and produced an impression which he

has strongly retained during all his subse-

quent life. At the age of twelve he came to

Copenhagen, and when the English attacked

that city in 1807, he placed himself, as yet a

schoolboy, in the ranks of its defenders. The

year after he became a student, with the

intention of pursuing a juridical career
;
but

philosophy, and especially the natural sci-

ences, possessed for him a much greater
charm than law, while the poems of Oehlen-

schlager, the natural philosophy of Schelling,
and among the writers of the romantic school,

pre-eminently Novalis (who has so often given
the first arousing impulse to undeveloped

genius), opened up before his view a new and

wondrous world. During the 'Tyltestride,'
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or battle of the Twelve,* so famous in Dan-
ish literature, none of Oehlenschlager's

champions was more active and zealous

than Hauch
;

and indeed his enthusiasm

for Oehlenschliiger has been as conspicuous
as it has been unchanging throughout the

whole of his literary career. Hauch, how-

ever, doubted his own poetic gift,
and instead

of continuing to cultivate it, threw himself

with characteristic ardour into the study of

the natural sciences, and zoology in particu-
lar. In 1821 he went abroad. At Nice,

when still engaged in prosecuting his sci-

entific studies, he was atacked by an ailment

in the foot, which, after causing protracted

anguish, it was found necessary to arrest by
amputation. In the time of pain and suffer-

ing he once more returned to poetry, and

found in its pursuit his truest comfort. He
wrote, among other works, a drama entitled

The Hamadryad / afterwards, in his thirty-
fourth year, the tragedy Bajazet ; and when
resident at Rome, Tiberius and Gregory the

Seventh ; and returned with those works to

Denmark in 1827, at which time he was

appointed Lecturer on Natural Science in

the Academy of Sorb. His dramas, espe-

cially JBajuzet and Tiberius, which were

published in 1828, produced a powerful

impression by their imaginative strength,
and the ' mordant tragic satire' with which

they depict human character and passion,
as well as by the peculiar energy of their

language; but these merits 'were, in the

estimation of many, more than counterbal-

anced by the lack of dramatic elaboration

and polished correctness of style. From his-

torical tragedies Hauch subsequently passed
to historical romances, in his Vilhelm Zabern,

published anonymously in 1834 a work
remarkable for its psychologic insight, and

the life-like fidelity with which it reproduces
the times of Christian the Second and his

celebrated mistress Dyveke. Of Hauch's

succeeding novels, none found greater popu-

larity than A Polish Family (1839), with

its scenes and figures from the death-struggle
of unhappy Poland. After other dramatic
and epic works, he published, at the age of

fifty-one, his first collection of lyric poems,
containing some pieces of much beauty.

This memorable literary contest (1814-1 8), which

may be described as in reality an inevitable warfare

between the old and young Denmark of the period,

chiefly originated in Baggesen's jealousy of the

greater fame of Oohlenschlager. Tim latter was

attacked by Bapgesen in a series of violent h<>slil<

criticisms, which were responded to by twelve of

Oehlenschlager's youthful admirers, who were enthu-

siastically devoted to the cause of their (UtttngoMied
master. All the cultivated mind of Denmark took

part in this conflict, which terminated in Oehk-n-

schliiger's final and enduring triumph.

Besides his poetical productions, his academic

activity was also in other respects fruitful for

literature, especially in those branches which
were connected with the chief pursuits of his

existence. During two or three years, until

the insurrection of 1848, he lectured at Kiel

on the Northern languages and mythology,
and afterwards in Copenhagen on die S.t^-.-i

literature
;

in 1851 he was appointed to the

chair of ./Esthetics in the University, and
several volumes of selections from his lec-

tures on these various subjects have been

given to the world. For a new series of

poems he sought his themes, as before, from

the most dissimilar countries aud ages,
wherever the intellectual or spiritual conflicts

of the human soul arrested his attention
;

in

Thorvald Vidforle he portrays the period of

the Sagas, in Robert Fulton, the discoverer's

excitement, in Charles de la Hussiere, the

revolutionist's; while, as dramatist, he now
entered into closer relations with the stage.
His tragedy Svend Grathe (1841), the dra-

matic merits of which Heiberg, its author's

literary opponent, had warmly eulogized,

was, as an acting piece, unsuccessful, and
the older tragedies were scarcely designed
for the theatre

;
but now there appeared

from his pen dramas such as Honour Lost

and Won, Henry of Navarre, and many
others, which, when represented, were

received with favour by the public. In

the year 1864, so unfortunate for Denmark,
Hauch sought refuge from his evils, charac-

teristically enough, in the distant regions of

poetry, recalling, in the Story of Haldor,
his early companionship with nature amid
the solitude of the Norwegian valleys.

'Thus,' to quote Professor Martin Ham-
merich's concluding words, in his recent

short but admirable sketch of Hanch's career,
' he stands among a younger generation as

the representative of that higher ideaJ striv-

ing, to which he has consecrated the whole

labour of his life.'

How prolific has been Hauch's genius,
and over wjiat an extensive arena it lias

ranged, will be at once apparent from the

preceding summary. It is of course impos-

sible, within our present limits, to present
the reader with anything like a lengthened
notice of his principal productions. All wo
can do is to offer a very few observations on

his lyric and dramatic writings, which form,

however, the two chief branches of his poeti-

cal works. As regards the first, while we

certainly cannot assign to Hauch so high a

position as that occupied by Christian

Winther without doubt facile princeps of

living I>anish lyric poets we are of opinion
that he claims from all impartial judges no
mean tribute of respect aud admiration. Ho
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has neither the glow of passionate emotion

which pervades the poems of Winther, and

gives them their peculiar charm, nor does he

emulate the fiery strains of Ploug, some of

whose lyric effusions vividly remind us of

that noble burst of German patriotic song,
the battle-lays of Korner, Arndt, and

Schenkendorf during the great War of

Independence. But he has peculiar merits

of his own notwithstanding. Many of his

pieces are fine specimens of objective lyric

poetry, partly in the epic-lyric form to

which we have already alluded. Like most
of his countrymen, Hauch does not excel in

lyric composition of a purely subjective
character

;
to find the latter, we must have

recourse to German instead of Danish poetry.
The investiture of any one object, or series of

objects, with the living shape and living hues

of genuine lyric song, is the kind of poetical

composition in which the Danes, like the

Scandinavians generally, delight ;
and the

mere delineation of subjective feeling or of

the shifting moods and emotions of the indi-

vidual human heart, is, on the whole, antag-
onistic to their nature. Now, in Hauch's

lyrics the objective element is largely mani-

fest, even in some of those pieces which

might, at first view, be considered to partake,
from the nature of their themes, of the sub-

jective character. As, for example, in the fol-

lowing verses,* when the poet embodies his

sorrow over the fall of Poland in an external

pathetic picture, rather than impassioned
lamentations wrung from the depths of his

own suffering and sympathizing breast :

' Wherefore heaves the Vistula, and beats upon
its shore,

Like the wounded bosom of some mighty king
of yore ?

Wherefore from its billows do lamenting mur-
murs rise,

Like the moan of war-horse on the battle-field

that dies ?

'

Slowly winds the wailing water under Cra-
cow's wall,

Whence a host of heroes marched at Fre'edom's

trumpet-call;

Long the tempest lasted, and the battle-fires

burned,
Not a single soldier from that fatal fight

returned.

'

Therefore sighs the river, as it darkly speeds
its way,

Therefore from its billows comes the wailing
sound for aye ;

* It is almost superfluous to say that this and the

following translations only very feebly reflect the

spirit and beauty of the Danish original. Their sole
merit is that they render, with toletable fidelity, its

meaning.

Therefore all along its margin, sorrow field

and plain,
Therefore Poland's widowed daughters shed

their tears like rain.

' Yet when weeping o'er the cradles where
their babes repose,

Flash to life old battle-eagles through their

night of woes
;

And the lullabies they murmur take a grander
sweep

So to songs of fallen glory Poland's children

sleep !

'

The following lines, again, have even a

more thoroughly objective character :

'THE MERMAID OF SAMSO.

'

High roll the raging billows, the tempest wild

prevails,
And fierce upon the Baltic beat the equinoctial

gales;
The sharp south-wester hurls the wave on

Samso's dreary shore,
A little fishing-boat is borne the maddened wa-

ters o'er.

' Down to the stormy ocean the feeble mast has

dipped,
While from the foam-washed yard-arm the

riven sail is stripped ;

The fisherman sits at the helm, his son beside

the prow,
Keen is the glance with which they mark the

boiling gulf below.

' Then loudly cries the fisher-boy amid the

surge's rear,
" I see a snow-white water-fowl I never saw

before
;

It heeds not wind or billows, it cares not how
they rave,

But sits, a tall and slender shape, upon the tow-

ering wave."

'

Rang high the father's accents,
" Thou blessed

God be near !

It is a demon of the deep that sails beside us
here

;

Now it behoves to battle with the evil spirit's

lies,

When, like a swimming serpent, the mermaid
meets our eyes!

"

' So spake the ancient fisherman, and on he

urged his way,
" G-od grant the baleful creature may not make

of us her prey !

"

His voice was drowned in tempest that drove
them towards land,

The boat's prow pointing bravely to Samso's
sullen strand.

' Yet nearer still and nearer the fatal woman
speeds,

Her head with garlands crested of sea-drift and
of reeds,
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She shrieks like the sea-raven, when struggling
with the storm,

Half-woman and half-serpent appears her

wondrous form.

: As light as flies a bird in air she flies across the

sea,

Now in the hell of waters she hides herself from

thee,
Now on the billow's summit thou wilt see her

wildly swim
With outstretched hand and fingers like sea-

eagle's talons grim.

' So fearless and so cheerless o'er the surges does

she ride,
And steers her course in safety, the ocean's

ghastly biide
;

Flung on the gale, her tresses like a banner

wildly wave,
Behind her, winds and waters with redoubled

fury rave.

Strange shows her visage, scarcely seen amid

the storm's eclipse,

And sunny smile sand sullen froWns are blend-

ing round her lips ;

As mobile as the billow that rolls and rages

there,
Sometimes she seems a sea-fiend, sometimes a

maiden fair.

' But when at last she neared the boat upon the

surge's hoar,
A wondrous sight was witnessed, a sight un-

seen before,
For in the twinkling of an eye had passed the

wild turmoil,
The tempest ceased to thunder, and the deep

was smooth as oil.

'

Then, beckoning, the mermaid broke forth in

solemn tone.

While, o'er the hushed and silent sea, her voice

was heard alone
;

All strangely gleamed the waters in the even's

lustre red,
And moss- grown shapes came peering out from

ocean's hollow bed.

'The sea-brood swift assembled when they
heard their sister's song,

The crowd of living marvels that to the waves

belong,
In all unwonted harmony they gathered as the

sound
Of these strange notes an entrance to their

native caverns found.

' " Women of all the loveliest," so rang the mer-

maid's strain,
" In deep abysses wander beneath the sounding

main
;

N<> winter's cold is piercing, no icicle is seen,

Where dances ocean s maiden upon her floor so

green.

" And she has wondrous treasures, to the up-

per world unknown,
Along the emerald pavement of her palace they

are strewn,

Where lilies and anemones and pearly clusters

fair

,Grow side by side with blossoms of the coral

rich and rare.

" But life pervades the lilies, and they move
like breathing things,

While round the rocks the sea-snake coils his

green and glittering rings,
And if I beckon with my hand his changeful

colours flee,

They pale and fade from oflf him, when he

tamely comes to me.

" The tempests only play upon the surtace of

the deep,
But never reach the under-world where we so

safely sleep ;

Like church-bellsin the distance sound the bil-

lows rolling high,
Then seizes us a yearning strange, we know

not whence or why.

" But when the blast awakens and on in fury

seeds,
I saddle in the moonlight the wildest of my

steeds,
And if amid the surf I see some stately fri-

gate's form,
Then loudly rings my laughter through the

thunder of the storm.

' "
Against the ship my raven locks I toss

athwart the gloom,
And if thy hear tbe trembling then, destruction

is thy doom
;

For high in air I lift my arms above the warring

wave,
And from the deck I drag thee down into an

ocean grave.

" But if thy courage fail thee not, I smile upon

thy path,
The mermaid spares the sailor bold, nor lets

him know her wrath
;

A hero-soul will trample down the fiercest foe-

man's might,
I love the brave one who can gaze on death

without affright.

"Now shall a prince be born to rule the realm

of waters o'er,

None such has long been lacking on Denmark's

verdant shore
;

He with the stormy billows his royal blood

shall blend,
And ocean shall bear witness,

' Thou art my
chosen friend.'

1 " Should fortune false elude him upon the land

at last,

He shall regain the fugitive
' beside the lofty

mast.'

And wielding so the kingly power, his name

shall never die,

While on the shores of Denmark the Baltic

waves beat high I"

' Thus flowed the mermaid's melody till daylight

passed away,
And like a ghost she disappeared in misty

shadows grey
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Then waked once more the sleeping surge and

madly lashed the strand,
In vain, the rescued fisher-boat lay safely on

the land.

' But one short month thereafter, in an early
spring-tide morn,

O'er all the isles the tidings flashed,
" A

monarch's son is born !"

The boy was that fourth Christian, whose name
shall never die,

While on the shores of Denmark the Baltic

waves beat high I'

Some of Hauch's poems bear, as might be

anticipated, strong traces of the naturalist.

We give the following quaint and somewhat

mystical verses as a specimen. They are not

without a certain suggestive spiritual beauty.
The title is The Life of Plants.

' MAN.

' Why dost thou sleep on the lap of earth ?

Why wilt thou wake not to life and mirth ?

'
Tell me, plant, thy aim divine,

For, poor weak blossom, no lips are thine,
Thou hast no wing, no foot,

Only the hidden root.

Nature to'thee but a fetter gave
To bind thee fast to thy grave.

1 And yet thou smilest with secret glee
In thy prison tomb,
So glows and sparkles thy starry bloom
As if to illume

All nature free !

' What meanest thou so?
How shall we thy double mystery know ?

Why spreadest thou not above and below
Thy branches like pinions ?

weak one, with this thy strength cannot

cope,
Still fresh and verdant as hope,
Though springest from earth's dominions !

What goal's to thee given,
Thou striver in vain,
Poor grass of the plain,

By the breezes wantonly driven?

' Great nature, so rich, and lordly, and free,
Is not for thee

;

For thee is the sunshine dull and poor,
And life is only a barren moor.

'

Up thou risest with leaflets bending,
Now relaxing and now extending,
Until thy petals in beauty break

;

Rainbow colours on colours awake,
How can they of the death partake
Whence they come, and whither they go ?

Say, how can we thy mystery know ?

' Who hath thee placed
Like a gleaming star in our earthly waste?
Thy foot is bound,
How was thy path o'er ocean found ?

Thine eye is sealed,
Who has to thee life's door revealed ?

' Thou art but mould,
Who was it gave thee thy dowry of gold?
Death's in thy bosom,
Who lent the glory of dawn to thy blossom ?

THE PLANT.

' I am that strange link enchaining
What is sleeping, what is waking,
Heaven's sunshine o'er us breaking
To the darkness 'neath us reigning.
Thus within life's centre resting,
All its rays to me are hasting.
Half in earth, and half in air,
Half a stone, half perfume rare,

Night-born, yet the child of light,
I unfold my pinions bright.

'MAN.

' Full many a mystery with meaning rife

Our wisdom solves, and yet we lack the might
To ope the secret of thy inner life.

' THE PLANT.

' When has passed the rose's splendour,
Faded all its blossoms tender,
Then the inner life is gone :

When the sun-rays overflow me,
Now a leafless skeleton,
First ye fancy that ye know me,
In my broken, withered form,
In my dust so black and cold,

Groping for the life of old.

' MAN.

'Fair art thoa doubtless, yet the loathsome
worm

May o'er thy leaves its winding path pursue,
And in thy beauty-cup be lost to view.

' THE PLANT.

' From God above the sacred hues descending,
Mingle in love's sweet flame to give me

birth,
The holy red, the green and blue, are blend-

ing;
In me they find a meeting-point terrestrial,
Then do I lift my head from mother-earth,

Though born of her, yet fresh with light
celestial.

' The eagle may ascend to highest heaven,
The worm may deep below my roots be

gliding,
To me a life of tranquil peace is given ;

That which to them, till found, no rest

allows,
I have already gained, for, near me biding,
I closely clasp my closely-clasping spouse.'

It is, however, in the department of the

drama that Hauch has gained his chief repu-
tation as a poet. Greatly inferior to Oehlen-

schlager in his lyrical productions, his dramas

are, at least in certain important respects,
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superior to those which emanated from the

illustrious author of falnatoke and Hakon
Jar1. When Mrs. Howitt says, in her Liter-

ature and Romance of Northern Europe,
a book which, with all its faults, possesses

many and remarkable merits, and must be

cherished in the grateful memories of Eng-
lish students of Scandinavian literature as the

first, and, until the present time, the only

attempt made to communicate a complete
account of that literature to our countrymen,

when she says of Hauch, that in his trage-
dies ' there is a strong tendency to metaphy-
sical philosophizing, to the tracing of the

outward character to its inward springs, and
to the representation of intense passion, and
scenes of exciting peril and distress,' she

affirms nothing but what is true
;
and yet it is

not the whole truth which is embodied in

her words. She should have added, in

order to convey a perfectly exact idea of

Ranch's tragic dramas, that in them he
ever aims at the colossal, that he selects for

his subjects great events as well as great
characters, and that he appears to strive

after a dramatic interpretation of the philos-

ophy of history. In the fine tragedy of

Tiberius, perhaps the ablest of his dramas,
such an effort on his part is sufficiently

apparent ;
and although we cannot assert

that it has been crowned with perfect suc-

cess, we may, at all events, allow that he

has, in no slight degree, approximated to the

goal he seems to have assigned himself. As
there exists

'

pragmatic' history, the species
of history which first appeared in the pages
of Thucydides, and of which some of the old

classical historians were the early cultivators,
-so there is also what may be styled 'prag-

matic
'

tragedy. Pragmatic history rests on
a psychological basis, and endeavours to de-

duce the various events, whether small or

great, occurring in the world around us, from
the different developments of human charac-

acter, and the conflicts of human passion and
emotion. The pragmatic dramatist, as we
have called him, does, only in more com-

pressed form, the same ;
and thus the psycho-

logical insight with which Hauch has been
so largely gifted, fits him in a peculiar man-
ner for the delineation of momentous crises

in the history of the human race crises

which, originating of course, in the first

instance, in the providence of God, own at

the same time, for secondary causes, the

workings of a human heart, or of several

hearts combined. Thus, in the very work
wh ifh more immediately concerns us, Jit/imi

the Apostate, the great crisis in the history of

huniitiiity which the actor portrays, is the

epoch of the full conversion of the Roman
world to the Christian faith, and the charac.

ter which he makes the theme of his psycho-

logical analysis in a dramatic form is the

complex and powerful character of Julian.

Furthermore, another peculiarity of Hauch's

tragedies is, that the style wonderfully har-

monizes with the subject. We shall best

define his style by saying that it is statuesque,
and not pictorial. There is about it no super-
fluous ornament, nothing in the shape of word-

painting ; although devoid of stiffness, and

pervaded by sufficient warmth, it is on the

whole calm and dignified, as beseems lan-

guage which is the interpreter of grand
characters and mighty actions. In truth,

the vice of undue word-painting, which is, in

our estimation, one of the crying sins of mod-
ern European, and, not least, of English
literature, should be a total stranger to the

tragic drama. But the cairn dignity and

pregnant energy of Hauch's style reminding
one of his great master, Tacitus formed,
and still will form, a stone of stumbling to

many whose taste, vitiated by the ultra pic-
torial tendencies, as regards language, of the

times, saw then, or now see, in Hauch's

simplicity and conciseness, a defect sufficient

of itself to outweigh merits however great
and numerous. Yet, as it is surely an ele-

mentary principle of all true aesthetics, that

in any literary work of art the matter and

the form should be accordant with each

other, and so a noble tragic figure stepping
forth arrayed in the tawdry finery of meretri-

cious garments would be a living violation of

this fundamental artistic requirement, we
must assign, among the excellences that mark
Hauch's tragic dramas, no mean place to the

style of language which he has employed as

the appropriate medium of his poetical con-

ceptions.
In the Preface to his last work, Hauch

informs us that its subject has been a favour-

ite one with him from an early period
from the time, indeed, when he wrote Tibe-

rius. And knowing, as we do, the distin-

guishing features of his mind, wo need not

wonder that such should be the case. At first

sight, unquestionably, it might seem as if the

character of Julian the Apostate could scarce

offer any special attractions to a dramatist

like Hauch. He loves to solve psychological

problems, and depict a soul torn hither and

thither by the force of contending emotions.

Now, in the character of Julian there was no

such struggle as this. Its single dominant

idea, its one over-mastering tendency, was

the desire to re-enthrono Paganism on the

ruins of the new Christian religion, and give

back, if possible, to their ancient place in the

heart of mankind, the talli-n di-ities of Olym-
pus. Whatever opinion we may form, in

other respects, of Julian, we must at least
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accredit him with singleness of purpose as

well as energy of will. But, although Julian's

character is thus sufficiently simple, when

contemplated in the light of its sole para-

mount aspiration, we must not forget that

complexity was lent to its internal workings,

and their embodiment in outward form, by the

numerous and powerful influences to which,

from without, it was exposed. Schleiermacher

very truly observes that we are not to view

the fact of Julian's apostasy as a mere per-

sonal matter, but as the historical reaction

of heathenism against Christianity.* The

era in which Julian lived was an era of vast

temporal and spiritual ferment ;
it was also

pre-eminently an era of transition, when the

Old was passionately striving to regain its

lost dominion, and the New, half-alarmed for

its own marvellous conquests, was straining

every effort to defend them. A hundred

elements were at work, a hundred forces

were abroad. The figure of Julian stands

before us in the page of universal history as

the centre of those warring powers, and the

symbol of the last giant struggle of the dying

Paganism with that new and purer Creed

which was destined to regenerate the world.

For one who, like Hauch, loves to interpret

dramatical!^ a great historical crisis, the

whole of Julian's extraordinary career must

possess a special fascination. What has

been the result of this fascination, as

exhibited in the present drama ? Impartial
readers will, we think, admit that Hauch's

picture of the Apostate is strongly marked,

clear, and life-like
;
and that, sometimes with

a few master-touches, the grand religious

conflict of the age, and the entire condition

of the then existing Roman world, are admi-

rably portrayed in many portions of the

work. Yet truth compels us to add that, as

an artistic production, it is defective. Goethe's

golden axiom, that limitation is the true test

of creative genius, and that law alone gives

liberty,! has been too often before forgotten,
either entirely or in part, by Hauch

;
and

that forgetfulness is a little too painfully

apparent in the drama under review. It is

not a compressed harmonious whole, but

rather a protracted series of living portrait-

ures portraitures now of characters, now of

incidents. Nevertheless, a certain dramatic

cohesion binds together the various portions
of the poem ;

and we can afford to pardon
its lack of perfect art, in consideration of its

vivid psychological and historical photogra-

phy. The drama opens with the following
scene :-

* Geschichte der Christlichen Kirche, p. 249.

\
' In der Beschrankung zeigt sich erst der Meister,
Und das Gesetz nur kann uns Freiheit geben.'

'VlENNE IN GAUL.

(J. large hall in Julian's palace. In the middle

of the hall a table with scrolls and parchments ;

in tlit background, a curtain. Julian enters,

closes and locks the door behind him, and

approaches the curtain ; at the same moment
a knock is heard without.)

Julian. Cannot a moment's solitude be mine '

[Opens the door Varro enters*

Jul. This is the time which to myself belongs.
Thou knowest it.

Varro. Forgive !

Jul. What is thy errand ?

Var. Bishop Aetius, who has just arrived,

Requests at once admission to thy presence.
Jul. It is too early, I can speak with none.

Var. But he is unaccustomed to refusal.

Jul. 'Tis true, I know that he can ne'er forget
He was my teacher at a former time,
But seldom recollects that heaven's orbs

Have in their wonted course since then revolved

For more than fifteen long and fateful years.
Var. He loves thee notwithstanding, still.

Jul. Because

He hopes to guide me yet in leading-strings
As one may guide the weak, unreasoning child.

Var. Thou art mistaken, prince ;
it is not so.

Jul. And even now has our imperial kinsman

Sent him as chosen bishop here to Gaul,
Which thing can scarcely, as thou mayest deem,
Increase the confidence we cherish in him

; .

Yet thou art right, he must not be refused.

( Varro opens the door. Bishop Aetius enters, and
Varro departs.)

Aetius. Forgive my presence, if it cause thee

trouble.

Jul. Has our imperial cousin, then, once more
Intrusted thee with tidings to impart ?

I know, he often sends thee letters.

Aet. Nay,
Another Master sends me hither now,

Compared with whom the Emperor, in all

His power and glory, is a withered leaf

Seen in the splendour of the noon-day sun.

Jul. So, then, thy errand ?

Aet. With complaint I come
From the maltreated Bride of Christ, His Church,

Groaning beneath the yoke of Gentile bondage.
Jul. Say, what has chanced ?

Aet. Things wild and terrible
;

But He, who for the Church is ever warring,
He from whose mouth proceeds the two-edged

sword,
He will to judgment come, and crush His foes.

Jul. Without a figure speak, and tell thy tale.

Aet. A brother-priest has lately come from

Lyons,
Who yester-even visited my house,
And he relates that there a countless swarm
Ofheathens have destroyed the Christian church,

That noble edifice, so newly built

In honour of the holy martyr Stephen.
With iron crows and axes first they broke

The massy gate, and thronging wildly in,

Dispersed the sacred relics of the martyrs,
And oped the sepulchres, where pious saints

Sought peace in death within these holy walls
;

At last they set on fire the house of God,
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And it is burned to the foundation, Caesar !

A stormy sea of flames, which echoes with
The hideous cry of hell's accursed demons,
From the abyss a song ofjubilee,
Has now engulfed it. Only blackened walls,
And skeletons dragged from their resting-place,
And heaps of ruin mark where once it stood.

Jul. (takes up a paper lying on the table.)

A strange coincidence, in truth! for newly
Came hither lamentations from Marseilles,
That differed not in kind but in direction.

The rabble there, led by a Christian priest,
Into Diana's temple forced their way,
With iron crows and axes, just as in

St. Stephen's Church at Lyons, they defiled

And trod beneath their feet the sacred wreaths
With which the shrine was richly decorated

;

A priest was murdered at the altar's base
;

The image of the Goddess, wondrous work
Of Art's best epoch, hither brought from Hellas,
Was broken into fragments and destroyed,
Just like the bleached and mouldering martyr-

bones
Whose fate seems to have touched thy heart so

nearly,
And yet, methinks, it were a harder task

Now, when the ancient genius is forgotten,
To conjure such a shape to life again,
Than all the lordliness that passed away
Amid the flames in Lyons.

Aet. Caesar, pause I

For language such as this is not for thee
;

It gladdens me that all the olden Art
And skill have perished, they were but the

slaves

Of heathen darkness and its lying idols.

With them they rose to might, with them they
sank,

And good it
is, that such has been their doom.

K Jul. Forget not that the larger portion of the

people
As yet is cleaving to the ancient creed.

Aet. Neither forget that thou thyself art
Christian.

Jul. The Caesar of the Christians not alone,
But likewise bound to guard against attack
Those who the faith of former ages hold,

Although in it myself no longer sharing.
Aet. Speakest thou thus ?

Jul. Let each who force employs
Be punished, whether heathen, whether Chris-

tian.

Aet. Is it not then a greater sin to storm
The temple where the one true God is wor-

shipped.
Than that in which an idol is adored ?

Jul. Justice must walk her stem impartial
path

Regardless of opinion and of creed.

Aet. They say of thee that thou hast never
chosen

A Christian man as leader in thy host
;

Does also ////.> with justice harmonize ?

Jul. As leader I must choose the man who
owns

The gifts that fit him for a post so high,
And that is not determined by his faith.

The most of Christians are for war unsuited.

Aet. They likewise say that those philoso-

phers

Who disavow the sacred name of Christ,
Thou dost select as thy peculiar friends.

Jul. I search for wisdom where it may be

found,
Even although among the G-entiles hidden.

Aet. There is a wisdom, nathless, which is

false.

Jul. This I deny not, neither do I choose
To argue at the present time with thee

;

For thou hast often borne with me in patience,
Nor know I any in my earlier years
Who treated me so tenderly as thou.

Aet. Already did I gather from thy boyhood
That grand and regal faculties were thine.
Such men are either born for the salvation
Or ruin of the age that gives them birth

;

Yea, they can hurry millions with themselves
Down to the depths of wretchedness and woe,
If they employ not, as they should, their gifts ;

Therefore in thee I ever have beheld
A spirit great but also perilous,
Which in the bands of prudence must be

guided,

And, Caesar, I have borne with much in thee
That I could never have endured in others.

Jul. (gives him his hand.)
I know that thou hast loved me formerly.

Aet. I love thee still
;
but thou hast foes,

Caesar !

And I have oft defended thee against them
;

For some there are who doubt thee, and affirm
That in thy heart thou hast abjured our

faith,
And certain is it, too, that now and then

Thy language wakes astonishment and scandal.
Jul. Ye must not always trust to what is told.

Aet. That thou are doubted by the Emperor
I know to be the truth.

Jul. The earliest thing
I can of him remember, is that I

Beheld my kindred and my sire himself
Die by a bloody death at his command.
Aet. Surrender vengeance to the Judge above

;

For He alone the secrets of the soul

Can read, and can pronounce the righteous
doom.

Jul. That I have spoken thus, may clearly
prove

That I again have confidence in thee.

Aet. Be sure, I never will thy trust betray.
Jul. (Contemplates him earnestly.)

Believest thou the Emperor is changed,
Or that his thoughts to me are friendly ?

Aet. (After a pause.) No.
Jul. (In a friendly tone.)

I thank thee. Bishop;
for thy openness,

And for the love which I shall ne'er forget.
Aet. Neither do I forget thy boyhood'sprom-

ise.

But listen to the Great Redeemer's voice,
Which ever calls thee on !

Jul. I understand not

Aet. All deepest aspirations of thy soul,

All gentlest thoughts that stir within thy heart,

Attuning thee to love and tenderness,
And rousing credence in a better land

Where earthly pressure shall be frit no longer,
And whither hate and discord never travel,

See, that is Jesus' voice which calls upon thee,
And wakens mem'ries of the Par
From which we fell, to which we rise once more.
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Jul. (Aside.)
I know not rightly how to make reply.

Aet. And if such thoughts ES these be not as

yet
Wholly uprooted from thy breast and withered,
He has not lost the hope of thy salvation.

But now, behold !

(Takes a book from under his cloak.]
Receive at parting, Csesar,

A gift from him who was thy boyhood's friend,
A book inspired by a mighty soul

At home in all the wisdom of the heathen,
And yet a thinker of the school of Christ;
It shall console thee, when perplexed by doubt.

And now, farewell !

Jul. (Takes the book.)

Farewell, my ancient teacher !

Aet. Let those who burned the holy fane in

Lyons
Suffer the punishment the law demands.

[Aetius departs.
Jul. (Lays the book on the table.)

The old and feeble man ! he still believes

That I it pains my spirit to deceive him,
And yet I must, for I am forced to this.

But if my steps be only marked by fortune,
80 that I gain the army's confidence,

Ay then the fulness of the time has come,
When I may throw the hollow mask aside.

Can any kingdom here on earth endure,
Where this strange sect has gained supremacy?
We must abjure the country of our fathers,
So do they teach, abjure it, and for what ?

A pale and shadowy dreamland in the sky;
No warfare must we wage, no armour carry,

Unmurmuring submit to fell disgrace,
Nor struggle longer with the Empire's foes,
As war, forsooth, is bloody, sinful outrage ;

We must be neither Greeks nor- Romans more,
But only slaves of Christ, indifferent

To all which earth calls beautiful and great !

(He draws the curtain aside, when three niches

are seen, in each of which stands a statue

the first representing Zeus, with the lightning
in his hand; the second, Pallas Athene fully

armed; and the third, the 'Sun-god, with a
halo round his head.)

Jul. Prostrates himself "before them.)
Thou sacred Zeus, and.thou
His mighty and strong-mailed daughter !

Thou, Helios Apollo,
With the golden wreath

\

And the shining tresses I
;

Ye heaven-circling, ye silent stars !

Though rich, a.11 nourishing earth 1

give me power
For the deadly strife that awaits me I

So that the old, long-vanished days
May again be born,

-

When life was still a reflection fair

Of heaven's glory,
When the gods came down to the sons of men,
When among them wandered the heroes,
Who now, far-gleaming, shine amid
The orbs of the nightly sky ;

When in her. earlier power .

Rome rose and ruled, a queen,
Long ere the spirit of fear and thraldom
Had bowed our heads to the dust 1

(Rises and contemplates the statues.)

Has then this Christian sect on us bestowed

Aught we can liken to those sacred visions

Which mighty masters drew from heaven down,
And bodied forth in such surpassing glory,
That all who gaze on them with living sense

Must be absorbed in wonder and in worship !

'

From this scene the reader will perceive
that the drama opens with the earlier period
of Julian's career, immediately before his

victories over the barbarians, and while he

yet wore the mask of external conformity to

the Christian faith. In the first three acts,

the steps are portrayed which led to his as-

sumption of the imperial dignity, and ter-

minated in his throwing aside the outward

profession of Christianity, and stepping forth

as the restorer of the ancient Paganism.

During the course of these three acts we
find ourselves sometimes at Vienne, and
sometimes at Byzantium, in the court of

Constantius, or in the camp of Julian. We
come in contact with many characters char-

acters in which are skilfully exhibited the

various types of Christian and heathen at

that period of Roman history. Thus Con-
stantius and his courtiers represent the out-

ward form of Christianity as distinct from

its living power, and the monk Marcian and
his youthful follower Deodatns. represent
blind unreasoning fanaticism, while Bishop
Aetius, the priest Eutyches, and Justina, the

sister of Deodatus (one of the only two fe-

male figures in the tragedy, and surrounded

by a halo of peculiar tenderness and beauty),

represent the true faith of Christ, and the in-

fluence it exerts upon the hearts and lives of

its earnest votaries. Again, the correspond-

ing phases of heathenism are depicted in the

worldly indifference of Julian's secretary,

Sosthenes, in the fierce Pagan fanaticism of

the soothsayer Kalkis, and in the conscien-

tious zeal of 'Julian himself, while on the

boundary-line between the two opposing
creeds we see the physician Oribazes, who, a

sceptic, holds with neither, and inclines to

pass an impartial judgment on both alike.

This rich variety of Christian and Pagan
character pervades the whole work, and forms

one of its especial attractions. Anything
like a laboured analysis of the progress of

the narrative would be inconsistent with our

limits here, and besides would serve no good

purpose, as the entire drama is fundamentally
a drama of character and not of incident.

In the first three acts, Julian gains his won-

derful Gaulish triumphs, becomes the idol of

the soldiery, is exposed all the while to the

machinations of his enemies at the Byzan-
tine court, is surrounded by their spies in his

camp and in. his palace, finally foils their
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efforts, and is elevated by his faithful
'

array
to the Imperial throne. His own internal

religious convictions, and resolution to em-

body them in outward deed when the favour-

able moment shall arrive, remain, meanwhile,
as firm as ever. True, indeed, he cannot

quite shake off the recollections of his early

Christian training, and the words of his former

friend and teacher Aetius persistently recur

to his mind, but they do not for a moment
cause him to waver in the great purpose of

his life. The love he cherished, not merely
for the new-piatonic philosophy which had

animated with such fresh vitality the dead

forms of the old heathen creed, but also,

and especially after his assumption of the im-

perial purple, for the external rites of

Pagan worship (in which respect, according
to the almost ludicrous account of Amraia-

nus Marcellinus,* his zeal was carried to an

excessive length), this love is still his one

over- mastering impulse, and remains so to

the close. A striking soliloquy in the second

act, where he reads the book presented to

him by Aetius, well describes his state of

feeling at the present stage of his career :

' It cannot be denied that some there are

Among the Christian sect who understand

To wield the pen with wondrous skill and

cunning.
Even the wisdom which is ours, the thoughts
Of Plato do they wrest to their advantage.
And though I surely know it for a dream
Of some sick fancy born, methiaks 'twere

well

I should forbid them to read Plato henceforth.

' And yet I cannot but confess, it seems
As if home-voices, mild and friendly, dwelt
Within the book I hold, and spoke to me
Of early days, the years of long ago.

' "All deepest aspirations of thy soul,

All gentlest thoughts that stir within thy heart,

Attuning thee lo love and tenderness,
And rousing credence in a better land

"Whore earthly pressure shall be felt no

more,

See, that is Jesus' voice which calls upon thee."

' Was it not thus to me the old man spake ?

And reading no\v these lines, I feel return

Back to niy spirit all the words he uttered

And all the distant visions of my youth,

' But I must write, write to Libanius,
To Greece, and all the sages of the Empire ;

And yet more strongly th'an before shall they
Prove that the Christian books are only filled

"With false chimera-; and with idle dreams.

We must defeat them with the very weapons

* '

Superstitiosus magis, quam sacrorum legitimuB

observator, iimumeras sine parsimonla pocudes mac-

tang, ut tcstimaretur, si revortissot de Parthia, bovos

jam defuturoa.' Am. Mar. xxv. 4.

Which this man wields against ourselves,
for we

Too long have shown a cold indifference

In matters of such moment. I have heard
That a magician dwells amid those mountains,
And long have I resolved to visit him,
For widely through the land his art is famed,
As is his hatred to the Christian sect.

Varro 1

'

We quote the first part of the scene, in

which his nocturnal visit to the magician
Kalkis is described :

' A WILD MOUNTAIN REGION.

(Early twilight. A storm commencing. Julian

and Varro cautiously advance, and occasion-

ally stop to address each other.

Varro. Hearest thou how the tempest rages ?

Julian. Yes.

Var. Guard well thy steps, stones from the

mountain fall.

Jul. They are not rocks, slight are the

wounds they cause.

Var, The storm each moment gathers' fury
new.

Prince, step with caution, firmly grasp the cliff,

If thou would'st not be buried far below.

Jul. I hear in the abyss the waters thunder,
And every brook is swelling to a flood.

Var. Tread carefully !

Jul. I love a storm like this,

When all the spirits of the hills are roused
;

It is as if I then beheld the nymphs
Flit lightly o'er the summit of the mountains,
And wondrous shapes I even now discern

In rocks and wildly-rolling waves. Methinks,
If faith in the majestic Nature round us

And its concealed divinity, were lost,

Dead in the heart of a degenerate race,

It would again in such a tempest wake.

Var. Fall prostrate to escape the hurricane !

The twilight deepens, and the night descends.

Jul. Loudly the vulture screeches through
the blast,

And down the mountain to the distant valley

An avalanche of earth is madly borne.

Var. Ctesar, I pray thee to retrace thy steps,

For lower on the hill the way is smooth

And there is better shelter Irom the storm;

Against the giant powers of the abyss,

When they break tbrth in such terrific fury,

In vain do mortals wage their feeble war.

Jul. Trust in my destiny, and bravely follow.

Var. Around thy head the livid lightning

plays.
Jul. It is a sign that Zeus is my protector.

Var. I hear the torrents rushing to the deep,

From whence they never ran retrac.- thr

Back to the golden light, for downwards

thence,
So it is said, there goes a path to Orcus.

Jul. The wind begins to fall.

yur Believe it not 1

Only a moment does'it rest to gain

Frrsh strength, and recommence with double

vigour.
Jul I tell thee that I love a night like this.

Such nights enticed me in my early youth
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To leave my couch, and drove me forth to

climb

Upon the precipice in wind and blast,

Where, had I slipped my foot, a fearful death.

Awaited me, and yet I ever knew
That I was guarded by Light's holy powers,
And trusted in the stars' divinity,
Whose radiance shone, so pure and pale, above

me.
Var. There stands a sacrificial stone, I see it

Through the red lightnings.
Jul. (Stands still.) I behold it also.

Var. They offered on that stone in ancient

days
Coal-black unfruitful kine to Hecate*,
The Dian of the subterranean shades.
Who lifts on high her grim and ghastly brow,
Girt with the serpents of the under-world,
And drinks the flowing blood with greediness,
And in the victim's dying pangs delights,
For she is evil and malicious, Caesar !

Therefore it is not good to linger here
At such a time as this.

Jul. With reverence speak !

She is the goddess of the Moon as well,
Who in the presence of this stone appears
In all her earliest, austerest worship.
Remember that she rules o'er land and sea,
And in the magic land where dreams are born

;

For all the children of the night beneath
Her sceptre bow and follow her command,
And she it

is, who by her twilight lustre

Betrays the treasures which the darkness hides,
And visions she beholds, which no one else

Although he were the wisest, comprehends.
Var. Again the storm breaks forth, and rocks

and stones

Afresh roll down the mountain's side
;
methinks

The earth turns round, and I can scarce distin-

guish
That which is standing still from that which

moves.
Jul. ( Who yet remains at Hecate's altar.)

She is, I say, a friendly deity,
And when the ancient Pan at midnight hour
Sudden awakens from his dreaming sleep,
And high, as now, his voice of terror raises,
And lifts his head above the forest trees,
Then she it is who knows to pacify
The bitter passion of the wrathful god,
For o'er the moor and meadow she disperses
Odour from Hades, while in dew she bathes

them,
And so he seeks his nightly couch again.

Var. Woe ! woe I before my feet the light-

ning's flash

Keveals to me a gulf unfathomable,
And all things reel around. O voice of horror !

The bark of Cerberus I hear below,
Within the depths of Pluto's dreary kingdom ;

From the abyss a giant shape ascends,
It drags me downwards, woe is me ! I perish !

[Falls down the precipice. The moon emerges

from the clouds.]

Jul. ( On the other side of the rock, and who
has not observed Varro's disappearance.)

There does the mighty goddess shine at last
;

The clouds she scatters, and the darkness flies

Whenever she appears. With pallid horn

High on the summit of the rock she stands,
For yet imperfect is her golden ring.
And bright with stars is also now the sky ;

I see the Pleiades and great Orion,
And Perseus with his flaming sword unsheath-

ed,
And the twin-brothers, who deliverance bring
By sea and land, and tame the tempest's rage.'

While we could well have spared the death

of Varro in the preceding scene, as importing
into it an unduly sensational element, we can-

not but think that Julian's Alpine excursion

is limned by a powerful hand
;
and the inter-

est deepens during his interview with the

soothsayer Kalkis, which want of space, how-

ever, prevents us from offering, even in

abridged form, to the reader.

The Christian faith and hope of Justina,

along with her love for Julian, a love which
she resolutely crushes, as conflicting with the

higher interests of her soul, form the thread

of gold that binds together the first and larger

portion of the tragedy/ Aetins has been at

last imprisoned by Julian's orders, and in his

dungeon atSyrmimn he is visited by Justina.

We give the conclusion of their interview :

'
Aetius. How to the prison didst thou find

thy way,
For thou as yet hast told me nought of this ?

Justina. I and my mother newly visited

The holy soil which our Eedeemer trod,
And I have pressed my lips upon the Cross

Where hung in agony the Lord of Grlory,
And I have seen the crown of piercing thorns

That wound itself around his pallid brow,
And I have knelt in dark Gethsemane,
And wandered through the shade of Cedron

vale,
And rested on the slopes of Olivet.

But in returning, when our pilgrimage
Was near its close, we heard with grief and

terror,
For all around the tidings had been spread,
That thou wast fettered as a prisoner here

;

And then with prayers and tears I moved my
mother

To hasten hitherward, and so at last

I have discovered thee, my father dear.

Aet. Thrice happy thou, who hast the scenes

beheld

Where He that bled for us on Golgotha
Gained His eternal triumph o'er the grave.

Just. But I, alas, have also seen the dread

Apostasy that menaces the world,
For idol-temples rise again in splendour,
And crowds of heathen hail them with delight ;

It almost seems as if the evil spirits

Whose arrogance was foiled, whose power was

crushed, ,

Had gained once more dominion here below.

Aet. Fear not ! the stars shah
1

sooner be ar-

rested

Upon their course, than that triumphant faith

Now speeding through the darkened world,
for He
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To whom millenniums are as a day
When it is past, or as the fleeting night-watch,
He heedeth not the puny power of man.

Just. Does Julian then in very truth com-
mand

That thou shalt die ?

Aet. I know it not, my daughter ;

But I must be compelled to bow before

His image, and in all humility
Crave pardon for my words that seemed too

bold.

And yet thou mayest well suppose, I will not,
I cannot, for the servant of the Lord

May never bow before a sinful mortal,
And say that he has done him deadly wrong
Because on him the judgment he pronounced,
Ajudgment which the Lord himselfcommanded.

Just. Such a refusal I can well conceive.

Aet. Yea ! he is worse than even Maximin,
Or Decius, or Nero in his madness,
For these alone destroyed the body's life,

But he with cunning knows to tempt the soul.

So was it that of old the deadly serpent
Seduced our mother Eve to primal sin.

Just. And yet for justice he is eulogized,
For mildness and for tenderness, they say
That never has there reigned a better prince
Since good Aurelius was emperor.

Aet. But it was this Aurelius who doomed
To death the holy martyr Polycarp,

Yea, Decius and Diocletian

Were for their justice by the world renowned,
Because the thing which men deem beautiful

Is often loathsome in the sight of God.
Just. Thinkest thou, father, he can ne'er be

saved ?

Aet. Scarcely, my child, shah
1

he obtain
salvation

;

And yet with God all things are possible.
Just. Too well I feel that I can never hate

him.

Aet. Nor I, and so the greater is my grief.
For if it was a foe that at me scoffed

And on me trampled, I could understand it;

But he in whom I only saw a son,
Whom I fostered, and of whom I hoped
He would become the Church's chief pro-

tector,
That he should lift a traitor's hand against me,
That he should plunge the dagger in my bosom,
As yet I cannot rightly comprehend.

Just. (Sinks at his feet.)

Father, forgive thy daughter, for she bears
A great and grievous sin upon her heart.

Aet. And what, my child, has that trans-

gression been ?

Just. Him have I loved, who is thy perse-
cutor,

Yea, I have loved him with a deeper love
Than we should ever feel for any mortal,
But then I knew not his apostasy,
And I was oniy by his greatness blinded

;

He was a mighty hero like no other,
The land's protector and the Empire's hope ;

Friend-like he spoke to me, and drew my soul
To his with gentle, yet imperial glances,
And even still, although his fall I know,
It seems as if I never could forget him.

Aet. And hast thou met him often on thy
way?

Just. Twice only have I spoken to him,
father !

Aet. And knows he then the secret of thy
heart?

Just. It is a sore which 'never can be healed
;

But no one knoweth of it, save thyself.
Aet. So set thy love on Him, who ne'er

deceives
The human soul with glory false and vain.
In Jesus' name thy sin be thee forgiven !

'

In the third and fourth acts we are taken
first to Athens, then to Byzantium, and

finally to Julian's camp in Persia. Julian, in

despite of his own principles of tolerance,
and yielding to the suggestions of his evil

genius Kalkis, permits both Aetins and Jus-

tina to be put to death in Syrniiurn, al-

though after the deed is done, be bitterly re-

grets it, and banishes Kalkis from his court.

Ever since his elevation to the Imperial
throne, having flung aside the profession of

the Christian faith, he makes the most strenu-

ous efforts to restore the ancient worship, and
at Athens sacrifices, as Pontifex Maxiraus, to

the Pagan gods. His endeavours, however,
are but coldly seconded by the mass of the

people ;
and it is only in the ranks of his

faithful and admiring army that he finds un-

divided, or almost undivided, support. Yet
even there some are Christians, and it is to

this circumstance that he owes his doom at

last. Hauch has applied to dramatic use the

hint of the rhetorician Libanius that Julian

was slain, amid the confusion of battle, by a

Christian, and makes it the groundwork of a

brief but striking scene in the last act of the

tragedy. We pass on to the conclusion.

Julian has received his death-wound, and is

carried from the fatal field.

' JULIAN'S TENT.

Julian Oribazes.

Julian. Leave me alone, for I require rest.

But when I have regained a little strength
Then thou sualt read to me from Plato's Phee-

don,
And of the nature of the soul will we
Thereafter speak, of its eternal future,
And of its kinship with the lofty pods.

First lead me to the entrance of the tent,
Tlmt I may see the splendour of the sun

Once more, if I must die.

conducts him to the door of the tent,

where he reclines, after which Oribanes Isaves

him.)

Jul (Lifts his head and gazes round.)
Am I alone?

Immortal cods, I could not have l>rlir veil it
;

My living faith it was that ye would guard me
Until my giant task had been fulfilled.
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Can it, indeed, be true that this despised
And visionary creed of Nazareth

Shall gain a triumph over all the greatness,

And hero-power and glory and renown
With which the ancient ages were adorned ?

Shall life be now a blanched and hueless thing,

G-rey as the spider's web, devoid of beauty ?

Nay, nay, thou mighty Nature, and of fate

Thou Gk>d unknown, such cannot be your will !

Besides, the spirit said, which Kalkis called

From the abys-=, that in eternal grandeur
Our gods the lapse of ages should outlive.

But he was evil and most likely false,

It stood upon his gloomy forehead written
;

And can I trust the spirit he evoked ?

How strange it is that at the present moment
I mu-t recall in thought my boyhood's friend,

Kecall the words he once to me addressed.

" All deepest aspirations of thy soul,

All gentlest thoughts that stir within thy heart,

Attuning thee to love and tenderness,
And rousing credence in a better land

Where earthly pressure shall be felt no more,
And whither hate and discord never travel,

See, that is Jesus' voice which calls upon
thee,"

Was it not thus to me Aetius spake ?

Ha ! what is that ? surely the air resounded,
Trembles the tent, and sudden lustre gleams I

Behold, he pauses at the door without,

Upon a high and snow-white charger throned

In the meridian splendour, while his robe

Rolls amply-flowing round his shape divine,
A garment whiter, more effulgent far

Than is the sun in all his brightest glory.
Before his face the shadows flee away,
And nothing do I now behold but him

High on the snow-white charger
Vision. Julian !

Jnl. What wouldst thou with me ?

Vision. All is truth He taught.
Jul. Whom meanest thou ?

Vision. Him whom thou persecutest.

[Vanishes.

Julian. (Holds for a moment his hand before
his eyes, and then lifts his countenance once

more.)

No, no, it was not true, it was a phantom,
A fever-dream

; but, even were it true,

Although such cannot be, for 'tis a thing

Impossible, but, even were it true,

So shall it not, at least, be true for me.

Far rather will I take my final flight

Unto that ancient and mysterious Power
Which beckons on me from the starry spaces,
Far rather, at the limits of the world,
In air and water be dissolved, and driven

As is a cloud upon the tempest's breath,
Than bow myself before this Nazarene.

(Oribazes approaches softly.)

Jul. Now, art thou there ?

Oribazes. I heard thee speaking loudly,
And so I entered.

Jul. Tell me, hast thou seen

A horseman, at the entrance, clad in white ?

Orib. No, Caesar

Jul. Heardest thou the air resounding?
Orib. It must have been a dream, a fantasy.

Jnl Yes, thou art right, it surely was a

dream.

(After a pause.)

But say, how goes it with the battle, friend ?

Eegains the foe his courage ?

Orib. Caesar, no,

The field is covered with the hostile chiefs,

Among the slain lie officers and satraps
Of highest rank, no prisoners are made
For thy victorious troops no quarter grant ;

It is a great and unexampled triumph.

(Julian does not answer.)

Orib. Death is approaching now.
Jill. Methinks the triumph

Will be of small avail, because they know not

How they may reap its fruits.

Orib. Thy vision fades.

Jul. No longer Julian helps them.

Orib. All is over.

Jul. It is not true, it was a fever dream 1

'

(Dies.)

An able Danish critic,* in a recent highly

laudatory review of Hauch's tragedy, takes

exception to its conclusion, which he accuses

of feebleness, when compared with the rest

of the poem. "We do not know that this

charge can be justly brought against it. Let

us give the critic's own words :

' The scenes

which chiefly claim the reader's interest are

Julian's different interviews with Aetius, and

also with Kalkis
;

his appearance first at

Byzantium, where, by his eloquence, he con-

solidates the victories which his sword has

already won, and finally in Persia, where he

encounters mingled defeat and triumph. This

is, indeed, the very essence of the drama.

Julian does not fall as subjugated by the

Christian faith, but as the victim of insulted

Christian fanaticism. A vision points to that

higher Power which has nought to do with

fanaticism, except in so far as the latter,

like everything else, including Julian him-

self, must serve the purposes of Omnipo-
tence. Julian has rendered to Christianity a

service by unveiling the defects and untruths

in the Roman Christendom of the period,

yet he has at the same time, by stepping
forth as its virulent antagonist, aided it to ac-

quire, over himself, a victory. But the rep-

resentation of all this lies beyond the proper
boundaries of the drama

;
and therefore the

conclusion, especially when compared with

the same author's earlier work Tiberius, ap-

* F. Helveg, in the Nordisk TidsJcrift for Novem-
ber 1866.
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pears feeble and unsatisfactory.' Now, it

may be quite true that the introduction of

the vision in the closing scene is inconsistent

with the highest requirements of true dra-

matic art; but it seems that, inasmuch as

Julian purports to be an historical tragedy,
an interpretation both of human character

and human history, Hauch had to choose the

least of two evils, and rather render disobe-

dience in some measure to dramatic rules than

omit to indicate, at the conclusion of his

work, how Christianity, that new world-

regenerating power, whose gigantic struggles
he depicts, carried within itself the germ
and promise of all future spiritual conquests.
As regards the so-called 'feebleness' of the

close, we confess that we fail exactly to per-
ceive it. The ray of the supernatural which

falls upon the final scene from that vision

born of a higher and diviner world, which,

although perhaps violating strict dramatic

propriety, possesses a profound mysterious

meaning of its own, that ray is, in our esti-

mation, needed to throw light upon the dark

and troubled chaos of conflicting action and

opinion which is presented to us throughout
the whole course of the tragedy, irradiating
alike the past and future, and supplying an

element without which the drama would Jose

much of its historical significance.
We may be allowed, in fine, to express the

hope that the venerable poet who forms the

subject of the preceding pages, may still for

years be spared, and that he may yet enrich

the noble literature of Denmark with works

worthy of his former fame.

ART. V. M. GCSTAVE DORE.

THE extraordinary popularity of Gustave

Dore is one of the most remarkable phenom-
ena of modern art, even though we use popu-

larity more in the sense of publicity than of

approbation. Go where you will, you will

find his works. Their sale has been very

great in Great Britain, astonishingly great

throughout the world. What other French
artist is employed to illustrate English books?'

"What other artist of any nation stands, as it

were, ready to illustrate anything and every-

thing the most sublime ejiirs,
the broadest

farce, the Bible, or a fairy tale ? And not

only does he attempt everything, but he

achieves a certain success in all. There is

not one of these volumes that can be thrown

aside as worthless. There is vigour, life,

imagination in each of them. This extraor-

dinary fecundity is in itself wonderful. To
tOL. XLVII. N 5

most artists, on reading a passage, there will

arise a clear and distinct vision of the scene

described
;
the longer the mind dwells on it,

the clearer it becomes, until it stands em-
bodied in fullest detail before the eyes of

others. But which of us could put forth

four or five different sketches of the same
scene ? Dore seems to get possessed by an

idea; he turns and re-turns it, he thinks

about it on paper, and gives us half-a-dozen dif-

ferent views of it. For instance, in Dante there

are three sketches of the suicides punished

by being turned into trees; they fling aloft

their distorted limbs, they are twisted and
contorted as with pain, yet there is no repe-
tition. There are three distinct representa-
tions of the same thought.

Such works must be worthy of attention
;

there is some reason for the popularity of

everything, were it but a crinoline petticoat.
So soon, therefore, as a thing is generally

sought after and admired, it becomes an in-

dex to the taste or principles of a large por-
tion of our fellow-creatures, and is therefore

worthy of examination. Besides, every pro-
duction of the human mind is the result of

the man's whole character. He does it so.

and no otherwise, because he is what he is.

His features, his gestures, the shape of his

head, of his hand, his walk, his writing, all

reveal somewhat of the man's nature and

character. There is truth in phrenology,
in physiognomy, in the art of judging of

character by the handwriting; the only

difficulty is in deciphering the signs, and

reading' them aright. And if this is true

of what we may call involuntary or pas-

sive manifestations of a man's inner self,

much more so is it of active voluntary reve-

lations of his nature in poetry, prose,

sculpture, painting, or music. The speaker,

the author, or the artist expresses his

thoughts, gives them 'to the public.
We

consequently know much more about him

than we do of a 'mute inglorious Milton,'

who never put pen to paper.

Again, what has made the man thus and

no otherwise? In subordination to the over-

ruling providence of God, he is the result of

his race, of his nation and family, of his cir-

cumstances, his position and education, and,

finally, of his own will working amid these

complex influences. A great artist, is a rep-

resentative man, as truly, though not in the

same degree, as a great state-man.

Only an epoch of |>a->ionate worship of

beauty, and enthusiastic patronage of art,

only a race and a climate eminently charac-

terized by beauty of form an. I colour, could

ha\e j.rodu.-ed
a Uapliat'l ; while, in the

severer genius of Michael Angelo, we may
trace, not only the sterner character of the
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man, but the influences of those biblical

studies and that earnest search after truth

which stirred the noblest portion of Italian

society to its very depths. The friend of the

high-minded, saintly Vittoria Colonna pro-
duces quite another Madonna from those of

the lover of the Fornarina. He does not

fear to represent Mary as an aged woman,
bearing up the sacred body of her Son upon
her knees, and gazing at it with mingled
sorrow and resignation. To him there is a

higher beauty in truth than in the youthful
loveliness with which Raphael invests the

Virgin Mother. The stout-hearted defend^-
of Florence is revealed in the Titanesque

grandeur of his famous 'Night,' as much as

in the passionate lines in which he retorted

in her name that it was well to be asleep,
and better to be of stone in such a time of

misery and shame !
*

An artist and his works are characteristic

of the nation that produced him, of the time

in which he lives, and of the taste of those

who admire him. We will therefore en-

deavour to learn what it is that is indicated

by Gustave Dore and his works.

The very first quality which strikes us in

them is the one we have already mentioned :

the wonderful abundance, fecundity, and vig-
our of the images which arise before him,
and his remarkable facility in expressing
them. Where there is such a prolific pro-

duction, it is impossible to obtain great ac-

curacy ;
it would be unreasonable to expect

it. But Dore's faults in this respect are gen-

erally from haste, not ignorance. You see

that he has studied, that he knows the human
form, but that, in many casas, he has not
taken time to draw it correctly. His
sketches are the random shots of a good
marksman.

Here is a young man who has already
illustrated the Bible and Dante, Milton and

Croquemitaine, the Contes Drolatiques and

Tennyson's Poems. If you expect all this

to be done with classical purity of outline,
like the studies Raphael made for his pic-

tures, or even like those lovely drawings
known to only a favoured few of the artist

world, which the modesty of Edward Cal-

vert, and his high standard of perfection,
hid from the public, you expect that which

you will not find. Why, the man is (we be-

lieve) under forty, and his drawings are

numbered by thousands. He must do at

least two or three a day.

By the Cenacolo of Raphael, in the old

convent of San Onofrio at Florence, hang
' Grato m' & il sonno, e piti 1'esser di sasso,
Mentre che il danno e la vergogna dura.
Non veder, non sentir mi 6 gran Ventura,
Fero iiou mi destar, deh ! parla basso.'

two sheets of paper covered with original
studies for the picture. Two of them are of

Saint Peter's Feet, so carefully studied, so

delicately and perfectly expressed, that you
dwell on them with delight. There is more

beauty of outline in any of the thirteen

pair of feet in that picture, than in all of

Gustave Dore's works put together. Look at

the grace and elegance both of shape and of

action of each of the hands
;

if you have the

faculty of perceiving it, you will know hence-

forward what beauty of form is, and that

beauty you will not find in Gustave Dore.

In rapidity and cleverness Dore is quite a

typical Frenchman
;
he has all the dash, the

vivacity, the elan of his race
;
he has also

their hardness of heart, their want of sensi-

bility, of tenderness, their total want of per-

ception of beauty. As a people they do not

know the meaning of the word. They un-

derstand effect, brilliancy, contrast of colour,

c-legance, prettiness, the attractive grace of

Watteau, but pure simple beauty of form is

a thing unknown to them. Ask the first

sweet young girl you meet what she thinks

of Dore, and she will unhesitatingly con-

demn most of his drawings as ' so uglv.'O O *

Her own glass shows her a fairer form every

morning than any she will find in his works,
and thus unconsciously gives her a higher
standard of beauty than he has imagined.
The plainness of French women is recog-
nized in their own proverb: 'Quand une

franchise se mele d'etre jolie, elle est furi-

eusernent jolie,'
but it is very seldom they do

meddle in the matter. The perfection of

form among the ancient Greeks is considered

the source of the perfection of their statues,

and on this ground we might expect to find

that British and Italian painters far surpass
either the French or Germans in their per-

ception and delineation of beauty. Dela-

roche, whose Martyre Chretienne is one of

the loveliest creations of the French pencil,

had a lovely wife, the only and lamented

daughter of Horace Vernet. We may lay

it down as a canon that none but a beautiful

race will have a keen sense of beauty, and,

even though it should endanger the entente

cordiale, we must maintain that the French

are not a beautiful race. Their illustrated

books are all ugly, Dore's perhaps the least

so. The Italians are a remarkably handsome

race, and this beauty is reproduced in their

pictures. Without vanity we may say the

same thing of our own nation. Look at the

difference between the distractingly lovely

young girls,
the handsome matrons, and

charming children portrayed by Leech, and

those in any French illustrated book you can

find.

Here comes in another striking difference.
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In an avowedly satirical paper like Punch,
there is' not a line that a brother would blush

to read aloud to his young sister, or a father

to his daughter. Whereas such a paper in

Germany would be dull, and occasionally
coarse

;
in France it would be both coarse

and immoral for, generally speaking, there

is the trail of the serpent over everything
French, its valuable Protestant literature

alone excepted. Even a French picture-dic-

tionary for children will contain prints to be

hurried out of sight. But on this side the

Channel, we are scarcely prepared for the

fact that their caricatures are not only ob-

jectionable, but dull. They take exaggera-
tion of ugliness or absurdity for wit. Their

caricatures fulfil the true meaning of the

word, from the Italian caricata, something
overloaded, enhanced to a preposterous de-

gree ;
while our own modern caricatures,

such as those of II. B. and Punch, are rather

satirical pictures, the fun of which lies in the

meaning, not in the distortion.

What can be more diverting than Leech's

exquisite satire on our undue valuation of ' a

son and heir,' when he shows the puny little

boy in the midst of his five beautiful elder

sisters, saying,
'

If you count the girls, we're

six. I'M one.' Yet it would lose half its

force if there were any trace in it of real

caricature.

Both these characteristics of French draw-

ings are connected with a defective percep-
tion of beauty. Milton tells us that 4 Order
is Heaven's first law,' and perhaps no better

definition of beauty can be given than this,

that it consists in the most perfect combina-

tion of unity and variety, in other words, in

a complete subordination of parts to their

whole. There must be a dominant form,
but infinitely and exquisitely varied. If there

is no variety, we shall get the straight line
;

if the variation is too great, it becomes ab-

rupt, startling,
'
loud.' The right angle is

not more beautiful than the right line. There
must be difference, not disturbance

; contrast,

not opposition. The most perfect contrasts

of colour are those which, like red and green,
blue and orange, contain the same proportions
of the primary colours as the prism reveals

in pure white. The most perfect concord is

heard on striking one string. Everything

ugly is out of proportion, out of harmony,
out of bounds. Sin is styled

'

transgression,'
a stopping beyond or over the Eternal Law
of right; BQQ there is no doubt that ugli-
ness has some affinity to moral evil. All

grossncss is ugly ;
all distortion or exaggera-

tion unbearable to an eye accustomed to

dwell on the exquisite perfections of form

am! colour which make up true beauty. It

is like horrible discord to a musical car. The

perception of beauty of any kind is in the

first instance a natural gift, but it is one ca-

pable of being educated to perfection, or of

being in a great measure perverted and over-

borne by false training. If we wish there-

fore to cultivate it either in ourselves or in

others, we must resolutely refrain from be-

coming accustomed to its opposite.
What is true of the moral perceptions is

true of intellectual ones :

' Vice is a monster of so frightful mien

As, to be hated, needs but to be seen
;

Yet seen too oft, familiar with her face,
We first endure, then pity, then embrace.'

To keep the conscience pure we must
refrain from a volunteer contemplation of

sin
;

and to keep the taste pure we must
refrain from dwelling on ugliness, especially
before the judgment is formed and the taste

fixed.

What can be more hideous than those

French bronze figures of preternatural length
and emaciation, like spiders onlegs ? Yet
these are, or were, all the fashion in Paris!

The national hardness of heart and want
of sensibility in the French nation comes out

strikingly in Dore. Want of imagination
often produces apathy. Kind-hearted peo-

ple sometimes do not feel for
Buffering,

because they cannot imagine it
;
but Dore,

with a vivid imagination of suffering, has no

feeling for it. On the contrary, he revels in

depicting it. This is especially the case ia

his illustrations of Dante. The poet repre-

J

seuts schismatics as cut in pieces, their

punishment for dividing the unity of the

Church. Dore gives no less than four illus-

trations of these mangled bodies some with

the face cut off, some split in two, others

with their mangled stumps turned towards

the spectator. It is like a butcher's shop ;

all moral meaning is wholly lost sight of,,

and nothing but disgust excited. Dante's

own descriptions are horrible enough, but

they are generally brief, and there, is a.

tone of judicial gravity about them wliicli

directs the attention rather to the punish-
ment of the sin than to the torment of that

punishment. We can read and approve of

a hanging, though we could not endure to

see either it, or an exact picture of it. Our
sense of justice produces a feeling of satis-

faction on hearing of the execution of such

criminals as Burke and Hare, Kush or Cour-

voisier, but a picture of a murderer in his

dying agony would be scouted as too horri-

ble. The physical details of sullcriug are no

fit subjects for art. Music might as well

reproduce shrieks of agony, as painting the

severing of limbs, the rending of the uni>eVs,
1

the pouring forth of human gore.
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The object of art is to ennoble, to soothe,
to raise the mind and thoughts beyond the

cares and toils of every-day life. The wings
of imagination carry us for a brief season

above the dust and soil of our daily path,
and we should return to it refreshed and

stiengthened :

'Plying our daily round with busier feet,
Because our secret souls some sacred lay

repeat.'

The merchant at his desk, or the statesman

in his cabinet, lifts his eyes to one of Cres-

wick's deep brown pools, or Linnell's 'Early

Spring,' or Macculloch's heathery hills

(names taken at random, as specimens of

the rich abundance of our national art-treas-

ures), or he looks into the sweet face of

such a wife as she whose loss drove Lord

Lynedoch to the field of glory, or even at his

faithful doggie or gallant bay, and forgets for

a few moments the condition of Venezuela

bonds, or the prospects of war between
Prussia and France, and returns to his work
with his heart cheered and his mind refreshed.

Many a noble scene in history has quick-
ened the pulse and strengthened the patriot-
ism of the spectator. Gallait's Comprom is

des Nobles or his Funeral of Egmont and
Horn are subjects that should be engraved

deep in the heart of every Netherlander.

There was a picture by Cosiino Conti, in the

Florentine exhibition last year, of the Massa-

cre of the Cignoli family by General d'TJrban.

They were a large family of peasants, whose
sole crime was having in their house an old

.gun, which they kept to kill crows. The
Austrians chose to consider all civilians who

possessed arms as outlaws, whereas, even had

they fought against their foreign foe, they
should justly have been considered as in no
worse a position than any other armed enemy.
But in ihis case they had not fought, and

there was no proof that they even thought
of doing so.; and certainly eight or ten per-
sons-could not have fought with one musket.

Yet D'Urban condemned them all to death.

The murderer -is coolly sitting on horseback

at a little distance; near him is a peasant

covering his face with his hands, while the

white-coated Au&trians on the top of the

bank are picking out their victims one by
one with deliberate aim. Four or five men
of different ages have already fallen, or are

just hit. A father endeavours to shield his

young son, a boy of fourteen
;
but in vain

;

the lad has got a ball through his heart. The
whole are defenceless

;
there is no escape

possible; there is no struggle *. despair and
manliness are expressed in the most natural

.and pathetic manner. This atrocitv did

more harm to the Austrians than a defeat.

It roused the whole population against them.
It is good for a nation to have such pictures,
however painful, that they may remember
what they have to fight for, and with whom.

There is another more terrible picture, by
Maccio, of Fra Benedetto da Fojano, a disci-

ple of Savonarola, who, for his efforts to pre-
serve the liberty of Florence, was starved to

death by the vindictive Medici, Clement vn.,
in a dungeon of St. Angelo. Even this

amount of horror is a legitimate subject for

art, because of its purpose. No physical or

mental pain can be too great which tends to

promote freedom and overthrow spiritual

tyranny ;
but unless for so noble an end, the

contemplation of suffering only hardens and

debases, and is therefore to be avoided both

in reality and art.

When a painful subject is represented, it

must be tragic, not horrible. The mind must
be directed to the cause, and not to the phys-
ical details of the suffering. It is ennobling
to think of the faith or the heroism of a

martyr, but not to see his limbs torn and
his flesh lacerated. A true instinct on this

point prevented the greatest Italian painters
from treating horrible subjects. Except the

Massacre of the Innocents, we cannot recall

any martyrdoms, or even a Crucifixion, by

Raphael or Michael Angelo.
The Spanish painters, on the contrary,

with the ferocity of semi-Orientals, gloat over

the most repulsive details of torture and
death. Bore's representations of the Cruci-

fixion are conceived in the very lowest Span-
ish or Dutch style; the dignity of the sacred

Victim is wholly forgotten, and only the

dreadful bodily suffering depicted. Our
Lord falls fainting on the ground, according
to Romanist tradition

;
is urged forward by

blows. In one sketch the nails are being
driven in. The whole series is most pain-

ful, and wholly opposed to the tender re-

serve and solemn simplicity of the Scripture
narrative.

In one of the side aisles of a church at Ant-

werp is a small picture of the Crucifixion by

Vandyke. No other figure is represented ;

clouds and darkness are around the cross.

No heathen competent to understand a good
picture could for a moment mistake Him for

a malefactor. It is evident at once that He
is some holy one dying as a sacrifice

;
and

the effect is so powerful and so touching as

to make one feel vividly how easily emotion

might slide into worship of the symbol.
It is this want of deep feeling which

makes the French theatrical where the Ital-

ians are dramatic. The one feels strong pas-

sion, the other acts it. Any expression of

strong feeling is dramatic, but a representa-
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tion of it is only theatrical. There never

was a people who expressed their feelings so

openly or with such simplicity as the Ital-

ians : they make no parade of emotion, they

only let it burst forth. The Italian Chamber
of Deputies is much more like an English
than a French assembly; there is none of the

flourish and the bombast of the latter
;
there

is vehemence only when some strong emo-

tion is aroused; though there is far more fa-

cility and fluency of speech and grace of ac-

tion than with us. Between ourselves and

the Italians there is strong feeling in common.

They show it, we repress its manifestation as

much as possible ;
but there is no gulf between

the two, as there is between a man who has

feeling and one who has little or none.

Consequently the Italians and English, and

especially the Scotch, amalgamate in a way
which scarcely ever occurs between the

Briton and the Frenchman. Great Britain

is infinitely more popular than France with

the Italians
;
there are not the same repug-

nances between the two nations.

As might be expected from their dramatic

nature, Italian artists excel now, as they did

three centuries ago, in historical pictures.

There is one at Turin of the gallant Ser-

geant Pietro Micca, who saved the city by

blowing up a mine over which the French

were passing, and himself with it, which one

can scarcely look at without emotion. The
man knows well what he is about to do, he

feels the full solemnity of the heroic act, but

his mind is made up, and all alone as he is,

he raises his eyes to Heaven for strength and

pardon. Ussi's noble painting of the expul-
sion of Walter de Brienne from Florence has

just received the gold medal or highest prixe
at the Paris Exhibition, an honour which it

richly deserves, and which has awakened
the most lively sympathy and delight of the

painterVcountrymen. The news was cele-

brated at Florence by a triumphal proces-
sion through streets dressed with flowers and
banners. The awful picture of the death of

Boniface vni., by Niccoli Barrabini of Ge-

noa, is one of the most striking of modern
works. That furious old Pontiff, who did

his best to establish the French dominion in

Southern Italy, expelled the Colonna family
from Rome. Philip the Fair of France pro-
tected the Colonnas, and seized the Pope at

Anagni. He was delivered by the Orsini,

but became virtually a prisoner in their

hands, lie died of rage. Having fastened

himself one night into his room, his ho.ly
was found lifeless in the morning. He has

just expired, sitting in his chair, his cap and

a missal flung at some distance on the floor,

his grey hairs in disorder, the carpet under

his feet all crumpled up, the feet stretdied

out stiffly, as if with the last groan, his hands

clutching the chair and the rich table-cover,

the hour-glass and the crucifix both over-

thrown, time and hope being alike over for

him, a lamp going out and the smoke slowly

curling upwards, tell the tale of the last

struggles of him who is said to have ' entered

the church like a fox, ruled it like a lion,

and died like a dog.' The face is painfully

tragic and real in expression, yet not with-

out dignity. Day is dawning, strong hands

and halberts are forcing open the door, and

every detail is admirable and suggestive.

Italy may well be proud of her young paint-
ers. This is not the place to tell of her

sculptors; those who have seen Pazzi's Dante,
and Fedi's wondrous group of Pyrrhus,
which would be a worthy companion to the

famous Farnese Bull at Naples, need no other

proof that her sons have not degenerated from

their great predecessors. And there are

other names worthy to stand by theirs.

We are far from doing injustice to Ingres,

Delaroche, and other great French painters
when we say that it is a characteristic of

French art to be theatrical. At present their

principal subjects are studies from the nude,
and battle-pieces. As the Times' correspond-
ent expressed it,

'

they revel in nudity and

blood.' Their low state of morals accounts

for one class of subjects, their national his-

tory for the other. For the history of France

affords few subjects for national pride, save

victories. Up to the first French Revolution

the progress of the nation was a downward

one, in freedom, in morality, in all but luxury
and politeness. Subsequent to Joan of Arc,

what national hero have they except gene-
rals? The noblest characters among them,

the Huguenots, the Janscnists, those of their

magistrates and Parliaments who strove for

freedom, were all losers, not winners. It

cannot be said of them as of our own Cove-

nanters,

'

They bought, stern rushing upon Clavers'

spears,
The freedom and the scorn of after years.' j

Our martyrs, both in Scotland and England,
like Wishart at the stake, 'the reek of

whose burning infected as many as it blew

upon,' or Sir John Eliot dying in the Tower,

or like John Brown of Kansas on the gal-

lows, conquered by dying. To use a Kren.-h

term, their memory has been tr/inbilitated,

ami posterity now recognises the debt of

gratitude due to them. But the Kreiieh

martyrs, whether for faith or freedom, did

not purchase victory by the blood thev

shed. They sowed, but their country has

not yet reaped. France has no Runnymedc,
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no Reformation, no Bill of Rights. And he

who rescued her from anarchy, and raised

her to the highest pitch of splendour, had
not a drop of French blood in his veins !

The Dutch and Belgians, on the other hand,

struggled for national life and freedom, and

having at length won both, can now look

back on their ancient patriots as to the men
who began the contest, who fought and who
died for that which their descendants en-

joy-
The Belgian historical painters are not

surpassed by any living.

We would not be thought harsh in our

remarks upon the French want of feeling.
National character is the chief, but not the

only cause of it.

The hardness of heart and immorality of

the French in general are in striking contrast

to the purity, nobleness, and depth of their

Protestant literature. If the Swiss, being of

the same race, are reckoned, scarcely any

people can show such a phalanx of writers

as Guizot, Vinet, Gaussen, Rochat, Merle

d'Aubigne, and Madame de Gasparin, to

which his English and Protestant tendencies

authorize us to add the name of De Tocque-
. ville.

This contrast guides us to the source of

these national defects, viz., the thorough

infidelity which has so long poisoned the

national life of France. When a man has

no faith in God, he loses all faith in good-
ness.

' The disciple is not above (or better

than) his master.' He who sits at the feet

of Voltaire cannot aspire to anything higher,
or find anything above the reach of that

mocking laugh. There is much infidelity in

Spain ; very much in Italy ;
the same cause

produces the same effect, only modified by
the material on which it works. But in

Spain, in spite of Arab ferocity, and in Italy,
in spite of depravity of morals, there is far

more natural warmth of heart and power of

affection than in France.

The French have a special talent for tell-

ing a story, and Dore has much of this na-

tional faculty. It is Daru who remarks on

the difference in this respect between the

Gallic and the Germanic races, and says that

it is the Gael, whether of Scotland, Brittany,

Ireland, or France,
'

qui ont le plus longue-
inent et le plus agreablement redige leur

.anciennes annales.' In strong contrast with

inarticulate Mr. Bull, whatever a Frenchman
has to relate he will make a good story of. It

may not be quite exact, but it is clever,

amusing, and full of point. So Dore by no
means enters into the characters he repre-
sents

; he never seems to begin by studying
his author, whether it be the Bible or Dante

;

he docs not attempt to fill his own inind with

the spirit of the book. He snatches at the

outline of the story, gives a sort of general
notion of it, and then depicts the scene

clearly, so that no one can dctibt what is

going on. But it is a very perfunctory idea

of the real scene. However, if he does not

tell the true story, he tells another which he
thinks just as good.

There is a striking instance of this in his

illustration of Francesca di Rimini. Either

in ignorance or neglect of the famous line,
' La bocca mi baccio tntto tremante,' the

lover is kissing her cheek, while she turns

away her head. The insulted husband glides

up behind with a dagger in his hand. It is

a striking scene, full of theatric power, but

it is not what Dante describes, two young
lovers, separated by policy, and carried away
by strong feeling into a momentary forgetful-
ness of duty. A similar scene, depicted by
Sorbi, of Filippo Lippi about to kiss the

young nun who was sitting to him as a

model, shows how much better it might have

been done. The action of Filippo is full of

impetuosity ;
the poor thing shrinks away

with her arms crossed on her breast, but her

soft loving eyes betray that the nun loves.*

In Dore's sketch Paolo looks more as if he

were whispering in the lady's ear. There is

no passionate ardour, which indeed is not

compatible with that Narcissus-like adoration

of self, so common to our Gallic friends. A
Frenchman can flirt, but he cannot love.

Perhaps they are the only people who have

no true love-songs.

Coleridge's
'

Genevieve,' the most exqui-
site love-song in any language, could not be

expressed in French. No Frenchman ever

sang,

' I could not love thee, dear, so much,
Loved I not honour more.'

No Frenchman has ever made the lady of

his love famous with sword or pen. They
have no Beatrice, no Laura, no Leonora

d'Este, no 'Dead Lucy,' no 'Divine Al-

thaea,' no Mary Chaworth, no '

Mary in

Heaven.'

Moreover, Dore does not even care to make
his lovers beautiful. Even if not so by na-

ture they would appear so to each other, and

should be so represented to us. It was true

philosophy which made Dick Tinto always

give a lover a good leg.

Other nations, however, not only share in

* Her name was Lucrezia Buti. He carried her

off, but she was poisoned, it is said, by her family,

just before Filippo received the Papal permission
to marry her, which had been procured lor him by
the powerful interest of the Medici.
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this talent, but often to a greater extent than

the French, from their self-consciousness be-

ing less strongly developed. The painter's

nationality and individuality should disap-

pear in his work. He must be more objec-
tive than subjective. The hearts of men are

never so deeply stirred as by one who, like

Shakespeare, makes the creatures of his ima-

gination better known to us than himself.

The Italians manifest this power in the

highest degree.
Gatti's picture in the Scottish Exhibition

this year, of Leonardo da Vinci playing be-

fore the Duke of Milan and his Court, was
not so much a picture of the scene itself,

while the harmony of the colouring is equally
remarkable. In our own country, omitting
older painters, among whom Hogarth stands

pre-eminent for the possession of this faculty,
there are several of our modern artists who

display it very strongly. The ' Eve of the

Deluge,' by W. B. Scott, in spite of the

tigress and her cubs looking as if they were

badly stuffed, and of Noah and his family

being more like figures who have been taken

out of the ark, than the patriarch going into

it, yet has extraordinary dramatic power.
The ' excess of riot,' the mocking unbelief

of the ungodly, the dawning fear on the

smiling countenance of the girl with the fan,

and the intense alarm in the face of the lad

pointing to the waterspout in the distance,
and seeing

' too late,' that the words of the

preacher of righteousness are about to
' come

true,' are most forcibly depicted. Another

artist, William Douglas, with some faults of

colour, and occasionally deficient grace, yet
tells a story admirably in the ' Eve of the

Execution,' and the '

Conspirators Surprised.'

Possessing the first and greatest qualification
for an artist, he should take a hint from the

gorgeous painted windows which shed such

a glow of mellow splendour over the old

cathedrals. In them no one colour is pre-
dominant. The prevalence of yellow in his

'Conspirators' reminds one of the modern
imitations of those jewelled panes.
The Norwegian picture of the sweet old

grandmother displaying her bridal crown to

the admiring eyes of her young grandchil-

dren, is marked by great delicacy of expres-
sion, the countenance of the elder girl being
full of sympathy as well as delight. She has

a presentiment that the coming years may
place such a crown on her own young head.

The faces of the younger children arc, rightly,
made less intelligent, the

youngest
of all

showing simply round-eyed admiration of

something bright and 4

grand !

'

It would be interesting to compare Dore's

illustrations of Don Quixote with those of

Leslie. The latter is tenfold more comic

from the absence of caricature. In them
Don Quixote is the most chivalrous of gen-
tlemen

;
the Duchess a lovely high-born

lady ;
Sancho the most droll of clowns. In

Dore all the refinement is lost. On shutting
the book, the most prominent recollections

are some fine wild rocky landscapes, and

that Don Quixote is being incessantly thrown
from his horse, or beaten into a jelly.

The most important of Dor6's completed
works are his Illustrations of Dante, pub-
lished about seven years ago.
The frontispiece is almost poetic. It is

suggestive that the face, like the destiny of

the poet, should lie so much in shadow. But
when we look into it, we find that, as usual

with Dore, the general effect is better than

the design. It is more effective than true.

How well it is executed ! What definite

shape is given to every shadow and to every
mezzo tint! But the shading is better than

the outline. There the delicate curves of the

nostril and mouth are totally lost. The
mouth is drawn down, yet the eye is widely

opened upwards, like a bad drawing-school

copy. All that can be quickly well done is

well done, but it is not carefully studied.

The execution of the dress is admirable.

But how inferior is the expression to the

pathetic, calm sadness of the original, as seen

in the cast taken after death, and still pre-
served at Florence, of Dante's noble face,

showing the lofty features worn by sorrow

and care.

In the first illustration there is a grand
wood, but the figure of the poet is not a noble

one. It is not contemplative, like a seer, but

like a timid monk looking over his shoulder

in fear of being detected out of bounds.

The next is much better. There is a fine

desert, the sea-fowl hovering low, the clouds

drifting ;
Dante passing on his way in spite

of the angry spiteful panther snarling at him.

Exquisitely as he characterizes the hour or

the scene in few but most apposite words,

Dante gives no descriptions of landscape.
Dore has invented the scenery of the poem,
and nothing could be more appropriate
than those lightning-blasted trees and the

unclean bird poised above the heads of the

poets as they enter the narrow cleft. The

facilis descensus Avcrni the entrance to the

infernal regions is very fine. The rocks

are like no particular rocks; they arc evi-

dently
' evolved from the depths of his

moral consciousness;' but the idea of leaving
the light of the upper world for the yawning
gates of hell is admirably given.
A little more-study or nature would raise

Dor6 to the r.-ink of a true landscape painter.
The time is passed when it \vas Mi|>|H>M>d that

the dignity of historical painting forbade the
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exact imitation of nature in the accessories of

a picture. There was a confusion of thought
between the ideal and the unreal, and this

confusion still exists under another form.

Formerly it was supposed that art was eclec-

tic in this sense
;

that the artist was to

select all that was most beautiful in nature,

and then compose something more beautiful

and perfect than anything to be found in real

life. But the faithful student was soon com-

pelled to acknowledge that he could by no

means reproduce the real beauty that he

saw, and which study taught him to per-
ceive daily more and more. As the historical

painter did study the ' human form divine,'

he generally renounced the chimera of im-

proving upon it, and came to acknowledge
that there are men and women now walking
on this earth not less but more beautiful than

the Apollo Belvidere or the Venus de Medici.

His theory on this point then entrenched

itself behind those things which he had

not carefully studied, such as rocks and

mountains, and in spite of the example of

some of the greatest painters, as Titian

and Rubens, it was thought beneath the

dignity of the '

grand school
'

to show us

real landscapes, and real horses, dogs, and

-other animals. At last the truth was

recognised that nature is superior to art.

Fashion and public opinion ran into an oppo-
site extreme, and accepted the canon that

reality could not be too servilely or too

minutely copied and reproduced. All that

could be seen by the most minute inspection
was to be, as far as possible, represented.
Two truths were forgotten one that the

object of Art is not to make a servile tran-

script of anything or everything in nature,
otherwise the turnips and carrots of the

Dutch school or the boozing boors of Teniers

would be the perfection of art
;
but to select

that which is most beautiful, just as poetry
has been defined the best things said in the

best words. So painting should reproduce
that which is best in the human form, in

scenery, and the visible world in general.
Theother principle is, that painting should

strive to represent, not all that is there, but

all that is really seen
;
not all that is visible

to the naked eye, but all that the eye of the

mind perceives ;
all which the thoughts dwell

upon and are interested in. When we drink

in the loveliness of one of our west-country

lochs, the golden fringe of seaweed left by
the retreating tide adds beauty to the scene

;

but we do not see nor think of each blob of

the bladder-wrack which forms the golden
hem of earth's garment. When we admire
a beautiful woman we often do not know
what she had on. We remember her dress

only as part of the general atmosphere of

beauty which surrounded her
;
and if any

portion of it has especially attracted our

attention, it is because of its being peculiarly
suitable and becoming to her, and not for its

intrinsic excellence. The lover may worship
the shadow of his mistress's shoe-tie, but he

certainly does not remark the edging of it

when he is permitted to gaze upon her face.

In other words, the painter should adhere

faithfully to nature in all things, or he will

not give a true representation, but he must

give due prominence to the most important

part of his picture, by what is technically
called slurring over or subduing the less

important part, not by doing it carelessly or

badly, but slightly. Just as when we speak,
we emphasize the most weighty words, and

utter those which do not require such pecu-
liar attention in a more monotonous tone of

voice. We do not mis-pronounce or mutter

them, but we do not accentuate them.

True art is eclectic, inasmuch as it selects

only what is beautiful. It is thus opposed
to the realistic school, which copies without

choice, and to the pre-Raphaelite, which

bestows equal time and pains on a lady's
countenance and on the pattern of her dress.

Now, as the latter, being the inferior object,

is much easier to copy, the result is that we

get a perfect representation of the lace and

brocade, and an inferior one of the wearer.

In Millais' famous picture of Autumn Leaves,

the leaves are the real subject of the picture,

and would be all the more admirable if our

minds were not disturbed by the ugliness of

the children who are collecting them.

In that which he has studied, ?. e., the hu-

man figure, Dore, like most of the French

artists, is realistic. He makes no attempt to

represent any higher kind of beauty than

that which he meets with daily. His Thais

is not a Greek beauty, but ordinary, and not

very young. The resplendent Beatrice is

plain, the angel is ... stumpy !

He surely must be aware that there is in

the world a higher type of form than any
he has attempted to portray. His harpies
are lean old Frenchwomen, with bats' wings
and untidy hair; they are^ludicrous and
monstrous. The Minotaur is absurd. It is

Bottom the Weaver with a bull's head in-

stead of an ass's.

The vigorous sketch of furious old Charon
is marred by the fault of the engraver, in

making a hard black line round the limbs.

The despair of the lost spirits is graphically

represented. So is the apathy of the vir-

tuous unbaptized.

'

Only so far afflicted that they live,

Desiring without hope.'

They are strewed about in every attitude
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of listless inactivity, like a party of ship-
wrecked seamen on a plenteous desert island,

with no motive for exertion, no hope of re-

lease.

In this sort of general representation of a'

scene Dore excels
;

he prefers drawing a

crowd moved by a common impulse, to in-

teresting us in a few individuals. If he

were a musician, he would excel in choruses

and avoid recitative. Those who have sinned

from passion aie represented in a flock like

a flight of cranes, and the idea of their be-

ing swept along by the blast is well conveyed.
But in another sketch of the same scene

they look more as if they were floating on

the water
;
and Francesca is like a reminis-

cence of one of Michael Angelo's fresco

figures reclining at the side of an arch.

How different from the pathetic drawing of

Ary Scheffer, who singles out the hapless

pair, as Dante has done in the poem, and

awakens our deepest pity for them, which

Dore, in his numerous sketches of this epi-

sode, totally fails to do. In seeking after

variety of attitude, he only attains to con-

tortion, and loses all clearness of expression.
In the last sketch they might be falling

down, or dragged up, or anything as well as

borne on the air. Dante, overcome by emo-

tion, falling as one dead (come corpo morto

cadde), is perhaps the best figure.

Minos, but for his tail, might be Polyphe-
mus saying to one among the crowd, who
are supposed to be receiving judgment,
'Thou'lt be the last I'll swaflow.' The

drawing of the prodigal rolling great weights
is good, though theatrical; so are the figures
dashed against the rocks.

Dore gives a general view of the heretics,

as of the cranes. Consequently it looks like

a graveyard, or the Solfatara near Naples.
The detached figure of Farinata is much
finer, and more impressive.
The rain of fire inspires no awe. It is a

sort of map of the scene, like the towns in

old charts, whereas Prout shows us a street

corner, and fixes the character of the city in

our minds. The Simoniacs, plunged head
downwards in flames, are absurdly drawn
with their feet sticking out of round holes,
which remind one of a rooking-stove. Dore
has no better way of indicating demons than

by furnishing them with enormous tails. He
repeats them over and over again. There is

a horrid sketch of their fishing up peculators
with pitchforks out of the lake of boiling

pitch. There is no beauty in men and wo-
men contorted and writhing in serpent folds,

yet two sketches are devoted to this subject.
Four more represent mangled bodies; two

more, forgers .lushed to pieces at the foot of

a precipice. The hypocrites with their

cowls of lead is a good procession of monks.
A certain degree of repetition in so fertile

a producer is to be expected. The desert

place over which Dante is transported by the

monster Geryon is very like the Sierras

through which Don Quixote wanders. Com-

pare it with Flaxman's noble outline of the

same subject, where there is beauty in every
line. Yet this of Dore has the merit of

giving a lively notion of the sliddering sensa-

tion one would doubtless experience on a

scaly monster, who would perversely fly up-

wards, and would not keep his back straight
when going over such an abyss.

On the whole, the illustrations of Dante

appear to display the peculiar characteristics

of Dore, his defects and his merits, more

forcibly than any other of his works, always

excepting Croquemitaine, which is perhaps
the best suited to his style of all the works
he has undertaken.

It is a legend of the times of Charlemagne,
and gives full scope to his wildness of fancy,
sense of the ludicrous, and exuberance of

spirits, while the nearest approach to beauty
he has ever made is in the sweet figure of

Mitaine leaning upon her lion. His extrava-

gances suit the tale
;
there is a marvellously

vigorous drawing of Charlemagne's knights

riding forth in pomp. Roland is really

handsome, as a knight of romance ought to

be, and he is mounted on a horse, breathing
flames, far from beautiful, but with such a

tail ! sufficient to satisfy even a child's im-

agination of Roland's horse. There is in-

describable fire and spirit in the whole sketch
;

and the unicorn's horn of wondrous length
on the head of one horse, the buck's horns

on the head of another, the clouds of dust,

the spirited action, all add to the impression
of warlike clang and splendour.
A similar drawing of Roland riding into

space is marked by such fire and speed of ac-

tion, that one forgives the conventional horse,

with a horridly drawn head, open mouth, and
small nostrils. But in Roland's descent after-

wards, the demons are neither sublime nor

terrible
;
not even 'fearsome,' only grotesque

and queer. If there be only a step from the

sublime to the ridiculous, it is much easier

made downwards than upwards, and very tew

French artists get beyond the lowest step.

Was there ever anything more ludicrous

than Mahomet's approving smile ? It makes
one laugh only to think of it. Mahomet is

represented by a fat fancy Turk, with an enor-

mous turban, and preposterous crescent, lying
on a cloud with his heels in the air like a

Cockney on the grass, and looking down
with a grin of most amusing absurdity on
some misdeed of one of his votaries. The
whole figure is a congeries of crescents.
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In the other fairy tales the Sleeping Beauty
is, at first, very pretty, and there is an uncanny
malicious old woman by her, with admirably
drawn bony stiff old fingers. He excels in old

women. The old granny in Little Red Rid-

ing Hood is an excellent drawing, full of force.

But there is great hardness of heart in the

man who could depict the pretty liltle inno-

cent darling, with terror in her large soft

eyes, about to be eaten by the wolf. Why
draw such a horrid subject ?

Then, when Puss in Boots visits the Ogre,
there is a dish of babies (whole) and spinach
on the table !

The Sleeping Beauty has been often painted,
but Dore admirably represents the lapse of

time since sleep fell upon the whole court.

The creepers in the court-yard have grown
over the sleeping hounds, and twined round

the horn that the huntsman had raised to his

lip, while in another scene the same thing is

indicated by an enormous crop of mushrooms,
toadstools, and weeds in the doorway, and

spider-webs all over the dinner-table.

Cinderella is also pretty in the first sketch,
with a worthy old cook of a fairy godmother;
but the best drawing of this set is the last, in

which the delight of the old courtier when
the slipper fits, and the almost adoring expres-
sion of his fat colleague over the pretty foot

which reveals his future princess, is most

divertingly given.
In his most recent work, Elaine, the fine

mezzotint engravings are less harsh than the

foreign woodcuts. Elaine's figure is very
sweet, gliding on the quiet river under the

walls of the palace. She is less lovely in face

than an English artist would have depicted her,
but the figure is full of grace ;

but when brought
in dead before King Arthur, it is very bad,
and it looks like a woman who has fainted in

her chair. The bystanders are good, espe-

cially the men. Dore constantly represents
the circumstances admirably, but fails in the

principal figure the heart of the story.

Lancelot, however, sitting remorsefully by
the river and the reeds, is very fine.

Dore's illustrations of the Bible are perhaps
his least successful work. This might be ex-

pected from his peculiar and national charac-

teristics.

The French edition is magnificent one of

the most beautifully
'

got up' books that can

be seen admirably printed in double columns

divided by most lovely arabesques, exquisitely

engraved by Giacomelli.

And yet, even here, there are signs of its

being merely
' a commercial enterprise.' It

is a Bible for rich purchasers, not for readers,
for those who will turn over its pages care-

lessly, without studying the passages which
are illustrated. This is evident from the man-

ner in which the prints are inserted at equal
distances from each other, but without the

slightest reference to the text opposite which

they are placed. For instance, the Annuncia-

tion stands opposite the 14th and 15th of

Ezekiel, and Jeremiah dictating to Baruch is

in Ecclesiastes, and Susanna and the Elders

in Jeremiah.

The illustrations being chiefly from the

New Testament, they are stationed at regular
intervals throughout the book, like troops

lining a street in open order.

There is a story of old Lord Selkirk, in the

days when symmetrical arrangement was con-

sidered the acme of gardening, finding a boy
shut up in a summer-house at the end of a

terrace at St. Mary's Isle, and being informed

by his gardener that it was for stealing apples.
On reaching the other end of the terrace,
where there was another summer-house, he
beheld the gardener's son looking dolefully
out of the window. ' Eh ! John, what is this ?

has your boy been stealing too ?'
'

Na, na,

my Lord,' was the answer,
'
I just pit him in

for see-metry !
' On this principle the French

publishers have acted, thinking only of sym-
metry instead of suitability.

Baruch is a very graphic representation
of a discontented, weary prisoner. An Eng-
lish painter would probably have tried to

represent the patience and resignation of a

saint, or the joyful confidence of one suffer-

ing for the truth
;
but the realistic French-

man depicts the horrid bore and weariness of

being shut up in a dungeon, and does it to

the life.

There is great repetition in many of

these pictures Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel,
Jonah cast ashore by the fish, are all on

rocks by the sea-shore. Some of these

scenes are, however, finely imagined ; they

only want some knowledge of real rocks.

As we have said, a little study would place
Dore at the head of modern French land-

scape-painters.
Jonah pleading with the Ninevites is very

good, and the four chariots of Zechariah full

of spirit and fire. So is Daniel's vision of

the four beasts coming up out of the sea.

The wild rough night is very grand
' the

four winds of heaven striving upon the great
sea.' Only it is a pity that the winged leop-
ard and the bear are mere nameless mon-
sters.

The firelight on the Three Children in the

Furnace is admirably done; and perhaps no

one else could have given such a representa-
tion of Ezekiel's Vision of the Dry Bones.

On the whole it is very fine. You seem to

see bone uniting itself to bone, and the life

coming into the dead bodies. One incom-

plete figure is gathering up his own head !
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Dor6 depicts the scenic effect much better

than the event itself. For instance, Judas

Maccabeus pursuing Timothy would do just
as well for Csesar crossing the Rubicon. By
the way, the horses are shocking; they have

generally a tortured look, with their mouths

forced open by the bit. In the stable at

Bethlehem the ox is more like a pig. A
countryman of Rosa Bonheur ought to know
better.

The Magi guided by the Star is a pictu-

resque march of Arabs on camels; but, ex-

cept the immense meteor in the sky, it would

do for any other march of any other caravan.

The marriage at Cana is a good sketch of

a wedding-feast in a courtyard, but too small

to excite any special interest in the chief

persons at it. The miracle of the Loaves

and Fishes is another of these bird's-eye
views. The Ascension is good, but the fig-

tires arc again too small. The landscape and

the beholders, in fact the scene, form the most

prominent part of the picture.

Examples of Dore's carelessness and want
of sympathy with his subject abound in his

illustrations of the Bible. For instance, in

the parable of the Prodigal Son, the father

is fainting, the whole family in despair, more
like the Jews weeping over Jerusalem

;
the

son, whom the French style Penfantprodigue,
is represented as a boy of twelve or four-

teen coming slyly round the corner and
down some steps pour faire une petite sur-

prise a sa famille ! This is the more inex-

cusable, because in the next scene the recep-
tion of the prodigal, the great joy of the

father, and the deep repentance of the son,

flinging himself at his father's feet, is very

good.
In the parable of the Rich Man and Laz-

arus, the latter is being beaten away from

the gate. This is not said, and is not likely,

being quite contrary to Oriental usage. lie

was doubtless allowed to lie at the gate, and

probably 'fed with the crumbs' until he died

there.

Again, in the story of the Pharisee and
the Publican, it is expressly said the publican
stood afar off and 'smote upon his breast;'
but Dore places him lose to the Pharisee,
and prostrate, with his arms spread, in the

attitude of one looking for a needle.

That the drawing of the Tribute Money
does not tell the story is evident, for the fig-
ure of our Lord is exactly the same as in the

scene of the Widow's \Jite. How admira-

bly it is possible to represent His asking,
'Whose is this image and superscription?'

may be seen in Masolino's famous fresco in

the church of the Santo Spirito at Florence.

The M;is<;irre of the Innocents is a very

poor rechauffe of Raphael. Our Lord on

the Mount of Olives is a reminiscence of

Carlo Dolce. The Child Jesus among the

Doctors in the Temple is preaching, and not,

with the humility becoming his years, 'hear-

ing them and asking them questions.' He
was not denouncing or confuting them, for

'they were astonished at his understanding
and answers.' The artist has totally failed

in the principal subject of the picture, but
the varied expression of the surrounding
Jews is good. Most painters come short of

even a tolerably adequate representation of

our Lord in the days of His humiliation, but

Gustave Dore does not even aim at a noble

ideal. The Resurrection of Lazarus is very
bad and careless. In the Healing of the

Sick, the attitude is that of a magnetizer,
not of a LORD. In his Walking on the

Waters there is too much haste and want of

composure, as in the Cleansing of the Tem-

ple the action is too violent; it amounts to

flogging out the sellers. In the Woman
taken in Adultery, the woman is coarse, like

a common beggar, and there is a want of no-

bleness in the Lord's face, but the quiet pro-

tecting attitude is good. Perhaps the best

in the whole volume is the drawing of our

Lord preaching to the multitudes. His fig-

ure does not satisfy us but when does it?

But the solemnity of the audience is very
fine. They look like men pricked to the

heart.

In Stilling the Tempest the story is not

told. The daughter of Jairus, instead of be-

ing a little maid, is so badly done that she

might be a stupid lad of twenty ;
and no

gratitude, no joy, is manifested by her pa-
rents. The Death of Ananias is depicted
on a steep hillside, whereas we are told that
' the young men arose and carried him out?
and that his wife Sapphira 'came m.'

Dore shines in scenes of violent action
;

the fury of the men who stoned Stephen, and
the violence of the people when all Jerusa-

lem was in an uproar and Claudius Lysias
took soldiers and centurions and rescued

Paul, are admirably rendered.

The Woman clothed with the Sun, and

upon her head twelve stars, is of course in-

terpreted to be the Virgin, and is just a

small copy of any image of the Virgin and

Child.

The Last Judgment is apparently the fac-

simile of a drawing in white chalk on a

slate.

In approaching such subjects an artist

should at least remember what has been al-

ready done by way of representing them,

and that, unless his persuasion of being able

to perform something not wholly unworthy
of being placed by the side of these master-

pieces is well founded, he will be justly cen-
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sured, not only for his failure, but for his

presumption and stupidity in not being aware

of it.

This rapid survey, founded however, on

careful examination (a short account of a

long voyage), brings us to the conclusion

that Dore's works are not fitted to cultivate

or refine the taste, or to do much beyond

amusing the possessor. They are of more
interest to the artist than to the public, be-

cause, in spite of their defects, they have also

marked merits.

In one point he is worthy of being copied,
and that is in the absence of scribbling, i. e.,

of lines without meaning, in his works. They
may be badly drawn, but if so, it is evident

that it has been done on purpose, for there is

a definiteness and precision in the execution

which is too often absent in our own. The
first requisite for an artist, as for a poet, is

that he should have a precise meaning. If

it be a wrong idea, it is better it should be

clearly expressed, than that no one should

understand what it is he means to say. In

the first case the error may be corrected, in

the second he talks nonsense. Take up some
of our magazines, and it will be evident that

there are many lines which are mere scratches,
and indicate nothing definite. Some sketch-

ers, even of considerable talent and experi-

ence, seem unaware that light, and conse-

quently shade, have as precise form as the

nose or the chin upon which they fall
;
that

the most delicate reflected light has a clear

boundary and shape ;
and shade, even on

muslin, can never be represented by a few

careless scratches.

It were well if the public were equally
strict with a former noble Mistress of W k

Castle, into whose romantic grounds admit-

tance to sketch-books was sternly denied,
the porter asserting that 'My Lady will have
no scratching here.'

But in other respects Dore's merits are

not such as can be imitated. We cannot
learn his fecundity of imagination ;

we may
become satisfied with his low standard of

taste. In his works there is nothing lofty ;

little that is beautiful. Some of our own ar-

tists show far too great a tendency to the re-

alistic school, i. e., to representing nature

without discernment and without choice.

Two at least of our most able and popular

magazines are remarkable for the ugliness of

their illustrations, and yet many of these are

by artists of no mean skill.

There is a striking sketch by F. Sandys,
in Once a Week, of Cassandra denouncing
woe upon Helen, well drawn, full of power
and passion ;

it is wanting in beauty and no-

bleness. Cassandra is not the lovely proph-
etess who scorned the suit of Apollo himself,

but a vindictive scold. Helen, instead of

the soft radiant Grecian beauty who led cap-
tive the hearts of men, is a great heavy sullen

woman, too cowardly to express her rage.
The very selection of the light upon the fig-

ures is most ungraceful.
With this tendency at home, it is a pity

to import works which will only drag the

public taste still lower.

If you want illustrations of Dante take

Flaxman's pure graceful compositions ;
for

the Bible get photographs of the old mas-
ters

;
for Don Quixote take Leslie

;
and if

you want a specimen of Dore, buy Croque-
mitaine and Cinderella.

To perceive beauty or goodness we require
a subjective capacity for so doing. There
must be the beauty and there must be the

eye to see, the ear to hear, and the soul to ap-

preciate it. This capacity is blunted and

spoiled if misdirected. Cruickshank, by dint

of drawing distorted figures, came to see all

mankind with monstrous heads and noses and

spindle waists. The landscape painter is

most careful of his eyesight ;
we should be

equally careful of our mental eyes.

Striking up Yankee Doodle after playing
' He shall feed His Flock,' would jar upon
every nerve, and the performer would de-

serve to be turned out of the room. Not

only so, but every time he played Yankee
Doodle he would decrease his capacity for

entering into the spirit of the nobler melody.
If Art is to be anything beyond a toy if it

is to be a worthy sister of Poetry, and not a

mere exponent of popular fancy and fashion,
her votaries must practise total abstinence

from all that is ugly or base or bad.

Whether painters or the public, we must
set before ourselves no lower standard for

contemplation than 'WHATSOEVER THINGS

ARE TRUE, WHATSOEVER THINGS ARE PURE,
WHATSOEVER THINGS ARE LOVELY.'

ART. VI. Life and Work at the Great Pyr-
amid during the Months of January,
February, March, and April, A.D. 1865;
with a Discussion of Facts ascertained.

By C. PIAZZI SMYTH, F.R.SS.L. & E., <fec,

Professor of Practical Astronomy in the

University of Edinburgh, and Astronomer-

Royal for Scotland. In Three Volumes
;

with Illustrations in Stone and Wood.

Edinburgh, 1867.

THESE handsome volumes supply a tempt-

ing opportunity to the professional writers

of a 'smashing' article. All honest hard
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work does. In the listless, and socially use-

less, lavender-gloved exquisite, the horny
hand of the '

navvy
'

produces contempt, if

not nausea. And there is a feeble thrill of

pleasure, a dim consciousness of power, when
the critic can in a single evening's scribbling

demolish, to his own satisfaction at least, the

structure which has cost his victim years of

steady labour. The present opportunity has

not been lost, the mild lightnings of polished
sarcasm and scorn have played in all their

gentle violence around it, but Professor

Smyth's book lives for all that.

And there is something more. This pro-
cedure is part of a system.

' Can any good
thing come out of Scotland

'

is the constant

cry of a considerable class of cockney critics,

more provincial, in their complacent egotism,
than is a genuine rustic. It is, indeed, re-

markable that there is left any good thing
in Scotland when we think how eagerly it is

sought for abroad. Putting aside, as possi-

bly of questionable value, metaphysicians
and political economists, of whom there is no

end, and passing by such unclassed specimens
as Mill, Maine, Gladstone, Carlyle, and Macau-

lay, is not England wholly indebted to Scot-

land for at least her gardeners, her geolo-

gists, and her Governors-General
;

and has

she not of late begun to import from us,

among other necessaries, even her Gaisford

Prizemen and her Senior Wranglers? Is it

a humiliating sense of obligation which dic-

tates these outbursts, or do they indicate

moral decay ? Is England jealous, or on

the wane ? [There is here room for a fine

classical allusion, but we forbear.] This con-

stant carping at men and things merely be-

cause they arc Scottish is perhaps intelligible,

if not defensible; what we cannot account

for is the singular fact that an Englishman
who has the misfortune to live in Scotland is

as much its object as the most unequivocal

Sawney ;
while your Scottish (nay, even

your Irish) humbug, if he but live in a Lon-

don garret, at once becomes a cherished bro-

ther (sometimes a fellow critic), and all he

writes is accounted excellent. It is painful
to have to deal, even mercifully, with such a

pitiable state of matters.
1

Life and Work* are words which might
form the text of many a stirring lay-sermon,
for they embrace a grand moral truth, as

well as a physiological necessity which are

but caricatured under the more sounding
title of 'Muscular Christianity.' Yet they
are thoroughly appropriate in their present

position, well indicating in more than one

way the contents of the book before us; for

it may be looked on either as a journal of

travels, coupled with another of scientific

observations
;
or as a description of a brief

but important period of a genuine working
life, that kind of life which of itself suffices

to distinguish the man of science from the

charlatan.

The Astronomer-Royal for Scotland needs

no introduction even to the popular reader,
who must be acquainted with his graphic
works on Teneriffe and Russia, and his suc-

cessful labours in time-signalling, whether by
Time-Balls, Time-Guns, or by Electrically-
controlled Clocks. The scientific world re-

members, amongst much other valuable

work, the results of his Teneriffe observa-

tions, his gyroscopic telescope, and his im-

provements in photography. Whatever he
takes in hand he works out exhaustively, de-

tails the most dry and measurements the

most tedious are alike conscientiously gone
into

;
we may perhaps differ from him in

parts of his reasonings and conclusions, but

we know that he gives us, honestly and with-

out bias, the immediate results of his skilled

labour. This last consideration alone is suffi-

cient to stamp the value of his present work.

No two previous visitors to the Pyramid
agreed in almost a single measurement of its

mysterious proportions, some were careless

of accuracy, some were biassed, others (not

excepting even the French savants) committed

palpable mistakes. We now have the facts as

to the actual dimensions of many of the more

important parts of this colossal structure,

whatever may be their value
;
and even if

these were all that Professor Smyth's volumes

contain, they must be hailed as a remarkably
valuable contribution at once to History and
to Science.

But these are not all. The sketches of

Arab life and manners, and those of certain

social and political questions in Egypt, which

occupy a great portion of the first volume,
are extremely interesting and instructive. A
traveller who can use alike his eyes and hi*

pen as Professor Smyth does, cannot spend
a month anywhere without noting and re-

cording much that is new
;
even where the

ground has been so thoroughly gone over as

in this case it has been by men like Wilkin-

son and Lane: for their very familiarity with

Egyptian life could not but prevent thi-m

from remarking ns singular much which

would appear striking to a comparative

stranger gifted with equal intelligence. In

addition we have glimpos of thk early history
of Egypt, drawn from many sources both

rare and curious ;
we have graphic accounts

of Yankees and Anglo-Indians 'doing' the

I'vramid and 'done' in their turn by the

craft v natnt-s; a meteorological journal, and

a sketch of the irt-oloijy of the district. Re-

sides all this there is a general examination

of the measurements, with a \i \\ to discover
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the object of tbe Pyramid, leading to a dis-

quisition on the ' metrical' system; with a

very startling religious argument, bearing on

metroloo-y in general, which we fear could

not properly be examined in an article like

this, even if we had space to spare for it.

In briefly reviewing the book we shall avail

ourselves, as much as possible, of the per-

sistently vivid and sometimes peculiarly gro-

tesque language of the author.

The singular dedication of the work we
shall extract entire, as it succinctly records

the most important measurements and re-

searches which had been made at the Great

Pyramid before Professor Smyth's visit. We
heartily concur in the selection he has made
from the host of claimants to honour in con-

nexion with this important inquiry ;
and be-

lieve that the addition of his own name to

the three h.e mentions will complete the too

short list of promoters of genuine observation

(as distinguished from mere estimates and

so-called theoretical anticipations) among all

who have written upon the subject.
All that leads, however indirectly, to the

undertaking of an important enterprise must
be regarded as of some value

;
but we regret

that we cannot sympathize with Professor

Smyth in the terms in which he refers to

the 4
late John Taylor of London,' of whom

he speaks with a sort of reverential awe.

He seems to us to have been little more than

an amiable enthusiast
;
of an order not much

above that of the Quadrators, Trisectors, or

Perpetual-Motionists, who are unfortunately

becoming more numerous as smatterings of

science become more widely diffused. We
everywhere recognise, and highly value,
Professor Smyth's anxious endeavours to ac-

knowledge the priority of others, and his con-

scientious recognition of the claims of every
one from whom he may possibly have de-

rived even a hint. But this may be carried

too far, and we think that in the present
case it has been. Of a thousand wild and
random speculations about the Pyramid haz-

arded by a dreamy stay-at-home, there is

great a priori possibility, if not probability,
that one or two should have some real bear-

ing on its object or the designs of its build-

ers; but what credit does the mere specula-
tor deserve for that? If he makes every
admissible guess about it, some must be cor-

rect
;
but can this be permitted to interfere,

even to the slightest extent, with the claims

of him who by laborious investigation on the

spot has discovered what the truth really is ?

When Faraday made public his splendid

discovery of magneto-electric induction, some

philosophers are recorded to have said, 'Oh !

that's nothing very new
;
ever since Oersted

discovered the action of a current on a mag-

net we knew that a magnet must somehow
be able to produce a current.' No doubt

every one suspected the possibility, even the

likelihood, of some such thing; but does this

in the least affect the value or originality
of Faraday's grand experimental inquiry?
Wherefore we shall say no more of John

Taylor than that it seems to have been by
means of his writings that Professor Smyth's
attention was first called to the subject. That
end attained, he disappears for good or evil,

and Professor Smyth is really indebted, part-

ly to the three inquirers named in the fol-

lowing dedication, but more especially to his

own independent labours, for the results he
has published.

'TO THE MEMORY OF

PROFESSOR JOHN GREAVES,
IN THE YEAR 1638,

COLONEL HOWARD VYSE,
IN 1837,

Alike distinguished in their respective epochx, for hon-

ourable labours and faithful research at the

Pyramids of Jeezeh;

AND MORE PARTICULARLY

TO THAT OF

NAPOLEON BONAPARTE,
REPUBLICAN GENERAL IN 1798,

Who earnestly sought to moderate the rigours of war

upon the ancient land of Egypt, by causing his army
to become most efficient means for introducing there,

step by step in its victorious progress, the elevating

influences of science, and amenities of literary learn-

ing ; on a scale so vast, and with an intelligence so

many-sided, as not only to have far surpassed all the

wealthiest Kings and Princes of the earth, either of
earlier or later times, but to have been crowned with

discoveries in the Great Pyramid, both possensing cru-

cial importance for that primeval monuments metro-

logical theory, and bringing to clearer light things long
since dimly alluded to in Holy Writ : this record of
some further, though only private and individual,
work performed on that foundation, is dedicated by

C. PIAZZI SMYTH.'

That the Groat Pyramid differs essentially
from all the various structures of the same

general outward form, which are to be found

in great numbers in Egypt, and in scattered

localities in other parts of the world, was

soon obvious to explorers. That it is the

earliest existing monument of its class is also

now generally allowed. That its companions
were designed as gigantic regal tombs, or

rather mausolea, or at all events that they
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were employed as such, was proved by the

discover}
7

,
in their interior, of sarcophagi con-

taining human remains. Bat they are, in

many parts, covered with hieroglyphics and

with representations of Egyptian animal-

gods ;
while in the Great Pyramid not a

trace either of hieroglyphics or idol-worship
has been discovered

; nothing, in fact, save

the exquisite masonry and the builders'

marks. Besides this, the interior construc-

tion of the Great Pyramid is much more

complex than that of the others: and its ex-

ternal form is peculiar to itself. Of course

these facts at once led to the question, For

what purpose was the Great Pyramid built?

and many ingenious, besides innumerable

preposterous, attempts have been made to

answer it. In all probability this question
will some day be definitely and finally an-

swered, if the monument itself be not hope-

lessly demolished in its significant parts, by

specimen hunters, before the answer can be

given. A farther question, which does not

to us at least seem to be of much conse-

quence By whom was it built ? has also

led to many curious and often absurd specu-
lations

; but, so far as we are at present able

to judge, it is destined never to be satisfac-

torily answered.

That the Great Pyramid was originally en-

tirely cased with a species of hard white

limestone, almost deserving the name of

marble, each of its sides being a smooth

steep plane, so that the summit was inacces-

sible, is distinctly related by Herodotus, and

was confirmed by Howard Vyse's discovery,

(in the debris at the bottom) of two of the

original casing-stones in situ, and later by
Professor Smyth's discovery of numerous

fragments of the same hard white limestone,
/

all cut with great exactness to one definite

angle. The present staircase-like appearance
of the exterior is due to the removal of these

casing stones to be used as building stones in

the mosques and aqueducts near Cairo. It

therefore appears that we may at once dis-

miss the supposition that the Pyramid was

erected as an astronomical observatory, or for

any similar purpose.
It remains then, at least so far as sane

speculation has yet ventured to hint, to be

considered whether this Pyramid was not de-

signed as an almost imperishable record of

metrological data, indicating, it may be,

standard units of length, area, and volume

alone
;
or possibly, as some have supposed,

of mass and temperature also, perhaps even

approximate representations of the dimen-

sions and mass of the earth itself.

In this state of uncertainty the question
stood when Professor Smyth's attention was

accidentally called to it. He immediately

commenced to examine all the available

records of actual measurements
; and, indeed,

in 1864, published a volume on the subject.
From the comparison of these measurements
it was painfully evident that almost all of

them were excessively faulty, and it was by
no means an easy matter to say, even gener-

ally, which were most to be trusted : so that,

though we admire the skill with which he

managed to extract from such a mass of dis-

cordances something very like the real di-

mensions of many of the most carefully con-

structed portions of the Pyramid, we must,
for the present at least, leave this previous

publication unexamined. The result of his

inquiry had been, however, to convince him
that something could yet be done to attain

certainty where discrepancies were so glar-

ing : and he determined to make the attempt
himself. The whole narrative, though it re-

cords occasional intervals of comfort, and one
or two brief moments of delighted surprise,
is one of perpetual struggle against difficul-

ties of every description. Official lukewarm-
ness and imbecility, tempestuous weather in

the Bay of Biscay, Arab indolence and

knavery, crowds of vulgar sight-seers, prom-
ised instruments unsent, extortionate charges,
and the fever of the country, form but a few

units of the phalanx of opponents through
which this dauntless explorer steadily fought
his way.
When Professor Smyth, accompanied by

his indomitable wife, arrived in
E<j;ypt, with

twenty-seven large cases full of measuring
and photographic apparatus, he found that a

great deal of preliminary work was necessary
before getting to the Pyramids at all. Au
interview with the Pacha, to whom he pre-
sented a memorial indicating the nature and
extent of the State assistance without which
he would have been unable to carry out his

schemes of measurement, led to his introduc-

tion to Mariette Bey, a remarkable French-

man,
'
Officer in charge of the Antiquities of

Egypt.' The following account of the for-

mation of the museum at Cairo is not calcu-

lated to tickle the vanity of Europeans :

' He had been di*t-essed, and deeply, at see-

ing the remmuitsof aiieieut Ivypt f >r ages ill-

treuted by the natives of almost every Coun-
try. For years and years no one from Kurope
hud visited the time-honored valley, but to see

what and how many art-mem.. ria's lie or they
could carry away. Bel/.otii \v;v> a well-intend-

ing individual; but we are inclined to doubt his

advanced position in etliics, when he exp:

contempt for the fellahs of Kgypt, lurause,

merely, they ceased to appropriate statues and

columns ou finding there was no gol 1 inside

them. lie, Belzoni, fluttered lam-elf that lie

belonged to a higher civilization
; for, knowing
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what golden prices the said sculptured remains

would bring in the Parisian market, he carried

them off in scores : or, he knew a reason for

stealing, and stole accordingly. European Gov-
ernments also competed in theft with private
individuals, until from the largest obelisks down
to minute signet-rings, the treasures of Egypt
became scattered over the earth; and the "mon-
umental land" itself seemed to be in danger of

lapsing at last into the pre-monumental and en-

tirely unliterary condition of either South Af-
rica or Australia.

'

It was time, thought M. Marietta, that the

pillaginjga of the ancient country should cease
;

and by first displaying his own collection of

antiquities in the form of a Public Museum,
and then culling the attention of the authorities

in a variety of ways to the case, he got them
both to adopt his Museum as the nucleus of a

national one for Egypt, and at once to stop by
law the exportation of native antiquities to

other countries. He himself too was appointed
to look to the safety of all the monuments, and
also to conduct any excavations which the real

interests of science might demand; in fact to

carry out his own system in which the Museum
formed a necessary part ;

for thereto were
carried all the very small articles discovered,
and which, if left at the place of their discovery,

might be easily stolen. Nothing, too. but such

portable curiosities were ever taken there, and
no destruction of any large monument has at

any time been made, in order that the Museum

might have specimens to exhibit.
' " How different," says M. Renan, who was

in Egypt at the time of our visit, and has pub-
lished his ideas on Egyptian antiquities in the

Revue des Deux Mondes for April 1865,
" how

different is all this from the Egyptian Museum
at Berlin

;
for while that collection of the late

Prussian king was formed by carrying the saw
and the hatchet among precious monuments,
which, since the passage of M. Lepsius, have

offered nothing but the aspect of destruction,
the inappreciable Museum of Cairo has never

required ihe demolition of the least morsel of a

building." It encloses, in fact, only loose, and in

size minor subjects of antiquarian interest.'

Onr author has, like M. Renan, a holy
horror ot'all Prussians and their ' annexations.'

Witness the calm concentrated scorn of the

following passage, which is not the only spe-

cimen of the kind in the work :

'Many therefore are the inscriptions, and

inscriptions upon inscriptions, for these in-

scribers are no great respecters of each other,
in this neighbourhood ; yet none of their handi-

works can compete in size wiih that of Dr.

Lepsius, who has held forth at enormous length
in praise of the virtues of the late King of

Prussia, on the highest and westernmost of

these remarkable blocks. That inscription is

indeed noble in the space which it occupies,
but the site of it must have been rather unhap-
pily chosen by the courtly philologist ; for, in the

few short years that have intervened, there

would seem to have been torrents of rain,
" rain

less" though the region be generally termed,
torrents that have brought vilifying streams of
mud from the upper masonry right through the
centre of the modern hieroglyphics; nay, worse
still has happened, for certain obscene birds of

night, for their own foul ends, have presumed
to take a particular fancy to that neighbourhood ;

and, by a style of marking peculiar to them-

selves, have made confusion more confounded.'

Or the following :

'

Thus, as to where granite is first to be met
with, a thorough read scholar may prefer Baron
Bunsen for his deep German learning,* against
the world of British observers; and will put
every such mere mechanical man down at once
with the well turned-sentence, from pp. 164
and 165 in volume ii. of the noble 'Egypt's Place
in Universal History, declaring the whole

Queen's chamber of the Great Pyramid, whose

salt-bearing limestone we have already treated

of, both from observation, touch, and taste,"
to be entirely built of granite/'

'

i

The following neatly veiled sarcastic re-

marks on Humboldt are admirably introduced,
and hit off to a nicety the scientific charla-

tanism of that otherwise notable man :

' Let our readers only refer to the Travels of

that excellent and most able man, Dr. Clarke,
in 1800, the Cambridge Humboldt of his day
and read his theory of the Pyramid.

1 The worthy Dr. Clarke, then, not having
seen through the rubbish heap, totally disbe-

lieved any other entrance into the northern

face of the Pyramid, than the one entrance

passage proper ; and, as that was in so strange
a position to modern European ideas, being so

high above the base, and so far east of the

central vertical line, it could not have been hit

on, he argued, by accident at the very first shot

of the excavators. Therefore there were no

excavators, and never had been any ;
and least

of all, any ignorant fellows bearing the name of

Khaliph Al Mamoon, son of the Khaliph Har-

oon Al Rasheed, but the passage must have

been left open by the original builders, or their

immediate successors, and must have remained

open ever since.

'But we need not follow any further the

Doctor's argument, which, with the instability
of an inverted Pyramid, or standing on its apex,
rests entirely on the assumption of the non-ex-

istence of a certain second entrance, which any
one whatever can now, without any learning
at all, see does exist

; and, in fact, may feel too,

by the draught on a windy day.
1

But enough of this, for the subject is not

a pleasant one
; yet it will be some consola-

* ' " Germans, who in all matters of research are

immeasurably before the English : exhausting a sub-

ject." L. A. Brooke's Life of Rev. F. W. Kobertson,

vol. i. p. 321.' ,
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tion to ruffled Prussian self-love to find that

the French, and even the poor Danes, have

their share in at least the general, if not the

particular, denunciations of Vandalism.

The less extensive of two schemes of prep-
aration for the examination of the Pyramid,
which were submitted to the Viceroy, was

approved by him, and orders were soon given
for carrying it into effect. The scheme con-

sisted of such items as Government permis-
sion to reside in tombs or tents near the

building, loan of tents, protection to life and

property, and a general cleaning of the in-

terior of the Pyramid. The absolute neces-

sity for the latter condition is abundantly
evident from the aaiusing details with which

we are furnished as to the immense accumu-

lation, not merely of sand and stones, etc.,

but of an almost impalpable dust which was

raised in clouds by the slightest disturbance,

and remained for a long time suspended in

the air, interfering almost as much with com-

fortable breathing as with precise measure-

ment, or even photographic processes. In

addition to these favours, the Viceroy granted

conveyance for the whole party, instruments,

etc., to and from the Pyramid, and ordered

the villages in the neighbourhood to furnish

constant supplk:s of food at the usual market

prices. This last piece of attention appears
to have been found of especial value. In

Egypt, generally, during the period of Pro-

fessor Smyth's work, cotton seems to have

become omnipotent; every one dabbled in

speculations connected with it, to the sad

neglect of ordinary agriculture, and with the

almost certain result of aggravating to a fear-

ful extent the ravages of cholera, when, a

few months later, it broke out in the country.
The expense of living in Cairo while waiting
for Government assistance, the miserable

squalor and filth of a city which has been

lauded for its loveliness and its delights, the

ignorant rudeness of the greedy cotton mer-

chants, are all described in lively terms. The

hiring of servants to work at the Pyramid,

paying them wages and 'baksheesh' as a

retaining fee, for weeks, while nothing was

bein^- done, and the decamping of the scoun-

drels just before the work commenced in

earnest, seem thoroughly Oriental
;
so unlike

are they to anything that would bo tolerated

in the West. Kqually so is the mode in

which the servant takes the pay, and in eom-

placejit idleness watches his younger brothers

doing his work for him without any wa^es
at all. There is much here that we are temp-
ted to extract, but we must refrain, as \\r arc

yet haidlv over the threshold.

Our travellers were delayed at Cairo for

some days after they were finally prepared
to start, by the descent from the upper eoiin-
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try of the reserve inundation water, and the

consequent flooding of the plains. Professor

Smyth is thus led to make some shrewd re-

marks upon the properties of the Nile mud,
and the Egyptian soil, showing how it is

enabled to bear copious crops, in a country
where no rain falls, by its thorough saturation

once a year. In connexion with this subject
there are some curious observations on the

number of wells in Egypt, and on the tem-

perature of the water raised from them, which
deserve attention.

Here is the first glimpse of the Pyramids :

'

Something else too could be said in favour
of Egypt, wet, as we saw her then, viz., the
colour and force of the landscape in a pictu-

resque point of view. How frequently do we
in many travellers' books meet with Egyptian
views, characterized by being hard and red

;
or

all red and yellow, in fight tints too that weary
themselves wi'h sameness, and are

flat, flat

without air or distance. But now to the north-

west, what a scene 1 The Pyramids of Jeezeh
on their far-off desert-hill

;
the Great Pyramid

fully revealed with its confusion of sepulchres
on the steep below, and underneath that again,
on the flattened plain, a few thin fretted lines

of distant villages with their beloved date-palms
just showing their. crowned heads. The second

Pyramid is also visible, but half-concealed by
large palm-trees in the middle distance

;
and

the third, conspicuous enough with an undulat-

ing Libyan background, but too small to inter-

fere with the notability and majesty of that one
of the three which all the world has long agreed
to call the Great Pyramid. How far O!T' through
a tenderly illumined atmosphere are all these
monuments of the past; and how much farther

by the aid of the tinted hills, and intervening
plains and distant villages hardly to be made
out but by telescopic gaze. And then came the

strangely pronounced forms of the waving fronts
of lofty palms in middle distance, with the sun's

light striking full amongst them, eclipsing some
in rays of golden splendour, and again eclipsed
ilself in their deep purple shadows below

while, lower and nearer
still,

the eye wanders
over long reaches of the dark-brown wetted

plain; dark almost to intense blackness, yet
always in some rich tint of Vandyke brown or

chocolate-colour, that gradually lightens and

brightens up to the more immediate foreground,
with i;s tumultuous river of yellow waters and
sentinels of snow-white, crane-like birds; re-

n, in ling one of the mediaeval traveller's descrip-

tion, that ''ab.mi thisRyvere Nyle ben many*
briddrs and fowles. or 8 konyes th'.it thei elepen
I ><-;'' for this f.iir bright e^ret is th" neare.-l

living representative here of the ancient ibis,

and is eijua'ly a friend to, and confiding in. man.
' On the opposite sifle, again, or to the south-

west all gorgeous with the rays of the sett
:

iiL'

sun falling full in it> direction, what force and

power are given to all the nearer and middle
dNtatuvs by the<e mellow brown- of the over-
flowed Land! and then beyond them comes tlu-

end of a village into the view, its mud-hovel*
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illuminated so resplendently on one side, and

throwing shadows so pronounced on the other,
as to look like some natural fortifications im-

proved by ancient kings. Beyond still, and
south of these forms ag;iin, what distance is

expressed in the dark green plain, where woods
of date-palms rise behind woods of date-palms;
each mellowing gradually into the far off air,

like the successive elm rows of the more fertile

parts of England, when seen from an occasional

height. But here the vision does not finish yet
with these faint small forms; for beyond all the

distance that mere tree-covei ed slopes and leafy
vales can make manifest, rise to view, on the

eastern or Arabian side of the Nile, the ex-

quisitely aerial lilacs and blues of the Mokattam
Hills. From their gaunt and serried sides were

brought, four thousand years ago, the most

compact of the blocks for building the Pyramid,
and still they furnish the corner-stones and

pavements for modern palaces in Cairo; and
we can distinguish even from this spot the

square and more determined angles of their

composition over all the other hills, and see too

the warrior faces of many a noble cliff, which

lighten up for a moment into a golden glow
with the last look of the sun upon them; and
then only blues and aerial greys are seen en-

compas,-ing their forms, while evening hastens

to fail over the whole valley.'

The celebrated Sphinx does not seem to

have excited much admiration, perhaps on

account of the engrossing inteiiest Professor

Smyth felt in the Pyramids ; aided, no doubt,

by iiis belief that the Great Pyramid is the

only non-idolatrous structure of ancient

Egypt.
The following is almost contemptuous :

'It is what we had been noticing for some
time past, but could hardly believe in its paltri-
ness and complete distinction from the Pyra-
mids. It is vertically under the Great Pyramid
certainly, but so far under, as to be three times
nearer the base than the top of that long tat)le-

formed hill, on whose summit not, only the
Great but all the other Pyramids of Jeezeh, are

situated. In fact, the Sphinx appears to us to

be vulgarly shoved in at the base of the hills,

merely to be away from the cultivated land,

just like any trifling modern tomb 1 The head
and face are visibly reddish, the neck and line of
the back white, on the yellow sand; while a

clump of plane-trees and a group of date-palms
close in front of it. add another proof of how far

below the eternal drought and solitude of the

Pyramids, the said Sphinx must be.
' At length, after heading the " Southern

Causeway," and passing the trees with a der-

vish's well amongst them, we reach the man-

nionster, the andro-Sphinx as it has always
been, though some writers will still call it
" she ;"

* the Horem-hou, the biggest, if

not also the oldest, idol in the world.'

Although, to all appearance, the Sphinx

belongs to a different age from the Great

Pyramid, yet as they are generally associ-

ated in the minds of Europeans, it may be

interesting to quote some further remarks

upon the monster, especially* since we now
obtain something like accurate information

regarding its enormous dimensions.

'Having taken two photographs of the

Sphinx from different quarters, with measur-

ing-rods placed up against it to give the scale,

I find they indicate the following numbers
I rudely,

Head, height of from bottom of chin to top of forehead,
'' horizontal diameter on level of forehead,
" circumference at, do., ......
" horizontal diameter near broadest part of wig,
" circumference at, do

,

Neck, height of,
" horizontal diameter, ......
"

circumference, .......
Breast, height of portion visible above sand,
Whole height at present above sand, ....

Feet.

= 19
= 23
= 72
= 29
= 91
= 5
= 22
= 69
= 13
= 37

r'How much in depth is beneath the sand, of

course our photographs tell not, but it may be

nearly as much as what is above, or, judging
from Mr. Salt's drawings, taken at the time of

Captain Caviglia's notable excavations down to

the fore-paws, it may be somewhat more.

Such therefore must have been the height of

the original limestone cliff which was chiselled

out, as it stood, into this leonine monster
;

for

it is reported to be all firm rock, except the two
horizontal fore-paws, each fifty feet long and
constructed in .masonry.

' Why and wherefore many travellers will go
on calling thie Sphinx

"
she," when there is

no'hing feminine about
it,

and when every
large Sphinx yet found in Egypt has been an

"andro-Sphinx," or, according to Sir Gardner

Wilkinson,
" an emblematical representation

of the king, uniting intellect and physical

force," we cannot conceive. Yet they still per-
sist

;
and the last Scottish minister who de-

scribed his gallop through the Holy Land
for the benefit of his parishioners, and had of

course taken Cairo and the Pyramids in the

grand tour, uses the expression roundly; as

likewise does the last appointed United States

consul to a Syrian station, who equally, or still

more of course, must go the prescribed circle,

and then write out the impressions acquired, to

enable his not yet travelling countrymen, while

improving their lands in the new West, to

realize mentally the decayed scenes of the
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ancient East. Still more remarkably, a French
author of genius, whom we recently fell in with,

perpetually raves of the beauty and seductive

air of the ik

jille," and "
demoiselle,' who sits at

the foot of the Pyramids in mystery sublime,

proposing to the men, who are enchanted by
her charms, impossible problems, >

and then

making them feel, when too late for escape, the

sharpness of her cruel claws.
'

George Sandys also, two centuries earlier,

was under much the same error, describing
the "

Colossus, as wrought into the form of an

Ethiopian woman, the face something disfig-

ured by time, or indignation of the Moores,

detesting images ;" wherefore the present sad

breakage and flattening of the nose is by no
means a very modern mischief.

" Colossus"

was the usual name in Sandys' time, though he

admits that some men " do call it a Sphinx," and

Pliny
u
gives it a belly ;

which I know not

how to reconcile unto the truth, unless the sand

do cover the remainder ;" but of that Sandys
must have assured himself afterwards, as he

confidently speaks of the upper part of the

Sphinx representing a "
maide," and the lower

a lion, in order to
"
defigure the increase of the

River, then rising when the Sunne is in Leo
and Virgo."

' The fact is, we must dismiss from our minds

entirely all classic prejudices, and no more
think of explaining this great Egyptian Sphinx,

by the long subsequent Greek successor at

Boeotian Thebes, than by means of the talking
"seal at Mr. Barnum's show in New York; for

they belong to totally different ages, and diverse-

minded peoples. If, too, this colossal andro-

sphinx has no kindly beard now, that is because

what was there originally, has been broken off

amongst other modern dilapidations ;
but the

sculptured blocks which formed it, have been
found in the sand

;
and the accompaniment is

given complete in the hieroglyphic views of

the Sphinx, discovered by M. Caviglia on the

tablets forming the small temple between its

paws. But over and above that testimony, the

massive build of the jaws bespeaks not only a

man, but a very powerful one; while the

lamentable protrusion of the lower part of the

face, combined with the low forehead, and large,

as well as badly-pl iced ear, show a decidedly
evil and animal-minded disposition, to which
the huge wig adds no idea of fine aesthetic

perceptions.'

Having made a general reconnaissance of

the Pyramid Hill and its neighbourhood, the

party selected for their temporary abode cer-

tain tombs in the eastern side of the hill,

which had thirty years before been occupied

by Howard Vyse. With various necessaries,

and even luxuries, brought from Europe, a

good deal of extemporized carpentry, and

careful stopping up of possible snake-holes

with clay, a comparatively cool and comfort-

able residence was prepared. Other neigh-

bouring excavations served, one as kitoheo,

(wherein the grave old Ibraheem concocted

wondrous dishes, and perpetual colled,

another as workshop and storehouse for in-

struments. This dwelling being about half-

way up the cliff, and accessible from above or

below only, was guarded at night by three

firelock-men at the top of the cliff and three

at the foot, whose constant talk (usually about

money, and the mighty things they would <!o

with a fortune when they got it) seems not

to have been peculiarly adapted to soothe

their wards to slumber. These men were,

however, along with all the inhabitants of

the district, suddenly deprived of their guns

by the Governor of Jeezeh, who was of

course delighted to seize the opportunity fur-

nished by an accidental shot which unfortu-

nately killed a young girl, one of the guests
at a wedding-dance. How his guards were

armed in future, Professor Smyth tells as :

' So then there was still much grumbling at

East Tombs : and Reis Atfee came again and

again lo groan out disconsolate sentences as to

its being a very bad affair
;
that no guns were

left in the village ;
and how could he go out to

shoot wild-ducks for the lady, when his gun
was in the Q-overnor of Jeezeh's strong room ?

' But to all these remarks, we offered only

moral-philosophy forms of consolation
;

and
were indeed, in our secret minds, extremely

glad that an end had been put to that eternal

firing of guns, that had gone on every night,
and almost a4 night, in different parts of the

plain, ever since the close of Ramadan, and up
to the evening of Smyne's ill-starred dancing-

party. The men of the night-guard, too. con-

trived to furnish themselves with some sort of

weapons ;
and one big, long-armed man brought

a huge knobbed stick, with rusty headless nails

driven purposely only about half way in, form-

ing one of the most diabolical-looking weapons
that ever savage wielded

;
and the wretch

described, gloatingly, what the effect was,
when the jagged knob brought round with a

great swing, which he showed us how he was in

the habit of delivering upon a man's head in

the dark, playing havoc and destruction with

that realm, wherein nature has enclosed reason

and placed her on a throne, but whence a wild

Arab is ever ready to let her out.'

Thus established, the party proceeded at

once to work, but were sadly interfered with

during almost the whole of their stay. The

first important difficulty which occurred was

the great Mohammedan fast, or Ramadan,
which seems to tell with considerable diVi-t

on these poor savages, putting them into a

state of chronic discomfort, and disqualifying

them from steady work by the '

tyranny of a

fixrd idea,' as well as by bodily torture.

There are many curious observations on this

subject well worth reading ;
but our limits

prevent a quotation here, though we had

marked more than one passage for the pur-

pose. Another terrible difficulty, and one
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which might have proved of serious conse-

quence, to the value of all the results ob-

tained, was caused, it seems, by a great opti-

cian at home. Names are not given, and^we
have not the slightest means of conjecturing
who is referred to, but we fancy that he can

hardly feel very comfortable when he reads

this manly though plaintive protest. We
give it at full length, for Professor Smyth
deserves not merely credit for what he has

done, but sympathy for the painful discour-

agements under which he did it :

' This complete reference system was what
was intended

;
but alas for the man of small

means who requires any original instruments of

his own, to be made by a great optician ! There

may be, and indeed there are, some opticians
whose word may be taken, and performance
trusted, as well as those of any other class of

business men
;

but, in dealing with j
rour very

great opticians, all ordinary ideas are tran-

scended. He was a notable optician of whom
the story is told, that when he had on one oc-

casion sent home a telescope ordered by a

customer, he was complimented as being true

to the day, but wrong in the year, though the

story does not say how many years he was
behind his promised date. And of greater op-
tician?, still more extraordinary stories are told

;

so that even Royal Observatories must consent
to wait until

"
los grdndes artistas" of a recent

Spanish bulletin, may be pleased to redeem
their promises.

'

Something of this characteristic doubtless

arises, from the peculiar demands of the optical

profession for almost superhuman mechanical

accuracy ;
or certainly for greater truth and

refinement of work than was ever attained to

before, by any man under the sun. Though
whether it is to be the greatest also that ever
will be obtained, is the practical problem to be
solved

;
and in deference to which, all ordinary

atttention to common punctuality, appears to

sink into nothingness ;
and a peculiar state of

mind is developed, dissatisfied with a shade
;

and either recommencing de novo, just when a

structure was thought by others to be com-

plete ;
or apparently idling over unfinished

work, but really thinking how the next step is

to be accomplished, and in some manner, per-

haps, never before realized by mortal hand, or

brain either.
' With the splendid living practitioner, how-

ever, in fine metals, to whom application had
been made for the finishing off of our Pyramid-
measuring apparatus, I had believed that where
his mind was excited with the scientific im-

portance of a subject, he would struggle to keep
his appointments,: and had therefore sent him
a copy of Our Inheritance in the Great Pyra-
mid in the summer of 1864, before detailing the
orders for what was required. He had taken
to the project, too, very kindly ;

even to twice

visiting Edinburgh, where he had discussed by
day the instruments to be made, and by night
the probable history kof the Pyramid. Time
however passed away after that, time long

enough to have made the whole apparatus
again and again ;

and when, with everything
else duly prepared and packed up for the voy-
age to Egypt, I wrote to him to send me his

contribution that it might be examined at

home, he replied that he would go across the

country with it the following week and give it

to me at Liverpool when embarking : conclud-

ing his letter, though, by asking a question
about the microscope beam-compass, which
showed it had not been begun, in fact never

thought about during all the interval.
' But then this man was a born genius among

opticians ;
and where genius is concerned, no

one else must presume to say what its flights

may not attain to
;
and I still hoped that in

presence of the practical necessity of the case,
the gentleman concerned would outdo even

himself, and successfully finish everything in a

manner that would make his name favourably
connected with Pyramid mensuration. And
sure enough he did come to Liverpool with
three boxes of apparatus, which I was asked in

the haste and inconvenience of a railway sta-

tion to examine, approve of, and there and
then accept as a fulfilling of the long previous
order.

' A number of the articles certainly were re-

markably well got up, and moderately charged ;

but when we came to the reference scale, some
doubtful features began to appear ;

and by the

time the stone standard and microscope-com-

pass were reached, I was compelled to take

formal objection; for the order had been en-

tirely departed from, and something produced
which would not work. But the good ship
"Thessalia" delayed her sailing for several

days, in order that she might load up some
hideous big iron boilers on her deck

;
both to

the consternation of her captain and sailors,

who, in the ensuing voyage, were nearly sent

to the bottom thereby, and to the utter

straining of every iron plate in her frame
;
to

an extent also, which it is devoutly to be hoped
the good people at Lloyds' will find out, and

charge the wealthy owners with treble insur-

ance rates ever after, receiving in return the

thanks of "all who travel by sea;" during
these few days therefore of grace to him, our

first of modern opticians promised to rectify the

microscope-compass. But again he brought it

up imperfect, and saw it was imperfect, and that

the stone scale also was not the sort of stone

scale I had intended to be guided by during

Pyramid measures
;
so there was nothing for

it, at the last moment of setting sail for Alex-

andria, but to hand him back that part of the

apparatus, with full instructions how to alter

it; appoint him a month to alter it in, and

then send it out to Egypt after me, Bunder

penalty of ten shillings per day for every day's

delay after the month should be expired.

Paid, therefore, for the instruments he had fin-

ished, and finished well, the full amount

charged, the great optician, after a little

wincing, signed the deed, and took home both

stone standard and microscope-compass ; prom-

ising again and again, to have every desired

alteration performed upon them
;
and then to

get them sent out so speedily, that they would
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arrive in Egypt before I could well have '

reached the Pyramids, or been inconvenienced
to any extent by the absence of such import-
ant apparatus. ,

' On this faith, therefore, it was that my wife

and I had set sail in November 1864, without
the veritable keystone of our measuring sys-
tem

;
but in such full trust of immediately re-

ceiving it,
that we never for one instant

paused in our onward progress of occupying
the ground at the Pyramids, and beginning
whatever measures were locally possible. But
we did not know fully, what it was to have to

deal with a genius. For into whose mind ex-

cept that of a genius, and indeed a most mag-
nificent one, of the optical instrument-making
class, would it ever have entered, after those

trying scenes in Liverpool, and with a copy of

the one-month penalty paper in his pocket,
to return innocently to his Downshire home,
and not look at the instruments concerned, for

three whole months !

' Yet such was the case
;
and there were we,

at East Tombs, week after week, and month
after month, in a rising temperature, and with
our wooden measuring-rods altering in length,

writing frantically to our agents at Alexan-
dria to inquire everywhere, and from all the

Liverpool ships in particular, if no instrument-

box had arrived for us, marked for immediate

despatch. But of course there was nothing of

the sort
;
and from the time we had left the

Mersey and plunged into the stormy seas be-

yond, rolling in the troughs of the waves at

the mercy of those big boilers on deck,* and in

the midst of some of the very worst of weather
of all that autumn and winter, we had been
cut off from the whole British world by an im-

pervious "bank of more than Cimmerian dark-

ness
;
and might as well have drifted out on the

ocean in an open boat, for any help received

from whence it had been expected, or sympa-
thy from those amongst whom it might have
been demanded. But fate eventually was

kind; and the Arabs, under the wholesome
control of a strong Egyptian Government,
were a sufficiently respectable, though not

very instructed, set to be amongst for a

time.' . . .

'

Among those who are fastidious about ac-

curate measuring scales, though not fo the very
highest requirements of science, there is a great

appreciation of wood when used in the direc-

tion of its fibre, and that fibre straight, dry,
and well-seasoned

;
wherefore they find that

good sound deal is about as trusty a substance
as can be employed; and the question is only,

among different examples of
it,

to pick out the

most shapely in grain and thoroughly seasoned.
Now a friend in Manchester, who had taken a

special scientific interest in this proposed visit

to the Pyramid, had advised me last autumn
of certain old organ pipes, recently taken out
of an organ, dating from the reign of good
Queen Anne; old enough therefore to have

* 'A species of cargo unknown in Utopia; ami in

any other suite where the lives of seamen are valued

by Government. Mini the people more highly than a

few s. d. of freight.'

dried most thoroughly : and composed of such

admirably straight-grained wood, that one of

his friends was making measuring-rods of it
;

and found, that when they had been covered
with copal varnish, they were "

unchangeable."
My kind friend, moreover, did not stop here,
but procured a slice, one hundred and five

inches long, five inches broad, and three-quar-
ters of an inch thick, wherewith to construct

the important reference scale for Pyramid meas-

uring in 1865. This precious example, there-

fore, dating from England's Augustan age, was

duly handed over in the rough to the great op-
tician

;
and re-appeared under his auspices with

many fine fittings, at Liverpool, when the long
bar-box was opened there.

' " It looks very dark?
"

said I.

'"Oh, that's the drying oil," replied he,
" which has been rubbed into it."

' "
Oil I

"
I exclaimed, with a pang of antici-

pated horror; "what made you think of rub-

bing in oil, when you were asked to coat it

with copal varnish ?
"

' " But what," he persisted,
" could be bet-

ter than oil; when, mark you, it is drying
oil ?

"

' "That may be," was answered, "but it is

not dry yet ;
and oil has the effect of moisture

in revivifying vegetable fibres : nullifying there-

in, too, all the good effects of age for mensura-
tion purposes. Just as when you take at the

Cape of Good Hope, the old, dry, and closed-

up head of seed-vessels belonging to a certain

plant, dip it into water, and lo ! in ten seconds

it softens, swells, twists and presently expands
into what, though scentless, brown, dead, and

no flower, they prettily call the rose of Jer-

icho."
' At the time, 1 concealed most of my grief

and apprehension; but on afterwards finding,
even in the shaded recesses of the instrument

tomb, that the oiled scales were still sticky,
and the Queen Anne's organ reference scale

was not only curling up like a shaving, but had
in a few weeks become twisted in the very

plane of its breadth by a whole inch-and-a-

quarter, I could no longer think of using it

for its original destination
;
and even ventured

an idea, for indulging in which I trust to be

forgiven, respecting the greatest genius of mod-
ern opticians, and to the effect that his future

portion may be amongst the roses, of that an-

cient and .celebrated city which has just been

mentioned.'

Finally, ami worst of all, the Travellers.

They must have been a frightful nuisance, tor

over and over a^iin in these volumes we
rend of them, their vulgar ignorance, their

oll'disivo curiosity, in 11 word, their utter

snobbishness. Swarming in crowds into the

narrow passages of (lie P\ latnid, each gaping
idiot pushed or dragged along by a couple of

Aral's, tliev knocked over cameras ami

measuring-rods, laid liold of Professor Smyth's

exquisite clinometer to steady tlieinscUt .-. and

finally drove him out of tlie Pyramid for

hours at a time every day of hi* May. In-
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side and outside be found the Pyramid lit-

tered with broken bottles, greasy scraps of

paper that had held 'desecrating' luncheons,
and 'incredible quantities' of other refuse of

'gormandizing operations.' Inside, the floors

of the passages are covered with candle-

grease, the roofs grimed with smoke, and the

walls 'cut, carved, hacked, painted and

marked in various ways
'

with innumerable

names. Britons and Yankees seem to be

equally numerous and equally disgusting.
But there was one party of Yankees whose
snobbishness seems to have exceeded any-

thing that Professor Smyth observed among
the European visitors. We quote his de-

scription, not because it is pleasant even to

read of such things, but because it shows
that the favourite form of petty spite against
the gallant Confederates, which was regarded

by some Yankees as a piece of genuine
smartness, is in reality as old as it is con-

temptible. Besides, by an odd transition, it

leads us to one of the most singular of Pro-

fessor Smyth's ideas about the Pyramid.

'

Suddenly, about day-break or soon after,

when, too, the thermometer had gone down to

49, the clouds quickly cleared away, the
moon was seen setting red and disk-like just
over the northern foot of that far-off western

Pyramid (?), which we will venture to call,

until a better claim be established,
"
Dr. Lei-

der's Pyramid," a round of azimuth angles
was hastily taken

;
the sun's level rays began

to strike in our eyes ; and, in a moment more,
" the travellers

" were upon us, one party in-

deed arriving after another in almost endless

succession.
' Their attendant Arabs all came up to shake

us very powerfully by the hand, as being
old friends of theirs, and long since free of the

Pyramid ;
but alas ! to see the so-called

" trav-

ellers !

" The same genus of men who used to

cut such mad pranks within the four walls of
the King's chamber below, and delighted to

bang the coffer so mercilessly, and insult
"
King

Cheops' gravestone ;" now, they were as quiet
as mice

; just looked faintly round for a minute
or two

;
turned pale on going near the edge of

the platform ;
a weaker-stomached brother

brought up his breakfast or last nighl's supper,
and then they were gone again ;

but only
after expressing many fears, as to how they
were ever to be able to make the descent.

They might, therefore, have afterwards de-

scribed their experiences most truly in the

words of Dr. Veryard, A.D. 1701, who writes," We descended from the top of the Great

Pyramid the same way, but with far greater
hazard than when we came up ;

as well by
reason of the bad way, as the Terrour with
which the precipice struck us." The Sieur du
Mont has likewise hit off the feelings of many
of these travellers, when he says, "But he who
can look to the bottom of the steps without

amazement, may justly boast the strength of
his head

;
for my part, I must confess I was

struck with so much ht/rror when I cast my
eye downward, that I was hardly sensible of

any pleasure in viewing so great a variety of

objects."
'An enthusiastic party of Americans was,

however, capable of more work, though they
did not stay up much longer. But in that
short space of time, they had arranged them-
selves into a meeting on constitutional princi-

ples of Anglo-Saxon derivation, with a chair-

man, secretary, and audience
;
wherein a reso-

lution was proposed, seconded, and carried

unanimously, to the effect,
"
that whereas

this here pile whips everything in the way
of building we've seen in all our grand tour

through the used-up, worn-out world, yet we
calculate King Cheops, its builder, must have
been such a horrid old tyrant and cruel op-
pressor of the people, that it is hereby resolved

by us free and independent citizens of the

Unyted States, that, 'we ijaon't give him a
cheer.'

"

' After which expression of most decided

opinion, and offering the thanks of the meet-

ing to their excellent chairman, for his well-
balanced conduct and impartial attitude on his

very elevated seat, the gentlemen liquored up,
the ladies, as they bashfully expressed it,

"con-
sented just to take a swallow,'

1 and the whole

party disappeared down the steep slope of the

Pyramid much more quickly than they had
come up ; every man of them, though, with
little Confederate flags picked out on the soles

of their boots^ so that they might have the

pleasure of trampling on the hated ensign of
the South wherever they went.

' A Yankee notion this, with a vengeance ;

and it had been reckoned, we were after-

wards informed, when first produced in Bos-
ton two or three years previously, to be not

only
" considerable 'cute," but "

decidedly
ahead of anything that had ever been invented
in the Old World in such a cause." Yet Sir

Gardner Wilkinson writes, at page 366, vol. iii.

3d edit., of his Ancient Egyptians, touching
certain royal sandals from Thebes, that they
" were frequently lined with cloth, on which
the figure of a captive was painted ;

that hu-

miliating position being considered suited to

the enemies of their country, whom they hated
and despised, an idea agreeing perfectly with
the expression which so often occurs in the

hieroglyphic legends, accompanying a king's

name, when his valour and victories are re-

corded on the
sculptures :

' You have trodden
the impure Gentiles under your powerful feet.'

"

' In still more ancient times too, than those
of the above extract, which probably applies
to the eighteenth or nineteenth dynasties, is

it described of King Shofo, or Cheops, of the

Great Pyramid itself, that he caused to be en-

graved on the public roads the figures of the

gods of Egypt,
"
in order that they might be

trodden under foot both by man and beast."
' Yet why that primeval king wished them

to be so trodden, has never been fully settled.

The world, indeed, content to take his char-

acter from his enemies only, has for thousands

of years gone readily enough into the damn-

ing sentence, that it was because he, Cheops,
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was an atheist ; and have even added latterly,
that if the temples of Thebes are to be looked
on as monuments of idolatry, the Pyramids
of Jeezeh, where no sculptured figures of any
species, of either gods, saints, or demons, ap-

pear, are to be held as demonstrations and
durable records of the infidelity of the kings
under whom they were built !

'Yet the open-mouthed world has not been

always right, on momentous questions of re-

ligious faith
;
and it may be, following the im-

provement inaugurated by the late John Tay-
lor, viz., the method of considering all the facts

from a Christian point of view, that the real

reason was, that King Cheops, being no athe-

ist, but on the contrary, a zealous, and Elijah-
like worshipper of the one true God in spirit
and in truth took every method which was

open to him, for trying to wean his besotted

subjects from their degrading animal-worship ;

and for showing them practically that their

gods, in whom they trusted, were no gods.'

We must make one more somewhat

lengthy extract before we proceed to exam-
ine the strictly scientific portions of the work.

But the reader must not on any account

fancy that we are picking out the best parts
of the book. On the contrary, where'tbere

is so much that is fresh and racy, the diffi-

culty is to refrain from quoting. Had we

printed all that we had marked as well worth

quoting, there would have been no room left

us to enter on the real work of the expedi-
tion. In fact the first of the three volumes, with

its 563 pages, is a charming medley of travels,

science, and politics, of history ancient and

modern, and above all of gossip : throughout
expressed in singularly lively and occasionally

grotesque language. We have met with very
few books of its kind which can be compared
with it for general interest and readability.

But, as we have gi\en some of tlie Scottish

Astronomer-Royals well-deserved animad-

versions upon the conduct and opinions of

certain Prussians, it is only fair to show that

when he finds cause he deals quite as rigor-

ously with his own countrymen. We do
not care to inquire whether he is fully borne

out by facts
; every man will judge the ques-

tion according to his own views and sympa-
thies : we wish to show that Professor Smyth
having, rightly or wrongly, formed an opin-
ion for or against his own, or any other coun-

try, comes man fully forward and states it in

his own forcible language. Through the

whole of this work, and, we may add, in all

his writings, this is most abundantly evident.

How painful the contrast when we read the

works of almost any other author, whether
British or foreign! It is curiously suggest-
ive to find cherished historical and national

recollections dealt with as follows :

' When they therefore arrived at the Pyra-

mids, and began to observe for themselves in a
more accurate manner than had ever been at-

tempted before, soon one discovery followed

another, and high scientific ideas began to be
entertained touching what other men had looked

upon only as tombs. Thus too, the world

might have arrived long since, at a fu!l knowl-

edge of the meaning of the most remarkable
work of ancient men, had not the British Gov-
ernment rushed in perfectly needlessly ;

confus-

ing all those learned researches
;
and doing so, at

an expense ofmany millions of money, as well a*

thousands of lives of Britain's sous who could ill

be spared and whose unaccomplished careers up-
on earth will never be made up to their nation.

' " But was it needless," does any one ask,
"
to send our great military expedition to Egypt

under Sir Ralph Abercromby, when Britain

was engaged in a life-and-death struggle with

France, and therefore bound to oppose that

power in every possible manner, and especially
to check each movement of her rising chieftain,

Bonaparte ?"
' "

Yes, perfectly needless," we reply, after

hearing local particulars, and feeling some of

the climatic circumstances. Because, the two
warlike ends quoted above, would have been
served infinitely better by our not having sent

out a single soldier, and merely letting matters

in Egypt alone, and keeping them so. For
how stood the case ? the French army was at

the time completely cut off from its parent

country by our command of the sea; its stores

exhausted, its arms and uniforms all in ruin,

daily harassed and thinned by more or less

fighting with the Turks, who were continually

increasing in numbers as those of the French
were decreasing ; sickening also with a desire

to return home that could not be gratified, and

growing daily in hatred against the general
who had brought them to such a country, and
then deserted them. In fact, if they had been

simply left there for many years more, the ma-

jority would have been killed or died otV, and
the lew survivors, become rabid anti-Bona-

partists, would have taken peaceful service in

British ships, or accepted any sort of occupation
to escape.

' Even as it was, when we had been slaugh-

tering them in battle, and they killing too many
of our soldiers in return, and we engaged to

take them back to their own country in our

ship^, it is recorded by Dr. Clarke that the

detachment of French troops, ragged and mis-

erable, sent on board his brother's man-of-war,,
the "Braakel," would do anything to ingratiate

themselves with the British officers and men
;

and amongst other voluntary demonstrations,

got up a band, which used to play night and

morning,
" God save the King,

'

George, of

coins.'; and all who could speak any English,
would make a special point of givinir the line/

"Send him victorious,' with extraordinary en-

thusiasm, for it was in fact their only hope of

get ling oat of E^'\ pt.

'Perfectly needless, therefore, even for its

expressed purposes, which may be considered

patriotic, but not very philanthropic, was the

English Government's first murderous expedi-
tion to Egypt; and then it was besides, ob-
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structive to the cause both of science and local

social improvement. For the French army had
been engaged all the time in giving the most

important and deeply required lessons on re-

spect for Europeans, to the overbearing Orien-

tals of the most anarchical country on the face

of the earth. while their savanis were unroll-

ing the history of the land's piimeval days.
'

England interfered with the progress of

both these subjects, and took up neither of

them herself. Not the scientific, for though
we did plunder the French of the "

antiques
"

they had collected; the doing so, while the ob-

jects were on Egyptian soil, and then carrying
them off to London, can only be considered

as an unrighteous plundering of Egypt herself;
as well as a fatal entangling of ourselves with
a peculiar thing of spoil, which brings us no

blessing from any nation, while it excites

against us the most revengeful feelings even
still of our nearest neighbor. And not the so-

cial problem either was served, for our dis-

mal defeat on the second English expedition to

Egypt at Eosetta, with the beheading there of

whole lines of English soldiers by Turkish

scimitars, and the carrying away of others to

slavery or forced Mohammedanism. went far

towards removing in oriental minds that grand
lesson which the French had given them, when
they overthrew the more powerful cavalry of
the Mamelukes, even at the very epoch of their

greatest strength and impetuosity ;
and made

their battle of the Pyramids both a watchword
of triumph to the soldiers of European training,
and a classic reference in military annals and
the literature of war for all future time.

' Had the French army indeed occupied and
ruled the country some time longer in their

own manner, it is probable that the Osmanlees
would have looked on Europeans with even

august respect ;
and our expedition to Ro^etta

in after years need not have taken place, or the

losses our troops sustained there been incurred.
What these were precisely, it is difficult now to

estimate, as sufficiently evidenced by the fol-

lowing almost chance paragraph in Colonel
Howard Yyse's first volume :

"
Amongst other

undertakings, a company of Greeks was em-
ployed in 1837 to weigh up a number of guns
in the Bay of Aboukir, many of them English,
and most probably lost in the unfortunate ex-

pedition under General Fraser, of which no de-

tailed account was ever published. It was prob-
ably thought by the Ministry then in power, that
the result of the expedition to the Dardanelles
was sufficient to gratify public curiosity."

'

We now propose to give a short, but pretty

complete, account of what is to be seen at

.and in the Pyramid taking our facts mainly
from Professor Smyth, but occasionally from

"Vyse and from the French savants. It is

difficult to give, without figures, an intelligi-
ble description of an interior, but we hope
our readers will be able easily to follow us.

At present we have nothing to do with the

object or design of the builders, we are merely
-concerned with what they actually did build.

When this is made intelligible, we shall say
a few words about the purposes which the

Pyramid was probably intended to serve.

And we hope that we shall not allow our-

selves to be carried away by the opportunity
of being virtuously indignant, and then vul-

garly sarcastic, if we find .that Professor

Symth's views on this subject since he has

worked at the Pyramid are not precisely the

same as those he advocated before he went to

Egypt. To some minds an honest recanta-

tion appears pusillanimous.
The general process of Pyramid building,

as described by Lepsius (who coolly claims it

as his own, though we now know that it was

explained to him for the first time by an Eng-
lish architect of the name of Wild, who ac-

companied his expedition), is somewhat as

follows : Immediately on his accession, an

Egyptian king, having finished ofF, as will

presently be explained, the sepulchre of his

predecessor, proceeded to construct bis own.

A narrow gallery, dipping due south, and ter-

minating in a subterranean chamber, is hewn
in the solid rock.

The inclination of this gallery is such that

the sarcophagus, finally to be inserted, will

easily (but not violently) slide down, for

which purpose the most effective angle will be

a little less than the angle of repose for the

two materials of the sarcophagus and the

rock. This subterranean work completed, the

work above ground commences. Beginning
above the tomb-chamber, but usually a little

to the west of it, huge squared blocks are

gradually accumulated during the reign of

the king, keeping always nearly to the form

of a pyramid, with its base-side almost in, and

perpendicular to, the meridian. If the reign
be a long one, and these blocks extend beyond
the entrance to the sloping passage, the pass-

age is carried on, at the same angle, through

every successive course of the masonry, and

may thus, at the finish of the pyramid, have

its entrance raised considerably above ground.
The king dies, the sarcophagus is slid down
into the subterranean chamber, the passage
is ingeniously blocked by a stone portcullis,

or perhaps by several, the new king dresses

flat the protruding edges of the mass of ma-

sonry, and, having thus finished the interment

of his predecessor, commences his own tomb.

We may regard this as a pretty accurate

account of what took place, although there

are one or two points open to considerable

question, such as the final dressing of the ex-

terior, etc. But as these are not at present

supposed to be of any consequence, so far as

regards the theory of the Great Pyramid, we
shall not here enter upon a discussion of them.

The point to be observed is that, with the

single exception of the Great Pyramid, all the
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chief Egyptian structures of that class are

built on this type. There are, no doubt, cases

in which a king has prepared the pyramid of

one of his ancestors for his own interment,

usually making a new entrance through the

solid masonry. But the single, subterranean

chamber is in general the leading feature.

Even the Great Pyramid, in old times, was

supposed to contain nothing but this. There
is sufficient evidence that the subterranean

chamber there, with its long sloping entrance

gallery opening high up the north face, and

considerably to the east of the centre, was
known in Roman times. But the passage
was gradually choked up, or its entrance

concealed by sand or debris, so that when,
more than a thousand years ago, Khaliph Al-

Mamoun, the son of Haroun-al-Rasheed, ex-

cited by absurd legends of wondrous treasures

said to be concealed within the building, de-

termined to examine the interior, his work-
men had to push their way slowly and labori-

ously through the solid stone. Day and night

they wrought without intermission, till they
had got a tunnel of nearly a hundred feet

pierced ; yet nothing was found. Heartily

discouraged, and remembering the current

story of an old king who was reported to

have said that all the wealth of Egypt could

not destroy one of the Pyramids, they were
about to desist from their apparently hope-
less task, when a most singular accident oc-

curred. They heard distinctly the fall of a

huge stone somewhere near them, and within

the .pile of masonry they had begun to fear

was solid throughout. This encouraged them
to persevere, and they soon broke into the old

passage winch had been, as we have seen,
known to the Romans. So far, they had

merely achieved with immense toil what
could easily have been accomplished in a

short time by removing the rubbish which
concealed the original entrance

; and, but for

a peculiar combination of circumstances, they
would have discovered no more about the

Pyramid than had been known long before,
and was to be seen in every other Egyptian
Pyramid. But the stone whose fall they had

heard, and which had thus led them to the
old passage, had done more. It must have
been seriously shaken by their frantic exer-

tions in piercing the solid masonry, for there
is abundant evidence that it was supported so
that nothing but extreme violence could h:ivc

displaced it. It was one of the roofing stones

of the lately described continuation (above
ground) of the subterranean passage, and the

particular stone on which ;dmtted tin- irnmite

portcullis which had been let down like a

stopper to close entirely the entrance to

the upper chambers of the I'viMinid. Pro-
fessor Smyth lias discovered, in the peculiar

flooring of the entrance passage, indications

which would probably have been sufficient

(as they were no doubt intended) in time to

point out to a careful observer the fact that

there was thereabouts some novelty to be in-

quired iuto. Be this as it may, accident too

soon revealed the secret. Al-Mamoun's

people, not being able to push back the gran-
ite stopper, continued their excavations so as

to pass round and above it, and entered (for

the first time in a pyramid) an ascending pas-

sage. Their disappointment and rage, when

they found what they found, we need not de-

scribe. It was such that the Khaliph, despot
as he was, was obliged to bury secretly a large

sum of money, and allow his workers to find it.

It was declared to be exactly the sum which

had been spent on the excavations ;
so hav-

ing, as they thought, neither gained nor lost,

they gladly left the Pyramid to itself.

We must now endeavor to describe, as well

as we can without drawings, this novelty iu

pyramid construction. Rising, still due south,

from the granite portcullis, at an angle of

inclination almost exactly the same as that

of the entrance passage, the first ascending

passage is of workmanship, materials, and

dimensions not very different from it, and

leads to the second ascending passage or

Grand Gallery, which is broader, seven times

as high, and of more careful and exact

workmanship. The direction is still due

south, and the incline the same. From the

upper end of the Grand Gallery we pass

(still south) horizontally through a low pas-

sage to a small room called the Antecham-

ber, whose peculiarities we shall presently

describe, and thence finally to the so-called

King's Chamber, a magnificent apartment
constructed of polished granite. The sole con-

tents of this chamber consisted of an im-

mense chest, coffer, or sarcophagus (for it

has been called by all these names and more),
constructed of a single granite block. Though
there is no record of its ever having a lid,

it is obvious, even in its present shamefully

chipped condition, that its western side was

lower than the other three, and that they
also are bevelled to the same level, so that ;i

flat lid might be slid on from the west, But

whereas the grooves in which the lid of a

sarcophagus runs are such that, when the

lid is clamped by sliding pins in its lower

surface to one of the edges of the vessel, it

is absolutely immovable
;

in the Pyramid
coffer, the lid, if there ever was one, could

at all times be raised vertically. It is singu-
lar that such men as the French savants,

whose measurements were made with extra-

ordinary euro, and in general with great

accuracy, should not have noticed this pecu-

liarity, and should have described and figured
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the coffer as haying all its upper edges on

the same level. Professor Smyth was evi-

dently quite unprepared to find this peculi-

arity, though he afterwards recognized that

it had been noticed by Howard Vyse. Had
he been (as has been recently asserted in so

many words) a determined supporter of a

theory, prepared to go all safe lengths in the

way of making evidence for it, instead of a

scrupulously honest and accurate observer,
what a chance was here ! One or two ad-

ditional chips from the edge of the coffer,

and no trace of preparation for a lid would
have been left. Howard Vyse's drawing would
have been easily explained as an inadvertence,
and the testimony of the French drawing
and description would have been decisive of

the point. Which of his sneering critics

would have had the firmness to resist such a

temptation ? To the doings of Bunsen, Lep-
sius, and such like (as well as to those of

scientific thieves and plagiarists of every de-

gree), let us leave the application of the aw-
ful words of their countryman
' Weh dem der zu der Wahrheit geht durch Schulcl,
Sie wird ihm nimmerinehr erfreulich seyn.'

The flooring of the Grand Gallery is not

continuous with that of the first ascending

passage. From the gap there proceeds

(southward) a horizontal passage leading to

a limestone chamber of peculiar shape,
known as the Queen's Chamber. Its pecu-
liarities will be presently alluded to. But
from this same gap, on the west, there is a

rough and crooked shaft called the Well,
which descends to the lower portion of the

entrance passage, where it is cut in the live

rock. There is something connected with

this well, whose explanation, though proba-
bly simple enough, we have not been able to

make out from Professor Smyth's works, nor
indeed from any others we are acquainted
with. How was this well discovered? He
speaks of it as known a thousand years ago,
and also of its having been opened by push-
ing a ramp stone into the Gallery. If it was
not hit upon by accidental excavation at its

upper end, all the elaborate preparations for

secrecy must have been useless
;
for if its

lower end had been left open it would have

given entrance to the Grand Gallery at once.
In Vyse's work we find a trace of a sug-

gestion that it formed the passage by which
the workmen escaped from the chambers of

construction (shortly to be mentioned) at

their completion. This notion seems scarcely
to require contradiction, as these chambers
would obviously and necessarily be finished
from above.

The only other large known feature de-

manding notice is the disposition of the ma-

sonry just over the King's Chamber, where,

apparently with the view of relieving the

pressure on the magnificent granite blocks

which form its roof, there are five chambers

of construction arranged vertically above one

another; the roofs of the four lowest being
horizontal, that of the highest formed with a

ridge. The lowest was discovered last cen-

tury by forcing a passage from one of the

upper corners of the Grand Gallery, the

others by Vyse in 1837 by vertical excava-

tions. A singular discovery made in these

chambers will presently be noticed.

The King's Chamber is rectangular, the

lengths of its sides being almost exactly as

two to one, the longer lying east and west :

and the coffer is near the western end. The

walls, all the way round, except above the

small entrance passage, are formed of Jive

layers of granite blocks, exactly equal in

thickness. But the flooring blocks are in-

serted so as to hide 5 inches of the lowest of

the five courses. The mean length of the

chamber (east and west) is 412-55 inches, its

breadth 206-3, and its height about 230. It

is curious that the breadths of the entrance,
and the first ascending passages, as well as

the breadth of the floor of the Grand Gallery,
and of the other smaller passages, are almost

exactly -^th or y^th of the sides of this

chamber. Various other curious and simple
numerical relations are obvious from Profes-

sor Smyth's measures. The ceiling is com-

posed of nine gigantic beams of granite laid

from north to south, two of them partially
hidden by the east and west walls respective-

ly. They are not of equal size, but their di-

mensions are something like 5 feet by 7 by
27, giving a content of nearly 1000 cubic

feet!

Some of the most curious of all the con-

tents of the Pyramid are to be found in the

Antechamber, a small room whose length is

about 116'5 inches, its breadth (at the ceil-

ing) about 65, and its height somewhat over

149. It is constructed partly of limestone

and partly of granite, but the details cannot

be made intelligible without the aid of a

diagram. There is, however, what Professor

Smyth calls a granite wainscoting on the east

and west sides, extending to different heights
above the floor, and cut into vertical grooves

opposite to each other, evidently for the in-

sertion of sliding slabs of stone. Three of

these, which have either never been inserted,

or have been entirely removed, must -have

descended to the floor
;
but the fourth, and

most northern one, which is still in its place,
and consists of two slabs superposed and

cemented together, does not reach the floor.

It leaves, in fact, a space of nearly 44 inches

depth beneath it, the grooves not having been
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cut farther down. On the northern side of

the upper of these slabs (which, together,
form what Greaves called the 'Granite leaf)
is a very curious sculptured projection, some-

what in the form of a horse-shoe, and sug-

gesting the handles attached to some of the

later sarcophagi. This feature is unique in

the Pyramid, and Professor Smyth seems in-

clined to believe that it hints at some grand

discovery relating to the mystery of the

Pyramid, which would be effected by simply

raising the upper slab of the granite leaf

from the lower. He could not undertake

this himself, as he had strictly bound himself

over to do no damage whatever to any por-
tion of the building. Surely so intelligent a

man as Mariette Bey will not long leave this

possible key to the object of the whole struc-

ture uninvestigated, especially as, with mod-
ern mechanical means, the upper part of the

leaf may easily, and with perfect safety, be

raised and replaced. Had Vyse thought of

it, he who hewed recklessly in all directions,

as his fancy prompted him, might possibly
have solved the Pyramid problem thirty

years ago. The other curious peculiarity
consists in the division of the south wall into

five spaces by four deep, straight, vertical

grooves, which extend from the ceiling to

thu top of the entrance passage to the

King's Chamber.
The Queen's Chamber is nearly square

(205 inches from East to West, and 226 from

North to South), but its roof is angular, the

ridge running east and west so that the east

and west walls are pentagonal, the other five

sides of the chamber being rectangular. The

masonry of the limestone lining of this cham-
ber is exceedingly good, some of the joints,
cement included, being finer than a hair, but

it is now much defaced by an incrustation of

salt. The floor, singularly enough, is rough
and undressed, like the general masonry of

the mass of the Pyramid. The peculiar
feature of this room is a very curiously shap-
ed niche, resembling very much a transveise

section of the Grand Gallery, which is exca-

vated in the East wall to a depth of about 41

inches, its height being 186. This niche is

placed excentrically, its middle line being
about -25 inches south of the middle line of

the wall.

The determination of the original dimen r

sions of the Pyramid is by no means an easy

problem, at least as regards the important
element of its height. The dimensions of the

original base, however, are still capable of be-

ing measured with absolute freedom from

uncertainty, for during the last day or two
t<f Professor Smyth's visit he was enabled,

by the assistance of Mr. Inglis, a young Scot-

tish engineer, iti the employment of Mr.

Aiton, one of the contractors at the Suez

railway works, to uncover at once all four of

the original corner socket holes : only two of

which, discovered by the French savants, had

been seen since the Pyramid was stripped of

its limestone casing. Unfortunately the

mounds of rubbish, the debris which has farT-

en during as;es from the sides of the Pyramid,
and which has, of course, accumulated in

greatest quantity at the middle of each side

(above which there is the longest stretch of

crumbling material, and where the limestone

is not so hard as at the edges), prevent any
direct attempt at measurement of the lengths
of the original sides. Mr. Inglis, with his

railway practice, by levelling (and reducing)
over these heaps of rubbish, arrived at the

following (merely approximate) results as the

distances between the corners of the orig-

inal structure, which are fortunately still

perfect :

North side

South "

East "

West "

9120 inches.

9114 "

9102 "

9102 "

He also ascertained that, taking the north-

east socket floor as datum plane, the

South-east is

North-west

South-west

13-6 inches low,
4-2 "

low,
5-6 "

high.

The floors of these sockets are all carefully

cut and levelled
;
the north-east one, which

is considerably the largest, presents the curi-

ous result that its diagonal from N. w. to

8. E. is exactly 200 inches, while the semi-

diagonal (from the middle of the former

diagonal to the N. E. corner of the Pyramid)
is almost exactly 100 inches. The other

semi-diagonal cannot be measured, as the

inner corner of the socket floor is bevelled

off.

The present height of the Pyramid, above

the plane of the surrounding pavement dis-

covered by Vyse, is 5445 inches. To cor-

rect this for the amount which has been

removed from the top is a rather difficult

business. Professor Smyth lias adopted sev-

eral processes; for instance, H determination

of the probable amount of thickness of casing

and backing stones together \vlii<-h have been

removed from the outside near the top.

Measurements also of the tingles of elevation,

or depresMon, of the edges of the Pyramid as

it at present stands, tlu^e ed Lr,. s bcin-jj. as be-

t'ore remarked, built of more enduring mate-

rial than the rest of the exterior. Again,

Vyse's measurements of one of the gigantic

original casing-stones supply a very valuable
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datum, and its result is corroborated by the

measurement of the angles of the various

fragments of casing-stones (from all the four

sides) picked up by Professor Smyth among
the debris. The results, generally, give for

the inclination of the faces of the Pyramid,
^lues lying between

51 50' and 52.

As a verification, it is easy to calculate from

these numbers that, if the Pyramid's base be

square, the inclination of its edges should be
from

42 to 42 10'.

Actual observation gives it a little over 42.
Herodotus tells us that he was informed

that the Pyramid was constructed so that the

area of one of the sides should be equal to

the square of the height. Calculation from
this gives for the inclination of the sides an

angle a little below

51 50',

namely, the angle whose tangent and cose-

cant are equal.
The view advocated by Professor Smyth,

viz., that the circumference of the base of the

Pyramid is to its height in the ratio of the

circumference to the radius of a circle, gives
for the angle in question a value slightly
above

51 51'.

Between rival theories which give such exces-

sively close results, it is obviously impossible
to decide by means of data so rudely approx-
imate as those which we can now obtain from

the Pyramid itself. It is quite possible that

both are correct, and that the discovery of

the fact that, when the sine and cotangent
of an angle in the unit' circle are equal,
either is very nearly equal to an eighth of the

circumference (a fact which may be express-
ed in various other simple, forms, all, how-

ever, involving the division of a Hue in

extreme and mean ratio), is due to the early
inhabitants of Egypt.

Corrobqration of these values of the orig-
inal angle of the Pyramid is derived from

certain trenches in the rock to the cast of

the building. These trenches obviously radi-

ate from one common centre, and appear

(though pronounced by Bunsen and others,

who never saw them, to have been excavated

for the purpose of making mortar in) to have
been designed for such preliminary work as

laying off a meridian line, and the angles to

which various important stones were to be

cut.

The measured angle of these trenches ap-

pears to differ by only a few seconds of arc

from the value calculated from the hypothe
sis advocated by Professor Smyth. The fol-

lowing extract shows the origin of the hy-

pothesis, and the shifts to which even Ger-

mans may be driven when they wish to prove
that which is not :

' This view of the matter is owing certainly
and solely to the late John Taylor. He derived
it originally from the measures published by
Colonel Howard Vyse, giving the angle of his

two celebrated casing-stones in situ at the north-

ern foot of the Pyramid, as being between
51Q 50' and 51 52' 15'. This result was by
two different methods of measurement, but the

latter slightly better than the former, so as to

raise the mean rather above 51 51' 8" : and he,
John Taylor, held to his view therefrom, not-

withstanding that a host of diverse mathemat-
ical theorems were advanced by other investi-

gators, as having probably regulated the pro-

portions of the Great Pyramid. Notwi'hsfand-

ing also that Colonel Howard Vyse's friend and
assistant in Egypt, Mr. Perring, subsequently
fell away from his own original measures

;
and

having lost by death the Colonel's friendly and
honest guidance, committed the fatal mistake,

applauded though it was by Chevalier Bunsen,
of remodelling all the measured proportions of

the Pyramid, according to a pure hypothesis as

to even numbers of the Egyptian cubit having
been employed on the principal lines. Whence
resulted the angle 51 20' 25", for the inclina-

tion of the sides of the Great Pyramid ;
a

quantity which has therefore been boldly, even

brazenly, printed as being the actual fact, in the

second volume of Bunseu' s Egypt's Place in

Universal History.
'Now, if the question had rested still,

where
Colonel Howard Vyse left it, I would not have

presumed to interfere. For although my an-

gle-measuring instruments were superior to his,

there is not now any feature accessible about

any part of the Pyramid, which can approach
in the remotest degree to the admirable facili-

ties for correct measure which his large casing-
stones in situ afforded, or which can pretend
to bring the question within the very pmall

range of uncertainty, which his two perfectly

independent methods of measuring the same

thing, ultimately resulted in. But when some
one else in London, subsequently alters the

quantity at will, by more than half a degree,
I have then no compunction in bringing out

whatever I may have actually observed in

Egypt ;
and in thereby allowing all men to see

for themselves, whether there is any probabil-

ity of 51 20' being nearer to the fact of the

Great Pyramid, than 51 51'
;
for the odd sec-

onds are not worth noting in the presence
of more than half a degree of defalcation.'

All the processes (unfortunately
most of

them are rather indirect) which Professor

Smyth could apply to the determination of

the azimuth of the sides of the base and of

the passages, lead to results showing that the

sides of the base of the Pvramid are set al-
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most due north and south, and east and west :

and that the entrance passage runs due

south. The same is, in all probability, true

of the Grand Gallery and of the other inte-

rior passages ; but, while the granite portcul-
lis remains in situ, or unbored, it will be im-

possible to settle their azimuth decisively.
Various instruments were employed to

measure the inclination of the several passa-

ges, a pocket sextant, a fine clinometer, and

a large alt-azimuth instrument. The final

and most probable results are

Entrance Passage, . .

First Ascending Passage,
Grand Gallery, . . .

26 27'

26 6'

26 17' 37".

The latitude of the Pyramid, as observed

with the large circle, is

29 58' 51",

and this, of course, is also the apparent al-

titude of the pole of the heavens. It is an

old and a very plausible idea that the en-

trance passage was adjusted to such an ele-

vation that the pole-star, at the time of

construction of the Pyramid, would just be

seen along its axis when on the meridian
;

and, as we see from the above angles, at its

lower culmination. But this supposition re-

quires that the pole-star (which must of

course be a sufficiently marked star for pop-
ular purposesj should be about

3-J- degrees
from the true pole. Now, within the ex-

treme limits of time which have been as-

signed for the building of the Pyramid, but

one conspicuous star has been at that dis-

tance from the true pole. That star is a

Draconis, which may be easily found in the

sky by using as '

pointers,' not the two stars

of Uisa Major which are employed to indi-

cate the present pole-star, but the next two

of that conspicuous group of seven. They
point to the star in, question, which is situ-

ated nearly opposite to the middle of the tail

of the bear, and which was the pole-star du-

ring the third and fourth thousand years be-

fore the Christian era. It was an angular
distance of about 3 40' from the true poln
on tw6 occasions during that period, viz.,

about 3400 B.C. and about 2200 n.c. If

the supposition be correct that the entrance

passage was built to point to this star, one of

the.se dates imi>t he that of the construction

of the Pyramid. How arc wo to decide

which ? Professor Smvth's iva-miin^ here

is very ingenious indeed, and ^i\ es us some-

thing more than a bare suspicion that his

results are not mere coinculenees, but that

he has really hit upon the means of finding
the exact date of the building. His argu-

ment is, briefly, as follows. The lower cul-

mination is not, especially in low latitudes,

so marked or so important an event as the

uppe%r. We must look out for something
else. When a Draconis was passing its

lower culmination, was there, at either of

these dates, any remarkable object passing
the meridian above the pole? At the former

date there was nothing very notable y at the

latter the Pleiades, a remarkable group of

stars which have been superciliously re-

garded in all countries and from the earliest

times. Even in modern days there have
been found genuine men of science who have
endeavoured to prove them to be the Central-

Sonne, the chief attracting mass about which
revolve the separate items of the Visible Uni-
verse. Moreover, at or very near to that pe-

riod, say about 2170 B.C., we find that the

Pleiades were at zero of Right Ascension.

Thus at the completion of the Pyramid, at

the instant when a Draconis culminated be-

low the pole, the Pleiades and the intersec-

tion of the ecliptic and equator were (close
to each other) on the meridian above the

pole. Of course these calculations are not

exact as to date, for we arc not thoroughly
well acquainted with the true value of the

constant of Precession, and still less with
the amount and direction of the proper mo-
tions of either of the stars involved in the

present question. Still the conjunction of

such phenomena forms a cogent argument.
We have already mentioned that we could

not here discuss the religious argument which,

among many others, Professor Smyth has

introduced into the question. Nor do we
think it at all unworthy of our critical func-

tion to acknowledge that we are entirely

ignorant of hieroglyphics, and even of high-
flown modern Egyptology matters which
are made to appear to be at the finger-ends
of at least one class of London reviewers.

But we may notice that Professor Smyth
brings forward many reasons for his assertion

that the Pyramid, though actually built by
the idolatrous Egyptians, was built under the

direction of some one supcrnaturnlly inspired,
not merely gifted with genius or intellect

surpassing his fellows. The names of hiero-

glyphic 'ovals' of the Kings Shofo (more
familiar to us as Cheops) and Xou-Shof'o, in

whose reign it was built, are found roughly
marked in red on several blocks in the cham-
bers of construction. These ;i[>pe:r to be

mere quarry-marks, as they are built in all

positions, and as they occur only on stones

which have obviously been brought to the

Pyramid from a distance. It is verv curious

to inspect in Yvse and Perrin^'s work tho

facsimiles they give of these rough yet ex-

pressive scrawls of four thousand years ago,
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fresh as when they were just written. Pro-

fessor Smyth, here mainly following an

Egyptologist of the name of Osburn, gives
his reasons for believing that these kings, in

no way connected with the country, migrated
thither to build the Pyramid, and then left

Egypt for ever.

The idea that the Pyramid is a record of

standards of length is of old date : and Pro-

fessor Smyth has reprinted Newton's very
curious Dissertation on Cubits, from a trans-

lation which appeared in Greaves' collected

works. Newton's principle is that, knowing
approximately the length of a unit, as of

course we know (from its very nature) that

of a cubit, we may assume that the principal

dimensions, say of the base of the Pyramid,
the height of the Grand Gallery, a side of the

King's Chamber, etc., are integral multiples
of that unit, whence its exact length is easily

found. Another somewhat similar principle
he introduces as follows :

' If any person shall hereafter exhibit in this

manner the dimensions of the remains of the

old buildings of the Babylonians and other na-

tions, it will not be difficult to determine from
thence the antient Cubits of those countries.

In the meantime I shall produce one instance,
which occurs, as a specimen of this calculation.

Mr. Purckas infoims us, that there is still ex-

tant between the antient Babylon and Bagdad,
a vast rude structure of brick

;
the bricks of

which his friend Mr. Allen found to be one Foot

long, eight Inches broad, and six Inches thick
;

he means Inches of the English Foot. These

proportions shew, that the bricks were regu-

larly formed, and consequently, that in the

making of them regard was had to some par-
ticular measure used by the Babylonians, which
was of great use, to enable the workmen from
the number of bricks to determine immediately
the dimensions of the walls with respect to the

Lngth, breadth, and thickness, and vice versa to

compute the number of the bricks necessary to

the building of the wall agreed upon. As the

Babylonians therefore measured their buildings

by Cubits, it follows, that the bricks according
to their length, breadth, and thickness con-

junctly must compose the measure of the Cubit.

Now two bricks according to their length, three

according to their breadth, and four according
to their thickness, form the same measure; and

consequently the measure is that of a Cubit.'

Professor Smyth takes a somewhat similar

course. But as he is seeking what the

Pyramid standard is, not knowing it ap-

proximately, as Newton did his cubit, he as-

sumes that a side of the Pyramid's base is

such a multiple of the standard as to record
the number of days in a year. Avoiding
fractions, let us take 366. From Mr. Inglis'

measurements, already referred to, we see
that the -j^th part of a side must be some-

thing very near to 25 British inches. Now,
five and all its powers are essentially Pyramid
numbers; witness, for instance, the number
of corners of the Pyramid itself, the markings
in the Antechamber, and the courses in the

King's Chamber. Hence the inch, very

nearly, as we still have it, is the true Pyra-
mid unit of length. Into this part of the

question, we think, Professor Smyth has en-

tered with needless labour, considering our

present uncertainty as to the exact length of

the Pyramid base. Besides, the true ques-
tion seems not to be so much, Do we retain

the Pyramid inch with extreme accuracy ?

as Does the Pyramid embody a standard

unit, and, if so, is that unit at all nearly of

the length of the British inch? We have

already noticed the remarkable feature of an

exact length of 200 inches in the north-east

socket. Other such coincidences are men-
tioned by Professor Smyth ;

and he then

proceeds to argue that this inch, as recorded

for all time in an almost imperishable monu-

ment, was intended to be, and is, the exact

500,000,000th part of the earth's axis of

rotation. That it is very nearly so is appar-
ent from the most recent geodetic operations ;

that it was meant to be so belongs to that

aspect of the question which we cannot here

consider. But the mere fact of the coinci-

dence which, though to us it appears to be

purely accidental, is yet as close as that at-

tained by the French astronomers when they
set to work to make their metre from a defi-

nition connecting it with the earth's circum-

ference
;
this coincidence alone, we say, gives

greater value to the inch. It is curious to

think that, had the earth been spherical, and
had the French and Pyramid standards been,
the one, what it was destined to be

;
the

other, what it is supposed by Professor

Smyth to be
;
their ratio would have been

that of the circumference of a semicircle to

its diameter.

We may confess that AS we are quite pre-

pared to believe that the inch may be as old

as the Pyramid, and imperishably recorded

there
;

so are we not unprepared to accept
the idea that our British 'quarter' is con-

nected with a> capacity measure also recorded

in the Pyramid. From a standard or unit of

capacity we may, of course, by filling it with

water, derive a unit of mass, commonly but

erroneously called a unit of weight. We
can also conceive that a standard tempera-
ture may have been aimed at in the massive

construction of the Pyramid, so that the unit

mass as there measured should always be of

the same amount. And, granting these

things, we can sincerely admire the practical

science and sense of these ancient builders in

choosing for the material of their standards
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a substance which had for ages uncounted

settled down into a permanent state.

But when Professor Smyth takes the far-

ther step of attempting to show that not only
are the earth's dimensions recorded in the

Pyramid, but its mass, or at least its mean

density, also : we at once join issue, and re-

fuse to follow.

The idea that weights as well as measures

were the object of the Pyramid seems to have

been due to Greaves : though it appears to

be improbable that the curious work entitled
' The Origin and Antiquity of our English

Weights and Measures discovered by their

near Agreement with such Standards that

are now found in one of the Egyptian Pyra-
mids] which was published in London in

1706, and which has his name affixed to the

title-page, was really written by him.

The importance at the present time of

such a work as this of the Scottish Astrono-

raer-lioyal cannot easily be overrated. There
is a frantic outcry, by a small but pertina-
cious section of the community, for the adop-
tion of the French Metrical System, to the

exclusion of everything else in linear, square,

oubical, or mass measure. Such people are

as pestilent as the Permissive Bill, or the

Ballot and Manhood Suffrage agitators : they
are the blustering and useless drones among
the quiet but powerful workers in the hive.

But just as Parliament will some day be

pestered into granting the demands of these

people, merely with the effect of giving them
the trouble of seeking a fresh subject for their

clamour, so it is to be feared that the ' metri-

cal' agitators also will sometime succeed.

Were it conclusively proved that our present
standards, at least one or two of the chief of

them (for no sane man will attempt to defend

our twentyfold varieties of important meas-

ures, varying in the most arbitrary manner
with locality, etc.), have been in existence,
and in comfortable use, for more than four

thousand years, we might perhaps be allowed

to keep them. A yard is bad
;
but a metre

is preposterous, being a great deal too long
to be handy, while handiness is the main
virtue to be desired in a standard. Even in

France they practically acknowledge our sys-
tem to be better than their own. Moderate

purchases by weight are almost invariably

spoken of in dcmi-kilnx (nearly pounds Eng-
lish), the kilogramme being about twice too

large to be handy. A great deal is said of

the advantages of the decimal division. For
scientific men of every description it is of

course indispensable. But the decimal divi-

sion has nothing whatever to do with the

unit; and can be applied to the inch and

grain quite as easily as to the centimetre and

gramme. We hear it said that the adoption

of the decimal division would greatly facili-

tate the teaching of arithmetic in schools.

We utterly deny it. Subdivisions into quar-
ters, eighths, and twelfths are much more

easily seized by the mind of the less intelli-

gent and less educated of the people than

tenths and hundredths
;
and all the decimali-

zation that can be effected on the pound
sterling will never do away with the demand
for half-crowns. If Professor Smyth's book
but calls attention to the evils likely to arise

from the introduction of the 'metrical' sys-

tem, it will be, in sober earnest^a blessing to

the country.
A word or two in conclusion. We have

always had an extremely high appreciation
of Professor Smyth's talents and acquire-
ments, as well as of his scrupulous hotiesty
and laborious devotion to his work, an appre-
ciation which almost every page of the- "

volumes tends to increase : but we fear that

in some cases he does mischief by giving the
rein too freely to his wonderfully fertile ima-

gination : as, for instance, in his speculations
about the symbolic meaning of the propor-
tions of the Queen's Chamber

;
which ap-

pear to us to be excessively forced, and

utterly unworthy of a place beside so much
that is of real excellence. We may illustrate

what we mean, by taking as an outrageous
instance any one of those recent works in

which Teleology, already erected by men of

genuine science, and giving promise of the

evolution of a vast deal of valuable truth,
was seized upon by ignorant but cunning en-

thusiasts and ridden to desperation, to the

disgust of scientific men and to the arrest-

ment of its progress. We need hardly tell

the reader that we do not mean, by employ-
ing such an illustration, to imply that there

is any possibility of instituting a comparison
between the brains (such as they are) of

these quasi-Teleologists and those of the

Scottish Astronomer-Royal ;
we merely wish

to show what harm may be done to a good
cause by trying to carry it farther than cir-

cumstances warrant.

But, having instanced the results of one of

the worst conceivable specimens as a warn-

ing, let us see how Professor Smyth defends

his own mode of proceeding :

' We would ourselves, previous to our expe-
rience of the Great Pymmid inquiry, have
looked rather suspectingly on any book or per-
son found either attributing to an ancient people
a higher degree of acquaintance with astronomy
and terrestrial physics than what is certainly
known and generally practised in the present

day, or finding something amongst them

totally alien to all their acknowledged manners
and customs throughout their whole historical

period. But any one so doing would be acting
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to a certain extent under the influence of pre-

judice in favour of what he knew, or supposed

he knew, before
;
and would be only justified

therein, if h:s old beliefs were established on

very firm data, and the new ideas rested on no

additional or certain, or sufficiently numerous

facts to allow of chance coincidences being

eliminated, and something approaching to proof

established.
' So far, however, is the Great Pyramid from

being in this latter questionable condition, that

it possesses infinitely more facts capable of

clo^e and accurate measurement than does any
other subject of equally long standing on the

surface of the earth
;
and we have now before

us a greater number of, and more refined ob-

servations as to, those facts than have ever

been seen in print before. Hence we have con-

sidered ourselves not only allowed, but pre-

eminently called on, to drop all past prejudices

as to what early nations might be supposed

able, or not able, to do
;
and try what the

measured features of the Great Pyramid, taken

merely on their own inorganic merits, can say

for themselves.
'

If, then, having long followed this, in prin-

ciple, unexceptionable course, certain all the

while of the unrivalled closeness of our meas-

ure^ We find developed before our wandering

gaze a consistent, continuous, and most philo-

sophic system of metrology,- explaining far more

of the measurable lines and angles about the

Great Pyramid, than any other theory has ever

done or attempted to do, what answer shall

we return to the sweeping judgment enun-

ciated by Chevalier Bunsen, on p. 658 of vol.

iv. of his E-jypts Place in Universal History,

and religiously believed in, we are told, by a

vast majority of the heads in the literary

world, ajudgment pronounced, indeed, origin-

ally upon Sir J ohn Herschel's and John Taylor's

researches, but more applicable now, if at all,

to our own ? The words are, in the authorized

London edition of 1860 A.D.
' " The groundlessness ofthe fancies which have

been again very recently indulged in about the

astronomical purposes of the Pyramids, and

about a hidden symbolic sv stem of astronomy,
is demonstrated by that "thorough conviction

which is forced upon.us by a view of the monu-

ments and the reading of the hieroglyphics."
' The following is all the answer we propose

simply to examine the alleged demonstration

of Che\aiier Bunsen on the same principles we
have been testing the Great Pyramid by, or

with little beyond plain common mechanical

sense. On which understanding, let us inquire,

first, what monuments these are, so unuefin-

ingly alluded to
; and, second, what sort of a

view of them is it which is required to be taken ?

'If a material view of any of the standing
monuments of the land, we believe the Cheva-

lier Bunsen was never in Egypt to enjoy that

important and instructive sight ;
and if a liter-

ary view of their only, through the works of

other men, what were the monuments viewed ?

For if they were not the Great Pyramid, they
can hardly be received as being more weighty
in a question of and about the Great Pyramid
than the Groat Pyramid itself! We fear, too,

that the mention of "the reading of the hiero-

glyphics" shows that the monuments which

the scholarly Chevalier preferred for explaining
the Great Pyramid by, were not even other

Pyramids of any kind or degree, but merely
small buildings- or excavations, like the tombs

things of no sort of resemblance to the Great

Pyramid, and not unfrequently of a very differ-

ent age.
' Chevalier Bunsen's knowledge of the Great

Pyramid's wondrous mass of building,
" in num-

ber, weight, and measure," appears to have

been confine'd to his copyings from Howard

Vyse, and to some unfortunately manipulated
contributions by Mr. Perring; the Chevalier's

statement, too, of these, is accompanied with

so many slips or misrepresentations of his own,
that in the course of ten pages (155-165 of his

vol. ii.) we have marked twenty notable errors

of facts and features of mechanical construction.
' We do not detail each and every one of these

errors here, partly because to find out mistakes

in a copyist when the original authority can be

referred to, is rather supererogatory for the ad-

vancement of science
;
and partly because, in

charity, we remember how very difficult it was

in our first Pyramid book of 18"64 to realize all

the facts of the Pyramid, on other persons' mu-

tually contradicting descriptions alone. But

there is one of the faults of the eminent German
author of too serious a nature, and too wilful on

his part, to be passed over in silence, and it is

this. after having profited his own volumes

most largely, both in the plates and descriptions

from Howard Vyse's labours, Chevalier Bunsen

indulges in successive ungenerous animadver-

sions on the laborious and successful explorer

he has been borrowing from.'

We repeat that we have had great pleas-

ure, not merely in the sense of gossip and

amusement but in that of sustained scientific

interest, throughout our perusal of these very

remarkable volumes: and we must express

onr conviction that steadily as the author

confesses himself to have worked, their pages

contain evidence of far more extensive and

laborious work, of every description, than

is detailed for the reader's information. The

amount of time spent, merely in the reading,

and comparison, of the different and non-

accordant descriptions of facts or fancies of a

score of authors, must have been immense.

And the high purpose, visible throughout,

which renders some passages more like pro-

phetic warnings than ordinary scientific ad-

vice, shows that Professor Smyth has all

along been actuated by a feeling that he was

engaged on a work which was to be import-

ant to the welfare of his country. Besides,

although we cannot agree to all the conclu-

sions at which he has arrived, considering

(as we do) some of them to be extravagant

and unwarrantable, we feel that he deserves

no common credit for his remarkable investi-

gations: and we think he has fully made out
I O '
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a case for further inquiry. This, however,

ought now no longer to be left to private

means, but developed by the resources of a

powerful State; especially if that State be

one which is about to change, without ade-

quate consideration, its ancestral standards

(which may prove to be older than any exist-

ing records) for an extremely artificial system

of, at best, doubtful utility. Modern mechan-

ical decices are capable of easily lifting, and

replacing without injury, the hugest stones

in the Pyramid ;
and until that is done in

the interior, and until the original sides are

measured with Ordnance Survey precision,

there will always be a strong feeling that im-

portant attainable knowledge is being allow-

ed to disappear gradually from the earth for

want of a little liberality and decision.

ART. VII. The Early Years of His Royal

Highness the Prince Consort. Compiled
under the direction of HER MAJESTY THE

QUEEN. By LIEUT.-GENERAL THE HON.

C. GREY. London, 1867.

CONSIDERATIONS of some weight seemed at

first to recommend that any notice of this

book should be postponed. The public has

been made so familiar with it by the extracts

which appeared in almost every newspaper

immediately after its publication, that much

of what we have to say can hardly fail to be a

twice-told tale. Moreover, we have before

us only a small portion of what we are prom-
ised

;
the portrait is yet incomplete. On

the other hand, the book affords ample ma-

terial even for gleaners coming so late as

ourselves
; and, although the character of the

Prince is not traced through the action of

his whole life, enough is here revealed to

justify the attempt to form some estimate of

that character, inadequate as such an esti-

mate must doubtless be. Lastly, we feel that

it is almost a duty at once to greet this re-

markable publication, so far as we can claim

to do so, with the cordial welcome which it

so entirely merits, and that it is more becom-

ing to bring without delay our tribute, how-

soever slight and unworthy, to the memory
of the noble nature here portrayed, than to

defer longer the expression of our admiration

and reverence.

In this volume we have recorded the boy-
hood and youth of the Prince, his marriage,
and his married life till the birth of the

Princess-Royal. The most striking charac-

teristic of the book, and that which gives it

a peculiar charm, is an unwonted and ad-
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rairable frankness. More reserve is usual

even in the memoirs of persons of no extra-

ordinary rank; such perfect openness with

regard to the domestic life of royalty is, so

far as we know, quite without parallel. This

frankness has been well advised ;
no one

could have blamed some reserve; but the

absence of it gives the book a tenfold power.
As regards the Prince himself, the utter dis-

regard of concealment proves that there was

nothing to conceal, thus adorning his charac-

ter with the dignity of virtue far more con-

vincingly than any laboured panegyric ;
while

as regards the details of growing affection,

and of domestic life, there is a simplicity and

a beauty in this unreserve which imparts to

the record a peculiar interest, and which,

coming from the heart of the Sovereign, will

reach directly the hearts of all her subjects.

The execution of the book is on the whole

good. Here and there we have noted a re-

mark by the compiler which had been better

away, which, being mere surplusage, tends

only to weaken. But these instances are

rare, and as a rule General Grey has executed

his delicate task with remarkable success.

'The fir&t circumstances of a man's educa-

tion, as the deepest and richest, bear all the

rest which time heaps on him.' Hence we

do not regret the minuteness of detail in

which the "narrative of the early years of the

Prince occasionally indulges. With a single

exception, his home seems to have been un-

usually happy. The exception was an im-

portant one : when only five years old he was

deprived of the care of a mother. That lady,

we are told, was full of cleverness and talent,

witty and accomplished. But we are given

to understand, from hints rather than explicit

statements, that she was not the wisest of

women
;
and hence an '

incompatibility
'

be-

tween her and her husband, which ended in

a separation. The most minute description

of her is given by M. Florscbutz, the Prince's

tutor :

' " Endowed with brilliant qualities, hand-

some, clever, and witty, possessed of eloquence
and of a lively and fervid imagination, Duchess

Louise was wanting in the essential qualifica-

tions of a mother. She made no attempt to

conceal that Prince Albert waa her favourite

child. He was handsome and bore a strong re-

s.-mUance to herself. He was, in fact, her

pride and glory. The influence of this partial-

ity upon the min-te of the children might have

been most injurious; and to this was added the

unfortunate differences which soon followed,

and by which the peace of tho family was dis-

!..;rl-J: differences that, gradually increasing,

led to a separation between the Uuke and

Duchess in 1824, and a divorce in 1826."
'

She never saw her children after the scpa-
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ration, and died seven years later, at the age
of thirty-one. There is something, to our

minds, very interesting in the character of

this unhappy young Princess, slight as are

the glimpses we get of her. A few of her

letters, in which, with all the pride of a young
mother, she dilates on the perfection of her

sons, win our sympathy by their liveliness

and genuine affection. We are assured by
the Queen herself that the Prince, young as

he was when he lost his mother, never forgot

her, and always spoke of her 'with much
tenderness and sorrow.' 'One of the first

gifts he made to the Queen was a little pin
he had received from her in childhood.' Of
the Prince's father we learn little which in-

terests us, and have no materials for forming

any judgment on the merits of the domestic

quarrel.
The loss of a mother, however, was the less

felt by the young Princes owing to the loving
care of their grandmother, the Dowager-
Duchess of Coburg, and their step-maternal

grandmother, the Dowager-Duchess of Gotha.

The Dowager-Duchess of Coburg must have
been a woman of a rare character, combining
tenderness and gentleness of disposition with

a vigorous and energetic intellect. The
Prince lost her guidance when he was about

the age of ts%elve ;
but the Dowager-Duchess

of Gotha continued to watch over him with

more than a mother's affection till he left

Germany for his English home.
The Prince spent his winters at Coburg or

Gotha, his summers at the Rosenau or Rein-

hardsbrunn. The Rosenau, the place of his

birth, was, and throughout life remained, an

especial favourite. Not only did he love the

place for itself, but he valued highly the un-

disturbed leisure for study which he could

there most securely enjoy. There is often a

good deal of exaggeration in pictures of the

temptations to which those born in a high
rank are exposed. Princes brought up and
cared for as were Prince Albert and his

brother, are, in fact, guarded from much

danger. But it must be hard for them to

resist the inducements to idleness and self-

indulgence. This difficulty Prince Albert

successfully overcame. His boyhood was
that of a student; and he was never so hap-

py as when he could lead a student's life, se-

cure against gaieties or ceremonial, amid the

beauties of Rosenau. M. Florschiitz gives a

programme of study drawn up by the Prince

for himself in his fourteenth year, which

gives an average of eight hours' work a day.
The subjects of study are not unworthy of

attention. There is less of the classics than
would be required from an English boy ;

on
the other hand, modern languages are em-

braced, of which .an English schoolboy is

generally ignorant, and accomplishments, to

which he is uniformly a stranger.
In 1836 the Duke of Coburg and his two

sons came to England. The Prince was

then in his seventeenth year; but even at

that early age he won golden opinions by
the sobriety and decorum of his demeanour,
and by his unaffected interest in subjects of

real importance. Nor could any one fail to

remark his liking for the society of men of

culture and eminence, and his distaste for

the amusements of fashionable life, a dis-

taste which he never lost. To the last, lie

went into ordinary society as a duty rather

than a pleasure.
The Royal party were lodged at Kensing-

ton Palace, where they remained for four

weeks the guests of the Duchess of Kent.

The Queen then saw Prince Albert for the

first time
; and, though nothing was settled,

the possibility of marriage must, after that

visit, have been present to the minds of both.

To the minds of their relatives it had been

present long before. When they were chil-

dren it had been the cherished hope of the

Dowager-Duchess of Coburg; and the idea

had been always warmly encouraged by the

late King of the Belgians. Nay, it had been

among the anticipations of the nursery. The

Queen herself tells us how Prince Albert

used to relate that ' when he was a child

three years old, his nurse always told him

that he should marry the Queen, and that,

when he first thought of marrying at all, he

always thought of her.' Immediately after

this visit, the brothers, by the advice of

King Leopold, set off on a tour through
Switzerland and the north of Italy, the ob-

ject of the sagacious King being to divert

public attention from Prince Albert for the

present. During this expedition the Prince

seems to have entertained a constant recol-

lection of his cousin, sending her views of

the various places he visited
;
and from Fer-

ney an autograph of Voltaire. The letter

which the Prince wrote to the Queen on her

accession to the throne has been often quoted ;

but it is so characteristic of him in its dig-

nity of tone, and in the view it takes of

the fitting ambition which should inspire

earthly greatness, that we must give it here :

' " MY DEAREST COUSIN, I must write you a

few lines to present you my sincerest felicita

tions on that great change which has taken

place in your life.

' " Now you are Queen of the mightiest land

of Europe, in your hand lies the happiness of

millions. May Heaven assist you and strength

en you with its strength in that high but d.ffi-

cult task.
' "

I hope that your reign may be long, hap-

py, and glorious, and that your efforts rnay be
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rewarded by the thankfulness and love of your
subjects.

' "
May I pray you to think likewise some-

times of your cousins in Bonn, and to continue

to them that kindness you favoured them with
till now. Be assured that our minds are al-

ways with you.
' " I will not be indiscreet and abuse your

time. Believe me always, your Majes;y's most
obedient and faithful servant,

< " ALBERT."
'

From this time forward, during his student

lite at Bonn, during his subsequent travels

in Italy, the prospect of being the husband

of our Queen seems to have been kept stead-

ily before him. It was well that it was so.

For the contemplation of such a future conld

not fail to have an invigorating effect on the

mind, to form and steady the character. ' A
prince,' says Rich tor,

' can never contemplate
soon enough the Tabor of the throne, so that

in after years he may be gloriously transfig-

ured upon it, and not hang as a cloud on the

mountain.' .
Two years were spent in hard

work at Bonn, under such Professors as

Fichte, Perthes, and llollweg, at the close of

which the brothers were separated for the

first time, Prince Ernest going to Dresden

to enter the Saxon service, Prince Albeit

setting out to complete his education by a

tour in Italy. What the Prince thought for-

eign travel should be made as a means of

culture, and how conscientiously he endeav-

oured to realize his ideal, may be gathered
from the following description of his mode of

life at Florence and Rome :

' " He rose at six o'clock. After a light

breakfast, he studied Italian under a Signor

Martini, read English with me for an hour,

played on the organ or piano, composed, sung
till twelve o'clock, when he generally walked,

visiting some gallery, or seeing some artist.

He returned home at two to a simple dinner,
which he hurried over us much as possible,

giving as a reason that '

eating was a waste of

time.' His drink was water. After dinner he

again played and sang for an hour, when the

carriage was announced, and he usually paid
some visits. The visits over, the carriage was

dismied, anil tin- great delight of the Prince

was to take lung walks in the beautiful country
round Florence. This he appeared hea/tily to

enjoy. He became at once gay and animated.
' Now I can breathe now I am happy I' Such
were his constant exclamations. He seldom
returned home till seven o'clock, his hour for

tea; and, if not going to the Opera or an even-

ing party, he joined in some interesting and

often amusing conversation with Ru-on Stock-

mar, when the latter felt well enough to come
to tea. At nine, or soon after, he was in bed
and asleep f>r he had been accustomed to

such early hours in his own country, that he

had great difliculty in
keeping

himself awake
when obliged to sit up late.

' '

'

During the time the Prince remained in

Rome, he devoted himself assiduously to seeing
all that was best worth his attention.

" He
rose,'* Mr. Seymour says,

"
at daybreak, wrote

his letters, and at nine o'clock began his visits

to the different galleries and studios, returning

only to partake of a hurried dinner
;

nfter

which he again set out and spent the time till

sunset in visiting some of the interesting re-

mains of ancient Rome."
'

In 1839, the Prince, equal, as the result

proved, even at that early age, to all the dif-

ficulties of the position which awaited him,
came again to England. Though nothing, we
are told, up to this time, had passed between

the Prince and the Queen themselves, yet in

the spring of the previous year the idea of

such a marriage had been proposed to the

Queen by the King of the Belgians. The
idea was favourably entertained

;
but there

was some proposal of delay for two or three

years, to which the Prince naturally enough
objected, and for suggesting which the Queen

severely condemns herself in more than one

passage of this volume :

' " Nor can the Queen now," she adds,
" think

without indignation against herself, of her wish

to keep the Prince waiting for probably three

or four years, at the risk of ruining all his pros-

pects for life, until she might feel inclined to

marry I And the Prince has since told her

that he came over in 1839 with the intention

of telling her, that if she could not then make

up her mind, she must, understand that he could

not now wait for a decision, as he had done at

a former period when this marriage was first

talked about.
' " The only excuse the Queen can make for

herself is in the fact, that the sudden change
from the secluded life at Kensington to the in-

dependence of her position as Queen Regnant,
at the age of eighteen, put all ideas of ma
out of her mind, which she now most bitterly

repents.
' " A worse school for a young girl, or one

more detrimental to all natural feelings and af-

fections, cannot be well imagined, than the

position of a Queen at eighteen, without ex-

perience and without a husband to guide and

support her. This the Queen ean s;a'e from

painful experience, and she thanks God that

none of her dear daughters are exposed to such

danger."
'

' "She thought herself," the g-iee:i -ays m a

memorandum on this sulijeet \\riiten m '64,

"still too young, and also wished the Prinee to

be older when lie innde his first appeanm

England. In after years she often re

this decision on her part, and constant U

plored the consequent delay of h'-r mar.

Had she been en-aged to the IVine a ye.ir

sooner than <li,- \\ a-, and had she married him

at least, six months earlier, she would have,

es.-aped many trials and troubles of diiVeient

kinds."'
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It may well be that an earlier marriage,
or at least an earlier engagement, might have

saved Her Majesty from some of the perils

which surround a youthful queen. But, so

far as the Prince was concerned, we are

not so clear that the delay was disadvanta-

geous. Great as were his prudence and self-

control, his perfect avoidance of all youthful
errors or follies, surprising at any time of life,

could hardly have been possible, at an earlier

age. A short delay was not in vain if it

enabled the Prince to work out for himself

the principles by which his conduct should

be regulated, as he states them in a letter to

Baron Stockmar :

' "
I have laid to heart (recht beherzigf) your

friendly and kind-hearted (wohlwollenden) ad-

vice as to the true foundation on which my fu-

ture happiness must rest, and it agrees entirely
with the principles of action which I had al-

ready privately (im Stillen) framed for myself.
An individuality (PersonlicJikeif) ,

a character

which shall win the respect, the love, and the

confidence of the Qaeen and of the nation,
must be the groundwork of my position. This

individuality gives security for the disposition
which prompts the actions

;
and even should

mistakes (Missgriffe) occur, they will be more

easily pardoned on account of that personal
character: while even the most noble and
beautiful undertakings fail in procuring support
to a man who is not capable of inspiring that

confidence.

"'If, therefore, I prove a 'noble' Prince,

(ein eidler Fiirst) in the true sense of the word,
as you call upon me to be, wise and prudent
conduct will become easier to me, and its re-

sults more rich in blessings "(segensreicher)."

How at last the engagement came about

is told in some very charming letters by the

Prince and the Queen to various relatives.

These letters, as also an extract on the same
theme from the Queen's journal, have been

everywhere quoted, and have been read with

delight by all. Nothing can exceed the

frankness and straightforward simplicitywhich

marks every line. In a different style are

two letters from the King of the Belgians to

the Queen, one written before he had heard

of the engagement, and the other immediately
afterwards. We give these, because they
have been less universally quoted than the

others, and because they are very character-

istic of the good old King, full of affection

and kindly wisdom, enlivened by an easy yet

graceful familiarity of style :

'"Mr DEAREST VICTORIA, I was greatly
pleased and interested by your dear letter of
the 12th, which reached me yesterday evening.

' The poor cousins had all sorts of difficul-

ties to encounter" (during the journey to Eng-
land).

"
It was, however, a good omen that

once, when they were in danger on the Scheldt,
the 'Princess Victoria' came from Antwerp to

their assistance. To appear in their travelling
dress was a hard case, and I am sure they were

greatly embarrassed.
' " I am sure you will like them the more, the

longer you see them. They are young men of

merit, and without that puppy-like affectation

which is so often found with young gentlemen
of rank

; and, though remarkably well informed,
they are very free from pedantry.

'"Albert is a very agreeable companion.
His manners are so gentle and harmonious that

one likes to have him near one's-self. I always
found him so when I had him with me, and I

think his travels have still improved him. He is

full of talent and fun, and draws cleverly. I am
glad to hear that they please the people who
see them. They deserve it, and were rather

nervous about it. I trust they will enliven

your sejour in the old castle, and may Albert be
able to strew roses without thorns on the path-
way of life of our good Victoria. He is well

qualified to do so."
'

' " MY DEAREST VICTORIA, Nothing could have

5iven
me greater pleasure than your dear letter,

had, when I learnt your decision, almost
the feeling of old Simeon :

' Now lettest thou

thy servant depart in peace.' Your choice has
been for these last years my conviction of what

might and would be the best for your happiness ;

and just because I was convinced of it, and
knew how strangely fate often changes what
one tries to bring about as being the best plan
one could fix upon the maximum of a good
arrangement I feared that it would not happen.

' " In your position, which may and will per-

haps become in future even more difficult in a

political point of view, you could not EXIST

without having a happy and agreeable
'
interi-

eur.' And I am much deceived (which I think

I am not) or you will find in Albert just the

very qualities and disposition which are indis-

pensable for your happiness, and which will

suit your own character, temper, and mode of

life.
' " You say most amiably that you consider

it a sacrifice on the part of Albert. This is true

in many points, because his position will be a

difficult one
;
but much, I may say all, will de-

pend on your affection for him. If YOU love

him, and are kind to him, he will easily bear

the bothers of his position, and there is a steadi-

ness, and at the same time a cheerfulness in his

character, which will facilitate this."
'

We have no inclination to discuss at any
length the conduct of the Opposition of

that day with regard to the Prince. The

subject is not a pleasant one, and we feel no

disposition to rake up old disputes. But we
must protest against the opinion expressed

by General Grey, that the Government were

to blame for what occurred. He ascribes the

miscarriage to their ' want of management,
and of a conciliatory spirit.'

Lord Melbourne

was never deficient in either quality; but
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party-feeling was then so high that no ' com-
munication

'

with the Opposition would have

had any chance of leading to a satisfactory_ar-

rangement. The ' Bed-Chamber Plot ' had
in the previous May foiled the expectation of

the Tories
;
the leaders of the party preserved

a certain decorum
;
but the rank and file

permitted themselves to hold language, not

only of Ministers, but of the Sovereign, which

recalled, as Lord Macaulay said, the style of

Hugh Peters. With men in such a temper
there could be no hope of coming to any
amicable understanding. The spirit which

urged the Tories in the Commons to reduce

the vote for the Prince was ungenerous

enough, but might on some grounds be de-

fended
;
but nothing can even palliate the

petty jealousy which was exhibited in the

Lords on the question of precedence all the

more inexplicable on any good ground, be-

cause the only person whose interests were

practically involved was the King of Hano-

ver, about whom no one thought or cared.

Well might King Leopold write, that it

'seemed to him incomprehensible that the

party which professed to
"
uphold the dignity

of the Crown should treat their Sovereign in

such a manner," and that too on an occasion
" when even in private life the most sour and

saturnine people relax and grow gay and are

mildly disposed." This miserable nonsense

went on some time. Not without some in-

dignation can we read the Queen's statement

that, at the first prorogation of Parliament

after her marriage? there were people 'who

pretended that the Prince could not drive

with the Queen in the state carriage or sit

next her in the House of Lords.' Even more

contemptible intrigues were directed against
him :

'Nor were there wanting those who would

gladly have kept him permanently estranged
from it

;
and not only so, but who would have

denied him, even in the domestic circle, that

authority which, in private families, properly be-

longs to the husband, and without which, it may
be added, there cannot be true comfort or hap-
piness in domestic life. The Prince himself

early saw the necessity of his asserting and

claiming that authority.
" In my home life,"

he writes to Prince Lovvenstein, in May 1840,
" I am very happy and contented

;
but the dif-

ficulty in filling my place with the proper dig-

nity is, that I am only the husband, not the
master in the house."

'

Shortly after his engagement, the Prince

had written to his grandmother,
' With the

exception of my relations towards the Queen,

my future position will have its dark sides,

and the sky will not always be blue and un-

clouded.' At this time he might have cause

to fear that his sky would be but rarely serene.

Fortunately, however, for himself, for the

Queen, and for the nation, the exception he

mentions enabled him to overcome all difficul-

ties. The anticipations of King Leopold were

fulfilled. Secure in the affection and confi-

dence of his wife, the wise firmness and dig-

nity of his character had full scope, and speed-

ily vindicated his position beyond the power
of the meddling or malicious to disturb. And
to his lasting honour he never showed the

slightest trace of resentment towards any one
who had been concerned in proceedings
which could not have failed to annoy him at

the moment.
Our principal concern with this volume,

for the present, is as it illustrates the charac-

ter of the Prince-Consort, and as it portrays
the domestic happiness of the early years of

the Queen. But the book has a wider scope
than this. It is interesting as a record of the

inner life of the Court; and in this point of

view will be valuable to the future historian.

And it is especially interesting from the

sketches of character which it contains, novel

to the great majority of readers, and from the

additional insight which it gives us into char-

acters of which the public knew something
already. It is impossible by means of extracts

to give the reader an adequate idea of the

variety of the book, any more than of its

frank simplicity. Among the family portraits,

if we may use the expression, arc those of

several members of the Coburg family, espe-

cially of the two Dowager-Duchesses above

referred to
;

and of Baron Stockmar, the

chosen friend for many years of the Prince

and the Queen. Among those eminent men
with whom we gain a more intimate acquaint-
ance than we had before, Lord Melbourne
and King Leopold are conspicuous. In Lord
Melbourne we see not only the accom-

plished gentleman, but one of the most

independent and large-minded of our mod
ern statesmen. lie was persistent in urg-

ing on the Queen the propriety of over-

coming her prejudice against the Tories.

He gained entirely the confidence of the

Prince, who speaks of him as ' a very good,

upright man
;'

while the Queen cxpr
towards him feelings of regard unusual

in their relative position: 'Lord Melbourne

has acted in this business, as he has always
done towards mi-, with the greatest kindness

and affection.' The wise and kindly man of

the world seems to have entertained for his

youthful Sovereign not merely the loyalty of

a confidential Minister, but an almost fatherly

affection ;
and it is pleasant to see that tins

feeling was reciprocated in full measure. H r

Majesty's journal records, with evident grati-

fication, how, when she announced her mar-

riage to the assembled Privy Council, she
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' saw Lord Melbourne looking kindly at me
with tears in his, eyes, but he was not near

me.' The public will now be more firmly

persuaded than ever that this country was

fortunate in a Premier during the first years
of the reign of Queen Victoria. In a not less

attractive aspect is the character of the late

King of the Belgians displayed. Of his letters

we have already spoken. Besides these, we
are given, in the Appendix,

' Reminiscences'

by the King, containing an account of his

family, and of his early life, especially so far

as connected with England, down to the date

of his refusal of the crown of Greece. These

reminiscences are exceedingly interesting, and

are written with all the vigour and vivacity
which marks the King's correspondence.

George iv., as might be expected, comes out

very badly. His mean vindictiveness seems

to have been beyond what we could have be-

lieved even of him
;
and certain of his satel-

lites, such as the late Lord Londonderry, ap-

pear to have been in all respects worthy of

their master. And we cannot here refrain

from the remark, that the frankness of these

reminiscences brings out in a strong light the

absurdi.y of those over-loyal critics who ob-

jected so warmly to Mr. Thackeray's delinea-

tion of George iv. The sarcastic lecturer said

nothing too severe for the facts of the son-in-

law.

There are three 'studies,' as it were, of the

Prince's character in this volume
;
one by

his tutor, M. Florschutz, a second by his

cousin, Count Arthur Mernsdorff, and a

third by Prince Lowenstein, a fellow-student

at Bonn. The best of these is that by Count

Mernsdorff at once the most vigorously
written and the most effective as a delinea-

tion of character. But all agree in essentials
;

the pictures they present are in every import-
ant respect, the same. To the intellectual

powers of the Prince, the quickness and

originality of his mind, his extensive knowl-

edge, his varied accomplishments, his love

of music and art, we have in these 'studies,'

as indeed throughout this whole volume, the

amplest testimony if, indeed, any such testi-

mony were needed after the publication of

his '

Speeches and Addresses' five years ago.
As to his character otherwise, so much lias

been lately said, and said so well, that no

words of ours can extend or enhance the

universal recognition of his worth. Yet we
cannot refrain from adding our testimony,

slight and unneeded as it may be. The
oftener we recur to the pages of this book
the stronger becomes our conviction, that he
was a great and a good man great in his

wisdom, self-knowledge, and self-control;

good in his
purity, benevolence, and truth.

In a nature so rich in excellence, it is diffi-

cult to say which quality most imperatively
demands our reppect ;

but perhaps this volume
illustrates with peculiar force the benevolence

of the Prince his deep and unresting desire

to benefit his fellow-men. When his cousin

ascends the throne of England, the first

thought he suggests to her is, 'that in her

hand lies the happiness of millions
;'
when he

takes his place by her side in that high
eminence, the chief support on which he

relies in view of the troubles awaiting him,
is the ' consciousness of using his powers and
endeavours for an object so great as that of

promoting the happiness of so many.' By a

nobler spirit can no man be animated
;
and

by that spirit Prince Albert was animated

throughout life.

His sagacity in the conduct of affairs was
almost unfailing. That quality, indeed, he

owed to no common training. From his

earliest years he had been little addicted to

mere amusement
;
and even in a ball-room

the occupation most agreeable to himself was
conversation with some eminent statesman or

man of letters. When he was but nineteen

years of age, the Grand Duke of Tuscany
remarked this preference during a ball at

Florence :

' Voila un prince dont nous pou-
vons etre fiers. La belle dauseuse 1'attend

le savant 1'occupe.' A writer in the Satur-

day Review has quoted this anecdote in order

to laugh at this characteristic, remarking that

a boy of nineteen at a ball would have been

better employed in dancing than in conversa-

tion. There could have 'hardly been a bet-

ter instance of our insular narrowness and
coarseness. An ordinary English boy would

probably have thought that, in such circum-

stances, dancing was the only possible occupa-
tion

; therefore, according to this reviewer, a

Prince destined in a few years to fill one of

the most arduous positions in Europe, had

no right to prefer anything else. Not so

had Prince Albert been trained. Rather

would his instructors seem to have borne in

mind the words of Richter :

'Let German philosophy show him in his

high station something different from what the

persiflage of French philosophy, and that of
worldliness exhihits

;
which endeavours to

represent the throne as the highest heritable

place at Court, or as a regency with a hand-
some income, and the country as a vast regi-
ment at once ridiculous and useful. Ah !

verily the ancient error of regarding princes
as the sent and anointed of God (which, in

fact, every man
is, only in different degrees

the man of genius, for instance, or every rational

creature, as compared with the beasts), is much

nobler, and more efficacious for good, than the

modern error of declaring them only to be the

ambassadors of selfish extortions, that is, of the

devil. And let German earnestness of heart
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show the young eagle-prince his wings, his

mountains, and his sun."*

Owing to his carefnl education, and the

natural seriousness of his disposition, the

Prince's character was formed at an unusu-

ally early age. Nothing could have been

more fortunate for one who was at the age
of twenty-one to be the husband of our

Queen. Hence his wonderful prudence, his

unexampled success in avoiding all indis-

cretions or blunders. Yet with all this

gravity and early thoughtful ness, there was

nothing in him of the 'old head on young
shoulders,' in the ordinary sense of the

saying. On the contrary, he excelled in

all the manly exercises popular among his

countrymen, was fond of fun, a good mimic
and caricaturist, with a strong liking even

for practical jokes. He thought, and in our

humble judgment wisely thought, that in his

peculiar position these dispositions should be

kept under restraint; but though restrained,

they were still there, giving a completeness
to his nature, and preventing earnestness of

character from degenerating into formality
or narrowness. Add to all this, deep relig-

ious feeling, not limited by any reverence for

forms, but a profound conviction, giving a

colour to his whole life, in the light of which

all his actions were done
; and, flowing from

this, a capacity to live undazzled among all

the splendours of the world, to enjoy its

pleasures without undue elation; and we
have a character such as has seldom adorned

a throne.

' O how should England, dreaming of his sons,

Hope more for these than some inheritance

Of such a life ! a heart a mind as thine,
Thou noble lather of our kings to be 1

'

The thought of the poet can bear a wider

application than he has given it in these well-

known lines. England can hope for all her

sons some inheritance in such a life. For it

is the property of virtue like his to extend its

influence beyond all limits of rank or station
;

any one, however lowly, can share in this in-

heritance by following his example.
That such a man should have been at any

time unpopular seems strange. And it is the

more so because Prince Albert spared no

pains to acquire a knowledge of the Knglish

people,
and to study even their prejudices.

Nothing could have been more judicious and

more dignified than his refusal of the com-
mand of the army, most unwisely urged upon
him by the l>uke of Wellington who, in-

deed, never understood the I'.riiish public at

all. Yet it is true that the Prince had occa-

* Levana Translation, p. 807.

sionally to contend with much misconception
and considerable unpopularity. The grounds
of this were singularly ill-founded. It rested

mainly on an apprehension of the Prince's

undue influence in political affairs. That ap-

prehension was quite imaginary. From the

first, Lord Melbourne desired that the Prince

should share the counsels of the Queen as her

best friend and adviser, a desire which was
entertained by all her subsequent Ministers.

This he was always willing to do; more he

never did. The view which he took of his

position was marked by a rare nobility and

self-forgetfulness, and cannot be better ex-

pressed than in his own words to the Duke
of Wellington, when declining the office of

Commander-in-Chief :

' This requires that the husband should en-

tirely sink his own individual existence in that

of his wife. that he should aim at no power
by himself or for himself, should shun all os-

tentation, assume no separate responsibility
before the public, but make his position en-

tirely a part of hers, fill up every gap which,
as a woman, she would naturally leave in the

exercise of her royal functions, continually
and anxiously watch every part of the public

business, in order to be able to advise and assist

her at any moment, in any of the multifarious

and difficult questions or duties brought before

her, sometimes international, sometimes politi-

cal, or social, or personal.'*

To this idea of his duties we now know
that he steadily adhered. How noble in self-

denial must have been the man who could

conceive that idea, how perfect in self-con-

trol must have been the man who could

maintain it throughout the varied contingen-
cies of more than twenty years! And those,

too, the years during which, in the case of

most men, the passions are strongest, and the

judgment not yet matured
;

and during

which, therefore, the temptation to break

through such stringent rules must have been

often strong. For it is always to be borne in

mind that the Prince died at forty-two; sel-

dom has any man gained such a reputation
for sagacity and prudence at so early an age.

It is no disparagement to the living to
say-

that the glory and happiness of the reign of

our Queen has been owing, in no small de-

gree, to the line of conduct so faithfully ob-

served by the Prince. Why then his unpop-

ularity ? It arose, so far as it really existed,

from various causes. The Knglish p"opleare
not generous to strangers; they cannot com-

prehend any difference from their own tastes

and habits; they even resent such difference.

Hence their foolish dislike to foreigners as a

rule; a dislike not easily overcome by any

*
Speechesand Addresses, p. 77.
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individual foreigner. Moreover, by a certain

section of the aristocracy, Prince Albert was

with reason disliked, by those, namely, who

regretted the license of previous Courts.

Even such a feeling as this (the motive being

unknown) had some effect on the public, in-

creasing the prejudice against the Prince.

But at the worst, his unpopularity with the

body of the people was never more than

temporary. It was only roused at times of

strong political excitement such as the out-

break of the Crimean War when the public

were misled into some ridiculous belief that

the influence of the Prince was opposed to

the wishes of the nation. And it has long

passed away :

' Now thy brows are cold

"We see thee what thou art, and know
Thy likeness to the wise below,

Thy kindred with the great of old.'

Years ago, Perthes foretold that the Prince

was ' sure to become the idol of the English

nation, silently to influence the English aris-

tocracy, and deeply to affect the destinies of

Europe.' Doubtless the English nation now
cherishes his memory with a grateful affec-

tion
; probably, had he lived longer bis in-

fluence as an able and trusted statesman

would have greatly affected Europe; what he

has done for the English aristocracy we can-

not tell
;
but we do know what he has done

for the English monarchy. It is startling to

reflect and it would be well did those in

high places reflect often and seriously on

the change which has taken place within the

last seventy years in the feeling of the Eng-
lish people towards the monarchy. We are

loyal as ever, when a Sovereign like the

present justly commands our loyalty ; nay,
we are even more so

;
for our loyalty is

founded upon rational conviction and regard.
But loyalty, as an unreasoning instinct, has

passed away. It is not too much to say that

it would be hard for a king like George iv.

again to reign in this country. Prince

Albert saw and understood this change. He
rendered no slight .assistance to our gracious

Sovereign in resting the throne upon new
and more Lasting foundations. On these

foundations rectitude of life, earnestness of

purpose, self-denying pursuit of duty the

throne will stand firm
;
but should their sup-

port be withdrawn, the days of monarchy
will be evil, and, it may be, few.

In concluding this notice, necessarily hasty
and imperfect, we cannot deny ourselves

the pleasure of recalling to our readers
the words with which Mr. Thackeray closed
his ' Roundabout Paper' for December 1862

words which, when first written, came

home to our hearts with a great power of

appealing, and which we now know, as we
then believed, to be not more pathetically

beautiful than strictly true :

'

Wise, just, moderate, admirably pure of life,

the friend of science, of freedom, of peace and

all peaceful arts, the Consort of the Queen

passes from our troubled sphere to that serene,

one where justice and peace reign eternal. At
a moment of awful doubt, and, it may be, dan-

ger, Heaven calls away from the wife's, the

Sovereign's side, her dearest friend and coun-

sellor. But he leaves that throne and its

widowed mistress to the guardianship of a

great people, whose affectionate respect her

life has long since earned, whose best sympa-
thies attend her grief, and whose best strength
and love and loyalty will defend her honour.'

The nation sympathizes with the loss of

the counsellor
;

it sympathizes yet more

deeply with loss of the husband and the

friend. Nothing lies so close to the hearts

of the English people as a reverence for

domestic happiness. And when they know

that those of the highest station in the land

have enjoyed this happiness as truly as it

can be enjoyed by any, their feelings are

stirred with a vehemence of sympathy strange

to the usually impassive English nature.

Perhaps the greatest merit of this book con-

sists in the simple frankness of its appeal to

this feeling : one touch of nature makes the

whole world kin
;
and never was Sovereign

made kin with her subjects by a purer and

truer touch of nature than is here. ' It is this,'

said Lord Melbourne at the first,
' which

has made your Majesty's marriage popular,

that they know it is not for mere State

reasons
;'

and so it continued to the end.

The people knew that their Queen enjoyed
that felicity which '

is immeasurably above

all ambition, more precious than wealth,

more noble than name. He knows not life

who knows not that
;

he hath not felt

the highest faculty of the soul who hath not

enjoyed it.' And as by the publication of

this book a fuller knowledge has been given,
so a heartier sympathy will be yielded.

Whatever of public duties can be performed

by the Sovereign only, the1 Sovereign, we
feel assured, will continue to discharge. But
in the face of the greatness of the loss which

this volume makes clear to us, and of the

reality of sorrow which every page reveals,

who could join in the cry (let
this brief no-

tice suffice for a topic so distasteful) that

such grief should be disturbed by idle

gaieties for the amusement of a frivolous

aristocracy ?
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VIII. The Achievements and
Moral of 1807.

the

THE year 1867 will always be memorable
in British history, both for what it has done

and for what it has revealed. It has wit-

nessed a collapse of principle and a disinte-

gration of party far beyond anything that

has been seen in our own time or in our

fathers', a weakness in what was considered

strong, an instability in what was considered

firm, a fluctuation in what was thought es-

tablished, a melting away of what had been

regarded as permanent and almost eternal,

that are a little short of bewildering. It is

not so much that old landmarks have been

removed, and new principles and modes of

action have been avowed, and vast constitu-

tional changes introduced, and political steps

taken of enormous and uncalculated magni-

tude; but that these things have been done

by some of the very last men we should

have expected to do them, that they have

been done, half unconsciously, half unin-

tentionally, by most of the doers, in a man-

ner in spite of themselves, and that they ap-

pear to have been done from no adequate

motive, and under the pressure of no dis-

cernible or absolute necessity. People have

drifted rather than been driven
; they have

groped and swayed about as in a sort of

somnambulism ; they have not succumbed

to any irresistible force so much as yielded

helplessly to some invisible, unintelligible,

feeble fatality. We venture to affirm, that

no one who opposed the Reform Bill of

1866, or introduced that of 1867, had the

least anticipation of what the Reform Bill

under which we shall elect our Parliament

in 1868 would be; and even now we greatly

question whether any one can predict with

the least approach to accuracy what the op-
eration and results of the new law will prove
to be. All we know is, that statesmen and

parties have curiously changed places, and

appear to have changed views; that we have

lived for six months as in the phantasmagoria
of a dream, and have been treated to a series

of dissolving views, so rapid and startling as

nearly to take away our breath
;
that our

confidence both in the wisdom and the in-

tegrity of public men has received a shock
from which it will take it years to recover;
and that we no longer know where to look

for guidance, or whence to expect resistance

and stability. It is not too much to say,

that the predominant feeling left on the

minds of all thinking and observant men by
the session of 18(37 is one of minglod sur-

prise, shame, irortitication, and vague un-

easiness, sometimes rising almost to dismay,
when we look forward to the future

;
and the

impression is pretty nearly the same whether

the spectator be Liberal or Conservative in

his opinions. No party can be proud of its

conduct or its achievements, and none but the

Radicals, and 'they only with misgiving, can

rejoice at the result. Whigs and Tories have

been alike shortsighted, unwise, unstable ;

blunders, in which morality has been as much
in fault as intelligence, have been shared be-

tween them in nearly equal measure
; partly

in their blind hostility, partly in their com-

mon weariness, they have joined in a work

which neither wished for, and which neither

can in their heart approve.
There has been nothing like it in our his-

tory so far as we can remember; certainly

not in onr recent history. The great con-

flicts of 1832 and 1846 had nothing in com-

mon with it. The former inaugurated a new

political era, the latter a new commercial

and financial policy ;
but the action in both

cases was specific, deliberate, and designed.
In 1832, the entire party of progress w'as

arrayed against the entire party of resistance
;

the first knew what they wanted, the other

what they feared
;
both parties stood to their

guns to the end of the fiercest and most ob-

stinate struggle of our day, and the Tories,

'

Though vanquished, still retired with strife.'

A sort of crisis in our national annals had

arrived
;
abuses of all kinds had accumulated

till the irritation and indignation they excited

had become dangerous and mischievous, and

the state of the representation was at once

the worst of these abuses and the cause of

most of them. The apparent were out of

harmony with the real facts of our political

condition ; legislative supremacy no longer

lay in the same classes which possessed tho

ultimate practical power; the constitutional

garment of a former age had ceased to fit

the altered circumstances of the time. A
claim was put forth, the essential justice of

which could not be gainsaid, and it was

backed by a strength in the claimants that

could not be withstood. The result of the

change proposed was honestly, and might be

intelligently, dreaded by those who regarded

mainly all that was good in the past, and

whose fancy exaggerated all that was perilous

and uncertain in the future, and their pre-

dictions of ruin were scarcely more extr.n.i-

gant than tho golden age anticipated by thoir

adversaries. Still, both parties believed in

their principles and in their prophecies ; both

fought out the fight gallantly ami honourably,
and there was nothing to tarnish either the

victory of the one or the defeat of the other.

Neither the conquered nor the conquerors had

anything to be ashamed of : the first yielded

to the rising tide, and the second rode into
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power upon it
;

but both parties came out of

the conflict compact and unbroken, with their

relative position unaltered and their cohesion

unimpaired. The contest which reached its

culminating point in 1846 was of a different

character. It was a contest between two

economic doctrines, with each of which the

fancied interests of the combatants were so

mixed up that the mixture at once exacer-

bated the struggle and rebated something of

its dignity. The Reform battle of 1832 was

a simple trial of strength ;
the Free-trade

battle of 1846 was in a considerable measure

a process of conversion. Statesmen, and

with them the rank and file of parties, mod-
ified their opinions and changed their posi-
tions and their sides, discussion spread en-

lightenment and wrought conviction in a

fashion and with a rapidity perhaps never

before witnessed, and the final result came
less in the shape of a victory won than of a

concession made and an argument admitted.

The inevitable consequence of this peculiarity
was a certain disintegration of the Conserva-

tive party, analogous to that which Catholic

Emancipation had wrought among the old

Tories seventeen years before
;

the uncon-

verted country gentlemen separated them-
selves from their old associates on whom
economical enlightenment had dawned, and
felt conscious while doing so that differences

had sprung up between them on other than

commercial questions, and that these dif-

ferences lay deeper than mere discrepancies
of opinion, and had their origin in ineradi-

cable sentiments and dispositions. Sir Rob-
ert Feel and his followers edged off more
and more towards the Liberals, and ulti-

mately became fused with them, and occa-

sionally even plus royaliste qua le roi, while
the Protectionists and the residual Tories

formed the new Conservative party under
Lord Derby. But in this disintegration there
was nothing that honourable men need blush
for

;
it was caused by a distinct and sincere

change of convictions in the minds of the

seceding politicians ; they quitted their party
in order to adhere to their principles ; they
never dreamed of abandoning their principles
either for party or for power.
But the scene exhibited this year in Par-

liament bears no similarity to either of those

we have sketched out
;
and even on the most

indulgent view that can be formed, it seems

impossible to deny that the Conservative

leaders have displayed a disingenuousness,
and their followers a mingled shortsighted-
ness and cynical laxity of principle or feeble-

ness of character, for which no decent expla-
nation or creditable excuse can be alleged.
In saying this, we are looking at the matter
as purely philosophical observers, not as

Liberals or party men of any description ;

for we agree with Mr. Disraeli's dictum at

the outset of the session, that the Reform

question had arrived at such a position that

the ordinary rules of party proceeding had
in a great measure ceased to be applicable to

it. There is no doubt that the Conservatives

were in a very difficult dilemma, a dilemma
of which the perplexing character was inten-

sified both by their taking office awd by their

late course of action when out of office.

Every allowance should be made for them
;

and every allowance would have been made,
had they acted up to their convictions, and
in conformity with their natural vocation, in

their really embarrassing position of politi-

cians reluctantly but irresistibly compelled to

bow to the will of the country, yet without

retiring from the country's service, a posi-
tion not unnatural nor unfrequent under a

constitutional regime, and one that, if honest-

ly avowed, may be accepted without humilia-

tion. Reform, which as a body the Conser-

vatives disliked, had become inevitable.

According to one view, the nation was
resolved to have it

; according to the other,
statesmen on all sides had so acted that it

could not honourably or safely be withheld.

It matters little in what way we express the

imperious necessity which all recognise, or in

what manner we conceive it to have been

brought about. 'The Conservatives knew
that they could not hold office unless the

Reform question was settled
;
and they were

in no way called upon to acquiesce in their

perpetual exclusion from office. Under a

popular Government statesmen must bow to

the deliberate and persistent will of the peo-

ple ; they are the servants of the people ;

and though no doubt they may not carry
out the people's will where they believe

it to be noxious, and though they are bound
to warn the people of this fancied noxious-

ness, yet, on the other hand, they are not

called upon to thwart this deliberate and

persistent national purpose beyond a certain

point or for too long a time : nay more, they
have no right, and would be unwise, to do so.

The Conservatives, moreover, might and
must have felt that the continued agitation
of this question was extremely mischievous

;

that it not only disturbed the public mind,
but stood in the way of much urgently need-

ed legislation ;
that to get it disposed of

was about the most patriotic service and

sacrifice a statesman could offer to his coun-

try ;
and even that an undesirable settlement

might perhaps be more desirable than no

settlement at all. They may, too, have

entertained a rooted conviction that on many
subjects at least ^is vital as Reform they were

more in harmony with the national feeling,
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and more fit to guide the national action

than their opponents ;
and that this harmony

and fitness would become apparent as soon

as this one irritating and unsettling question
\vas removed out of the way. Of course the

practical conclusion which ought logically to

have followed from this which we believe to

have been the true state of mind of the Con-

servative leaders, if not of the majority of

their party was that they should have per-
mitted the late Government to deal with the

question, and have exercised all their power
and all their tact to make them deal with it

in a safe manner, and, as far as it might be.

not in an anti-Conservatve direction. We
are by no means convinced that this was not

their design last year ;
but if it was, they

failed in their object, either because they

pressed their opposition too far or too unskil-

fully, or because the leader of the Liberals

was too intemperate and unyielding. There
can be little donbt, we apprehend, that if

Mr. Gladstone had shown in 1866 one quar-
ter of the flexibility and cold patient deter-

mination to succeed which Mr. Disraeli dis-

played in 1867, the measure of the late

Government would have been passed, in a

modified and mutilated form probably, but

still in a form incomparably preferable in all

substantial points to that which has now
become law. But to imagine this 'if 'is to

fancy that the granite pillar could have
become a willow wand. When Mr. Gladstone

resigned because he could not have his way,
and because he believed that his way was
more important than a Bill, the Opposition
naturally succeeded to office and its obliga-

tions, and a Reform Bill became a necessity
of their position and the condition of their

existence. It was no doubt a misfortune,
and possibly their fault, that they should

have had to deal with the question as inau-

gurate rs, and as a Government
;

but still

they might have done so boldly and ingenu-

ously, in an honourable fashion, and on Con-
servative principles. It would have been

difficult, we admit
;

it would have required
the union of great tact, intrinsic honesty, and
that courageous plainness of speech which is

tin; best ally and the most convincing indica-

tion of honesty of purpose- ;
it would have

needed a frank and generous concession of
such popular demands as were undeniably
reasonable and not undeniably unsafe, and
resolute firmness in refusing to be made the

instrument of any enactments on which
sound and true Liberals, as well as moderate

Conservatives, \\ere not agreed. The partv

might, have given up their prejudices without

abandoning or gainsaying their conviction-,
and effected a creditable compromise by sur-

rendering a portion of their prospect* and

their power, and taking their stand only on

what belonged to their essential, intimate,

and hereditary sentiments and doctrines.

Our indictment against them is that they
have done the very reverse of all this

; that,

under the tortuous and bewildering guidance
of a most subtle and incurably indirect tacti-

cian, they have deserted the ancestral princi-

ples in order to subserve the immediate
interests of their party ;

that half blindly,
half madly, half wearily, half meanly, they
have bartered character and consistency for

power ; that, to gain an official future, they
have done that which in their hearts they
believe or fear will prove injurious to their

country ; that, in a word, there is an utter

and irreconcilable antagonism, such as no

ingenious sophistry can conceal, between the

ground they have always taken on this

question and the work they have now con*

summated. Their most precise type is to be

found in La Fontaine's fable of the Dog and
the Sausages. The dog was in the habit of

carrying home his master's dinner, and had

performed his function for many years with

exemplary fidelity and courage, defending his

basket a Pouirance against the assaults of all

the hungry dogs who met him. But on one

occasion he was assailed by overwhelming
numbers, and finding himself on the point of

being overpowered, he resolved, as he could

not avert defeat, at least to profit by the

spoils of victory, so fell to work, and devoured

the greater portion of the sausages himself.

The sin of both followers and chiefs in

the Conservative party has been, in our

judgment, about as grave as a political party
could commit. The sin of the followers is,

that they have accepted at the hands of their

leaders a measure which they would have

denounced with unfeigned indignation, and

rejected almost without a hearing, if it had
been proposed by their opponents ;

that

they have enfranchised indiscriminately, and
in overwhelming numbers, those classes whom
they defeated and ousted the late Government
for wishing to enfranchise in a far more
measured and moderate degree ; that, theo-

retically and potentially, and, as far as we
can foresee, actually, they have transferred

preponderating electoral power to those

hands which they had always pronounced
and believed to be peculiarly unfitted for the

exercise of that power; that, by their own

votes, and without any imperious or in

ible necessity, they have brought about that

especial modification of the Constitution,
which they were in the habit, in all sincentv,

and apparently with sound reason, of re-

garding as in the last degree dangerous and

impermissible ;
and that they have thus

abandoned their principles and falsified their
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antecedents for the sole purpose of defeating
their antagonists, and regaining or retaining

office. Either they believed that the great

body of those on whom they conferred the

franchise would in fact and in time come up-
on the Register, or they did not. If they

did, they were guilty of the parricidal crime

of handing over the future destinies of the

country to those whom they knew to be

wholly incompetent to dictate or to mould

those destinies. If they did not, they were

guilty of the disingenuousness of professing
to give a large measure of enfranchisement,
which yet in their hearts they believed would

prove a very small one. The sin of the

Conservative leaders, or rather leader (for on

Mr. Disraeli alone must be concentrated all

the active credit, though his colleagues share

the grave responsibility), lies in this, that

they not only participated in, and advised

the deliberate abandonment of principle in-

volved in the enactment of the measure

which has been adopted, but that, aware that

if first presented in its naked monstrosity and

its full undisguised inconsistency to the rank

and file of their supporters, the yet uncor-

rupted instincts of the whole Conservative

party would revolt at the proposal, they
concealed its real bearing and the form which

it was ultimately to assume under a number
of temporary draperies and accessories, and,
as Mr. Lowe described the process, treated

their followers as a skilful rider treats a shy-

ing horse, leading it round and round the

dreaded object, and closer and closer to it,

and gradually accustoming it to the un-

wonted sio;ht(
:

'

Till, bolder grown, familiar with its face,

They first endure, then study, then embrace.'

It is impossible for any one who has followed

day by day the whole details of the contest

as conducted by the leader of the House,
and the indignant revelations and remon-
strances of Lord Cranborne, Lord Carnarvon,
and General Peel, to evade the conviction

that Mr. Disraeli practised on his party a de-

liberate and most daring system of blindfold-

ing, management, education, deception call

it by whatever name you like, and that he

pursued his purpose with a degree of flexi-

bility of stratagem, of readiness of resource,
of audacious and cynical courage, which
would command onr highest admiration, if

success in an evil aim, achieved by discred-

itable means, could ever be greeted with ap-

plause, till all the nobler sentiments and emo-
tions have died out of the nation's soul.

Of course the motive of the Government
in proposing, and the defence of the party
in accepting, an extension of the suffrage so

much larger than that which they had pre-

viously denounced as intolerably extravagant
and wild, are now obvious enough, though
far too cynical and shameless to be pro-

claimed, or, we believe, to have been plainly
avowed in the secret sittings of the Cabinet.

Still there are those to be met with here and
there who are sincere enough to call a spade
a spade, even to themselves. ' What we

want,' said one of those,
'
is to give votes,

not to the most intelliger.t of the working
classes, but to those on whom we can best bring
our intelligence to bear.' Mr. Disraeli's

theory has long been known to be the same
as that thus cynically indicated. He believes

that the lowest and most ignorant portion of

the householders, both in town and country,
are the most amenable to influence, the most

likely to be managed and exploite by the

Conservative party, most under the control

of those above them, most dependent,
both in circumstances and in mind, upon
their employers, their landlords, their superi-
ors. He thinks, too, and to a great extent

he is right, that their native sympathies,
and mental habits, and old prejudices, will

dispose them to side with the Conservatives,
with the old families, with 'the land,' with

the proprietors of great estates, and the in-

heritors of venerable names. He believes,

moreover, and here again he is, for the pres-
ent at least, probably correct, that even the

ignorance and incapacity of the lowest class

of new electors is of a sort that will be more
malleable by their betters than by the dema-

gogue ;
that they are too stupid to be much

inflamed by oratory, too dull to be much af-

fected or misled by political enticements, too

timid to be easily induced to oppose those in

whose cottages they live, on whose soil they

labour, from whose hands they receive their

daily wages. In a word, recognising their

utter inability to form any political opinion,
and their unfitness to influence any political

movement, he perceives a special capacity
for the franchise in this very inability, a fit-

ness precisely in this very unfitness, inasmuch

as they may be expected to adopt the opin-
ions of those above them, and to exercise

their franchise obediently as these direct. In

giving votes nominally to the poorest class

of ratepayers, he fancies that he is giving
them in reality to gentlemen and men of

property, and in a preponderating measure
to the gentlemen and men of property of the

Conservative party. He knew that the elite

of the artisa.n class, those intelligent and

politically-interested working men, who lay

immediately below the present electors, and
whom a 6 or 7 franchise would princi-

pally place upon the Register, were almost

invariably Liberals and Radicals; but below

these, and more numerous than these, he dis-
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covered the mass of householding labourers

too stupid to be anything but Tories, or too

poor to be in a position to resist Tory influ-

ence in whatever material, social, or moral

shape it might be brought to bear upon
them; and in this 'residuum,' which even

Mr. Bright dreads and despises, Mr. Disraeli

discerned a mine of Conservative wealth and

strength, which might yet restore the sceptre
to Israel. He called a new electoral world

into existence to redress the balance of the

old. In a word, he and his party have de-

liberately, and of malice aforethought, placed

political power in the hands of a class which

they know to be incompetent and unworthy,
under the conviction that they will be able

to wield and direct the action of that class

at their pleasure. It was an immoral calcu-

lation, and an unsafe one. The result may
for a time justify their expectation, but grad-
ual progress, or sudden excitement, may ut-

terly overthrow their estimate
;
and in any

case the power to guide and govern the fate

and policy of England has gone from the

upper classes
; they hold it, while they hold

it, only on sufferance, and at the mercy of

happy accidents.

The crime has not gone altogether with-

out punishment. No one who during the

late session has watched the demeanour of

the gentlemen, and especially the country

gentlemen, behind the Treasury bench, as at

the bidding of their chief they dealt this

backhanded blow at their principles and

their country, could be left in doubt as to

the bitterness with which they felt and re-

sented their humiliation. As they listened

to the savage sarcasms of Mr. Lowe, and the

hard home-hitting of General Peel, and the

grave, dignified, but merciless denunciations

of Lord Cranborne, feeling that they must

bear them all in silence and echo them all

in the secret recesses of their conscience,
conscious that these things

'Et dici potuisse, et non potuisse refolli;'

as they saw their own leader, the leader, of

the great Conservative party, bringing in the

Bill of the leader of the Radicals, and

forcing it upon them by the eager aid of the

leader of the Liberals; as on vital points of

this most vital question, Mr. Disraeli \\as

found voting with Mr. Bright and Mr. Glad-

stone in the same division against the old

lights and landmarks of the Tories
;

a-s their

recognised commander and their most detest-

ed foe, Righteousness and Peace, the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer and the member for

Birmingham, exchanged the kiss of recon-

ciliation and co-operation before their face,

they must have experienced a sense of self-

inflicted ignominy, discomfiture, and suiridi 1

,

1 that might almost be accepted as an expia-

tion. The great matter for surprise* is, that

Englishmen should have been found in such

numbers and of such position willing to en-

counter such mortification for any object, or

at the bidding of any master. The man
who could lead and goad them to such a

leap must have been a captain of no ordinary
skill and resolution

; and, let us add, of no

ordinary scorn for the intellects and iudifter-

ence to the feelings of those he led.

Many individuals in the party must in

justice be excepted from this sweeping con-

demnation. There were a few who prompt-

ly and resolutely refused to be dragged at

the chariot-wheels of the conqueror even

though he conquered in their name, who
drew off from the cortege and resigned their

commands as soon as they perceived whither

he was leading them, and had the manliness

openly to protest against, and in no stinted

language to denounce, the unnatural course

of action, in the name of public morality
and of their own honour. Lord Cranborne,
Lord Carnarvon, and General Peel, spoke
out with the plain indignant earnestness of

men deeply sensible of the responsibility im-

posed upon them by their social as well as

by their political position. Too independent
to be coerced, too clear-sighted to be hood-

winked, too honest and too wise knowingly
to do certain evil in order that uncertain

good might come, with consciences too up-

right and too sensitive to be drugged by any
of the ordinary opiates 'for such cases made
and provided,' they discerned the snare, and

resisted and resented the temptation. And
let us here recognise that the temptation
was a great one, especially to the two noble-

men we have named. It is no light matter

for men who fill high positions and are con-

scious of great powers, who have just ob-

tained the object of their long ambition,
who have the opportunity of proving and of

exercising those capacities for administration

and for statesmanship which they believe

themselves to possess, and of rendering those

signal services to their country which they
believe it is in them to render, who have
' warmed to their work,' have grown pro-

foundly interested in it, and foci that they
are doing it well, it .is no light matter for

such men to throw up their opportunities
and lay down their task. Both Lord Cran-

borne and Lord Carnarvon wore winning
in>ldon opinions, though in a somewhat dif-

ferent manner, and the former in particular

was rapidly earning, in the estimation of

those best qualified to jndge, the reputation
of a first-rate administrator, lie had a mag-
nificent field of usefulness and fame before

him. lie was virtually the ruler, almost the
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dictator, of the most extensive portion of

England's extensive empire. The prosperity,

the happiness, it is scarcely too much to say

the destinies, of more than a hundred mil-

lions of his fellow-subjects lay in his hands

and waited upon his decisions
;
and he felt

at once capable of wielding this mighty au-

thority and deeply sensible of the solemn

responsibilities which it imposed. Yet he

resigned all this simply and unhesitatingly
rather than become a party to a stratagem
which he deemed unworthy and a policy
which lie deemed dangerous and immoral,
rather than be false to the traditions of his

order or the principles of his antecedent life.

How keen must have been the temptation
and how great the sacrifice we may divine

from observing that others of his colleagues,

able and honourable men, found themselves

unequal to make it. Sir Stafford Northcote

could not withstand the fascinating bait of

the Indian Secretaryship, and Lord Stanley
could not find it in his heart to abandon the

Foreign Office and the career in which he

was beginning to taste the sweets of success

and adulation. Yet the language of both

in the earlier part of the Reform discussion,

and their silence during its later stages,

prove, with a significance that cannot be

mistaken, how little they approved the tor-

tuous and inconsistent policy of their chief,

and how futile they felt any attempt must

be to reconcile it with either their opinions
or their promises. We are not disposed to

judge them with extreme severity, for their

resignation, along with that of the other

Ministers, might not only have interrupted
their own career, but might have overthrown

the Government and postponed the Bill; but

it is possible also that it would have com-

pelled their leader to alter or modify his

course, and while, perhaps, giving us a wiser

measure, would at least have involved a far

smaller sacrifice of political integrity and

public confidence.

A few passages from the final dignified

protests of Lord Cranborne and Lord Car-

narvon ought not to be unrecorded, and will

spare many words of our own. Lord Cran-

borne says :

' Remember that the history of this Bill is

quite peculiar. I venture to say that there is

no man in this House of Commons who can re-

member any Bill being treated in the way that

this Bill has been dealt with. No man in this

House of Commons can remember a Govern-
ment who have introduced a Bill of this im-

portance, and who have yielded in committee
amendments so vitally altering the whole con-

stitution and principle of the Bill as has been
done in the present instance. I venture to

impress this upon this House, because I have

heard it said that this Bill is a Conservative

triumph. If it be a Conservative triumph to

have adopted the principles of your most de-

termined adversary, who has just come into

the House the Honourable Member for Bir-

mingham ;
if it be a Conservative triumph to

have introduced a Bill guarded with precau-
tions and securities, and to have abandoned

every one of those precautions and securities

at the bidding of your opponents, then in the

whole course of your annals I will venture to

say the Conservative party has won no triumph
so signal.

'After all, our theory of Government is not

that a certain number of statesmen should

place themselves in office and do whatever the

House of Commons bids them. Our theory of

Government is,
that on each side of the House

there should be men supporting definite

opinions, and that what they have supported in

opposition they should adhere to in <

ffice,
and

that every one should know, from the fact of

their being in office, that those particular

opinions will be supported. If you reverse

that, and declare that no matter what a man
has supported in opposition, the moment he

gets into office it shall be open. to him to re-

verse and repudiate it all, you practically desiroy
the whole basis on which our form of govern-
ment rests, and you make the House of Com-
mons a mere scrambling-place for office. You
practically banish all honourable men from the

political arena, and you will find in the long run

that the time will come when your statesmen

will be nothing but political adventurers, and
that professions of opinion will be looked upon
only as so many political manoeuvres for the pur-

pose of attaining office. In using this language
I naturally speak with much regret. The Con-
servative party, whose opinions have had my
most sincere approval, have, to my mind, dealt

themselves a fatal blow by the course which

they have adopted. This question will not

always occupy our attention. Other questions
will arise, other institutions will have to be de-

fended, and no doubt Conservative members
will go down to their constituents and profess
the strongest sentiments in support of those

institutions. But they will meet men who will

say to them, "Oh, yes; we understand all

that. We are aware that so long as you are in

opposition you will defend those institutions

stoutly: but we also know, if past history be

any guide to us, that the very moment you get
into office you will propose measures to abolish

them more extreme than any brought forward

by the most extreme of your opponents." I,

for one, deeply regret that the Conservative

party should have committed themselve^ tj

such a course. I regret that I should be pre-
cluded from following any line of policy which

they may pursue. Against that, however, on

which they have now entered, I deem it my
duty to protest, because I wish, whatever may
happen in the future, to record my own deep
and strong feeling on this subject. I desire to

protest in the most earnest language which I

am capable of using against the political moral-

ity on which the manoeuvres of this year have

been based. If you borrow your political
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ethics from the ethics of the political adven- !

turer, you may depend upon it the whole of ,

your representative institutions will crumble i

beneath your feet. It is only because of that
j

mutual trust in each other by which we ought
to be animated, it is only because we believe

that convictions expressed and promises made
will be followed by deeds, that we are enabled

to carry on this party government which has

led this country to so high a pitch of greatness.
I entreat honourable gentlemen opposite not to

believe that my feelings on this subject are dic-

tated simply by my hostility to this measure,

though I object to it most strongly, as the

House is aware. But even if I took a contrary

view, if I deemed it to be most advantageous,
I still should deeply regret that the position of

the executive should have been so degraded
as it has been in the present session. I

should deeply regret to find that the House
of Commons has applauded a policy of leger-
demain. And I .should above all things re-

gret that this great gift to the people- if gift

you think it should have been purchased by
a political betrayal which has no parallel in our

our parliamentary annals, which strikes at the

root of all that mutual confidence which is the

very soul of our party government, and on
which only the strength and freedom of our

representative institutions can be sustained.'

Lord Carnarvon says :

' For thirty years the Conservative leaders have
denounced in constitutional language that most

dangerous and fatal doctrine that there should

be a transfer of power to any single class, and
that property and education should be swamped
by mere numbers. They have denounced it

in the name of the Crown, the Church, the

House of Lords, and every great and venerable
institution of the country ;

but now we are

told by a Vi-ry eminent authority in the House
of Commons that the Crown, the Church, and
the House of Lords never were safer than they
are now that democracy in England is a bug-
bear and an impossibility ;

and that household

suffrage has always been the esoteric faith of
Conservative Cabinets. Whatever others may
say or do, I repudiate and protest against this

statement. I protest against it,
not only as

being inconsistent with the fact, but as being a

gross and palpable insult to my understanding.
I am no convert lo this new faith. I will not

stultify by any act or word of mine the very
existence of a conservative party, because if

household suflrage be the secret faith of Con-
servative Cabinets, and the Conservative faith

in years past if during all that time we have
been opposing Reform Bills successively as they
were introduced; if wo denounced last year a

7 rental as leading directly to revolution, I

put ashes on my head and acknowledge with
all humility aiul sincerity that the whole of that

parly to which I thought I had the honour to

belong w.-is nothing butamereorgftniBed l>\p >-

crisy. My Lords, it would be far better, be-

cause it would be consistent with fact, to admit
at once that there has been a change of opinion.

We are told that all things are allowable in love

and war; better say at once, "All things are

allowable in politics, and don't scan motives too

closely." My noble friend (Lord Derby) might
ask in lines with which he is no doubt familiar,

" Mutemus clypeos, Danaumque insignia nobis

Aptemus ; dolus, an virtus, quis in hoste requirat ?"

Grod forbid that I should preclude any public
man from changing his opinion ;

but I say this,
that the character of public men is not private

property and that when these great and vio-

lent and abrupt changes are made, it would be

well, as in the case of Sir Robert Peel, they
were marked by some evidence of personal self-

sacrifice, some unquestionable proofs of disin-

terestedness and sincerity of motive. My
Lords, dangerous as I believe this measure to

be, I think the mode by which it has been

brought before Parliament is far more danger-
ous and far more full of evil auguries for the fu-

ture. Where are all the securities, where are
all the principles, where are all the assevera-
tions which Her Majesty's Ministers so freely
made at the commencement of these discus-

sions? They have disappeared; and I wish

they had gone to
" the land where all things

are forgotten." I fear extremely, however,
that they will survive and be henceforth cited

by those who are less friendly to the Government
than I am, as monuments of their weakness or
of their dishonesty. My Lords, it is well to

consider the position in which we are placed.
We have slipped down between broken securi-

ties, specious principles, and ministerial incon-

sistencies into what I venture to call an aban-
donment of all principle, and a total confusion
and demoralization of all party. I do protest

against this most earnestly. If there is to be a
race between two great political parties which
can outbid the other, it is clear that the Consti-

tution, or what remains of it, cannot survive

even a few sessions. He must be very blind

indeed who does not see the result of this

measure. The foundations of political faith are

broken up."

For those among the party and no doubt
those were many who, disliking the Bill,

and deeply regretting it? necessity, yet hon-

estly believed it was the best that could be

done under the cm-turn tnners, ami that to

pass it would be a less evil than to reject it

and prolong the agitation, with all th>> haz-

ardous possibilities of future discomfiture
;

HIM! who, while fully alive to the reproaches
to which they would justly expose themselves

for inconsistence and instability of purpose,
fancied there was no alternative and no es-

cape, we can but say that their view of the

matter appears to us both shortsighted and
erroneous. In public life many mortifications

must be swallowed, and many hopes surrender-

ed, but never pledges or convictions. Poli-

ticians may often be forced to submit to

much which they deem wrong and danger-
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ous, and to acquiesce in it when accomplished
or inevitable

;
but they need never, and

should never, do it. There is something yet
more important than the measures of states-

men, and that is their characters. We are

not now condemning the Conservatives of

whom we speak as wanting in sincerity, but

as wanting in logic and in wisdom. Their

error, to use some forgotten words of Sir

James Mackintosh, has been 'that of too

easily allowing of exceptions to general rules
;

of too ready a sanction to the use of doubtful

means when the end seemed to them good ;

that of believing, unphilosophically as well

as dangerously, that there can be any scheme
or measure as beneficial to the State as the

mere existence of men who would not do a

base act for any public advantage. It was
said of Andrew Marvel,

" He would have died

to serve his country, but he would not do a

base thing to save it."
'

To the unexpected and unsatisfactory re-

sults of the Parliamentary session the mis-

takes and faults of the sincere friends of Re-
form have contributed almost as much as the

sins of the Conservatives, though in a different

mode. They suffered themselves .to be be-

trayed into many blunders, and they were

face to face with an antagonist before whom
no blunders could be committed with impu-

nity. In the heat of argument, under the

pressure of difficulties, from the incaution of

enthusiasm, they had made admissions and
used arguments which Mr. Disraeli used

against them with merciless adroitness.

Moreover Mr. Gladstone's tactics during the

previous session, whatever we may think of

their propriety or necessity, had undeniably
caused an amount of dissension in the Liberal

ranks which placed him almost at the discre-

tion of a ready and unscrupulous opponent,
and of which the Government leader did not

fail to take full advantage. . The main error

committed by the phalanx of Reformers
and we are speaking here of the main body,
who were sincere and earnest as well as

moderate in their advocacy of the cause, as

distinguished from mere Whigs like Earl

Grosvenor, or mere Radicals like Mr. Bright
was that there was a marked want of har-

mony between their premises and their con-

clusions, between the arguments by which

they urged Reform and the measures by
which they proposed that Reform should be

carried out, between the principles they laid

clown and the Bill in which those principles
were to be embodied. This inconsistency
placed them at once in a false and an inde-

fensible position, and laid them open to the
most damaging home-thrusts. In fact, as we
view the matter, their plea for Reform was

irresistible, while their plan of Reform was

inadmissible. They demanded a large ex-

tension of the franchise to the working
classes, on the ground that there were vast

numbers of those classes earnestly desirous

to possess it, and every way qualified to ex-

ercise it, and both the assertion and the

inference were undeniable
;

and then they
stultified their argument by proposing to ex-

tend it to countless thousands whom no one

pretended were either anxious for it or de-

serving of it. They pointed to the sober,

intelligent, well-educated, thriving artisan of

Manchester, Birmingham, and Leeds, pro-

foundly instructed in political questions, and
able to discuss them with a sagacity not al-

ways shown elsewhere, too clever to be ca-

joled, too independent in his circumstances

to be tempted by a bribe, and far too high-
minded and conscientious not to scorn one

;

and they asked if it was not monstrous, un-

just, and foolish to refuse the suffrage to a

class like that. And when the soundness

and cogency of the plea was admitted, they

brought in a Bill to enfranchise not these

men only, not these men principally, but a

class of men resembling them in not a single

quality or a single condition, the ordinary

unintelligent, dependent, corruptible labour-

ing man of Warwick, Reigate, Bridport,

Dover, and Totnes, of every small borough
where the lower classes had no political prin-

ciples and no social strength or independence,
and regarded votes only as property to be

disposed of to the best advantage. They in-

sisted on the theoretical propriety of enfran-

chising the competent and the pure, and then

in the strength of that argument practically
set to work to enfranchise the notoriously in-

competent and corrupt and to do this in

about double numbers. They commanded
the assent of all men when they maintained

that the constituencies would be enriched,
and the House of Commons enlightened and

improved, by the admission of the elite of

the working classes; and they then showed
how little they respected their own claim or

understood its real strength, by proposing to

impoverish the electoral body and degrade
the House by placing on the Register, in in-

discriminate and swamping numbers, the

poorer householders throughout the kingdom,
who in two boroughs out of three have

nothing in TJommon with that elite, except
the mere fact that they live onwoekly wages.
If the friends of Reform, when in office and

in the ascendant, as was persistently urged

upon them at the time, had demanded votes

for the working men because they were fit,

and for those only who were fit, the demand
could neither have been rejected nor abused.

But as it was, their inconsistency made their

measures assailable and weak, and the indis-
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criminateness of their own proposal made
them helpless to resist the still more reckless

indiscriminateness of the Tory leader. Their

arguments in favour of Reform were, as we
have said, irrefragable, and the mode of giv-

ing practical effect to those arguments would
have been by adopting a low qualification in

the great manufacturing and commercial

towns, where alone large bodies of intelligent
and independent political artisans are to be

found, and to maintain a restricted suffrage
in those older and smaller boroughs, where
the lower you go the more you come upon
corruption and incompetency. But this was
a direct and simple way to their end too

novel for official Liberals to venture on.

Their second error was that in the course

of the Reform discussions they had laid down

principles far wider than the ground they
were required to cover, and in order to obtain

or defend a special claim, had advanced doc-

trines logically involving claims which they
never dreamed of either preferring or admit-

ting. Many of them, and some even whose

experience in Parliamentary warfare ought to

have saved them from the blunder, had talked

of 'our own flesh and blood
;'
had made light

of the danger to be apprehended from con-

ferring political power upon uneducated

masses, so long as those masses were English-
men

;
had urged and exaggerated the danger

of resistance to popular claims, and more than

half accepted the inference that whatever the

people wished for must sooner or later be

conceded ;
had even seemed to adopt the

creed that every man had a sort of primd

facie right to a vote, and that the onus of

proof lay with those who would withhold it.

All this made it difficult for them to oppose

any extension of the franchise, however sud-

den or extravagant, when proposed by their

antagonists, or to withstand the artillery of

theirown unwise and extreme arguments when
turned against them. The peculiarity of the

question, moreover, involved them in another

difficulty a difficulty no doubt which they
shared with their antagonists, but which al-

ways tells practically most against those who,
as a party, are least compact and powerful,
that no Reform Bill which either side cared

to bring forward could be based upon or de-

fended in conformity with any general or

abstract principle. Neither Whigs nor Tories

dreamed of rectifying the distribution of seats

in any distinct ratio to property or population,
or to both combined ; both alike, indeed, dis-

avowed any such design or wish, yet both

proposed to go some way in that direction,

and the only question between them was how
far to go, a question obviously to be deter-

mined by preponderance of party power, and

not of logical force. Neither Whigs nor
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Tories were prepared to accede to manhood

suffrage, or taxation suffrage, or even house-

hold suffrage, as a principle ; yet both leaned

a little to each notion, and were ready to

make up their constitutional prescription by
a selection, more or less, out of these several

ingredients in the political Pharmacopoeia;
the more or less was in fact the only matter
in dispute between them. When any orator

attempted to defend or to object to a distinct

proposal on any plea of principle, he was at

once answered by the retort that his argument
would lead him further or less far; so that

the discussion necessarily degenerated into a

mere affair of compromise, of expediency, of

splitting differences, of voting strength, not

of harmonious development, of what could

be carried, rather than what could be justified,
a lowering of tone necessarily fatal to all

high achievement, and all creditable or per-

manently satisfactory legislation.
But the main fault of the Liberal party,

the moderate and rational Liberals, we mean,
of whom Mr. Gladstone is or ought to be the

leader, was, as it so often has been, want
of moral courage. They had not, as the

French express it, the courage of their con-

victions. They wanted nerve to repel the

caricature of their own doctrines, the travesty
of theirown scheme, which the Conservative

leader had the audacity to propose. On the

one hand, they had so frequently, when ad-

vocating a moderate extension of the franchise,
made use of arguments and maintained doc-

trines which would amply cover a very im-

moderate extension, that they lacked the can-

dour to avow the fault, and to decline to be

bound by its logical results. On the other,

having so long been, and considering them-
selves to be, par excellence, the friends of a
wider suffrage, they shrank from the appar-

ently, but only apparent hi, false and incon-

sistent position of the opponents of extension.

They did not choose to be forced into it, and

they had not the manliness to adopt it of their

own accord. They disliked the awkwardness
of the position, and they dreaded its unpopu-
larity. They either did not clearly perceive,
or were not logically and morally bold enough
to proclaim, that an indiscriminate and ex-

treme lowering of the suffrage was not a

larger and more liberal application of their

principle, but its opposite; that to admit the

tit and to admit the unfit involved a difference

not of degree but of kind. They had been

rationally and utwnswenibly advocates for con-

ferring a substantial amount of political power
on the independent and intelligent portion
of the working class, and yet they suffered

themselves to be made the auxiliaries of those

who proposed to neutralize the gift by be-

stowing it in still larger measure upon the
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dependent and unintelligent portion ;
and in

acting; thus they were, it cannot be concealed,

unfaithful to their doctrines and their trust.

They practically, and in a double manner, be-

trayed the interests of the educated and

steady artisan
; they permitted him to be

forced to share his new privilege with two

others who did not deserve it as he did, and

would probably use it adversely; and they
ran the almost certain risk of thus discredit-

ing that enfranchisement of the working
classes which was the banner they had raised

and followed. There can be little double that

the elite of the operatives in the great manu-

facturing and commercial centres of industrial

and intellectual activity would have exercised

the franchise on the whole creditably and

beneficially. There can be just as little doubt

that the new and poorer electors in small

boroughs' and in county towns will not do so.

Yet scarcely a single member was to be found

in the Liberal ranks who dared to say dis-

tinctly and unreservedly to the Tory leader :

' We will not be made either the tools for your
insidious designs nor the slaves of our own
rash expressions ;

we will not, because we are

the advocates of popular privileges, be forced

into the position of recognising the claims of

an unqualified democracy; we are prepared
to undertake the defence of the entrenchments

which you abandon, and to stand forth as dis-

criminating supporters of the limitation and

dignity and value of that suffrage which you
are seeking to depreciate and discredit by

your lavish squandering.' Several individuals

indicated that they would have liked to say
this

;
but no one said it.

Another mistake, and a far more unaccount-

able because a purely intellectual one, was
committed by the Liberal party in their re-

jection of Mr. Lowe's proposal for the adop-
tion of the cumulative vote. It would have
established a principle to which the most

philosophic thinkers on all sides had signified
their adhesion, which every fresh advance of

reforming measures, whether of extension or

redistribution, endangers, which the progress
of democratic power renders more essential

and imperative, the fair representation of

minorities. It would have ottered a security
to property and education, and a bulwark

against the oppression of mere numbers, that

would have enabled us to look at the advanc-

ing tide of popular encroachments with far

less anxiety than it must now excite. It was

irrefragable on the score of justice. It was

vehemently opposed only by Mr. Bright
and "Mr. Disraeli, and their respective ana-

logues and votaries, that is, by men who
were determined, as far as lay with them, to

establish the tyranny of the masses orer the

cultivated intelligence of the few
;
the one

set fancying that these masses would be sway-
ed by demagogues; the other trusting that

they could be managed and controlled by
landlords and by millionnaires. In a word, it

had everything to recommend it, reason and

expediency, the politicians by whom it was
advocated and the politicians by whom it was

denounced. Yet neither Mr. Gladstone, nor

the late Government as a whole, nor even the

leading men of the Whig party, could be

made to perceive the vast importance of a

scheme which emanated from the thinkers,
and had only slowly made its way among the

statesmen
;
and of the 170 who voted for it,

a very large proportion were Conservatives,
and not a few were mere outsiders. It was
reserved for a legal lord to propose, and for

the Upper House to adopt, in spite of the

opposition of the Government, a scheme
identical in point of principle but inferior in

its scope and operation. If the Liberals in

the House of Commons had been sagacious
and united enough, they might, with the aid

of the Lords, have carried the cumulative

vote, and created a sufficient number of three-

membered constituencies in which to intro-

duce it, to have made even Mr. Disraeli's Bill

almost innocuous. It remains to be seen

whether in future years they will recognise
their blunder and retrace their steps.

Let us now endeavour to ascertain what
are the provisions, and what is likely to be

the operation, of this singular outcome of the

apostasy of one party, and the shortcomings
of another, this new Radical measure which
the Tories have passed, with the assistance or

connivance of the Whigs. In the first place,
it certainly is what Mr. Disraeli said at the

opening of the session it ought to be, the

production not of any Government or of any
party, but of the House of Commons itself,

acting as a sort of republican assembly, with

no commander, with little guidance, in a

chance-medley of miscellaneous activity; each

man, eminent or obscure, doing that which
seemed right in his own eyes, and now and
then stumbling upon a most unexpected and

important victory. The underlying idea and

object of the measure was no doubt con-

ceived by Mr. Disraeli, if not avowed, and
was steadily kept in view by him throughout ;

the main outline and the chief provision of

the scheme are clearly Mr. Bright's ;
Mr.

Gladstone added a few finishing touches; Mr.

Laing extended materially the scope and range
of the second portion ;

while for the two
most significant and largely operative clauses,

the abolition of the Compound Householder

and the Lodger franchise, we are indebted to

two independent members whose names had

scarcely been heard beyond the limits of their
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respective constituencies. Never before had

there been so much cross-voting, so many
divisions in which inveterate foes found them-

selves in the same lobby, in which dogged
Conservatives voted against the Ministry, and

hereditary and eager Liberals supported a

Tory Cabinet. The Lords have been just as

lawless as the Commons
;
the two signal de-

feats sustained by the Government in the

Upper House were on proposals made by the

Marquis of Salisbury and Lord Cairns;.and

Lord Derby was all but beaten a third time

among the Peers, whom he used to commandO "
- J

with an almost absolute sway, on a motion to

extend his own redistribution scheme in a

more liberal direction. Never were old land-

marks so extensively broken up, or a compact

party more thoroughly disintegrated.
The next remark we have to make is, that

no one knows, or pretends to calculate, or

has ventured to predict, what the scope or

effect of the enfranchising clauses of the

measure will practically prove to be. The
most experienced politicians and electioneer-

ers are in doubt, or differ in their estimates.

Mr. Disraeli, we believe, expects one result
;

Mr. Forster, a wholly opposite one
;
and Mr.

Bright fears and is perplexed. Whether the

proffered extension of the suffrage will turn

out to be enormous, or will in reality be very

trifling, it is impossible to foresee. If all are

put upon the Registry who have a legal right
to be there, and legal means of placing them-

selves there,the borongh suffrage would be next

door to universal. If only those who really
value the privilege, and are willing to pay in

trouble and in money for it, and care for po-
litical questions on their own account, and

are honestly desirous of a vote which yet they
do not intend or expect to be able to sell,

then the number of new electors in most
towns will probably be unimportant. All

that we can say with any certainty on this

head is this, that the potential effect of the

measure is absolutely revolutionary i.e., it

amounts, if fully acted on, to a possible trans-

fer of electoral preponderance to the lowest

and the newest ciass of voters. Accepting
the estimate, or rather the guess, made by
Mr. Disraeli, and indorsed as probable bv the

Duke of Argyll viz., that the net/nil addition

to the Register will be just half the /vo.s.v/AA

addition the total number of borough house-

hold electors (leaving out the Metropolitan

constituencies) will bo 700,000, of whom
450,000 will belong to the working class,

and 250,000 to all other classes together.

Potentially, therefore, this result and ob-

serve, this is not the extreme
/">.v.\//>//////, but

an estimated />rnb((?>il!fi/ would give to the

new electors, pin* the working men already
on the Register, the command of the majority

of the borough members
;
and as the borough

members are 62 per cent, of the whole num-

ber, it miykt give them the command of the

Representative Chamber. How far will the

actual correspond to the potential result ?

We will not even attempt to conjecture, and
we do not believe that any one can ascertain

till we have had two general elections. Some

persons, many of them officially well qualified
to form an opinion, expect that such large
numbers will lose their votes from change
of residence, or from non-payment or excusal

of rates, if no active committees are at work
to pay them for them or if such interference

be effectually prevented, that the number of

new electors will be far fewer than we antici-

pate ;
that only in times of great excitement

and on questions of specially class interest

will the main body of working men seek to

be on the Register ;
and that these times and

questions will usually not be foreseen or pro-
vided for soon enough to enable them to sub-

stantiate their claim. It may be so. Others,
on the contrary, fancy that the stake has now
become so great, the issue so grave, and the

result so questionable, that all parties will

make stupendous efforts to swell the electoral

lists by urging and facilitating the registration
and ratepaying ;

that Radicals and dema-

gogues will feel that they must exert them-
selves to utilize to the utmost the weapon
which Mr. Disraeli has put into their hands,
and that Conservatives and men of property
will make corresponding exertions, on the other

hand, to maintain their political preponderance
and assert their influence over the new electors.

Some expect that the ratepaying condition

will be found so onerous and so disfranchis-

ing that popular pressure, 'an ugly rush,' will

soon sweep it away. Others are of opinion
that it will be found to operate so equally

against all parties, that by common consent

no objection will be raised in the registration
courts on this head, and thus that the con-

dition will be virtually ignored and abrogated.
This also may be so

;
we cannot tell. Another

supposition, and not an unlikely one, is that

some way will be contrived for evading the

tremendous inconvenience sustained i>y the

parochial authorities in consequence of the

abolition of the compound householder; that

landlords will, by private arrangement, pay
the rates for and collect them from their re-

gistered tenants, who will thus be entitled to

their votes, exercising them, it may be, at

their landlord's suggestion, out of compliment
or in gratitude for the little accommodation
he affords them. This appeals to us highly

probable; and we do not know that it would
be very easy or very desirable to forbid such

an arrangement. In this wav an enormous
number of the very lowest class of household-
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ers may be registered, yet not enfranchised

may become possessed of votes, but not of the

liberty of exercising them independently.
All these results are possible ;

what we are

now concerned to point out is simply that we
cannot at all say which of these results will

follow ;
we are taking our leap in the dark.

Nearly the same remark may be made in

reference to the Lodger franchise. No one

has made any calculation none, at least, on

which much reliance can be placed as to

the probable numbers whom it will enfran-

chise, and the conjectures are very vague as

to the class of which those numbers will

mainly consist. For ourselves, we look upon
the clause as one of the most important, just,
and beneficial in the whole Bill. We believe

it will have a very wide, and, on the whole,
a decidedly Conservative, that is, anti-demo-

cratic operation. It does not seem perfectly
clear what the 10 limit will prove to be, and
much may depend upon the interpretation

put upon the words of the Act by the revis-

ing barristers. But we are assured by com-

petent parties that '

lodgings which would let

for, or are of the value of, 10 unfurnished]
are usually, if not invariably, provided with

water and gas, which raises their rent con-

siderably, so that few persons will be placed

upon the register by the Lodger clause who

pay less than five or six shillings a week for

their empty rooms. If so, the law will confer

votes upon very few lodgers of the working
class in the metropolis, and upon almost none
elsewhere

; while, on the other hand, it will

swell the electoral list by an incalculable

number of the educated classes everywhere
'

rising young men,' too ambitious to encum-
ber themselves with a family, mercantile

clerks, Government employes, embryo en-

gineers, curates, barristers', clubmen, and the

like, who may have often very Radical or

very narrow views, but whose sympathies will

usually be on the side of property and order,
and who, at all events, whatever vote they
give, will be fully qualified to give a reason

along with it. The lodger is often a very
superior man to the householder under whose
roof he resides

;
far richer, more influential,

and more instructed. It not unfrequently
happens in London that gentlemen live in

dwellings belonging to and nominally occu-

pied by their own servants; while numbers
of semi-educated and not very independent
persons make a living by renting houses,
which they let out in suites or separate
apartments to persons much above them in

the social scale. Under the old system the
uncultivated landlord had a vote, and the
cultivated tenant had none. Yet so little

does the proposed change appear to be un-
derstood that it has been dreaded and op-

posed on the one hand, and warmly advocated
on the other, as mainly a measure for extend-

ing the suffrage to working men. The Peers
seldom made a more foolish or needless blun-

der than by endeavouring to raise the limit to

15. They showed a superfluous animus in

favour of restricting the suffrage, even when
its liberal extension could not practically or

in any material degree operate against their

views.

The working of the new county franchise

of 12 rating is, we apprehend, just as un-

predictable as that of the other two fran-

chises, and no reliable estimate as to numbers
even has been framed. That the operation
of an occupancy reduction from 50 to less

than 20 must be extensive, we cannot doubt;
in many counties, as Lord Carnarvon pointed
out, the constituencies will be doubled, and
more than doubled, by the change ;

while the

50 tenants will be left in a small minority.
But of what class will the new electors con-

sist? What is their character, and what
are their political leanings? These questions
no one seems able to answer. Farmers rated

at 12, and therefore holding from fifteen to

twenty-five acres of land, are not likely to be
a very intelligent nor a very independent set

of men; and though they may strengthen
the landed interest at elections, will scarcely
do much to enrich or ennoble the electoral

body. But the urban and suburban residents,
the comfortable middle class, retired trades-

men, half-pay officers, clergymen, and others,

paying a rent of 20 for their houses and

paddocks, who are virtually and in their ways
of thinking moire townsmen than country-

men, and are county voters only because the

towns in which they live have no borough
representation, constitute a very different

class. To a certain extent, no doubt, they will

be under the direct material, and to a larger
extent under the moral, influence of the mag-
nates of their district

;
but to a much greater

extent still it may turn out that they are both

qualified in intelligence and independent in

character. Everything, however, in the mat-

ter is conjectural.
' All that we know is that

we know nothing.'
The redistribution clauses of the Bill are

obviously and glaringly inadequate to the

requirements of the crisis. They only most

imperfectly correct those inequalities of

representation between north and south, be-

tween large towns and small, which were

among the strongest arguments for Reform.

The following tables, which we take from a

very intelligent pamphlet by Mr. Ewing,
show the present anomalies of the repre-

sentation, anomalies which Mr. Disraeli's

measure, even as modified by Mr. Laing, only
rectifies in the scantiest proportion :
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no doubt, a great popular orator, or an emi-

nent and tried statesman, may rise superior
to these contrivances, may dispense with

them or override them
;
but there can be

little doubt that in the majority of cases they
will be paramount, will be indispensable, will

be irresistible, will be demoralizing, and will

be very costly; and whether the price be

paid in principle or in money, in distributing
hard cash or iu deferring to popular cries

and sectional crochets and prejudices, is a

question which involves rather the kind than

the degree of mischief to be wrought. But
in no case is it easy to over-estimate the

amount of political deterioration which must
ensue if these fears are realized, the extent to

which the independence of candidates will

be compromised, to which they will be de-

graded from the position of representatives in-

to that of delegates ;
to which the command of

elections, and therefore of the tone and course
of public affairs, will be given over to some of

the shallowest, meanest, corruptest elements
of the political arena. The danger will be

greater of course in towns than in counties
;

but it may well happen that the election of

a great proportion of our borough members

(who are nearly two-thirds of the whole

number) may virtually depend upon a few
score of unscrupulous electioneered, not one
of whom any high-minded candidate would

recognise as an equal or associate; and for

whose political convictions, or capacity of

forming a political judgment, no one would
entertain the least respect. If the day ever

conies, and it seems very near, when candi-
dates for power and Parliamentary position
have to canvass contractors instead of constit-

uents, the degeneracy of the House of Com-
mons will have set in. In the smaller bor-

oughs the effect of the change will be far

simpler; there the enlargement of the con-
stituencies will merely have extended the
area of the corruption ; the new electors will

be more indigent, without being in the least

degree purer than the old ones
;
and either

the purse of the candidate must open
wider than before, or the tariff of voters'

value will be reduced. We have little be-

lief in the power of any mere legislation to

put an end to bribery, or do anything but

put certain impediments in the way of par-
ticular forms (and those not the worst forms)
of it : we have still less faith in either this

Parliament or the Parliament of the future

dealing with the matter in that resolute and
trenchant temper which alone can render

legislation effectual
;
and least of all do we

expect that the new and lower constituen-
cies we are about to create will be more anx-
ious for purity of elections than the existing
ones. Not only will corruption take new

shapes to meet the altered circumstances,
but it is probable that a new class of bribers

and bribees, or at least a new form of corrupt
influence, will be created, viz., that of town

landlords, the owners of cottage property
and of large blocks of the poorer class of

houses, the rates of which have hitherto

been compounded for, but which must now,

legally and formally at least, be levied on the

occupier. It is more than probable that in

these cases the landlord will in some shape
make himself answerable for the tenant's

rates, will advance them to the tenant, or

collect them from him when he pays his

rent, and will thus acquire a virtual and un-

derstood, and never disputed command over

his tenant's vote. Wealthy and powerful

candidates; indigent and dependent electors
;

rich men anxious for a seat
; poor men hun-

gry for a bribe
;

and the result inevitably is

that ' union of the millions with the million-

naires' (as the Spectator well described it),

which is supposed to have been the deliber-

ate vision of Mr. Disraeli. Such at least

would appear to be the prospect before us, if

the new law shall be found practically to place

upon the Register all, or nearly all, to whom
it concedes the franchise theoretically.
We do not anticipate that the personnel

of the House of Commons will be mate-

rially altered by the new electoral law, or

indeed by any one which there is the slightest

chance of seeing in England. We doubt

whether, even if members were paid, and

well paid, as in America and formerly in

France, any but the '

easy classes
' would

find entrance into Parliament, unless indeed

all expenses at elections were abolished.

The rich, the leisurely, and the noble will

always -be anxious to govern the country, will

always have superior facilities for governing

it, and for persuading the constituencies to let

them govern it
;
while the respect for rank and

family, reasoning or unreasoning, feudal relic

or simple snobbism, which prevails so widely
and goes so deep among our people, is certain

to secure to the great and long-descended an

inalienable and cheap advantage over all

competitors. There will always be a suffi-

ciency of candidates belonging to the class we
are accustomed to term 'gentlemen,' able to

spend, willing to work, independent by
means if not invariably by character, zealous

for distinction, and qualified by talent and

by education, who will seek the suffrages of

their fellow-citizens, to leave little room or

prospect of success to those who have no

extraneous recommendations, and who have

to toil for a living. We therefore believe

that the House of Commons, as a rule subject

to few exceptions, will continue to be recruited

from the same classes as have hitherto fur-
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nished our senators, viz., country gentlemen,
scions of noble families, rising and ambitious

lawyers, wealthy bankers, merchants, and

railway magnates, with a sprinkling of popu-
lar orators and demagogues, and here and
there a stray philosopher who has accidentally
wandered into that eminently unphilosophical

assembly. We confess that we wish it

could be otherwise. In our judgment the

greatest boon that could be conferred at once

upon Parliament and upon the people, that

which would at once most enrich the Repre-
sentative Assembly and enlighten and serve

the represented masses, would be the intro-

duction into the House of Commons of some

genuine specimens and delegates of the work-

ing classes, some of those honest, hard-headed,

intelligent, self-educated artisans, who exist

among them in considerable numbers, who

thoroughly understand their wants and

wishes, who share their feelings, who reflect

their prejudices, who are imbued with their

class opinions and modes of viewing the

opinions of others, and who would be quite

competent to expound and defend their con-

victions with a cogent logic, and a racy and

straightforward eloquence that could scarcely
fail to command respect. Such men would
soon make the working class understood in

the House (which, without some such infu-

sion, it never will be), and if they did not

convince their hearejs, would assuredly be

largely both modified and moderated them-

selves, and would in turn materially qualify
and enlighten the views of their constituents.

The self-elected leaders and spokesmen of the

people, those who now take up their cause

and harangue in their name, and arrogate to

themselves the title of their representatives,
cannot perform any of these functions; they
are not working men, and cannot enter into

working men's minds; they can speak for
them but not from them

;
and we fear that

the new electoral law will do nothing to rec-

tify this deficiency, or to supply it. Even
if the working men are able to command a

majority at the poll the man they send may
be the man of their choice, but will not be

the man of their hearts; he will, five times

out of six, be a di-'-laimcr, not a workman
an agitator, not an artisan a trades-union

secretary, manager, orator, orjobber, ;i Henles,

or a(M-t>rge 1'nttrr; not really and one of

themselves one who could show the gentle-
men at St. Stephens how little the Bealeses,
and the Potters, and the Bradliiughs, or even

the ilugheses and the Taylors, give them an

idea of what the real \\orking man is and
thinks and feels.

No
;
the future members will be in person,

probably, nearly identical with the
% present

ones
;
the same, yet not the same

; personally

the old chameleons, but modified by feeding
on a different leaf. They will neither be

working men, nor the bond fide representa-
tives of working men

;
but representatives of

their own class returned by and amenable to

mixed constituencies, which, therefore, accord-

ing' to the best of their abilities, they must

modify and travesty themselves to suit. They
will be the same men as now, with warped
principles, damaged independence, and low-

ered position. They will have taken the

artisan orders with more or less compromise,
but will neither be able to expound the arti-

san mind, nor impersonate the artisan charac-

ter. They will be more than ever delegates,
but delegates from a body whose views and

feelings they do not in sincerity reflect,

and only imperfectly and unsytnpathetically
understand. There is something compara-

tively noble and honest in the position of a

nominee who belongs to and has imbibed all

the prejudices of the class that nominates

him
;
there is something almost ignominious

in the position of a representative who can

neither enlighten his constituents nor cor-

dially and unfeignedly share their darkness,

of an aristocrat who becomes the delegate of

the democracy, of an educated man who con-

descends to become the spokesman of the

uninstructed populace, who consents or as-

pires to become the acoustic tube through
which their commands are blown to the

Legislative Chamber. It is difficult to be-

lieve that under the regime which threatens

us, the House of Commons will be able to

escape the insidious influence of a double

degradation ;
the degradation of accepting

principles of policy and lines of action dic-

tated by the less qualified and instructed

classes in the nation, and of accepting them

against the conviction and in spite of the

protest of its better sense.

'

I do not believe much,' said Lord Cranborne,
'
in the influence of rank and wealth. I believe

it will operate in quiet times and on ordinary

questions. I believe it is very likely that for

ordinary purposes you will find members of the

upper and middle class returned to this House,
ami that where no pressure exists they will be

governed by the feelings of the classes to which

they belong; but if ever any crisis arises if

there is any stress which draws men int<i vio-

lent action, I believe that then you will lind

that the upper and middle classes will uo longer
vote for the class to which they belong, and

that those who are elected will care more for

their seats than for their class. Why. S'.r, ihcre

is nothing which is more remarkable in history
than the instinct With which the lower classes

have always selected, or tried to >.-lrct, f.>r the

purposes which they desire to carry out, mem-
bers of the classes against whom they were

acting. Depend upon it, if any storm arises,

if there is any question of labour ngainst capi-
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tal, any question of occupation against property,
it will be no protection to you that you may
have men who belong to the class of proprietors
or the class of capitalists in this House

;
it will

be no more protection to you than it was
to Louis Seize that a Philippe Egalite was
found among the French Revolutionists. You
will see, what has been seen a hundred times,
that men will rather vote against their class

than peril their own position with their consti-

tuent?, and will care too much for their own po-
litical future to fly in the face of those who elect

them. What I believe is, that the members of

Parliament who will be returned under this Bill

will be wealthy men with Conservative instincts,
and steeped to the lips in Radical pledges. We
know from the example of this session how
much Conservative instincts will avail with
men who are acting under the fear that they
will lose their seats. These defences are ad-
mirable when there is no attack

; they are

strong when there is no storm to blow them
down. But there is no trust more fatal than
that which is reposed in the fact of a repre-
sentative belonging to a particular class that he
will not carry out, when they firmly and vio-

lently demand
it,

the wishes of his consti-

tuents.'
'

You, again, put your trust,' said Lord Car-

narvon,
'

in another security. You trust in the

great influence and force of wealth. Now, I

tell you I have no faith in wealth. I never
heard of wealth saving a State. I believe, on
the contrary, it will fail you at a particular
pinch. I admit it is quite true you will have
rich men returned to the House of Commons.
But how returned t That is the question to

answer. They will be returned committed to

further and deeper pledges of democratic ex-
tension. They will not be the less delegates
of the public will, because they happen to be
millionnaires Suppose the very same
men are returned that now sit in the House of

Commons, I contend that their course of con-
duct must be different, because, though they
may sit for the same seats, they will be returned

by constituencies of a very different nature.
There will be all the difference between these
men now and then, that exists bettveen an actor
who speaks to the boxes and an actor who speaks
to the gallery.

What amount of real ground there may
lie for anticipating all those fearful conse-

quences of class legislation which were hinted

at by Lord Cranborne and vividly depicted

by Mr. Lowe, it is as yet simply impossible
to judge. There is an immense degree of

friction in the operation of all human agencies.
No law is ever so beneficent, or so noxious,
or so wide and powerful in its effects as it

theoretically might be. A thousand modi-

fying influences come in to mitigate and per-
turb its workings. We do not know, in the
first place, whether the artisan classes will

come upon the Register in the overwhelming
proportions which the new franchise makes
feasible. We do not know whether they

will obtain their votes under such conditions

as wiii leave them practically free to exercise

them according to their own discretion. We
do not know what leaders they may choose,
nor what amount of hidden sound sense and

right feeling may be prevalent among them.
We do not know whether, on the whole, they
will follow demagogues or landlords. The

only thing we can say with absolute certainty
is that by our new electoral law all the

mischiefs predicted by the honourable mem-
ber for Calne have become possible, that

the working classes may, if they choose, ob-

tain the command of the representation,
that they may, if they act together and as a

class, direct the whole legislation of the
'

country in favour of their own order, and that

if, being able to do this, they abstain from

doing it, they will display either greater sto-

lidity, or higher intelligence, or nobler un-

selfishness than any ruling class ever yet has

shown. Our own belief is not that the

evils and errors prophesied by Mr. Lowe will

come either as speedily or in as perilous a

measure as he fancies, but that the general

tendency of our legislative and executive ac-

tion will be forced in that direction, and
that whereas our policy heretofore has gone
too much in favour of the propertied class, it

will go henceforth too much in favour or

rather according to the fancies of the pro-
letariat. The lower classes in this coun-

try have happily no wrongs to avenge; but

they have much mismanagement to rectify ;

they have generations of neglect to redeem
and compensate; the duties of the State

towards them have not been adequately dis-

charged, and their true interests and wants

and feelings have never been fully understood.

All this it must be expected they will now

proceed to remedy, or put pressure upon
those whom they elect to remedy ;

and

it is possible they may set about their

work in hot haste and in sad ignorance.
But that they will set about it we cannot

doubt, and shall not regret, everything

depends upon the spirit in which they enter

on the task, upon the guides they choose to

direct them on the way, and upon the cordial

willingness or the suicidal reluctance which

may be shown by the upper classes to assist

them. If the artisan and labouring pool

practically acquire that predominance at the

polling-booth which potentially it cannot be

concealed that we have put into their hands,
then we may expect that the obstacles in the

way of universal and cheap and good educa-

tion which religious or social prejudice has

hitherto maintained, and which seemed so

insuperable to a middle-class Legislature,
will vanjsh like snow before the just will of a

purely popular one
;
and if so we shall have
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reaped at least one great gain from Parlia-

mentary Reform. Then, we may fairly anti-

cipate that our wretched system of municipal

government, with its monstrous ineptitude
and inadequacy, will not long be endured by
citizens who feel its shortcomings and stupid-

ities in every detail of their daily life and

comfort, in a way the easier and wealthier

classes never do. They will insist upon air

and water in ample supply, upon an adequate

police, upon decent workhouses, upon sani-

tary securities, upon fit and habitable dwell-

ings within reach of their daily work. They
will not dawdle, as we have done, over the

rectification of urgent and recognised abuses,

and grievances which they feel as well as see.

The people, our new sovereigns, will be prone
to pursue their objects with an unwonted
directness of aim, with no great deference to

general principles, and with no sufficient

respect for individual liberty of action. They
value leisure and recreation and morality in

their way ;
and we must therefore be pre-

pared for such mixture of wisdom and folly

as lies in anti-Sabbatarian legislation, in
* Permissive Bills,' in eight-hours labour

enactments, and the like. The people are

not Jacobins or Proudhonists, or foes to pro-

perty in the abstract, nor would they be

able to find decent leaders to head them in

any crusades against social law or order
;

but they have some queer notions quite

unsound, but by no means unplausible or

without a grain or two of truth at the root

of them about the distribution of wealth

and the incidence of taxation
;

and we may
therefore be pretty certain that land will be

made easily and cheaply saleable (which

probably will be no
evil), and that great

efforts will bo made to substitute direct for

indirect taxation, and perhaps even to pass a

graduated income-tax, so that the rich shall

contribute the revenue which the poor will

vote and spend. There will be no economy
either in war or peace expenditure ;

but

justice, while costing more to the country,
will be made cheaper and speedier to the

individual
;

and both in the army and navy
the interests and feelings of the private will

be more considered, while the rank and
connexions of the officer will grow less and
less influential, and the shortcomings, blun-

ders, and incapacities of those in high com-

mand, and especially in official quarters, will

be visited with a now undreamed-of severity.
All which will be clear gain. It is too prob-

able, on the other hand, that the power
which trades-unions derive from their or-

ganization, and the mingled ignorance and

timidity of those they lead and bully, may be

turned to political ends; that, in the perpet-
ual contest or competition between capital

and labour, labour may insist upon legislation

taking up its side of the controversy, and

sanctioning if not assisting the oppression it

desires, in its passionate blindness, to exercise

both over its employers and its members, till

its economical blunders, sooner or later, but

possibly too late, shall bring their own

punishment, teach their own lesson, and

work their own cure. Finally, absit omen !

it may be, as the democracy learns its own

power, and acquires that impatient and des-

potic temper which the exercise of power
teaches to us all, and to none more surely
than to those least qualified to wield it, that

the people, here as in America, intolerant

even of impartial and solemn legal decisions,

when those decisions are adverse to their

passions and pretensions, may insist upon the

periodical election of the judges, and thus

seek to render them mere nominees and

instruments of the popular will. If this time

should ever arrive, the decadence and dis-

honour of England will have indeed set in.

Where, now, are we to look for security
for the possible good and against the possible

dangers which we have thus briefly sketched

out as looming before us in consequence ot

the daring Reform Bill we have passed, of

this measure, which even Lord Derby ac-

knowledges to be a '

leap in the dark '
\ We

confess we can point out no security, though
no doubt we may suggest certain aids and

mitigations. The common cry, alike among
those who are proud and those who are

frightened at what they have conspired to

do, is
' educate the constituencies ;'

now
that you have given them political power,

your only safety lies in making them tit to

exercise it.
'
It is absolutely necessary,' says

Mr. Lowe, with grim irony,
' that we should

prevail upon our future masters to learn their

letters.' Do not let us deceive ourselves

with idle words : a more futile security could

not be devised, a more delusive anodyne
could not be administered to our well-

grounded misgivings. No education within

the reach of the working classes of this

country, no school education, no education

beginning at six and ending at thirteen

or fourteen, no education that docs not

continue and supplement itself in after

life, no education, in R word, but that

of practice, circumstances, and comparative
leisure applied to self-culture can ever ren-

der the great majority of those of whom our

new constituencies will consist competent
electors, qualified, that is, to form an inde-

pendent and grounded opinion on political

questions, or to weigh the relative merits of

public men, scarcely even to decide between

the recommendations of rival candidates.

Peasants and artisans, if sensible and honest
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men, even if almost uninstructed, may be

quite able to judge which of two gentlemen
whom they know is the kinder landlord, the

more considerate employer, the worthier and
more useful neighbour, and therefore likely
to prove the better member

;
but elections,

as we all know, are not decided on such con-

siderations, but by reference to the political

creed rather than the personal character of

the competitors. Now most questions of

policy are intricate and difficult, and involve

many matters of collateral consequences and

remote or hidden expediency, and have two
sides sometimes pretty equally balanced; and

such questions task all the faculties of the

most trained and vigorous intellect. Other

public controversies and several of those

most likely to come up in our time involve

considerations of justice between class and

class, in which the capacity of looking at the

subject from your antagonist's point of view

as well as from your own, and of exercising
some of the highest qualities of the judicial

intellect, is requisite to arrive at a sound de-

cision
;
and this capacity is about the last

and rarest attainment of the ripened mind.

Others, again, and these among the gravest

.and most critical, embrace some of the deep-
est and hardest problems of economic science,

and cannot possibly be understood or deter-

mined safely without its aid and guidance ;

and the ideas of working men on political

economy are at once singularly misty, obsti-

nate, and shallow naturally enough, how-

ever, and by no fault of theirs. Now, what
is the sort and amount of education attain-

able, or that can be made attainable, by the

mass of those whom our new electoral law

has called to the exercise of the franchise?

Grant that we make primary education com-

pulsory ; grant that we establish good na-

tional schools in every district, that we main-
tain them by a rate, and thus bring them

easily within the means of every family ;

grant that we somewhat enlarge and improve
the curriculum of subjects, so as to include

more of the practical and useful : still how
much of actual mental training and sound

intelligence shall we be able to have en-

grained into the agricultural labourer or

artisan at the age of twenty-one, when he

takes up his franchise? From the age of

perhaps eight to that of thirteen or fourteen

at the outside, he will attend school every
alternate day ;

he may in that time learn to

read with ease and to write and cipher de-

cently ;
he may gain a smattering of history,

geography, and mechanics, certainly not

more
;

it is possible that he may acquire a

taste for knowledge and self-improvement,
and if he does he is a made man. But from
thie age onward his whole day is occupied

with the toilsome earning of his daily bread
;

Sunday-schools and evening-schools are

thenceforward about the only means accessi-

ble to him for carrying on his inchoate and

interrupted education, and bodily fatigue,
social temptations, and the habits of those

about him, will prevent any but exceptional
men from making much use of these means

;

as a rule, by the age of manhood most of

what he learned at school will have grown
rusty or have been forgotten, and his school-

teaching, we must bear in mind, did not in-

clude, and perhaps could not profitably at

that early age have been made to include,

any of that knowledge which is peculiarly

requisite for forming an opinion on political

questions. In large towns, indeed, mechan-
ics' institutes, reading-rooms, the habit of

political discussio^ with his fellows, public

meetings, penny newspapers, and other agen-

cies, will do much to enlighten and qualify
the artisan

;
and thousands of electors may

there become (as indeed many are now) per-

fectly competent to form and give effect to

their own convictions. But granting, as we
do, the general and remarkable shrewdness

of these men, granting their prevalent fair-

ness and just intentions, granting even that

the natural racy vigour of their intellect,

especially in the manufacturing towns, will

often stand instead of culture, and give them
a quick insight into truth, wherever passion
and prejudice do not blind them, still they
will be exceptions among the new constitu-

encies, and even their sagacity will often be

at fault. We will, however, go yet further

in our admissions; we admit freely, indeed

we entertain no doubt, that great numbers
of the freshly enfranchised working men will

be incomparably better qualified, both by
intelligence and independence, than thou-

sands upon thousands of the old electors,

far more sensible, far more right-minded, far

more incorrupt, far more likely to form ra-

tional opinions and to give honest votes.

But, and here lies the essence of the whole

matter, the incompetent and unworthy of

the present electors are in the minority, they
are merged and lost in the vast mass of the

educated and superior classes, they are a

mischievous and degrading ingredient in the

constituencies, no doubt, but they are a com-

paratively insignificant, and at least not a

predominating one. Whereas the incompe-
tent, the unqualified, those whom by no at-

tainable education we can render competent
or qualified, those whom, with all the un-

feigned respect and esteem we feel for them,
we will not flatter or delude by telling them,

that they can ever become as competent or

qualified as men of leisure and of training,

will form the majority of the new electoral
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body. Those who leave school at fourteen

will be able to overpower the votes and neu-

tralize the convictions and reverse the policy
and control the destinies of those who re-

main at school till twenty-four. Those who
toil will, in the last resort, be able to govern
those who think. Those whose intelligence
and tnoral perceptions have been disciplined,

enlarged, strengthened, and purified by all

the influences that culture, leisure, and the

most finished wisdom can bring to bear upon
them during the whole of life, will be liable

at any moment to be outvoted by those who
have snatched a most imperfect instruction

in early youth, and whom the hard necessi-

ties of their lot have almost forced to pass
their later years in forgetting what they then

learned. And yet we talk of neutralizing
what we have done by

'

persuading our fu-

ture masters to learn their letters !

' Under
no democratic pressure, we have inaugurated,

volunteered, a democratic revolution
;
in the

passion and blindness of party strife, in the

hot contest for victory, popularity, and pow-
er, we have done what few demanded and

what fewer still designed ;
and now we pro-

pose to undo our work, to disarm or emascu-

late or humanize our Frankenstein, by a

school-rate.

As we said just now, let there be no self-

delusion. Much we may do and must do to

control and guide the power we have con-

ferred, to qualify the new constituencies for

their functions, to prevent them from doing
mischief, and instruct them in doing good ;

but it cannot be effected by school-teaching,
or by any of the narrow agencies to which
we usually confine the phrase, Educate the

people.* Our upper classes have set them-
selves a task harder, heavier, and more unre-

mitting than they dreamed of, or than any
they have undertaken yet, one which the

responsibility of their high social position

lays upon them, one which their own safety
as well as the interest of their country alike

binds them under the most solemn obliga-
tions to discharge to the utmost of their

power. Schools may do something to pre-

pare the minds of the labouring classes for the

political training which other influences must

bring to bear upon them. The Press, now

easily accessible to all who can read and who
care for public things, will do its part, and on
the mode in which it does it, will probably in

the main depend the future direction in which

* Something may be done, possibly a good deal,

by teaching the elements of political economy in

schools, and making the subject imperative upon
all schools aided by the State or supported by a

union rate. And the fundamental truths of polit-

ical economy are quite capable of being made both

intelligible aud attractive to young minds.

English policy, internal and external, will

move. But the Press has a thousand organs,
and among these thousands there are certain

to be some that will arrogate to themselves in

an especial manner the function of leaders

and teachers of the masses, that will reflect

and foster their prejudices, and seek influence

by studying their feelings and delusions

rather than their interests. On the whole,
of course, the balance of its influence must
be on the side of equity and enlightenment,
for it must be conducted by men of intellect

and culture, and intellect and culture can sel-

dom go altogether wrbng, or at least their

tendency will always be to go right. Still, as

we may learn from the history of onr neigh-

bours, and as the instances of such men as Mr.

Congreve and his school warn us even here,
the cleverest minds may take the wildest

views and pander to the saddest ignorance
and the poorest passions ;

so the Press, act-

ing on half-educated masses, may do much
mischief amid a preponderance of good.
The upper classes, on pain of forfeiting

their position as chiefs and guides, will

have to put their own shoulders to the wheel,
to descend into the rough municipal as

well as into the more dignified political

arena, and toil as they never toiled before.

They must mingle with the masses, educate

them by personal intercourse, convince, per-

suade, and influence them by face-to-face dis-

cussion wherever men congregate for action

or for controversy, and assert their right to

be still their governors and leaders, by show-

ing thorough comprehension of all questions
which concern them, and unselfish devotion

to whatever measures are truly salutary and

beneficent. They must gain or recover the

command of the mind and heart of the new
constituencies by beating mere demagogues
and agitators at their own weapons, by show-

ing, as they easily may do, a truer sympathy
and a juster insight in all that most stirs the

popular nature, by sounder reasoning, by

deeper knowledge, by a finer moral sense,

in a word, by proving equal sincerity and su-

perior fitness for the influence they claim.

Gentlemen must cease to despise vestries and

boards of guardians, and if they will, they

may soon supersede those who are not gen-
tlemen. They must take part in local con-

tests and local government, and prove to the

people that municipal affairs can be placed
in abler, and, above all, in purer hands than

those of the noisy declaimers who are the fa-

vourites of the mob. They must resist the

poor temptations and the petty disgusts

which would induce them to stand aloof from

public controversies and public functions be-

cause they can no longer be easily supreme,
and on the contrary must seek them more
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than ever. They must withstand the beset-

ting sins of an unworthy aristocracy, indo-

lence, and pride, and, instead of withdrawing
from an agora in which the wrestling is

rough and some of the combatants are dirty,
must go in and win, and boldly assert their

preferential claim to leadership and office as

the most cherished portion of their birth-

right. Thus, and thus only, and thus surely
we are satisfied, can the battle of our day be

fought and won. We do not say that the

educated and the leisure classes, the men of

rank and property, are still sure to exercise

their old supremacy <5ver those to whom they
have now committed the legal political pre-

ponderance, or that they will be able to exer-

cise it through the old instrumentality ;
but

we honestly believe that it is still within

their grasp, and that, if they fail to secure it,

the fault and the punishment will both be

theirs.

In expressing our conviction that the work-

ing classes, from the very circumstances of

the case, never can become fully competent,
nor as competent as those above them, to

form sound judgments on questions of policy,

government, or law, we by no means wish to

be understood as believing that education

may not, and by degrees will not, render

them more competent than they are at pres-
ent. On the contrary, we think it ought,
and we hope it will, and we are sure that all

the efforts of the State and of the superior
ranks ought to be concentrated upon seeing
that it shall. But the work must be accom-

plished not by schools merely or chiefly, but

by education in its widest sense, by sedulously

bringing to bear upon the people all the

influences, social, hortatory, and circumstan-

tial, which can be enlisted in the cause.

This is, in fact, the especial task which lies

before us as soon as this terribly interfering

question of Reform is cleared out of the way.
We can only give the briefest intimation of

our estimate of the magnitude and multifa-

riousness of the work. Independently of

school teaching, of such as can be given in

evening classes and by mechanics' institu-

tions, two conditions appear to us to be in-

dispensable before the artisan and labouring
classes generally can be made able to exer-

cise the franchise sensibly, soberly, with ben-

efit to themselves and with safety to the

country : they must have some leisure for

thought and recreation, and they must be in

such a position of comparative ease and com-
fort as to relieve them from that grinding anx-

iety and irritating want which render quiet and

equitable feeling on social and political ques-
tions impossible. As long as their whole life

is one unresting hurry, one wearing toil, one
monotonous succession of days from early

dawn till late evening, spent, and necessarily

spent, in providing for the mere material

wants of the present, they cannot judge
wisely and they cannot think calmly. And
as long as their dwellings are scanty and un-

wholesome, insufficiently provided with the

first necessaries of air, light, and water, so

crowded and wretched that the intolerable

discomfort drives them to the alehouse or the

ginshop, it is impossible that envy and irrita-

tion should not mingle in their doctrines and

pervert their views, Now, how are these

two great vital faults in their actual condition

to be remedied ? The second may, we be-

lieve nay, we are confident be in a great
measure remedied by a blending of judicious

legislation and of well-directed private enter-

prise. We cannot enter into the subject
here

;
but having studied it practically and

pretty extensively, we have satisfied ourselves

that it is feasible to provide in every city,

suitable, comfortable, wholesome, and well-

appointed dwellings for the poor, within

reach of their work, at such rents as their

earnings will enable them to pay, and on

terms which will yield a fair remunerative re-

turn on the capital expended ;
and to do this

without transgressing any single principle of

sound legislation or economic science. This

part of the task the State can undertake and

secure
;
and as soon as the influence of the

masses is truly and rationally brought to bear

upon Parliament, this part will be done. The
other part the obtaining of reasonable leisure,

and the using of that leisure well the people
must mainly manage for themselves, with such

aid and guidance as their friends and superi-

ors can render. It cannot be done by strik-

ing for higher wages, or by enacting shorter

hours of labor, and endeavoring to obtain

equal payment for these shorter hours : these

are futile and suicidal schemes, suggested by

ignorance of economic laws, and recommend-

ed only by blind guides. On the contrary,

waste no money in turn-outs
;

as little as

may be in contribution to union funds ; turn

a deaf ear to all leaders who advise limitation

of productive industry, or artificial curtail-

ment of a labourer's faculty and freedom in

any shape whatever
;
but ponder well two

facts, which every one cognisant of the

working man's life will recognise as general,
and draw the full practical inference from

them. The first, that from ignorance of

household management, of culinary skill, of

such housewifely qualities as are not ideal,

but quite attainable for the French and

Swiss peasant and peasant's
wife possess

them the earnings of the artisan do not go
as far in the production of comfort and ade-

quate nourishment as they ought to do in

in the proportion of at least one-third, i.e.,
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if our working classes were clever managers,

eight hours' work would make them as well

off as twelve hours do now, and the extra

four hours might be given to leisure, or to in-

creased comfort, or to provision for the

future. Then reflect and trace out whence
this want springs in the last resort, and set

about to supply it. The second undeniable

fact is that the working classes of this king-
dom spend every year in drink, in tobacco,
in sensual indulgences, either needless or

noxious in
'

self-imposed taxation,' that is

more than 60,000,000 sterling, a sum

equal, it is calculated, to one-fourth of their

entire income, a sum equal to 50s. a head, or

12 per family, a sura, therefore, that, if saved

and laid by for twenty years, would render

every head of a poor man's household a

capitalist, with a balance at his banker's of

at least 300 on an average.* Here surely
is opened to us a wide, almost an unlimited

field of usefulness, and to the labouring class

a boundless vista of hope and advancement.

And every step forward in this direction,

while it makes the new elector more com-
fortable and more prosperous in his domestic

circumstances and his social position, will

make him at the same time more competent
to exercise his political function, and more

likely to exercise it righteously.

So many and so urgent arc the agenda
that lie before us, and so entirely did the

Reform question, as long as it remained un-

settled, preclude any adequate attention being

paid them, that we should be inclined to re-

joice in the passing of Mr. Disraeli's Bill, un-

satisfactory and mischievous as we deem its

provisions to be, if we believed that it would

really close the controversy for even half a

generation. But we have no such belief.

The franchise part of the question may, in-

deed, be set at rest in all but a few practical

details, for it is not easy to descend much
lower

;
but the same cannot be said of the

redistribution of seats. In our judgment the

Tories never showed less sagacity or fore-

sight than in resisting the efforts made by
the Liberals in both Houses sufficiently to

enlarge the redistribution scheme as to ren-

der it a final settlement. If the proposals of

Lord Grey and Mr. Laing had been accepted,
there would have been a general agreement
to regard the subject as shelve,! and arranged,
and a nearly unanimous determination to

silence and discountenance any one who for

years might attempt to re-open it. But the

case is very different now
;
the schedules of

the Ministry have been passed under protest,

* See Edinburgh Review, January, 1859 :

'

British

Taxation
; Porter's Self-imposed Taxation of the

Working Class.'

and the first session of the new Parliament

will probably see a vigorous attempt greatly
to extend them, an attempt sure to be sup-

ported by all the fresh popular ingredients
which it is believed the new electoral law

will introduce. Nothing can be more de-

plorable ;
we shall have paid a great price

for the sake of getting Reform out of the

way, and we shall find it in the way still.

Had it not been for this fatal and foolish

blunder, the Conservative party might per-

haps have enjoyed their victory for an indef-

nite period, and have turned it to good ac-

count both for strengthening themselves and
for serving their country ; they might have
used well the power they had acquired ill, as

we have seen done elsewhere, and thus have
earned forgiveness or forgetful ness of their

strange lapse from political principle and old

traditions
; they might have aroused and

allied themselves with those Conservative

instincts which still lie so deep in the

heart of the community, and have reigned

by virtue of what is sound in their doc-

trines and national in their sentiments and

sympathies. It is not easy to exaggerate the

amount, or the urgency, or the difficulty of

the work to be done. It will need all the

new energy which democracy will infuse into

our institutions, and all the old ability and

experience which it will leave, to do it. We
have to reconstruct our old system of muni-

cipal government, especially in the metropo-
lis, and suit the outgrown garment to the

altered times. We have to provide decent

dwellings for the families and decent educa-

tion for the children of ' our new masters.'

We have to remodel our army organization
on a scale and with a thoroughness in som

degree adequate to the magnitude of the sub-

ject and the seriousness of the emergency.
We have, if possible, to govern, to cure, and

to content the Irish. And lastly, we hare to

grapple with the great question of the rela-

tions of Capital and Labour, at which hither-

to we have only nibbled. This to all appear-
ance must be our first task

;
it will brook no

delay and no half-hcartedness in our fashion

of entering upon it.

This subject has been so recently and

fully treated in our pages,* that we should

not have done more tlian briefly refer to it

now, had it not been for the flood of light
thrown upon it by the facts elicited by the

Trades-Union Commission, and the startling

magnitude it has in consequence as-sumed,

and had not the revelations made rendered it

the second great topic of the year, scarcely
inferior in interest, and not at all inferior

* North British Review, No. xci. :

' The Policy of

Trades-Unions.'
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in intrinsic importance, to the Reform ques-
tion itself. It is true that little has been

brought to light that was not long ago
known to the initiated, or at least confidently

guessed ;
but now the public have learned for

the first time at once how deep and difficult

the question is, how critical its actual position,

and how beyond measure mischievous the

dawdling neglect and incapacity with which

it has been hitherto regarded. In what way
we' are to deal with the two elements of the

controversy, so that henceforth Capital shall

not defraud or oppress labour, nor Labour rob

and hamper Capital ;
how we are to emanci-

pate the artisan from the tyranny of his fel-

lows, and yet leave those fellows free to con-

bine and to act in compact organizations ;

whether employers and employed cannot

wisely and righteously be fused and blended

in one grand co-operative conception, in

place of being arrayed angrily and foolishly
in antagonistic, or seemingly antagonistic
ranks

;
whether order and justice cannot be

enforced without liberty being violated
;

in

what manner, in short, those who ought to

be auxiliaries with an entente cordiule be-

tween them, can be hindered from mutually

defying and injuring each other, to the com-

mon detriment of both
;

these are the prob-
lems we have to solve in the coming years
as we best may.

Meanwhile a few tilings seem certain in

the matter, and are of a significance by no

means yet adequately comprehended. The

first is, that these organizations have reached

an extent of ramification and of power at

which they become a true imperium in im-

perio, the imperium being often practically

stronger and more implicitly obeyed than the

imperio, and that they lay down arbitrary

laws, and impose obedience to those laws by
arbitrary penalties, often reaching to the ex-

treme of violence, in a manner which no

government can for a moment tolerate

without guiltily abnegating its primary func-

tions of controlling and protecting its sub-

jects. The revelations brought to light by the

Commission for inquiring into the Sheffield

outrages have too much superseded in public
attention the disclosures made before the

other investigators as to the operation of the

trades unions generally ; yet, in truth, what
occurred in Sheffield, monstrous and startling
as it was, was nothing more than had occurred

elsewhere in somewhat less extreme forms
;

nothing, in fact, beyond the ripe consequences
of a system which was bearing and must
bear similar fruit wherever it exists. The
murders which so shocked us at Sheffield,
however we may seek to disguise the conclu-

sion, were but the culminating point, the log-
ical and ultimate outcome of the very princi-

ple on which trades-unions are founded, of the

object they have in view, and of the measures

by which they believe themselves entitled

to carry out their rules. A few minutes
1

re-

flection will make this clear. The trades-

unions have for their aim to raise wages, and
one of their chief contrivances for doing so

is to render labour comparatively scarce and

scanty, to forbid artisans to work more than

a limited number of hours, to prevent un-

usually skilful or unusually industrious arti-

sans from working as energetically and

efficiently as they might and would, and to

forbid them to work at all when, in the judg-
ment of the officials, it is for the interest of

the trade at large that they should strike

work. Now, it is obvious that this system
cannot be carried out even when it is car-

ried out in the main sagaciously and without

passion or caprice without curtailing the

free action of all workmen, without reducing
the earnings and fettering the ambition of

superior workmen, without inflicting terrible

privation, and often utter ruin and starvation,

upon poor workmen, without in many in-

stances enforcing compulsory idleness upon
outside and competing workmen. All these

things press heavily upon those who are sub-

ject to them, sometimes are most unwelcome,
often are absolutely intolerable, involving oc-

casionally, and for long periods, the extreme

of privation to the families of diligent and

willing workmen, who might be living in

comfort if they were let alone and suffered

to follow their own devices. Regulations
of this sort, and entailing these results,

cannot, it is clear, be enforced without strong
measures of coercion ; and the moment coer-

cion steps in and is exercised by a tribunal

and under an authority which are not among
the recognised tribunals and authorities of the

land, then tyranny begins; coercion must

succeed in what it attempts, or the trades-

union falls into powerlessness or contempt;
coercion, therefore, must go on crescendo. If

persuasion, moral pressure, menace, are not

found sufficient, then '

picketing,'
'

rattening,'

waylaying, beating,
'

laming,' shooting, blow-

ing-up, Broadheadism must be resorted to.

It is sure to be so : no organization, based

upon the principles and aiming at the objects
of trades-unions, can afford to be set at defi-

ance either by its own members or by out-

siders
;

its rules and orders must be enforced
;

and onerous rules can only be enforced by

adequate penalties. If mild penalties prove

insufficient, severer ones must be inflicted
;

and when starvation is the consequence of

obedience, no penalty short of death or mu-
tilation will be found adequate to prevent
disobedience

;
and death and mutilation will

therefore be resorted to as surely as men's
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passions become exasperated by opposition
and conflict, and men's consciences seared by
the consciousness of irresponsible power and

the fanaticism of ' a cause.' It is impossible
it should be otherwise; and no one cognisant
of the tacts of the case will assert that it ever

is or has been otherwise.

The second point is, that the operation of

these organizations is, and must be, in the

main and in the long-run, injurious to the

workmen themselves. It is said that in the

great and constant if silent struggle between

capital and labour for the division of the

profits resulting from their combined exertions,

capital has an unfair advantage, inasmuch as

capital can wait and labour cannot, and that

nothing except trades-unions (which virtually

make the men, i. e., the union, capitalists too)
can neutralize this advantage. This is in a

measure true, but it ignores another and a

qualifying truth. The capitalist is bound

over in heavy recognisances to come to terms

with his workmen if he can and if their de-

mands are not exorbitant, inasmuch as his

capital, usually fixed and often borrowed, re-

mains unproductive if be can find no labour-

ers, and as a rule, and for a permanence, he can

no more live without profits than his men
can live without wages. No master with

50,000 engaged in his business will let his

works stop, if the demands of his workmen
are such as to leave him a fair return, and are

not inadmissible in themselves, or urged in

an intolerable fashion. But passing over this

matter, which, however, well deserves to be

expounded at much greater length, our

position is that trades-unions to raise or

maintain wages arc, except in very rare cases

and tor short periods, noxious to the work-

men's interest. In the first place, if they are

successful in raising the rate of wages, they
do this at a heavy cost, at the cost, first, of

the artisan's weekly contribution to the union

funds; and, secondly, of the strikes needed

to extort the increased rate. The contributions

are often heavy, sometimes a shilling in the

pound ;
in exceptional times and great

emergencies still more. An unsuccessful

strike is of course a dead loss, and a terrible

one
;
and most strikes are unsuccessful. A

successful strike, for a ten per cent, advance

(say), often lasts for months
;

if it lasts only
for ten weeks, ten weeks, be it remembered,
of severe privation and of the incurring of

burdensome debt, it will take a hundred

weeks, or two years, of the increased rate of

payment to repair the loss. And wages thus

artificially raised seldom remain thus artifi-

cially high so long as two years. As a rule,

we believe it may be said that if trade is

tolerably brisk, and workmen are compara-

tively few and in demand, wages are sure

to rise without trades-unions : if trade is dull

and men abundant, no operation of trades-

unions can permanently raise them.

Our position, then, is, that trades-unions,
even if they raise tha rate of wages, do not

raise the net aggregate earnings of the work-
man

;
and this is the only matter that at all

concerns him. Before he can fairly enter to

his credit the supposed gain, he must deduct

what he loses when on strike, what he pays
to the union fund for ordinary expenses, and
what is spent for buying off or maintaining
in idleness all competing labourers whom he
cannot drive away by menace or by force,

an item of expenditure which the few

glimpses afforded us by the Sheffield inquiry
showed to be sometimes enormous. But
this is only a part of the case. There can be

no doubt that trades-unions must, as a rule,

raise prices wherever they raise wages ;
and

they do this by a double operation, they
enhance the cost of production, by paying
the labour employed in it higher, and they
limit production by strikes and shorter hours,
and so concentrate the necessary profits of

capital on a smaller quantity of the article

produced. In a word, they make both capital
and labour less productive. If, therefore,
the action of trades-unions be confined to

one or two branches of industry, it is unfair,

and cannot last
;

if it is extended to all

trades or to most, it enhances the price
of the articles which the artisan has to

buy with his not enhanced earnings ;
that

is, as a summary result, trades-unions raise

his rate of wages, do not increase his net

total earnings, and leave him to pay more
for his house, his coal, his clothes, and

(if these organizations could be extended to

agricultural labour) would make him pay
more for his beef and bread and beer. It

seems to us difficult for any one trained to

even the elementary reasonings of economic

science to evade or much to invalidate these

conclusions.

The third point is, that the operation of

trades-unions is mischievous and dangerous
to the whole community. The objects of these

organizations are at variance with the interests

of the country. Even if we have to admit,

which we cannot, that they benefit their

members, there can be little doubt that they

injure those much larger numbers of the

labouring class who lie outside them. They
do this in several ways, whit, h \ve can only
indicate in the briefest fashion. First, They
entail great suffering and privation on the

unskilled labourers who are subsidiary to the

skilled ones, and usually far excre.1 them in

numbers. The evidence taken by the Corn

missioners both from British ana American
witnesses brings out this point in remarkable
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relief. In the case of the puddlers and other

workers in iron, among bricklayers and other

branches of the building trades, and formerly
and still to a considerable extent in cotton-

spinning, every skilled artisan has two, three,

or more common labourers attached to him,
or dependent upon his operations, who are

not members of his union, who do not profit

by his rise of wages, who are destitute when
he is idle, and who are remorselessly sacri-

ficed without compensation when he chooses

to strike. This branch of hardship and cru-

elty deserves far more attention than it has

yet received. Secondly, The rigid cordon

with which most skilled trades fence round
their members constitutes a strict monopoly,
which acts most injuriously and unfairly upon
the rising industry of the people, rendering
it difficult and even perilous for young and

energetic men to get into new occupations
when their own are overstocked, or when

they wish for any reason to better their con-

dition
;
and harshly excluding women from

many occupations for which they are excel-

lently fitted, and in which they could earn

an honest and ample living, lest they should

reduce men's rate of wages. The tyranny of

the commercial and manufacturing guilds of

the middle ages rarely exhibited more op-

pressive or more selfish features than these

industrial monopolies of the nineteenth cen-

tury. Thirdly, The jealousy with which
each trade guards its special province from

invasion, and punishes any one who, even

inadvertently, trenches upon it, hampers in-

dustry and curtails the demand for it to a

degree that no one who has not examined
details can fully estimate. Many persons
who would willingly pay one man, and pay
him well, to get a job done, or to add to the
comfort and convenience of their dwellings,
shrink from the nuisance and the cost, when

they find themselves compelled to call in at

once a mason, a bricklayer, a carpenter, a

plasterer, and a painter, to suffer under their

mutually vigilant susceptibilities. And, lastly,
the extent to which these senseless fetters

and interferences injure trade, augment prices,

hamper enterprise, encourage foreign com-

petition, and bid fair in the end to destroy
our manufacturing supremacy and drive

capital and energy abroad, and "so curtail and
menace that demand for labour on which the

remuneration of labour must depend, can

only be appreciated by those whose avoca-
tions have brought them into contact with the

facts, but we may hope will be in some meas-
ure made public and intelligible by the
labour of the Trades-Union Commission.
We shall be surprised if it does not turn out
and become evident that these organizations,
devised by the working men for their own

interests, are the worst back-friends the

working men ever bad.

To discuss how they ought to be dealt

with would lead us too far from our present

purpose.' The state of the public mind at

the present moment is favourable for dealing
with them, and the opportunity should not
be suffered to slip away. With the utmost

liberty of action and combination for any
arowable and not clearly criminal or danger-
ous purposes the artisan may desire to pro-
mote, must be united the sternest prohibi-
tion and the most effectual repression of all

limitation of the free action of others, of all

coercion, under whatever plea or in whatever

disguise. Dismissal from a union,
'

sending
to Coventry' of obnoxious individuals, refusal

to work with non-unionists, are permissible
and cannot be prevented ; they come within

the limits of every .man's right of free action,
and no remedy can be found for their abuse
or injudicious use, except men's own good
sense, good feeling, and practical experience.
But the least attempt to threaten, to coerce, or

physically to injure those who do not choose

to belong to their association, or submit to

their dictation, must be watched with the

utmost vigilance, and punished with the

utmost severity. When once trades-unions

are directed to legitimate objects and con-

fined to legitimate weapons they will become

harmless, and possibly beneficent
;

for they
will no longer be able to oppose violence or

tyranny to the natural operation of economic
laws.

We have spoken of party disintegration as

one of the principal achievements of the ses-

sion which has just closed, and certainly
never in our time has it been carried so far

or effected so fast. It is by no means the

first operation of the kind that we have seen,
but it is the completest and the least cred-

itable. Three great political chiefs in the

course of the last forty years have dissolved

or disorganized the party which they had
led

;
but under widely different circum-

stances. In one point only was there a

striking analogy : in all three cases the leader

was, by nature and character, out of har-

mony with the rank and file of his followers
;

he disagreed with them in some notable

essentials
;

he was not (so to speak) their

chosen leader
;
the command had fallen to

him collaterally and from accident, not de-

volved upon him by direct inheritance and
natural right. Sir Robert Peel became the

Parliamentary leader of the Tories after

Canning's death, because in an age of pro-

gress and political enlightenment he was the

only man of superior ability among them
to whom insight came so slowly, and on
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whom knowledge told so gradually, that he
could continue conscientiously to hold and
defend opinions which for the most part had
been abandoned to the intellectually stag-
nant or the impenetrably prejudiced. He
was a Liberal and a reformer by instinct and
at the root

;
but his Liberal and reforming

disposition operated so languidly, ripened so

slowly, and was so curbed and overlaid by
consummate caution, that he was able to re-

tain his accidental and hereditary position as a

Tory longer than any one of equal mental

powers. If he had been a Whig, his tem-

perament would have held his party back;

being a Tory, his sincerity and intelligence

dragged them forward. But the time came,
as it was sure to come, when the inherent

discrepancy between himself and his fol-

lowers became apparent and irreconcilable,
when a severance was unavoidable between
a chief who only wanted to move cautiously
and safely, and an army that did not want to

move at all. He could yield to conviction

and expediency or rather he could not help

yielding. They could not so yield. On two
occasions he insisted upon acting in opposi-
tion to their instincts and traditions, and in

each instance he carried only a portion of

them along with him. A few left him be-

cause he conceded Catholic Emancipation, a

far larger number tailed off when he con-

sented to repeal the Corn-Laws. That
second apostasy, as they deemed it, effectu-

ally split up the old party ;
and of the

smaller section of it who followed Peel,

nearly every man of note joined the Liber-

als, and soon became eminent among them.
In that party disintegration there was nothing
in any way discreditable ; it was the inevita-

ble operation of the advance of political sci-

ence, leaving those behind who could not

share it, and naturally severing them from
the able men who could.

In the course of time Mr. Gladstone, after

the death of Lord Palrnerston, succeeded to

the leadership of the Liberal party, but
succeeded to it by right of transcendent ad-

ministrative and oratorical ability rather

than by natural succession, less because the

mantle of Lord Palmerston had fallen upon
him, than because Sidney Herbert and Corne-
wall Lewis, on whom it would have fallen,
had been taken from us. It is not easy for

any leader more completely to have disin-

tegrated his party than Mr. Gladstone has

done in the two last sessions. The explana-
tion is easy, and the fault was not altogether
his. He has always been (to use an expres-
sion of Charles Lamb's) in a state of 'im-

perfect sympathy
'

with his followers. The

party was not a homogeneous one to begin
with

; being composed of two rather incon-
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gruous sections, the Whigs and the Radi-

cals, the Whigs being both the more nu-

merous, and, in Parliament at least, the more

powerful of the two. With that more nu-

merous and powerful section, Mr. Gladstone

had almost less in common than either with

his opponents or with those followers who
sat below the gangway. He had in him some-

thing of the Conservative and much of the

Radical, but little or nothing of the Whig.
He did not like aristocratic Liberals; their

tone and character were alien to his
;
and

he is not especially tolerant of what is alien

and discrepant. He is fitter for the leader

of a people than for the manager of a party.
Mr. Gladstone's name is a word of power

throughout the country, and a tower of

strength to his adherents at all election con-

tests. It is so even in remote and unsus-

pected districts. It is so in small and cor-

rupt boroughs as well as in great cities and
commercial counties. It is so in Bridgewater
as well as in Manchester and West Riding.
Electors who have no strong or well-defined

political opinions have a rooted conviction

that Mr. Gladstone is the man of the day, and

ought to be in office. Electors who exact

no other pledge from their candidates insist

upon their supporting Mr. Gladstone. Men
who believe neither in Whigs nor Tories be-

lieve in him. No public man for many a

long day, unless it be Mr. Cobden certainly
no Minister since Mr. Canning has taken
so curiously firm a hold on the imagination
of the people. The fire and finish of his

eloquence, the intensity and fierceness of his

emotions (which few politicians have ever

shown so strongly), his singular mixture of

the scholar and the tribune, the daringness
and brilliant success of his finance, his vehe-

ment popular or rather human sympa-
thies, and perhaps more than all his intcl-

tectual power of belief, and his moral

courage in acting up to his beliefs, have actu-

ally fascinated the usually unimaginative
English nation

;
and by the great mass of

the community he is regarded with a degree
of sanguine confidence which amazes mere
Londoners and Parliamentarians, among
whom even the heartiest admiration is tem-

pered with a sort of fearful expectancy which
is almost mistrust. The people rely upon
him

; political people feel chiefly that they
cannot calculate upon him. They are only
certain that he will do whatever he chooses,
and that he can do almost anything he likes.

But though ho has thus written his name
on the heart of the nation, Mr. Gladstone has
not been equally successful as a party leader

;

and the reasons for this are not far to seek,
nor do they detract from any of the essential

qualities of his character. Passing over the
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one great defect which lies upon the surface;

his imperious and impatient temper, his dis-

like of compromise, his irritable and some-

times too suspicious abhorrence of a job,

his other disqualifications may be stated in two

words, they may all be traced in the last

resort to the richness and the progressiveness
of his nature. It is not exactly that he is

too good or too great to be a first-rate parlia-

mentary commander, but that he is too un-

common, too varied, too many-sided (to use

a common but expressive Germanism). The

gold of him is not coined into the ordinary
mint standard shape ;

and therefore the ordi-

nary mind looks at it with a sort of ineradi-

cable doubt, bites it, rings it on the counter,

shakes its head at its unwonted features, be-

fore it will accept it as sterling money ;
and

after all never feels as secure about it as

about a regular sovereign or bank-note. The

pure Whig is not quite sure it is a legal ten-

der. The pure Tory, like the pure Radical,
sees marks and mysterious letters upon it

which he cannot recognise ;
and both wish

that it had belonged more completely to

themselves, and wonder that it does not.

Then, again, Mr. Gladstone lacks one espe-

cially indispensable qualification for a consum-

mate or favourite party chief a quality which
Earl Russell never approached, but which

Canning and Palmerston had in perfection.
He is not social. His nature, deep, rich, and

susceptible as it is, is passionate and affec-

tionate rather than genially companionable.
His sympathies are too strong and too pro-
found to be as ready, as prompt, as generally

available, as more superficial sentiments can

be. He feels too keenly to feel as expan-

sively, as laterally, as panoramically, as a

leader of party should. But after all, when
we have given due weight to every minor ex-

planation of the fact in question, we recur

to the main cause : he fails because his nature

is too rich and his mind is too progressive.
More than a quarter of a century since,

Macaulay, in reviewing Mr. Gladstone's youth-
ful treatise on ' Church and State,' wrote of

him that ' half his acuteness and diligence,
with a barren imagination and a scanty vo-

cabulary, would have saved him from almost

all his mistakes.' Something of the same
sort might now be said of his political position
and career. Half his genius and sagacity,
with narrower sympathies, shallower insight,
fewer and poorer aspirations, a more flexible

conscience, 'and a more meagre mind, would
have saved him from nearly all his errors.

In England generally, in English political
life especially, we are too like bricks

;
we are

cast in too few and too monotonous moulds.
There are three or four regulation patterns
of opinion, of character, of thought, quos ultra

citraque nequit consistere rectum from which

no man may differ, out of which no man may
step, under pain of becoming unintelligible,
of being pronounced crotchety and ' unac-

countable,' and of being condemned to in-

effectiveness and isolation. No people are

so ready as the English to condemn and

'stamp out' any departure from the estab-

lished type of thought, anything to which use

has not affixed its imprimatur, and to serve

a ne exeat regno on any public man who
threatens the least divergence from the usual

routine course. You must be all one thing
or another. You must wear the uniform,
exact in all its facings, of some recognised

corps; you must fight under some registered

flag, or you are liable to be strung up to the

yardarm as a buccaneer. If you go over from

one camp to the other, you must go over alto-

gether ; you must ' cast no longing, lingering
looks behind,' or you will share the fate of

Lot's wife; you must burn all old love tokens

and souvenirs
; you are guilty of treason if

you retain the slightest tender recollection

of former days, the faintest tincture of the

affections and opinions of the past. Now,
only poor and narrow natures can thus wholly
shut themselves up in one set of sympathies
and doctrines, least of all if they have passed

through many. Herein lies at once the

misfortune, as well as the attraction, of Mr.

Gladstone's character, and the explanation of

one of his disqualifications as a party leader.

He has sympathies with every section into

which the world of politics is parcelled out; he
has points ofagreement and points ofdifference

with all
;

all have something that attract and

something that repel him, and he is therefore

never in perfect and universal harmony with

any. His inind, too, like all minds of the

loftiest order and the finest grain, is progres-

sive, and in consequence is, at times and in

places, out of keeping itself. Thorough con-

sistency is given only to stagnant or at least

stationary intellects, and is achieved only by
those which have completed and closed the

cycle of their march. Other working and

striving minds and no mind is so incessantly

groaning in travail as Mr. Gladstone's have

the inconsistent views of the past and the

present at once within them the opinions
of their youth and those of their maturity
the doctrines they have inherited alongside
of those they have formed for themselves

the beliefs they have not yet examined and

discarded as well as those which, after infinite

agonies of thought perhaps, they have substi-

tuted for the ancestral ones.

Now, it seems to us that in some respects
the mind of Mr. Gladstone is in this transition

state a state too philosophic, and too com-

mendable from a philosophic point of view, to
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be fitted for signal success in the arena of

party conflict in a country where party con-

ceptions are so narrow and intolerant as in

England. The Tories cannot understand

that a statesman trained in their school, and

still clinging to so many of their most cher-

ished creeds, so deeply imbued with the

chivalry and poetry which half unconsciously

underlies, inspires, and sometimes ennobles

their political sentiments, should yet have

gone so far in the direction of democracy,
and have given the sanction of his words to

some of the most questionable doctrines of

the extreme popular party. They cannot

quite forgive either the thorough-going com-

prehensiveness or the signal success of his

free-trade policy, or his utter and merciless

negation of traditional principles as well as

practice in this matter. They feel that he

belonged to them by nature and of right ;

that if he had remained with them, his genius
and his oratory would have cast a halo of

beauty as well as an entrenchment of logic
round their favourite prejudices and convic-

tions; while his administrative powers and
his practical sagacity would have kept them
abreast of the new discoveries and achieve-

ments and irrefutable theories of the day.
And they cannot pardon the progress which
has carried over such unrivalled abilities and

splendid rhetoric to the opposing camp, and
turned what should have formed their lustre

and their guide into their sharpest scourge
and their most formidable danger. The idea

of an Oxford scholar and an enthusiastic

Churchman leading and embellishing the

hard, cold, fierce, narrow, swelling, advanc-

ing ranks of the Radicals, is at once intensely
bitter and perplexing to the country gentle-

men, and lies at the root of much of that

personal animosity and wish to inflict gratui-
tous defeat and wounds which has shone out

conspicuously during the past two sessions,

and which is one of the most dangerous feel-

ings a party leader can excite in the breast

of his opponents.
The difficulty of Mr. Gladstone as leader

of the Whigs arises in part from the same

causes, and in part from others less credit-

able to the party. lie is necessary to them,
but he is not of them. lie carries away too

much of the spoil, as well as too much of the

honour, of victory, and has too predominant
a voice in the decision of the details and the

purposes of the campaign. Moreover, they
distrust him, and naturally cannot help doing
so. His sympathy with the people is diflei-

ent in grain as well as in depth t'n-m theirs;

it is more essential ; it is less formal ; it is

both more passionate and more practical. lie

is at once more zealous than the purest, \\'hi^

to confer real political power upon the nias.-,-

es, and more anxious than the most benevo-

lent of the most feudal Tories to ameliorate

and soften their material condition. His
creed has nothing of the woodenness of the

old Whig formularies, and they feel that in

the day of conflict his heart will be rather

with their auxiliaries than with themselves.

Hence they can never fairly abandon them-
selves to his guidance or follow his lead with

enthusiasm or with faith.

As for the Radicals, he alternately excites

their devotion and their fury. He is too

large and too wide to be quite intelligible to

them. They perceive, too, that they cannot

coerce him; and Radicals will never steadily
or cordially obey any leader whom they can-

not bully. They, believe, however, that they
shall have Mr. Gladstone some day, but they
are aware that they have not got him yet.
The poetry as well as the philosophy of his

nature has still too much hold on him for

their purposes. Moreover, he has far too

much of the old Adam still lingering about

him to command the full and frank alle-

giance of several among the elements of

which their party is composed. The ortho-

dox Dissenters, so powerful among the men
of advanced opinion, cannot endure the pro-
clivities of the High Churchman. The thor-

oughly religious Liberals we mean those

whose religious views are thoroughly liberal,

and whose sense of justice is revolted by the

bare shadow of intolerance cannot forgive
his opposition to Mr. Coleridge's bill for

throwing open the universities to men of all

creeds. His progressive mind has not yet
reached this stage of progress. The philo-

sophic as well as the iconoclastic Liberals are

disgusted with his arriere and somewhat
. .

country-gentleman views on primogeniture
and the descent of intestate property, as

shown in his speech and vote on Mr. Locke

King's bill last year. On the whole, the

Radicals will look upon him as a great card,

but not a sure one.

In fine, then and we may rejoice that it

is so Mr. Gladstone is more qualified to

serve his country than any one of the recog-
nised corps cTarmee into which politicians
are divided. He must always be the real

soul and inspirer of any party or parliamen-

tary combination he may join, but a moro

skilful, because a more temperate and flexible,

leader in the field might easily be found.

Meanwhile, we are all proud of his genius
and lull of attachment and admiration tor his

character; a character the faults quite as

much as the grandeur, of which have contri-

buted to its singular hold upon the popular
mind.

Of the disintegration of the Conservative

party at the hands of Mr. Disraeli wo have
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already spoken, and need say no more. The'

time has scarcely come for an analysis of the

character and career of the ministerial leader.

The sage of old said, Let no man be pronoun-
ced happy till his death. The sage of to-day

may say, Let not Mr. Disraeli be considered

known till his career is closed. Meanwhile,
it seems clear that in securing to his party
its present temporary lease of power, he has

effectually destroyed its cohesion and virtu-

ally sapped its strength. He has damaged
its prestige and impaired its self-respect to a

degree which it will take some years to

make fully manifest. If it is ever to recover

its position in the nation's confidence, it

must be under some other chief. Some of

its ablest and noblest men can never serve

with him again. Lord Cranborne, Lord Car-

narvon, and General Peel are alienated for

ever
;
and Sir John Pakington, Sir Stafford

Northcote, and the Dukes are poor compen-

sations. Lord Derby has declared that he
will never take office again, and Lord Stanley
does not belong to the Conservatives at all.

What will be the future of parties in this

country no man can foresee. Meanwhile, for

the first time for two generations, the nation

is without a leader. Hitherto we have

always had some one whom the people as a
whole looked to as their guide, one whom
they especially trusted and admired, were

willing to obey, and regarded as a refuge in

the day of perplexity and trouble. For a
time it was the Duke of Wellington who
filled this great place in the nation's eye;
then Lord Grey in a measure

;
then Sir

Robert Peel
;
and after him Lord Palmers-

ton. Now there is no one, and in the trying
times before us the want will be severely
felt. Can we, as Mr. Carlyle suggests, make
a Queen Bee ?
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WHEN the publication of Tillcmont's

Church History in its first projected form

was stopped by the interposition of a hostile

censor, the author evaded this opposition by
casting the work into two divisions, of which

the first, now known as the Histoire dcs Em-
pereurs, was held exempt from the super-
vision of the censorship, being regarded as

unconnected with theology. The "
History

of the Emperors/' therefore, was freely per-
mitted to appear. But the second, and much
more important division, the /fiatoire fkcle-

siastiqite, fell immediately under the censor's

{jurisdiction ;
he still interposed against tts

appearance without correction a stern and
immoveable obstat ; and probably there are

very few out of the many writers and schol-

ars who have drawn their stores from this

vast repertory of original historical materials,
who are aware that it is only to the indirect
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expedient adopted by the Chancellor Buche-

rat, in appointing a new censor, that the

world is indebted for the publication of the

immortal work of Tillemont.

This diversity of treatment pursued in

regard to what are in reality but portions of

the same work, was of course founded upon
a principle, which at that time", and after-

wards, found general acceptance, namely,
that there is in human affairs a sharp and

distinctly defined line of demarkation be-

tween the sacred and the profane, on either

side of which it is possible to collect and
marshal the facts and incidents of the two
several spheres, and to deal with each as in-

volving a separate interest, guided by a dis-

tinct class of motives, and directed towards

an independent object and aim.

In point of practical policy, this principle
is easily intelligible in that age of conflict of

the Church and State jurisdictions, and as a

part of the system of the Grand Monarque,
the great assertor of the independence, if

not the supremacy, of the latter. It follow-

ed in fact, almost naturally, from those rela-

tions of the two powers which it was the

object of the practical portion of the so-

called 'Galilean Liberties' to define and

assert
;
which the higher Roman Catholic

school of later times regards as scarcely dis-

guised Erastianism, and which even the most

colourless mind can hardly consider other than

an incongruous combination of two mutually

repellent elements.

On the other hand, intellectually consider-

ed, it is difficult to conceive how such a prin-

ciple could ever have been accepted in tho

age that received with applause Bossuet's

Discourse on Universal History, which is by
its very essence the exponent of the opposite

principle. The leading idea of that memo-
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rable discourse is not merely the oneness of

all history, divine and human, but even

the providential subordination of the latter

throughout all time
;
and its object is to ex-

hibit, as if in one vast panoramic picture,
the scheme of the interwoven destinies of

the world
;

to point out the marvellous

unity in variety' with which, through
every age, circumstances the most opposite,
motives the most conflicting, characters the

most irreconcilable, have worked together
into one balanced and harmonious whole;
sacred and profane, philosopher and barba-

rian, the rude Scythian and the cultivated

Greek, each in itself, yet each for all the rest :

' All things with each other blending,
Each to all its being lending,

t All on each in turn depending.'

It is strange to meet in the same age, and
almost side by side, with this grand, though
occasionally overstrained, conception, a theo-

ry like that of the French censorship, which
draws so sharp a line between political and

religious history, that it even regards as a

thing quite apart from the general narrative

of the later fortunes of the Roman Empire
that Christian element which was so soon to

revolutionize its entire inney life, and eventu-

ally to overthrow all its oldest and most hon-
oured institutions.

This fallacy is gradually losing its hold
;

not indeed in the world of Statecraft, where,
for the most part, either the old Erastianisrn

still holds its ground, or, if anywhere the

spiritual be not directly held in subjection to

the temporal, it is seemingly because the
former is ignored altogether; but in Science,

throughout its most important relations. For
a time, during the recent rapid development
of several branches of natural science, which
to many appeared to threaten the foundations
of revealed religion, a desire arose to regard
this dangerous region as separated by an im-

passable gulf from the kingdom of theology,
governed by

different laws, and to be judged
upon principles entirely independent. But
such a theory could not long maintain itself

against that instinct of the human mind
winch recognises as an axiom the unity of

truth, or at least the necessary compatibility
with each other of all truths, of what kind
or class soever. Men hare come to feel that
in the domain of knowledge no such partition
is

logically possible ; and, in the happy
phrase of the Duke of Argyll, that "

every
one truth is connected with every other
truth in the great universe of God."* The
spiritual and the intellectual uorld may
diverge from each other in countless ramifi-

*^Jieign of Law, p. 54.

cations, but they must also meet in innumer-
able points of contact

;
and although in each

realm speculation may range freely, and work
out its problems to their legitimate solution,

yet, if we believe in one great Orderer of

both, we must also believe that their teach-

ing is uniform, and that between all the legi-
timate deductions from that teaching a har-o
mony must ever subsist, even if it be obscure,
and at times almost uridiscoverable.

This seems to be especially true in History.
And in the post Constantinian period of the

Roman Empire, all attempt at maintaining
the distinction of civil and ecclesiastical lias

long been abandoned. The interest of the

reigns of the first Christian emperors is ad-

mitted by all to lie far more in their relation

to the Church than in their purely secular

proceedings. In the English literature of

the last century, it is true, that subject, with
one memorable exception, was a complete
blank. Ecclesiastical history, unless Mac-
laine's translation of Mosheim and Jortin's

Remarks are to be dignified with the name,
there was literally none: and down to our
own generation it was a standing reproach of

orthodox divinity in England, that if a stu-

dent desired information as to the ecclesiasti-

cal affairs of the fourth, fifth, and later cen-

turies, he was driven to search for it, not in

any received history of the Church, but in a

work which not only professed to deal with

the general history of the Roman Empire,
but was actually the production of an avowed
unbeliever in Christianity. Still, as bearing

upon our view, there was much significance
in the regret expressed by a well-known

Anglican author, that the best English writer

on Church History should be an Infidel.

But if this be so for the post-Constantinian

period, it is very different for the popular
writers on the history of Rome during the

first three centuries of the Christian era.

This is less to be wondered at in the last

century writers upon Roman history. But
one can hardly help being struck, in an
author so recent and in every respect so

estimable as Mr. Merivale, by the utter

absence, we do not say of the Christian cle-

ment of the history, but even of all allusion

to its possible relation to the fortunes of the

Empire ;
and this not merely in the time of

Tiberius and Nero, but even so late as the

age of the Antonines. No one will, of course,

suspect, in such silence upon the part of Mr.

Merivale, even a shadow of indifference,

much less of hostility, to the Christian faith.

It is simply ignored by his school as a subject
which has no place, whether absolute or re-

lative, in the history of the still Pagan em-

pire of Rome. They write as though from

the stand point ot Tacitus or Suetonius.
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On the other hand, the older ecclesiastical

historians, strictly so called, of early Chris-

tianity, have, as a general rule, been equally
exclusive in their view of their own branch
of the subject. To them, for the most part,

Christianity, like Paganism to the other

school, has been a thing apart and indepen-
dent : a new institution growing up under

exceptional and indeed super-human influ-

ences, and if not entirely without antecedents
in the existing condition of the world, cer-

tainly so little controlled or modified thereby
in its development, as to render any minute
consideration of them unnecessary and even

embarrassing. In fact, almost the only re-

lation towards the infant Church in which the
Jew and Gentile appear in the pages of the
Church historians, is that of persecutors ;

and

hardly any influence of theirs upon the for-

tunes of the young institution is recorded,

beyond their long-continued but abortive

schemes of repression and extermination.
The original ecclesiastical historians have
told little directly of the relations between
the Christian Church and the contemporary
religions except the story of their wars

;
and

many of the more modern Church histories,
even those which took the form of special

essays, like Fleury's in itself admirable Mceurs
des Chretiens, might almost have been written
on the supposition that Roman Paganism, as a

Jiving system, had already disappeared from
the world.

The first consciousness of the falsehood, or
at least the nnphilosophical character, of this

mode of treatment, is observable in that di-

vision of the history of the Church into

'external' and '

internal,' which was intro-

duced by Mosheim, and perfected by the
later Germans, especially by the rationalistic

school. But this division confined itself,

under the head of "
external," chiefly to the

consideration of political causes and result*,
and dealt but little, directly, with the social

and moral, and still less, w'ith the doctrinal,
influences which may he supposed to have,

been brought to bear on the Church from
sources external to her own evangelical con-
stitution. And it is not a little remarkable
that, while views such as we have described

prevailed among those writers who were gen-
erally looked to as authorities on the subject
of Church history, two schools, separated
from one another by an interval of nearly a

century, and at once the most opposed' to

each other, and tho least accepted by the com-
mon voice of historians the ultra-orthodox
and the sceptical should have concurred in

a more just appreciation of the true relations

which subsisted between the old reli^i-ms
and the new in this momentous conflict.

No two things can well be more opposite than

the point of view from which the Comte de

Champagny, the latest historian of the
Roman Empire in the French Catholic

school, regards the position of Christianity,
and in that which it was considered by the

unbelieving author of the Decline and Full.
And yet both these writers, although of
course in different ways, are equally alive

to the Christian idea in all its bearings on
the history ; nay, it may even be doubted
whether Gibbon does not, in his hostility,
exhibit a keener sense of the silent but all-

pervading and ever-growing energy of the

young institution, whose progress he explains

away even when he chronicles or foretells its

successive stages, than is evinced in all the

reverential enthusiasm of the brilliant French-

man, who can discover in every alternation
of the fortunes of Imperial Rome, whether
adverse or propitious, some providential dis-

position of human affairs for the accomplish-
ment of ' the mystery which hath been hid-

den from ages and generations.' We might
point out many pages in Gibbon, in which,
even though there is no direct mention of

Christianity, it is easy nevertheless to detect
an unavowed sense of its presence, and a

shaping of the narrative or colouring of the

view, which can only be explained by the

perhaps unconscious bias thence imparted to

the mind of the writer.

In the more recent progress of the study of

history, the subject of the historical relations

of Christianity was too important to be over-

looked
;

nor is there any modern historian

of note who has not framed his narrative

with at least a general reference to it, while
not a few scholars of name have addressed
themselves to particular branches of the sub-

ject. By far the most remarkable among
these is the author named at the head of
these pages, a divine of the Roman Catholic
Church in Germany, but well known bevond
the range of his own communion, not alono
in Germany, but in this country, by his

great learning, and by the temperate and

philosophical spirit which characterizes all

his writings. Dr. DoIIingcr, although a

large ami frequent contributor to general

theological literature, may almost be said to

have devoted his life to historical studies,

having commenced his literary career as tho

continuator of a compendium of Church his-

tory formerly in use in Catholic colleges in

Germany, ami soon afterwards engaged iu

the publication of an original Ecclesiastical

History, which he has since, continued to

publish in detached portions. The two
works to which we refer in our present no-

tice may lie said to belong to the same gen-
era! series, being intended us an introduction
to the detailed history of Christianity, and
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being presented as in truth necessary to a

complete and philosophical view of that his-

tory. The first indeed is purely introduc-

tory ;
the second forms the first serial, as it

were, of the actual history. We shall con-

sider them separately ;
but it will be seen

that, even as a whole, they form but the first

chapter of this great subject.
The author's design in the former of these

two works is strikingly, although perhaps

fancifully, conveyed in the somewhat charac-

teristic title which he ha.s chosen. Dr. Dol-

linger entitles* his book Heathenism and
Judaism : f the Vestibule of the History of

Christianity; and its general purpose is to

investigate the important problem, whether

and how far these two religious systems

served, in the hidden designs of Providence,
to prepare the way for the teaching of our

Lord
;

how far it is possible, amid their

clouds and darkness, to discover foreglim-

merings of 'the true light which enlighten-
eth every man that cometh into the world.'

The work is a protest against the unphilo-

sophical method of treating the history of

Christianity which had long been prevalent,
and in which, practically, the progress of the

Christian religion was discussed as though
it had, at its first origin, found the human
race a complete tabula rasa, and had had no

antecedents in the history of culture, spirit-

ual, moral, or intellectual. The author of

Heathenism and Judaism, on the contrary

recognises the great fact that Christianity,

when it first arose, found the ground every-
where' pre-occupied by some ancient and

powerful religious system, whether the Jew-
ish or some one of many forms which pre-

vailed throughout the Gentile world
;
that

the advance of Christianity involved the

displacement of its predecessors; that its

early history must, in the main, be the re-

cord of its contests with the various forms of

thought which it found established among
men

;
and that a full and satisfactory inves-

tigation of the manner of its triumph neces-

sarily presupposes an exact knowledge and a

careful appreciation of them all.

It is needless to point out the infinite

variety of inquiries, intrinsic and extrinsic,

which such a treatment of the history in-

volves. Unless it be assumed that the suc-

cess of the new religion was entirely and im-

mediately supernatural, not merely in its

origin and causes, but even in its manner
that it excluded altogether the action of

human instruments, human motives, and

* HeidfnthumundJudenthum. Vorhalle zur Ge-

schichte des Christenthums. Kcgeurburg, 1857.

\ More literally
' Heathendom and Jewcto?,' a

difference of form wliicli, although hardly presentable
in our idiom, is nevertheless sufficiently appreciable.

human modes of thought, there opens out

for the philosophical student a vast range of

speculation, and especially in what concerns

the Gentile world. Was it all, considered in

relation to the common Christianity, entirely
and irretrievably hostile? Was it at least

an utter void, affording no point of con-

tact, much more no basis of supcrstruction ?

What were the special obstacles which its

errors and its prejudices presented ? Were
there any of its forms of thought with which

the new doctrines might claim affinitj
7

,
and

in which they might find countenance and

support? Were there any of them, on the

other hand, which might possibly react upon
the new teaching, and which might have a

tendency to modify and even to pervert it?

But preliminary to these and many kin-

dred speculations is the investigation which
forms the direct subject of Dr. Dollinger's
book

;
that is the actual condition, doc-

trinal, ritual, moral, intellectual, and social,

of the Gentile and Jew worlds at the ad-

vent of Christianity ;
and it is impos-

sible to speak too highly of the learning, the

patient calmness, the luminousness, and above

all the philosophical unity of view, with

which he presents the results of his inquiry.

Every form of worship throughout the

known world at the date of our Lord's com-

ing is passed under careful survey; not

merely the elaborate mythology of Greece,
and the cruder paganism of early Rome, but

the whole cycle of religions which were

eventually gathered into that vast empire :

Egypt with its solemn but perverted ritual,

and its creed, a compound of the grotesque
with the sublime

;
the picturesque symbolism

of Etruria
;

the mingled materialism and

spirituality of Persia; the Median dualism;
the consecrated prostitution of the Chaldean

Mylitta; the rival impurities of the Syrian

worship of Astarte
;
the blood-stained altars

of Carthage; the Druidism of Gaul; the

sterner and more simple rites of Germany,
are all subjected to a most careful historical

survey, not alone, in themselves, but, for the

most part, in their relations to one another

and to a common original. The only blank

on this vast religious chart of the ancient

world lies in the extreme east, beyond the

boundary of the Roman Empire. Neither the

Brahmanism of India nor the Buddhism of

the trans-Gangetic races is comprised in the

series, since neither could be said to present

any point of contact with the Christianity of

the first ages ;
and even through the number-

less revolutions which have since run their

course, these strangely unimpressionable
creeds have continued to maintain an all but

complete isolation.

A notice such as the present cannot of
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course pretond to more than a glance at the

outlines of so vast a subject, especially ot

what may be said to have been the living

religion in the Roman Empire, which it was
the mission of Christianity to displace.

The variety of forms which the ancient

religions present, infinite as it appears, may
yet be traced to a single principle, operating

variously at different times, and under differ-

ent circumstances of race and country.

' The deification of nature and her powers,
or of particular sensible objects, lay at the root

of all the heathen religions as they existed

from old time amongst the nations now united

under the Roman empire. The elements, the

sun, the heavens, the stars, single natural ob-

jects and physical phenomena it was the deify-

ing and worshipping of these that led to the

rise and development of polytheism. When
once a dark cloud stole over man's original
consciousness of the Divinity, and, in conse-

quence of his own guilt, an estrangement of the

creature from the one living God took place,

man, as under the overpowering sway of sense

and sensual lust, proportionally weakened there-

fore in his moral freedom, was unable any long-
er to conceive of the Divinity as a pure, spirit-

ual, supernatural, and infinite being, distinct

from the world, and exalted above it. And
then it followed inevitably that, with his intel-

lectual horizon bounded and confined within
the limits of nature, he should seek to satisfy
the inborn necessity of an acknowledgement
and reverence of the Divinity by the deification

of material nature
; for, even in its obscuration,

the idea of the Deity, no longer recognised in-

deed, but still felt and perceived, continued

powevful ; and, in conjunction with
it,

the
truth struck home, that the Divinity manifested
itself in nature as ever present and in operation.
And now nature unfolded herself to man's
sense as a boundless demesne, wherein was con-

fined an unfathomable plenitude of powers, in-

commensurable and incalculable, and of ener-

gies not to be overcome. Everywhere, even
where men, past their first impressions of sense,
had already penetrated deeper into their inner

life, she encountered them as an inscrutable

mystery. At the same time, however, a sym-
pathy for naturalism, easily elevated into a

passion, developed itself among them, a feeling
in common with it and after

it, which led

again to a sacrifice- of themselves, all the more
readily made, to natural powers and natural im-

pulses. And thus man, deeper and deeper in the

spells of his enchantress, and drawn downwards
by their weight, had this moral consciousness
overcast in proportion, and gave the fuller rein

to impulses which were merely physical.

'Necessarily the heathen deification of na-

ture could become nothing but an inexhaust-

ible variety of divinities and worships ;
for

according to the geographical division of zones
and countries, and to the difference of the im-

pressions which the phenomena and powers of
nature produced on races more or less suscep-
tible and excitable

;
and also according us tin-

imagination of man, selecting out of the king-

dom of nature that which most strongly im-

pressed it, fashioned it into a concrete divin-

ity, necessarily, as time ran on, in the natural

process of the impulse of creating divinities,
the divine assumed in their minds thousands of
fanciful and fortuitous images and forms. In

general, all the gods must inevitably have been

beings subject to the conditions of time and

space, and, for the most part, to the powers of

nature. Then, following the character and

degree of civilization of the different people,
these7

gods of nature were formed on a sliding
scale from simple potentiality, regarded as a
bare development of physical agency, to indiv-

idual personality ;
or they were contemplated as

real, self-conscious, and complete personalities.
In the latter case they were also, in the con-

ception of their worshippers, partially subject
to the conditions of humanity, and shared in

the inclinations, passions, and interests of men,
from whom they were only distinct in degree.

' This pagan deification of the powers of na-
ture led first to the worship of the elements.
One divinity of the ether, or vault of heaven,
or, supposing the ether and stars together to

constitute a whole, one divinity of the heavens,
stood in contrast with one of the earth. Fire,
as the warming and nourishing power of na-

ture, or as the consuming and destroying one

also, was early worshipped as a separate div-

inity. By the same process, another element
of moisture and water was separa'ed off from
that of the earth, aud thus a fourth elemental

god came to be added.'

How, from this first perversion of 'the

glory of the incorruptible God,' sprung the

endless varieties of cnltus into which the

two great forms of Nature-Worship, which

Dr. Dollingcr calls astrolatry and geolati v,

were developed, must be studied in his own
elaborate and circumstantial expositions.
Neither of these religions entirely excluded

the other; on the contrary, they are always
found in close association, although in une-

qual proportions. The former predominated
in the systems which grew up under the

cloudless skies and upon the arid sands of

the East, where the sun seems to be the ono

great source of energy and life, and the stars

and planets are ever present, as the myste-
rious witnesses, if not the active arbiters, of

the destinies of earth and the beings of earth.

u' latter grew to maturity upon the boun-

teous soil and amid the vegetative cne;

>f these more temperate and fertile western

lands, where 'the earth, with her teeming

lap, like a nursing mother, comprehending
in herself a manifold variety of beneficent

influences, but also gathering every living

thing biu'k again to her bosom,' stood out

before- men's eyes as the great impersonation
of force, as well as of beneficence. But in

the East, no less than in the West, each

principle took its shape, as well as its direc-

tion, not alone from that subtle though cor-
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nipt instinct of self-worship which has lain

at the root of all the ethical developments
of pantheism in. every age, but also from the

natural characteristics of the races among
which each had made its home. Thus the

astrolatry of the Chaldeans, a direct worship
of the sun and stars as sentient beings mov-

ing in their courses with conscious will, and,

through their various phases, ruling, or at

least, by virtue of some mysterious interde-

pendence, foreshowing the fates of the world,
and of men, is far lower in form and much
more debasing in moral influence than the

same deification of heavenly elements as it

was modified in the creed of Persia, the

moral tone of which is almost the very high-
est among the ethical systems of antiquity.

And, on the other hand, in reviewing the

religions of the geolatric nations, there needs,
for one who tries to unravel the graceful but

complicated web of the polytheism of Greece,
somewhat of the subtlety of the Greek intel-

lect and the refinement of the Greek imagi-
nation, in order to recognise, what is neverthe-

less historically demonstrable, that this sys-

tem,, so puerile in its details, yet so coherent

even in its puerility, exemplifying so curi-

ously at once the strength and the weak-
ness of man's undirected intelligence, is in

reality nothing more than a skilful combina-

tion of ideal abstractions of the same mate-
rial types, which, to less cultivated earth-

worshipping nations, had formed the direct

objects of adoration.

The first step in the downward course

through which the primeval notion of the

Deity was gradually degraded into the lowest

phase of polytheism, was the substitution of

a vaguely apprehended Nature-Power for the

distinct conception of a Personal Author of

Nature
;
and it is certain that the most an-

cient religions are precisely those in which
the departure from the primitive ideal unity

began the latest, and is the least abrupt.
The earliest corruption of this notion of a

single Power was the introduction of the

idea of sex, the first result of which was
to conceive the divine principle as uniting
in itself the nature of both sexes. But
the observation that in nature there every-
where combine 'two energies or substan-

tial agents, one an active and generative,
the other a feminine, passive, or susceptible

one, and that heaven and earth, sun and

moon, day and night, co-operate to the pro-
duction of being,' soon led to the distinction

of a male and a female divinity ;
and by

degrees, through the same process of devel-

opment, the several powers and phenomena
of nature were presented as distinct beings,
and elevated to the honour of separate wor-

ship. When to this was added the idealiza-

tion of man's own faculties and powers, there

resulted by degrees that vast scheme of poly-

theism, under whose seductive spell men
' became vain in their thoughts, and their

foolish heart was darkened
;

and they

changed the glory of the incorruptible God
into the likeness of the image of corruptible

man, and of birds, and of four-footed beasts,
and of creeping things.' And thus in the

end, man not only drew from the external

universe an endless host of objects for his

perverted worship, but he created for him-

self, from out the faculties of his own rnind

and the energies of his own nature, the ma-
terials of a still more fatally seductive idol-

atry, in which ' each conception was a heav-

enly guest.' Every power of his under-

standing was embodied as an object of adora-

tion, every passion of his heart was deified,

every impulse of his will became an incarna-

tion of the divinity ;
nor is there a single

one of the ancient religions which did not

consecrate by some ceremonial rite even the

grossest forms of sensual indulgence, while

many of them actually elevated prostitution
into a solemn service of religion.

While the moral results were thus alike

disastrous in all the various religions, the

doctrinal systems differed widely from each

other. Nevertheless some general character-

istics pervade them all. In all may be traced

some lingering memory of one supreme or

at least superior Being, to whom the other

divinities were subordinate, always in func-

tion and for the most part in origin. All

maintained the practice of prayer, the natu-

ral and instructive language in which the crea-

ture expressed his sense of dependence on
the Creator. All, without exception, pos-
sessed the rite of sacrifice, with which was

inseparably united a notion of conscious

moral depravation or unworthiness, in which

believing minds will recognize some obscure

traditional memory of man's primal fall.

All present what may be called a certain
4 sacramental

'

system, embodied in a series

of lustral rites and purifications, which, how-
ever grossly understood, were supposed to

have the power of removiftg a certain moral

nncleanness or disqualification, or of pro-

pitiating some adverse influence. All had
an organized priesthood, specially set apart
for the service of religion ;

and although the

office of the priest was frequently combined
with that of the magistrate, yet the duties

were almost invariably distinct. All retained

traces of a belief in a future existence, with

some notion of retribution for the good or

evil actions of the present life
;
and all the

most ancient religions the Egyptian, the

Etrurian, the older Roman coupled with

this belief the notion of a temporary purga-
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tion from the stains of earth preparatory to

the final gift of immortality. All observed

stated days and festivals, and lavished upon
the services of religion every resource of the

arts which they possessed, to give dignity to

the ceremonial, and to render it attractive to

the worshipper. All, in fine, however they ig-

nored, and even formally discarded, the idea

in practice, bore in their very constitution the

clearest traces of the belief of a Providence

overlooking and directing the affairs of men.

It must be confessed that, in the progress
of the development of every one of the na-

tional religions of antiquity, these great fund-

amental doctrines of natural religion one by
one were overlaid with forms, originally no

doubt significant, but ultimately degenerating
into unmeaning puerility or corrupt mysti-
cism. But in some of the ancient religions,

by a kind of providential immobility, the

types of the primitive dogma have been pre-
served so entirely without change, that it

may still be read without an effort in the

many monuments of them which survive.

This is eminently true of the religions of

Egypt and Etruria.

The Greek historians and philosophers
found in the Egyptian polytheism the origi-
nal of most of the gods of their own Olym-
pus ;

but there is no doubt that this identity
of Egyptian and Greek deities is little more
than an identity of names, and that notwith-

standing the enormous multitude of its local

deities, and the crude and literal creature-

worship in its very lowest form which per-
vaded the popular religion of Egypt, the

primeval dogma of one Supreme Being is

nevertheless more distinctly recognisable in

it than in that of her younger and more

imaginative rival. Among the gods of Egypt
there stands out one, the mysterious Ra, who,
whatever the honours paid in the various

provinces to their local gods, is universally

recognized as the king and father, lie was
'the god of the two zones, who begets him-
self.' It was he ' who was in the beginning.'
lie was 'the only generator in heaven and

eaith, not "being himself generated.' The
gods of the celestial abode had no part in

their own production ; it was Ka ' who gave
birth to them, one and all.' And although
the Egyptians admitted, in common with
the Greeks and other ancient polytheistic

races, the distinction of male and female

gods, Ka alone stands apart from the idea of

sex. lie alone has no goddess by his sido.

It is true that, with that inconsistency which
is the characteristic of error, this being who
was in the beginning, who begat himself, is

still described as having had a mother, Neith.

But Ncith's conception of Iln is not attrib-

uted to the agency of any male divine being.

Ra himself is the author of his own being;
he is at once begetter and begotten ;

and in

the well-known inscription of Sais, the god-
dess Neith is made to declare her own in-

dependent maternity.
It is in this vaguely expressed but yet all-

pervading pantheistic notion, identifying Ra
with the sun, that Dr. Dollinger traces the

first origin of those influences which, in the

Egyptian creed, have clouded over the pri-
mal doctrine of a living Creator-God. Neith,
the passive female principle, comes in as the

solution of the mystery of self-existence, to

man's unaided intellect incomprehensible ;

and she holds the same place with that of

the Hyle in the Oriental, or Chaos in the

Greek systems, the primitive matter, of it-

self incapable of creating, yet bearing in its

bosom the male or generative principle, from

which its own fecundity is to be drawn.

'God, self-generating, that is, separating him-
self from the maternal womb of nature, is

gone forth as the sun, from whom now all

life and forms in nature have proceeded.'
*

And in this he founds an explanation of

one of the most remarkable of the discrepan-
cies between the Egyptian and the Greek

theogony :

' With this too we find the notion, so strongly
prominent in the Egyptian religious teaching,
that the god is not only the son of the female

deity attached to him, but also her consort, who
again, along with his mother, begets a son,

completing the triad. In this way the Ar-

saphes or ithyphallic Ammon at Thebes, the

Manduli of Calabsche, Har-hat at Tentyra, and

others, are the husbands of their mothers.
This is the Egyptian way of viewing the world
and the gods: from the aboriginal Hyle, the

Chaos of the Greeks, a principle arises, a first

conscious, all-mighty power. This still hidden

god, the unrevealed, creates himself a body,
the sun, and so becomes the revealed god, who
again forms from matter a second divine being
(or from his nlother begets a son).' t

Nevertheless, while the doctrinal teaching
of Egypt exhibits so many traces of the

primitive tradition of the one Creator-God,
there is not one of the ancient systems in

which that tradition, even while it was re-

tained in the letter, was overlaid by so many,
and by so hideous superstitions. Their cycle
of gods, although wanting iu that plastic

idealism which characterizes the celestial

world of the Greeks, is multiform almost

beyond the possibility of enumeration. The
bare recital of the names of the gods wor-

shipped in the several noraes of Egypt occu-

pies eight closely printed quarto pages in the

index of Brugscn's Geographic des alien

* The Gentile and Ute Jew, vol. i. p. 440.

f IbuL
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s* although some headings com-

prise several distinct deities !

And it is plainly to Egypt, and the pecu-
liar shame of Egypt, its deification of animals,
that St. Paul points by his reference to 'birds

and four-footed beasts and creeping things.'
An attempt has been made to idealize the

animal-worship of Egypt, and to represent
the sacred animals as holding in its system a

purely typical or symbolical relation. But
Dr. Dollinger makes it clear that 'the Egyp-
tians saw in the sacred beasts not mere sym-
bols of the gods, or emblems of divine prop-
erties : the people worshipped beasts, as

Plutarch observed, directly and immediately ;

in their eyes the beasts were the bearers and
vessels of deity ;

the gods made them the

medium of their intercourse with men.'

Some animals were worshipped universally

throughout the land
;

as among quadrupeds
the well-known Apis bull,f the lion, the cat,

dogs, weasels, and others; among bird?, the

sparrow-hawk, the hoopoe, the stork, and the

sheldrake; and among fish and reptiles, the

eel, the lepidotus, and the sacred serpent
Thermuthis : of others the worship was lim-

ited and local : and some which were adored

*
Geographic des alien ^Egyptens, nach den alt-

cegyptischen Denkmdlern, Leipzig, 1857.

f If any argument of the absolute and literal

deification of the Apis bull were wanting, it has
been unexpectedly supplied in the striking results

of M. Mariette's most successful excavation of the

Serapeum of Memphis. The cemetery of the god-
bulls discovered by M. Mariette carries us back

nearly four thousand years. The unrifled tomb
which he succeeded in penetrating still bore upon
the mortar of the walled-up entrance the imprint
of the hand of the mason who had sealed it up in

the thirtieth year of Ramses n., upwards of 3700

years ago. And the hieroglyphic inscription,
which M. Mariette has

published,
attests that the

particular 'god' deposited therein was born in

the 16th year of Nechao, on the 7th of Paophi;
that he was installed in the temple of Phtah in the
first year of Psammetichus n., on the 9th of Epiphi ;

that ' the manifestations of the god towards
heaven' (i.e. his death) took place in the 12th

year of Onaphres, on the 21st of Paoni, and that he
lived 17 years 6 months and five days. The val-

uable offerings which had been deposited in the
tomb all remained untouched and uniujured, and

fully confirm by their character all the marvels of
the ancient descriptions.

Among the many wonders of this astounding
discovery, is the inscription of the identical Apis
bull which was stabbed by Cambyses in the thigh.
The 'manifestation of this god towards heaven '

is

recorded to have taken place in the fourth year of

Darius.

See Mariette's Choix de Monuments et de Dessins,
decouverts ou executes pendant le Dellai.ement du Stra-

peum de Memphis. Par M. Aug. Mariette (Paris,

1857), p.
11.

Rawlmson mentions the discovery of the cemetery,
but does not allude to this curious epitaph of the
victim of Catnbyses's anger. Rawlinson's Herodo-
tvs, n. 355.

in one district were objects of disgust and
abhorrence in another.

The moral bearings of the Egyptian
_ - .

~

beast-worship are of more,importance for the

subject which we have been considering :

' The holy animals required a numerous staff

of attendants and nurses from the families

where this service was hereditary. They had
their own sacred buildings and courts

;
whole

fields were set apart for their sustenance
;

great hunting expeditions were arranged in

order to supply the birds of prey with flesh to

their taste. Incense was burnt before them
;

they were washed, anointed, richly appareled,
and slept at night on soft cushions. As each
house and family had its holy beast, the sorrow
when it died was like that for a beloved child.

If a cat died, all the members of the household
cut off the hair of their eyebrows ;

but if a

dog died, they shaved their heads and whole
bodies. Many cities had the privilege of having
deposited within them the mummies of par-
ticular species of beasts from the whole of

Egypt. The ibis was appropriated to Hermop-
olis, the sparrow-hawk to Buto, the cats to

Bubastis, and a boat transmitted the oxen to

the island Prosopitis.
' The Egyptians consecrated their children

by vow to these animals, or to the god to

whom they were severally sacred. They
shaved their heads entirely or partially, and
took the weight of the hair in silver, which
was expended to the use of the animal. Mean-
while there were still worse customs, which
throw a very clear light upon the notions

people fostered of tlv, se beast-gods. And the

prohibition, so frequently repeated and so

positively inculcated in the Pentateuch,
against impurity with beasts, is explained
when one considers in how many ways the

Israelites were exposed to the sight of Egyp-
tian habits and immoralities during their lung
sojourn in the Nile-country ;

and they had to

be formally interdicted the worship of the he-

goat besides.'

And yet, if we turn from this humiliating

spectacle to the more picturesque mythology
of Greece, the balance of moral superiority
will hardly be found upon the side of the more
intellectual race. Whatever is to be re-

garded as the original, or the congeries of

originals, from which the Grecian religion

sprung, it is certain that the idea of one

Supreme Being had all but disappeared
from the Greek creed, such as it is found at

the period when the nation was laying the

foundations of its very highest stage of cul-

ture. The earliest known Greek traditions,

in this respect differing from the Egyptian,

point to a sexual distinction of the two

primal principles the male god of the heav-

ens, and the female god of the earth. The
earliest forms of Greek worship bear marks
of a time when the objects of adoration were
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still the formless powers of nature, not yet

personified, or at least not yet treated as

human persons ;
and even after the anthro-

pomorphic mythology had reached its full

development, traces of the older cultus were

retained in the local worships of the various

nations of the Greek community. Long
after the richest treasures of Grecian art had

been lavished upon the effort to render ' the

human form divine
'

a fitting object of intel-

ligent worship, the same deities whom the

sculptor had laboured to present to the wor-

shipper as the ideal of beauty, still continued to

receive divine honour under the old unshaken

types which belonged to the unidealized

original creed. Thus ' Hera was worshipped
in Samos and Thespise under the form of a

plank ;
Athene of Lindus as a smooth, un-

wrought beam
;

the Pallas of Attica as a

rough stake, and the Icarian Artemis as a

log ;
Zeus Meilichios at Sicyon had a pyramid

form
;
Zeus Gasius was a rock

; Apollo Agui-
eus had the shape of an isosceles triangle ;

and the idols of the Charitcs at Orchomenos
were rough stones that had fallen from heaven;
and Hermes exhibited himself as a phallus.'*

Nay, perhaps it may be said that when
the distinctive characteristic of the Grecian

mythologic dogma, and that in which it

contrasts most favourably with the other

religions of antiquity its humanistic ele-

ment had pervaded every detail of the

religious system, doctrinal, ritual, and ethi-

cal, the result, considered in its moral bear-

ings, is even more humiliating. Mr. Glad-

stone, in his splendid apology of the place of

ancient Greece in the providential order of

the world, discovers the germ of this human-
istic element in some dim recollection of

the promise that the seed of the woman
should bruise the serpent's head.f But even

if we accept this pleasing and highly inge-
nious theory, the perversion of that most
blessed tradition of our race only makes it

more painful to contemplate the gross and
hateful corruptions which, in the Grecian

mythology, that typical humanity was made
to represent : Zeus, the artist's ideal of all

that is dignified and majestic in man's

nature, and yet the type of the vilest and
most debasing passions of our race

; Aphro-
dite, the triumph of the sculptor's craft,

whose very form, such as it comes down to

us in ancient art, is almost the apology of

her worshippers almost makes us

' To the fond idolaters of old

Envy the innate flesh that such a soul could

mould,'

* The Gentile and the Jew, vol. i. p. 69.

t Place of Greece in the Providential Order of the

World, p. 20.

and at the same time the impersonation of

the lowest grade of sexual passion, redeemed

by no generous sentiment, elevated by no

purifying association
; Apollo, the ravisher

and seducer, depicted, notwithstanding, as

'the god of life, and poesy, and light.'

' In whose eye
And nostril beautiful disdain, and might,
And majesty, flash their full lightnings by,

Developing in that one glance the deity ;

'

these, and the many similar incarnations of

crime which peopled the Greek Olympus,
must, in the attractive forms in which Greek
art invested them, have diffused through the

moral atmosphere of the region in which

they were enthroned, an influence a thousand

times more seductive, and ten thousand times

more corrupting, than the ram-headed Am-
mon or hawk-beaked Hor-hat of Egypt,
than Set, with his docked ears and curved

snout, or even than the shameless and ribald,

but yet disgusting indecency of the ithy-

phallic Osiris.

We have not room, even if we did not

lack inclination, to pursue the details of this

view of the ethical influences of the Greek

polytheism ;
but we must find space for a

single extract on the moral effects of the

myths, which, however difficult we may find it

J.o realize, formed the very breath of the

life of the popular religion :

' The repugnance felt by philosophers and

many orators and statesmen to the vulgar poet-
ical mythology was not merely on account of

the disgraceful conceptions of the gods therein

propagated ;
in reality they were much more

deeply moved by observing what constant

progress would be made by these stories in the

palliation of worse sins and immoralities of

deeper dye, as well in individuals as in entire

communities. Plato's remark on the myth of

the rape of Ganymede was, "All the world

lays the burden of this tradition upon the Cre-

tans, and holds them to be the inventors of it;

and as the belief was general that their laws
were from Zeus, they did not fail to lay this

myth at his door, in order to have a precedent
in the god, in accordance with which they

might perpetrate this abomination." Now gen-
eral rumour only attributed the invention of

that myth to the Cretans, because people
held

them to be the originators of the vice in ques-

tion, which spread from them first over the

whole of Hellas.'

Having enumerated some of these de-

moralizing influences, as well upon nations

as upon individuals, he proceeds :

' It was an acknowledged fact that the gods
seduced men into perjury, which was consid-

ered almost the worst sin of all, in order to

carry their own decrees into execution
;
and in

JLschylus it is said,
" to righteous fraud not
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even the god is alien." As the myths regard-

ing Herme? put that god in the light of the

special patron and protector of perjury, impos-
ture, and thieving, Plato accordingly found it

necessary to certify that none of the sons of

Zeus had ever taken delight in deceit or violence,
or had recourse to either

;
and he goes on to

add,
" and therefore no one should allow him-

self to be led astray by poet or mythologist,
to wicked and deceitful notions about the like

transgressions, or fancy that when he steals or

plunders he does nothing he need be ashamed

of, but only what the gods themselves have
done." That the great thinker should have
been obliged so strongly to insist upon this is

a proof how widely these ideas were still cur-

rent.
'

Meanwhile, so long as heathendom existed,
there was a dormant belief among the people
in the historico-literal sense and the truth of
the myths. From its first dawn of conscious-
ness a Greek's intellect was fed upon myths,
and his thoughts ran in the type of the myth.
To subject this labyrinth of myths to examina-

tion, and so to reject some and retain others,
would have been a task as troublesome as it

was impossible for the generality. It was a

matter of such general acceptation in the time
of Socrates, that the gods had begotten sons
with mortal women, that, on his trial, he
rested his defence against his accuser Meletus

upon it. And the Greeks were still prepared
in some case to believe that such filiations

were always taking place. The hero Astraba-
cus passed as the father of the Lacedaemonian

king Demaratus in the time of the Persian war,
as Plato did with his admirers for a real son of

Apollo. It was exactly the same in Sparta.
Even the circumstance of Lysander having
been able to employ a pretended son of Apollo
as a tool for the attainment of his ambitious

views, is a proof how matters stood there with
the popular belief at so late a period as a cen-

tury after Demaratus
;
and if many doubted

the fact, assuredly there were plenty of be-
lievers.'

A notion, it is true, has prevailed that,

although such may have been the popular
religion of Greece, and such may have been
the crude belief of the uneducated populace,
yet there existed in the well-known '

myste-
ries,' which formed so important a part of

the religion, a corrective, as well for the dog-
matical errors as for the moral perversion
of the popular creed. The mysteries have
been represented as supplying a secret code
of doctrine, an explanatory commentary upon
what in the popular creed, though accepted
literally by the vulgar, was in reality but

symbolical or significative ;
and thus, as hav-

ing secretly maintained the pure monotheis-
tic teaching in the midst of the popular su-

perstition. One of the most interesting and
valuable divisions of Dr. Dollingcr's book is

that in which he discusses the nature and

history of the Greek mysteries, and he

there shows, beyond the possibility of ques-
tion, the utter groundlessness of this theory

regarding them. He proves that the mys-
teries contained no exposition of doctrine;
that they involved no dogmatical teaching
whatever; that their purport was purely
dramatic; and that whatever of dogma was
involved in the representations which consti-

tuted their chief and most characteristic

feature, was meant but as a prelude or pre-

paration for the purifications and sacrifices

which took place under their mysterious
shadow.

Far, indeed, from finding in the mysteries

anything to counteract the immoral influ-

ences of the popular creed, there needs but a

brief study of the details of the several mys-
teries, Orphic, Samothracian, Lemnian, Eleu-

sinian, above all the Thesmopho.ria and Sab-

azia, as described in Dr. Dollinger's elaborate

and learned dissertation, in order to convince

the most sceptical that their tendency must
rather have been to lend to the perverse in-

fluence of the received polytheism the addi-

tional attraction which is inseparable from

secrecy, and the additional danger which is

always connected with concealment. The
result will be fully to confirm the estimate of

the moral and doctrinal value of the mys-
teries which was formed by the contemporary
Christian witnesses, many of whom had them-
selves been admitted to initiation :

' The judgment of Christian apologists on
the mysteries is decidedly unfavourable and

conveyed in terms of bitter invective. It is

obvious that nothing was exhibited or taught
in these institutions that had any affinity what-
ever to Christian doctrine, or that could be

interpreted as favouring it, otherwise they
would not have failed to avail themselves of it.

Rather, they considered the mysteries as

mainstays of the prevailing paganism, and
schools too of the most ruinous and degrading
superstition. It has been observed, that not
one of these apologists actually asserts that

he had been initiated. Tatian, however, while

mentioning his journeys through different

countries, and the investigations he had pur-
sued of the manifold forms of heathen error,

says once expressly that he had been admitted
into the mysteries ;

and it would have been

singular if,
in so doing, he had entirely passed

over the Eleusinia, the most celebrated and
esteemed of all

; for, when speaking of them,
he asserts that the Athenians, who had con-
verted the rape of Cora and the sorrows of

Demeter for her daughter into a mystery, still

continued to find people who allowed them-
selves to be deceived by them.

' There was at Athens then a community of

Christians, among whom must have been many
of the initiated. From Athens originally came
Clement's master, Athenagoras, to whom we
are indebted for the most exact account of the
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mysteries. From thence the Christian apolo-

gists Quadratus and Aristides wrote. No
Christian author who was in earnest about it

could have experienced any difficulty in in-

forming himself in detail of the contents of

the Elousinia, either by the writings or the

oral test
:

mony of his fellows in faith. Above
all, there were men amongst them who, only
after sifting the pagan religion and philosophy
for years without arriving at certainty or re-

pose of soul, had entered into communion with
the Church of Christ. These, in the course of

their examination, had undoubtedly tested that

institute, which was usually esteemed the flower

of the Hellenic religion. Gregory of Nazian-
zus lived at Athens a long time for the sake of

study, in fact, at the very period when Julian,
who was subsequently emperor, was on the

most intimate footing with the hierophants,
and he had probably had himself initiated. It

would have been strange if,
in a time of the

intensest struggle between Christendom and

heathendom, and active interchange of polem-
ical writings, a young and ardent pursuer of

knowledge like Gregory had never once taken
the trouble to inquire of his Athenian co-relig-

ionists, who had embraced the faith only in

their maturity, what it was that really took

place in the Eleusinia. Now, as he mentions
the scandalous things which the Demeter of

the mysteries did and submitted to, and then

adds,
"
I take shame to myself for drawing the

mystery of darkness into the light; Eleusis

knows
it, and the Epoptas, who conceal these

things, which indeed deserve concealment
;

"

surely the presumption is, he knew what he
was saying. We learn from a heathen's own
mouth, how often it happened that the purport
of the Greek mysteries was exposed by the

initiated who had become converts to Chris-

tianity in the very assemblies of the Christians.

It was quite an ordinary thing, in the days
of Libanius, for Christian bishops to allow
women to come forward publicly in their con-

gregations to disclose and to deride the secrets

of the demons, of Ino, of the youth (Zagreus),
of the Cabiri, and of Demeter.'

The one characteristic monument of the

Greek intellect by which it stands distinguish-
ed beyond all the races of antiquity, is its

philosophy; and to this, in all its schools and
in all their mulnal relations, Dr. Dollinger
has rendered the fullest justice. His analysis
of this vast and difficult subject is a master-

piece at once of clearness and condensation
;

and we deeply regret that our limits will not

permit us to attempt even an outline. We
should have desired especially to dwell some-
what on his account of Plato, which is ex-

ceedingly interesting, and which, for the his-

tory of Christianity in the third century, is

of the utmost importance. But wo must
hasten on to the subject of Roman paganism ;

and as regards the most important bearing
of the Greek philosophy for our present pur-

pose its value as an instrument of moral

regeneration, we must be content to say as

much as may appear necessary when we
shall have to speak of it in the form in which
it was transplanted to Rome.
The primitive worship of the Romans was

essentially an earth-worship; nor does any
of the ancient religions present so large an

assemblage of gods having a relation to the

earth and its cultivation. Ceres the Romans
had in common with other nations; but Tel-

lus, Maia, and the Bona Dea, or Pea Dia
of the Arval Brotherhood, were of genuine
Roman origin. So were Flora, Vertumnus,
the god of the seasons, and his consort Po-

mona, Pales, the god of shepherds, the sin-

gular deity Pilumnus, patron of grinding, and
the still more fantastic divinities Picmnnus
and Stercutins, the gods of manure ! But
behind this crude and literal earth-worship
there existed a strong monotheistic bias, the

faint memory of the one nameless god whose

worship formed the central point of the relig-

ion of the old Italic races; and the strang-
est feature in the development of the "creed

of Rome under the influence of the various

races which combined to form that mighty
nationality, is the contrast between this prim-
itive monotheistic instinct, of which Dr. Db'l-

lingcr finds traces down to the latest times,

and the tendency which the Romans, beyond
any other people of antiquity, exhibited to

break up the idea of this one god, and to in-

dividualize and personify as a distinct divine

being every several attribute, power and func-

tion, and even every mode of operation.

1 The Romans, with their dry and practical

understanding, went far farther than the imag-
inative Greeks in god-making, and gradually
invented gods for every relation and action of

life. To the principal deities, who had a dis-

tinct sphere of life assigned them birth, for

instance, marriage, and agriculture they added
a host of single subordinate gods, who some-
times were not even representatives of an ac-

tion, but only of a circumstance, purely acci-

dental and insignificant, accompanying an
action. Many may have grown into independ-
ent gods out of a title assigned to a deity.
The numbers were swelled by a troop of alle-

gorical beings, who had temples and chapels
erected to them.

'The boundary-god, Terminus, had his stone

in the Jupiter temple on the Capitol, and the

feast of the Tcrminalia, with its unbloody

offerings, consecrated to neighbourly concord.

The wood-god, Silvanus, was at once a guard-
ian of bounds, a keeper-off of wolves, and a

goblin, the terror of lying-in wonn-n
;
while

against his pranks women who had given birth

to a child rcquiied no less than three
| ro'ecting

deities, Intcrcidonn, Pilumnus, and Deverra, and
for them a couch was prepared in the atrium,
whore the woman in labour lay. Vaticanus
attended to the first cry of the newly-born
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child, which, when laid upon the ground, ac-

cording to Eoman custom, the father took up ;

if he omitted to do so, the omission was equi-
valent to a repudiation, and the child was
killed or exposed. Hence there was a goddess
of this taking-up, a Levana. A cradle-goddess,
Cunina, a Statilinus, an Edusa and Potnia, a

Paveniia, Fabelinus, and Catius, were all called

into play in the first period of the child's life,

of Irs nourishment, and speech. Juventas, a

goddess of youth, had a temple, and a lectis-

ternium was dressed up for her when the por-
tents were threatening. Orbona also, the god-
dess of orphanage, had her sanctuary. Two
temples were erected to the goddess of fever,
who was invoked in precaution against this

sickness Pietas, Pax, Bonus Eventus, Spes,
Quies, Pudicitia, Honos, Virtus, and Fides, had
their temples or chapels. Concordia was par-
ticularly rich in sanctuaries.'

It was even a special duty of the pontiffs to

take care that each new want in life should,
as it arose, receive its new and special patron-

god. The conditions of early Roman societ}',
when commerce consisted chiefly in exchange,
and when cattle formed almost the only me-
dium of barter, were satisfied with a single

money-deity, Pecunia. But when, in the

time of Servius Tullins, the use of copper
money became general, Pecunia received a

partner-god, j^scularius
;

and again, when
towards the end of the fifth century of the

city, silver money came into currency, a third

deity, Argentarius, the son of ^Escularius,
was added to this strange calendar !

And yet, with all this endless multiplica-
tion of deities, there was still a craving after

the unknown, itself no slender indication of

that lost monotheistic worship, which would
have filled up every void, manifested in a

number of obscure and unexplained divinities,

whose origin and nature were unknown, but
whose worship was perhaps on that account
the more scrupulously observed. Such was
the goddess Anna Perenna, whose feast was
held on the banks of the Tiber upon the fif-

teenth of March
;
such 'also were the Mater

Matuta, the Sabine goddess Vacuna, and the

Stata Mater, to whom fire was lighted under
the open air at night, but of whom all accur-

ate knowledge had long been lost in the days
of Ovid. Such were the Penates of the

Roman State, who were kept shrouded in

mystery, both in the temple on the Velian,
and in their ancient seat in the old Latin

metropolis of Lanuvium. Such, above all,

was the Dea Dia, a special goddess of that

obscure and mysterious fraternity, the Arval

Brethren, themselves, no less than their god-
dess, a problem to the learned.

Add to this limitless roll of purely native

Latin, or at least Italic divinities, not alone

'Olympus' motley rout,' but the deities of
all the kingdoms and provinces of East and

West, as they were successively incorporated
in the Roman Empire, Syrian, Chaldean,
Median, PJgyptian, Persian, Phoenician, Gaul-

ish, German, and it will be possible to form
some notion of the bewildering maze of in-

congruous rites and contradictory dogmas in

which the religion of Rome had become en-

tangled during the long course of ages. So

great had the confusion become, so puzzling
the variety of objects of worship, that not

alone in the poets and satirists, but in the

gravest writers, we meet serious complaints
of the impossibility of knowing to what god
particular supplications are to be addressed.

It became a practice of worshippers to ad-

dress prayers, for greater caution, to many
deities collectively, in the hope that among
the number the favourable divinity might be
found. It was not uncommon to add at

the end of the list a comprehensive formula,
intended to embrace any others who might
have been improperly omitted

;
and there

were even some worshippers, who made it a

point, in order to exclude all possibility of a
defective enumeration, to add to their prayers
the still more sweeping clause, 'whether it

be a god or a goddess !'

The adoption of the rites of other nations

by the Romans was not a mere external cere-

monial. The incorporation of the foreign
deities into Roman worship was understood
in the hardest and most literal sense. The
well-known practice of 'calling forth' the

native gods from the temples of the conquered
cities, is only one out of many indications of

the material signification which was attached

to the change of place of the newly incor-

porated deity, his abandonment of his old

home, and his adoption of his new domicile.

And the notion of a local divine presence was
entertained quite as firmly, and with the

same practical results in worship, regarding
the statues of the gods themselves. The
account which Seneca gives of the service

rendered to the statues of the gods, as though
they were animated beings with conscious

wants and cares, would be amusing if the

picture were not too humiliating :

'

One,' he writes,
'

sets by the side of a god
a rival deity ;

another shows Jupiter the time
of day ;

this one acts the beadle, the other the

anointer, pretending by gesture to rub in the

ointment. A number of coiffeurs attend upon
Juno and Minerva, and make pretence of curl-

ing with their lingers, not only at a distance

from the images, but in the actual temple.
Some hold the looking-glass to them

;
some so-

liciting the gods to stand security for them
;

while others display briefs before them, and
instruct them in their law-suits. Artists, in

fact, of every kind, spend their time in the tem-

ples, and offer their services to the immortal

gods. Women take their seats in the Capitol,
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pretending that Jupiter is enamoured of them,
and not allowing themselves to be intimidated

by the presence of Juno.'

On the other hand, Augustus punished
Neptune for the loss of a fleet in a storm, by
forbidding his image to be carried in the

procession of the next Circensian Games.
And even tho great high-priest of the' new
restoration of Paganism, the reformer Julian,
took an oath that he would never again sacri-

fice to Mars, being enraged because the beau-

tiful bulls which he had destined for Mars's

altar lay down and refused to be led to the

sacrifice.

If
^evidence

were needed of the reality of

the belief on which these and countless simi-

lar services of the statues of the gods are

based, it would be found in the well-known
rite of Theopoea the art of inducting the

gods into their statues, and compelling them

by prayers and ceremonies to take up their

abode within the stone or metal of which the

image was formed. This was considered a

most sacred and efficacious mode of worship ;

and St. Augustine appeals to writings extant

in his own time,
'
in which Hermes instructs

his son Asclepios, that it is in man's power
to animate images by means of the secret art

handed down amongst them, and to compel
the gods to a union with the images, similar

to that of soul with body.'
*

It is hardly necessary to add, that the re-

ligion based on these observances was the

merest formalism, without even a pretence
of interior sentiment. Sylla, whose name is

to our ears the synonymc for every hideous

crime, but who, by his contemporaries, was

reputed a special favourite of the gods, as-

cribed all his good fortune to a little image
of Apollo from Delphi, which he always car-

ried about with him, and used to embrace in

the presence of his troops, imploring it to

grant them victory. Augustus was made

unhappy if his left shoe was presented to him
of a morning instead of the right. The
whole efficacy of a rite was supposed to de-

pend on the exact observance of the external

ceremonial. If a single word or action were
omitted

;
if a single circumstance were out

of place; if the horses which drew the sacri-

ficial or processional car broke down
;

if the
driver let the reins fall, or took them in his

left hand
;

the entire ceremonial was viti-

ated, and it became necessary to resume it in

the new. Instances are on record in which
for some such failure it was found necessary
to recommence no less than thirty limes;
and two priests, Cornelius Cethcgus and

Quintus Sulpieius, were degraded at the

same time from the sacerdotal office, the first

*De Civitute Dei, iii. 1-2. <

because he had not laid the entrails of tho
victim quietly on the altar, the second be-

cause his cap had fallen off his head during
the ceremony !

The Roman religion in regard to the
dead was in many respects peculiar. It can

hardly be doubted that in its origin it was
identical with the Etrurian and the Egyptian ;

and the older traditions which Virgil has
embodied in his hero's visit to Hades, con-
tained distinctly the belief of a judgment, of
a state of rewards and punishments, and even
of a purgatorial ordeal after death. But in the
later republic there was combined with this

notion, if indeed it did not supplant it, some

vague idea of the divine or supernatural char-
acter of the departed spirits, in which was
founded the strange and hardly intelligible

worship of the Di Manes. The services of
the dead, accordingly, were partly in the na-
ture of a worship, the object of which was to

propitiate the departed spirit and avert any
malevolent influence, partly, like the offerings

depicted on the Egyptian and Etrurian monu-
ments, as a provision for the supposed wants
and enjoyments of the deceased in that world

beyond the grave to which he had departed.
The numberless epitaphs which present the
familiar form in pace, which was early con-
secrated to Christian use in the Catacombs,
although commonly said to be vague aspira-
tions, can hardly be separated in their primi-
tive significance from the well-known prayer
to Osiris, whose original meaning is of course

clearly determined from a thousand evidences
in the Book of the Dead, 'Be of good cheer,

lady ! May Osiris grant thee the cooling
water !'

*

*
EvJ/ii^ti, KVfiia ical Jjiij eot b '(Jaiuis TU {f/v\pd i-fwp.

Bockh, Inscriptiones Graca, vol. iii. N. 6562.
All the numerous copies of the Book of the
Dead which have been deiphcered, however they
differ in details, agree in placing in the very di-.ii-

est light the ancient, belief of Egypt i,, the 'immor-

tality of the soul, a state of rewards and putn.-li-
menta after death, a judgment according to which
these retributions were awarded, and the pi active
of intercessory prayer on behalf of the deceased,
that the judgment may be propitious. The dotnils
of the judgment arc-most cmiuus, and are often ex-

hibited in sculpture or in a drawing upon the papy-
rus. Osiris, with his crown, stud', a:id scourge,

presides. At the scale* in which the nctionsof the

deceased are to be weighed, stands the juckul-heud-
ed Anubis. Horns, with li w hawk hend, adjusts
the index of the bulnncc, while the il>K headed
Thoth is ready with his book to note down the re-

sult ;
and around and above sit the forty-two asses-

sor-gods, to whom in cucc-ei'sion the accused is culled

on t drii v that he bus been guilty of miy of the

forty-two capital sins of which these forty-two are,

respectively, the attesting witncsM'-. l'r.-i \vr-> <>n

behalf of the accused abound. '

May 1'liflmh-So-

kuri-Osim," says one, 'vouchsafe good dwelling,
provide with victuals, with flesh of oxen ni'd

geese, with perfume, wine, milk, wax, and fillets,
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Bat to pursue these details, however impor-
tant for our purpose, would carry us far be-

yond our allotted limits, and we shall only
advert to one or two other points, which are

too remarkable to be passed over.

The very name of the first of these may pos-

sibly appear startling to some readers; name-

ly, the question whether human sacrifice form-

ed a part of the Roman worship, and especially
in the later stages of Roman civilization.

So little had such a possibility entered into

the minds even of our most cultivated stu-

dents, that when, upwards of twenty years

ago, Earl Stanhope, then Lord Mahon, pro-

posed the question to Mr. Macaulay and Sir

Robert Peel, it came entirely by surprise

upon both these eminent scholars. The

first, with characteristic impetuosity, replied

by a most decided negative, and the second

confessed himself altogether unprepared for

the authorities on the affirmative side which
were preferred by Lord Mahon. The result

of the whole correspondence, which is print-
ed by Lord Stanhope in his most agreeable
collection of Miscellanies,* leans on the whole

strongly towards the negative side, chiefly,
it would appear, on the ground that the wit-

nesses are unworthy of credit, some of them

being foreigners, and others having the ad-

ditional disqualification of being Christians,
and thus prejudiced in the cause

;
and Dean

Milmau in
1
his Jfistory of Christianity un-

hesitatiniily adopts the same view. It is a

very remarkable illustration of the laborious

erudition of Dr. Dollinger, that whereas his

work appeared several years before the pub-
lication of Lord Stanhope's Miscellanies, he
had anticipated all the authorities brought
forward in that discussion, and had produced
in addition several others fully as important.
He does not go so far as to say with Gieseler

whose assertion, on the authority of Lactan-

tius, 'that Jupiter Latiaris was even still

worshipped in human blood,' had led to

the discussion proposed by Lord Stanhope),
that such sacrifices were of yearly occurrence;
but he maintains that many instances are to

be found even in later times. The same
view is supported with remarkable ability
and learning by a later writer, Sir John
Acton

;
and we confess that it appears to

us impossible, unless by arbitrarily discredit-

ing the testimony of perfectly competent wit-

nesses, to resist the weight of evidence which

and all other goods in which the divine life

consists!' '

Mayest thou live,' we read in

another, 'and receive thy book of migrations,
and fulfil nil thy metamorphoses ; may thy soul

attain to evt-ry sanctuary well pleasing to thce!'
The idea of a purgation after death also is plainly
indicated See (fentile and Jtiv, vol. i. p. 4C.2.

*
Stanhope's Miscellanies, p. 112, arid following.

he brings forward. Having referred to a
number of very curious indications, preserved
both in the rites and in the sacred books
and traditions of the Roman religion, of the
existence of the practice of human sacrifice

among the Romans and their kindred races

in the prehistoric times, he proceeds :

' But it was not always that human sacrifice

was supplied for by these unbloody represen-
tatives. In spite of the disinclination mani-
fested by the Romans to such victims, and the
dislike with which they observed the use ofthem
among other nations, they themselves had fre-

quent enough recourse to the same means of

propitiation. In the year 227 B.C., it was dis-

covered from the Sibylline books that rauls

and Greeks were to make themselves masters
of the city. To ward off this danger, a decree
was passed that a man and woman of each
of those two nations should be buried alive in

the forum, and so should fulfil the prediction
by being allowed to take tliat kind of posses-
sion of the city. It was done; and though
Livy speaks of it as a thoroughly un-Roman
sacrifice, yet it was often repeated. Plutarch
mentions a similar one of Greeks and Gauls, on
the occasion of two vestal virgins being deflow-

ered, and a third struck with lightning, which
was regarded as a prodigy portentous of evil.

In the year 95 B.C., indeed, all human sacrifices

were interdicted by decree of the senate
; up

to that time, as Pliny says, they had been per-
formed in public ;

but on extraordinary Occa-
sions it was thought admissible to set aside
this prohibition : and the same Pliny observes,
that instances of it had occurred in his time.
There was a particular form of prayer for this

kind of sacrifice, when carried into effect by
burying alive, which the master of the college
of the Quindecemviri had to repeat first, the

peculiar force of which, Piny remarks, made
itself felt by every one who read it.

' In times of violence and disturbance, the
idea of a strange effectiveness in human sacri-

fice always returned upon the people. Once,
when a tumult was raised by Caesar's soldiers

in Rome, two of them were sacrificed to Mars
by the pontiffs and the flafnen. martiulis in the

Campus Martius, and their heads were fixed

upon the Regia, the same as in the sacrifice

of the October horse. Besides this, the Ro-
mans were familiar with the notion of offering
human lives as victims of atonement for the
dead

;
this was the object with which gladia-

torial games had begun. In the slave war,
Spai tacus took a heavy revenge when he dedi-
cated to his fallen comrade Crixus a mortuary
offering of three hundred Roman prisoners,
whom he made to fight around the funeral-pile.
The triumvir Octavian afterwards competed
with the slave general, when he caused three
hundred prisoners to be put to death, as an

offering of expiation, at the altar of Divus

Julius, on the surrender of Perugia. The fact

has been doubted on the ground that tl.e times
and manners of the age would not have suffer-

ed it : but the evidence is far too strong. The

previously mentioned example of a sacrificial
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murder committed by the most distinguished
Roman priests, in the heart of Rome, on Ro-
man soldiers, shows how little custom was a

restraint: and the time was that ofthe proscrip-

tions, and of promiscuous butchery, in which
citizen blood was poured out like water. Sex-
tus Pompeius, too, had men thrown alive into

the sea along with horses, as an oblation to Nep-
tune, at the time when his enemies' fleet was
destroyed by a great storm. Caligula's having
innorent men dressed out as victims, and then
thrown down precipices, as .in atonement for

his life, was indeed the act of a bloodthirsty
tyrant; but it shows what ideas were abroad.
In the year 270 A.D., further proof was given
that, in spite of the late decree issued by Ha-
drian, recourse was still had, from time to time,
to these means of appeasing the angry gods in

dangers threatening the state, when, on an ir-

ruption of the Marcomanni, the Ernperor Au-
relian offered the senate to furnish it with pri-
soners of all nations for certain expiatory sac-

rifices to be performed.'

And there subsisted, far on into the Chris-

tian times, a rite which supplies a most curi-

ous confirmation of the previous use of

actual human sacrifice in the worship of Ju-

piter Latiaris. The image of Jupiter was

annually sprinkled with human blood, not
indeed with the blood of a victim specially
slain for the purpose, but with the blood that
was shed by the gladiators in the games.
A priest caught in a cup the blood of a glad-
iator who had just been wounded, and Hung
it, still warm, at the face of the god. Dr.

Dollinger cites in attestation of this strange
and startling rite, several passages of Tertul-

lian, Tatian, Justin the Martyr, Minucius

Felix, Lactantius, Firmicns Matcrnus, Athan-

asius, and the author of the book De Spec-
taculis. Of these Tatian speaks as having
himself been an eye-witness of the horrible

ceremonial.

Among the peculiar usages of the later

paganism of Rome, we shall only mention
two others one, the bloody rite of the crio-

bolium and taurobolium, in which the victim,
a ram or bull, was sacrificed on a stage per-
forated with holes, so that the blood pass-
ed through like rain on the aspirant for

purification, who stood below, and having
caught the bloody shower upon his person,
but especially upon his head, lips, eye*;, nose,
and tongue, exhibited himself to the people
dripping with blood, and was by them rever-

enced on bended knees ; is a perfectly pure
and hallowed being; the other, the np'otheo-
sis of the Ihing emperors and other members
of the imperial family. The eagcrne.s with
which this servile profanation of religion im-

plied in the apotheosis, was accepted by the

Romans; the earnestness with which cities

contended with each other for the honour of

being admited to the privilege of sharing the

worship ;
the enormous prices which were

paid by rival candidates for enrolment in

the ministry of the emperor-god, fire perhaps
among the most painful evidences of the hope-
less degradation of the public mind of Koine.
Between the first deification of Caesar and
the apotheosis of Diocletian, fifty-three of

these strange apotheoses are enumerated, in

fifteen of which the subjects were ladies of

the imperial family!

Now, in order fully to realize the moral
results of this religion, it is necessary to go
back to the contemporary literature. Peo-

ple have read and thought vaguely of the

drunken orgies of the Bacchanals, and of the

organized prostitution of the Aphrodisian
festival, the abomination of the Pannychis or

Pcrvigilium Veneris. But these things are

regarded as exceptional ;
and few have ever

considered the degree in which the corrupt-

ing influences of his religion entered into the

very essence, day by day, of the social exist-

ence of the Roman
;
how they met him in

every incident of life, in business, in pleas-

ure, in literature, in politics, in arms, in the

theatres, in the streets, in the baths, at the

games, in the decorations of his house, in the

ornaments and service of his table, in the

very conditions of the weather and the phys-
ical phenomena of nature. It is not easy
to cull up as a reality the intending sinner

addressing to the deified vice which lie con-

templates a prayer for the success of his de-

sign ;
the adulteress imploring of Venus the

favours of her paramour; the harlot praying
for an increase of her sinful gains; the pan-
der begging the protection of the goddess on
her shameful trade; the thief praying to

Hermes Dolios for aid in his enterprise, or

ottering up to him the first-fruits of his plun-
der; young maidens dedicating their girdles
to Athene Apaturia; youths entreating Her-
cules to expedite the d'cath of a rich und, :

And yet these things, and far worse than

these, meet us over and over again in every
writer who has left a picture of Roman man-
ners in the later Republic and under the

commencement of the Empire. The ideal

character of Jupiter, as it stood in the popu-
lar mythology, is confessed by the gr;t\e>t of

the Roman moralists, Seneca, to have been

the fertile source of corruption.
' What else,'

he asks, 'is this appeal to the precedent of

the gods for, but to inflame our lusts, and to

furnish license and excuse for the corrupt act

under the divine protection'' In another

place, in denouncing the many mvths irgard-

irg Jupiter, which represent him HS an
adulterous ra\!>her a;.d corrupter of voutli

to unnatural lust, he declares that 'this \-.-.\n

led to no other result than to depiive sin of
its shame in man's eyes, by showing him tho
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gods no better than himself.' Nor could

there be a more striking evidence of the hold

which these notions as to their gods had taken

of the popular mind than the belief which

Valerius Maximus tells was current among
the people after the fatal battle of Cannae

;

namely, that that signal disaster of the Ro-

man arms was due to the jealous revenge of

Juno against the general Varro, because he

had, when sedile, placed a beautiful youth by
the side of her too susceptible consort Jupi-

ter, in the procession of the Circensian

games !

These demoralizing myths were brought
before the eye in every conceivable form,
in worship, in works of art, and as subjects
for the decoration of public and private build-

ings ;
above all, in the spectacles, and upon the

stage. The most favourite subjects were the

loves of Venus with Mars and Adonis, the

adventures of Jupiter with Ganymede, with

Alcmene, with Leda, and with Danae
;
and

they were often accompanied with panto-

mime, sometimes with the even more naked

reality, of an indecency so gross and so

patent as to be utterly inconceivable to mod-
ern ideas, although exhibited in toe pres-
ence of the public of every age, sex, rank,
and profession. 'The sacerdotal colleges
and authorities,' says Arnobius, 'flamens,

augurs, and chaste vestals, all have places at

these public amusements.' AVe need only
add that the moral enormities which these

writers ascribe to the scenic representation
of such myths upon the stage, were attributed

just as nakedly to the public worship of the

temples, by one whose authority on such re-

volting particulars is but too indisputable,
Ovid in the second book of his Tristia :

'

Quis locus est templis augustior ? hasc quoque
vitet,

In culpam si qua est ingeniosa suam.

Quum steterit Jovis a3de; Jovis succurret in

sede,

Quam multas matres fecerit ille Deus.
Proxima adoranti Junonia templa subibit,

Pellicibus multis hanc doluisse Beam.
Pallade conspecta, natum de crimine virgo

Sustulerit quare, quaeret, Erichthonium.
Venerit in magni templum, tua munera, Martis;

Stat Venus Ultori juncta viro ante fores.

Isidis sede sedens, cur hanc Saturnia, quasret,

Egerit lonio Bosporioque mari.

In Venere Anchises, in Luna Latmius heros,
In Cerere Jasion, qui referatur, erit.

Omnia perversas possunt corrumpere mentes :

Stant tamen ilia suis omnia tuta locis.' *

The influence of philosophy as a corrective

of these evils in the Roman social system

*
Tristia, lii. 287-302.

was hardly appreciable. We have already

spoken in high terms of Dr. Dollinger's re-

view of the Greek philosophy. His account
of the Greek schools as they found a borne

at Rome, is perhaps even a more favourable

specimen of his learning and critical ability,

but, like his summary of the Greek philoso-

phy, it is too vast to permit our entering

regularly into the subject. We must be

content with summing up the results in their

bearing upon what alone interests us in the

present inquiry, the value which may be

assigned to the Roman schools of philosophy
as an instrument of the religious and moral

regeneration of human nature.

And as a compendious commentary on

this part of the subject, we are glad to avail

ourselves of Mr. Allies's Formation of Chris-

tendom, a work of remarkable brilliancy and

power, composed, it is true, like Dr. Dollin-

ger's, from the Roman Catholic point of view,
but in a spirit which will command the sym-
pathies of every cultivated religious mind. In

Mr. Allies's summary, the history of Roman

philosophy begins practically with Cicero,
and for our present purpose we may confine

ourselves to the three schools which prevailed
at Rome in Cicero's time, the Stoic, the Epi-

curean, and the Academic. Now, taking
the account which Cicero himself has left us

of their teaching upon the very foundations

of belief and of morality, we shall see how
worse than worthless they must be regarded,
as means for the preservation of a sound

moral tone, much less as instruments for the

regeneration of a society corrupted to its very
core. Assume that, amid their endless con-

tradictions and incongruities, it is possible to

recognise a belief in one God, the Supreme
Ruler and Orderer of things, yet the idea of

God which they present is either directly
material or some vague form of pantheism ;

and among the twenty-seven names which

Cicero makes Velleius enumerate, in the dia-

logue De natura Deorum, and which com-

prise every name of note from Thales down-

wards, there is not one in whom we can dis-

cover the notion of a personal immaterial

Being. Still less did those among themO O
whose views regarding the soul of man seem
the most promising, succeed in realizing the

notion of its enduring personal existence

after death. The majority, it is well known,
believed the soul to perish at death

;
and

the very highest conception entertained

regarding it was as '

something of fiery,

aerial, or ethereal nature, or like the har-

mony of a musical instrument, or a portion
of the universal world-soul, which after death

is dissolved again into that from which it

had sprung, as a flask filled with water in

the sea, Awhen broken, returns the severed
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portion to the surrounding element.' * A nec-

essary consequence of the obscuration of the

idea of God was the failure of all correct con-

ception of the nature of good and evil. The

supreme good once lost, the moral horizon was
limited by the visible world. Now in the

visible world the intermixture of good and

evil, and indeed the seeming predominance
of the latter, had led, as well in philosophy
as in common life, to the notion of the co-

eternity of evil with good, and thus to the

same moral consequences which flowed from

the direct dualistic system of the Oriental

religions, the denial of all freedom of will, of

all distinction of merit and demerit, and, in a

word, of all personal 'or individual responsi-

bility. Mr. Allies illustrates very strikingly, in

the example of Cicero, the utter absence of the

religious element as aprinciple ofmoral action :

'

Cicero, without being himself a philosopher,
was yet perhaps

" Koine's least mortal mind- "

and it was his purpose, after studying the

whole field of Grecian thought, to present to

his countrymen what he found most worthy of

value. ^He was an eclectic who, with a vast

treasure-house at command, selects a picture

here, a statue there, a rich mosaic, a costly table,
an inlaid couch, the work of men long passed
away, for his own intellectual museum

;
and as

he died in the last half century before the

Christian period, his writings serve to show us
what Grecian and Roman antiquity was as to

morals and religion. In his work Upon Duties,
he passes with short mention over the duties

of man towards the Godhead, though he does
indeed assign them the first rank before all

others
;

in what they consist we do not learn.

Nowhere is theology brought into an inward
connexion with morality, nor are moral com-
mands and duties rested on the authority, the

will, the model of the Godhead. His motives
are always drawn from the beauty and excel-

lence of the honestum, from the evil and shame-
fulness of crime. If, when a witness is to give

testimony on oath, he reminds him to reflect

that the presence of God has been invoked,
this God changes- at once into his own soul, as

the most Godlike thing which the Godhead has

given to man. The idea of a retribution after

death was not merely strange to him, as to so

many of his contemporaries, but he openly
declares it in one of his speeches to be an
absurd fable, which every man, as he adds,
takes it for. Dost thou hold me for so cra/rd
as to believe such things ? he makes a listener

exclaim at the mention of judgment under the
earth after death; and as to the condition after

death, Cicero knows but one alternative, either

cessation of existence or a state of happiness.'

Thus it seems plain that the claim of im-

mortality, which in words is asserted for
' man's diviner part,' in reality resolves itself

into a vague belief that, as in its birth it was

* Ilie Formation of Christendom, by T. W. Allies,

p. 81.

VOL. XLVII. N 11

but an emanation of the great world-soul, so

in the dissolution of the body it returns to

the universal soul once more
;
and the very

grandest of the dicta of the ancient philoso-

phers upon the spirituality of the soul, lose,

when closely tested, all their importance as

bearing upon morality, because they fail to

convey a sense of what alone gives moral

value to the doctrine, the soul's individuality
or its personal character and existence.

Equally painful is the absence in the prac-
tical teaching of the Roman philosophy, of

all clear notion of a Divine Providence ob-

serving and directing all human things and

actions, and dispensing reward or punishment
in accordance with their deserts. At the

best, the very wisest speak with a conscious

doubtingness, which, as a principle of action,

must be felt to have been utterly valueless.

The prevailing tone, founded upon the limited

observation of the frequent oppression o

virtue and triumph of guilt in human life,

coupled with the almost universal doubt as

to a compensating balance of retribution in a

future state, is of that blank and almost con-

temptuous despair, which is exhibited in

Tacitus' sarcastic commentary on the fate of

his friend Soranus :

'

^Eguitate deum ergo,

bona malaque documental* 'such is the

equity of the gods towards good and evil

actions !

'

or in the impotent despair of the

epitaph which Mabillon has preserved in his

Museum Italicum,\ of a girl cut off at the

early age of twenty :

' / lift my hands against
the God who took away my innocent life !

'

And it is impossible to resist the painful
conviction that it is vain to seek in Greek or

Roman philosophy or letters, for anything to

correct this practical scepticism, or to supply
a certain hope of immortal life or providen-
tial retribution beyond the grave.

' Cicero

pleading,' says Mr. Allies, 'mocks such a

belief as absurd
;

but the pleader addresses

himself to the general standard of human

feeling and opinion. Cicero, philosophizing,
wherein he addresses an eclectic audience of

higher minds, would fain believe it, but dies,

at sixty-three, before he has made up his

mind. Virgil, as a poet, sets forth the old

tradition, in which a certain sort of future

life, with an accompanying retribution, ap-

pears; but he significantly dismisses his

guests through that ivory gato which, bo

says, transmits falsehood.'

Such was the condition of the heathen

* Tacitus, Annal. Ixvi. 88.

f Vol. i. p. 79. The epitaph is as follows:

PROCOl'B
' MANV9 ' LKBO (fcl'O) CONTRA'

DKVM '

QVI
' ME ' INNOCKNTEM '

8V8

TVUT * QVAE
' VIXtT ' ANNOS ' XX.

FOS '

FRCCbVS.
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world as to dogmatic belief. Such were the

moral results of that belief, which its own

teachers and writers have attributed to its

influence. The picture which Dr. Dollinger
has drawn of its actual condition, moral and

social, is too terrific to dwell on. The influ-

ence of the horrible institution of slavery as

it existed in Rome in swelling the torrent of

crime and shame with which Roman society

was inundated, is pointed out with his habit-

ual learning and clearness by Dr. Dollinger,
and Mr. Allies has treated the same theme

with remarkable vigour and brilliancy. But

the necessities of space compel us to pass
them by. We can but refer to them for

details of the picture. Supported as it is in

all its minutest circumstances by the testi-

mony of the whole body of contemporary
Greek and Roman literature, it supplies a

painfully circumstantial commentary on the

dark lines in the first chapter of St. Paul's

Epistle to the Romans. And it furnishes the

plainest evidence of the historical truth of

the statement which St. Paul has made in-

ferential, by tracing unmistakably the con-

nexion between the perverted religion and

the corruption of life. What a light is

thrown upon the ' wherefore
' with which

the apostle introduces, as a consequence of

their having
'

changed the glory of the in-

corruptible God into the likeness of the image
of corruptible man,' that black catalogue of

crime which in his day made up the moral

history of the world, by the cool matter-of-

fact justification of the violation of Euclio's

daughter, which Plautus puts into the mouth
of Lyconides

' Factum 'st. Fieri infectum non potest.
Deos credo voluisse ; nam, ni vellent, non fieret

scio 1

' *

And thus, at Rome in particular, as St.

Paul in universal Heathendom, we trace

directly back to that creed which had taken

as its highest type
' the likeness of corrupti-

ble man,' to those temples which had become
theatres of obscenity and haunts of prostitu-

tion, at once the inspiration and the vitality

of that monstrous condition of society at

Rome which has been the shame of our

nature; where chastity had almost ceased

even in name
;
where harlotry was so ordi-

nary and so accepted an incident of life,

that the rigid censor Cato could commend it
;

where unmarried profligacy was so universal,

that not all the rigour of the law could induce

men to sacrifice the pleasures of unburdened
freedom by marrying ;

where marriage itself

was cornmonJy sought, both by men and

women, chiefly for the opportunity of sensual

indulgence which it supplied, and every

*
Plautus, Aulularia, Act iv. Sc. x. 11, 12.

means was employed to escape the burden

which it imposes ;
where women, unmar-

ried and married, habitually resorted to

every expedient, abortion, exposition of

children, and even worse, to avoid the

pains of child-bearing or the burden of rear-

ing and maintaining children
;

* where even

the hideous abomination to which St. Paul

alludes rivalled in its frequency, and sur-

passed in its grossness, the unnatural immo-

rality which of old had been the shame of

Greece
;

where a branch of the wealthy
Roman's house was a Poedagogium, of whose

inmates a painfully significant description is

given by Seneca : 'Dressed out like a woman,
he struggles with his years ;

he must not go

beyond the age of youth ;
he is kept back,

and though his figure be massive as that of

a fighter, he has a smooth chin when the

hair is rubbed away or plucked out by the

roots
;

' where such youths were bought and

sold by public contract, and at enormous

prices ;
where the suitor in a cause did not

hesitate to offer to the judge a present of

such a youth as a bribe
;
and where, hardly

a prominent character in Roman history can

be cleared from the nameless infamy ;
almost

every great name in literature (not excepting
Cicero himself), and no fewer than fifteen out

of the first sixteen Emperors, and among them

Adrian, Titus, and even Antoninus Pius,

being included in the black calendar !

We must pass very hurriedly over the

division on Judaism. It is a most complete
and comprehensive summary of the history,
the doctrine, the moral condition, and the

social and political institutions of the Jewish

people, and particularly in so far as they pre-
sent either an analogy or a contrast with the

religions of the Gentile world, the relations

between the doctrinal and legal ordinances

of the Mosaic dispensation ;
the moral, social,

* The reader of the chapter entitled, 'Young
America,' in Mr. Hepworth Dixon's New America,
can hardly fail to be startled by the remarkable

analogy which that chapter exhibits with the social

condition described in these pages the same dis-

inclination to marriage among men, the same

shrinking from the burden of children among
women ; and, what is worst, the same cynical can-

dour in avowing and even justifying both. It is

painful to attach credit to a representation so

horrible; but we fear from other indications that
there is but too much justification for it in the

facts. Messrs. Triibner's American book-circular
has more than once contained notices of publica-
tions which could have no existence were not Mr.

Hepworth Dixon's statements well founded. Even
in one of the latest numbers we find several books
of this character, and the advertisement of one of

these books is accompanied by a notice which
seems to place beyond all question the reality of

the monstrous evil which it denounces. See Triib-

ner's American and Oriental Literary Record, June

15, 1867, p. 31.
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and political considerations in which the

latter was founded
;
the extent to which the

prohibitions as well as the ordinances were

influenced by the danger of idolatry and

moral perversion to which the Jews of the

Exodus were exposed ;
how far these prohi-

bitions and ordinances are to be regarded as

temporary and local, and how far they were

modified, even for the Jews themselves, by
later legislation, or by tradition and tradi-

tional interpretation.
In a literary point of view, probably the

most interesting chapter is that on the sects,

or more properly the schools, of Judaism,
the Chasidim, the Sadducees, the Pharisees,
the Essenes, the Therapeutae, and of the

Platonist, Philo. The sketch of Philo's

philosophico-religious system, especially of

his views regarding Ideas, the Logos, and

Angels, is most luminous and exhaustive;
its interest, however, belongs less to the first

age of Christianity than to the Neo-Platonic

period and the Christian history of the third

and fourth centuries. But the account of

the Pharisees and Sadducees will be read

with great interest for our present purpose.
It presents, without reproducing the discus-

sions, all the results of the latest biblical

scholarship and research
;
and places in a

very clear and intelligible light as well the

characteristic views of both these schools, as

their relation to ench other and to their com-
mon nationality, tracing very clearly the

origin of the foreign element of Sadduceeism,
and the manner in which that foreign char-

acter influenced the position of the Saddu-

cees, as a political party no less than as a

religious school.

The sect of the Essenes has been still less

understood, and there were in reality many
striking incongruities in its constitution.

These sectaries rivalled even the Pharisees

in the rigour of their interpretation of many
points of the law, and yet they rejected what

may be regarded as the central point towards
which the whole law converged the sacri-

fice of animals, and thus the entire sacrificial

worship of the temple. They were strictly
monotheistic in their belief regarding God,
and yet they practised a worship towards the

sun, which, besides that it contravenes a

direct, commandment of the; law, can hardly
be understood as other than divine. They
believed in the existence of angels, in com-
mon witli the rest of the Jews

;
but they

mixed up this belief with a variety of mystic
doctrines and theories. They were highly
ascetic in their observances, yet their asceti-

cism was clearly of foreign origin, and dif-

fered widely both in its circumstances and
its character from that of the more familiarly
known Jewish ascetic?, the Nazarites.

The leading element of Essenianism, in

truth, was an emanation of that Orphico-

Pythagorean school which existed at Alex-

andria, and which is known, in common with

the Essenes, to have rejected animal sacrifice

and the use of flesh-meat. From this school

also they derived their notions as to the sun,
and the singular practices connected there-

with, and especially the care with which

they were instructed to guard against defiling
his rays by suffering them to fall upon any-

thing impure. On the other hand, in their

observance of the Sabbath, they went beyond
the very strictest of the Pharisees,

' not

only preparing their food the day before, to

avoid lighting a fire on the Sabbath, but not

even allowing a vessel to be moved from its

place, or any of their own natural wants to

be satisfied.' They were strict communists,
all their property and all the proceeds of

their labour being held in common, under

the control of stewards elected by the body.

They practised the most rigid obedience, no
Essene ever doing anything except under the

direction of his superior. Celibacy, too, was
an indispensable duty : Pliny calls them
'the "everlasting" people, among whom no

one is ever born ;' and their poverty rivalled

that of the Christian monks of the desert,

their food and clothing being limited to the

barest necessaries, and it being held unlaw-

ful to lay aside or even to change their

clothes or shoes, until they were completely
worn out.

' Ideas about the purity or impurity of ma-
terial things swayed the whole life of the

Essenes, to a degree seldom equalled by any
other creed, and rendered their intercourse

with others far more difficult than that of the

Jews with the heathens. Mere contact with
one who was not' an Essene, or with even one
of their own people of a lower grade, was con-
sidered contaminating, and required ceremonies
of purification. Oil was also held to be defil-

ing ;
so if any one had been anointed against

his will, he had to wash his body immediately.
Meal.-; in common were looked upon quite as

religious actions : every one washed his whole

body beforehand, and put on a clean linen gar-

ment, which he took ofl' again as soon as the

meal was ended. The baker placed the bread
before each guest, and the cook in like manner
a plate with one mess

;
the priest blessed the

victuals, and no one dared to taste anything
before the prayer was said. Thus we see each

meal was a sacrificial one
;
and it is of these

sacrifices that Josephus speaks when he says

that, although excluded from the common
sanctuary of the Jews, the Essenes neverthe-

less performed the same sacrifices in their own
domestic circle. . . .

' The Essenes only received persons of ma-
ture'age, and these not till after a year of pro-
bation. The admission was a gradual one.
After the expiration of the year, the novice
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was only admitted to the holy purifications by
water, but not to the meals. Then followed a
further period of trial .two years long, during
which, if they evinced sufficient proofs of

strength of character and endurance, the com-

plete reception ensued, upon which they took
a solemn oath, the last permitted to them. The
oath enjoined, besides the rules of strict mo-
rality, secrecy as to all the concerns of the

society, even if they were tortured to death
for it. The fate of those expelled from their

body for any offence was pitiable : being bound
by their vows, they could not receive any food
from others, and were therefore obliged to eat

nothing but herbs till they slowly wasted

away, and were only readmitted from compas-
sion, when at the last extremity, to save their

dying of starvation. The Essenes were divided
into four classes, according to the date of their

admission
;
and an Essene of a higher class

was obliged to purify himself if touched by a
brother of inferior rank. They were thor-

oughly Pythagorean in teaching that the soul,
which emanated from the finest ether, was
girt by the chain of the body, into which it

was plunged by some natural power of attrac-

tion : when once freed from this bodily chain,
as out of a long captivity, it would rejoice and
take flight to heaven. Yet they taught besides
an earthly paradise for the good, a country be-

yond the ocean, where the weather was always
genial ;

while the wicked dwelt in a cold and

gloomy place, and there were tormented.'

Dr. Dollinger's comparison of the moral
and social condition of the Gentile with that
of the Jew is full of interest. He is especially

happy in his comparison of the moral results

of slavery as it existed in either people.
There is only one special characteristic of the

Jews, however, upon which we think it neces-

sary to dwell :

' No thought was so unbearable to this legal
people as that of the heathens ever being on a

par with themselves in religious matters. If
a pagan submitted himself to circumcision and
the whole burden of the law, and became a

proselyte of justice, a gulf always separated
him from the noble Israelitic stock, and he
remained as a mere citizen in the earthly king-
dom of grace. No heathen could ever become a
true son of Abraham, or a participator in his full
privileges. Zealous as the Pharisees were in

making proselytes, they did not wish their
sacred law to be accessible to the heathen, or
that the doctrines it contained should be spread
abroad by translation into other languages.'

This jealous reluctance of the Jews to admit
even their own converts to the full privileges
of the law, is the key at once to the stiff-

necked obstinacy with which they resisted

the advances of the gospel, and to that nar-
row and exclusive spirit which they carried
with them into Christianity, even in yielding
to its claim, and which, in numberless
and not always easily recognisable forms,
continued, for above four centuries, to show

itself among the Jewish Christians either in

Judaizing secessions from the Church or in

Judaistic controversies within its pale. It is

easy to understand how this proud and jeal-
ous temper must have fretted under the sense

of the intolerable oppression with which the

Roman dominion weighed upon them, and
what painful earnestness it must have lent to

the longing which had been growing among
them, generation by generation, for the com-

ing of the expected Messiah.

And thus, although at the moment of the

advent of Christianity, Jew and Gentile alike

shared in that unsatisfied longing for change
which, as if by providential direction, was

stirring the whole world in the very depths
of its moral consciousness, we are struck,

nevertheless, by a marked contrast in their

relative positions towards the new religion
which was about to challenge the obedience
of both. In the mind of the Gentile this

yearning arose from a sense of moral and in-

tellectual wants unsatisfied
;

from a profound
and hopeless disheartenrnent

;
from an op-

pressive consciousness of the widespread
presence of a hideous moral corruption, and
a gloomy conviction of the impotence of the

system under which he lived to resist its pro-

gress, or to repair the evil which it wrought.
With the Gentile, therefore, half the work
of preparation for the new religion was al-

ready done
;
and if that new religion could

but commend itself to his reason or appeal to

his higher sympathies, his will at least pre-
sented no direct obstacle to its acceptance.
But the Jew desired a change, not for the

displacement of his own Law, but for its

triumph and perpetuation. Entrenched
within its hard and literal formalism, he
never contemplated the substitution of other
forms for those which in his eyes constituted

the very ideal of religion ;
least of all could

he brook the thought of a creed which should
invite to its privileges, on equal terms with

himself, the unclean and unbelieving Gentile.

His ideal of religion was the Law
;
and al-

though for the triumph of the Law it was

necessary that all nations should be brought
under its obedience, yet in the pride of de-
scent from the father of the promise, he almost

grudged them the association in his privileges,
and would fain admit them only in the capac-
ity of their taskmaster, and as one to whom
they were given solely to be his servants and
bondmaids in the land of the Lord.

But however different the spirit in which

they might meet it, the fatal day arrived

alike for both these ' waiters in the porch ;

'

and it is hardly possible to regard as other
than providential the coincidence by which,
within a few months of each other, the ma-
terial representatives of the two worships
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which divided the ancient world the temple
of Jupiter Capitolinus at Rome, and the

temple of God's chosen people at Jerusalem

fell by a common fate, and as if by a judg-

ment, which the worshippers in each alike

ascribed to the anger of the offended deity.

The philosophic Christian student will re-

cognise in it, with Dr. Dollinger, the ' clear-

ing of the ground for the worship of God in

spirit and in truth.'

Such is the picture which is presented in

The Gentile and the Jew in the Courts of
the Temple of Christ. The First Age of

Christianity and the Church is the opening
of the second act in the great drama of the

history of man.
Those who have considered Dr. Dollin-

ger's works together, and have looked upon
them as a complete whole, may possibly
have experienced much disappointment in

the perusal of the First Age of Christianity.

They must have looked to it in vain for the

solution of those problems which had given
so much anticipated interest to the study
of the heathen religions ;

what heathen

ground Christianity had found upon which
to build

;
what there proved to be in the old

doctrines and systems of thought to which it

could attach itself
;

and whether and in

what degree Paganism and Pagan influences

had reacted on Christianity. All these

questions will seem to have been completely

ignored in dealing with the Christian history
in so far as it appears in the new volume.

In truth, the First Age of Christianity will

seem little more than a summary of the

doctrines, the worship, and the institutions

of the early Christians, drawn from purely
Christian sources, and mainly from the

books of the New Testament themselves.

And such is unquestionably the character

of the work. But it must be remembered

that, although a sequel to the work on

Heathenism and Judaism, yet it is by no
means the complete sequel ;

that it is, in

fact, but the first volume of the great histor-

ical series to which, as a whole, Heathenism
and Judaism was designed as an introduc-

tion
;
and that, if this first volume enters but

little into the relations of the young Chris-

tianity with heathenism, it is simply because

during the first age of the Church, to which

period the volume is strictly limited, the

mutual relations of Christianity and heathen-

ism, and, still more, the records of such rela-

tions, were few and unimportant. Whatever

may be said of their actual contact in real

life, it was not till the second, and, still more,
the third ago the age of the sophists upon
the one side, and the apologists upon the

other the arrc of Christian denunciations of

the monstrosities of the temples and of

Pagan caricatures of the crucifixion and

revolting tales about the Eucharistic Feast

that the old and new religions really meet

each other face to face in history. The first

age was essentially a period of internal

development and organization, influenced,

unquestionably, probably even modified,

from without
;
but the evidences of such

modification, and, still more, the means of

tracing its progress, are wanting. It can

only be traced, or rather estimated, by
reflected light borrowed skilfully from a

later age ;
and it is to that later period that

Dr. Dollinger has postponed the investigation
of most of the interesting problems which

his introductory work has propounded.
The present volume, therefore, is almost a

purely Christian, it might perhaps be said,

purely Scriptural history, of the first age of

the Church, and is intended solely to exhibit
' the beginnings and simple form of the ori-

ginal apostolic Church, still self-contained,

like a seed-corn, and hiding its inner reality

from strangers;
' to show the Christian insti-

tution such as it was designed by its Divine

Founder and elaborated by His apostles. It

is, in fact, itself merely introductory, and

forms, as it were, the complement, or, more

properly, the contrast, of the volume on

heathenism. The former exhibited heathen-

ism as it was in itself, and independent of

those Christian influences by which in a

later age it was so signally modified in the

Neo-Platonic schools, and in the still more

systematic eclecticism of which the Emperor
Julian's reformation was the type. The
latter is designed to present Christianity in a

condition equally independent, in the simple
forms which belonged to its primitive apos-
tolic constitution. In the later stages we shall

see how each may have acted upon the other.

And hence, in another particular aU>,

The First Age of Christianity will probably

disappoint the expectations of many. It is

written on the assumption, not only of the

genuineness and authority of the Gospel

records, but of the supernatural and divine

character of the incidents and doctrine

which they relate
;

and the many readers

whoso convictions have been troubled by
the currency which the opinions of Kenan

and Strauss have obtained, and who may
have looked for peace of conscience to the

authority of a teacher like Dr. DollingiT,

will find with regret that these discussions

are altogether ignored. In a word, the book is

simply designed to draw out the story of the

lives and teaching of our Lord and II is apostles
as it is contained in the records which they
themselves have left, or as it may bo inferred

from these and other cognate monuments.
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It is divided into three books, the first,

on the ministry and teaching of Christ and

His apostles ;
the second, on the doctrine of

the apostles ;
and the third, on the constitu-

tion, life, and worship of the apostolic
Church.
The purely historical account of our Lord

and the apostles is drawn out of the Bible

narrative, as far as it extends, with no

colouring, and with very little commentary.
For the rest, the traditions are gathered
from the apostolic writers, and those nearest

to the apostolic times. The account of the

teaching and the worship is more argumen-
tative, but it is rather expository than con-

troversial, and the tone is entirely free from
those evidences of partisan spirit by which

controversy so frequently defeats its own

object as an instrument of persuasion.

Upon this portion of Dr. Dollinger's la-

bours we do not mean to dwell. He has writ-

ten frankly from the Roman Catholic point
of view, as was indeed natural and necessary
in the plan of treatment which he follows

;

and the scheme of apostolic doctrine and wor-

ship which he has developed, as to him the

legitimate result of the apostolic teachings of

the New Testament, presents in the germ,
and even in all substantial particulars, the

dogmatical and ritual system of modern
Roman Catholicism

;
an authoritative and

infallible Church, a divinely constituted priest-

hood, a sacrifice and a complete sacramental

system, the intercommunion of the Church on

earth with that in heaven, and the practice of

prayer for the dead. It will easily be under-

stood, in like manner, that the scheme of

ethics which he deduces from the teaching
of our Lord and his apostles involves all the

distinctive principles of Roman Catholic as-

ceticism a view which is also developed by
Mr. Allies with great vigour and eloquence
in a very remarkable chapter on 'The New
Creation of the Primary Relation between
Man and Woman.' The justice or injustice
of conclusions so directly polemical it is be-

yond the purpose of the present paper to

discuss; and we shall confine ourselves to

those portions of the volume which directly
bear upon the subject, the historical rela-

tions of Christianity.
The external relations of the apostolic

Church were with Judaism rather than Pa-

ganism, and all Christian writers freely admit
that the great stream of Jewish doctrine, and
of moral, if not ceremonial practice, as em-
bodied in the Old Testament, flowed almost
undiluted into the Christian system. But
Dr. Dollinger contends that a large amount
of unwritten Jewish tradition entered by the
same process :

' The dogmatic tradition of the Jewish neces-

sarily passed into the Christian Church. Christ

Himself had recognised it, taught out of it,

and referred His disciples to the authority of
the Pharisees who sat in Moses '

seat, who
were its organs. And if He sharply denounced
their arbitrary interpretations of the Law, and

reproached them with making God's Law of
none effect by their own inventions, put forth

as traditions of the fathers, as in forbidding
works of charity on the Sabbath, or allowing a
son to let his parents starve, that he might put
the money he had saved into the temple trea-

sury, those were perversions of individuals,
or at most of entire schools

;
the dominant

teaching was independent of them, and was
rather confirmed or implied in the discourses

of Christ and the Apostles. From tradition

came the common teaching about the resur-

rection, the judgment, Paradise and Gehenna,
without any distinct evidence from the Hebrew
Canon. A good deal in the New Testament
about the angels and fallen spirits comes, not
from the Bible, but tradition. The assertions

of St. Peter and St. Jude about the sin and

punishment of the fallen angels are similarly
drawn from Jewish tradition.'

Hence he infers that tradition must have
had its part in shaping not merely the Jewish
creed and ritual, but that element of both

which was transfused into the young Christian

Church :

' Thus the religious consciousness of Judaism,
in which the Apostles, the first Christian

teachers, and most of the first believers, had
been brought up and had lived a longer or

shorter time, flowed in unbroken stream into

the Christian Church
;
and the Jewish became

the Christian tradition. There was no violent

break or formal renunciation; Christianity
claimed to be, not merely a reformation, but a

fulfilment of Judaism, expectation passing into

possession, the worship of a Redeemer who had
come instead of looking for a future one, the

Law spiritualized into the Gospel, a world-

religion and universal Church opening its gates
to every nation, instead of a mere fellowship
of blood and race, a Church (Ecclesia) instead

of a Synagogue. Thus the Christian conscious-

ness and life were an outgrowth of the Jewish.

For the first quarter of a century from the

Lord's Ascension, when the Church existed

without any written documents, she lived on
the recollections of Christ, the spoken words of

His Apostles and disciples, and the Jewish

Scriptures and tradition. In the bosom of the

Church, as an expression and embodiment of

the Spirit that ruled and the tradition laid up
within

it,
the New Testament Scriptures were

written in the course of fifty years. By the

light of this Spirit, filling the Church and guid-

ing her from generation to generation, both

people and pastors read, understood, and ex-

pounded these writings.'

The influence of the Jewish element upon
Christian worship appears equally unquestion-
able. During the first stages of their pro-
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gress, the Christian communities in the

Jewish cities maintained a close religious

fellowship with the synagogue. In Jerusalem

they took part in the services of the temple,
and came daily to the morning and evening
sacrifice. In the provincial cities they re-

sorted to the synagogue upon the Sabbath
;

Paul himself, the special apostle of the Gen-

tiles, continued to frequent the synagogues,
to observe the festivals, and to be present at

the sacrifices. This, of course, could only
have been temporary, from the very nature

of things ;
and it is certain that, at the same

time, not alone in the foreign or provincial

cities, but in Jerusalem itself, there was pri-

vately maintained the peculiarly Christian

worship, not merely of prayer and preaching,
but also of the Eucharistic celebration.

And thus ' the two went side by side, in

the temple the bloody animal sacrifices of the

Law, local, ceremonial, unspiritual, belonging

only to the past, with an only typical truth
;

and beside them, in the secrecy of a quiet

chamber, the celebration of the new sacrifice,

all spirit and truth, where the victim itself

was spiritual, and all rested on facts and

realities, on inward surrender of spirit and
heart to God. A few short years, and the

temple with its sacrifices had passed away ;

while the new sacrifice of spirit and truth,

the fulfilment, spiritualization, and perfecting
of the temple-service, which was now become

impossible, passed from city to city, from nation

to nation, and was celebrated pure and blood-

less on a thousand altars.'

Yet it can hardly be doubted that even
this temporary community of worship and of

religious fellowship, and the recollections

and associations which it inspired, must
have left their trace on the early Christian

cultus.

There was another kind of influence to

which the new institution was exposed by its

contact with Judaism, and the allusions to

which, discoverable in the apostolic writings,
are curiously illustrated from what we have
seen in the work on Judaism. The hard
and literal formalism of the Pharisees, which
would fain impose the burden of the Law
upon all, and maintain it as of perpetual

obligation, was, of course, the moving prin-

ciple of that powerful and stiff-necked party
whom St. Paul combats in his epistles to the
llomans and the Galatians. But it is not so

easy to discover the source from which

sprung the teaching which appeared at

Colossje, and which united the rigorous
observance of the Law with an exaggerated
asceticism evidently founded on the evil

nature of the body, and a false worship of

angels; nor that of Kplu'siis, with its myths
and ' endless genealogies,' its

'

forbidding

of marriage,' and of certain meats; nor that

of Asia Minor, to which St. Peter and St.

Jude allude, and which, inverting the moral

consequence which the ascetics deduced from

the evil nature of the body, made it, on the

contrary, the basis of that antinoraian theory
which taught that every sensual indulgence
is not merely allowable but commendable,
and an acceptable service of religion. It is

impossible for us now to enter into details
;

but there is little difficulty in discovering, in

these aberrations, on the one side the influ-

ence either of the Essenian communists, or

(if it be true that the Essenes were unknown
outside of Judea) of the Orphic Pythagoreans
from whom the Essenians sprung ; and, on

the other, of that ancient theory of emana-

tion, and that dualistic view of matter which
characterized most of the Eastern religions,
and which, in one shape or another, entered

into every form of Gnosticism, whether in

the East or in the West, down to the medie-
val times.

All these, however, are instances in which
the foreign element was rejected, and failed

either to replace or to modify the pure apos-
tolic doctrine. Much wider is the field which
is opened by the inquiry, whether, and in

what degree, the foreign doctrine or the

foreign worship may have been successfull}'

incorporated in the still growing system of

Christianity ;
whether the plastic creed of

the young community may not have found,
amid the maze of grotesque and perverse
doctrines of the old religions, some forms of

thought to which it could attach itself, some

peculiarities of worship which it might use-

fully adopt as its own
;
whether it may not

even have been able, by the Divine instinct

of truth, to discover, amid the mass of gross
and incongruous error under which they
were hidden, some relics of that primeval
revelation which had nowhere been utterly

obliterated, and, wherever found, by a mys-
terious spiritual affinity to assimilate and
absorb them.

The records of the first age of the Church
are too meagre to supply the full materials

for this inquiry ;
but in the busier intellectual

conflict of the second and third centuries

they meet us at every step, often, it is true,

vague and fragmentary, but yet not beyond
the skill and ingenuity o( the philosophical
historian. The inquiry is full of interest.

Roman Catholics no longer hesitate to avow
the identity of many of the doctrines and

practices peculiar to themselves among
modern Christians with the analogous doc-

trines or observances in the creed or the

ritual of the Romans and the Jews
;

not that

they admit these doctrines to have become
Catholic because they are Jewish or Pagan,
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but that they are both Jewish or Pagan and

Catholic, because they are regarded as divine.

Elaborate treatises have been published by
more than one scholar with the express pur-

pose of tracing out these analogies.*
The grossest errors even of Paganism are

represented as the exaggerations or perver-
sions of some solemn and mysterious truth.

The bloody rite of human sacrifice, which

may be said to have been universal, is set

forth as a recognition of the inadequacy of

all meaner victims to atone for the moral

evil of sin, and is held by many to have been

some faint and perverted memory of the

dimly remembered promise of man's redemp-
tion. May not (even those writers are in-

clined to ask) the monstrous error of poly-
theism (especially in its earliest form, which

supposed one supreme God, surrounded by a

host of inferior deities) be the expression of

a strong sense of the infinite distance between

man and his Creator, which interposes a

series of less perfect and mediatorial beings
to bridge over the interval ?

The same, and a thousand similar ques-

tions, has been raised in the new school of

history among Catholics, as to the practice of

praying for the dead, which was common to

the Egyptians, and, in an obscurer form, to

the Romans, with the Jews at least of the

Maccabsean period ;
as to the use of images,

not as objects of worship, but as helps of mem-

ory and stimulants of devotional feeling ;
as to

holy water, which had its prototype in the

many rites of baptism or aspersion which pre-
vailed as well among Gentiles as among Jews

;

and indeed in general as to the employment
of outward ceremonial, and calling in the aid

of the senses to quicken and sustain the in-

tellectual faculty in prayer and spiritual ex-

ercise.

On these, and numberless analogous de-

tails, Christian thought had long been divi-

ded
;
but the habit too frequently had been

to decide rather by party sentiment and by
theological prepossession than by calm inves-

tigation. The time appears to have arrived

when this must cease, and the subject must
be re-assigned to its legitimate province, that

of history, rather than of polemical theology.
Dr. Dol linger has satisfactorily completed

the first half of this important inquiry. It

remains to be seen how, in the more difficult

and critical period which comes next for in-

vestigation, he may apply the tests which are

of his own framing. We shall look with

much interest for the next division of his

History. He enters on the investigation, it

is true, from the stand-point of Catholicism

* See especially Marangoni's Cose Geniilesche

adoprate ad Uso delle Chiese.

but he has given abundant proofs of a frank

and fearless spirit of inquiry, and at the

worst, his conclusions, whatever they may be,

must, in these days of free criticism, en-

counter an ordeal through which truth alone

can pass unscathed.

ART. II. 1. Las Papillotas de Jacques Jas-

min. Paris, 1860.

2. Mireitte (Mireio). Pouemo Provenfan
de F. Mistral. Avignon.

3. Calendau : Pouemo Nouveau. Par

FREDERI MISTRAL. Avignon, 186Y.

4. Un Liame de Rasin. Countenant Lis

Oubreto di Castil-Blaze, Adoufe Dumas,
Jan Rekoul, GZaup, e T. Poussel. Reculi-

do e publicado per J. Roumanille e F.

Mistral. Avignon, 1867.

5. Lis Oubreto en Vers de Roumanille.

Avignon.
6. Li Nouve de Roumanille. Avignon.
7. La Miougrano Entreduberto (la Granade

entreouverte} de Teodor Aubanel. Avig-
non.

IN the spring of 1842 a poet came to

Paris, whose grade was humble, whose birth-

place was remote, and whose native dialect

had for upwards of three centuries been ob-

solete in literature, though it is still the living

language of the people of Southern France.

Jasmin, the barber of Agen, had come to

meet the wisest and wittiest of his country-

men, to visit that great city which both nur-

ses and devours so many of the children of

genius; a provincial, and a man of the peo-

ple, he had come to await the verdict of the

Parisians and of the Academy. To one-

third of France he was already known, the

rest had yet to make his acquaintance, and

that was only to be done by showing him-

self, and by publishing a prose translation of

the poems he had written in the Gascon

tongue. Jasmin's visit was completely suc-

cessful
;
his popularity increased steadily till

the close of his life, and his death, when it

occurred in 1864, was lamented as a national

loss. In England he is but little known, and

that little chiefly through Longfellow's trans-

lation of the ' Blind Girl of Castel-Cuille,'

one of the more plaintive and less dramatic of

his works. It is our object to do a tardy

justice to this modern troubadour, and, if

possible, to render it in such a shape as may
make both Jasmin and his compeers interest-

ing to English readers.

"What is the language in which Jacques
Jasmin wrote ? One answers vaguely, That

of the south of France
;
and for once a vague
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answer docs not come amiss
;
for his dialect

is not strictly Gascon in contradistinction to

Proven9al, though it is to be identified with

his native district of the Lower Languedoc.
Assuredly this was not always an unknown

tongue in England. In the beginning of the

eleventh century, and when Proven9al poe-

try had both a fixed value and a written lit-

erature, England passed under the rule of thre

Dukes of Normandy, when French laws and

culture were grafted on our Saxon stem. It

was true that the language thus imparted
was langue cCoil, not langue d'oc ; still these

were allied, if rival tongues, and the second

dynasty of our kings identified us still more

closely with France, and especially with

France south of Loire. The Plantagenets
were only Counts of Anjou, but Henry II.

had for his queen Eleanor of Guienne, the

heiress of Aquitaine. The wife whom Henry
Plantagenct married for her beauty and her

dowery, after King Louis had denounced and

divorced her, must have lisped in this tongue,
in the doux parler of the south. Her grand-

father, William, Count of Poitou,* was one
of the first as well as the most nobly born of

the troubadours; poets like Bertrand deVen-
tadour were her companions; and when she

undertook her journey to the Holy Land, it

is said that she beguiled the tedium of the

voyage with the songs of the troubadours.

To her passionate spirit, love, power, and
music were essentials, and she chose that

strain?, of which her beauty was the theme,
should mingle with the winds that wafted

her over the Cretan and Peloponnesian seas.

Perhaps, if the stone effigy of her face, which
still shows its rare loveliness in the porch of

Ncwstead, could speak, it would be in that

native and southern speech. At the French

court the same accents were in vogue, and
the name of the Pro Catalan (in the Bois de

Boulogne) still preserves the memory of a

sweet singer of Provence, who found such fa-

vour in the eyes of Philippe le Bel, that his

jealous rivals (possibly trouv&res, speaking in

langue d'oil) surprised and murdered him.

* We refer our readers to the Parnasse Occita-

nien, published
at Toulouse in 1819, where a poem

by this 'coins de Peitiens' is to be found. It is

extracted from the MSS. (7226 and 7698) in the

Bibliotheque Nationals. A notice of the Count
from the same source says that he was ' uns dels

majors corles del mon, e del majors trichadora de
domnaa. E saup ben trobar et cantar ; ct

lone temps per lo mon per inganar Ins domnns.'
His great-grandson, Richard Coaur de Lion, was
also a poet. One of his 'sirventes' appears in the

I'lirnaise ; it is written in Old French, and is ad-

dressed to the Dauphin of Auvergne, and as the

Dauphin's answer is also extant and preserved in

the same MS. folios, it seems as if CreacimlxMii ha.l

been right in the dispute with Horace Wulpolo as
to the MS. 3204.

The dialect presents at first sight such a

strange mixture of Latin, Teutonic, Greek,
and Arabic words, that it tempts a casual

reader to pronounce it a debased and mon-

grel Latin. Yet it was not so esteemed when
in use among the troubadours, but was rather

recognised as that of the best and largest

part of France.

Unlike French, Italian, and Spanish, its

sister derivatives from the old source, this,
the eldest daughter of Latin, has diminished
while they increased, and it is now only pre-
served in old romances, and represented, with

alterations, by the spoken dialects of the
south. It may be referred to several sources.

First, we must remember the dialects in use

in ancient Aquitaine, mixed, as we know
them to have been, with Iberian idioms;
hence a Basque element in the language.
Celtic words are found incorporated in it,

and many of Greek derivation, attesting the

presence of an element powerfully felt in

France at the commencement of the Julian

wars, when the city of Marseilles reigned
over a large territory, and these Messaliotes,

originally of Ionian extraction, gave a Greek

tinge to the south. From Aries to San Remo
they colonized and ruled, and to this day the
town of Nice preserves its boastful Grecian

appellation of Nixrj, Victory, while Aries
conceives that in the singular beauty of her
women she perpetuates the fact of having
been a Greek colony. The Rhone was one
of the highways of Phoenician commerce,
and we must be prepared then to find

throughout its course, from Lyons to the

sea, traces of Phrcnician culture and speech.

Finally, we must consider that the Roman
conquest meant the advent of a people who
brought with them every appliance for alter-

ing the laws and habits of their new subjects.

Latin, used in the courts and camps, and in

all matters of business, was probably pretty

generally spoken among the upper classes,
but Latin pure and simple was hardly the
universal speech of Gaul. In the writings
of St. Jerome constant mention is made of
the native Gaulic tongue ;

after the sixth cen-

tury, pure Latin ceased to be heard, and the

result in the south of France was that mix-
ture of Latin, Iberian, Celtic, Teutonic, and
Greek words, which was known as romanf,
and called also (to discriminate it from the

other branch of the romane) langue efoc, Cat-

alonian (Cathelane), or Proven9al.
It is needless to say that such a tongue

had many modifications, as in each district

accidental or geographical causes might de-

termine. By way of the Rhone, from Savoy
and from the Alps, from the north, in short,
came many northern idioms and inflexions

that can yet be traced to such sources
;
and
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by way of the sea came a great admixture

ofArabic or Saracenic life
;
while from across

the Pyrenees Catalonian and Arabic hands

were grasped in fellowship. Thus during
the first centuries did Southern France re-

ceive many impressions, and fashion herself

after them all, but by the eleventh century
she had her revenge, and she was for three

centuries and a half the source of all the

culture of Europe. While admitting all

this, we think it idle of some of her histori-

ans to wish to found on these facts a wholly
untenable claim. Because Southern France,
in virtue of her situation, of her intercourse

with the East, and of her advanced civilisa-

tion, influenced all the Western nations, it

does not follow from this that her language
was older than any other, or that it ever

was anything more than one of the many
dialects produced in the Latin by a curious

admixture of races, and especially by the

great Teutonic invasion.

This romane we find first used in hymnals,
liturgies, and the like, and in the eighth century
employed in matters of law, but its earliest

manuscript poems date from the eleventh

century; and it had perfected itself for near-

ly a hundred and fifty years before Germany
could boast of Minnesingers able to rival the

troubadours of Provence. To England, as

we have said, Provencal literature extended
with the advent of French dukes and counts
to the English throne, and its duration in

our island may be allowed to have lasted till

the Reformation
;
for Spenser's Faerie Queene

is the last English epic composed in the man-
'ner of Rene of Anjou, Thibault of Navarre,
or of the poets who formed their school.

Milton built an epic on a more classical

model, discarding all the colouring of the

troubadours, and when Bnnyan wrote an al-

legory, Puritanism replaced the gay science
in the adventures of his spiritual pilgrim.

It is the boast of the Provencals that they
formed the style of Petrarch

;
so says Fres-

naie de Vauquelin in 1612 :

' Ce qui fit priser Pe"trarque le Mignon,
Fiit la grace des vers qu'il prist a Avignon.

A leur example prist le bien disant Petrarque,
De leurs graves Sonnets 1'ancienne remarque,
En recompense il fait memoire de Rembaud,
De Fouques, de Remon, de Huges et d'Ar-

maud
;

Mais il marche si bien sur cette vielle trace

Qu'il orne le sonnet de sa premiere grace ;

Tant qu' Italic est estime* 1'autheur
De ce dont le Frangois est le premier inven-

teur.'

This poet of the Valois court goes on to

say that
1 Bembe reconnait qu'ils ont pris en Sicille,
La premiere fac.on de la rime gentille.'

And this the Tuscans seldom deny, admitting
that the terza rirna, which Dante brought to

such perfection, was borrowed from the poets
of the langue dj

oc. The Provencal school

had a very varied literature
; hymns, come-

dies, mystery-plays 'lais cTamour et sonnets

courtoisj ballads, virelays, rondelays, tensons

sirventes, pastorelos, complaintes, nouves (or

tooe?s), with legends and romances, founded
on very legendary history, are all comprised
in this literature, which lived and taught,
and which spread into other countries, and
which finally died out. In England, as we
have said, it did not survive the Reformation,
and the rise of strong new national interests

;

in Italy it died of the revival of classical

learning ;
while in France, though we detect

its influence on the style of Marot, it died a

political and a social death.

Provencal letters, like Proven9al indepen-

dence, had suffered as early as 1229, from the

! war of the Albigeois, and from the. removal of

the Papal See from Avignon, and after these

disasters we cannot but think that this liter-

ature was more illustrious through its foreign

nurslings than it was through its own fecundity:
1

by as much as Spenser and Ariosto were

greater poets than Walter of Aquitaine, Ber-

trand de Paris, or any of the old Provencal
stock. Its fate in France was altogether a

curious one, involved in political questions,
i
for the absorption of the great fiefs into the

|
monarchy gave a deathblow to the matter

;

\
and after the loss of Provencal nationality,
the language has degenerated into a patois.

Twice had Frank nationality been obliged
to contend with the intrepid but not invin-

: cible southern race, with the ' iron men of

Languedoc,' who, if they sang of love, were

also full of the passion of arms
;
a people

who withstood Clovis, and who for twenty

years resisted the crusade of Simon de Mont-

fort, a crusade nominally directed against the

heresies of the Albigeois, but virtually aimed

at the independence of the south. As such

it was resented, and from the Loire to the

Pyrenees, from the Alps to the Gulf of Gas-

cony, the varied but sympathetic populations
defended their local liberties as well as their

creed. They were worsted, and as the
'

Francigeni
'

prevailed against the ' Provin-

ciates' the higher civilisation gave place,
and much of the genius and more of the in-

fluence of the south perished in the struggle ;

still the old indomitable spirit was alive, and

the great rising of the Cevennes offered

again to the world (and for the last time)
the spectacle of a war between two halves

of France.

Nearly a century has elapsed since then,

and in those hundred years, which have not

been those of national unity or peace, the
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men of Provence, Gascony, and Langnedoc
have shown something of their old mettle :

for nothing stranger than Mirabeau ever ap-

peared on any page of Bertram! de Born.

His were the dark passions and the fiery

eloquence, the terrible love, and the still

more terrible hate, the brute courage, and
the indomitable will of some of the fabulous

champions. In like manner too we can

farcy Snffren defying the Barbary corsairs,

and Lannes or Massena pitted against any of

the giants of heathenesse. Nor are these the

only shoots from the old stems. Something
of the love of letters is still displayed, and
the south challenges France north of Loire

to match her Guizot, her Mignet, her Thiers,
her Fauriel, and her Pont-Martin. Montau-
ban possesses in her Vicar-General, the Abbe
Marcellin, one of the greatest orators in the

French Church
; Peyrat is an able historian,

Marmier an agreeable traveller and novelist,

and still as the Lot, the Tarn, and the Ga-

ronne whisper among their reeds and osiers,

poets catching their meaning sing in trouba-

dour speech and guise.
Jasmin rather antedates the rest, but he

was not alone in his glory. Toulouse had
her Reboul, the Ilerault her P6yrottes, as

Avignon has her Roumanille, and Maillane

her Mistral : the south is still the land of

dance and song and ' sunburnt mirth,' as

truly RO as in the days when Frederic Bar-

barossa demanded to feast his eyes on the

face of an English woman, and to regale
his ears with Provencal singing. The people
are intensely musical, and find in music a

vent alternately for their passion and for

their sorrows, for their Calvinism or for their

sensational Catholicism
; they write and read

more religious poetry than the peasants of

any other part of France, and a mass of pi-

quant or pathetic ballads is to be found in

the mouths of the population. Of these it

is all but impossible to discover the authors :

the airs and the words alike seem common
property : children hear them in their cra-

dles, girls learn them at their work, soldiers

sing them under the ramparts, and the very
shipboys have an extensive repertory of their

own
; yet it is rare to meet with these songs

in print ; they were made to be said or sung,
and said or sung they have been, and that in

some instances since the time of the Cru-

sades, as many of the songs contain curious

allusions, and are of the greatest antiquity.
In such an atmosphere Jasmin grew up,

speaking and writing in a dialect of western

Provcnal, which may be called Occitanian

or Gascon, in contradistinction to the puro

Provencal of Avignon and Narbonne, or to

the Nizzard patois spoken on the other side

of the Var.

The history of his life is soon told, and

best gathered from his poem Mow Soubenis,
or 'My Recollections,' written in 1830. He
was born in 1798, of poor and infirm parents,
and in the middle of the noise and frolic of a

carnival season, and grew up, in spite of ex-

treme poverty, in soundness of mind and

body, and with all a boy's delight in the

games of the streets and fields. He describes

all these lawful and unlawful pleasures, his

school hours, and his ignorance of anything
like care, till,

'

Doufo ignouranfo ! ah! per-

que toun bandion :'
4 Sweet ignorance ! why

was thy fillet torn off so roughly and so

soon ?'

He becomes a choir boy ;
loses his place

through an indiscretion
;

is apprenticed to

his trade, and struggles against poverty and
difficulties with no comfort but that of books.
' Oh ! tan que legissiez plus plus n'abioz di

penos :'
' Ah ! while I read no more pain

had I.' Not content with the writings of

others he began to try his own powers. It

was then he says that ' dins a quel dous pa-
toues' in 'that sweet patois which hap-

piness uses so well
' he began to sing. His

genius had awoke : a girl to whom he had

long been attached became his wife, and af-

ter their marriage his life was spent in gain-

ing his daily bread and in making verses,
' dins la lengo de las pastouros

1

in the lan-

guage of the shepherds. Sometimes, indeed,
it seemed as if his Pegasus was ' un chibal

que porto Ions poetos a VJtfspitalJ for they
lived on very slender means, and in a house

not always quite tight against the autumnal

rains, but his wife had the happy temper of

her skies, and their circumstances mended.
His talents became known, his pretty song
' Mi col mourir ' was in every mouth, he
found friends and patrons, and a language
abandoned for three centuries again came
into vogue with the always increasing repu-
tation of Jasmin. The events of his life

were few. His first volume, dedicated to M.
de Sainte Beuve, was published in 1838

;
he

was feasted at Toulouse, and crowned after the

ancient fashion. He visited Paris in 1842,
and ten years later received a grant of 5000

francs from the Academy, not awarded to

him, said M. de Villemain, but paid as a debt

due to art and to morality, and to the talent

of good words which under the most bril-

liant and popular form Jasmin knows how to

unite with good deeds.

This was peculiarly true of a citizen whoso
talents were constantly employed for the re-

lief of indigence, and whose temperate and

yet patriotic language had a great effect in

his native province during the agitation of

1848. He never left his profession, and he

never was ashamed of it, receiving literary
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visitors in his shop at Agen with the same

good-humoured ease with which he had me
the criticism and the flattery of Paris. He
died as he had lived, poor but content. La,

JPapillotas, for so he called the volume o
his poems, is his best monument, and hi

songs bid fair, like those of Burns, to becom<
heirlooms in his country. Like Burns he
enriched his national literature by the infu

sion of his fresh and poetical d'ialect
;
he

had not the passion and the rollicking fun o

Burns, but he had the same love of the coun

try in all its aspects. The common air, anc

earth, and skies suggested to him always
fresh pleasures and fresh lessons. His spirit
unlike that of the Ayrshire ploughman, was

always reverential, and if it never touchec
the heights of Burns's genius it never reached
the degradation of part of his career. He
was less spoilt by praise, but he was perhaps
also conscious of far less mental power.
Gentle and grateful, his spirit dwelt lovingly
on the weaknesses and tenderly on the sor-

rows of others : he had no personal enmi-

ties, and his political feelings were free from
rancour and from civil spite, and, in the words
of one of the best of his French critics, 'Jas-

min's poetry found its spring in the true

workings of the soul, and in those eternal

sentiments which, recurring ever in our lives,
make and keep humanity ever young.'

M. de Larnartine, writing of Jasmin to

Madame de Circourt, said that he was the
most realistic of poets. Writing to Jasmin
he said,

' Others sing, but you feel,' a phrase
which might well be written on the blank

page of his last poem, Maltro V'Innoucento,
or ' Marthe la Folle.'

It is a story of peasant life on the banks of
the Lot, where in a cottage close above the
stream two young girls sat one Sunday
morning waiting for the declaration of the
numbers drawn for the conscription. Maltro
is a fair and loving creature, but it is on her
that sorrow is to fall rather than on her more
volatile companion. Annette's lover is safe,
but Jacques has drawn No. 3, a fatal num-
ber.

'Lais hurousen libertad? 'the happy ones
at liberty, those whom the great demon of
war still spared to the country,' went on their

way rejoicing, mothers and 'sweethearts ac-

companying them
;
but to Maltro her lover

can only say,
'
If I am spared, if I return, my

life belongs to thee. Hope ;
and on this our

altar, like a bouquet of love, I will one day
offer it to thee.' The spring returns, and

Jacques is still absent

' Es tournat len mes de May
Que tan play
Quan renay ;

Key des mes porto courouno
Et de plazes s'emberouno

;

Es tournat leu mes de May,
Que tan play
Quan renay ;

Sul la costo dins la piano,
A leu canta tout s'affano;
Car se nous ben piano-piano
Coumo 1'esclayre s'en bay.'

' It Is returned, the month of May,
Which so pleases
When 'tis born

;

King of the months his head is crowned,
Pleasures gather all around

;

It is returned, the month of May,
Which so pleases
When 'tis born

;

On the hills and on the plains

By our songs its praise is said
;

It steals upon us unawares,
But like a flash its course is sped.'

So sang the young men and maidens of

Tonneins. Maltro alone is sad, and her com-

plaint is heard in lines which have endeared
Jasmin to the whole of Languedoc, 'Las
kiroundelos soun tournados '

being the best

known and loved of all his songs. She

applies for help to her priest (and Jasmin's

description of this rural cure might chal-

lenge Goldsmith's parson), sells all her worldlv

goods, works for hire, and finally raises a

sum of money large enough to buy Jacques'

discharge. The necessary steps are taken
;

and though Jacques does not seem to guess
to what hand he owes this benefit, still after

his third campaign he is more than glad to

return. Maltro is in raptures, she will be-

hold him again,
'
et bito et libertat] Jacques

will owe all to her.

A Sunday morning dawns in Tonneins,

just such a day as the one on which her
soldier drew his fatal number. Mass is over,
and Maltro awaits him. 'Lou viel Preste

parey dan lafillo alfrounpur
'

(the old priest

appeared, and with him the girl with the

pure brows) ;
a crowd gathers round them

as they watch the high road, on which dust
s moving; figures appear, first one, then
another. Is it Jacques? Yes it is, alive and
well

;
and the other is his wife.

'

Qu'es
belo, gu'es graciouzo !

'

(how pretty, how
charming she is

!)
Maltro goes up to him

smiling sweetly, and then bursts into an
diotic laugh. It is said that Jacques re-

urned to the army, but what is only too

.rue is that Maltro, escaping from her home,
wandered and lived for thirty years a crazy

jeggar in the streets of Agen. Jasmin had
ften seen her in his youth, and remembered
low as boys they had tormented her; for at

my time, by calling out that the soldiers

.vere coming, they could drive her away to

ide and weep.
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'

Now,
1

says Jasmin,
' now that I know her

touching tale, I should like to cover with kisses

her tattered dress, and to ask her pardon on

my knees; but I can find nothing but a tomb.

I cover that with flowers
'

('
non trobi res

qu'un clot, leu capcli deflous.'
1

)

It unfortunately requires an acquaintance
with the language to appreciate fully the

finish and the subdued pathos of this tale,

which earned for Jasmin the name of the

Manzoni of Languedoc. The same remark

applies to his songs ;
but as a specimen of

his pleasant rhythm, we give the following
invocation to his native place :

' G-areno crumouzo,
Fresqueto pelouzo,

Ayqueto jouyouzo
Que rizes pel prat ;

Campagno flourido,
Coumbo tan poulido.
Paradis sarrat.

Adiou ! cal que parti.
Mais en May m'escorti

Douma coumo aney,
Senti que direy.
Couro y tourneray.'

' Dark Garonne,
Freshest lawn,
Clear and happy river,
Between the meadows laughing ;

Fields so flowery,

Pretty valley,
A buried Paradise

Farewell, I must depart,
But even as I go,
To-morrow as to-day,
I know that I shall say

When, when shall I return ?
'

Had Jasmin written in French, it is to be

doubted whether he would have written as

well. The very love of his province and of

his patois helped to make him the poet that

he was, and he was born when districts were
much more isolated and patois much more
universal than they are in these days of rail-

ways, of cheap travelling, and of cheaper
books. The natural formation and position
of his country makes it iu a measure self-

contained. The Highlands of France, the

mountains of Auvergnc, and of the Limousin,
rise behind it; before it stretches the Pyre-
ncan chain

; beyond it are the Landcs of

Gascony and the Bordelais; and throughout
the whole basin of Languedoc, traversed as

it is and connected with Provence by the Canal

du Midi, this ancient Occitanian speech is the

only one in use among tho lower or. Ins.

Thus Jasmin never was anything but an

Agcnnois and ' un hommc du Midi ;
'

and

his Gascon poems, if far from classical in

their language, are as unaffectedly true to

himself and to his country as are the Gaelic

songs of Rob Dun, the bard of Sutherlandshire,

who wrote when Erse was the general pro-

vincial speech of the north of Scotland, and

when roads and railways were not.

So much for the homely and homekeeping

poet who lived by the Garonne. Joseph

Roumanille,the equally original poet of Avig-

non, was born at Saint Remy, and owed

his inspiration to much the same influences.

His object has been to furnish the lower

orders, and persons using the Provengal

dialect, with new and wholesome books ;
to

raise their literature above the songs of the

wine-shop and the ballads of the streets, and

to cultivate a love of their native country.

It would be needless in that country to say

that he has succeeded, for a great and

deserved popularity has accrued to him
;

and his tales in prose and verse, as well as

his noels, are imprinted in the memories of

the people. He has not written for the

critics, but for those whom his talents and

probity could profit ;
and his books, if they

fall short of this or that standard, have been

useful in their generation, and will probably
be useful and popular long after some of the

higher flights of his scholars and friends are

out of fashion.

Of these friends five are already beyond
the reach of criticism, and M. Roumanille

has paid a graceful tribute to their memory
in the volume which stands fourth on

our list. Space fails for us entering on a

criticism of the pieces which he has thus

collected and compiled in memory of

Castil-Blaze, Adolphe Dumas, Jean Rcboul,

Glaup, and Poussel ;
neither can we

attempt an examination of the me-

moirs prefixed to their works, though
these are possessed of some interest. Among
the poems, the FianfO de Maryarido, or
1 Bridal of Margaret,' by Reboul, appears to

us one of the most beautiful ;
and of the

biographies that of Adolphe Dumas is

beyond doubt the most pleasing. In the

two simple pages which record his life, his

connexion with the nco-Proven<jals, and his

melancholy death, pages evidently dictated

by the tenderest appreciation,
do we not

recognise the gratitude and the regrets of

Mistral ? for Adolpho Dumas was the first

critic who took the author of Mireille by
the hand. Dumas was an ardent lover of

his province, and as he now sleeps far from

bis native shore, we fancy that he would

prefer no other panegyric on himself to this

touching notice rioin tin- hand of the young

poet whom he loved to call 'the Virgil of

Provence.'

Of the whole school of the Felibres, as
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they fancifully call themselves, the greatest
without dispute is Frederic Mistral. ,But is

there not something forced in the neo-Pro-

vencalism of Mistral ? Is it fair to suppose
that France will really adopt a series of

poems written in what was once a classical

language, but which is now a patois? It

happens to the traveller in the south to hear

occasionally quaint soft words set to some
still quainter tune, and he remembers with

pleasure that the written language of poets
and courtiers was very similar to this, which
he feels to be full of poetry and pathos ;

but

it often happens to the same traveller to be

answered in his inquiries from the peasants,

'Mossu, we do not speak French;' and he

devoutly wishes that the schoolmaster were
come abroad in Provence and Languecloc.
No man in his senses really wishes to keep
these dialects alive. The curse of Babel

still works sensibly enough in the world
;

age, sex, race, and language are all bars to

knowledge and to charity ;
nation detests

nation, and the bed of a river is still equiva-
lent to a great gulf fixed between any two of

them; it cannot and will not be otherwise;
but septs and' clans are evils that can and

may and must be got rid of; they are evils

savouring of the darkest ages of the world's

history, of the most petty and primitive
forms of the world's selfishness. The whole

philosophy of history goes to prove that there

can be and ought to be no more '

peculiar

people,' that separativeness is weakness,

solidarity strength, and the hard logic of

events now implores the nationalities to

study war no more, but to weld themselves

into great and homogeneous masses. France

is especially great through her solidarity.
She has been vexed and tossed by revolu-

tions, and may be so again : she never was
or will be great as a coloniser, but her
resources are in herself. No doubt the

system of centralization has been carried by
the Napoleonic government to a dangerous
extent, and that if it is well that one Impe-
rial hand should govern Norman and Pro-

veneal, Alsatian and Gascon, with equal

impartiality and reliance, it is not well that

the same autocratic will should paralyse the

life of the Departments. It is true that by
the present system much liberty is lost, that

the administration controls the prefects,

suggests the deputies, fills the petty magis-
trature, and through its multitudinous nomi-
nees seeks to control the elections, still we
think a return to provincialism would be an

evil, and if neo-Provenalism tends in that

direction, it is a social as well as a literary
mistake.

Pretty as these poems of Mistral's are,

they are anachronisms. By all means respect

a country's past, collect her relics and her

traditions, preserve her antiquities, honour
her great names, but do not insist on being
obsolete, or on reviving the obsolete. The

peasants would be better employed in learn-

ing French than these Felibres in writing
volumes in patois. Moreover, it is impossible
to conceal from one's self that Calendau at

any rate is not written for the peasants, but

for the critics, and for that many-headed
monster we call the reading public. But in

France itself this dialect is, as regards two-

thirds of the kingdom, an unknown tongue
and a dead-letter

;
in the south it is not the

language of the educated classes. Out of

France there is not one in a thousand who
can read it, or read it sufficiently well to

appreciate the real beauties of one page of

Mireille, or of Aubanel's passionate songs.
The old troubadours, Bertrand de Born, and
all their brotherhood, more than 130 in

number, are dead, and the authors of M.
Fauriel's 120 lost poems of Provence are

more than dead, they are forgotten ;
but M.

Mistral and others are alive, clever and sym-

pathetic poets ; surely they wish to be read ?

But to what expedient are they reduced for

satisfying a very pardonable craving for

notoriety beyond the circle of ' des notres ?
'

They furnish an edition which has a French

translation en regard, and their poetry in

this shape has as much colour and scent

left in it as the flowers in a hortus siccus,

Mireille assuredly deserved a better fate.

It is a charming poem ;
a series of idyllic

pictures of a kind of which we have far too

few, for the bastard-pastoral school has cor-

rupted our taste and perplexed our ideas.

The pseudo-rustics who talked in Spenser's

eclogues and played Arcadian comedies in

the last century were very tiresome persons,

commonplace in England, indecorous in

France, and so desperately ponderous in Ger-

many, that they are at last happily and com-

pletely out of fashion
;
their memories pre-

served only in Dresden china and in the

ron'deaux of some sweet old sonatas. But
here is a true pastoral ;

and how beautiful

it is ! The loves of Vincent the basket-

maker and of Mireille the farmer's daughter
are a thread on which hang many episodes
of country life. The true life of the south

is given, but from a different point of view

from that in which Jasmin rendered it. Mis-

tral is not himself a peasant, and his educa-

tion has been careful and good, while the

artistic element enters largely into his poetry.
He knows how to choose and to refuse

(would that he had refused a little oftener
!),

to compare, to analyse, and to make the

most of a good point. He does not describe

the operations of the husbandry and the
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simple devotions of the peasants as one who

habitually shares them, but he paints and rel-

ishes them as an observer. Beautifully he
describes his beautiful Provence, a country

proper to inspire such passion as he uses in

his song, for it is not only a land of corn and
wine and oil, but of a strange and contrasted

nature
;
a land where the days are cloudless

and the nights are serene, but where the hot

wind carries the locusts of the dust, and
where the mistral bends the trees; a country
made desolate by excess of summer; a land

of perfume and of gardens, but also of barest

mountain peaks ;
a land where the cities are

set on an hill, or bathe their feet in a tide-

less sea; a land of palms and of honey, and
of desolate salt marshes

;
at once a Marah

and a Goshen, a place of doves and of wolves,
a country all contrasts and extremes, set be-

tween the mountains and the sea, but where
even the terrible and the waste places are

glad with the sun's eternal smile. Thither

the poet carries us with him to watch the roll

of the surf, to smell the fragrance of the la-

vender and the thyme, or to rest under the

flat-headed pines : he makes us see the reap-

ing of the golden grain and the gleaning of

the olives
;
then we have the chase after the

brilliant cantharides
;
we cross with him the

dry shingly bed of the Durance, or the vast

levels of the plain of Crau with its mirages;
we tread the desolate sea-margins, or the
black and dreary swamps by Aigues-Mortes;
we have the wild horses of the Carnargue,
the foot-races at Nismes, and the bull-fights;
the sweet names of the peasants still redo-

lent of the old romances, Alary (Hilary),
Azala'is (Adelaide), Magna (Mary), and
Yseult

;
we have pilgrimages and legends,

the exquisite ballad of Magali, and Mireille

herself, surprised by her lover while picking
mulberry-leaves for her silkworms. Mistral's

style suits the subject ;
the key he has chosen

is simple, but the singer is full of passion,
and by those who can understand it much of

the dialect will be felt to be delicious now ca-

ressing, now plaintive, always flexible and

graceful ;
as the narrative runs on it seems

to hum with the bees in the tufty cistus and
lavender bushes, to float with the valisneria

in the streams, and to gallop with the wild
steeds in the Camarguc, while with Mireille

it weeps or it prays.
Mireille's love is unblessed and unfavoured

by her parents, who resent her rejection of

other and better suitors than tho young
basket-maker, who had wooed her among the

mulberry-trees. The following is a specimen
of her reception of one of his rivals. Our-
rias (Eleazcr), a drover, pays his court to her

;

he arrives at the well, mounted on his white

horse, and armed with his long pike or goad :

' A quen Matin la pinceleto,
Ero a la font touto souleto,' etc.

' On that morning the young virgin
At the fountain was alone,

Having rolled up sleeves and skirt,
She washed the cheese jars . . . .

Saints'of God I how beautiful was she
When in the clear spring she waded with her

little feet.

' "
Mireille," said the wild youth," If ever as wife or pilgrim,

You come to oylva-real from whence one
hears the sea,

You will not have so much trouble,
For the cows of the black race
Run free and wild,
Are never milked, and the women lead pleas-

ant lives."

' "
Young man ! in that land of kine,

Girls are so dull 'tis said they die."
"
Mireille, where two are there is no ennui."

"
Young man, who wanders in those distant
lands

Drinks, as they say, but bitter waters,
And the sun burns his face."
"
Mireille, under the pines you may sit in the
shade for ever."

' "
Young man, they say your pines are scaled

By twisting green serpents."" Mireille ! we have the flamingos and the

herons,
Who spread their red mantles (wings) ;We chase them by the Rhone "

' " Youth I hear me (I must interrupt you),
Your pines are too far from my farm."

' "
Mireille ! both priests and girls

Can never know the country
Where they may have, 'tis said, one day to eat

their bread."
" Provided I may eat it with him whom I

love,

Young man, I ask for nothing more,
To separate myself from my nest."
"
Mireille ! if that be so, give me of thy love."

' "
Young man, you shall have it," said Mireille," But sooner these nyinphea leaves

Shall carry grapes :

Sooner shall your pronged staff

Throw out flowers, and these hills

Grow soft as wax,
Or one shall go by water to the town of
Baux." '

\Yhen her marriage to Vincent is forbid-

den, Mireillo flies from home on a pilgrim:^*'
to the Saintes Maries at Magucloune. She

gets a sunstroke, and whi-n lying prostrate at

the shrine sees a rare vision. The arch of
the choir opens and discloses

1 Dins 1'er lind blanquinoso
Li tres Marie luuu'uoso,' etc.
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' White in the limpid air,

The three shining Maries

Descend from above one against her breast

Holds pressed her alabaster vase,
And in the stilly night the silvery star,

That softly gives the shepherds' light,

Alone can match her brows of Paradise.

' At the wind's will the second
Lets her blonde tresses float,

And modest moves, a palm-branch in her

hand;
The third, still young,
Her mantle white and fine

Folds now a little over her dak face,
While her dark eyes like diamonds shine."

'

They console Mireille, but tell her that her

request is impossible:

' ;< You ask to drink, oh ! foolish one, of the pure
fount of love

;

Ah, wild and foolish ! what ! before your
death ?

You wish to tread on that great path
Which leads us upwards but to God Himself,
Since when have you beheld such joy on

earth?"

Mireille's mind wanders, and she expires
in the arms of her mother and of Vincent.

He cannot believe that she is dead :

' " Dead ! it is not possible 1

It is a demon who whispers it to me.

Speak, in God's name, good people who are

here,
You have seen the dead,
Tell me

if,
when carried past your doors,

They ever smiled like this ?

In truth, her face is almost gay.

'"But what say you?'"

He begs them to bury him in Mireille's

grave on the soft sandy shore, that there,
'

wrapped in the azure air, and beneath the

tremulous wave,' they may clasp each other

for ever. Those who know the people of the

south, their passion for poetry, and their

great preference for the songs of love and

death, can imagine the popularity of Mireille.

A totally different chord has been struck

in Calendau, and clever and varied as it is,

we venture to predict that it will be more

admired, but less conned and loved than

Mireille. The amazing quantity of topo-

graphy, archaeology, legendary and semi-

legendary lore with which the volume is

filled, reminds us of Sir Walter Scott's

manner; all the more so that there is a

dash of necromancy in it, and through all a

sense of moral energy and purity very

germane to the taste of the Bolder poet,
while the prowess and adventures of the

hero would have satisfied any judge in a

court of love and gay saber.

Calendau is a fisher-boy of Cassis, in love

with the beautiful and ill-mated Estrella,

princess of Baux. He endures countless

hardships for her sake, becomes famous,
bears an unspotted name, is true to himself

and to his own virtue through all tempta-

tions, defies her cruel lord, Count Severan,

avenges on him all Estrella's wrongs, and

finally slays him in battle, so that the con-

clusion of the matter, as regards the hero

and heroine, is the one so familiar to us in

the nursery tale,
' so they were married, and

lived happily all the rest of their lives.'

The finest thing in Calendau is pronounced

by critics in neo-Provenalism to be its style,

but we must be allowed to name another

merit which the poem seems to ns to pos-
sess. We mean the art with which Mistral

has woven together the probable and the im-

probable, the tangible and the fantastic. The
book seems to contain less a romance than an

allegory. The very name of the heroine,

Estrella, is suggestive, for there is a Pro-

venyal legend (derived in all probability
from the Greek superstition with regard to

the Oreades), that whoever meets the terrible

mountain fairy Estrella and kisses her, goes
mad from the effect of the embrace. Mis-

tral has, in the love of Calendau for the prin-

cess, embodied this idea
; because, when a

man has chosen one great object in life, and

has sacrificed himself to it, it is equivalent to

having touched the fairy's fateful lips. In

Calendau's love he further shows us the

strange compelling influence which one hu-

man being has over another, as well as the

unalterable nature of an attachment which

has once been allowed to take possession of

heart, senses, and will
;

and. in bis hero's

success we have portrayed the true method

by which the lowly can rise; not by pulling
clown the great, but the worship of a high
and pure aim in life; by having always the

loftiest instead of the lowest standard for our

endeavours, a standard without which nothing

truly great in art or morals has ever been

achieved. These seem grave thoughts to have

been suggested by a semi-fabulous romance,
but we think the author will not be sorry to

see his allegory thus interpreted, or unwilling
that we should perceive this meaning in the

adventures of Calendau the fisher-boy, who
made it his boast that he became the best

and most trustworthy man between Aries

and Venice.

The opening of the poem contains a fine

invocation to Provence :

' Amo de moun pais,

In que dardaies, manifesto

E dins sa lengo et dins sa gesto

Quand li baroun Picard, Alemand, Bourguig-
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Sarrabon Toulouso et BeTicaire,
In qu'empureres de tout caire

Contro il negro cavaucaire

Lis ome di Marseilho et li fidu d'Avignoun.

' Per la grandeur ;di remembrance
In que nous sauves 1'esperanto :

In que dins la jouinesso, e plus caud e plus
beu.

Maugrat la mort e 1'aclapaire
Fas regreia lou sang di paire :

In qu'isperant li dous troubaire.

Fas piei mistraleja la voues de Mirabe*u.

' Amo de longo renadvivo,
Amo jouiouso e fiero e vivo.

Qu'endihes dins lou brut d'ou Rose, d'ou

Rousau 1

Amo di veuvo armouniouso
E di calauco souleiouso

De la patria amo piouso,

J'appelle! encarno-te dins mi vers prouven-
cau!'*

One other extract we make, because the

scenery is familiar to many travellers, and

nothing in the world is more beautiful than

the journey from Cannes, by the Esterels

and Toulon, to Marseilles. Calendau per-
forms it in a boat, and in great haste

;
for

Count Severan has discovered his wife's

hiding-place on Mount Gibal, (how near

Africa we seem to be on this Provencal

shore!) and Calendau flies to defend her :

' Boufo I lou Cassidien souspiro,' etc. etc.

' " Blow !

"
to the sirocco the Cassidien sighed :

To the siroc that softly breathed :

" Blow ! mignon 1 blow !

ri and the gay little

wind

* As it may interest our readers to compare the

French and Provencal idioms, instead of translating
the above we venture to give a French version from

the peu of M. Louis Ratisbonne :

' Ame de mon pays,
Toi qui luit en traits manifestes

Et dans sa langue et dans ses gestes

Quand lo baron Picard, Allemand, Bourguignon,
Assi6geait Toulouse et Beaucaire,
Toi qui remplit d'un feu de guerro
Centre leur horde sanguinaire
Les homines de Marseille et d'Avignon.

' Par la grace des souvennncea,
Toi qui gardes nos esperances:
Toi qui dans la jeunesse, et plus chaud et plus

beau,

Malgro
"
la mort, divins mysteres,"

Fa is remonter le sang do nos peres,
Toi qui soufflais nos doux trouvr;

Et plus tard Us mugir la voix de Mirabeau.

' Amo sans cesse ronaissanto,

Joyeuse anic, tiriv ct revanto,

Qui souffle dans les bruits du Rhone et dans ses

eaux,
Amo des bois harmonious
De la patfio esprit pieux
Vions! vicnsl encarno-toi dans mes vers proven-

caux.'

VOL. XLVII. N 12

As if expressly to please him,
(So you would say) moved the air :

And in the tremulous space
Swift shot the frail tillac.

' Beneath the canopy of freshest morn,
In all their legendary light,
The LeVin isles (green rosettes in the floods)
Rose from the coloured seas

Of Honorat and of Marguerite
(His sister isle), the flowery palms,
Like mystic trees waved in the air.

'

Shortly they sail beneath the shores,

Defiant, blasted, burnt and torn,
Of Esterel the sea, a siren with blue eyes,
Has for a hundred years or so,
Fondled and laved his flanks of porphyry,
But ever has recoiled again
Before the hoary giant's stern accost.

' Steer on I they see the beach
Of wild Agay, with blood-red hills

;

They see Porte d'Or and old Frejus,
Which in the number of his nurslings dear,
Counts Gallus, the sweet singer,

Agricola, the conqueror of Britain's isles,

And thee, divine Roscius.

'

They double Saint Trope'z by force of oars
;

Long is the way,
But Hope, like the Sirocco, helps them on

;

Towards thy star, young lover.

Raise thine eyes, and sweeping,
Tear the blue sea's bosom, Leander thus
Guided by torch of his loved Hero,

' Did swim the Dardanelles.

Then onwards. So the skiff

Already bounds beneath the vertiginous capes,
Of mountains (Maures), pine woods,
Great reedy flats and chains of rocks,
Of limestone, granite, schist, they pass :

All futt of horror, sunshine, and offlowers.

' A splendid blending sunshine.

The Archipelago they then thread,
Of the golden isles

;
the Titan first,

Then Porteros, now a burnt-out nest:
Then bosky Porquerole,
Then Fourmil's little shoal,
And Gien, a tongue of land beside a mere.

'

They only heard the plaintive cry
Of boatmen, and the bellowing waves
That broke among the scattered rocks,
Or drew the tinkling pebbles down the beach.

The boat swept on.

' Yonder is Hieres, full of flowers and green :

A very garden of Hesperides :

Ilicrcs, with slopes all lying to the sun,

With pomegranates and orange-trees, flies

past:
As also flics the arid Carquierane,
And now with perfume of the Margolainos,
The loaded air less swiftly seems to move.

Passing Toulon, Calendau is becalmed, but
at length
1 At last, at very last, oh 1 bliss,
He sees the mount of his desires,
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Gibal I Gibal I descried by him afar.

Fresh nerve he takes who sees again
Each well-known point and bay ;

Bandol, les Leques and that sweet shore

Of ilex, olive, terebinth for ever full.'

Imperfect as any prose rendering of this

passage must be, we think it will gain much

admiration, and that it may be allowed to

challenge comparison with the opening of

the second canto of Marmion. If a neo-

Provengal poet can ever be sure of general

sympathy, it is when he describes his native

country; for the 'province of provinces,' as

she was once fondly called, is dear alike to

the historian and to the artist, to the student

and to the invalid. It is with this pleasant

impression upon our minds that we should

wish to take leave of the subject.

ART. III. 1. The Dial: A Magazine of

Literature, Philosophy, and Religion.
Boston : Weeks, Jordan, and Co. 1840-43.

2. The Writings of Ralph Waldo Emer-
son. 7 vols. Boston : Ticknor and Fields.

1865.

3. May-Day and oilier Pieces. By R. W.
EMERSON. London : Routledge and
Sons. 1867.

' ERNEST began to speak, giving to the people
of what was in his heart and mind. His words
had power because they accorded with his

thoughts, and his thoughts had reality and

depth because they harmonized with the life

that he had always lived.' It is pleasant to be-

lieve that the noble apologue of 'The Great
Stone Face '

is a tribute paid by the novelist

to the philosopher of Concord, and that these

sentences are designed to disclose, as they

really do disclose, the secret of Mr. Emer-
son's influence over his countrymen. Mr.

Hawthorne had no sympathy with the
' Sturm ' and 'Drang' of the new movement
headed by his contemporary. He preferred

loitering down the Assabeth and admiring its

'incurable indolence' to Neo-Platonic rhap-
sodies and scraps of the Vedas. Buried in the

old manse, in the moonlight of his own mys-
ticism, he cast a half-compassionate smile on

the pilgrims who thronged to the neighbour-

ing cottage as to an American Mecca,
'

young visionaries, to whom just as much of

insight had been imparted as to make life a

labyrinth around them, coming to seek the

clue that should guide them out of their self-

involved bewilderment; grey-headed theo-

rists, whose systems, at first air, had finally

.imprisoned them in an iron framework, trav-

elling painfully to his door, not to ask de-

liverance, but to invite the free spirit into

their own thraldom.' Yet he united with

them in admiring the genius of the thinker.
'
It was good to meet him in the woodpaths,

or sometimes in our avenue, with that pure
intellectual gleam diffused about his presence,
like the garment of a shining one.'

A recent American writer finds his country
well represented in the Paris Exhibition,
because its picture gallery contains the portrait
of Emerson : a sentiment which, giving a but

slightly exaggerated expression to the feeling
of a large section of educated Americans,
calls for an examination of the sources and
claims of an influence so widely extended.

In comparing Mr. Emerson's English with his

home reputation, we must make allowance

for his prestige as a brilliant conversation-

alist, and the power exerted by the ' control-

ling sincerity
'

of his character. His name is

to us the sign-post of an interesting stage in

the progress of Transatlantic thought, and of

a curious chapter in the history of mysti-
cism.

In all new countries, commercial interests

are at first the strongest. The febrile activity

produced by fear of a sterile future leaves

little room for speculative imagination.
When the vast solitudes of the New World

began to give place to noisy cities, the brains

of her people were expended on the farm or

the exchange, with a zeal only modified by
the spirit and formulae of the faith which led

the founders of the Northern States across

the sea, and continued to infuse a religious
element into their enterprises. This religious

element, which elevated the settlers of New
England into a higher sphere than that of

ordinary emigrants, adding to their strength
and giving a faster dye to their morality, was

yet in its original form scarcely more favour-

able to freedom or variety of thought than

the industrialism by which it was surrounded.

The early history of the American Quakers

forcibly illustrates the attitude assumed by
the Puritans towards every transgression of

their own traditional authority ;
it was that

of men who had been taught by persecution
how to persecute. While the more elastic

mysticism of Fox took on new shapes in

Philadelphia, the Calvinism of Edwards re-

mained rigid in Connecticut. Meanwhile,
the storm of the Revolutionary war had di-

verted the majority of active minds into

channels of activity hostile alike to poetry
and metaphysics, and when the nation began
to breathe leisurely in the first years of the

century, that tide of imitation had set in

which is only now beginning to ebb. Euro-

pean fashions reigned at New York, French

political ideas at Washington. The mental
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philosophy of the West was limited to com-

mentaries on Locke and Brown and the

eclecticism of Cousin, when the republication
of /Sartor Resartus, backed by the elder

authority of Coleridge, gave life and voice to

a new intellectual world. Reputations on the

other side of the Atlantic are made and un-

made with an inconceivable rapidity. Ideas

which filter slowly into English soil and

abide there for a generation, flash like comets

through the electric atmosphere of America.

Coleridge and Carlyle were hailed as proph-
ets in Boston, while their own country-
men were still dubiously examining their

credentials as interpreters, and suddenly

every New Englander who thought he could

think proclaimed himself a transcendentalist.

The rate of this transformation was only sur-

passed by its apparent thoroughness. The
converts soon put their teachers to the blush

;

in recoil from practical materialism and solid

Scotch psychology, men rushed at once to

the outer verge of idealism, mysticism, and

pantheism ; outstripping Hegel, and leaving
Plotinus behind, they manifested in a new
direction the same impetuous disregard of

limit and degree which marks the commercial

enterprises of their great cities. As a shield

from the accusation of cynicism, let us bor-

row from a Transatlantic reviewer the fol-

lowing sentences descriptive of the mental

and moral mutiny then prevalent :

' " Ecce nunc tempus acceptable" was shout-
ed on all hands with every variety of empha-
sis. Every possible form of intellectual and

physical dyspepsia . brought forth its gospel.
. . . Communities were established where

everything was to be common but common-
sense. Men renounced their old gods, and
hesitated only whether to bestow their allegi-
ance on Thor or Buddha. ... A belated

gift of tongues spread like a contagion, ren-

dering its victims incomprehensible. It was
the Pentecost of Shinar.'

Thus much and more he says regarding
the. ludicrous phase of the movement, char-

acteristically caricaturing ideas which his

countrymen had pushed to a characteri.-.tic

extreme. But the fullest representation of

the New England trancendentalists, as a

group, is to be found in the pages of the

l):<il, a quarterly magazine which during the

space of four years continued to represent
their views throughout four volumes of very
miscellaneous merit. The first essay of the sc-

ries is devoted to an attack, alter the approved
manner, on critics as they are, and an expo-
sition of the functions of the ideal critic : he is

to be the servant of ' the maker,' not a base

caviller, but a humble friend; he is not to

stamp but to sift the works placed before

him
;
he is to be something of a poet and a

philosopher, as well as a good observer; he

is to appreciate and make others appreciate

'religion, which in the two modulations of

poetry and music, descends through an infin-

ity of waves to the lowest abysses of human na-

ture.' The last sentence is a fair specimen
of the style and spirit of three-fourths of the

Dial. In its pages there is abundance of

criticism, mostly panegyrical ; rhapsodies
about Plato and Beethoven

;
salvos in honour

of Carlyle ; homage without stint to Kant,

Fichte, and Schelling; a few passable tales;

several verses, seldom remarkable for any-

thing but obscurity ; vigorous sermons, spoilt

by violences, of Theodore Parker
;
Alcott's

Orphic sayings ; Margaret Fuller's aesthetic

ideas upon everything ;
and for backbone

and brain, four or five essays of Ralph Waldo
Emerson. The whole is pervaded by a spirit

of defiance to all authority, save that of Ger-

man literature, and of revolt against all uni-

formity, save that of the contributors. 'Rise

up and be a man, cast off those cumbrous

things of old, let conscience be your lawgiver,
reason your oracle, nature your temple, holi-

ness your high priest, and a divine life your

offering,' is the vague yet ambitions refrain

from its counsel. 'Pantheism in philosophy,
rationalism in Christianity, eternal and neces-

sary ideas for a starting-point,' is its confes-

sion of faith. The Dial is a Pantheon, from

which only Caivinists and Utilitarians are ex-

cluded; where the worshippers meet and

sing hymns to Confucius, Zoroaster, Socrates,

Goethe, Tieck and Riclner, set to German
music

;
and pass from world-old praise of

Homer and Shakespeare to friendly recog-
nition of new heresies; from thoughts \\ la-

bour to puffs of poetasters; from Hindu

mythology and Chinese ethics to nineteeiith-

century truisms about progress and union,

prudence and humanity ;
from soaring among

the heights of a modern religion of beauty,
to raking among the tangled roots and dead

leaves of a second-hand Orientalism. Even

th ; s form of the transcendental mania, shallow

and affected as it in the main appears, was a

valuable counteractive to the materialism

round which it grew. It had laid hold of

a faith, sincere though obscure, in something

beyond tariffs, and u harts, and exchanges; it

believed in a wealth of ideas, transcending the

wealth of millionaire* ; it a>sertcd the princi-

ple that the formula 1 if one n^e are inade-

quate to meet the wants or express the feel-

ings of another; but it would have been

Comparatively ineffective, those vapours of

idealism might have soon faded into the

light of common day, or, like the Polytheis-
tic art-worship of 1-YcdiTick Schlegel, eiidi d

by anjuicM-ing in the old K. man Catholic

faith, had all their l>c>t a>piiations not been
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concentrated and vitalized by an original and

vigorous thinker, who took upon himself the

task of nationalizing and giving a fresh prac-

tical turn to the mystic philosophies of the

Old World. English hero-worship would

have been vague without Carlyle, American

transcendentalism would have been vapid
without Emerson. Their relation as leaders

of the later romantic reaction is thus expressed

by the reviewer to whom we have already
referred :

' Both represented the old battle against
Philistinism. It was again, as in the times of

Erasmus, of Lessing, of Wordsworth a strug-

gle for fresh air, in which, if the windows
could not be opened, there was danger that

panes would be broken, though painted with

effigies of saints and martyrs. . . . When
Emerson wrote, New England Puritanism, as

a motive of spiritual progress, was dead, and
in him, the herald of its formal decease, it

found its new avatar. . . . The Puritan

revolt had made us ecclesiastically, and the

revolution politically, independent, but we
were still socially and intellectually moored to

English thought till Emerson cut the cable,
and gave us a chance at the dangers and

glories of blue water. No man young enough
to have felt it can forget or cease to be grate-
ful for the mental and moral nudge (!) which
he received from the writings of his brave

spirited countryman. That we agree with

him, or that he always agrees with himself, is

aside from the question ;
but that he arouses

in us something that we are the better of hav-

ing awakened, that he speaks always to what is

highest and least selfish in us, few Americans
of the generation younger than his own will

be disposed to deny. His oration before the

Phi-Beta-Kappa Society at Cambridge, some

thirty years ago, was an event unprecedented
in our literary annals, a scene to be always
treasured in the memory for its picturesque-
ness and inspiration. What crowded and

breathless, aisies, what windows clustering
with eager heads, what enthusiasm of appro-

val, what grim silence of foregone dissent ! It

was our Yankee version of a lecture by Abe-

lard, our Harvard parallel to the last public

appearance of Fichte.'

This extract, from the pen, we believe, of

Mr. Lowell, is an interesting fragment of the

history of literature
;
and it may be well to

give a brief abstract of the address to which

the closing sentences refer, as it strikes the

key-note of much of its author's philosophy.
Mr. Emerson begins by declaring that the

time has come for American literature to as-

sert its independence, and for his hearers to

form an estimate of the scholar as he should

be in their country. He ought to be an en-

tire man, and not a mere thinking machine.
Of the influences brought to bear upon him,
the first is that of Nature, as interpreted by
the mind. Her laws are important to us

only as represented by the laws of thought,
and science is nothing but the discovery of

analogies in the universe
;
so that the ancient

precept
' Know thyself,' and the modern pre-

cept, 'Study nature,' become one maxim.

The next great influence is that of the past
as recorded in books. These are good for

stud}
7

,
for inspiration, but each age has to

write its own. We had better never see a

book than be warped by it out of our natural

orbit. We hear that we may speak. One
must be an inventor to read well. History
and science we learn from the printed page ;

but the education of colleges can only serve

us when it aims not to drill, but to create.

The idea that the scholar should be a recluse

is a monkish error. Action is essential to

the ripening of his manhood
;

inaction is

cowardice, and there can be no scholar want-

ing the heroic mind. The recluse soon ex-

hausts his single vein,
' like those Savoyards

who, getting their livelihood by carving
wooden figures for all Europe, went one day
to the mountain to find stock, and discovered

that they had whittled up the last of their

pine-trees.' Life is our dictionary and our

grammar. Colleges and books only copy
the language which the field and the work-

yard made. Character is higher than intel-

lect; the thinker than his thought. There is

dignity as well as necessity in labour. So

much for the education of the scholar; as to

his duties, they may all be comprehended in

self-trust. His office is to cheer, to raise, to

guide men by showing them facts under ap-

pearances. In discharging it he must be

patient, self-denying, and resolutely true.

He must relinquish display and present fame,

and often endure disdain, poverty, and soli-

tude, because he will not tread the old paths
or accept the old fashions. He is to find

consolation only in exercising the highest
functions of human nature. He is one who
lifts himself above private cares, and breathes

and lives on public and illustrious thoughts,
the world's eye and the world's heart. In

silence and steadfastness let him hold by him-

self, add observation to observation, patient
of neglect, patient of reproach, and bide his

time. If he can satisfy himself that he has

seen the truth, and planted his foot beyond
the shores of change, the unstable estimates

of men will crowd to him 'as the heaped
waves of the Atlantic follow the moon.'

The scholar should be brave and free, for

the world is his who can see through its pre-

tension. Plastic and fluid in the hands of

God and his attributes, to ignorance and sin

it is flint. The great man makes the great

thing ;
but we must not surfer the great men

of the past to enslave our minds. They
have only done for us what we can one day
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do for ourselves. He has never lived who
can feed us for ever, or set a barrier on any
one side to the unbounded empire of the

common nature in which we have each a

share. 'It is one central fire which, flaming
now out of the lips of Etna, lightens the

capes of Sicily, and now out of the throat

of Vesuvius, illuminates the towers and vine-

yards of Naples. It is one soul which ani-

mates all men.' This is a rough skeleton of

the harangue which, with added graces of

style and manner, thrilled through the ears

of the Cambridge audience, and is reprinted
for the review of our calmer judgment in the

first of six volumes of prose essays, through-
out which the author continues to enforce,

expand, and illustrate the same ideas.

In reverting to the celebrated literary ef-

forts of former years, we are often puzzled
to account for the effect which they are

known to have produced. To do so we must

carry ourselves back to our own boyhood.
There are many now of middle age to whom
the first reading of Carlyle and Emerson

brought the sense of a new revelation. To
us. in that period of a ready enthusiasm, as

to the first students of Schelling, or the first

imitators of Goethe, the oracles seemed to be

no longer dumb. Nature took on new mean-

ings, and the secret of life was about to be

unfolded. It is well for the fame of an
author when time and study do not entirely

dissipate these delusions, and in this respect,

perhaps, Carlyle has stood the test better

than Emerson. But both have suffered by
the diffusive force of their own genius, which,
in making their ideas common, has often

made them appear commonplace. When a

fresh thinker first begins to speak, the outer

world is apt to suspect his sanity ;
ere he has

done, it questions his originality. When
the words of the poet who began by heading
an artistic revolt get into the air we breathe,
we call him a national mouthpiece, and the

paradoxical philosopher, whose eloquence
has gathered a crowd, becomes a type in

harmony with his age and country. In Mr.
Emerson's Harvard discourse, indeed, there

is scarce anything of which, taken separate-

ly, we need fail to trace the pedigree.
Fichte had many years before spoken in the

same strain of the vocation and nature of

the scholar, and on the battle-field confuted

the notion that he should be a recluse. The

'philosopher' of the Republic and the Stoic

'sage' are older prototypes of the New
World's latest ideal. 'Science, the dis-

covery of analogies,' is a leaf from Boelnm 1

,

or Swcdenborg, or Schelling, and the dignity
of labour comes directly from Carlyle. The

originality as is the case with the author's

whole system of thought is in the combina-

tion, which, it may be, is the only kind of

originality now possible. His d'efence of

others from the charge of uninventiveness

may be pleaded for himself.
' As every

house is a quotation out of all forests

and mines and stone quarries, so every
man is a quotation from all his ancestors.'

There is a lazy eclecticism, producing mere

patchwork, and expressing itself in a borrow-

ed style, which is an infallible sign of weak-

ness; but, with the heirs of so many ages,
absolute originality is only possible to abso-

lute ignorance. True talent shows itself not
in bubble speculations, but in mastering the

past; Chaucer feeds on the old fields, Shakes-

peare pirates all his plots ;
the madman and

the sensation novelist are the only pure in-

ventors. The larger our circle, the more
chance do we have of intersecting others

;

the requisite to a raison d'etre is, that we
have a centre of our own, and be not included

within the circle of another; in other words,
that we be complements, not corollaries of

other men. Among mystics, Emerson has

emphatically a centre of his own in his in-

tense modernism. A genuine growth of

American soil, he tries, with various success,
to make the idealists of the Old World his

tributaries
;
a democratic Platonist, his asser-

tion of independence is more extreme than

inconsistent; to borrow Bacon's analogy, he
leans rather to the error of the spider than

of the ant.

I. As regards form, Mr. Emerson is the

most unsystematic of writers. The concen-

tration of his style resembles that of a clas-

sic, but he has little constructiveness, and,
as with others who have adopted the apho-
ristic mode of conveying their thoughts, he

everywhere sacrifices unity to richness of de-

tail. His essays are bundles of loose ideas

tacked together only by a common title,

handfuls of scraps laid by singly, taken out
in a mass, and tossed down before his audi-

ence like the miscellaneous contents of a

conjuror's hat. He delights in proverbs and

quotations, which are, in general, marvel-

lously apt, but his accuracy is often at fault,

and in his tendency to exaggeration he is an

American of the Americans. lie loves a

contradiction for its own sake, and always

prefers a surprise to an argument. Ilis epi-

grams are a scries of electric shocks, and

though no one is more prevailingly sincere,

it is sometimes hard to say whether or not

he is wholly in earnest, for a vein of soft

irony, his only manifestation of humour,
seems to underlie many of his most pronoc4
passages. His habit is to paint in the

strongest colours the opposite sides of the

antinomies of life, leaving it to his reader to

strike the balance. Among highly educated
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English writers at the present day, one of

the most frequent defects is indecision. Op-
pressed by the fear of critics, and almost be-

wildered by their own many-sided knowl-

edge, they hover about their subjects as if re-

luctant to grapple with them, and where we
are most anxious to hear their answers, give
the most uncertain sounds. Cautious reser-

vations smother their best judgments, they
look round and through the truth rather

than at it, and, although they are devotees

of good taste, a mental cramp is apt to clip
and curtail their style. Mr. Emerson's error

is on the opposite extreme : he sacrifices

everything to directness and decision, objects
to 'but' and 'however,' and maintains that
' two words, Yes and No, are enough.' Fol-

lowing his own advice, he '
rolls out his para-

doxes in solid column with not the infirmity
of a doubt,' and with an air of unconscious

simplicity, as if he were soliloquizing. The
charm of a grace without grandeur, a terse

refinement of phrase, trenchant and subtle

illustrations, are among his main attractions.

Speaking of our agriculture in the English
Trait*, he remarks, 'England is a garden
under an ash-coloured sky, the fields have
been rolled and combed till they appear to

have been finished with a pencil instead of a

plough.' This criticism has been applied to

his own sentences. The ideas they embody
are on the scale of a continent, in form they
are adapted for a cabinet of curiosities.

They are sweeping generalizations given in

essences, and embodying various amounts of

wisdom, from strikingly original thoughts to
t .

oracular commonplaces, which, at their

worst, are only one stage removed above
those of our ' Proverbial Philosophy.' Of his

pithy and penetrating mots they do not
lose so much as they ought to do by being
detached from their setting we may select

a few characteristic examples.
' Other men

are lenses through which we read our own
minds.' 'The great man is he who, in the

midst of the crowd, keeps, with perfect sweet-

ness, the independence of solitude.' 'We
grant that human life is mean, but how did

we find out that it was mean ? What is the

universal sense of want and ignorance but
the fine innuendo by which the soul makes
its enormous claim ?

' '

Popularity is for dolls.

Steep and craggy, said Porphyry, is the path
of the gods. Open your Marcus Antoninus.'

'A just thinker will allow full swing to his

scepticism. I dip my pen into the blackest

ink because I am not afraid of falling into

my ink-pot.' 'The English have a tortoise's

instinct to hold hard to the ground with his

claws lest he should be thrown on his back.'

1
1 sometimes meet the city of Lacedsemon

in a clergyman's eye.'
' A fly is as untama-

ble as a hyena.'
'

Every man is a consumer,
and ought to be a producer.'

Mr. Emerson's most elaborate criticisms

are mainly composed of the same mosaic-

work, and, in the long run, we get tired of

those perpetual jerks. His style, all armed
with points and antitheses like the bristles of

a hedgehog, lacks the repose which even
our modern impatience of rotundity still

desiderates. It reminds us too frequently of

the frisking movements of a ballet-dancer,

and our author's attitudes are not always

graceful in themselves. His allusions are

sometimes far-fetched, and his general natu-

ralness does not save him from occasional

affectations and displays of pedantry. In

coining words, as '

Adamhood,'
'
forelook-

ing,' 'spicier,' 'specular,' 'plumule,'
' uncon-

tinented,' 'metope,' 'intimater,'
'

antipode,'
'

partialist,' he is far from felicitous. Minute
critics will find that his disdain of rule

extends to a contempt of some of the rules

of grammar, as in his employment of such a

form as '

shined,' and his continual use of

'shall' for 'will.' More serious defects are

his misapplication of terms, as when he

speaks of ' the strong self-complacent Luther,'
and the want of taste, dignity, or modera-
tion in such expressions as the following :

' Truth is such a fly-away, such an untrans-

portable, and unbarreable a commodity, that

it is as bad to catch as light. The beauty
that shimmers in the yellow afternoons of

October, who could ever clutch it ?
' ' The

fathomless powers of gravity and chemistry,
and over them of life, pre-existing within us

in their highest form' (why pre-existing?)

'Napoleon, when spying the Alps by a

sunset on the Sicilian sea.'
' The world-

spirit is a good swimmer. ... he snaps his

finger at laws' (when swimming?) 'Every
hero becomes a bore at last. ... It seems

as if the Deity dressed each soul which he
sent into nature in certain virtues and

powers not communicable, and wrote not

transferable, and good for this trip only, on

these garments of the soul.'
'

Twenty thou-

sand thieves landed at Hastings and founded
the House of Lords.' 'Oxford is a Greek

factory, as Wilton mills weave carpet, and
Sheffield grinds steel.' All those are more
or less objectionable as violences done to

good sense or decorum. They are emphat-
ically

'

smart,' and, like the graver irrever-

ences which we shall have to notice here-

after, unworthy of the author who is among
the keenest to perceive and the foremost to

censure the flippancy of his countrymen.
Too much stress has been laid on such faults

of manner by those who are hostile to his

way of thinking ;
but it is incumbent on all

who have to fight for the freedom of their
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thought to reduce to a minimum the-, eccen-

tricities of their style. The greatest cause

advocated by the greatest orator would fail

of a hearing if the advocate were to plead
for it in his shirt-sleeves. As a counter-

active to the impression produced by lapses,
which are after all comparatively rare, let us

quote a few sentences, worthy of Cicero or

the Antonines, from the noble essay on

Friendship :

'Our chief want in life is somebody who
shall make us do what we can : such a one is

a friend. . . . He is a person with whom
I may be sincere. Before him I may think

aloud. ... I hate the prostitution of the

name of friendship to signify modish and

worldly alliances. I much prefer the company
of ploughboys and tin pedlars to the silken and

perfumed amity which celebrates its days of

encounter by a frivolous display, by rides in a

curricle and dinners at the best taverns. . .

Let me be alone to the end of the world rather

than that my friend should overstep, by a
word or a look, his real sympathy. I am
equally baulked by antagonism and compliance.
Let him not cease an instant to be himself.

The only joy I have in his being mine, is that
the not mine is mine. Better be a nettle in the
Bide of your friend than his echo. . . . Should
not the society of my friend be to me poetic,

pure, universal, and great as Nature itself?. . .

Let him be to me a spirit, A message, a

thought, a sincerity, a glance from him I want,
but not news nor pottage. I can get politics
and chat and neighbourly conveniences from

cheaper companions. . . .Let the soul be
assured that somewhere in the universe it

should rejoin its friend, and it would be content
and cheerful alone for a thousand years. . .

Our friendships hurry to short and poor con-

clusions, because we have made them a texture
of wine and dreams, instnad of the tough fibre

of the human heart. The laws of friendship
are austere and eternal, of one web with the
laws of nature and of morals. But we have
aimed at a swift and petty benefit to suck a
sudden sweetness. We snatch at the slowest
fruit in the whole garden of God, which many
summers and many winters must ripen. . .

The only reward of virtue is virtue, the only
way to have a friend is to be one. . . Only
be admonished by what you already see, not
to strike leagues of friendship with cheap per-
sons, where no friendship can be. ... It
would indeed give me a certain household joy
to quit this lofty seeking, this spiritual astron-

omy or search of stars, and come down to
warm sympathies with you ;

but then I know
well I shall mourn always the vanishing of my
mighty gods.'

Finally, as an illustration of Mr. Emerson's
earlier style, lot us take the following from

among many passages which attest his power
of idealizing Nature :

'
All those things for which men plough,

build, or sail, obey virtue, said Sallust. The
winds and waves, said Gibbon, are always on
the side of the ablest navigators; so are the
sun and moon, and all the stars of heaven.
When a noble act is done, perchance in a scene
of great natural beauty; when Leonidas and
his three hundred martyrs consume one day
in dying, and the sun and moon come each
and look at them once in the steep defile

of Thermopylae ;
when Arnold Winkelried, in

the high Alps, under the shadow of the ava-

lanche, gathers in his side a sheaf of Austrian

spears to break the line for his comrades
;
are

not these heroes entitled to add the beauty of
the scene to the beauty of the deed ? W|jien the
bark of Columbus nears the shore of America,
before it the beach lined with savages fleeing
out of all their huts of cane, the sun behind, and
the purple mountains of the Indian Archipel-
ago around

;
can we separate the man from

the living picture ? Does not the New World
clothe his form with her palm groves and sa-

vannahs as fit drapery ? Ever does natural

beauty steal in like air, and envelop great
actions.'

The freshness which breathes through Mr.

Emerson's essays reappears in his poetry ;
but

his verses are seldom so successful as his prose.

Apart from the obscurity of their matter,
which is great, for he has chosen rhythm
as the vehicle of his remoter fantasies, they
are defaced by frequent mannerisms, incon-

gruities, and carelessness. Most of them are

wanting in melody, many in syntax : the

writer seems to trust to Providence for his

rhymes, and changes his metres at will.

Nevertheless, in both the volumes of his po-

etry there are poems. Ilis genius has a ly-

ric side, and the imaginative sympathy with

Nature, and men like himself, which makes
his prose poetical, prevents his verse, even

when awkward, from becoming prosaic. The

rippling of rivers, the sough of the pine, the

murmur of the harvest, and whirr of insects,

pervade and give life to his descriptions. A
morning light is thrown over his happiest

pages. He sings like Shelley of the dancing
stars and the daedal earth, and the delicate

touches in some of his quieter reflective pic-

tures are not unworthy of the author of
' The Excursion.' All men occasionally be-

come either dull or ridiculous. Mr. Emer-
son aroids the first : he is guilty of repetition,

but seldom of diffuseness ;
and though often

verging on absurdity, ho generally steers

clear of platitude. Those poems reveal him

on another side, for the most part concoalrd

from us in the author's prose: that which

has to do with home affections. Interleaved

between the gold-dust drifts of Alexandrian

and Pcraian mysticism, there are pieces that

speak of a love that is neither '

initial,'
'
rc-

monic,' nor 'celestial,' but human, and the

consciousness of a common share in common
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joys and griefs. Of these, 'The Dirge,' 'In

Memoriara,' 'The Farewell,' the 'Lines to

J. W.,' 'To Ellen,' and 'The Threnody,' are

the most conspicuous. In the last, the idea-

list mourns over an irreparable loss, for which

he finds but a partial consolation in his phi-

losophy :

' The eager fate which carried thee

Took the largest part of me
;

For this losing is true dying,
This is lordly man's down-lying,
This his slow but sure reclining,
Star by star his world resigning.

child of paradise,

Boy who made dear his father's home,
In whose deep eyes
Men read the welfare of the times to come,
1 am too much bereft :

The world dishonoured thou hast left.

truth's and nature's costly lie !

trusted broken prophecy !

O richest fortune sourly crossed !

Born for the future, to the future lost !

'

But the prevailing tone of the more intelli-

gible part of these volumes is cheerful. 'The

Woodnotes,' which, under this and other

names, occupy so much of their space, are

those of the lark rather than the nightingale.

' Thousand minstrels woke within me,
Our music's in the hills,'

is the perpetual refrain of the exulting wor-

shipper of Nature. Camping among the Adi-

rondacs, welcoming the May, or putting his

garden into song, he keeps his new Ameri-
can faith :

' When the forest shall mislead me,
When the night and morning lie,

When sea and land refuse to feed me,
'Twill be time enough to die :

Then will yet my mother yield
A pillow in her greenest field,
Nor the June flowers scorn to cover
The clay of their departed lover.'

In the same strain is the following, which
breathes the spirit of Quarles or Andrew
Marvell

;
but the Puritanism of older days

has here taken on another shape :

'

Good-bye, proud world ! I'm going home,
Thou art not my friend, and I'm not thine.

Long through thy weary crowds I roam
;

A river ark on the ocean brine
;

Long I've been tossed like the driven foam :

But now, proud world I I'm going home.

'

Good-bye to Flattery's fawning face
;

To grandeur with his wise grimace ;

To upstart wealth's averted eye ;

To supple office, low and high ;

To crowded halls, to court and street
;

To frozen hearts and hasting feet
;

To those who go and those who come
;

Good-bye, proud world ! I'm going home.
I'm going to my own hearth-stone,
Bosomed in yon green hills alone,
A secret nook in a pleasant land,
Whose groves the frolic fairies planned;
Where arches green the livelong day
Echo the blackbird's roundelay,
And vulgar feet have never trod,
A spot that is sacred to thought and God.

'

O, when I am safe in my silvan home,
I tread on the pride of Greece and Rome

;

And when I am stretched beneath the pines,
Where the evening star so holy shines,
I laugh at the lore and the pride of man,
At the sophist schools and the learned clan,
For what are they all in their high conceit,
When man in the bush with God may meet ?

'

To counterbalance this hermit-like spirit,

there are other pieces relating to the inter-

course of men with each other, showing
keen observation of practical life, and weigh-

ing its gains and losses
;
sound worldly wis-

dom in neat quatrains, and a few trumpet-
calls of liberty. The hymn sung at the

completion of the Concord Monument is

thoroughly patriotic and at the same time

strong and dignified ;
while the verses writ-

ten immediately before and during the late

war address the whole nation in forcible

terms both of warning and encouragement.
Those practical manifestoes are the more

striking, from the fact that they are printed

by the side of others proclaiming, in trans-

cendental enigmas, the indifferentism of all

transitory things, the fixity of fate, and the

doctrine of the absorption of the individual

in the Infinite. Most readers of our author's

earlier volume of verse have puzzled over

'The Sphinx.' Let them endeavour to un-

ravel the following remarkable lines from his

last, entitled
' Brahma :

'

' If the red slayer think he slays,

Or if the slain think he is slain,

They know well the subtle ways
I keep and pass and turn again.

' Far or forgot to me is near
;

Shadow and sunlight are the same
;

The vanquished gods to me appear,
And one to me are shame and fame.

'

They reckon ill who leave me out :

When me they fly, I am the wings ;

I am the doubter and the doubt,
And I the hymn the Brahmin sings.

' The strong gods pine for my abode,
And pine in vain the sacred seven

;

But thou, meek lover of the good,
Fiud me, and turn thy back on heaven.'

Almost everything our author has written

is excellent in parts, but he has produced no

consummate whole
;
we have in all his work
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spontaneity, sagacity, and vivacity, imper-

fectly harmonized with a love of abstraction
;

the materials for a philosophy suggested
rather than given, and his system, if it may
be called so, has to be found in broken lights
and shapes.

II. Mr. Emerson has, by the majority of

his critics, been regarded as a mystic. He
prefers to call himself an idealist, and his

position, as far as it is tenable or distinct,

illustrates the fact that the old divisions of

philosophy are being continually altered and

replaced, as old systems form affinities with

new beliefs and phases of character. In his

lecture on Transcendentalism, delivered

at Boston twenty-five years ago, he gives a

rough division of mankind into two sects
;

' the first class founding on experience, the

second on consciousness
;

'

the one '

insisting
on facts, on history, on the force of circum-

stances, and the animal wants of man
;

'

the

other, 'on the power of thought and of will,

on inspiration, on miracle, on individual cul-

ture.' Between these two classes of think-

ers, he unhesitatingly takes part with the

second, with the Platonist against the Aristo-

telian. He everywhere exalts mental ab-

stractions, and depreciates matter
;
he relies

on the unity of reason in opposition to the

variety of sense
;
he believes that the mind

can make its own circumstances, and holds

that the object is either identical with or

the product of the subject. This a priori
manner of thinking has from an early period

developed itself in two schools, whose bound-
aries are often conterminous, but which also

are capable of being contrasted. The rank of

Mysticism in history and its relation to other

systems are not yet exactly determined. M.
Cousin places it at the close of his fourfold

list, as a reaction against the scepticism en-

gendered by the conflicting extremes of

materialism and idealism. According to the

generalization of M. Comte, it ought to be-

long to the earliest of the three great eras of

human thought, for in all its phases it has

been more or less theological. Neither view

entirely coincides with fact
;
both too much

neglect the light which is thrown on the for-

mation of theories of the universe by the
minor details of biography. Mysticism ap-

peared at an early stage in India as a reac-

tion rather against literalism than scepticism.
It closed Greek philosophy. It ran along-
side of the formalism of the middle ages. It

was attached by the Sufis to tho creed of

Islam. It allied itself with the early Protest-

antism of Germany and the counter Cathol-

icism of Spain, and endeavoured, in tho

hands of Paracelsus and Boehme, to build a

temple to itself out of the crude guesses of

alchemy and astrology, which mark the

dawn of modern science. Mysticism has

been associated in turn with theism, atheism,

and pantheism, with a belief and a disbelief

in outward revelations, with 'the fugitive and

cloistered virtue
'

of the ascetic and the ; os

rabidum' of the fanatic, with the 'holy in-

difference
'
of quietism and the license of the

Anabaptist ;
in the New World, with the

opposite extravagances of Mount Lebanon

and Oneida Creek : but at every stage of its

development it has been distinguished from

idealism proper by its appeal to Faith as an

ultimate authority, by its exaltation of emo-

tion above reasoning, by its disdain of regu-
lar methods and impatience of partial truths,

by its withdrawal from active life, and gen-

erally by its tendency to submerge the

individual in the universal, man in God. In

most of these points Mr. Emerson, in many
passages of his prose and verse, claims affinity

with the mystics of all ages. He defines

Transcendentalism as ' The Saturnalia or ex-

cess of faith.' He commends the extrava-

gant fatalism, the philanthropy of despair,

embodied in Buddbism the most porten-
tous creed of self-annihilation that the world

has seen. He repeats the dictum of the

Yoga: 'Illumination is the property of puri-

ty.'
In the '

Woodnotes,' his ' eternal Pan,
who layeth the world's incessant plan,' who
is the ' axis of the star, and the sparkle of

the spar,' and ' the heart of every creature,'

recalls the address of Crishna to Ardjoun
in the Bhagavad Gita :

'
I am the vapour in

the water, the light in the sun and in the

moon, the invocation in the Vedas, the

sound in the air, the life in animals, tho

eternal seed of all nature.' Among the elder

Greeks he reiterates the half-eastern rhapso-
dies of Heraclitus :

' Out of sleeping a waking,
Out of waking a sleep;

Life death overtaking,

Deep underneath deep,'

and neglects the stricter logic of Parmcnidcs

and Zeno. ' Plato is philosophy, and philoso-

phy is Plato,' is one of his dogmatic generali-

zations, but he deserts Plato for Plotinus inhi 9

belief in ecstasy, in
' the ineffable union ofGod

and man in every act of the soul,' in his dec-

laration that ' the words "
I
" and " mine

"

constitute ignorance' of that unity
' wherein

every man's being is made one with all other,'

and in his prevailing reverence for the Orien-

tals. With Plato, dialectic is the crown of

science, to bo attained by a long process of

thought and education, tfuvspldoig xai tfuawEpi-

ywyoiff ppwf^vTj OAf 5iT)Xdofifiv T^vaig. lie

would be glad of a raft to float him down tlio

stream to a haven. Emerson soars, with
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Icarus wings, above dialectic to svu<fi$, and,

with the self-confidence which marks one

phase of mysticism, exclaims,
' The rela-

tions of the soul to the divine spirit are so

pure, that it is profane to seek to interpose

helps ; means, teachers, texts, temples fall

away from the simple mind.' And again,
' Fear and hope are alike beneath intuition :

it asks nothing, and is raised above passion.'
'

Prayer, as a means to effect a private end,

supposes dualism in nature and conscious-

ness : as soon as the man is at one with God,
he will see prayer in all actions.' 'We live

in succession in parts and particles. Mean-

while, within man is the soul of the whole,
the wise silence, the universal beauty, the

Eternal One.' ' The act of seeing and the

thing seen, the seer and the spectacle, the

subject and the object are one.'
' The sim-

plest person who in his integrity worships
God becomes God.' 'A man is the facade

of a temple wherein all wisdom and all good
abide. The soul, whose organ he is, breath-

ing through his intellect is genius, through
his will virtue, through his affection love.'

Mysticism, which has ever aimed at trans-

cending the world, has in various ages striv-

en to accomplish its end by various methods.

The ancient mystics believed in philosophers,
the mediaeval in saints. Mr. Emerson en-

deavours to comprehend the manifold forms

of their faith in a catholic eclecticism. To
his mind, 'the trances of Socrates, the union

of Plotinus, the vision of Porphyry, the con-

version of Paul, the aurora of Boehme, the

convulsions of George Fox and the Quakers,
the illumination of Sweclenborg, the rapture
of the Moravian and Quietist, the revival

of the Calvinist churches,' are different

names for the 'divine visits' of God-intoxi-

cated men, phrases more or less imperfect to

express that common inspiration which is

the religious sanction of his own philosophy,
the only certain recompense of a noble life.

He is willing to use the language, and in

some degree to think the thoughts of all

their sects; but, deriving something from all,

he entirely accords with none. To him, as

to the Yogi and the Alexandrian, man is a

theatre where the powers of heaven play,

passing through the transformations of life

to a Universal Being ;
but he is bound

neither to the Vedas nor the Phaedo. With

Proclus, he looks on the world as a system
of hidden hierarchies

;
with Erigena, he makes

hell a metaphor for law of compensation ;

with Hugo of St. Victor, he holds 'ascenders

ad Deum est intrare in se ipsum.' He walks

by the 'inward light' of the early Quakers,
and the ' Funken der Seele"

1

of the Germans
of the fourteenth century. Eckert and Tau-
ler speak for him in saying

' He who is at

all tiroes alone, is worthy of God, who is

then present.'
' The eye, whereby I see God,

is the same eye whereby he seeth me.' ' The

spirit mounts to the divine dark like the eagle
towards the sun.' And Suso anticipates, in

more impassioned verse, the triumph of the

transcendentalist, who has in fancy raised

himself ' above multiplicity to the essence,'

above effects to the cause, above the storms

of humanity to the eternal rest. But almost

all these thinkers had, in the last analyses, a

definite creed, and deferred to a recognised

authority. Their 'divine love,' concentrated

on a divine person, supplied the place of a

strong earthly attachment in cancelling self.

Their enthusiasms and raptures were the re-

sult of mortifications and prayer. Mediaeval

mysticism, with all its vagueness, was a genu-
ine abnegation of the world. Its ethical tend-

ency is summed in a sentence of the De
Imitatione Christi :

'
It is altogether neces-

sary that thou take up a genuine contempt
for thyself, if thou desire to prevail against
flesh and blood.' Mr. Emerson has little of

this spirit of submission. He approaches the

egotheism of the Snfis in his self-assertion

and his use of expressions which
' do knock at

the door of blasphemy with intent to enter

therein.' As with them, it seems to him that

man cannot do without God, nor God with-

out man, both being essential features of the

same indivisible nature. Yet he homologates
the paradoxical resignation of the Quietists

in his doctrine of a grace above virtue, and

in his elimination of the ordinary meanings
of reward and punishment from among the

motives of life. His scepticism, like the

allegorical figure in Bishop Taylor's sermon,

puts out the fires of hell and burns up Para-

dise. Engulfed in the light of the omnipres-
ent Deity, his ' meek lover of the good

'

not only passes space and time, and the flam-
mantia mcenia mundi] but ' turns his back on

heaven.' Among European mystics, Sweden-

borg is his favourite seer, as the author of

one of the five lines which abide the win-

nowing of the ages. In his vision, as in

that of the oracular Swede,
' the fields of

space are threaded by magnetic influences,

and the stars chime to the chords of music
;

every plant is related to every plant, each

colour to each sound.' With him, as with

the poet Herbert,
' man is one world and

hath another to attend him.' He looks on

the universe as a constellation of types, and
reads the macrocosm by the microcosm

;
but

he is content with a general reading, with

the knowledge of laws, to the exclusion of

minor facts. He despises the details of all

beliefs, and holds that the best worship has

the least ceremonial.

Mysticism has been compared to a rocket
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rushing with a white light towards the sky,

redesccnding in coloured streams to the earth.

It has in almost all ages had two sides, the

Theosophic and the Theurgic a divine

dream of unity with God or nature, and a

popular machinery of visions and spells, an

artificial, and often sensuous, phantasmagoria.
With this latter phase, represented by lam-

blichus among the Neo-Platonists, by the hys-
terical ecstasies of St. Theresa and John of

the Cross, by the magic-workers and Caglios-
tros of a later date, American transcendental-

ism has no rapport. Its modern equivalents
are the Joe Smith Gospels and Poughkeepsie
ghosts, which the transceudentalists, as a rule,

hold in sovereign contempt. Mr. Emerson,
in particular, wholly repudiates the material-

istic mysticism, which, believing in nothing
on which it cannot lay its fingers, descends

to meet the materialistic scepticism of the age.
He despises and derides ' the millennium

mathematics, tho peacock ritualism, the maun-

dering of Mormons, the squalor of tnes-

merisra, the deliration of rappings, the rat

and mouse revelation, thumps in table-

drawers, and black art.' He will have * no

picking of locks,' holds no converse with

Theurgy, and on this score he parts company
even with Swedenborg, maintaining that ' his

revelations destroy their credit by running
into detail. . . . The spirit, which is holy, is

reserved and taciturn, and deals in laws.

Hobgoblins gossip and tell fortunes.' Again :

'

Swedenborg's perception of nature is not

human and universal, but mystical and He-
braic. He fastens each natural object to a

theologic notion, . . . and poorly tethers every
symbol to an ecclesiastic sense. The slippery
Proteus is not so easily caught. Nature is

no litcralist.' And again :

' He delivers

golden sayings which express with singular

beauty the ethical laws, . . . yet, after his

mode, he pins his theory to a temporary
form. . . . He has devils. . . . His Inferno is

mesmeric. His spiritual world bears the same
relation to the generosities and joys of truth

as a bad man's dreams bear to his ideal life.'

And, once more,
'
Socrates's Genius did not

advise him to act or to find, but if he pro-

posed to do somewhat not advantageous, it

dissuaded him. "What God is," he said, "I
know not; what he is not, I know." . . . The
secret of heaven is kept from age to age. No
imprudent, no sociable angel ever dropt an

early syllabic to answer tho longings of tho

saint?, the fears of mortals.'
* Mr. Emerson sympathizes with the unsatis-

fied aspirations of all ages, with the day-
dreams of restlessness in search of rest, that

have, imagined Cridavana, and Ilesperiii, and

Avalon, that sent the knights of tho middle

age in quest of tho Sangrcal, and led the

monks to Christianize the eastern Nirvana,
that laid out Brook Farm in Massachusetts,
and gave Novalis and Newman back to the

fold of Rome; but he will not be drawn by
them into any church with walls. All relig-

ions are to his mind 'the same wine poured
into different glasses;' he drinks the wine

and tries to shatter the glasses. His unflinch-

ing scepticism pierces the armour of all defi-

nite dogmas, while he entrenches himself

behind an optimism like that of Spinoza. He
thus breaks with the more consistent majority
of mystics in his disdain of authority ;

he

breaks with them yet more decidedly in his

strong assertion of individuality. Mysticism
has in the main been fatalistic. As a devel-

oped system, its natural home is in the East,

where the influence of great uniformities of

soil and climate has only in recent years
been partially counteracted by the conquering
activities of an energetic race. Beneath her

burning sun, and surrounded by her tropic

vegetation, the mass of men were over-

whelmed by a sense of their insignificance,
and this feeling of subjugation was intensified

by absolute forms of government. The same
listlessness which permitted a secular and

priestly despotism, led its victims to welcome
the idea of a final absorption of their individ-

uality. Their philosophical ambition was
to pass into the framework of a gigantic na-

ture, to be 'rolled round in earth's diurnal

course, with rocks and stones and trees.'
' The

complete end of man,' says the first aphorism
of Kapila,

'
is the complete cessation of pain.'

There is a relic of this spirit in the drapaf-i'a,

<i<!fa.6snt and
jp=(*i'a,

which are the aims at once

of the Epicurean and Stoic systems ;
but the

Eastern doctrines of passive obedience had
been banished from Greece as early as the

overthrow of the Pythagorean institute. They
revived in the dark and middle ages, when
the church took upon itself the task of legis-

lating for the intellect
;
and even the precur-

sors of the Reformation were possessed with

an almost oppressive sentiment of resignation.
' lie who wills and does nothing is best,' is a

truly Oriental saying attributed to Eckart, tho

mystical teacher of Tauler. The reproduction
of the Oriental spirit in America, in so far as

it is genuine, and not the mere expression of

a love of far-fetched quotations, may be attrib-

uted to external influences, in some respects

comparable to those which weighed on tho

inhabitants of ancient India. In tin- We.-tern,

as formerly in the Eastern world, Nature still

struggles to assert her old supremacy, and

threatens to domineer over men's minds by
tho vastness of her empire. But in other

respects the conditions are reversed. In place
of stagnation, and uniform, although magnifi-
cent decay, wo have to deal with tho mani-
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fold progress of nineteenth-century civilisation

in a land where every one is more or less

inspired by the resolve of the modern mariner

with an ancient name, to '
sail beyond the

sunset
'

in pursuit of fresh adventures, where

the energies of the individual are in constant,

and, in the long-run, triumphant struggle
with all that tends to restrict the full sweep
of his arm, or to retard the freest activities

of his mind. Where every moon sees new
forests felled, new rivers crossed, new fleets

built, new tribes amalgamated, new discussions

raised, and new problems solved, mysticism,
if it exist at all, must take on a form very
different from that handed down from the

East of three thousand years ago to the

Alexandrians, and transmitted to the Euro-

pean ages of implicit faith by the pseudo-

Dionysius. Mr. Emerson strikes the key-
note of the difference when he writes, 'Feu-

dalism and Orientalism had long enough
thought it majestic to do nothing ;

the mod-
ern majesty consists in work;' and he rejects
some of the cardinal doctrines of the systems
which he here condemns. His position is

superficially antagonistic to, essentially in

harmony with, the spirit of his age and na-

tion. In reaction against their noise and

hurry, he inculcates contemplation and mem-

ory, receptivity and silence
;
while sharing

in the active inspirations of those who lead

the great movements around him, he sings
their battle-songs and celebrates their hopes.
His philosophical idealism has many points
in common with the doctrine of Absolute

Identity, but on its practical side it approaches
nearer to the individualism of Fichte than the

rigid pantheism of Parmenides or Spinoza.

Retaining from the mystics his belief in the

supremacy of the higher emotions, he by no
means discards the senses, and substitutes for

a religious creed an idealized view of modern

physical science. Emerson's church is the

Natura naturata, the rich external nature
of the Dorian mythology, the modern paint-
er's and poet's 'fair round world of light
and shade.' Neither Wordsworth nor Shelley

plunges with more delight into this bath of

beauty and power, whose ' medicinal en-

chantments '

sober and heal our hearts. Lu-
cretius has not better appreciated the ' severa

silentia noctis.' No sun-worshipper of the

Magi or the Incas could gaze more intensely
on the morning sky. Thus he writes :

' We
nestle in nature, and draw our living as para-
sites from her roots and grains, and we re-

ceive glances from the heavenly bodies which
call us to solitude, and forestall the future.

The blue zenith is the point in which ro-

mance and reality meet.' In the same spirit
he sings of the remedial life in the season of
buds and birds :

'

Spring still makes spring in the mind
When sixty years are told,

Love wakes anew this throbbing heart,
And we are never old.'

But the sermon within the Church is the

Natura naturans, the inscrutable force, the

hidden law, the '

something far more deeply

interfused,' 'the quick cause before which all

forms flee as the driven snow,' publishing it-

self in creatures, rising 'through transform-

ation on transformation to the highest sym-
metries,' from the granite to the oyster, from

the trilobite to man, from the gorilla to Plato

and Shakespeare. It is Goethe's Erdgeist,

weaving all shapes in the same wondrous web,
the spirit of the Muse that '

lays her beams
in music,' the inspiration of the philosopher,
who hears ' the words of the gods,' Nature

revealing in beauty, in art, and, highest of

all, in moral nobleness, as much of her secrets

as it is permitted us to learn.

' If thou wouldst know the mystic song
Chanted when the sphere was young,
To the open ear it sings

Sweet, the Genesis of things;
Of tendency through endless ages,
Of star-dust and star pilgrimages,
Of rounded worlds, of space and time,
Of the old flood's subsiding slime,
Of chemic matter, force and form,
Of poles and powers, cold, wet,i and warm.'

Mr. Emerson's allegorical poetry is mainly

employed in giving a body, at times some-

what nebulous, to what we may term his

physical idealism. The nature we see

around us in stellar, geologic, and human

history, is, he maintains, the key to the na-

ture which is unseen, the law by which the

fabric moves and the 'spirit walks from state

to state.' The final cause of this continual

change or 'rushing metamorphosis' he holds

to be the production of higher forms of life
;

and, diverging in this respect from the old

pre-Socratic philosophies of the universe, of

which in other respects he often reminds us,

he believes in humanity as 'the roof and
crown of things.' In his temple, man as he
is is the worshipper, and man as he ought to

be and may be is the chief object of worship.
In this spirit his recent 'Song of Nature'

anticipates the development yet awaiting the

race.

' The building in the coral sea,
The planting of the coal,'

are many a thousand summers old,
' And still the man-child is not born,
The summit of the whole.'

' Let war, and trade, and creeds, and song,

Blend, ripen race on race,
The sunburnt world a man shah

1

breed,
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Of all the zones and countless days.
No ray is dimmed, no atom worn,
My oldest force is good as new,
And the fresh rose on yonder thorn

Gives back the bending heavens in dew.'

The prima origo of this perpetual evolution

Mr. Emerson pronounces to be inscrutable
;

he regards the physical postulate, 'Give us

matter and motion and we will construct the

universe,' as a begging of the question ;
he

admits the necessity of Plato's unmoved

mover, and from the fact that all change is

progress, recognises an orderly Intelligence
at its root :

' Once slept the world an egg of stone,
And pulse and sound and light was none,
And God said Throb, and there was motion,
And the vast mass became vast ocean.'

But if we inquire further regarding this

primordial Power, who mixes the atoms and

makes them ' march in tune,' if we seek to

know more of the nature of God than is re-

vealed in the first chapter of the Hebrew

Genesis, he holds, with Professor Tyndall,
that we are attempting to transcend our

faculties. We must be satisfied to affirm

that ' conscious law is king of kings,' and that

whether as Nature or Deity it orders all

things for the best. Our author repeats or

reproduces all the formulae of the Aristotelian

optimism fotfig ou<5=v f/,a<njv ifow
I'j^ei

n
Ssrbv. The world is very good. Nature is

xcti (3s\ritf<rov. She does nothing

j, in a mercenary spirit, but 'a<lds in

every instance a slight generosity, a drop too

much,' whence the tendency to excess neces-

sary to life, the electricity without which the

air would rot, the excitement of fanaticism,

the redundancy of passion.
' We hit above

the mark to hit the mark,' and all things are

needful to each, and each to all. Without
conflict there would be no virtue : without

imperfection in parts no progress, which is

the condition of life. Mr. Emerson's optim-
ism goes even further than this. He accepts
the position of the Megareans, that evil itself

is only good in the making, that it differs

from good only by a minus quantity, that, in

its essence, it is not a real thing. Like

Spinoza,
' he acknowledges no hell, no devil,

no positive and active agency at enmity with

God
;
but sees in all things infinite gradations

of beings, all in their way obedient, and all

fulfilling the part allotted to them. '

Nothing,'
he exclaims, 'shall warp me from the belief

that every man is a lover of truth. There is

no pure lie, no malignity in nature. The
entertainment of the proposition of depravity
is the last profligacy and profanation.' And
even this profanation must itself have a moral

result in the eyes of him who maintains

' That night or day, that love or crime

Leads all souls to the good.'

The American transcendentalist arrives at

his conclusions much more easily than Spin-
oza

; they are not rigorous logical deductions

from premises professing to be axiomatic, but

isolated assertions, frequently inconsistent

with each other, founded on the impulses,
which he calls the intuitions of a sanguine
and pure, though in some directions a limited

mind. Without attempting to throw any

light on the problem here suggested, we may
safely assert that our author's solution of it is

unsatisfactory. Like a healthy man's view

of disease, it is unsympathetic, and even

dangerous. To say that evil is negative is a

play on words, which does nothing to explain
its origin, and little to unfold its purpose.
We feel pain, sorrow, and sin, in active as

well as in passive forms, in contrast as great
as ever to pleasure, joy, and holiness, and

the question remains, Whence comes this

perpetual negation ? We may try to find the

'type of perfect' in the outer world, but

.Nature, at first sight, rather suggests a dual-

ism. We may look for it in the mind, but

all men, except confirmed saints and consis-

tent philosophers, are conscious of an d6a.va.Tos

(xa^rj ;

' a baseness in the blood at such

strange war with something good,' that its

moral aspect only deepens the mystery.

Theologians have, successfully or not, en-

deavoured to unravel it. Thorough -going
materialists have their answer in a reference

to the blind working of purely physical laws.

It has always been a stumbling-block to

systems which more or less identify man
with God. Mr. Emerson hardly seems to

realize the magnitude of the difficulty. 'Jus-

tice,' he proclaims, 'is the rhyme of things :

'

and the phrase is perhaps a happy one : but

the facile Optimism which asserts that the

bad rhymes are proper parts of the poem, is

liable to the same abuse as the Antinomianism

of other mystics ;
for to most men the tempt-

ations of life are too strong to be resisted by
the belief that in yielding to them we ' waive

a little of our claim' to a more dignified

position in the universe. In some passages,

however, he guards himself more carefully,
and his theory, when transferred from the

individual to the larger historic scale, ap-

pears, as does the correlative doctrine of the

identity of Might and Right, in a less ob-

jectionable form. In asserting that 'the les-

son of life is practically to believe what the

years and the centuries say against the

hours,' that, 'through evil agents, through

toys and atoms, a great and beneficent tend-

ency irresistibly streams,' that we should
' learn to look for the permanent in the mut-

able and fleeting, and bear the disappearance
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of things we were wont to reverence without

losing our reverence
;

' he only announces a

faith which '
is large in time, and that which

shapes it to some perfect end.'

But his Optimism, as that of other theorists,

is either like ancient Utilitarianism, untrue to

nature, or, like modern Utilitarianism, hardly
consistent with itself.

III. The question regarding the relations

of good arid evil leads us from the considera-

tion of Mr Emerson's more purel}' meta-

physical to his ethical views. In this in-

stance, as in the former, we shall be more
careful to represent correctly than to criticise.

Our author is content to state in broad

terms the two sides of the antinomy of Ne-

cessity and Free-will, which lies at the basis

of moral philosophy. Fate is with him, in

many passages, another name for Nature.
' The book of Nature is the book of Fate

;

she turns the gigantic pages leaf after leaf,

never returning one.' From this point of

view, he uses the language sometimes of the

believers in an external constraining Destiny,
a *

terrific Providence
;

'

sometimes of De-

terminism, both in the form in which Mr.
Mill rejects, and in the form in which he ac-

cepts it. Emerson's intuitions are clear,

but his logic is cloudy, and he seldom allows

himself to be pinned down to a definite belief;
the '

slippery Proteus' evades even the law

of contradiction, and, passing through a se-

ries of glittering paradoxes, from one onto-

logical peak to another, he escapes the drier

if more decisive discussions on the plains of

psychology. In one part of his work he
admits that 'organization tyrannizes over

character,' that 'men are what their mothers
made them,' and dwells on the limitations

of circumstance; in another he asserts that

these limitations become thinner as the soul

ascends, that Fate has its lord, that Power is

in the dual world, a fact equally incontesta-

ble, that 'intellect annuls Fate,' which is 'a
name for facts not yet passed under the fire

of thought, for causes which are unpenetrat-
ed,' that 'the one serious and formidable

thing in nature is a strong will,' and that

'life in the direct ratio of its amount is free-

dom.' Those sentences are nowhere recon-

ciled with each other, for the statements that
' freedom is necessary, a part of Fate is the

Free-will of man ' are mere verbal reconcile-

ments, nor are the latter set reconcilable

with the mystical side of our author's phi-

losophy. If, as he declares, 'history is the
action and reaction of Nature and Thought

two boys pushing each other on the curb-

stone,' what becomes of the identity of sub-

ject and object in a single Nature? The

controversy between Liberty and Necessity
cannot be resolved, according to the favourite

method of modern harmonizers, into a dif-

ference of degree, for behind the ambiguity
of words there is a real difference of opinion.

Making every allowance for the force of cir-

cumstances the question remains, Is there

any point at which absolute responsibility
and power of choice begins? The moral

argument concludes for the affirmative, the

purely physical for the negative, but the phys-
ical is supplemented by the psychological,
and the result depends on the possibility or

impossibility of identifying the will with the

desires. This aspect of the problem Mr.
Emerson scarcely contemplates. But how-
ever unsatisfactory his solution, we accept
the fact that he believes in both Fate and
Free-will as an index of the larger fact that

Mysticism in America is inevitably and ma-

terially modified by Industrialism, that the

pantheistic tendency, deprecated by De
Tocqueville, is opposed and checked by a

strong individualism, and the feeling that

without distinct centres of will and intelli-

gence there is no true personality. The na-

tions of the North and West have accepted
Necessitarian theories, with the proviso that

they shall be active and not passive agents.
'Let us,' says the poet,

' build temples to the

Beautiful Necessity which secures that all is

made of one piece ;
which makes man brave

in believing that he cannot shun a clanger
that is appointed, nor incur one that is not.'

On the other hand, 'we are not the less

compelled to affirm liberty, the significance
of the individual, the grandeur of duty, and
the power of character.' '' Tis the best use

of Fate to teach a fatal courage.' As a

practical moralist, Emerson abandons Spin-
oza and follows Kant. Ranging himself al-

most unreservedly on the side of freedom,
he speaks of man as autonomic, as the lord

of circumstance, the maker of his character

and the master of his fate. When he con-

descends to details he is eminently real.

His essays on Wealth, Culture, Behaviour,

Power, exhibit in their judicious balance of

conflicting claims the quintessence of com-
mon sense. They all contain admirable

rules for the Conduct of life; inculcating

prudence, suspicion of deceptions, address

and tact in dealing with our fellows
; appre-

ciating success and geniality, the loss of

which he holds to be a price too dear for the

best performance ; recommending economy,

activity in commerce, concentration of effort,

purposes well defined and consistently carried

out. Woven of two curiously intersecting

threads, they present us with a unique con-

junction of shrewdness and idealism. Their

author has been termed 'a Plotinus Mon-

taigne," and one of his admirers has, not un-

fairly, attributed to him
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'A Greek head on right Yankee shoulders,
whose range,

Has Olympus for one pole, for th' other the

Exchange.'

There never was a mystic with so much of

the spirit of the good farmer, the inventor,

or the enterprising merchant. In his prac-
tical mood he disclaims 'the lofty language
in which Plato and the Platonists speak of

all wlio are not devoted to their shining ab-

stractions,' and, like Bacon, would bring down

astronomy and the other sciences from

heaven to earth. Yet the work in which

this vein of thought is most conspicuous ends

with the chapter on 'Illusions,' where he tells

us that the affairs of every day are shadows

after all, that behind the veil of clouds and

smoke the gods are still sitting on their

thrones alone with the solitary and inviolable

soul. When he has to deal with the means
of life, he is an active and discriminating
man of the world

;
when he comes to treat

of its ultimate ends, the scene shifts, and we
have again the mystical idealist. This com-

bination of stern practical rectitude with an

ideal standard is Mr. Emerson's point of con-

tact with Puritanism. A chivalric nobility,

in which beauty and goodness are blended,
is at once the goal, the sanction, and the

motive of his ethical system. In the verdict

of an elevated conscience, which accepts it

as such, he reposes an implicit trust. 'The
final solution in which scepticism is lost is

the moral sentiment which never forfeits its

supremacy. This is the drop which balances

the sea.' It is, at all events, our author's

firmest anchorage, and he holds by it with a

tenacity which never condescends to encoun-

ter the historical difficulties in his way.
Praise of the virtue which, transcending all

prudences, and disdaining all consequences, is

its own reward, is the refrain of his moral

monologue. His belief in an absolute mor-

ality, and the rigid ethical criterion which
he applies to men and things, are his con-

necting links with the old faith of New Eng-
land. His severe censure of Goethe's artis-

tic jndirl'crentisrn recalls the age when the

Hililo and theological commentaries were

regarded as the sum of honest literature,

lie writes of our great dramatist in the spirit
of the men who closed the theatres. ' He
was master of the revels to mankind. It

must go into the world's history that the

best poet led an obscure and profane life,

using his genius for the public amusement,'
sentences fur removed from the spirit of

the modern artworship, or even from tin-

broader view which accepts the facts of life

without seeking to probe its secrets. But
those which follow, protesting against the

opposite extremes of austerity, indicate an-

other divergence. While Mr. Emerson is

Puritanic in the moral earnestness of his

character and his criticisms, his own concep-
tion of the ultimate basis of morality is far

removed from that of the Puritans.

The cardinal difference between all ancient

and most modern ethical systems is the com-

parative exclusiveness of the one, the univer-

sality of the other. The Platonic virtues, in

their highest form, can only be understood

or fully practised by the golden race who
minister in the temple of his Ilellenic state.

The Aristotelian magnanimity and magnifi-
cence belong of right to a well-educated

Athenian citizen. Stoicism was, in some

respects, a bridge between the two eras. It

broke down the walls of rank and wealth

and race, and made morality, in a more

modern sense, the chief end of man. But it

was still fenced with intellectual pride, and

the capacity of interpreting its precepts was

confined to a new aristocracy of character.

The ambiguity of the maxim,
' Follow nature,'

a maxim which Mr. Emerson emphatically

endorses, proved fatal to its wide extension.

Ancient morality was more or less artistic :

it regarded a perfect life as the blooming of

natural excellences, rarely as obedience to

law, and dwelt on the right or wrong of the

action rather than on the merit or demerit of

the actor. Christianity, in giving prominence
to the latter conceptions, in associating the

ideas of duty and self-sacrifice with motives

generally realizable, added to ethics the side

which is most capable of being brought to

bear on the mass of men. It first announced

a heaven willing to stoop to feeble virtue, it

first insisted on the obligation of the strong
to succour the weak, and addressing itself

not to contemplate, but to aid 'the we.niv

strife of frail humanity,' it first appreciated
the difficulty of living well. Noyalis says

truly, that ' the summons to the good-will of

all has made the fortune of the faith which

recognises grief and self-abnegation.' Mr.

Mill, in his Liberty, asserts with no less truth

that there is 'much still to be learned from

the highest Pagan ethics; their positive

ideals may be profitably opposed to the nego-
tiations of mere abstinence, their public

spirit to a pseudo-religious selfishness, their

freshness to the over-refinements of modern

casuistry. There are no nobler sentences

than are to be found in the pages of Marcus

Antoninus, on the grace of those inherent

virtues by which a man utters goodness as

the mint utters coin, or * as a vine produces

grapes.' This aspect of morality is what \\e

have everywhere presented to us in Mr.

Kmerson's essays, lie prefers a constitution-

ally noble nature, acting, cty' fg.u?, without
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forethought to the self-conquest that is the

result of an internal combat, the ' beautiful

disdain,' that recoils from evil as from ugli-

ness, to the sainthood that subdues ' the

world, the flesh, and the devil.'
' We love

characters,' he says,
' in proportion as they

are impulsive and spontaneous: Timoleon's

victories are the best, which ran and flowed

like Homer's verse.' He reveres the individ-

ual grandeur of Plutarch's heroes, who are

'natural powers, like light and heat.' With

Carlyle, and more consistently, he decries

self-consciousness, too much analysis, too

careful calculation. 'The knots that tangle

human creeds ' are to him ' the soul's mumps
and measles and hooping-coughs.' Shelley,

whom he often recalls, speaks for him in

saying,
'
I have confidence in my moral sense

alone, for that is a kind of originality.'
His

pattern character needs no reminders of the

law of duty ;

' unchartered freedom
' never

tires him, nor does he feel
' chance desires

'

as a weight; he 'lives by pulses, forgets

usages, and makes the moment great.' Em-

erson has the tenacity of the Puritan, but he

hates Puritanic glooms, 'dungeons in the

air,' as he hates sick people who
'

pollute the

morning with corruption and groans.'
'We

should study rather to make humanity beauti-

ful to each other.'
' Wisdom is cheerful,

aliis Icetus sapiens sibi' 'Depression of

spirits develops the plague.'

Plato, in the Republic, draws a distinction

between the doctors of the body and those

of the soul, saying that the former should

know disease by experience, the latter

should only know vice by observation. This

is an important truth, but some sympathy
with temptation even to moral evil enlarges

the charity, and if he has been victorious in

the struggle, strengthens the power of the

moralist. The mens sana in corpore sano

of the American transcendentalist has little of

this sympathy : vice is to him a sign of bad

blood, a flaw in the grain. To a properly

constituted being he holds that a fairly

moral life should be easy, 'a few strong

instincts and a few plain rules suffice.' His

penal clause is moral blindness if we are

slaves to sense we cease to see the claws of the

siren
;

his reward is a deeper insight, his aim

is 10' otfov IvcSs'xSTai ddotvara^siv ;
his rule of life

is Self-reliance. 'The man that stands by him-

self the universe stands by him also
;

' ' Never

imitate. That which a man can do best

none but his Maker can teach him
;'

* To

believe in your own thought, that is genius;'
'

Always do what you are afraid to do
;

'

'

Shy thou not hell, and trust thou well

heaven is secure ;

' are sentences which

might have been uttered by the proudest of

the Stoics, and graved among the illustra-

tions of their Porch. The following per-

fectly reproduce the aristocratic noli-me-tan-

gere morality of Greece and Rome :
' We

should meet each morning as from foreign

countries, and spending the day together
should depart at night as into foreign coun-

tries. In all things I would have the island

of a man inviolate. Let us sit apart as the

gods, talking from peak to peak all around

O ympus.'
'

Looking where others look and

conversing with the. same things, we catch

the charm which lured them. Napoleon
said you must not fight too often with one

enemy, or you will teach him all your art of

war.'
' We are either glad or sorry at a

gift,
and both motions are unbecoming. You

cannot give anything to a magnanimous

person. After you have served him he at

once puts you in debt,' <xv<rajJp7S<nxoj#Xsio'vwv.

The new worship of this old magnanimity
must be celebrated in ' the church of men
to come, without shawms, or sackbuts, or

psaltery ;
but it will have heaven and earth

for its beams and rafters
;
science for symbol

and illustration : it will fast enough gather

beauty, music, picture, poetry. Was never

Stoicism so stern and exigent as this shall be.

It shall send man home to his central solici-

tude, shame these social supplicating man-

ners, and make him know that much of the

,time he must have himself to his friend. He
shall expect no co-operation, he shall walk

with no companion. The nameless thought,

the nameless power, the superpersonal heart

he shall repose alone on that. He needs

only his own verdict. No good fame can

help, no bad fame can hurt him. The laws

are his consolers, the good laws themselves

are alive, they know if he have kept them,

they animate him with the leading of great

duty and an endless horizon.'

To enlist popular- feeling against this

morality as inadequate, or to denounce the

vagueness of this new religion, would be in

the eyes of the transcendentalist a mere rhet-

orical appeal to the prejudices of that very

ignorance above which he claims to have

raised himself. Let us therefore waive for

the present all considerations due to author-

ity, let us concede that to him such an

ideal life may be a self-sufficient end, and

even grant that his faith may be the future

philosophic creed, we are yet thrown back

on the old exclusiveness, and are in danger

of reverting to the old egotism that vaunt-

eth itself on its triumph over the world.

Christianity, it has been said, differs from

the highest Pagan wisdom not so much by

enlarging the list of -virtues as in 'lighting'

up morafity
' with an inspiration

in which all

mankind may be partakers.
Mr. Emerson

thinks he has supplied to Stoicism the
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enthusiasm that it lacked, by the element of

mysticism which he has added, and given it

.a broader basis by his sympathy with the

industrialism of a democratic age. But the

gulf between the remote idealism which
crowns and the practical activities which
underlie the whole is nowhere bridged in his

philosophy. The Eastern and mediseval

mystics commonly regarded human life by
itself as an evil from which they were to

escape, the one into unconscious identifica-

tion with the universe, the other into the

love of a personal God. The last words

regarding human destiny uttered by the

expiring classic schools are the expression of

a doubtful hope.
'
It is pleasant to die if

there be gods ;
and sad to live if there be

none.' ' As far,' says our author,
' as it is a

question of fact respecting the government
of the universe, this sums the whole.' But
he scarcely accepts the latter half of the

dilemma in the sense in which it was
intended

;
in his writings there is no trace

of the profound melancholy which we find in

Tacitus and the later Roman Stoics
; life,

as it appears to him, is in itself a good ;
his

belief in the gods, as far as human existence

is concerned, resolves itself into a confident

expectation of indefinite progress, and a

reliance, in the meanwhile, on the principle
of Compensation. But this principle, by
which he endeavours to surmount the diffi-

culties involved in his optimism, often fails

to meet particular cases. The proposition
that every individual loss is recompensed by
an individual gain, is, as far as this life goes,
untrue. There are sufferings with no tem-

poral equivalent. Job does not always
recover his sons and daughters. The fact

that what one gains another loses does not

justify the ways of Providence to the sufferer.

A severe Stoical nature that can accept the

saying
' Of progressive souls all loves and

friendships are momentary,' which is pure,
to the excess of being frigid and almost

repellent in its isolation, escapes from half

the pain and struggle of life
;
but ' the pas-

sionate heart of the poet' knows more of the

wants of mankind. Mr. Helps, whose own
cairn judgments are ever softened by sym-
pathy, has put the case more truly in a

striking sentence of his Companions of my
Solitude :

'

Living, as we do, in the midst
of stern gigantic laws, which crush every-

thing down that comes in their way, which
know no excuses, admit of no small errors,
never send a man back to learn his lesson

and try him again ; living with such powers
about us (unseen too for the most part), it

does seem as if the faculties of man were

hardly as yet adequate to his situation here.

Such considerations tend to charity and
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humility ;
and they point also to the exist-

ence of a future state.' Charity in its wide

sense, and humility, are the two Christian

virtues which the Pagan world had least

knowledge of : they are virtually though not

by name excluded from all the more recent

systems which both for good and evil revive

the Pagan spirit ; from Greek art-worship,
and Gothic force-worship, the pursuit of

'Geist,'and Transcendentalism. For a defi-

nite belief in a future state Mr. Emerson
substitutes the conception of our relationship
with the whole chain of things, our share in

the march of the mighty laws. 'The knowl-

edge that we traverse the whole scale of

being from the centre to the poles of nature,
and have some stake in every possibility,
lends that sublime lustre to death which

philosophy and religion have too outwardly
and literally striven to express in the popular
doctrine of the immortality of the soul.' It

cannot be denied that the popular views of

another world are apt to be materialistic.

The Homeric Hades which Plato desired to

erase, and Lucretius afterwards so grandly
dismissed, was better calculated to terrify
weak than to stimulate strong natures. In

later times mythological conceptions of

future reward and punishment, like those

dwelt upon by the morbid fancy of Shake-

speare's Claudio, have often prevailed, and
ridiculous ideas of immortality have been

eagerly embraced by the sceptical credulity
of a misnamed '

spiritualism.' The higher

mysticism of all ages has done good service

in protesting against the projected selfishness

which only drives a better bargain for its

virtue because it sees a little farther than the

selfishness of the Epicurean. On the other

hand, when we refine too much upon the

belief in a future existence, when, in reaction

against anthropomorphism, we reduce it to

the impersonal perpetuity of the pure reason

allowed by Aristotle, by Spinoza, and by
Emerson, we deprive it of its meaning and
value as a general motive. That it is pos-
sible not only to exist, but to lead a noble

life on the stern conditions of their creed, tho

names of those philosophers and some of

the most lustrous pages of classic biography

amply demonstrate. The near approach to

identity in the practical precepts of Budd-

hism, Christianity, and modern Pantheism,
establishes the existence of ethical standards

independent of and compatible with all

forms of belief.. Warriors and patriots have

always been found to die rou xaXou fvexa.

The man of leisure and far ranging thought
in the ancient world might find consolation

for the violence done to affections, seldom

very keen, in speculation, and the belief that

in a vague sense he was Sso^iX^rroros. Tho
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modern sceptical physicist may reflect that

he will be remembered as having done

something to advance the knowledge of

those majestic sequences which will continue

to uphold the universe when he '
is blown

about the desert dust, or sealed within the

iron hills.' The highly educated Comtist

may claim a more disinterested satisfaction in

his philanthropic faith, that while 'the indi-

vidual withers the race grows more and

more.' The transcendentalist, like the quiet-

ist, ha his moments of exaltation, his ele-

vated vs'pysia or glow of enthusiasm, in the

sense of his communion with the soul that

breathes '

through all this mystic frame :
'

but his theory seems devised for a world

from which want and misery and shame
have been cancelled, where there is a fair field

and free air and men ccx^iJa SUJAOV tyvtrtt,
Such golden visions may cast a temporary

gleam over the path of the few
; they do

not satisfy the wants of the many. They fail

to meet the very first conditions of the great

problem, which is how to banish untruth

and superstition, and still present religion in

a definite and practical form to the mass of

mankind, so as to elevate their life, and

guide their aspirations.
IV. Mr. Emerson, as a teacher and critic,

has been repeatedly compared to Mr. Car-

lyle. They edited each other's works in their

respective countries, and they have been in

some respects justly affiliated, but the con-

trasts between them are both striking and
instructive. They have in common a revolu-

tionary spirit, a marked originality, an un-

compromising aversion to decorous illusions,

an excessive disdain of traditional methods of

thought and stereotyped modes of expression ;

but in Carlyle this is tempered by a greater

respect for persons and a veneration for his

own ideal of the past, in which he holds out

models for our imitation. Emerson sees in

its great men and events only finger-posts
for the future, and is perpetually warning his

readers to stay at home lest they should travel

away from themselves. The one, always
a careful though sometimes a perverse his-

torian, loves detail and hates abstractions;
lie delights to dilate on the minutiae of bio-

graphy, and waxes eloquent even upon dates.

The other, a brilliant though not always a pro-
found generalizer, tells us that we must ' leave

a too close and lingering adherence to facts,

and study the sentiment as it appeared in hope
and not in history.' 'Everything,' he writes,
'is beautiful, seen from the point' of the intel-

lect, or as truth, fBut all is sour if seen as ex-

perience. Details are melancholy ;
the plan

is seemly and noble. In the actual world,
the painful kingdom of time and place, dwell

care, and canker, and fear. With thought

with the ideal, is immortal hilarity, the rose

of joy. Round it all the Muses sing. But

grief cleaves to names and persons, and the

partial interests of to-day and yesterday.'
Neither of those writers has *he '

dry light ;

'

both exaggerate, but in different directions.

The one dwells on the dark side of things,
he is like a man bearing a heavy burden,
and his heart seems at times to grow sick

with reactionary doubts till the starry firma-

ment itself is a sad sight in his eyes. The
other is blown upon by the fresh breezes of

the New World, his vision ranges freely over

her clear horizons, and he leaps up elastic

under her light atmosphere, exclaiming,
' Give

me health and a day, and I will make the

pomp of emperors ridiculous.' Carlyle is a

Germanized Scotsman, living near the roar

of our great metropolis, with memories of

Weimar on the one hand, of the bleak grey
hills of the Covenanters on the other. Emer-
son is a Grecized American, studying Swe-

denborg and the Phsedo in his garden, far

enough from the din of cities to enable him,
'in seasons of calm weather,' to forget their

existence. '

Boston, London, are as fugitive
as any whiff of smoke, so is society, so is the

world.' In the chapter of Sartor Resartus

entitled
' Natural Supernaturalism,' we have

the same feeling of the dream-like character

of the universe regarded as a series of dissolv-

ing views, but this mood of mind, which is

transient in the one writer, prevails with the

other. In most practical matters the one is

strong where the other is weak. Mr. Emer-
son seems to have bought his experience

cheaply. Totus, teres atque rotundusj at

second hand, he writes poorly of the passions,
which he has never realized. His essay on

Love is the description of a beautiful rain-

bow rather than of a mastering power. His

own instincts are innocent, and we might
have predicted that his rules of life would be

misapplied, as they have been, by grosser
natures. His '

Threnody
' and '

Dirge
'

are

indications of his having passed through the
'

valley of the shadow,' but he has encoun-

tered no Apollyons, and assumes himself in

the Celestial City without having crossed the

dark river. His moral theories are less

sound, and less applicable to real life than

Carlyle's, in the same proportion and for the

same reason that Shelley's were less applic-
able than Wordsworth's. Of the two, the

latter alone recognises the truth that under-

lies all the formulas about human corruption,
and acknosvledging the necessity of a law of

duty with definite sanctions, takes for his

watchword the Christian self-sacrifice in place
of the Pagan self-reliance.

The artistic qualifications of these writers

are even more strongly contrasted. The
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charm of Mr. Emerson's style at its best lies

in its precision and ease. He draws round
outlines graceful and clear, but colourless.

His temple is a modern Parthenon. Carlyle
seems to struggle with huge masses of rock

;

his church, like a great part of his creed,
is Gothic

;
his thoughts are often fragmentary,

sometimes grotesque, but he never offends us

by the complacency of the American epi-

grammatist, and he redeems his incomplete-
ness by the humour with which he ac-

knowledges it. More of a man at starting, his

power of expression has increased with years,
but his faith in other men has unfortunately
diminished : after passing through the Ever-

lasting No to the Everlasting Yea, he has

completed the circle, and gone back to the
' Iceland of negations.' With all his pro-
founder sympathies, he takes his stand as a

retrograde politician, and, seeing only decay
where his fellows are seeing progress, advo-

cates a purely ideal and impracticable des-

potism. Mr. Emerson here shines by com-

parison. Whatever his faith in the Invisible

may be, he holds it without faltering. In

condemning the hurry and noise of mobs,
he keeps his temper, and, resting on Justice,

never cries for vengeance. 'Their politic at

the best is trick,' is his severe expression in

a season of national folly, but wars and revo-

lutions take nothing from his internal tran-

quillity; amid the strife of parties, to none of

which he belongs, he preserves the 'pure
intellectual gleam,' and pits Swedenborg and

Montaigne against Prudhon and Louis Blanc,
Ilafiz and Shakespeare against Luther and

Fox. WT
it.h whatever loss of that consistency

which he stigmatizes as the '

hobgoblin of little

minds,' he balances his aristocratic rex TVI>

with strong democratic tendencies, and has

confidence in progression by antagonism.
His own career has been progressive in the

direction of actual life. 'Society and poli-

tics,' says Mr. Lowell,
' which are main ele-

ments to strength, have drawn Krnerson

steadily manward arid outward.' lie dwells

apart from factions, yet at every crisis of his

country's history, he leaves his 'intellectual

throne,' to say in fewest words the aptest and
truest things, as the spokesman of a liberty
at once ideal and practical. Through good
and bad report, amid the regrets and re-

proaches of many of his transcendental ad-

mirers, lie has stood by the Abolitionists I'mm

the time when Garrison set his first types to

the close of the vrar of emancipation. It was
he who wrote, in 1857, in reproach of the

unfulfilled Declaration of Independence

'United States I the ages plead,
Present and Past, in under song ;

Go put your creed into yo>.r deed,
Nor Bpeak with double tongue ;

'

ending his exhortation with the emphatic
verse

' For he that worketb. high and wise,
Nor pauses in his plan,

Will take the sun out of the skies
Ere freedom out of man.'

It was he who said that the execution of old
John Brown consecrated the gallows. Mr.

Trollope tells us how, when he expected to
find 'the star-spangled banner wrapped in a
mist of Platonism,' in a lecture delivered

during the great struggle of 1863, Mr. Emer-
son amazed him by the practical force of his

patriotism. His Boston Hymn of the same
date is animated throughout by the fervid

philanthropy of these verses

(

Pay ransom to the owner,
And fill the bag to the brim.

Who is the owner ? The slave is owner,
And ever was. Pay him.

' North ! give him beauty for rags,
And honour, South I for his shame,

Nevada coin thy golden crags
With Freedom's image and name.'

It was the leader of the transcendentalists
who pronounced the noblest eulogy on the

memory of Mr. Lincoln.

Mr. Emerson has nowhere given us in any
definite detail his views on '

Politics.' His

essay of that name accepts the position, ffrst

upheld by Aristotle and popularized by Lord

Macaulay, that different forms of government
are adapted to different social conditions;
but it shows that the tendency of modern
times, attaching more weight to the equality
of persons and less to the inequalities of prop-
erty, is steadily pointing towards democracy.
Hesitating between his admiration for the
best men and his wish for the greatest happi-
ness of the greatest number, he finally casts

his vote for the more generous policy
in all disputed questions. lie approves of

free-trade, a wide suffrage, a national educa-

tion, a popular literature, a mild penal code,
an open competition for honours and offices.

A philosophic republican, he sees the dangers
incident to a society without gradations of

rank, while he confides in the stability of the
fundamental human nature on which it relies,
and endorses tho saying of an old American
author, 'that ;i monarchy is a merchantman
which sails well, but will sometimes strike

on a rock, and go to the bottom
; while a

republic is a raft whieh would never sink,
but then your feet arc always in water.' He
believes in collective wisdom as the limit to

collective folly ; and while maintaining that
Hie State exists for its members, he thinks
that, if each he true to his convictions, thev
can act best in unison when all arc subject
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to the fewest external restraints. The ener-

vating influences of authority and the ' monot-

onous sweetnesses of custom ' he holds to be

least powerful in popular governments, and
the tyranny of a public opinion not enforced

by law need only be endured by voluntary
slaves. While censuring Conservatism as

timid, he admits that pure Radicalism is des-

tructive and aimless, and hopes for a new
social and industrial Stoicism, softened and
made gracious by a love of beauty and be-

nevolence, to reconcile order with liberty.
Mr. Emerson is, we believe, most widely
known in this country by his Representative

Men, by no means in all respects the most

satisfactory of his works. A series of gener-

ally acute criticisms, pervaded by no well-

marked ethical idea, it leaves on the mind a

somewhat indefinite impression. Its catego-
ries are not exhaustive, and it is difficult to

determine on what principle they are chosen
;

but it serves as an interesting point of com-

parison with the corresponding lectures of

the great English advocate of Hero-Worship,
to the suggestions of which it probably owes
its existence. Mr. Carlyle, whose whole
faith is centred in strong individualities,

adopts the view of history which practically
resolves it into a series of biographies. Mr.

Buckle, caring little for persons, and confiding
rather in general laws, resolves biography
into history. Mr. Emerson on this question
steers a middle course. He venerates great
men,

' to educate whom the State exists, with

the appearance of whom the State expires ;

'

but he regards them as inspired mouthpieces
of universal or national ideas rather than as

controlling forces. Their mission is not so

much to regulate our action as to '

fortify
our hopes.' Possessed of a larger share of

the Over Soul, which 'makes the whole
world kin,' they apprehend and explain phe-
nomena which have hitherto passed un-

heeded; but their indirect services are the

best. Their examples, more weighty than
their acts or discoveries, are perpetual en-

couragements. The great man is an ency-
clopaedia of fact and thought, the belief born
in his brain spreads like a current over hu-

manity, and he becomes for a time the

golden key to the ill-defined ideal of the mul-
titude. But his career should rouse us to a
like assertion of our liberties. We ought not
to obey, but to follow, sometimes by not

obeying him. Without him the world would
be impoverished and thrust back under the

dominion of the artificial laws which he has

taught us to transcend. It is the imbecility
and not the wisdom of men that '

is always
inviting the impudence of power.' It is ob-
vious that this view is in essential antagonism
to Mr.

Carlyle's. His heroes are men with

divine mandates, which they have, with

whatever difficulty, to impress and enforce

upon their fellows. Perpetually chanting
the '

challenge of Thor,' he cares little for

speculative genius ;
his sympathy is Ayith the

Titans, or the gods of the Eddas, rather than

with the more serene Olympians; he concen-

trates his admiration wholly on men of action,

intensity, and moral force Odin, Mahomet,

Dante, Luther, Johnson, Cromwell. Mr.

Emerson, as we have seen, loves an easy

greatness which has its grace by nature, and
'
lives in a sphere of thought which others

get at with difficulty.' To force, which reigns
in a barbaric age, and owes its value to the

vices of society, he prefers beauty, rounded

outline, and mental grasp. In the various

types of the philosopher, sceptic, mystic, poet,

and man of letters Plato, Montaigne, Swe-

denborg, Shakespeare, and Goethe he sees

various imperfect approximations to his model

thinker. Napoleon is added as the typical
man of the world, the sum of all the temporal,
as Goethe is the sum of all the intellectual

life of recent times. It has been justly com-

plained that Buonaparte is Mr. Emerson's

only type of a man of action, and not one of

the highest. The fact illustrates the bent of

the critic's own mind. He admires, he tells

us, and respects capacily of every kind in

every age, but he subordinates saints and

statesmen alike to the sage, who does for

truth what the consummate artist does for

beauty. Yet he holds, with a laudable in-

consistency, that the solution of the problems
of life should be in existence, and not in a

book
;
his virtue is never fugitive,

it comes

out and fights for liberty. In leaving the

^Representative Men, let us select three of its

most striking characterizations, remarkable

alike for terseness and accuracy :

' What a force was coiled up in the skull of

Napoleon / . . . He is thoroughly modern, and
at the highest point of his fortunes has the

very spirit of the newspapers. He came unto
his own, and they received him. He is never
weak and literary, but acts with the solidity
and the precision of natural agents. He risked

everything and spared nothing, neither am-

munition, nor money, nor troops, nor generals,
nor himself. ... A Jupiter Scapin, he did all

that in him lay to live without moral prin-

ciple.'
'

Goethe was the soul of his century, the

philosopher of the multiplicity of human life,

hundred-handed, Argus-eyed, able and happy
to cope with this rolling miscellany of facts and
science. . . . He draws his rent from rage and

pain. By acting rashly he buys the power of

talking wisely. Vexations and a tempest of

passion only fill his sails, as the good Luther

writes,
" When I am angry I can pray well

and preach well." . . . He lays a ray of light
under every fact, and between himself and his
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dearest property. From him nothing was hid,

nothing withholden. The lurking demons sat

to him, and the saint who saw the demons,
and the metaphysical elements took form. The
old eternal genius who built the world has

confided himself more to this man than to any
other. . . . But there are nobler strains in

poetry than any he has sounded. There are

writers poorer in talent, whose tone is purer
and more touches the heart. G-oethe can never
be dear to men.'

'

Shakespeare is as much out of the category
of eminent authors as he is out of the crowd.
He is inconceivably wise

;
the others conceiv-

ably. A good reader can in a sort nestle into

Plato's brain, and think from thence
;
but not

into Shakespeare's. He is still out of doors.'

V. The extracts we hare given within the

limited compass of our review sufficiently

illustrate the fact that Mr. Emerson is

singularly unequal as a critic. For penetra-

tion, subtilty, and conclusiveness, some of

his estimates of men and things have never

been surpassed. They are frequently most

felicitous, at all times fresh and genuine,
and expressed with a racy vigour, though,
on some occasions, with an unprnned vio-

lence. On the other hand, this freshness is

often purchased by a lack of knowledge.
Hobbes confessed that he owed much of his

originality to the restricted range of his

reading. Emerson often owes his apparent
force to the limitations of his thought. His

eye is keen, but his scope is comparatively
narrow, and his deficiencies of vision are

the more injurious that they generally escape
his own observation. Unconsciously infect-

ed by the haste which he condemns in his

countrymen, he looks at other nations

through the folding telescope of a tourist.

His English Traits abound in trenchant

epigrams, but though they pay an amply
generous tribute to English greatness, they
miss, in many important particulars, the sal-

ient point, both for good and evil, of Eng-
lish character. In one page we find him

commending the Times newspaper for its

reliability, independence, and consistency,
an American verdict which the vicissitudes

of the last six years must have done some-

thing to modify ;
in another he writes, 'The

torpidity on the side of religion of the vig-
orous English understanding shows how
much wit and folly can agree in one brain.

Their religion is a quotation ;
their church

is a doll ;
and any examination is interdicted

with screams of terror.' Mr. Emerson re-

peatedly gives his sanction to the strangest
continental notions of our insular eccen-

tricity. His representations of our leading

thinkers, writers, and statesmen seldom rise

above the level of Mr. Willis's Pencillhujs ly
the Way, His taste is constantly at fault;

an incessant straining after bon-mots mars his

judgment as much as it vitiates his style,

and his love of directness, pushed to an ex-

treme, leads him over the confines of fact, as

well as the reservations of fashion, into reck-

less caricature. A dogmastist, in spite of

the impulsive inconsistencies which ought to

be fatal to dogmatism, his judgments of

those whose lives and writings do not square
with his theories are, for the most part, value-

less, and when he does injustice to his ad-

versaries, his tacit assumption that all wise

men must agree with him only adds to the

offence. When, for instance, he asserts that
' Locke is as surely the influx of decomposi-
tion and prose as Bacon and the Platonists

(!)

of growth ;

'
or declares that Mr. Wilkinson's

prefaces to the translations of*Swedenborg
' throw all the contemporary philosophy of

England into the shade
;

'

or says contempt-

uously of the sensational school,
' 'Tis of no

importance what bats and oxen think;' or

writes of his converse with Landor,
' He

pestered me with Southey ;
but who is

Southey ?
' he shows either ignorance or

flippancy. His praise of Bacon, with whose
method he has no real sympathy, seems to

prove that he has never understood the posi-

tion of the founder of inductive science.

His own motto is rather 'plus intra' than

'plus ultra,
1 and his idea of truth is not so

much the correspondence of thought with

things, or a knowledge of their forms, as the

agreement of the mind with itself. He ut.-

terly rejects the Idola Theatri, but not un-

frequently falls a prey to all the others. He
seldom ventures on verbal criticism

;
and in

dealing with foreign languages he betrays the

weakness of his scholarship. Though he is

a professed Platonist, his essay on Plato is,

in some respects, one of his poorest ;
be

seems to have read him in Mr. Bohn's

translations, which he pronounces
'
excellent.'

One qualification for a good critic is a well-

defined artistic standard, another is the dra-

matic capacity of placing himself for the time

in the position of the person who is being
criticised. Mr. Emerson has neither of these.

In reviewing an author he seems to skim

his works, and ask how far the results ar-

rived at coincide with a preconceived idea.

WT
ith the spirit of a fearless inquirer, he un-

fortunately blends so much presumption as

to feel an absolute indifference regarding the

opinions of others, and this in excess consti-

tutes a moral as well as an artistic defect.

Thought is free, and the expression of it

ought to be so, but, when our thought wan-

ders very far from that of the majority of the

wise and good, we are bound to watch it

with more than ordinary care, to sift its

conclusions, and at least to state them mod-
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erately. Mr. Emerson's thought does wander

far, and it runs fast; he does not know what
moderation in expression means, and his al-

most childish love of contradiction, perpetu-

ally, and often justly, provokes offence. In

dealing with subjects, and in handling names

commonly regarded as sacred, he delights in

parading his independence, and, instead of

endeavouring to conciliate, he rides rough-
shod over the most cherished convictions of

his fellow-men, or waives them aside with a

complacent smile, and a sort of divine im-

pudence. Every claim of authority he re-

ceives as a challenge to his personal rights,
and immediately decides to 'believe the

contrary.' He never seems to have read

the inscription on the third gate of Buzerane :

' Be not too bold
;

'

he stabs the bull Apis, in

utter disregard of the historian's warning.
His impatient antidpationes natures detract

from his trustworthiness in matters of detail,

while, by a similar carelessness, he repeats and
contradicts himself with equal frequency.
His soundest judgments relate to the men
around him, of whom he is at once the

panegyrist and the censor. All that is weak
and foolish in their mode of life he con-

demns
;

all that is noblest and most hopeful
he applauds.

Mr. Emerson has left his mark on the

century ;
to use a favourite phrase of his

own,
' he cannot be skipped.' Even where

his results are least satisfactory, his intense

suggestiveness is the cause of thought in

others
;
and as one of the '

genetic powers
'

of modern literature, his fertilizing influence

will survive his inconclusive speculations.
His faults are manifest

;
a petulant irrever-

ence, frequent superficiality, a rash bravery,
an inadequate solution of difficulties deeming
itself adequate, are among the chief. But
he is original, natural, attractive, and direct,

limpid in phrase, and pure in fancy. His
best eloquence flows as easily as a stream.
In an era of excessive reticence and cautious

hypocrisy he lives within a case of crystal,
where there are no concealments. We never

suspect him of withholding half of what he

knows, or of formularizing for our satisfaction

a belief which he does not sincerely hold.

He is transparently honest and honourable.
His courage has no limits. Isolated by force

of character, there is no weakness in his soli-

tude. He leads us into a region where we
escape at once from deserts and from noisy
cities

;
for he rises above without depreciat-

ing ordinary philanthropy, and his philosophy
at least endeavours to meet our daily wants.
In every social and political controversy he
throws his weight into the scale of justice,
on the side of a rational and progressive
liberty ; and his lack of sympathy with merely

personal emotions is recompensed by a ven-

eration for the ideal of the race which recalls

the beautiful sentiment of Malebranche,
' When I touch a human hand I touch

heaven.' We admire his combination of

comprehensiveness and concentration, of

finesse and tenacity, of good sense and rev-

erie, the cheerfulness of his scepticism, and
the softness of his austerity. Mr. Emerson's

is the highest secular form of the Protestant,
as M. Comte's is the highest secular form of

the Catholic faith. His religion of Nature at

least tenches us to aspire to the noblest life,

and assures us that every resisted temptation
is a new source of strength. He has reani-

mated what is most enduring in Pagan, and

borrowed, although it may be without due

acknowledgment, a ray of inspiration from

Christian ethics. His love of truth for its

own sake is one of the rarest virtues in any

age, and his idealism is a perpetual protest

against the baser materialism of his own a

materialism in the long-run far more formidable

to religion than any erroneous metaphysics.
His practical precepts are all heroic

;
how-

ever his system may be misapplied; he is

himself preserved, by the purity of his intui-

tions, from the worst dangers to which it

is exposed. His exhortation,
'

first, last,

midst, and without end, to honour every
truth by use,' is the sum of all morality. His

writings are bracing to the moral sense, a

tonic to the will as well as to the under-

standing. They recall the magnanimities
of the Porch, the amenities of the Academy,
and the fervour of the best Puritan models.

No one can pass from their perusal to any
meanness or sensuality. Mr. Emerson will

never be very popular in England, where
his defects and merits are alike generally un-

congenial. He alarms our Philistinism by
the aggressive independence and strong
counter-currents of his thought, and repels
our anti-Philistinism by his vehemence of

expression. Our middle classes rally against
him round the pillars of their Church and
State. Of the refined minority, those who
hesitate at heart between the liberal creed

and Ultramontane sympathies turn scornfully
from his samplers of excellence to the ' Acta
Sanctorum.' Our apostles of culture, intensi-

fying his moral, repudiate his artistic blemishes;

they agree with him in theoretically despising

plain facts and plain men, and, unlike him,

they carry their theory into practice ;
but

their views of style are hopelessly at vari-

ance. The later followers of Bentham, whom
he has never fairly appreciated, recognise
him only as an ill-informed adversary. Yet
the time has come when well-educated Eng-
lishmen of all sects ought frankly to acknowl-

edge the high qualities of a mind, on the
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whole the loftiest that the world of letters in

New England has hitherto produced. In

memory of these qualities the thoughts of

his countrymen will continue, with or with-

out the sanction of foreigners, to revert, with

respect and gratitude, to the old-fashioned

village straggling through the meadows,
where the Assabeth unites with the Musket-

aquid to creep towards the sea, famous as the

first battle-field of the Revolutionary War,
and as the birthplace of American Transcen-

dentalism.

ART. IV. History of Civilisation in Eng-
land. By HENRY THOMAS BUCKLE. In

Three Volumes. New Edition. London :

Longmans, Green, and Co., 1867.

THE opening of Mr. Buckle's History con-

tains a striking chapter on the relative effect

of Moral and Intellectual Laws, which, when
the book first appeared, was most inade-

quately discussed, and which, since that time,

has received too little attention. After re-

viewing the influence of natural agencies

upon man, Mr. Buckle came to the effect of

man's power over nature, and, surveying the

career of nations, he held the progress of the

race to be twofold, Moral and Intellectual
;

' the first having more immediate relation to

our duties, the second to our knowledge.'
The problem then arose, Which of these ele-

ments was the chief? If it was the Moral,
then the Moral Element must mark the ad-

vance of society; if it was the Intellectual,

then the Intellectual element must be the

standard of measurement. Now, said the his-

torian, neither the moral nor the intellectual

faculties grow in strength as the world grows
in years. There is no reason to believe that

the children who were born in London in

I860 were a whit more richly endowed by
nature than those who were born in London
a hundred or a thousand years before

; nor,

whatever height generations may reach in

purity of life and mental attainments, is there

any reason to believe that the native power
of the race will undergo a correspopding

change. Thus progress is the result, not of

internal vigour, but of external advantages.
That is to say, it is the result of ' the sur-

rounding opinions, knowledge, associations,

in a word, the entire mental atmosphere.'
That atmosphere is made up of two elements,

the Moral and the Intellectual, one station-

ary, the other progressive. Moral teaching
makes no advance. 'There is, unquestion-

ably, nothing to be found in the world which

has undergone so little change as those great

dogmas of which moral systems are composed.
To do good toothers; to sacrifice for their

benefit your own wishes; to love your neigh-
bour as yourself; to forgive your enemies;
to restrain your passions ;

to honour your
parents ;

to respect those who are set over

you ;
these and a few others are the sole

essentials of Morals
;

but they have been
known for thousands of years, and not one

jot or tittle has been added to them by all

the sermons, homilies, and text-books which
moralists and theologians have been able to

produce.'* The province of the intellect, on
the other hand, presents nothing but change,

nothing but progress. Every age adds its

experience to that of all past time
; century

by century the mass of recorded facts in-

creases in geometrical ratio
;
new methods of

inquiry take the place of old
;
new systems of

thought are ever springing up ;
new sciences

are ever coming to life, so that the physical
and chemical knowledge possessed even by
the greatest minds of antiquity is trivial when

compared with that taught to an advanced

schoolboy of our own time.

Here, then, we have two agencies, one

stationary, the other progressive. But civil-

isation is constantly advancing; and, since

a stationary agent can bring forth only a

stationary effect, moral systems cannot, said

Mr. Buckle, be the agencies of which we are

in search, and the progress of society must
result from the intellect alone. 'These con-

clusions,' he added in his own emphatic way,
' are no doubt very unpalatable ;

and what

makes them peculiarly offensive, is, that it

is impossible to refute them.'

Such was the historian's argument ;
and

we have stated it as clearly as we are able,

because, while we hold it to be vitiated by a

fundamental error, we believe that, indirectly,

it sets the essential character of moral systems
in a more vivid light than any other bit of

recent speculation. Next to a book at once

full of ability and of truth, the most valuable

is a book at once full of ability and of error
;

since its power gives a stimulus to thought
of which a feeble work is incapable, and opens

up prospects of which the writer did not

dream. Such is emphatically the case with

much of Buckle's History, one of the fault-

iest, and yet one of the greatest books of this

generation ; and, as we mean to subject the

logic of his ethical chapter to tho most hos-

tile criticism, we pay at the outset a tribute

of admiration to those splendid powers and

that matchless industry which have given him

a lasting name.

For the moment, we admit that moral

I

*
History, pp. 163-4.
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teaching is not progressive. Most, if not all,

of the precepts in the Christian ethics are to

be found scattered throughout the literature

ofancient nations. The poetry of every people

puts forth stray jets of moral wisdorn. When
the Spanish missionaries first carried the gos-

pel into Mexico, they found that, though cut

off from the civilisation and the religion of

Europe, the Aztecs possessed ethical maxims

befitting a Christian pulpit. Centuries before

the Jesuits went to China, Confucius had pro-
claimed the golden rule of doing unto others

as we would that others should do unto us.

The Arabs and the Persians have a prover-
bial literature, which, to much that is mean-

ingless, stupid, and grovelling, adds much
that is stamped with the loftiest moral wis-

dom. Thousands of years ago, the Hindoos

possessed a sublime body of ethical truth.

The subtle intellects of the people are pecu-

liarly fitted for speculation, and when Europe
was still a barbarous waste, they were studying
the very problems which are still perplexing
Western thinkers. The freedom of the will,

the relation between mind and matter, the

dependence of cause and effect, the immor-

tality of the soul, and the nature of Deity,
all these problems have been made familiar to

the Hindoos by the meditation of unnum-
bered ages ;

so that, when they come to read

Spinoza, Hume, Kant, Hamilton, Comte, or

.Mill, they manifest little surprise, they easily
master what is new, and they show that some
of the profoundest speculations of the West
were anticipated by their own race. In like

manner, they have achieved much in ethics.

They have no Sermon on the Mount; but
their poets have said, in other words, much
of what our Lord enunciated in that sub-

limest of discourses. In the Western world
the ethical mine is still more rich. As gifted
with logical power as with imagination,
as fitted for scientific analysis as for poetic

flight, the Greeks early reached some of the
noblest of moral truths. Those truths were
often stifled, distorted, misunderstood, ridi-

culed, seldom put in practice, never thorough-
ly carried out

; yet they were ever breaking
through the hard crust of human life. It

was the same in Judea before the birth of

Christ. Even among the most exclusive of

peoples, the culture of heathen nations had
diffused a subtle atmosphere, which acted as

a solvent on the old code of morality ;
and

their altered sympathies and longings found

expression in a mass of proverbs breathing
the very spirit of Christian love. Nor does
that fact take away from the originality of
the Sermon on the Mount, any more than
the fact that Christ did not use a new gram-
mar or new forms of rhetoric.

In a certain sense, therefore, Buckle is right

in saying that there has been little advance
in morals within the last three thousand

years. But that admission does not take us

far
;
since in this respect the progress of in-

tellectual truths has been equally small. It

is only the statement of the chief ethical

maxims that does not change. It is only the

statement of the commands, 'Do as you
would be done by ;

' ' Love your enemies
;

'

'Bless them that curse you;' 'Honour your
father and your mother,' that we have not

been able to improve. And what are the

corresponding intellectual truths ? Such pre-

cepts as these : To gain a knowledge of Na-

ture, you must watch her movements, use

experiments, observe cautiously, put absolute

trust in no theory which goes beyond the

facts you have ascertained, and employ hy-

potheses only as a means of hitting upon Na-
ture's secrets, only as picklocks to unfasten

a door of which you cannot find the key.
Those are the great maxims of scientific re-

search
; they strike the inductive and the de-

ductive note
;
and the history of science is

only the history of their application and

development. Now, what advance has

been made in the formal statement of

those great principles? In one sense, none
whatever

;
and that is just the sense which

Buckle has in view. Take the three greatest
masters of scientific method that the world

has ever seen, Aristotle, Bacon, and Descar-

tes. Aristotle laid down as clearly as any
modern the truth that science must be built

on observation
;
that her survey must take in

all the facts of the case
;
and that whatever

theory went beyond those facts was but a

guess. Two thousand years afterwards Des-

cartes wrote his Discourse on Melliod, and
that book was among the boldest pieces of

writing that had appeared for centuries. Yet,
in telling men to study Nature, the great
French teacher did not, and could not, go
beyond the rule of his mighty forerunner,
the rule that we must fit our theories to our

facts, not our facts to our theories
;
the rule

that the first duty of science was to use her

eyes. Nor did Bacon say more than that.

He said that we must observe and experiment,
that we must watch Nature patiently and

humbly, and that we must rise from particu-
lar instances to general laws. But, in sub-

stance, the Greek had said the same things
before. No doubt, between the method of Aris-

totle and the method of Bacon there is a great

change, marking an equally great advance
;

and what that advance is we shall presently
ask

;
but meanwhile the fact to be noted is,

that in Buckle's sense of the term, intellectual

principles have made as little progress as mo-
ral. So far, both stand on the same level.

Nor is this all. In casting a slight on
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ethical systems, the historian migbthave gone
further, and have said that there never was a

time at which the highest precepts of the

Christian morality were not practised in a

fitful kind of way. He might have said that

since the New Testament expresses the high-
est dictates of our nature, those dictates

must have been carried into practice by a

multitude of pure beings before they were

crystallized into ethical maxims. He might
have said that savages are sometimes kind to

the helpless, sometimes meek, sometimes

merciful, on rare occasions forgiving. He
might have pointed out that it does not fol-

low, because a tribe or a people is cruel, re-

vengeful, and bloodthirsty, that therefore all

its members are cruel, revengeful, and blood-

thirsty too. He might have said all this
;

but, had he done so, he must have said more
;

for the same things hold equally good of

scientific principles. The practice of induc-

tion and deduction is as old as man himself.

The methods by which science rises to a

knowledge of the sublimest laws have in

every age been applied in every hour of life
;

and without habitually applying them no set

of people could live for a day. The savage
has to find out the best fishing-grounds and
the best herbage; to get his food by the

chase
;

to learn the surest means of trapping
and shooting; to watch the changes of the

wind, the course of the seasons, the waxing
and the waning of the moon

;
and if he does

not keep his eyes open, and use his reason,
the result is starvation and death. Hence he
has a keener eye for those marks that denote

the best feeding-grounds of fish than Agas-
siz. His knowledge of the habits of some
wild animals,, and the properties of the

plants, might excite the envy of Mr. Darwin.
He can foretell changes of weather with such

certainty as to be independent of an Admi-
ral Fitzroy and a meteorological office. And
when hunting, when fishing, when building
a hut, or when hollowing a canoe, he reasons

from one fact to another with the acuteness

of a Chillingworth or a Mill. Thus, so far

as regards their practical application, moral
and intellectual laws are on a level.

Let us sec now how we reach the formal
statement of those laws. Though, in satis-

fying his daily wants, the savage carries out
all the canons of induction as rigidly as a
Ilerschel or a Faraday, he docs not general-
ize them. For thousands of years men ob-

serve Nature, and reason from one phenome-
non to another, before they say in so many
words that such is the right way to find out
Nature's secrets. And it is easy to see why
they do not hit upon the formal statement.

At first their sole object is to satisfy their

hunger, to kill their enemies, and to exercise

their natural love of power. They have no

incitement to aim at any higher mark.

When searching for shell-fish, they are con-

tent to know that at certain hours of the

day the tide will be out and the rocks

bare
;
and when tracking an antelope, they

are content to know that certain winds will

deaden the keenness of the animal's scent.

They do not ask why. They do not inquire
what makes the tide ebb and flow, or what

brings the north wind at some seasons and

the south at others. Ages are required to

bring them up to that pitch of curiosity, and

ages more are needed to sharpen the facul-

ties into a fit state for piercing the crust be-

neath which Nature hides her laws. Before

j
the dawn of civilisation, a hundred great in-

tellects may each take to guessing whence
the winds come, and what holds up the

earth, before a body of speculation can be

gathered together that shall serve to quick-
en the mind of a half-savage Aristoile into a

state of scientific curiosity. In like manner,
men present examples of what is good long
before they formally say what is good. Be-

fore Confucius had stated the golden rule of

conduct, his countrymen had fitfully carried

it out
;
and before men were told to forgive

their enemies, examples of that self-sacrifice

were seen among the unforgiving Jews.

The next thing to examine is the effect

produced by the formal statement of intel-

lectual laws
;
and it is important to note

this branch of the subject, because Buckle

reasons as if the advance which society has

made within the last two thousand years,

were due, chiefly or solely, to the improve-
ment in the formal methods of inquiry. He
reasons as if the scientific achievements of the

Greeks had resulted mostly from Aristotle's

formal enunciation of the elementary princi-

ples of induction
;
as if the scientific triumphs

of modern France were mainly owing to

Descartes' formal statement that complete

scepticism must herald research
;
and as if

Bacon's formal statement, that we must con-

stantly appeal to Nature, had been the prin-

cipal means of giving England her scientific

supremacy. Buckle did not, indeed, lay
down such a proposition in so many words,

and, had he seen it laid down by others, he

would have been the first to challenge its ac-

curacy ; but, here and there, he argues as if

it were just, and the assumption helps to viti-

ate all his reasoning. For the truth is,

right action always goes before right

thought; men do good before they cU-iinc

goodness; they reason properly before they

lay down the laws of logic ;
and the system-

builders come late in the day, after half the

work is done. The earliest as well as the

latest literature exemplifies those facts.
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Long before Aristotle taught his disciples
how to philosophize, Thales and Anaxagoras
applied the principles of induction with an

accuracy that would not disgrace a modern
student of science. At a later date every-

body who studied Nature applied those

principles with more or less correctness. In

Aristotle's time, it was a mere truism to say
that the ways of Nature must be closely
watched in order that her laws might be seen.

The Stagirite told the Greeks nothing new
when he said that the study of Nature must

begin with the study of facts
;
his transcend-

ent merit is, first, that, in carrying the

maxim into practice, he did with consummate
skill what many peeple did badly ; and,

secondly, that he gave new force to the

principle of trusting to experience, because,
so far as we know, he was among the

earliest to call that principle the Reading
canon of science. Nor, when the intellect

of Europe declined, and when the nations

were passing through the night of the middle

ages, was that canon forgotten. It did,

indeed, lose its old position, and, as Dr.
Whcwell has remarked, the investigation of

Nature gave place to the criticism of wbat
had been said about Nature by ancient

philosophers ;
but the necessity of induction

was never denied. Even in monkish times,
men were never such fools aa to pretend
that a knowledge of the camel could be
evolved from the depths of their moral con-

sciousness
;
and some people who talk glibly

about the mediaeval contempt for facts, would
be surprised to see how many valuable facts

had been piled up by such schoolmen as

Scotus, and how keen an eye such men had
for the scientific value of those materials.

Still, as a rule, observation was at a discount,
and when light at last broke through the
thick theological mist, the new sunshine was
first used to show the way towards facts.

But men did not stop to say that such was
the true method of discovery ; they did not

philosophize about the matter; they set to
work at once with such tools as they had,
impelled by instincts for which they did not
seek to account. That was the plan of

Roger Bacon, Copernicus, Tycho Brahe,
Kepler, Galileo, Harvey ;

and those illustrious

men came in the wake of a thousand

others, who, in the same fashion, strove to

guess the riddle ofthe Sphinx, and have fallen

victims to that oblivion which is the fate of
all that do not guess aright. By the time
that Descartes told people to cast off their
old notions, to begin the work of inves-

tigation anew, and to depend upon their eyes
quite as much as upon their brains, every
country of enlightened Europe was carrying
out those precepts. It was a period of scep-

ticism, of observation, of passionate longing
to know what were the processes of Nature

;

and Descartes merely condensed into a sys-
tem what all thinking men were doing or

saying. So did Bacon. When he was

studying law at Gray's inn, cultured minds
had no longer the old taste for scholastic

subtleties, and they had become keenly anx-

ious to make philosophy practical. Bacon
came just in time to embody the floating

idea, that Nature must be studied with a view,
not to what was vaguely called wisdom, but
to practice. When he expressed that idea

with a force which no other had rivalled, his

countrymen were enraptured, and they took
for a new revelation what was but the elo-

quent utterance of their own dim, half-formed

thoughts.
It does not follow that the Bacons and

the Descarteses have little influence. On the

contrary, their influence is vast
;
for they do

what some one has said the orator does
;

they give back in a flood what they get in

vapour. Or, they may be compared to the

torrent that sets the largest machinery in

motion, by bringing to bear on one point
the water which is powerless so long as it

stagnates in pools that the sun may dry up,
or so long as it trickles in streamlets fit to

turn nothing more weighty than a child's

toy-mill. By condensing into definite prin-

ciples the vague ideas that are moving the

minds of a whole age, they economize power,
and make men really do what they would
otherwise only dream of doing.

It follows from what we have said, that

the mere statement of a moral or an intellec-

tual law does not mark the height to which
a nation has reached either in conduct or in

science
;
because the ethical or the scientific

maxims of two ages may be identical in

form, and yet, in the scale of morality and

science, those two ages may be cut off from

each other by a vast interval. Something
beyond a mere statement is needed to give
abstract truth fertility. What is that some-

thing ? How is it that Greece, with all her

knowledge of induction and deduction, made
so few achievements in science compared
with modern Europe ? The answer to that

question will throw much light upon moral

progress.
The ancients failed, as Dr. Whcwell has

justly observed, because they were devoid,
not so much of Method, as of scientific con-

ceptions ; or, in Mr. Mill's words, because

they were not sufficiently furnished with

abstractions. And their poverty in this

respect was the result of a poverty in facts.

They knew so little that they did not know
what to seek. Thus they had a scanty

supply of those correct guesses which
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are always the prelude to the attain-

ment of results like the Copernican system,

Kepler's laws of the planetary motions, and

Dalton's law of definite proportions. No
strength of intellect is sufficient to make
such discoveries until observation has so

classified a host of facts as to point with the

finger of probability to the truth, or, in other

words, to suggest correct scientific concep-
tions.* The Greeks had also to struggle

against another difficulty. Not only were
their eye? unopened by true conceptions, but

they were closed to the sunlight itself by
false conceptions. Guesses of some kind

men must make
; they must always work

upon some plan ;
and the guesses of the

Greeks were vitiated, not only by generaliza-
tions from an imperfect series of observa-

tions, but by the partiality and fitness of the

national mind for mathematical reasoning.!
The forms of geometry accustomed them to

conceptions which were perfect in their

simplicity ;
hence arose the idea, that such a

perfection must mark all the workings of

Nature, however it might be hid by the

rough veil of material things; and to that

fallacious idea we must trace the stubborn-
ness with which the countrymen of Pytha-
goras clung to the doctrine that the heav-

enly bodies move in circles, and also the

pertinacity with which they brought the

agency of cycles and epicycles to explain the
observed phenomena of the planetary mo-
tions. So deeply was the error planted, that
the results of ages of observation, in the
hands of Kepler, were needed to overthrow

it, and to enable him to recognise the fact

that the planetary orbits are elliptical, and
not circular. The same diseased passion for

simplicity drove the Greeks hopelessly wrong
in the study of Pneumatics. The results of

observation, which was necessarily imperfect,
made them fancy that space was filled with
a subtle ether

; and, casting their generali-
zation into a mythic form, which endowed
the inanimate world with a sort of volition,

they set forth the axiom that Nature ab-
horred a vacuum. Against that doctrine
facts had to fight for two thousand years
before they conquered through the combined
agency of Galileo, Torricelli, and Pascal.

* In his Logic, Mr. Mill objects to the term, but
his criticism is somewhat harsh

; and, though Dr.
AVhi-wi'll's language is not free from ambiguity^
the difference between him and Mr. Mill seems to
be a difference of words more than of ideas. Mr.
Lewes, in his Aristotle, also finds fault with Whc-
well's expression, and holds that the ancients
failed

chiefly
because they neglected Verification

;

luit lie is obliged to confess that their neglect of
Verification sprang from their ignorance of facts.

f See Sir John Ilerschcl's Discount on the Study
of Natural Philosophy, p. 105.

The well-known experiments which revealed

the fact of atmospheric pressure form one of

the most instructive chapters in the history
of science, on account of the light which

they cast on the value of correct conceptions.

Investigation had led up to the point when
that explanation must have been suggested
to keen intellects

;
and even if Torricelli's

famous experiment with mercury had not

proved that it was atmospherical pressure
which prevented a pump from sucking up
water more than thirty-two feet, the demon-
stration would, we cannot doubt, have been

furnished by two minds of wonderful sagacity

already on the highroad to the truth

Descartes and Pascal.

The growth of scientific conceptions has

produced a curious effect, which at first sight

might seem to confirm the declaration of

Buckle, that while all the great moral systems
have been the same, all the great intel-

lectual systems have been fundamentally
different. Though the best scientific methods

of the ancients and the moderns are alike in

their leading features, still, in their complete
form, they present a striking contrast. The
Greeks set forth the broad principle that the

cautious and thorough observation of Nature

must be the foundation of science
; and,

so far, they put their seal upon induction.

But Aristotle did not state the principles of

induction with the same completeness and

precision as Bacon, any more than Bacon
stated them, with the same precision and com-

pleteness as Mill, or any more than Mill has

stated them with the same precision and com-

pleteness as our children's children will find

in the work of him who shall gather up the

threads of method after the next blaze of dis-

covery. And it is easy to see how the im-

provement comes. Observation masses facts

together; those facts are marshalled in scien-

tific order
;

and that order enables quick
minds to make sagacious guesses respecting
the laws by which Nature works; so that in

time a flood of light is thrown on the darkest

of her recesses. Now, after men see a thing
done well, they ask how it has been done.

They look to the machinery ; they ask what

process has been used; and in proportion to

the range of the discoveries is the range of

the materials by which they are enabled to

furnish an answer. Thus, as we have already

said, it was after, not before, the great scien-

tific revival of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, that the philosophy of Method was

principally studied
;
and not only did the Co-

pcrnicuses receive no help from the Dis-

courses on Method, but they could have given

only a very imperfect account of the plan by
which they reached their sublime results, and

they may have been poorly qualified to write
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on the logic of science. They can do a

thing as no others can
; they can do it with-

out the help of rules, just as great poets write

rhythmically and grammatically before the

principles of metre and syntax are cast into

logical shape; but they may be quite unable

to tell how they work, just as the singers
whose songs for ever ring from the morning
light of literature could not reveal the secret

of their melody. Still, even the Keplers and
the Galileos receive immense help from the

logicians, and the Chaucers receive immense

help from the grammarians. It is more easy
to reason and write correctly now than it was
a few centuries ago ;

and for the new facility
we are in part indebted to those who have

systematized the laws ofthought and language.
A century hence it will be more easy to avoid

slips of reasoning and inelegancies of style
than it is at present ;

for by that time a

greater number of our tendencies towards
error in reflection and in statement will have
been hunted clown, and classified for our in-

struction and reproof. And the methods of

science will thus gain new completeness year
by year. So much is true of induction and

deduction, as applied to natural science
;
so

much is true of the systems that, like the Crit-

ical Philosophy of Germany, set limits to

human thought, and draw the line within

which the intellect may hope to work success-

fully ;
and so much is true of those systems

that deal with exact and necessary propor-
tions, and that we include under the name
of Mathematics. Buckle might therefore

seem justified when he bursts into a hallelujah
over the advance of intellectual laws

;
but he

labours under a complete mistake. There
is an advance

;
but that advance is only a

development of principles which were known
at the dawn of speculative thought. At that

remote day, men knew that scientific theories

must take shape from the facts on which they
rested

;
and hence they struck the key-note

of induction. They knew that mental an-

alysis must be the prelude to an acquaintance
with mental laws; and hence they struck the

key-note of that chorus in which Descartes
and Malebranche, Hobbes and Locke, Berke-

ly and Hume, Kant and Hamilton, are the
chief performers. Finally, they knew the

relations which numbers bear to each other,
and they suspected, also, that throughout Na-
ture ran a scale of exact proportions; and
hence they struck the key-note of that sub-

lime method which has enabled us to weigh
the planets, and to note the order in which
the stars everlastingly revolve.

Now, looking to ethics, we shall see that
what is thus true of intellectual laws is equally
true of moral. If there has been an advance
in the one, there has also been an advance

in the other. In the one case, the advance

has been that of development; in the other,

it has been that of development too. Be-

tween both kinds of truth there is an exact

parallel, which Buckle missed.

The historian fancied he had proved that

ethical systems could make no progress when
he had shown that, for many centuries, their

leading principles had undergone little

change ;
and his opinion has the support of

an eminent authority, Sir James Mackintosh,
who also says that morality admits of no

discoveries. A more fallacious doctrine was

never set forth with equal confidence by men
of equal ability. Ethical science does make

progress ;
the rule of life is not what it was

a thousand or even a hundred years ago ;
and

moral teaching is so far from being stationary,
that in nothing is the progress of the race

more marked. Take, for example, the loftiest

discourse ever pronounced on this earth.

The Master went up into a mountain, with

the multitude that followed Him from Galilee,

and from Decapolis, and from Jerusalem, and
from beyond Jordan

;
and he opened His

mouth and said, 'Blessed are the poor in

spirit ;

' ' Blessed are the merciful
;

' ' Blessed

are the peacemakers;' 'Resist not evil;'

Judge not that ye be not judged ;'

' All things
whatsoever ye would that men should do to

you, do ye even so to them.' Nothing could

be more sublime than these maxims, which

express the highest of truths with a force and

a beauty that we shall never rival. But
what do they mean in my case or in yours ?

How am I, and how are you, to apply them ?

That is the question ;
for at liist hardly any

two men agree as to the interpretation which
the teaching should receive in a series of

cases. One person sticks to the letter
;
an-

other holds to the spirit; a third sees far-

reaching relations which the others can-

not discern, and hence in Christ's words

he finds doctrines which the others call the

visions of his own brain. Nor can the moot

points be decided in the same fashion as dis-

puted questions at law. No earthly judge is

authorized to say how Christ meant men to

act in any particular case
; and, even if such

a judge existed, his decisions would be fruit-

less, unless he could not only enforce them,
but cause men to see that he was right.

Again, if it were possible for a few men to

agree respecting one point, they would differ

on coming to a second, where the circum-

stances were sufficiently altered to bring in

the element of doubt. In order to illustrate

a doctrine, Leibnitz once picked up a leaf, and
said to his companion that there was but one

such leaf in nature
;
that whatever might be

the likeness between the blossoms or the

leaves of the one tree and another, each had
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its own tint, each its wave-like surface. So
is it with morals too. There also Nature does

not repeat herself. Perhaps the difference

between two cases of conscience may be so

slight as to be manifest only to quick eyes,
and perhaps both may easily fall under the

same rule. But a very slight difference will

raise a question as to what the rule is
;
and

that happens every day of our lives. The

bearing of this fact on ethics was clearly seen

by a more subtle thinker than either Mackin-
tosh or Buckle

; by a man of such splendid
natural gifts that the fruits of his genius,

despite their brilliancy, are but the tokens of

an intellect frittered away upon trifles

Thomas de Quincey. In his essay on

'Casuistry,' De Quincey pointed out that

morals were continually undergoing the same

change as law. Taking a familiar example, he

supposes the Legislature to decree ' that he
who exercises a trade, and no other whatso-

ever, shall be entitled to the benefit of the

bankrupt laws. So far all is fixed
;
and people

vainly imagine that at length a station of

rest is reached, and that in this direction at

least the onward march of law is barred. Not
at all. Suddenly a schoolmaster becomes

insolvent, and attempts to avail himself of

privileges as a technical bankrupt. But then
arises a resistance on the part of those who
are interested in resisting ;

and the question
is raised whether the calling of a school-

master can be legally considered a trade.

That also is settled : it is solemnly deter-

mined that a schoolmaster is a tradesman.
But next arises a case, in which, from pecu-
liar variations in circumstances, it is doubtful

whether the teacher can technically be con-

sidered a schoolmaster. Suppose that were
settled : a schoolmaster, subdistinguished as

an X Y schoolmaster, is adjudged to come
within the meaning of the law. But scarcely
is the sub-variety disposed of, than up rises

some de-complex case, which is a sub-variety
of this sub-variety ;

and so on for ever.'

With the precision which marks his match-
less style, De Quincey here indicates the

process of development undergone by every
law, whether it be declared by Parliament in

the form of a statute, or set forth by the
Bench as a new application of an old prin

ciple, or enunciated as a canon of natural

justice, and recognised in a court of equity.
We might, indeed, expect that little change
would come over statute law, since the

draughtsman strives to make his definitions at

once so wide and so precise as to take in

every case that can arise. But his efforts are

fruitless
;
he fails to provide for a host of

contingencies ; and, as barristers know to

their bitter cost, the best-drawn statute is at

first full of crudities, full of ambiguities, and

may have to be applied for years before it

can yield a definite and practicable set of

rules. By that time it may produce results

of which its authors did not dream, because

they did not foresee a tithe of the conditions

under which it should be applied. And if

that is the case with statute law, much more
is it the case with judge-made law, or the code

of decisions that arises from the application
of statute law to particular points. Those
decisions refer only to single questions ;

the

judge strives to isolate the point at issue from

every other
;
and he will not, if he can help

it, state a general principle beyond that laid

down in the statute which he is racking his

brains to decipher. Thus, when his judg-
ment becomes the basis of another judgment,
there is room for a host of doubt. When
the second judgment forms the basis of a

third, another host of doubts starts into exist-

ence
;
and thus, little by little, the Court of

Queen's Bench or the Court of Common
Pleas makes a substantial change in the law.

Mirabeau was right when he said that the

man who administers governs. A nation

cannot totally sever its legislature from its

executive. It cannot divest its lawyers of

law-making power. Even rigid statutes

mast bend before legal tendencies. But it

is general principles of justice that we find

most affected by the 'hand of development.
Start a principle respecting the law of in-

heritance, and you cannot tell what shape it

may take a hundred years hence. In the

interval it may be used to decide a thousand

suits, and judges may twist it to this side or

that in order to meet the calls of unforeseen

sets of things ;
or they may do so at the bid-

ding of those moral impulses which act on

every generation so powerfully that they

change the whole course of thought, and yet
so stealthily that their presence is unseen. -

If an alteration, or at least a development,
thus takes place in the most precisely drawn

laws, much more does it take place in ethical

systems. Unlike laws, morals have no inter-

preter who strives to carry out the intention

of the original statute. Hence they develop

quickly under the influence of two causes :

first, the circumstances of the time, which

are ever changing, and ever bringing up new
cases for judgment at the bar of conscience;

and, secondly, those leanings towards par-

ticular ways of thinking, which are the net

result of all the forces, moral, intellectual,

and physical that act on each age. Among
the effects of those two causes arc the prac-
tice and the science of Casuistry ;

and casuis-

try i^ivcs the original code of morals an un-

imagincd scope and meaning. Many people
will start when they see casuistry set in such

a
light. It has got so bad a name that a
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casuist has come to signify a man skilled in

excuses for whatever is mean and wicked
;

a man who is a rogue and coward to boot.

So cautious a thinker as Adam Smith fell

into that mistake. And no wonder
;

since

casuistry can be put to the worst of uses,

and, in point of fact, the Jesuit fathers em-

ployed it for the erection of a moral system
which read the New Testament backwards

;

which elevated whatsoever things were false,

and dishonest, and impure, and hateful, and

of evil repute, into the rank of Christian vir-

tues. For that sin against humanity the

Jesuit theologians have been everlastingly

gibbeted in the pages of Pascal, and since

the date of the Provincial Letters casuistry
has been under a cloud. Still it was not the

thing itself that Pascal lashed with his wit

and invective
;

it was only the abuse of the

thing. And it is not the thing itself that

we have ceased to employ ;
it is only the

name of the thing. Casuistry can never

cease to exist so long as men continue to

think; for casuistry is simply the application
of general principles to particular cases.

Hence the practice of law is nothing but the

practice of casuistry, and it is on casuistry
that common law and equity law are built.

Nay, every Christian teacher is a casuist
;

and woe be to him if his skill in casuistry is

small ! When he takes one of the chief

maxims of his creed, and tells his hearers

how they should carry it out in everyday
life, he is, in the strictest sense of the word,

teaching casuistry ; teaching it well if he is

a wise man, and badly if he is a fool. For

eighteen centuries casuistry has been filling
in the outlines of the Divine Moralist's scheme.

Myriads of cases have come up for judg-
ment; the most contradictory decisions have
at first been given ;

and at times it has

seemed futi le to expect that men would ever

unite in applying a particular command in a

particular way. Still, in the long-run, the

potent influences that act on every age do
their work, and men gradually, tacitly, un-

consciously, reach some kind of agreement
as to the meaning of certain precepts. That

agreement strikes into being another maxim
;

which men quarrel about again, until 'the

silent forces
'

once more bring their opinions
into harmony. Then issues another maxim,
an offshoot from the original stem, and that

provides another starting-point, with fresh

room for disputation, and ultimately with
fresh agreement. Such is the way in which

great principles, when once they have been

planted, strike their roots deep and wide into
the soil of practical life

;
and so fertile are

the grand ethical precepts that while human
nature grows they grow too. Like human
nature, they are ever young and ever ripen-

ing ;
so that, instead of being stationary in

a world of revolution, they are the very em-
blems of progressive change.
We might cite a host of instances to show

how the lamp of human life, as age by age
its flame has waxed stronger, has lighted
men to meanings in Christ's teaching which
the early Christians failed to see

;
but we shall

content ourselves with the case of Slavery.
When the apostles went forth to preach

the gospel some form of slavery existed

among every people. Every nation, civilized

and uncivilized, fancied that the man who
had been captured in war had forfeited his

right to liberty, and that the man who had
been born in slavery had no right to free-

dom. Nor did the heathen moralists see

that it was unjust to control one set of people
for the benefit of another. They regarded
slavery as one of the facts of life, like war
awd like death. Even to them it was an

ugly fact; yet it had its fair side; and they
never fancied that society could dispense
with the institution. But how was it affected

by the Christian revelation ? That question
was hard to answer, because in the gospel

slavery was neither directly praised nor di-

rectly attacked. Christ himself had never

openly assailed any social or political fabric,
but had been content to plant principles

which, in course of time, should change man's

convictions, and gradually kill everything
that was hostile to His system. Neancler has

profoundly said that Christianity has changed
the face of the world by working from with-
in outwards; by creating a new

spirit, by
causing men to feel new longings, and thus

by taking away the support of vital sympathy
from the things that fail to satisfy the new
wants. In the long-run that process acts

with such potency as not to leave a vestige
of the old fabric. But while, like the denud-

ing forces of Nature, it is all-powerful, like

them it is slow
;
and for centuries the nations

did' not clearly see that the spirit of Christ's

teachings was hostile to the existence of

slavery. The early Christians accepted

slavery. The Church accepted it. Through-
out a thousand years, it was, in one form or

other, accepted by the most enlightened and
humane of our race. And up to our own
time, it was accepted by such men as good
for the West Indies and America, if not for

England. Nay, it is only a few years since

the clergy of the Southern States formally,
and in a body, upheld slavery as a Divine

institution. And they doubtless acted con-

scientiously. It would be grossly unjust to

call them hypocrites. They expressed the

sentiments of a whole community, and a whole

community never tells a lie. Burke expressed
a profound truth, the full significance of which
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is often forgotten even by moralists, when he

said that he did not know how to draw up
an indictment against a whole people. The
fact is, the Southern divines spoke the lan-

guage of a past age, because they lived amid

the conditions of a past age. But we in this

country could bo stricken with no such

blindness. The institution was far away
from the sphere of our own interests, and

hence we could see it in its true light as an

iniquity that set the very name of Christianity
at defiance. The perception of that great
truth has further developed the Christian sys-

tem
;
has filled in another part of the im-

measurable outline which the Master of all the

Moralists drew
;
and has put into the com-

mon law of morality a decision which is not

less binding than the original statute of the

Legislator himself. No doubt, the retort

may be made, that it is not Christianity
which says that slavery is wrong ;

that it is

not the apostles, but we who speak, when,
between the lines of the gospel, we read

words which brand it with the wrath of

Heaven. At present we need not argue that

point; we need only reply that Christianity
sanctions the highest moral teaching which

we have reached.

We are now in a position to sum up the

argument so far as it has gone. Buckle's

distinction between moral and intellectual

laws is erroneous
; first, because, it is only

the leading principles of morality that have

anything like a stationary character; secondly,
because the leading principles of science are

not less stationary ; thirdly, because the

correctness with which a principle is stated

does not measure its living effect; fourthly,
because the progress of science mainly re-

sults from the application of its fundamental

canons to practice ;
and finally, because the

application of the fundamental canons of

morality leads to a corresponding advance-

ment.

Hitherto we have been combating merely

/the
logic of Buckle

;
but we have not yet

measured the prodigious extent of his error;
his very method is fundamentally wrong. It

proceeds on the assumption, that by the ob-

servation of outward phenomena we can

solve the pyschological problem, whether the

intellectual or the moral part of our nature

contributes the progressive element to civil-

ization. But the assumption is totally erro-

neous. Buckle, indeed, fancied that the

metaphysical method was bootless, that no

satisfactory result could ever come from the

examination of consciousness, and that meta-

physics could be successfully studied only
'

by an investigation of history so compre-
hensive as to enable us to understand the

conditions which govern the movements o

lie human race.'
* That theory was illus"

trated by a reference to the science of physi-

ology. Physiology, he said, had failed to

discover the law that the male and female

)irths are nearly equal. Statistics,, on the

other hand, had proved that for every twenty
emale children there are born about twenty-
one male. Now, argued the historian, if

Dsychology will also call in the aid of statistics

and observation, she will with the same cer-

;ainty learn the laws of mind.

A more extraordinary argument was never
used by a man of Buckle's ability. It is one
of those amazing logical blunders with which
he now and then startles his readers, after

reasoning for pages with an acuteness that

commands their admiration. Statistics, he
tells us, discovered the proportion which the

sexes bear to each other at birth. True
;
but

all that statistics revealed was a mere fact, un-

connected with any other fact by a chain of

causes. Why the proportion of the sexes was
about equal it could not tell. It could indeed

point out that the respective ages of the pa-
rents had something to do with the sex of the

offspring ;
but it was powerless to assign the

cause. Now, it is just with that question that

physiology has to deal
;
and the physiological

method is no more valueless because it did

not discover the law, than the statistical

method is worthless because it did not dis-

cover the cause. The statistical method may
indeed suggest the cause, just as the physio-

logical may suggest the law, but each is de-

pendent on the other for proof.
So is it also with moral and mental influ-

ences. The observation of history detects the
existence of certain effects, but whether they
spring from moral or from mental causes it

cannot tell. That is a question for the psy-

chologist ;
and the answer can come only from

an examination of consciousness, just as an
answer to the physiological problem can come

only from an examination of the bodily con-
stitution. The statistician can never reach
the mind, never get a glimpse of mental pro-
cesses

;
he can discover nothing beyond tan-

gible results. Failing to see that fact, Buckle
fancied that, by an appeal to statistical re-

cords, he could prove that the idea of free-will

was a delusion, and that our destinies were
determined by fatalistic laws, lie easily
showed that under certain conditions, a mass
of men always act in a certain way, and he

argued therefore that each man was impelled

by an irresistible impulse. No inference

could be more illogical. All that statistics

can say is that men do act in a certain \\;iy ;

but why they act it cannot explain : wlu-tlu-r

their wills are free
or^not it is powerless to

*
History, pp. 151-2.
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determine, and that question must be left for

the metaphysician.
We are driven back then to consciousness

itself for an answer to Buckle's problem,
whether civilisation is more indebted to the

operation of mental than of moral laws. And
the answer of consciousness is, that you might
as reasonably ask whether a man is more de-

pendent upon his mind than upon his body.
You cannot sever mental from moral laws.

There is no mental act which is not also a

moral act, and no moral act which is not also

a mental. Nor can the subtlest analysis dis-

cover how far the operations of a lifetime are

determined by the one element or the

other. On the one hand, our conduct is daily
and hourly fashioned by likes and dislikes,

for which it is so difficult to account on re-

flective grounds, that we vulgarly call them
instinctive

;
but those expressions of our

moral nature are inseparable from a series of

mental processes, the links of which have

dropped out of memory. On the other hand,
the songs of the poet, the calculations of the

mathematician, and the systems of the specu-
lative thinker, are loosely termed intellectual

products, though in many cases we cannot

tell whether they owe more to mental or to

moral gifts. Paradise Lost could have

sprung only from a mighty intellect; but we
should argue most illogically were we there-

fore to say that its iron strength and its sub-

limity are more indebted to the mental than

to the moral soil in which they grew. Only
a man whose passions glowed at red-heat, who
had the faith of an apostle, and the fierce,

aggressive zeal of a revolutionist, could have

written either the Areopagitica or Paradise
Lost ; and only the rashness of hasty thought
will venture to say that, with his pen
in his hand, Milton relied more on his mental
than on his moral strength. The same truth

holds good with respect to men like Luther.
The Reformation was an intellectual move-
ment

; since, on grounds of reason, it impugned
the doctrines of tradition. But it was not less

a moral movement
;

since Luther, Zwingle,
and the hosts that hung upon their words,were

impelled to set up the standard of rebellion

by instincts which were as distinctly moral as

the love of a mother for her child. Nay,
such supreme products of logical inference

as the Principia, or the Kritik of Pure

Reason, are, to a large extent, the results of

moral laws. The intellects of Newton and of

Kant could not have reached their fulness of

philosophical perfection, if, impelled by moral

considerations, thousands of men had not

previously chosen that path of lonely, silent

thought, which leads by slow and impercept-
ible steps to the summits of discovery or

speculation. Neither Newton nor Kant could

have achieved those triumphs which make
each shine for ever in the firmament of in-

tellect, if nature had not as richly gifted them
with patience, the love of truth, and the con-

tempt for the garish distinctions of the world,
as with the power of reflection. It may be

said that the power of reflection gave shape
to that patience, that love, and that contempt.
Such is the argument of Mr. Mill, who, while

denying that the moral element is less power-
ful or less variable than the intellectual, con-

tends that the moral agencies are 'in a great

degree the consequences of the intellectual

condition, and are, in all cases, limited by it,'

so that it works with the united power of

human conditions.* In i very important
sense that is quite true, and in the course of

this essay we shall endeavour to throw some

light on Mr. Mill's doctrine
;
but for the pur-

pose which Buckle had in view the admission

is of little importance; and when Mr. Mill

argues that ' the intellectual element
'

is, after

all,
' the predominant circumstance

'
in deter-

mining the progress of mankind, we must

join issue with him as emphatically as is con-

sistent with our respect for a great thinker.

The real question is, What is the chief motive

power? And that question is not answered by
the statement that the most marked advances

in man's social condition always follow an

unusual display of intellectual activity ;
for

that activity is in turn a product of antece-

dent causes, and it raises the previous ques-

tion, whether those causes are more largely
made up of the mental than of the moral

element. The truth is, the intellectual activ-

ity of such periods as that of Dante in Italy,

Shakespeare in England, Voltaire in France,
Hume in Scotland, and Goethe in Germany,
registers the progress which has already been

made, or which is going on, rather than gives
birth to new conditions.

Such fruitless speculations as those of

Buckle are, in great part, the result of an

error into which psychologists have almost

inevitably been led by the imperfection of

words. For the purposes of scientific inquiry

they have mapped out the mind into a series

of faculties, such as sensation, perception,

reflection, and imagination. Hence they
often speak as if those faculties had an inde-

pendent existence. But, in reality, there is

no such independent faculty as perception or

reflection. It is we who reflect, and we who
remember

; f it is the same mind that per-
forms both acts; each act is merely the exer-

tion of mental power for a particular purpose;
and each species of mental process is depen-

*
System of Logic, vol. ii. pp. 529-30.

f See some admirable remarks on this subject in the

work of a very acute thinker, Mr. Samuel Bailey's Let-

ters on the Philosophy of the Human Mind,\Q\. i. p. 14,
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dent upon all the others. Had that simple

truth been more steadfastly borne in mind,'

the world would have been spared many a

dreary dissertation on such disputed points as

the existence of a moral sense
; many per-

versely ingenious attempts to sever the in-

tellectual from the moral nature
;
and an im-

mense array of psychological apparatus to ex-

plain how our ideas of right and wrong origi-

nated. It is with this question that, in the

second or positive part of our argument, we

have to deal, now that the ground is cleared'

for the discussion.

The truth is, that ethical systems owe their

rise, not to one, but to every part of our na-

ture, and that they are the sum of the condi-

tions under which men live. We shall now
endeavour to point out how they are planted,
and how they grow.
Some apology might almost seem necessary

for makingsuch an attempt after the anathema

recently pronounced against it by a great writer.

In giving advice to men of letters, the author

of Shooting Niagara says,
'
I hope also they

will attack earnestly, and at length extinguish
and eradicate, that idle habit of "

accounting
for the moral sense," as they phrase it

A very futile problem, my friends ; futile, idle,

and far worse; leading to what Moral Ruin,

you little dream of! The Moral Sense, thank

God, is a thing you never will "account for;"

that, if you would think of it, is the perennial
Miracle of Man

;
in all times visibly connect-

ing poor transitory Man here on this bewil-

dered earth with his Maker who is eternal in

the heavens.' This is one of the rhetorical

bursts which none but a man of genius is

privileged to make without incurring a loss

of reputation. If uttered by an ordinary

writer, it would be cast aside as a piece of

shallow irrelevancy. In Mr. Carlyle's sense

of the term, no one seeks to '

account,' on

scientific grounds, for the moral sense, any
more than to account, on scientific grounds,
for the primary source of the planetary mo-
tions. No physicist fancies that he can assign
an ultimate cause for the existence of matter,

or the operation of the laws to which it is

subject. But we do not, therefore, scout as

a trivial piece of information, or as an irrev-

erent interference with 'the perennial Miracle

of the Material WorKl,' the law that in the

planetary orbits the squares of the periodic
times are as the cubes of the distances. In

like manner, no moralist fancies that ho can

lay bare the ultimate causes of our power to

distinguish right from wrong. That will be

done only when life itself shall be c\|>l:iiiinl.

In other words, it will never be done at all.

But none the less important on that account

is the question, What are the proximate
causes of our moral ideas ? how are they con-
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nected with our mental tendencies and our

social conditions? It is little short of a

public calamity that the greatest living master

of literary expression should proclaim that

most barbaric of all worships, the worship of

facts unconnected by a thread of scientific

sequence.
It is of the highest importance to note at

the outset that the question to be answered
is not, What are the rules by which men's

conduct ought to be judged ? How we reach

our ideas of moral truth is one thing; why
those ideas are right is another. By a hun-

dred different ways you may come to the

conclusion that it is wrong to tell a He; and
how you arrive at that idea is an important

question for the moralist. Again, you may
defend the doctrine that it is wrong to tell a
lie by a hundred different arguments; and
how you ought to defend it is another im-

portant question for the moralist, whose
chief work indeed is to find out some stand-

ard which shall mark off right from wrong,
and measure the degrees of each. With this

question, however, we have at present nothing
to do

;
it is not a standard, but a process that

we seek the process by which men are

taught that stealing, lying, and murder are

wrong. There are two methods of search,
the theological and the scientific. We may
hold the decrees implanted by God in men's

minds, or given through Moses and Christ,
to be the only sources of moral truth

;
and

that is a position which a theologian may take

up when speaking to people who accept the

principles from which he starts. But it is

not a position for the man of science
;
since

he speaks to everybody, and has to account
on natural grounds for what he sees. Some
things, of course, lie beyond the sphere of

reason, and with those things he does not

deal
;
but ethics lie within that sphere ;

for

there is no moral precept that may not be

upheld by reason alone, and none that may
not have sprung from purely natural causes.

When dealing with human relations, tlu-iv-

fore, just as when dealing with the structure

of the earth, science must keep clear of the-

ology, must work on an independent footing,
and must take nothing for granted that she

cannot prove by an appeal to tangible facts.

If, neglecting that duty, she allows her teach-

ing to be coloured by the teaching of theol-

ogy, she inflicts a wrong on herself and on

theology too. Not that she need be hostile

to theology. The geologist may, like Dr.

Chalmers, also be a theologian, and m.-iv be-

lieve every word of the Divine record
; still,

as a geologist, he simply :i>ks what the rocks

themselves say, and whether natural agencies
can account for those changes in earth and
sea of which the rocks speak. In like man-
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ner, tlie scientific moralist may be a divine,

faithful to his calling, zealous to keep by the

gospel truth
; still, as a moralist, he must not

call in the aid of revelation, but must ask

whether the powers and passions with which

we are endowed by nature are sufficient to

account for the existing ideas of duty. Nay,
besides shutting out every supernatural agen-

cv, he must summon to his aid as few natural

agencies as possible; for his aim is to reach

the elementary principles from which the

proximate causes of action spring, and Nature

is parsimonious, using as few instruments as

will suffice for the work in hand.

The next thing to seize is the method
which science must use in order to find out

how moral systems c*ome into being. Two

ways are open. Looking into the constitu-

tion of our nature, science may inquire what
moral opinions it must bring forth, without

reference to the existing conditions of socie-

ty ; or, going back to the infancy of peoples,
science may ask what code of opinions would

naturally spring from the primitive relations

of human beings. The one method, it is

true, cannot be wholly severed from the

other
;

to some extent both must go hand in

hand, but, roughly speaking, we may term

the one metaphysical and the other histori-

cal. Hitherto the metaphysical has been

chiefly employed, but we shall confine our

attention to the historical, which is by far

the richer. As yet, comparatively little use

has been made of that method. Montesquieu,

indeed, was among the first to note its value;

and, until a recent day, even students did not

see how vivid a light it cast both on ethics

and jurisprudence. Foremost among those

who have taken away the reproach earned

by that blindness is Mr. Maine, in one of the

most profound and far-reaching books for

which posterity will have to thank this gen-
eration. We cannot stop to do justice to

that thinker's labours, nor have we space to

show what a wealth of meaning his Ancient

Law has given to existing moralities and le-

gal usages, by tracing them to the fountain-

head in the twilight of antiquity. We can

but briefly indicate how rich a mine still lies

hid in the primitive records, awaiting the

moralist who shall come to the work of exca

vation with an analytical pickaxe of the re-

quisite temper and strength.

The first thing to be borne in mind is that

social relations pass from the simple to the

complex. In order of time, the family goes
before the tribe, and the tribe before the na-

tion. Hence the first form of government
is patriarchal.* Let us then, for the sake of

"Mr. M'Clennan, in his thoughtful and inge-
-riious work on Primitive Marriage, speaks of an

anarchical stage before the patriarchal ;
and so

simplicity, take an instance of family life

from a period before the dawn of civilisation,

and from some Eastern country, where the

pasture is rich, where herds roam about wild,
and where a few people divide between them
indefinite reaches ofland. Each family is made

up of the head or patriarch, of the wives, of

the sons and daughters, and of the bondsmen.
Each so speedily multiplies that in a few

years it may swell to several hundreds.

Each holds its goods in common
; private

property is unknown
;
the cattle, the pasture-

lands, the wells, and the servants, belong to

all the members; and though the patriarch
has the power of saying how the wealth

shall be used, he acts merely on behalf of

those over whom he rules. Such a family
has seldom to go beyond its own limits for

help or companionship. It is strong enough
to guard its flocks

;
it gets from its sheep

and cattle all the means of living ;
and it

has not acquired those artificial tastes and
wants which force civilized peoples to mix
with each other in order to buy and sell.

Moreover, it has the strongest temptation to

keep away from other families
; for, while it

stays apart, it has the freest control over its

own goods, and some of its liberty would be

gone were it to form alliances with strangers.

Now, let us assume, as science is bound to

assume, that, in his natural state, man has

no idea either that life is sacred, that theft is

wrong, that truthfulness is good, or that

obedience is due to parents. The problem
then is, how could such a state of society as

we have pictured plant all these ideas in

man's being, and plant them so deeply that

he afterwards finds it hard to say how they
took root at all, or whether the germ from

which they sprang was not sown by Nature

herself? The question may at first sight
seem difficult to answer ;

but the difficulty

will vanish if we keep in view the fact, that

the primary aim of every society, as of every

person, must be self-preservation. That is a

very different thing from selfishness. Self-

ishness leaves no room for virtue
;

self preser-
vation is, in one form or other, inseparable
from virtue. When a man goes to the stake

rather than deny his faith, he aims at

self-preservation, at the preservation of what
is noblest in himself, of his spiritual being, of

his truthfulness, of his communion with his

Maker
;
and he feels that apostasy would be,

not self-preservation, but suicide. When, at

the risk of his life, a man defends those dear

to him, that also is an act of self-preservation ;

for, if you cut away the objects of his aftec-

does Sir George C. Lewis, in his Methods of Ob-

servation and Reasoning in Politics. For the pur-

pose in hand, however, we may leave that stage
out of account.
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tion, you cut away a part, perhaps the besi

part, of his being. When a man choose:

death rather than let an invader desecrate

the soil of his native country, he also strives

for self-preservation ;
since the traditions

the history, the fame of his own land are

part of his own possessions ;
and since he

feels a loftier pleasure in paying for the safe-

ty of the helpless women and children with

his own life, than in paying with outraged
honour for his own security. There is also

a lower form of self-preservation, at which we

instinctively aim in the presence of danger.
The child, as well as the grown man, shrink

from peril. At every hour of our life we are

engaged in defending some part of ourselve

from violence or death. Thus self-preserva-

tion, that is, the preservation of our lives,

of those dear to us, of our opinions, our re-

ligion, our political institutions, our freedom,
our property, in one word, our possessions,

-

is the primary aim both of man and nations.

Such a family as we have supposed con-

stantly strives to protect its members, its cat-

tle, its herds, and its creed from death or de-

cay. All its customs and usages are so

framed as to shield the community from

harm. Now the indispensable requisite for

safety is that the family tie shall be strong.
If it is weak, the first gust of adversity, the

first quarrel between two of the brothers,

may serve to scatter the herdsmen, and de-

stroy all those fond associations, those friend-

ships, those visions of future supremacy over

neighbouring families, which have been built

up in the course of generations. That result

can be prevented only by the strength of

parental authority ;
and hence filial obedience

speedily becomes the highest of virtues. The

dependence of the child on the father strikes

the first note
;
the father's power to com-

mand brings with it the idea of a right to

exact obedience
;

the habit of obedience
breeds the idea that disobedience is unnatu-
ral

;
and when years of reflection bring the

knowledge that rebellion against the father

means the ruin of the family, that act is

speedily exalted into the unpardonable sin.

It is difficult for us to have the faintest idea

of the despotic authority which is thus
wielded by a man whose right to rule rests,

in the first instance, on the tact that his sub-

jects are his own sons and daughters, bone of

his bone, flesh of his flesh
;
and rests, in the

second instance, on the fact that they form
a little community, which, at any cost, must
be kept separate from the world. When
Abraham proceeds to sacrifice Isaac, he doep

nothing more than what the traditions and
the necessities of the patriachal life give him
a perfect right to do. As a son and a sub-

ject, Isaac is the absolute property of his

father; he has no rights save those

which he gets from his father
;

his very life

it at the disposal of his father; and his

father will take that life at the bidding of

the Lord, or to save the family from ruin.

While the social conditions remain the same,

parental authority grows in strength, because

fresh proofs of its necessity come before

men's eyes every day ;
so that in time the

commands, 'Children, obey your parents,'
and '

Peoples, obey those set over you in

authority,
'

speak to men's minds with all

the force of an edict set forth amid the thun-

ders of Sinai. Nor are the precepts forgot-
ten at the death of the special causes that

gave them birth. Institutions often flourish

for ages after the decay or the departure of

the special conditions that called them into

being. So has it been with caste, with the

feudal system, with privileged orders of men.
And when, like the family system, institu-

tions have a natural fitness for all times and
all states of society, the iron hand of primi-
tive authority stamps them on the memory
of the world forever.

Take the next case of theft and murder.

We need not suppose that the human heart

bears the inscription,
' Thou shalt not steal,'

and 'Thou shalt not kill ;' since the instinct

of self-preservation is sufficient to account for

the knowledge that stealing and murder are

sins. The first aim of a tribe or family

being to guard its life and its property, it

must prevent secession and quarrelling at all

hazards. But secession and quarrelling are

inevitable if there be any danger that par-
ticular members will seize the common prop-

erty, or raise their hand against a brother.

If each fears that a neighbour will take a

score of cattle for the use of his own tent,

or lie in wait to kill his fellow, the sept will

soon fall to pieces. For each man will then

look to his own interests, and claim exclusive

possession of some cattle, on the plea that

ho has caught or fed them
;
the community

of goods will be gone ;
the bonds of authority

will be loosened
;
the camp will resound

with the voice of strife and the clang of arms
;

so that either the brethren will each become

kinless, unprotected wanderers, or, taking

advantage of the anarchy, some neigh-

bouring tribe will reduce them to bondage.
That dreadful fate may result from the

slightest act of theft or violence which

_;oes unpunished, because one such act may
quickly lead to a fatal series. Henco it

s punished with a severity that leavrs an

nuking memory of social wrath
;
or rather

the awful consequences are so manifest that

men shrink from theft or violence as from

a sin that can never be forgiven. Thus is

struck the key-note of the great moral pro-
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cepts, 'Thou shall not steal,' and 'Thou
shalt not kill.'

But at first the note is merely local. Out-
side the tribe the commands do not apply,
because theft and murder have there no such
dreadful issues. Though the Eastern shepherd
is bent on keeping his own sept from destruc-

tion, he has little inducement, and therefore lit-

tle desire, to be the guardian of others. When
he sees a strange family fall to pieces before

the shock of internal strife or outward attack,
he does not regard the event as a personal
calamity. He may not help to bring it about,
unless he be strongly tempted by the lack of

those things that the other tribe possesses ;

but if he be in need of water, or nocks, or

wives, and if he can satisfy his wants by plun-

dering a hostile tribe, he does so without

scruple. Or if he can guard himself from
future attack only by dealing an immediate

blow, he does not hesitate to strike. For
the very motive of self-preservation which
makes him guard the lives and the common
property of his brethren, prompts him to

plunder and to kill when he leaves his own
tents. Respecting his own tribe, that motive

says, 'Thou shalt not steal,' and 'Thou shalt

do no murder
;

'

respecting other tribes, it says,
'Put the men to death, seize the women, en-

slave the children, and take possession of the
flocks.' Thus the very instinct which checks
the action of covetousness and passion in one

place, give covetousness and passion the
freest rein in others; so that what is deemed
theft or murder if committed within the

family, is held to be lawful war if done be-

yond the family bounds. And the same
cause determines the ideas of truth, of female

purity, of mercy, and of compassion. In so
far as self-preservation is seen to dictate a re-

spect for those things, they are respected ;

and, since that dictate applies to the tribe,
the tribe itself is free from cruelty, from

lying and from seduction
; nay, the very

idea of committing such deeds within the
tribal tents is viewed with the same hor-
ror as we regard the act of a parricide. But
outside the sacred circle, they are usually
lawful, because self-preservation bars the way
with no decree of doom

;
and sometimes

they take the form of duties, because self-

preservation says that, at any cost, a certain
well must be seized, that a hostile sept must
be put to the sword, that an invading family
must be kept away from a rich tract of land

by stories of its barrenness, and that, in Sa-
bine fashion, a crowd of women must be

captured. Hence the conscience of a patri-
archal tribe presents a bundle of contradict-

ory precepts. In dealing with his own family,
it says that a man must be kind, truthful,
honest, self-sacrificing; in dealing with the

family of others, it says that it must be cruel,
deceitful, selfish, thievish, murderous. In-
side a certain geographical boundary, his
ethics are those of a Christian

; outside, they
are those of a savage.
An exception to this rule may seem to be

furnished by the case of child-murder. To
that practice primitive tribes are notoriously
addicted

; yet it might appear to be doomed
by the primary law of tribal existence, since
it might seem calculated to destroy
that sanctity which surrounded all the tribal

relations. But if we examine the subject by
the light of the latest researches, we find
that the exception is only apparent. It is

the law of self-preservation which, in the first

instance, decrees the destruction of infant

life, and it is the same law which, in the end,
gives infant life a sacred character. So long
as tribes wander about, at war with each

other, and hard-pressed to escape starvation,

they are strongly tempted to commit system-
atic infanticide, unless they believe that the
children will, on reaching maturity, increase
the family strength. The males present
that prospect ; and, as a rule, the males are

spared. But the females hold out no such hope.
Throughout life they are a burden to the no-
madic and warlike clans; and therefore

many of the female children are sacrificed.

In time, however, two things serve to de-

stroy the cruel practice, first, the law of
blood-feud

; and, secondly, the security of
settled life. No sept can long withstand

attack, unless each member accounts him-
self the guardian of all the others. Accord-

ingly, the Jaw of blood-feud is recognised
by every primitive people. To avenge the
death of any clansman who falls by the hand
of an enemy is a sacred obligation, which each
of his brethren strives to fulfil, and which
descends from father to son, until the blood
of the victim is wiped out in the blood 'of
the slayer or the slayer's kinsmen. The
practice of commuting the guilt of blood by
a fine, of which Tacitus speaks in describing
the Germans, and of which the Norse laws

present such signal records, belongs to a
later stage of society. Now, as Mr. M'Len-
nan has shown,* the pitiless resolve to
exact life for life, even at the distance of the
third and fourth generation, helps to root
out infanticide. For, curiously enough, the
necessities of primitive marriage make one
tribe the avenger of the infant blood shed
in the other. The custom of destroying
female children obliges the septs to go be-

yond their tents for wives
;

and the only
way to get wives is to steal them. The rape
of the Sabines, therefore, typifies the rough

* Primitive Marriage, p. 262.
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method of primitive courtship. Thus a

score of clans may all be at war with each

other, and yet be all knit together by the

tie of blood. That tie, however, only

strengthens the feud, since it is represented

by women who have been carried off by
force

;
and there is a constant effort to make

up for the loss of one woman by the cap-
ture of another. Still, as infanticide has

originally destroyed the balance of the sexes,

woman-stealing cannot afford a wife for each

man. Hence, revolting as the fact may
seem, the original practice is for a woman
to have several husbands. That arrange-
ment leads to a most important consequence.
It renders the relationship between father

and children so difficult to trace, that in

practice no such relationship can be recog-

nised, and the parenthood must be traced

through the mother alone. But the mother

belongs to another tribe. Hence the chil-

dren are the wards of that tribe which, if

they are slain, holds itself bound to avenge
their death. Consequently, the man who
kills a female child knows that he may thus

bring on himself or his family the undying
wrath of the infant's kinsmen

;
so that the

practice of infanticide, by sending men to

hostile tents for wives, calls into being a

race of executioners who punish infanticide

with death. At first that fact may not suf-

fice to stay the slayer's arm, because he is

tempted by the prospect of immediate relief

from a heavy burden, while he is deterred

only by the fear of distant punishment;
and when the present and the future come
into competition before the eye of the

savage, he instinctively chooses the present.
In time, however, infanticide brings so much

bloodshed, that the very law of self-prescr-

vation by which it was originally produced

helps to pronounce its doom. Men see that

flic price of strangling an infant may be

the destruction of the tribe. When they
see that, they hold the practice to be wrong.
When they see it vividly, they hold the

practice to be one of those iniquities for

which there is no pardon. Still, so hard is

it for one tribe to know who has slain its

infant wards in another, that the price oi

child murder can be but fitfully exacted

Therefore, while life is nomadic, the law o!

self-preservation has not sufficient strength
to cause the utter extermination of the

custom ; and, only when men reach a settlec

state, and when tribal safety no -longer calls

for the sacrifice of children, does the

parental instinct get free play, and is the

sacrcdncss of infant life recognised.*

* We do riot mean to say that this result alwny

happeus. The case of Chiua proves that it does not

So far, we have been dealing only with

he Statics of primitive society. But we
must also trace the effect of the Dynamics.
Side by side with a Statical works a Dy-
namical law. In union with the instinct

f self-perservation, acts the instinct of ac-

cumulation
;
the instinct which prompts us

o increase the amount of our possessions,
whether moral, mental, or physical ;

the in-

stinct which, in a thousand forms, is repre-
sented by our love of power. That instinct

s never absent, either from the savage or

he civilized man
;
and it brings us at once

:o the efforts of each to better his material

ondition. Those efforts, in their primary as

well as in their later form, may be roughly
summed up under the name of scientific dis-

overy. Even in the infancy of the race

much was done to make the forces of Nature

;he servants of our kind. The man who
first lighted a fire, who first made a bow
and arrow, who first learned to swim, who
first hollowed a canoe, did precisely the

same kind of service that has since been

done by our Watts and Arkwrights. And
a crowd of savage Watts and Arkwrights
must have lived. Now, each of those dis-

coverers helps to change the condition of his

fellows, to bring them into near relations

with each other, to enlarge the boundary
which each seeks to guard from harm, to in-

crease the number of people in whom each

has an interest, and thus to give the moral

wants of each a new development. With
the progress of the race come new means

of quickening mental activity, and hence a

greater number of Watts and Arkwrights.

Accordingly, the boundary of human inter-

ests enlarges at a quicker and quicker rate

every year. Already we find it impossible
to compute what, science has done to bind

nations together, and perhaps the achieve-

ments of the future in this direction may
dwarf our mightiest conception of progress.
Next in order of development after the scien-

tific agency comes the agency of formal speech
or literature. The necessity for union under

a leader brings the call for gifts
of persua-

sion or the exercise of eloquence. Hence the

first literature of a people always takes the

form of popular harangues. Addressed to men
whose range of ideas is small, whose rea^on-

ing powers are undeveloped, and whose

chief guide is feeling, those harangues are

appeals to such instincts as the love of life,

the love of tribal safety, the love of power, and

the love of victory. Coming from im-n who

must speak as if for life or death, they are

The exceptions, indeed, are only apparent ;
but to

trace the subsidiary causes of divi I^I-IK-I' from the

general law would demand a separate dissertation.
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appeals of the most impassioned character.

Expressed in language which is essentially

imitative, which is stiffened by no abstract

doctrines, and sobered by no conflicting ideas,

they wear the garb of poetry. Thus, in

obedience to a law of speech, they rise into

rybthm. Hence their cadences, their meas-

ured beat and flow, give them a hold on

the savage memory. Snatches of the rhe-

torical outbursts become the songs of the

people; and, lodged in the mind of barbaric

Homers, those songs are welded together,
are attuned to a finer music, and are kindled

into a brighter flame. They are sung in the

tents of the people, until they become the

Bible of the tribe. Heard by other families,

the hero and the scene of the fight are ap-

propriated, and, year by year, the ballad

rings over a wider and wider field. One by
one the sharp local features disappear, until

the hero gains a mythic stature, his sway
acquires grander bounds, and the people who
followed him to victory become in number
like unto the sands on the sea-shore

;
so

that from every watch-fire goes up the in-

cense of poetic worship to the representative
of a mighty past, in which a thousand tribes

claim a share, as the golden age when their

fathers fought with the strength of gods,
and their mothers wore the beauty of divini-

ty.* As the provincial note of the songs
thus dies away, and as they appeal more to

the feelings which are common to the whole

race, they become a common heritage of

septs that were once deadly foes, and they
tend to unite those families by the bond of

a common sympathy. So is it, at a later

stage of society, even with thoughts which
have not the advantage of an artistic garb.
At first they have a local tone. They are

meant to strike down some local wrong, or

uphold some local right. But in time the

provincial note is hushed, and the influence
of the thinker's words is seen in altered sym-
pathies, which prompt men to claim kinship
with each other. So is it also with religions.

They also are at first local
;
but men out-

grow the original ideas, and at length
the great underlying principles break

through the provincial covering, and help
to bring unity of feeling. Thus every song,

every thought, every religious creed helps to

* The subject of the origin of poetry, to which
we make these brief allusions, is a rich and unwork-
ed mine of instruction for the moralist; but il could
be adequately treated only in a separate essay.
Much light has been thrown on the subject by Cole-

ridge and Carlyle, and still more by ProlessorMasson.

Macaulay discusses the subject in the preface to the
Laws of Ancient Rome, but he misses the all-im-

portant point, the connexion between emotional
speech aud rhythm.

unite society with the cement of sympathy.
How society is "brought under the influence

of those forces we have now to see.

The effect produced by science and litera-

ture forms so trite a subject, that we have

passed it by with the briefest notice. It is

more important to mark the change that

takes place in man's condition through the

disintegration of the tribes. That disinte-

gration means the severance of the individ-

ual from the tribal life. At first a man
has hardly any personal rights. He has no

private property. He is not free to leave his

brethren without their consent, lie cannot

take a wife without their permission ; and,
if he does marry, his wife is not exclusively
his own. Even his children belong to the tribe

as well as to himself, and, for the good of the

tribe, they may be enslaved or put to death.

Nay, his very life is not his own, and it may
be sacrificed as a peace-offering to the angry

gods that have sent a drought upon the herb-

age, or smitten the cattle with death. But
sooner or later, a change of social conditions

brings relief to the individual. As the tribes

increase in number and in size, they have
less room to roam about, and they tend

toward a settled life. As they become

settled, they look for other means of

livelihood besides the tending of cat-

tle. As they find those means, and turn

craftsmen as well as herdsmen, the septs

grow more dependent on each other
;

be-

cause a market is needed for the surplus
wares. As that market is obtained, the indi-

vidual members gain a new independence ;

for when a man sells the things that he him-

self has made, he forms a bond of interest

with the buyer, and naturally thinks himself

more entitled to the price than his neighbour
who has given him no help. In time this

idea saps the notion that the goods of the

tribe should be held in common, and gives
rise to the institution of private property.
When that institution strikes its roots, even

in the feeblest fashion, the family ties which
bound the sept together are speedily severed

;

the tie between buyer and seller is added to

that of blood
;
and tribes which can minister

to each other's wants are knit in the bonds
of a new unity. Once begun, the process

goes on with ever quickening speed. The
desire for private gain, that is, for individual

power, strengthens the more it is fed, and,
in a few generations, serves to unite the wan-

dering families of a whole country under the

rule of a few chieftains. The movement is

powerfully aided by war. War gives birth

to alliances which cannot be easily severed
;

and when those unions are seen to be a

source of new strength, they instantly tend

to grow in magnitude ;
so that a few centu-
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ries may serve to hammer a nation into exist-

ence out of the loose materials originally fur-

nished by a multitude of wandering families,

Quicker and quicker becomes the process,
until it is checked by the barrier of race, or

language, or religion, or climate, or distance,

or impassable mountain frontiers. But in time

that obstacle is also broken down, as men

grow better able to cope with the antagonis-
tic force of natural or artificial agencies ;

and civilisation is only the history of the

effacing process.
Thus the relations which exist between

human beings have a constant tendency to

widen. That is, the number of people in

whose welfare we have an interest ever tends

to increase. Self-preservation, therefore, is

ever bidding men give a corresponding
stretch to moral precepts. In time, they no

longer think it right to kill or steal in places
which were once the scenes of their forays ;

because the inhabitants of those places are

now their companions in arms, or their cus-

tomers in the market. Thus, as one tribe

after another is added to the number of their

allies or their neighbors, as the scattered

community swells into the city, as the city
swells into the nation, as the nation forms

ties of friendship with adjacent countries,

and as all the countries of the earth acquire
common interests, the primitive decalogue

gains a wider geographical sweep. First,

the command was, Thou shalt kill no one
who lives in your own tents; next, Thou
shalt kill no one who lives in your own val-

ley ; next, Thou shalt kill no one who speaks
the same language, worships the same gods,
and dwells in the same land as yourself; and

finally the lapse of ages brings the precept,
Thou shalt kill no one who has not forfeited

his life by committing murder, by striving
to take your life, or by entering the lists of

battle against your country. That is the

length to which Modern Civilisation has

reached. Modern Civilisation does not say
that it is wrong to kill

;
what it condemns

is the killing of certain men. But the most

benighted Darbamtn says the same thing.
The difference between the two stages of

society does not lie in the enunciation of the

command,
' Thou shalt not kill :

' that com-
mand is common to both

;
the superiority

of the latter stage comes from the grander
sweep which the command receives. The

savage applies it only within a narrow circle,

because thus only can he guard from destruc-

tion the hut, the canoe, the fishing-grounds,
the herbage, the flocks, the wife, and the

children that form his highest idea of earthly

good. The civilized man applies it over all

the earth, save when self-defence calls for the

suspension of its force
;

because thus only

can he guard that religion, that wealth, that

political and family life which form the

highest idea of earthly good to him. So is

it also with the practice of taking away
men's property. Civilisation does not call

that practice wrong ;
civilisation calls it

wrong only in certain cases. We continue

to despoil the felon and the belligerent; nor

does the savage do more. He as well as we
knows the difference between stealing a thing
and taking it

;
he as well as we holds that it

is right to rob none but enemies. The dif-

ference between his case and ours is, that he

is at war with all the world, while we are

not
;

and hence that, in self-defence, he

pilfers whatever he can seize beyond his own

village. That is his way of waging war.

At worst, he is only a King William of

Prussia on a small scale, and the cow that

he drives off under questionable circum-

stances is only his Schlesvig-Holstein, which
he has seized as a 'reprisal

' for past injuries,
or to guard against

' remote eventualities.'

If he had a Bismarck to write his despatches,
he could, when arraigned by the neighbouring
Powers on the charge of having stolen the

said cow, make a capital defence. He could

say that the cow was partly his, because she

had once taken a mouthful of his grass; or

that the owner had milked her too often
;
or

that she hnd solicited his intervention by
winking hard when he passed ;

or that he
was sadly in want of cream

;
or that his wife

was passionately fond of the under-cut
;
or

that he was bound to despoil the Philistines

in order to keep the Philistines from despoil-

ing him. Now-a-days, we steal cows in,

droves, and when the Powers ask for ex-

planations, we put those excuses into diplo-
matic language.
We might cite a host of instances, all

showing that the tendency of progress is to

kill the local type of virtue by altering the

conditions of life, by knitting man in new

relations, and thus creating new bonds of

sympathy. We have space to give but one

other example. If there is any virtue which

is specially modern, we might suppose it to

be philanthropy. We sometimes speak as

if we had invented that virtue. And the

idea is correct, so far as it relates to the scale

of our charity. But, in truth, we have in-

vented philanthropy only in the sense that

we have invented induction
;
we have built

it into something like a system, and given
it new applications. Philanthropy, or tho

duty of helping each other, may be summed

up under the politic axiom of Drummond,
that 'property has its duties as well as its

rights;' but within certain limits, that

axiom has always been practised. It has

always been practised up to the point defined
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by the law of self-preservation. The differ-

ence between the past and the present is,

that the law of self-preservation no longer

impels us to stand with drawn sword against
all coiners, and hold every man to be an

enemy who is not connected with us by
family or by national ties. On the contrary,
it impels us to grant help on every side

;

because thus only can we keep the hand of

decay from that religion and that feeling of

humanity which are amongst our most
cherished possessions. So we send the gos-

pel to distant savages ;
we pay with our

wealth and our blood for the redemption of

the slave
;

and we relieve the miserable

whether they merit help or not. But in the

times of the Heptarchy, our ancestors could

no more have done such things with safety
than we could with safety send a supply of

revolvers to a gang of Fenian rebels. A
Saxon John Howard was a physical and a

metaphysical impossibility. You might as

well talk of a Patagonian Laplace or a Tas-

raanian Kant.

We have next to note, that human rela-

tions are not only ever widening, but ever

growing in complexity and number. To get
a vivid idea of the change which thus comes
over ethical systems, we must cast a glance
at the natural world, and mark the ascending
scale of variations in animal and vegetable

types. Mr. Darwin has made us all familiar

with the theory of Natural Selection, by
which he strives to account for the develop-
ment of the lowest into the highest forms of

life. Whether he succeeds or not is a ques-
tion that has already been discussed with

much fulness of detail in these pages, and
the sufficiency of Mr. Darwin's theory has

been contested;* but, for the purpose in

hand, we need not re-open the discussion,
since it is sufficient to know that, within cer-

tain limits, Natural Selection is at work, and

that, to some extent, it does alter existing
varieties. Sooner or later, Nature does put
to death the more feeble works of her hand,
and the process of extermination goes on in

every clime, until it leaves a race that can

exist with ease. Thus, to take a familiar ex-

ample, a hardy breed of horses live under
conditions that would kill a weaker set.

Nature is ever weeding out the less robust

animals; killing them before they reach

maturity, or destroying their puny young.
Now and again she brings together a pair of

horses wondrously adapted for a peculiar

range of circumstances; those creatures

transmit their special qualities to their off-

spring; and that offspring starts with such a

* North British Review for June 1867. Art. 'Origin
of Species.'

fund of strength as to remain in a few gen-
erations the victors on the battle-field of ex-

istence. Thus we get a new variety. A
second set of influences may produce another

variety, equally strong, but endowed with a
fresh set of qualities. From those two vari-

eties comes a third, uniting the good points
of both

;
and the upward process may go on,

until as strong a breed is produced as the
circumstances of climate and soil will foster.

If those circumstances are changed, if the
heat becomes greater or less, and the food

more plentiful or more scarce, the altered

conditions kill old types, and encourage the

growth of new. Whether this process of

transformation is boundless, or speedily stops
at a hard impassable line; whether it can
create new varieties, but not new species ;

and whether, after a time, the type reverts

to the original form, so that every trace of
the Jinks that went between is ultimately
lost, these are questions which our present

purpose does not require us to debate; since

the way in which moral codes acquire com-

plexity and majesty is sufficiently illustrated,

if, even within narrow limits, there is such a

process as Natural Selection.

In the moral relations of man we see the

operation of the law. Every tribe has a
character of its own, sharply dislinct from
that of every other

;
and the difference is

partly the result of outward, and partly of

inward forces. The herbage for its flocks

may be abundant or scanty, the wells few or

many, the beasts of prey fierce or tame, the

neighbouring families hostile or friendly. Or
it may depend for its food upon the chase,

upon the patience with which it tracks ani-

mals too swift to be outrun, upon the courage
with which it faces^easts of prey, and upon
the cunning with which it entraps creatures

that shun the abodes of man. Or again, it

may live on the sea- coast, with a barren
reach of country inland, and be forced to

seek its food upon the waters. All these

modes of life develop peculiar types of char-

acter. Men become lazy or industrious,

courageous or timid, so robust that they can
endure days of fasting and unceasing toil, so

effeminate that a few weeks' hardship will

strike them down. If a man cannot with-
stand the trials of his position, Nature puts
him, or his children, or his children's chil-

dren, to death. She constantly clears away
her failures, and keeps only those beings
who can live with ease under the conditions

she has prescribed. Natural Selection,

therefore, is constantly at work among men
as well as among animals: the weaker are.

constantly trampled down in the struggle for

existence; their place is taken by those who
possess the precise set of qualities demanded
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by outward circumstances; and thus distinct

types are everywhere created, remarkable for

courage, for chivalrous daring, for patience,
for obedience to authority, for contempt of

death. Each of those qualities in turn is

divided into varieties, which have been de-

termined by the character of the conditions

that gave them birth. From the pastoral
life springs one type of courage, from the

life of the hunter springs another, from the

life of the fisherman a third, and so on

throughout the sections that make up the

narrow circle of primitive existence.

So much for outward influences. But
social intercourse brings into play inward

influences too. Every tribe contains some
men who tower above their fellows in reason-

ing power, cunning, sagacity, eloquence, wit,

bravery, strength of will, and all the other

gifts of a leader. Those savage Alexanders

and Caesars and Luthers soon stamp their

own character upon the soft^nature
of their

fellows. A tribe is made remarkable for

daring, for wealth, for skill in handicrafts,
for gifts of persuasion, for the songs it sings,
for the legends it keeps green in memory ;

so that it comes to have as distinct an in-

dividuality as a modern nation, and, were the

wandering families of a pastoral country to

pass before us in procession, we should have
a panoramic view of moral and intellectual

types.

While, however, each is strongly marked,
the scale of differences is not wide

;
the

combination of notes has a savage simplicity ;

the intonations of morality lack that compass
which results from civilisation. And if we
take a very familiar, not to say a very vulgar
instance from the natural world, we shall see

the cause of that barrenness. Breeders have

remarked, says Mr. Darwin, that the sheep
which belong to poor people can never be

improved, because they are in small lots, and
can thus present at any one time no great

diversity of character. Hence, as a rule,

they can furnish few specimens of rare excel-

lence, and thus few progenitors for a high
breed. But if the whole country be searched
for fine specimens, and if the best be used
for breeding purposes, we get new varieties,
rich in qualities inherited from strong
ancestors, and communicated by the myriad
influences of climate and soil. Now, precisely
the same principle holds good with respect
to the virtues of savage tribes. Since the

septs live apart, each is largely dependent
for fresh strength and richness of character
on the high individual natures that are born
within its own tents

;
and since such natures

appear only at long intervals, earh family js

scantily furnished with the means of improve-
ment, and can never go beyond a narrow

range of expansion so long as it lives alone.

But in time it ceases to live alone. In time,
as we have already said, it joins itself to

others, which form fresh unions with ever

quickening rapidity, until the Vibal atoms

are beaten into a nation. One effect of this

process is that, generation after generation,
men are exposed to richer and richer moral

influences. Each family brings its peculiar
virtues to the common stock, each barters

one quality for another, or rather each adds

to its native qualities a series which it has

I hitherto lacked. One brings courage, another

patience, a third endurance, a fourth humani-

ty, a fifth chivalry, a sixth tenderness, a

i
seventh large ideas of justice, and so on

throughout the gamut of simple virtues.

When the representatives of those qualities
meet day by day, when they intermarry, and
when they fight by each other's side, they

mutually transfer their individual virtues;

one moral type is grafted on another, and
the offshoot is grafted on a fresh stem until

new types arise. Thus the same man comes

to display both endurance and humanity,
both chivalry and justice, or both high-souled
tenderness and daring. Nay, the same man
comes to manifest all those qualities. His

ancestors were naturally as well-meaning as

he; but they had no such ideas of goodness;

they never fancied that the whole duty of

man was not summed up in such commands
as these, Be brave; be tender to your
brethren

;
be ruthtfess to your enemies. The

circumstances of their life had forced no

others into existence. They had been taught
no others. They had seen no living example
of the beauty and the majesty which others

might wear. But when a crowd of people

exemplify by their whole existence the

benign influence of a new set of qualities,

which have been written on their hearts by
the experience of unremembered generations,

they find a host of imitators, converts, dis-

ciples ;
so that the seeds of the new morality

are speedily sown throughout society.

On the other hand, when the separate
tribes meet there is a decline as well as an

advance. For each tribe has bad as well as

good qualities peculiar to itself, and both sets

are brought to the common stock. In the

family where the evil grows it may do little

harm, because the conditions of lite may not

call for the constant exercise of the virtue to

which it forms a reflex. One sept may be so

sheltered from attack that it has seldom to

brave death, and can reach its immediate
ends by cunning. In that case cunning be-

comes its special virtue, and courage seems
foolhardincss. Mix a few such classes with

a tew others whom necessity has taught to

defy peril, and there is a conflicting action
;
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the courageous tend to spread the idea that

cunning is contemptible, and the cunning to

spread the idea that courage is merely the

rashness of grown children. If surrounding
conditions make the existence of such a

people dependent on bravery, then indeed

the cunning will be silenced, and all the

members will become fearless.
\
But if, on

the contrary, those conditions put a premium
on cunning, then the lago-like type of

character will ultimately prevail ;
for Nature

will so work as to stamp out courage or cun-

ning, according to the necessities of the case.

In either event, however, both influences will

work for a time, unless the way be barred by
some tremendous social or physical doom.
So long as men live in small clusters such a

doom manifestly awaits certain sins. Since

the habitual commission of those sins would

bring destruction to the tribe, they are

branded with everlasting infamy, and the

strength of tribal loyalty is sufficient to keep
the sept free from deadly iniquities. But
when one class is joined to another, so as to

form a little nation, the special sins are no

longer so immediately fatal to the common-
wealth. Hence they are not linked before-

hand with the ancient penalties of dreadful

wrath
;
fathers do not tell their sons that he

who lifts his hand against his brother's life

or honour is accursed
;
and sons cease to fear

the execrations of their kinsfolk, and the

death by stoning or by fire. Each admits,
of course, that the community could not

exist were all the members to give their pas-
sions free play. But each adds that he is

not the whole community, that his self-denial

cannot keep others guiltless, and that his in-

dividual sins cannot do much harm. Thus
the work of ruin may go on from generation
to generation, until men are reckless of conse-

quences, and the very idea of social duty is

dead. Thus vice may flourish until cities

become Sodoms, fit only to perish in the
Lake of Fire.

And they do perish in the Lake of Fire.

A great deal of nonsense has doubtless been
talked about the vengeance which Nature
exacts from the wrongdoer, and it is presump-
tuous to say that in this life punishment al-

ways follows guilt. So far as individual men
are concerned, the ways of Nature are often

inscrutable, and God is verily a God that

hideth himself. Still, history says clearly

enough, that in the long-run wickedness

rings weakness, and weakness brings death.

It seems as if in the moral, no less than in the

physical world, force were indestructible ; as

if an act of wrongdoing were a distinct forth-

putting of energy in the direction of ruin;
and as if systematic iniquity must entail a

heritage of death on some one not perhaps

on him who is guilty, but on those that fill

his place. Sooner or later wickedness does

exhaust the energy on which it lives, and,
when it competes with stronger qualities,
Natural Selection smites it down in favor of

the vigorous moral type. Thus it is that

Nature is constantly clearing the ground for

those who live in accordance with her laws;
thus it is that low moral types are constantly

making room for high.
Is there then no limit to the improvement

which results from that great law? Is the

future to be purely a time of advancement?
Is there to be no break in the line of prog-
ress like the chasms that darkened the old-

world life; and is one fair civilisation to de-

velop so naturally out of another that, we shall

be unable to mark the dividing line? Many
thoughtful men are not sanguine enough to

give an affirmative reply. In Modern Civili-

sation they do not see so fair a plant as to

call for Philistine shoutings of joy. On the

contrary, they point to signs of blight which

may be the token that the civilisation of Eu-

rope, like the civilisation of Assyria and

Egypt, is pregnant with the seeds of its own

decay. And they ask us what grounds we
have for our certainty, that between the pres-
ent time and the next great era, there may
not be ' a parenthesis of darkness,' on which

the future may look back with such feelings
as those with which we view the gloom of

the middle ages. That question is more easi-

ly put than answered
; but, without ventur-

ing to offer a complete reply, we may indi-

cate the play of forces that, after working
tremendous havoc among existing institu-

tions, seem destined to bring forth a rich

moral future.

The disintegration of society into units

seems to be rapidly reaching its farthest lim-

its, and civilized countries to be already agi-

tated by a returning current, which, without

destroying individual action, may yet bring
some such oneness to the community of na-

tions as that which was presented by each of

the ancient tribes. But the old unity was

narrow, because the range of possessions was
small

;
the new unity will be rich and wide,

because the new possessions will include

everything that the heroism, and the piety,
and the intellect, and the affection of millen-

niums have heaped up. The tribesmen had
to guard only their petty herds and their

petty traditions; and, living in the midst of

perpetual war, they aimed at the unity of

isolation. We shall aim at the unity of all-

embracing sympathy, because the great law

of self-preservation now gives the rein to

those instincts that bid us seek a market in

every land, and make all men sharers in the

good of our institutions, our literature, and
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our religious faith. And those instincts seem

destined to change the face of the earth.

The day may come when petty geographi-
cal divisions shall disappear, when distinctions

of race shall no longer sow enmity, when re-

ligion shall no longer breed strife, and when
war between two nations shall seem as sui-

cidal as war between two adjacent cities.

Tribal loyalty was good in its time, and

patriotism is good in ours
;
but the day may

come when patriotism shall be as antiquated
as tribal loyalty itself. Between this day and

that may lie thousands of years of ruthless

extermination
;
and nothing else, indeed, can-

give us such a change. As natural and arti-

ficial boundaries grow weak, peoples will

come more and more into competition with

each other, and, year by year, Natural Selec-

tion will operate with more remorseless

rigour. In the long-run, everything that can-

not flourish under the new conditions will

die; every local type will tend to disappear.
Thus will it be with language., In language
there is a principle of vitality either vigor-
ous or weak

; already a hundred languages
have been killed by competition with less

feeble tongues ;
and some day every lan-

guage on earth will be put on trial, and pre-
served or killed by Natural Selection. Thus
will it be with philosophies, and ethical sys-

tems, and religions ;
whatever part of them

is merely local will die. Thus will it also be

with race. We English are stamping out

the aborigines of America, New Zealand, and

Australia, nor can any power on earth avert

their speedy extinction. When the inferior

races are cleared away, the superior races

will come into competition with each other,

and engage in a combat none the less bloody
because it will be waged amid no din of

battle, and because it is the forces of Nature

that will heap up the slain. Thus race after

race will silently disappear; for it is written

on the tablets of history that the strong shall

inherit the earth.

Not that all local distinctions can be

blotted out. Strength is a relative term
;

the language which is strong for one purpose

may be weak for another, and that which is

adapted for one set of circumstances may
not suit a second. Races that are all-power-
ful in some places do not flourish in others.

Nor, when we sec how quickly local distinc-

tions spring up, can we expect that the

utmost combination of races and languages
shall ever obliterate "the local typos of each.

Still there is a constant and ever-quickening

tendency towards that result. The ten-

dency is to kill the local type of everything,
and to replace it by a higher variety ; that

is, by a variety related in a greater iiiimli.T

of ways to the best types on earth. Hence

the tendency is to clear away old causes of

strife, and ally men by the ties of brother-

hood. Therefore the tendency is to give
ethical maxims a wider and wider sweep,
and the history of the whole future prom-
ises, despite a hundred breaks in the chain

of progression, to be the record of the

process by which men's ideas of duty grew
in dignity and range.

So far we have traced the moral effects of

the Statical and the Dynamical laws of soci-

ety on the one hand, and the law of Natural

Selection on the other. We may seem,

however, to have passed by one powerful

agency, direct teaching. What influence

has been exerted by the formal teachers of

morals ? That question divides itself into

two, first, What power is exercised by
those who teach dogmatically? and, sec-

ondly, What power is put forth by those

who rely on reasoning? The primitive mor-

alists are all dogmatists. Formal reasoning
is a plant of late growth, and the first

offshoot of a savage soil is poetry. A prim-
itive people want, above all thing?!, a belief

in a person, not in a system. They want a

man whom they can trust, whom they can

follow, who can think for them, and fight for

them : a man who can give tangible proofs
of his power to do something. Hence the

first moralists are also leaders of the people.

They are poets and captains too. Now, if

we keep in view the limits imposed on soci-

ety by the law of self-preservation, and if

we look at the features of primitive poetry,
we shall be able to measure the amount of

foreign instruction which the tribes received

from the early moralists. It is clear that

the septs embraced no doctrines hostile to

those which, in obedience to the law of self-

preservation, grew up in their own minds
;

because, had they done so, they would have

taken the surest means of breaking the

tribal tie, and the rupture of that bond sig-

nified death. It is equally clear that no

such doctrines were taught ;
because all bal-

lad poetry is barren of innovating truth.

Ballad poetry never speculate?, never sets

forth new views of duty. It is content to

echo existing doctrines. Its ethical teach-

ing is simply the floating ideas of the age,

put into artistic form, and sung in melodious

verse. A primitive moralist, therefore, is a

rhetorician rather than a thinker. He may
indeed wield enormous powerfor the moment;
still he is not a disturbing cause in the series

of ethical progressions; he quickens the

growth of society, but he does not cast it

into new forms; and hence, ii: dealing with

the changes that moral systems undergo, we
mv<l make no allowance for social aberrations

on his account.
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After the poetical or emotional period
comes a time when men's minds are suffi-

ciently sharpened for the play of dialectic,

when argument is used in place of command,
and when discussion becomes an instrument

of change. How far, then, is that instru-

ment a disturbing cause in the path of moral

advancement? We believe that its power
in this respect is less than people generally

imagine. Indirectly, the question has re-

cently been discussed in a brilliant and able

boo Mr. Lecky's History of Rationalism.

In tracing the development of opinion,
Mr. Lecky points out a fact which every
student of philosophy must have noticed,
the fact that arguments against religious

persecution, against a belief in witchcraft,

against the infallibility of the Pope, against
commercial protectionism, are in one age
powerless, and in the next omnipotent. Cen-
turies ago, the reasons against all those

things were, so far as words went, stated as

clearly and as cogently as they are now.
When the fires of persecution were at their

hottest, thinkers were arguing that religions
intolerance was irrational and wicked. When
the Church was burning witches to death,
thinkers were writing books to show the

absurdity of the belief that old women
could hold communion with the Evil One,
ride upon a broomstick, or smite the objects
of their wrath with sickness. Yet the logic
of tolerance and common sense had no effect.

Men burned witches as remorselessly as ever,
and put heretics to death with the firmest

conviction that they were doing the will of

God. Nor can we attribute their obstinacy
to the fact that they did not know what the
thinkers were saying. Many of the worst per-
secutors and the most superstitious devotees
were among the most accomplished men of

their time; skilled in logic, versed in science,
well acquainted with the arguments used to

save the witch and the heretic from the
death of fire. Yet they were deaf to rea-

soning which now seems so obvious as hard-

ly to demand statement; and the logic which
we think flawless appeared to them so full of

holes that they fancied the man who used it

must be either a villain or a fool.

It is clear, therefore, that argument, by
itself, is but a feeble weapon ;

and we shall

readily mark the source of its weakness,
if we take a series of opinions, and see how
they are rooted in our nature. Try to

explain how you came to believe in apostol-

ical succession, in the goodness of Toryism
or of Liberalism, in the virtues of the
British Constitution, in the civilizing power
of the House of Lords, in the statesmanship
of Mr. Disraeli, in the logic of Mr. Lowe, in

the fitness of the Gothic architecture for

places of religious worship, in Episcopacy or

Presbytcrianism as a form of Church-govern-
ment, and the chances are that you find

yourself in a thick mist. If you are skilled

in reasoning and a master of statement, you
can easily show why you ought, or think you
ought, to believe in any of those things ;

but

why you do believe is another question. The
more subtlely you analyse each opinion, the

more vividly you see that each has struck its

roots in every part of your being; that affec-

tion, dislike, and sympathy, as well as reason-

ing, can claim it as their offspring; that the

circumstances of your life, your early train-

ing, the books you read, and the companions

you meet with, have all done much to give
it shape ;

and that, even when you thought

you were basing it upon all the facts within

your ken, you were really basing it upon a

few facts,, chosen in obedience to an un-

conscious bias, which was the expression of

your whole life. Suppose, however, that you
are challenged to defend one of your most

deeply planted convictions the conviction,

say, that women should have the suffrage.
You put forward the best reasons you can

muster. Well, an acute dialectician, a Cran-

borne or a Lowe, takes up each argument in

turn, and shows that it is untenable. You
cannot refute him

;
he is clearly the master

in logical fence. Still you are not convinced.

What he has refuted is not your arguments,
but your statements. His scythe-like logic
has cut away only the words, not the thing
itself. With all your skill in mental analysis,

and all your power of expression, yon have

given only an outline of the arguments which

have brought conviction to your own mind,
and each of those arguments has a context,

which can never be wholly expressed, and

which is due to all the influences that you
have undergone through life. That context

is linked to every part of your nature. So

deep does it go, that even when a man starts

with what looks like an elementary proposi-

tion, he is really laying bare the last link in

a long chain of inferences. Another man

may start with the same proposition, and yet,

so different is the context in his case, that he

means something totally different. Hence

logic is usually powerless to root out a man's

cherished convictions; it does not reach the

centre
;

it misses the mark, because the mark
is never seen.

We are thus able to measure the tenacity

with which a nation holds to its moral opin-
ions despite the results of criticism. No

analysis, however keen, will mark the myriad

points at which those opinions strike their

roots. And even if that could be clone in

one age, the work would have to begin again
in the next; the grounds on which any
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opinion is believed being identical in no two
successive generations. Hence the argu-
ments which convince us that witchcraft is a

delusion, and that religious persecution is

wrong, could not have convinced an ordinary
man four centuries ago. Nay, paradoxical
as the statement may seem, they ought not

to have convinced him
;

for in themselves

they were not so strong as they are now. In

themselves, we repeat, they were not argu-
ments, but statements of arguments, and be-

hind them lay a hidden context which took
for granted a myriad of propositions. But
those propositions had not been proved to

the satisfaction of the people; on the con-

trary, they seemed monstrous untruths. To
us they seem truisms, because we have come
under a host of influences that never acted
on our forefathers; and hence the argument
which was addressed to the sixteenth century
in favour of religious toleration, though
verbally identical with that which is address-

ed to the nineteenth, is essentially different.

In the sixteenth century, you might have
said that the faggot could not convert a man
to a belief in transubstantiation

; that some

people could not help becoming Calvinists,

any more than others could help becoming
Buddhists

;
that you had no right to dictate

the religious creed which each individual
should profess; that the attempt to uproot
error might result in the uprooting of truth

;

and that, if false, heresy would perish from
the sheer want of vital strength. But those

arguments could not bring conviction. Each
of them is the result of intellectual processes
that have been conducted forages; and each
of them furnishes room for a lifetime of argu-
ment. Nay, even if each were sufficient

to silence the persecutor, he would still rest

stubbornly on the fact, that if he did not
take the most ruthless means to stop the

spread of heresy, the Church would no

longer retain her old dominion. But the
Church was the most valued of old-world

possessions. She had no competitor. Science
had'not distracted the people from religion.
Political life had not furnished a new source
of activity. Gigantic trade had not arisen
to enlist men's time and sympathies. Specula-
tive philosophy had not sown distrust in the

theology of tradition. Heaven was a living
verity, hell an awful

reality. Every
occupation of his life was linked with

thoughts of supernatural beings, who had
been sent from on high to reward him, to

punish him, to lead him back when he
should go astray. Deaden or destroy in the

peasant's mind the belief that he was on
trial before heaven, that the Church was his

guide, and that the Judgment Day should

assign him a place among the blessed for

ever, or doom him to burn
everlastingly with

the damned in hell, and you took away the
half of his existence. Hence to him heresy
seemed some such crime as the most wicked
of murders seems to us. He was quite pre-
pared to applaud the decision of the Inquisi-
tor that the heretic should die. And the

Inquisitor himself, as the representative of
the whole clergy, dealt out terrible ven-

geance to the heretic, because he felt that the
heretic was striving to rob the world of every
blessedness of religious comfort in this life,
of eternal felicity in the next.

*

We are not denying, of course, that argu-
mentative discussion does much to change
the world's convictions. We have already
shown the effect of Casuistry, in which that
form of discussion plays a large part. And
we admit that, in the long rim, it has a pow-
erful effect, by constantly presenting truths
in certain lights, and by prompting men to

think in a certain groove. Thus it helps in

some measure to create what has been fe-

licitously called a new 'climate of opinion.'
And it is specially powerful when it takes
the form of speculative teaching. That

teaching draws attention away from prac-
tical questions, and awakens less prejudice
than direct attacks on existing doctrines or
institutions. A man who is firmly convinced
that transubstantiation is a reality may study
the speculations of Berkeley ; may then con-
clude that we have no reason to believe in

the existence of the outward world
; may

next hold that substance, as opposed to acci-

dents, is an unmeaning term
; and hence

may afterwards find, or think he finds, that
the theory thus firmly lodged in his mind
cuts at the root of the sacerdotal doctrine.

Conversion often happens in this way. A
plausible defence, indeed, might be offered
for the idea that the metaphysicians rule the
earth. The truth is, however, that argument
by itself is feeble, and that in the case both
of intellectual and moral opinions, the grand
source of change is the development of social

conditions from the simple to the complex ;

a development mainly caused by the two
instincts of which we have traced the oper-
ation, the instinct of self-preservation and
the instinct of accumulation

;
a development

quickened, but not distorted, by the influence
either of dogmatic or argumentative teach-

ing; a development corrected at every turn,
and kept from giving permanence to low
moral types, by the law of Natural Selec-
tion.

\Ve may be charged with taking no ac-
count of two other sources of moral advance-

ment, in the revelations of Moses and of
Christ. The answer is that, in so far as each

lawgiver went with the current of his ago,
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the ethical problem will best be solved by

watching the current itself; and that, in so

far as each worked by supernatural means,
the question is beyond the domain of science,

and does not come within the scope of our

discussion.

We may also be charged with impugning
the immutability of moral truth, since we
have shown that ethical systems change from

age to age. The answer is that we have

given the highest proof of the immutability
of Moral truth, by showing that the change
is only a development; that from the infancy
of man the highest virtues of civilisation

were practised ;
that they were practised on

a narrow scale merely because such a scale

was imposed by the necessities of existence;
and that the future will never change their

essential character, but only give them a

grander sweep. As well might you impugn
the immutability of the principles of logic
on the ground tliat induction led Thales to

one result and Faraday to another. It is

the circumstances of their respective ages
that brought Thales and Faraday to different

opinions; not the logic which each applied.
So is it with moral truth. Moral truth is

immutable, but the circumstances of the age
determine the nature and range of its appli-
cation.

Gathering together, then, the scattered

threads of the argument, we note, first, that

the combined influence of the Statical and
the Dynamical laws of society breaks down
the provincial barriers which separate family
from family, tribe from tribe, and nation

from nation
; secondly, that the change gives

affection, generosity, self-sacrifice, and every
other feeling of our nature a freer range;
thirdly, that moral types are thereby devel

oped which have a fitness for all times and
all places; fourthly, that other types are pro-
duced, which, being essentially local, are

essentially weak; fifthly, that Natural Selec-

tion severs the two varieties, and smites the

weaker with death
; sixthly, that science,

literature, and direct moral teaching, go
hand in hand with those agencies, but are

not disturbing causes; and finally, that the

Natural History of Morals is the history of

social conditions.

We have hurried over the vast field so

quickly that we have been able only to

scratch the surface. Our purpose has been
to give merely a rough and rapid outline of

the great task that still awaits the moralist.

The ground is, to a large extent, virgin, and
it offers a bounteous harvest to the strong
hand that shall guide the ploughshare of

thought and learning through the rich sub-
soil.

It is no bare prospect, no dead mechanic

past, that we unveil, but a past majestic with

the sequence of ordered law, and working
through seeming confusion, and unceasing
strife, and the din of angry voices, to that 'far-

off divine event to which the whole creation

moves.' To the eye of the Moralist, the his-

tory of the race, with its restless life, its sins,

its sorrows, its heroisms, its records of destruc-

tion, its immortal legacies of beauty, its faiths

and its scepticisms, its Sodoms and its Baby-
Ions, its Jerusalems and its Homes, opens up
some such stupendous woild of progression
as the inscriptions on the rocks summon be-

fore the eye of the geologist. Away into

the boundless distance sweeps the mysterious

swelling sea of mountain and plain, laying
bare at intervals some slow deposit, on which
is written the history of dead and living mo-
ralities

;
of simple types, hardly organized as

yet, that from the world of civilisation have
for ever passed away ;

of more complex types
that struggled with death for ages before they

perished; and, finally, of the richly-organiz-
ed types that came into being when life had

gathered a myriad complexity, and that fight
with each other for existence in this teeming,

many-peopled, many-sounding age. Every-
where Nature strews her path with dead

heroisms, and dead nobilities, and sin, and

suffering, and mysterious doom.

' From scarped cliff and quarried stone
She cries, "A thousand types are gone.'"

The earth is a moral graveyard. The very
dust is the ashes of the dead. The soil in

which our virtues grow is the debris of a

buried world, that sinned, and suffered, and
did ignoble deeds, and lived heroic life, and
watered the seed-fields of the future with its

tears and its blood. And our virtues and
vices will, in turn, be but fossils which the

eye of science shall curiously scan, and they
will finally crumble into dust, from which
the moral harvests of the future shall spring;
and the world that shall draw its moral life

from our ashes will also in time form but one

tiny layer of dead bones in the never-ending
strata of existence

;
and thus shall it be

throughout the weary generations of men.
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' WE have arrived,' observes General Tro-

chu, in one of the ablest and most interest-

ing of the many essays on Military Organi-
zation which the war of last year has pro-
duced, 'at one of those periods of transition

in the existence of armies, which mark the

end of certain systems employed in the wars
of the past for the inauguration of others to

be employed in the wars of the present. It

is the merit and the fortune of Prussia in

1866, as formerly in the time of the great
Frederick, to have foreseen this evolution of

the art of war, to have studied its conditions

attentively during a long peace, to have
discovered them for the most part, and to

have opportunely and resolutely applied
them.' * Wo cite the observation, not mere-

ly for the importance in itself of the double
conviction of high military authority in

France, that military systems have arrived at

a period of transition, and that Prussia has

correctly apprehended its conditions, but be-

cause the passage raises inquiries respecting
the causes, objects, and tendencies of the vast

armies of the Continent, which it did not fall

within the purpose of General Trochu to treat

of, though they are inquiries of the first im-

portance to the people of this country, to

many of whom the 'period of transition in

the existence of armies 'in prospect, has long

* L'Armee Franfaite en 1867.

been a period of general disarmament. The

questions which General Trochu discusses,

are, indeed, far from being military questions

only. To his credit as a man and a citizen,

as well as a soldier, he looks at an army not

as a mere instrument of victory, but as a pow-
erful social agent for the improvment or the

corruption of a nation. Every year, he urges,
an army withdraws from different parts of

the body of society, and every year it returns

to it a number of citizens,
' Une redoubta-

ble question se presentc, sont-ils dans Tordre

moral, sont-ils dans fordre physique, ame-
liores ou denatures?'

1

'Public spirit, public

morality, public health, the power of the race

to increase, the gradual elevation or degrada-
tion of the life of the nation in some of its

most important conditions, such is the im-

mense theme which, for fifty years, has agi-
tated legislation on recruiting for the army.'
We, too, in this country, are deeply interest-

ed in the moral and social effects of different

military systems, as well as in their efficiency
for war

;
but the theme which they present

to our minds is yet vaster. Why do these

mighty armaments exist? Do they threat-

en war ? Are they all aggressive or defensive

alike*? Is England safe in her present mili-

tary system ? Even an unrefonned Parlia-

ment, full of promotion by purchase, could it

have realized 'the period of transition in the

existence of armies' at which we have arrived,

might have been moved to repentance by
the powerful voices which have but preached
in the wilderne&s, Army Reform. Nor will

the return of a reformed Parliament suffice

of itself to insure the sort of army reform

that is needed. The sort which eminent

Parliamentary Reformers have advocated be-

fore now has been army extinction.

So many indeed are the reasons for believ-

ing that war must finally disappear before

commerce and civilisation, that not only is

the question of the probability of war always
discussed by practical men in this country
with reference to some passing cloud in the

political sky, but powerful speculative think-

ers, both here and on the Continent, have

found in the very institution of the standing
armies of modern Europe an evidence of the

cessation of warfare. Montesquieu, it is true,

in a passage cited by M. Jules Simon,

lamented, a century and a quarter ago, that

a new plague was spreading over Europe,

disordering its sovereigns so as to lend to the

maintenance of inordinate numbers of
troops.

'As soon as one State increases its forces, the

others at once increase theirs, so that nothing
is got by it but general ruin. Every mon-
arch keeps upon toot all the armies he could

if nations were in danger of extermination ;

and the name of peace is given to an effort
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of all against all. We are thus poor amid

the riches and commerce of the whole

world.' Yet Montesquieu reckoned the pro-

portion of soldiers to the population of

Europe at one in a hundred; and Adam
Smith, nearly half a century later, said it

was commonly computed thart no greater

proportion of men could he employed as

soldiers by any civilized State without ruin,

while now the Government of France is en-

deavouring to raise an army of more than

1,200,000, out of a nation of 48,000,000,
that is, to make available as soldiers nearly
a thirtieth of the whole population. This

one fact might stagger those who believe

with M. Comte (of whom the late Mr.
'

Buckle was on this point an eminent disci-

ple), that the tendency of the economy
of modern Europe to put an end to war was
shown in the establishment of permanent
armies, as feudalism declined

; whereby they

argue (and argue with a truth which, in our

opinion, militates against the conclusion

drawn from the argument) that the majority
of the inhabitants of each State were weaned
from the practice of arms. We are of those

who think, on the one hand, that the ten-

dency of true civilisation is to substitute

armed nations, as in Germany and Switzer-

land, for standing armies such as those of

Russia and France
; and, on the other hand,

that the institution of standing armies, so

far from tending to abolish war, created it

created it, that is to say, in the modern
sense of hostilities on a vast scale, waged by
immense forces, and protracted often for sev-

eral years. The feudal militia was a defen-

sive institution, by its structure wholly inca-

pacitated for other than petty hostilities, by
its interests at home indisposed for long or

distant campaigns, and under no obligation
to undertake them in the interests of a mon-
arch. It is a remarkable example of the
error of looking at only one side of the

shield, that powerful reasoners could regard
as pacih'c institutions, the rise at the same
time of military monarchies, and of a special
class devoted to warfare, by their interests

bound to it, placed at the disposal of a sin-

gle chief who wielded the resources of a
whole nation, and who was enabled by the

very existence of such a class, monopolizing
all military knowledge and discipline, to

defy the wishes of the great body of his sub-

jects for peace. The men of peace were dis-

armed, while the men of war were armed
with the deadliest weapons. The mere es-

tablishment of permanent armies placed
forces adequate and disposed to great wars

upon foot, but they did much more to create
such wars by placing at their head the very
person who suffers least by the interruption

of peace, who feels none of the privations of

a campaign, and need incur none of its dan-

gers, even if he takes the field in person ;

who can stop the war if he tires of it, who
has all the pride and ambition generated by
immense power and supreme rank, a rank,

moreover, which, among his few equals in

other nations, is proportionate not to the

wealth and prosperity of the nations under
his own control, disposing them to peace, but

to his own military power and success.

Lord Bacon, no mean authority in matters

of kingcraft, treating of ' the true greatness
of kingdoms,' and meaning literally the

greatness of kingdoms as contradistinguished
from nations, has authoritatively pronounced :

' In all experience you shall find but three

things that prepare and dispose a State for

war : the ambition of governors, a state of

soldiers prepared, and the hard means to

live of many subjects.' Nor is it an imma-
terial consideration that the establishment of

the great military monarchies of modern

Europe, with professional armies at their

command, involved the cessation of the only

attempt that has ever been made towards a

general tribunal for the pacific adjustment of

international disputes the one beneficent

use of the stupendous spiritual tyranny of the

Papacy. There are, we believe, two pre-

liminary steps requisite to terminate war,
in the establishment of free institutions, and
the substitution of national militias for stand-

ing armies
;
but the danger of war can never

disappear altogether until the civilized world

has a common legislature, and a common
tribunal for international affairs;

* and the

autocrat who wields the whole power of one

nation cannot enter a congress on equal
terms with the mere deputy of another na-

tion
;
he cannot legislate for either national

or international interests on purely national

or international grounds, apart from both

personal and dynastic concerns. So oppo-
site to national interests for peace are the in-

terests of personal government, that after

showing how popular institutions disincline

for war by the prosperity they create, and

the intelligence they arouse, M. de Tocque-
ville lays it down as the first maxim in the

science of tyranny, that the shortest and
surest method of destroying political liberty
in a nation is to make war. For that is the

way to establish a standing army.

* We must take leave, without entering upon
an irrelevant discussion, to enter a protest against
the doctrine that the domestic independence of

nations is incompatible, under any form of gov-

ernment, with an effective international legislature
or tribunal, a doctrine which rests upon reason-

ing supported by authority which we highly re-

epect, but rests nevertheless, we presume to assert,

upon a juridical fallacy.
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From the foregoing considerations alone,

it may be asserted to follow that Europe is

not done with armies or with war; but there

are other conditions of its present situation

which tend to make the dangers of war more
imminent and alarming, and armies larger
than ever, even in the most peacefully dis-

posed States that mean to maintain their

independence. M. de Tocqueville points
out as two of those conditions first, that

nations are becoming more alike, more

equally armed, and versed in the same mili-

tary practices, so that particular troops, like

the Swiss, lose their old national superiority ;

the force of numbers prevails; la. raison

determinante de la victoire etant le nombre, il

en resulte que chague peuple doit tendre de

tous ses efforts a amener le plus d'hommes

possible sur le champ de bataille. Another
reason given by this political prophet is, in

effect, that the centralization of power has

centralized national life; the enemy who
strikes at the capital of a country now strikes

at its heart, rendering prolonged struggles
on the part of its other members impossible ;

whence it becomes indispensable to have a

vast organized force at hand to resist attack

from the first. To these circumstances may
be added another very obvious one, that the

increased proximity of States, and the power
of concentrating large forces suddenly upon
a given point, together with the tremendous

weapons invented by modern art, make the

danger of swift destruction to an unprepared
nation such as can scarce be exaggerated.
The eminent writers who, like Mr. Buckle,
have seen in improvements of the means of

locomotion and of arms only persuasives of

peace, have looked again only at the white

side of the shield. It rests, in fact, upon no
doubtful authority, that the Prussian army
would have marched straight upon Paris had
the Luxembourg difference led to a rupture,
and that the knowledge of this in France is

one cause both of the present feeling towards

Germany, and of the increase of levies and
the hastening of armaments.

In days when such dangers as have just
been referred to were less imminent and less

formidable, M. de Tocqueville concluded as

an indubitable proposition, that the days of

the independence of all small States, that is

to say, States unable to bring vast forces into

the field, were numbered. But if States are

measured by their military forces, if their

independence depends upon such a condition,
in what a condition is England ? L'i>/f/i//ftric

Anylaise est la plus redoutable de CEurope,
heureitsement il n'y en a pas beaucoup. Such
was the apophthegm of Marshal Bugeaud,
founded upon his Peninsular experience, and
General Trochu endorses it. Nor are we dis-
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posed lightly to abandon the belief, notwith-

standing the force of De Tocqneville's reflec-

tion on the increasing similarity of nations in

military, as in other respects, that the United

Kingdom possesses, in its varied elements of

race, and its invigorating clime, the potential
materials of more powerful and indomitable

troops than any other country in Europe.
As a matter of fact, however, the number of

our regular troops is small to the point of

comparative impotence, and both quantity
and quality are declining. Even the Com-
missioners who reported last year in the old

official spirit of making things smooth on
behalf of established institutions, could not
but admit :

' The evidence given before us, and the re-

turns, all tend to show that during the last

two years the number of recruits raised for

the army has not been sufficient to supply the
ddmand. It appears to us that the mode of

raising recruits is not calculated to develop
the military resources of the country satisfac-

torily, or to obtain a sufficient number from
that class of the population which in former

years used to enter the service, and which it

would be most desirable again to attract to its

ranks.' *

The first witness examined, Colonel Gra-

ham, Inspecting Field-Officer of the London
District, in answer to a question whether
the recruits were obtained chiefly from the

country, as formerly, replied,
'
I never see

what I used to see, namely, the chawbacon
fellow in a smock-frock. Anybody walking
to Blackfrairs Bridge, or other parts of

London where great public works are

going on, would at once perceive the differ-

ence between the men there employed and
the men who are enlisted.' Another witness

stated, 'I do not think that the soldier of

the present day is in stature or physical de-

velopment equal to the class of recruits en-

listed before 1854, nor are the present men
superior in point of intelligence, notwith-

standing the many additional advantages
during the last twenty years.' This witness

added,
' One of the present difficulties in

recruiting is caused by the immense emigra-
tions from Ireland, where I witnessed some

years ago the greatest enthusiasm among
farmers' sons, and the peasantry generally,
for the army. I have never seen any such

i-ntliiisiastn among any class in this countrv,
where wages are usually highor. So good a
class are not obtained in p]ngland as the

majority of those raised in Ireland used to

be.'

Ireland used to furnish nearly one-third

of the soldiers of the British army ; but the

*
Report of the Commissioners appointed to

Inquire into the Recruiting fur the Army, 13G7.
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proportion of Scotch recruits too is falling

off, and the deficit can only be nominally

supplied by descending to a much lower class

of the English population for recruits, who,

moreover, can by no means be counted on

to serve. Of the recruits obtained in the

seven years, 1859-1865, nearly 50,000, that

is to say, an entire English army, desert-

ed* while in the year 1865 alone, upwards
of 68,000 soldiers were 'admitted into hos-

pital,' out of a total strength of 73,000.
Under all these circumstances, we think we

may take the necessity for a radical reorgan-
ization of the British military system as de-

monstrated. It is indisputable that we find

ourselves, with the largest surface of empire

open to attack at the greatest number of

points, approaching closer each year to the

vast and increasing armies of the great Con-
tinental Powers, with not only small but

diminishing and deteriorating forces on our

side. Cries have been consequently heard

from our press from time to time for dis-

armament, especially on the part of the

two great States nearest to us
;
but apart

from the fact that great armies are rather

the effects than the causes of the situation

of Europe, we could ill spare the very two
armies chiefly complained of, notwithstand-

ing the uneasiness they occasion, and the re-

forms we may wish to introduce especially
into one of them. Were both those armies

annihilated to-morrow, a Czar would reign
from Bearing Strait to the English
Channel, and England could hardly pre-
serve her independence by decupling her

forces. We have reason to regard the

troops of Prussia, and even of France, as

police who protect us unpaid ;
at the same

time that we must also regard them as evi-

dences of the imminent danger of general
war, for the chances of which we are, in the

eyes of other nations, ludicrously, and by
our own almost unanimous confession, la-

mentably unprepared. It is true that there
are some who trust to non-intervention to

keep England out of all future conflicts
;
but

would Switzerland, Belgium, Holland, Den-

mark, Sweden, Italy, or Turkey, be secured

by crying non-intervention ? And why
England more so, save in so far as she is

more powerful to enforce non-intervention in

her affairs on the part of other States ?

The desire of the citizens of a peaceful com-
mercial nation to enter a regular army is

nevertheless far from being stimulated by
the prospect of danger ;

and students of De
Tocqueville will remember his confident

prediction that, in the face of the growing
necessity on the one hand for larger armies
to maintain national independence, and of

the increasing dislike of commercial popula-
tions for military life on the other, all nations

must abandon the system of voluntary en-

listment for that of compulsory service in

arms. He was speaking, however, of the
bare conditions of self preservation, strictly
considered

;
and we entertain little doubt

that he would have answered that a double

military system, retaining the voluntary
element, is necessary for Great Britain, so

long as she has an Indian and a Colonial

Empire, in addition to her own insular ter-

ritory, to defend. On this point we shall

*
Report of the Commissioners appointed to Inquire into the Recruiting for the Army, 1867,

Appendix K 8 :

RETURN of DESERTERS advertised in the Police Gazette, showing those who absconded pre-
viously to Attestation, those who absconded between Attestation and final Approval, and
those who passed into the Ranks.

Tear.
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Lave ?gain to remark
; the point which

demands our immediate attention is that

there are very different systems of compul-

sory military service in Europe, differing in

their cost, their moral and social effects, their

efficiency for national preservation and

aggressive war respectively, and their ten-

dency to foster a free and patriotic spirit, or

a spirit of tame submission to tyranny at

home and domination over neighbours
abroad.

The present system of conscription for the

regular army in France, with a long period
of service, has been sometimes erroneously
ascribed to the French Revolution. It is, on

the contrary, significant that the inventor of

conscription in its modern shape (for com-

pulsory service of some sort, e.g., impress-
ment in England, is an old institution or

practice in most countries) was the autocrat

Peter the Great, the founder of a policy
of territorial aggrandizement which, unless

Russia emerges, with unparalleled rapidity,
from the condition of a military empire,
must inevitably drown the world in blood

once more. The French Revolution, on the

contrary, was a national revolt against the

whole system, of which a standing army
is the body, and tyranny the soul

;
the

leaders of the Revolution vehemently pro-
claimed that standing armies are the weapons
of despotism, and that there is no obstacle to

both tyranny and aggressive wars like placing
the sword in the hands of those whose urgent
interest it is never to draw it save in defence

of tbeir country.* Assailed from without,

however, a country without training either

in arms or in political liberty, became the

recruiting ground of a military chief
;
and

that military system was founded, which

military authorities, such as General Trochu,
condemn almost as emphatically as social

economists, such as M. Jules Simon. The
distinctive characteristics of the French sys-

tem, in contrast with the Prussian, are, first,

that only a portion, a very large portion

indeed, of the able-bodied youths of the

French population attaining the military age
is drawn for the army by ballot

; secondly,
that substitution is allowed in the case ot

those who can pay for a substitute
; and,

* ' Les armies perpetuelles n'ont t
:

to, ne sont, et

ne seront pas bounea,' was Mirubeau's cry,
'

qu'a
6tablir 1'autorite arbiirairo, et )a timiiitenir. La

corruption, la vmulitr prcparent les chainea d'un

peuple libre, mais c'est, et c'est seulement la
puis-

sance legionnaire qui les rive. Le peuple a droit

d'avoir, ot de porter les annes pour la defense
commune. Quand il eu pert! 1'habitiule, il se

trouvv bientot quelque ambitieux qui met tout en
ceuvre pour en proh'ter. Une inifice bien r6gli

;o

est la defense couveuable, naturelle et sore, d'un

gouveruernent libre. Point de mercenairej.'

thirdly, that the conscript's period of service

in the active army in France is twice as long
as in Prussia. These distinctive character-

istics make the French soldiery a separate

class, and military service a special trade ;

whereas, in Prussia there is a national army
in which every man's service is rendered as

a duty to his country. The number of con-

scripts drawn yearly in France has hitherto

varied from 60,000 to 100,000, the legal

period of service being seven years.* Hence-

forward, if the last Government plan is car-

ried out, the number of conscripts will be

largely increased, and the period of service

will be six years ;
the additional levy form-

ing a reserve, in barracks during a part of

ach year. These changes will but add to

the burden of the system, without altering
either its political character, or its military
and civil results. General Trochu, who

throughout his pages speaks as the exponent
not only of his own convictions, but also of

the principles of Marshal Bugeaud, pro-

nounces, without qualification, against those

conditions which make a professional sol-

diery of the French array, and separate it

morally and socially from the nation. The

efficiency of any army has, he says, two
main conditions, a motive power and a

mechanism, a soul and a body. The one is

the spirit which animates the individual

members
;

the other, its organization as a

whole
;

and of these he attaches most

importance to the former. But what are

the feelings in which he finds the true

motive power or soul of an army ? Not in

the habits of discipline, the supposed esprit

de corps, the self-interest of a veteran sol-

diery, but in the fresh patriotism of the .

citizen, the natural sentiments of the man,
and the elan of youth. The passages in

which he speaks on thia subject are a study
not only in military art, but in mental phi-

losophy. In popular education, both in

England and France, the true soldier is the
' old soldier,' whose heart, such as il is, is

supposed to be in his profession. Far differ-

ent is General Trochu's estimate of the

worth of such soldiers, considered even

merely as soldiers. From the day, he main-

tains, that the soldier looks on his ivriment

as his home, and military life as his career,

the best ingredients in the true soldierly

spirit begin to forsake him, patriotic devo-

tion, chivalrous ardour, and the natural

affections of the human heart :

' A ce moment il aliene volontairement sa

liberte*, non pas momentane'nient, mais pour
1'avenir, et on pent dire pour toujours, car la

continuation du service militaire va le rend re

radicalement impropre a 1'exercice de sa proies-

* lu practice, usually five or nix years.
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eion mauuelle, surtout au travail des champs,
en meme temps qu'il deviendra de plus en plus

Stranger Ji la famille. En sorte que le service

et le regiment devront desormais et definitive-

ment lui tenir lieu de tout. De la, inevitable-

ment, une certaine alteration de ces sentiments

naturels au cceur de I'homme, et un abandon a

pen pres complet de ce que j'ai appele les pas-
sions inh&rentes d sa condition de citoyen.'

*

Look, on the other hand, at the picture of

the true soldier, with the martial training of

one, but not without the sentiments and

qualities belonging to youth and a peaceful
home and profession :

'

Non, mon vieux soldat est un jeune homme.
II a dans 1'ordre moral comme dans 1'ordre

physique, tous les ressorts de la jeunesse, et il

en a les croyances et les illusions. II est plein
de force, et il est plein d'honneur. II n'entend

pas donner au pays un jour au dela des anne"es

qu'il lui doit au termes de la loi, car des devoirs

anterieurs et superieurs le rapellent dans la

famille. Mais ces annees, il les lui donne sans

restriction ni calcul.'

Adam Smith, who has not in this instance

displayed his customary sagacity, traces the

successive fall of Carthage and Rome to the

irresistible superiority of a standing army,

constantly disciplined in arms, over a militia

in which 'the civil predominated over the

military character/ General Trochu, on the

contrary, refers to the military history of

Carthage and Rome, as exemplifying one

invariable truth the superiority of a national

over a mere professional army. In this he

has the testimony of almost every good
historian on his side

;
and so opposite is his

theory to that of Adam Smith, who attributed

the victories of Hannibal to long discipline
in the school of actual war, that he ventures

the maxim, that 'it is peace, properly turned

to account, that makes good armies; it is

war, especially prolonged war, that dis-

organizes them.' M. Chochut adds, to a

similar notion on his own part, the evidence

of Colonel Gue"rin as to other evils resulting
from the prolongation of military service

beyond the period requisite to master the

exercises of the soldier :

1 Ce qui vieillit le soldat, trop rapidement
peut-etre, c'est la guerre.

" Nous sommes
convaincus," a dit le Colonel Guerin, dans son
memorable rapport,

"
que quand on a passe*

sous les drapeaux le temps necessaire pour se

.former aux armes, on a plus a perdre qu'a
gagner en continuant plus longtemps la vie de

garnison, vie de sujetion, mais peu laborieux,

qui fait plutot naitre des gouts d'oisivete,
qu'elle ne prepare aux fatigues et aux priva-
tions de la guerre. On n'est plus vieux soldat

apres sept ans de garnison plutot qu'avec trois."

* The italics are General Trochu's.

C'est un vieux et brave soldat qui parlait
ainsi." *

But if on the mere ground of military

efficiency, the long service in the French

army is open to such question, what is the

judgment we must pronounce when its con-

sequences, economic, moral, physical, and

political, are added to the scale? Looking,
indeed, at the mere pecuniary cost at which

the French troops figure in the accounts of

the State, it might be pronounced a cheap

system. M. Jules Simon estimates the cost

of an army of 400,000 men, for example, at

360,000,000 francs (14,400,000), and the

Count de Casabianca, in a later estimate,

places the cost of nearly half a million of

French troops at very little more
;
whereas

we can hardly maintain more than quarter
of the latter number of soldiers for such a

sum. But the French ballot (while it lets

the class of idle youth whom military service

might utilise escape by substitution) falls

indiscriminately on the whole mass whose
means are unequal to purchase their ransom,
and so hammers into mere soldiers a multitude

which must include much of the highest in-

dustrial genius and intellectual power in the

country. To the real cost of the French

army we must add, then, not only every

shilling above a soldier's pay which each

actual soldier could have earned in a

civil occupation, but also the lost value of

all the indirect and distant results of

invention and special productive capacity.
Had Watt been forced to spend seven years
as a soldier in barracks, what would the

cost of that one soldier have been to his

country, and to mankind ? Nor does the

cost of the French conscription stop when
we have added to it the loss of all the

men of superior industrial or intellectual

power it spoils for their natural pursuits. It

spoils, more or less, the greater number of

the men it lays hold of. Taking every year
from 60,000 to 100,000 of the flower of the

youth of the population, it returns them at

the end of six or seven years, if at all, unfit-

ted for the occupation from which they were

torn, with barrack habits of idleness arid dis-

sipation, and, probably, an impaired constitu-

tion. They may now at length marry ;
and

'old soldiers' of this sort, along with the

part of the male civil population which was

exempted from the ballot for infirmity or

other physical defects in other words,
drunkenness and disease, along with debility

and deformity become in large measure the

parents of the next generation. Put a young

peasant or mechanic into the army, says
General Trochu, for a short time, and he

* Revue des Deux Mondes, February 1, 1867.
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returns home a better man and a better citi-

zen, stronger, smarter, with more enthusiasm

for his country, still in the suppleness of

youth, and able to bend over the plough, or

to resume the tools of the artisan. Keep
him in the army for double the time, and he

becomes both too rusty and too lazy for his

old trade: '
S'il abandonne 1'armee, il va

grossir dans les grandes villes le groupe des

declassees; s'il entre dans la veterance, il s'y

acheve; s'il est admis aux Invalides, je ne

le suivrai pas jusque-lJL'
General Lamo-

riciere has pronounced, in an official report,

a similar opinion with respect to the inapti-

tude for civil occupations resulting from a

septennial military service, and its tendency
to swell the population of the towns with an

unproductive class, of whom many were born

to be hardy and industrions peasants.* Cur-

ran translated in jest the saying, Nemo re-

pente fuit turpiissimus, into ' It takes seven

years to make an attorney;' but a faithful

paraphrase in earnest might be, 'It takes

seven years to make a vieux soldat ;' that is

to say, in the popular sense of an old soldier,

not in General Trochu's. And the artificial

and unhealthy concentration of the French

population in towns is demonstrably trace-

able, in great measure, to this vice in the mili-

tary system .f
When we add that the French

army, while less efficient for defence than a

truly national force, is far more easily em-

ployed in aggressive war, for which it is by
its constitution disposed, we have, we believe,

said enough to establish the urgent necessity

in the interests of both Europe at large and

France itself, of that change in its military

system, which M. Jules Simon so strenuously
invokes

'

Precisely because we are keenly alive to

the necessity of reducing standing armies, we
invoke every measure calculated to make an

inexpugnable defence of the National Guard.
Such a force, incapable of aggression, invinci-

ble if attacked, is the symbol of peace, while
a standing army, the symbol and incarnation

of war, is a menace even to the very people
which exhausts and ruins itself in maintaining
it.'

If a further example of the true character

and objects of a vast standing army were

needed, we have but to glance at the military

system of Russia. The period of service for

which tho conscript is drawn there

twenty years is the longest in Europe ;

and the army is thus more totally separated
from the nation than any other in Europe.J

* L'Ouvrier d Hv.it Ati. Par Jules Simon, p.
53.

\Ibid.
\ The greater part of the Russian population are

This military system, it is instructive to

remember, was instituted as the principal

machinery of a despotic usurpation, which

not only deprived the nobles of their ancient

independence, but reduced the bulk of the

population to servitude, establishing at the

same time the study of foreign aggrandize-
ment as a permanent and principal element

in the policy of the empire. 'Whoever,'

says Adam Smith (probably in unconscious

admiration of his own admirable doctrine of

the separation of occupations, which has

however really no application to compulsory

occupations), 'examines with attention the

improvements which Peter the Great intro-

duced into the Russian empire, will find that

they almost all resolve themselves into the

establishment of a well-regulated standing

army. It is' (he very truly adds) 'this in-

strument which executes and maintains all

his other regulations.' It is the instrument

of a purely autocratic as opposed to national

policy. No other country in Europe has a

population so pacific, or a foreign policy so

aggressive. In no other country is military

service so detested
;
the peasantry regard it

as penal servitude for life. And it is in per-

fect harmony with the fundamental principle

of a system in which the soldier has in him

nothing of the citizen, the army nothing

national, that criminals under thirty years

are condemned to the army, and wear its

uniform as a badge of disgrace; while in

Prussia the forfeiture of civil rights by crime

entails the dishonour of exclusion from the

military service due from the citizen. In

spite of the difficulties in the present internal

condition of the Russian empire, which we

are told to regard as a guarantee of peace,

nothing is more certain than that the great-

est military activity on the part of the gov-
ernment now exists; the percentage of con-

scription has been raised
; improved methods

of military education have been introduced,

and the whole of the active army will be

armed with breech-loaders by the middle

of next year. The nominal army will then

exceed 1,400,000 men, capable, according to

Russian authorities, of increase to 1,'. 00,000.

\\"e do not, indeed, believe that one-fourth

of the latter number of soldiers could be

employed at one time for aggressive war in

the present situation of the empire: but even

now it has a most formidable army at its dis-

posal formidable for aggressive war, how-

subject to the regular conscription
law*. The

Cossacks of the Don furnish contingents under dis

tinct regulations. The army is !.*> ivi-mitcd to a

smnll extent by voluntary enlistment, mul l>y mil-

itary colonitrt. Hut these additional elements do
not alter the character of the objects of the Rus-

sian military system.
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ever, not for its mere number, great as that

is, but because it is an imperial standing

army, not a national one.*

Between France and Russia, with their

vast standing armies, lies Prussia or North

Germany, with a mixed military system,

combining a' standing army with a national

militia. Under the present arrangements,

every youth physically equal to the stand-

ard, with unimportant exceptions, is bound

by law to enter the ranks of the regular or

active army on attaining his twentieth year.
For the mass of recruits, the legal period of

service is three years (in practice shortened

to two and a half), but those who can pass
an examination, or present sufficient aca-

demic certificates of education, are allowed to

enter as volunteers, defraying all their own

expenses (unless for arms and ammunition),
and serving but for one year. With the qual-
ifications just stated, every able-bodied Prus-

sian serves in the ranks of the active army
from his twentieth to his twenty-third year,

then passing into the reserve for four years,
liable to be called to rejoin his regiment on

emergency, or for a short period of annual

exercise. From twenty-seven to thirty-two
he belongs to the first ban of the Landwehr,
in which he is still liable to foreign service

in time of war, and to periodical exercises in

peace; from thirty-two to thirty-eight his

place is in the second ban of Landwehr, only
called out when the country is in extreme

danger. From thirty-eight to fifty he belongs
to the Landstnrm or levy en masse of the

population in case of invasion. Thus, of all

military systems in Europe which have any
standing army, the Prussian is that in which

the period of service in the standing army is

shortest so short that the civil necessarily

predominates in it over the military charac-

ter, while the remainder of the able-bodied

population forms a true citizen army. The
extension of this system throughout North

Germany contemporaneously with rapid

progress in the arts of both industry and war,

presents a remarkable contradiction to the

doctrine of Adam Smith, that two causes,

namely, the progress of manufactures and im-

provement in the art of war, combine, as

society advances, to make the soldier's a sep-
arate trade. We hope to show that, even in

the Prussian army, the original period of ser-

vice is excessive
;
but it is at any rate long

* Count Bismarck lately made some observations

to the correspondent of an English journal respect-

ing the situation and policy of Russia, which
amount merely to the consolation that she will not
enter upon a war for territorial aggrandizement
until she is quite ready. It is a favorite maxim ol

Russian politicians, Le monde appartient d qui sait

attcndre.

enough in the opinions of such authorities as

Marshal Bugeaud and General Trochu, and
the late war has established the character of

the Prussian army as second to none, if not

foremost in point of efficiency. Prior to its

late victories, even those military authorities

in France who thought most lightly of it as

an engine of war, placed it in the first rank
as regards the spirit that animates it. After

quoting evidence on this point,* General

Trochu adds that 'all military authorities,

capable of impartiality, now acknowledge
that the Prussian army has given proof at

once of solidity and extraordinary celerity of

movement.' Surgeon-Major Bostock, Scots

Fusilier Guards, in his instructive report on
the war in Bohemia, referring to the qual-
ities displayed by the Prussian troops, ob-

serves :

' To what is the excellent marching and

power of endurance in an active army to be
attributed ? I believe that it is entirely owing
to the superior physique and suitable age and
condition of every man composing the army. . .

I never saw a more thoroughly efficient body
of men; there was not a weedy young recruit,
or a decrepit old man among them. A mo-
ment's consideration will show that this high,
state of efficiency, which was so tested in the

late campaign, is due to the system of recruit-

ing adopted in Prussia. The basis of it is to be
found in the acknowledged principle, that it is

the duty of every man to defend his country.
No man enters the army as a trade, but at the

age of twenty, when his frame is fully devel-

oped, every individual becomes liable to serve

in the ranks. Here he learns his duty, and
becomes in habit and feeling a disciplined

soldier,' etc.f

Colonel Reilly, in his memorandum on the

Prussian army, establishes by striking facts,

it is true, that 'the Prussians overthrew a

disaffected army.' This circumstance, how-

ever, only adds important negative evidence

of the military value of the patriotism of a

national army, and of the weakness of a stand-

ing army without it. Colonel Reilly, more-

over, observes with respect to the Prussian

service :

' The position of the soldier is made an hon-
orable one

;
he is well instructed in the mili-

tary school
;
his plwrsical powers are developed

by training, and 1& the end of his service of

* ' Le niveau moral est peut-etre plus eleve dans

I'arme'e prussienne que dans toutes les autres ar-

mees de 1' Europe. Par sa composition, 1'armee en

Prusse est 1'image fidele de la nation.' Cours d'art

Militnire (1864)^ VEcole d'application de VArtilkrie

et du Genie, d Metz.

f Report on the Medical and Sanitary Ser-

vices of the Prussian Army during the Campaign
in Bohemia, 1866. Published in the last volume

of Reports of the Army Medical Department.
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three years he returns to civil life a more use-

ful subject. . . The men are of great physical

power, brave, intelligent, obedient, of great
endurance and patient under hardship?. Sober
without exception, they gained in the late

war the confidence of the people in the coun-

tries they invaded by their orderly and forbear-

ing conduct. They undoubtedly possess the

highest qualities of soldiers.' *

An army composed of such materials as

the Prussian certainly cannot be employed
in war without immense loss and suffering
both to the soldiers and the whole nation,

the nature of which may be illustrated by
reference to some actual instances within

our knowledge. The chief cashier of a

principal bank at Berlin was called out for

active service in the late war, at the risk of

losing his post, which must, indeed, have

happened had the war been prolonged ;
in

which event, moreover, the banker himself

would probably have been ordered to join
the army. From a town in Rhenish Prussia,
a young physician was called out, to find on
his return that another physician, exempt on

account of age or less vigorous constitution,

had taken up his practice.f A small shop-

keeper, again, in Pomerania, had his two
assistants taken in the first instance, then a

substitute whom he had managed to procure,
and lastly was called out himself, to find on

his return that a rival had taken up his

business, or that it had gone into the hands
of the pedlars. The losses arising in this

way are sometimes of such magnitude that

special exemptions are granted by the

Government
;

but these very exemptions
illustrate the losses that must be sustained in

the cases where they are not granted, as of

course they very rarely are. A manufacturer
of locomotive engines at Berlin, who employs

* In referring to the reports of Colonel Reilly,
and that of Surgeon-Major Bostock, we cannot for-

bear to note, with respect to them and the analo-

gous appointment of military attaches at foreign

capitnls, one, if only one, considerable mark of be-

ginning to keep pace with the age in the military
administration of this country. In 1853, a very
able military writer complained, 'whilst all Con-

tinental Ministers of War deem it useful to send
officers of all arms to attend and report upon for-

eign armies, our military chiefs do not deem it of

the slightest importance to obtain information on
such subjects, or to watch the progress made in

military service, general or special, by Coniiiion-

tal Armies.' Ignited Service Magazine, December,
1853.

(
The liability of medical men to service in the

Prussian unny (so long as they belong to the

Landwi-hr) entail* pf.Miiiar hardship. The army
being dnder-tuppliftd

with ill-paid military sur-

geons, the civil members of the profession are

much required, and are the first to !>< i-ulL-d nut

in order to organize a system, and the last to

return, having t> atimd the sick and wounded.
Medical men are ill-used under all military systems.

3000 hands, and had just completed his

2000th engine, was required to join the

array.
' I am quite ready to go,' was his

response, 'but I manage all my business

myself, having neither partner nor manager.
If I go, my works must therefore be closed,

and all the hands thrown out of employ-
ment.' In the foregoing case, and also in

that of an eminent sculptor, much employed
by the Government, exemption was granted.
A late able critic of the Prussian system,

foreseeing such results as have just been

exemplified, has objected to it :

' A Prussian army may be assembled on the

frontiers, but however brilliant, expert, and

well-disciplined, it is so constituted that it is

scarcely available as a political machine. The

life, the property, the industry, the intelli-

gence, the influence of the country are in its

ranks. An army composed of such materials

cannot be risked unless national existence is at

stake.' *

That an army composed of such materials

can be risked when national existence or

national objects are at stake, the Prussian

arrcy has given recent proof ;
but that it is

scarcely available as a mere political machine
in the, hands of a Government, is, we pre-
sume to assert, an advantage to Germany of

the first order, more than compensating,
even economically speaking, for the cost of

such an army when contending for national

existence. Giving, on the one hand,
- to

every valid citizen the training and spirit of

a true soldier, it is a pure national gain that,

on the other hand, this system makes ag-

gressive war unpopular with the bulk of both

army and nation, and goes far to make it

impossible.

'War,' in the words of M. de Laveleye
' unless undertaken in the defence of German
soil, will never be popular in Prussia, because

it affects every family ;
and the soldier who

merely passes through a period of regimental
duty does not make a trade or career of the

service. Even after the astounding successes

of last year, people said to me,
" We don't like

war
;

look at all our cities all in mourning."
In France, on the contrary, the sad conse-

quences of battle scarcely affect any class, save

one whose sorrow passes unseen.'

Gunpowder, in fact, was in such ill odour

in Rhenish Prussia after the late war, that

the usual shooting-matches this year wore

found to have lost their attraction. But we
cannot regard it as otherwise than as a

triumph of civilisation that the most civilised

nation on the Continent should
|>

- ss :\

military system which UIMIITS its si-ourity

and frees it from degrading panics, while, at

* Notei of a Traveller. By Samuel Laing.
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the same time, it makes war a calamity in the

estimation of its very soldiers. The Prussian

system may moreover claim to fulfil the con-

ditions which, General Trochu emphatically

pronounces, make an army a powerful instru-

ment of public moral elevation :

'Tine armee, qui si renouvelle ainsi pe*rio-

diquement, et recevant dans son sein une por-
tion notable de la meilleure population du

pays, et qui, lui rendant en echange chaque
annee un contingent de soldats liberes

; pre*-

pares comme je 1'ai dit, rejette tous les dix ans
dans la masse populaire, plus d'un million de
bons citoyens, est Un Puissant Instrument de
Moralisation Publique'

We have, however, to consider whether
the advantages of the Prussian system are

not attained at excessive cost; and whether,

by establishing a more purely national force,
such as the Swiss, an army might not be

constituted, at much less expense, equally
efficient for national defence, while even less

available for aggressive war in the interests

of a dynasty or a government than the
Prussian. Estimated in the figures of a

budget, the cost of the Prussian or German
system doubtless appears very low. Qolonel

Reilly, in a table compiled from authentic

sources, puts the cost of the active army of

212,172 Prussian soldiers, in 1866, at

6,545,944. Under the new federal budget,
a regular army of 360,000 in time of peace
(raisable to at least 900,000 in case of war)
is estimated at a cost of less than 10,000,000.
And against the loss incurred by the two and
a half years' military service of the strength
and skill of the industrial population, must
be set off the benefit of increased strength
and expertness which the men undoubtedly
derive for many occupations. The young
peasant, the servant, the hotel waiter, the
future railway employe, the artisan, comes out
of the ranks a smarter, more orderly, stronger,
and in many other respects better workman.
But the military service postpones to a rela-

tively very late peri(jd the productive use of
the productive power of the country. The
professional and wealthier classes, who can
afford to serve as volunteers, are, indeed,
we fully believe, all the better and nothing
the worse of a year's service as soldiers; the
more so, as they can generally secure being
quartered during it in a town where they can

pursue their studies to advantage. But the
waste of skilled labour in the case of the
classes below them is enormous. The future
artisan or mechanic has not learned his

business when he enters the army in his

twentieth year, nor (unless in the case of a

very few trades, such as shoemakers and
tailors, who can work for the army) can he

practise it until he leaves the regiment for

the reserve
;
he has then still almost every-

thing to learn, and the consequence is that
he seldom actually begins business before

twenty-five. But twenty-five years, or half
the lifetime of the flower of the population,
is thus unproductively spent. Even in the case
of unskilled labourers and peasants, who can

go to work from the day they leave barracks,
a considerable loss is sustained. The with-

drawal of the male peasantry forces women
to labour in the fields

;
and it not unfreqnently

happens in various localities that the harvest
is ill saved for want of hands. If all this

cost must unavoidably be incurred to secure
both a citizen army and national preserva-
tion, no more could be said than that no loss

is too great to incur for such objects. But the

truth is, that the army might be made much
more national at much less cost, while re-

taining all its efficiency for the defence of the

country.
Does it, in fact, take three years' drill, or

two and a half, to teach a man the art of a

soldier? That one year is found enough for

the volunteers in Prussia, is a practical ad-

mission on the part of the Government that
so much time is not required to train educated
men. But is even one year necessary to

discipline even an ordinary man ? Speaking
of British recruits, so experienced a General
as Lord Hardinge declared, 'The thought-
less boy enlists, the grown-up man will not.

Give us a good stout man, and let us have
him for sixty days to train, and he will be

as good a soldier as you can have.
1 The

length of the soldier's service in the army
in Prussia is not, in fact, determined solely

by considerations of military efficiency.
The examples and traditions of long mili-

tary service in the armies of the two great
monarchies lying on the borders of the young
kingdom, had their natural effect upon the

mind of General Scharnhorst, when design-
ing the present military system of his

country, after its humiliation by Napoleon,
and the limitation of the numbers of its army
by that insolent conqueror to 40,000 sol-

diers; but Scharnhorst's main reason for

fixing upon the period of three years for the

military training of all the able-bodied youths,
was to enable the Government to have a

large and unexpected army ready at a mo-
ment's notice against a future invader. The
same motive has necessarily remained in the

mind of the Government ever since, in the

presence of the standing armies of Austria,

Prussia, and France, but the Prussian Govern-

ment has also another motive. As already

said, the Prussian army is not purely a na-

tional one
;

it represents in its constitution

the conflicting elements in the political con-
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stitution of monarchy on one hand, and

political liberty or national self-government
on the other. It is no part of a monarch's

policy that his soldiers should be available

only for the accomplishment of national

objects ;
it is, on the contrary, expedient for

him to have always at command, at what-

ever cost to the nation, a mass of soldiers

who have nothing else to do but to obey

military orders.* The danger to national

liberty and peace created by a great stand-

ing army is, indeed, such that M. de Toc-

queville, after demonstrating that popular
institutions necessarily incline a nation to

peace, observes that in the army there must

always remain an element of despotism and

aggression, against which he despairs of

guarding by any species of military organi-

zation.f

Against this danger, at least, the Swiss

military system-makes ample provision, while

it saves the huge cost of a long deduction

from the productive life of the manhood of

the country in barracks. Every male citizen

of Switzerland is bound to serve in the army
in defence of his country, from the age of

nineteen to forty-four. But the actual service

in time of peace, during the recruit's first

year, is but twenty-eight days for the infantry,
and forty-two for the cavalry and artillery.

During the subsequent period of military

obligation, three days a year (or six days in

each alternate year) of military exercises, with

one day's rifle shooting annually, and a few

days in camp at some part of the whole

period, from nineteen to forty-four, make up

* In one of the most instructive essays on Euro-

pean politics ever published, M. de Laveleye ob-
serves: 'Aussi longtempsque 1'Allemagne se croira

menacee, elle sera prote 4 tous les sacrifices

d'hommes et d'argent necessaires a sa defense ;

mais, quand, par quelquo favour celeste la pnix
sera assuree, elle voudra appliquer ses ressources

aux travaux de 1'industrie, alors le souverain qui
d'un mot peut niettra en mouvement un million

de baionettes, consentira-t-il a une diminution des
defenses niilituires? Sa volonte cedera-t-elle devant
cello dune asserablee de bourgeois, qui n'ont pour
armes que leur droit et leur parole?' Revue des

Deux Mondes, November 1, 1867. This passage
indicates a real future danger to the liberties of

Germany; but we think M de Laveleye overstates
it in counting the bayoneta of the Landwehr on
the side 01' the autocracy in a struggle with the.

nation. They uiv, on the contrary, in our opinion,
to be depended on as the arms of liberty.

f
' Je pense, pour ma part, <|n'un sprit, inquiet

et turbulent est un nuil inherent u. In constitution

nime des armees democratism's, >-t qu'on doit

reuoncer ,-'i le guerir. 11 in- faul pus que les legisla-
teurs des deiaocraties se fluttent de trouver une

organisation militaire que ait par elle-meme 1a
force d.' calmer et de contenir les gens de guerre;
ils s'epuiseruient en vains efforts avant d'y attend re.

Ce n'est pas dans I'armue qu'on pent rcm-ontier
le reimide aux vices do Turince, uiaia duns le pays.'

the entire deduction from peaceful pursuits
for military purposes of the army of Switzer-

land. The infantry soldier's whole service

makes from 100 to 110 days, the cavalry
soldier's about 170. Strong testimony is

borne to the efficiency of this system. Speak-
ing from the amplest official reference, and
with a patriotic purpose, which would incline

him to attempt reform rather than a con-

cealment of the defects of the army of his

country, M. Staempfli pronounces :

'

(1.) La technique des armies. Bonnes armes
et bon materiel de guerre. A cet e"gard la

Suisse est aussi avance*e que quelque armee

permanente que ce soit. (2.) Habilete dans les

armes. Habilete dans le maniement des armes,

precision du tir, de 1'artillerie et des armes

portatives, combat a la baionette, manceuvres
et combai en masse ou d'homme a homme,
a 1'arme blanche. Sous ce rapport, la Suisse

n'est pas en arriere non plus. (3.) Discipline.
La discipline est aussi bonne que celle des ar-

mee"s permanentes. Cette discipline n'est, du

reste, pas 1'effet de-la vie de caserne, elle a
sa source dans le sentiment inne du devoir

et de la subordination.
1

This panegyric is corroborated by many
foreign witnesses.* We have already quoted
the statement of Lord Hardinge, that sixty

days' drill will make of a good stout man
as good a soldier for a regular army as can

be had
;
but the Swiss system demands only

twenty-eight days in the first year, and sub-

sequently the small number mentioned. Lord

Hardinge doubtless meant to keep his six-

weeks' soldier, not to let him go back to

civil business as soon as he had learned the

business of a soldier. But the Swiss system,
in the first place, is only intended to pro-
duce a defensive militia for a small territory ;

and, in the second, it has for its base a

preliminary military training at school,

which, if carried out in the manner Mr.

Chadwick proposes for Great Britain, throws

back from the productive to the unproduc-
tive period of life the acquisition of military

discipline and art, and at the same time

affords the amplest time, even if years instead

of months be requisite, to acquire them.

For the defence of a vast empire, such

as that of Great Britain, a standing army,
in addition to a national militia, is an

obvious necessity, and moreover, a standing

army recruited by voluntary enlistment. The
immense distance of several of the regions

the British soldier must serve in, and the

bare cost of moving troops baekwanls and

forwards, render the service necessarily both

* See, for example, L'Owricr de Unit .!, p.
."> I, ami F.xposi' ,!, M. ]' I'VnseHult, ancien Capitaine
d'etat Major de I'm-mee Inlge, Aunales de 1' Asso-

ciation Internationale, 18C6.
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one of some length, and one which the

citizens of a free country could not be com-

pelled to perform. A sufficient army indeed

for any great country, even if its territory

lay together and compact, in place of being

dispersed over both hemispheres, would

require a permanent nucleus and support.

Nevertheless, Adam Smith (his conviction

of the superiority of a standing army over

a militia notwithstanding) considered national

training in military exercises not only an

important part of national education, which
it is the duty of the State to supervise and

enforce, but also an important addition to

the means of national defence.

'

Even,' he argued, 'though the martial spirit
of the people were of no use towards the de-
fence of the society, yet to prevent that sort

of mental mutilation, deformity, and wretch-
edness which cowardice necessarily involves
in

it, from spreading through the great body
of the people, would still deserve the most
serious attention of Government But
the security of every society must always
depend, more or less, upon the martial spirit
of the people. In the present times, indeed,
that martial spirit, alone and unsupported by
a well-disciplined standing army, could not

perhaps be sufficient for the defence and se-

curity of any society. But where every citizen

had the spirit of a soldier, a smaller standing
army would surely be requisite.'*

Had this great social philosopher, who,
even at his own epoch, thought the training
of the whole nation to arms not only morally
and intellectually useful, but necessary to the

security of society, besides being a means
of diminishing the cost of a standing army,
lived to see Great Britain ruling all India on
the one hand (not to speak of other depend-
encies), and on the other hand in close prox-

imity with the present enormous armaments
of Continental Europe, while the difficulty of

obtaining recruits yearly increases with the

increasing demands of civil employment
both at home and abroad, we fear he might
have almost despaired of the safety of a

country whose Government has been so

slow to profit either by his own instructions,
or by the evidence of their own senses of

the magnitude and imminence of the danger.
Whatever may be the evils of the military

system of France, it has at least the merit

both of not trusting the defence of the

country to the dregs of the nation, and of

rendering the sudden conquest of the coun-

try almost impossible. Does the military

system of Great Britain possess these mer-
its? 'Up to the date of the last great war'

(with Russia), the Commissioners on Recruit-

* Wealth of Nations, Book T. chap. i. Educa-
tion of Youth.

ing observe,
'
it may be said that we were

content to exist from hand to mouth, with

no forecast of the future.' Does our national

existence rest at this moment upon any
securer or more provident foundation ? Let

military authority answer (and we need hard-

ly say how careful military authority is in

this country not to be extreme to mark that

which is done amiss) : 'The evidence given
before the Recruiting Commission,' says
Colonel Reilly, 'can leave no doubt in the

minds of those hitherto unconvinced of the

fact, that our present recruiting system is a

failure. Neither do we get the number of

men we desire, nor is the quality of those

we do get improved. The evidence is con-

clusive as to toe classes from which recruits

come, and the motives which induce them
to enlist. The officer in charge of the re-

cruiting of the London district says, "The
men are chiefly recruited in public-houses;"
and being asked by the President, "And
those of the lowest description ?" replies,

"
I

will go so far as that." '* A member of the

Commission, Major-General Lord William

Paulet, said in evidence before it,
'
I am

afraid it is drink, and being hard-up, which
leads a great many of them to enlist.' Is it

surprising that a large proportion of the

insignificant army thus composed rapidly

disappears by desertion and disease ? Our

army administrators look for soldiers in the

lowest pnbiic-houses, to catch them they
'

pick a particular sort of a man to go on

the recruiting service, a jovial sort of fellow,

who is fond of drink, and who goes about.' f

Of the Prussian army, on the contrary, Sur-

geon-Major Bostock reports: 'Drunken-

ness, that frequent source of sickness in the

English army, is almost unknown, and the

Prussian soldier, passing a few years only in

the ranks, never loses sight of his home, to

which he hopes to return with an unblem-

ished character and an unimpaired constitu-

tion.' The danger of the British system,

moreover, constantly increases from two

causes, well described by Mr. Chad wick. On
the one hand,

' The quality of the supply from recruiting
is being reduced in the moral qualities of so-

briety, steadiness, and intelligence, whilst they
ought to be considerably increased; for all

who are conversant with the ne\v implements
of war agree, that for their efficient use, an
increased amount of intelligence and steadiness

in the ranks is needed.'

On the other hand, 'Every year there de-

parts from these shores a body of able-bodied

* Notes on the Military Forces of the Kingdom,
p. 42.

f Evidence of Major-General Lord W. Paulet

Recruiting Commissioners.
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men, equal to a large army, as emigrants, one

year upwards of 200,000 men
;
\ve have, again,

engaged in the extension of the means of in-

ternal communication a force equal to an army
of between one and two hundred thousand
men as navvies, and another army of upwards
of 100,000 men is engaged in working the

new railways. The statistics of the rate of

increase of our exports may be referred to as

indicating the rate of increase for the demand
for labour in manufactories.'

To compete with these new demands of

the age, the British army offers the soldiers

the personal control over four or five pence
a day, along with food, lodging, and uniform,
in return for which he must serve in any
climate for twelve yearc, he must remain

single, as a general rule, or, if permitted to

marry, must consort with his wife under

conditions of barbarous indecency and dis-

comfort.

' Such are the means,' says Colonel Reilly,
of the British Recruiting System, 'by which
we endeavour to fill the ranks of our army; it

cannot be a matter of surprise that those

means have failed.' He adds,
'

Any scheme

proposed as a substitute must, to succeed, be
founded on a national basis. A barrier of

prejudice exists between the mass of the pop-
ulation and the army, which prevents the

youth of the country joining the ranks. That
barrier may be removed by raising the military

spirit of the population, by teaching all classes

that it is not only their duty but their interest

to join in the defence of the country, and so,
in different degrees, making the whole male

population capable of bearing arms available

for that purpose, with little cost to the nation,
or inconvenience to the individual.' *

Accordingly, adopting the scheme of Lord

Castlereagh against invasion during the

great war with France, Colonel Reilly pro-

poses, in the first, place, that '
all males ca-

pable of bearing arms shall be trained men,
raised as proposed by Lord Castlereagh.'

Concurring to the fullest with the proposal
to train, so far as practicable, the whole able-

bodied male population to arms, we do so by
no means for the mere purpose of making it

a feeder to the regular army ; though,
coupled with radical reforms of the systems
of recruiting and promotion, it would cer-

tainly tend to secure a supply of the best

soldiers. But it is, as constituting in itself

the materials of a powerful national force for

the defence of the country, auxiliary to the

standing army, and lightening the demands
on it, and again, as elevating and strength-

ening the nation itself, that we think a gen-
eral military training chiefly desirable. Mr.

Chad wick has the great merit of having pro-

* Notes on the Military Forces of the Kingdom,
p. 42.

posed a system by which this general train-

ing may be begun and carried to a consider-

able extent, in the simplest manner, almost

without cost, and free from the practical dif-

ficulties that might seem to oppose the intro-

duction of compulsory military discipline and
duties into a country with a migratory popu-
lation, unaccustomed to Government interfer-

ence in the disposal of their time :

'The principle of the chief measure which I
have to propose is an old one, involved in the
old practice of the kingdom, when every local

community, every parish and burgh, was re-

quired to exercise the whole male population,

beginning with the very young, in military ex-
ercises and the use of the bow. I propose to

change the commencement of military exer-

cises from the productive adult to the non-

productive juvenile, or to the earliest of the

school stages ;
and to provide that in all ele-

mentary schools throughout the kingdom aided

by the State, the boys shall be trained in the

military exercises and appropriate gymnas-
tics. I may support this proposition by the
evidence of the results obtained by long and

practical experience in different parts of the

country, and by the testimony of intelligent
non-commissioned officers who have been en-

gaged in training recruits. These officers all

agree that the earlier they begin this training,
the better they succeed

;
that they do in

childhood what is difficult to do at a more ad-

vanced age, and what they cannot do at all

with many men in the adult stage?. In the

infantile stage we have the tender twig; in

the juvenile stage we have to straighten the

crooked stick
;
and in the adult stage we have

often to reform the gnarled oak.
' In the district schools where it has been

applied I particularly allude to the Children's

Institution at Stepney, where the military and
naval drill have long been combined with

great advantage. and where they are left to

themselves to choose this occupation, full 60

per cent, volunteer for the royal service
;
about

one-half of the 60 per cent, for the army, and
one-half for the navy. It is common for the
trained lad, when he joins the a: my, to be
asked by the non-commissioned officer, who
observes his ready movement, "From what

regiment he has come ?
" and when he says

that lie has been in no regiment at all, to be
told bluntly that he is a deserter

;
it not being

in the corporal's conception that good drill

can have been acquired except in a regiment.
' As to the expense of each species of drill,

the services of one drill-master, that of a pen-

sioner, are usually found to suffice for as many
as 500 boys. It takes about three months to

finish a lad off well in the rudimentary military

drill, at a rate of a penny per week, or a shil-

ling per head for three months' training.

suming that the exercises uiven in the
school stage are made general nml thorough,
amongst the whole of the population in the

school store, whatsoever m:iy he the military
arrangement superinduced, the extension of
the militia ballot, or a positive conscription for
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the adult stages, it will be of advantage to have

the drill and exercises carried out as thorough-

ly as possible, and completed as a foundation

for them in the school stages. Further, by
this early training, we get a population which

may be readily put in line for any defensive

purposes.'*

With respect to the civil, in addition to

the military advantages of the adoption of

the plan, Mr. Chadwick adds :

' In connexion with the subject, it is proper
to direct attention to the experience of the

epecial value of military and naval exercises

for the physical training of the population for

civil industrial occupations, even if we were to

suppose that the British people were to enjoy

perpetual peace in the colonies, and in their

contact with barbarous nations, as well as at

home. It is proved that these exercises give
a much-needed physical as well as moral train-

ing a training which adds to their productive

power and value for all sorts of civil service.

I have obtained the conclusive evidence of

large employers of labour, that four drilled la-

bourers are equal in efficiency for ordinary la-

bour to five that are undrilled. It is naval and

military drill, the practice of moving together,

pulling together, lifting together, develop the

capacity for united action, which is as impor-
tant for civil as it is for military service, and

which goes far to make up the gain in efficien-

cy already achieved. To these gains is to be

added the important gain from the sanitary
element the prolonged duration of the im-

proved working ability from increased health

and strength. In the civil and economic as-

pect of the question, it may be perceived that

if we get by the labour of three the produce of

five, we get an important surplus produce to

compensate the capitalist or the consumer of

produce for the increase of wages, which, in

the future of our labour market, must neces-

sarily be maintained. But there are moral as

well as intellectual advantages proved to be
derived from the early physical training of

children. The physical exercise in the milita-

ry drill is a visible moral exercise in all that is

implied in the term discipline, namely, duty,

obedience, order, self-restraint, punctuality,
and patience.'t

* On the Expediency of the General Introduction of
the Military Drill and Naval Exercises in the School

Stages, etc. By Edwin Chadwick, C.B.

f From a mass of similar evidence in support of

the above conclusions, we extract the following
from ' Communications from Edwin Chadwick,

Esq. C.B., respecting Half-Time and Military and
Naval Drill, pursuant to an Address of the House
of Lords. Education Commission, 1861 :

'

'(1.) Mr. Aubin, the Superintendent of the Cen-

tral London District School, comprising 880 chil-

dren from 91 parishes of the City of London Un-

ion, besides those of the East London Union, St.

Saviour's, and St. Marti n's-in-the-Fields, states, that
he has been in the business of school-training and
tuition upwards of thirty years, and has had up-
wards of 15,000 children under his charge.

[Read to Mr. Aubin, the account gioen by Mr. Mose-

We are confident that every member of

the present Volunteer force can attest the

truth of all that Mr. Chadwick advances

with respect to the tendency of military ex-

ley of the effect of the mixed industrial and school

teaching of Limehouse, and questions put thereon.]
'How far are the results here stated by the

school teacher as arising from the naval and mili-

tary drill and the mixed industrial and school teach-

ing coincident with your own experience? I do

not know the particular school or the school teach-

er, but the results stated are entirely in accordance

with my own experience. I am, however, for one

day's school, and one day's industrial training, as

the most eligible course according to my experi-
ence. As to the increased value of the labour pro-
duced by the naval and military drill there cannot

be a second opinion, that is to say, looking only to

the training of the pupil for civil life, and irrespect-

ive of any military service. We find that the drill

produces a great effect on the discipline of the

school. Without the drill, I do not see how large
numbers could be kept in orderly action as we now

keep them.
' Have there been any sanitary effects produced

by the reduced school teaching and the drill com-

bined with industrial training ? I am unprepared
with statistical data, nor can I separate the effects

produced by the exercise from those produced by
increased space and ventilation ;

but I know that

the improvement in the health of the children from

the whole is considerable. The deaths of these chil-

dren of very poor parents, coming in of very poor

condition, and with complaints belonging to that

condition, do not average mote than two per cent,

per annum.'
'

(2.) The Rev. Isaac Holmes, B. A., the chaplain
and head-master of the Liverpool Industrial

Schools at Kirkdale "Half-time schools."
' What has been the extent of your experience

in school teaching? Twenty-four years and a

half.
'
Is this the only school in which the drill has

been brought under your experience, whether the

naval or the military drill ? The only school.
'

What, from your experience, is your view of the

expediency of introducing either or both as part
of a systematized course of gymnastics in popular
education? I certainly would recommend both one

and the other, for the whole management of the

children whilst in school, and for its general bear-

ing upon them in after life. We find that it tends

considerably to sharpen the intellect, to promote
habits of attention and obedience, as well as to

improve their physical condition. It is clear to

me that it has a beneficial effect upon them in civil

life, as well as being, of course, a good preparation
for the service of the country. The boys are pas-

sionately fond of the naval drill.

' Present : Edward C. Tuffnell, Esq.
1

'

(3.)
Mr. William Smith, superintendent of the

Surrey District School.
' You have had experience of the effect of the

military drill on the mental and bodily training of

young children in this establishment? Yes; but

the effect of the military drill was most shown by
the effect of its discontinuance.

'In what way was it shown? In 1857 the

drill-master was dismissed by the guardians, with

a view of reducing the expenditure. The imme-

diate effect of the discontinuance of the drill was

to make the school quite another place. I am
sure that within six months we lost about 200, in
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ercise in the company of numbers, and under

command, to correct the peculiar physical,

intellectual, and moral defects of individuals,

to communicate readiness, sharpness, presence
of mind, temper, public spirit, and the power
both to obey and to command in proper

place. Nor can there be a reasonable doubt

that a universal training of the British youth
would add not only to the numbers and the

efficiency, not only of recruits for the regu-
lar army, but still more of the Volunteer

Force, a force which is at present little

more than an ineffectual demonstration of

public conviction that our regular military

system leaves the country simply defenceless

by land. We propose, therefore, in the first

place, that the military training of boys shall

form henceforward by law, not only a com-

pulsory part of education in all existing
schools in the United Kingdom, but a prom-
inent part of that compulsory national edu-

cation which our rulers at last perceive to be

indispensable ; and, secondly, that this mili-

tary training of boys shall be followed by a

compulsory system of military exercises dur-

ing a few days in each year, for all able-

bodied males between the ages of sixteen

and forty-six.

No general training of the population,

however, be it ever so efficient, would enable

it to take the field against a large Continental

army, without a complete reorganization of

the regular army ;
both because the organiza-

tion of a national militia, to enable it to act

as a whole, must come from and be based

upon the organization of the regular army,

the extra wear and tear of clothing torn and dam-

aged in mischievous acts and wild play, in the

breakage of utensils from mischief, and damage
done to the different buildings, the breakage of

windows, the pulling up of gratings, and the

spoiling of walls. A spirit of insubordination pre-
vailed amongst the hoys during the whole of the

time of the cessation of the drill. In the work-

shop they were insubordinate, and I was con-

stantly culled upon by the industrial teachers, the
master shoemaker, and the master tailor, to co-

erce boys who were quite impudent, and who
would not obey readily. The moral tone of the

school seemed to have fled from the boys, and
their whole behaviour was altered, as displayed
in the dormitories as well as in the yards.

1

During this time were the religious services

and exercises, and the internal discipline of the

school, maintained as before? They were main-
tained as before; the business of the school was

kept up as before, but the order was by no means
so good. I was not only called in to correct -the

boys in the workshop, but in the school, and I was
under the liisiu.rceable necessity of reverting to

corporal punishment, and of dismissing one incor-

rigible Imy fiitiivly. The chaplain joined with me
and the schoolmasters in urging the restoration

of the drill.
' The drill having been restored, has order ben

restored ? Yes, excellent order.'

and because an efficient regular force is the

indispensable base of a large army of irregular

troops.
In his memorandum on the Prussian army

Colonel lieilly pronounces

' Our real military difficulty is in obtaining
men for the ranks of the army ;

but the men
are in the country, and notwithstanding the

high rate of wages there are large numbers to
be obtained if we enlist under a good system.
To what then can be attributed the want of
success of our recruiting department in obtain-

ing men for the ranks ? No doubt greatly to
the fault of the recruiting system itself, a

system which is an opprobrium to the army,
and a great scandal to the country. The man-
ner in which recruiting parties are required to

act in order to obtain recruits is demoralizing
to all parties. There is abundant proof that
more respectable men aie repelled from the

army by these practices than are enlisted by
them.'

We agree with Colonel Reilly, that the

difficulty of getting men for the ranks, of

the quality and quantity requisite, is the most

patent defect of our regular army, and one
which is at the seat of all its other failures

and vices; but it is so because it involves

a radical vice, which pervades the system
throughout, from the summit to the base.

Is it not in itself, apart from all other evidence

of flagrant incompetence, a demonstration of

the incorrigible inaptitude of the present

organization of the army in its higher
branches and throughout its administration,
that in spite of every warning a system of

procuring soldiers should have been main-

tained until now, which is, in the admission

of the best officers,
' an opprobrium to the

army, a great scandal to the country,

demoralizing to all parties,' and one by which
' more respectable men are repelled than are

enlisted?' General Trochu affirms that
' armies are, alike in their virtues and their

faults, the faithful representatives of the na-

tions from which they proceed.' It would
be a truer proposition that they are the

faithful representatives of the Governments
from which they proceed, of their tendency
to develop virtue or vice in the lower ranks,

and ability and energy or indolence and in-

capacity in the higher ranks. The low pot-
house recruit, whom 'drink and beiiix haid-

up' lead to the net, and 'the jovial sort of

fellow, fond of drink,' who catches him in it,

are doubtless representative men ; but it is

of the British military system, not of the

British nation, they are the true representa-
tives ; they represent the effects ,-is well of

interest and purchase upon posts of administra-

tion and command, as of the sort of induce-

ments offered at the lowest step of the lad-
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der. They represent the fundamental prin-

ciple that promotion is not for merit in the

British army ;
that its higher posts are as-

signed to money and social rank
;
and its

lowest to those who have neither, and who
are therefore systematically treated as inferior

animals, be their real superiority over those

above them what it may. A conscription
can obtain good soldiers without rewarding
their merits; yet even in France it is deemed

politic to nurture the soldier's traditional

maxim,
' Tout soldat frangais porte fcu fond

de sa giberne un baton de marechal de

France.' Such exalted success, as General

Trochu observes, the soldiers well know, can

fall to the lot only of a few favourites of for-

tune
;

but its occasional occurrence re-

presents a general principle which governs
to a great extent both the less exalted promo-
tion, and the sentiments of the French sol-

diery.* In General Trochu's words, 'Chacun
a cet aphorisine present a la pensee, et s'en

fait application dans la proportion de ses

visees et de sa position, du grade le plus
humble au grade le plus eleve.' In the last

Circular respecting recruiting in this country,
the great inducement offered to enter the

ranks of the army (in return for an obliga-
tion to military service in all climates for

twelve years) is food, lodging, outer clothing,
and 'a weekly sum, quite at the soldier's own

disposal, of 2s. 6d. a day.' Is it possible
that the War Department is still in igno-
rance that ' a good stout man,' though an un-

skilled labourer, may have, as a navvy, in

America, five or six
shillings a day or more,

'quite at his own disposal,' without any con-

tract not to better himself elsewhere for

twelve years, or any obligation to remain

single during all those years, or to remain

always a servant instead of becoming a

master in his turn ? Have those who under-
take the military administration of the

country yet to learn the truth which pene-
trated even Sir Archibald Alison's under-

standing? Carnot, he says, deemed it im-

possible that an army commanded by officers

chosen exclusively from a limited class of

society should long sustain a conflict with
one led by men chosen with discernment
from the inferior ranks. Such commanders
as Turenne and Conde seemed to him too
rare to be calculated upon with any degree
of certainty from a particular class, while
the mine of talent that lay hid in the lower

stages of society presented inexhaustible
resources. 'This principle,' he adds,
4

being founded on the eternal laws of nature,

* Promotion from the ranks happens much more
frequently in the French army than several Eng-
lish writers and speakers seeui to believe.

is of universal application ;
and when once

armies have been organized, and thoroughly
disciplined upon this footing, they never can
be successfully resisted but by troops in

whom the same military virtues have been

developed. Supposing the abilities of the

higher orders of society to be equal to those
of an equal number in the inferior, it is im-

possible that they can ever produce as great
a mass of talent as will emerge on a free com-

petition from the numerous ranks of these
humbler competitors. A hundred thousand
men can never produce as many energetic
characters as ten millions.' What sort of
characters our military system is constructed
to attract from the millions, the statistics of

desertion, punishment, and disease may bear
witness. These notwithstanding, however,
a bill actually made some progress in the
last session of Parliament, to compel crimi-

nals to serve in the British army as in the
Russian

;
and thereby to make it disgraceful

for the meanest citizen to be even related to

a soldier. The principle of the bill had the

support of some who profess to be more
than slightly tinctured with those elements
of political economy which teach that to

attach disgrace to an occupation is the in-

fallible means of buying even the worst
services dearly, and that, on the contrary,
to surround it with credit and incitements to

hope, is the certain method of obtaining the
best services at the lowest price. The appli-
cation of these economic principles in their

application to the organization of an army
is most obvious. Offer extraordinary dis-

tinction to extraordinary merit in the soldier,
and extraordinary merit will be attracted
into the ranks, and the qualities even of the

ordinary soldier will be high. To open the

paths of promotion fully and unreservedly
to the whole army is indeed the necessary
and logical consequence of recruiting by
voluntary enlistment in a country where the

principle of economic liberty pervades civil

life, where every man may choose his

occupation and make the "most of his

powers. In Prussia, it is true, the soldier
has no chance of becoming an officer, but
he has no choice whether he will enter the

army or not
;
he enters it only for a third or

fourth of the period the British soldier is

bound to
;
he bears no heavier burden than

many of his social superiors ;
he sees them

beside him in the ranks; they reflect credit

upon him
;
and he knows that he will leave

the service a better and not a broken man.
The promotion of officers in the Prussian

army, moreover, though reflecting the false

and non-national principle which, as we have

said, is mixed with that of a true national

array in the system, is conducted with the
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strictest regard to efficiency and merit in the

officer, while the duties of a Prussian officer

are so constant and severe, and so poorly

paid, that national ambition would in no

case be largely turned in a military direction.

Colonel ReiLJy observes that we may find a

valuable lesson for our own guidance in the

Prussian rule that a retired soldier of good
conduct has the first claim to a vacant post
in the civil department:

'Might it not,' he asks, 'be fairly claimed

for the officers and men of our army, that its

administration, civil and military, should be

carried on by them ? Might not the clerks

and other high officers in the various offices, in

fact all employes, in our military departments,
store departments, and arsenals all over the

world, be supplied from officers and men who
have served their country ? Such a measure
would go far to give popularity to the profes-

sion, whilst a large sum of money would be
saved to the country, and its work would be

not less well done.'

We entertain no doubt that there is a

great number of offices connected with the

civil side of army administration, for which

military service, under proper conditions,

is an excellent preparation ;
but we are

equally convinced that there is also a num-
ber for which it is not so; and that it would
be a mistaken economy of pensions to make

retiring allowances of the latter. The test

to be applied in all cases is the test of fit-

ness for the actual post, not the policy of

rewarding services in some other post. Gen-

eral TYochu has furnished some admirable

suggestions upon this point in his chapters
on Army Administration, from which we

quote the following general application of the

principles he lays down :

'

Or, jamais on ne c'estplus e*carte* de ces prin-

cipes qu'en enserrant dtroitement dans une
meme hierarchic, celle des armes, deux ordres
de fonctionnaires entre lesquelsdevaitsubsister
une ligne de demarcation ne"cessaire, indique"e

par la diversite" de leurs attributions et de leurs

carrieres; de fonctionnaires qui devaient
rester civils, pour garder la part d'inde"pendance
spe"ciale dont ils ont besoin, sauf & etre assu-

jettis a certaines regies d'obddicnce ge'ne'rale,
ou plutot a certaines convenances que com-
porte expresse*ment le rdgime des armies per-
manentes.'

The right reward for past services, like

the right to promotion for superior merit, is

in no case, it should be borne in mind, found-

ed on a right in the individual, who ought

conscientiously, in whatever post lie is placed,
to do his best

;
it is founded on the right of

the public to obtain the best services, and

the ablest and most energetic servants in tin-

market. And if this fundamental right,

which lies at the root of all sound political

administration, were adopted as a guide to

the organization of the British army, there

would be no difficulty in its application, nor

any necessity to eke out the neglect of it in

the distribution of military honours and

emoluments by rewarding military services

with civil employments for which military
services are no training.
The one great principle of organization

which ought to govern at once the concen-

tration, co-ordination, and subordination of

the various departments essential to an

army, and the appointment to every post in

them, is that principle of efficiency and fit-

ness, without reference to any other claim or

consideration whatever, whether professional
or social, which is the accepted principle of

organization in civil life. And the applica-
tion of this principle in military organization
involves not only the abolition of the gross

anomaly of promotion by purchase in this

branch of the pnblic service, but the close of

the artificial gulf between the commissioned

and the non-commissioned officers. The
distinction between the two ranks should be

one of degree, not of kind, and the rise of the

capable sergeant to the rank of ensign or

lieutenant should be as natural as the rise of

the private to that of corporal or sergeant.
It is the establishment of the existing arti-

ficial distinction in kind which leads to the

treatment of the soldier as a sort of serf or

inferior animal, and a system of recruiting
which repels decent men from the ranks

instead of attracting them.

The question of promotion, however, can-

not be properly discussed by itself, and all

true principles of organization converge to

the same point. Although the civil employ-
ments connected with the administration of

the army ought, as already said, to be filled

with reference to the special efficiency of the

employes, and not to military services, yet the

closest connexion should be maintained be-

tween the army and civil society. Each
should be constantly recruiting each other

with new elements of strength and efficiency ;

the army receiving continually fresh youth
from the ranks of the people, and continu-

ally returning to them hardy and disciplined

manhood, thus becoming what General Tro-

chu emphatically describes as 'un jxdssnnt
instrument de moni/ination publique! l>ut

for this purpose, as he urges, the soldier's

service must be short
;

his contract, instead

of binding him for twelve years, should not

extend beyond three or four. "Were such

short service in the nrmy combined, as it

ought to be, with a general training of the

boys of all classes in the country to arms, it

would, irrespective of the chance of promo-
tion, attract and utilize the hot blood of the
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most adventurous youths, and restore them
in a short time better fitted by discipline for

the sober employments of civil life. The

gain accruing thus both to the efficiency of

the army, and to the productive power of the

nation at large, would largely overbalance

the increased cost of movement attending the

early return of soldiers from remote stations.

The great shortening of the duration of ser-

vice would at the same time obviate the evils

attending the present long restraint upon
marriage. The service of non-commissioned

officers, as well as of privates, ought to ter-

minate early in life, and, as a general rule,
re-engage inen ts after thirty, instead of being
encouraged, should be forbidden. Of the

importance of such a regulation, even in a

mere sanitary point of view, we have ample
proof in the statistics of military life, on
which the last report from the Army Medi-
cal Department observes : 'As pointed out
in former Reports, the results illustrate the

deteriorating effect of military service' (that
is to say, evidently of long military service),
'for while under thirty the mortality is

lower than among the male civil population
at the same ages, above that age it is higher,
and increases with the advance of years in a

much more rapid rate than in civil life.'

But we should not even limit the general
rule of short service to soldiers and non-com-
missioned officers

;
and we may claim for

this extension of the rule the authority of the

principles which General Trochu lays down
in the following passage :

' Si les soldats, jeunes encore, comptent
quelques amides en France deux & quatre
de pratique et d'expe'rience professionelles, ils

ont dans la guerre le maximum de solidite* et
de duree qu'ils puissent offrir. Les sous-

officiers, et autres grades subalternes formant
les cadres, peuvent etres plus ages mais pas
leaucoup plus et il est d'un haut interet que
troupes et cadres soient periodiquement renou-
veles. partiellement, avec mesure, de telle sorte

que 1'esprit de 1'enscmble et la tradition soient
conserves par un petit nombre de vieux soldats,
sous la condition d'un rafeunissement continu
de la masse. Cette loi est ge*nerale et s'ap-
plique aux corps d'officiers comrne a la troupe.
Du sous-lieutenant au colonel, comme dans la

troupe et dans la hierarchic infe'rieure, les

renouvellements periodiques partiels et le

rajeunissement continu convenablement pon-
dere sont obligatoires a peine d'enervation.

The increased vigour of the army would

not, however, be the only benefit resulting
from the adoption of a general rule (not a
universal one, for the reason given by Gen-
eral Trochu above) of short engagements,
without re-engagement, with regard to both
the ranks of the army and the inferior
officers

; it would also remove the clog to

promotion arising, as General Trochu de-
scribes with reference to the French army,
from an excessive period of obligatory ser-
vice to begin with, aggravated by re-engage-
ments :

'

II faut ajouter 1'envieillissement et 1'alour-
dissement des cadres qui doivent representer
dans les troupes deux forces de premier ordre,
I'education et ^impulsion. Les sous-officiers en.

grand nombre se rengagent en vue de la

prime, s'usant dans le rang, obstinant la voie,
et rare*fiant 1'avancement au point de tuer
1'emulation. Plusieurs se perpetuent dans
chacun de nos regiments, attendant le benefice
de la pension de retraite, acquise a present a

vingt-cinq annees de service.'

The application of short service to all

armies would, it is worth observing, remove
the possible danger to the peace of the civil-

ized world which M. de Tocqueville points
to as one more than probable, from the dis-

content at their position of a large class of

non-commissioned officers looking to no
other career than the army :

' Cette classe des sous-officiers, qui avant le

siecle present, n'avait point encore paru dans

1'histoire, est appelee desormais, je pense, a y
jouer un role. De meme que 1'officier, le sous-
officier a rompu dans sa pensee tous les liens

qui 1'attachent 4 la societe civile; de memo
qui lui, il a fait de l'e"tat militaire sa carriere,
et plus que lui peut-etre, il a dirige de ce seul
cote ses desirs; mais il n'a pas encore atteint
comme 1'officier au point eleve et solide ou il

lui soit loisible de s'arreter et de respirer a

1'aise, en attendant qu'il puisse monter plus
haut. Par la nature meme de ses fonctions

qui ne saurait changer, le sous-officier est con-
damne a mener une existence obscure, etroite,
malaisee et precaire. II ne voit encore de
1'etat militaire que les perils. II n'en connait

qui les perils. Le sous-officier veut done la

guerre, il la veut toujours et a tout prix, et si

Ton lui refuse la guerre, il desire les revolu-
tions qui suspendent 1'autorite des regies, et au
milieu desquelles il espere, a la favour de la

confusion et des passions politiques, chasser
son officier et en prendre la place ;

et il n'est

pas impossible qu'il les fasse naitre, parce qu'il
exerce une grande influence sur les soldats par
la communaute d'origine et d'habitudes, bien

qu'il en differe beaucoup par les passions et les

desirs. On aurait tort de croire que ces dispo-
sitions diverses, de Pofficier, des sous-officiers

et des soldats tinssent a un temps ou a un pays.
Elles se feront voir a toutes les e"poques,
et chez toutes les nations democratiques.
Dans toute armee democratique, ce sera

toujours le sous-officier qui representera le

moins 1'esprit pacifique et regulier du pays, et

le soldat qui le representera lemieux.'

We see no reason why the corporal, the

sergeant, or even the lieutenant or captain,
should break his connexion entirely with

civil life
;
nor would he do so if still vigor-
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cms and young, and if the early termination

of military service were the general rule,

save with those who rise to higher com-

mands by proofs of superior intellectual abil-

ity. In Prussia it is an understood thing
that an officer twice passed over for the

rank of major, on account of failure to pass
the severe examination prescribed, or other

shortcoming, retires from the service. In

order, however, to sustain the continual flux

and reflux between the civil population and

the army, which such a general rule of short

service in the latter would create, as well as

to increase without cost the inducements

to enter it, military men of all ranks ought to

be not only permitted but encouraged to

undertake any other employment not incon-

sistent with the due performance of their

military duties. Thus, to recur to the ex-

ample of Prussia, the medical officers attach-

ed to the Prussian army are allowed to en-

gage in private practice ;
and we learn from

Surgeon-Major Bostock's Report, that all

the senior surgeons of the guard corps at

Berlin do so extensively. In the French

army, on the contrary, it is a matter of com-

plaint, as Mr. Chadvvick states,
* that the rule

by which an officer who engages in civil

work quits the service, deprives the army of

the best talents, leaving them only the tail of

the competition ;
and the like principle is no

doubt applicable to the ranks.' Mr. . Chad-
wick adds the following interesting informa-

tion respecting the Swedish army :

' From an officer in the Swedish army I

hav.e obtained particulars as to the system
about letting out of soldiers for civil la-

bours in peace. In the cities, especially
the seaports, the guard-house is an office

for letting out men for civil work of all

kinds. If a ship suddenly arrives, and the
men are wanted to get out the cargo, the
owner or the captain sends to the guard-house
for the number he require-", and the men get
extra pay for it. Loads of wood are received,
and the soldiers are engaged to cut it up. If
a merchant has extra copying work to be done,
he can send to the guard-house for men to do it.

The Government offices, too, where formed,
get men from the ranks as extra copyists.
When dinners or festivals are going on, sol-
diers are sent for who can be recommended as

waite:s. Cavalry-men are at times engaged
as ex:ra drivers, and to take care of horses.
There is always a good supply of spadesmen
from the ranks, and a great force of both men
and officers are sent to do military work, as por-
ters, ticket-takers, station-masters, and railway
managers. Three-fourths of the force are in one
way or other engaged in miscellaneous services
to their own satisfaction and profit, as well as
to that of the State and private employers.'

While, however, short service in the army,
with

liberty while in it to engage in civil
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occupations, ought, in our judgment, to be

the general rule for the army below the

rank of field-officer, the higher commands

require a different rule, not only because, as

General Trochu contends, age and experience
are necessary, with rare exceptions of extraor-

dinary genius, to familiarize the mind of a

commander with the character of the com-

plex living instrument he wields, but because

the intellectual qualities and attainments

required in the higher posts are such as to

make them the proper subject of a special
scientific profession. It is highly character-

istic of the administration of our own army,
that, while its regulations and practice im-

properly tend to make an exclusive military
class of the soldiers and inferior officers,

to sever them from both present and future

civil occupations, they make the service

not a profession in the true sense of the

word in its higher offices, where professional
devotion and special intellectual attainments

are really needed. Of this, one example is

that an officer of the scientific branches of

the army rarely obtains a principal com-
mand

;
the reason being that the class who

have long engrossed the principal commands,
and established the rules and practices with

respect to promotion, are a class by no means

given to intellectual studies, or commonly
found in branches of the service which re-

quire them. The contempt for science shows
itself again in the treatment of the medical

profession, the members of which, encoun-

tering all the dangers and hardships of war,
and at the same time requiring superior intel-

lectual endowments, ought, as a matter of

good economy as well as of justice, to be lib-

erally compensated with honours and rank

as well as adequate pay.
Wo must not close our remarks on the

re-organization of the army without some
reference to the plan which Colonel Keilly

ably advocates of establishing, as in Prussia,
a local connexion between districts and par-
ticular corps of all arms :

' The line regiment of the county, its reserve

battalions, the militia regiment and the volun-

teers, thus mutually supporting, would form a

body bound together by close connexion and

professional ties. The whole of the f<--

regulars, yeomanry, militia, etc., in every
military district, should be combined in a

division, under a proper staff. Occasions

should be taken when the whole might be
exercised together. Every one in the county
would feel his own credit and honour involved

in those of the regiment of his county. Young
men fond of ml venture could join the regiment.
At home or abroad they would feel they were

honouring themselves by volunteering for such
duties. That they were going amongst m>igh-
bours and friends would bo an additional

inducement to do so.'
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That such an arrangement would have its

tendency to increase the supply of recruits,

to raise the patriotic spirit and temper of

the people of each district, and to promote
the movement between the army and the civil

community which we have advocated (and
which the general training of the youth of the

country to arms would still further promote),
we incline to believe. To diffuse and main-

tain a general spirit of high patriotism

through the people in the times that are

coming, requires, however, more than mere

military measures and reform?. The system
which General Scharnhorst introduced into

Prussia would have had little success, if

unaccompanied by the measures by which
Stein and Hardenberg elevated the condition

of the great body of the people, and bound
their affection to their country.

'At the commencement of the nineteenth

century/ says the writer of a recent and
instructive essay,

' the population (of Prussia)
was so little attached to existing institutions

that they ft 11 to pieces on the first attack of

the invaders. . . What gave the victory to

Prussia in 1866 was not a mere mechanical

invention, but the force of her social institu-

tions, and not least, of her reformed land

legislation. Sixty years ago her agricultural

population was divided into two hostile classes,
one class exclusively representing property

and exercising dominion, the other submissive
without respect. The Prussian statesmen ofthat

day had the courage to be just and wise, set-

ting a noble example, which has been followed

throughout nearly the whole of Germany.
Their successors have reaped the advantage of
their policy.'*

Great Britain ought, in like manner, to be
able to say to every class of her citizens,

Spartam sortitus es, hanc orna. To the

measures necessary to that end, no less than
to military reforms, the maxim of General
Trochu applies :

' C'est la paix, utilis'ee

comme il convient, qui fait des bonnes armees.'

Great Britain has at this moment only too

many citizens who in war would be a for-

midable enemy within her gates.

* Prussia and Ireland. By Henry Dix Hutton.

[NOTE. While this article is passing through
the press, we observe that a new Bill for the

Eeorganization of the Army has been laid

before the French Legislature, in which it is

proposed that the conscript's period of service
in the Active army should be five years, with
four years more in the Reserve

;
but this

change, if finally adopted, will not alter the

system substantially, or remove the objections
to it urged in this paper.]

ART. VI. Fecundity, Fertility, and Steril-

ity. By Dr. MATTHEWS DUNCAN. 8vo.

Edinburgh, 1867.

THE book which we are about to review is

not a medical work, but a treatise on statis-

tics referring to the topics named in the title.

These statistics have been compiled and

arranged with much care, and are handled

by the author with acuteness and without

prejudice. The book may therefore be read

with pleasure and advantage by all who
take an interest in the physical laws affecting
the natural history of man and bis social

welfare. The title may perhaps repel some

over-squeamish readers, but there is nothing
coarse in the book, and we attribute to false

shame, rather than to modesty, the feeling
which would banish from discussion all facts

connected with the birth of children. Many
of these facts men, and women too, ought to

know, and we are heartily glad to find a

work containing much information without

unpleasant medical details.

The statistician, economist, physiologist,
and doctor are allowed to feel an interest in

the fertility and fecundity of the human
race

;
but may not simple men and women

consider what family they may probably
have, and what risk of death awaits the wom-
an at each successive childbirth 1. Few

subjects can more affect their welfare, but
after perusal of Dr. Duncan's book we per-
ceive that few subjects have received less

attention, and he will be the first to admit
that the information he has gleaned is in-

complete, though he has spared no pains in

analysing the limited number of facts ob-

served and recorded.

The main data used by him are obtained

from the Register of Births in Edinburgh
and Glasgow in the year 1855. He seems

to know all about 16,301 wives whose chil-

dren were registered in that year, and very

properly regrets that an alteration in the

schedule to be filled up by mothers prevented
his and our acquiring equally complete infor-

mation about those same and other wives in

subsequent years. It is poor consolation to

think that the alteration must have been

agreeable to sixteen thousand and odd wives,

for, seeing how very much has been extracted

from the registration in one year, and how very
much remains unknown, we do wish the 1855
form had been retained, troublesome though,
it was. If women, as child-bearers, suffer

remediable hardships, they must furnish the

data by which the grievances may be proved.
The suffering attending pregnancy and child-

birth is so great, and affects so many persons,
that great value must be set on statistics

showing the circumstances under which least
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suffering is entailed and least risk run, and

women may fairly be compelled to give the

information which is required for their own

good. Much folly has been talked about

the rights of women, but those who most

oppose the assumption by women of the

parts now played by men should in consist-

ency grant wives the right to bear and rear

children with the least possible risk and

labour. Who will dare to say that this con-

dition obtains ?

Dr Duncan's book contains much infor-

mation as to the risk entailed by marriage ;

but this information is still incomplete. The

rough comparisons usually made between the

deaths among single and married women of

the same age tell us nothing, for married wom-
en belong to what an insurance company calls

a class of selected lives. A presumption exists

that men will on the whole choose healthy,
well-to-do women, rejecting the sickly, de-

formed, poverty-stricken, and vicious, whose

deaths cannot fairly be set off against those of

the bride in childbirth. Even from the full

registration of 1855, Dr. Duncan can extract

nothing as to the additional risk supposed to

be entailed by rapid child-bearing. It is

probable that some interval between succes-

sive children entails less risk than any other,

and, if so, this interval should be known.
We may, indeed, be told that if we had

the knowledge we crave we could not use it,

but must let nature take its course. Let us

know the facts before giving a decision on

this point. We do not let nature take its

course even now, but throw impediments in

the way of excessive production by the civil

obligations imposed by marriage laws, and

these obligations are sanctioned by the high-
est morality. Let us first learn the facts

accurately, and we may then consider how
far they are or may be under our control.

Dr. Duncan gives some of the facts on

which our reasoning must be based; for'

instance, his tables conclusively show the

great rapidity with which young married

women will probably bear children. Let us

defer further consideration of the moral

aspect of the question, and examine critically

the facts he lays before us. The meaning of

the terms 'fecundity' and 'fertility' must

be first explained.
The fertility of a woman, or of a mass of

women, is measured by the number of chil-

dren born to that woman, or mass of women.
We may speak of the past fertility, the tutu in-

fertility, or the fertility during a given period
of a mass of women

;
these several t'eitilitii-s

will be measured by the number of ehiMivn

born to the women during the periods named.

We may speak of the fertility of all the

women in a given population, of the wives

only, or of the mothers only ;
the same num-

ber may measure the fertility in the three

cases, but the mean fertility of women, wives,
and mothers will differ, inasmuch as the

number by which the total fertility must be
divided will differ in the three cases. The

quality is in every case mensurable, and may,
therefore, be the subject of exact knowledge.
When a woman is called fertile, we mean
that she has children; a very fertile woman
has many children. Dr. Duncan further

uses the term '

persistently fertile' to express
the fact that the women in particular tables

have had children during the year in which
the statistics as to their families have been

collected; be also uses the words 'intensely
fertile' occasionally, to express the fact that

a given mass of women have a great many
children per annum, or in a given time.

The fecundity of women is measured by
the same number as would measure the in-

tensity of their fertility, or by the number of

children they bear per annum
;
and it would

perhaps be better to avoid the expression of

intense fertility altogether, even when applied
to a mass of women, some of whom may be

sterile, or not subject to the conditions neces-

sary for child-bearing. In one sense, women
who arc capable of bearing children might be
termed fecund, but Dr. Duncan's measure-
ments of fecundity are necessarily drawn
from those women only who are subject to

the conditions required for
child-bearing.

The woman of unit fertility is tho woman
who has or will have one child. The woman
of unit fecundity might be defined as the
woman who, subject to the necessary con-

ditions, has or will have one child per an-

num. The above definitions are not quite
the same as those given by Dr. Duncan, but

they approach very closely to those given by
Professor Tait, who has contributed a very
valuable section to Dr. Duncan's work. 'Pro-

fessor Tait says, 'By fecundity at a given
age, we mean the probability that, during the

lapse of one year of married life at that age,

pregnancy producing a living child will en-

sue.' This definition will correspond with
that given above, if in one average year of

married life be included the average number
of months of pregnancy ;

but there would be
a difference of nine months between the ages
at which fecundity as defined by Pro''

Tail and by us would be identical. We
think the new definition preferable, because

Dr. Duncan's tables give the ages at child-

birth, not those at pregnancy. Of course,
our definition would frequently give a frac-

tion, such as 0'50 of a child per annum, as a
measure of fecundity of each one of a given
group of women. Those who find this idea

diilii.-ult to grasp may think of
fecundity, as
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inversely proportional to the interval of time

between successive children : the woman
who has a child once in two years is twice

as fecund as she who has a child once in four

years ;
the fecundity of the first is 0'5

;
of

the second, 0-^5.
'

By fertility at any age,' says Professor

Tait,
' we mean the number of children which

a married woman of that age is likely to have

during the rest of her life, or some numeri-

cal multiple of it.' This is what we should

call the probable future fertility of the wom-
an at that age.

Having now cleared the "way of the ob-

structions which an imperfect comprehension
of the words would throw in our path, we
will state a general law of great importance
which Professor Tait has derived from Dr.

Duncan's tables :

'

Fecundity at various ages is proportional
to the number of years a woman's age is

under 50.'

This implies, for instance, that if at 20 a

woman has a child once a year, at 40 the in-

terval separating successive children would

probably be three years, because the differ-

ence between 20 and 50 is three times as

great as the difference between 40 and 50.

Strictly speaking, the law has been proved
for a mass of women only, and would be

more correctly stated as follows : The aver-

age number of children per annum born to a

mass of women of any one age is proportional
to the difference between that age and 50

; or,

more shortly, the fecundity of masses of wom-
en is proportional to the difference between
their age and 50. The accordance between ob-

served figures and figures calculated by this

law is wonderfully close. In order to prove its

perfect applicability to individual cases, it

would be necessary to verify it for large groups
of women, each group including only women
married at the same age ;

but we think there is

every probability that the law does apply to

individual women as well as to the mass.

That some law exists for individuals is clear,

or so very simple a law for the mass would
be unintelligible; and it is certainly most

probable, that the simple result should de-

pend on the addition of equally simple parts.
We often find a complex result depending on
the co-existence of a few simple elements.

It is very rare to find a very simple result

derived from complex elements
;

now the

law of decrease of fecundity discovered by
Professor Tait is the very simplest possible
in form, and he therefore has stated it as ap-

plicable tojndividuals, though proved for a
mass only.

According to this view, women are not

likely to have children at constant intervals

of time, but these intervals will probably in-

crease with increasing age. Calculating the

probable fecundity at 17 of an average wom-
an from the data before us, we find that

she will, if fertile, probably have her first

cliild at about 18J years of age, and succes-

sive, children at the ages of 19f, 2l, 23,

243, 26, 28^, 31, 34, and 38
;

so that the

interval between successive children will

gradually increase from about e'ghteen
months to four years. In making this cal-

culation we have modified the law, as above

stated, by making the fecundity proportional
to the difference between the age at each

child, and 43 instead of 50
;

for Tait fur-

ther shows, by Dr. Duncan's tables, the

curious result, that the advent of sterility is

hastened by early marriage : thus a woman
married at 17 will probably be sterile at 43,

and, if married at 30, sterility will*be delayed
till 48.

This fact modifies the application of the

general law to particular cases, but does not

alter the simple form of the law.

The fecundity of various individuals varies

of course within very wide limits, but Tait's

formulae allow us easily to calculate the num-
ber of children a woman may expect when
we know how many she has had, and her

age at marriage. The example is given of a

woman who, married at 20, has already five

children at the age of 30. She will probably
have four more. The proof is as follows :

If fecundity is proportional to the number of

years a woman's age is under 50, fertility at

that age is proportional to the square of the

same number. This is Tait's second law,
which follows as a direct consequence from,

his first law, and from the definitions of fertil-

ity and fecundity. Now (50 20)"= 900,

proportional to the fertility at 20
; (50

30)
2= 400, proportional to the future fertility

at 30
;
the past fertility at 30 must have been

proportional to 500, the difference between

900 and 400
;
so that as 500 represents five

children, the remaining fertility of 400 must

represent four children Q. E. D. (Strictly,
46 should have been the limiting age in this

case )

It is very curious to observe, that while

the proportional fecundity and fertility are

thus known with considerable exactitude, the

average fertility and fecundity of women is

most imperfectly determined. Positively,
some statistics about the poor in St. George's-
in-the-East seem the only data by which any
estimate of those most important numbers
can be guessed at, and these statistics refer

to only about eighty mothers whose cases

are applicable to our object. We want to

know how many children a woman married

at 15-19 is likely to have, if she and her

husband both live together till the woman is
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past 50. It seems marvellous, that with the

vast machinery of registration now at work,
Dr. Duncan and Professor Tait should be

driven to use data obtained from a single

parish by a committee of the Statistical So-

ciety. But so it is. Once we know the

average number of children a woman married

at 17 may expect if she remain married till

50, Tait's law will allow us to distribute those

children, and tell her at what intervals the

children will probably follow one another.

Conversely, if we knew the intervals at which

children do succeed one another at given

ages, and the age of the mother when mar-

ried, we could calculate the total probable

fertility of the woman; but none of these

data are to be had for any considerable mass

of women. Even the average interval be-

tween marriage and the birth of a first child

is not known with any accuracy. In the

Table xxxVrn. given by Dr. Duncan, he fails

to show a true average for this interval. He
has there treated ail children born within

two years of marriage as born at an average
of twelve months after marriage, and, in cal-

culating his average, has lengthened this in-

terval only in proportion to the number of

children born in subsequent years ;
but this

calculation gives no true average, for, as the

bulk is born within two years, the whole

average will be far more affected by the

average number of months elapsing between

marriage and childbirth during these two

years than by any other figures. In saying
this we do not blame Dr. Duncan. He had

no data on which to ground a true calcu-

lation.

Tait's law shows that the youngest women

capable of bearing children are the most
fecund

;
but it does not necessarily follow

that older women, newly married, should not

be more fecund than their friends of equal

age who have been longer married. The
initial fecundity of newly married women

may always be higher than that of women
of equal age who have already borne children

;

and statistics lend some support to this view,
but do not show the law of the decrease of

initial fecundity.
The reader has now as complete a view of

the consequences of Tait's formulae as space
will allow us to give. Let us examine Dr.

Duncan's conclusions from the same facts.

He has honestly given his own conclusions,
and seems even to have refrained from com-

paring them with the deductions from Pro-

fessor Tait's theory. We have never read a

book in which less effort was made to twist

facts to suit views. Our only criticism is, that

the consonance between the facts and the

theory has occasionally been lost sight of.

Dr. Duncan first shows, by several tables,

that the comparative fertility per annum of

the whole population increases gradually from

the commencement of the child-bearing

period of life until about the age of 30 years,
and that then it still more gradually declines,

being greater in the decade of years following
the climax than in the preceding decade.

Next comes the table showing comparative

fecundity of the whole mass of wives in our

population at different ages, on which table

the mathematical law is based. The com-

parison in the table, which we here extract,

is made between wives at a given age and

mothers at a given age :

' TABLE VII. Showing the Comparative Fecundity at different Ages of the whole Wives in

Edinburgh aud Glasgow in 1855.

AGES, . . .
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table a measure of the probability that a wife

at each age will have a child within one year.

Moreover, the fecundity of the 15-19 lustre

will, more than any other, be affected by
this circumstance, for whereas the 20-24

period includes many mothers married at 19,

the 15-19 period includes no mothers married

at 14, the beginning of the 15-19 period
must be a mere blank, not because no
women at that age are fecund, but because

they have had no time to prove their fecun-

dity. In the 20-24 period, on the contrary,
children are counted who may be born the

day after a woman is 20, she having been

married in the previous lustre. Notwith-

standing this disadvantage, half the wives

between 15-19 were mothers, whereas only
42 per cent, of the wives between 20-24
were mothers. A better measure of the fe-

cundity of different ages would be obtained

by comparing the wives of 15-19 with the

mothers at 1620
;
the only perfect measure

would be obtained by observing the average
interval between marriage and a first child,

and between successive children at each age.
Dr. Duncan could not obtain all these facts,

but his conclusion is well established, 'that

the fecundity of the mass of wives in our

population is greatest at the commencement
of the child-bearing period of life, and after

that period gradually diminishes.'

The tables also show 'that the fecundity
of the whole wives in our population, in-

cluded within the child-bearing period of

life, is, before 30 years of age is reached,
more than twice as great as it is after that

period.' So far Dr. Duncan and Professor

Tait agree, but Dr. Duncan next says,
' A

different law governs individuals their fe-

cundity is greatest from twenty to twenty-
five.' He explains this by saying, that

though less fecund, they are more fertile as

a mass. This last is an intelligible and ap-

parently true proposition if understood to

mean that fewer young wives bear children,
but those who do bear, bear more rapidly ;

but we think Dr. Duncan fails to establish

the proposition, that fecundity as we have

defined it is for individuals greatest between

20 and 25 a conclusion which is entirely

at variance with Tait's first law. Dr. Dun-
can has been led to his conclusion by tables

purporting to show the initial fecundity of

women at different ages. In these tables for

a given year, the number of wives of given

ages are compared with the number of moth-

ers of the same ages, who have been only
one and two years married

; thus, in 1855,
700 wives were married between the ages
of fifteen and nineteen, and in the same year
306 women of the same ages became moth-

ers within two years of their marriage.
It will at once be evident that this table

does not give the number of women married

at 15-19 who have children within two

years of their marriage ;
but it is this infor-

mation we require to compare the fecundity
of the 15-19 lustre with the fecundity of the

20-24 lustre. The overflow which slightly

falsified the Comparative Fertility table,

wholly falsifies the Initial Fecundity table.

This can be made more clear by the use of a

simple diagram :

15 20 25 / 30 h 35 40

Let the ages of mothers be represented by
even divisions on a horizontal line

;
let ver-

tical heights be drawn corresponding to the

number of children born to mothers at each

age within two years of marriage ; then, if

the curve a b c e g 40 bounds all these ver-

tical heights, the area between the curve and
the horizontal line will represent the total

fertility of women at all ages in first-born

children produced within two years of mar-

riage. The curve, will rise from nothing to

a maximum between 20 and 25, because

more women are married between 20 and 25
than at any other period of five years. The area

between the horizontal line and the curve

abed, will represent the number of chil-

dren born to wives married at 15-19 within
two years of marriage, some of these being
produced when the wives are nearly 22; the
area c e f d will represent the number born to

women married at 20-24
;
the area e g h f

will correspond to women married at 25-30.

These areas will afford a fair comparison of

the relative initial fecundity at each age,
when the whole fertility has been divided

by the number of wives married at each age ;

they will then show the percentage of chil-

dren born within two years to wives married

at each age. The areas bounded by straight
vertical lines, as 20 c e 25, do not give this

information
; they do indeed tell us how

many children were born to mothers between
20 and 25, but some of these mothers were

married at 18 and 19, and, again, some of

the wives married at 23 and 24 will have

children within two years of their marriage,
which are not included in the area 20 c e 25.

This area does give the total fertility of

wives between 20-25 in children born with-

in two years of marriage, but it does not
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give the fecundity, because the number by
which the fertility should be divided is unde-

termined. It will be seen that the 20-25

area, thus bounded, begins high and ends

high ; losing one triangular portion at the

end which belongs to it by rights, but gain-

ing more than an equivalent at the begin-

ning ;
that the 15-19 period loses the large

triangular part at the end, but gains no com-

pensation at the beginning, not through any
fault of the 15-19 wives, wbo are very

fecund, but because girls at 1314 are not

fertile at all.

The error due to this cause increases the

longer we make the period after marriage
within which the children are counted. Thus
Table x., which has misled Dr. Duncan,
seems to show, with a two-year limit, that

the initial fecundity of the younger women
is less than half that of the elder, whereas

Table ix., with a one-year limit, seems to

show that the younger are only 25 per cent,

less fecund. Both conclusions are clearly
erroneous. Dr. Duncan's explanation of the

apparent discrepancy as to the fecundity of

the mass and of individuals, is, therefore, not

required. If it had been true that within

two years of marriage women at 15-19 were

far more sterile than those at 20-24, in any-

thing like the proportion indicated by the

Table x. of initial fecundity, those who did

bear children would have had to bear them
about twice as rapidly at 1519 as at 2024.
We need not discuss this hypothesis, which
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is unsupported, and indeed not Suggested by
Dr. Duncan. Tables drawn up to give the

areas a b c d, d c ef, etc., prove conclusively
that the women married at 15-19 have more
children within two years of marriage than

women married at 20-24.

Dr. Duncan, who has at heart the establish-

ment of facts, irrespective of any theory, most

kindly supplied these tables, which we print
with his permission. They seem most

curiously and perfectly to confirm Tail's law

of the increased fecundity with the diminution

of age even to the low limit of 16. We
should certainly have expected, from various

analogies given by Dr. Duncan, that fecundity
would not begin as a maximum

;
but the

tables seem to prove that it does. Whether
we take the number of children written under

the heading of wives at 19 as indicating the

fertility at 19, or at 20, or even 21, when a

two-years' limit is given, depends on the defi-

nition of fecundity ;
but whatever rule be

adopted in this respect simply shifts the

whole row of figures, leaving undisturbed

the fact that the younger women have far

more children within a given time after mar-

riage than the older ones, and this law holds

good within a period extending from the

earliest to the latest age of child-bearing.
Dr. Duncan must in no way be considered

responsible for the deductions drawn from
these new tables, which he kindly sent to a

complete stranger. His views may be wholly
at variance with those in this article, though,

TABLE showing number of Children born within One Year and Two Years of Marriage to

Wives married at various ages, grouped in periods of Five Years.

1. AGE AT MARRIAGE, . .
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as we assuml his facts to be correct, we

imagine that any difference in the conclusions

drawn can only arise from different meanings
attached to the word '

fecundity.'

TABLE showing number of Children born within One Tear and Two Tears of Marriage to

Wives married at 15-19, grouped in periods of Twelve Months.

1 AGE AT MARRIAGE,
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slightly his conclusion drawn from it, that a

wife who having had children has ceased for

three years to exhibit fertility, will probably
have no more children. If Tait's law be right,

the average interval varies at each age, and

varies so considerably, that whereas the

probability of relative sterility may at 18-19

be decided within eighteen months, at 34-39
it may not be decided even within three

years. Dr. Duncan himself indicates this

conclusion, but does not, we think, insist upon
it sufficiently. Again, the probability of the

relative sterility of a woman of high fecundity
would be much sooner determined than that

of a woman of low fecundity. Dr. Duncan
divides women in his tables into fertile

a'nd persistently fertile, the definition of the

latter being simply women who have borne

a child during the year in which the particu-
lar information in the given table was col-

lected. The division is perfectly rational, but

the reader must not conceive that women

really are of two kinds, one of which has a

reasonable number of children, while the

other is an awful being, specially liable to

produce sixteen or nineteen children. The

only true division appears to be that indi-

cated by Tait's law women of high, low,
and intermediate degrees of fecundity; the

woman of low fecundity breeds at greater in-

tervals, and after a few children the probable
interval becomes so great as practically to

.amount to probable sterility. Thus in the

instance above given our average woman
married at 17, though not sterile till 43,
would probably not have a child after 38.

The woman of high fecundity breeds at short

intervals, and though these increase they do
not pass the limiting age till a very numerous

progeny has been born. This suggests an

explanation of two curious results, which
seem indicated by the tables. Women mar-
ried late, who do have children, seem to have
a higher fecundity than the average of mar-
ried fertile women at the same age. May
rot this be explained by a supposition that at

the later ages only women of high fecundity
have children ? and may not the same cir-

cumstance explain the curious fact, that

women married late, who are fertile, continue

to bear children later in life than the average
of women married younger? The highly
fecund will in all probability bear later. This
would explain apparently all the observed re-

sults without any hypothesis involving a dif-

ferent law of decrease for initial and subse-

quent fecundities, or for the advent of sterility
in women married at. different ages.
The laws of fecundity and fertility arc in-

teresting in many ways. A true comparison
of the fertility of different races can onlv be

made when those laws arc known. This is

well shown by Professor Tait, who, as one

result of the application of his formula?, tells

us that the absolute fertility of the mass of

married women in England is only about

eighty per cent, of that of Scotland, a con-

clusion arrived at after the influence of the

varying age at marriage has been eliminated

in accordance with the law of decrease of

fecundity. We hope that similar reasoning

may be applied to some inferior rficcs, v.ho

seem to be endowed with very high fecun-

dity. We may then'speculate on the number
of years which would be required for the

extinction of the superior race if the lower

race were not happily deprived of some other

qualities useful in the struggle for life, such

as the power of producing food, attending to

sanitary arrangements, and keeping the peace.
Those who do not advocate the extinction

of savages, as Mr, Roebuck was supposed
to have done, should really reflect, that if

we were ever to succeed in imparting but a

small fraction more of some of those useful

qualities to our savage competitors we should

infallibly be extinguished ourselves, owing to

the high value of their Fa as Tait calls it.

We cannot help believing that, if Professor

Tait's figures are right, England must at no

very distant time be peopled with the Scots

race only. We are certain that, once born,

a Scotsman is quite as able to take care of

himself as an Englishman. If, in addition to

this, the Scots wives are twenty-five per cent,

more fertile, their children will necessarily
form an increasing fraction of the whole pop-

ulation, and unless this whole population
itself increases fast enough, the English ele-

ment will vanish. A Darwinian might say
that this is a providential arrangement for

improving mankind, but we do not like to

see this high fertility quality counting so

heavily in the scale of merit.

The believer in Malthus may now calculate

the age at which marriage may be allowed,

after determining the number of children per

marriage which he desires that the population
should produce. If three children were

allowed, women might marry at 30, without

further restriction as to production ; whereas,

on the rough calculation adopted, according
to Dr. Duncan, by Malthus himself, that

women might produce once in two years till

the age of 50, the Mnlthusian three-child

marriage would have been necessarily delayed
till the age of 44. Dr. Duncan's criticisms

on the assumptions both of Malthus and his

opponent Sadler arc excellent, and show how

roughly this great problem was treated by
them. The contrast drawn by Malthus be-

tweeii the increase of corn and the increase

of mankind is fallacious. 1'lants and men
arc limited in number by similar checks.
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Each perpetually wages a Darwinian struggle
for existence, and the analogy between the

struggles is perfect, but for the one fact,

that man by the exercise of his will can

impose a preventive check on his increase,

whereas beasts and vegetables cannot.

Nevertheless, the main doctrine, that if

mankind bred as fast as possible, they would

produce in fully populated countries more
children than could be supported by the

produce, remains quite unassailed. Hunger
and want do impose a preventive check, but

if these be the only efficient motives of ab-

stinence, we may be certain that, as the

average of human life is prolonged by sani-

tary and other improvements, so the living

population will increase more and more

rapidly, with hordes of wretched beings,

barely able to maintain existence, and yet

only restrained from further procreation by
their misery. Can any prospect be worse

than this? and are not Malthus and Mill

right when they call upon us to exercise

our privilege of free-will after more noble

fashion, and to renounce our animal instincts

in order to attain a higher ideal of life?

Few dare to write and say it were well that

married men and women should voluntarily
limit their families; yet if it were established

that by so doing poverty could even in some

degree be banished, and the minds of men
even a little raised, what duty could be more
sacred than the restraint of self-indulgence
with such an object? Unfortunately, the

case is by no means clear. In the first place,
it is hard to determine what increase of pop-
ulation in a given country is admissible.

Sardinia of old, with a large population, could

feed other countries; now it is stricken with

great poverty when its population is very
small. The island of Singapore, a few years
since, supported a few savages ;

it now bears

a large and rich town. These facts do not
contradict Malthus, but they do show that a

priori it is impossible to fix on the proper
ratio between so many square miles of earth

and the desirable population. In the second

place, even if we were to grant that in a

given country, say England, the increase of

population outstripped the increase of pro-
duction so as necessarily to entail pauperism,
this consideration could only influence the

very class which it is desirable to multi-

ply, the moral, the prudent, and the well-

to-do. The bad men would put themselves
to no restraint for the sake of children, nor

yet the thoughtless. As for the pauper, if

sheer want does not restrain him, we see
that prudence will not; he has no pride, and
cares not that his children should be paupers
too

; it is only the man with a position who
fears that his children should lose caste.

Well, then, how can Mr. Mill ask the rich,

the well-educated, the moral classes to ab-

stain from producing children, when they
know that by so doing they will simply
make way for the children of the ignorant
and brutal ? Less cogent arguments are

urged by some, who fear that without the

sharp spur of want mankind would not

work, and that as the population dwindled,
rank after rank of the great army of man-
kind would fall out as stragglers, and so pro-
duction too would dwindle, and poverty be,

as now, master of the world.

Another argument is this : Now the

strong and able are selected, and thus, year

by year perhaps, the race improves or does

not fall off. If the conditions of life are so

altered that the weak and foolish too can

live and produce, the race will be gradually
enfeebled. Some say this action is observed

in France, and that while the population re-

mains constant, the conscripts are feebler

year by year. Good tending of children

might, however, more than make amends for

the diminished range of selection. Comfort

may, perhaps, rival death as the improver of

the human race
;
but while all these more or

less plausible and possibly true arguments
can be urged against Malthus, no large class

will on public grounds abstain from produc-

ing children, especially while public opinion
is adverse rather than favourable to re-

straint. In some other countries, indeed,

marriage does not in public estimation imply
a duty to bear the utmost possible number of

children, but our author evidently feels him-

self on tender ground when he suggests that

perhaps more than ten children may consti-

tute an excessive family. This family of ten

is a probable family when the bride is young,
and both husband and wife live till she is 50.

The average of families is not half ten, but

this average includes late marriages, and all

cases in which husband or wife dies. When
a girl of 17 is married, she may expect nine

or ten children. If she and her husband

hope to escape with less, they are hoping for

sterility or death.

Sickness is counted in computing the

average ;
if man and woman retain their

health, their children will in all probability
exceed ten. It is worth while to consider

the arguments as to whether our young
couple are in duty bound to produce all

these children. Those who answer yes must

argue as follows : Abstinence on the part of

the husband will tempt him to immorality,
and on the part of the wife it implies a sloth-

ful reluctance to bear the burden of life
; by

refusing to bear children she is shirking a

duty and hurrying her husband into tempta-
tion. Further, if husbands and wives come
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to tliink the limitation of children a desirable

object, they will not be nice as to the means
;

and thus foul practices will be engendered
and infanticide increase. These arguments

are, we think, every one of them sound and

in part true. The answers might be stated

thus : If men must be prepared for large

families, they cannot afford to marry young.
If not married, they are tempted while

young, and the large unmarried population
of young men nourishes the vast prostitution
too well proved. Choose, then, between

young marriages with subsequent abstinence,
or late marriages with early abstinence.

Will one system cause more temptation
than the other ? Next, our protagonist
would deny that the reluctance of a woman
to bear many children implied a reluctance

to perform her duties. Is it not the duty of

a mother to tend and educate her children,

and can she perform this duty if her life al-

ternates between the sickness of gestation
and the occupation of nursing the last-born

infant ? Can women of the lower class thus

occupied perform their household duties?

Can women of the upper class preserve their

mental culture ? Next, he would argue that

to acknowledge an object as desirable does

not imply approval of all means by which to

attain it. Paupers and lunatics are evils, but

we do not sanction their murder
;
infanticide

would decrease if the misery of large families

decreased.

Several of these rival arguments turn on

matters of fact which can be observed, such

as the prevalence of infant mortality in

countries in which public opinion approves
or disapproves of a limitation to the size of

families. We can hardly hope to determine

by observation the relative mental and moral

culture in large and small families, but sta-

tistics might be collected showing whether
children born in rapid succession are as

healthy as others
;
we suspect that their

death-rate would be found sensibly above the

average. But though statistics cannot do
more than this, each father and mother may,
in their own case, consider whether, while

their children follow one another in rapid

succession, they are well cared for and duly
educated

;
a nurse is, at best, a poor substi-

tute for a mother, and among the poor, the

nurse is a little ignorant child. Women who
believe that in bearing children year by year

they are fulfilling a sacred though painful

duty, may ask themselves whether they are

performing their duty to the children already
born.

It is probable that no general rule can be

established, but that each case must be

deeided on its own merits. Neither the

arguments of Malthus, nor any others, ap-

parently justify us in calling on a healthy

couple to limit the number of their children,
when these will receive a fair education and
such an outfit as will enable them to produce
so much wealth by their labours as will prob-

ably insure them against want. It may well

be doubted whether, for the sake of self-

indulgence, a little more rest, a little more

wealth, such a couple would be justified in

placing a limit to the number of their chil-

dren. But think of another and too fre-

quent case. Think of a man and woman

struggling with poverty, absolute or relative,

with more children already than they know
how to educate, to clothe, even to feed.

Think of the woman, bowed with ill-health,

peevish from petty trials; think of the chil-

dren, each on its arrival regarded as a mis-

fortune if not a curse, growing up unhealthy,
ill-cared-for, dirty, ignorant, with no better

prospect than to repeat the life of its wretch-

ed parents. Would these parents do wrong
in refusing to be instrumental in multiplying
a race of paupers ? Between these two ex-

tremes may not each man and woman ask

themselves the question, whether any duty

obliges them to procreate children whose
advent they will deplore.
Some may be shocked even at the question,

regarding the births of children as the result

of a special intervention of Providence. Wo
shall not quarrel with these persons, re-

membering what are the faculties and pos-
sible destiny of each child born

;
but we can-

not refuse to see that Providence will not

send us children without some action on our

part. There is no obligation binding on men
and women to begin the begetting of chil-

dren
; having begun, must they go on per

force ? The argument as to interfering with

Providence is quite disregarded now as to

epidemics, and it is a little difficult to see the

distinction between interference to prevent
excessive deaths and excessive births. In-

deed, if we do disturb the old balance by
preventing a high death-rate, it seems almost

incumbent on us to restore equilibrium by

diminishing the birth-rate. It seems a strange
doctrine that we with our privilege of free-

will, with reason, with religion, for our guides,
shall be debarred all choice in this matter,
and reduced to a level with brute beasts, each

species of which is limited by death and suf-

fering alone; we wholly disagree with those

who indulge their senses and expect Prov-

idence to protect them from the conse-

quences of their incontinence.

When parents observe that they produce
diseased children, idiots, for instance, their

duty clearly is to produce no more such

\\retfhed beings, burdens to the world and to

themselves; wo may pity and pardon the
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infatuation loading unhappy parents to hope
that perhaps the next child ma}

7 bloom a fit

object of pride as well as love; but medical

science in many cases can sanction no hope,
and at best can only promise a chance that

misery may be deferred
;
disease may spare

the child, but only to strike the full-grown
man. General opinion already condemns

marriages likely to result in such offspring
as thsise

;
but even after marriage, so soon as

the eyes of the parents have been opened to

the probable fate of their children, their duty
is clear.

Dr. Duncan does not enter into these

questions, but his tables and Professor Tait's

law seem to prove that, until now, the mass
of the married population has exercised no
restraint whatever on its procreative power.

It would be well if the honest opinion of

women on these points could be obtained
;

unfortunately, this opinion cannot well be

obtained. It is the opinion of pure and able

mothers that would have weight, but these

women do not court publicity. We may
suspect that few women bear more than three

or four children except from necessity, or

from a sense of duty, and of very painful

duty ;
but we get no public sign of such a

feeling, except now and then from a wild cry
of some poor woman, who mostly does her

cause harm, as, when last year, apropos to

women's votes for Members of Parliament, a

complaint was made that the law did not rec-

ognise a rape by a husband on his wife.

The idea was simply ludicrous
;
not indeed

that intolerable hardship, misery, nay murder

itself, may not result from the full exercise

of a husband's rights, but because of the pre-

posterous inadequacy of any conceivable law
to meet such cases. The only remedy lies

in the education of public opinion, which, we

imagine, is far from willing to allow a woman
any exemption from total subjection to her
husband in this matter. We do not feel

certain that public opinion now wholly con-

demns even the man who, knowing that
should his wife conceive again she will cer-

tainly die, nevertheless subjects her to the
risk of conception. When she conceives and
dies he has committed no legal murder,
yet he has killed the woman he was most
bound to cherish, and killed her to gratify
his senses.

Much mischief is done by the veil thrown
over the subjects we are treating. Young
women of the better classes know really

nothing of the suffering they may expect in

marriage, beyond the fact that some of their

friends die in childbirth. Novels do not,
and ought not, to tell them of the weary
months of pregnancy, with infinite petty,
almost degrading ills, nor of the weary years

of ill health passed by thousands who escape
the risk of immediate death. Married
women keep their counsel only too well.

Young men are almost as ignorant as their~

young wives, who, at a moment when their

imaginations are fired by all that romance
and youth can promise, when their daily
lives shine with a light darkened by no cloud

of evil and mistrust, from this great happi-
ness often pass suddenly to a state of bodily
and mental degradation, of fretfulness, worry,
and vexation. What wonder if the young
woman fancies she has awakened from a

happy dream to face a harsh reality ? what
wonder if she resents as a lie the romance
of chivalry so lately told and heard in per-
fect faith ? what wonder if the husband
becomes repulsive, and the word of love a

mockery ?

The husband, in his turn, bewildered,

ignorant, fears that a veil has fallen from his

eyes, and that he now sees in the peevish,
discontented woman before him the true

form of the goddess he had worshipped.
Would it not have been better for that

young woman and man to have known what

child-bearing meant? Possibly they would
never have married. Better so, then. Bet-

ter still, if, knowing the trials before them,

they met them bravely, she prepared to

suffer, and he prepared, at the expense of

self-denial, to spare her suffering. Some

may fear that poetry and purity would van-

ish before knowledge ;
but love is no lie.

Knowledge of vice may render love impos-
sible, knowledge of pain will not render love

less pure.
To return to our author: Dr. Duncan

shows us that the risk run even by healthy
women is enough to give us pause. He is

chiefly occupied in comparing the mortality
at various ages, and at the birth of successive

children, and he proves 'that youth has less

influence in producing mortality from par-
turition than age, or rather "

elderliness,"
'

as he calls it; 'that the age of least mortal-

ity is near 25 years; and that on either side

of this age mortality gradually increases

with the diminution or increase of age. He
also shows that the percentage of mortality
in first labours is about twice as great as that

of the average of all subsequent labours. In

four series of observations quoted by him, the

mortality in first labours is 1 in 60, 74, 54,
and 62 respectively ;

the mortality in subse-

quent labours 1 in 150, 123, 115, and 155;
from data by Dr. Farr it appears that in

England the average mortality in childbirth

is 1 in 188. As the number of a woman's

labours increases above nine, the risk of

death following labour increases with the

number. We can refer, but very briefly, to
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this part of the volume, in which special

care has been taken to analyse the effects of

puerperal fever, and of the duration of labour.

The author docs not make too high a claim

in saying, that 'from the data thus given an

actuary may calculate the answers to the

most important questions in this topic. He
can determine the fecundity of the female, or

her chance of having offspring; her fertility

in the number she is likely to have
;

the

time when she will probably become rela-

tively sterile; the risk of death in bearing
her first child

;
the risk of death in the sub-

sequent confinements.'

Some explanation is, however, desirable of

the very discrepant results obtained when
various classes are selected for observation.

Thus Sir James Simpson states, in his address

to the Public Health Section of the Social

Science Congress at Belfast, as the result of

Dr. Leon le Fort's semi-official investigations,
that out of 934,781 parturient women de-

livered at their own homes, and often very
wretched homes, 4405 died, or 1 in every
212

;
while out of 888,512 delivered in ma-

ternity hospitals, where every kind of pro-
fessional care and comfort was bestowed upon
them, 30,394 died, or 1 in every 29. Sir J.

Simpson also slates, from statistics published

by Dr. Barnes, that out of 4000 women con-

fined in the four chief maternity hospitals of

London, 142 died, or 1 in every 28
;
while

out of 18,383 confined at their own homes,
as dispensary or outpatients in connexion

with the hospitals of St. Thomas and

Guy, 53 died, or 1 in 346. Dr. Duflcan

gives even worse death-rates than 1 in 28

from the register of a St. Petersburg hospi-

tal, but does not discuss the causes of the

low death-rates occasionally observed, nor of

the terrible hospital mortality. The differ-

ence is not due to puerperal fever alone.

It seems to be clearly established that

between 15 and 20 the life of a married

woman is much more precarious than that

of an unmarried woman. To use Dr. Stark's

words, quoted by Dr. Duncan :

'

Supposing married and unmarried were in

equal numbers between 15 and 20 years of age,
ten married wonld die for every seven unmar-
ried

;
between '20 and 25, nine married would

die for every eight unmarried women; above

30 the chances appear to be in favour of

married life. The high mortality attending
the birth of first children explains the ri>k

run by the younger women. Even after this

the risk expressed by say 1 in 150 is no

trifle, especially if it has to be frequently en-

countered. What would men say if 1 in

150 of the gentlemen travelling to businc^

in the City were killed every two years by

railway accidents, with wounded or maimed

in proportion ? We think they wonld shirk

season-tickets, and feel very uncomfortable if

forced by their wives to travel daily ; they

might possibly resent the argument that

they were only doing their duty in earning

daily bread for their wives and children in

the country.'
We hope Dr. Duncan may be induced to

collect statistics as to the mortality when
labours are separated by various intervals.

It is just possible, that if a husband knew
that the risk to a woman he loved could be

seriously diminished, he might practise a

little self-denial.

Dr. Duncan gives valuable information as

to the probable duration of pregnancy, for

which we must refer readers to his work
;

it

appears that Montgomery's term, which is

much relied on, is too long by nearly a

week
;
the older and more popular modes of

calculation being the more correct. If so,

Dr. Montgomery must have much misery of a

minor kind to answer for; indeed, serious

risk must often result from miscalculation.

Dr. Duncan adheres to the doctrine that

conception in the vast majority of cases can

only take place during a period of about a

week in each month, but he does not men-
tion the researches which have established

this fact. Much curious information is given
as to the size and weight of new-born chil-

dren, the frequency of twins, and the effect

of age and previous child-bearing on fertility

in twins. On the question of sterility, our

author says :

' Of women between the ages
of 15 and 41 inclusive there were married

4372 ; among wives of the same ages 3710
had first children, leaving 6G2 *

marriages

sterile, or 1 in 6'6
;

in other words, 15 per
cent, of all marriages between 15 and 44

years of age, as they occur in our population,
are sterile.' 'Dr. West states that he found

the general average of sterile marriages

among the patients at St. Bartholomew's

Hospital to be 1 sterile marriage in every

8'5,' but it appears that almost every woman
married at 20-25 proves fertile. Our au-

thor's data did not apparently allow twin

children to be distinguished from others, or

we should have had, in Table LXVIII., an

almost perfect measure of the sterility at

each age. In this table we find that 7-3 per

cent., 0, and 28 per cent, of all women,
married respectively at 15-19, 20-25, 25-29,
are absolutely sterile

;
of women married

at 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, the sterile are

37, 53, 91, and 96 per cent, respectively.
A mere list of the headings of chapters

will show the very large number of problems

* We take the liberty of correcting an erratum
in the passage we quote.
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which are connected with fertility, each

problem having its own special importance.
Thus we find chapters on ' The Fertility of

the whole Marriages in a Population ;

' ' The

Fertility of the whole Fertile Marriages in a

Population at a given Time ;

' ' On the Annual

Fertility of the Married Women of Child-

bearing Age in a Population ;

' ' The Size of

Families in a given Population at a given

Time;' 'The Fertility of the whole Mar-

riages in a Population that are Fertile at a

given Time
;

' ' The Fertility of Fertile Mar-

riages lasting during the whole Child-bearing
Period of Life

;

' ' The Fertility of Persistently
Fertile Marriages lasting during the whole

Child-bearing Period of Life
;

' ' The Fertil-

ity of Persistently Fertile Wives at different

Years of Married Life;' 'The Fertility of

Fertile Wives at different Periods of Married

Life
;

' ' The Degrees of Fertility of Wives,
Mothers of Families of different Numbers;'
'The Fertility of Wives Mothers Married at

different Ages ;

' ' The Fertility of Persistently
Fertile Wives of different Ages' ;

' The Fer-

tility of the Older Women
;

' The Contribu-

tions to the Adult Population by Marriages
at different Ages ;

'

and, finally,
' The Com-

parison of the Fertility and Fecundity of

different Peoples.'
As might be expected, Dr. Duncan, having

looked at the question from all these points
of view, finds his predecessors at fault in all

directions. The book is not at all prolix or

dogmatic, for Dr. Duncan belongs to the

very valuable class of authors who collect

and digest facts, but refrain from the reflec-

tions which those facts suggest. We have

been tempted to indulge in some specula-

tions, and feel certain that all readers who
can think will find new matter for consider-

ation in the book. They will find nothing

garbled, no concealment, no prejudice ;
but

a large collection of interesting materials

intelligently arranged. Professor Tait has

ventured further than Dr. Duncan on the

sea of speculation, and has suggested ex-

tremely simple laws, grouping vast numbers
of apparently disconnected facts into two
short sentences. We think the laws are

proved for a mass of women, but further

statistics are wanted before we can judge
how far they can be applied to individual

cases. Their author knows this well, and

expresses some indignation at being deprived
of the data by which to check and extend

his curious formulae, and we fully agree with

the opinion expressed in the following pas-

sage : 'As in all questions of average, the

value of our deductions in this matter is

mainly dependent on the extent and accuracy
of our data

;
and it is sad to think that the

enormous Blue-Books which load our shelves

contain so much painfully elaborated infor-

mation which is of no use, and so little of

those precious statistics which would at

once be easy of acquirement and invaluable

to physiologists.'

ART. VII. ITALY IN 1867.

A WRITER who at this time addresses a

body of readers in the United Kingdom
upon the subject of Italy, has one great ad-

vantage over those who have to speak of

most other countries. He has no need to

build up any substruction. He may plunge
in medias res without prefacing what he has

got to say of the present or future, by any
historical narrative.

If we except France, Italy is the one

country with the recent history of which

Englishmen of our day are pretty fairly ac-

quainted. This period of comparatively ex-

tended knowledge of Italian affairs will not

be of long continuance. The names of Cal-

atafimi and Aspromonte will probably say
as little to our children as those of La

Granja or Vergara say to ourselves.

The generation which read Mr. Glad-

stone's Neapolitan Letters, or his great

speech of April 11, 1862; the generation
which remembered the shock that ran

through London when the news of the

death of Cavour was telegraphed from Turin
;

the generation which welcomed Garibaldi to

the'English shore, will soon pass away, and

the attention of those who come after us will

very possibly be fixed upon political dramas
in other parts of the world as exciting as

that which we have watched in the fair land
' which the Apennine divides and the sea

and the Alps surround.'

The sensation age of modern Italy would

seem, if the Fates have not in store for us

some great surprises, to be, in spite of re-

cent occurrences, drawing near its end
;
and

if much of the romantic past is not to

have been in vain, what we must hope for is

a prosaic future. Till now the questions,
which the friends of Italy have been asking,
related chiefly to conspiracies and revolts,

to the chances of battle, to the fidelity of

armies, to the comparative strength of rival

enthusiasms. The questions which we have

now to ask relate to less exciting matters.

They are two in number : Will Italy soon

accomplish absolute unity ? and, What place
is she likely to take amongst the powers of

Europe ?

Till within the last few weeks most well-
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informed persons would, we believe, have

replied to the first of these questions some-

what as follows : The perfect quiet which

has pievailed at Rome since the withdrawal

of the French, shows that, however wide-

spread may be the dissatisfaction with priest-

ly rule, there is not, in the dominions which

still remain to the Pope, that burning desire

to overthrow it which must inevitably lead

to revolution. For some years the Papal
Government has seized every pretext to send

across the frontier all those active and stir-

ring spirits who usually take the lead in times

of excitement. The number of the Roman
exiles is not accurately known even by the

most acute and painstaking of the diploma-
tists who reside in the Eternal City. Un-

doubtedly, however, it is extremely large

large enough to amount to a small army.
If we add to these the number of persons
who are known to be detained in the politi-

cal prisons, we arrive at a very considerable

deduction from the plotting and fighting

strength of the disaffected part of the popu-
lation. No btranger can pass any time in

Rome without discovering that he is sur-

rounded by persons who are hostile to the

Government; but then many of them are

bound over in heavy recognisances to keep
the peace. They or some of their connex-

ions are dependent on the clergy, or they
know themselves to be suspected, and are

certain that the smallest overt act on their

part would send them either out of Rome or

into some such pleasant retreat as San
Michele. The probability is that the present
state of things 'will drag its slow length

along' until either the election of a less im-

practicable Pope or some complication in

European politics which may leave the

temporal Papacy without an available de-

fender, may enable Italy to step in and as-

sert her natural rights.
The precipitancy of one generous but ill-

advised man, and the subservience of Rat-

tazzi to the section of politicians which that

man represents, very nearly deranged these

calculations, and threatened, for a moment,
with a sudden and disastrous overthrow not

only the hopes of Italy, but even accom-

plished facts.

That danger has for the time passed by,
and the Roman question is left pretty much
as it was six months ago, with, however,
these modifications :

first, All the world now sees what many,
as we have said, saw before, that the explo-
sive power of Roman disaffection is not very

great.

/Secondly, The extreme inconvenience of

his obligations towards the Pope has been
forced on the mind of the Emperor ;

and

Thirdly, Italy has been so deeply af-

fronted, that unless she is to be thrown alto-

gether into the arms of Prussia, the past
must be atoned for by a much more speedy
concession to her wishes than might before

have been necessary.
The explanation of the conduct of the

French Government seems to us simple

enough. Hardly any one in Europe more

cordially detests the temporal power of the

Pope than does Napoleon III. His first

step in public life was to engage in an insur-

rection against the government of priests.

During the earlier stages of the late move-
ment he seems to have been irresolute, and
to have hoped that things would take such

a turn as would make it unnecessary for him
to interfere. Hence the enigmatic answer
to Nigra. Hence the inconsistent conduct

of Prince Napoleon, who first fanned the fire

at Florence, and then tried to extinguish it.

As time went on, everything turned out

worse and worse for the hopes of Italy, and
for the secret wishes of her great protector.
The successes of the Garibaldians were, to

say the least, equivocal, and the attempted
insurrection in Rome itself was an absurd

failure. A sudden and overwhelming upris-

ing on the Seven Hills an extraordinary
amount of energy and daring displayed by
the King of Italy, might, it is just possible,
have forced the not unwilling hand of the

French Emperor. No happy accident came
to his assistance. The Catholic party in

France, always far stronger than Englishmen
like to remember, was wild with excitement.

The Nuncio threatened to demand his pass-

ports. The legislative session was just at

hand. The whole affair had the appearance
of a fiasco for the Imperial policy, and anew
humiliation to France, still smarting from
the disgrace of Mexico. There was nothing
for it but to sacrifice Italy, and so the order

went forth against her as it had once gone
forth for her, 'frappez fort etfrappez vite?

Victor Emmanuel has been very much
blamed for giving way, and '

making the

kowtow to France,' but the answer to that

reproach is, that, unfortunately up to this

moment, his position with reference to the

Emperor has not been very materially dif-

ferent from that of a great Indian potentate,

say the Nizam, to the Viceroy for the time

being. No doubt he might have thrown

himself into the arms of the Reds, and done

his best to evoke the revolutionary spirit in

France and no doubt the Nizam, if ennip'.l

beyond bearing, could do similarly desperate
and dangerous things may, perhaps, one

day do so
;
but the occasion, great as it was,

was not great enough to play double or

quits, when the probability was so very vio-
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lent that the result would be double and not

quits.
The circular of General Menabrea, who, be

it remembered, has strong conservative lean-

ings, seems to us very dignified and impres-

sive, although we understand it has not been

well received at Florence. Associated with

him, as Minister of the Interior, is the Mar-

quis Gualterio, an extremely able man, and

exceptionally fortunate in being one of the

very few Italian politicians in whom the

more reasonable portion of the Roman ecclesi-

astics have anything like confidence. He
knows minutely the state of parties in Rome,
and that is a science by itself, not a very

dignified one assuredly, but one eminently
useful to the King's Government at this mo-
ment. If any one can work effectually at

Rome, it will be he. The great difficulty in

the way is the Pppe himself. People fancy
that the Pope reigns, while Antonelli rules,

but that is a mere delusion. All that has

happened in recent years is attributable to

the Pope personally. He, and he alone, is

the mainspring of his own Government.

He, and he alone, is responsible for the pol-

icy of resistance d Toutrance, The reason-

able probability that another man so intol-

erably obstinate does not exist, even in the

College of Cardinals, is, when combined
with the hope that another might see the

wisdom of retreating, at the very commence-
ment of his reign, from a false position
which was not of his own making, the

ground on which many good observers have

prophesied that a favourable change in the

relations of Italy to the Head of the Church

might be looked for after the next Conclave.
We wish we could persuade ourselves that

anything is to be hoped for the present from
direct negotiations between Rome and Italy,
even under the auspices of the man who
contrived to live at Naples in perfect amity
with a personage of such decided opinions
as Cardinal Riario Sforza.

If the Emperor of the French would be

only too happy to have his hand forced, in a

creditable manner, the assembling of a con-
ference is perhaps to be desired, although
we can quite understand the dislike enter-

tained by Ministers responsible for the policy
of their respective countries, to entering upon
negotiations without any definite basis. If

the Emperor's dispositions are really such as

we fancy, and if the conference could be as-

sembled, it might result, if not in confining the

sovereignty of the Pope to the Leonine City,
which must, we think, be the ultimate solu-

tion of the present difficulty, at least in lim-

iting the exercise of his sovereign rights to

the city of Rome itself. It used to be urged
against this plan, that it would be unfair to

the Romans; but they have shown so little

conduct or courage in recent events that no
one need pause long enough to consider

them. More difficult are the questions
which would arise about the relations be-

tween the new Government and the ecclesi-

astical corporations which hold property in

the Campagna ;
but if the more decisive

plan cannot yet be adopted, the one sug-

gested would at least be a step in advance.
It is of course easy for highly impartial per-
sons to say that Rome belongs to the whole

world, and not to Italy. So, in a certain

sense, it undoubtedly does
;

but the desire

to possess Rome is a real political force in

Italy, and it is not a political force elsewhere.

Supposing even that a crusading spirit could

be excited throughout the Catholic world in

favour of the temporal power, the only result

would be to light up the flames of religious
strife throughout the globe ;

and few would,
we think, have much doubt as to what would
be the result of re-commencing the contest

which was closed by the peace of West-

phalia.
The Pope will no doubt retain for some

time to come his position as a sovereign,
with all the rights which it implies, and
more especially with the right of represen-
tation at the courts of other sovereigns ;

but
if Italy is not to be once more broken up,
she must have Rome. It is only to Rome
that Turin, Naples, or Milan will permanently
bow. The determination not to be satisfied

till they have won it, is with the populations
of these and other cities a fixed idea. What
is gained then by demonstrating ever so

clearly that Florence is in many respects
better suited for a capital ? Of course it is.

No sensible man denies that
; although Flor-

ence is not itself pre-eminently suited for a

capital ;
but there are such things as national

hallucinations over which reason can exert

no power. A city, many parts of which are

deadly for months in the year, with narrow

irregular streets, and in the middle of a wil-

derness, is certainly not the capital which we
should wish for Italy. The magic of the

name is however irresistible, and must be
considered as a fixed point, with reference to

which other things must be settled. A writ-

er in one of our best newspapers said the

other day that Italy had no more need of

Rome than Spain of Gibraltar. A more

exquisitely infelicitous illustration could hard-

ly have occurred to any one. What reason-

able man, who knows anything about Spain,
believes that Gibraltar can be permanently
withheld from her ? and what nation has

over Rome rights at all comparable to those

which England has over Gibraltar? rights

quite as good, in a mere bare legal sense, as
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Spain has over Majorca, or really, for that

matter, over Madrid.

It' Italy lives and grows strong we cannot

doubt that Rome will fall before very long
into her grasp. How this will happen we
have not the remotest idea

;
but it is easy

to imagine half-a-dozen combinations which

would fulfil her hopes; and not easy to imag-
ine any, consistent with her continuing to

exist, which would baffle them for very long.
To our first question then we think we may
answer, Yes. If Italy is not once more
broken up, as she might have been, if she

had gone to war with France a few weeks

ago, she will in all probability complete her

unity before any very considerable time has

elapsed. Of course, if the pamphlet bearing
the title Napoleon III. and Europe in 1867,

really emanates from an official source, and

if the admirable sentiments, with regard to

Germany, which that most remarkable paper
contains, are allowed to mould the policy of

France, Italy will lose one chance of a speedy
fulfilment of her aspirations. No one, how-

ever, can doubt that the writer was speaking
his own views about Germany, and merely

echoing with regard to Italy the views which
he thought would 'go down' with the

French people. The appearance of this

most noteworthy document may be an ad-

ditional reason for not expecting, from a

conference, much help towards the settle-

ment of the Roman question, may be a

good reason for believing that the emperor is

not prepared just at present to allow his hand
to be forced. Italy has, however, only to

bide her time. Fata viam invenient.

If the prospects held out to Europe in this

pamphlet can be realized, Italy, like all the

other members of our political State-system,
will gain so much that she may be well

content to sacrifice even Rome for a while.

Important as it is for us all, that her unity
should be secured by the key-stone being

placed in the arch, the completion of Ger-

man unity, without a terrible war between

Germany and France, is incomparably more

important.
The second of our questions, although far

wider than the first, is easier to answer, for

the answer to it c.in be less affected by the

chapter of accidents.

In attempting, however, to answer it, we
arc immediately struek by one unexpected
fact. Hundreds of intelligent men traverse

Italy every year, yet there exists no such

things as a book of travels through Italy
which has any political value. There are

food
works on some few district*, of which

I. Gallenga's Country Life hi /'in/mont is

quite the best, and should be put in a class

by itself. There are admirable specimens of
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the best kind of tourist writing, such as Gre-

gorovius's charming sketches in Figuren and

elsewhere, or Stahr's Ein Jahr in Italien, to

say nothing of older books, like those of

Forsyth or Stendhal. There are charming
novels of Italian life in its various phases,
like Transformation, or Fmcenzo, or Doctor

Antonio; there are poems like many of

Browning's, which contain the very quin-
tessence of Italy ;

but of books attempting to

give a serious account of the political, social,

and economical condition of the whole coun-

try, as the recent revolutions have made it,

we know none. The misguided Briton,
anxious to inform himself about modern

Italy, would naturally turn to Mr. Weld's
recent book on Florence, to Dean Alford's

Letters, to Mr. Burgon's Letters, to the pages
of Mr. Maguire, to Mrs. Gretton's Enylish-
ivoman in Italy, and other similar publi-

cations, as well as to the reports of our Con-
suls and Secretaries of Legation ; but when
he had examined them all, he would find

that he had gained very little. Of historical

information as to late events, there is of

course abundance
;
but the books in which it

is conveyed give ns scanty helps towards

forming any opinion with regard to the

future. Over some regions there broods a

darkness that may be felt. Where are we
to go for recent information about Southern

Italy ? There is the amusing volume of Mr.

Lear, now twenty years old, and there are

works dealing with isolated questions, like

the treatises of Marc Monnier on Brigandage
and on the Camorra

;
but no one since the

days of Keppcl Craven, or perhaps we ought
to say of Swinburne, has gone, so to speak,

seriously about the matter of a journey in

Southern Italy.
Mr. Bunbury has pointed out that we

have no work upon classical Italy at all cor-

responding to Leake's or DodwelPs books on

Greece, and we are just as badly off for a

description of the Italy of to-day, that shall

be as good in its line. Surely this state of

things ought not to continue. Surrly it

would be worth while for a London publish-
er to send some competent person, already
well acquainted with the country, to spend a

couple of years in it, and to write a real

book of travels.

Having thus called the attention of our

readers to the dearth of information on Italy
of the kind required, in order fully to answer

our second question, we shall proceed to an-

swer it as well as we can, not without a hope
that our deficiencies may incite others to en-

gage in a task for which some of the numer-
ous Inglexi /tiiflnimti, who are huppilv not

now, as in Ascham's time, <lnir<>li incurnatir
have clearly special facilities.
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The population of tbc kingdom of Italy is

variously estimated by competent authori-

ties. Mr. Brown, the author of an elaborate

paper in the Statistical Journal for June

1866, estimates it at 22,380,000 on the first

of January in that year ;
but we must now

add the population of the Venetian prov-

inces, which still belonged to Austria when
that paper was published.

'The Roman provinces, and Venice alone,'

says Mr. Brown, 'would add (2,976,218)

very nearly three millions of inhabitants, and

35,672 square kilometres of territory, which,
with the remainder, gives a total estimated

territory of 333,768 square kilometres, and

26,633,000 inhabitants.'

The density of the population of Italy is

only surpassed, in Europe, by that of Eng-
land, the Netherlands, and Belgium ;

but it

is very unequally distributed Lombardy
being the most thickly, and Sardinia the

most thinly, peopled portion of Victor Em-
manuel's dominions.

This large population, which has still

about one-third of the territory on which it

is placed to bring into cultivation, is ex-

tremely homogeneous ; presenting, in this

respect, a most remarkable contrast to the

great empire with which it was so recently
involved in long and desperate hostilities.

Homogeneous, however, as it is, there are

numerous differences between the people of

the mainland and the islands, of the North
and of the South, to which the politician
must give heed. The very fact of Italy's ex-

tending over nine degrees of latitude causes,

in the nature of things, very considerable

diversity of disposition between the dwellers

in the extremities of the country, and the

numerous geognostic contrasts of the Penin-

sula give rise to all kinds of contrasts in the

conditions of life. The dweller in the cold

and lofty region which stretches to the south-

east from theLago di Celano dwells in a dif-

ferent world from his more fortunate neigh-
bours in the bright Carnpanian bays; and
not only is the contrast between the skyey
influences under which the Piedmontese of

Alessandria and the Calabrian of Reggio
live, extremely great, but the contrasts of

Piedmont and of Calabria themselves are

hardly less remarkable. It is with Italian

character as it is with Italian dialects : there

are no generic differences, but the specific
differences arc endless.

Nearly three thousand recorded years of

active and stirring history have thrown into

Italy unnumbered foreign elements. The
forests of Germany, the steppes of Russia,
and the Pusztas of Hungary, not less than
the shores of Greece, Asia Minor, and Spain,
have poured their children into a land,

which was so long the meeting-place of the

world, without essentially varying the char-

acter of its inhabitants, but not without very

considerably modifying it. The same may
be said of the language, with regard to which
the tendency of modern research seems ever

more and more to lead us to the opinion
that the speech which has become the

modern Italian is more truly the sister than

the daughter of the speech of Cicero and
Ca3sar.

The Italian statesman who ponders on the

future of his country, may then, at starting,

congratulate himself upon having to deal

with these elements of strength and prosper-

ity : Fifst, a large and increasing popula-
'

tion. Secondly, a vast extent of productive
land not yet brought into cultivation.

Thirdly, unity amidst diversity, a people
with a common thread of history, broken by
none of those rifts which tend to increase as

civilisation advances.

So far, then, the prospects of Italy are de-

cidedly good. And next we come to ask

what are its agricultural, industrial, and com-
mercial resources for playing the part of a

great State.

Italy is above all things an agricultural

country. Let us then look first at its agri-
culture. On the whole, the Italian peasant
cannot be said to be indolent. The con-

ditions of open-air labour in his country are

very different from those of ours
;
and the

tourist often allows himself to be misled into

fancying that the Tuscan's or Lombard's in-

dustry is inferior in degree when it is only
different in kind from that of the Erglish la-

bourer. In most districts, landed property is

very much subdivided, and in most districts

the character of the soil and of the climate

are alike favourable to subdivision. Mr.

Mill, quoting Chateauvieux and Sismondi,
draws a highly favourable picture of the

metayer system in Tuscany, where land is

held in larger masses than in nearly any
other part of Italy, and, indeed, relies to a

great extent upon the data which he collects

with regard to the working of that system in

Tuscany, for the favourable estimate which
he gives of it, in opposition to Arthur Young
and others, who had studied it chiefly in

France.

The things that are most wanted for the

amelioration and extension of Italian agri-

culture are security, salubrity, capital, and

science.

There are few parts of the country where

the want of the first does not strike one

most painfully. In vast regions of the

Peninsula the population is huddled together
in miserable little mountain towns, instead

of living among the fields which it culti-
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vates. The sort of life which is led there is

amusingly described by M. About, and in

many pages of Mr. Lear. Things are about

at their worst in Sicily, where the husband-

man has often to go miles and miles to his

work.

Other large districts have the additional

curse of malaria. The vast fields of the Ro-
man Campagna, and of the Tuscan levels, are

reaped by hardy peasants from the hills,

who go forth as if to battle, and return with

hardly fewer casualties. Pius vi. decreed

that a large portion of the Agro Romano
should be cultivated every year. Pius vu.

went still further, and insisted that the pro-

prietors of the estates near Rome should

form a zone of cultivation round the city,

and extend it year by year till the whole

Campagna was covered. Succeeding Popes,
and notably Pius ix., have allowed these

good plans to be abandoned. M. About's

remedy is a simple one, and at least worth

trying. Break up, he cries, the huge un-

profitable estates of the Campagna, mostly
held in mortmain. Lease them to those

same peasants who come down to cultivate

them in the spring and autumn, and try
whether by the extension of cultivation they
will not soon cause malaria to vanish before

them.

The scene of the first decade of Livy,
which occupies so many unprofitable hours

of studious English youth, belongs, according
to the same authority, to one hundred and
thirteen families, and sixty-four corporations.
M. About's plan, if carried into effect, would,
we fully believe, bring back human life to

Veii and Fidenre and Gabii, and all those

world-famous villages. Similar measures

would, as population increases, be effectual

even in regions less favourably situated than

that which one overlooks from the tower of

the Capitol. The Pontine Marshes them-
selves are not more deadly now than was
the Val di Chiana in the days of Dante.

Capital is hardly less necessary ;
but

whence is it to come? The Italian, who
has something to lose, hates speculation, and
will rather live idle on a pittance than work
for a fortune. Till recently the state

of the country has not been such as to

attract foreign wealth, nor has the experience
of those English capitalist? who have sunk

money in Italy been hitherto very encourag-

ing.
Alike in warring against fever and in im-

proving agriculture the aid of science is

much required by Italy. There are districts

where the amount of produce sent to market

per acre is enormous, and where the skill,

that comes of experience, is very great, but

then there arc others of which the very re-

verse may be said. There are districts

which cannot be cultivated for want of irri-

gation. There are districts where manure
is hardly ever used. There are districts

where, as in the Agro Romano, cultivation is

1 a passing accident.' Whatever may be the

merits of the metayer system in its effects

on the happiness of the population, as com-

pared with the system of paid labour, it is

obvious that a very high state of general
education is necessary for its efficient Vork-

ing, otherwise the views of comparatively

enlightened landlords will be continually
thwarted by the old-world ways of the cul-

tivators.

There is in Murray's Handbook for
Southern Italy an interesting sketch of the

Agriculture of the old Neapolitan provinces,
with its three divisions into the Mountain

system, the Companion system, and the sys-
tem of the Tavolier, a perusal of which will

show the reader how much that favoured re-

gion has yet to learn.

Throughout Italy the cereals are, as else-

where, the chief objects of cultivation. She

imports a large part of the bread-stuffs which
she consumes, but she also exports wheat to

a considerable amount.
'

Lupins and beans
of many kinds are much grown, and form a

considerable part of the food of the popula-
tion. The fig is largely cultivated, so are

I

the chestnut, the almond, the carouba, the
'

orange, the lemon, and the manna-ash.
The products of all these trees form a con-

siderable element in the exports of Italy.
Cotton has been tried in many parts of the

south, and Mr. Dennis speaks very highly of

the results obtained by its cultivation in

Sicily. Liquorice-root and saffron are both

exported in some quantities, and the growth
of tobacco, if it were not checked by un-

wise legislation, might soon be very consider-

able. More important are the olive, the

mulberry, and the vine. Oil is very largely

exported from Liguria, and from Southern

Italy. The silk-worm is produced in im-

mense quantities in many districts, and the

vine is at home almost everywhere. It is re-

markable that during the last few years

every one of these most important factors of

national wealth has been attacked by wide-

spread and mysterious diseases. More careful

management will, there is no doubt, make
them indefinitely more profitable. The oil-

presses now used in the south are said

to bo little improved since Roman times.

The growth of the mulberry was long
checked in the Neapolitan provinces by
fiscal burdens, and it is only quite recentlv

that anything like serious attention has been

given to obtaining a high quality of wine for

the foreign market. Already, however, some
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excellent growths have been produced. The

White Falernian, which is sold by the

Roman wine-merchants at three francs a

bottle, and could, we have little doubt, be

sold in England at a lower figure, is an ex-

cellent wine. So is one of the growths of

Capri, and at least two varieties of Lachryma,
Piedmont could furnish half-a-dozen wines,

which would probably be liked better in this

country than its delicate and agreeable grape

cider, the White Asti. The wines of Tuscany
have always seemed to us inferior to their

reputation, but that may arise from accident.

The Oreto, and other Sicilian wines, drunk

near the spots where they are produced, are

very good, and we have tasted in Rome a

wine of Syracuse which was equal to the nec-

tar of the gods. Marsala, the Sicilian product
best known in England, has no claim to high
rank among Sicilian wines, as they might be;

but a powerful British colony reigns in the

ancient Lilybseum, and their second-rate

manufacture is naturally pushed into a prom-
inence which it could hardly expect to

sustain if soils more favourable to the

growth of delicate wines were more largely

put under vine cultivation, and managed on

proper principles.

Although some progress has been made of

late, a great deal has yet to be done before

the rearing of stock is properly understood.

M. About tells us, that in the Roman States

permission was refused to found a society for

the encouragement of agriculture, and that

its promoters had to carry out their danger-
ous designs under pretext of contributing to

a horticultural exhibition. Things are not

so bad elsewhere, but the Neapolitan Govern-

ment may be trusted to have blundered in

this respect, as in all others
;
and in fact, the

number of horned cattle in the provinces
which were cursed by its rule, is far inferior

to what it should be, while the breeding of

horses, instead of being fostered, was long

discouraged by a tax on their exportation.

Italy, like most countries of Southern

Europe which have been long inhabited by
civilized or semi-civilized man, has been in

far too great a degree denuded of her forests,

and a necessary condition of her attaining

the highest agricultural development will be

their replantation and scientific management.
Thus only can a host of evils, which are com-

mon to her with her two sister peninsulas,

be prevented or palliated.

In estimating the material resources of Italy,

it is impossible to pass over the excellence

of the spring and winter climate in many
parts of the country. Already these natural

advantages attract every year to her shores

a large amount of foreign wealth, and diffuse

civilisation through numerous regions which

are very far removed from her intellectual

and political centres.

San Remo, a writer in the Spectator once

observed, will become the winter-garden of

Europe, and we are much inclined to think

that he is right; but there are a hundred
other points which have probably also a great
future. It must not be forgotten that, with

the exception of Spezia (the Lunai poruts of
Ennius and Persius), and the immediate

neighbourhood of Naples, hardly any of the

places which were famous in classical times,
for their climate, have yet been tried by the

northerns. Taranto, for example, and the

neighbourhood of the ancient Velia, which
lies some twenty miles to the south of Pass-

turn, may one clay have their chance.

Again, in her works of art, her libraries,

her state and family archives, and in her

historical recollections, Italy has, so to speak,
a vast fixed capital, which is capable of being
worked to a far greater extent than has ever

been done yet. Till our own day an Italian

tour was a privilege of the higher classes.

Before long it will become, to the whole of

the Transalpine middle class, a necessary in-

cident of human life. The spread of education,
the abolition of the ridiculous superstition
which valued the classics only for their diffi-

culty, thereby introducing into the domain of

education what Bastiat has so well called

Sixyphism, will enormously increase the real

interest of the world, in the events of which
the Mediterranean has been the theatre. Italy
should prepare for this. At present her schol-

arship is beneath contempt. Many of her

works of art are going to ruin. In the case

of few of them is there that systematic care

taken to smooth the path of the student and
the traveller, which would pay so well.

When she obtains Rome she might perhaps
do worse than to turn the whole of the dis-

trict cut off between the foot of the Capitol
and the gates of St. Sebastian, St. Paul, 'and

St. John, into a vast park, every corner of

which should be examined with as much
care as is now being expended on the Pala-

tine, and in which every scrap of old masonry
should be tended with the mo.st religious
care. Nor would it, we think, be unwise to

convert the palace of the Senator on the

Capitol into an institution where lectures on
Latin literature, history, and art should be

delivered by the ablest professors whom
money could buy ;

or to bring the maximum
of diplomatic pressure to bear upon the

Pope to induce him to throw open the Vat-

ican library and archives to students. We
cannot think that even the cares of that ter-

rible time can excuse M.Mazzini for not hav-

ing done more in this direction while the

Roman Republic was in life.
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No part of the Italian territory is likely to

gain more than Sicily from a due attention

to the comfort of travellers. When the

railway is finished from Naples to the toe of

the boot, it will be a very easy matter to

reach Messina, and the whole coast from Mes-

sina to Syracuse is a garden of delight. In

the good times that are coming, when real

classical culture has superseded the laborious

trifling which now wastes the time and en-

feebles the intellect of our youth, we may be

sure that this island, the records of which are

so closely intertwined with so much that is

affecting in the history, so much that is grace-
ful in the mythology, so much that is charm-

ing in the poetry of the ancient world, will

become a favourite place of relaxation for

busy men who wish to recruit their energies
for the struggles of an active and progressive

society.
From a consideration of the riches above,

we pass to those below the surface, but here

the report must be less favourable. Italy is

not rich in minerals. The sulphur of Sicily,

the borax of Tuscany, marbles and alabaster,

are her most remarkable products of this

nature. In coal she is peculiarly unfortunate.

This is, we need not say, a serious misfor-

tune, and one that must be taken into con-

sideration by every one who speculates upon
her national future.

If we turn from coal to iron, another great
factor of nineteenth-century prosperity, the

position of Italy does not seem much more
brilliant. Her iron production stands to that

of Great Britain as 1 to 123, and the con-

sumption of iron per head of population as

6*50 kilogrammes to 77
;
and although we

gather from a report of a commission ap-

pointed by the Italian Government to inquire
into the subject, which has been analysed for

the Foreign Office by Mr. Ilerries, that by

adopting proper measures the production of

iron may be increased in Italy, yet there

seems to be no hope that the increase will

be anything very remarkable.

Italy has not yet shown any great capacity
for manufacturing enterprise on a lar^e scale,

nor is there anything- to lead us to suppose
that she is likely ever to do so, so Car as the

commoner and coarser articles are concerned.

On the other hand, she has probably a

very great future as a producer of art manu-
factures. Already the jcwellers'-vvork of

Rome, the mosaics of Florence, together with

the manufacture of plaster-casts, bronzes, and

other copies from the antique, must bring

large profits. Very beautiful majolica has

been of late years produced at Florence, al-

though the once celebrated Fae'nza now sends

forth from her still considerable establish-

ments only coarse and common ware.

The glass manufacture of Venice is again

flourishing, as every one who walks down
St. James's Street may see, and it is satis-

factory to observe that many by no means

likely places were represented this year in

the Paris Exhibition.

Nearly four thousand Italian exhibitors

sent articles to Paris, and the effort made by
them can hardly be without good results in

stimulating industry. We fully expect to

see, when Italy is once fairly launched, not

only a greatly increased attention to art

manufactures, but a revival in the higher
branches of art, and an outburst of mechanical

and engineering talent.

Italy is, in some respects, very favourably
situated for the development of commercial

activity, on a scale suitable to our age.

Stretching out 'like a long pier' towards

India, and the Eastern Archipelago, she

forms part of a highway between the European
and Asiatic possessions of England and the

Netherlands, and will make both these coun-

tries subservient to her prosperity. -Again,
her extent of sea-board is so great as to af-

ford quite exceptional facilities for rearing
a maritime population, and establishing a

vigorous coasting trade. Against this latter

advantage, v?e must, however, set her com-

parative poverty in good harbours.

The day will no doubt come when flour-

ishing communities will once more line the

African shore, and when a far brisker trade,

than it has yet known, will enliven the Med-

iterranean. Of this trade Italy, from her

position, will certainly have the lion's

share.

In 1864 there were 10,850 sailing vessels

belonging to the Italian kingdom, with a

tonnage of 664,000; 3900 belonged to VeMf-

tia and Istria, with a tonnage of 315,000.

The Roman ports had only 200, with a ton-

nage of 4700. More than half the vessels

set down as belonging to the kingdom were

under forty tons, but in addition there were

6000 fishing-boats.
Since the Revolution, tho number of ves-

sels built has shown but little tendency to

increase.

In 1800 were built 198 vessels.
" 1861 "

'Jlii
"

" 1862 215 "

" 1863 " 215 "

There .seems reason, however, to believe

that the newer vessels are larger than those

formerly built, which may explain the appar-
ent want of elasticity in this trade.

As tho eye glances along the shor

Italy, it falls upon very few points which

seem destined to play an extraordinarily bril-

liant part in the commercial movement of
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the future. Genoa will probably rise again,

though rather from her connexion with the

West than with the East. She will have her

fair share in the trade of the outer basin of

the Mediterranean, and no doubt Torelli is

right in supposing that the completion of the

lines of isthmus transit in Central America

will be useful to a port which has extended

commercial relations on the Pacific sea-board.

She has, however, it must not be forgotten,
a powerful rival in the mighty Marseilles.

Neither Leghorn, Civita Vecchia, nor Naples
are so situated as to obtain a first-rate com-

mercial position. Palermo, Messina, and

perhaps even Syracuse, have a good but not

a great time coming. Venice has no chance

whatever against Trieste, and even Fiume

may, in the distant future, have a better right,
as far as mercantile importance is concerned,
to call herself the Queen of the Adriatic.

Ancona will rise in proportion as civilisation

begins to triumph in the Eastern Peninsula

and good government repairs the ravages of

Papal rule, but Brindisi has, it would seem,
a far greater probability of eminence than

any one of her more famous sisters. The
wheel has come full circle, and the Journey
to Brundusium will soon become a familiar

idea in many English homes. It was with a

kind of start that we lately heard a friend

speak of accompanying a relative, going to

India, as far as that once famous seaport,
which has so long passed out of the ordinary

thoughts of all except its nearest neighbours.
And yet in a very short time Brindisi will

be for all practical purposes nearer to

London than Aberdeen was a quarter of a

century ago.
The coasting and transit trade of Italy

both require to be aided by numerous rail-

ways one system running lengthways

through the Peninsula, the other crossing it,

and tapping the rich plains on either side of

the Apennines.
We gather from the Statistical Tables re-

lating to Foreign Countries, laid before Par-

liament last year, some interesting details

with regard to Italian commerce. In 1863,
the best customer of Italy would seem to

have been France, but England was not very
far behind

;
and it must not be forgotten

that many articles of merchandise, entered

as exported to France, found their way to

this country. Austria is also a large buyer
in the Italian market, and it is believed that

when the tariff reduction now proceeding in

that country is brought to a close, the trade

between the two old enemies will largely in-

crease.

In 1863, Italy sent to England wine to

the estimated value of 1,100,000 lire, vast

quantities of sulphur, and large amounts of

dye and tanning stuff, oranges, lemons, and
olive-oil. Less considerable were the imports
of rags, seed, liqueurs, chemicals, manna, soda,

cheese, hides, brass, and copper, lead and
common pottery, etc. etc.

Norway and Sweden took a great quantity
of Italian marine salt, while Turkey bought
rock salt and rice pretty largely.

South America imported, above all things,

oranges, lemons, and rice. Spain, robbing
the naked, received great consignments of

charcoal and firewood. Russia, more espe-

cially marble.

From France, Italy received in 1863 imports
to the estimated value of 285,409,211 lire.

From England, . . . 216,277,120
"

From Switzerland, . . 100,830,228
"

Most of these imports were entered for home

consumption. Indeed, nearly the whole of

the two first mentioned were so entered.

The imports from Russia, Holland, and

Turkey were also considerable, though trifling

compared with the above. Then come Tunis,

Tripoli, South and Central America. The

largest expenditure was for silk, colonial

produce, corn, meal, flour, and cotton.

The immense development of the railway

system in recent years has been one of the

most active agents of Italian unity. You
cannot have a war, even for a '

stolen bucket,'

if the enemy lives at the next station
;
and

Bologna and Modena forgot their feuds,

while the Florentine is content to letCapraja
and Gorgona stay where nature placed them,
unmoved by the hope of working woe to

Pisa.

The great line of European communication
which goes south-east from Turin, receives

tributary streams from Genoa, Milan, and

Venice. Running down on the Adriatic

coast, it throws out a branch to Ravenna,

making more accessible that '

place of old

renown,' and, we hope, inducing more travel-

lers to visit a city which is surpassed in in-

terest by very few in Europe. Those who
have felt the thrill of astonishment which is

excited by seeing in San Vitale the mosaics

of Justinian and Theodora, will be unwilling
to lose any opportunity of urging others to

share in the surprises which are afforded by
this wondrous link between the old and the

new, where dead names like Honorius and

Galla Placidia, Odoacer, and Theodoric be-

come at once living realities.

Leaving Castel Bolognese, the junction for

Ravenna, the line runs on across the Rubi-

con to Rimini and Ancona, then follows

the coast to Brindisi, and passes on to

Lecce, whence it will be prolonged to Galli-

poli.

On the other side, there is a gap between

Nice and Voltri which involves a vetturino
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journey of at least three days along the west-

ern Riviera, nor is the communication yet

open by rail from Genoa to Spezia ;
but from

that town the line is finished to Lucca and

Leghorn, and thence by the Marernma to

Rome, and from Rome on to Naples, Salerno,

and Eboli. A single day now takes you from

Ancona to Rome, and from Rome to Florence

by Arezzo. No long time will, we hope,

elapse before the rail from Sienna to Rome
is finished, and the comfort of the traveller

will be even more promoted by the comple-
tion of the Corniche line. For the country,

perhaps what we ought chiefly to wish is the

completion of the links between Naples and

Foggia, and between Eboli and Bari. Indeed,

every additional mile of railway communica-

tion which can be laid down in the old

Neapolitan States is an additional guarantee
for the prosperity of Italy and the dominion

of the house of Savoy. The unfortunate

condition of the finances is, of course, a sad

drawback. All the more important works

on the line between the French frontier and

Genoa have been long since completed, and

the rails are lying in vast heaps ready to be

placed, but for the time it appears that noth-

ing can be done.

The great Alpine line across the Brenner
is now in full operation, and the completion
of the Savoy Tunnel may be looked for early
in the seventies. Meanwhile, the Fell rail-

way over the Cenis will effect a great saving
in time as well as in wear and tear.

Italy will obviously play a considerable

part as a centre of distribution. It is there-

fore very satisfactory that she has taken an

early opportunity of putting herself, 'en regie
avec la civilisation? by adopting, through the

law of June 29, 1861, the metric system of

weights and measures, which, although far

enough from being, as some enthusiasts sup-

pose, the flower and crown of human sagaci-

ty, is at least more likely than any other to

obtain general recognition. In a matter of

this kind sensible men will prefer to seize a

clear and obvious improvement which lies

near at hand, rather than to waste their time

in pursuing the phantom of a perfection
which will certainly never be reached in our

time.

The substitution of the lira, equivalent to

the French franc, for the cumbrous coinage of

a few years ago, with the attendent endless

troubles of exchange, is a great comfort to the

traveller. In this respect, as in all others, the

1'ope's (lnvernment maintains its Non pos-

sumus, and an island of confusion and mon-

etary barbarism has, therefore, to be trav-

ersed on the road from Florence to Naples.
Post-office arrangements have very much

improved of late years, but there is still

abundant work for the amending hand. We
trust, but cannot venture to say, that any-

thing like the confusion of the Neapolitan

post-office, as it was in the days of Bomba
of blessed memory, could not now be seen in

any large city of Italy.

The telegraph, which has been pushed in

all directions since the annexations, is con-

tinually increasing the power of the central

government, and the tendency towards a real

unity.
Much also has been done towards bringing

people together by the disuse of the irritat-

ing passport system. A traveller from Eng-
land will probably now not be asked for his

papers till he arrives at Orte, the point where

the chief line of communication from the

north enters the territory of the Pope. There

they will be taken from him, and returned a

couple of stations off, at Correse.

Although neither the army nor the navy
of the new kingdom have been up to the

present time extraordinarily successful, noth-

ing has occurred which can lend any sup-

port to the allegation that warlike virtues

are dead in Italy. There seems no reason to

doubt, that both by sea and hind the forces

of Victor Emmanuel will be competent to all

tasks that can fairly be thrown on them. At

present both, although reduced, are still upon
too large a scale to be permanently main-

tained, and the earliest opportunity will, we

trust, be taken further to diminish both. If

once the Roman difficulty is settled, a half-

military police force might with advantage

supply in the Southern districts, and in Sicily,

the place of a large number of troops. The

navy might be reduced within very narrow

limits, without in any way affecting the in-

terests of the country, and the whole ques-
tion of conscription might be re-considered.

There is a great deal of wealth in Italy

far more than is generally supposed ;
but it

lies to a great extent idle, from the want of

confidence which so generally prevails. The
Government finds it very difficult to get at

this wealth cither by direct or by indirect

taxation, for the first is extremely unpopular
and the second is easily escaped by a nation

which is saving and abstinent to a degree
which Englishmen find it hard to under-

stand.

The state of the finances is, ns every one

knows, very far indeed from being Utiftfkctoiy,

but few perhaps realize how vei y -.-rious is the

state of affairs, or how thoroughly true is the

remark, that what Italy before all things
wants ,-it this moment is a groat fiuaneiei.

The latest accounts represent the sale of

the Church property, which began towards

the end of October, as proceeding in a high-

ly satisfactory manner. The prices realized
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on many lots seem to have exceeded the

official estimate by from 50 to 100 per cent.
;

and we are informed by a writer in the

Chronicle, a newspaper whose Italian infor-

mation is always of great importance, that

competent persons think, on the whole, that

Italy will, 'beyond all doubt,' secure the

400,000,000 lire for which she asks. This

will be a great help, but whether it will en-

able the country to weather the lee-shore of

financial disaster, will remain for some time

a question much easier asked than answered.

Turning from the material to the moral

resources of Italy, we observe that she has

one most conspicuous advantage for playing
a great part in the world. There is through-
out her population a most remarkable diffu-

sion of ready and available talent. Really

stupid people are by no means common in

this land of quick sympathies. On the other

hand, the misrule of centuries has done what-

ever it could to counteract the blessings of

nature. There are counties in Sicily and the

south, to say nothing of Sardinia, which are

simply barbarous. Roads, bridges, and all

the elementary apparatus of civilisation, are

almost wholly wanting. The religion is in

name that of Pascal and Massillon, but in

reality a cross between Christianity and the

old heathen mythology degraded into Feti-

chism. How little effect it has had in re-

straining the population from the worst ex-

cesses, the world saw in the recent cholera

panic. Even, however, in places which are

tolerably civilized, the iron yoke of the

Church and of the State have crushed out

anything like life amongst the people. Read
Mrs. Gretton's sketches of life in Macerata,
which has long had the reputation of being
a kind of provincial capital, 'affording the

attractions of good society.' Read the early
life of Leopardi. Is it possible to conceive

anything more dreary? Turn to the recent-

ly published Memoirs of Massimo d'Azeglio,
a book, by the way, which our critics have

surely overpraised, and see the kind of bring-

ing up which most of the men of a certain

age had, even in what we are now accustom-
ed to think of as the progressive Piedmont,
but which, it is fair to remember, was at least

up to the accession of Charles Albert, by no
means in advance of its neighbours. The
wonder is not that commonplace, and the

kind of vulgarity which is so admirably pho-

tographed in Mr. Browning's Up in a Villa,
down in the City, are so common, but that

there is anything better to be found.

Religion, instead of being the promoter of
all enlightenment and good works in Italy,
has been the prime cause of her worst mis-

fortunes, and it is really not surprising that
the ' Reds '

have transferred their hatred of

those who have made it what it is, to things
and ideas which, in societies where the priest-
hood is weak, could never be the object of

attack. It is the clergy who are responsible
for one of the greatest curses of Italy the

abject ignorance of the women in every rank
of life.

It is the clergy who are responsible for

having driven the men to the wretched
frivolous cafe life, by barring all those out-

lets which stood open for the youth of prot-
estant Germany, even when the rule of the

State was the sternest. Their sway has been
as nearly as possible simply evil. The cli-

mate, and not they, has given the Italian

his one conspicuous virtue temperance.
It is natural for English readers to ask

whether the political opposition to the policy
of the Pope in Italy has resulted in any
weakening of his spiritual authority. The
answer must be in the affirmative. His

spiritual authority is very seriously weak-
ened.

There are at this moment at least half-a-

dozen movements in Italy which threaten

trouble to the Roman Church. First, there

is an uneasy movement among its own eccle-

siastics, now taking one form, now another,
and constantly bringing to the surface new
names.

How far this movement is likely to lead to

speedy results, it is very difficult to say. The
thousands of priests, who we were told a few

years ago were ready to follow Passaglia, have

melted away before our eyes. The power
of the hierarchy is so great and so organized,
that it can generally crush clerical recusants

without difficulty. Italian priests are, for

the most part, excessively poor, and to quar-
rel with their bishops is to expose themselves

to the danger of starvation. There can be no

doubt, however, that there is an enormous
amount of secret and half stifled discontent,
that may at any time lead to a serious outbreak

within the Church, in the name of ideas,

which, although carefully avoiding the name
of Protestantism, would have certain features

about them which Protestants could only

contemplate with satisfaction.

To encourage and assist any such tenden-

cies would appear to be the principal object
of an English association of clergymen and

clericising laymen, called the '

Anglo-Con-
tinental Society,' the Annual Report of

which, published by Rivingtons, is worth

consulting by those who are curious about

Italian affairs.

These gentlemen distribute largely through-
out Italy the works of Bishops Andrewes,

Pearson, Ken, Dr. Pusey, King Kamchame-
ha iv., and other writers of unimpeachable

Anglican orthodoxy. It is still with them
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the flay of small things, but they are very

zealous, are largely patronized by the episco-

pate, and spend their thirteen hundred a

year in an innocuous if not very useful man-

ner. Their most active agent would seem to

be Count Commendatore Tasca of Seriate,

whose report for 1866 contains some notice-

able accounts of not unsuccessful attempts
to distribute Anglican books in Northern

Italy.

The following passage from one of the

documents published by it shows very clearly
the ground which this society takes up :

'We shall be very careful that our agents
confine themselves to their legitimate work,
that of enlightening and forming the minds of

the members of the National Church with a

view to the internal reformation of that

Church. We shall not allow them to form or

to minister to congregations separated from the

National Church, because we believe that this

implies the idea of setting up a new Church,
into which men may transfer themselves from
the present historical Church, whereas our ob-

ject is to purify the existing organization, and
we do not think it right in principle, or expe-
dient as a matter of policy, either to make the

chimerical attempt of instituting a new Church,
with the view of absorbing the Italian people,
or to establish or help in maintaining unat-

tached and irregular congregations. This we
believe to be the essential point of difference

between ourselves and all other bodies of the

like nature, and we do not shrink from calling
to it the attention of the attached and instruct-

ed members of the Church of Endaud as a

special reason for their support. We do not
seek the destruction of the Italian Church, but
its deliverance from Papal thraldom, and its

constitution as an independent National Church
under its own bishops and archbishops, its

restoration in matters of doctrine to the purity
of the primitive Church. We believe that the

combined powers of political exigency and en-

lightened theological opinion are fast leading
to a state of national feeling through which
this hope may be realized.'

Altogether unconnected with this society
are the, \\'aldcnsian Missions, supported partly

by the Wald-iiisian Church (which has, since

the liberal political movement got fairly hold
of Piedmont, enjoyed full

liberty), but partly
also by subscriptions in Holland, Scotland,
and other Protestant countries. The last

account which we have seen of these is a

small pamphlet published last year by Mr.

Bracebridge, the honorary secretary of the
WaldenMan Committee in London. Mission-

ary stations have been established at various

points of the Peninsula, and in Sicily; but

the results arc, we fear, not such as to lead a

calm observer to expert the respectable and

interesting little Chure.h, whieli semis them

forth, ever very largely to increase the num-

ber of its adherents. It is, however, gratifying
to observe, that after all its struggles, it now

enjoys some repose and consideration, and
that one of its principal institutions is estab-

lished in the old Salviati Palace at Florence.

Unattached to the Waldensian Church, and
not perhaps on the best terms with it, but like

it in determined hostility to the Church of

Rome, are a number of small and scattered

congregations which have sprung up in vari-

ous parts of Italy. By far the best account

which we have met with of them is to be

found in Mr. Talmadge's Letters on the Relig-
ious Reform Movements in Italy. Mr. Tal-

madge himself evidently inclines to the views

of the Anglo-Continental Society, but he
writes of these straying sheep without bigotry,
and in a fair

spirit.
His pictures of the sec-

taries, guided as they are by honest bnt

ignorant men, is not encouraging. In most
of the congregations there appears to be no
small tincture of the ideas of the Plymouth
Brethren.

An article on the religions movement in

Italy in the fifth or 1861 volume of Unsere

Zeit is worth consulting, chiefly for its ref-

erences to works on the Waldensian Church,
and on the Italian Protestants generally,
which are known to few in England.
Canon Wordsworth's two volumes record

a tour made in 1862, for the express purpose
of examining into the state of religion in

Italy. They prove that there is a consider-

able amount of interest in questions of relig-
ious reformation in certain isolated circles

in Italy, but they prove nothing more. They
may persuade fervent Anglicans, or help them
to persuade themselves, that a reformation,
such as might be acceptable to Canterbury,
is an event which may be looked for in the

shadow of the Vatican
;
but to come to this

conclusion, the reader must open them with,

his mind more than ha'f made up already.
The efforts of some of our busy and rever-

end countrymen take an odd direction. Wo
hare before us a list of the number of copies
of various publications circulated in Italy by
the Religious Tract Society in 1802, 1863,
1864. They amount to "233,967, which
must represent no small expenditure of good
English gold, though whether the Peninsula

is likely to be grateful for the 24,000 copies
of the Sermoni del Rev. C. If. Spurgeon may
perhaps admit of a doubt.

It seems clear that the net-work of Prot-

estant action is tolerable wide. We find

such distant places as Lucca and I 'arietta,

Aosta, and Porto-ferraio included in it ; and

although the attempts of the foreign evango-
lix.ers may often be unskilful enou^b, yet such

is the ignorance of the lower classes, that any
troubling of the waters can hardly fail to do
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good by producing some sort of educational

effect. It is something to bring home to the

intellect of dead-alive Italian villagers that

heretics have neither horns nor claws, al-

though they may slight the saints and pay
scant reverence even to the Madonna.

In some places, as at Naples, the efforts of

the missioners serve to take the direction of

education. The three li's will probably re-

main, whatever becomes of the highly-spiced

theology ;
and it is more than probable that

without the delight of teaching the Assem-

bly's Shorter Catechism beyond the Garig-

liano, the good M. Buscarlet might have

had no temptation to engage in the useful

task of civilizing the young savages of the

beautiful and hateful city in which he dwells.

Beyond the limits of the Churches we see

the action of other, but not less active forces.

There are the remains of Voltairianism.

There is the materialism, which is associated

with the names of Carl Vogt and Mole-

schott; and in Naples, more particularly,
there is the movement of religious revolt,

which was described some years age by M.
Marc Monnier in an interesting article in the

Revue Germanique.
A curious product of this school is the work

of Kafaele Mariano, entitled II Risorgimento
Ituliano. This writer, who was a pupil of

Vera's, examines first the theory of nation-

ality, and asks whether that can form a basis

of national life.
'

No,' he replies,
'
it cannot.

It is contrary to history and to reason. Italy
must not attempt to recreate herself on such

a foundation. She must, if she would really
live again, become the exponent of a new
idea. Only those States can be said to live

which initiate.'

But independence and unity surely these

are ideas on which a nation may be built?
' Not so,' says Mariano,

' these are mere sterile

forms, empty and devoid of life, unless they
are animated by a spirit higher than them-

selves. Spain is as independent as needs be,

but is it to be a nation in that sense that

Italy aspires?'
Well then, constitutional government,

political liberty can you work no charms
with these ? 'No. Both are excellent, both

are invaluable, but out of neither comes
(
the

resurrection of a nation.'

Material prosperity, again ;
financial

equilibrium are not these things to strive

after ?
'

Undoubtedly they are, but some-

thing more than either of them is wanted.'

Italy, which, by taking the side of the old

against the new in the sixteenth century,

stepped aside from the onward inarch of

history, must repair her error, must take

liberty of conscience for her leading idea,
and make that the central thought of her

national life. Rome may or may not be the

capital, but there is no magic in the posses-
sion of Rome. There would be magic in

the possession of this idea. Has not Hegel
said,

'
Political and religious revolutions are

inseparable'? A people which makes a

political, and does not make a religious rev-

olution, stops in the middle of its task, and
allows an antagonism to remain, which it

ought to cause to disappear if it would not

be itself overthrown.

The formula, 'a free Church in a free

State,' will not help Italy. She must under-

go a complete religious revolution, which,

shall sweep away as well the old Catholicism

as the dreams of Gioberti at.d such halters

between two opinions, and thus build up, on

what appears to M. Mariano the one stable

foundation, that of Hegelianism, a new and
wiser Italy.

In spite of some expressions cited above,
there is a good deal in common between the

ideas of M.Mariano and the views which the

great apostle of Italian nationality has recent-

ly laid before the British public in an article

to which he has affixed his signature in the

Westminster Review. He too believes that

Italy can only be regenerated by a great idea.

He believes that the Papacy, together with

all that it symbolizes and represents, is a

worn-out institution, which, great and benefi-

cent in the days of Hildebrand and Innocent

in., has been decaying for centuries, and is

now a hopeless mass of corruption. Italy

must sweep it from the earth, and in the

place where it stood build up a new polity
based on the recognition of the moral law

as the foundation of all true political science,

a polity in which the idea of duty shall take

the place of the idea of right, and in which,
for the obsolete dogmas of Catholicism, shall

be substituted a firm and unwavering belief

in PROGRESS as the law which guides all the

dealings of the Almighty with mankind.

It is strange that this very remarkable

paper did not excite more comment in this

country, and he would, we think, act unwise-

ly, who, seeing at a glance the small bearing
which it has on questions of immediate polit-

ical interest, were to throw it aside without

careful perusal. The following sentences ap-

pear to us well worth studying as the key
to the way in which a section of the party
of action has all along looked at Italian

affairs :

'My past, present, and future labours toward

the moral and political regeneration of my
country, have been, are, and will be governed

by a religious idea.
' The past, present, and future of our rules,

has been, is,
and will be led astray by mate-

rialism.
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'Now the religious question sums up and

dominates every other. Political questions

are, necessarily, secondary and derivative.
'

They who earnestly believe in the supremacy
of the moral law as the sole legitimate source

of all authoriiy, in a religion of duty of which

politics are the application, cannot, through any
amount of personal abnegation, act in concert

with a Government based on the worship of

temporary and material interest.
' Our rulers have no great ruling conception ;

no belief in the supremacy of moral law, no

just notion of life, nor of the human unity, no

belief in a divinely appointed goal which it is

the duty of mankind to reach through labour

and sacrifice. They are materialists
;
and the

logical consequences of their want of all faith in

God and his law are their substitution of the

idea of interest for the idea of duty, of a paltry
notion of tactics for the fearless affirmation of

the truth, of opportunity for principle.'

Italy has' not as yet produced any school

of critical theologians. The labours of the

Germans in this direction have been kept
away from the frontier, partly, perhaps, by
dislike of the Tedeschi, but still more, we

fear, by that want of interest in all questions

relating to the Old and New Testaments,
which is the common ground on which the

majority of Italians of nearly all shades of

opinion contrive by a strange fatality to

meet.

As far back as 1853, Bianchi Giovini, who
had long been known as an enemy of the

priesthood, published at Zurich his Critica

deyli Evanyeli. The book shows consider-

able reading, but is written in an aggressive

style, and in a tone not likely to recommend
it. More recently, the Vie de Jems of Renan
has sold in enormous numbers, and the de-

nunciations directed against it by the clergy
have largely contributed to its popularity and
influence.

The work of Montalembert, on Catholic

interests in the nineteenth century, called

forth from an Italian writer, who uses the

nom de plume of Ausonio Franchi, but
whose real name is. we believe, Francesco

Booftvino, a treatise called La Religione del

Secelo Decimonono, which he republished in

I860 with an appendix on the events affect-

ing the Catholic Church between 1853 and
1859. His ol'ject is to show the essential

opposition of Catholicism and LiKcraliMii.

Ilence he is the determined enemy of that

class of Catholic reformers which says, with

Montanclli, 'You may be Catholics like

Dante, like Savonarola, like Pascal,' bidding
the reader tako his choice between two

camps, the one defended by the 'slaves of

the J'opo, the cavaliers of the Inquisition,
and the satellites of the stranger,' the other

by 'the believers in reason, in justice, and

in national sovereignty.'
'

Religione del

primi sard il simboto di Nicea, e religione dei

secondi la legge delV Umanitd.'

The reader of those remarks will probably
come to the conclusion, that although there

can be but little doubt that the recent chang-
es in Italy will result in a powerful and

wide-spread religious movement, it is as yet

very difficult, if not impossible, to say what

shape that movement will take. At present
the attitude of most men of the middle and

higher classes in Italy towards all religions

questions, is one of supreme indifference.

The contest about matters of immediate and

present temporal importance, about the

hearth and the home, have been so great as

to disincline people to speculation, and the

hatred so generally entertained towards the

priesthood has largely increased the disin-

clination which is felt towards all theological

questions. This state of things is hardly

likely to be permanent in a race so highly

gifted, and already, as we have said, there

are indications of a change. Much will, of

course, depend on the direction taken by

philosophical and religious thought in Eng-
land, France, and Germany iu the next few

years. Italy is not likely for a long time to

come to be able to initiate anything. The
chains of Rome have bound her too long
and too tightly.
The revival of learning and its attendant

enlightenment were not only checked but

blasted, south of the Alps, by the counter-

Reformation. Whether the cause of intelli-

gence would or would not have prospered
more in Northern Europe, under the guid-
ance of men like Colet and Erasmus, than

it did under that of the great Saxon reform-

er, is a question that has been often asked

and never satisfactorily answered. If, how-

ever, we would see how great a gulf was fixed

between the influence of even so repressive
a dogmatist as Calvin, and that of the fanat-

ics who obeyed or stimulated the violence

of Caraffa, we have only to compare Geneva

with Bologna.
It is more than doubtful if the wave of

French conquest had not swept over Italy iu

the end of the last and the commencement
of the present century, whether national life

would have awoke even in our day. An
Italian ought to understand, perhaps even

better than a German, the wonderfully elo-

quent passage in the Reisebildcr, in which

Henry Heine describes Napoleon as he

appeared transfigured by the youthful imag-
ination of tlu> poet.
The miserable Governments which afflicted

nearly the whole of Italy from 1815 to 1859,
for the most part positively diseoMraged edu-

cation. When they did not do this, they
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helped it in so feeble and foolish a manner

as to do almost more harm than good. In

1847 Piedmont began to move, and soon

the strong arm of Cavour pushed forward

the good work. By 1859 a tolerable system
had been organized in the old provinces of

the house of Savoy, and in 1860 and 1861 it

was extended to Tuscany, Naples, and Sicily.

The great mine of information as to the

present state of education in Italy is the

Report addressed by the Vice-President of

the Council of Public Instruction, Signor

Matteucci, in November 1864, to the then

Minister of Education, Baron Natoli. This

forms a tolerably large quarto, and was

published at Milan in 1865.

It covers the whole field of education,

higher, secondary, and elementary, describes

their actual state, and suggests improvement
in all directions.

Italy had in 1865 fifteen universities, to

which have since been added those of

Venetia. She had also at Florence an

institution almost ranking with a university.
All these were supported to a very great
extent by the State, and formed an immense
drain on Jier resources, perhaps as much as

200,000 a year. There were also four free

universities, or universities not connected

with the State. Great efforts are being made
to extend primary education, which is, in the

southern provinces more especially, at a

frightfully low ebb. It is said that of the

whole population of the kingdom, excluding
children under five, not more than one-

fourth know their ABC.
Lord Taunton's Commission, the report of

which may, we presume, be expected from

day to clay, directed Mr. Matthew Arnold to

visit Italy, and to report on the state of the

higher and secondary education there. We
presume he will not tell us that there is

much in the present state of that country to

excite our envy or admiration. Wide is the

interval between Germany and her fair sister

of the south. Wide is the interval between
the rigid system of France and the dolce far
niente of Naples ;

but we are sure Mr.

Arnold will have to tell us of able men at

the head of affairs, struggling hard with all

their might to retrieve past errors, and per-
suaded that if the higher, secondary, and

primary education of their country can once

be put on a sound footing, most other things
will come right of themselves. Amongst
these no one deserves a higher place than
M. Matteucci, to whom we have already
alluded. Born at Forli in 1811, this dis-

tinguished man dedicated the first part of
his life to advance science, as he is dedi-

cating the second part of it to extend and

organize education. His researches in

electro-physiology, and the application of

electricity to the arts, have earned him a

European reputation. It is right that his

more recent labours should not pass unre-

corded.

In some of the universities, as at Naples,
the students are very numerous, and there is

an active intellectual life
;
but in others the

pulse beats very low indeed, and almost every-
where the tendency is to frequent nearly

exclusively the professional as distinguished
from the literary or scientific lectures.

The secondary schools of Italy arc numer-

ous, far too numerous indeed for the pupils

attending them
;
the level of the instruction

is low, the disorganization great, and the

most searching reforms are everywhere re-

quired. Here, as elsewhere, all enlightened
men are anxiously striving to replace the in-

efficient teaching of the classics by an effi-

cient teaching of modern subjects, as well as

to re-invigorate and ennoble classical teach-

ing itself by the introduction of better meth-

ods, by making the intelligent study of the

literature, the history, and the art of the an-

cient world replace the gerund-grinding and

exercise-scribbling of the past. The theolog-
ical seminaries, which are very numerous,
are in a transition state, out of which they
will pass probably very much altered in

character and tendency.
The modern literature of Italy cannot be

called brilliant, but has nevertheless far

greater claims to consideration than most

Englishmen suppose. The gigantic shadow
of the old literature of the Peninsula hides

from us the merits of the nineteenth century

writers, as the gigantic shadow of Etna ob-

scures at sunrise the other mountains of

Sicily. It had become a proverb that Italy
was the 'land of the dead,' until M. Marc-

Monnier boldly picked up the gauntlet, and

published his admirable little book. Vita-
lie est-elle la terre des marts? In a series

of four-and-twenty chapters, written during
the war of 1859, but composed of materials

collected during a residence of twenty years
in Italy, this most agreeable writer gives

quite decisive reasons why we should return

a negative answer to the question which

forms the title of his book.

After a brief notice of Foscolo, he de-

scribes at much greater length the career and

works of the Tuscan satirist Giusti, who has

been made more familiar than many of his

contemporaries to English readers by a pleas-
ant book of Miss Homer's. He then notices

the Lombard school, Manzoni, Pellico, and

others. Next comes the Florentine or class-

ical school, which represented the Ghibelline

tendency, as the Lombards did the Guelph,
and whose greatest name was that of Nic-
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colini. Then be traces the career of the

gifted and unhappy Leopardi, which twenty

years ago was recounted to our countrymen

by an English statesman in an article which

is not even yet forgotten. The historians

Troya and Ranieri come in for a share of

notice, as does the family of the Poerios, of

whom the most celebrated, but by no means
the ablest, member lately closed his chequer-
ed life amidst the respectful sympathy of

Europe. Next follow three chapters upon

Naples and Sicily, which are, we will ven-

ture to say, full of matter which is quite un-

familiar even to well-read Englishmen. Other

chapters are devoted toGuerazzi, to Gioberti,

to Rosmini, and to a vast number of other

personages, some, like Massimo d'Azeglio
and Mazzini, more or less known to us,

others, like Mamiani, Dell' Ongaro, and Ale-

ardo Aleardi, about whom most people out of

Italy know very little, although, by the way,
we lately observed a long and elaborate

notice of the last in the North American
Review.

The perusal of this delightful work, of

which we remember to have seen only one

review of any considerable length in any

English periodical, namely, in Fraser's Mag-
azine for 1861, will, we are sure, convince

all who are capable of being convinced, that

there is far more literary ability in contem-

porary Italy than they have been at all accus-

tomed to suppose. M. Marc-Monnier's pages
are full too of facts which give us good hope
for the future. lie tells us, for example,
that the lower classes of Naples,

' whose con-

versation resembles the most obscene pages
of Rabelais, is in its songs the saddest and chast-

est in the world.' His chapters on Naples
should be read in connexion with the article

above alluded to, entitled Naples Heretique et

Pantheistc, which he contributed, since the

publication of the book we are describing, to

the Revue Germanique. An unequal, but

useful little series of biographies, called / Con-

temporanei ItaiMtii, may be consulted for the

purpose of supplementing M. Maic-Monnier,
ami one fairly good Italian Review, the Hi-

vista Oontemporiuua, seems to have natural-

i/ed itself in a few of the best English clubs

and reading-rooms.
The physical sciences, especially those

which lie farthest apart from theology, have

long h:id distinguished representatives in

Italy; and at the present day even Home
and the 'Great Order' itself can boast of

one name of first-rate importance, that of

Father Secchi, the astronomer.

In the study of her own antiquities, Italy
has produced rather multa than miiltnm, vet

even here, towering above respectable names
like Visconti, of which there are not a few,

we have De Rossi, the investigator of the

Catacombs, who takes rank with the Dol-

lingers, the Actons, the Renoufs, and the

De Bucks, not only in virtue of his vast

learning, but also of his scrupulous literary

integrity, which no interest even of ecclesias-

tical party will for an instant turn aside.

Of political philosophers and economists,
not a few might be named, such as Ferrari,

one of the most brilliant and eccentric of

living orators; Ferrara, lately Finance Min-
ister

;
his predecessor Scia'.oja ;

and Carlo

Cattaneo, a wild and impracticable politician,
but a man of very considerable ability.

We mentioned above the names of two

distinguished Romans
;
but nothing is more

melancholy than to observe how little the

vast resources of the Roman Church are

doing at its centre for the promotion even of

those departments of learning which have

generally been supposed to be ancillary to

religion. Among the Cardinals, there are

not above two or three who have any preten-
sions even to classical learning. Amongst
the Roman Princes, the name of the accom-

plished Duke of Sermoneta shines like a

light in a dark place. In the swarms of

more or less dignified ecclesiastics which

crowd round the Vatican, there are hardly

any of the slightest intellectual merit. Ra-

tional ideas are kept alive, in so far as they
are kept alive at all, in the Pope's dominions,

amongst the advocates and other laymen of

middle rank, who are often intelligent and

vigorous, but at the same time, from no

fault of their own, very different in culture.

It was the lot of the writer, during the

worst period of the reaction, to examine a

large number of the journals of the Penin-

sula, and with the exception of some pub-
lished at Turin, to see a few other Italian

journals until the end of the last and the be-

ginning of the present year. Unquestionably
the decade which had elapsed had improved
mat tore, but still the quality of the writing
remains very poor. Putting aside the Per-

severanza of Milan, the Ojjinione, now pub-
lished at Florence, and the Unita Cattolica,

a fierce clerical journal, we can hardly name

any Italian newspaper which is even toler-

ably written. The journals of Yenetia, we

ought perhaps to mention, are not known to

us. As papers of secondary merit in other

parts of Italy, may be mentioned the J)iritto

of Florence, and the Italic, published in

French in the same capital. The papers are,

however, too numerous, and too mueli in the

hands of small cliques, who wish to ventilate

certain questions, to be really good. The
I'Yeneh press the writing of which, if we

put aside the names of l'ie\ ost 1'aradol,

Scherer, the brilliant writer who veils a real
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name under the nom de plume of Horace de

Lagardie, and some half-dozen others, is poor
to the last degree has exercised a very un-

favourable influence on the journals of Italy,

which in form and arrrangement closely fol-

low French models.

The Eternal City has three newspapers, all

of them pretty extensively read, but all below

mediocrity. The Giornale di Roma, of

which Gregorovius truly says, that it is as

harmless as an eclogue of Virgil, the Osser-

vatore Romano, and the Correspond'ance de

Rome, the last being intended chiefly for cir-

culation amongst those circles in France

which desire to>keep themselves au courant

of the last canard which is stamped with

apostolic approbation.
It is natural to turn from journalism to

public speaking. Here the first thing that

strikes a stranger in the Italian Parliament

is that more members than one would have

expected, read their speeches, but there is no

want of facility in others, and, as might be

expected, there is too great a desire to speak ;

every man, in a country where organized

parties hardly exist, wishing to please his own

constituents, and to bid for power and place

by showing his capacity for affairs.

The history of the five years' Parliament

which consolidated the annexations of 1859
and I860 has been told by Leopoldo Galeotti,

who was one of its members, in a book which

is, if somewhat dull, full of important infor-

mation, and written in a fair and moderate

spirit. The author, who belonged to the

majority, takes, we need not say, a more
favourable view of its proceedings than would
be acceptable to the party of action, but on

the whole, we do not think that he rates

much too highly the labours of the Chamber.
The army and navy had to be reorganized
in accordance with the new state of things.
The country had to be divided into provinces,
and these again into smaller administrative

circumscriptions. Public charity had to be

reorganized, the census had to be taken.

Public instruction and public works had to

be attended to. Custom-houses and tariffs

had to be reformed and revised. The

Treasury and all that related to it repre-
sented another enormous mass of labour.

The legislative unification of the kingdom
required hardly less attention, while foreign
and ecclesiastical affairs were so complicated
and so important as to claim for themselves

many sittings which could be ill-spared from
other hardly less pressing matters.

The first Parliament of the Italian king-
dom, and its short-lived Sardinian predeces-
sor, which was born on April 2, 1860, and
died in December, of that year, had 831 sit-

tings and passed 522 bills, besides doing a

vast amount of supplementary work in con-

sidering petitions, making interpellations, and
the like.

Free Italy can boast of but one statesman
;

but then not only are the twenty years
which have elapsed since life began to stir

even in a single province of the Peninsula,

only a moment in the existence of a nation,
but the statesman whom she has produced
has surpassed, we think, on the whole, any
of his contemporaries. Far superior to Lord
Palmerston in range of mind and depth of

study, Cavour was more a man of the world

than Thorbecke; bolder than Cornewall

Lewis, though he was bolder than men

thought, while he resembled Bismarck, with

whom he is so often compared, in but one

characteristic, the too ready acceptance of

the maxim that the end justifies the means.

Something less of this last peculiarity,

something more of elevation and imagi-

nativeness, would have put him in the very

highest rank. As it was, he remained just
below it.

In crediting Italy with Cavonr, we should

not forget that he was only half Italian. His

mother was a Sellon, and alike in his edu-

cation and disposition he was infinitely more
Genevese than Sardinian. It was in the

society of Pressinges that he was formed, and
it was thither that he returned alone, and on

foot, after the catastrophe and agony of Vil-

lafranca. It is, no doubt, a comparison be-

neath the '

dignity of history,' but the writer

can never recall his voice and manner with-

out involuntarily remembering the lines in

which Tennyson has described the father of

the ' Miller's Daughter.'
Victor Emmanuel has, of course, no preten-

sions to statesmanship. A mighty hunter

and a brave soldier, he has till recently been

hailed by all as a perfectly honest man, but

the Castellani negotiation of last spring, and

other unexplained transactions, raise a doubt,
which will, we hope, turn out unfounded,
whether a long course of debauchery, acting
on a mind not devoid of superstitious inclina-

tions, may not have imperilled his one great
and saving virtue.

Rattazzi, intellectually so lithe and svelte,

so soft and attractive in manner that he used

to be called 'Mademoiselle,' is unquestionably
an extremely clever politician ;

but whether

he deserves to be called a statesman any
more than most of our countrymen who bear

that courtesy title, is a question which we
hesitate to answer.

As unlike him as possible is Eicasoli,

stiffest of men in features, figure, intellect,

and character. Upright he is in intention,

firm of will, sedulous in the management of

his property, anxious for the good of the
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State, but surely a learner in statesmanship
rather than a statesman.

La Marmora is more of a soldier than a

Minister. In both capacities he has been

unfortunate, but well-informed persons say
that much of the blame which has fallen on

him should by rights have rested on a loftier

head.

Farini's course was short, and he certainly
did not rise to the Cavour level.

Cialdini again has to show himself. His

merits as a soldier have been proved long

ago in the forgotten campaigns of the

Spanish Revolution, and more recently, with-

in the memory of all men, in his own coun-

try. His great speech on the Capital excited

and deserved great attention, but with it our

knowledge of his capacity for the higher
walks of political life breaks off short.

Italy has no want of active and able poli-

ticians, the material out of which statesmen

are made, and they come from all corners of

the country. Even Sicily has contributed at

least her share. Out of their ranks, and

those of their successors, there can be no
doubt that men will arise with that breadth

of view and fulness of knowledge which

Cavour had, and which we hold essential to

constitute the statesman
;
but the Italian up-

per class must first bend to what will soon

be a necessity for the upper class in all coun-

tries, and educate its children for some years

away from the narrowing influences of the

'clocher,' in lands other than their own.

The ideas of young men in Italy are a

sealed book to nearly all Englishmen, but

any one who could give us trustworthy in-

formation as to their ways of thinking and

acting, would go far towards helping us to

cast the horoscope of their country. If we

compare the first chapter of Massimo d'Azeg-
lio's Autobiography with Mazzini's article

already alluded to, we should be inclined to

draw rather desponding conclusions; but

both these w liters, we trust, take too gloomy
a view of the rising generation.

Let us now sum up the results of our sur-

vey. Italy has a large and increasing popu-
lation, a great extent of fertile land still

lying waste, over which that population may
extend, together with an infinite variety of

climates and descriptions of country lii^lilv

favourable to a many-sided national life. In

agriculture much has been done, but much
remains to do, and agriculture must rvrr

rcirain the main element of her prosperity.
Her mineral resources, though not vciv

great, may be much developed. Her fine

winter climate, her works of art, her histori-

cal recollections, and the charms of her

scenery, are so many veins of wealth M

very imperfectly worked. As a manufactur-

ing country she has no great future in the

production of the commoner articles consum-
ed by civilized man, at least for the purpose
of export ;

but for producing works of art of

every order below the highest, and, above all,

for art manufactures, she has extraordinary
facilities. Her position for commerce is ad-

mirable, and the return of prosperity to her

Mediterranean neighbours will give indi-

rectly a vast impulse to herself. Her people
have great natural abilities, but they are

very ignorant, and are in some districts mere

barbarians, with a miserable superstition,
which usurps the place of what in more
fortunate countries is called religion or moral-

ity. Even the civilized classes have broken
with the middle age and its ideas without

getting anything very much better to put in

their place. A religious revolution or refor-

mation, going very deep and very wide, is the

necessary complement of recent political

changes, but there is not yet sufficient initia-

tive in the long-demoralized nation to bring
this about. It must come from abroad, and

Italy can do little but make the path straight
for it, by improving her education. In

literature, in learning, in science, there is

much aptitude, but little contemporary per-
formance. The periodical press is very poor.
For a free political life Italy has shown excel-

lent dispositions, and has hitherto kept her-

self pretty free from those evils which her

detractors prophesied would disgrace her

Parliament. She has many respectable pol-

iticians, but has produced as yet only one

great statesman. Cavour has had no suc-

cessor. Lastly, looking at the rising genera-

tion, we do not see any evidence that they
arc likely to bo better than their fathers.

Such evidence as there is, seems to point the

other way,

Italy, if she has many advantages, has also,

it must be remembered, some peculiar disad-

vantages, to contend with. Nowhere is the

Church question so large or so difficult. The
finances are in a condition which alarmists

might call desperate. Brigandage is an evil

which draws in its train innumerable other

evils. The violent political changes of tho

laM lew years, and the unscrupulous proceed-

ings at which successive Governments have

had to wink, have disorganized society, and

thrown far too great power into the hands

of that vast idle and semi-warlike class out

of which the volunteers of Garibaldi are re-

cruited. Another very serious mischief is

the intolerable number of cmployfa, swarms
of whom arc wholly useless, hut whose
connexions can bring pressure to bear upon
the Chamber. These, taken in connexion

with other difficulties to which we have

alluded, and above all with tho miserable
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state of education, are things well calculated

to make the most sanguine well-wisher of

Italy hesitate to prophesy for her a very
brilliant future during the next fifty years.

The best friends of Italy would, we think,

address her somewhat as follows : Keep
your dynasty, in spite of any dissatisfaction

that may be inspired by the King, or any
want of confidence in his successor, but

gradually diminish its power, thus obtaining
the advantages of a republic without its agi-

tations. Turn a deaf ear to the cries of
' the heroic Trentino,' till it suits Austria

to part with it, and try to forget that

Istria exists. Avoid as far as possible
all foreign complications, and above all be-

ware of interfering with the Eastern question,

except for the purpose of preventing Con-

stantinople falling to Russia, while that em-

pire has still the aggressive instincts of a

semi-barbarous power.
' Seek peace and

ensue it
'

with all the world, and more espe-

cially with Germany, from which country

you may obtain what you most need, learned

men trained to interpret your own past to

yourselves; trained to reinvigorate your
education, and thereby indefinitely to extend

your power. Restrict the temporal power
of the Pope, as soon as you are able, to the

limits of the Leonine City. Never be satisfied

until the Church is supported exclusively by

voluntary contributions. Diminish your army
and navy to the utmost, but take pride in

having both services as perfect as possible.

Spare no expense in keeping up with the

latest improvements in weapons. Abolish

all unnecessary drill, and recruit your officers,

as is already done in Holland, by competitive
examination. As long as the res dura and
the regni novitas oblige you to keep up your
armaments even at their present diminished

size, comfort yourself by regarding them as a

school through which your half-civilized

population is passed, and make your period
of service as short as possible. Advance ele-

mentary education. Concentrate your uni-

versities, and train your professors north of

the Alps. Have a few first-rate gymnasia,
but abuve all direct attention to the class of

schools which are known in Germany as

Real schulen. Push on roads and railways.

Encourage planting on a scientific method, as

well as irrigation. Protect your works of art

and your libraries, the last of which have
been of late years not a little damaged. Give

every possible facility to foreigners. Lay
yourself out for a great transit trade, for

being the emporium of the Mediterranean
and the pleasure-place of Europe. Continually
reduce your Customs duties, with a view of

abolishing them altogether.

By these arts, Italy will, we believe, not

only attain a cosmopolitan position infinitely

higher than she now occupies, and a far

greater degree of happiness than the most
favoured portions of her territory ever pos-

sessed, but be incomparably more powerful
than she would be it' she attempted prema-
turely to assert for herself a high place in the

councils of Europe, and interfere in the settle-

ment of matters in which she has no concern.

Bj these arts she will indeed attain a Primato,
but a Primato of a very different kind from
that which some unwise persons have claimed

or desired for her. It is not likely that for

many a day she will be able, however wisely
she may direct her course, to compare her-

self with this country ;
but we English may

be permitted to sigh, as we think that while

amongst the elements of Italian prosperity,
which we have enumerated, there is none
which is likely to-be materially affected by
time, it is quite otherwise with ourselves.

ART. VIII. THE SOCIAL SORES OF BRITAIN.

IF an outside observer at once competent
and impartial endowed with a vision clear

enough and information thorough enough to

see facts as they really are, and with a judg-
ment swayed by no prepossessions as to

races or individuals, and guided by a true

instinct as to what is really worthy and
noble in national life were to pronounce in

plain language his estimate of the British

people, he would assuredly amaze them not

a little. Perhaps few contrasts are so great,
or would be so startling could it be adequate-

ly painted and made clear, as that between

the opinion which England entertains of

herself, and the principles upon which it is

founded or the results which could be ad-

duced to justify it. Our habitual attitude

towards other nations, our mental feeling
with regard to them, if not our actual lan-

guage to them, is
' Stand aside, for I am

holier than thou !

'

yet there is scarcely one
of those belonging to the same stage of civili-

sation as ourselves whose superiority in some
essential points is not undeniable, at whose
feet we might not be content modestly to

sit, and from whom we might not learn

many things which it greatly concerns us to

practise and to know. We ought, no doubt,
to be wiser, better, happier, socially superior,
more successful, and in a more satisfactory

condition than any other European State
;

we might have been had we earnestly and

skilfully used our means and improved our
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unrivalled opportunities; but no one who is

not blinded by the fond partialities of na-

tional self-love will dare to say that we are.

Ethnological ly, probably, the English race is

sprung from a blending of the finest organi-
zations Europe has produced, the Anglo-
Saxon, the Dane, and the Norman, with just
an adequate infusion of the Celt whose

blood always seems such a mischievous and

embarrassing element when it predominates,
but yet is such an invaluable and even neces-

sary ingredient in the highest human types,
when in due moderation and subordination.

Physically, we believe, the unspoiled Eng-
lishman of the genuine sort is the strongest,

healthiest, most energetic and enduring be-

ing on the face of the earth ; for generations
and for centuries he has had the fullest scope
for the development of his faculties by an

amount of individual freedom, and for the

perfectation of his national life by an amount
of political liberty and security, unparalleled
in the Old World

;
he has had his energies

stimulated at once by the difficulties present-
ed by a somewhat harsh climate and un-

spontaneous soil, and by the facilities offered

by more genial zones which his maritime

propensities led him to colonize and conquer ;

while, to crown the whole, his historical an-

tecedents have bequeathed to him not, in-

deed, yet duly fused, but existing side by
side a depth and sincerity of religions con-

viction, and a freedom, or means of freedom,
of religious thought, of which combined no

other country has afforded an example. Yet,

notwithstanding these rich gifts of nature and
these rare advantages of circumstance, we
are constrained to avow that in a!l that con-

stitutes the happiness, the grandeur, in a

word, the success and excellence of national

life, we fall disgracefully short, not only of a

very moderate, easily conceivable, and quite

practicable and attainable ideal, but of what
in several respects and at several times has

been reached by other peoples, whom yet we

presume to despise, and sometimes even to

lecture. Our appreciation of the objects to

be aimed at is faulty and astray, our estimate

of the relative value of national qualities and
achievements is often quite irrational, and
even what we most directly aim at and most

highly udue, we only most imperfectly at-

tain. The things we principally strive after

are not the things we principally need, and
the mc.-uis we take to gain them are con-

stantly clumsy, inadequate, or ill-adapted.
\Ye frequently fail most distinctly in the very

fields in reference to which wo most pride
ourselves upon our special capacky and our
manifest superiority ;

and are tor ever singing

pieans of glory and rejoicing when we. ought
to be pouring forth penitential psalms, and
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weaving garlands for our brow when, if 'we
could sec ourselves as others see us,' we
should be sitting in sackcloth and strewing
ashes on our heads. Our current language
and tone, especially when we compare our-

selves with other nations, is simply and

ludicrously Pharisaic

' An eternal and triumphant hymn
Chanted by us unto our own great selves.'

We look round on our vast dominions,

squalid with misery, steeped in crime, seeth-

ing with discontent, and the predominant
sentiment which swells our heart is that of

the Babylonian despot, 'Is not this the

great city which I have built by the might
of my power, and for the honour of my
majesty ?

'

Every fresh comparison we in-

stitute between our talents and opportunities
on the one side, and our achievements and
our condition on the other, throws new light
on the singular inappropriateness of our na-

tional vanity, and makes its usual manifesta-

tions almost ridiculous. We had excellent

original materials to work upon and to work
with

;
we have had ample scope and verge

enough for every experiment and for every

acquisition ;
we have had a political consti-

tution which enabled us to call to our aid all

the practical ability, all the indomitable en-

ergy, all the restless enterprise, all the ma-
tured wisdom, all the hived experience
which might be found among the people ;

we have had a free press giving forth day by
day the opinions, the knowledge, the sug-

gestions, the exhortations of the highest in-

tellects of the nation
;
we have had week by

week twenty thousand pulpits echoing the

sentiments of those who by courtesy are sup-

posed to be wise and good, and who fill

those pulpits avowedly and for no other end
than to guide us aright; we certainly have

had wealth and strength to accomplish any
conceivable task which wisdom and right-
eousness might point out

;
and yet, not

only to the fancy of frondeurs and alarmists

but in the estimation of the soberest observ-

ers, the social state of onr country, amid
much that is beautiful and good and some-

thing that is great and noble, is 'full of

wounds, and bruises, and putrifying sorea :

from the crown of the head to the sole of the

foot there is no soundness in it.'

These are strong expressions, but they are-

not extravagant, and a few moments' reflec-

tion on notorious facts will suffice to justify

them. Look first at onr administration of

justice. In no country in the world is the

purity both of the Bench and of the Bar so

tree from the faintest shadow of suspicion or

reproach. Nowhere does the morality of the

entire profession within professional limits,
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and according to conventional ideas stand

so high. Nowhere is the independence of

the judges fenced round with such ample

securities, both by public opinion and by
actual enactment. Nowhere is their dignity

or their reputation for ability so well sustain-

ed
;
nowhere are their decisions more re-

spected or more implicitly obeyed. No coun-

try has had the benefit of greater writers n

Jurisprudence ;
nowhere are the necessities

of the case more strongly felt, and nowhere

has the entire subject been more thoroughly
studied or more ably expounded. We ought
to have a perfect system of judicial adminis-

tration, if any country can, for no people
need it more, or are more willing and able

to pay for it, and to provide it. Yet what is

the state of the case? The essentials of a

good administration of justice are, that it

should be prompt, certain, uniform, accessible,

and cheap. Ours is notoriously the reverse

of all this
;

it is so slow that commonly many
months, and sometimes years, elapse between

the commencement of a suit and its final de-

cision, and this even in common-law cases,

and when there is no appeal. Our appellate

jurisdiction is in such a condition of inade-

quacy and confusion, that some reform is

apparently about to be forced upon us. The

delays in Equity are even worse, and have

become proverbial. Chancery suits still oc-

casionally last till the suitors die, and the

property is eaten up. Few Assizes pass with-

out a number of cases being made remanents,

that is, being left over till next term, at a

ruinous cost to the litigants, who had got
their witnesses and documents, and lawyers

together, and who are thrown over simply
because the judges have no time to hear

their causes. For the same reason many
other cases are almost forcibly referred to

arbitrators, greatly to the disgust of the

parties, who desired an authoritative decision

irom the Bench. All this arises merely from

insufficient and defective machinery, which

the energetic legislation of a single session,

or the devotion of one single competent legal

statesman, could supply. Then, as to uniform-

ity and certainty, the decisions of our judges

are, as is well known, doubtful in the ex-

treme, and sometimes varying in different

courts; of late we have seen several instances,

and instances of the greatest importance,

-where, of five judges, three have gone for the

plaintiff, and two for the defendant ;
in a

word, the uncertainty of the law has become
as proverbial as the delays of Chancery, and

with as ample reason. It is so to an equal,
or anything approaching an equal, degree in

no other country. Elsewhere there is often

corruption, ignorance, or incapacity ;
but no-

where do ability and purity co-exist with

such uncertainty as to the results as in Eng-
land. Lastly, the cost of obtaining justice,
or judicial decisions, is so enormous as to be

itself a denial of justice of the worst form,
and to the greatest extent. Honest solicitors

constantly advise their clients against legal

proceedings, even where their cause is good,
in consequence of the doubtfulness of the re-

sult and the certainty of the expense ;
and

not a day passes over us in which citizens

are not forced to submit to wrong and op-

pression, or think it wisest to do so, because

to right themselves would cost so much and
take so long. That is to say, in this free and

civilized land, where liberty and law are

thought to have reached their culminating

point, we habitually and deliberately acquiesce
in injustice, because justice is so difficult and

so expensive to procure. We do not mean
to assert that in these matters we are quite
as bad as we used to be, or that we have

made, or are making, no moves in the right

direction; no doubt the County Courts,
whose jurisdiction is being progressively en-

larged, is a most material step, but the actual

state of things in this year of grace 1867, is

still nndeniably and without exaggeration
such as we have here described

;
and prob-

ably in no European country, unless perhaps

Spain and the Roman provinces, can similar

enormities be found. In France, in Switzer-

land, in Prussia, even in Austria we believe,

where no political matters are involved, in

the Scandinavian countries, and in Belgium
and Holland, justice as between citizen and

citizen, between rich and poor, is incompa-

rably cheaper, prompter, and more uniform

than with us. We well remember a speech
delivered some years ago in the Council of

State at Geneva by an enthusiastic reformer,

denouncing the abuses of the courts of law,

wherein the orator averred that the extrav-

agant costs of law-suits ha/1 arisen to such

a height as to amount to a substantial denial

of justice to the poor, and seriously to menace
the reputation and prosperity of the nation

;

and when called upon to specify the sum,
he declared that he had known it reach even

'jusqu^a viny-trois francs !
'

an anti-clirnax

which to his audience appeared by no means
as ludicrous as it does to us. How often do

we see a law-suit that costs as little as twenty-
three pounds ?

If we turn from Civil to Criminal justice,

the facts are even more startling and discred-

itable. The very first duty of a Government
is usually understood to be the protection of

the life and property of its citizens, not only

against the oppression of power and wealth,

but against the outrages and depredations of

ruffians, to prevent and punish crime, to

maintain order, and give security to the well-
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disposed. How does our Government discharge
this duty? Our whole system, a system to

which we blindly and foolishly cling, and the

associations connected with which colour

our entire sentiments, is adapted to a con-

dition of circumstances utterly different from

the present. We have outgrown it, but we
will not alter it. It took its origin in days
when the poor and feeble had to be protect-
ed from the high and powerful, when liberty
and property were menaced from above, not

from below
;

when the peasant and the

citizen needed defence against the rapine of

the noble or the tyranny of the Crown
;

when, as a rule, the accused and not society
was in danger of being wronged ;

and we
are maintaining and endeavouring to apply
it now when the danger that threatens us,

and against which we need protection, is of

altogether a different order, and comes from

a different class. The comfort and safety of

the community, the persons and possessions
of industrious and decent citizens, the secur-

ity of our daily life, are menaced now only

by a criminal class, whom it is our reproach
and our curse to have fostered and rendered

possible, who live by outrage and depreda-

tion, who by profession and character are

the enemies of the society in which they
exist

;
and we are satisfied to contend against

them, and endeavour to repress them, by the

old, inadequate, outworn machinery of trial

by jury, amateur magistrates, counsel for the

prisoner, legal chicanery interpreting every
doubtful point in favour of the accused

;
in

short, by applying to criminals whom it

is the object and interest of society to con-

vict, the system which was contrived with

a view to render conviction difficult. This

criminal class is numerous, increasing, organ-
i/ed, daring, and skilful, and growing more
formidable and audacious day by day. And
Imw do we deal with it? First of all, by a

most inadequate police, which \s neither

clever nor numerous, nor ubiquitous enough
to afford protection to all who need it

;
which

is neither as keen nor as skilful in detecting
and preventing crime as ruffians are in com-

mitting it, and which, whenever the 'roughs'
choose to make common cause with the

thieves, is nearly sure to be overpowered.
Secondly, by a system of legal proceedings ex-

pressly contrived to favour the escape of all

criminals respecting whose guilt there may
be no moral doubt, but on In-half of whom
the faintest legal possibility or the ahsurdcst

technical flaw can be alleged, proceedings
among which trial by a jury of twelve

crotchety, foolish, or muddle-headed men,

is, as we have often seen of late, by no means
the least favourable to the prisoner. Thirdly,

by inflicting sentences on those found guilty,

so slight, so short, so inadequate, so inappro-

priate to the offence, as to in no way operate
as a deterrent, as to leave the career of crime

still a most lucrative one, a game far fuller

of prizes than of blanks, and as to insure the

reappearance of the same offenders time
after time, to be imprisoned for repetition of

similar crimes. When we multiply the

number of reconvictions by the known pro-

portion of depredations and outrages which

escape detection, we may arrive at some faint

conception of the inadequacy of our meas-
ures for repressing crime, fourthly, by a

system of prison discipline and of carrying
out the sentences pronounced, which still

(with all the recent and signal improvements
introduced into it through the labours of Mr.
M. D. Hill, Sir Walter Crofton, and others)

is, and has long been, adapted rather to cul-

tivate and multiply the criminal class than to

reduce it. For generations back our system
of punishment has actually fostered crime,
and done so at a vast expense. Fifthly,
and lastly, by a morbid, irrational, maudlin,
and utterly unsound state of public senti-

ment on the subject of crime, which, acting

upon judges and magistrates through social

opinion and the press, and acting on legisla-
tion and Home-Office administration through
speakers in Parliament, has discouraged the

infliction of sentences of a wise and just

severity ;
has perpetually insisted on their re-

vision and mitigation, even when pronounced ;

has revolted from and usually prohibited

precisely those appropriate punishments
which the criminals themselves most depre-
cate and dread

; which, in a word, out of ten-

derness to its own feelings, and in defiance

of all experience, is for ever stepping in to

save deliberate murderers from the gallows,
and desperate and brutal ruffians from the

lash.

Late events are beginning to work some

change of feeling in this respect; but these

events themselves are the greatest proofs we
could adduce of the disgraceful blunders and
the shameful incapacity of our past course.

It is little credit to us to come slowly and

partially to our senses, when the facts that

bring us to our senses are such as have just
come to light in Manchester and Sheffield,

and as have I.-M-II this year in the best streets

of the metropolis. We need only to remem-

ber, that for some hoiys, in broad day, in the

height of the London season, for several

miles of streets, from the City, up Tail Mall

and Regent Street to Paddington, passers-by
were knocked down and robbed wholesale by
a band of ruffians accompanying a militia

procession, without protection or redress, and
almost without interference; that both in

Manchester and London, vans conveying
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prisoners from court to jail
can be attacked

and opened with partial or complete success;

that for years, in manufacturing towns, and,

there is every reason to know, in mining dis-

tricts likewise, in the very heart of our

wealthiest and most energetic centres of in-

dustry, oppression of the hardest and most

vexatious kind has been habitually exercised

on both labourers and employers, without

any effectual interference by or protection
from the laws, and submitted to simply be-

cause no redress could be obtained
;
and that

secret tribunals, illegal in their nature, have

issued their unjust and arbitrary decrees,

which decrees have been carried into effect

by a sliding scale of violent penalties, be-

ginning with robbery and fine, advancing to

beating and mutilation, and culminating in

assassination as deliberate and cold-blooded

as any sentence of death pronounced by a

judge and executed by a sheriff; and that

these things have gone on systematically in

the face of police, magistracy, judges of

assize, and Home Secretaries, all of whom
have proved too indolent, too incapable, or

too feeble to prevent them. We need only
remember and enumerate these things to

say nothing of a host of daily isolated atroci-

ties to warrant the assertion with which

we set out, that our administrative arrange-
ments for the repression of crime, and the

protection of life and property, are, for their

almost imbecile inefficiency, a disgrace to

our civilization.*

* The following are the facts, as far ns mere
statistics can show them : The population of Eng-
land nd Wales is, in round numbers, 20,000,000.
The known number of the criminal classes at large
and in prison is 141,000, or seven per 1000 of the

er.tire population, and about fourteen per 1000 of

the adult population. The number of persons
convicted summarily, or on indictment of various

offences, was 509,000, or twenty-six in every 1000.

But this by no means shows the number of offences

committed; for, in the first place, only a certain

(unknown) proportion of actual crimes and out-

ragt s come at all under the cognisance of the po-
lice and the authorities; only a certain proportion
of those known and reported lead to the appre-
hension of the criminaJs; and again, only a certain

proportion of those apprehended are convicted.

It is believed (but this is only conjecture, though
a conjecture founded on inquiry) that more than
five offences (larceny) out of six escape detection

altogether. Only 27,000 persons in 1866 were ap-

prehended for 50,000 indictable (i-f., grave)
offences known to have been committed

;
of those

27,000 only 19,000 were sent to trial, and of these

only 14,700 were convicted and punished i.e.,

not rnueh more than one conviction to every four
detected crimes. Of the total number of offences

charged before courts of summary jurisdiction,
namely, 482,000, only 339,000 were convicted.
The disproportion between crime and punishment
is further illustrated by the fact, that coroners'

juries found verdicts of murder in 272 cases the

We have always been accustomed, espe-

cially when fostering our insular vanity by
comparisons with other nations, to plume
ourselves upon the grandeur and extent of our

Commercial enterprise, the vastness of our

private associations for engineering or indus-

trial purposes, the magnificence of our public
schemes, and the unrivalled skill with which
we conduct them. It has been a common '

phrase, it was an uncontradicted one a few-

years since,
'
It is true our Government is

an habitual blunderer ; nearly everything it

undertakes it does ill, expensively, and to:>

late. Parliamentary administration is so ig-

norant, so hampered, so clumsy and perhaps

intrinsically so that the more its functions

can be restricted the better. But look at

our private undertakings and our voluntary
associations, and see how splendidly they do
their work in comparison. They choose the

best men, they set about their objects in the

directest way, they understand their business,

they achieve their ends. It is only our gov-

erning classes who are jobbing, blundering,
and incompetent; our middle classes are be-

yond example honest, sensible, and efficient;

our merchants, if intrusted with the enter-

prise, w.ould have brought upon us no Cri-

mean catastrophes. The country ought to

have contracted with two or three of our great
houses or joint stock companies to take

Sebastopol, and it would have been done in

half the time, and at a tithe of the cost in men
and money.' There was a period when such

language did not appear absurd, and when
indeed it was in a measure warranted. Few
would hold it now. There was a period, too,

and not so long ago, when our merchants

were princes, and had much of that delicate

and scrupulous sense of honour which is sup-

posed to belong to nobles; when a great
merchant was as sensitive about his conduct

and his fame as a woman about her chastity ;

when our commercial morality and reputa-
tion were the highest in the world

;
and

when we deserved the character we held,

and were proud of it. The events of the

last ten or fifteen years have dissipated much
of this, and have gone far to turn our glory
into shame. We have little in these matters

to be proud of now.
Glance at the commercial world first, and

pass over the mere times of wild speculative
excitement and fraudulent bubble companies,

though these never could have spread or

police report only 131
; only 124 persons were ap-

prehended for these crimes, only 94 committed for

trial, only 55 were actually tried, only 26 found

guilty, and only 12 executed i.e., only one per-
son hanged, and one sentenced to penal servitude

for every ten murders undeniably committed.

(See Judicial Statistics for 1865-6, "Part i.)
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flourished as they have done if our morality
had been sound, or our prudence even mod-
erate. But call to mind the banks without

number that have come to ruin, even though

they had eminent and honourable mercantile

names on their direction and sometimes at

their head, through a career of the most

incredible mismanagement, through the most

reckless disregard of every sound principle
of business, through questionable proceed-

ings scarcely distinguishable from actual dis-

honesty, through ignorance, jobbing, and

incapacity, to which scarcely any Govern-

ment office could produce a parallel. Re-

member that these instances have not been

merely in one locality, or in one year of

crisis, bat that they have been many, and in

many cities, in Manchester, in Liverpool, in

Leeds, in the west of Scotland, in the metropo-
lis

; remember, too, the wide-spread desolation

they have caused, the wretchedness their

wrong-doing and folly have brought upon
hundreds of families who believed they might

safely trust the savings of their life and the

property of their children, to men enjoying
so good a reputation for sagacity, integrity,
and wealth, as those who were responsible for

the management of these undertakings. Look

again at the revelations of utter rottenness

at the very heart of much of our most extended

trade which was brought to light by the catas-

trophe of last autumn, what an apocalypse
of pervading unsoundness where confidence

had been most undoubting! It would be

both invidious and painful to specify individ-

ual cases where the delinquents were so nu-

merous, but the two examples of Overend

and Gurney, and Sir Morton Peto and the

railway with which he was more specially

connected, may be adduced to show how far

even the highest and most respected names

may swerve from the clear and right path,
and walk in miry ways. On the latter case

we wish to pronounce no judgment as be-

tween individuals, for it is still sub jtidice,

and it is barely possible that some light may
be thrown upon it to make it seem less mon-
strous

;
but the admitted facts, whoever be

guilty, or most guilty, are enough to shake

all confidence in the ability, judgment, and

even integrity of the greatest financiers and

managers. The instance of Overend and

Gurney is a crucial one; no firm used to

stand BO high in public estimation
;
the per-

sonal characters of the chief partners were
oven peculiarly eminent both for honour,
solid wealth, and commercial talent; yet it

turned out that for years the business had

been carried on in the most unsound Cushion,

nnd that, at the time it was sold Cor u lar^o

ju in of money to a joint-stock company, the

house was indisputably, and rdinost if not

quite consciously, insolvent. No such shock

to confidence, credit, and commercial reputa-
tion has been felt in England in ours or in

our fathers' days. It forced upon every one

the painful conviction that, as regards mer-

cantile honesty we are not the scrupulous
and trustworthy community we once were,
and it has grievously impaired our repute in

foreign countries.

The habitual frauds practised by retail

tradesmen on the poorer classes and there

is reason to fear by . no means confined to

them by means of false weights and meas-

ures, bad articles, and wholesale and some-

times noxious adulterations, which are now

every day being brought to light and occa-

sionally punished, show that the canker of

dishonesty is far more widely spread among
ns than our national self-complacency be-

lieved. This sort of fraud is closely con-

nected with an evil in our economic arrange-
ments or condition, to which Mr. .1. S. Mill

was, we believe, the first to call attention,

but which, important as it is, we can do no

more than allude to here, we mean the

disproportionate number of those who live

by distributing compared with those who
live by producing. We have by far too

many shop-keepers; they are so needlessly
numerous in nearly every district that the

competition among them for custom has

become excessive; they can none of them
secure a clientele large enough to give them

adequate profit without resorting to fraudu-

lent practices. One baker, or butcher, or

grocer may thrive honestly in a place where

five must either cheat or starve.

What ia the explanation of these strange

transactions, many of them of such questiona-
ble correctness, some of such unquestionable
fraud ? It is twofold. We do not believe

that the sense of right and fair dealing is

dying out or becoming obscured in the Brit-

ish mind. Many indications point to i di-

rectly contrary inference; we do not think

that the genuine integrity and nice regard

for pure reputation of the individual pner-
chant is materially lessened. But of late

associated enterprise has so largely taken the

place of individual undertakings and of

smaller partnerships, that a different stand-

ard of action and character has been insen-

sibly introduced
;
the sense of responsibility

has been weakened ; men will do as a boAtu

and as directors of u joint-stock company,
or will allow tlu-ir colleagues to do, wh .

consideration would have induced them to

do or to permit in their own partnership, or in

their private i-ap-icity ; they consider matters

Ie<s carelully, they reg-inl contrivances less

sensitively, their voice has comparatively so

little weight, and if they are outvoted they
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feel as if they ceased to be answerable; and

then, in short, both the risk and the infamy
are divided among so many; and they fancy
that people expect less scrupulousness in a

Board tlian in a man. Many directors, again,
are little more than sleeping partners, and

regard themselves as such
; they leave deci-

sions to men who are cleverer and more
active tlian themselves, and in these cases the

cleverer and more active members of a Board
are usually the most daring and the least

nice. In short, partly from ignorance, partly
from laziness, partly from careless, weak,

good-humoured acquiescence, as we see every

day, men do as a company things they would
rather cut off their right hands than do as

individual merchants. The second part of

the explanation has its origin in the same
circumstances. The gigantic character of

most of the undertakings of recent years,
which could only be carried into effect by
great associations managed with great daring
and working on a great scale, has introduced

a sort of inflation and excitement into men's

minds, eminently unfavourable to sober cal-

culations, or small scruples, or regular hum-
drum principles of action

;
the same standard

of propriety, the same caution and slowness

of proceeding which suited the ordinary
transactions of routine commerce, seem

scarcely applicable to projects which are to

change the face of nature
;

arid men accus-

tomed to deal with hundreds of thousands
are apt to lose their head, and view matters

through a magnified and ha^y atmosphere
when they find themselves dealing familiarly
with millions and tens of millions. The

magnitude of their transactions unsettles and

deranges their ideas, at the same time that

associated action with a number of other

men, in a state of exaltation like their own,
deadens their sense of the significance of

their own individual share in their joint pro-

ceedings. Neither their brains nor their

principles are quite strong enough for the
novel and disturbing position.
Our railway system is unrivalled in extent,

it was the first to come into existence, and
it has been constructed with unexampled
rapidity, but at a maximum waste of the na-

tional resources, and by no means with a

maximum result of national accommodation.
Our mode of proceeding combines at least

three of the gravest errors it was possible to

commit. We set about our work in the very
worst way statesmen could devise. The aggre-
gate of the capital expended reaches 400,-
000,000. It is not too much to say that as
far as the gain of public convenience is con-

cerned, two-fifths of this vast sum has been
thrown away. First, it is calculated that

100,000,000 has gone in Parliamentary

expenses, in fees to counsel, solicitors, and

witnesses, in mad contests between rival

projects, some bond fide, some merely sham
and artificial, in silencing opposition ami

bribing opponents in one form or another

by far the largest proportion of which would
have been spared by the adoption of a
sounder scheme. If, as in France, Belgium,
and our Indian possessions, the Govern-

ment, perceiving the gigantic and peculiar
nature of the new class of undertakings, had

recognised early in the day that they were
national in character and aim, and required
to be dealt with in a wholly different fashion

from ordinary private schemes, had taken the
matter into their own hands, and, calling the

best wisdom and experience of the people to

their aid, had laid down a comprehensive
and well-considered plan, specifying what
lines were most wanted, would best accom-
modate the public needs, and ought there-

fore to be first made, all the waste and private
ruin caused by the insane competition we
have witnessed would have been spared. We
should not have had the discreditable spec-
tacle of railways diverted from their best and
most profitable course to buy off the opposi-
tion of an obstinate landowner, or to suit the

private interests of a great capitalist; of lines

which are not needed, and can never pay,
constructed by one company simply to pre-
vent them being constructed by another

;
or

of two rival lines made where only one was

required, or could ever be remunerative. This
was the second great blunder, for which Sir

Robert Peel is more answerable than any
single individual, but in the responsibility of

which the whole nation shared, that of ad-

mitting the principle of competition into a

system of enterprises which in their nature

are monopolies, and to which therefore it.

was quite inapplicable, and where, as the re-

sult has proved, its peculiar merit cannot

operate, and where it can only produce mis-

chief. Our third mistake was one which
was early pointed out, in vain so far as Eng-
land was concerned, but which both France
and Belgium had the sagacity to avoid, at

least in part. Railways, after their practi-

cability was once proved, never ought to have
been handed over absolutely and in perpetuity
to private capitalists at all. Their promoters
were forced to come to Parliament for powers
to make them, and Parliament, had it been

sagacious and forecasting, should have taken

advantage of the position to insist upon terms
which would at once have husbanded the re-

sources of the country, secured the maximum
accommodation to the people, and provided
a vast future revenue for the Government.
The petitioners for a Railway Bill claimed

the property of others, asked for a virtual
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monopoly, and mnst therefore have been

content to obtain their demands on whatever

conditions the Legislature had imposed,
that would have left them adequate profits

and sufficiently promising prospects. If, in

place of granting these monopolies to private

companies for ever, the concession had been

made only for terras of thirty or fifty years,

with reversion to the State, perhaps rather

fewer might have been made, and less money
would have been wasted, but before two gen-
erations had expired, the State, at little or

no cost to itself, would have been in posses-

sion of a revenue raised with no more diffi-

culty than that now yielded by the Post

Office, and just as little onerous to its sub-

jects, yet sufficient to enable it to dispense
with or reduce every really objectionable

impost, while, at the same time, it would

have been able, under a better system of man-

agement, to reduce railway fares nearly to

the Continental level. Instead of this ideal

prospect, what is the actual fact ? Railways

yield no revenue to the State worth naming,
and not half the revenue they ought to do

the proprietors; English fares are higher,
and English dividends are lower than abroad

;

and while engineers, contractors, jobbing

speculators, and Parliamentary lawyers have

made large fortunes out of them, railway com-

panies have been a source of ruin instead of

wealth to thousands and hundreds of thousands

of our innocent and unknowing countrymen.
And this brings us to the worst feature of

the case. The errors we have signalized
were errors of judgment, lapses in sagacity,
discreditable to our political capacity, but

not otherwise shameful. The actual man-

agement of railways, in too many instances,

as this year has made painfully notorious,

has cast a slur upon our character for integ-

rity and honourable dealing as deplorable
as that signalized a few pages back in

respect to the mercantile community. More
than one of these gigantic enterprises h:i<

become insolvent under conditions which

ought to have insured a fair measure of

prosperity; more than one has concealed

or endeavoured to conceal its insolvency by
methods of '

cooking tho accounts,' which it

is impossible fur a layman's eye to distin-

guish from distinct and deliberate fraud
;

more tfmn one has brought on insolvency by
a set of transactions so wild, so senseless, so

indefensible, and on the face of them .-<>

///>/, as to imply something more than folly,

when we reflect that it was the proper! v t.t'

others, the property of helpless and coiiliding

shareholders, that was thus recklessly dealt

with. \Ve need go into no details, the.'faets

have been before the public too recently
to be forgotten, and the revelations made by

committees of investigation in reference to the

London and Brighton, the North British, and

the London, Chatham, and Dover lines, will

bear out the harshest language we have used.

Certainly, it is not of their railway management
that Britons have reason to be proud.

Is their Municipal Government a thing to

boast of? On the contrary, is not its utter

incapacity and unfitness for the state of cir-

cumstances to which it applied a subject of

daily complaint, annoyance, ridicule, and

mischief? In this, as in so many other

matters, we, with our boasted powers of self-

government and organization, are still trying
to clothe ourselves in the garments and

creep into the hovels which were contrived

centuries ago, and are striving by a patch
here and an addition there to make them fit

and adequate. The internal administration

of our vast metropolis, the largest, the most

complicated, and in some respects the rough-
est in the world, is for the most part confided

to the same parties and carried on by the

same machinery which answered tolerably

enough when it was a mere collection of

neighbouring villages with one active com-
mercial centre. For the supply, for the dis-

cipline, for the control, for the cleanliness,

for the safety of three millions of people
crowded into a few square miles, for the pro-
tection of such wealth as never in the

world's history was concentrated into so small

an area, for the management of a mass of

poverty wholly without a parallel, we still

trust, with scarcely an exception or two

(and those of very recent date), to the anti-

quated contrivances of vestries and boards of

guardians, unpaid and therefore careless,

usually ignorant and often quite incompetent,
to gas companies and water companies, tin-

amalgamated police forces, paving boards,

commissioners of sewers, Thames conservancy
officers, and the like

;
and the result is a

complicated outcome of impure water, lad

gas, streets filthy and broken up, a poisoned
river and pestilential drainage, abased and

neglected poor, the law insulted, conflicting

jurisdictions, crime rampant, and pauperism
and disease swelling and spreading year by

year; while, at the same time, we are paying
for all these bad results heavier rates than

under a wiser system would amply suffice

for good ones. There is no exaggeration in

all this, as every dweller in Londoi, knows
to his cost, and we arc at last awakening to

the magnitude and menacing nature of the

evil, and are thinking of some suitable effort

for a remedy ;
but as yet we have done

nothing save by driblets, and Sir liobert

lYel's Police, the Poor-Law I'.oard, and the

Metropolitan Board of Works, are about tho
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only steps we have taken in a right direc-

tion
;
but even these, both in their extent

and the powers vested in them, are inade-

quate to the work they have to do. The

municipal administration of our other towns

and cities is similarly unsuited and insuffi-

cient, though less glaringly so, inasmuch as

they are less unwieldy, and the practical

energy and sense brought to bear upon the

matter by local authorities is less dispropor-
tioned to th task

;
but the want of a sound

system is felt in almost every village when-
ever a crisis or a difficulty or a novel phe-
nomenon appears. It would seem as if we
fail here precisely in those qualities of our

superiority in which we are more accustomed

to plume ourselves, our common sense, our

skill in applying practical remedies to felt

grievances, onr faculty of associated action, em-

power of doing for ourselves all that in other

countries the people expect the Government to

do for them. For certainly there is scarcely
one of the great capitals of the more civilized

countries in Europe not Paris, Berlin, Brus-

sels, Amsterdam, Bordeaux, Munich, Dresden,
or Vienna which, in all that regards munici-

pal administration and its achievements, is not

entitled to look down upon us.

The truest test, however, of a people's

civilization, of the degree to which the na-

tion or the State has done its duty and at-

tained its ends, has realized what is or ought
to be its ideal as a Christian country in the

very van of progress, has become that which

it is guilty, unsuccessful, and humiliated if it

be not, is the condition, moral and material,
of its lower classes, of those who live, as it

were, from day to day, and subsist upon the

wages of labour. They are the most numer-
ous class in the community by far, and there-

fore the character of the community may
fairly be measured (principally, at all events)

by their condition. They are the most help-
less class; and therefore their condition is a

fair criterion of the degree in which the

other classes, the rulers of the State, have
been alive to their responsibilities, and have

discharged their ruling arid guiding functions

with conscientiousness, energy, and wisdom.

Now, what is the position of the working
classes of Great Britain ? Are they decent-

ly educated ? Are they fitly cared for in

those points in which, as they cannot care

for themselves, it is for their superiors or for

the State to care for them ? Are they, as a

rule, and where they are not themselves in

fault, in comfort, and in reasonable plenty,
in such comfort and plenty, that is, as might
be quite attainable, and as is attained else-

where ? Are they fairly housed ? Do they
habitually, can they always, or usually, lead

a respectable life, such a life as befits huuian

creatures with such attributes and capacities,
and such a destiny as we still believe in?

Are our social arrangements such that dili-

gence, sobriety, and prudence will enable our

people to Jive in health and comfort, with
such reasonable leisure for enjoyment and
cultivation as is needed to make life a bless-

ing and a worthy course, and to make pro-
vision for sickness and old age ? Are they,
as a rule, in harmony with society, or in a
state of chronic discontent against it? Can
we, in comparing our lower orders with those

of other lands, feel any pride or satisfaction

or ease of conscience at the contrast ?

Consider, first, the education of the poorer
classes in this country, both actually and in

comparison with Continental nations. We
are not about to weary or disgust our readers

with familiar or superfluous statistics; the

few that are essential may be relegated to a

foot-note.* In Ireland we established many
years ago something like a national system,
which, on the whole, has been admirably
conducted, and has worked great good, but

which is now menaced with overthrow from
the hostility of the Roman Catholic clergy,
who fear its operation in mitigating that

severance and animosity between the mem-
bers of the two religions, which every true

friend to the people, one would fancy, must
wish to extinguish. But in England, de-

nominational jealousy and zeal has effectual-

ly prevented hitherto the introduction of any
general system under the supervision of the

State, though at the same time it has, it must
be admitted, worked most energetically to

supply the deficiencies thus caused. Yet
what is the net result ? We are not now

comparing the present with the past, but

what ought to be with what is. It is true

we have made great strides towards 'improv-

ing as well as extending primary education
;

we have established a system of Stsite grants-

in-aid, which are augmenting every year ;

we have required the children employed in

factories and some other trades to attend

school for a fixed number of hours, and we
are endeavouring to introduce a similar

regulation among agricultural labourers
; we

*
According to the best information extant, the

total number of scholars in average nttendance in

inspected schools, was, in 1858, in England and

Waits, 73t>,000, or 18. per cent, of those between
five and fifteen years. In 1866, it was 871,000,

probably about 20 per cent The number in at-

tendance in nil private and public schools together,

by the Registrar-General's return, was in 1851,

1,754,000, or 44 per cent, of the youthful popula-
tion. The expenditure on these schools was cal-

culated to be in 1858 about 750,000, derived from
miscellaneous sources, to which h? State adds
now about 500,000 more. 1'robably now one
half the whole population may attend schools of

eouie sort with more or less of regularity.
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are discussing the principle of a school rate,

obligatory, but under local supervision ; and

we are even beginning to talk about compul-

sory education. Sectarian enthusiasm has

done much
; private activity and munificence

has done something. Yet in spite of all our

efforts and all our wealth, the notorious facts

cannot be gainsaid, that our agricultural

population is for the most part uninstructecl

mentally, and undeveloped even to stupidity ;

that a very large proportion of our town

population never go near a school, and grow
up in absolute brutality; that not one-half of

the children of fitting age are to be found

under instruction, and that of those who do
attend or have attended school with tolerable

regularity, a large proportion have their

education cut short at an age which leaves

little prospect of their retaining what they
have acquired, and that these have few op-

portunities of supplementing their deficiencies

in later years. In short, among the working
classes, taking the country through, a fair

and useful degree of instructedness a degree
which makes reading a pleasure, and enables

it to bear fruit is the exception and not the

rule, while the mass, reckoning them by
millions, is deplorably and disgracefully
without the rudiments of culture. We are

speaking here of England and Wales
;
Scot-

land and Ireland, we believe, are decidedly
better off.

Without decent habitations for the poor,
health, comfort, and content are unattainable,
and self-respect and morality are made very
difficult. Dwellings, roomy enough to afford

the needful separation of the sexes, supplying
the first necessaries of air and light, drained

or drainable so as at least to prevent them
from becoming fosterers and propagators of

disease, well-built enough to offer at least a

shelter from the inclemencies of the weather,
and within icasonable distance from the daily
work of the residents, these would appear an

indispensable condition in all civilized com-

munities, and are certainly indispensable in

every nation which aspires to look upon the

position of its poorer classes with anything
approaching to complacency. If the pecu-
liarities of our social or legal arrangements
be such that working men, if industrious and
s >her, cannot procure such suitable dwellings
for themselves, if they are too indigent, or

too helpless, or too crowded, it would cer-

tainly seem incumbent upon the superior
ranks or upon the State authorities to provide
them for them. We do not hold altogether
the doctrines of that school which would
throw upon the Government the obligation of

taking entire charge of the people, and in all

points rendering itself responsible for their

well-being, It is evident that such an obliga-

tion would involve a corresponding amount
of interfering and controlling power which
would be alien to the habits and notions of a

race so peculiarly jealous of its individual

liberty as Britons are. But it is surely not

extravagant to require that the State should

render it possible for its poorer classes to be

well-housed, to house themselves well, where

individual effort could secure that end, or to

combine, direct, and facilitate associated

effort, where, as in crowded cities, individual

effort would be inadequate or at fault. At
least it is bound to remove every legal im-

pediment in the way of the erection of suit-

able dwellings in suitable localities, and to

discourage and condemn in the strongest
manner all attempts and all arrangements to

hamper or prevent the erection of such dwell-

ings. Especially must the provision of decent

habitations for the poor be the bounden duty
of all who for their own wealth or conven-

ience have encouraged the congregation of

large masses of labouring men into crowded
or increasing localities, ami where it is prov-
able that such habitations can be provided so

as to afford a reasonable remuneration for the

capital expended on them.

Now what are the notorious nnexaggerated
facts of the case in these respects? Neither

in towns nor in agricultural districts can the

labouring classes build or purchase dwellings
for themselves. They do not own the land

on which to erect them, nor have the money
necessary for the purpose, nor, except in the

rarest cases, can they procure this money by
even their best and steadiest exertions. In

towns, of course, they cannot build houses

without municipal or Government authority,
or associated organization for purposes of

street-paving and drainage. The establish-

ment of railways, tho erection of public

buildings, the widening of thoroughfares, and

city improvements generally, are day by day

pulling down the houses where the poor hud-

dled together in order to be near their work,
and relegating them to greater distances. In

rural parishes the same effect has been pro-
duced by the disinclination of some land-

owners, and the absolute refusal of others, to

allow cottages to be built upon their property
lest the rates should be thereby increased.

Hence the terrible amount of crowding in

towns, the fearfully demoralising gang-sys-
tem in the country, and in both, a cruel

addition to the labour of the poor, who have

not only to do their work but to walk a long

way to get to it, all evils and wrongs de-

plorably upon the increase, notwithstanding
our few taint recent efforts for their mitigation.
\Ve attract vast multitudes to particular dis-

tricts by the hope of high pay, and to further

some hastily conceived or gigantic enterprise,
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whether engineering or manufacturing, yet

rarely make any adequate provision for

housing them, a provision which, as we all

know, it is simply impossible in the majority
of cases that they should make for themselves.

Lastly, late experiments, and experiments by
no means on a small scale, though made
under considerable disadvantages, have

shown beyond dispute that, even in the

metropolis, really comfortable, roomy, well-

fitted dwellings for the poor might be pro-
vided in every quarter at such rents as labour

can well afford to pay, and yield such return

in dividends as capital may be well content

to receive, nothing being needed to supply
this first and greatest of our social wants,

except the simplest legislative facilities, and
the commonest associated enterprise. Yet
the truth still remains that in our agricultural
districts a vast proportion of the working
classes live in hovels where decency is diffi-

cult and comfort and self-respect impossible,
and that in many of our towns, and most of

all in the metropolis, the number of persons
who herd together in habitations scarcely

ventilated, drained imperfectly or not at all,

with no water supply, and, in reference to the

filth, indecency, and pestilential condilion of

which no language can be too unmeasured,
must be reckoned by hundreds of thousands

at the least. There is no question as to these

facts, no question as to their extent, no ques-
tion as to their remediability, and, therefore,
no question as to the deep reproach they
cast upon our civilisation, our public spirit,

and our sense of shame. We do not say
that they may not be paralleled elsewhere

;

we do not sav that similar horrors may not

be witnessed in Madrid, in Paris, in Naples,
or in Rome

;
but in Teutonic and Scandi-

navian cities and countries we believe they
do not exist

; and assuredly it is not with the

worst but with the best of our neighbours
that English self-complacency can be satisfied

to compare ourselves. We have no right to

call ourselves as civilized a people as the

Prussians, the Danes, the Norwegians, the

Austrians, the Dutch, the Belgians, or the

Swiss, while our toiling millions are not

housed as comfortably and decently as theirs.

We have no right to call ourselves civilized

at all, in any sound and liberal meaning of

that word, so long as the actual character of

the average dwellings of our poorer classes

falls so far short, not only of the ideal, but of

the possible and the easily attainable.

We will say nothing here of that section

of our people who arc virtually out of the

pale of civilisation, the 'City Arabs,' as they
are appropriately termed, the 'dangerous'
as distinguished from the actually 'criminal'

classes; though that there should be any

considerable numbers of uncivilized people in

a highly civilized community must be held

as a blot and a reproach. But we pass over

this to signalize a far wider evil and a far

deeper blot, viz., the average condition of the

agricultural labourer in England. The first

may be regarded as in some measure excep-
tional

;
the second is permanent, general,

and the rule, not the exception. None of

the other unsound features and symptoms
of our social state appears to us so shameful

or so perilous as this. Here, again, wishing
to avoid the faintest approach to exaggera-

tion, and preferring to be dull and unimpres-
sive in our delineation to encountering the

charge of over-vivid colouring, we will speak
with brevity and in measured language, and

describe only what every one knows and

will admit to be the truth. The cultivators

of the soil constitute far the largest industrial

body in Great Britain, as in fact they must

do in almost every country; they are in a

manner the nucleus, the nursery, the endur-

ing substratum of the people, the perennial
sources which recruit our cities, our work-

shops, and our armies, the substance, the

fountain, the backbone of the population.

Now, is 'this bold peasantry our country's

pride'? What is their habitual, average
condition ? We wtfl leave aside a few dis-

tricts like the Lothians and parts of Lincoln-

shire, where improved and scientific fanning
has raised, as it always must, the earnings,
the intelligence, and the social well-being of

the labourer, and also the parts where the

vicinity of large towns and the competition of

manufacturing industries have nearly doubled

the old rate of wages, and we look at the

purely rural counties and parishes of England
and Wales. There that is, through four-

fifths of the land the families of the agri-

cultural labourers are usually large; the

houses in which they live habitually scanty
and inadequate, unless where some aesthetic

or benevolent proprietor chooses to ornament

the neighbourhood of his park or his man-

sion with exceptional cottages of a superior

order; their children always partly, often

wholly, untrained and uninstructed, because

schooling is costly, difficult, wretched, or

distant, but still more, because their slender

earnings are needed at the earliest age to

eke out the subsistence of the household
;

the wages of the head of the family, in five

cases out of six, in ten months out of twelve,

for four-fifths of his whole career, notoriously

insufficient (even when, all perquisites and

easements are taken into account) to main-

tain his wife and children in health, decency,

comfort, or frugal plenty, and a fortiori,

therefore, yet more insufficient to afford a

possible provision for sickness or old age.
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The utmost industry can only secure average

wages ranging from nine to thirteen shillings

a week, and the utmost frugality, even if

that frugality were aided by a culinary skill

and a housewifely cleverness which the

peasant's helpmate has rarely a chance of

acquiring, would be unequal to the achieve-

ment of making these poor earnings feed,

clothe, and shelter five or six hungry crea-

tures or at all events of leaving any margin
after doing so. It is true that the resident

gentry (and perhaps still more the clergy, to

the extent of their limited means) are usually

very charitable to their poorer neighbours,
and mitigate their sufferings, and supply their

most urgent needs in special cases/, and that

the parish often steps in to alleviate the ex-

treme of poverty, or the incapacities of

infirmity and age ;
but what a condemnation

of the whole system is it, when we are re-

duced to point with complacency, or in arrest

of judgment, to such imperfect mitigations of

an evil state of things which ought never to

exist at all ! When we have said, when we
can say without the possibility of contra-

diction, that the average, the almost invari-

able, the settled hereditary condition of the

English peasant is such that, even when
industrious and sober, he can neither own
his own residence, nor provide in frugal

plenty the fitting necessaries of life for those

dependent on him, or lay by anything for an

evil day, nor (except by eleemosynary aid)

keep out of the workhouse in his old age,
nor rise out of his condition, nor enable his

children to do so ; that (nota bene) he CAN
do none of these things, whatever may, be

his steadiness, or willingness, or exertion
;

surely we have said enough to warrant the

severest sentence of reprobation upon the

State, or upon the ruling, guiding, enjoying
classes of the State where such things are,

and have long been, and are tolerated and

passed over as normal and not unnatural.

We do not say that such a chronic and univer-

sal mischief and grievance is easy of rectifica-

tion
;
we do not even mean to say that we see

a distinct or speedy way to mend it; but we
do say that the bare fact of its existence

ought to shut our mouths whenever we are

inclined to look with eyes of Pharisaic com-

parison on other nations, and to cure us for

ever of our inveterate tendency to self-com-

placency and self-laudation.

We have been in the habit of boasting, and

with reason, of our unrivalled progress and

our assumed supremacy in manufactures and

the useful arts.
|',y

our commerce, our enter-

prise, our maritime skill, our industrial inge-

nuity, our practical science, \ve have succeeded

in making our country, though small in area,

with a poor climate and in many parts a

barren soil, the richest, and perhaps the most

powerful in the world. With scarcely a

single natural production, except coal and

iron, we have collected and turned to use the

natural productions of every other land. Our
woven fabrics are the cheapest and the most

wide-spread, our cutlery is (or was) incompa-

rably the best, our machinery the most com-

plicated and the finest, and our workmanship
in nearly all departments superior to that of

any other people. The exports of our manu-
factured articles are increasing year by year
at a rate that is absolutely wonderful

;
in fact,

it is by those exports that we live and main-

tain our position among nations. This is the

proud and bright side of the picture. Now
turn to the shameful and the dark side.

What is the condition of the producers of all

this wealth ? What arc the mutual relations

of the capital and labour which combine to

create those articles that all admire and need ?

Is our industry so organized as to yield the

fullest return and the greatest b'enefit to those

concerned, or do waste and mal-distribution

meet us everywhere? Are the skilled labour-

ers and those who direct their skill and labour

in relations of paralysing hostility or of cor-

dial co-operation ? What, morally and so-

cially, is the condition of the artisans whose

energy and capacity have so long supplied
the sinews of England's power and prosperity?
Is their comfort as great, are their lives as

worthy, as these should be ? Is the state of

matters on the whole one for which we can

thank God, or one for which we ought to ask

God's forgiveness?
In answering these questions, we have no

intention of even cursorily going over the

whole field of fact. We need only point to

two or three features recently and still prom-
inently before the public mind. We will

not speak of the heathen brutality of our

iron-workers, of the discomfort and bad health

of our factory population, of the infant mor-

tality among the artisans of our crowded

cities, or generally of the unrecreated, if not

unrewarded toil, which makes up almost their

whole life. These have been often displayed
before us, and some of them perhaps in exag-

gerated or discoloured forms, lint the extent

of our mismanagement and/<7/Y/r for fail-

ure in the truest sense it is maybe in some

degree measured by comparing the earnings
of our best-paid workmen with the condition

in which they live and the amount of enjoy-
ment they get out of life. In many tiades,

in certain branches of the iron manufacture,

in machine and cutlery shops, in portions ( .f

the cotton and linen trades, and in others

which it would be easy to enumerate, the

earnings of a clever artisan and his family,
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range from 30s. up to 4 a week, from 80

to 200 a year (and sometimes more), that

is, from the pay of a curate to that of a

merchant's clerk, or a good employe. Yet,

except that they have ample food and cloth-

ing, what a scanty amount of comfort and

respectability do the mass of them get out of

this rich remuneration! They cannot, like

the agricultural labourer, plead inability to

rise, to lay by stores against a rainy day or an
idle day, to educate their children, or provide
for their old age. They might easily do all

these things; they do sometimes; they might
become capitalists, they might purchase time
to be wise,

'
leisure to be good.' They might,

in short, regulate and command their own
life, might dignify and beautify it, if they
knew how, and desired those ends earnestly

enough, if they were sober, fungal, intelli-

gent, and aspiring Some do these things,
but they are comparatively rare exceptions.
The mass, as they find their earnings increase,

spend their surplus in animal enjoyments, or

in idle quarrels, or in actual debauchery,
leave their work for a day or for a week as

they may fancy, and devote this day or week
of easily earned leisure, not to improvement,
not to refreshment, but to drink.

Again, we have constantly the spectacle,
we have had it recently, we have it now, of

large numbers of our labouring classes out

of work at one period of the year, because

they will not accept the payment offered

them, and at another because they cannot get
employment on any terms; refusing four

shillings a day with coarse insolence in har-

vest time, begging with shameless hardi-

hood as soon as the frosts of winter interrupt
their usual avocations; living wasteful! v when
work is plentiful and well-paid, and left with

nothing to fall back upon when work is scarce
;

reckless and extravagant in good times, desti-

tute and squalid in bad times, yet in receipt
of aggregate earnings that would make, if

husbanded, an ample average. We have seen,
within a shorter period than two years, large
bodies of cotton operatives agitating for

scantier hours of labour, throwing themselves

voluntarily out of work rather than take the

liberal wages previously paid, and again sup-

ported by public subscriptions and local

charity by the hundred thousands, and for

months, because work failed them from a

famine of the raw material of their industry.
It is even asserted (and we believe it, though
unable at this moment to find our authority
for the statement) that at one end of the

kingdom owners of coal-mines were asking
in vain for miners to labour in their unworked
or half-worked shafts, while at the other end
numbers of miners were supported in idleness

by their fellows, lest they should lower wages

by competing with them for employment.
And last winter, after a period of commercial
and industrial activity and prosperity, long
and glowing without a precedent, during
which labourers could scarcely be obtained

in sufficient numbers, or remunerated half

enough, the eastern quarters of the metropolis
saw thousands of dockyard labourers and

shipwrights absolutely destitute, and subsist-

ing on chanty or on the poor-rate, because

trade, over-stimulated at one moment, had

undergone a temporary reaction and collapse,
and no provision had been made for the very

probable contingency. In December the

same men might have been seen asking, cap
in hand, food and cast-off clothes from the

same masters from whom, in June, they had

surlily refused five shillings a day. Nay, if

facts published at the time can be trusted,
the ship-yards of the Thames, in the very
midst of the distress, saw shipbuilders obliged
to refuse contracts which would have enabled

them to employ thousands of starving work-

men, because the organizations among those

workmen objected to a reduction of wages
which might have established an inconvenient

precedent. What credit do facts like those

throw upon our national reputation for organ-

izing and utilizing our industrial resources?

But these circumstances, little honourable

as they are to our sense and skill as a self-

governing community, are mere trifles in

comparison with the facts now in process of

revelation by the Trades-Union Commission.

We spoke of this subject so lately, that we
need only allude to it now. The menacing
and disgraceful character of those revelations

can scarcely be overdrawn. They show a

disorganization of industrial elements amount-

ing to internecine warfare, where co-operation
is most needful, and would seem to be most

natural
;
a persistent and suicidal effort on

the part of skilled labourers to render labour

not as remunerative but as unproductive as

they can, and to clog and paralyse it by ar-

tificial fetters
;
an ignorance on the part of

the masses of the simplest economic truths,

and a cowardly supineness in the hands of

their leaders, which, if not suprising, is at all

events deplorable and dangerous; a folly, a

tyranny, a brutal injustice exercised by work-

men on each other, of which the occasional

outbreaks into crime and murder are perhaps
its least grave features

;
and finally, an abne-

gation of its functions of protecting life and

liberty and repressing outrage and oppression,
on the part of Government, which is nearly
as imbecile and criminal as the conduct of

the illegal tribunals at whose proceedings it

has for years virtually connived. We doubt

whether the operatives of any other country
would have acted so wickedly or so insanely.
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We are confident that the rulers of no other

country would have tolerated such madness
or such crime. Yet we fancy ourselves entitled

to look down upon our neighbours arid to

lecture them.

Perhaps, however, even these things are

less sad than the general impression which a

wider observation and comparison of the

poorer classes in England, and in other coun-

tries, force upon every impartial mind of the

superior respectability, worth, nobleness, and
sense of Continental peasant and artisan life.

On this subject we cannot do better than say
what we have to say in the words of a recent

writer, who spoke out of the fulness of heart

of what he saw around him :

'

Certainly the first characteristic, the most
marked point of difference from the state of

things at home, which forces itself on the Con-
tinental traveller in Sweden, Norway, Ger-

many, Switzerland, and the North of Italy we
say nothing of Spain and Russia, for they are
not civilized, nor of France, for that country
has social sores as deep and patent as our own
is the superiority of their poorer classes, both
in comforts, m manners, and in the degree and
mode in which they enjoy life. We know that

they are not usually nearly so well paid as our
labourers and artisans, but their wages go much
further, their life is far more respectable, their

homes less dismal and squalid, their temper
milder and more cheerful. They may not toil

quite as hard, quite as efficiently, quite as

ceaselessly ;
but they do something else beside

toil. Their ideal of existence is decidedly
higher, and they approach nearer to it. Indeed,
when we have said that they have an ideal, we
have at once signalized one main cause and
point of their superiority. They seem to
know how to enjoy themselves, and they en-

joy themselves in a way our poor do not. They
drink, but they drink moderately and socially.
The Swiss or German imbibes light wine or

pure beer with his family and friends at a tea-

garden. The English artisan or peasant of the
same class either gulps down a fierce dram at a

gin-shop or besots himself at an- ale-house.

Bulwer, in his England and the English, writ-
ten a third of a century ago, relates that one
day in Normandy he overheard a peasant ex-
cus r

ng himself for not accepting the convivial
invitation of a comrade by saying, "I have
promised to take my wife and children to the

guinguette, dear souls I

" A week later he had
crossed the Channel and was riding in Dorset-

shire, when he heard a labourer calling out to
a great hulking lad swinging on a gate-post,"
Bill, thee look to the old sow. I be just a

going to the Blue Lion to get rid of my missus
and the brats rot 'em!" The contrasted

phrases speak volumes, and the contrast really
is scarcely an exaggerated one. If you hoar "a

number of men singing in the streets or lanes
of English towns and villages, especially of an

evening, or in numbers, ten to one it is some
drunken carol or some obscene chorus. In

Switzerland and Germany, and we believe in

Sweden and Denmark too, the singing out of
doors is ceaseless after the day's work is done;
and it is generally good, always decent, and
most often sentimental or patriotic. The very
amusements are different, and, what is even
more characteristic, the corresponding amuse-
ments are carried on in a different fashion.

Music and danc'ng are often introduced into

English (especially city) public-houses and gin-

palaces, but these music saloons are among
their worst and most disreputable attrac-

tions. In most towns and villages in Teutonic
countries you find large rooms fitted with rude
orchestra alcoves, all furniture and accessoi iea

being of the humblest and simplest description,
but the music is always of at least moderate

excellence, and the behaviour and manners of
the frequenters usually unexceptionable.

'

It is not easy to see why there should be
this mortifying contrast. The race is not nat-

urally nobler or cast in a more refined and

gentle mould. The reverse indeed should be
the case, for the English have the Teutonic sub-

stratum, and have mingled with it the two
finest organizations in Europe the Danish and
the Norman. It does not appear to depend
upon political institutions, for the same peculiar-
ities are found in the eminently free Switzer-
land and Denmark, the eminently despotic
Austria, and the eminently bureaucratic
Prussia. It does not belong to religious influ-

ences, for it is equally observable in South Ger-
many and the Tyrol, which are superstitiously
Catholic; and in North Germany, which is

rationalistically Protestant. Climate has some-

thing to do with
it,

but less than is generally
supposed ;

for the winters of Germany are
more inclement than our own. It is partly
owing, no doubt, to the fact that in these
Continental States communities have never, as
with us, outgrown their governmental institu-

tions, so as to have got from under the hold of
State control or of upper class influence. The
population hasnevergot congregated into such

utterly unwieldy masses as we find in Eng-
land. There is somebody to look af er every-
body ;

and the degree in which the authorities
do look after every one, which would fret Eng-
lishmen, and which we are prone to regard as
a symptom of their want of individual liberty,
has a great deal to do with the result we are

signalizing. The general diffusion of education
must be one main contributor no doubt. All
do and must go to school, and the education

given there has an aesthetic element mingled
with

it, which our schools lack, and the refin-

ing and softening effect of which is invaluable.
Then this universal training, which, since it is

universal, there is nothing in after life and in

their daily entourage to undo (as there is in

England), enables them at once to make mod-
erate earnings go a long way, and to be satis-

fied with those simple and rational enjoyments
which are compatible with very moderate
means, if only the desires are moderate also;
and which, in fact, need nothing but reason-
able leisure and reasonable s<]nse to be brought
within the reach of every one. Many are

very poor : but no degree of poverty seems to
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preclude a relish for the great boon of existence,

or to degenerate into wretchedness and squalor.
1 There appears also in Germany and this

must be one of the great helps to that respecta-

bility of life among the poor of which we are

speaking to be an entire absence of that very
lowest and most degraded class whom we call

"
City Arabs "

habitual paupers and the like.

There is not only a smaller
"
criminal class," but

apparently no rascally, villainous, utterly brutal

and vicious class at all. The ''

dangerous
classes

"
in Germany have never been suffered

to grow up, to congregate, to come to a head

as it were. The Governments have looked

after their duties far too vigilantly for that.

The State may have been often unenlightened,

selfish, and repressive, but it has never so ab-

negated or forgotten its functions as we have

done. Among all its errors, the error oflaisser

faire has been avoided, and what laisser faire
has done for England and the English masses

we are just beginning to be dimly conscious.

On the whole, of the two opposite systems it

can scarcely be said that ours, to judge by such

results as we can measure, has been the most suc-

cessful. The insular one has secured freedom,
but has paid very dear for the blessing. The
continental one may have cramped men's en-

ergies and repressed their individual capacities
and wills

;
but at least it has something to

show for its proceedings in the shape of diffus-

ed comfort and sense, simplicity, and respect-

ability of existence. The " dismal illiberal life

of Islington," the ruffianly life of Sheffield, and
the brutal wallowing life of St. Giles's seem
alike unknown in Central Europe; and it is

this which makes it so resting and refreshing
for an English philanthropist to travel there.'

But it is not the life of the lower classes

only that is unsatisfactory and unworthy.
That often, perhaps we may say habitually,
led by the middle and upper ranks is not

such as can be contemplated with compla-

cency by any one who has a due concep-
tion of the purposes for which life was given
or the fruits it may be made to yield. We
are not referring here to actual wrong doing
or to positive neglect of duties; we merely
mean that life is neither used as it ought to

be, nor enjoyed as it might be
;
that though,

next to the Americans, the most striving

people upon earth, yet for want of a fit

standard of the objects worth striving for,

half our efforts are wasted
; that, for want of

a rational understanding of what constitutes

happiness, our lives are incomparably less

happy than they ought to be, and than we
have the means of making them. Life among
the middle classes is a race, a hurry, and
a toil often a mad rush

;
the predominant

feature is that of struggling to get on ; every
man is labouring to be rich, and to be rich

quickly, not that he may have enough to

enjoy, to earn resr, to moderate his pace, but
that he may grow richer and richer still, and

rise into a higher social niche. No doubt

this characteristic makes us the energetic
and achieving people that we are

;
but it has

its dark and indefensible side
;

it makes us

dwell in means and forget ends, propter vitam

vivendi perdere causas ; is gives us success, but

success often in qbjects that neither embel-

lish, nor endear, nor dignify existence, objects
which we scarcely relish when acquired, and

which, if we did relish, would rather sink

than raise us in worthiness. Continental

people enjoy while we are incessantly striving
to acquire, and to acquire what often brings
no peace and little pleasure. We spend all

our years in gaining wealth, but we do not

spend our wealth when gained so as to se-

cure happiness ;
we neither repose, nor pause,

nor stop in our pursuit ;
we have no content in

us
;
we purchase spreading vines, and plant

shady fig-trees, but we never sit under them
to enjoy the shadow and the fruit at leisure.

W7
ith a great proportion of the upper class-

es the case is different, but even more un-

satisfactory. They have ample wealth, but

wealth with them only purchases luxury, and

luxury does not bring them happiness. The

requirements of society increase as affluence

increases, till life becomes almost as difficult

to the rich as to the poor. Thousands upon
thousands of men and women in the higher
circles (as all know too well who mix famil-

iarly among them) are wretched because

they have nothing to do and nothing to

desire, and commit every folly and extrava-

gance simply because life offers no object, and

yields them no joy.
' I know you, Clara Vere de Vere,
You pine amid your lordly towers,

The languid light of your proud eyes
Is weary of the rolling hours.

In glowing health, with boundless wealth,
Yet sickening of a vague disease.'

We do not complain of the one class because

they toil for money, nor of the other because

they squander it, but. of both because they
seem incapable of BO using it as to make life

enjoyable and bright. If they either devoted

it to great aims or spent it in real pleasure,

it would at least yield some appropriate fruit.

As it is, Englishmen, while the wealthiest

people in the world, are, with the exception
of the American*-, the least happy or con-

tented, and all through mistaken views and

unchastened tempers.
The increasing luxury of the age, and lux-

ury of an unworthy and unrewarding kind,

is, as we all know, the trite theme of

moralists, and we have no idea of repeating
their teachings and reproaches. But before

closing this paper, we wish to signalize one

feature of our present social state, which, if it

has not escaped attention among close ob-
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servers, has, so far as \ve know, been little

spoken of in print, which has deeper mean-

ing and consequences than are at first view

apparent, and which we believe is almost

peculiar to Great Britain among European
nations. It is closely connected with the

luxury of which we have just been speaking.
We refer to the increasing disuse of and dis-

inclination to marriage among the upper and

upper middle ranks. England has always
been the country of old maids

;
it is becom-

ing so more and more. In France, in Ger-

many, on the Continent generally, nearly all

women arc married sooner or later, usually

pretty soon
;
female celibacy (out of conven-

tual life)
is a rare exception ;

in this coun-

try, in the higher ranks at least, it is grow-

ing alarmingly common.
Let us first look at a few facts and figures.

As a general, almost universal rule, it is well

known that while more males than females

are born, more females are always living than

males. At birth there is a preponderance of

the male sex to the extent of three or four per

cent., but boys die faster as well as men, so

that towards the age of eighteen the sexes

are about equal in number, and after that

age women preponderate. The average ex-

cess of women would appear to be about 3

per cent. i. e., 103 women to every 100

men, or, above the age of twenty, 5 or 6

per cent., say 105 women to every 100 men.

This excess varies in different countries, and

there is some reason to believe that it is

gradually increasing.
* Now, without going

into any discussion on the point, we may as-

sume that this proportion ponts to the ratio

of women who, in a natural state of things,
would remain unmarried, there being no
mates for them, or they having no vocation

for married life, or Providence having other

duties tbr them to discharge. Some reason-

ers are of opinion that it may indicate a

provision tor limited polygamy. We are all

well aware that some such moderate number
of singlj women is greatly needed; we should

get on ill indeed without them
; they are

often the most valuable and indispensable
members of society. There are also, prob-

ably, about this proportion, say 4 or 5 per
cent., who prefer celibacy from taste or tem-

perament. But as a rule, it would seem ;is

if all except this small excess were intended

to many, and as a rule also, we know that in

* According to the figures given by the Regis-
trar-Gt'iieiul tor Scotland in his report on (he cen-
sus of 1801, the proportion i* its follows : Sweden,
6-3 per cent.

; Norway, 42
; German Union, 28;

Holland, 18; Spain, 1-5; France (1856), 1'9; do.

1860, 1-05; Denmark, '8; Prussia, ?. In Ann-ri.-.-i.

as might bo anticipated, there is an excess of men
of ubout 6 per ceut

most countries they do, and that when social

circumstances do not interfere they general-

ly would, and on an average by the age of

twenty-five years. Now, what is the case in

England and Wales, to which, for the con-

venience of figures, we will confine our state-

ment?* The excess of women, taken at 3

per cent., would be 300,000 ;
it is (at home)

513,000, or, allowing for soldiers and sailors,

abroad, 350,000. The excess of women over

the age of twenty is 390,000. The excess

between the ages of twenty and forty is

280,000. The inevitable number of spin-
sters of mature age would therefore be (say)
from 300.000 to 400,000. The actual num-
ber is 1,230,000 between twenty and forty

years of age, and 1,537,000 if we take all

ages over twenty. That is to say, whereas,

naturally, only about 4< '0,000 women over

twenty would be unmarried, as a fact 1,537,-
000 are so. Of all adult women 5 per cent,

would naturally and voluntarily be spinsters;
as a fact 27 per cent, are so. Of women of

marrying ages, z'. e., between twenty and

forty, 58 per cent, are married, 39 percent,
are spinsters, and 3 per cent, are widows.

Or, to place it in a succincter form still, three

are married and two are single out of every
five. The proportion varies much in differ-

ent parts of the country. Thus, in London,
41 per cent, of the women of the specified

ages are spinsters ;
in Surrey, Sussex, Mid-

dlesex, Westmoreland, and Cumberland, an

average of 45 per cent.
;

in Staffordshire and
Momr.outh only 30 per cent. In fact, the

ratio ranges from about a third to nearly half.

Now, it is to be presumed that of the mil-

lion and a half of adult women who are

spinsters, upwards of a million, probably a
million and a quarter, would have been mar-
ried if they could

;
that is, if they had had offers,

and eligible offers, if they had not had more

pressing ties and obligations, if the men who

proposed had been able to maintain them,
or if they had not feared falling into a lower

grade of comfort or society, or if, in some

way or other, marriage wore either not out
of their reach, or had not to be bought too

dear. In other words, the difference between
the 4 or 5 per cent, who MIST remain in

celibacy, and the 27 or 39 per cent, who DO,
is the measure of our diveryence from a

thoroughly natural, sound, health;/, social

condition. \\v scarcely see how this infer-

ence can be evaded or invalidated.

But these figures do not give us accurately
the full measure of the evil we are signalizing;

* The excess of women of all ages is in Scotland
11 per cent, and in Ireland 4|; of women !..-

twren t\\ only and forty years of age, 23 per cent,
in Scotland, <\nd per eent, in Ireland. Scotland
ia quite abnormal in this respect
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mere fibres never can. An inordinate pro-

portion of these involuntary and undesirable

spinsters is to be found in the upper and

upper middle ranks, in what Basil Hall

used to call the spending classes, in what
we are accustomed to regard as the 'easy

classes,' and what would be the easy classes

were our ideas rational and our life worthy.

Putting aside domestic servants, the great

majority of women in the lower classes do

marry, and often marry early. The same

may be said of the lower middle class. Men
in both these ranks ivant wives, find them in

many respects a help rather than a burden,
and have no substitute for them. It is when
we reach those who have fixed incomes, who
have 'appearances to keep up' on moderate

means, who do not see any way of rising, and

yet are anxious not to sink; and still more
when we go higher, and come to those who
live among the rich without being rich them-

selves, who possess what to a country clergy-
man would be a welcome competence, but to

a swell guardsman, or a scion of a noble

family, or a 'younger son,' is a bare pittance,
who would despise trade, and have no brains

or industry for a profession ;
in a word, who

have enough for a luxurious life, if single, but

only for a pinched, or at least for a retired

and humble life, if married; it is these who
avoid marriage, and who condemn the women
of society to celibacy. No one who knows

anything of the ranks of which we speak can

fail to see that marriage for at least half,

perhaps a majority of their women, is be-

coming rather an improbability than other-

wise; but only those who see into the in-

terior life of those ranks can be fully aware
of all the miser}

7
,
the deterioration of char-

acter, the loss of health, the bitterness of

feeling, to say nothing of actual vice and sin,

which spring out of or are connected with

this unnatural state of things. It is a positive
and a growing social gangrene, which is eat-

ing very deep into the heart of the nation,
and the various symptoms of the malady
react upon and aggravate each other. It is

unnatural
;
and nature always avenges her-

self for any departure from her instincts and
her rules. It is of no use blinking the facts :

celibacy is as abnormal a condition for women
as for men. Leaving out of view the excep-

tionally intellectual, the exceptionally spir-

itual, the exceptionally occupied those

who are nuns and 'soeurs de charite

spontaneously and by inherent vocation

marriage is the natural and normal state for

women, for many at eighteen, for all before five-

and-twenty ; those who embrace single life

from sincere, deliberate, native preference, will

always, in a healthy condition of society, be

comparatively few. Those on whom it is forced

by the selfishness and self-indulgence of men,
by their own love of luxury and show, by
the fancied requirements and the iron tyran-

ny of their own circles, by the inveterate

habit of grasping at the shadow arid not at

the substance, are deplorably many. The
mischievous operation of this enforced celi-

bacy is multifarious
;
we can only glance at

a few of its manifestations
;
some of them

it is even difficult to hint at. We need not

say much of its effect on health and temper;
the victims themselves know a little of this;

mothers know or guess at something more
;

physicians only are or can be fully conscious

of the depth or prevalence of the mischief.

Next to this comes the desaeuvrement that

makes the life of girls in the upper ranks,
after the first glow of youth is past, so pro-

foundly uninteresting; they have nothing to

do ; pleasure has begun to pall ;
no distinct

duties press upon them
;
amusements and

social recreations and shallow accomplish-
ments are the nearest approach to duties or

functions they have never known. Having
no husband or children, the thousand little

cares and toils that fill up and bless and
harass the lives of others are lost to them

;

dawdling over painting or music or books

don't answer the purpose ; they have no em-

ployment for the rolling hours, and are

weary of them
; they vainly try to find occu-

pation or to make it
;
and to our fancy the

sun in his wide circuit scarcely shines down

upon a sadder or more touching spectacle
than that of a crowd of beautiful lay nuns

turning charitable or missionary or ritualistic

because debarred from the natural ventfor their

emotions and capacities. Half the ritualism,

as well as half the 'fastness' which infest our

high class life, is nothing but a form and an

outbreak of unconscious or suppressed hys-
teria. But this is not all

;
most of the

fierceness with which pleasure is pursued by
women of rank and fashion, most of the

costly excess in ornament and dress, is trace-

able to the same source. Children and do-

mestic life if children and domestic life were

the almost invariable rule, and could there-

fore give the tone and lay down the law

would soon tame down all that wild extrava-

gance. Pleasure is sought because life must

have some interest to render it endurable
;

and pleasure grows morbid, eccentric, and

meretricious, because its ordinary forms soon

cease to please. Pleasure, too, can afford to

be expensive, because the pleasure-seekers
have no babies to nurse or to provide for.

There is worse still behind ; women, because

marriage is so often unattainable, do not seek

it or desire it less for that
;
on the contrary,

for desirable or desired connexions they are

willing to make the most stupendous sacri-
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fices and exertions ;
tlie more shy the deer

the greater the skill and courage necessary
for the stalking ;

to please and to win, things
are done and manners are assumed which

ought not to please any man or to win any

prize ;
and the monde is seen to imitate and

trench upon the demi-monde in the hope of

rivalling its attractions and enticing back the

victimsithasluredaway. Nay, wehavebeen as-

sured by those who have good means of know-

ing the facts, that even the above enumera-

tion does not exhaust the entire catalogue of

mischiefs and insurgencies arising out of the

evil we have signalized. This is a matter which

it is not easy to speak of, and which it is im-

possible to prove ;
but we believe it is so, and

we should be astonished were it otherwise.

Now, whence, in the last resort, does all

this spring ? No necessity can be pleaded
for it, and therefore no excuse. It is not

more difficult to live than formerly, but less

so. Population has increased, but wealth

has increased far faster. Production has in-

creased at a greater ratio than our numbers
;

and the production of nearly every article of

comfort or necessity. It is that luxury has

increased in the greatest ratio of all
;

that

our wants our reqitisitions, not our needs

have increased faster than our means. It is

not that the same income, which in the last

generation enabled a man to maintain a

wife and children, in the present generation
will enable him only to maintain himself;
and this, nota bene, not because the prices of

the real necessaries of life have risen for

often where they have risen, the rise is due

to the very mischief we are signalizing (our
wasteful extravagance of life) but because he
insists on having more of them

;
because he

drinks champagne now where he drank port
then

;
because he keeps a powdered flunkey

where his father was content with 'a neat-

handed Phillis,' and was incomparably mftre

comfortable with her
;
because he will keep

a cab and be a member of one or two
luxurious clubs. No common income will

enable a man to burn a candle at both ends,
to keep horses and carriages and a wife as

well, to indulge in all the luxuries and amen-
ities of the most gilded civilisation in the

world, and in the sweeter and deeper joys
of domestic life into the bargain ;

and the

young men of this generation, the jeunesse
dorfo of the day with their puny passions,
their languid affections, and their feeble wills

deliberately prefer to forego the wife, for

whom they can find a passable substitute,
rather than surrender the smooth, self-indul-

gent, unanxious, amused existence, the un-

worthiness of \\liich they have no brain to

recognise, and the hollowncss of which they
have no heart to feel.
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The fault lies with the men. The women
are to blame, but men are incomparably
more so, for it is they who do, or might give
the tone on all social matters. Thousands of

women would prefer love to splendour, a

bare competence, even a struggling poverty,
with children, to the most luxurious life with-

out, if men had the courage to offer them
the choice. But the force and romance of

passion seems so to have died out among our

higher circles, the love of this generation of

young men is so languid and feeble a prefcr-

ence, that they will dare and sacrifice nothing
for it

;
still less embrace a life of toil for it.

They engage the affections of young girls, or

find them within their reach, and then sheer'-

off, and (as they call
it) 'save themselves,' be-

cause they find they will have only seven or

eight hundred a year to live upon, and 'that,

you know, my dear, is squalid poverty.' They
prefer a vicious and heartless youth, and a

joyless and loveless old age, because they
have no nerve to work, and no fortitude to

forego ;
or because they have no true concep-

tion of what are the essential realities, and
what the mere accidents and appendages of
i:<>" There is yet another and more conclu-life.

sivc reason why men must take the lion's

share of the blame. They will not marry,
but they do not lead a life of celibacy; it is

notorious that they do not. If their choice

lay, as that of women in their rank ordinarily
does, between chastity and marriage, there is

no question that they would choose marriage,
though they would enforce chastity on
women. But they provide themselves with
the physical indulgences of love at what they
consider a cheaper rate

;
and as for the senti-

ment and the affection of love, they value
those too little to be willing to pay the neces-

sary price. They can afford themselves a

mistress, but not a wife
;

at least they fancy
so, though sometimes the mistress turns out
in the end the costlier luxury of the two.
But they obtain the one without the daily
ffSne, and without the

life-long lie, and with-
out the possible sacrifice of social position
and accustomed self-indulgent luxury, and
therein lies the secret of the ignoble prefer-
ence.

We have no wish to preach; no writer

accountable to God for the use of his time
would preach on such a subject to such an
audience. We have no idea of calling upon
the luxurious classes of society to give up
the pursuit of ease because it is unworthy, or

the practice of pleasure because it is vicious.

But if all would merely forego those luxuries
\\hich bring them no enjoyment, and that

splendour which yields no real comfort, and
that indolence which renders life a burden
sometimes very weary to bear; if they
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would cut down those large establishments

which they constantly complain are a trouble

and embarrassment, and not a facility to life
;

if they would abandon those heavy feasts

which entail disease and dyspepsia in place

of health and strength ;
if they would give

up the ponderous and fatiguing magnificence
which makes the monde so dull, and sends

so many of its votaries to the demi-monde

for relaxation
; if,

in short, they would limit

their expenditure to that which really adds

to their enjoyment, without retrenching a

single article that gives them a balance of

pleasure, the battle would be nearly won. We
do not ask them to cultivate simplicity of

life, though thousands of the rich and great

sigh after that wisely, but feebly, and there-

fore in vain
;
but if they would cutoff all those

superfluities and complications which neither

oil the wheels of life, nor embellish, nor en-

rich it, which, in a word, they do not relish

or enjoy ;
let every one follow out the calcu-

lation and see where it would land him.

Fewer servants, and those that were retained

in consequence far cheaper, more efficient,

more willing, and valuing their places more ;

in fact real helps instead of lazy and pow-
dered encumbrances. Fewer horses and

carriages, less state to keep up, i.e., less gene
to endure. Banquets shorter, wholesomer,
less costly, and incomparably livelier and

more agreeable ; society far easier, simpler,

more attractive. Prices of nearly everything

lower, tradesmen more honest, because better

looked after, if perhaps a trifle less obsequi-
ous. Life less monotonous and wearisome.

Larger allowances to younger sons, larger

dowries to marry daughters ; marriage

brought within the reach of thousands now

really or in fancy debarred from it
;

substi-

tutes for marriage in consequence less com-

mon, and by degrees considered less reputa-
ble. Incomes now held to be insufficient,

becoming adequate and ample; a host of

carking and degrading anxieties falling away
from the liberated soul of man. How few

noble and wealthy families might not cut

down their expenditure thirty per cent., and

be the happier for the saving ! and what a

change would come over the whole face of
'

society,' if this were done ! If something
of this kind be not done, the higher classes

will grow weaker and less energetic less

living and less worthy to live as those be-

neath grow stronger and more powerful, and

society will be recruited from below instead

of being influenced from above. And il

some change of this sort be not wrought,
there will be small reason to regret the

inevitable issue.*

* Mr. Hepworth Dixon, in his astonishingly

Burke said, nearly a century ago, that he
could not draw up an indictment against a

whole nation. We, it will be thought, have

wordy but most curious and suggestive book, New
America, depicts analogous social evils to some of

those alluded to in the text, as existing in the
United States in even an aggravated form, and as

springing there from a disproportion of the sexes

in exactly the opposite direction to that which

prevails here. According to him the aggregate ex-

cess of white women there is 730,000 ; only eight of

the States show an equality of the sexes in num-
ber. In some of the more newly settled territories

the disproportion is frightful, there being often

three or four men to one woman. We scarcely
know to what extent his general and more un-

statistical statements can be accepted as unreserv-

edly accurate and trustworthy, but all who wish
either to get to the heart of this intricate and

painful subject, or to gain an adequate conception
how intricate and grave it is, should read the

second volume of his work with care, especially

chapters iii.-xxv. He declares that in New York,
and in other cities of the Union, the very same
reckless profligacy only in a more outrageous
and extreme form which here has been con-

sidered to be caused or promoted by the great re-

dundancy and consequent poverty and helplessness
and enforced celibacy of women, is there traceable

to the redundancy of the other sex (ii. pp. 28-31).
He affirms further (ii.pp. 265-272), that the ladies of

the Eastern and more polished States, both New-

England and New York, though they habitually

marry and have a choice in marriage rarely vouch-
safed to theirEuropean sisters, object to becoming
mothers, and are in a sort of tacit (not always tacit)

conspiracy to limit the number oftheir children
;
and

that to such an extent is this carried, and so obvious

are already its effects, that the native-born popula-
tion is diminishing, and Irish and Germans bid fair to

be the chief progenitors of the future citizens of

the United States. We have no means of knowing
how much of truth, and how much of exaggeration,
there maybe in this statement. We believe, how-

ever, that confirmatory statistics might be appeal-
ed to ; and we remember meeting with an asser-

tion (by an American writer), quoted some years
since in Captain Marryatt's Diary on America (iii.

p. 177), corroborative of some of Mr. Hepworth
Dixon's assertions. Mr. Dixon traces, with much

apparent reason, to this scarcity of women in the

United States, not only the commanding position

they assert and hold, but the wild vagaries into

which they often run
;
their agitation for

' women's

rights ;

'

their new and daring social and sexual

experiments, such as Mormonism, Shakerism, Free-

Love, and the like
; their eccentricities in dress

and customs
;

their demand for professional

equality (or promiscuity, if we may so call it) with
men ;

the rational desire of many to amend the

laws relating to the marriage-tie ;
the irrational

notion of others that it may be superseded alto-

gether, or some substitute or supplement contrived

for it. Mr. Hepworth Dixon, in these remarkable

chapters, has opened a great question, but has not

fathomed it. Indeed, how could he, in a work ex-

pressly designed for a wide and miscellaneous cir-

culation ?

It must, however, be noticed, in qualification of

his argument, that in all the New England States

(except two) where these female vagaries most

break out. there is an excess of women, as also in

New York, where vulgar profligacy is said to be

most rife.
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done so, and the nation is our own
;
and on

every count in the indictment a verdict of

guilty must be recorded. If we have de-

nounced much, we have passed over even more.

We have not said a word of Army and Navy
mismanagement, of the mal-administration

and incapacity which, especially in the

former case, wastes so much money, sacri-

fices so many lives, blunders over so many
enterprises, fails in so many efforts, incurs so

much ridicule and reproach, and does all

this annually, repeatedly, perennially, with

impunity and apparently without shame.

We have not even touched upon the wide

and disgusting field of workhouse abuses, of

the brutality of officials, the cold, vulgar, par-
simonious cruelty of guardians, the languid

apathy and frequent inefficiency of the cen-

tral inspection. We have been silent upon
the false delicacy and wretched affectation

which insists upon shutting its eyes to some
of the most eating cancers that prey upon
the public morals and the public health,

while they spread and deepen and grow in-

veterate under our fostering neglect. We
have passed over the prevalent vice of drunk-

enness, which is known to lie at the root of

half the misery, and more than half the

crime of the lower classes, and which yet we
do so much to encourage, and so little to

check. We have not even alluded to our

frivolous literature, our feeble and divided

Churches playing feebly with the greatest

problems of the age or shirking them like

cowards, our sham religion and our fierce

impiety, the false gods we follow after, the

miserable creeds we impose on others and
half fancy we believe ourselves. But we
have enumerated evils, wrongs, and griev-
ances enough to give work to our legislators,

moralists, and philanthropists for long years
to come, and one would hope to cure us for

ever of our incredible propensity to self-ac-

quittal and self-glorification. Pavoneggiorsi,
as the Italians picturesquely express it, ought
to be our national vice no longer. We have
seen that our boasted purity in the adminis-

tration of justice succeeds neither in righting

wrong, nor in deciding disputes, nor in re-

pressing crime, nor in protecting property and
life

;
that w,e neither educate our people, nor

house our poor, nor drain our streets, nor

govern our cities with even ordinary decency
or skill

;
that our vast associated enterprises

are as gigantic in their blunders and their

failures as in their aims, and are not free

from a terrible stain of immorality ;
that our

most brilliant national industries display a

grievous lack of that organization and inter-

nal harmony, without which nothing can
flourish long ;

that the largest section of our

working class is the most hopeless in its con-

dition and its prospects, the most helpless and
the least helped ; that, in a word, the habit-

ual life of both upper and lower ranks is in

its truest essence neither happy, respectable,
nor worthy ;

and that society, in what may
be termed the easy and leisure classes, is

deeply tainted with a new and growing evil,

of which no eye can measure the full mis-

chief or trace the ultimate ramifications. In

short, while careful to avoid not merely any
statement that could be questioned, but any
delineation of unquestioned facts which could

be charged with over-colouring or exaggera-
tion, we have drawn a picture of a nation

unsound in many of its most vital parts, yet
almost unconscious of its diseases, and even

proud of its fancied health.
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; conflicting privileges of St. Andrews

and Glasgow, and consequent prevention of any
Provincial Council for about fifty years, 45

;

primacy of Cardinal Beaton, ib.
; important

synod at Edinburgh under the presidency of his

successor. Archbishop Hamilton, 45, 46
;
Pro-

vincial Council three years later, in 1552,46;
account of the last council (1559), 47; fall of

the Roman hierarchy in Scotland, 48
;

ecclesi-

astical misrule in the Mediaeval Church, ib.
;

great value of Dr. Robertson's work to future

historians, 48, 49.

D.

DISRAELI and his Reform Bill, 105-132 ; see Reform.

Dollinger, Dr., his works on Church History,
133-156.

Dore, Gustave, and his popularity as an artist, 65
;

the French deficient in the perception of beauty,

66; modern caricature in Britain and France

contrasted, 67 ;
Dore's representations of suffer-

ing, ib.
;
the tragic versus the horrible, 68

;
de-

fects in his representations of the Crucifixion,

ib.
;
historical painting in Italy and France, 69
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the French national character as contrasted with

others, 70; flirtation v. love, ib. ; Scotch artists,

71; Dore's illustrations of 'Don Quixote,' ib.

of '

Dante,' 71-73 '

Croquemitaine and Cin-

derella,' 73, 74 of the Bible, 74, 75; defects and
merits of his works, 76.

E.

' EARLY YKARS of his Royal Highness the Prince-

Consort,' 97
;

home of his childhood, with
notices of his mother, 97, 98 ;

his education

first visit to England, 98
;

letter to Queen Vic-

toria on her accession to the throne, 98. 99
;
mode

of life at Florence and Rome, 99; visit to Eng-
land in 1839 letters at the time of his engage-
ment to the Queen, 99, 100

;
conduct of the Op-

position of that day with regard to the Prince,

100, 101 ; sketches of character contained in the

work, 101
; character of the Prince as delineated

by his tutor, his cousin Prince Mernsdorff, and
his fellow-student Prince Lowenstein, 102; the
view he took of his position in England as the

Queen's husband, as expressed by himself to the

Duke of Wellington, 103; causes of early un-

popularity in certain quarters, 103, 104; change
in the feelings of the English people towards
the monarchy, 104

;
the national sympathy with

the loss of the counsellor, the husband, and the

friend, ib.

Egypt, religion of, 139,140.

Emerson, Ralph Waldo secret of his influence

over his countrymen, 1 66 ; transatlantic thought,
ib.

; American transcendentalism, 167 ; abstract
of his Cambridge address, 168

; Carlyle and Em-
erson, 169; Emerson the most unsystematic of

writers, ib.
; pithy mots, 170; his disregard of

grammar and misapplication of terms, ib. ; illus-

trations of his earlier style, 171 ;
characteristics

of his poetry, 171, 172; his eclecticism in philos-

ophy, 173
;

definition of transcendentalism, ib. ;

his mysticism, 174; his philosophical idealism,
176

;
the two ultimate principles of the dual-

istic philosophy, 177; his optimism, 178; his

ethical views, ib.
; liberty and necessity, ib. ;

his

combination of stern practical rectitude with an
ideal standard, 179; ancient and modern ethical

systems, 179-182; Mr. Emerson as a teacher and
critic, 182

;
contrasted with Carlyle, 182

;
verses

on slavery, 183; his political views, ib. ; his
'

Representative Men,' 184 ;
his '

English Traits,'

185; remarks on his influence as a man and as

a writer, 186.

G.

GLADSTONE and Reform, 107
;

his leadership of

the Libera r
s, 129-131.

Great Pyramid. See Pyramid.
Greece, mythology of, and its demoralizing influ-

ence, 140-142.

H.

HAUCH, Carsten, a Danish poet, 49
;

his literary
career, 52, 58; Scandinavian literature, 50;
Ilauch's position in tin; literature of Denmark,
61,52; lyric genius of the Scandinavians, 52;
translations of a few of Ilauch's lyrics: 'The
F*ll of. Poland,' 54 ;

' The Mermaid of Saraso,'
54-66 ;

' The Life of Plants,' 56
;
his dramas, 67 ;

'

pragmatic
'

tragedy, ib. ; his dramatic style,
ib. ; opening scene of 'Julian the Apostate,' 58-
60

;
further characteristic specimens from the

same drama, 61-64 ; remarks on the conclusion
of the tragedy, 64, 65.

ITALY in 1867, 242 ; present state of the Roman

question, 243 ;
conduct of the French govern-

ment, 243, 244; probability of Italy accom-

plishing absolute unity, 244, 245; dearth of in-

formation on Italy as it is, 245
;

its population,
246 ; agricultural, industrial, and commercial

resources, 246-251
;

its religious life, 252-255 ;

state of education, 255, 256 ;
its journalism, 257 ;

its first Parliament, 258 ; its statesmen, 258,

259 ; difficulties with which Italy has to con-

tend, 259, 260.

M.

MILITARY systems of Europe, 210
;
a period of tran-

sition reached, 211 ; percentage of soldiers to

popiilation, 212; steps requisite to terminate

war, ib. ; recruiting in Britain, 213; military

system necessary for us, 214
;

characteristics of

the French system, 215, 216
;

its septennial ser-

vice, 216 (see also note, 230) ;
Russian system,

217
;

the Prussian service materials of the

army, 218; suffering entailed on the nation by
a state of warfare, 219

;
cost of the army, 220 ;

period of service, ib.
;

the Swiss military ser-

vice, 221 ; necessity of a standing army in Great

Britain, 221, 222
; demoralizing influence of our

recruiting system, 222 ;
a general military train-

ing desirable, 223; plan proposed, 223, 224;
school drill, 224 ; promotion in the army, 225,

226 ; benefits of a shorter term of service, 227 ;

on liberty to engage in civil occupations, 229 ;

establishment of a local connexion between dis-

tricts and particular corps of all arms, 229, 230.

Moral Theories and Christian Ethics, ethical

thought in modern times turned off into other

channels, 1, 2 ;
hindrances to moral study, 2 ;

human character the one great subject of moral

science, 3
;
definition of character, 4 ; psychology

the starting-point of moral science, two ways
in which it may go to work, 4, 5

;
mistake com-

monly made by analysts, 6
;
the dynamic power

in the moral life, ib.
;
answers of moralists to the

question, What are the objects determining the

will in a way that can be called moral? Adam
Smith's classification, 6, 7

; survey of moral sys-

temsPlato, 7, 8
; Aristotle, 8, 9

; Butler, 9, 10 ;

Kant, 10, 11 ; utilitarian theories, Benlham, 11,

12 ;
John Stuart Mill, 13, and Professor Bain, ib.

;

pleasure not a moral motive. 14; want of motive

power in moral systems, 14, 15
;
the moral law

as exhibited by Kant, 15; ascent from moral

law to personality, 16, 16 ; the notion of God,
16 ; the Christian motive power, 17

; Christianity
versus Philosophy, 17, 18

;
the former alone givea

inspiration to Morality, 18, by
the assurance

that God is with us, ib.
;

Christian morality
without Christian Faith, 19; the Comtian 'serv-

ice of humanity,' 20 ;
Mr. Arnold and British

Philistinism, 21; Culture (22) inadequate to be

the highest end, ib. ;
the criterion of Revelation

mainly a moral one, 23, 24.

Morals, natural history of, 187 ;
the moral and in-

tellectual elements in the mental atmosphere,
ib. ;

the universality of ethical precepts, 188;

progress
of intellectual truths, Aristotle, Bacon,

Descartes, ib. ;
the induction and deduction of

the savage, 189; effect produced by the formal

statement of intellectual laws, ib.
; investigation

precedes the philosophy of method, 189, !!<>;

the ancients devoid of scientific conceptions,

190, 191; method is perfected by practice,

191 ; the advance of intellectual laws only a

development of principles previously known,
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192 ; correspondence between ethics and law,

ib.
;
both undergoing the same change, ib.

;

Casuistry, 193; morals developed by changing
circumstances, and by leaning towards particular

ways of thinking, ib.
;
illustrated in reference to

slavery, 194
; summary of the argument against

Buckle's erroneous distinction between moral

and intellectual laws, ib.
;
the psychological and

the statistical methods, ib. ;
the union of the

moral and the mental elements, 196, 197
;
what

are the proximate causes of our moral ideas ?

197 ;
the two methods of ethical inquiry, ib.,

the theological and the scientific, 197, 198
;

primitive society, 198 ; self-preservation, 198,

200
; primitive

ethics have only a local range,
200

;
infanticide among the primitive tribes, ib.

;

the instinct of accumulation, 201 ; agency of

formal speech, ib.
; origin of poetry, 202

; change
which takes place through the disintegration of

the tribes, ib. ;
relations between human beings

have a tendency to widen, 203
;
local types of

virtue killed by progress, 203, 204
;
the law of

natural selection, 204 ;
the competition of good

with evil types, 205 ;
the competition of races,

205, 206
; dogmatic and argumentative teaching,

207 ;
the arguments against religious persecution,

208, 209 ; immutability of moral truth, 210
;
the

geology of ethics, ib.

P.

POPULATION Dr. Duncan's statistics as to Fecund-

ity, Fertility, and Sterility, 230
;
these terms de-

fined, 231, 232
; general law derived by Profes-

sor Tait from these statistics, 232
;
tables show-

ing the comparative fecundity at different ages,
and deductions from them, 233, et seq. ;

com-

parison of the fertility of different races, 237
;

Malthus and Mill, 237, 238
; multiplication of

paupers, 239; diseased children, 239, 240; risk

run by healthy women in childbirth, 240
;
death-

rates in hospitals, 241
;
the question of sterility,

ib. ; problems connected with fertility, 241, 242.

Prince-Consort
;
see '

Early Years of the Prince-

Consort.'

Provengal Poems (Modern), 156; the dialects of

the south of France the Langue d'oc and the

Langue d'oil, 157 ;
varied literature of the Pro-

venyal school, 158
;
the populations of the south,

ib.
;
Jasmin and his poems, 159-161 ; Roumanille,

161; Frederic Mistral, 162; his Mireille and

Calendau, 162-166.

Pyramid (the Great), Professor Smyth's work on,

76; observation versus speculation, 78
;
dedica-

tion of the work, ib.
; questions relating to the

Great Pyramid, 79; state of uncertainty as to

these when Mr. Smyth entered on his labours,
ib.

;
the Museum at Cairo, 79, 80; denunciations

of Prussian vandalism, 80
;
remarks on Humboldt,

ib.
; preliminary difficulties in setting about the

examination of the Pyramid, 81
; first glimpse

of the Pyramid, ib.
;
the Sphinx and its dimen-

sions, 82 ;
selections of a temporary dwelling at

East Tombs armour of the guard?, 83
;
difficul-

ties encountered : Ramadan, the great Moham-
medan fast, ib. ; discouragement owing to a

great optician the ways of genius reference

scales, 84, 85
; annoyances from Travellers, 85,

87 ; Yankee snobbishness, 86
;
British folly in

the expedition to Egypt under Sir Ralph Aber-

cromby, 87, 88
; process of pyramid-building,

88
; leading feature, 89

;
the upper chambers,

ib.
;
construction of the Pyramid described, ib.

;

the King's and Queen's chambers, 90, 91
;
exter-

nal dimensions, instruments used, etc., 91-93;
when and by whom was the Great Pyramid
built, 93

; pyramid standards, 94
;

the French

Metrical system, 95
; teleology speculations as

to the symbolic meaning of certain proportions
in the Pyramid, 95, 96

;
further inquiry neces-

sary, 96, 97. .

R.

REFORM BILL of 1867 predominant feeling of

thinking men on the session of that year, 105 :

contrasted with the conflicts of 1832 and 1846,

105, 106
;

difficult dilemma of the Conservative

party, 106; their treatment of Gladstone in

1866, 107; the sin both of chief and followers, 107,

108; cynicism of the Tory leader, 108, 109; ex-

ceptional Tory Abdiels, 109, 110; protests of

Lord Cranborne, 110, and Lord Carnarvon, 111;

inconsistency of the Tories, and mistakes and
faults of the sincere friends of Reform, 112, 113

;

want of moral courage among Liberals, 113, 114;
Mr. Lowe's proposal for the adoption of the cu-

mulative vote, 114 ; provisions of the new Rad-
ical measure, 114, 115; its probable scope, 115;

enfranchising clauses, ib.
;
the lodger franchise,

116; new county franchise, ib. ;
the redistribu-

tion clauses, 116, 125; tabular view of the pres-
ent anomalies of the representation, 117; in-

crease of electioneering and corruption an almost

certain result of the new measure, ib.
;
members

of the future House, 118
; fallacy of trusting to

wealth and rank, 119
;

evil consequences of class

legislation, 120; tendencies of democratic legis-

lation, 120, 121; security for the possible good, and

against the possible dangers of the measure,

121, inadequacy of primary education, 121,

122; duties of the rich and cultivated, 123;
much work yet to be done, 124

;
the relations

of Capital and Labour, 125; trades-unions and
their operation, 126, they do not raise wages,
127, dangerous to the whole community, 127,
128

;
mode of dealing with them, 128

; party-dis-

integration an achievement of the past session,

ib. ;
Mr. Gladstone as a party leader, 129-131.

Robertson, Dr. Joseph, his early life and first liter-

ary efforts, 33
;
connexion with the Spalding

Club, 34
;
his work on the Antiquities of the

Northern Counties of Scotland, 34, 35
;
becomes

editor of a newspaper, first in Glasgow, and
afterwards in Edinburgh, 35

; appointed Curator

of the Historical Department, Register House,
36; sketch of his literary labours, 37,38; his

collection of the Canons and Councils of the

Scottish Church, his greatest work, 38. See

Concilia Scotiae.

Rome, ancient, religion of, 143-148; depraved
condition of Roman society, 150.

S.

SCANDINAVIAN Literature, 50 et seq.
Social Sores of Britain ; see Britain.

T.

TRADES-UNIONS and their operations, 126-128.

V.

YERS de Societe, English: elements essential to

their perfection, 25
; elegance in poetry, 26

;

what genuine vers de societe ought to be, 26,

27
;
Herrick and Ronsard, 27, 28

; Suckling and

Cowley, 28 ;
the Elizabethan age, ib.

; Society of

the Hotel Rambouillet, 29 ; the French school

of secondary poetry, 30
; Beranger, ib.

; English

political poems, 31
; Praed, ib.

;
Walter Savage

Landor, etc., 32.

Virtue, what is it ? importance of the question in

moral systems, 7 et seq.
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American Literature Poetry: characteristics of,

244; Englishmen and Americans ignorant ofeach

other, 244, 245; writers in the United States,
245

;
few works produced there of general inter-

est likely to become classical, ib.
;
conditions un-

der which the communities of the New World
were established, 245, 246 ; the Southern States,
246

; influence of soil and climate on the Anglo-
Saxon race, ib. ; characteristics of the American

people, 246, 247 ; American literature cramped
by the spirit of imitation, 248 ; Longfellow, 248-

250; Mr. Bryant, 250, 251 ;
James Russell Low-

ell, 252 characteristics of his poetry, 252-

254; the 'Biglow Papers,' 254-257; John
Greenleaf Whittier, 257, 258

; Edgar Allen Poe,
258

;
freshness and comprehensiveness of Ameri-

can literature, 259.

Atonement, Modern Views of the, 184; qualities
of a theologian, 184, 185; characteristic features
of Mr. Campbell's work, 185 ;

Luther's concep-
tion of the atonement, 186, 187 ; language of the
Calvinistic writers, 187 ; Campbell's system,188-

190; his views of the nature and character of

redemption, and of justification, 190; his chap-
ter on the Atonement considered as prayer, 191

;

the sufferings and death of Christ in relation to

the atonement, the Sonship, the mind of the
Father in contemplating Christ's sufferings, 192

;

his views on imputation, 193, 198 ; what it is, in

his view, in which the mystery of the Atone-
ment consists, 193, 194; suggestiveness of Mr.

Campbell's book, 194; Bushnell and St. An-
selm, ib.

; Bushuell's theory, 195, 196 ; Bushnell
and Campbell compared, 197 ; Dr. Young's
work, 199; forgiveness of sins not a superficial

blessing, 201
; Scriptural evidence, 202

; gene-
ral summary, ib.

Bengal Famine in 1866 ; see Famine.

Buchanan, George, his parentage, and boyhood,
25

;
sent fo school in Paris : served a campaign

with the Duke of Albany, 20
;
entered at Sit.

Andrews second residence in Paris 27
;
the be-

ginning of his war with the Franciscans, ib. ;

becomes tutor to the Earl of Cassilis, then to a
natural son of James v., 28

;
the Franciscanus,

ib.
;
his character as a satirist, ib.

;
he is impris-

oned escapes to London again in France, 29 ;

has a share in the education of Montaigne in the

College of Guienne at Bordeaux, 80
;
his Latin

dramas, ib.
;

translations from Euripides, ib.
;

friendships with great scholars, 30, 81 ; sets off

to Portugal, where he is soon after shut
ii|>

in ,i

monastery, 81
;
his version of the Psalms begun

tin-re, ib.
;
its characteristics, 32 ; specimen : the

187th I'nulm, ib.
; range of his command n\vr

the Latin language, 83
;
the variety of his in. M~

urea, ib. ; released from his monastic prison, In-

returns to France, where he spent five years as

domestic tutor to the son of the Marshnl <!

Brissac, 34; his return to Scotland, ib.
; Mary

Queen of Scots, ib.
;
the Nyrapha Caledoniae, 35

;

lines to St Antony, ib.
;

his
political career, 35,

36
; his Detectio Maria; Reginae, 36

; appointed
tutor to James vi., ib.

; prominent points of the

dialogue De Jure Regni apud Scotos, 37 ; his

political philosophy, 38
;
his '

History of Scot-

land,' 38, 39 ; last days, 40.

Bushnell on the Atonement, 195.

Cobden, Richard: his political writings, 40
; Cobden

and Bright false and shallow judgment so com-

monly passed on them, 41
;
Cobden's political

character the Anti-Corn Law agitation, 42 ;
his

coadjutors in Parliament, ib.
; popular govern-

ment, 42, 43 ; harmony of moral and economic

laws,43 ; error of the leaders of the French Revolu-

tion, 43, 44
;
Adam Smith and the school of Eng-

lish economists who succeeded him, 44; the
law of labour, the rights of property, war,
commercial monopoly, 44, 45

;
Cobden's reasons

for taking up the cause of Free-Trade, 45
;
the

repeal of the Corn-Law a reversal of the whole

policy of Britain, 46
;
Cobden and Bastiat, 46,

47
;
the dream of national independence, 47

;

gradual break - up of the protective system,
47, 48 ; the fundamental changes in some of the
essential principles on which our national policy
had been conducted, Cobden's programme in

preparing the country for these, 48, 49 ; the
chimera of the balance of power, 49, et seq. ;

Cobden's views on our foreign policy, 5 1
;

changes advocated by him in our colonial policy,
62

;
our '

Services,' limitation of armaments,
ib.

; reduction of expenditure : taxation, 52, 53 ;

laws affecting property in land, 53
;
Cobden's

exertions in connexion with the commercial

Treaty with France, 54, 55
; objections made to

the Treaty, 56, 57 ; its widespread consequences,
57 ; conflict of public opinion at the time of the
Danish war, ib. ; recognition of the principle of
'

non-intervention,
1

ib.
; Cobdeu's influence on

England's future, 68.

Cousin.Victor, 88; the source of his power, 88, 89
;

parentage and early education, 89; the Ecole Nor-
male and Royer Collard, ib.; succeeded Collard in

1816 as Professor of the History of Modern Phi-

losophy, 90 ; his lectures suspended in 1821
;

re-

lation to the Scotch and German professors, 90,

91 ; during his second visit to Germany he is

arrested at Dresden, and kept prisoner for six

months at Berlin, 91 ;
after his return to France

he is reinstated in his chair, made Councillor of

State, etc, 91, 92,; sketch of the last twenty
years of his life, 92

; Spiritualism, his one object
of pursuit for fitly \--:irs, .>-.!, .i;: ; hi* creed. is, -.' I

;

the charge of eclecticism brought ngainM him.
94 ; becomes leader of the philosophic thought
of France, 95; Leibnitz, 5, 97; Cousin'* three
functions : establishment of spiritualism, 96, 97 ;

reconciliation between Faith and Reason, 97,

98; revealed the moral grandeur of the >
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teenth Century, 98, 99; awakening of France to

public life, 99, 100; Cousin's patriotic passion,

100; his loss deeply felt at the Academic, ib.
;

Cousin among his friends, 100, 101
;
his place in

the future, 102.

Darwin's theory examined, 149, et seq.
Dutch Political Novel, 171; Dutch colonies in In-

dia, ib.
;
their government, 172; sensation caused

by the appearance of Max Havelaar in the

Netherlands, 173 ;
its author, 173, 174 ;

Mr. Stub-
bles and Multatuli, 174, 175

;
Dutch rule in Java,

ib. ; the hero of the book, 176
;
his account of the

getting up of official reports, 177 ;
Havelaar sets

about reform, 178; the story of Sa'idjah, 178-

180; the novel suppressed, 181
;
see Java.

Education in Scotland Report of Royal Commis-
sion, 268 ; constitution of Commission, 269

;

mode of conducting the inquiry, and results, 269,

270; religious denominations of scholars, 270 ;

conscience clause in Scotland, 271
; quality of

school- buildings and teaching, 271, 272; school

system of Scotland and its defects, 273, 274;
defects of Privy Council system, 274

; problem
to be solved, ib.

;
chief objects to be attained in

a National system of education, 275
;
new Board

of Education and its duties, 276, 277; jurisdic-
tion of Board and of Committee of Council, 277 ;

various classes of National Schools, 277, 278 ;

non-parochial schools, 278; Episcopalian and
Roman Catholic schools, 279

; Adopted schools
and effect of Adoption, 279, 280; presbyterial
examinations, 280; Bible and Catechism, 281

;

conversion of Adopted into National Schools,

281, 282.

Facetiae : connexion between reason and ridicule,

204; laughable failures, 204, 205
; the Irish bull,

205
;
stories from the so-called Hierocles, 205,

206
; specimens from a French collection of Be-

tises, 206; Dundrearyism, 207; use of fine or

peculiar words by the ignorant the anti-

climax, 208 ; exaggeration, ib.
; examples of the

ludicrous in retort, evasion, etc., 209-211 ; the
Minister and the Cuddie, 211

;
absurdities of

weaklings and fools, 211, 212 ; wit not necessa-

rily comic, 212.

Famine in Bengal in 1866: failure of the harvest
of December 1865. 129; measures adopted to

meet the coming trial, 130; the poor Bengali
in seasons of plenty, ib.

;
rise in price of rice

early in 1866, 131
;
estimate of the number of

persons whose earnings were insufficient to carry
them througli the famine, ib.

; the demand for

labour, 132; efforts of capitalists to mitigate the

famine, ib.
;
the Princes of Burdwan, of Bishen-

pore, and of Beerbhoom, 132, 133
; railway en-

terprise in India conducted with English capital,

133, 134
;
efforts of the Government 134

;
ultim-

ate failure of the scheme for increasing the wage-
fund, 134, 135

;
and consequent necessity for a

system of public charity, 135
;
efforts of private

charity,186; the different stand-points from which
the Hindu and the Englishman view charity, 137 ;

Government relief operations, 138, 189
;
the three

classes requiring relief, 189
; anxiety among the

people in June speculations of the devout Hin-

dus, 140 ; the rains at last, 141
;
revival of the de-

mand for agricultural labour, ib.
; analogy be-

tween former famines and that of 1866, 141, 142;
outbreak of fever and cholera, 143; difficulties in

the administration of relief, 143, 144; conspicuous
effects of the scarcity on the people at large,
144

; increase of crime, and development of a

slave-trade, during the famine, 144, 145
;
mor-

tality resulting, 145
; progress of education in

1866, 146; the lesson of the scarcity, 147.

Java, island of, 171
;

its population, and govern-
ment, 172; Dutch residents and native regents,
ib.

;
forced and free labour, 172, 173; M. Dou-

wes Dekker, ex-Assistant Resident of Lebak,
and his novel, 'Max Havelaar,' 173, 174; posi-
tion of the Javanese in respect to the mother-

country, 175; incomes of native princes, 176;
official reports to the home government, 177;
the colonial question, 180, 181

;
M. Thorbecke,

an eminent Dutch statesman, 181
; appointment

of M. Myer to be Governor-General of the Col-

onies, ib.
;

difficulties in the government of

Dutch colonies, 182; scarcity of European set-

tlers, ib.

Journalism in France
;
see Prevost-Paradol.

Leibnitz, 95, 97.

Northern Poetry (Old), character of the, 58
;

its

present interest, ib.
;
its relation to Christianity,

59
;
has little in common with classical litera-

ture, 60
; passion, ib.

; points of resemblance be-

tween the Northern and the Oriental poetry, 60,
61

;
Indian mythology, and Persian and Arabian

poetry, 61, 62; classical myths, 62
;
the twilight

of the gods, 63
;

the Eddas : the mythic-relig-
ious songs, 6468 ;

the mythic-heroic songs, 68

73
;

the Sagas : the Drapas or Skaldic songs,
73

; (the heathen skalds, 74-82
;
the Christian

skalds, 82-84
;)

the sagas in prose, 84-87.

Origin of Species, 149 ; argument for the Darwin-
ian theory, 149. 150

;
the reasoning examined,

150; extent of variability required by it, ib.
;

natural selection, and man's selection, 150, 151 ;

illustrations showing that there is a limit to the

variation of species for all cas^s of man's selection,

151, 152
;

is the law of variation different when
the variation occurs slowly? 152

;
the tendency

to revert, 152-154, the efficiency of natural se-

lection examined, 154; common variation: im-

provement of existing organs versus creation of

new organs, 154, 155 ; sports considered, 155,
156

; offspring of sports, 156, 157 ; summary of

arguments as to the efficiency of natural selec-

tion, 157, 158
; lapse of time, 158

; geological

evidence, ib.
; perpetual motion, 159; doctrine

of conservation of energy, 160-162; the age of

the inhabited world proved to have been limit-

ed to a period quite inconsistent with Darwin's

views, 163, 164; difficulty of classification, 1 64
;

transmutation of species, ib.
; analogous difficul-

ties of classification, 164, 165; what expecta-
tions we might naturally form, a priori, as to

the probable ease or difficulty in classifying

plants and animals, 165, 166; difficulties in

classifying man's contrivances, 166, 167; sum-

mary of argument on this head, 167, 168; ob-

served facts supposed to support Darwin's views,

168; peculiarities of distribution, ib.
;
correla-

tion of growth, 169; peculiarities of geographi-
cal distribution, 170; conclusions, 170, 171.

Oxford University extension : the inquiry into the

Universities in 1852 and its results, 119; desire

for University extension, 120; cost of an Oxford

education, 121
;
desirableness of a change iu the

present system, ib.
;
recent movement to consid-

er the question of extension, and what led to it,

122
; Oxford expenses, 122, 123 ;

umlesirableness

of endowments for the poor, 123, 124; proposi-
tion to relax the statute which requires
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residence within the gates, 124; Oxford dis-

cipline, 125, 126; necessity for experiment,
126; the Balliol scheme, and its reception by
the Council, ib.

; necessity of reform in the con-

stitution of the University, 127
;
benefits of ex-

tension, 127, 128; Parliament and Academical

reform, 129.

Oyster-Fisheries of the United Kingdom, 102;

oyster-shells in the shell-mounds of Denmark,
and in geological strata, 103; oysters among
the Greeks and Romans, 103, 104; natural his-

tory, 105 ;
culture among the French, 105, 106

;

results of the Hayling Island experiments, 107 ;

oyster-beds on the west coast of Ireland, ib. ;

failure of the spat, 108; laws regulating oyster-

fisheries, 108
;
results of their operation, 109-

112; account of the fishery of the Whitstable

Company, 112, 118 ;
beds on the south coast of

England, 113, and in Scotland, 114; arguments
for and against a close-time in the open grounds,
114, 115 ; formation of private beds encouraged
by the Royal Commission, 115, 116; result of

the Commissioners' inquiry, 116 ;
enemies of the

oyster, 117, 118; flavour, 118; American oys-
ters, ib.

;
the London costermongers, 119; the

Paudore oyster, ib.

Prevost-Paradol, M., 260 ; journalism in France,
ib.

; reception-day at the Academy, 261 ;
he

becomes a political writer, ib.
;
contrast between

the English and the French press, 262 ;
the art

of 'flexibility,' ib.
;
the English love of full and

accurate news, 263
;
Frenchmen's opinions on

foreign politics, 263, 264; party and national

feeling in our newspapers, 264
; anonymous

writing, 265
;
the French law of signatures, ib.

;

an election scene described by Prevost-Paradol,
266 ; dialogue on the Roman questio n, 267;
death of the Courrier du Dimanche, ib.

;
his

rank as a literary and philosophical critic, 267,
268.

Report of Royal Commission on Education in

Scotland, 268-282.

Sharp, Archbishop, various views of his char-

acter, 213; contemporary estimate of him,
213, 214; authorities as to his character, 214,

216; charged with designing against Presby-
terianism in Scotland, 216-217 ;

the Lauderdale

Papers, 217 ; Sharp's birth and education, ib.
;

chosen Regent in St. Leonard's College, St. An-
drews, 218; fracas with Sinclair, 219

;
scandal-

ous story, 219, 220; appointment to Crail, ib. ;

Factions in the Church of Scotland, 221 ;
the

'Engagement' and 'Act of Classes,' 221, 222
;

dissensions among the Covenanters, 222 ;
Reso-

lutioners and Protesters, 223, 224 ; defends Res-

olutioners before Cromwell, 225, 226 ;
success of

his mission, 226 ; letter to Drummond, 226, 227 ;

his mission to London in 1660, 227 ; character-

istics of his letters to Douglas, 227, 228 ; the

Royal letter of August, 1660, 228, 229; Sharp's
letters to Drummond in that year, 229-233;
Restoration Parliament in Scotland, 234; Sharp's
sermons before Parliament, 235

;
further letters

to Drummond, 236-242; concluding estimate,
243.

Trades-Unions, the policy of, 1
; early attempts to

adjust the relation between workmen and their

employers, legislative measures, 1, 2; the

Combination Laws, 2
; progress of trades-socie-

ties since their repeal, 3
; expansion of trades-

unions, 3, 4 ;
extent of debateable ground, 4

;

trade combinations a great fact, 5
;
their avowed

object, ib.
;
an inevitable result of the policy

their object suggests, 6
;
conditions of labour

contended for, ib.
;

I. Artificial restrictions on
the labour market versus free trade in labour,
1 ; II. Examination 'of these restrictions, are

they justifiable ? do they tend to secure the end
for which they are designed ? 8

;
the claim for

standard rates of wages, ib., and for limiting the
hours of labour, 8, 9

; alleged diminution of

demand for manual labour, 9; the argument
against piece-work, 10

;
the number of appren-

tices, 11; coercion of non-unionists, 12; opposi-
tion to the introduction of new machinery, 18

;

an artificial scarcity of labour supposed to be
maintained by these restrictions : this an inter-

ference with the natural order of things, 14
;

impolicy of this, 14, 15
;
the profits of capitalists,

15; difficulties of employers, 16; effect of an
increase' of prices, 16, 17 ; industry and enter-

prise paralysed by the policy of stinting labour

artificially in order to enhance its market

value, 17
;

III. The bearing of trades-unions

on the position of employers, 18
;
the question

5 of authority, ib.
; independence of workmen

ib. ; tyrannical conduct on the part of masters,

19; feeling prevalent among employers as to

the proceedings of trades-unions, 20; bearing of

the recent policy of trades-unions on the labil-

ity of our industry, 21, and on the higher inter-

ests of workmen, 22
; legitimate function of

trades-unions, 23
;
Sheffield conference of trade-

delegates, ib. ; remedies for prevailing evils :

courts of conciliation, co-operation, 24
; import-

ance of promoting a gpirit of sympathy and
'

mutual regard, 24, 25.












